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Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban
Landscape: Can They Be Controlled?

T wocentralparadigmsemerged from the EPA’s Hotspots are evident in the data of Schueler and
Nationwide Urban Runoff Study in the earlyShepp (1992). Their survey ofoil and grit separators in
1980s. One was that pollutant concentrationssuburban Maryland show the differences in the quality

in urban runoffwere more or less the same regardlessof pool water and trapped sediments in separators
ofthe contributing land use. Yhe second was that urbandraining five different paved areas (Table 1). Gas
runoffcarried relatively few priority pollutants, moststations and convenience stores had much higher lev-
of which were metals, els of hydrocarbons and metals both in the water

Subsequent monitoring has generally reintbrcedcolumn and the sediments. Streets and residential
both paradigms, particularly for conventional pollut-parking lots, on the other hand, had much lower
ants such as sediments, nutrients, and organic carbon,hydrocarbon and metal concentrations.
However, two recent research studies suggest that "Gas stations were found to be an extremely signifi-
theremaybemajorexceptionstotheseparadigms. Thecant hotspot for hydrocarbons. Composite priority
studies point to the existence of hotspots in the urbanpollutant scans at the gas station sites revealed the
landscape that produce significantly greater loadingspresence of 37 potentially toxic compounds in the
of hydrocarbons and trace metals than other areas, sediment and 19 in the water column. Many com-

Hotspots are often linked to places where vehiclespounds were polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
are fueled and serviced, such as gas stations, busthat are thought to be harmful to both humans and
depots, and vehicle maintenance areas. Others occuraquatic organisms (Table 2). Non-gas station sites, on
where many vehicles are parked for brief periodsthe other hand, recorded far fewer priority pollutants
during the day (convenience stores and fast foodthat had much lower concentrations.
outlets), or where large numbers of vehicles are parked Pitt and Field ( 199 I) monitored metal and PAH
for a long time (commuter parking lots), levels in runoff from a number of sites in Mobile,

Gas Convenience All-Day Residential
Parameter Stations Stores Parking Lots Streets Parking

Comparative Sediment (~uaiity (reported in mg/kg of sediment)
Total P 1,056 1,020 466 365 267
TOC 98,071 55,167 37,915 33,025 32,392
Hydrocarbons 18,155 7,003 7,114 3,482 892
Cadmium 35.6 17.0 13.2 13.6 13.5
Chromium 350 233 258 291 323
Copper 788 326 186 173 162
Lead 1,163 677 309 544 180
Zinc 6,785 4,025 1,580 1,800 878

Comparative Pool Water Quality (reported in
Total P* 0.53 0.50 0.30 0.06 0.19
TOC" 95.51 26.8 20.6 9.9 15.8
HC" 22.0 10.9 15.4 2.9 2.4
Cadmium 15.3 7.9 6.5 ND ND
Chromium 17.6 13.9 5.4 5.5 NO
Copper 112.6 22.1 ! 1.6 9.5 3.6
Lead 162.4 28.8 13.0 8.2 ND
Zinc 554 201 190 92 ND

_ FNO = Not Detected "in units of mg/I
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Difficulty in Treating Hotspots
Few stormwater technologies are currently avail-

able to effectively control the runoff from hydrocar-
bon hotspots. Most hotspot source areas are less than
an acre in size, exist in already developed areas, and are

Napthalene Di-n-oct~l pthalate widely scattered across the urban landscape. Nichols
2-Methylnapthalene Benzo(b) flouranthene (1993) notes that there are over 1,500 vehicle mainte-
Acenapthene Indeno (123-cd) pyrene nance operations in the Washington, DC area alone.
Flourene Di-n-butyl pthalate The most common method to control hydrocarbon
Phenathrene Toulene loadings from small sites has been the oil grit separator
Flouranthrene Ethyl benzene (OGS). It consists of a concrete structure linked to the
Pyrene Total xylenes storm drain system with two pools used to trap oil and

Butylbenzylpthalate Methylene chloride grit (Figure 1). Recent research, however, indicates
that oil grit separators are not effective in trapping

Chrysene Benzene pollutants (see article 119). For example, in field
Acetone phenols inspections of over 100 OGS systems, the average

depth of trapped sediment was found to be a mere two

Alabama, including vehicle service areas, parking lots,inches.

salvage yards, landscaped areas, and loading docks. Further, the mass of trapped sediments in OGS
They employed the rapid Microtoxprocedure to assesssystems did not increase over a five year time frame.
thepossibletoxicityofseveralhundredrunoffsamples.Monthly sampling revealed sharp reductions in the

depth of trapped sediments of as much as 25 or 50%Although their monitoring data was variable, they from one month to the next. Dye tests indicated that
reported that many of the maximum PAH and metals

OGS systems had a residence time of less than 30concentrations in runoff samples were found at vehicle
minutes during even minor storms. In contrast, Pitt etservice areas and parking lots, as opposed to street
al. ( 1991) conclude that at least 24 hours of settling are

surfaces. Of greater concern, nearly 60% of the hotspot needed to achieve any meaningful reduction in poten-
runoff samples were classified as moderately to most

tial toxicity from hotspot areas.toxic, according to their relative toxicity screening
procedure. The poor performance ofoil grit separators can be

attributed to three key flaws: (1) an on-line design that
Are Hotspots Environmentally Significant? promotes frequent resuspension of previously depos-

ited oil and sediments, (2) insufficient treamaent vol-The mere presence of high pollutant concentra-
tions at hydrocarbon hotspots does not always implyume, and (3) poor internal geometry.

actual toxicity. Indeed, acute toxicity to aquatic organ-
isms exposed to hotspotrunoffis probablyarareevent.Prospects for Improving On-Site Technology

This is due to relatively brief exposures during storm Can the dismal performance of the current genera-
events, large dilution factors in urban creeks, and thetion of oil grit separators be improved? New off-line
fact that many pollutants are strongly bound to sedi-designs have been developed in a number ofcommu-
ments and thus are not readily available to aquatic life.nities to reduce resuspension (Shepp, 1992). Not much
Pit~ and Field (1992) reviewed a series of studies thatperformance data are yet available to evaluate the
provide convincing evidence of longer-term chronicperformance of these new designs. However, it is
toxicity to aquatic organisms when exposed to urbanreasonable to expect that they will be more retentive
runoff, than current designs, but the question remains--by

how much?The greatest environmental risk appears to occur
when metal and hydrocarbon-laden sediments are de- Ultimately, the effectiveness of any design is de-
posited in downstream lakes and estuaries. The bottompendent on regular and frequent clean-out of trapped
sediments of many small, highly urbanized estuariessediments. This, untbrtunately, has been the "Achilles
are heavily contaminated with metals and PAHs. Run-heel" of existing OGS technology. For example, in a
off from urban hotspots appears to be a major contrib-recent Maryland study not a single OGS system out of
uting factor to sediment contamination in these cases,over 100 inspected had ever been maintained.
as witnessed in both the Anacostia and Delaware Four factors explain this poor track record. First, a
estuaries (Schueler and Shepp, 1992; McKenzie andmarket does not yet exist to clean out and dispose of
Hunter, 1979). The consequences of sediment con-sediments. Few vendors are available to perform the
tamination often include greatly reduced benthic di-task themselves. Second, many local governments
versity and transfer of pollutants into fish tissue. Tech-have been slow in enforcing clean-out requirements on
niques to remedy bottom sediment contamination aresmall business owners. Third, clean-outs are quite
in their infancy, and have yet to be proven effective,expensive, ranging from as much as $1,000 to $2,000
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per ~te each year. Lastly. concerns about the actual or In the end, our capability, to reduce hotspots may
perceived toxic~ of the trapped sediments have lira- well depend on solving institutiona! problems--assur-
ited options for safe and economical disposal. Many

ing regular and environmentally safe sediment clean-
landfill operators are loath to accept wet sediments outs, and preventing pollutants from being exposed towith pollutant concentrations on the order of those

stormwater runoff at hotspot ~eas. See also articles
reported in Table 1. 119 and 120.

Sand fi]ters may turn out to b~ a better alternative for
treating runoff from hydrocarbon hotspots than OGS
systems. Asafilteringmedium, sandisveryeffectivein Hoffman, et al. 1982. "Petroleum Hydrocarbons in
"’straining" out hydrocarbons and metals. Also, most

Urban RunoffFromaCommercialLand UseArea.’,
sand filters are designed to treat a much greater volume JWPCF. 54(11): 1519-1528.
ofrunoffthan OGS systems. Perhaps most importantly,Mackenzie and Hunter. 1979. "Sources and Fates of
clean-out of sand filters is easier and less frequent. On Aromatic Compounds in Urban Stormwater Run-
the downside, sand filters are more expensive to con- off." ES&T. 13(2): 179-183.
struct, and may sti!l be subject to disposal problems atNichols, G. 1992. Waste Management Practices of
some hotspot sites. Vehicle Maintenance Businesses and Local Gov-

Source control may hold the greatest promise to eminent Vehicle Fleet Operations. Metro Wash-
reduce the delivery of pollutants from hotspots. This ington COG. U.S. EPA Office of Pollution Preven-
pollution prevention approach stresses the importance tion. 52 pp.
of eliminating the spills, leaks, and emissions thatPitt and Field. 1990. Hazardous and Toxic Wastes
create the hotspot in the first place. A series of better- Associated With Urban Stormwater Runoff. 16th
handling, recycling, storage and disposal practices can Annual Hazardous Waste Research Symposium.
reduce the chance that automotive fluids and cleaning U.S. EPA-ORD. Cincinnati, OH.
solvents come into contact with rainwater and run offPitt et aL 1991. The Treatabili,ty of Urban Stormwater
the site. The Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Toxicants. Intl. Conf. on Integrated Stormwater
Program has published an excellent summary of poilu- Management. Natl Univ. of Singapore.
t]on prevention practices for gas stations (see articleSanta Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program.
136). - TRS 1993. Best Management Practices for

Automotive-Relatedlndustries. 28 pp.
Summary Schueler, T. 1987. Controlling Urban Runoff: A Prac-

tical Manual for Planning and Designing UrbanAlthough small in size, pollution hotspots are preva-
BMPs. Metro Washington COG. 275 pp.lent in the urban landscape. More monitoring is needed

Schueler, T. and D. Shepp. 1993. The QualiO~ ofto define the magnitude of the metal and PAH loads
TrappedSedimentsandPoolWater Within OilGritthey deliver to downstream waters. Currently, few
Separators in Suburban MD. Metro Washingtoneffective techniques are available to treat hydrocarbon
COG. 48 pp.hotspots. Further testing of new designs of oil grit

Shepp, D. 1992.-lmproved Design for the Oil/Gritseparators and sand filters is warranted.
Separator System. Metro Washington COG. Dis-
trict Environmental Regulatory Administration.
14 pp.
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Feature Arttcte from Watershed Protection -[’echmques. 1(2): 55-61

Influence of Snowmelt Dynamics
on Stormwater Runoff Quality
by Ga~ L. Oberts, Metropolitan Council, St. Paul, MN

p otentiai water pollution associatedis called pavement melt. As the name implies, itoccurs
with melting snow are a concern to watershedwhen deicers are applied or the sun shines on heat-
managers in northern climates. In fact, in someabsorbing paved areas. These applications result in a

urban areas, substantial portions of the annual load ofwinter-longsequence ofchemically-drivenmelt events
pollutants such as hydrocarbons, metals, solids, nutri-in which very saline water carries accumulated road
ents, and chlorides come from snowmelt and earlypollutants into drainage systems and local receiving
spring runoffevents. Thus, the annual cycle ofpollut-waters.
ant build-up and subsequent release during snowmelt The second melt stage involves the more gradual
can be a real threat to the attainment of water qualitymelt of snow piles adjacent to road surfaces. Roadside
objectives, melt contributes runoffintermittently as chemical splash

This article examines the mechanisms involved inand solar radiation gradually reduce piled snow. The
snow pollutant accumulation and the movement offinal stage ofthe snowmelt sequence is the melt ofnon-
various pollutants from the snowpack. With this knowl-paved pervious areas of the site, such as grassed lawns.
edge, practitioners can plan management actions toThe pervious area melt stage has the potential to
anticipate changing flows and pollutant concentra-contribute a substantial volume ofrunoffquickly, par-
tions. Techniques that can be incorporated include theticularly when accelerated by a rain event.
designation of "salt-free" areas near key streams and
wetlands, and dumping plowed snow in pervious areasRunoffQuantity
where melt water can infiltrate. The volume ofrunoffgenerated by each of the three

melt stages is dictated primarily by the amount of snow
TheSnowmeltSequence and the weather conditions (Table 1). In most cases,

Snowmelt can be describedas apredictableprocess runoffproduced during pavement melt is not substan-
with three distinct stages (Figure l).Thefirstmeltstage tial. The end-of-season melt of the snowpack (i.e.,
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roadside and per,, ious area melt), however, often con-Chesters, 198 I; Schrimpffand Herrmann, 1979).
5ti[utes the largest single annual runoffevent in north- Pollutants are also directly deposited on the snow-
em c !imates. Often this melt lasts several weeks and canpack and other cleared surfaces in winter. Most of the
be ma~ifiedwith concurrent rainfall(Bannermanetal.,street surface studies, however, have not focused on
1983: GIancy. 1988; Westerstrom, 1984). the build-up of pollutants under snowy conditions.

Figure2 isan exampleofthesignificanceofthe largeThis omission is critical because street loads of sedi-
runoff produced by an end-of-season snowmelt eventment and toxic materials are at an annual peak at the
in an urban catchment in Minnesota (Ober~s et al.,onsetofwintermeltandearlysprmgrainfalls(Bannerman
1989). ]-he importance of the melt event was magnifiedet al., 1983). Vehicular deposition of petroleum prod-
by several rain-on-snow events that occurred fromucts/additives and metals, the direct application of salt
mid-March to early-April, 1989. The snowmett runoffisand anti-skid grits, and roadway deterioration are major
dramatic relative to the annual water budget, particu-contributors to the pollution of road surface snow
larly when compared to runoff from the larger rain(Malmqvist, 1978:Oberts, 1986;Soderlundetal., 1970).
events (e.g., a 3.41 inch storm -- I 0-year frequency--
that occurred in May, 1988). "First Melt" Effect

Roadway snow is quickly removed by rapid melt
RunoffQuality through salt application, removal to a dump site, or
Pollutant Sources plowing over the roadway curb/edge. The first action

Pollutants accumulate in snow due to several pro-results in immediate runoff, usually involving small

cesses. First. falling snowflakes are effective scaven-votumes of water and a minor portion of the annual

gersot’bothparticulateandaerosolpollutants(Cotbeck,pollution load. although concentrations may be high

1978).Aftersnowhas fallen, thesnowpackissubjectto(Novotny and Chesters, 1981). For example, in 1980

both episodic and continuous deposition of airbornesmallmid-wintermeltsinMinnesotaaccountedforless

pollutants from local urban emissions, as well as longthan 5% of the annual total phosphorous and total lead

distance transport of pollutants from activities unre-loads, respectively. In contrast the end-of-winter melt

lated to the locale (Couillard, 1982: Landsberger andaccounted for about eight to 20% of the annual phos-

Jervis. 1985: Schondorfand Herrmarm, 1987; Vuorinen,phorus and lead loads (Oberts, 1982).

1986: Zajac and Grodzinska, 1981 ). Atmospheric depo-Runoff pollution from snow removed to a dump site
sition of toxic chemicals, nutrients, and solids haveis a topic that has been well studied, particularly in
been noted on urban surfaces throughout the winterCanada. High levels ofchloride, lead, iron, phosphorus,
from sources such as fossil fuel combustion, refusebiochemical oxygen demand, and total suspended sol-
incineration, chemical processing, metal plating, andids have been reported in snow dump runoff(La Barre
manufacturing (Boom and Marsalek, 1988; Horkebyetal., 1973; Oliveretal., 1974; Pierstorffand Bishop,
and Malmqvist, 1977; Matmqvist, 1978;Novoy~yand1980;Scottand Wylie, 1980; VanLoon, 1972).

Snowmelt Duration/ Runoff
Stage Frequency Volume Pollutant Characteristics

Stage 1. Short, but many Low Acidic, high concentrations of
Pavement Melt times in winter soluable pollutants, CI’, nitrate,

lead. Total load is minimal.

Stage 2. Moderate Moderate Moderate concentrations of both
Roadside Melt soluable and particulate pollutants

Stage 3a. Gradual, often High Dilute concentrations of soluble
Pervious Area Melt most at end pollutants, moderate to high

of season concentrations of particulate
pollutants, depending on flow.

Stage 3a. Short Extreme High concentration of particulate
Rain-on-snow Melt pollutants, moderate to high

concentrations of soluable
pollutants. High total load.

-- R0079474
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Roadside Snowpack the pack as a highly concentrated, usually acidic, pulse
of meltwater. This "’first flush" of concentrated snow-

Plowing snow over to the roadside edge allows for
the accumulation of debris, chemicals, grit, and litter

packmeltwaterwilleitherinfiltrateintothesoilorrunoff,

overanentirewinter.Thismaterialiseasilymobilizedindepending upon the conditions of the surface soils

either short, chemically-driven melts or larger
underlying the snowpack.

end-of-season runoffevents. Material may also remain The degree to which soluble pollutants are washed

available for early spring rainfall washoff. Levels offromthesnowpackdepends uponthenumberoffreezei

contamination in a roadside snowpack can reach orthaw cycles during the winter and whether the pack

even exceed that ofa snowpack at a dump site (Oliverreceives any outside moisture. Repeated freezing and

et al., 9174; Pierstorff and Bishop, 1980; Scott andthawing "purify" the hexagonal crystals and any added
moisture mob i lizes the re leased pollutants m ore quickly.

Wylie, t 980; Van Loon, 1972).
Johannessen and Henriksen (1978) found in both labo-

Once pollutants collect in a snowpack, a process of
pollutant speciation associated with the freeze/thaw

ratory and field studies that about 40 to 80% of 16

cycle begins to develop. This proces: has been called
pollutants were released from experimental snowpacks

several different terms, including "freeze exclusion,"
withthe first 30%ofthe liquidmelt.Yhisprocess seemed

"preferential elution," and "acid flushing." All these
to be independent ofthe initial snowpack concentration

titles refer to basically the same phenomenon, wherein
of the pollutants. Their studies also showed that pollut-
ant concentrations in the initial melt were two to 2.5

soluble pollutants are flushed from throughout the
snowpack and concentrate at the bottom of the pack.

times greater than those in the remaining snowpack
(reaching as high as 6.5 times the snowpack levels in the

Several authors describe a process that beginsvery firstfractionsofmelt.
when snowflakes respond to freezing and thawing
cycles by metamorphosing (when ice crystals en large      Zapf-Gilje et al. (I 986) found in their study of frozen
and round) (Colbeck, 1981; Hibberd, 1984; Schondorf secondary effluentthatthe first20%ofamelt contained65°,/o of the phosphorus and 90% of the total nitrogen.
and Hen’mann, 1987). The reforming crystalline latticeThe removal was not related to initial pollutant content
does not allow impurities to be incorporated, so the
impuritiesmigratetotheoutsideofthecrystal.Theyare

in the frozen effluent. In contrast, Schondorf and

loosely bound in this position and thus exposed for
Herrmann (1987) reported that 90% of the
particulate-associated polycyctic aromatic hydrocar-

washoff by passing meltwater, boris (PAHs) in a snow column were contributed in the
The heterogeneous nature of the snowpack allowslast 10% of the melt.

for channelized meltwater to scavenge soluble pollut- Particulate matter is filtered or coagulated with other
ants randomly until the pack is saturated, whereuponpa.,!,ic!es as it moves through the snowpack and remains
pollutant mobilization becomesmore uniform through-behind while the soluble component washes through.
out the pack. In this condition, soluble pollutants arePollutants such as tightly bound organics and metals
collected in a "wetted front" that moves through theadsorb to sediment and organic compounds. Schondorf
pack, eventually reaching the bottom. At this position,
they intersect the soil or other surface and move from and Herrmann (1987) also found that rain-on-snow
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~ashes fine-grained particulate through the pack andRunoff
t’iushes out metals and adsorbed organic pollutants.

The net effect of freeze exclusion is that meltwater
Infiltration moving from a snowpack has a different chemical qual-

ity depending upon the stage of the melt. Early in the
Infiltration can occur at the bottom ofa snowpackmelt.the prima~’movementoutofthepackwillbe fi-omeven into frozen or partially frozen soils. In fact, the very.

soluble pollutants, followed by the particulate fraction.
first portions of a melt generally infiltrate until the soilThis applies only to water as it moves from the snow-
becomes saturated, leading to a progressive reduction

pack. It should be noted that the large volume ofin infiltration capacity (Bengtsson, 1984). Novotny
meltwaterleavingthepack, particularlyatpeakmelt, canI ( ! 988) explains that infiltration of substantial volumes
wash off accumulated pollutants from paved surfaces

of meltwater can occur into clay and loam soils, as wellas well as pick up additional pollutants from saturated
as sands, if impermeable frozen tavers do not form

soil surfaces.before snow cover. The formation ~f these "concrete
ti-osts" is a function of the amount of pore-water of the Because the initial stages ofmelt are generally slow.
soil(Bengtsson, 1984). the first melt stage runoffexerts aconcentration"shock"

of highly soluble pollutants, but not a high pollution
Less soil moisture at freeze-up allows more meltwa-load. More runoffis produced in the latter stages of theter to move through the available pore spaces. Oncemelt, which can generate high concentrations and high

soils are saturated, however, the amount ofrunofffromloads because particulates are washed out of the pack.
the soil surface becomes a function of the degree ofmeh

andthe amount o fdownward movement of water throughRdin-on-snow
saturated soils. This situation can make the entire

Extreme pollutant loads can be experienced duringcatchment 100% "functionally impervious" with the
the end-of-the-season melt if rain falls on a deep, satu-catchment actually contributing meltwater runoff,
rated snowpack that has undergone repeatedBengtsson (1984) and Colbeck (1978) demonstrated
freeze-thaw cycles (Couillard, 1982; Schondorf andthat infiltration can vary from zero to 100%, depending
Herrmann, 1987). This event leads to a sudden releaseupon the nature of the soil, the water content of the soil
of soluble pollutants from the wetted front at the sameat freeze-up, and the degree of saturation reached
time that soluble and particulate pollutants are flushedduring a melt event,
from the snowpack by the rainfall.

The large volume of melt runoff associated with
rain-on-snow events also flushes pollutants that have
accumulated on paved and soil surfaces. The intensity

Total Volatile Chemical Total
susp. susp. oxygen Total Dissolved Kjeldahl Totalsolids solids demand phos. phos, nitrogen Nitrate Clodde lead

Storm
Sewers    148 46 169 0.70 0.25 3.52 1.04 230 0.16N=(20-40)

Open
Channels 88 15 82 0.56 0.18 2.36 0.89 49 0.2N=(1-5)

Creeks 64 -- 84 0.54 --- 3.99 0.65 116 0.08N=(2)

MEDIAN 112 38 !!2 0.70 0.18 3.39 0.91 1-16 0.10
NURP* -- _ 91 0.46 0.16 2.35 0.96 -- 0.18

"Runoff concentrations were obtained from over 2.300 rainfall events monitored at 22 proiect sites across the nation             R0079476
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of a rain-on-snow event is usually greater than a summertremendous amount o faccumulated winter debris from
thunderstormbecausethesoilissamratedorfrozenandstreet surfaces. Again, monitoring the rain events dur-
the rapidly melting snowpack provides added runoffing or shortly after the melt of the snowpack yielded
volume, very high concentrations of many pollutants.

Pierstorffand Bishop (1980) reported that dump s
Levels of Pollunon melt runoff from Durham, New Hampshire and else-

Monitoring of pollutant concentrations in snow- wherereachedashighas664mg!ICI,50mg/lCOD, and
melt runoff is much more scarce than monitoring ofI3 mNloilandgrease. BoomandMarsalek(1988)found
stormwater runoff. Research in the Minneapolis-St.that PAH levels in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, meltwater
Paul region ofM innesota over the last decade has shed runoff(3 to l 2 gg~/i) differed little ~om the levels seen in
more light on pollutant concentrations in snowmelt,the snowpack. Couillard (1982) noted that melt events
Runoff data from 49 short-term January, and February,e:~ibited verytoxic levels ofmetals andthatrain occur-
snowmelts and end-of-season March and April snow-ring during a melt tended to dilute the concentranon,
melt events are provided in Table 2 (Oberts, 1982;and hence the toxicity,, of meltwater.
Oberts and Osgood, 1988; Oberts et al., 1989). For AlleyandEIlis(1978) recorded mean meltwater lead
comparison, the table also lists national runoffconcen-levels of 0.7 ra!!l, and similarly high concentrations of
trations obtained from NURP sites (USEPA, 1983).several other trace metals in Denver, Colorado.
Snowmett runoff contains elevated levels of solids,gannerman et al. (1983) reported the highest annual
nutrient, and chemical oxygen demand (COD), in addi-concentrations of TSS, CI, lead, and total zinc were
tion to the high levels of lead and chloride. Both totalrecorded in meltwater and early spring rainfall events in
and volatile suspended solids concentrations in snow-most of their Milwaukee, Wisconsin monitoring sites.
melt runoff are considerably lower than theThey also noted that significant loads ofsediment and
flow-weightedmeanconcentrationsfromrainfalleventstrace metals are produced during this short interval,
collected at the same sites. Concentrations of COD,with 20 to 33% of the annual load being contributed.
organic nitrogen (TKN), and lead are higher in the melt

This finding is consistent with Minnesota meltwa-events for most sites, and chloride and nitrate are much
ter where a substantial amount (about 65%) of thehigher in the melt at all sites. Total and dissolved
annual sediment, organic, nutrient, and lead load. andphosphorous are generally similar for both snowmelt

and rainfall runoff, virtually all of the chloride toad from urban areas are
produced by snowmelt and early spring rainfall events

A review of monitoring data from other locations(Oberts, 1982). Total loads ofpollution are often ofmore
shows that the Minnesota values are within the rangeconcern than concentration, depending upon whether
ofsnowmelt runoffquality observed elsewhere. Snow-the receiving water is most sensitive to the strength of
melt runoff measured in Ottawa revealed that evenapollutantortototalaccumulation. Forexample, lakes
though high concentrations of lead and chloride accu-respond to nutrient loads, whereas aquatic life in a
mulate in snow dumps and along roadsides, the actualstream are more likely to be concentration sensitive and
levels in runoffare much lower (La Barre et aL, 1973;react to the peak concentrations of the toxic materials.
Oliver et al., 1974). This is thought to be due to infiltra-
tion and adsorption of pollutants to soils during melt.

Conclusions
For example, lead concentrations in Ottawa roadside
and snow dumps reached levels as high as 113 mg!l, but Snowmelt runoffcomes from short duration, chemi-

concentrations from this snow after it had melted de-cally driven events and from longer duration,

clined to <0.01 to 1.19 mg/l. end-of-season events. Meltwater runoffcarries pollut-
ants that have accumulated all winter in the snowpack,

Sediment samples taken from a river near the dumpas well as street and soil surface material that washes off
sites showed lead levels as high as 1,344 mg/kg, butof these surfaces. Atmospheric fallout, industrial activ-
dropped to 183 mg/kg the year after dumping stoppedity, vehicular emissions/con’osion/fluid leaks, roadway
near the site. Chlorides from this same study in Ottawa

deterioration, urban litter, and anti-skid grit and chemi-
reached as high as 15,266 mg!l in a snowpack adjacent

cal deicers are sources of the solids, nutrients, and toxicto a street in a commercial area and 2,500 rag/1 at the
materialsthat accumulateinasnowpack. Solublepollut-

dumps, but runoff levels from a storm sewer in the cityants are preferentially leached or purged from the snow-
declined to 219 mgil (again close to the Table 2 values

pack in the early stages of the melt. Later melt stages
for runoff) and the dump averaged 500 mg/l. carry’ the particulate fraction along with a large volume

Soderlundetal. (1970)reportedsnowmeltrunoffinof meltwater, which also washes pollutants from the
Stockholm reached levels as high as 450 mg!l chloride,urban surface.
12 mg/l oil, and 1.0 mg/l total phosphorus. The authors
found that rapidly rising temperatures generated a
substantial volume of meltwater, which then washed a R0079477
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Use of De-icing Compounds

Use alternative de-icing compounds such as CaCl2 and calcium magnesium acetate (CMA)
Designate "salt-free" areas on roads adjacent to key streams, wetlands, and resource areas

Reduce use of de-icing compounds through better driver training, equipment calibration,
and careful application

Sweep accumulated salt and grit from roads as soon as practical after surface clears

¯ Storage of De-icing Compounds
Store compounds on sheltered, impervious pads

Locate at least 100 feet away from streams and flood plains

Direct internal flow to collection system and route external flows around shelters

¯ Dump Snow in Pervious Areas Where It Can Infiltrate

Stockpile snow in flat areas at least 100 feet from stream or floodplain

Plant stockpile areas with salt-tolerant ground cover species

Remove sediments and debris from dump areas each spring
Choose areas with some soil-filtering capacity

¯ Blow Snow from Curbside to Pervious Areas

¯ Operate Stormwater Ponds on a Seasonal Mode

¯ Use Level Spreaders and Berms to Spread Meltwater Over Vegetated Areas

¯ Intensive Street Cleaning in Early Spdng can Help Remove Particulates on Road Surfaces
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Feature .4rtwle from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(J): 239-246

Nutrient Movement from
the Lawn to the Stream?

A re lawns a significant source of nutrients to
Trends in Urban Lawn Fertilization

urban streams’? The answer to this frequently
asked question appears to be "maybe." On th~

Histortcal Fertilizer Useone hand. over-fertilization of home lawns has been
frequently cited as an important and controllable nutri- Fertilizer use mushroomed after World War II along
ent source within urban watersheds, and has been a keywith the chemical industry. Fertilization rates recom-
element of many local outreach and pollution preven-mended by turf researchers and garden writers also
tion campaigns. On the other, turfgrass researchersgrew sharply during thisperiod. A typicalrecommenda-
report that well-tended lawns produce minimal runofftion prior to 1940 was 44 pounds of nitrogen* fertilizer

and nutrient export. In this article, we explore the ques-per acre per year (Jenkins,, 1994).
tion of whether nutrients are moving from the lawn to the By the 1965 edition of the popular America "s Gar-
stream, by examining three areas: den Book, recommended fertilization rates had climbed

to 283 pounds nitrogen per acre annually. Some fertilizer¯ Trends in urban fertilizer use
recommendations during the 1970s were as high as 348¯ Research on the nutrient cycle in urban lawns pounds peracre per year(Jenkins, 1994). By 1984, EPA

estimated nearly a million tons of chemical fertilizers¯ Actual nutrient levels recorded in urban steams
were applied yearly across the nation’s lawns--more

The article begins with an analysis of recent trendsthan India applied to all its food crops in the same year
in lawn fertilization recommendations, and then sum-(Bormann, 1993).
marizes what we know about actual fertilizer applica-

[n recent years, the trend toward ever greater fertiIi-tions and behavior by the homeowner and lawn care
zation has begun to change. Part of this is due to thecompanies,
recognition that excess nutrients can degrade the water

Next, the nutrient cycle of the lawn is described,quality of streams, lakes, and estuaries. Also, hardier
including major inputs, storage components, and out-grasses such as fine rescues and native buffalograss
~uts of nitrogen and phosphorus. Potential nutrienthave become more popular in response to growing
in.p.uts include fertilizer applications, atmospheric depo-water shortages. These tough grasses have lower nitro-
s~tmn, runon from impervious areas such as rooftops,gen requirements than other grasses (Schultz, 1989).
irrigation waterwith elevated nutrientcontent, fixation,Lastly, turf research documented that lawn clippings
and decomposition of clippings left on the lawn. Stor-can provide significant nutrient value and help promote
age components include soil, thatch, and standing turf.dense and vigorous grass. In response to these trends,
Potential outputs include volatilization, denitrification,some extension agents are now recommending lower
runoff, leaching, and clippings not left on the lawn. nitrogen fertilization rates. For example, according to

Lastly, the article reviews monitoring data from the Northern Virginia Soil and Water Conservation
nearly 40 residential watersheds across the country toDistrict, a good rule of thumb is to use half of the
detect whether nutrient levels in urban streams aremanufacturer’s recommended application--generally
elevated during storm events, in relation to other landless than 44 lbs/acre in any single application. Other
uses or nutrient sources, current extension and garden literature recommenda-

tions range from 87 to 174 Ibs/acre/year of nitrogen.

* Lawn feeding recommendations are often expressed in terms of nitrogen since this nutrient keeps grass green and
soft by promoting rapid leaf growth. The vast majority of retail lawn fertilizers are "complete" fertilizers, meaning
they contain nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. Nitrogen stimulates leaf growth: phosphorus enhances stem
and root strength (as well as promoting flowering); and potassium encourages seed-ripening and stress-tolerance.
Phosphorus and potassium also impart insect and disease resistance. The percentages vary from nitrogen-heav
~o,~rmulas such as 29-3-4 to more even-handed formulations such as 10-6-4 or 10% nitro~,’en 6% ,~h,~.~h .... ~,,~
’~ ~’o potassium by weight.                                " ...... ~ ......... R0079480
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Lawn care
study Wisconsin Virginia Maryland Maryland Minnesota

Reference Kroupa & Aveni, Kroll and Smith eta/., Dindorf,
Associates, 1995 1994 Murphy, 1994 1993 1992

Homes 204 100 484 403 136
surveyed

Proportion 54% 79% 38% 87% 85%
of homes (69% home- (85% home- (18% had
that use owner applied) owner applied) soil tested)
fertilizers less than 20%

had soil tested

Numberof 2.4 no data 1 (37%); no data no data
applications reported 2 (31%); reported reported
per year 3-4 (16%)

Homeowner Fertilization Behavior reported using more than the recommended amount
Surveys suggest that roughly 70% of all lawns are(Kroupaand Associates, !995.) Whilethat is an encour-

regularly fertilized, regardless of whether additionalaging statistic, it must be remembered that it is a self-
nutrients are needed (Table 1). For example, in Minne-reported one (i.e. without verification).
sota, 85%ofrespondentsreported using fertilizers, but What about homeowners who rely on others for
only 18% had their soil tested to confirm the needtheir lawn care? About two-thirds of all homeowners
(Dindoff, 1992). Likewise, 79%ofVirginiahomeownersperform their own lawn care, with lawn care companies
used fertilizers, but less than 20% had their soil testedservicingtherest. Still, in some moreaffiuent neighbor-
(Aveni, 1994). hoods, as many as 50% of lawns may be managed by a

Few homeowners bother to contact the local exten-service. From the mid 1960s to the mid 1980s, the lawn
sion office for recommended fertilization rates. Instead,care service industry grew at arate of 25 to 30% per year
most rely on the local hardware store or garden center.(Jenkins, 1994).
In fact, a survey in Vh’ginia found that product labels Lawn care companies usually offer a variety of
werethenumberoneinformation source for homeowners,service plans, but the most common is a basic service
while Cooperative Extension Service rankedlast (Aveni,plan that consists of five to eight visits per year. Most
1994). Label directions vary in terms of specificity,visits are dual-purpose, in that fertilizer and pesticides
While all labels indicate how many square feet the bagare both applied. Unless a customer specifically re-
should cover, each takes a different approaches on howquests a soil test or a special application rate, most lawn
often the product should be applied. Some specify twocompanies give every lawn serviced by the company
orthreeapplicationsperyear. Others gi.ve no frequencythe same rate of fertilization. Morton (1988) reported
at all and say "may be applied at any season." Interest-that many commercial lawn care services apply 194 to
ingly, the instructions for bagged fertilizer fail to men-258 lbs/ac/yr of nitrogen.
tion soil tests. Homeowner surveys also indicate that spring fertili-

Depending on the type of lawn care product, azation is still common in cool-season grass regions.
homeqwner might apply anywhere between 44 and 261Some homeowners even reported fertilizing in winter. In
lbs. nitrogen/acre and from four to 26 lbs. phosphorus/any event, homeowners and lawn care companies may
acre each year. Still, this begs the question of whethernot always apply fertilizer at the optimal time. Still, no
or not homeowners follow package directions. There ismatter how much fertilizer is applied to the lawn, the key
very little actual data on homeowner application rates,question is whether enough of it finds its way to urban
A survey of homeowners in Long Island found anstreams to cause water quality problems.
average application rate of 107 lb. nilrogen per acre per
year (Morton, 1988.) In a Wisconsin survey, 66% ofTheNutrientCyclein theUrban Lawn
homeowners reported applying exactly the amount
recommended, 3 I% reported using less, and only 3% The nutrient cycle in an intensively managed lawn

is quite complex, and consists of many interacting
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~nputs. outputs and storage components. A betterattempting to model the full dynamics of the turt~rass
understanding of the urban lawn nutrient cycle cancycle. Thus. we have a very, dim understanding of how
identiF,, imponantnutrient pathways, and helpestimateinputs shift nutrients from one component to another,
the potential for nutrient export. A schematic of theor how rates of transport are controlled. The schematic
major elements of the nitrogen and phosphorus c\.,¢le isdoes suggest that internal storage components such asshown in Figure I.

soil, thatchandclippingsareamajorelementofthecycle
In the absence of fertilization, nitrogen is found inand will influence the pollution potential of a given

three major forms in the urban lawn (Figure la). Thefenilization or watering regime. Thisalsosuggeststhat
largest quantiff of nitrogen is present in orgamc fOrm,estimatesoftheamountoffertilizerneeded for turfgrass
either in the soil, thatch or grass itself. The large reset-should credit supplemental nutrient sources such as
voir of organic nitrogen, however, cannot be taken upatmospheric deposition, thatch, mulchedclippings.and
by plant roots until it is converted into more solubleirrigation water.
morgamc forms, such as nitrate and ammonium. The
process is facilitated by microbes and bacteria within[nput l. Fertilizer Application
the soil that are continually breaking down organic

As already discussed, there is some uncertain .ty
nitrogen into ammonia, and ultimately, into nitrate.

~ aboutactuat fertilization rates for home lawns. Still, irisMost grass plants prefer to take up nitrate nitrogen,
clear that fertilization rates can approach significant

although some species (especially on acid soils) can
levels. Yable2offersacomparisonoffertilizationrates

take.up a~. monia-nitrogen as well. Since inorganic nitro_among several land uses. It shows that nitrogen amountsgen ~s quite soluble, it moves with soil water and can
commonly applied by homeowners rival those applied

leach out of the root zone. The last form is atmosphericto golf fairways and crops. Lawn care services appear
mtrogen gas which is present in the pore spaces of the

to apply more nitrogen than is used on cropland or golf
soil and can be convened into inorganic nitrogen by

courses. Home lawns, however, receive less phospho-
nitrogen-fixing bacteria tbund in leguminous plantsrus inputs than crops.
(such as clover).

The phosphorus cycle on urban lawns is slightlyInput 2. Atmospheric Deposition
less complex (Figure I b). Phosphorus is primarily’ found

The contribution of airborne nutrients to the lawnin t~vo forms: phosphate (PO~) and other forms of
has long been ignored even though studies in thesoluble phosphorus (that has weathered from rocks or

been released during the decomposition of organicWash!ngton metropolitan area estimate 17 lbs/ac of

matter), and organic phosphorus (that is contained innitrogenand0.7 Ibs/acofphosphorus(MWCOG, 1983).

organic matter in the soils, thatch and grass itself).Sources of airborne nutrients include power plant and

vehicle emissions. Atmospheric deposition to surfacesPhosphate is present in small quantities, and is taken up
other than the lawn may also reach the lawn throughdirectly by grass roots, while organic phosphorus is not
rllnon,available for plant uptake until decomposers break it

down into soluble forms.
Input 3. Runon from Impervious AreasMuch of our knowledge of each pathway in the

urban nutrientcycle isderived from experimental plots Impervious surfaces collect nutrients from atmo-
rather than field monitoring. In additfon, most studiesspheric deposition, pet wastes, and blown in organic
have focused on a single component of the lawn nutri-matter. These nutrients are easily washed off the sur-
ent cycle (e.g. applied fertilizer, leaching), rather thanfaces in stormwater runoff. When runofffrom impervi-

Home Home
Golf lawn lawn

Chemical Cropland* fairway Greens (do it yourself} (lawn service)

Nitrogen 184 150 213 44-261 194-258
Phosphorus 80 88 44 !5 no data
Pesticides 5.8 37.3 45.1 7,5 no data

* Corn/soybean rotation.
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nutrient content in irrigation water can be a significant

\,~ & D~niL." input to the lawn in some regions.

~~
i /nput 5. Nutrient Fixation by Plants

~, Watefin~ Atmospheric nitrogen (N, is not usablegas) by
Rttrlott 7crtdizcc plants until it isfixed, combine~l with oxygen or hydro-

/ -K~ .~, " : ~’~"~ gen into compounds which plants can assimilate. Bac-

,~.,
"\ teria living in the soil (Clostridium) and on the roots of

~ ~ certain plants (Rhizobium) are able to fix nitrogen.
Clover, one of the rhizobium-bearing plants, can pro-
vide up to 30% of a lawn’s yearly nitrogen requirement
(Olkowski, 1991 ).

15;;oil (Root Zone~ Leachi~.~
vo~at.~za~on and Denitrifica~on Input 6. Decomposition of Clippings

Petrovic (1990) reviewed nitrogen recovery from
clippings. Recove~ compares the amount of nitrogen
present in clippings with the amount applied through
fertilization. For example, if 10 lbs of nitrogen were
applied to one acre o fturf, and if the resultant clippings
contained I0 Ibs of nitrogen, nitrogen recovery would

Atmos~l{eric                        be 100%. Petrovic reports that recovery percentages

~
vary with grass species, rate o f fertilization, and the rate

~ d’
at wh ich the nitrogen contained in the fertilizer becomes
available. For example, at similar fertilization rates, 99%

~ recovery was observed in perennial ryegrass compared
Runoff Fertilizer to 60% recovery in creeping bentgrass. As fertilization

rates increase above the optimum, the percent recovery

~ .
~

declines. For fertilizers that release most of their nitro-
~ gen within one year, recovery percentages ranged from

, ~’~g~,-,, ~ 25 to 60%. Recover5’ also varies with soil type, but there
is less information available. One study found a 9%
recovery difference in silt loam vs. clay loam (Petrovic,
~990).

Researchers at the University, of Connecticut Agri-
cultural Station used radioactive nitrogen to track what
happened to applied nutrients when grass clippings
were recycled. They found that nitrogen from the clip-

ous areas flows onto lawns, this runon becomes apings was incorporated into new grass growth within
nutrient source. Rooftops are probably the greatest

a week. After three years, nearly 80% of the applied
source ofrunon, and they can supply moderate concert-nitrogen had been returned to the lawn through the
trationsofnitrogenandphosphorus. Bannerman(1994),clippings (Schultz, 1989). The Rodale Institute Re-
for example, reported total phosphorus levels of 0.15search Center reports that an acre of clippings provides
mg!l in residential roof runoff. Thomas and Greene

an average of 235 pounds of nitrogen, 210 pounds of
(1993)reportednitratelevelsof0.1to0.3mg/linrooftoppotassium, and 77 pounds of phosphorus (Meyer,
runoff. 1995). Thus, if all clippings are returned to the lawn, they

can meet much of the nutrient requirement.
Input 4: Nutrient Content in h’rigation Water

Many Midwestern municipalities are experiencingStorage Component 1." Soil Storage
rising nitrate levels in public water supply wells. Exner

Soil is the largest reservoir of nutrients in the lawn,
and colleagues ( 1991) irrigatedNebraska turf plots withalthough most nutrients are found in organic form and
municipal water every third day regardless of rainfallare not readily available for plant growth. Soil tests in
from mid-May through late August. The amount ofNew Jersey found very high phosphorus levels in the
nitrogen delivered in the irrigation water was calculatedsoil of 80% of residential lawns (Liptak, 1992),butrunoff
to be 176 lbsiac--more than the turfgrass required in astudies have not examined the impact of long-term
full year. While the irrigation level in Exner’s study wasphosphorus buildup. In most regions, soils generally
designed to be excessive, the results do suggest that thecontain enough phosphorus to grow healthy lawns
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~’, i[hout an~. added terxilizer i NVSWCD, 1994~. How-[ nitrogen on slit loam and03%on siltsoil denitrified, and
e~er. aimostallreta~l Ia~n fert~lizerproductsdocontain! was lost to plants.
phosphorus. Some local soil conservation districts arei
now offering special no-phosphorus formula fertilizers

I Output 3 Sur~uce Runoffto homeov,’ners. In general, most experts agree that most
lawn soil contains enough phosphorus to meet plant Relatively little monitoring data is available to char-

demand, acterize loss of nutrients in surface runoff from lawns.
Only one study has measured phosphorus concentra-

A soil’s ability to store nitrogen in organic formstions in lawn runoff(Bannerman, 1994).This Wisconsin
rises as organic matter increases. An undisturbed lawnstudy found total phosphorus concentrations were as
usually adds organic ma~er (and thus increases nitro-high as 2.6 m~l in lawn runoff, ranking as the highest
gen storage) until equilibrium is reached. One studyurban source area for that nutrient. Three studies have
shov, ed that nitrogen accumulated rapidly in the sur-detected nitrate in surface runofffrom turfgrass plots.
lace layer for the first l0 years, and then ~vas littleMorton et al. (1988) detected nitrate at oneto4 mg!l
changed after 25 years (Petrovic, 1990). This suggestsfrom simulated lawns in Rhode Island, but noted that
that prior fertilization histo~ or soil testing are impofrunoffonly occurred twice during his two year study,
rant for determining appropriate fertilization rates andonce during a rain on snow event and the second time
reducing the potential for nitrogen leaching, during a very. intense storm, Gross and his colleagues

( 1990, 199 l ) found minimal nitrate concentrations in his
Stora.W (]omponent 2: ]’hatch Storage Mary, land turfgrass test plots, except when fertilizer

Thatch is a brown layer of plant parts which rests onapplications coincided with large storm events. Hipp et
top of the soil. Thatch is composed of dead roots,al. (1993) reported a 3°,/o nitrate loss in test lawns in
stolons, and rhizomes. The amount of thatch present isrunoff from a storm two days after fertilization, but

highl.~ variable, since thatch buildup can be caused byfound negligible concentrations in xeriscaped plots.
poor soil conditions and’or poor lawn management. In The scarcity’ of nutrient runoff from grass reflects
cases of extreme thatch buildup, a lawn may actually bethe fact that surface runoff is a relatively rare event in
rooted in the thatch layerratherthan the underlying soil.turt~rass research. Well maintained turfgrass seldom
Some studies provide nitrogen recovery data forstems,produces surface runoff, except during uncommonly
leaves, roots, and "’debris" combined, but they do notintense storm events. Test plots also have ideal soil
report the amount of thatch present. In general, how-conditions. The same controlled and well-managed
ever, little data are available on nutrient storage in theconditions probably do not exist at all home lawns.
thatch layer. One study reported a 14 to 21% recoveryMany lawn soils are highly compacted, and have runoff
rate of applied nitrogen in the thatch layer (Petrovic,coefficients ranging from0.05to0.25 (see article 129).In
1990). addition, the travel distance for runoffbetween the lawn

and an impervious area may also be short. Certainly, it
Output l: Volatilization is not hard to find .home lawns with compacted soil, bare

Some of the inorganic nutrients applied to the lawnspots, steep slopes, channel flow, thin turf, and fertil-
ized sidewalks.never reach plants. Instead, they volatilize and return to

the atmosphere, often during or shortly after fertiliza-
tion. Petrovic (1990) reviewed literature reporting totalOutput 4: Subsurface Leaching
atmospheric losses of applied nitrogen which ranged Turfgrass researchers have performed more studies
from zero to 93% of applied nitrogen. Highest rates ofon the possible extent of nitrate leaching from simulated
volatilization are associated with applications of ureaurban lawns (for a summary, see article 132). Leaching
fertilizers. Ureaappliedtoturfgrassoften results in moreoccurs when excess inorganic nitrogen moves below
volatilization than urea applied to bare soil. Volatiliza-the root zone, and travels in solution through soil water,
tion also increases with greater thatch levels and de-eventfullyreachingastream ormovingintodeepground-
clines when turf is irrigated, water. The experiments specifically examined some of

the poor management factors thought to occur on home
Output 2." Denitrification lawns, most notably overwatering and overfertilization.

In controlled studies, the average concentration ofUnder the right conditions, some soil bacteria can
denitrify, or convert nitrates to molecular nitrogen (N,)leached nitrate under home lawns that were not fertilized

which returns to the atmosphere. The question is howwas about 0.5 mgl. Leachate from lawns that were

much nitrate is lost to denitrification rather than leach-overferti[ized ranged from I to4 mgiI in the experiments.

ing or plant uptake. Limited studies of lawn denitrifica- The greatest leaching occurred when lawns were
tion indicate that if soils are saturated and temperaturesoverfertilized and overwatered at the same time. In this
are high, significant denitrification can occur. For ex-situation, high nitrogen inputs are more susceptible to
ample, Petrovic (1990) reports that 45% of appliedleaching because the overwatering sharply increases
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percolation through the soil. The highest rates of nitratecatchments across the United States. The sites repre-
leaching have been recorded from golf courses thatsent a very broad geographic base, and include runoff
have been continuously l~rtilized for many decadesmonitoringdata from l 5 states (WA, SD, VA, NC,
~Cohen et al., 1990). Average concentrations of I to 6IL, MI, WI, MN, KS, FL, CO, GA.TX, CA). This dambase
mg,/I were recorded in test wells. In most cases, nitrateincludes 12NURP and25 post-NUl~P runoffmonitormg
leaching is also very, pronounced in sandier soils thatstudies, thatcolleetivelysampledseveralhundredindi-
have rapid infiltration rates. Densely populated Longvidual storm events. Most ofthe residential watersheds
Island relies on groundwater that is overlain by sandywere less than 200 acres in size.
soils, and groundwater nitrate concentrations there The average nitrate EMC is remarkably consistent
have risen significantly overthe last 30 years. Leachingamong the residential watersheds--with most clus-
of fertilizers is thought to be a significant contributingtered tightly around the average of 0.6 rag/l, and a range
source (Bormann et al., 1993). of 0.25 to 1.4 mg!l. While the nitrate concentrations

during storms are high enough to be considered mod-
Output 5. Clippings erately eutroph ic, the data do not suggest much of a link

Grasses rapidly take up inorganic nitrogen andbetween lawn care and stream quality during storms.
phosphorus and incorporate them into biomass. WhenIndeed, researchers have shown that washoffofnitrate
lawns are mowed, this biomass is harvested in the formdeposited on impervious surfaces from the atmosphere
of clippings. Over the course ofayear, the 20 to 30 lawncan account for nearly all of the observed concentra-
"harvests" can remove a significant quantity o forganictions (MWCOG, 1983). The fact that storm nitrate con-
nutrients from the lawn--up to 235 laounds of nitrogencentrations do not appear to be heavily influenced by

and 77 lbs of phosphorus per acre are"lost" in clippingslawn care activities may only reflect the fact that nitrate

(Meyer, 1995). If the clippings are left in place (orleaching would be expected to impact stream quality.

mulched by a composting lawn mower) the organicduring periods of dry weather flow.

nutrients are returned to the soil and thatch layer, where The concentration of total phosphorus during storms
some fraction is eventually transformed into more avail-is also very consistent, with a mean ofO.30 mg/I, and a
able inorganic forms. In this case, clippings become arather tight range of 0.10 to 0.66 mg/l(Figure 2). About
nutrient storage component. If, on the other hand,40% of the observed phosphorus was found in soluble
clippings are bagged and exported as yard waste, theforms that are biologically available. Phosphorus con-
nutrients contained in clippings become an output. Incentrations of this magnitude are generally considered
addition, any clippings that are discharged from thetobemoderatelyeutrophic, andarecomparabletothose
lawn to the driveway or street also represent an outputseen in agricultural streams (Smith etal., 1992). It is quite
of nutrients from the system, possible that the elevated phosphorus concentrations

seen in residential storm runoff could be partly influ-
Nutrient Concentrations in Urban Streams enced by lawn care activities, as the only other major

The brief review of the lawn nutrient cycle certainlysource, atmospheric deposition, generally can only

indicates the potential for leaching or runoffo fnutrientsaccount for about a quarter of the observed TP concen-

as a loss mechanism. The key question is whether thesetration (MWCOG, 1983). Whether the remaining phos-

nutrient losses are great enough to increase nutrientphorus is a direct result of fertilization, or an indirect
result of erosion of phosphorus-rich organic matterlevels within urban streams, either during runoffevents

or in dry weather flow. Oneindirectmeansofanswering(clippings, pollen, leaves or soils), or some other un-

this question is to look at the actual nutrient concentra-known pathway is a matter of conjecture.

tions in streams that drain residential watersheds that We know next to nothing about nutrient dynamics
might be influenced by lawn care activity. Nutrientin urban streams during periods of dry weather. This
levels in urban streams, of course, represent a compos-monitoring gap prevents us from detecting whether
ite of many different sources and pathways, of whichnitrate concentrations are in fact elevated by lawn
lawn care is but one. For example, washoffofdepositedleaching during the non-growing season (when nitrate
nutrientsfromimperviousareasisthoughttobeamajorleaching is typically highest). A cursory sample of
source of nitrogen and phosphorus during stormsnitrate trends does indicate that levels were typically
(MWCOG, 1983). Some insights about the possible rolehigher in baseflow (0.72 to 2.2 mg!I) than during storms,
of lawn care may have in regard to stream nutrient levelsbut the sample size is too small to draw any firm conclu-
can be gained from an analysis of the runoff fromsions. Interestingly, thehandfulofbaseflowtotalphos-
residential watersheds, phorus observations indicate that TP levels drops

Some indication of the typical concentrations ofsharply during dry weather periods (0.02 to 0.07 mgi1).

nitrate and total phosphorus in stormwater runoff are The USGS has recently completed a national as-
evident in Figures 2 and 3. These graphs profile thesessment of nutrient levels at over 300 urban, agricul-
average event mean concentrations (EMCs) in stormrural, range and forest watersheds (Smith et al., 1992).
runoff recorded at 37 residential watersheds orMost of the samples were collected during baseflow
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conditions, although some storm data were included in
their summary, statistics. Urban streams were found to Storm
have the second highest nitrate and total phosphorus 1.4 ,
levels, second only to agricultural streams. In particular,

1.2urban phosphorus levels were frequently as high as
those found in many agricultural areas, except for inten_
sive row crops.

Our historical approachto monitoring, however, 0.8 -~
has never allowed us to really test the hypothesis that
urban lawn fertilization directly contributes to elevated
nutrient levels in streams. Systematic monitoring of dry
weather nitrate concentrations of urban streams, coupled0.4 4
with detailed watershed surveys of residential fertilizer
use would permit a test whether these links exist. Simi_0.2 -
lady, a more experimental sampling program might de-

0tect the source of total phosphorus in urban storm
runoff. The sampling approach could involve test plots
of fertilized and unfertilized lawns adjacent to streets,
with an experimental device that allows the investigator
to allow or block lateral movem ent o forganic matter from
the lawns to the street. More targeted monitoring pro-
grams are clearly needed to define the lawn/stream
nutrient interactions.

StormNutrient Impacts 1.4
Although the role of urban lawn care remains some-

what of a mystery, a number of conclusions can be made ~.2
about nutrient concentrations in urban streams. On one
hand, monitoring has never shown a single exceedance
of the 10 mg/l nitrate criterfa for drinking water, and 08
therefore, urban runoff.is not much of a risk to potable
water supplies. On the other hand, concentrations of06
total nitrogen and phosphorus in urban runoff are "
certainly high enough to trigger eutrophication (or04

over-enrichment) in nutrient sensitive surface waters.02    .
In this respect, urban watersheds that drain to olig-
otrophic or mesotrophic lakes (where phosphorus is the 0
limiting nutrient) or poorly flushed coastal waters and
estuaries (where nitrogen is limiting) appear to be most
vulnerable to eutrophication. The impact of elevated
nutrient levels on small streams and their substrates
have not been extensively explored, but several re-
searchers have reported changes in periphyton growth
in urban streams.

Needed Research acteristics such as soil condition, turf density, thatch
For all the runoff research done on experimentallevels, slopes, and plant diversity. Ideally, such studies

turfgrass plots, we know very little about actual lawns,would also take place in communities of varying eco-
There are more real world data on complex naturalnomic characteristics. Even without actual runoff.data,
ecosystems such as forests and wetlands than on thea better characterization of lawns would aid interpreta-
comparatively simple lawn. Experimental results aretion of the existing body of experimental results.
extended to home lawns without benefit of basic infor-
mation on the differences between homeowner-man-Summary
aged lawns and professionally-managed test plots.

We are presently unable to accurately quantify theSimple small watershed studies in different regions
impact lawns have on stream water quality. Nonethe-could provide valuable information on important char-
less, techniques are available to minimize the potential
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for nutrient and pesticide exports from turf areas. Re-Jenkins, V.S. t994. TheLawn--AHistory of an Ameri-
quiring no construction or engineering, these tech- can Obsesston. SmithsonianlnstitutionPress. Wash-
niques can in fact save homeowners time and money,ington, DC 246 pp.
The prudent course, therefore, is to help homeowners

Klein, R.D. 1990. Protecting the Aquatic Environmentadopt this new approach to lawn care. See also articles
From the Effects of Golf Courses. Community. and126, 130, 131 and 132. -CAB Environmental DefenseAssoc. Maryland Line, MD
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Urban Pesticides:
From the Lawn to the Stream

T he fate of pesticides applied to our lawns Who applies these pesticides to the lawn? Surveys
remains somewhat of a mystery. Indeed, itindicate that about two-thirds of all homeowners per-
seems to depend on whom one talks too. I’heform their own lawn care, while professional lawn care

tact that an enormous quantity of pesticides is beingcompanies service the remainder (Table 1). In some
applied to our nation’s lawns is beyond dispute. A keyresidential watersheds, the fraction of lawns treated by
question is whether pesticides reach urban streamsprofessionals can approach 50%, particularly when lot
either by leaching into groundwater or in stormwatersize and income are high.
runoff. On one hand, turf researchers generally report

The fraction of homes that actually apply pesticidesvery, little runoffor leaching of pesticides from carefully
outdoors ranges from 40 to 60% in most surveys (which

controlled lawn test plots (see article 129). On the otherincludes both homeowner and professional lawn care
hand, stream researchers frequently detect a relativelyapplications). About three in 10 residents report that
wide range ofherbicides and insecticides in dry weatherherbicides were applied outdoors. A similar but more
and storm runofffrom residential watersheds, atthe partvariable proportion of residents--20 to 40%---report
per billion level. While this finding seems to demon-using insecticides.
strate a clear link between the input of lawn pesticides

The diversity of pesticides applied in urban areas isand their delivery to streams, it fails to tells how they
were delivered, or what environmental risk they maystaggering. Kroll and Murphy (1994a) performed an

pose. In this article, the available research on the use,extensive survey of pesticide use in nearly 500 homes

fateandenvironmentalsignificanceofurbanpesticidesin Baltimore and found nearly 50 herbicides, insecti-

are reviewed, cides and fungicides commonly applied by residents or
commercial applicators (Table 2). Immerman and
Drummond (1985) report that some 338 different activeUrban Pesticide Use                              ingredients are applied to lawns and gardens nationally.

YheU.S. EPAestimatesthatnearly70millionpounds Each pesticide differs greatly in mobility, persistence
of active pesticide ingredients are applied to urbanandpotentialaquatic impact, and is difficultto ascertain
lawns each year. Collectively, urban lawns cover anwhat if any environmental risk they may pose. Market-
estimated 20 to 30 million acres of our country’s land-ing surveys, however, indicate that a relative handful of
scape. Homeowner surveys suggests that pesticidesbrand name pesticides make up the bulk of most residen-
are regularly applied on roughly half of these acres,tialpesticideapplications, suchas2,4-D, MCPP, diazinon
Thus, an average acre of maintained lawn receives anand chloropyrifos.
annual input of five to seven pounds of pesticides.

Lawn Care Study Wisconsin Virginia Maryland Maryland Minnesota

References Kroupa Aveni Kroll Smith Dindorf
Homes surveyed 204 100 484 403 136
Take care of own lawn 69% 85% 61% 68% 63%
Professional lawn care 21% 10% 39% 32% 37%
Use pesticides -- 66%* 40% -- --
Use insecticides 17% -- -- 42% --
Use herbicides 29% -- -- 30% 76%*

* Mail in survey technique may have led to over-reporting
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,-ks might be expected, summer is the time of year
when pesticides are most commonly applied. Most
residents on ly make one application per year, but a small
minority make up to five applications. Surveys indicate
that residents make their pesticide selection and appli-
cation decisions based either on a recommendation
from their commercial applicator, product labels or ad- Acephate (I) Lindane
vice from neighbors (Aveni, 1994). Lastly, while resi- Bendiocarb (I) MCPA (H)
dents do show an increasing awareness about the links Benefin (H) MCPP (H)
between lawn care and water quality,, their prima~

Carbaryl (I) Maneb (F)objective is still a sharp-looking lawn.
Chlorothalonil (F) Malathion (1)

From the Lawn Into the Stream Chloropyrifos (I) Propoxur (I)
Diazonin (I) Pyrethrum (1)Pesticides can take a number of pathways to move

from the lawn to the stream. Once applied, they can leave Dicamba (H) Temephos
the lawn via surface runoff, leach into groundwater, or Fluvalinate "l’rifluralin (H)
volatize into the air (Figure 1). For the most part, most Glyphosate (H) 2,4-D (H)
pesticides are tightly fixed on soils or thatch, where they Isofenphos (I)
are broken down by sunlight or microbial action (the
trend in recent years has been to utilize pesticides that Lindane (I) (+ 27 others)

are relatively non-persistent, andhaveahalf-lifeofdays Italics indicate homeowner application only, H=
or months). For example, Branham and Weber (1985) herbicide, I= Insecticide, F=Fungicide
calculated that 96% of the applied diazinon was retained
in thatch and upper soil layers of lawns. Still, under the
right conditions, some pesticides can migrate from the
lawn (see article 133). Leaching

Rainfall that doesn’t run off or evapotranspire
RunoffLosses leaches through the soil to groundwater, and ultimately

Grass turf generally produces modest runoffduringthe stream. Some soluble pesticides can be carried with
most storm events (see article 133). During intensethe water as it makes its slow journey to the stream.
storms, however, grasscanproducemeasurablerunoff,Again, turfgrass researchers have shown that only
and this runoffcan carry soluble and particulate pesti-small amounts of pesticides are lost to groundwater.
cides from the lawn. The greatest pesticide loss occursGold et al. (1988) studied the leaching of two common
when an intense storm occurs shortly after pesticidesherbicides (2,4-E’ and dicamba) through the soils of
are applied. The losses of some pesticides under theseseveral test lawns. The sandy soils of the well irrigated
conditions can be substantial. For example, Hall (1987)lawns were thought to be ideal conditions for leaching
examined the loss of the herbicide 2,4-D in simulatedof these mobile pesticides. After several seasons of
runofffrom sloping Kentucky bluegrass sod. Up to 90%monitoring, the herbicides were still tightly fixed in soil
of the 2,4-D applied was lost in runofffrom a storm a fewthatch, and significant degradation had occurred in the
hours after initial application, root zone. Pesticide concentrations in leachate were

Inasummaryreviewofagriculturalpesticidemoni-always less than 1 ppb.

toring studies, Batogh and Walker (1992) concluded BaloghandWatker(1992)cametothesameconclu-
that maximum pesticide losses, under normal condi-sion after reviewing agricultural monitoring studies that
tions, are on the order of: examined pesticide leaching. Maximum potential loss

¯ 1% for water-insoluble pesticides ranged from one to 2% of the applied pesticide, which
translates to groundwater pesticide concentrations on

¯ two to 5% for pesticides applied as wettablethe order of l to3ppb. WatschkeandMumma(1989)
powders examined the potential leaching ofdicamba, 2,4-D and

¯ 0.5% for water soluble and soil incorporated pes-chlorpyrifos on turfgrass plots. A maximum of 2% of
applied dicamba and 2,4-D were lost in leachate, with

ticides,
most occurring in the first few days after application.

These loss rates should be considered "worst case"
numbers for most urban lawns, as they produce lessDrift and Deposition Onto Impervious Surfaces
runoff than row crops (where these loss rates were
derived). These loss ratescan be higher, of course, if an A third route to the stream is the movement of

intense rain event follows application, pesticides ingredients that volatilize or drift away as
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they are being sprayed or applied. Depending on theproper disposal or applicator cleaning. Very little is
nature of the pesticide and the manner that it is applied,known about the significance of either pathway. The
anywhere from 2%to 25% can driftaway and landon anBaltimore pesticide usage survey found contradictory
impervious surface. Duringthenextrainstorm, the pes-results (Kro[I and Murphy, 1994a). On one hand, over
ticide can be quickly washed away. Pesticide drift can90% of residents claimed that they had no extra pesti-
extend over a distance as short as a few yards or as longcides stored in their home. On the other, an even greater
as several hundred miles. Glofelty et al. (1990) andpercentagewereignorantofhowtoproperlydisposeof
others have studied the local and long range transportexcess or unused pesticides.
of pesticides, and have detected them in both rainfall The Baltimore survey also found that about one in
and dusffall, thirteen residents was likely to spray their own pesti-

Indeed, a number of pesticides exclusively used forcities with an applicator (remainder handled by commer-
crops, such as Atrazine, Alachlor, Cyanazine andcial applicators). Two-thirds of the do-it-yourselfers
Metolachor, have been detected in stormwater runoffindicated they rinsed out their sprayers over grass,
from residential watersheds located far away from agri-pavement or directly into gutters or storm sewers.
cultural sources (Wotzka et al., 1994; Kroll and Murphy,
1994a:Hippeetal., 1994). In anothercase, rainand fogPesticides and Stormwater Practice Sediments
have been found to be a chief source ofdiazinon in the
Central Valley of California, presumablydue tothe drift      One possible repository for pesticides in the urban
of this pesticide from nearby orchards (Connor, 1995). environmentarethesediments ofstormwaterpractices,

such as ponds and wetlands. Only a few investigatorsThe studies suggest that some pesticides can reach an
have examined the pesticide content in pond muckurban stream simply through air deposition and subse-

quentwashoff, evenifthepesticideswereneverapplied(Dewberry and Davis, 1989; MWCOG, 1983). These

to residential lawns. It also opens the possibility thatstudies have revealed the presence of several persis-

local drift of pesticides from lawns to streets could betent and relatively insoluble pesticides, such as aldrin,
dieldrin, lindane and even DDT at low levels (usually 0.2a significant loss pathway,
ppb or less).

Disposal and Sprayer Cleaning One investigator has detected the presence of 2,4-
D and diazinon in pond water, and found that wet ponds

Pesticides can also reach the stream through im- were not effective in removing these more soluble and
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mobiIe compounds (Bannerrnan. 1994). This suggestsrunoff, even in different regions of the country. Not
that man\ urban stormwater practices ma~ not be ca-surprisingly, this group includes the most widely used
pable of effectively removing the current generation ofand marketed pesticide compounds.
soluble and mobile pesticides that are being applied.

Herb icides
Pesticides in Urban Streams A small group of herbicides is frequently detected

Finding pesticides in urban stonT~water is a lot likein urban stomawater, including 2,4-D, MCPA, MCPP
finding a needle in a haystack. To begin with. pesticideand dicamba (Table 3). Each of these herbicides is a
monitoring is both complex and expensive. Researchersfrequent component of many commercial weedkiller
have only recently developed analytical techniquesproducts used by homeowners and professionals alike.
that can detect pesticides atthe part per bitlion or trillionTheseweedkillers were detected in 25 to 90% ofall storm
level. The search is ~nhercomplicated by the diversitysamples from two different residential watersheds in
of pesticides applied in residential watersheds, with asMinnesota (Wotzka, 1994). 2.4-D, perhaps the most
many as 50 different compounds routinely appliedwidely used pre-emergent weedkiller, has been fre-
during the growing season. Each of these compoundsquently detected at many other sites in the count~,. The
differs in its mobility,, persistence and aquatic impact,concentration and detection frequency of these
Further, the probability, that a given pesticide actuallyweedkilling herbicides are among the highest yet re-
reaches the stream depends on the timing of randomported for any urban pesticide. Other residential herbi-
events--the proximity of a large storm soon after pes-cities are detected with less frequency and lower con-
ticide application, the decisions made by dozens ofcentration, and include Simazine, Silvex, Diruron. and
different individuals regarding pesticide selection orDachtal.
disposal, the occurrence of pest outbreaks and so on.
Lastly, only a minute amount of pesticides is likely toInsecticides and Fungicides
ever reach the stream, even under optimal delivery

A wide spectrum ofpesticides are applied to lawnsconditions. Therefore, the expectation is that relatively
and gardens to control insect pests and control dis-few pesticides will be detected in urban stormwater, and

then at low concentrations and frequencies eases, but relatively few have been detected in urban
runoff. Two notable exceptions include the insecti-

Results of pesticide monitoring of residential run-cides, diazinon and chloropyrifos, which have been
off, however, runs counter to this expectation. A reviewfound in stormwater runoff in the low part per billion
of twelve recent studies indicates that a small group ofrange in such diverse seuings as Baltimore, Sacra-
herbicides and insecticides are routinely found in urbanmento, Milwaukee and Atlanta (see Table 4). Although

Study 2,4-D Dicamba MCPP MCPA Roundup Other

Baltimore, MD 0.1-0.35 NA NA NA 0.44 Dachtal
(Kroll Murphy) Simazine
Bloomington, MN 1.5 0.7 1.4 1.3 NA SiIvex
(Dindorf)
Minneapolis,MN (6.8) (2.6) (1.4) (5.6) NA No others
(VVotzka)
Atlanta < 91 NA NA NA NA --
(Thomas)
Atlanta 0.05 (.63) NA NA 0.0,5 (.42) NA $imazine
(Hippe) 12 others
Milwaukee Detected ND Detected ND ND --
(Bannerman)
Alameda, CA NA NA NA NA NA Diuron
(Connor) Simazine

ND=Not Detected, NA=Not Analyzed
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concentrations are relatively low. detection is very
frequent. For example, weekiy stormwater sampling in
an Atlanta urban watershed detected diazinon and
chlorp>~ifos in 89% and 65% of all samples respectively, i
Peak concentrations were recorded in the late Spring I

(see Figure 2). Connor (1995) also reported frequent
detection of these two insecticides in Sacramento, CA.~ MCPA
Other studies report the occasional presence of car-
baryl, malathion and aldrin in urban runoff. No fungi-
cides have been detected.

Banned Pesticides

Researchers still Fred low levels of many insecti-
cides whose use has been severely restricted or banned
for many years. These include chlordane, lindane, hep-
tachlor, dieldrin, endrin and even DDT and its residuals 1 H~he=t measu.~d coacantration
(Table 5). Detections are made during both wet and dry r-~ Pesticides not detected

weather flows, with detection frequencies ranging from m PesliOdes detected in one or more samples

two to 25%. Their presence in urban streams after so
many years appears to reflect either the slow movement
of these persistent pesticides through groundwater to
the stream, or the erosion of contaminated soils. Thisconcentrations can inhibit algal photosynthesis, and

is typified by chlordane, an insecticidecan potentially harm downstream aquatic plants.
whose use has been banned for over a dozen years. It

The greatest risk of toxicity appears to lie with the
isstill foundingroundwaterandstormwatersamplesintwo insecticides found commonly in urban stormwa-
most envtronments where it has been tested for, albeit

ter----diazinon and chlorpyrifos. Recent studies in Sac-at low levels. Cohen et al (1990) found chlordane in 44%
ramento have shown acute toxicity for diazinon in 100%

oftest wells near a golfcourse in New England that hadof urban stormwater samples when Ceriodaphnia wasregular applications of this pesticide in the past. Tho-
used as the test organism (Connor, 1995). Diazinon

mas and McClelland (1994) have detected chlordane in
concentrations were typically on the order of 0.5 to fiveurban streams in the Atlanta area in about 15% of all
parts perbillion, which is wellwithinthe reported rangesamples, but have never detected it in samples taken
in other regions of the country. Acute toxicity was not

fromstormwateroutfallpipes.KrollandMurphy(1994)found for the same test organism in Milwaukee Pond
have occasionally detected it in several Baltimore

water with diazinon concentrations thatwere an orderstreams. D’Andrea and Maunders (1993) report lindane
of magnitude lower (Bannerman, 1994).

and dieldrin in residential, commercial and industrial
Connor also found chlorpyrifos to be acutely toxicrunoff in Toronto, Canada. The continued presence of

for several runoff samples that had concentrations inthese persistent pesticides in urban streams so many
years after they were banned is a potent reminder o fthe
long term impact oforgano-haline pesticides.

The Risks of Pesticides in Urban Streams

The mere presence of pesticides in urban runoff
does not always mean that they exert a toxic effect on
to downstream aquatic communities. Indeed, most ofStudy Site Diazinon Chlorpyrifos Othersthe pesticides found in urbar~ are present in concentra-
tions of a few parts per billion or less. Do these concen-Baltimore, MD N D 0. 021
trations really pose a risk to aquatic health? In general,Kroll/Mu~hy 94a
the concentrations of most herbicides and banned Baltimore, MD ND 0.01
~esticides in urban runoffappears to be well below the Kroll/Mu~hy 94b
threshold for acute toxicity for most aquatic and terres-Atlanta, GA 0.02 (0.45) 0.008 (0.051 ) Sevin (carbaryl)trial organisms (Murphy, !992).Thepotentialforchronic Hippe et. al 94 Malathion
or sublethal toxicity for herbicide concentrations typi- Sacramento, CA 0.5 to 1.0 Detected Malathioncally found in urban runoff is not well documented. Connor, 95
Some formulations ofweedkillers have been shown toMilwaukee, Wl 0.5 NA Aldrinbe toxic to some fish and algae species. Even lowBannerman,94
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Study Chlordane Lindane Dieldrin

Baltimore 0.52 0.18 2.44
KrolllMurphy
Rhode Island Detected NA NA NA
Cohen
Atlanta NA 0.01 (0.048) NA --
Hippe

Atlanta Detected NX NX heptachior
Thomas

Milwaukee Detected Detected Detected DDT,DDE
Bannerman

Washington 0.2 0.2 0.2 heptachlor
MWCOG

Northern VA ND Trace ND Endrin
Dewberry and Davis

Toronto NA 0.5 to 2 0.1 to 2 --
D’Andrea

ND=Not Detected, NA=Not Analyzed, NX= Detection only reported if they exceeded water quality
standards.

the parts per trillion level. The toxicity of these twomoreresearch isneededto fullyunderstandthebiologi-
insecticides is not surprising, as a quick look at thecal significance of the relatively low pesticide levels
product label or a toxicity table will show. Indeed, thefound in streams.
use ofdiazinon is no longer permitted on golf courses, To answer these questions, a monitoring study is
although it can still be used on residential lawns. Itsneeded that simultaneously measures residential pesti-
toxicitytoterrestrialwildlife, suchasgeese, songbirds,cide use, pesticide concentrations in streams during
amphibians is well documented (article 133). periods of maximum application, and toxicity based on

Future toxicity testing of residential stormwaterrapidbioassays.Anotherresearchpriorityisamonitor-
runoff should clarify whether diazinon andingassessmentthatcomparesresidentialpesticidecon-
chloropyrifos are a problem in other parts of the coun-centrations from traditional lawn practices and those
try. Some recent research in the Santa Clara Valley ofthat employ integrated pest management (IPM) orelimi-
Californiasuggeststhatresidentialrunoff, oncethoughthate pesticide application altogether. This research
to be relatively benign, may be much more toxic thancould help document whether education and commu-
previously thought (Cooke etal., 1995). Seventy per-nity outreach efforts can produce meaningful reduc-
cent of residential runoff samples were found to betions in urban stream pesticide levels. See also articles
highly or extremely toxic using Ceriodaphnia. The16, 129 and 133. --TRS
authors ruled out metals as the cause of toxicity in
residential runoff, and strongly suspect that insecti-References
cides are the culprit.
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Techmcal Note ~13 jrom Watershed Protection Techniques. l (1) : 28

Cars Are Leading Source of
Metal Loads in California

M ’etals can follow many pathways before theyant prevention strategy that focused on cleaner fuels or
become entrained in urban storrnwater runreducing vehicle emissions was recommended.

. off. A recent California study sponsored by The authors made an attempt to calculate metal
the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Program sug-loadings from leaks of motor oil, gasoline, and coolant
gests that cars are the dominant loading source forleaks from cars, as well as illegal disposal from oil and
many metals of concern, such as cadmium, chromium,coolant changes. The data on leak and illegal disposal
copper, lead, mercury, and zinc. rates is extremely sketchy. For example leak rates of 0.3,

Researchers examined the significance of various0.01, and 1.2 % of all cars were cited for gasoline, motor
metal pathways into the Lower San Francisco Bay.oil and coolant, respectively. The rate ofillegaldisposal
Specifically, the comparative leading potential of fiveof motor oil was estimated to be 15%.
urban source areas were studied using a mass balanceBasedon these rates, leak,sand illegaldisposal were
approach. The sources were atmospheric deposition,not believed to be a major pathway for metals into
automotive leaks and wear, runoff from industrial andstormwater drains (about eight and 2% of the copper
residential sites, and water supply, and zinc load, respectively).

Cars and other vehicles were found to produce over The metal load contained in stormwater runofffrom
50% of the total load of three metals: copper, cadmiumindustrial sources could not be calculated due to a lack
and zinc. This number was generated even withoutof data. However, the authors ranked the potential
accounting for tailpipe emissions that produce furtherimportance of different industrial source areas to con-
atmospheric deposition of metals. For example, 50% oftributing metal loads. The industrial categories with the
the total copper load to the Bay was attributed solely tohighest risk for metal loading included mining activities,
brakepad wear. metal plating and galvanizing operations, metal scrap

Atmospheric deposition accounted for.an addi-processing, boat building/repair, and automotive re-
tiona125%ofthetotalcopper load,much ofwhich camepair. Automotive repair was by far the most prevalent
from mobile emission sources, such as cars. Copper"industrial" activity in the basin.
consistently ranks as a metal of great concern because --TRS
it can be acutely toxic to aquatic species even at low
concentrations.

Reference
Another major metal loading pathway was the wear

and tear of automobile tires. The authors conclude that Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program.
tire wear alone could account for at least half of the total       1992. Source Identification and Control Report.

Woodward Clyde Consultants. 96 pp.cadmium and zinc loads deliveredto the Bay each year.
Since both brakepads and tires wear directly onto
impervious surfaces, it is likely that the detive~ of the
metals into the storm drain system is almost 100%.

The authors note that the most effective, and per-
haps the only, technique to reduce copper, cadmium,
and zinc loads would be to get the automotive industry
to reduce the metal content of tires and brakepads. This
"pollution prevention" approach has historically worked
in such cases as unleaded gas and engine coolants.

Atmospheric deposition, however, remains the pri-
mary loading pathway for lead. The chief culprit appears
to be exhaust from diesel-fueled vehicles. Diesel fuel
exhaust also factored as a significant source for chro-
mium, silver, mercury,, copper, and zinc. Again, a pollut-
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Sources of Urban Stormwater
Pollutants Defined in Wisconsin

F or the past two decades, most urban runoff
collected runofffrom lawns, driveways, rooftops (both

monitoring activity, has been focused atthe endresidential and industrial), commercial and industrial
of a pipe or storm drain. Consequently, ourparking lots, and a series of street surfaces (feeder,

knowledge about the concentration of pollutants incollector and arterial).
urban runoff has been confined to broad land use

Up to nine samples were collected at each of thecategories, such as residential, commercial, industrial,
micro-sites over a two month period, characterized byor combinations thereof,
small and moderate sized rainfall events. Geometric

With recent advances in runoff micro-monitoringmeans of pollutant concentrations were calculated for
pioneered by Roger Bannerman andhis colleagues, weeach of the micro-sites (see Table 1). Runoffvolumes
are starting to get a better resolution of the variouswere obtained by hydrologic simulation models that
source areas in the urban landscape that collectivelyweie calibrated for each subwatershed.
contribute to the pollutant levels measured at the end of

The monitoring revealed that streets were the singlethe pipe. Urban sourceareas include lawns, driveways,
most important source area for urban pollutants inrooftops, parking lots, and streets.
residential, commercial, and industrial areas. Not only

Using specialized sampling devices, Bannerman etdid streets produce some of the highest concentrations
al. (1993) collected over 300 runoff samples from 46of phosphorus, suspended solids, bacteria, and several
micro-sites in two watersheds (Figure I). Thesamplersmetals, but they also generated a disproportionate

Sheetflow from
u~an source area Concave PVC cap

with .63" hole

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯1 quart ¯

bottle ¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

6" cored hole
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Total P Solids E. coil Zinc Cadmium Copper
Source Area (mgll) (mg/I) (C/100ml) (IJg/l) (pg/I)

Residential Feeder Street 1.31 662 92,000 220 0.8 46

Residential Collector Street 1.07 326 56,000 339 1.4 56
Commercial Arterial Street 0.47 232 9,600 508 1.8 46

Industrial Collector Street 1.50 763 8,380 479 3.3 76
Industrial Artedal Street 0.94 690 4,600 575 2.5 74

Residential Roofs 0.15 27 290 149 ND 15

Commercial Roofs 0.20 15 1,117 330 ND 9
Industrial Roofs 0.11 41 144 1,155 ND 6

Residential Lawns 2.67 397 42,000 59 ND 13
Driveways 1.16 173 34,000 107 0.5 17

Commercial Parking 0.19 58 1,758 178 0.6 15

Industrial Parking 0.39 312 2,705 304 1.0 41

amount of the total runoffvolume from the watershed,residential streets. Parking lot source areas had moder-
Consequently, streets typicallycontributed fourto eightately high concentrations of all pollutants, but did not
times the pollutant load that would have been expectedexhibit the "hotspot" levels that have been noted in
if all source areas contributed equally, other regions of the country.

The importance of street runoff for urban pollutant As more runoffmicro-monitoring data is gathered,
loadingisduetoanumberoffactors.First, as streets areit may soon be possible to select and size stormwater
directly connected to the drainage system, they possesstreatment practices to control the runoffand pollutants
a very high runoff coefficient. Second, the curb andfor specific source areas in the urban landscape. See
gutter system along streets is very effective at trappingalso article 15.
and retainir:g f’me particles that blow into them. In --TRS
addition, as most other source areas are "upstream"
from streets and their gutters, pollutants delivered fromReference

sidewalks, driveways, rooftops, and lawns ultimatelyBannerman, R., D. Owens, R. Dodds, and N. Homewer.
pass through street gutters on their way to the storm 1993. "Sources of Pollutants in Wisconsin Storm-
drain, water." Water Science & Technology. (28 ):3- 5 pp.

Lastly, streets are strongly influenced by local 241-259.

emissions and leaks from vehicular traffic. Metals that
are strongly linked to cars, such as copper and cad-
mium, reached their highest levels on streets and park-
ing lots. The same pollutants were rarely encountered
in roof and lawn runoff.

Rooftop runofftended to be relatively clean. Low
concentrations of phosphorus, solids, coliforms, and
metals were observed. A major exception was zinc,
which was found at higher concentrations in runoff
from rooftops than any other source areas. This was
presumably due to leaching from galvanized roofing
material, particularly on flat industrial roof sites.

Runofffrom lawn areas yielded the highest overall
phosphorus concentrations, which may be attributed to
excessive lawn fertilization. Lawns typically were a
very important source area for fecal coliforms, as were
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Tvc~:nzc’z~ Note =25/rom W,~tershed Protection Techniques.

Is Rooftop Runoff Really Clean?

T hree recent papers investigated the quality, ofin bioassays. The toxicity was attributed to the rapid
runoff t’rorn different roof surfaces. Convert-corrosion of galvanized meta! roofs and the leaching of
tional wisdom holds that roof runoff is rela-zinc and other contaminants. It was also thought that

tively clean. Its use as drinking water in rainwatertar-covered roofs were a source of copper. Although
cistern systems is well known. In other areas, managersGood’s study only tooked at the first flush from rooftops,

~ maintain that cleaner roof runoff should be treatedthere was evidence that toxicity remained high for up to
differently than runoff from dirtier parking lots andthree hours after the start of a storm. Taken together, the
roads. This view is supported by extensive monitoringstudies suggest that the perception that roof runoff is
data t’or several conventional pollutants such as sedi-always a source of relatively clean water may not always
rnent, nutrients, organic matter, and possibly bacteria,hold true when industrial roof surfaces are considered.

However, according to recent studies, rooftop run-Galvanized roof coatings, in particular, appear to be a
! off is not cleaner with respect to dissolved and particu-major source of zinc and other metals in the urban land-

late metals such as copper, lead. and especially zinc.scape.
Thomas and Greene (1993) sampled runoff from twoThe rooftop monitoring studies raise the intriguing
kinds of roof surfaces at urban and industrial areas inpossibility that the use of alternative roofing or roof
Armidale. New South Wales (Australia). Good (1993)

coating materials could result in lower pollutant loadings.monitored runofffrom five different roof surfaces in aThus, a pollution prevention approach that avoids or
sawmill ,wood processing plant on the coast of Wash_minimizes the use ofmetals in roofing materials could beington. Barmennan and h is colleagues ( ! 993) examinedan attractive solution. Further research into metal loading
roofrunoffsamples from residential, commercial, andfrom urban roof surfaces will be helpful in designingthese
industrial sites in Wisconsin. new roofsurthces.

Monitoring results are compared in Table 1. As --TRS
shown, industrial roofs had zinc levels that were two toReferences
20 times greater than other urban source areas and oftenBannerman. R. 1994. "Sources of Urban Stonnwater Pol-
exceeded acute toxicity for aquatic life. It appears that lutants Defined in Wisconsin." Tech. Note 15.
galvanized roofing materials are a prime source of zinc Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 ( I): 30-31.1
in the urban landscape. Roofing materials, paints, andGood, J.C. 1993. "Roof Runoff As a Diffuse Source of
coatings are also suspected of being important sources Metals and Aquatic Toxicity in Stormwater." Water
of copper and lead as well. Roofs with copper flashing Science Technology. 28 (3-5): 317-322.2
were found to have copper and lead concentrations upThomas, P.R. and G.R. Greene. 1993. "RainWater Quality
to six to eight times greater than galvanized roots.

From Different Roof Catchments." Water Science
Good (1993) also conducted toxic ity studies on too f Technology. 28 (3-5) pp. 291-297.3

runofffrom the industrial site in Washington and foundU.S. EPA. 1983. ResultsoftheNationwideUrbanRunoff
that several samples were acutely toxic to rainbow trout Program. Vol. 1, Final Report. Washington, D.C. 200

pp. 4

Ref. Land Use (N) Roof Type             Copper Lead Zinc
2 Industrial (1) Rusty Galvanized 20 302 12,2002 Industrial (2) Old Metal Roof (a) 11 10 1,9802 Industrial (1) Plywood W/Tar Paper 166 11 8772 Industrial (1) Tar Roof w/Aluminum Paint 25 10 2972 Industrial (1) Anodized Aluminum 16 15 1013 Industrial (8) Galvanized Iron ND ~100 ~3,600l 3 Industrial (8) Concrete Tile ND -90 ~1,6003 Urban (8) Galvanized Iron ND ~10 ~503 Urban (8) Concrete Tile ND ~50 ~2001 Residential (18) Shingles w! Gutters 15 21 1491 Commercial (3) Flat Roof 9 9 3301 Industrial (3) Flat Roof 6 8 1,155 R00794984 All (2,300 Stormwater Runoff 3 140 160

~ j
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7"echntcal Note ~23 from Watershed Protection Techniques, 1(2): 88-89

First Flush of Stormwater
Pollutants Investigated in Texas

T he concept of the first flush was first advancedand the half-inch rule may not always hold true. Chang
in the early 1970s. Runoffsampling methodsanalyzed pollutant concentration data from over 160
of this era required the collection of multiplestorm events at seven urban runoffmonitoring stations

flow and water quality samples over the duration of aoperated by the City of Austin, Texas from 1984 to
storm event. As researchers examined monitoring data1988. The entire dataset was divided into different
during storms, thev discovered that pollutant concert-runoffincrements (0 to 0.1 inch, 0.11 to 0.2 inch and so
trations tended to be much higher at the beginning of aon). Forpurposes of his analysis, Chang conservatively
storm compared to the middle or the end of the event,defined the first flush as the f’~rst tenth of an inch of

h was reasoned that the store of pollutants that hadrunoff. The pollutant concentration during the fin’st
accumulated on paved surface in dry, weather quicklyflushwasthen comparedto the pollutant concentration
washed offduring the beginning of the storm. Althoughduring the entire runoff event (EMC).
runoffrates were greater at the middle and tail end of a The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1.
storm, the store of pollutants available for washoffwasShaded cells in the table indicate situations where the
depleted, and consequently the concentration ofpollut-first flush phenomena did not occur (i.e., the storm
ants declined. EMC either greater than or equal to 90% o fthe first flush

Stormwater managers quickly grasped the practicalconcentration). As can be seen, the first flush effect is
signitScance of the first flush phenomenon. If most ofmost pronounced for sites that are highly impervious-
the urban pollutant load was transported in the begin-aess, but is much weaker at lower levels ofimpervious-
ning of a storm, then amuch smaller volume of runoffhess (five to .~0’/~). For certain pollutants, such as
storage would be needed to treat and remove urbannitrate, copper, ortho-phosphorus, bacteria and sedi-

pollutants. A fter further monitoring and modeling, themenL the first flush phenomena effect is weak or absent
half inch rule was advanced. Essentially, the rule statedaltogether.
that 90% of the annual stormwater pollutant load was If the first flush effect is notas strong and universal
transported in the first half inch of runoff as previously thought, should it still be used as a basis

Many communities adopted this simple standard asfor determining the volume of storrnwater treatment?
the basis for providing water quality control in devel-To answer this question, Chang performed additional
oping areas: size your storrnwater practice to capturemodeling to determine the proportion of the annual
the f’trst half inch of runoff, and you will treat 90% of thepollutant load that would be captured under the half-inch
annual pollutant load. Other communities modified therule (Table 2).
treatment standard further, by requiring that stormwa- The analysis does suggest that the half-inch rule
ter practices only capture the first half inch of runoffworks effectively for sites with less than 50% impervi-
produced from impervious areas of the site. ous cover for most of the stormwater pollutants exam-

With the advent of sophisticated automated sam-ined. However, above this threshold, the rate ofpollut-

piing equipment to measure stormwater runoff in theant load capture drops off sharply. On average, only
!980s, entire storm events could be represented by a78% of the annual pollutant load is captured for sites

single composite sample-known as the event meanwith 70% impervious cover, and a mere 64% for sites
concentration (EMC). One consequence of this techno-with 90% impervious cover.
logical advance was that researchers were no longer To put these results into perspective, consider a
analyzing multiple samples during storms, and there-stormwaterpractice designedunderthehalfinchruleon
tore, could not examine the behavior of pollutanta 90% impervious site. Further, assume that the storm-
concentrations during individual storm events. Furtherwater practice removes on average 50% of the pollut-
research into the first flush waned, and the half-inchants that it captures. ,’!~,e net annual pollutant removal
rule became somewhat an article of faith in the storm-rate for the stormwater practice, however, would only
watercommunity, amount to 32% since a large fi’action of the annual

RecentanalysisbyChangandhiscolleagues(1990),pollutant load is never captured by the practice. The
however, suggests that both the first flush phenomenonclear design implication is that the half-inch stormwater
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~ractice sizing rule ,s not adequate for sites with highReference
imper’,~ous co,,er Communities that still utilize the

Chang, G..J. PamshandC. Souer. 1990. FheFirstFhash
half-inch rule may v, lsh toconsider other sizing alterna-

o/Runo~/and It,; Effect on Control Structure De-ti,~es.
sz~n. Environ. Resource Mgt. Div. Dept. of

One alternative technique to size urban stormwater Environ.and Conservation Services. Austin, TX.
practices involves basing the required treatment vot-
ume on the runoffproduced from a larger storm le.g., the
!.25 inch taint’all event) using a simple runoffcoet’fi-
cient. This method results in a greater treatment volume
as impervious cover increases, and therefore, should
avoid the key deficiency associated with the half-inch

Pollutant 5% Imp. 30% Imp. 50% Imp. 70% Imp. 90% Imp.
BOO (5-day) 1 9 10 J 14 16 19
COD

t

26 52 65 66 69Total organic C 7 13 14 18 24
NO~+ N0= 0.15 0.71 l 0.52 0.55 0.67
Total Kjeldahl N 0.52 0.91 1.10 ] 1.24 1.40Ammonia 0,09 0.24 0.38 0.30 0.24Phosphate 0.04 0.22 [ 0.20 0.20 0.20
Total solids 80 170 212 220 123
Copper 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01Iron 0.36 0.68 0.48 0.54 0.58Lead 0.004 0.045 0.03 0.04 0.06
Zinc 0.008 0.060 0.090 0.12 0.17
Fecal Coliform 9 39 28 28 31
Fecal Strep 9 30 27 27 30

Cells are shaded to indicate when the event mean concentration is within 90% of the recorded first flush concentration

Pollutant 10% Imp. 30% Imp. 50% Imp. 70% Imp. 90% Imp.
BOO (5-day) 100 93 86 80 70
COD 100 97 86 80 79
Total organic C 100 94 83 82 78
~N0, 100 91 84 79 72
Total Kjeldahl N 100 90 87 80 73
Ammonia 100 96 88 76 61
Phosphate 100 91 81 77 73
Total solids 100 ! 81 75 53 43
Copper 100 93 80 76 74
Iron !00 99 81 84 66
Lead 100 99 94 83 81
Zinc 100 98 87 84 68
Fecal Coliform 100 93 83 77 62
Fecal Strep 100 91 82 75 65
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/’echntcal Note =59 fi’om Watershed Protection Techntques. 2(1) 284-287

Dry Weather Flow in Urban Streams

N ot only does impervious cover lead to greater 2. The lack of a proven method for factoring out
flooding during storms, but it is also betieved "’scale effects" is needed in large, unevenly devel-
to cause water levels in urban streams to oped urban areas where many human and natural

decline during dry, periods. An increase in impervious factors are at work.
cover prevents rainwater from infiltrating into the soil.

3. The added confusion of storm drains and sanitaryConsequently, the water table beneath is not resup-
plied, the water having been flushed away downstream sewers, which intercept subsurface drainage and

divert storm runoffthat would otherwise infiltraterather than infiltrating through pervious surfaces to the
water table, the soil.

Ifimperviouscoversignificantlydiminishesground- This article describes two different studies that
water recharge, then not only do we have to deal withemployed a similar approach of using historical data
flooding and eroding of urban streams, but also thefrom gaging stations and comparing urbanized and rural
possibility that these same streams could experiencestreams.
severe decreases in water level in dry weather, with
serious implications for habitat quality, especially forLong Island: Urbanization Linked to Lowered
migrant species. Permanent streams may become inter-Base Flows
mittent and intermittent streams may disappear alto- The population of Nassau and Suffolk counties in
gether. Long Island has more than doubled since the 1940s

While flooddamagecanbemitigatedbystormwaterSimmons and Reynolds, 1982). Development has oc-
detention practices,theproblemofreduceddry-weathercurred as an eastward wave across the island. The
flows can only be approached from a whole-watershedpaving of land was accompanied by construction of
perspective, recharge basins where possible; storm sewers were

built in southern Nassau and Suffolk counties. Sanitary
Imperviousness/Low-Flow Relationship: Difficult to sewer lines were constructed over time as the popula-
Detect tion and housing density increased. Treated effluent is

The widely held belief that imperviousness de-discharged into the ocean: therefore, there is a net loss

creases dry weather flows is based on principles ofof water from the system. In Long Island, the supply of
water to streams is 95% from groundwater in rural areas,groundwater hydrology. However, a cause-and-effect

relationship has yet to be directly observed. According84% from groundwater in semi-urban areas (impervious

to hydrological and geological principles, stream watercover, no sewers), and only 20% from groundwater in

levels depend on the level of the water table beneath theurbanized areas (impervious cover plus stormwater and

stream, and a rise or drop in the water table dependssanitary sewers).

mainly on the amount of precipitation received from If the remaining 80% of the water supply to an
thesurface. Therefore, groundwater recharge and streamurbanized sn’eam is from precipitation alone, then base
water level are expected to decrease correspondinglyflow would be severely decreased in dry periods.
with a reduction of pervious area above ground. However, there is the possibility that some water is

Attempts to detect the effect of imperviousness onbeing returned to suburban streams from lawn water-

low flow are constrained by the following: ing.

1. The need for long-term, reliable hydrological Reduction of base flow in highly urbanized areas

records of an area that underwent steady develop-compared with less urban areas was clearly shown in

merit. USGS gauging stations are more apt to beLong Island (Figure 1 ). Though there were some years

found on large river systems where the effects ofof drought, variation in rainfall could not account for

imperviousness on low flow is less obvious. Datathe general downward trend in base flow. Urbanization

for smaller streams are more recent and oftenclearly has an effect on lowered base flow. However,

collected less regularly, impervious cover is not the only component of urban-
ization. Residential wells are drawing a great deal of
water that is not being returned to the system. This
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would also be the case even in localities where effluent
is not discharged into the sea.-Used" water is generally
not returned to the same area where flesh water is drawn.
thus. a commumty may reduce the water suppl.,,, that 100
contributes to the supply (.usable or not) of lower

~1 80elevations in the watershed. Whether or not there is a
] 611net loss in a watershed depends on the scale.

North Carolina: Mixed Results
| 20

Evettetal. (1994) analyzed base flow and precipita-
0tion trends at U.S. Geological Survey stations in North

Carolina. Stations were chosen to reflect typical urban
1955 1959 19~3 19~7settings without overly large water diversions (such as

powerdams). Stations wereclassifiedeitheras-’urban"
~ Carmans [] Oonn~lU~tor"rural" on an individual and subjective basis, rather
¯ Ma~s~pt~lua [] B~lmorethan using a rigid measure such as population.
[] Pin~ I~’~k [] V~II~/StreamIn the case of four urban centers and surrounding

"’rural" areas, both urbanized and non-urbanized streamsNotes:showed decreased base flows in recent years (Evett, Carmans and Connetquot: Rural/suburban, watersheds are unsewered
1994). While this would seem not to support the low

Bellmore and Massapequa: Moderately urbanized, not sewered until 1989
flow/urbanization relation, the study also showed that

Valley Stream and Pine Brook: Urbanized and densely populated watersheds,
trends in precipitation alone cannot account for the sewer systems completed in 1960s
decreased flow in urban and rural streams. Regional 1953-1964: Period of sanitary sewer construction in eastern Nassau County

land use effects could be exerting some negative effect 1962-1966: Drought years

on the "’rural" streams as well.

Evett offers some explanations for the mixed re-
sults from this study:
¯ The urbanization effect on base flow exists but

° The streams studied were large and of mixed land
may be too small for the statistics to detect.

use; factors outside the station area may exert an
¯ Some substrate types are less vulnerable to re- effect at the measuring point.

duced groundwater recharge than others (Table
1). Raleigh and Charlotte hydrological regionsWhatDotheTwoStudiesContributetoFurther
are rated as intermediate in ability to sustain lowUnderstanding of Urban Base Flows?
flow, whereas Greensboro is low in ability to
sustain low flow. (However, the Asheville region Many Elements of Urbanization
would not be rated as particularly sensitive to a

There is another possible explanation for the mixedreduction in recharge and yet both urban and rural
stations there showed decreased base flows.) results from the North Carolina study. The ambiguous

results may have arisen from the uncertain character of
the sampling sites. The sorting of stations into two

Urban-low
No. streams streams with streams with flow Regional

analyzed decreased decreased relation Rainfall substrate
Region (urban, rural) base flow base flow . shown? effect? infiltration

Asheville 1, 1 1 1 No No High
Greensboro 3, 3 2 of 3 1 of 3 Yes No Low
Raleigh 1,4 0 2 of 4 ? No Moderate
Charlotte 5, 3 1 of 5 1 of 3 ? No Moderate
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categories, either "urban" or "’rural," is a somewhat GIScanorganizehugeamountsofavailabledatafrom
limitedand subjectiveclassification ofwatersheds.Thediverse fields of research. Multivariate statistics are ca-
researchers were more or less forced to use this coarsepane of teasing out the significant relationships from a
distinction without going into an exhaustive land usetangle of interacting variables. Future research in this
analysis for each watershed. Urban and rural are notdirection will hopefully discover which elements of ur-
absolutes in the North American landscape: there arebanization have a significant effect on groundwater re-
many gradations betnveen city and country and somecharge and base flows in small streams.
rural environments contain highly urban elements and An alternative to massive data crunching is to turn
vice versa. If a more continuous and quantifiabledown the scale and focus on very small watersheds, such
measure of urbanization--such as percent imperviousthat the degree of urbanization is obvious and describ-
cover---could be used. then we would be more certainable. As Evett notes, reliable long-term records will be
that the success or failure of detecting a trend reflectshard to find. New sampling stations can be set up but it
the real physical processes taking place and not thewill take some years before enough data is generated to
ambiguit,v of the study sites. give reliable results.

With the help of the powerful new methods being
developed in multivariate statistics and GIS, research-What Do We Do in the Meantime?
ors may be able to organize the mass of available data
in order to classifv small watersheds more precisely. Theory tells us that increased impervious cover will

result in reduced base flows in streams. Direct evidenceSome of the variables involved include the following:
of this has been difficult to obtain. What can we assume

¯ Substrate type of the Iocalit~ and surroundingwhile we wait for sophisticated statistics to tackle the
area, infiltration rates large watersheds or new data to be collected from smaller

¯ Percent impervious cover watersheds? Looking at the present research, one can
¯ Number of wells and drainfields either assume that urbanization is not the cause of low-

ered base flows or one can assume- more conservatively-" Linear footage of storm and sanitary sewers
that until any studies report otherwise, urbanization is¯ Household water usage lowering base flows in our streams.

¯ Recharge from lawn and crop field irrigation Where the effect was clearly shown it was also found
¯ Water movement beneath the surface to manifest itself rather late in the urbanization process

(Spinello and Simmons, 1992). Streams will experience the
more immediate effects of urbanization, such as higher
flood peaks, before dry-weather flows will be reduced,

Research: Ways to Im prove Detection of Imperviousness simply because it takes some time for the water table to be
Effect on Base Flow lowered. Far from being encouraging, this tells us that by

the time we notice lowered base flow it is already too late¯ Better characterization of sampling sites: use impervio,us
todoanythingaboutit-thewatertableinthatlocalityhas

coverasameasureofurbanization. Percentimperviouscover been diminished. On the bright side, increased storm
for an area is mapped from aerial photos or existing GIS data, flows in developing areas can be a good early warning that
effective impervious cover can then be derived using appropri- reductions in dry-weather flow will follow. Urban plan-
ate eq u atio n s.

ners who observe this warn ing have time to put a plan into
¯ Handling scale effects: apply more sensitive statistics to largeaction to keep streams ecologically functional year-round.

watersheds or else collect data from smaller, more easily
characterized sites.

ReferencesManagement: Ways to Preserve Base Flow in Developing
Areas Spinello, A. G., and D. L. S Lrnmons. 1992. "Base Flowof!0

South-Shore Streams, Long Island, New York, 1976-85,¯ Reduceexcessive parking and road surface; consideraltema- andthe Effects of Urbanization on Base Flow and Flow
tive designs. Duration." USGS. Water Resour. Invest. Report 90-

¯ Build stormwater infiltration basins where possible. 4205.
¯ Giventhechoiceofwhichsiteswillremainvegetatedandwhich Simmons, D. L., and R. J. Reynolds. 1982. "Effects of

will be paved, choose the areas of highest infiltration to remain Urbanization on Base Flow of Selected South-Shore
vegetated. This involves a geologist’s survey. Streams, Long Island, New York." Am. Water Resour.

Assoc.: Water Resources Bulletin 18(5): 797-806.¯ Road culverts and in-stream habitat structures should be
Evett, J. B. 1994. "Effects of Urbanization and Land-Use

carefully placed below base flow level to prevent flow interrup- Changes on Low Stream Flow." Univ. North Carolina:
tions in dry weather. Water Resour Res. lnstit. Report No. 284.
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Multiple Indicators Used to Evaluate
Stream Conditions in Milwaukee

M
" asterson and Bannerman recently reported

collected in all types of stream habitat and olden re-
on a long-term monitoring effort to assessquired a stream length of 100 meters to obtain enough

. the impacts of stormwater runoff on anmaterial for an adequate sample.
urban creek¯ This effort focused on Lincoln Creek, a

Benthic macroinvertebrates were collected at four
second order tributary, draining through a highly urbanindividual locations in Lincoln Creek and two locations
portion of Milwaukee County., Wisconsin. The creek

atthe reference site. Fish sampling was doneinitiallyat
drains a watershed of l 9 square miles, andisninemilesone station in Lincoln Creek in 1992 and 1993; four
long. Lincoln Creek was selected for analysis since it

additionalstations wereadded for 1994 and 1995 moni-
had a good mix of different urban land uses draining tototing. Fish were also sampled at the reference stream.
it. A tiered monitoring approach was employed, which

A qualitative analysis of habitat was conducted at bothcombined chemical, physical, and biological monitor-Lincoln Creek and the reference site. SPMDs, incorpo-
ing efforts to assess existing conditions. The sevenrating a synthetic material capable of accumulating
monitoring elements were as follows: contaminants, were also deployed as a surrogate for

¯ Analysis of water chemistry at selected stormbiological organisms to verify the potential biological
drain outfalls and in-stream stations accumu ationofpollutantsin ivingorganisms.On-site,

¯ Chemical analyses of bottom sediments at sev-in-situ toxicity, testing was performed using a flow-
eral streambed stations through system of aquaria supplied with creek water.

Chronic toxicity, tests used fathead minnow (Pimephales¯ Chemical analyses of whole fish and crayfish
promelas) exposed to creek water for 30 days. Controltissues
conditions were provided for all toxicity testing.

¯ UseofSemipermeablePolymericMembraneDe-
Lincoln Creek has over 200 stormwater ouffallsvices (SPMDs) to estimate potential pollutant

discharging directly into it. Testing at the storm drainaccumulation in biological tissue
outfalls showed suspended solids and BODs levels¯ Short-term toxicity testing and long-term mor-exceeded Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

tality testing (WDNR) effluent criteria. Two trace metals, copper and
¯ Macroinvertebrate and fish bioassessments zinc, werealsofoundtoexceedtoxicitycriteriaforwarm

water sport fisheries. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-¯ Physical habitat assessments
boris (PAHs) and trace metal concenu’ations also showed

Data was collected both at Lincoln Creek and at aconsistently high levels in the in-stream stormwater and
reference site for comparison purposes. The referencebase-flow samples. Carcinogenic PAHsexceededwater
site was located in a non-urbanized watershed in Fondquality standards for human cancer criteria. Total re-
du Lac County, Wisconsin, along the East Branch of thecovetable copper and zinc, again, exceeded the acute
Milwaukee River. toxicity criteria for warm water sport fisheries.

Stormwater samples were collected in the Lincoln Sediment samples were found to have high average
Creekwatershedat 10individualstormdrainageoutfallconcentrations of petroleum by-products and trace
locations and at one instream station (using an auto-metals. Sediment concentrations ofoil and grease ex-
mated sampler at a USGS gaging station) for a total ofceeded EPA’s moderately polluted guidelines and those
43 separate storm samples. Forty-four fixed intervalof the reference site (Master and Bannerman, 1994).
grab samples were also co llected every two weeks at theTrace metals of surface sediment samples did not ex-
USGS station. Bottom sediments were collected at sixceed EPA’s heavily polluted guidelines, but copper,
stations in Lincoln Creek and two stations from thelead, and zinc levels in the silt fraction of the sediment
reference site. did exceed the guidelines. This is reasonable given the

Fish and crayfish were collected at both the refer- higher absorptive capabilities of fine-grained particles
ence site and Lincoln Creek for analysis of tissueover coarser grained particles. Figure 1 illustrates the
concentrations of various pollutants. Cyprinus carpiocomparison of storm eventwater andsediment concert-
(common carp) were collected where available, andtrationswiththoseofWDNRcriteria, U.S. EPAcriteria,
Carassius auratus (goldfish) were substituted whereand reference site conditions.
carp could not be obtained. Dacapoda (crayfish) were
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Pollutant tolerant species of fish and macroinverte-in_situ toxicity test data was insufficient to indicate that

brates were prevalent in Lincoln Creek, whereas thestormwater has an effect on the stream biota. However,

reference site supported a wide variety of both intoler-longer term mortality tests indicated that juvenile and

ant and tolerant species. Fish diversity was signifi-
adultfatheadmirmows(Pimephalespromelas)exposed

cantly lower in Lincoln Creek, as well. Table I illustrateson-site to Lincoln Creek water for more than 14 days

the comparison between the reference site and Lincolnsuffered substantial mortality (see Figure 2). This re-

Creek for fish diversity and macroinvertebratesponsetolong-termexposurecouldpartiallyexplainthe

bioassessment scores, low quality of the aquatic ecosystem.

Analyses of fish, crayfish, and microorganisms The qualitative habitat analysis scores reinforced

were conducted to determine if pollutants detected inthe fish diversity findings and the macroinvertebrate

the water and stored in the sediment can bioaccumulatebioassessment scores for Lincoln Creek and the refer-

in aquatic organisms. Total DDT and PC Bs were foundence site. Scores for Lincoln Creek were poor compared

in whole fish tissue samples at higher levels in Lincolnto the reference site, which rated good.

Creek than atthe reference site. Itwas also believed that Masterson, Bannerman, and their colleagues con-
the organisms which fish feed upon can accumulatecluded that Lincoln Creek was degraded when corn-
toxins. The urban crayfish tissues of Lincoln Creek hadpared to the reference site and that the likely culprit was
high PAH and heavy metal concentrations. Lead, inurban runoff. High concentrations of metals, suspended
particular, was found at 40 times the rate of the referencesolids, bacteria, oil/grease, and PAHs were detected in
site. Table 2 illustrates the comparison between fish andstorm drain ouffalls and in-stream samples. Several of
crayfish tissue pollutant concentrations between Lin-the pollutants found in the bottom sediments can resus-
coin Creek and the reference site. pend in future storms and contribute to bioaccumulation

SPMDs indicate that lipophilic contaminants, suchof pollutants in macroinvertebrates and fish. The SPIvlD

as PAHs, can bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms,results confirm this finding.

Extremely high levels ofPAHs accumulated in SPMDs The biological and physical habitat assessments
placed for two weeks in Lincoln Creek, while levels ofconfirmed the chemical constituent monitoring results
PAHs in the SPMDs from the reference stream were two and support a definitive relationship between degraded
orders of magnitude lower, stream ecology and impacts from urban runoff. Toxicity

Short-term toxic tests (less than eight days) appeartesting revealed that longer term, in-situ studies are

to underestimate the toxic effects of urban stream water,required to adequately assess the mortality of living

Frequency of mortality in both shortterm laboratory ororganisms in urban streams.
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Wh iie the study paints a somewhat gloomy picture Wang, U. J. Lyons, and P. Kanehl. 1995.Evaluation
of the measured impacts of urban runoff in Lincoln of the Wisconsin Priority Watershed Program
Creek. it illustrates the value of a comprehensive moni- for Improving Steam Habitat and Fish Commu-
toting effort to quantify these influences. An obvious nines, Progress Report for 1995. Wisconsin
conclusion of the Lincoln Creek monitoring is that Dept. of Natural Resources, Monona.
various method results confirm and support each other.
This comprehensive approach helped establish defini-
tive relationships between land use. instream habitat
mapacts, toxicit)/ to the resident aquatic community., and
instream pollutant concentrations~

The value is that other municipalities can begin to
Referenceanswer the questions: ~vhat is causing the toxicity, how

Indicator Parameter Creek Sitemuch is too much urbanization, and can stormwater
practices alleviate the conditions? Future monitoring Fish Species Total Fish 2 20
efforts will be able to set aside the more expensiveDiversity
techniques, and rely on less expensive, scientifically

Totaltested, techniques to answer these questions. For Bioassessment 6 24
example, given the cost and complexity o fin-situ toxic- Macroinvertebrate Score
ity testing and whole fish tissue bioaccumulation test- Bioassessment
ing, techniques such as SPMDs can be substituted and Condition Severely Non-
relied upon to establish limits of toxicity. Biological Rating Impaired impaired
assessments using resident fish and macro-inverte-
brate communities can replace costly instream water
chemistry, monitoring. Clearly more of these compre-
hensive studies are needed for different size water-
sheds, under varied levels of urbanization to continue
to define and establish these correlations. The data
gamed from Lincoln Creek providea firm foundation in
our quest for cost effective methods to answer difficult
questions.

--RAC
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Total Total Total
Biological                             Cd Cr Cu Hg Zn DOT PCBs PAHs

Community Stream % Fat [0.03] [0.2] [0.06] [0.03] [0.5] [0.05] [0.2] [25.0]

Lincoln Creek           0.039     0.2      1.24     0.06     10.7     0.2     5.75      --
Fish

~ Reference 8.3 ND ND 1.3 0.14 51 ND ND --

Lincoln Creek 0.93    0.077    1.223    40.3    0.012     24       --       --      360
Crayfish

Reference 0.8 0.02 ND 17.9 0.018 17 ~ -- ND
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Characterization of Heavy Metals
in Santa Clara Valley

Wr~atershed monitoring efforts have tradition-and controlled (see Figure l). In response, 13 munici-
lit focusedonwaterchemistry. Watershed palities situated along the southern end of San Fran-
anagers attempt to use this data to quan-cisco Bay, Santa Clara County, and the Santa Clara

tify temporal and spatial differences in pollutant con-Valley Water District joined together to form the Santa
centrations, and by extrapolation, improvements (orClara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Pro-
declines) in water quality conditions. However, the gram.TheProgramimplementedaproactivewatershed
variability of water quality monitoring data and differ-management effort targeting heavy metal pollution in
ences in station conditions often compromise the sta-the700squaremilewatershed, particularly in the south-
tistical validity of observed data trends. The total costem end of San Francisco Bay which, in 1989, was
associated with the use of traditional water quality,declared an impaired water body due to frequent
monitoring then incurs a large, an~t often neglected,exceedance of heavy metal water quality standards.
additional expense: statistical analysis to separate ac- The monitoring portion of the watershed manage-
tual trends from masking variations attributable to back-ment effort is built on traditional stormwater monitoring
ground sources, hydrologic events, and sampling fre-and toxicity testing. The objectives of the monitoring
quency, program include evaluation of spatial and temporal

Since 1986,the San Francisco Regional Water Qual-trends, land use impacts, examination of urban versus
ity Board has required that stormwater discharges intoerosional sources, and comparison of automatic versus
the southern end of San Francisco Bay be characterizedgrab sampling methods.

Four years of monitoring data. representing ap-
,~;~*" o~ proximately 200 station-events, were examined. Statis-

,~,,,;;;~.,.~,.o_,,~.,~.-.r’~";"~ ~"~~~i~ ,~ tical analysis was used to examine differences in water

-̄;,~,,::~.~,v~~;,.,.,a~.o~"’~:~i~i"~i"’’"~%~’-;~*2":a:-L-,’~’vg’~’.-’’’" 1. quality between monitoring stations and monitoring
~.’~;~/,~,,V,~ ~- ;’-’" ~" ~.~"~ ’L., "
}~,~:;~

, years using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and analy-

.~,,~.,,~v,.’ ,?.~-0,i!~, I
sis of covariance (ANACOVA). Power analvsis, was

’\ ~!~.
used to determine the number of stations and the

’;~"~w,,-,~Z~"g~’5 sampling frequency required to ensure detection of
~,~:.~:~,~ � ,o ~. long-term trends in heavy metal concentrations.

~,~,~    ~,,,,.~.~ ......
Sampling was conducted at 15 stations (see Table

¯ ,.i:~ ~; ,~,, -.,. ;,, ,,,, 9, 1). Eleven land use stations, situated in small streams or

’&.~"~ ~ ~_,,,,~;,,.:;,.:, ~ ~,~:~
storm drain pipes, represent relatively small catchments

;’;~;r ~;~.,,~?~, (12 to 8,500 acres) with one predominant land use.
:",".:~ -~"%’.-,’~;~ Water quality data from the land use stations are used

to characterize urban runoffwater quality. The remain-
;~:~;", " "}~- ,"’ ."~, ’" ing four stations, waterway stations, represent larger

t;,,;::~ ".’////" O’/~:’,/’/,,/,,’~ ,;:’/, \ drainage basins ( 15,000 to 80,000 acres). The waterway
’.",:",),~ ff////;, !////////,//, ;iZ ";’Y;,,’:’,; ~1"/////,’~7z////////£’~,7:.’,,, ,, ~ stations are used to characterize local receiving water,"~;" ’~11/-"’ -~/,’,:llt tt//~lt/;: ;. ~, ,,
7’4’:,1 dl//!;//~//~’////~,/~;:;i ~:/;, ..~ quality, collect compliance data, characterize upstream
’,,’,/,,’,,~ v,(~!i:).’i//i/ll////; ~i/;’/.,’//;,,’//;7/!~;~ and non-urban metal inputs, and examine stream sedi-

~,.,,. ",,;i,,/////[/1(//,/’,.:,,,.,/,/,/,:’.,~;." ~ ment contributions.

.; ;~’;L -.~-u.z.,~/,,.- .,,/,,;,.,,//,;,, ~ Automated set-ups, consisting of an automatic
~,~;f,,;,,~ ,~. ""--... ,/ L_.’, ,’,,////,, /.~

%;\,,;,~,,,%, ........... "-\ "’-~ ,; ’~ J
sampler, data logger and controller, and pressure trans-

,,. ;,~,,~, . ,,..,
"~ ducer, were used to co!lect most ofthe storrnwater data.

.; ~ ,-..... : Flow was rated using established flow rating curves or

%%
",.:

., ..... .-..3
¯
..,~,.

a weir and weir equations. Samples were analyzed for ten
heavy metals (dissolved and total fraction). Various
organic, inorganic, and physical parameters were also
examined (see Table 2).

Heavy metal concentrations were correlated with
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land use using two .,,ears of data from nine of the land
:~se sta[~ons. Data from open land use statlons were also
included tbr comparison/see Figure 2). Land use im-
pacts w’ere only statistically significant when land uses Drainage Area
were grouped into three broad categories: residential! Location Land Use (acres)
commercial, industrial (heavy. and light). (Open land use
was also examined for comparison purposes.) Not un-

Junction Ave. Industrial park 22

expectedly, the highest median concentrations for total
zinc.cadmium,nickel, lead, andcopperwereassociated Frances & Beamer Streets Commercial 265
with industrial land uses. (The heavy industrial station.
which included a metal plating operation, exhibited the Sunnyvale E. Channel SFR 2,080
highest total zinc and cadmium levets.) High total nicket
and lead concentrations (pollutants associated with
brake line wearing, car deterioration, and automobile Stevens Creek Open (forest) 8,410
emissions) were also noted at the transportation sta-
tions. W. San Carlos Ave. Industrial 40

[’he relative importance of urban versus erosional,
upland sources was assessed through an enrichment Interstate 280 Transportation 35
analysis. Assuming that erosional sources are the only

I Calabazas Creek Mixed 9,216 ]heavy metal source, enrichment analysis suggests that
suspended metal concentrations would equal upland Sunnyvale E. Channel Mixed 3,437

surficial concentrations and the enrichment factor (see I Guadalupe River Mixed 15,904 ]
Table 3) would be one. The South Bay Area, character- Coyote Creek Mixed 79,552
ized by various mineral formations, contains natural
erosional sources of nickel, copper, chromium, mercury.,
and other metals. Most of the chromium derives from
these erosional sources.

Yhe enrichment analysis results indicatethaturban Total metals Dissolved metals
land uses (residential/commercial, industrial, and trans- arsenic cadmium
portation) are the most significant sources of cadmium, mercury copper
lead, and zinc. Both erosional sources and urban land cadmium lead
uses are significant sources of copper and nickel. Ap- nickel mercury

chromium silverparent spatial and temporal trends in the water quality
selenium zincdata were verified using t~vo-way analyses of variance
copper

(ANOVA) and covariance (ANACOVA). The ANOVA silver Inorganic / Physicalanalysis, using total copper as a representative trace lead pHmetal, focused on apparent spatial trends (differences zinc hardnessbetween stations). The ANOVA analysis results indi- turbidity
cate that stormwater runoff from the smaller, more Organics

total suspended solids
urbanized watersheds in the South Bay area have higher PAH
total metal concentrations than the larger, less urban- total organic carbon
ized watersheds, total oil and grease

The ANACOVA analysis focused on differences in
total metal concentrations not attributable to variations
in TSS. (Much of the total metal load is associated with
TSS.) Itwas assumed that differences in concentrations
that were corrected for TSS variations were the best

Analysis to assess the relative importance of urban versusindicators of spatial and temporal trends. The
erosional pollutant sources.

ANACOVA results indicate that TSS concentrations
Particulate Metal Concentration (g/L): total metal concentrationare lower at stations located in constructed channels,
minus the dissolved metal concentration.The minimal streambank erosion results in lower TSS

concentrations, which, intum, leadto lower total metals Suspended Metal Concentration (g/g): the ratio of particulate

concentrations, metal concentration (g/L) to TSS concentration (g/L).
Enrichment Factor. the ratio of suspended metal concentration (gi

A second ANACOVA analysis was performed to g) in urban stormwater runoff sample to surficial soils concentra-
investigate temporal trends. Once again, copper was tions (glkg) in upland areas of watershed.
Used as the representative metal. Copper concentra-
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Zinc                                                                            L~d

C~dmiurn Copper

tions were significantly lower in 1992 as compared totive was indicative of potential toxicity problems. The
1990 and 1991. The ANCOVA analysis, which usedfour-day objective was used to observe "chronic"

station and years as the effects to be tested, indicatesconditions.
that the observed differences are probably attributable Dissolved metal concentration did not exceed the
to rainfall. Rainfallwas significantly higher in 1992 thanacute, one-hour limit. Furthermore, less than 5% of the
in the other two years, samples exceeded the lower, four-day, chronic limit.

Stormwater data from waterways stations (whichAlthough this finding suggests that metal toxicity was

are used to evaluate compliance) were analyzed tonot a problem, other more traditional toxic tests indi-
determine the duration, frequency, and severity ofcated otherwise. The traditional toxicity tests were
water quality objectives (WQOs) violations. Four yearsperformed to characterize toxicity with respect to land
ofdatawerecomparedtowaterqualityobjectiveslisteduse and to provide a basis for assessing long-term
in the California Inland Surface Waters Plan (Apriltoxicity frequency and intensity at the waterways sta-
1991). Acknowledging the relatively short, pulse-liketions. Chronic, seven-day toxicity tests using
loading associatedwith stormwater pollutants, the stormCeriodaphnia dubia and toxicity identification evalu-
datawerecomparedtoone-hour and four-day freshwa-ations (TIE) protocols were used.
ter criteria. (The average storm duration in the Santa The toxicity tests suggest that stormwater runoff
ClaraValley is 36 hours.)The one-hour ("acute") objec-from heavy industrial, commercial, and residential land
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usesmtheSantaClaraVal!eyimpa~rsaquaticheaith. Allwatershed program control efforts. The toxicity, test
ot~he samples from the i~ea,,v industrial station wereresults suggest that aquatic health is endangered. In-
extremely toxic/i.e.. 50 °o of the test organisms diedcorporation of biological monitoring based on native

~ within 24 hours). The residential/commercial stationspecies and in-situ testing would confirm (or negate)
sampleswereextremelytomoderatelytoxic(50%mor_the toxicity, result. In addition, trends in fish and’or
talit? x~ithin tour to seven dayst. In comparison, lessmacro-invertebrate health and abundance can be
than one-quarter of the transportation station samplestrapolated to assess overall aquatic health.
were extremely or moderately toxic.

At this time, the Program plans to continue tradi-
The causes of the observed toxicity were investi-tional stormwater monitoring in the two major water-

gated using TIEs. The TIE results suggest that dis-sheds. Five storms per year will be monitored to evalu-
solved metals account for the extremely toxic condi-ate long-term trends and to assess compliance with
tions at the heavy industrial station. Additional TIEWQOs and toxicity objectives. The two smaller sub-
results indicate that non-polar organics such as pesti-watersheds will be monitored every other year to pro°
cides and hydrocarbons are the most significant causesvide comparative data and to assess compliance. Spe-
of toxicity in the mixed land use, waterways stations,cial stations will also be used to evaluate the effective-

It should be noted that because non-native organ-hess of pollution control measures.
isms and a laboratory testing environment were used in Although the Program has placed greater emphasis
the toxicity, tests, the test results may not accuratelyonexpansionofthestormwatermonitoringprogramas
represent stormwater impacts on aquatic health. In-situpart of the overall management effort, public education
testing with native species has been proposed as a moreand participation have also been incorporated into the
accurate assessment methodology, monitoring effort. One such example is their support of

The watershed monitoring effort represents a tre-citizeneffortssuchastheCoyoteCreekRiparian Station
mendous expenditure o ftime, manpower, and finances.(CCRS). CCRS sponsors avolunteer biologicalmonitor-
A power analysis was conducted to examine if theingeffort, Community Creek Watch. This effort, which
watershed monitoring effort could be reduced whilefocuses on birds, amphibians, and reptiles, provides
providing sufficient data to detect potential long-termdata on riparian habitat and, to a lesser extent, water
trends in waterquality. Theability to detect statisticallyquality in the streams. See also article 16.--TRS
significant long-term trends is influenced by the mag-

Referencesnitude of the difference to be observed, the data avail-
ability., the number of observations, and the targetedCooke, Y.,D.Drury, R.Katznelson, C.Lee, P.Mangarella,
confidence level. In general, the probability of detecting K. ~tman. 1995. Storm WaterNPDES Momtor-
a long-term trend decreases with data variability and ing in Santa Clara Valley." ProceedFrora Storm-
increases with the number of observations, waterNPDESRelatedMonitoringNeeds. Crested

Butte, CO. Aug. 7-12, 1994.The power analysis focused on the number of
observations and stations analyzed, l fall four waterwaystations are included in the monitoring effort, an aver_ [!    ,

age of seven storms per year at each station would be ~ , ~ :required to confirm a 40% change in heavy metal con- ’ ~ -
centrations over a I 0-year period at the 80% confidence
level (see Figure 3). Assuming that it is possible to

0.1 ~ i i ~
achieve a 40% reduction in total metals concentrations

~ ~ /
in one decade, it is unlikely that the resources needed
to collect the required stormwater data will remain

0.6 - ’
available.

Continued dependence upon traditional water qual-
Iity monitoring and toxicity testing should be reconsid- 0.4.

ered. Although the Program collected data from 200 ~
station-events, no unexpected trends were revealed.
The spatial and temporal trends detected using the 0a
traditional monitoring approach were not unanticipated:
higher pollutant levels are generally associated with I ~

urbanized areas, runofffrom industrial and transporta- o I
tion land uses usually contain elevated heavy metal ~o ~ 2o zs
levels, and metal concentrations are generally lower

~umb~ al"r~l ~ I~�during rainy years.

An alternative indicator monitoring program could
pr..__ovide the data required to assess the efficacy of the
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 torrnwat r
Pollutant Load Models Compared

E stimates of stormwater pollutant loadings aresuited for analysis of larger and more complex water-
important to watershed managers as theysheds and management scenarios.
grapple with costly decisions on nonpoint Chandler (1994) reviewed case studies that used

source control. Often, a knowledge of comparativeeitherSWMMorHSPFtoestimateannualurbanstorm-
pollutant loadings helps managers target resources towater runoff volumes and pollutant loads (Table 4).
priority subwatersheds or predict the water qualityComputer model runoff and pollutant load estimates
response era stream, lake, or estuary to urbanization,werethencomparedto estimatesmadeusingthe Simple
When choosing models to compute stormwater poHut-Method. Chandler focused on four case studies: Santa
ant loads, managers seek a blend of accuracy, reliability,Clara Valley in California and Lake Union/Ship Canal,
and timeliness, while minimizing the cost of obtainingCovington, and Scriber Creek in Washington State. In
such information. Stormwaterpollutantloadingmodetstotal, 124 comparisons were made, with 96 of those
vary widely in their cost, effort, and accuracy depend-comparisons occurring as part of the SantaClara Valley
ing on the complexiw of model used, its data require-case study (Table 4).
merits, drainage area resolution, and need for model
calibration and verification. The Simple Method and computer model results

were compared by computing a "maximum ratio" for
Stormwater pollutant load models allow managersvarious parameters. The maximum ratio represents the

to quantitatively assess water quality impacts fromlargest ratio between the simple and complex model
development and benefits ofstormwater treatment prac-pollutant load and runoffvolume estimates. The maxi-
tices. Although often used to refer specifically to corn-mum ratio is always greater than or equal to one; the
puterizedmodels, theterm"mode[" in this article encom-larger of the two estimates being compared (i.e., the
passes the entire range of stormwater pollutant loadSimple Method or the computer model estimate) is
estimate computation techniques. Stormwater pollut-always in the numerator. Positive values indicate that
ant load models can range from the simple to complex,the computer mode[ estimate was larger than the corre-
encompassing"back-of-the-envelope" methods to full-spending Simple Method estimate. Negative values
blown, multi-yearcomputerizedmodels(seeTable 1).indicate that the Simple Method estimate was larger

Given the variety and number of models available,than the computer model estimate. For example, in a
the key question is which model provides the requiredgiven scenario the annual runoffvolume estimate gen-
management information with the best blend of accu-
racy and speed.

A common simple model, the Simple Method
(Schueler, 1987; Table 2), estimates stormwater pollut-
ant loads as the product of mean pollutant concentra-
tions and runoff depths over specified periods of time ¯ Models based on established literature
(usually annual or seasonal). Two well-known examples ranges of unit area pollutant loading factors
ofcomputerizedmodelsincludeEPA’sStormwaterMan- ¯ Models based on simple empirical relation-
agement Model (SWMM) and the Hydrologic Simula- ships such as the Simple Method
tion Programming-FORTRAN (HSPF)model. These (Schueler, 1987)
modelssirnulaterepresentativehydrologicandhydrau- ¯ Models using regression equations (Driver
lie conditions in the watershed, subwatershed, and and Tasker, 1990)
stream system and estimate stormwater pollutant loads ¯ Models incorporating site-specific or
through consideration of a variety of factors including modeled flow data and either local or
soil type, infiltration, and exponential washoff(Table 2). published concentrations
In general, the Simple Method is most appropriate for ¯ Continuous simulation models, such as the
small watersheds (<640 acres) and when quick and Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff
reasonable stormwater pollutant load estimates are Model (STORM); Storm Water Management
required (Table 3). Computer models, which are usually Model (SWMM); and Hydrologic Simulation
more time and funding intensive, are generally better Program-Fortran (HSPF)
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Simple Method
1. Calculation of the runoff coefficient, Rv

Rv = 0.05 + 0.009(1)

2. Calculation of runoff depth (acre-feet per time interval)
R = [(P)(Pj)(Rv)/12](A)

3. Calculation of annual pollutant loads (pounds/acres per time interval)
L = (R)(C)(2.72) or L = [(P)(Pj)(Rv)/12](C)(2.72)

A
where:

Rv = Mean runoff coefficient, expressing the fraction of rainfall converted into runoff
1 = Percent of site imperviousness

R = Runoff (acre-feet per time interval)
P = Rainfall depth over desired time interval (inches)
Pj = Fraction of rainfall events that produce runoff (0.9 in the Washington, DC region)
A = Area of the site (acres)
L = Urban runoff load (pounds/acres per time interval)
C = Flow-weighted mean concentration of the pollutant in urban runoff (mg/L or ppm)
12 = Conversion factor (inches/foot)

2.72 = Conversion factor (pounds/acre-foot-ppm)

Complex Models: Considered Factors

¯ Rainfall ¯ Pollutant accumulation¯ Infiltration rates ¯ Exponential washoffof pollutants
¯ Evaporation rates ¯ Interflow
¯ Overland flow ¯ Streamflow
¯ Depression storage ¯ Snowmelt¯ Imperviousness ¯ Slope
¯ Channel roughness ¯ Temperature

Solar intensity ¯ Soil type

erated by SWMM is 83,000 acre-t~ and the Simple The use of national average "C" values could also
Method estimate is 68,000 acre-ft. The maximum ratiobe a source of disagreement between model results. "C"
value (the larger computer model estimate/the smallervalues are the flow-weighted mean concentrations of
Simple Method estimate) is approximately 1.22. Sincepollutants in urban stormwater runoff (mg/L or ppm).
the computer model estimate is the higher value, theNationwide Urban RunoffProgram (NURP)data(U.S.
ratio is positive. EPA, 1983) is often used to develop"C" values used in

Chandlercomputedatotalof124maximumrafios forcomputer models ("C" values were used in the Santa
runoff volume and select nutrient, chemical, and heavyClara Valley study). The NURP data, however, may not
metal constituents (Table 5). Seventy percent of theadequately account for regional and seasonal varia-
maximumratio values ranged from onetotwo, indicatingtions in pollutant concentrations. Furthermore, reduc-
that, ingeneral, the computermodel and SimpleMethodtions in stormwater pollutant concentrations attribut-
results were comparable (Figure 1). Total Kjedhal nitro- able to pollutant reduction measures implemented since
gen (TKN), nitrate, and BOD estimates were the mostthe NURP study was conducted are not taken into
similar, ranging from positive I. 11 to negative 1.19. account. For example, concentrations of lead in storm-

water runoff have consistently declined over the pastSignificant discrepancies, however, were noted
20 years as a result of decreased use of leaded gasoline.between the Simple Method and computer model esti-

mates for phosphorus and heavy metals, particularly In other cases, the use of significantly different
lead (Table 5). This may be partly attributed to the factpollutant concentrations may explain differences be-
that the Simple Method, unlike the computer models,tween Simple Method and computer model results. In
does not take into account background or erosionaltheLake Unioncasestudy, ChandlerappliedtheSimple
sources of pollutants. Method and used a cadmium "C" value of 0.0014 mg/L, R0079512
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When to Use When Not to Use

Simple small urban watersheds (<640 ¯ baseflow runoff/pollutant loads
acres) are desired

¯ only stormwater runoff and large watersheds (>640 acres)
pollutant load estimates are non-urban land uses (e.g.,
desired construction sites, industrial

¯ need for quick and reasonable areas, rural development,
load estimates agricultural uses), as reliable

¯ only percent imperviousness and "C" values are unavailable
runoff pollutant concentrations ambiguity about watershed’s
are available percent imperviousness

¯ Only planning level estimates are
needed

Complex . large and complex watersheds limited by time
¯ desire for: limited by funds

a time history of runoff flow ¯ high accuracy needed for
rate and pollutant concentra- dissolved pollutant parameters
tions uncertain whether complex
defining channel segments, model can provide more
bridges, culverts, etc., subject accurate information than
to erosion simple model
determining maximum water
elevations (for identifying
floodplains)
provide hourly or daily load
inputs to lake, dyer, or estuary
water quality model

1 2 3 4
Santa Clara Lake Union Scriber Creek

Valley & Ship Canal Covington Watershed

Complex model SWMM SWMM HSPF HSPF

il Location CA WA WA WA

Study area (acres) 441,600 2,605 1,238 4,389

ii" ~ann~aI rain(in) 36 36~ ,,~ 13.2 39.77

Avg. imperv. -- 60% 26.7% 36%

synthesized from nineseparatestormwaterrunoffstud-estimate (see Table 5). Thus, the selection of signifi-
ies. SWMM modelers, on the other hand, used a valuecantly different pollutant concentrations and!or limited
of 0.05 mg/L, the average of three wide-ranging fielddata can generate significantly different results.
samples. Consequently, the SWMM cadmium load Chandler’s study suggests that the Simple Method,
estimate was much higher than the Simple Methodwith some refinements of the "C" values for current,
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Scriber Creek
Parameter Santa Clara Lake Union Covington Current Future
(loads in pounds) Land Use Land Use
Runoff (acre-if) 1.22 -1,04 1.93 - _
TP 206 -3,57 -2.08 -1.47 -1.39
TKN -1.01 1.11 - _
NO3 -1,19 - _ _
BOD -1 .O4 - _
Copper 1.72 1.87 1.84 - _
Zinc 1.30 1.57 -1.95 - _
Lead -2,35 1.75 1.05 2.45 2.62
TSS 1 92 1.32 1,16 1.51 1.56
Chromium - 2.07 -1.38 - _
Cadmium - 7.00 - _

local conditions and recognition of method’s limita-
tions, is a useful tool that can provide reasonable water
quality and pollutant load estimates quickly and cheaply. 87
On the other hand, the use of complex computer models
is justified, indeed necessary., when more complicated
issues (e.g. urban pollution versus erosional or natural
background sources. TMDLs, load allocation, etc.)are
of interest. The key to choosing the appropriate model
lies with determining beforehand the drainage area
scale, availability of water quality and hydrologic data,
and availability of resources and personnel. When the 40
appropriate model is selected, it can provide watershed
managers with important guidance for targeting areas in 26
need of protection and for predicting the magnitude and

2orisks associated with pollutant loads.

3
0                                   0       1       1
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Techmcal ,Vote ~,36 J?om IVatershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 443-444

Impact of Suspended and
Deposited Sediment

here is lirtie doubt that construction sites rankmentcan have adramatic influence on aquatic biota. ForT among the most significant sources of sedi-example, while often overlooked, freshwater mussels
menttoday. Forexample, Goldman(1986)com-are a major component of the ecology of streams and

puted that construction sites are responsible for anrivers. Mussels filteroutplankton from runningwaters,
estimated export of 80 million tons of sediment intoand in turn, serve as a key food source for fish, wading
receiving waters each year. On a unit area basis,birds, and other vertebrates. A recent review of the
construction sitesexportsedimentat20to2,000timesstatus of native mussels in North America strongly
the rate ofother land uses. Whilethemuddywatersthatsuggests that this important freshwater resource is
run off from construction sites are easy to observe,imperiled. In fact, of 297 native species reviewed by
many watershed managers are not fully aware of theWilliamsetal. (1993), 72%areeitherendangered, threat-
many downstream impacts erodedsediments have onened or of special concern. Only 24% of all native
boththe environmentandthe economy. Giventhecostspecies are considered to be stable.
and effort needed for ESC control, it is important to ]’he sharp decline in biological diversity noted for
remember why it matters, native mussels is primarily a result of habitat alteration

The effects of sediment on biota, recreation and the(by dams, channel ization, and invasion by non-native
! economy are both subtle and profound, and they canspecies). Of particular concern istheeffect ofdeposited
¯ be gleaned from several recent literature syntheses,sediments on mussel habitat. Siltation and the subs¢-
’ ]’he nature of the sediment impacts depend on whetherquent shifting and smothering of the stream or river

sediments are suspended in the water column (Table 1 )bottom are cited as major factors in the declir~ of mussel
~ or are deposited on a stream channel or lake bottombiota. Clearly, native freshwater mussels are particu-

(Table 2). Taken together, the 30 reported impactslarly vulnerable to increased watershed erosion and
confirm that eroded sediment is a major pollutant insediment deposition, and may be at risk if upstream
waterways, construction sites are poorly managed.

Much of the research on the impacts of sediment on Recent research has also revealed that rare and
aquatic systems is rather dated. However, two morethreatenedfishspeciesarevulnerabletoevenrelatively
recent biological surveys indicate that eroded sedi-smallincreasesinstreamturbidity.Forexample, Kundell

Abrades and damages fish gills, increasing risk of infection and disease
¯ Scouring of periphyton from stream (plants attached to rocks)

Loss of sensitive or threatened fish species when turbidity exceeds 25 NTU
¯ Shifts in fish community toward more sediment tolerant species

Decline in sunfish, bass, chub and catfish when monthly turbidity exceeds 100 NTU
Reduces sight distance for trout, with reduction in feeding efficiency

¯ Reduces light penetration causing reduction in plankton and aquatic plant growth
Reduces filtering efficiency of zooplankton in lakes and estuaries

¯ Adversely impacts aquatic insects which are the base of the food chain
¯ Slightly increases stream temperature in summer
¯ Suspended sediments are a major carrier of nutrients and metals
¯ Turbidity increases probability of boating, swimming and diving accidents
¯ Increased water treatment costs to meet drinking water standards of 5 NTU
¯ Increased wear and tear on hydroelectric and water intake equipment
¯ Reduces anglers chances of catching fish
¯ Diminishes direct and indirect recreational experience of receiving waters
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and R~mussen !’ I qq5 ~ recently reported on the sensi-References
[l~’lt2} ,)~" SiX state or tederaltv listed endangered fish

Goldman. S.,eta[ 1986. EroszonandSeditnentControlspecies in Georgia rivers that were adversely impacted
Handbook. McGraw-Hill. New York. 443 pp.when turbidity exceeded i 0 to 25 nephelometric rurbid-

it,~ units I.NTUs). The fish species included blue shin-Kundell, J.. and T. Rasmussen. 1995. "Recommenda-
ers. #eckle-bel[y madtom, riverdarter, amberdar~er. !og tions of the Georgia Board or" Regents Scientific
perch and freckled darter. Three-quarters of these spe- Panel on Evaluating the Erosion Measurement
cies were elim inated when turbidity occasionally ex- Standard Defined by the Georgia Erosion and Sedi-
ceeded 25 NTU on a monthly basis; all were lost when mentation Act." pp. 211-217. In: Proceedings 1995
turbidi~ more frequently exceeded 25 NTU. Georgia Water Resources ConJorence. University,

of’Georgia, Athens, GA.Construction site erosion is but the first pulse in
sediment load associated with urban development. A Williams, J.,M Warren, K. Cummings, J. Harris, andR.
second, and possibly greater sediment pulse, occurs as Neves. 1993. "Conservation Status of Freshwater
stream banks begin to erode in response to the greater Mussels of the United States and Canada." Fish-
volume and frequency ofstormwater flows generated cries 18(9): 6-22.
by impervious cover. More research is needed to define
the impacts of suspended and deposited sediments
during both pulses occurring in developing water-
sheds.

--///5’

Physical smothering of benthic aquatic insect community
Reduced survival rates for fish eggs

¯ Destruction of fish spawning areas and redds
¯ "Imbedding" of stream bottom reduces fish and macroinvertebrate habitat value
¯ Loss of trout habitat when fine sediments are deposited in spawning or riffle-runs
¯ Sensitive or threatened darters and dace may be eliminated from fish community
¯ Increase in sediment oxygen demand can deplete DO in lakes or streams
¯ Significant contributing factor in the alarming decline of freshwater mussels
¯ Reduced channel capacity, exacerbating downstream bank erosion and flooding
¯ Reduced flood transport capacity under bridges and through culverts
¯ Loss of storage and lower design life for reservoirs, impoundments and ponds
¯ Dredging costs to maintain navigable channels and reservoir capacity
¯ Spoiling of sand beaches
¯ Deposits diminish the scenic and recreational value of waterways

R0079516
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Technical Note =105 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1): 609-612

Stormwater Pollution Source Areas
Isolated in Marquette, Michigan

M
"

uch of our knowledge about the source of
stormwater pollutants in urban watersheds

. is confined to broad land use categories,
such as residential, commercial, or industrial. Often,
engineers need much more detailed information on theDrainage Area 289 acres
individual source areas of pollutants to design more Land Use
effective stormwater management practices or to craft Residential 55 %
betterpollution prevention plans. Forexample, residen- Open Space 29 %
tial land use is actually a mosaic of streets, driveways, Commercial 9 %
rooftops and lawns. Each of these individual source Institutional 7 %
areas can contribute vastly different runoffvolumes or Pervious Area 63 %
pollutant concentrations. Consequently, engineers are Impervious Area 37 %
interested in discovering precisely which source areas Soil Type Sandy, HSG
in the urban landscape contribute the bulk of the pollut-

Runoff Coefficient 0.14ant loads measured at the end of the stormwater pipe,
particularly for those pollutants that are potentially Age of Development 50 to 100 years
toxic. Average Annual

31.9 inches
Urban source area monitoring methods were first Precipitation

pioneered by Roger Bannerman and his colleagues atTotal Rainfall During
13.2 inches

the Wisconsin Department o fNatural Resources (DNR) Source Sampling

(see article 7). They typically involve the installation of
very small and specialized sampling devices that co llect
stormwater runoff" from a few thousand square feet of
each source area. Several hundred samples are col-residential rooftops; residential driveways and lawns.
lected, and then geometric mean concentrations areMore than 40 diff.erent pollutants were measured in the
computed.Thefirstmajorsourceareamonitoringstudystudy, including sediment, nutrients, total and dis-
was conducted in a subwatershed located in Madison,solved metals and a wide range ofpolycyclic aromatic
Wisconsin (Bannerman etal., 1993). hydrocarbons (PAHs). The study team also sampled

A second major source area monitoring study waspollutant levels at the bottom of the entire subwater-

recently completed in Marquette, Michigan by Jeffshed. This enabled them to calibrate the Source Load

Steuer and his colleagues (1997). They investigated aand Management Model (SLAMM). The SLAMM

289acre subwatershedthatdminstoLakeSuperior. Themodel simulates subwatershed hydrology and source

subwatershed is primarily residential with most of thearea pollutant concentrations to relate how pollutant

development built 50 to 100 years ago (Table 1). AI-loads from individual source areas compared to the
subwatershed as a whole (Pitt and Voorhees, 1989).though the subwatershed had 37% impervious cover,

its sandy soils generated relatively little surface runoff. The SLAMM model did an excellent job of predict-
(runoff. coefficient of 0.14 during the course of theing pollutant loads from the subwatershed. Typically,
study), the pollutant load computed from component source

Steuer and his team deployed 34 different sourceareas was within 90 to 110% of the total subwatershed

area monitoring devices in the subwatershed and col-pollutant load measured over the 12 storm events.

lected more than 550 source samples during 12 storm
events. The source area monitoring was performedSource Areas:RunoffProduction
during the growing season (i.e., snowmelt and winter The load ofa stormwater pollutant from any source
runoff.were not sampled). Eight key source areas werearea is a product of its pollutant concentration and its
targetedinthesamplingeffort: commercialparkinglots;runoff.volume. Thus, it is of considerable interest to
low, medium and high traffic streets; commercial anddiscover how much runoff.volume a particular source
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area actually generates. The team employed the SLAMM
model to assess the relative runoffcontribution from the
eight primarysource areas within the Marquette
subwatershed (Table 2). The "’effective runoffcoeffi-
cient" was dramatically different for many source areas, Effective
ranging from 0.01 to 0.58. As might be expected, the Source area Percent of Percent of runoff"
sandy soils of the residential lawns had the lowestsampled total area runoff coefficient
runoffcoefficient observed during the monitoring study.
Despite the fact that lawns comprised more than 60% ofCommercial Parking Lot 4.6 19.1 0.58
subwatershed area, they generated only 6% ofHigh Traffic Street 1.4 4.5 0.45
subwatershed runoff. The highest runoff coefficient Med. Traffic Street 1.8 5.5 0.43
was recorded for commercial parking lots, followed byLow Traffic Street 8.9 26.9 0.42
streets. In contrast, residential rooftops and driveways

Commercial Rooftop 3.5 10.2 0.41had relatively low runoff coefficients, suggesting that
Residential Ddveway 4.2 9.8 0.32these source areas were only partially connected to the

storm drain system. Residential Rooftops 9.8 12.8 0.18
Residential Lawns 62.4 5.8 0.01

Nutrients and Oxygen Demand Sidewalks 3.0 n s n s
One of the clear trends in the Marquette source areaBasin Outlet 100.0 95.0 0.14

monitoring was that pervious areas had higher nutrient
concentrations than impervious ones (Table 3). In par- Effective runoff is defined as the relative contribution of the source area to the
ticular, nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in total runoff volume produced in the basin over the 12 storm events.

residential lawn runoff were five to 10 times higher than
ns = not sampled

any other source area. Rooftop runoff, on the other
hand, had the lowest nutrient concentration of anyHydrocarbons andMetals
source area, which is not surprising given that atmo-

The Marquette study also provided our first glimpsespheric deposition is probably the only pollutant path-
about hydrocarbon source areas in the urban landscapeway. The study also confirmed the strong relationship
(Tabie 4). One might suspect that source areas domi-between greater street traffic and higher nutrient and
nated by vehicles would have the highest hydrocarbonorganic matter concentrations first observed by
levels, and this indeed was found to be the case. TheBannermanetal. (1983). The Marquette team foundthat
highest PAH levels were recorded at the commercialnutrient and organic matter concentrations in runoff
parking lots (75 lag/I) and the high traffic streets (15 la~from high traffic streets were two to three times higher 1). In contrast, PAH levels at rooftops, driveways and

than runoff from low traffic streets.
low traffic streets were generally less than 2 lag/l. The
team also monitored individual hydrocarbon compounds
that comprise PAHs, some of which are known or
suspected carcinogens, such as Pyrene. In general, the

Total
Source area Total Total Kjeldahl
sampled phosphorus nitrogen nitrogen BOOs
Commercial Parking Lot 0.20 1.94 1.6 10.5
High Traffic Street 0,31 2.95 2.5 14.9
Med. Traffic Street 0.23 1.62 1.3 11.6
Low Traffic Street 0.14 1.17 0.9 5.8
Commercial Rooftop 0.09 2.09 !.6 17.5
Residential Rooftop 0.06 1.46 1.0 9.0
Residential Driveway 0.35 2.10 1.8 13,0
Residential Lawns 2.33 9.70 9.3 22.6
Basin Outlet 0.29 1.87 1.5 15.4
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Polycyclic
Source area aromatic Soluble Soluble
sampled hydrocarbons Pyrene zinc Copper

Commercial Parking Lot 75.6 12.2 64 10.7
High Traffic Street 15.2 2.37 73 11.2
Med. Traffic Street 11.4 1.75 44 7.3
Low Traffic Street 1.72 0.27 24 7.5
Commercial Rooftop 2.1 0.33 263 17.8
Residential Rooftop 0.6 0. ! 0 ! 88 6.6

Residential Driveway 1.8 0.34 27 11.8

Residential Lawns na na na na

Basin Outlet 21.0 3.36 23 7.0

Notes: Pyrene is one component of PAH’s. All measured in units of micrograms/liter (= ppb)
na = not analyzed at the source area

greatest concentrations of these compounds were alsoof the total copper load, despite the fact they comprised
detected at commercial parking lots and high trafficless than 5% ofsubwatershed area. Similarly, medium
roads, and high traffic streets each generated about six to 10%

of the subwatershed PAH, zinc and copper load evenThe team also investigated source area concentra-
tions of total and soluble metals. While no clear trendsthough each source area comprised less than 2°,/o of

subwatershed area. Surprisingly, residential drivewayswere observed in total metal levels among most source
areas, sharpdifferenceswerefrequentlynotedforsolubleproduced from 14 to 18% of the total phosphorus,

metals. This is significant as soluble metals are muchcopper and zinc load, despite the fact that driveways

more l ikely to exert atoxiceffecton aquaticlife. Interest-comprised less than 5% ofsubwatershed area.

ingly, the key source areas for soluble zinc were roof- Although residential lawns comprised 62% of
tops. Commercial and residential rooftops typically hadsubwatershed area, they were not believed to contrib-
soluble zinc concentrationsthatwerethreeto fou(timesute to total load of many pollutants, such as PAH and
higher than other source areas, which is consistent withmetals. Lawns were the greatest source of phosphorus
other research on roottop runoff, in the subwatershed (26%), which reflected the fact that

Moderate levels of soluble zinc were also associ-while the sandy soils produced very little runoff, lawn

atedwith commercialparking lotsandhigh traffic streets,runoffstill had a very high phosphorus concentration.

Source areas for solublecopper, onthe otherhand, wereIt is worth noting that if the study site had less perme-
distributed rather evenly across the subwatershed,able soils, lawns probably would have emerged as an

withthehighestconcentrationsrecordedatcommercialeven more important source area for nutrients and

roofs and parking lots, high traffic streets, and residen-organic matter.

tial driveways. A strong relationship between greater
street traffic and higher hydrocarbon and metal concen-Summary
trations was also found. The Marquette source area monitoring study gen-

erally reinforced the findings of an earlier source moni-
ContributionsoflndividualSoureeAreasto toring study conducted in Madison, Wisconsin
Subwatershed Pollutant Loads (Bannerman etaL, 1993). While the pollutant concentra-

Using the SLAMM model, the team was able totionsforeachsourceareawerenotalwaysthesame, the

analyze which source areas contributed most of therelative rank among the source areas was basically the

stormwaterpollutant loadsforthesubwatershed(Tablesame in each study. This finding supports the notion

5). The team discovered that some source areas deliv-that stormwater managers should seriously consider

ered a disproportionate share of the total load. Mostpollutant source areas when designing stormwater

notable were commercial parking lots, which producedmanagement practices or devising pollution prevention

64% of the PAH load, 30% of the total zinc load and 22%plans.
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Percent of Total Subwatershed Load ........
Source area Watershed Totalsampled area Copper PAH Zinc phosphorus

Commercial Parking Lot 4.6 22 64 30 8
High Traffic Street 1.4 6 7 10 2
Med. Traffic Street 1.8 8 6 8 5
Low Traffic Street 8,9 17 5 19 15
Commercial Rooftop 3,5 11 3 16 5
Residential Rooftop 9.8 5 1 15 3
Residential Driveway 4.2 18 3 18 14
Residential Lawns 62.4 ns ns ns 26
Basin Outlet 97 87 89 116 77

ns = not sampled, as early monitoring indicated non-detection

Ofparticularconcern are parking lots, which emergedReferences
as the dominant pollutant source for commercial areas

Bannerman, R., D. Owens, R. Dodd and N. Hornewer.in both studies. Parking lots produced a disproportion-
1993. "Sources of Pollutants in Wisconsin Storm-ately high load of hydrocarbons and metals compared
water." Water Science Technology. 28(3-5): 241-to all other source areas. As such, watershed managers
259.can.justifiably classify many parking lots as stormwater

"hotspots." It may make sense to treat the quality, ofPitt, R. and J. Voorhees. 1989. Source Load and Man-
parking lot runoffdirectly at the source, using filtering agement model (SLAMM)--An Urban Nonpoint
practices such as sand, compost and bioretention ill- Source Water Quality Management Model. Wis-
ters. In any event, designers should probably avoid consin Dept. of Natural Resources. PUBL-WR-
infiltrating stormwater runoff frora parking lots. 218-89.

Watershed managers should also take note of theSteuer, J., W. Selbig, N. Homewer and J. Prey. 1997.
strong relationship between pollutant concentrations Sources of Contamination in an Urban Basin in
and higher traffic streets. Runoff from more heavily Marquette, Michigan andan Analysis of Concen-
traveled roads may require greater treatment volumes to trations, Loads, andData Quality. U.S.G.S. Water
control this important source area. Infiltration of road- Resources Investigations Report 97-4242. Wis-
way runoffshould also be avoided, unless effective and consin DNR and EPA. 25 pp.
reliable pretreatment can be assured.

The Marquette study also provides strong support
for focusing the message of residential pollution pre-
vention programs. Lawns and driveways were both
implicated as key source areas for nutrients, organic
matter and bacteria. Clearly, homeowners have an im-
portant role to play in residential source control. Less
lawn fertilizer, more pet cleanups, safer car washing and
more frequent driveway sweeping could collectively
reduce the importance of residential areas as a source
of stormwater pollution.      --TRS
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~’echntcal ,Vote "~106 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1). 613-616

Diazinon Sources in Runoff From
the San Francisco Bay Region

D iazinon is a common broad spectrum insecti-diazinon through individual storm drain outfalls, to
cide that is widely applied by homeownersstreet gutters and finally, to individual homes. In addi-
and pest control professionals alike. In Cali-tion, the team profiled how diazinon is actually used in

tbmia alone, diazinon is contained in over 200 differentresidential areas, through suweys and retail sales statis-
pesticide formulations. The primary use for diazinon istics. Taken together, the story of their search is both
for general insect control, with the most commoninteresting and very disturbing.
targets being ants, fleas, ticks, grubs and spiders. It is

The story begins with howdiazinon is actually used.often the insecticide of choice to deal with fire ant
Scanlin and Cooper (1997) started by checking statis-problems in the South.
tics on retail sales ofdiazinon, which are required under

There are several reasons why watershed managersCalifornia’s extensive pesticide reporting system. For
are concerned about the use ofdiazinon. To begin with,the California and the Bay region, Scanlin and Cooper
diazinon is highly toxic to aquatic life at exceptionallyestimated that 0.04 Ibs. of active diazinon was applied
low levels. Toxicologists have found that diazinonoutdoors per person each year in the San Francisco Bay
causes mortality in the popular bioassay organism,area. As such, it was the leading insecticide used in
Ceriodaphnia dubia (water flea) at exposure levels asCalifornia, in terms of retail sales of active ingredient.
low as 300 parts per trillion. In addition, diazinon isThe primary reason cited for applying diazinon was
very soluble and therefore very mobile in the urbangeneral insect control (about 80%), with some addi-
environment. Although it eventually breaks down intional use to control garden pests (20%). About half of
the environment, diazinon has a half-life of about 40the diazinon was applied to structures, and half applied
days in surface waters. In addition, diazinon is typicallyto lawns and landscaped areas. Diazinon users were
sprayed as a concentrate on a spot basis near founda-roughly split between homeowners and pest control
tions, driveway cracks, sidewalk crevices and othercompanies. Users applied diazinon as a liquid concen-
impervious surfaces, trate about 65% of the time, and as granules about 34%

Given these factors, it is not surprising that re-ofthetime.
searchers are frequently finding diazinon in stormwa- Concern about diazinon in the Bay area was initially
ter and dry weather flows in urban streams, particularlyprompted by a series of toxicity tests conducted by
in the South (Schueler, 1995). Diazinon has beenSteve Hansen and others in the early 1990s. Of 130
detected in urban streams in Sacramento, CArunoffsamplesfromBayareacreeks,22O/ocausedmor.
(O’Connor, 1995),Atlanta, GA(Hippeetal., 1994)andtality in Ceriodaphnia dubia within 48 hours, and
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX (Brush eta[, 1996). In each case,further testing revealed that diazinon was the primary
diazinon was detected in nearly 90% of all streamcause (Katznelson and Mumley, 1997). Consequently,
samples. In the Texas study, the mean runoffconcen-a synoptic study was undertaken in 1995 to monitor
tration of diazinon at 11 residential catchments was adiazinon, and 167 urban creek samples were collected
whopping 1,800 rig/1 (parts per trillion), aroundthe Bay. Potentially toxic levels ofdiazinon were

Until recently, our understanding of the sourcesfoundin27%ofthestormsamples(Table l ). The study
andpathways ofdiazinon in urban watersheds has beenconcluded that diazinon was a widespread problem in
very sparse. A much clearer picture, however, hasmany urban creeks, andalsosuspectedthatchlorpyrifos,
recently emerged from a comprehensive research ef-another insecticide frequently found in creek runoff,
fort in’the San Francisco Bay region. The study teammight also be a problem.
included James Scanlin, Tom Mumley, Revita The next chapter of the story involved extensive
Katznelson, Val O’Connor and many other colleagues,diazinon sampling across the San Francisco Bay region.
The study team has progressively traced diazinonNewsampiingmethodsmadeiteasiertodetectdiazinon
sources to increasingly smaller watershed units. Theat both lower levels and lower cost. The study team
team investigated diazinon at the regional scale, andcompiled hundreds of samples and detected diazinon in
then proceeded to urban watersheds, and even smallerrainwater, urban runoff, dry weather flow, creek sedi-
subwatersheds. From there, they continued to tracements, wastewater effluent, and even the waters of San
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Francisco Bay l Table 2) The highest ie~ els ~ere found
m stormwater and dr,, ~eather flows in urban creeks.
Rainfall was initiall.~ suspected as a m~or source of
j~inon, since previous research had found
concen~ations as high as 4.000 ng’l. ~ese v~. high
’,e~els. however, were collected in the highly a~ricul- To~imi~to Percent o~
rural C~n~at Valley ofCalifom ia, and were apparently Dimzinon Level~ Cerio~mp~ni~ mto~ mmmplem
influenced by the drift ofdiazinon from orchard spay-
ing. In the San Francisco Bay region, di~inon was < 30 ngiI ’ Not detectable 43
detected in less than one half of rainfall samples, and no 30 to 150 ng/I Non-lethal 29mmfall s~pl~ ~xceeded 100

150 to 300 ng/I Lethal 4 to 7 day~ 16Di~inon was also routinely detected in wast~water
effluenL which was presumably due to indoor use ~d 300 to 500 ng/I Lethal within 96 hour~ 11
disposal. Trea~ent plants had great difficul~ in
moving this soluble ~sectkide, and it frequently caused ng/I = n~nogrgms pet liter (or pm~ ~et trillion)
th~ plan~ to flunk their effluent toxici~ tests. Di~inon
levels in the water column of San Francisco Bay w~re
well b~low potential estuarine toxi¢i~ thresholds (30 sto~ concentration was 343 n~l and ranged ~om 90
n~l chronic, 80 n~l acute). [t is wo~h noting that the to 820 n~l. As might be expected, higher di~inon
high~st concentrations in the Bay were almost ahvays levels were found during spring sto~s when applica-
~bund ne~ urban creeks, tion rates were greatest. Di~inon concentrations also

B~ed on the regional monitoring data, the study tended to be greater if it had been d~ for sewral weeks
te~ n~rowed their focus to urban cre~ks, wh~re th~ before th~ sto~.
grcat~st potential for toxici~ existed. The search f~r High concentrations p~rsist~d for several days a~er
watershed sources of diazinon then began in earnest, sto~sando~nexc~ed~d200ng/l. Ingeneral, di~inon
Scanlin and F~ng (1997) perfo~d automated sam- levelsdropp~donlyS0%~odaysa~rasto~.Sc~lin
piing of runoff and d~ weather flow in Cas~o Vatl~y and Feng (1997) computed a mass balance for Cas~o
Creek, a 5.5 square mile residential watershed in Valley Creek and concluded that 90% ofth~ di~inon
Alameda Count. They s~pled 22 sto~s over ~o load was delivered by sto~water runoff. They con-
years ~d detected diazinon in all events. Th~ mean eluded th~ m~s load discharged by the Cre~k could b~

Diazinon source sampling N Mean Maximum Minimum

Rainfall 1 8 58 3 88 33
Stormflow z 23 262 590 < 30

Dry weather flow 43 282~ 3,000 < 30

Creek sediments (pg/kg) 43 19 59 2.6

San Francisco Bay 55 10 98 < 0.1

Wastewater effluent 5 21 78 809 < 30

Mean of rainfall samples with detectable diazinon concentrations.

Selected streamflow samples.

Diazinon levels in rainfall from the Central Valley of California influenced by agricultural pesticide drift were about
~wo orders of magnitude t~gher than the Bay area samples which were not influenced by agricultural spraying.

If two extreme values are excluded, the mean dry weather concentration drops to 170 ng/l.

Mean of effluent discharge from Bay area wastewater treatment plant, presumably reflects household disposal.
Removal rates at treatment plants averaged only 35%
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The search for diazinon continued on an even
~" "--2~.~257,5,7-;’252:,~-’--22v<7/’,\    ~ smalIerscale. Scantin and Fen~ moved upthe catchments

,-~- t,~ ("~,f~’ .-,,"22 ~’ to sample individual street gutters. They collected
, samples at 45 randomlv selected street gutters within

two catchments of Castro Valley Creek during a single
ston’n event in Mav of ! 0c)6. Each street gutter served

, about four of five homes. At last, they ~vere able to find
~ diazinon hotspots (Figure 1). The mean diazinon level

’i ’ >" z---~,,_- !
cl imbed to 3,900 ng!I in all of the street gutter samples,

,~ ! -7"--I but the range spanned three orders (30 to 70,O00n~l).
After a block-by-block search, they concluded that
diazinon levels in Castro Valley Creek were produced
at a very,’ small number of individual residential hotspots.
As few as two to 4% of residential homes in the water-
shed accounted for the bulk of diazinon observed in
Castro Valley Creek. A similar pattern was also ob-
served in monitoring of small storm drain outfalls to San
Leandro Creek (Figure 2/.

The final stage of monitoring evaluated diazinon
runoff from individual homes. Two homes were se-, \. / ~/"-, ’~/

.,<~
tected for intensive source area sampling. Diazinon
was applied to each home at recommended rates and in
accordance with label instructions. Source area samples

// ~,~.~. i
were collected from roof drains, patios and driveways

~ ,77. ~! i fbllowinv rainfall events for 50 days afterapplication
(Table 3). As might be expected, the highest diazinon’,\ ~ 4

--~--i concentrations were recorded ~vhen it rained a few days
~.., ~ after initial appt ication ( 1,100 to 1.200,000 ng!I). Nev-oo,= ,r~ ~! ,~o.ooo,,, ,.,

ertheless, high diazinon concentrations were still re-

~[i!
~ ,,.~ .....ooo.,...,

corded in runoff three and even seven weeks after~ "’°°"’°°°°" "" application. The largest source areas were patios and

.......... ~-,o,,,,~ ~,, driveways, followed by roof drains.

Implications

The diazinon research has several profound and
troubling imp lications. The first is that harmful diazinon
levels can be produced in urban streams from a handful
of individual homes within any given watershed. Once
diazinon gets into urban streams, it is not easy to
remove it. Because of its solubility, current stormwater

accounted by approximately 0.3% ofdiazinon appliedand even wastewater treatment technology cannot sig-
outdoors in the watershed. This finding suggests thatnificantly reduce diazinon levels. The only real tool to
it takes very little washoff of the applied diazinon tocontrol diazinon in urban watersheds is source con-
produce the observed instream concentrations, trol--to either reduce the use ofdiazinon or to apply it

in a safer manner. It should be noted that residentialSampling continued at smaller catchment scales.
source areas monitoring indicated that "proper use"ScanlinandFengcollectedgrabsamplesinfivesmaller
still produced very. high diazinon levels, even whencatchments within Castro Valley Creek during a single
label directions were scrupulously followed.storm event in April of 1996. The range of diazinon

levels found in these catchments (mean 390 ng/l, range Consequently, a strong case can be made that the
201-675ng!1)wasnearlyidenticaltothatseeninCastrouse of diazinon should be restricted or banned in
Valley Creek, despite the fact though each catchmentresidential areas. Fortunately, for the first time since
differed greatly in pervious area, residential area, anddiazinon was initia!ly registered in 1956, auniqueoppor-
open space. This suggested that diazinon loads couldtunity is currently available to consider such actions.
not be predicted on the basis of general land coverEvery. pesticide mustbere-registeredunder 1988 federal
variables, pesticide regulations, and diazinon’s registration is

being reviewed right now. Accordingly, formulations
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First week Third week Seventh week

No. of samples 5 6 12
Mean 281,800 166,500 19.200

Minimum 1.100 350 50

Maximum 1,200,000 880,000 11
/

and applications that cause runoff toxicity should beKatznelson, R. and T. Mumley. 1997. Diazinon inSur-

iinvestigated and removed t’rom USE PA’s sanctioned face Waters in the San Francisco BayArea: Occur-
list of registered diazinon uses. fence and Potential Impact. Woodward Clyde

In the meantime, watershed managers should send Consultants and California Regional Water Qual-
a strong message to homeowners that killing ants could ity Control Board. Oakland, CA. 64 pp.
very well harm streams, and encourage residents toO’Connor, V. 1995. Pesticide Toxicity in Urban Runoff.
practice integrated pest management (IPM) around Technical Memorandum. California Regional
their homes. The Urban Pesticide Committee is cur- WaterControl Board. Central Valley Region. Sac-
rently devising an outreach campaign to educate ramento, CA. 30 January 1995.
homeowners on saferways to control insect pests in theScanlin, J. and A. Cooper. 1997.0utdoorUseofDiazinonBay area that stresses IPM (Scanlin and Gosselin,

and Other Insecticides-Final Draft. Alameda1997). Southern watershed managers may also wish to
County Flood Control and Water Conservationlaunch an aggressive homeowner IPM campaign, since
District. Oakland, California. 20 pp.diazinon use for fire ant control in these regions pro-

duces higher diazinon levels than the Bay area. Scanlin, J. and A. Feng. 1997. Characterization of the
Presence and Sources of Diazinon in the Castro--TRS
Valley Creek Watershed. Alameda Countywide
Clean Water Program and Alameda County Flood

References Control and Water Conservation District, Oakland,
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"NPDES Monitoring-Dallas/Forth Worth TexasScanlin, J. and S. Gosselin. 1997. Strategy to Reduce
Area." pp. 115-143. In Stormwater NPDES Moni- Diazinon Levels in Creeks of the San Francisco
toringNeeds. American SocietyofCivilEngineers. Bay, Area. Alameda County Flood Control and

Hippe, D., D. Wangsness, E. Frick and J. Garret. 1994.Water Conservation District. California State Wa-
Pesticide Monitoring in the Apalachicola- ter Resources Control Board. Oakland, CA. 32 pp.
Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin. Water Re-Schueler, T. 1995. "Urban Pesticides: From the Lawn to
sources Investigations Report No. 94-118. U.S. the Stream." Watershed Protection Techniques
Geological Survey, National Water Quality As- 2(1): 247-253.
sessment Program, Atlanta, GA.
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Feature Arttcle from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(I): 554-565

Microbes in Urban Watersheds:
Concentrations, Sources, & Pathways

M icrobes are problematic. They are smallbacteria, typically found within the digestive systems
and include hundreds of groups, species,of warm-blooded animals. The coliform family of
biotypes and strains. They are ubiquitousbacteria includes total coliforms, fecal coliforms and

in the environment, found on nearly every surface ofthe group Escherichia coli ¢E. coli). Each of these can
the earth. They exist within us, on us, on plants, soilsindicate the presence of fecal wastes in surface waters,
and in surface waters. They grow rapidly, die off,and thus the possibility that other harmful bacteria,
survive or multiply depending on a changing set ofviruses and protozoa may be present. Fecal strepto-
environmental conditions. Some microbes are benefi-cocci (a.k.a., Entercocci) are another bacteria group
cial to humans, while others exert no impact at all.foundin feceswhich, undertherightconditions, canbe
Other microbes cause illness or disease, and a few canused to determine ifa waste is of human or nonhuman
even kill you. origin. As such, all coliform bacteria are only an indica-

The presence of some types of microbes indicatestot of a potential public health risk, and not an actual
a potential risk for water contamination, while othercause of disease.

microbes arepathogensthemselves(i.e.,theyareknown A pathogen is a microbial species that is actually
to cause disease). Microbes are nearly always presentknown to cause disease under the right conditions.
in high concentrations in stormwater, but are notori-Examples of bacterial pathogens frequently found in
ously variable. They are produced from a variety ofstormwater runoff include Shigella spp. (dysentery),
watershed sources, such as sewer lines, septic systems,Salmonella spp. (gastrointestinal illnessl and
livestock, wildlife, waterfowl, pets, soils and plants,Pseudonomas auerognosa (swimmer’s itch). Some
and even the urban stormdrain system itself, subspecies can cause cholera, typhoid fever and"staph"

It is little wonder that many watershed managersinfections. The actual risk of contracting a disease
are thoroughly confused by the microbial world. Thisfrom a pathogen depends on a host of factors, such as
article seeks to provide enough background to help athe method of exposure or transmission, pathogen
watershed manager assess bacteria problems. It con- concentration, incubationperiodandtheageandhealth
tains a national review and analysis of microbial con-status of the infected party,.
centrations, sources, and pathways in urban water- Protozoa are single-celled organisms that are too-
sheds. The major focus is on fecal coliform bacteria,tile. Two protozoans that are common pathogens in
for which the most urban watershed data is available,surface waters are Giardia and Cryptosporidium. To
but reference is also made to protozoa, such asinfect newhosts, these protozoanscreate hard casings
Cryptosporidium and Giardia. known as cysts (Giardia) oroocysts (Cryptosporidium)

The article begins with a field guide to the bacteriathat are shed in feces, and travel through surface waters
found in urban waters. It compares the frequency ofin search of a new host. The cysts or oocysts are very
detection, origin, indicator status and measurementdurable and can remain viable for many months. The
units of different microbes. The next section presents protozoan emerges from its hard casing if and when a
a national assessment of bacteria levels in urban storm-suitable host is found.
water.. The last section profiles the many different Table I provides a general comparison of the many
human and nonhuman bacteria sources that can poten-microbes found in urban stormwater runoff, in terms of
tially occur in an urban watershed, their frequency of detection, origin, indicator status,

measurement units and information use.
Field Guide to the Microbes Public health authorities have traditionally used

The complex microbial world is confusing to most;fecal coliform bacteria to indicate potential microbial
therefore, it is worth a moment to understand some ofrisk, and to set water quality, standards for drinking
the terminology used to describe it. The term microbeswater, shellfish consumption or water contact recre-
refers to a wide range of living organisms that are tooation. Some typical fecal coliform standards are pro-
small to see with the naked eye. Bacteria are veryvided in Table 2. Fecal coliforms are an imperfect
simple single celled organisms that can rapidly repro-indicator and regulators continually debate whether
ducebybinaryfission.Ofparticularinterestarecoliform other bacterial species or groups are better indicators
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Found in Non-Human Indicator Units of Information
Microbial Indicator Urban Runoff? Fecal Origin? Sources? or Pathogen Measurement a Use b

Animals, plants, Counts Historical,Total coliforms All samples Most Neithersoil per 100 ml seldom used

Fecal coliforms All samples Most Animals, plants, Indicator Counts Water contact,
shellfish,soil                        per 100 ml    drinking water

Sometimes
Fecal streptococci All samples Yes

Warm-blooded Counts used to ID
animals Indicator

per 100 ml waste source �

Water contact,
Escherichia coil Nearly all

Yes
Mammals, some i Indicator, some Counts shellfish,samples found in soils are pathogen per 100 ml ddnking water

Mammals Counts FoodSalmonella spp. About half Yes Pathogen(esp. dogs) per 10 ml safety

Psuedonomas Counts Ddnking
aeruginosa All samples Yes Mammals Pathogen

per 100 ml water

Mammals Oocysts DdnkingCrytospoidium spp. Less than half Yes Pathogen(esp. livestock) per liter water

Mammals (esp. Cysts DrinkingGiardia spp. Less than half Yes Pathogendogs and wildlife) per liter water

Research use many different ten’ns and sampling methods to describe their bacterial counts, including MPN (most probable
number), colony forming units (CFU), colonies, or organisms.
See Table 2 for a more thorough discussion on bacteda and protozoan standards.
It is important to note that fecal strep is a poor method for urban stormwater

of potential health problems and how low indicatorested and pastured watersheds had much lower fecal
levels must be to ensure "safe" water. The debate,coliform levels (about 50 to 100 MPN per 100 ml).
however, remains largely academic, as over 90%of the

The vast majority of urban stormwater monitoringstates still rely of fecal coliform in whole or in part as
efforts utilize fecal coliform as the primary microbialtheir recreational water quality standards (USEPA,
indicator. A small handful of researchers have mea-

l 998). sured other coliforms or other specific pathogens (e.g.,
Salmonella, Pseudonomas, etc.). Some caution should

Fecal Coliform Levels in Urban Stormwater be exercised when evaluating storm concentrations of
Runoff fecal coliforms, as most represent a "grab" sample

Coliforms are ubiquitous--about 20% of all waterrather than a true flow-composite sample. This, along
quality samples at U.S. Geological Survey’s main with differences in how samples are counted and
sampling stations across the countxy exceeded the 200averaged, produces the notorious variability that is
MPN/100 ml fecal coliform standard in the 1980sassociated with Stormwater fecal coliform data.
(Smith et al., 1992) Note: Most samples were con-
ducted in dry weather conditions and in larger water- Pitt (1998) reports a mean fecal coliform concert-
sheds. The highest fecal coliform levels were routinelytration in stormwater runoff of about 20,000 colonies
collected in agricultural and urban watersheds. For-per 100 ml based on 1,600 storm runoffsamples largely R0079526
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Water use Microbial Indicator
f

Typical Water standards

Water contact recreation Fecal coliform <200 MPN per 100 ml

Shellfish bed Fecal coliform <14 MPN per 100 ml

Drinking water supply Fecal coliform <20 MPN per 100 ml

No more than 1% coliformTreated drinking water               Total coliform positive samples per month

Freshwater swimming E. coli <126 MPN per 100 ml

Marine swimming E. coli <35 MPN per 100 ml

Important Note: Indivtdual state s~andards may employ different sampling methods, indicators, averaging periods,
averaging methods, instantaneous maximums and seasonal limits. M/=N=most probable numt~er. Higher or lower limits
may be prescribed for different water use classes. /=lease consult your state water quality agency or USE/=A (1998) to
determine bacteria standards used in your community.

collectedduringtheNationwideUrban RunoffProgram Fecal coliform levels are generally much lower in
(NURP) in the early 1980s. He also reports a nearlystream baseflowthan during storms, unless an inappro-
identical mean fecal coliform concentration of aboutpriate sewage discharge is present upstream (Gannon
22,000coloniesper 100mlthatwasderivedfromasecondand Busse, 1989; USEPA. 1983). This is most evident
database containing25 additional stormwatermonitor-at runoff monitoring stations at recently developed
ing studies conducted since NURP. suburban watersheds that have few suspected sewage

The Center for Watershed Protection has recentlydischarges. For example, Varner (1995) sampled fecal

developed a third database containing 34 more recentcoliform samples at 11 stations in suburban catchments

urban stormwater monitoring studies. An analysis ofin the City of Bellevue, WA. Overall, the mean

the Center database indicates a slightly lower meanstormflow concentration of fecal coliforms (4,500
concentration of fecal coliform in urban stormwater ofMPN/100 ml) was about nine times greater than mean

about 15,000 per 100 ml. The Center fecal coliformbaseflow concentrations (600 MPN/100 ml) for all

database is profiled in Figure 1. Nearly every indi-stations.

viduat stormwater runoff sample in the database ex- Watershed managers should systematically assess
ceeded bacteria standards, usually by a factor of 75 todryweather flows from stormwater ouffallpipes before
100. Some indication of the enormous storm to stormthey conclude that dry weather bacteria concentrations
variability in fecal coliform bacteria can be seen inarenotaconcern. Insomecommunities, asmanyofl0%
Figure 1, with concentrations often spanning five or-of all pipe outfalls have dry weather flow. Even if only
ders of magnitude at the same sampling location. Othera few of these flows contain sewage, they can produce
data for fecal streptococci and E. coli are provided invery high bacteria concentrations during baseflow
Figures 2 and 3. conditions.

Add and semi-arid regions of the country often Fecal coliform levels are about 90% lower in runoff
experience higher fecal coliform levels. For example,that occurs in winter than during the summer months,
Chang’(1999) computed a flow-weighted mean fecalalthough bacteria levels can increase sharply during
coliform concentration of 77,970 MPN/100 ml in 21snowmelt events (USEPA, 1983 and Figure 4). Re-
small urban watersheds in Austin, Texas. searchers have occasionally correlated bacteria levels

with factors such as rainfall, rainfall intensity, anteced-It should be noted that the most extreme bacteria
concentrations (105 -106) in stormwater runoff fromentrainfalt, turbidity and suspended solids within indi-

larger catchments are usually associated with an inap-vidual urban watersheds. Few of these relationships,

propriate human discharge (e.g., failing septic system,however, appear to be transferable from one watershed
to another. Other watershed variables that may better

sanitary sewer overflows or illicit connections) (Pitt, predict bacteria levels include population density
1998).

(Glenne, 1984), age of development and percent resi-
dential development(Chang, 1999).
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Unlike many’ pollutants, fecal coliforms do not ap-
fear to be directly related to subwatershed impervious 1,oo~,ooo
cover. For example. Hydroqual (1996) evaluated fecal N=34
coliform concentrations for seven small subwatersheds

a small drinking water reservoir for New York City.
g

tl -- -"

had fecal coliform concentrations well below the 200
’vIPN standard, whereas watersheds ranging from "~ 0 to¯ - ,, __ ~_0 M_~P_H ~.t~r~l .....65% imperviousness exceeded the standard handily ,= ~oo - -

(Figure 5). While developed watersheds nearly always
had greater fecal coliform concentrations than undevel-
oped watersheds, more impervious cover in a devel- Group mean=IS,038
oped watershed was not observed to increase fecal
coliform concentrations.

Protozoan Levels in Urban Runoff

Until recently, the major sources of protozoa in
surface waters were generally thought to be human
sewage, dairy, runoff and wildlife sources. The only
~ tn da~ th~hasm eas_n~ Cryptosporidium or
Giardia in stormwater runofffound hi?gh levels of both 1.0oo,0oo
protozoans (Stem et al., 1996). David Stem and his N=17
colleagues monitored a series of agricultural and urban
watersheds within the New York City water supply
reservmr system, and found urban subwatersheds had
slightty higher rates of Giardia and Cryptosporidium ~; __     ,~t_~ I

._-.__~__.-__-detection than agricultural subwatersheds, and a higher ~ ~o.0oo
rate of confirmed viability (Table 3 and Stem et al.,
1996).

States et al. (1997) also found very high levels of = Group mean=35,351
Cryptosporidium and Giardia in storm samples col-
lected from combined sewers in the Pittsburgh region
(geometric means of 28,881 cysts/100 ml for Giardia
and 2,013 oocysts/100 ml for Cryptosporidium) The
protozoa were detected in virtually every sample col-
lected from the combined sewer overflows. Sampling
of protozoa is complicated by durability of their cysts
and oocysts in the environment (i.e., some Cryptospo-
ridium and Giardia cysts and oocysts persist, but are
no longer viable of infecting another host). Much more
sampling is needed in other regions to determine if
stormwater and combined sewer runoff are major N=7
sources of Cryptosporidium and Giardia.

~
,o~.ooo

T
Bacteria Sources in Urban Watersheds

~.    10,000
The high concentrations of bacteria in stormwater

are derived from many possible human and non-
~ ~.00o --~ .....~---3..-

human sources. Consequently, watershed managers
must investigate many different sources and source ~ -~- T
areas in order to develop an effective strategy for = ~oo
bacteria control. Some of the more likely bacteria

~- Group mean=10,~46sources are described in Table 4.

Human Sources of Bacteria

The major source of bacteria in most urban waters
was human sewage until the advent of modem waste-
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water treatment. Wastewater is now generally collected

:oo ooo in a central sewer pipe and sent to a municipal plant for
treatment in most urban watersheds. Ideally, wastewa-

7 N=9
~0.0oo -r- ter treatment provides more efficient collection, con-

~"

l

veyance, and treatment ofwastewater than septic sys-
~ :.0oo tems or package plants. In reality., many sewer s?stems
~ "~ are still an episodic or chronic source of bacteria.
~

100 "!--~O’]I-MPN ~ ~ I’t a i ~ t ’ i r Ma’vdMint Potential pathways ofhuman sewage to surface waters
’

|--~-"~-’T-~-~-’ ~ include combined sewer overflows, sanitarvsewer=~ ;o 1
1 ~-

overflows, illegal sanitary’ connections to storm drains,
~ I transient dumping ofwastewater into storm drams and

failing septic systems.

0 ~ I
Group mean=l,363 The potential significance of sewage as a bacteria

source can be quickly grasped from Table 5. which
compares typical coliform levels from several waste
streams, including raw sewage, combined sewer over-
flows, failed septic systems, stormwater and t’orest
runoff. Raw sewage typically is about two to three
orders of magnitude "stronger" than stormwater run-

SOb ~ ~ ~ offin terms of coliform production, and is four to five
Routina Samples orders of magnitude "’stronger" than forest runoffthat
dan 93 - Mar96 i is influenced only by wildlife sources. As a general

400
rule, human sources of sewage should be suspected
when fecal coliform concentrations are consistently

300 above 10~ (Pitt, 1998).
¯ Combined sewer overflows (CSOs)

200 Many older cities have a sewer system that car-
ries both wastewater and stormwater. During
some storms, the capacity, of the treatment sys-
tern is exceeded, and diluted wastewater is dis-
charged directly into the surface waters without

0                    ~ treatment. As seen ha Table 5, CSOs have ex-WHIP N12 ...... N5 BG El0 IVIB E1 1
Drainage Basin tremely high bacteria levels and deserve immedi-

ate attention as a bacteria source when they are
found in any watershed.

¯ Sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs)

Human sewage can be introduced into surface
waters even when storm and sanitary sewers are
separated. Leaks and overflows are common in

Percent Detection

Source water sampled Total Confirmed Total Confirmed
(No, of sources/No, of samples) Giardia Giardia Cryptosporidium Crytosporidium

Wastewater effluent (8/147) 41.5 12.9 ! 5.7 5.4

Urban subwatershed (5/78) 41.0 6.4 37.2 3.9

Agricultural subwatershed (5/56) 30.4 3.6 32.1 3.6

Undisturbed subwatershed (5/73) 26.0 0.0 9.6 1.4
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man~ older sanitar~ ~e‘*ers ,*here capacity,’ is (I998) tbund that 18% of storm outfalls surveyed
exceeded, high rates of infiltration and inflow that had dW weather flow were contaminated by
occur l i.e., outside waters gets into pipes, reduc- human sewage in a small ,Alabama subwatershed.
mg capacity), frequent blockages occur, or are ¯ Illegal dumping into storm dram systemsimply falling apart due to poor joints or pipe
materials. Power failures at pumping stations are There is quite a bit of anecdotal evidence of illegal
also a common cause of SSOs. The greatest risk transient dumping of raw sewage into storm drain
of a SSO occurs during storm events; however.
little comprehensive data is available to quantify.
SSO t’requency and bacteria loads in most w’ater-
sheds. The Association of Metropolitan Sewage
,Agencies (AMSA, 1994) estimates that about
140 overflows occur per one thousand miles of Human Sources
sanitary sewer lines each year (1.000 miles of Sewered watershed
sewer serves a population of about 250,000). The ¯ Combined sewer overflowsAMSA survey also found that 15 to 35% of all

¯ Sanitary sewer overflowssewer lines were over capacity and could poten-
tially overflow during storms. Illegal sanitary connections

to storm drains¯ [!licit connections to storm sewers
Illegal disposal to storm drainsSelvage can be introduced into storm sewers by

accident or design. The hundreds of miles of Non-sewered watershed
storm and sanitary sewer pipes in a community ¯ Failing septic systems
creates a contusing underground spaghetti of ¯ Poorly operated package plant
utilities, so it should not be surprising that im-

Landfillsproper connections are made to the ~vrong sewer.
For example. Johnson (1998) reported that just Marinas and pumpout facilities
under 10% of all businesses in Wayne County,,
MI had illicit connections, with an average of 2.6 Non-human Sourcesillicit connections found at each detected busi-
ness. While most illicit connections did not con- Domestic animals and urban wildlife
tain raw sewage (e.g., floor drains, sinks), 11% of ¯ Dogs, catsthe Wayne County illicit connections included
toilet discharges. Schmidt and Spencer (1986) Rats, raccoons
found a 38% rate of illicit connections in ¯ Pigeons, gulls, ducks, geese
Washtenaw County, MI, primarily among auto- Livestock and rural wildlife
mobile-related and manufacturing businesses. [t ¯ Cattle, horse, poultry
is not clear how many of these illicit connections ¯ Beaver, muskrats, deer, waterfowlinvolved sewage, as compared to wash water. Pitt
and McClean (1986) detected illicit connections Hobby farms
in about 12% of storm sewers in Toronto, and Pitt

Total / Fecal Fecal
Waste stream coliform

!

coliform streptococci

Raw sewage 2.3 x 107 6.4 X 106 1.2 X 106

Combined sewer overflow 104 o 107 104 - 106 105

Failed septic systems 104 " 107
I

104 " 106 105

Urban stormwater runoff 104" 10s

I

2.0 x 104 104 - 10s

Forest runoff 102 - 103 101 . 102 102 . 103
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from septage vac trucks (i.e, honey wagons), most septic systems is 15 to 30 years, at which
recreational vehicles and portable toilets (Johnson, point major rehabilitation or replacement is
1998). In addition, there may be inadvertent needed.
dumping from moving vehicles, such as live-

Tuthill et aL (1998) detected cotiforms in 30 tostock carriers and recreational vehicles. The over-
60% of shallow wells in Frederick County., MD,all significance ofillega! or inadvertent dumping
with the highest concentration found on lots of aas a watershed bacteria source, however, is hard
half acre or less served by septic systems. Glasoeto quantify.

" and Tompkins (1996) reported a much higher¯ Failing septic systems failure rate for septic systems situated near water-
About one-fourth of all American households front as compared to more upland areas, Duda
rely on on-site septic systems to dispose of their and Cromartie (1982) reported a very strong
wastewater, which translates to about 20 million relationship between the density of septic sys-
individual systems (Wilhelm et al., ! 994). After terns and shellfish bed closure in the flat coasta!
solids are trapped in a septic tank, wastewater is plain of North Carolina.
distributed through a subsurface drain field and
allowed to percolate through the soil. Bacteria~Von-Human Bacteria Sources
are effectively removed by filtering and straining Unless an inappropriate human sewage discharge
water through the soil profile, if the septic systemis present in an urban watershed, most of the bacteria
is properly located, installed and maintained. Apresent in storm runoffare generally assumed to be of
large number of septic @stems fail. however,nonhuman origin. Recent genetic studies by Alderiso
when wastewater breaks out or passes throughet al. (1996) and Trial et aL (1993) independently
the soil profile without adequate treatment. Theconcluded that 95% of fecal coliform found in urban
regional rate of septic system failure is reportedstormwater were of nonhuman origin. Recent micro-
to range from five to nearly 40%, with an averagebial tracking by Samadpour and Checkowitz (! 998)
of about 10% (Table 6). also confirms that nonhuman sources (dogs and live-
The causes of septic system failure are numerous:stock from hobby farms) were the primary source of
inadequate soils, poor design, siting, testing orbacterial contamination in a lightly developed Wash-
inspection, hydraulic overloading, treegrowth inington watershed, although septage effluent was a
the drain field, old age, and failure to clean out.secondary source.
When investigating whether septic systems are Documented nonhuman sources of fecal coliform
likely to be a major bacteria source in a water-bacteria in urban watersheds are dogs, cats, raccoons,
shed, managers should consider the followingrats, beaver, gulls, geese, pigeons and even insects.
risk factors: septic systems that are older than 20Dogs in particular appear to be a major source of
years, situated on smaller lots, service secondcoliform bacteria and other microbes, which is not
homes or provide seasonal treatment, are adja-surprising given their population density, daily defeca-
cent to shorelines or ditches, are located on thintion rate, and pathogen infection rates. According to
or excessively permeable soils, or are close tovanderWel(1995),asinglegramofdog feces contains
bedrock or the water table. The design life of23 million fecal coliform bacteria. Dogs have also

Geographic location                  Source                   Failure rate (%)

Frederick County, MD                 Tuthill, 1998                       30+

Detroit, MI Johnson, 1998 20

Wayne County, MI Johnson, 1998 21

Oakland County, MI Johnson, 1998 39

Florida Hunter, 1998 5

Mason County, WA Glasoe and Tompkins, 1996 12

Puget Sound, WA Smayda et al,, 1996 10 to 25
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been found to be significant hosts for (5~c~rdia andCheckowitz. !998). Although these operations are
.~,d~m~e:/,a~Ptt, IC)08).TheN~dmo,~ei/aint’ectionrate

very small, the stocking density is often yew high. and

for dogs and cats ranges from two to 20°’0 according togood grazing and riparian management practices are
Lun and Oliveri i 1982), who also noted that dog fecesseldom applied.
were the single greatest source contributing fecal
coliform and fecal strep bacteria in highly urban Bal-Bacterial Survival and Growth in the Urban
timore catchments. Trial etal. (1993) reported that catsDrainage System
and dogs were the primary, source of fecal coliforms in It is commonly assumed that most fecal coliformurban subwatersheds in the Pu,oet Sound region. In

bacteria rapidly die off in the outside world in a fewaddition. Davies and Hubler(!979) t’ound 13% of catsdays. Research, however, has shown that many bacte-and 25% of dogs were infected with Giardia. Pitt
ria merety disappear from the water column and settleI 1998) notes that prior studies have ind icated that dogsto bottom sediments, where they can persist for weeksare a significant host ofPseudonomas aureginosa, or months in the warm, dark, moist and organic-rich

Urban wiidlife can also be a significant bacterialconditions found there (Burton et al., 1987). Fecal
source. In highly urban areas, rats and pigeons can becoliform levels in stream and lake sediments are rou-
a major source of bacteria (Lim and Oliveri, 1982). Intinely three to four orders of magnitude higher than
more suburban watersheds, raccoons have adapted tothose in the overlying water column (Van Donsel and
an underground habitat within storm drain pipes, andGeldrich, 1971).
use ledges in storm drain inlets on a temporaW basis. The same behavior has recently been noted in theBlankenship (1996) reported that exceedance of £.bottom sediments of stormwater ponds and urbancoli standards in a Virginia coastal area was due to the

lakes (Pitt, 1998). Other researchers have documentedlocal raccoon population,
that fecal coliform bacteria can survive and even

Beaver are gradually recolonizing many urbanmultiply in the sediments in urban streams, ditchesand
stream habitats where they had previously been extir-drains(Burtonetal., 1987;Marino andGannon, 1991).
pared (Kwon. 1997). Numerous studies have fingeredSome evidence of fecal coliform survival has been
beavers as a key source of Giardia. For example,observed in catch basins(Bufleretal., 1995; Ellisand
Monzingo and Hibler (t987) detected Giardia in anYu, 1995) and also within roadway curb sediments
averageof44%ofbeaverssampledinaMontanalodge,(Sartor and Boyd, 1977; Bannerman et al., 1996).
and also documented Giardia cysts in beaver ponds.Coliform bacteria also have been found to survive and
pond sediments and downstream waters. Other re-grow in moist soils and leaf piles (Oliveri etal., 1977).
searchers have found lower infection rates. For ex-This may explain why grass swales and ditches fre-
ample, Frost et al. (1980) found Giardia in 10% of thequently have high bacteria levels.
beaver population and 40% of the muskrat population,

The strong evidence that fecal coliform bacteriawhileDaviesandHubler(1979)reportedan 18%Giar-can survive and even multiply in sediments indicatesdia infection rate among beavers in Ohio. that the drainage net~vork itself can become a major
Geese, gulls and ducks are speculated to be a majorbacterial sink and/or source during storm events if

bacterial source in urban areas, particularly at lakessediments are flushed or resuspended.
and stormwater ponds where large resident popula-
tions become established. Levesque et al. (1993) de-

Bacterial Source Ar~a R~searehtected an increase in E. coli concentrations from flock
of gulls roosting near a reservoir, which is not to Several researchers have sampled small source-
surprising given that they have very high bacteriaareas within the urban landscape to determine where
excretion rates (Table 7). Relatively little data is avail-the major nonhuman sources of fecal coliforms are
able to quantify whether geese and ducks are a majorfound. The two most recent studies have been con-
sourceoffecalcoliformsorpathogens. Moorheadetal.ducted in Madison, Wisconsin (Bannerman et al.,
(1998) did find high E. coli concentrations in a series1993) and Marquette, Michigan (Steuer et al., 1997).
ofstormwater impoundments in West Texas that wereWhile the bacteria levels were widely different in the
heavily utilized by waterfowl, and other stormwatertwo studies, both indicatedthat residential lawns, drive-
researchers often attribute high coliform levels toways and streets were the major source areas for
upstream geese or duck populations (Pitt et al., 1988),bacteria (Table 8). As might be expected, rooftops and
Bacteria production from waterfowl are expected to beparking lots were usually smaller source areas.
greatest in small impoundments and concrete water The source area data [end some credence to the
storage reservoirs. "Fido" hypothesis--areas of the urban landscape that

Livestock can still be a major source of fecalare used by dogs and other pets tend to generate higher
coliform in unsewered urban watersheds, particularlybacteria levels. In addition, both studies reported end-
those areas of the urban fringe that have horse pastures,of-pipe bacteria concentrations that were at least an
"bobby" farms and ranchettes (Samadapour andorder of magnitude higher than any source area in the
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Fecal coliform Fecal Unit discharge
Waste stream (Density/gm) streptococci (Ibs/day)

I

1.3 x 107 3.0 x 106 I 0.35Human

Cats 7.9 x 10~ 2.7 x 107 0.15
Dogs 2.3 × 107 9.8 x 108 0.32
Rats 1.6 x 10s 4.6 X 107 0.08
COWS 2.3 x 10s !.3 X !07 !5.4
Ducks 3.3 x 107 5.4 x 107 0.15

Waterfowl 3.3 x 107 0.18 - 0.35

contributing watershed, which suggests that the storm ¯ Development of better, faster and more accurate
drain system was the greatest bacterial source in the field methods to determine how frequently septic
watershed, possibly as a result of the resuspension of systems fail, and the potential bacterial load they
storm drain sediments or an undetected illicit connec- contribute to a watershed. In addition, a standard
tion. The tendency for end-of-pipe bacteria levels to protocol for definingseptic system"failure" needs
exceed contributing source area levels was also docu- to be adopted.
merited in stormwatersourceareamonitoring in Toronto ¯ Systematic sampling of bacteria sources and res-conducted by Pitt and McClean (1986).

ervoirs within a network of storm drains and
stormwater practices should be done.Priorities for Watershed Research.

¯ Development of watershed models or statisticalOur ability, to manage bacteria problems on a
tools thatcanbetterprojectandquantif-ybacteriawatershed basis are handicapped by some major data
sources and dynamics.

gaps, particularly with respect to pathogen levels, "
bacterial source areas and the linkage between indica-
tors and human pathogens. The following prioritySummary

research areas would help to fill these gaps and be of This review of bacteria levels and ~uurce~ leads to
practical value to watershed managers: four troubling conclusions. The first is that it is excep-

¯ More epidemiological research on the publictionallydifficulttomaintainbeneficialusesofwaterin
health risk associated with limited exposure tothe face of even low levels of watershed development,

urban stormwater (wading, canoeing, tubing, etc.),given the almost automatic violation of bacterial water
quality standards during wet and dry weather. Thus, if¯ ExpandedmonitoringforGiardiaandCryptospo_ a watershed manager has a beach, shellfish bed orridium in stormwater runoff from sewered and
drinking water intake to protect, they can expect that

dnsewered catchments. even a modest amount of watershed development is
¯ Development of better, faster and more robustlikely to restrict or eliminate that use.

bacteria indicator tests that can reduce analysis
The second troubling conclusion is that bacteriatime from the current 48 hours to two hours or

levels in urban stormwater are so high that watershedless. Not only would such tests provide early
practiceswillneedtobeexceptionallyefficienttomeetwarning of public health risks, but they would
current fecal coliform standards during wet weatherallow researchers to collect automated storm
conditions. Given stormwater fecal coliform levelssamples which is currently not recommended
equivalent to the national mean of 15,000 per 100 ml,due to holding times,
watershed practices may need to achieve nearly a 99%¯ Sampling ofCryptosporidium, GiardiaandSal- removal rate to meet standards. The inability of

monella infection rates for different populationscurrent stormwater practices, stream buffers and source
of dogs, cats, and other urban wildlife, controls to attain this daunting performance level is

¯ More systematic monitoring of the frequencyreviewed in article 67.
and volume of sanitary and storm sewer dis- The third troubling conclusion is that watershed
charges to determine bacteria contributions dur-managers will need to perform a lot of detective work
ing sanitary, sewer overflows and dry weatherto narrow down the lengthy list of potential bacteria
flows, suspects. Considerable monitoring resources will need
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IGeographic location                   Marquette, MI                   Madison, WI

No. of storms sampled                     12

Commercial parking lot 4,200                   1,758

High traffic street                        1,900                         9,627

Medium traffic street 2,400                        56,554

Low traffic street
_ 280 92,06!

Commercial rooftop 30 1,117
Residential rooftop 2,200 294
ResidentJal driveway 1,900 34,294
Residential lawns 4,700 42,093
Basin outlet 10,200 175,106

to be applied to isolate the unique mix of bacteriaBrabets, T. I987. Quanti~., and Quali.tv of Urban Runoff
sources that cause water quality, problems in each From the Chester Creek Basin. Anchorage, Alaska.
specific watershed, and more importantly, identify USGS Water Resources Investigations Report 86-5312.
sources that are most controllable. U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, VA.*

Burton, A D. Gunnison and G. Lanza. 1987. "Survival of
Lastly, it is very troubling that we understand so Pathogenic Bacteria in Various Freshwater Sediments."

little about the actual relati0nship between bacterial Applied and Environmental Microbiology 53(4) 633-
638.indicators and the risk to public health in urban water_

Butler, D., Y. Xiao, S. Karunaratne and S.sheds. Fecal coliform remains an imperfect indicator,
Thedchanamoorthy. 1995. "The Gully Pot as a Physical,better alternative has yet to emerge to replace it. Chemical and Biological Reactor." ~:ater Science Tech-

A great deal more research is needed to fully indicate nology 31 (7): 219-228.
the real public health risk of urban stormwater. SeeChang, G. 1999. Personal communication. Austin TX
also articles 31, 67 and 125.    --TRS Environmental and Conservation Services Dept. City of

Austin, TX.
Chang, G., J. Parrish and C. Soeur. 1990. RemovalEfficien-
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Section 2: Habitat and Aquatic Diversity
Impacts of Urbanization

T he last decade witnessed a major paradigm shift in the science of watershed nrotection For the
first time. researchers investi,~ated not onb, t~- ..... ,: ..... ~        "

~, -~ ~u-,~,ty o, water, out tl3e qualit of streams and
mor, e.s.pecffi~cally t,he hab,tat and biodiversity within them. Researchers belzan svstetmYm,arge populations o[ small watersheds in order to understand the rel~,i~-o~-;- ~,^Z..__

--u,,o-,v ~,~tween watersnea tactors anastream conditions. They discovered that streams in urban watersheds were fundamentally different than streams
in t’orested, rural, or even agricultural watersheds. Moreover, they found that the amount of impervious cover
could be a powerful watershed indicator, and that it exerted a profound and often irreversible impact on the
quality of streams and other aquatic resources. More than 40 different scientific studies converged on a
common finding: that stream, lake and wetland quality declines sharply when impervious cover in up-
stream watersheds exceeds 10%. Some of the key findings from this emerging body of research are
summarized in article 1, and in articles 18 to 26. In general, w.e can now predict the following changes will

"The implications ofoccur in any stream that has more than 10% impervious cover:

this new research
¯ Higher peak discharge rates and greater flooding still reverberate¯ More frequent bankfull flooding

through the field of¯ Lower stream flow during dry weather
¯ Enlargement of the.stream channel watershed
¯ Greater streambank erosion protection."
¯ Increased alteration of natural stream channels
¯ Less large woody debris (LWD) in streams
¯ Loss of pool and riffle structure
¯ Increased number of stream crossings, with greater potential to affect fish passage
¯ Degradation of stream habitat structure

¯ Decline in stream bed quality (imbedding, sediment
deposition, turn6ver)

¯ Fragmentation of the riparian forest corridor
¯ Warmer stream temperatures
¯ Lower diversity of aquatic insects and freshwater

~I;~,~ ’
mussels

¯ Lower diversity of native fish species
¯ Loss of sensitive fish species (e.g., trout, salmon)
¯ Lower spawning success ofanadromous fish
¯ Decline in wetland plant and animal diversity

The implications of this new research still reverberate
throughout the field of watershed protection. It has given
us an ability to class@ urban streams, and more important,
the ability to predict how stream quality will respond to
different levels of future watershed development. It has

~ given us a common currency - impervious cover - that can
:1~ "’, be used in both our watershed plans and our site designs.

t The research has caused us to reshape and rethink storm-

.~ ’ ~..,, water treatment, and has put channel protection on the
~ " same par as stormwater pollution. Most of all, this new

research has presented us with a daunting challenge, since           R0079536



10% impervious cover represents a t’airly low density of watershed development (roughly equivalent to two acre lot
residential zoning). We have discovered that we have but a modest capacity to engineer away the impacts of
watershed development, and must deal with development itself. As a profession, we must become more adept in
managing future land use in our watersheds.

Research NeedsJbr Small Watersheds

Several lines of watershed research are critically needed to meet these challenges. A key priority, is to conduct more
sampling of small urban watersheds in order to detect how watershed protection tools such as stormwater treatment
and buffers alter the impervious cover/stream quality relationship. In addition, further research is needed to deter-
mine if the impervious cover relationship can be extended beyond streams. Does the impervious cover model also
apply to other water resources such as small estuaries, lakes and wetlands, and if so, at what levels does degradation
begin? Small watershed monitoring is also needed to discover other watershed factors that influence urban stream
quality, int6rmation which might be useful to the urban watershed manager. For example, how is stream quality
influenced by the amount of forest or turf cover found in an urban watershed? How si~ificant is the network of
riparian forest cover in a watershed or the number of road crossings? Is the age of development an important factor?
Lastly, it is vitally important that we begin to test different stormwater treatment practices and design storms in order
to find out which ones can mitigate or even eliminate channel enlargement problems in urban streams.

18. Effects of Urbanization on Small Streams in the Puget Sound Ecoregion .................................................87
19. Dynamics of Urban Stream Channel Enlargement ....................................................................................99
20. Stream Channel Geometry Used to Assess Land Use Impacts in the Northwest ...................................105
21. Habitat and Biological Impairment in Delaware Headwater Streams .......................................................108
22. Comparison of Forest, Urban and Agricultural Streams in North Carolina .............................................111
23. Historical Change in a Warmwater Fish Community in an Urbanizing Watershed ..................................115
24. Fish Dynamics in Urban Streams Near Atlanta, Georgia ........................................................................119
25. Housing Density and Urban Land Use As Stream Quality Indicators ....................................................123
26. A Study of Paired Catchments Within Peavine Creek, Georgia ..............................................................128
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Effects Of Urbanization On Small Streams
in the Puget Sound Ecoregion
b.v Chrzstopher W May, Richard R. Hornet, James R. Karr, Brian VK Mar, Eugene B. Welch
Umversity of Washington, Seattle, Washington

T he Pacific Northwest, like manyareasof’Nortl-tion of basin area covered by impervious surfaces
America, is experiencing an increase in urban(Schueler, 1994; Arnold and Gibbons, 1996). Although
development that is rapidly expanding intoimpervious surfaces themselves do not generate poilu-

remaining natural aquatic ecosystems. In the Pugettion, they are the major contributor to changes in
Sound lowland (PSL) ecoregion, the natural resourceswatershed hydrology that drive many of the physical
most directly affected by watershed development arechanges affecting urban streams. Basin impervious-
smal! streams and associated wetlands. Stream ecosys-

hess .and runoffare directly related (Schueler, 1994). In
temsarecriticalspawningandrearinghabitatforsevem,previous studies, measures of total impervious area
species of native salmonids including coho and cut-(%_TIA) of about 10% have been identified as the level
throat trout and many salmon species. These fish,at which stream ecosystem impairment begins (Klein,
especially the salmon, hold great ecological, cultural,1979;Steedman, 1988; Schueler, 1994;BoothandReinelt,
and socioeconomic value to the peoples of the region.1993). Recentstudies suggestthatthis potential thresh-
Despite this value, the wild salmonid resource is inold may apply to wetlands as well.
considerable jeopardy of being lost to future genera-
tions. Over the past century, salmon have disappeared

Stres~m Study Design
from .al~out 40% of their historical range and many of the
remaining populations (especially in urbanizing areas) A key objective of the Puget Sound lowland stream
are severely depressed (Neh[sen, et al. 1991). There isstudyconducted between 1994 and 1996 wasto identify
no one reason for this decline. The cumulative effectsthe linkages between watershed conditions and in-

ofland-usepractices includin.gtimber-harvest, agricul-stream environmental factors, including defining the
rure, and urbanization have all contributed significantlyfunctional relationships between watershed modifica-
to this widely publicized "salmon crisis." tions and aquatic biota. The goal was to provide a set

o fstream quality indices for local resource managers toThe effects of watershed urbanization on streams
usein managingurbanstreamsandminimizing resourceare well-documented (Leopold, 1968; Hammer, 1972;
degradation resulting from development pressure. ForHollis, 1975; Klein, 1979; Arnold, etal. 1982; Booth,
example, one stu~ly objective was to determine the1991) and include extensive changes in basin hydro-
conditions for maintaining a given population or corn-logic regime, channel morphology, and water quality,
munity of organisms (such as native salmonids) at a]’he cumulative effect of these alterations have pro-
specified level. This requires sustaining a certain set of

duced an instream habitat structure that is significantlyhabitat characteristics, which in turn depend on andifferent from that in which salmonids and associated
established group of watershed conditions. A part offauna have evolved. In addition, development pressure
this overall objective was to identify any thresholds ofhas a negative impact on riparian forests and wetlands
watershed urbanization as related to instream salrnonidthat are essential to natural stream function. Consider-
habitat and aquatic biota. The study was designed toable evidence about these impacts exists from studies
establish the linkages between landscape-level ¢ondi-of urban streams in the Pacific Northwest, although
t~ons, instream habitat characteristics, and biotic integ-most previous work has fallen short of establishing
rity. A conceptual model of this design is illustrated

cause-effect relationships among physical and ehemi-
below:cal impacts of urbanization and the response of aquatic

biota.
Watershed and Riparian => Instream Habitat => AquaticThe most obvious manifestation of urban develop-

Characteristics Conditions Biotament is an increase in impervious cover and the corre-
sponding loss of natural vege.tation. Land clearing, soil
compaction, riparian corridor encroachment, and modi-
fications to the surface water drainage network all A subset of 22 small-stream watersheds was chosen

typically accompany urbanization. Watershed urban-to represent a range of development levels from rela-
tively undeveloped (reference) to highly urbanized.ization is most often quantified in terms of the propor-
Researchers controlled for physiographic variability by           R0079538
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studying only streams in the Puget Sound lowlandrepresented the two general types of geologic and soil
ecoregion (see Figure 1 for stream locations). Totalconditions found in the Puget Sound region. The under-
impervious surface area(%TIA), because of its integra-lying geology and soil types are mainly a result of the
tire nature, was used as the primary measure o fwater-last glacial period (15,000 yearsago). Allbutthreeofthe
shed urbanization. The attributes of the streamwatersheds were dominated by poorly drained glacial
catchments were established using standard water-tillsoils, withtheremainingbasinsdominatedbyglacial
shed analysis methods including geographic intbrma-outwash soil types (moderately well drained).
tion system (G IS) data, aerial photographs, basin plans, In the undisturbed, natural forested condition, PSL
and field surveys. Impervious surface coverage, ripar-catchments are capable of providing adequate natural
ian integrity, instream physical habitat characteristics,precipitation storage in the surficial"forest-duff’ layer
chemical water quality constituents, and aquatic biotawith little mnoffresulting. Development typically strips
were analyzed on both watershed and stream segmentaway this absorbent forest soil layer and compacts the
scales. Discharge was continuouslymonitoredby localunderlying soil and exposes the underlying till layer.
agencies on 10 of the study streams. Chemical water-ThetypicalsuburbandevelopmentinthePacificNorth-
qualit~ monitoring (baseflow and storm events) waswest has been estimated to have roughly 90% less
conducted at 23 sites on 19 of the study streams,storage capacity than under naturally forested condi-
Biologicatsampling (macminvertebrates) was performedtions (Wigmosta et al., 1994). The latest (1990) storm-
in 31 reaches on 21 of the study streams. Extensivewater mitigation and best management practices have
surveys of instream physical habitat and riparian zonethe potential to recover only about 25% of the original
characteristics were made on 120 ~tream-segments onstorage capacity (Barker et aL, 1991). Because these
al122PSLstreams, eachrepresentinglocalphysiographic,standards affected very little new development that
morphologic, and sub-basin land use conditions fromoccurred between 1990 and the start of this study in
the headwaters to the mouth of each stream. Salmonid1994, the basin conditions observed largely reflected
abundance datawere obtained from public, private, andthe pre-1990 situation with little effective stormwater
tribal sources, control present. Therefore, no significant conclusions

All streams were third-order or smaller, ranging incould be drawn about the effectiveness of current
basin area from three to 90 km2. with headwater eleva-stormwater controls and regulations during this re-
tions less than 150 meters. Stream gradients were lesssearch.
than 3.5% (most were < 2%). The study watersheds

Results and Discussion

Watershed Conditions

Watershed imperviousness ranged from undevel-
oped (%TIA < 5%) to highly urbanized (%TIA > 45%).
Imperviousness (%TIA) was the primary measure of
watershed development; however, other measures of
urbanization were investigated. Calculating impervious
surface area can be costly, especially if computerized
methods like GIS are utilized. In addition, the land use
data required for calculation of%TIA may be unavail-
able or inaccurate. As part of this study, a low-cost
alternative to imperviousness was also investigated.
Analysis demonstrated that the relationships to be
discussed were very similar if development is alterna-
tively expressed as road-density (Figure 2). This is
especially relevant in that the transportation compo-
nent of imperviousness often exceeds the "rooftop"
component in many land-use categories (Schueler, 1994).
A recent study in the Puget Sound region has shown
that the transportation component typically accounts
forover 60% of basin imperviousness in suburban areas
(City of Olympia, 1994).

Watershed urbanization results in Significant
changes in basin hydrologic regime (Leopold, 1968;
Hollis, 1975; Booth, 1991). This was confirmed for
streams in the PSL study. The ratio of modeled two-year
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3il stormflow to mean winter baseflow i Cooper, 1996), was
~r- used as an indicator of development-induced hydro-
he logic fluctuation (Figure 3). This discharge ratio ispropo  ooa  to the relative stream power, and is
a representative of the hydrologic stress on instream      ,
a habitats and biota exerted by stormflow relative to ~ ~.

o .,, ~,
... .baseflow conditions. The modified basin hydrologic

regume was found to be one of the most influential ,~.- , ¯
changes resulting from watershed urbanization in the ~" .""

°

PSL region. "~

In addition to an increase in basin imperviousness
and the resulting stormwater runoff, urbanization also "~ z

"’,it."affects watershed drainage-density (km of stream per m
~..~" ¯ *kin" of basin area). This was first investigated by Graf

(I 977). Natural, pre-developmentdrainage-density(DD)co , , , ~
was calculated using historic topographic maps. This
was compared to the current, urbanized DD which
included both the loss o fnatural stream channels (mostly
r-u’st-order and ephemeral channels lost to grading or
construction) and the increase in artificial "channels"
due to road-crossings and stormwater outfalls. Not
surprisingly as imperviousness increases above the
ei_o~t to 10% level in study watersheds so does the
number of road crossings and storrnwater outfalls per
kilometer at a stead.,,, rate. The ratio of urban to natural
drainage density, was used as an indicator of urban ~.
tmpact. ¯

Riparian Conditions m. ~s. ¯
The natural riparian corridors along Pacific North-

west streams are among the most diverse, dynamic, and

complex ecosystems in the region. Natural riparian ~ ~0~ °
integrity is characterized by wide buffers, a near-con-
tinuous corridor, and mature, coniferous forest as the ~ s
dominant vegetation. The riparian corridor is frequently
disturbed by flooding events, creating a naturally corn-."h
flex landscape. Watershed Urbanization (% TIA)

Not surprisingly, riparian conditions were also
strongly influenced by the level of development in the
surrounding landscape. The impact of development
activities on riparian corridors can vary widely. Very
recently, regional development regulations did not Encroachment into the riparian buffer zone is perva-
specifically address riparian bufferrequirements. Sen-sire, continuous, and extremely difficult to control. At
s~tive area ordinances, now in effect in most localthe same time, riparian forests and wetlands, if main-
municipalities, typically require riparian buffers of 30 torained, appear to have a significant capacity to mitigate
50 meters (100 to 150 feet) in width. These recentlysome of the adverse effects of development. A buffer
adopted regulations had little influence on the urban-width of less than 10 meters is generally considered
ized streams in the PSL study. In general, wide riparian functionally ineffective (Castelle etal., 1994). The frac-
buffers were found only in undeveloped or rural streamtion o friparian buffer less than 10 meters wide was used
watersheds (Figure 4). The actual size of riparian bufferas a measure of riparian zone encroachment. In general,
needed to protect the ecological integrity of the streamonly streams in natural, undeveloped basins (%TIA <
system is difficult to establish (Schueler, 1995). Inmost10%)had lessthan 10%oftheir bufferin anonfunctional
cases, minirnumbufferwidth"required"dependsonthecondition. As watershed urbanization (%TIA) in-
resource or beneficial use of interest and the quality ofcreased, riparian buffer encroachment also increased
the existing riparian vegetation (Castelle et al., 1994).proportionally. The most highly urbanized streams

(%TIA > 40%) in this study, generally had a large

R0079540
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" ozportion t upwards ot 40, o) of their buffers in a non func-more fragmented and asymmetrical the buffer, the wider
tional condition, it needs to be to perform the desired functions (Barton

The longitudinal continuity or connectivity, of the etal., 1985).
riparian corridor is at least as important as the lateral The riparian zone was also examined on a qualitative
riparian buffer width. A near-continuous riparian zonebasis. Mature forest, young forest, and riparian wet-
is the typical natural condition in the Pacific Northwestlands were considered "natural" as opposed to residen-
(Naiman, 1992). Fragmentation ofthe riparian corridor intial or commercial development. From an ecological
urban watersheds can come from a variety of humanperspective, mature forest or riparian wetlands are the
impacts, the most common and potentially damagingtwo most ecologically functional riparian conditions in
being road crossings. In the PSL stream study, thethe Pacific Northwest (Gregory et aL, 1991). In the 22
number of stream crossings (roads, trails, and utilities)PSL streams, riparian maturity was also found to be
increased in proportion to basin development intensity,strongly influenced by watershed development. Only
All but one undeveloped stream (%TIA < 10%) had, onthe natural streams (%TIA < 5%) had a substantial
average, less than one riparian break per km of stream,portion of their riparian corridor as mature forest (40%
Of the highly urbanized streams (%TIA > 40%), all butor greater), while urban streams consistently had little
one had greater than two breaks per kilometer. Based onmature riparian area (Figure 5). In addition, none of the
current development patterns in the PSL, only rural landurbanized PSL streams retained more than 25% o ftheir
use consistently maintained breaks in the riparian cot-natural floodplain area.
rider to < 2 per kilometer of stream length. In general, the

Chemical Water Quali&

Chemical water quality constituents were moni-
tored under baseflow and stormflow conditions. Storm
event mean concentrations of several chemical con-

, ,, ~ stituents were found to be related to both storm size
I’.~£ , , ’ (magnitude and intensity) and basin imperviousness
--,l~.-----~i,-,.,. ......................¯ ................ (Bryant, 1995; Homer et al., 1996). However, ~vater

: ¯ ,-2_’"
quality criteria were rarely violated except in the most

~ ,¯ highly urbanized watersheds (%TIA > 45%). Total¯
¯

:::
I " " "~ ......~.~,¯,     ,~ ,̄ phosphorus (TP) and total suspended solids (TSS) also

~ --, ,..~ showed similar relationships. Sediment, zinc and lead
also indicated a relationship with urbanization, again
showing the highest concentrations in the most devel-

¯ , oped basins, although a!! were stil! below sediment
¯ quality guidelines. As with other recent studies

............ (Bannermanetal., 1993;Pittetal., 1995),these findings

Watershed Urbanization (% TIA) indicate that chemical water quality of urban streams is
generally not significantly degraded at the low impervi-
ous levels, but may be a more important factor in streams
draining highly urbanized watersheds.

[nstream Salmonid Habitat Characteristics

Large woody debris (LWD) is a ubiquitous compo-
nent in streams of the Pacific Northwest. There is no
other structural component as important to salmonid
habitat, especially in the case of juvenile coho (Bisson
etal.,1988).LWDperformscriticalfunctionsinforested
lowland streams, including dissipation of flow energy,
streambank protection, streambed stabilization, sedi-
ment storage, and providing instream cover and habitat
diversity (Bisson et al., 1987; Masser et al., 1988;
Gregory et al., 199 I). Although the influence of LWD
may change over time, both functionally and spatially,

Watershed Urbanization (% TIA) its overall importance to salmonid habitat is significant
and persistent.

Both the prevalence and quantity of LWD declined
with increasing basin urbanization (Figure 6a). At the

90 The Practice of Watershed Protection. Arttcle 18
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same time. measures o rsaL,’n o nid rearing habitat, includ-

were strongly linked to the quantity and quality o fLWD ~
in PSL streams. While L WD quantity and quality were ~ ¯LWD volm~ ma^~.~)

negatively affected by urbanization, even many of the
~ .,~ "

(especially ve~ large LWD). This deficit appears to be      ~
a residual effect ot’h istoric tim her-harvest and"stream-                                    ¯ ~,,~0,

(habitat restoration sites), high quantities of LWD
occurred only in streams draining undeveloped basins~ z~ i "~-. " " "

°
’

PSL should include enhancement of instream LWD, ’" ~.’~°" : " "" "- ~ .I,
including addressing the long-term LWD recruitment | ,I~,° ~, ¯ "o ~ ~ -_ I’.~ -~
requirements of the stream ecosystem, o ¯ ~ i~e., , ., "    _~.~-_-~’_ I

51,
An intact and mature riparian zone is the key to

Watershed Urbanization (%maintenance of instream LWD (Masser et aL, 1988;
Gregory. eta1., 1991 ). q-he lack of functional quantities
of LWD in PSL streams was significantly influenced by
the loss of riparian integrity (Figure 6b). In general,
except for restoration sites, higher quantities of LWD
were found only in stream-segments with intact up-
stream riparian corridors. In addition, L WD quality was

Ior~w~ ~’,,,t,,-~strongly influenced by riparian integrity. Very large, ~" ~
I’ZW~v’~’°~’~’~ !

°

stable pieces ofL WD (greater than 0.5 meter in diameter)
were found only in stream segments surrounded by~ ~
mature, coniferous riparian forests (Figure 7). This~
natural LWDhistoricallv provided stable, long-lasting~
instream structure for salmonid habitat and flowmitiga-̄ o°
tion (Masser et a,.,1988,.

~
The stream bottom substratum is critical habitat for

asalmonid egg incubation and embryo development, asN
well as being habitat for benthic macroinvertebrates. .
Streambed quality can be degraded by deposition of , ~ ¯ r , . ~ .d~ .!
fine sediment, stream bed instability due to high flows, ~    z0    ~    ~ ~,    ~
or both. Although the redistribution ofstreambed par- % Cumulative Upstream Iqioadan Buffer Widlh
ticles is a natural process in gravel-bed streams, exces-
sive scour and aggradation often result from excessive
flows. Streambed stability was monitored using bead-
type scour monitors installed in salmonid spawning
riffles in selected reaches (’Nawa and Frissell, 1993).
Basin urbanization in PSL streams was found to have(%TIA <5%) stream segmentshadastabilityratingless
the potential to cause locally excessive scour and fill.than three. In the five to 10% basin imperviousness
Urban streams in the PSL with gradients greater than 2%range, streambank ratings were generally ranked three
and lacking in LWD, were found to be more susceptibleor four. When the sub-basin impervious area was be-
to scour than their undeveloped counterparts, tween I0 and 30% there was a fairly even mixture of

Streambank erosion was also far more common instreambank conditions from stable and natural to highly
urbanized PSL streams than in streams draining unde-eroded or artificially "protected." Above 30% TIA,
velopedwatersheds. Using asurveyprotocolsimilartothere were no segments with a streambank stability
Booth (1996), all stream segments were evaluated forrating of four and very few with a rating of three. These
streambankstability. Stream segmentswith>75%oftheoutliers were found only in segments with intact and
reach classified as stable were given a score of four.wideripariancorridors. Artificialstreambartkprotection
Between 50% and 75% stable banks were scored as a(riprap) was a common feature of all highly-urbanized
three, 25-50% as a two, and.<25% as a one. Artificialstreams. Overall, the streambank stability rating was
streambank protection (riprap), shown in the photo ininversely correlated with cumulative upstream basin
Figure 7, was considered a sign of bank instability and%TIA and even more closely correlated with develop-
graded accordingly. Only two undeveloped, referencement within the segment itself, perhaps reflecting the
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local effects o fkonstruction and other human activities. The intragrave! dissolved oxygen ([GDO) was also
Streambank stability is also influenced by the conditionmonitored as an integrative measure of the deleterious
of the riparian vegetation surrounding the stream. Ineffect of fine sediment on salmonid incubating habitat.
this study, the streambank stability was related to theAsignificantimpactoffmesedimentonsalraonidsisthe
width of the riparian buffer and inversely related to thedegradation of spawning and incubating habitat
number of breaks in the riparian corridor. While not(Chapman. 1988). The incubation period represents a
completely responsible for the level of streambankcriticalandsensitivephaseofthesalmonidlifecycle.A
erosion, basin urbanization and loss of riparian vegeta-high percentage of fine sediment can effectively clog
tion, contribute to the instability of streambanks, the interstitial spaces of the substrata and reduce water

Results off’me sediment sampling (McNeil method)flow to the intragravel region. This can result in reduced

indicated that urbanization can result in degradation oflevels of IGDO and a buildup of metabolic wastes,

streambed habitat. Fine sediment levels (% fines) wereleading to even higher mortality. Etevated fine sediment

related to upstream basin urban development, but thelevels can also have various sub-lethal effects on devel-

variability, even in undeveloped reaches, was quiteopingsalmonidswhichmayreducetheoddsofsurvival

high (Wydzga, 1997). Nevertheless, percent fines didin later life stages (Steward, 1983).

not exceed 15 % until %TIA exceeded 20%. In the highly While low IGDO levels are typically associated with
urbanized basins, the percent fines were consistently >fine sediment intrusion into the salmonid redd, local
20% except in higher gradient reaches where sedimentconditions can have a strong influence on intragravel
was presumably flushed by high stormflows, conditions as well as the distribution of fine sediment
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~ Chapman. 1988). Spawning salmonids themselves can
also reduce the fine sediment content of the substrata, ~,~
at least temporarily. Measurement ofinstream dissolved ~ ..’~,
oxv~en (DO) coincident with IGDO allowed for the ~’~ ’
calculation ofa IGDO/DO interchange ratio (Figure 8). ~,’~
In all but one case, the mean interchange ratio was > 80%
in the undeveloped streams. Once TIA increased above "
10%. a great majority of the reaches had a mean inter-
change ratio well below 80% (as low as .~0 Vo). While
these DO levels are not lethal, low [GDO levels during
emb~’o development can reduce survival to emergence
(Chapman. 1988). Several urbanized stream-segments
had unexpectedly high (>80%) IGDO concentrations
(Figure 8). All of these segments were associated with ,~.
intact riparian corridors and upstream riparian wet- ~,~ , , ,
lands. Generally, these reaches also had stable ¯ ~o 2, ~ ~
streambanks and adequate levels of instream LWD. Watershed Urbanization (% TIA)

Coho salmon rely heavily on small lowland streams
and associated off-channel wetland areas during their The IGDO/DO F~atio is an indicator of sediment intrusion into spawning
rearing phase (Bisson et aL. 1988). They are the only
species of salmon that overwinter in the small streams
of the PSL. Cutthroat trout are commonly found in
almost all small streams in the Pacific Northwest. Cut-
tltroat and coho are sym pal~ic in many sm all streams and
as such are potential competitors (adult cutthroat also associated with reaches having a %TIA < 10%, with
prey on juvenile coho). In general, habitat, rather than eight notableexceptions (Figure9). Theseeightreaches
food, is the limiting resource for most salmonids in the had sub-basin %TIA values in the 25 to 35%(suburban)
region (Greet and Margolis, 199 I). In urban streams of range and yet each had a much higher biological integ-
the PSL, rearing habitat appears to be limiting. This ritythan other streamsatthis level of development. All
study found all but the most pristine (%TIA < 5%) eight had a large upstream fraction of intact riparian
lowland streams had significantly less than 50% of wetlands and all but one had a large upstream fraction
stream habitat area as pools. In addition, the fraction of of’wide riparian buffer (> 70% of the stream corridor with
cover on pools decreased in proportion to sub-basin buffer width > 30 m = I00 feet). These observations
development. Coho rear primarily in pools with high indicate that maintenance of a wide, natural riparian
habitat complexity, abundant cover, and with L WD ascorridor may mitigate some of the effects of watershed
the main structural component (Bisson et aL, 1988). urbanization.
Urbanization and loss of riparian forest area signifi- Urbanization also appears to alter the relationship
cantlyreducedpoolarea, habitatcomplexity, andLWD between juvenile coho salmon and cutthroat trout. In
in PSLstreams. this study, coho tended to dominate in undeveloped

(%TIA < 5%) streams, while cutthroat were more toler-
Biological Integrity ant of conditions found in urbanized streams. In 11

Thebiologicalconditionofthebenthic macroinver-study streams where data was available, natural coho
tebrate community was expressed in terms of a multi-dominance (cutthroat:coho ratio > 2) was seen only at
metric PSL Benthic Index of Biotic Integrity (B-IBI)very low watershed development levels.Duetothelack
deve!opedbyKleindl(1995)andKarr(1991).Theabun_of data, a more specific development threshold could
dance ratio of juvenile coho salmon to cutthroat troutnot be established. Nevertheless, it is significant that
(Lucchetti and Fuerstenberg, 1993) was used as amea-both salmonid and macroinvertebrate data indicate that
sure ofsaknonid community integrity. Figure 9 showsa substantial loss of biological integrity occurs at a very
the direct relationship between urbanization (%TIA)low level of urbanization. These results confirmed the
and biological integrity, using both measures. Onlyfindings of earlier regional studies.
undeveloped reaches (%TIA < 5%) exhibited an B-IBI Given that relationships were identified between
of 32 orgreater (45 beingthe maximum possible score),basin development conditions and both instream habi-
There also appears to be rapid decline in biotic integritytat characteristics and biological integrity, it is reason-
with the onset of urbanization. At the same time, itabletohypothesizethatsimilardirectassociationsexist
appears unlikely that streams draining highly urbanizedbetween physical habitat and biological integrity. As a
sub-basins could maintain a B-IBI greater than ! 5 (mini-general rule, instream habitat conditions (both quantity
mumB-lBlisnine).B-IBlscoresbetween25and32wereand quality) correlated well with the B-IBI and the
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conditions found only in natural, undeveloped streams.
These results were consistent with the findings of a

~ o ~ms~. similar study in Delaware (Maxted etal.. 1994). The QHIm¢,,,,,c,,...~,
o~ has the advantage of being simpler (less costly) than

...... t’
~" more quantitative survey protocols, but may not meet

¯ ~ the oRen rigorous requirements of resource managers.
° [ , However, as a screening tool, it certainly has merit.

""" .... ~ ~"~"~ / A major f’mding o fthis study was that wide. continu-
¯ "-------- .......... ~ ous, and mature-forested riparian corridors appear to be

. . , _, 5 effective in mitigating at least some of the cumulative
"-.. ¯ effects of adjacent basin development. Using the B-IBI

-.- . ~ as the primary, measure of biological integrity, Figure 10

¯
g"--.. ¯ illustrates how the combination of riparian buffer con-

..,,            ~~~, ~ ~ .....,~r" ~ ~¯ ¯ ~’ ’ ,~* dition and basin imperviousness explains much of the
variation in stream quality.. These observations sug-

Watershed Urbanization (%TIA gest a set of possible stream quality zones similar to
those proposed by Steedman (1988). Excellent(natural)
stream quality requires a low level of watershed devel-
opment and a substantial amount of intact, high-quality
riparian corridor. Ifa"good" or"fair" stream quality is
acceptable, then greater development may be possible

~ ~x~ .... . ...... ...- ,., =m with an increasing amount of protected riparian buffer
~.~- ~    c, oo~ .........

. ........].a~,,~. a,~1
~’ required. Poor stream quality is almost guaranteed in

~ ~k ** .....(~* ,, v.~ ....-’"
t,~ ,

u
~ highly urbanized watersheds or where riparian corri-

~, ,,~, ~,.~,~"    . ......
~ ~ dors are impacted by human activities such as develop-

..’*o ,---. .... -~ ¯ ¯ ~ ment, timber-harvest, grazing, oragriculture. Because
...- , ~--...a~_ .~*~ ,. too. ~ 5" of the mixture of historical development practices and

,," ¯ ¯ ¯ .."
..... ~ ¯ " t: ~" resource protection strategies included in this study, it

..- ¯ 5" was difficult to make an exact judgment as to how much
"’" "

~
~ riparian corridor is appropriate for each specific devel-

.................. , ~ opment scenario. More intensive research is needed in
o~ ~. =    ~*    ~    ~    ~    ~    ~    ~ t*~ ,m this area.

Watershed Urbanization (% TIA)
Summary

Results of the PSL stream study have shown that
physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of
streams change with increasing urbanization in a con-

coho:cutthroat ratio. Measures of spawning and rear-tinuous rather than threshold fashion. Although the
ing habitat quality were closely related to thepatterns ofchange differed among the attributes stud-
coho:cutthroatratio.Asmightbeexpected, measuresofied and were more strongly evident for some than for
streambedqualitywerealsocloselyrelatedtotheB-IBIothers, physical and biological measures generally
(benthic macroinvertebrates). Chemical water qualitychanged most rapidly during the initial phase of the
may also influence aquatic biota at higher levels ofurbanizationprocessas%TIAexceededthefiveto 10%
watershed urbanization, range. As urbanization progressed, the rate of degra-

In addition to the quantitative habitat measures, adation of habitat and biologic integrity usually became

multi-metric Qualitative Habitat Index (QHI) was alsomore constant. There was also direct evidence that
developed for PSL streams. This index assigns scoresaltered watershed hydrologic regime was the leading
ofpoor(1),fair(2),good(3),andexcellent(4)toeachofcause for the overall changes observed in instream

15 habitat-relatedmetrics, then sums all 15 metrics foraphysical habitat conditions.

f’mal r~ach-tevel score (minimum score of l S and maxi-Water quality constituents and metal sediment
mum score of 60). The QHI is similar in design to thatconcentrations did not follow this pattern. These
which is used in Ohio (Rankin 1989) and as part of thevariables changed little over the urbanization gradient
U.S. EPA Rapid Bioassessment Protocol (Plafkin etal.,until imperviousness (%TIA) approached 40%. Even
1989).Aswasexpected, biologicalintegritywasdirectlythen, water column concentrations did not surpass
proportional to instream habitat quality. Coho dotal-aquatic life criteria, and sediment concentrations re-
nance is consistent with a B-IBI > 33 and a QHI > 47;mained far below freshwatersediment guidelines. Once
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s. ~banization increased above the 50% level, most pol-should ~vork more as "stewards" to maintain naturally
a lutant concentranons rose rapidly, and it is likely thathigh stream quality,. Preservation and protection of
II the role of water and sediment chemical water qualityhigh-quality resources, such as salmon, should be a
n became more important bio logically, priority. The complexity and diversity o fsalmonid life
.~t It is also apparent that, for almost all PSL streams,cycles, and our limited understanding of them, merits

~ar~,e woody debris quantity and quality must be re- additional caution in our efforts to mediate the effects
stored for natural instream habitat diversi ,ty and corn-of urbanization in stream environments. Engineering
ptexiw to be realized. Of course, prior to undertakingsolutions in urban streams have utility, in some situa-
an.,, habitat enhancement or rehabilitation efforts, thetions, but in most cases cannot fully mitigate the effects
basin hydrologic regime must be restored to near-of dev!!opment. Rehabilitation and enhancement of
natural conditions. Results suggest that resource man-aquatic resources will almost certainly be required in all
aBetS should concentrate on preservation of high-but the most pristine watersheds.
quality stream systems through the use of land-use
controls, riparian buffers, and protection of criticalReferences
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Reducewatershed imperviousness, especially targeting transportation-related surfaces
and compacted pervious areas.

¯ Preserve at least 50% of the total watershed surface area as natural forest cover.

Maintain urbanized stream system drainage-density to within 25% of pre-development

conditions.

¯ Replace culverted road-crossings with bridges or arched culverts with natural streambed
material.

Riparian Zone

¯ Limit stream crossings, by roads or utility lines to less than 2 per km of stream length and
strive to maintain a near-continuous riparian corridor.

¯ Ensure that at least 70% of the riparian corridor has a minimum buffer width of 30 m and

utilize wider (100 m) buffers around more sensitive or valuable resource areas.

¯ Limit encroachment of the riparian buffer zone through education and enforcement (< 10%
of the ripadan corridor should be allowed to have a buffer width < 10 m).

¯ Protect and enhance headwater wetlands and off-channel riparian wetland areas as natural
stormwater storage areas and valuable aquatic habitat resources (buffers).

¯ Actively manage the riparian zone to ensure a long-range goal of at least 60% of the

corridor as mature, native coniferous forest.

Stormwater and Water Quality

¯ Allow no development in the active (100-year) floodplain area of streams. Allow the stream
channel freedom of movement within the floodplain area.

¯ C~ntinu~us~ym~nit~rstreamf~~wandmaintalntw~-yearst~rmfi~w~basef~~wdischargeratJ~
much less than 20.

¯ Allow no stormwater outfalls to drain directly to the stream without first being treated by
stormwater quality and quantity control facilities.

¯ Retrofit existing stormwater practices or replace with regional (sub-basin) stormwater
control facilities with the goal of restoring the natural hydrologic regime.

¯ Adopt a set of regionally-specific stream assessment protocols including standardized
biological sampling.

¯ Tailor monitoring of instream physical conditions to the specific situation. Habitat surveys
should include a measure of rearing habitat (LWD and/or pools) and a measure of spawn-
ing/incubating habitat (% fines and/or IGDO); standard channel morphoiogicai characteris-
tics should be measured; scour monitoring can be used to evaluate local streambed
stability in association with specific development activity.
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Metric to English Conversion Table

Unit To Convert Multiply By To Obtain

Length km 621 mi
Length meters 3.281 ft
Area km 2 247.1 acres
Area km 2 .386 mi 2

Proportion km / km 2 ! .609 mi / mi 2
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Techmc~zi Vote =I/5 from Watershed Protection Techmques 3(3) -29-734

Dynamics of Urban Stream Channel
Enlargement

I t is ~idely accepted that urbanization can alter thebegin at a relatively low level of watershed develop-
geometry and stability of stream channels. Bothment, as indicated by the amount of impervious cover.
anecdotal evidence and field research support theOne study estimated that channel erosion rates were

notionthatthelargerandmoreffequentdischargesthatthree to six times higher in a moderately urbanized
accompany watershed development cause downstreamwatershed ( 14% impervious cover) than in a comparable
channels to enlarge, whether by widening, downcut-rural one, with less than 2% impervious cover (Neller.
ring, or a combination of both. Channel enlargement1988).
severel.v degrades the quality ofinstream habitat struc- Further evidence that stream channels enlarge in
ture and sharply increases the annual sediment yieldresponse to watershed development lies in research
from the watershed. These two factors, in turn. arestudies that have tracked the change in the cross-
thought to be responsible for the sharp drop in aquaticsectional area of stream channels over time. The sim-
diversity, frequently observed in urban streams (EPA,plest way to quantify these changes is to define an
I997). "enlargement ratio," which represents the ratio of a

Despite the large body of research available, manystream’s current cross-sectional area to its pre-devel-
questions about the channel enlargement process inopment cross-sectional area (or, in some cases, across-
urban streams remain to be answered. For example,section from an adjacentundevelopedstream ofequiva-
exactlyhowmuchwillachannelenlarge, andhowmanylent watershed area). The concept of the channel en-
years will it take to do so? Can the degree of enlargementlargement ratio can be easily grasped by examining past
be predicted by watershed indicators, such as impervi-and current stream cross sections in Watts Branch
ous cover, age of development, geology or stream(Figure l).
gradient? Finally, what stormwater management strat- Watts Branch was first studied by Luna Leopold
egies can engineers useto mitigatethe amount of futureand others in the early 1950s, when development first
channel enlargement? began to spread across what was a predominately rural

In this article, we review past research on channelwatershed (less than 3% impervious cover). Since then,
enlargement processes in urban streams and explorethe watershed has been gradually, but continuously,
how long it takes streams to reach a"new" equilibrium
once watershed development is completed. These con-
cepts are illustrated with some recent and historical
geomorphological data drawn from Watts Branch, an
urban stream in the Maryland Piedmont that has been
the subject of considerable development and study for      9 ~         I     I          ~     1     =
more 40years. Histonc cross-secUon

~ 7

Evidence of the Impacts of Watershed Development on
Channel Enlargement

The ftrst evidence that stream channels enlarge in ~ c~,,~
response to watershed development can be found in the
high bank erosion rates measured for urban streams. In o
a recent study, bank erosion accounted for an estimated o

two-thirds of the measured instream sediment load of an Cross Section Stations (ft)- Looking Downstream
urban stream in California (Trimble, 1997). In contrast,
most geomorphologists have found that bank erosion ,~.: o,,,.,,~=,,

in rural streams comprises only 5% and 20% of the
annual sediment budget (Walling and Woodward, 1995;
Collins etal., 1997). Evidently, channelenlargement can
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converted to suburban development, with current im-urban land use in the watershed area. For example,
pervious cover at about 30%. Some indication of theMorisawa and LaFlure (1979) investigated 11 small
land use conversion can be gleaned from Figure 2,watersheds near Pittsburgh. PA and Binghamton, NY
which shows aerial photographs of the watershed takenand found a strong relationship between the watershed
in 1968 and 1997.Basedoncurrentzoninganddevelop-urbanization (defined as the fraction of the watershed
ment trends, the watershed is expected to be fully builtarea that had more than 5% impervious cover) and
out by the year 2005, and has a projected imperviouschannelenlargement (Figure3).
cover of 36%. How has the stream channel changed Hammer (1977), working in northern Virginia
over time in response to this watershed development?streams, also found that watershed development had a

In 1953, Leopold measured across-sectional areageneral influence on channel enlargement, with the
of 30.4square feet forthestreamchannelreach.By 1999,greatest factors being impervious cover, the presence
the same stream channel had enlarged in size to aboutof storm sewers and the age of development (see Table
70.3 square feet in area, according to Brown and ClaytorI).
(2000). Assuming that the 1953 cross-section approxi- While past research indicates that stream channels
mates pre-development conditions, the current enlarge-do enlarge in response to watershed development, it is
ment ratio for this stream reach is calculated to be aboutnot always clear precisely how much enlargement can
2.3. It is interesting to note that this enlargement oc-be expected for a given level of impervious cover, nor
cuffed despite the fact nearly half of the watershedwhatformthenewchannelwilltake.Forexample, Neller
development was built with two-year peak discharge(1988) investigated 14 urban streams in South Wales,
controls. Further, recent rapid channel assessments byAustralia and discovered that while urban stream chart-
Brown and Claytor (2000) indicate that the stream chan-nels were 3.8 times larger than comparable rural streams,
nel has not yet finished the enlargement process, andthe amount of impervious cover in a watershed could
is ultimately predicted to have an enlargement ratio ofnot precisely predict the degree of enlargement. The
4.4. lack of a precise relationship was attributed to highly

localized factors, such as stream gradient, riparian dis-
Can Channel Enlargement be Predicted on the Basisturbance and historical channel alteration. Murphey
oflmlaerviousCover? and Grissinger (1985) have observed severe channel

Other researchers have also noted the tendency ofenlargement in some ruralwatersheds with uirtuallyno

urban stream channels to enlarge in response to rela-impervious cover that was caused by chaffnelization,

tively low levels of watershed development (Allen andgrazing or other human disturbances.

Narramore, 1985; Krug and Goddard, 1986; Murphey The variability in stream channel enlargement ra-
andGrissinger, 1985;Neller, 1989; Booth, 1990 and Maytios was evident in the Watts Branch watershed. Figure
et al., 1997). Some researchers have demonstrated a4 shows current and forecastedcharmelenlargementin
direct relationship between channel enlargement and1999 for 10 stream reachesthathadwatershed impervi-
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ous co~er ranging from 260 o [o 50° o. No clear trendHow Long Does itTake forChannei Enlargement to
Oetween ~mpervious cover and channet enlargement isOccur?
evident within this relativel,v narrow range otimpervi-

Watershed managers often ask how long it takes anous cover. While impervious cover influences channelurban stream channel to reach its ultimate size. The
enlargement, it cannot always predict how much willanswer appears to be many decades, but can depend on ~_,occur. Localized factors, such as stream gradient, age oflocal stream characteristics. To begin with, watershed
development, and channel constrictions were thought

development does not happen overnight. Develop-
to pla,v a rote in explaining the variance in Watts Branch.ment tends to be a gradual but continuous process that
For example, if the geology or soils of the stream bed and
bank materials are highly resistant to erosion, channel
miargement tends to occur at a slower rate. In addition.
stream gradient has a strong influence on the rate of
enlargement and the new channel tbrm. All other factors
being the same, a steep gradient stream tends to enlarge
faster than one with a gentle gradient. Finally, artificial
constrictions in the stream, such as a bridge or culvert,
can dramatically alter cross-sections from reach to Land Use Enlargement

reach. Ratio
Cultivated Land 1.29Booth (1990) describes two tbrms of channel en-

largement: expansion and incision. Channel expansion Wood lands O, 75
tends to occur gradually, and results in increases in Golf Course 2.54
channel width and depth roughly in proportion to the

Houses on Sewered Streets1 2.19increase in peak flows. Incision, on the other hand, is
when the stream cuts deeper into its bed, and the Sewered Streets1 5.95
increase in channel area can be out of proportion with Othe r Impervious Area1,2 6.79increases in stream discharge. Booth concludes that
the difference between these two modes of erosion can Pervious Urban Areas1 1.08
be largely predicted based on the materials in the bed Open Land 0.9
and bank of the stream, as well as the gradient. Similarly, Notes:A lien and Narramore (1985) found channel enlargement 1. knpervious areas only include areas greater
ratios for urban streams in Texas were 12% and 67% than fouryears old. ~pervious area less than
greater for streams with chalk bed materials than those four years old is included ~th pervious urban
with shale beds. areas.

2: "Other i’npervious Areas" includes commer~al
areas, and other impen/ious cover not
associated ~th se wed streets or houses.
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extends over .~everal decades. Consequently. many ur-stream will ultimately reach a new equilibrium in re-
banizing watersheds have yet to reach their ultimatesponse to its altered hydrology,
h.~drologic condition, let alone their ultimate channel

The MacRae and DeAndrea method utilizes his-enlargement. Thus, the urban stream channel cross-
torical and current data on stream cross sections andsection we measure now has probably not reached its
land use. Historic cross-sections are obtained fromultimate size. This is an important fact to keep in mind
many sources including prior geomorphological re-when interpreting stream geometry data. since current
search, engineering surveys or flood plain modeling.cross-sections may only represent one snapshot in time.
Current and historic impervious cover are derived from

Most past research has acknowledged that timelow altitude aerial photographs taken at different inter-
plays a considerable role in the process of channelvals through the urbanization process (e.g., Figure 2).
enlargement. For example, early researchers noted thatUsing a basic hydraulic model, these data are used to
watershed development less than five years old had littlecharacterize the pre-development and current channel
immediate effect on channelenlargement. They observedcross-sections, and predict the ultimate channel cross-
a "’lag time" between when development is first con-sections. An ultimate enlargement curve for60 channel
srmctedandwhenstreamsfullyenlarge(Hammer, 1977).reaches of alluvial streams in Texas, Maryland and
Until recently, however, there has been little research toVermont is presented in Figure 5. A regression line
define how long it actually takes for an urban streamshows the "best fit" through the data which provides
channel to reach a new equilibrium, or whether such anwatershed managers a rough sense of how much chan-
equilibrium can ever be achieved, nel enlargement can be expected for different levels of

Craig MacRae and his colleagues have focused on impervious cover. It should be noted that this general
this issue, and have recently developed techniques tocurve does not apply to stream channels with arock bed
predict an,,ultimate,, enlargement ratio for urban streams,or rock banks.
This ratio represents the ultimate enlargement that is
projected to occur, given the current level of watershedCan We Prevent Channel Enlargement?
development, rather than the current degree of channel Past efforts to control channel erosion through
enlargement measured now.

stormwater management have been largely unsuccess-
These effects have resulted in the development of aful. The root of this failure appears to be a misinterpre-

curve fitting technique used to forecast ultimate channelration of past geomorphological research. Engineers
enlargement for relatively erodible alluvial streamsreasoned that if natural channels are largely formed by
(MacRae and DeAndrea, 1999). Based on these tech-"bankfull" storm events that occur on average once
niques, it is estimated that it maytake 50to 75 years forevery one or two years (Leopold et aL, 1964), then
channel enlargement to be completed once watershedstormwater ponds should detain the post development
development starts. This analytical method assumes thatpeak discharge for the two-year storm to its pre-devel-
theenlargementprocessispredictable, andthatanurbanopment tevel (i.e., two year storm control). There are two

problems with this approach. First, while the magnitude
6.0, of the peak discharge may not change from pre- to post-

, Ultimate Channel development with two-year control, the duration of
: Enlargement erosive flows sharply increases. Second, the bankfull

5.0 ~ ¯
i ¯ Current Channel event shifts to rainfall events smaller than the two-year

~ Enlargemant return frequency. Consequently, the total energy avail-
4.0 ~ * able to transport bed materials can actually increase

i when two-year peak discharge control is used.
3.0 ~ *

¯ The choice o ftwo-year storm control neglects this

¯ ¯
increased frequency ofbankfull and sub bankfull flows

2.0 ~ ¯ ¯ ¯
¯ I ¯ in urban watersheds. For example, Leopold (1994) ob-

1.0 I t served that the average number ofbankfull flow events
" in Watts Branch increased from two to seven times per

year between 1958 and 1987, and is expected to increase
0.0 slightly in the coming years due to more recent water-

25 30 3S 40 4$ 50 55 shed development. Regrettably, two-year peak dis-
Imperviousness (%) charge controlcannot reducethe frequencyorduration

of these channel-form ing and channel enlarging events.

Engineers have several options that can guard
against future channel enlargement. The first option is
to design ponds to detain a greater range of storm
events, considering the characteristics of bed and bank
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~aterials at a downstream control section IMacRae.ImplicationsofChannelEnlargementforWatershed
lo91 ). The objective is to m m~mize the alteration in theManagers
transverse distribution of erosion potential about a While it is not always easy to predict the absolutechannel parameter, over the range of available flows,degree of channel enlargement caused by watershedsuch that the channel is just abte to move the dominant

development, it is clear that enlargement will occur in theparticle size of the bed load. The drawback of thisabsence of sophisticated stormwater controls: What
methodisthatitrequirescomplexfieidassessmentsandother implication does channel enlargement have for
sophisticated modeling to determine the hydraulic stressthe watershed manager? First, the notion that channelsand erosion potential of bank materials at each develop-can enlarge by as much as a factor of 10 is yet another
merit site. convincing argument to establish wide stream buffers

A second and more simple option is to establish ain communities. The existence of a buffer puts some
single channel protection criterion for all developmentdistance between the landowner and the growing stream,
sites that detain smaller runot’f events that can causeand helps to reduce future complaints about bank
channel enlargement. A notable example is Maryland,erosion and backyard flooding that are an inevitable
which recently adopted a requirement that dispensesconsequence ofwatersheddevelopment. Second, chan-
with two-year peak discharge control and replaces itnelenlargementhas great implications forurban stream
with 24-hour detention of the one-year storm (MDE,restoration practitioners, who need to base their de-
2000). For most parts of the state, a three-inch stormsigns on future enlargement rather than just current
must be detained for 24 hours, which also results in atstream cross-section. Designers that fail to appreciate
least six hoursofdetention ofsmaller storms (oneto twothis difference are likely to see many of their practices
inches). The basic premise of this approach is thatwash out, undercut or otherwise fail as the channel
runoffwill be stored and released from a pond in suchincreases in size. It also underscores the need to install
a gradual manner that critical erosive velocities willupstream storrnwater retrofits to arrest the channel
seldom be exceeded in downstream channels, over aenlargement process at downstream urban stream res-
wide range and frequency of channel-forming events,toration projects.
The required storage volume needed for 24-hour deten- Third, engineers need to plan for ultimate channel
tion of the one-year storm is not trivial: it is roughlyenlargement when locating infrastructure in or aroundcomparable to the storage volume for 10-year peakastream, whether they are a planning a culvert, sewer,discharge control. More stream research is needed tobridge or pipeline. This planning is not only needed todetermine how well this criterion can prevent the chart-protect infrastructure from damage, but also to preventnel enlargement process, the infrastructure from becoming a barrier to fish migra-

tion in the future. Lastly, stormwater managers need to
develop and assess stormwater design criteria that

&’:AA    A

0.0 I0.0 20.0 30,0 40.0 ’;0.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

Imperviousness (%)
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directlyaddressthechannelenlargementprobtem. UntilMacRae, C. and M. DeAndrea. 1999. Assessing the
these channel protection criteria are more widely adopted, Impact oJUrbanization on Channel Morphology.
storrnwater managers will have great difficulty in main- 2~d International Conference on Natural Channel
raining downstream habitat and aquatic diversity.-DSC Systems. N[agra Falls. Ontario. ! 990,.

Mary. land Department of the Environment (MDE). 2000.
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Stream Channel Geometry Used to Assess
Land Use Impacts in the Northwest

urban watershed programs fail to fully 1990). Sediment transport is directly proportional to
consider the implications of past, present,slope and inversely proportional to grain size, respec-
or future geometry of the stream system. Intively.

man.’,’ instances, historical data can be used to correlate A second indicator of stream erosion susceptibility.
s~eam geometry with land use changes and watershedis the presence of large woody debris (LWD) in the
protection efforts. Results from efforts in other water-channel, such as trees limbs. LWD adds an external and
;beds can be extrapolated to predict changes in similartransitory, component of roughness to the stream chan-

systems. As discovered in the Pacific North-nel. The increased roughness allows a stable channel to
west, the effectiveness of earlier stormwater treamaentevolve, albeit at a gradient significantly steeper than
practices can be assessed by examining current stream

resistance to sediment transport alone would support
channel stability. The observed alterations to stream(Keller and Swanson. 1979). The channel rapidly in-
channel geometry can be linked to changes in land usecises, lowering the stream bed as the stream attempts to
patterns and, therefore, can provide practical guide-

reach equilibrium by reducing the overall channel gra-
lines forpredicting and preventing degradation in simi-dient. The LWD is then stranded above the tow flow
far stream systems, path. If the bed lowering significantly reduces the

Once a minimum level of watershed impervious-overallgradient, thestreamincisionmaypotentiallybe
hess is exceeded, stream systems begin to exhibitalleviated or halted because much of the total shear
quantifiable impacts to water quality, biological, andstress is dissipated on non-erodible material (i.e., the
lhysical condition (Schueler, 1994). Booth and ReinettL WE)). However, if the overall gradient is not signifi-
(1993) found that 10 to 15% effective impervious covercantly reduced, incision will be much more difficult to
can lead to noticeable changes in channel morphology,halt (Booth, 1990).
biological populations, vegetative succession, and water Unfortunately, these generalizations do not specifi-
chemistry, in streams and wetlands in western Wash-

cally reveal how any single stream would respond toington state. Generally, ’ an increase in impervious
land use changes and the timetable over which those

c.over increases the volume of runoff associated withresponses would occur. This is due to specific physical
precipitation events of all magnitudes (Hollis, 1975).conditions that differ from stream to stream. Booth
Consequently, the frequency of occurrence of mid-(1994) established a protocol for evaluating physical
bankfull flow events also increases with increasing

stream channel condition impacts that have resulted
tmperviousness. Mid-bankfull flow events have beenfrom development. The protocol is relatively simple,
foundtobegeomorphicallysignificantintermsoftheirrequires little equipment, and can be implementedcapacity to transport sediment and form the stream

usingatwo-memberteam.Anoverviewoftheprotocolchannel (Harvey et al., 1979; MacRae and Rowney,
is presented in Table 2. Specifically designed for re-

1992). Ultimately, stream geometry, and hence stabil-gions with steeper slopes, some adaptation is neededity, are adversely affected by these events,
to make Booth’s protocol applicable to other areas,

The hydrological impacts associated with increasedsuch as humid coastal zones and the arid Southwest. In
watershed imperviousness may lead to catastrophicaddition, all steps may not apply to certain water bodies;
channel expansion or channel incision as the streamforexample, bankfull width and depth measurements are
channel attempts to reestablish equilibrium. The im-not always practical for large rivers.
~acts of stream geometry changes can be severe and
occur over long periods of time. Eventually, eroding
channels destroy habitat diversity and clog down-
stream systems. Table I summarizes the physical char-
acteristics that make stream reaches susceptible to1. Low-order, high gradient streams
destabilizing erosion in the Pacific Northwest. One 2. Fine-grained, noncohesive geologic deposits
early indicator of a destabilizing channel is when

3. Low infiltration capacities of upland soilssediment transport changes within the channel itself.
Sediment transport is a function ofshear stress and the 4. Channel form and gradient controlled by large organic debris
resistance of bottom sediments to movement (Booth,
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The protocol is ~ntended to evaluate current stream channel conditions and not susceg}ttbility to future distur-
bance.

PersonnellEquipment: two people; hip chain, 50’ tape, wading rod, notebooks, clinometer

Procedure: Define a channel reach of approximately 2000’. Use a hip chain to measure
out channel segments of equal length of about 10-20 channel widths each
(typically 100’-200’). Within each segment:

Determine single representative values for bankfull width and depth (with
or without a measured and monumented cross section), percent of
channel-bank scour (and/or artificial armoring), and sediment-size
distribution.
Keep a running total of the number of large woody debris pieces within
the bankfull channel.
Generate a thalweg profile in the vicinity of all large pools.

Rapid Channel Assessment Protocol Percent channel-bank scour
The protocol is applied to representative channel In each 100 to 200-thor channel segment, both

reaches approximately 2,000 feet in length. The reach isstream banks are scored using the following categories:
subdivided into segments of equal length of about 10
to 20 channel widths. The protocol is applied to eachScore Cate oq.~ Description
segment, focusing on representative physical measure- 1.0 Stable Vegetated or low bars to
ments, large woody debris, and thalweg profiles, level of low flow

Representath,’e Measurements 2.0 Low scour Steep, raw banks only
below bankfull level

Bankfull width and depth 3.0 Full scour Steep, raw banks above
bankfull levelRepresentative dimensions of the active channel

4.0     Armored    Artificial bank I~rotectionare measured first. Bankfull width and depth are indi-
cated by change in slope attop of bank, lower limits of of any kind
perennial vegetation, and/or height of active scour Each person tracks the scour of one bank, noting the
(Williams, 1978). In any channel segment where thehip-chain distanceateachchangeofcategory; category
reach is incised or this measurement is otherwise notchanges less than 10 feet are usually ignored. Each
possible, it should be omitted, segment is given a single length-weighted score (e.g.

one bank fully "Stable" and one bank fully at "Low
Channel cross-section Scour" yields an aggregate score of 1.5).

The representative measurements may not alwaysSediment size distribution and embeddedness
yield sufficient data for tracking charmel changes. When At one or more sites in each segment, 100 substrateadditional detail is required, several channel cross-
sections should be measured. The cross-sections shouldsamples known as clasts are counted in the streambed

using the "first-touch" technique of Wolman (1954),
betaken atrepresentative channel location(s), normally paying particular attention to sediments in the "lessin straight reaches without prominent pools and with than 4 mm" category (matrLx sediment). Sampling is
alluvial (i.e. loose water-transported) sediment on the

conducted at consistent morphologic locations in thebed and banks. The cross-section locations should bestream, ideally in channel-spanning riffles midwaypermanently marked (monumented). Rebar can be drivenbetween alternate meanders (small streams) or midwayinto the floodplain at a location several feet back from
between the apex and upstream end of point bars (largeboth channel edges and the top of rebar and nearby
rivers). Channel cross-sections should coincide withtrees should be flagged to make stations easier to fred.the site of pebble counts.

The two-member team measures the cross-section,
stretching a 50 foot tape level across the channel fi’omLarge Organic Debris
the left-bank rebar (looking downstream) to the right. The second set of measurements focus on organicOne person moves along the tape at one-foot intervals,debris, specifically on large woody debris (LWD) pieces.reading offhorizontal distance and depth fi’om tape toIn each channel segment, running LWD totals arechannel bed. The second person maintains tape tensiontallied. To qualify for data collection, LWD must ( 1 ) beand records data. The bankfull depth and width are alsoa minimum of four inches in diameter and three feet long,
estimated and the hip-chain distance of the cross sec-(2) be incontact with the flow at the bankfull discharge,tion is noted.
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i3) be not easily dislodged from position, and (4) showimpacted streams ofsimilar size and morphology might
some intluence on channel-bed topography or sedi-respond to different development intensities. An un-
ment sorting. Where a debris jam is present, the mini-derstanding of morphological responses, then, can be
mum number of pieces necessary, to maintain the jamused to design protection strategies for these relatively
tthe ’framework" pieces) should be estimated, untouched streams. Early modeling and field research

has shown that Booth’s method is a robust predictor of
I’halweg Profiles stream erosion potential in the Pacific Northwest.

The final protocol step focuses on large pools. -RLO
Within each channel segment, pools with a down-References
sn’eam length at least as great as the average bankfull

Booth, D.B. 1990. "Stream-Channel Incision Following
channel width (wbt.) of the entire channel reach are Drainage-Basin Urbanization." Water Resourcescounted. Water depths within these pools are measured

Bulletin 26(3): 407-417. American Water Res.
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Habitat and Biological Impairment
In Delaware Headwater Streams

A s part of a comprehensive watershed manage-ied. and often statistically random, responses ofpollut-
ment demonstration study, John Maxted andant concentrations. Furthermore. although the states
his colleagues at Delaware’s Department ofand U.S. EPA have developed pollutant concentration

Natural Resources and Environmental Controlcriteria for many pollutants, there are no criteria for
(DNREC) examined the effects of urban stormwatermany ofthe mostcommon stormwaterpollutants. There-
runoff on non-tidal headwater streams in Delaware’sfore, chemicalconstituentmonitoringmayyieldresult,,
Coastal Plain and Piedmont ecoregions using a varieffof little practical use due to the absence of a standard.
of biological and physical habitatassessments. MaxtedIn fact, Delaware’s 1994 305(b) Report indicated that
andhiscolleaguesselectedheadwaterstreamsforthree870/o of the State’s non-tidal streams supported the
primary, reasons. First, headwater streams are arguablydesignated life uses based on chemical measures (pri-
the narrowest window receiving urban stormwater run_marily dissolved oxygen exceedance criteria); whereas
offand are not usually exposed to impacts from otherif biological and habitat assessments were included,
sources (i.e., industrial or sewage treatment plant dis-just the opposite was true, and only 13% of the state’s
charges). Second, the biological and physical habitatnon-tidal waters supported designated life uses. This
characteristics of headwater streams are reasonablysame phenomena was observed by Ohio EPA in 1991
well understood and amply documented in the litera-where approximately 50% of that State’s waters were
ture. Third, mostnon-tidalwaterwaysystemsaremadeidentified as impaired when using biological assess-
up of headwater streams. So targeted protection andments versus approximately 3% when using chemical
restoration of these sensitive water resources will, bymonitoringalone(Rankin, 1991).
default, provide a level of protection to downstream

Biological monitoring was conducted using macro-watershed resources,
invertebrates as indicators of stream system quality at

Biological and habitat monitoring methods were42 Coastal Plain sites and 38 Piedmont sites.
selected over more traditional chemical monitoringMacroinvertebrates have varying life stages from a few
due to the intermittent and varied nature ofstormwatermonths to several years, are relatively immobile, and
runoff. Unlike steady-state flows, used in the analysisare therefore good tools for assessing both long term
of point-source discharges, stormwater events range inand short term impacts in streams. The following three
frequency, duration, and magnitude and produce var-biological measurements were conducted to quantify

Metric Name Description Type
Taxa richness Total # of unique taxa Richness
EPT richness* Total # of EPT taxa Richness/tolerance
% EPT abundance % of sample that are EPTs Tolerance/composition
% dominant taxon Largest % of a single taxon Composition
%Chironomidae** % of sample from this group Tolerance
Biotic index Composite tolerance by taxon Tolerance

" EPT consists of the orders ephemeroptera (mayflies), plecoptera (stonefiies), and trichoptera (caddisflies)
(considered among the most pollutant sensitive macroinvertebrate species)

" Chironomidae consists of the family of midges (considered among the most pollutant tolerant macroinvertebrate
species)
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Ecoregion/
Condition # of Sites TR EFT %EPT %Midge o/~7r

Coastal Plato
Good 22 29 8 36.5 24.6 2i .9
Fair 17 25 4 16.1 29.1 25.1
Poor 3 20 2 3.0 79.9 30.4

Piedmont

Good 13 23 10 67.8 9.1 32.2
Fair 19 21 5 322.2 20.5 24.6
Poor 6 17 3 15.1 32.8 35.9

TR = Taxonomic richness; EPT = EPT richness; %EPT = Percent EPT abundance; %Midge = Percent chironomidai;
% DT = Percent dominant taxon

, the condition of the macroinvertebrate communitiesand habitat data were collected at 40 sites in the highly
based on the principals of EPA’s Rapid Bioassessmenturbanized, Northern Piedmont ecoregion of Delaware.

i Protocols (Plafkin, 1989): The results, as illustrated in Figure 1, support a direct
~ ’ Species richness or diversity, measures in terms ofcorrelation between habitat quality and biological qual-

total number and redundancy of unique taxa ity and indicate that the majority of non-tidal streams
studied are biologically degraded. The results further¯ Community tolerance measures in terms of whichsuggest that the leading contributor to habitat degrada-

organisms are indicators of polluted conditionstion is urban runoff.
versus high quality and stable conditions

The final element of the monitoring study supports
¯ Composition measurements in terms of the struc-the now well documented assertion that, as the level of

tural makeup of the community watershed imperviousness exceeds certain thresholds,
biological community degradation occurs. A prelimi-

The measurements used to evaluate the macroin-nary analysis of 19 sites (again in the Delaware North-
vertebrate community are identified in Table 1. Tableern Piedmont) showed biological quality impairments2 illustrates the results of the biological monitoring

occurringbetweeneightand 15%imperviousness.Theconducted in the Coastal Plain and Piedmont. The data
results also suggest that additional research is neededrevealed that sites rated as biologically "poor" had
to examine whether or not the use ofstormwater treat-

reduced total diversity, reduced diversity and abun-ment practices can push this degradation threshold to
dance of sensitive species, increased abundance of

a point where healthy biological communities can be
organisms considered pollutant tolerant, and reducedsupported with higher levels of imperviousness (see
community composition. Figure 2). Obviously, this important question is one that

Physicalhabitatmeasurementswerealsoconductedneeds to be answered to help assess the success of
for both the Coastal Plain and Piedmont ecoregionsstormwatermanagementprograms.
using various parameters. These measures included

Maxted’s approach is clearly an adaptable, costassessments in the following four broad areas: general
effective application of a biologically based monitor-

characteristics, instream measures, stream bank mea-
ing effortwhich assesseslevels ofaquatic degradation,sures, and riparian zone measures. The specific type of
and helps identify the causes and sources of thesen~easures are shown in Table 3. Physical habitat scores
impacts. This same protocol, or other similar methods

designating "poor" habitat conditions were those that
can be repeated in other regions and climates with onlylacked stable submerged habitats, had eroded and
minor adaptations.

Unvegetated banks, and had impacted floodplains or
riparian zones. -RAC

Maxted’s team also conducted a paired analysis of
R0079560biological and habitat conditions. Macroinvertebrates
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Northern Piedmont Area of Coastal Plain Area of
Ecoregion Assessment Ecoregion Assessment

Channel modification General Channel modification General
Instream habitat Instream Instream habitat Instream
Bank stability Btreambank Bank stability Btreambank
Bank vegetative type Btreambank Bank vegetative type Streambank
Shading Riparian Shading Riparian
Ripadan zone width Riparian Riparian zone width Riparian
Velocity/depth ratio General Pools Instream
Sediment deposition Instream
Embeddedness Instream
Riffle quality Instream
Riffle quantity Instream
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Comparison of Forest, Urban and
Agricultural Streams in North Carolina

R ecent stream research has fi’equently demon-daily discharge values. In addition, the particle size
strated that stream quality indicators declinedistribution and sediment chemistry, of stream sub-
from baseline conditions as impervious coverstrates were sampled at randomly selected intervals in

in the contributing watersheds increases. The baselineeach stream.

l
for measunng this decline is usually a non-urban refer-
ence watershed. Although it is often impossible to findFindings: Water Quality and Stream Su bstrate
a totally undisturbed watershed, most studies have

The three watersheds had contrasting water qualityused watersheds that are mostly forested and are not
activetv disturbed as a reference, and substrate conditions (Table 2). Sharp differences,

" for example, were noted in their nutrient levels. The
Some argue, however, that a forested watershed isagricultural stream had the highest phosphorus and

not the best baseline to measure changes in streamnitrogenconcentrations, whereas nutrients were present
quality, indicators for many regions of the country.. Thisat low and possibly limiting levels in the forested stream.
is due to the fact that prior land use in many urbanizingThe urban streams had an intermediate level of nut-d-
watersheds is often dominated by agriculture and notents, but did exhibit the highest level of dissolved
brest. The choice of a reference land use can havenitrogen. With respect to stream temperature, the for-
tmportant implications for urban watershed managers,ested stream was the coolest, whereas the urban stream
Will the same dramatic decline in stream quality indica-was the warmest.
tots occur if an agricultural watershed is converted into
a suburban one? Or have agricultural activities atready
degraded or impaired stream quality so that little ifany

There are a number of good reasons to suspect that
agriculture can degrade stream quality. Agricultural

~ :’ ~,~ i 1~ /-/-~’~o~ba~r~o~o ~....,..,_,,areas, for example, produce more runoff, greater soil ,
erosion and higher nutrient loads than forested water-
sheds, lnaddition, current or past agricultural practices :. ~ f~ i !8,,,r,�,C,~-~ "
0t~en modify natural drainage patterns, alter the riparian
zone and drain wetlands. On the other hand, agricultural
watersheds have little or no impervious cover, and

/produce only a fraction ofthe destructive storm flows --- b~.~ r ’-,,../~¢..~%, .../ "~.~, "’-"~’~./ /
- of an urban watershed. Where, then, do agricultural

""! watersheds fit in? ,.// i "’,-~ ."/ ~- ~ "~" /

’~- -~" - " ]~" -"~, "---/~’"’~.N A ~a H

_/.. "A4A~.~4C, C.~.,,q~ ~. -\ ~. - ~....~ _and Lenat (1989) sheds some light on this issue. The
investigators intensively monitored three small water- .. ....~k~ .
sheds in the North Carolina piedmont over a two-year / ~, "’~--~o~oavs~,,, : ~(/ .:
period (Figure 1). The dominant land uses in each -
watershed were forest, agriculture and urban, respec- L ~"~"""..,--/~ ~ / "L.,- J~"
tively. Riparian condition was generally good in all three ....

"x,..,,,. \
"-~

watersheds, and point sources were not a factor. Other lax.. "
[ key watershed characteristics are compared in Table 1. "~’"~..

In each watershed, Crawford and Lenat sampled -zL
~, .~.,,~,,~.~ ~r~ o,~

suspended sediments, water quality, bottom sediments, ..
macroinvertebrates and fish populations. At each study ~- - ,
site, instantaneous suspended sediment discharge was
statistically correlated with stream discharge. Annual
Suspended sediment loads were then calculated using
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Forest Agriculture Urban
Characteristic Watershed Watershed Watershed
Name Smith Creek Devil’s Cradle Creek Marsh Creek
Area (square miles) 6.2 2.9 6.8
Forest Cover 75% 31% 24%
Agricultural Cover 21% 53% 5%
Urban Cover 4% 13% 71% i
Riparian Cover forested mostly forested

1
mostly forested

Stream Order Second Second
I

Third
Point Sources? None None

/
None

Other Influences upstream beaver no stormwater practices/no stormwater practices
dam may have were used to J      were used to

trapped sediment treat agricultural runoff I treat stormwater runoff

The three streams also sharply differed in theirE-P-T(Ephemeroptera--mayflies, Plecoptera-stoneflies
annual suspended sediment load. As might be ex-and Trichoptera-caddisflies), were most numerous in
pected, the forested stream had the lowest annualthe forested stream. The forested stream had a large
sediment loading (0.13 tons/acre/year, see Table 2). Thenumber of filter feeders, collector/gatherers, and shred-
agricultural stream exported about 2.5 times more sus-ders, but had relatively t’ew scrapers that feed on per-
pended sediment than the forested stream, while theiphyton.
urban stream discharged more than four times as much

In contrast, the urban stream had low diversity in its(0.59 tons/acre/year). Soil erosion appeared to be the
aquatic insect community. It had the lowest taxa rich-major source of sediment in the agricultural watershed,
ness, the least taxa and abundance of EPT insects, andwhile streambank erosion was a key factor in the urban

one. the greatest number of pollution tolerant species (86%).
Unlike the forested stream, the urban stream had few

Sediment discharge appeared to influence the sizefilter feeders and no shredders, and was dominated by
distribution of the bottom sediments of the three streamsscrapers and collector/gatherers. The major compo-
(see Table 3). The forested stream had a high qualitynents of the urban stream macroinvenebrate commu-
substrate, with a third of all particles in the gravelnity were Oligochaetes and Dipterans, both of which
category, and virtually no silt or clay present. In con-tend to indicate poor water quality and sot~ substrates.
trast, the agricultural stream had the highest percentage

The agricultural stream also had a fairly poor aquaticof sand (85%) and silt-clay (7.7%) sized panicles. The
insect community, although it was not as poor as theurban stream, despite its high sediment load, had a

surprising amount of gravel-sized panicles (27%) andurban stream. The poor stream substrates present in the
agricultural stream may have been a cause of the re-relatively little silt and clay (1.4%). Scour caused by
duced taxa richness, low EPT scores, and large abun-higher stormwater flows may explain the substrate
dance ofpollutiontolerantspecies. The feeding groupspattern found in the urban stream. The researchers also
in the agricultural stream were sharply different from theexamined metal levels within the finer-grained sedi-
forested stream, with fewer shredders and collectors,ments of the stream bottom. Surprisingly, the forested
and more filter feeders and scrapers.stream had the highest sediment metal levels of any of

the three streams (but these did not approach any level Fish surveys, however, told a different story. Both
of concern), the forested and agricultural streams had fish commu-

nities that could be characterized as "good," according

Findings: Stream Biota to several indicators. Both streams had the same spe-
cies richness and about the same Index of Biotic Integ-

The biotaofthethree streams was quite different, asrity (IBI) score. The enriched agricultural stream had
measured by various indicators of aquatic macroinver-more unit biomass and a greater number of individual
tebrates (see Table 4). The forested stream had thefish collected than the forested stream. By contrast, the
greatest overall species richness, the most sensitiveforested stream had more sensitive fish species. Both
taxa, and theleastnumberofpollution tolerant species,streams were clearly in much better shape than the
Thethree aquatic insect families, collectively known asurban stream. The poor quality of the urban fish corn-
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~umt? is anested to by its low species richness, poor
1~31 score, complete absence or" pollution intolerant
species, small fish population and low unit biomass.

Summary.

The North Carolina study reinforces the paradigm Stream Water Forested Agricultural Urban
that forested streams exhibit much higher quality, than Constituent= Watershed Watershed Watershed
urban streams, as defined by a rather broad range ofTotal Phosphorus b 0.09 0.27 0.10
stream indicators (Table 5). The study is more ambigu-
0us in regard to where agricultural streams fit in. By Dissolved Phosphorus <0.0i 0.05 0.02

some indicators, the agricultural stream was as bad orTotal Nitrogen 1.70 2.11 1.42

even worse than the urban stream (e.g., nutrient enrich- Dissolved Nitrogen 0.08 0.59 0.41
ment, high sediment load, poor substrate quality and Total copper(pglL) 7.9 5.0 12.5
macroinvertebrate diversity). According to other indi- Total lead (pg/L)           5.1         6.6        14.4
caters, however, the agricultural stream was hard to

Total zinc (pglL) 31 23 39
distinguish from the high quality forested stream, par-
ticularly in regard to fish diversity and IBI scores. The Mean Stream Temp. = 57 58.9 60.1

divergence among these indicators underscores the Max Stream Temp. 72.5 73.4 77.0
need to measure multiple indicators when analyzing Sediment Discharge d 0.13 0.31 0.59
watersheds. In a narrow context of the North Carolina
study, it appears that agricultural streams occupy a a Mean of 12-14 baseflow samples.

middle ground between high quality forested stream b Nutrient units are mg/I.
and lower quality, urban ones. Despite its high nutrient ° Degrees Fahrenheit.
and sediment load, the agricultural stream monitored ind Summed product of daily flow and watershed-specific suspended
this study clearly supported a diverse fish community, sediment

More stream indicator research is needed before we
can determine where agricultural streams really fit in.
While it may be tempting to generalize from a single
study, many more agricultural streams need to be
sampled before we can truly compare the dynamics of
urban and agricultural streams. Indeed, the term "agri-
culture" encompasses a bewildering variety of crops,
rotations, livestock, management practices and other
factors. Until this knowledge is obtained, watershed
managers will probably need to use forested water-
sheds as the baseline from which to measure change inSize DistributJon (%1 Forested Agdcultura! Urban
urban watersheds. Watershed Watershedl Watershed

--TRS
Gravel                   35.0%        7.5%       27.0%

Reference (greater than 2.0 mm)
CrawforcL, J. K., and D. R. Lenat. 1989.Effec~sofLandUse Sand 64.6% 84.8% 71.6%

on the Water Quality and Biota of Three Streams (2.0 mm to O. 63 ram)
in the Piedmont Province of North Carolina. U.S. Silt-Clay 0.4% 7.7% 1.4%
Geological Survey. Water- Resources Investiga- (less than 0.63 ram)
tion Report 89-4007. Raleigh, NC. pp. 67. Metals Levels in high low moderate

Bottom Sediments=

a Metals were elevated in forest watershed, but did not exceed standards.
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Forested Agricultural Urban
Watershed Watershed Watershed

Total Taxa Richness (species) 2(}2 169 101

EPT (% of all Taxa)= 22% 11%

EPT (% abundance) 85% 24% 10%
Tolerant Species (% abundance) b 26% 71% 86%
Feeding Category c

¯ Filter Feeders 46% 47% 10%
¯ Scrapers 4% 16% 21%
¯ Shredders 4% 0% 0%

¯ Collector/Gatherer 34% 19% 46%
Number of unique taxa d 75 42 9

Species Collected 19 19 9
Game Fish Species 6 6 3
Insectivorous Cyprinids 8 % 0 % 1%
intolerant Fish Species 3 2 0

Number of Individuals 305 755 75
Biomass (grams) 3,766 8,494 503
Index of Biotic Integrity 50 / Good 48 / Good 34 / Poor
a EPT = Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Tricoptera insect groups, which include mayflies, stoneflies and

caddisflies, are often considered intolerant of pollution.
b Pollution tolerant species were defined as Dipterans, Oligochaetes. and others.

c Proportion of taxa within each of the major feeding strategies.

d Unique taxa are defined as the number of taxa that occur solely within one stream (not found in the other two

watersheds). Grossly tolerant species were excluded.

Stream Forested Agricultural Urban
Indicator Watershed Watershed Watershed

Nutrients Good Poor Fair
Sediment Discharge Good Fair Poor
Temperature Good Fair Poor
Stream Substrate Good Poor Fair
Macro-invertebrates Good Fair Poor
Fish Diversity Good Good Poor

R0079565
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Historical Change in a Warmwater Fish
Community in an Urbanizing Watershed

M ost investigators exploring the link be-theydidnotappeartohavechangedmuchfromthelate
tween urbanization and stream quality1800s. Indeed.remarkablylittlechangewasobservedin
sample stream indicators from a large popu_the Tuckahoe Creek fish community from 1958toas far

lation of urban watersheds. An alternative approach isback as 1869, according to historical records.
to sample a single watershed at two points in time (i.e.,

In 1990, Weaver and Garrnan replicated the fishtake a historical snapshot ot’stream indicators before
sampling methods on the same stream that had beenand after the watershed develops). Alan Weaver and
surveyed 32 years earlier by Flemer and Woolcott. TheGreg Garman recently applied this method to track
research team pinpointed the location of six streamchanges in the fish community, of Tuckahoe Creek, a
reaches sampled in 1958 from site landmarks, and em-watershed that has been shifting from rural to suburban
ployed the identical seining methods and samplingland use over the last three decades. The study pro-
effort used in the earlier study. The researchers quan-vides several interesting insights into how a warmwater
tiffed changes in watershed variables between the twofish community can change over time in response to
surveys bv analyzing census data, quad maps, docu-watershed development.
ments and selected aerial photography. As a further

Yuckahoe Creek is the last major tributary, to theindicator of watershed change, Weaver and Garman
James River above the Fall Line in Virginia (Figure !).computed the Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) for Tucka-
rhecreekis 17 miles longand drainsawatershedofoverhoe Creekduring the 1990 survey, and compareditwith
40,000 acres. On average, the creek is 12 feet wide andIBI scores for Byrd Creek, a nearby reference stream in
two feet deep. Its upper reaches have a moderate
~adient, and possess a substrate of sand and impacted
cobble. As the creek descends toward its confluence
with the James River, however, it begins to interact with
a large wetland complex and wide floodplain. At this
~oint, the creek’s substrate changes to si It and detritus.

Situated only a dozen miles west of Richmond,
Virginia, the Tuckahoe watershed has experienced con-
siderable development pressure over recent decades, ro
Several indicators of the rapid watershed change that
has occurred are profiled in Table 1. In the late 1950s, for
example, the watershed was dominated by forest and
crops, and had a population density of only one person
to every two acres. Over the next 30 years, however,
population in the watershed nearly tripled, reaching an
average density of 1.5 people per acre. The length of
roads, water crossings and amount of riparian develop- "~.~-"
ment also increased dramatically over this period. Al-
though Garman and Weaver did not estimate impervi-
ous cover as part of their study, a ballpark estimate can
be derived using the Stankowski population density/
mapervious cover equation. The equation projects that
impervious cover was 5% in 1958 and grew to 12% by

The fish community of Tuckahoe Creek was exten-
sivelysampledin 1958,whenthewatershedwasstillinSix stations in ruckahoe Creek were sampled in both 1958and 1990.
a rural condition. While the stream conditions reported (Designated A-F.)
m the 1958 survey by Flemer and Woolcott were cer-
tainly not representative oP’pre-settlement conditions,"
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Watershed Indicator 1958 I 1990

Dominant Land Uses crops and mixed pine/ suburban
hardwood forest land use

Dwellings 7,789 27,692

Population Density 0.54 persons/acre 1 5 persons/ acre

Road Crossings 43 85

Road Length in Basin 96 miles 227 miles

Riparian Zone Development 7% 28%

Estimated Impervious Cover= 5% 12%

a Center estimate using the Stankowski equation which computes % impervious cover based on population
c~ensity.

a largely undeveloped watershed (sampling methodsthe populations of these hardy fish dropped from 1958
used in 1958 did not allow for the calculation ofthe IBI,to 1990.
so a surrogate stream was needed as a reference). InPopulations of two other historically dominantspe-
addition, Weaver and Garman also performed feedingcies, the johnny darter and bluehead chub, declined by
ecology studiestodetermine ifthe diet offour dominantmorethan 55%between 1958 and 1990. Six fishspecies
fish species had changed (bluegill, common shiner,collected in 1958werenotpresentin 1990(e.g.,eastern
bluehead chub, and johnny darter), silverjaw minnow, rosyface shiner, satinfin shiner, fall-

Weaver and Garman predicted that the 1990 fishfish, stripeback darter and yellow bullhead), and popu-
survey would show thatthe watershed’ s gradual devel-lations of several other species plummeted (e.g., chain
opment over time had changed the fish community,pickerel, and mountain redbelly dace). Species that
Specifically, they hypothesized that Tuckahoe Creekfavor benthic habitats or depend on quality stream
would experience a reduction in fish abundance, spe-substrates also dropped sharply in abundance (johnny
cies richness, species diversity and an increase in exoticdarter, pirate perch, torrent sucker, and eastern mud
or non-native fish species in the 32 years betweenminnow). It was thought that greater sediment deposi-
surveys, tion and siltation that has occurred along the stream

bottom in recent decades may have smothered the
Results bottom habitats where benthic prey live. Overall, Tuc-

kahoe Creek was scored as"fair" according to the IndexWeaver and Garman did find that the Tuckahoe
Creek fish community had significantly changed fromof Biological Integrity, compared to a"good" rating for

1958to 1990 (Table 2). For example, only 412 fish werethe reference stream (Byrd Creek, Table 3).

collected in r, he 1990 survey compared to 2,056 in theA disadvantage ofhistorical fish community analy-
1958 study, despite the same sampling effort. Fishsis is that other factors or events can be responsible for
abundancedeclinedateverysite, with the greatest dropproducing the observed change (such as floods,
seen in the upstream reaches. Species richness alsodrought or toxic spills). While these factors can never
declined in the three decades between surveys. Thirty-be entirely discounted, the researchers presented indi-
two species representing l0 families were collected inrect evidence that watershed development was a key
1958; whereas only 23 species representing nine fami-factor. They found fish species diversity to be nega-
lies were collected in 1990. The most dominant speciestively correlated with an index of development near each
in 1990 were the bluegill and common shiner, togethersampling site. (The index was defined as the percentage
representing 67% of the catch. The fact that these twoof developed area in a two square kilometerripafian zone
species fared reasonably well is not surprising sinceupstream of each sampling site--see Figure 2.) "

both are habitat and trophic"generalists." This means Although the analysis clearly showed that the
that the bluegill and common shiner can exploit a wideTuckahoe creek fish community had simplified over the
range of habitats and food sources, allowing them toyears, two predicted changes in the fish community did
respond to changing stream conditions over time. Still,not happen. First, the predicted invasion of non-native
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fish into Tuckahoe Creek did not occur during the studyCreek. The proportion offish species within each ofthe
period. Second, fish diet analysis demonstrated that notour different t’eeding guilds remained about the same
~holesale change occurred in the trophic structure ofover time during the study.
the t]sh communi~:, over three decades. Other rese~ch- It was concluded that the cumulative impact of
ers have noted that the foodweb of disturbed streamsgradual watershed development can, over time, rival
are restructured, with omnivorous fish species reptacothat of shorter but more intense disturbances such as
~ng insectivores and piscivores. As Figure 3 illustrates,clear cutting and extreme floods. In this sense, the
however, this pattern was not followed in Tucl~ahoefrequency of disturbance can be as important as its

Fish Community Indicator 1958 1990
Species Richness 32 24

Abundance 2,056 417

Exotic Fish Species 1 /bluegill sunfish) 1 (bluegill sunfish)

IBI Score 48 (good)"a 40 (fair)
Most Dominant Species Johnny darter Bluegill sunfish

Trophic Guilds invertivores 60% invertivores 55%,
(proportion in each omnivores 30% omnivores 40%
feeding category) piscivores/herbivores 10% no herbivores

a As measured at a contemporary reference stream (Byrd Creek).

Index of Biotic Tuckahoe Creek Reference Stream
Integrity (IBI) Metric (Study Reach B) (Byrd Creek)

1. Species Richness 17 22

2. Number of darter species 1 4

3. Number of sunfish species 4 2

4. Number of sucker species 3 4

5. Number of intolerant species 2 5

6. Proportion of creek chubsuckere 4.4% 0 %

7. Proportionofomnivores 48 % 18 %

8. Proportion of insectivorous cypdnids 3.9 % 19 %

9. Proportionofpiscivores 4.4% 7.6 %

10. Numberofindividualscollected 24 11

11. Proportion as hybrids 0 0

12. Proportion with parasites I 22.5% 11.4%I
TOTAL IBI SCORE I 40 points 48 points

IBI INTEGRITY CLASSIFICATION I Fair Good
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mtenst~.’, as both allow little opportuniW for ecological
X recovery,. The study provides further evidence of the
0~ 0.9 F2 -" 0.7 "[ value of biological indicators, as they respond to and-o A
~- 0.8 ¯ integrate all the various factors that affect a stream.

"-- Multiple stream indicators are needed to fully un-
>" 0.7 derstand a watershed’s dvnamics over time. For ex-.1,..

¯ ~. ample, fish may be a good indicator of broad habitat
!2 0.6 change, but may not always capture subtle changes in

:~ m [~ water chemistry,, flow frequency or site modifications.
0.5 ~

¯ Other indicators, such as aquatic macroinvertebrate
"~ surveys and direct habitat measurements, are often

0.� important pieces to complete the watershed "puzzle."
U~

C The findings from the Tuckahoe Creek study are
~2 0.3 ¯L. ft. consistent with other stream ecology research that
E7

~ have discovered that a relatively small degree ofwater-
o 0.2 shed development can produce a dramatic change in the

biological diversity of streams.12 0.1 .... , ....~ ...., ...., ...., ...., ...."~
--JSB5 10 15 20 25 30 35

1990 Percenf developmenf
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Fish species can be grouped according to their feeding habitats (or
guild structure). No change in the relative proportion of species in each
feeding group was observed from 1958 to 1990.
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Fish Dynamics in Urban Streams
Near Atlanta, Georgia

/~ few short decades ago, much of the landscapenows and suckers dominate the warm water fish commu-
~ of the upper Chatahoochee basin was rural innity, although sunfish, bass, catfish and darters are also
~. ~ character, dominated by second growth forestwell represented. Minnows play acritical role in the food
and pasture. The basin’s c lose proximity to the rapidlychain as prey for larger fish, reptiles and wading birds.
growing Atlanta metropolitan area, however, has cre-Suckers, which feed off the bottom of streams, often
ated intense development pressure. For example, in theaccount for the most fish biomass.
last five years, the twenty, county metropolitan region
has added residents at a rate of 50,000 per year--The First Fish Survey
roughly equivalent to the creation of a small city every,

In the first watershed study, researchers sampledyear. Watershed managers are concerned about the
fish populations at eight urban streams draining olderimpact of this explosive growth on 35 majorwarm water

streams that flow through the southern Piedmont intoAtlanta neighborhoods and a largely forested reference
stream. The urban streams were of second to fourththe Chattahoochee River. To assess the impact of

watersheddevelopment, CarolCouchandhercolleaguesorder, and had watershed areas ranging from 15 to 85

at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have conductedsquare miles. Each urban watershed ranged from 70 to

three intensive studies of the fish community in several90% developed (no measurements of impervious cover

dozen streams that drain to the Chattahoochee Riverwereavailable),andwasprimarilycomprisedofresiden-
tial development. A single fish survey was taken in(Table 1). These studies provide flesh insights on how
representative stream reaches within each of the ninesoutheastern warm water streams respond to water-

shed change, watersheds in November 1993.

The survey confirmed that the abundance andThe original fish community, in the warm water
streams of the study area was quite diverse, based ondiversity offish declined sharply in urban streams, in

historical collections. Some 50 fish species were repre-comparison to the forest reference. Urban streams also

sented, with 42 native species and eight recent intro-had more non-native fish spe¢ies than the forest stream

ductions (usually from bait buckets or stocking). Min-(Figure 1). Nonnative species are often among the most

Study Factors Study No.1 Study No. 2 Study No. 3
Investigators/ Couch et al. 1995 DeVivo et al. 1997 Meyer et al. 1996
Affilia~on USGS/NAWQA USGS/NAWQA USGS/Univ. of GA
No. of watersheds sampled 9 21 8
Watershed size(square miles) 15 to 85 2 to 101 Unknown
Stream orders 2nd to 4th order 2rid to 4th order 2rid order

Watershed land use Forest, Urban Forest, Suburban, Forest, Suburban,
Urban Urban, Agricultural

Scope of study Fish surveys Intensive fish survey, Water quality, fish, I
Substrate assessment IBI calculation, macro invertebrates, t

water quality stream ecosystem
process rates.

Surveys per site 1 1 to 4 4 or more
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The IBI, developed bv James Karr for Midwestern

Lerr~m,~,.~,a so,,~o,](
streams, compares a given fish assemblage to an undis-

== w~ s~, ] turbed stream benchmark, based on its species compo-
sition, diversity, and functional organization. In the

~ ~s original IBI, twelve fish community, metrics are mea-
~ sured and scored to arrive at an index of overall stream
¯ quality. It was necessarv to adapt and modi~’ the I B I for

O the Atlanta region to account for the unique regional
,n ~o differences in the warmwater fish community of the
~ urbanizing southern Piedmont. Th, e research tea-n modi-
~" ! .......................03 fled the IBI by conducting a statistical analysis of key
"~ variables to explain data variances in the fish commu-
0 5:~ nity at the 21 stream sites. Based on this analysis,

DiVivo and colleagues concluded that human popula-
tion density was the best variable to represent water-

o shed disturbance in the study area. (It is interesting to
F~ (s,~,. c~m) ~ (~.~ =~,,~ note that another commonly used development index--

watershed impervious cover---did not provide as good
While the number of native fish species dropped from forested to urban of fit. Available estimates of impervious cover were not

’ streams, the number of non-native fish increased slightly, thought to be very accurate, and the research team is
now using infrared satellite data to obtain better esti-
mates). The final metrics used in the modified IBI for the
Atlanta metropolitan area are profiled in Table 2.

The relationship between population density and
mean IBI scores in Atlanta streams is portrayed in

hardy and pollution tolerant members of the fish spe-Figure 2. As expected, the forest reference had the
cies, and include the red shiner, white sucker, blackhighest overall IB[ score of any stream. They did not,
bullhead, flat bullhead, spotted bass, smallmouth bass,however, receive an "excellent" rating, as they lacked
green sunfish and yellow perch. More sensitive nativecertain sucker and minnow species that indicate high
fishspeciesthatareendemiconlytotheChattahoocheequality conditions. It is speculated that few if any
River basin were not collected from any of the urban"excellent" reference streams exist in the Upper
streams. In addition, fewer individual fish were cot-Chattahoocheebasinduetopriorlandusechange. This
lected in most urban streams. One exception was a veryis not surprising when it is considered that the region
high population of mosquito fish found in the urbanhas experienced three cycles of cultivation and land
Peachtree Creek. Mosquito fish are very tolerant ofabandonment since the Civil War, severely eroding
pollution, and recover quickly after episodes of streammuch ofthe original topsoil over the landscape (DeVivo
disturbance. This is due in part to their ability to bear liveet al., 1997). Two lightly populated agricu Rural streams
young. Unlike other species, mosquito fish are notwere analyzed in the study, and their IBI scores fell into
dependent on a stable and clean substrate for success-the fair/good range (29 and 30). This finding is generally
ful spawning (Couch etal., 1995). consistent with findings from an agricultural stream in

The fh’st study also found that the bottoms of manyNorth Carolina (see article 22) that agricultural streams
of urban streams had a higher percentage of sand thanhave slightly lower IBI scores than forest streams, but
the forested stream, which can be an indicator of poorstill score higher than urban streams.
habitat quality. The researchers, however, could not No urban stream scored higher than"fair" in the 1BI
find a direct relationship between substrate quality andanalysis. In general, urban stream IBI scores were
the urban fish diversity or abundance, inversely related to watershed population density. Once

watershed population density exceeded four persons
The Second Fish Survey per acre, urban streams consistently were rated as"very

poor" according to the modified IBI. The relationshipFish surveys were expanded in the second study to
between population density and urban stream IBI scores,include 21 watersheds in the Upper Chattahoochee
however, wasnotwithoutvariation, withupto 10pointsBasin using a stream bioassessment tool known as the
of IBI variation noted for streams of similar populationlndexofBioticlntegrity(orIBI).Thewarmwaterstreams
density, and from two to four points of IBI variationranged from second to fourth order, and were surveyed

to develop a regionally appropriate IBI for Atlanta observedat individual stream sites. The variation in IBI
scores witnessed at urban streams appears to reflect theDeVivoetal., 1997). Two forestedstreamsweresampled
frequency and intensity of watershed disturbance thatto represent reference conditions.
creates temporal instability in the fish community
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Response to IncreasingIBI Metric Category
Population Density

Assemblage
1. Diversity Index Score for native species

Decrease
2. Number of native sucker s!oecies

Decrease3. Number of native cyprinid (minnow) species
Decrease4. Proportion of non-native individuals
Increase

5. Proportion of gravel-dwelling fish Decrease
Assemblage Function

6. Proportion of generalized feeders
7. Proportion of benthic insect eaters

Decrease
8. Dominant nest-building fish Faunal Shift a

Fish Abundance and Condition
9. Proportion of tolerant individuals                                Increase

No. of native taxa, no. of individuals, No discernable trend,and fish with lesions or parasites dropped from regional IBI
a The type of dominant nest-building fish did not just decrease but shifted from one taxa to another. In least-

developed watersheds, the endemic bandfin shiner was dominant; in intermediate developed watersheds the
yellowfin shiner dominated; and in the most human modified watersheds the introduced red shiner was
dominant (or nest associated fish were altogether absent).

(DeVivo et al., 1997). More research is underway to
resolve this issue.

5(3

The Third Fish Study Excellent

A third intensive research study is now comparing 40
stream ecosystem function in four pairs of watersheds

(~)~ Forest Reference Good
that span a gradient of land uses: forest, agricultural,
suburban and urban. The joint monitoring study is~ 30

__~_..¯
¯

_ ~= Fairbeing conducted bythe University ofGeorgia and the
~ ¯ , ¯

USGS, and will relate watershed conditions to stream~
ecology. Traditional chemical and biological indicators 20 t Poor

~,gricultural ¯are being supplemented by rate measurements of stream
Referenceecosystem functions, such as the input, storage and

10
" ¯ Very Pooritransport of carbon, nutrient transport and uptake, and ¯

community production and respiration (Meyer et al.,
1996). Although the stream ecosystem study is in its

0prelim inary stages, some initial watershed comparisons 0 2 4 6 8 10are provided in Table 3.
Population Density (peop~elacre)

For example, the nutrient-rich agricultural stream
appears to be the most biologically productive of the

Modified IBI scores decline once watershed population density exceedsfour stream types. It has a surprisingly diverse fish andfour persons/acre in 21 urban streams. Forest and agricultural IBI scores
macro invertebrate community, high leaf decay rates,are shown for reference.
short nutrient uptake lengths, and a rapid metabolism.
Algal production appears to be stimulated by the nutri-
ents in the agricultural stream. By contrast, both the
suburban and urban streams had lower biotic diversity,
more exotic species, and lower nutrient levels. Early
measurements of ecosystem rates indicate that primary
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Stream Attributes Forested Agricultural Suburban Urban

Name Snake Creek West Fork Sope Creek Peachtree
Impervious Cover (%) <1% <1% 30% 47%
Pop. Density (peoplelacre) 0.75 1.37 21 33
Total Phosphorus (mg/I) 0.17 0.64 0.15 0.20
Ammonia-N (mg/I) 0.04 0.24 0.07 0.16
EPT Index = 4 6 3 2
Benthic Organic Matter b 559 151 160 3,350
Net Daily Metabolism c -! .6 -0,8 -2.3 -4.0

Leaf Decay Rate d -0.0078 -0.0293 -0.0146 -0.0334
Ammonia Uptake Length ¯ intermediate shortest longest longest

a EPT index, which is a macro invertebrate metric contained in EPA’s Rapid Bioassessment Procedure, ranges
ffom 0 to 6, with a higher score indicating greater diversity.

b Grams ash free dry weight per square meter of fine and coarse organic matter on stream bottom.
c Grams of oxygen produced (consumed) per square meter per day; negative value indicates community respira-

tion exceeds gross primary production.
d Decay rate of leaf pack in the stream, per day.
¯ Distance needed for uptake of soluble nitrogen in stream which is an index of nutrient spiraling.

production in the urban and suburban streams is muchReferences
lower. The reference forest stream was veryretentive ofCouch, C.A.,J.C. DeVivoandBJ.Freeman. 1995. USGS/
the carbon and nutrients that are delivered to it from its NA WQA Program. What Fish Live in the Streams
watershed, and had high fish and macroinvertebrate of Metropolitan Atlanta? Fact Sheet: FS-091-95.
diversity. A better picture of dynamics of these four (February 1995).
stream ecosystems will be developed by further moni-Couch, C.A., E Hopkins, and P. Hardy. 1996..tnfluence
toring over the next several years, of EnvironmentalSettings on Aquatic Ecosystems

In summary, the three studies clearly show that in the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River
watershed development has a negative impact on urban Basin. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Re-
warm water streams in the southern Piedmont. This is port95-4278.58 pp.
manifested in reduced fish abundance, lower speciesDeVivo, J.C., C.A. Couch and B.J. Freeman 1997. "Use
richness, increased nonnative fish species, lower IBI of Preliminary Index of Biotic Integrity in Urban
scores, reduced macro invertebrate diversity and lower Streams Around Atlanta, Georgia." pp. 40-43. In:
community metabolism. The severity of many of these 1997 Georgia Water Resources Conference.
impacts can generally be related to the intensity ofMeyer, J.L., E.A.Kramer, M.J. Paul, W.K. Taulbee, and
watershed development, as measured by watershed C.A. Couch. 1996. Influences of Watershed Land
population density. The Atlanta studies provide the Use on Stream Structure and Function. EPA!NSF
first documentation in the Southeast of the strong Water and Watersheds Symposium. (November
negative relationship between urbanization and stream 1996).
quality that has been observed in other eco-regions.

mTRS
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7"echmcal .\:o[e-vl /6.from Watershed Protection Techniques 3(3). 735-739

Housing Density and Urban Land Use
as Stream Quality Indicators

A large number ot" indicators exist toIllinois area popuiation grew by a modest 4%, yet the
//.~ measure the amount of urbanization in aamount of land in urban/suburban use grew by more

.a. -,~.watershed, and in turn, predict stream quality,than33%(NIPC, 1998). Thispattem ofgrowthappears
Impervious cover has traditionally been the primaryto be continuing: Census Bureau estimates indicate
indicator of watershed urbanization, but two recentthat the region’s population has grown as much since
studies from Ohio and Illinois focus on housing den-1990asithadintheprevioustwodecades(NIPC, 1998).
sity, urban land use. and population density as indica-

Over the past decade, numerous studies havetots. These studies provide some of the first real data
linked increasing urbanization with stream degradation.on relationships between urbanization and stream qual-
The research by Chris Yoder and Ed Rankin perhapsi~’ in the Midwest.
best illustrates this relationship. They report, "Few if

Midwestem streams have many attributes uniqueany, ecologically healthy watersheds exist in the older
to the area. Most Midwestem streams flow across themost extensively urbanized areas of Ohio and no head-
gently sloping till and outwash plains created after thewater streams (i.e., draining <20 mi~) sampled by Ohio
lastgreat icesheets receded from North America 10,000EPA during the past 18 years in these areas have
years ago. Typically, these streams are low gradient,exhibited full attainment of the Warmwater Habitat
shal!owly entrenched, alluvial systems with extensive(WWH) use designation" (Yoder, 1995; Yoder and
associated wetlands (McNab and Avers, 1994). InRankin, 1996).
terms ofaquaticdiversity, the Midwesthas historically

A recent study by Yoder, Dale White, and Bobhad the highest diversity of freshwater mussels in North
Milmer (1999) of the Ohio EPA further explored theAmerica. Prior to settlement, over 80 species of flesh-
effects of urbanization on a large number of Ohiowater mussels were present in the state of Illinois alone
streams. This study team utilized bioassessment tech-(INHS, 1996).
niques to link land uses with stream quality in two Ohio

Unfortunately, over hail’of the remaining musselecoregions. Fish, benthic macroinvertebrates, stream
species existing in the Midwest are now classified ashabitat and water chemistry were sampled in urban/
endangered, threatened, or of special state concernsuburban watersheds in the Cuyahoga River basin in
(USFWS, 1998). The formerlyextensivewetlandsofthenortheastern Ohio and smaller subwatersheds in the
Midwesthavebeenreducedbyover80%andintensiveColumbus metropolitan area of central Ohio. The
agricultural and land development practices have led toCuyahoga watersheds are characterized by extensive
the straightening, channelization, and impoundment ofdevelopment, including a mix of older residential, corn-
many streams. These practices have resulted in highmercial, and industrial land uses, along with more recent
rates of sedimentation and nutrient enrichment in thesuburban development. The Columbus watersheds are
region’s streams and rivers, characterized by residential urban land use, much of

Landdevelopmentpressuresareincreasinginmanywhich has developed within the last two decades.
Midwestem communities, rendering urbanization anHowever, asignificantdifferencebetweentheCuyahoga
even greater threat to the region’s aquatic resources,and Columbus study areas is that many oft.he sample
For example, between ! 970 and 1990, the northeastern~oints in the Cuyahoga drainage were located in larger

Sam pie Dra inage Macro- Fish Ha bitat Water
Location Areas Invertebrate Samples Assessment Chemistry

(sq. mi.). Samples Samples
Cuyahoga 2 - 700 80 82 82 103

_C°lumbus <35 0 80 80 0
R0079574
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watersheds that were subjected to significant point source
discharges. The smaller subwatersheds of the Columbus

Columbus Area Streams study area had far less influence from point source dis-
60 charges. Table 1 summarizes the team’s sampling effort.

I~
The researchers chose housing density and urban

land use as surrogates of watershed impervious cover.
50 l" These two indicators were chosen because census data,

for calculating housing density, and state land use infor-

~ mation, for calculating percent urban land, were readily
available. In addition to the effects of urbanization, the

--
40 --

I
study also examined the potential effects of watershed

~ scale and significant other stressors in the urban environ-

.o ment. Table 2 lists the predominant stressor types in the
m 30 , Cuyahoga basin.

"~ --" ~ Results
20 ~ ~ Data from the Columbus area streams showed a sig-

nificant decrease in fish assessment scores when water-
sheds exceeded 33% urban land use, although there was

12 3.3% 11.4% 32.5%. considerable variation above and below this percentage
~ I I among individual watersheds (Figure 1). At this level of

15t 2rid 3rd 4~ urbanization, fish communities displayed a shift in commu-
nity composition indicated by the loss of intolerant darters
and sculpins, a decrease in insectivorous fish, and an
increase in the proportion of tolerant species.

Overall, the Cuyahoga basin streams depicted a sig-
nificant drop in fish index of biotic integrity (IBI) scores at
around 8% urban land use (Figure 2). This relatively low

O level of urban land use was related to a significant impact
0 to the biological community primarily because ofwater-

O shed scale and the presence of other stressors not gener-
ally found in the Columbus area streams. The researchers
found that when streams with a watershed size of less than

100 mF were analyzed separately, the level at which fish [BI
scores dropped significantly increased to around 15%
urban land use (Figure 3). Figure 4 illustrates this data
further broken down by the type of impact. The study
showed that sites affected by combined sewer outfalls,
significant wastewater treatment plant outfalls, and highly

1 modified habitats (i.e., channelized, impounded) failed to
attain their appropriate biocriteria regardless of the degree1 st          2na          3rd          4th        of urbanization.

Housing Uni~ (Quartile)
Housing density was also strongly linked to stream

quality, but with somewhat differing results (Figure 5).
While urban land use depicted a more or less continuous

! Least impacted - large lot residential areas with significant decline in stream quality with increasing urbanization,
open space housing density displayed a threshold re~;ponse coincid-
Gross in stream habitat alteration - gross channel ing with approximately one housing unit per acre, above
modifications and/or impoundments which sites generally failed to attain their appropriate

biological criteria.

Combined sewer overflow discharges (CSOs) Similar results were obtained in astudy undertaken by
~Wastewater treatment plant discharges DennisDreher(1997)oftheNonheastemillinoisPlanning

Commission (NIPC). Dreher’s study utilized a similarWa stewater treatment plant disc harges w/CSOs
bioassessment approach with the main difference between

Urbanization the two studies being the choice of urbanization indicator.
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The Illinois study utilized population density, as ansheds in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 people per acre scored
indicator of urbanization, rather than housing densityin the fair to good range. With substantial additional
or urban land use. development still occurring, these watersheds are at

The six-county Northeastern Illinois studv arearisk of significant further degradation.
! Cook. DuPage, Kane, Lake,.McHenry, and Will’coun-
ti~s) includes the extensively urbanized Chicago metro-Conclusions
politan area and its adjacent suburbs, as well as large

Both the Dreher study and the Yoder et al. studyareas of outlying rural/agricultural land. Even though
demonstrate that there is a strong negative relationshipdischarges from point sources and combined sewer
between increasing urbanization and stream quality, inoverflows in this region have been reduced dramatically
the Midwest and that bioassessment can play an impor-over the past 20 years, many of this region’s watenvays
rant role in assessing and managing urban streams. Asremain seriously impaired,
both studies used similar biological assessment meth-

In ’,his study, population density was chosen asodo!ogies, the efficiency and utility of the different
the urbanization indicator tbr several reasons, the mosturbanization indicators can be compared to determine
notable being the difficulty in accurately quantifyingwhich provides the best predictorofstreamqualityover
the impervious cover in a large number of watershedsa wide range of land use intensities and watershed
on a regional scale. In contrast, digital population datascales. And indeed, all three indicators appear to pro-
wasreadilyavailable fortheregionandcouldbeutilizedvide useful information. Population density and per-
withexistingGISresources. In addition, theauthorfeltcentage of urban land use were found to depict a
that local land use planners and government officialscontinuous negative response to urbanization. Hous-
readily understand population density, perhaps moreing density, on the other hand, depicted a threshold
so than impervious cover, response to urbanization. This may indicate that hous-

Dreher found a strong correlation (ta = 0.77) be-ing density’s utility for predicting stream quality at
tween population density and fish community assess-intermediate levels of urbanization is limited. However,
ments for the Northeastern Illinois region. The majorityadditional investigation will be needed in this area.
of the streams assessed in urban/suburban watersheds Both studies appear to have derived similar conclu-
with population densities of 1.5 to 8.0+ people peracresions regarding the level at which significant stream
had community assessment scores in the fair to poordegradation occurs. In analyzing their results, Yoder
range, indicative of significant degradation. In con-

an.dhiscolleaguesidentifiedathresholdatonehousingtrast, nearly all the rural/agricultural streams (0.05 to 0.5unit per acre, beyond which fish and macroinvertebrate
people/acre) had assessments scoring in the good orassessments increasingly fail to attain their appropriate
betterrange. However, only two ofthe 13 rural/agricul-biological criteria. Assuming that one unit per acre
tural streams studied scored in the excellentrange. Thewould represent a suburban medium to low density
study also found that most "suburbanizing" water-development (single-familydetachedhomes),then 2.5

Land
Typical value I level at

which
use for ION density significant Advantage Disadvantage Apwopriata Utility for Local

indicator residendal use ~npact s~ale Wa~mhed
observed Pbnning

% Impervious Sub-
Cover 10% 10-20% Most accurate Highest level of

effort and cost watershed ~- High
watershed

Low accuracy in areas
of substantialHousing 1 units/acre >1 un~acre commercial or     Less accurate at Wate~hed orDensity industrial development, smaller scales larger Mode-ate

! Moderately accurate at
larger scales

Low accuracy in areas

Population 1.5 to 8+
of substantial

Density 2.5 people/acre commeroal or     less accurate at Watem=hed orpeople/aoe industrial development, smaller scales larger Moderate
Moderately accurate at

larger scales

I Does mtUrban Land
10-100% 33% (variable) Moderately accurate at measure Water~hed o~Use larger scales intensity ¢f larger ~

~ ~oan~ion R0079576
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people per acre would be a reasonable estimate ofmade at the local level, land use planners need tools
population density (ULI, 1997). This would coincidethat are applicable to smaller scale local planning
with Dreher’s categoH. of 1.5 to 8+ people per acre, atareas. More work is still needed in identifying and
which streams typically scored in the fair to poor range,applying these indicators at smaller scales to deter-
Based upon the results of these studies, it appears thatmine their practical usefulness in local watershed
there is agreement between these two indicators of

planning andmanagement. Table3 summarizes some
urbanization, at least in terms of a threshold for use
attainment. However, population density may be a more
useful tool for predicting stream quality due to its more
continuous negative response to increasing urbaniza-
tion.

U~’ban land cover was also found to be a good
predictor of stream quality, but other factors such as
historic development patterns, the level of direct chart- ~ Cuy~hoga e~sin Streams
nel alteration, and the array of land uses included as
urban land may limit the precision of this indicator. <100 sq. ml.

The Dreher study and the Yoder et al. study, as well        50
as others, have demonstrated a clear negative relation-
ship between increasing urbanization and stream qual-
ity. However, most assessments of this type to date        40
have been conducted on large regional scales. Robert
Steedman of the University or’Toronto (1988) found that
watershed scale played a significant role in the ability o f       30
the urban land use indicator to predict stream degrada-
tion. He found that large watersheds, with an average
size of 112 miz, had poor land use/stream quality corre-
lations (r~=. 11 ) when comparedto small watersheds with 20
an average watershed size ofjust 6.5 mi2 (r2 =.78). This
would appear to reinforce the idea that watershed scale
is an important factor in assessing the utility of indica-

tors of urbanization. As land use decisions are generally 1st 2rid 3rd 4th
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7"echmcal Note #111 from Watershed Protection Techntques 3(2): 681-684

A Study of Paired Catchments Within
Peavine Creek, Georgia

M ost studies that have evaluated the relation-virtually identical rainfall. The major contrast is in imper-
ship between impervious cover and streamvious cover. The Fernbank Forest catchment (77 acres
quality were conducted by measuring doz-and 5% impervious) is protected as an urban forest

ens of catchments or subwatersheds. Fewer investiga-preserve and serves as the reference catchment, while
tions have utilized the paired watershed study design,the Deepdene Park catchment (89 acres and 19% imper-
in which two nearby catchments of different levels ofvious) serves as the impacted catchment. The develop-
impervious cover are intensively studied over time tomerit that is present in the catchments is predominantly
assess comparative conditions and impacts, residential and relatively dated (i.e, older than 50 years);

Recentwork by Barrett Walker(1996)isanexamplehowever, there is a small component of institutional
of such a paired catchment study. The study, con-land use in the Fernbank Forest catchment.
ducted in metropolitan Atlanta, provides further evi- The Deepdene neighborhood was designed at the
dence that impervious cover is a good indicator ofturn of the century by the eminent landscape architect
overall stream health. The study suggests that imper-Frederick Law Olmsted. Public sewer exists in both
vious cover as low as 5% within a catchment can becatchments, located within the street rights-of-way
correlated to early signs ofcharmel erosion and insta-and away from the channels. Deepdene Branch is fed
bility, by a storm drain collection system that collects and

conveys runoff from roofs, roads, and driveways be-
Differences Between the Two Catchments fore it is discharged to the stream. The Fembank

For a paired catchment study to be most effective,Branch, in contrast, has a relatively small number of
homes and accompanying roads, and the majority ofit is important to choose catchments with nearly iden-

tical physical characteristics (e.g., order, slope, aspect,the runoff occurs as overland flow across the forest

length, etc.). This makes it easier to detect differencesfloor. Both catchments benefit from a well-established

in stream dynamics (such as biological diversity, flow,forested riparian buffer; however, the buffer width of
the Deepdene Branch is significantly narrower than)ollutant loads, and channel stability), in response to

an independentvariabte (inthis case, impervious cover),that of the Fembank Branch (see Figure t).

As can be seen from Figure 1 and Table 1, the two
catchments in this study have remarkably similar physi-Study Methods
cal characteristics. Biological, flow, suspended sediment, and chan-

The paired catchments are located within a largernel geometry data were collected as part of the study.
urban watershed called Peavine Creek. The catchmentsThe sampling methods used were simple, rapid, and
are similar in size, aspect, slope, and soils and receivenot the most sophisticated possible; however, they

Descriptive Data Deepdene Catchment Fernbank Catchment

Watershed Area (acres) 89 77

Imperviousness (%) 19 5

Stream Length (~) 2,297 2,625

S~eam Slope (%) 3.3 3.4
Watershed Orientation West West NW

Drainage Infrastructure storm drains outfall to stTeam none - overland flow

Ripadan Buffer Good Excellent
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~ere adequate to observe the dynamics of urban stream limited basis in 1995. The events covered a broad range
catc,nments with relati~,elv low impervious cover, of rainfall depths (0.01 in- 1.3 in). The data indicate th~at

The macroinvertebrate analysis utilized a local the runoffresponse in the Deepdene Branch is 2.5 to six
Georgia Adopt-A-S~ream protocol. The protocol gen-times greater than in the Fernbank Branch. This dispar-
crates a weighted index value based on the presence ofity is likely attributable to the amount of impervious
’~ens~tive.’" ’somewhat tolerant." and "’tolerant" spe- cover in the drainages.
ties. Qualitative ratings are assigned in the following
manner: poor (<! l); t’air (I 1 - 16); good (17- 22); andSuspended Solids
exceilent(>22).

Total suspended solids (TSS) were used as an
To estimate dry and wet weather flows, streamindicator of sediment movement. Suspended sediment

gauges were located at the lower ends of the twoconcentrations in the Deepdene Branch increased pro-
catchments. Discharge was then estimated based onportionately with rainfall and yielded significant con-
channel geometry, and velocity measurements. Sus-centrations for all but I ght (i.e., < 0 02 in) rainfal s. The
pended sediment samples were collected using a start-response pattern in the Fernbank Branch was much less
dard grab sample technique during stormflow events,extreme, whereeven moderateto heavy rainfalls yielded
The samples were collected at the same locations thatrelatively low concentrations of suspended sediment.
thedischargeestimates were made. Diagnostic channelDiagnostic sampling within the Deepdene drainage
stability data were collected with respect to substrate,indicated that the majority of the sediment load is
slope, and cross-sectional geometry. These methodsattributed to channel erosion as opposed to sediment
were able to qualitatively characterize the relative sta-
bility of the channels along different reaches and to
relate them to catchment conditions such as impervious
cover.

Macroinvertebrate Surv~,

Eight sampling events at a single sampling station
on each stream occurred over a one-year period. The
results of the macroinvertebrate sampling (Figure 2)
indicate that the Fembank Branch consistently scored
in the excellent range (average score of 27), while the
Deepdene Branch scored between fair and good (aver-
age score of 15).

Fish surveys were also conducted as part of a
larger study. The Fembank Branch survey found two
species of fish and numerous salamanders, while the
Deepdene Branch contained no fish and an occasional
salamander. Lack offish abundance and diversity may
also be attributable to the small size of the streams and
catchments.

Streamflow Analysis

Streamflow measurements were made in both
drainages during wet and dry weather conditions. For
the dry weather measurements, flows were recorded
during 1994 (a wet year - about 60 inches of annual
precipitation) and 1995 (an average year - about 53
inches of annual precipitation). In both instances, the
base flows in the Deepdene Branch were about one
third that of the Fembank Branch. Differences in
infiltration due to the export ofrunofffrom impervious
cover was suspected as the cause for the low base flow
m Deepdene Branch; however, there are no historic
flow data (i.e., prior to development in Deepdene
Branch) to document this assertion.

Stream response to rainfall was evaluated on a
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Stream Indicator Fernbank Deepdene
Catchment Imperviousness 5 % 1 9 %
M acroin vertebrates excellent fair
Baseflow 3 times greater than Deepdene one third that of Fernbank
Stormflow 2.5 to 6 times less than 2.5 to 6 times greater than

Deepdene Fernbank
Suspended Sediment >!,200 ppm in 1.3 inch rainfall < 300 ppm in 1.3 inch rainfall
Channel Geometry generally stable significant downcutting visible

along entire reach of stream

being transported from impervious surfaces into thearea of the catchment that is developed and recently
stream, experienced new residential construction. The con-

struction resulted in the concentration of driveway and
Stream Geometry rooftop runoff from several area homes into a small V-

The amount of sediment generated from eachshaped gully upstream from the source springs of the
main channel. In just one year, the gully eroded into acatchment can generally be related to their relative
scour hole and threatens to continue to downcut.channel stability.. Channel geometry in the Fembank

and Deepdene Branches was evaluated along four
reaches of stream in each drainage. The analysis wasSummary
largely a qualitative assessment of the two catchments. A summary of Walker’s findings are presented in

The Deepdene channel showed signs of signifi-Table 2. This paired catchment study provides further

cant downcurting, particularly at culvert outlet Ioca-evidence that impervious cover is a good indicator of

tions. The lower reach of the Deepdene channel wasoverall stream health. At 19% imperviousness, the

somewhathetdincheckbyaroadculvertwhichservedDeepdene Branch shows multiple signs of impacts

as a hard control that prevents further downcurting,from urbanization. Base flow is diminished, stormflows

However, the culvert had itself been eroded by thearelargerandmore frequent, sedimentloadsarehigher,
increased volumes and frequencies of flow in theand the channel is largely unstable. The headwater

channel. In addition, the concentration of the in-development within the Fembank drainage, despite its
creased flows bythe culvert had exacerbatedthe down-small overall contribution to the makeup of the catch-

stream erosion, ment, has the potential to greatly alter the current
excellent stream health unless certain stormwater man-The Fernbank channel was found to be much more
agement measures are implemented. While the impactstable than the Deepdene channel. However, therewas
can largely be attributed to the small size of the

recent evidence of channel erosion in the headwater
catchment, the location of the disturbance within thereach of Fernbank channel. This is significant as it is this
catchment, and the absence of effective stormwater
controls, it nonetheless suggests that, even at 5%
imperviousness, receiving streams can be significantly
impacted by increased runoff. - EWB
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Section 3: Watershed Planning
Watershed Protection Tool #1

W~atershed planning is the first and perhaps most important watershed protection tool, as
ur furore land use decisions fundamentally shape and influence the health of any water
ody. The objective of a watershed plan is to evaluate the impact of land use decisions on the

watershed, and then shift the amount and location of future impervious cover to maintain the level of watershed
quality, desired by a community. This is not an easy task, and cannot be accomplished in a single study or report.
Effective watershed planning requires continuous involvement and long-term commitment by local governments
and watershed advocates. Indeed, many early watershed planning efforts neglected this point, and therefore
tailed to provide much long term protection for the watershed. Article 29 examines other reasons why watershed
plans have failed in the past, and provides some practical tips on how to overcome these obstacles.

To be effective, then, a watershed manager must coordinate a c.omplex planning process that will lead to real
implementation. During this process, watershed managers face a common series of tasks. First, he or she must
predict what will happen to water resources in the face of future land development. This can be quickly done by
using the impervious cover/stream quality model described in article 28, but other models or indicators
may be more suitable, depending on the type of watershed. Second, the watershed manager must workII I
with watershed stakeholders to agree on the most important water resource goals that will drive the plan.
A realistic future land use plan for the watershed can only be developed after these community goals are"A watershed man-
established. At this point, the watershed manager must choose the most economic and politicallyager must coordi-
acceptabie land use planning tools that can limit the creation of new impervious cover. In addition, he or
she must decide how to adapt and apply the other seven watershed protection tools, which are summa-hate a complex
rized in article 27 and described in much greater detail in sections four to I0 of this book. planning process
Lastly, a watershed manager must create a watershed management organization that can advocate for thethat will lead to real
implementation of the plan. This last task is particularly important, since any plan that changes land useimplementation."
or calls for greater regulation of development will be inherently controversial. Many private landowners
and developers already have a strong financial stake in the current land use plan or development regula-
tions. They understand the old roles, have made bets on its outcome, and prefer that it stays the same.
And in the real world, they often wield great influence with local elected leaders and planning authorities.

Consequently, a strong watershed organization is needed to effectively counterbalance these economic inter-
ests. Not only can watershed organizations speak on behalf of the watershed, they are often the most direct way
to reach and educate the public about what is truly at stake in the watershed. Only a watershed organization that
involves all stakeholders, including landowners and developers, can demonstrate the deep and wide support for
the plan to elected leaders. And lastly, only a watershed organization can be a tree watchdog, and ensure that the

paper plan is actually realized on the ground.

Perhaps the best justification for watershed planning is that it
can maintain free watershed services that would otherwise need
to be replaced at great cost. The economic case for watershed
protection is made in article 30, which suggests that the modest
additional cost for government and developers in watershed
protection is more than compensated for by increased benefits
to adjacent property owners and the community at large.
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Water~hed Planmng Trends m Last Decade

I’he tast decade has seen a great shrinking in the scale at which watershed planning ts performed. Most plans are
,now conducted on smaller watersheds (or more precisely, subwatersheds) that range from two to 20 square redes ~n
s~ze. The advantages of this shift to subwatershed planning are outlined in articles 28 and 29.

In recent years, planners have adopted impervious cover as the primary, indicator of current and future ~ aterslaed
health. This trend coincides with the rapid development of geographic information systems (GIS) that also occurred
in the last decade. Armed with a wealth of easily accessible watershed informataon, planners can analyze watershecls
and prepare maps at a speed that was inconceivable just a few years ago. These trends have ushered m a ne~ era of
rap~d watershed planning, ~n which subwatershed plans can be performed in months rather than years, and for a
t’ract~on of the cost. These rapid methods are described in greater detail in the Center’s Raput Watershed ?,ranmng
Handbook. A small but growing number of communities are now experimennng with thts new approach, but ~t ’.s too
early to tell whether this new generation of watershed plans can change existing land use and practices enough to
meet watershed protection goals.

Research Needs in Watershed Planning

As mapervious cover becomes more of a standard currency m watershed planning, more accurate and precise
measurements of the relationship between specific land uses and impervious cover levels are needed. For example.
does the impervious cover level associated with a land use or zoning category vary depending on the era an which
it was built or its distance from the urban core? How much does the land use/impervious cover relationship really
change when a community applies watershed protection tools such as open space subdivisions, aquatxc buffers or
better site design? Research is needed to answer to these questions, not only to improve our capacity, to accurately
forecast impervious cover in the future, but also to better manage it in our current planning efforts.

Watershed planning has always been envisioned as a continuous cycle of planning, implementation and monitoring.
It is possible to improve our management efforts in each cycle, but only if we critically analyze and learn from the
success and failure we encounter in past cycles. This kind ofreu’ospective analysis can only be done tfwe set clear
and measurable outcomes for the watershed plans we are preparing today.

27. The Tools of Watershed Protection ....................................................................................................133
28. Basic Concepts in Watershed Planning ...............................................................................................145
29. Crafting Better Watershed Plans .......................................................................................................162
30. The Economics of Watershed Protection .............................................................................................171
31. Microbes in Urban Watersheds: Implications for Watershed Managers .............................................t83
32, Methods for Estimating Effective Impervious Area of Urban Watersheds ..........................................193
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(Thapter 2 from 7"he Rapid ;l’atershed Planmng Handbook

The Tools of Watershed Protection

~e
n this article, we outline a watershed protection̄ Predict what will happen to water resources in the
pproach that applies eight tools to protect or face of furore land use change.
store aquatic resources in a subwatershed. These. Obtain consensus on the most important water re-tools are as follows:

source goats for the watershed.
Tooll. Land UsePlanning ° Develop a future land use pattern for the
Tool 2. Land Conservation subwatersheds within the watershed that can meet
Tool 3. Aquatic Buffers those goals.

Tool 4. Better Site Design " Select the most acceptable and effective land use
planning technique to reduce or shift future imper-Tool 5. Erosion and Sediment Control
.vious cover.

Tool 6. Stormwater Treatment Practices " Select the most appropriate combination of other
Tool 7. Non-StorrnwaterDischarges watershed protection tools to apply to individual
Toot 8. Watershed Stewardship Programs subwatersheds.

¯ Devise an ongoing management structure to adoptThe practice of watershed protection is about
and implement the watershed plan.making choices about what tools to apply, and in what

combination. The eight watershed protection tools
roughly correspond to the stages of the developmentLand Use Planning Teehniques

cycle from initial land use planning, site design, and Watershed planning is best conducted at the subwa-
construction through home ownership (see Figure 1).tershed scale, where it is recognized that stream quality
As a result, a watershed manager will generally need tois related to land use and consequently impervious cover.
apply some form of all eight tools in every’ watershedOne of the goals of watershed planning is to shift devel-
to provide comprehensive watershed protection. Theopment toward subwatersheds that can support a particu-
tools, however, are applied in different ways depend-lar type of land use and/or density. The basic goal of the
ing on what category of subwatershed is being pro-watershed plan is to apply land use planning techniques
tected, to redirect development, preserve sensitive areas, and

maintain or reduce the impervious cover within a givenThe remainder of this article describes the nature
subwatershed.and purpose of the eight watershed protection tools,

outlines some specific techniques for applying the A wide variety of techniques can be used to manage
tools, and highlights some key choices a watershedland use and impervious cover in subwatersheds. Some
manager should consider when applying or adaptingof these techniques include the following:
the tools within a given subwatershed. Each of these ° Watershed based zoning
tools is an essential element of a comprehensive water- ¯ Overlay zoningshed protection approach and their goal is to provide
local communities with a realistic approach for main- ° Urban growth boundaries

taining a quality environment for future generations. ¯ Large lot zoning

Local officials face hard choices when deciding
Tool #1: Land Use Planning which land use planning techniques are the most appro-

priate to modify current zoning. These techniques haveSince impervious cover has such a strong influ-
been employed in a wide variety of watershed applica-ence on subwatershed quality, a watershed manager
tions by many local governments across the country.must critically analyze the degree and location of

future development (and impervious cover) that is Watershed-Based Zoning: This specialized tech-
expected to happen in a watershed. Consequently,nique is the foundation of a land use planning process
land use planning ranks as perhaps the single mostusing subwatershed boundaries as the basis for future
important watershed protection tool. When preparingland use decisions. Watershed based zoning involves
a watershed plan, a watershed manager needs to do thedefining existing watershed conditions, measuring cur-
following: rent and potential future impervious cover, classifying

The Practice of Watershed Protection; Article 2 7
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subwatersheds based on the amount of future impervious-8. Adopt specific watershed protection strategies
hess, and most importantly modifying master plans and for each subwatershed.
zoning to shift the location and density of future develop-9. Conduct long term monitoring over a prescribed
merit to the appropriate subwatershed management cat- cycle to assess watershed status.
egories. An example ofsubwatershed management cat-

Overlay Zoning: This land use managementegories within a watershed is shown in Figure 2. Water-
technique consists of superimposing additional regu-shed based zoning can employ a mixture of land use and
latory standards, specifying permitted uses that are

zoning options to achieve desired results. A watershedotherwise restricted, or applying specific develop-
based zoning approach should include the following nine

merit criteria onto existing zoning provisions. Over-
steps: lay zones are mapped districts that place special
1. Conduct a comprehensive stream inventory,, restrictions or specific development criteria without
2. Measure current levels of impervious cover, changing the base zoning. The advantage is that
3. Verify impervious cover/stream quality relationships, specific criteria can be applied to isolated areas with-
4. Project future levels of impervious cover, out a threat of being considered spot zoning. Overlay
5. Classify subwatersheds based on stream managementdistricts are not necessarily restricted by the limits of

"templates" and current impervious cover, the underlying base zoning. An overlay zone may
6. Modify master plans/zoning to correspond to subwa-take up only a part of an underlying zone or may even

tershed impervious cover targets and other manage-encompass several underlying zones. Often t,~,e utili-
merit strategies identified in Subwatershed Manage-zation of an overlay zone is optional. A developer can
ment Templates. choose to develop a property according to the under-

7. Incorporate management priorities from larger water-lying zoning provisions. However, in order to de-
shed management units such as river basins or largervelop certain uses or certain densities, the overlay
watersheds, provisions kick-in. Overlay zones can also be created
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to protect particular resources such as wetlands, for-important issues to consider in establishing an urban
ests, or historic sites. Here the provisions of thegrowth boundary. These include the following:
overlay zone incorporate mandatory requirements. Public facilities and services must be nearby and/orwhich restrict development in some way to reach the
desired end. can be provided at reasonable cost and in a specific

time frame.
Urban Growth Boundaries: This planning tech-. A sufficient amount of land to meet projected growthnique establishes a dividing line between areas, appro- over the planning period must be provided.~riate for urban and suburban development, and areas° A mix of land uses must be provided.appropriate for agriculture, rural and resource protec-

tion. Boundaries are typically set up for a 10 or 20 year° The potential impact of growth within the boundary
)eriod and should be maintained during of the life of on existing natural resources should be analyzed.
the planning period. Boundaries may be examined at" The criteria for defining the boundary needs to be
planning period renewal intervals to assess whether fair and should consider natural features (versus
conditions have changed since they were established, man-made features) wherever possible. The use of
Boundaries should rarely be changed between plan- watershed boundaries as the urban growth bound-
ning cycles to ensure a consistent playing Held for both art is one such natural feature.
the marketplace and citizens. Large Lot Zoning: This land use planning

Urban growth boundaries are sometimes called technique is perhaps most widely used to try to
development service districts, and include areas where mitigate the impacts of development on receiving
~ublic services are already provided (e.g., sewer, wa- water quality. The technique involves zoning land
ter, roads, police, Hre, and schools). The delineation of at very low densities to disperse impervious cover R0079,~86the boundary is very important. There are several over large areas. Densities of one lot per two, five,

or even 10 acres is not uncommon.
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From the standpoint or’watershed protection, large lot While land conservation is most important in sensi-
zoning is most effective when lots are extremely largerive subwatersheds, it is also a critical tool in other
(five to 20 acre lots) While Iarge lot zoning does tendsubwatershed management categories. Each
to reduce the impervious cover and therefore thesubwatershed should have its own land conservation
amount ofstorrnwater runoff at a particular location, itstrategy based on its management catego~, inventor, of
also spreads development over vast areas. The roadconservation areas, and land ownership patterns.
networks required to connect these large lots can

The five conservation areas are not always clearlyactually increase the total amount of imperviousness
differentiable. Some of the natural areas may overlapcreated for each dwelling unit (Schueler, 1995). In
among the conservation areas. For example, a freshwa-addition, large lot zoning contributes to regional sprawl,
ter wetland may serve as a critical habitat, be part of theSprawl-like development increases the expense of
aquaticcorridorandalsocomprisepartofthehydrologicproviding community services such as fire protection,
reserve areas. However, the bulk of the most criticalwater and sewer systems, and school transportation,
areas are covered in at least one of these five categories.

Key Land Use Planning Choices for the Watershed
Techniques for Conserving LandManager

Different land management techniques are neededWhen applying the land use planning tool, water-
to conserve natural areas. These techniques depend onshed managers need to answer some hard questions
the type of conservation area and subwatershed beingrelating to land use and watershed planning:
managed. Each subwatershed contains a unique mixture

¯ What are the most economically and politicallyof conservation areas and requires careful choices for
acceptablelanduseplanningtechnique(s)thatcanland conservation, depending on the goat of the
be used to shift orreduce impervious cover amongsubwatershed plan. geographic region, and stakeholder
my subwatersheds? consensus.

¯ How accurate are the estimates of the amount and There are numerous techniques that can be used to
location of future impervious cover in my water-conserve land which provide a continuum ranging from
shed? Are better projections needed? absolute protection to ve~ limited protection. Some of

¯ Will future increases in impervious cover createthe major land conservation techniques include:
unacceptable changes to a watershed and/or sub-̄ Land Acquisition
watershed? ¯ Conservation Easements

¯ Which subwatersheds appear capable of absorb-
Regulate Land Alterationing future growth in impervious cover?

¯ Exclusion or Setback of Water Pollution Hazards

Tool #2: Land Conservation
¯ Protection within the Green Space of Open Space

Designs
While the first tool emphasizes how much imper-o Landowner Stewardship

vious cover is created in a watershed, the second tool
¯ Public Sector Stewardshipconcerns itself with land conservation. Five types of

land may need to be conserved in a subwatershed:
Key Land Conservation Choices for the Watershed

¯ Critical habitats for plant and animal Manager
communities

When applying the land conservation tool, a water-
" Aquatic corridors along streams and shorelinesshedmanagermustmakesomecarefulchoicesaboutthe
¯ Hydrologic reserve areas that sustain a stream’smix of conservation areas to protectand whattechniques

hydrologic regime to employ. Given the large areas that need to be con-
* Water hazards that pose a risk of potential poilu-served within some subwatersheds, many different con-

tion spills servation techniques need to be applied to cover the
¯ Cultural/historicalareasthatareimportanttoourpatchwork of public and private lands across a

sense of place subwatershed.

Some of the land conservation choices a watershedA watershed manager must choose which of these
natural and cultural areas must be conserved in amanager often has to make include:

subwatershed in order to sustain the integrity of its* What fraction of my subwatershed needs to be
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and to maintain conserved?
desired human uses from its waters. Table I includes° What are the highest priorities for land conservation
descriptions and examples of these five conservation in my subwatershed?
areas. ° Who will manage these conservation areas over the

long-term?
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Conservation Area Description Examples

Critical Habitat essential spaces for plant and animal tidal wetlands, freshwater
communities or populations wetlands, large forest clumps,

springs, spawning areas in
streams, habitat for rare or
endangered species, potential
restoration areas, native
vegetation areas, coves

Aquatic Corridor area where land andwater interact floodplains, stream channels,
spdngs and seeps, steep
slopes, small estuarine coves,
littoral areas, stream crossings,
shorelines, ripadan forest,
caves, and sinkholes

Hydrologic Reserve undeveloped areas responsible for forest, meadow, praide,

~
maintaining the predevelopment wetland, crop pastureor
hydrologic response of a managed forest
subwatershed

Water Pollution Hazard any land use or activity that is septic systems, landfills,
expected to create a relatively high hazardous waste generators,I dsk of potential water pollution above below nd tanks,or grou

impervious cover, surface or
subsurface discharge of
wastewater effluent, land
application sites, stormwater
"hotspots," pesticide
application, industrial
discharges, and road salt
storage areas

CulturallHistorical areas that provide a sense of place in historic or archaeologic sites,
Reserves the landscape and are important trails, parkland, scenic views,

habitats for people water access, bddges, and
recreational areas

R0079588
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’~ I ¯ What incentives can be used to promote steward- A watershed manager faces many tough questions
ship of private lands’? when desiring a buffer program for a subwatershed.

¯ Is a land trust available to accept and manageSome issues that should be addressed include:

conservation areas, or does one need to be cre-* How much of the aquatic corridor can be protected
ated? by buffers in my subwatershed?

¯ What are the most appropriate techniques to con-̄ How should buffers be managed and crossed9
serve land in the watershed9¯ ¯ Is restoration or better stewardship possible along

¯ At what scale and by what method should conser- an aquatic corridor that has already been devel-
vation areas be delineated? oped?

¯ Will the buffer network be managed as a recre-

Tool #3: Aquatic Buffers ational greenway or as a conservation area in my
subwatershed?The aquatic corridor, where land and water meet,

¯deserves special protection in the form of buffers (Fig- Who will own and maintain the buffer and how will
ure .3). A buffer can be placed along a stream or shoreline maintenance be paid for?
oraroundanaturalwetland. A bufferhasmanyusesand° How much pollutant removal can realistically be
benefits. Its primary use is to physically protect and expected from my buffer network?
separate a stream, lake or wetland channel from future
disturbance or encroachment. For streams, a network

Tool #4: Better Site Design
of buffers acts as a right-of-way during floods and
sustains the integrity of stream ecosystems and habi- Individual development projects can be designed to
tats. Technically, a butter is one type of land conser-reduce the amount of impervious cover they create, and
ration area, but it’s functional importance in water-increase the natural areas they conserve. Many in.nova-
shed protection merits some discussion on how theytivesiteplanningtechniqueshavebeen shown tosharply
work and why they are important, reduce the impact of new development (see Figure 4).

Designers, however, are oRen not allowed to use theseIn some settings, buffers can remove pollutants
techniques in many communities because of outdatedtraveling in stormwater or groundwater. Shoreline and
local zoning, parking or subdivision codes.stream buffers situated on flat soils have been found to

be effective in removing sediment, nutrients, and bac- Thus, the fourth watershed protection tool seeks to
foster better site designs that can afford greater protec-teria from stormwater runoffand septic system efflu-
tion to a subwatershed. The Center for Watershedent in a wide variety of rural and agricultural settings
Protection has recently developed a guidance manualalong the East Coast (Desbonnet et aL, 1994). While

the benefits of buffers in urban areas are impressive,entitled Better Site Design: ,4 Handbook for Changing
their capability to remove urban stormwater pollutantsDevelopment Rules in Your Comraunily (CWP, 199ga)
is often limited. Urban runoffconcentrates rapidly onthat helps watershed managers identify the local devel-

and hard packed turf surfaces and crosses theopment rules that need to be changed to promote better
buffer as channel flow, effectively short circuiting thesite designs.
buffer. Buffers can also provide wildlife habitat and Four better design strategies that have special merit
recreation. In many regions of the nation, the benefitsfor subwatershed protection include:
of a buffer are amplified if it is managed in a forested

I. Open space residential subdivisions
condition. 2. Green parking lots

The ability of buffers to actually realize the many 3. Headwater streets
potential benefits depends on how well the buffer is 4. Rooftop runoffmanagement
planned, designed and maintained. Buffers are impor-
tant because they make up an integral part of theOpen Space or Cluster Residential Subdivisions
watershed protection strategy and complement other

Cluster development designs minimize lot sizesprograms and efforts to protect critical receiving water
within a compact developed portion of a property whilequality,
leaving the remaining portion open. Housing can still be
detached single family homes as well as multi-familyKey Buffer Choices for the Watershed Manager
housing or a mix of both. Clustered development creates

When applying the buffer tool, a watershed man-protected open space that provides many environmental
agermustmakesomecarefulchoicesaboutwhichkindas well as market benefits. Cluster or open space
of buffers are needed and how wide they must be. Indevelopment design typically keeps 30 to 80% of the
many cases, a new buffer ordinance may need to betotal site area in permanent community open space with
adopted or an old one revised to establish an effectivemuch of the open space managed as natural area.
buffer network within a subwatershed. The key benefit of open space or cluster develop- R0079590
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ment is that it can reduce the amount of impervious coverrunoffvolume from asite by as much as 50% for mediurn
created by a residential subdivision by I0 to 50%(CWP.tolowdensi~’residentiallanduses(Pitt, 1987). Thiscan
1998b; DE DNREC, 1997: Dreher and Price. I994:significantly reduce the annual pollutant load and run.
Maurer, 1996: SCCCL, 1995). Clustering can alsooff volume being delivered to receiving waters and
provide many communiW and environmental benefits, therefore can have a substantial benefit in reducing
It can eliminate the need to clear and grade 35 to 60% ofdownstream impacts.
the total site area and can reserve up to 15% of the site for
active or passive recreation. When carefully designed,Key Site Design Choices for the Watershed M a n -
the recreation space can promote better pedestrian move-ager
ment, a stronger sense of community space, and a park-
like setting. Numerous studies have confirmed that       When using the better site design tool, awatershed
housing lots situated near greenways or parks sell for a manager should be realistic about how much impervi-

ous cover can be reduced through better site design inhigher price than more distant homes. Open space
a subwatershed. While better site designs can reducedesigns provide developers some "compensation" for
the impact of individual development projects, thelots that would otherwise have been lost due to wetland,
cumulative impact of too much development can stillfloodplain, or other requirements. This, in turn. reduces

the pressure to encroach on buffers and other naturaldegrade some subwatersheds, no matter how well each
one is designed. The value of the site design toolareas. In addition, the ample open spaces within a cluster

development provide a greater range of locations forappears to be greatest in those subwatersheds that are

more cost-effective storrnwater runoff practices, approaching their maximum impervious cover limit.

A watershed manager needs to make some careful

Green Parking Lots choices on how to best promote better site designs
within a subwatershed. Some questions include:

When viewed from the air, parking lots are usuallȳ Will better site design really make a difference in
the largest feature of a commercial area, at least in terms
of surface area. Over time, local parking codes have reducing the growth of impervious cover in the

sub-watershed?evolved to ensure that all workers, customers and resi-
¯ What are the most important development rulesdents have convenient and plentiful parking. In this

respect, local parking codes have been a great success, that need to be changed to promote better site
One by-product, however, has been the crcation of large design, and can a local consensus be achieved to
expanses of often needless impervious cover, actually change them?

¯ What economic and other incentives can be usedA key strategy to reduce impervious cover involves
to encourage developers to utilize better site de-the construction of green parking lots. Green parking

refers to an approach that downsizes parking areas while signs?

stillproviding convenient access for themotorist. Green° What is the time frame for revising codes and
parking can be achieved through careful design and a ordinances in the context of watershed planning?
comprehensive revision of local parking codes. The
common theme in green parking lots is minimization ofTool #5: Erosion & Sediment Control
impervious area at every stage of parking lot planning

Perhaps the most destructive stage of the develop-and design,
ment cycle is the relatively shor~ period when vegeta-
tion is cleared and a site is graded to create a buildable

Headwater Streets landscape. The potential impacts to receiving waters
Since streets are one of the biggest components ofare particularly severe at this stage. Trees and topsoil

impervious cover created by car transport needs, head-are removed, soils are exposed to erosion, natural
water streets are built on a revised classification systemtopography and drainage patterns are altered, and
where street width declines with decreasing averagesensitive areas are often disturbed. A combination of
daily trips (much like headwater streams which decreaseclearing restrictions, erosion prevention and sediment
in size with decreasing drainage area). This is essential,controls, coupled with a diligent plan review and strict
since streets are a key source area for stormwater pollut-construction enforcement are needed to help mitigate
ants and do not allow the natural infiltration ofwater intothese impacts. Many communities rely primarily on
the ground. By revisiting and changing some localsediment control as the primary strategy for sediment
subdivision codes many of the traditionally accepted

loss, though increasingly, the value of non.structural ]i

standards can be changed to address this issue, practices for erosion prevention are being recognized
(Brown and Caraco, 1997).

Rooftop Runoff Management                          Thus, the fifth watershed protection tool seeks to
Re-directing rooftop runoff over pervious surfaces reduce sediment loss during construction and to ensure

before it reaches paved surfaces can decrease the annualthat conservation areas, buffers, and forests are not
cleared or otherwise disturbed during construction.
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Key Erosion and Sediment Control Choices for theo What incentives can be used to minimize the amount
~,Vatershed Manager

of clearing at development sites?
E~e~’ communi~ should have an effective erosion

and sediment control (ESC) program to reduce the
Tool#6: Stormwater Treatment Practices

potentially’ severe impacts generated by the construc-
tion process. The watershed manager should play a A watershed managerneeds to make careful choices
key role in clef’ruing which specific ESC practices needabout what stormwater treatment practices need to be

to be applied within the subwatershed to best protectinstalled in the subwatershed to compensate for the
sensitive aquatic communities, reduce sediment loads,hydrological changes caused by new and existing devel-
and maintain the boundaries of conservation areas andopment. The key choice is to determine what are the
buffers, primary stormwater objectives for a subwatershed that

will govern the selection, design and location ofstormwa-
Some of the key decisions that watershed manag-ter practices at individual development sites. While theers or:ten make at the subwatershed level include:

specific design objectives for stormwater practices are¯ Is a higher level of ESC practice or more frequentoften unique to each subwatershed, the general goals for
inspection needed to protect my subwatershed?stormwater management are often the same:¯ How welldo current ESC programs reinforceother
watershed protection tools, such as buffers, con-

° Maintain groundwater recharge and quality,

servation areas, and better site design? ¯ Reduce stormwater pollutant loads
¯ Protect stream channels

Open Channel

Stormwat~r Pond Stormwater Wetland

Stormwater Filter Infiltration Trench
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¯ Prevent increased overbank flooding controls, identi~ingandeliminatingillicitconnections

° Safely convey extreme floods from municipal stormwater systems, and spill preven-
tion.

Stormwater treatment practices are used to delay,
Three basic kinds of non-stormwater dischargescapture, store, treat or infiltrate stormwater runoff. There

are possible in a subwatershed. Most non-stormwaterare five broad groups of structural stormwater manage-
ment practices: discharges are strictly governed under the National

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES),
¯ Ponds and require a permit.
¯ Wetlands I. Septic systems (on-site sewage disposal) are
¯ Infiltration used to treat and discharge wastewater from toilets,
¯ Filtering systems wash basins, bathtubs, washing machines, and other
¯ Open channels water-consumptive items that can be sources of high

Some examples of these are provided in Figure 5. pollutant loads. One out of four homes in the country
uses a septic system, collectively discharging a trillion
gallons of wastewater annually (NSFC, 1995). Be-

While many advances have been made recently incause of their widespread use and high volume dis-
innovative stormwater practice designs, their ability to

charges, septic systems have the potential to pollute
maintain resource quality in the absence of the othergroundwater, lakes and streams if located improperly
watershed protection tools is limited (Homer et al.,or if they fail. Even properly functioning septic sys-
1996). In fact, stormwater practices designed or locatedterns can be a substantial source of nutrient loads in
improperly can cause more secondary environmentalsome settings. Unlike other non-stormwater discharges,
impacts than if they were not installed at all. septic systems are not regulated under NPDES, but are

approved by local and state health agencies.
KeyStormwaterChoicesfortheWatershed Manager

2. With sanitary sewers, wastewater is col-
Selecting the best stormwater practice can be a reallected in a central sewer pipe and sent to a municipal

challenge for the watershed manager. Some of thetreatment plant. Ideally, this permits more efficient
important issues and questions that watershed managerscollection of wastewater, and often higher levels of
should address include the following: pollutant reduction. The extension of sanitary sewer
¯ What is the most effective mix of structural vs. non-lines is not without some risk, as it has the potential to

induce more development than may have been pos-slructural stormwater practices that can meet my
subwatershed goals? sible in a watershed that had been previously served

only by on-site sewage disposal systems (particularly¯ Which hydrologic variables do we want to manage in
when soils are limiting). Most communities cannot

the subwatershed (recharge, channel protection,refuse service to new development within the water
flood reduction, etc.)? and sewer envelope, so the decision to extend lines out¯ What are the primary stormwater pollutants of Con-into undeveloped areas allows future developers to tap
cem (phosphorus, bacteria, sediment, metals, hy-into the line.
drocarbons, or trash and debris)?

In addition, not all sanitary sewer conveyance and¯ What are the best stormwater practices for removing
treatment systems are capable of achieving high levels

pollutants? of pollutant reduction. Examples include the follow-
. Which stormwaterpractices should be usedor avoideding:

in the subwatershed because of their environmental
impacts?

¯ Package treatment plants

¯ What is the most economical way to provide storm-
¯ Combined sewer overflows

water management? ¯ Sanitary sewer overflows
¯ Which stormwater practices are the least burden-̄ Illicit or illegal connections to the storm drain

some to maintain within local budgets? network

3. Wastewater is not the only non-stormwater
Tool #7. Non-Stormwater Discharges discharge possible in a watershed. A planner should

also investigate whether other non-stormwater dis-
This tool concerns itself with how wastewater andcharges are a factor in the subwatershed. Examples

other non-stormwater flows are treated and dischargedinclude the following:
in a watershed. In some watersheds, non-stormwater
discharges can contribute significant pollutant loads tō Industrial NPDES discharges
receiving waters. Key program elements consist of in-̄ Urban "return flows" (discharges caused by ac-
spections of private septic systems, repair or replacement tivities such as car wash ing and watering lawns)
of failing systems, utilizing more advanced on-site septic
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¯ Water Jivcrsions 1. Watershed Advocacy: Promotingwatershedad-
¯ Runoff rrom confined ammal feeding lots vocacy is important because it can lay the foundation tbr

public support and greater watershed stewardship. One
of the most important investments that can be made in a

Key Non-Stormwater Discharge Choices for the Wa-watershed is to seed and support a watershed manage-
tershed Manager ment structure to carry out the long-term stewardship

i One of the first priorities tbr a watershed managerfunction. Often, a grass roots watershed management
is to conduct a quick inventory, of the nature and extentorganization is uniquely prepared to handle many critical
ofnon-stormwater discharges in the subwatershed. Ifstewardship programs, given their watershed focus, vol-
non-stormwater discharges appear to be a problem,unteers, low cost and ability to reach into communities.
then a watershed manager may need to conduct aWatershed organizations can be forceful advocates for
subwatershed survey. This usually involves a sur,,eybetter land management and can develop broad popular
of the largest or most common wastewater discharges_support and involvement forwatershed protection. Local
within the subwatershed, with a strong emphasis ongovernment a!so has an important role to play in water-
how wastewater is actually conveyed within the sub-shed advocacy. In many watersheds, local governments
watershed (i.e. sanita~ sewer, septic systems, etc.),create or direct the watershed management structure.

Some issues to address for the non-stormwater 2. Watershed Education: Abasicpremiseofwa-
discharges tool include the following: tershedstewardship isthatwemust learn twothings: that
¯ What. if any, regulating or permit programs can bewe live in a watershed and that we understand how to live

utilized to improve compliance for the greatestwithin it. The design of watershed education programs
discharges? that create th is awareness is of fundamental importance.

¯ Does it make sense to extend the water/sewerThe four elementsofwatershededucationareas follows:

envelope into the watershed? ° Watershed awareness: raising basi~: watershed
¯ Where will the sewer be located in relationship to awareness through signage, storm drain stenciling,

the stream corridor? streamwalks, maps
¯ Are current permit limits adequate or is a higher̄ Personal stewardship: educating residents about

level of treatment needed? the individual role they play in the watershed and
¯ Where will the discharge be located? communicating specific messages about positive
° What kind of criteria for properly locating septic and negative behaviors

systems should be required?
¯ Professional training: educating the development

¯ What kind of septic system technology should be community on how to apply the tools of watershed

used? protection
" Watershed engagement: providing opportunities¯ How will septic systems be inspected, cleaned and

maintained? for the public to actively engage in watershed pro-
tection and restbration

3. Pollution Prevention: Some watershed busi-Tool #8: Watershed Stewardship
nesses may need special training on how to manage their

Programs operations to prevent pollution and thereby protect the
Once a subwatershed is developed, communitieswatershed. In somecases, localorstategovernmentmay

still need to invest in ongoing watershed stewardship,have a regulatory responsibility to develop pollution
The goal of watershed stewardship is to increase publicprevention programs for certain businesses and indus-
understanding and awareness about watersheds, pro-trialcategories(e.g.,underindustrialormunicipalNPDES
mote better stewardship of private lands, and developstormwater permits).
funding to sustain watershed management efforts. 4. Watershed Maintenance: Most watershed

There are six basic programs that watershed man-protection tools require maintenance if they are to prop-
agers should consider to promote a greater watershed erly function over the long run. Some of the most critical
stewardship: watershed "maintenance" functions include manage-

" Watershed advocacy
ment of conservation areas and buffer networks, and
maintenance o fstormwater practices, septic systems and¯ Watershed education sewer networks.

¯ Pollution prevention 5. Watershed IndicatorMonitoring: Anongoing¯ Watershed maintenance stewardship responsibility is to monitor key indicators to
¯ Indicator monitoring track the health of the watershed. Public agencies should
¯ Restoration seriously consider citizen monitoring to provide high

quality and low cost indicator data. R0079594
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6. Watershed Restoration: The last phase ofDreher. D. andT. Price. 1994. Reducing the lmpact of
watershed stewardship is to restore or at least rehabilitate Urban Runoff The.4cb,’antages of Alternative Site
streams that have been degraded by past development. Design Approaches. Northeastern Illinois Plan-
Urban watershed restoration is an emerging art and ring Commission, Chicago IL.
science that seeks to remove pollutants and enhance

Homer. eta1. 1996."Watershed Determinates of Eco-habitat to restore urban streams. The urban watershed
system Functioning." Effects of Watershed Devel_restoration process should include three main themes:
opment and Management on Aquatic Ecosystems.

stormwater retrofitting, source control through pollution Roesner, L.A. (editor). Snowbird Utah. August 4-prevention, and stream enhancement (Claytor. I995).
9, !996. Engineering Foundation.

Montgomery County, (Maryland) Department of Envi-
Key Choices for the Watershed Manager

ronmental Protection (MCDEP). 1998.
There are several important issues that watershed Countywide Stream Protection Strategy. Mort-

managers should address when designing watershed gomery County Department of Environmental
stewardship programs: Protection and Maryland-National Capital Park
¯ Is my community ready to undertake restoration? and Planning Commission.
¯ Which mix of stewardship programs is best t’or myMaurer, George. 1996. A Better Way to Grow." For

s ubwatershed? More Livable Communities anda Healthier Chesa-
¯ Who are the best targets for watershed education? peake Bay. Chesapeake Bay Foundation, An-

napolis, MD.¯ How am I going to pay for a stewardship program?
National Small Flows Clearinghouse (NSFC). Pipe-

Summary
line 6(3), 1995.

Nelson, M. 1998. Personal Communication. HorsleyThis article provides a simple introduction to the
and Witten, Inc. Sandwich, MA.eight watershed protection tools. For more information

onhowtoimplementthesetools, refertootherarticlesinPitt, R. !987. SmallStorm Urban Flow and Particu-
this book. late Washoff Contributions to Outfall Discharges.

Doctorate Thesis, University ofWisconsin, Madi-
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c’hapter ! ]hom The Ramd Watervhed Planntn,~ Handbook

Basic Concepts in Watershed
Planning

T his article introduces some of the basic water-
with boundaries that include the land area draining to ashed concepts that are at the heart of the rapidpoint at or below the confluence of t~.o second order

watershed planning approach. It is helpful to
streamsandalmostalwavswithinthelimitsofathirdorderfully understand these concepts betbre embarking on "stream. Wh_ile management unit size will vary among

a local watershed plan. geographic regions and also as a function of slope, soils

and degree of urbanization, this general definition pro-
Concept No. 1. Ther~ ar~ many different 1 rides a consistent and uniform basis for defining indi-

watershed management units, vidual subwatershed boundaries within a larger water-
shed.

The terms "watershed" and "subwatershed" are notWatershed and subwatershed units are most prac.
interchangeable. The term watershed is used whenticat for local plans. Each watershed is composed of

many individual subwatersheds that can have theirreferring to broader management issues across an entire
own unique water resource objectives. A watershedwatershed, while the term subw,~tershed is used to refer
91an is a comprehensive framework for applying man- assessment level studies and specific projects within the
agement tools within each subwatershed in a mannersmaller subwatershed units.
that also achieves the water resources goals tbr the There are other important management units to
watershed as a whole, consider when deve!oping a watershed plan. The largest

When developing a watershed plan, it is useful towatershed management unit is the basin. A b~sin drains
consider how watersheds are configured. The termto a major receiving water such as a large river, estuary
management unit is used to describe watersheds andor lake. Basin drainage areas typically exceed several
their smaller segments. The two management unitsthousand square miles and often include major portions
that will be focused upon in this discussion are theof a single state or even a group of states. Within each
watershed andthesubwatershed. A watershedcan bebasin are a group of sub-basins that extend over several
defined as the land area that contributes runoff to ahundred square miles. Sub-basins are a mosaic of many
particularpointalongawaterway. Atypicalwatersheddiverse land uses, including forest, agriculture, range,
can cover tens to hundreds of square miles and severaland urban areas. Sub-basins are composed of a group of
jurisdictions, watersheds, which, in turn, are composed of a group of

subwatersheds. Within subwatersheds are catchments,
Watersheds are broken down into smaller geo- which are the smallest units in a watershed. A catch-graphic units called subwatersheds. Subwatersheds

merit is defined as the area that drains an individual
typically have a drainage area of two to 15 square miles development site to its first intersection with a stream.

Watershed Typical Area Influence of Sample Management4anagement Unit Impervious Cover Measures
Catchment 50 to 500 acres very strong practices and site design

Subwatershed 1 to 10 square miles strong stream classification and
management

..~Watershed 10 to 100 square miles moderate watershed-based zoning
Subbasin 100 to 1,000 square miles weak basin planning

Basin 1,000 to 10,000 square miles very weak basin planning

R0079596
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Table I describes the various management units and
provides a comparison of impervious cover influences~ ~AT"~t.tM~’¢~.I~ (Wl;r’H and possible management measures. Figure 1 illus-

DEVELOPMENT
51rE)

trates how watershed management units nest together
within the drainage system.

A local watershed may have dozens of individual
subwatersheds within its boundaries. A watershed
plan tracks the planning and management within
individual subwatersheds. Figure 2 illustrates this
concept of multiple subwatersheds within a larger
watershed.

This article focuses on the subwatershed as the
WATE,~,,,.q~’D primary planning unit for several reasons:

¯ The influence of impervious coveron hydrology,
water quality, and biodiversity is most evident at
the subwatershed level where the influences of
individual development projects are easily recog-

~A.~zN nizable.
¯ Subwatersheds are small enough to be within just

a few political jurisdictions where it is easier to
establish a clear regulatory authority and incorpo-
rate the smaller number of stakeholders into the
management process.

¯ Subwatersheds are limited so that few confound-
ing pollutant sources (e.g., agricultural runoff,
point sources, etc.) are present that confuse man-
agement decisions.

¯ A map of a subwatershed can usually fit on a
standard 24 by 36 foot sheet with sufficient detail
to provide useful management information.

¯ Locally, managers may prefer the subwatershed
as a planning unit because it is small enough to
perform monitoring, mapping, and other water-
shed assessment tasks in a rapid time frame. A
subwatershed plan can generally be completed
within a year’s time and still allow ample time for
goal development, agency coordination, and stake-

~r~~--’~� holder involvement. This shorter time span en-
ables planners to generate many subwatershed
plans in a consistent and coordinated cycle.

Concept No. 2. Each subwatershed contains
a network of small streams channels that are

known as headwater streams.

While each headwater stream is short and narrow,
they collectively represent a majority of the drainage
network of any watershed management unit. Conse-
quently, it makes sense to tbcus on headwater streams
in any watershed plan.

Stream classification is important in watershed
management. It is also important to understand the
spatial connections between the stream and its water-
shed. A network of streams drain each watershed.
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Streams can be classified according to their order in
that network. A stream that has no tributaries or
branches is defined as a first-order stream. When two
first-order streams combine, a second-order stream is
created, and so on. Headwater streams are defined as
first- and second-order streams. Figure 3 illustrates the
stream order concept.

Headwater streams are the smallest streams but
they are crucial in watershed management because
they dominate the landscape through their shear num-
ber and cumulative length. Figure 4 illustrates the

landscape.Significance of a headwater stream network in a local

Headwater streams are typically short in length
and dram relatively small areas, but are important
because they comprise roughly 75% of the total stream
and river mileage in the United States. Table 2 illus-
trates the proportion of smaller streams to larger streams
in the United States.

What happens in the local landscape is directly
translated to headwater streams and major receiving
waters are affected in turn. As urbanization increases,
streams handle increasing amounts of runoff which
degrades headwater streams as well as major tributar-

Focusing on the headwater stream level is impor-
tant in watershed management for several reasons:

¯ Streams are exceptional Iv.. vulnerable to watershed
changes

¯ Streams are on the same scale as development
¯ The public intuitively understands streams and

strongly supports their protection
Streams are the "narrowest door" for water re-
source protection
Streams are good indicators of watershed quality

The watersheds and subwatersheds that drain to
these streams are "readily identifiable landscape units
that integrate terrestrial, aquatic, geologic, and atmo-
sphe~c processes" (Clements et aL, 1996). They are
the most appropriate geographic unit to protect water
resources.

ConceptNo. 3. Recent research has shown that
the amount of impervious cover in a subwater-

shed can be used to project the current and
future quality of many headwater streams.

There are also strong lines of evidence that sug-
gest that impervious cover is linked to the quality, of
other subwatershed resource~ such as lakes, reservoirs,
estuaries and aquifers.
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The h~fluenceoflmpervious Coveron into the underlying soils and the water table. I’his
Stream Quality water is filtered by the soils, supplies deep water

The conversion of farmland, forests, wetlands, andaquifers, and helps support adjacent surface waters
meadows to rooftops, roads, and lawns creates a layer ofwith clean water during dry periods. In urbanized
impervious surface in the urban landscape. Imperviousareas, less and less annual rainfall is infiltrated and
cover is a very useful indicator with which to measuremore and more volume is converted to runoff. Not
the impacts of land development on aquatic systems,only is this runoffvolume greater, it also occurs more
The process of urbanization has a profound influence onfrequently and at higher magnitudes. As a result, less
the hydrology, morphology, water quality,, and ecologywater is available to streams and waterways during dry

of surface waters (Homer et al., 1996). Recent researchperiods and more flow occurs during storms.
has shown that streams in urban watersheds possess a Other key changes in urban streams due to in-
fundamentally different character than streams in for-creases in impervious cover levels are detailed below:
ested, rural, or even agricultural watersheds. The amount Bankfutl andsub-bankfullfloods increase in mag-
of impervious cover in the watershed can be used as annitude and frequency. The peak discharge associated
indicator to predict how severe these differences can be.with the bankfull flow (i.e., the 1.5 to two-year return
In many regions of the country, as little as 10% water-storm) increases sharply in magnitude in urban streams.
shed impervious cover has been linked to stream degra-In addition, channels experience more bankfull and
dation, with the degradation becoming more severe assub-bankfull flood events each year, and are exposed
impervious cover increases (Schueler, 1994). to critical erosive velocities for longer intervals (Hollis,

Impervious cover directly influences urban streams1975; Booth et al., 1996; and MacRae, 1996).
by dramatically increasing surface runoff during storm Dimensions of the stream channelare no longer in
events. Depending on the degree of impervious cover,equilibrium with its hydrologic regtme. The hydro-
the annual volume ofstormwater runoffcan increase by

logic regime that had defined the geometry of the pre-
two to 16 times its predevelopment rate, with propor-development stream channel irreversibly changes and
tional reductions in groundwater recharge (Schueler,the channel faces higher flow rates on a more frequent
1994). Figure 5 illustrates the influence of imperviousbasis. The higher flow events of the urban stream are
cover on the hydrologic cycle and the amount ofinfiltra-capable of performing more "effective work" in mov-
tion which occurs. In r~atural settings, very little annualing sediment than they had done before (Wolman,
rainfall is converted to runoffand about half is infiltrated1954).

Stream Order* Number of Streams- Total Length of Mean Drainage Area
Stream (miles) (square miles)**

1 1,570,000 1,570,000 1.0

2 350,000 810,000 4.7

3 80,000 420,000 23

4 18,000 220,000 109

5 4,200 116,000 518

6 950 61,000 2,460

7 200 30,000 11,700

8 41 14,000 55,600

9 8 6,200 264, 00 0

10 1 1,800 1,250,000

Total 2,023,400 3,250,000 N/A

* stream order based on Strahler (1957) method, analyzing maps at a scale’of 1:24,000
** cumulative drainage area, including tributaries
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Channels enlar~e The customary, response by an Dry weather flow in the stream declines. Since
urban stream is to increase its cross-sectional area toimpervious cover prevents rainfall from infiltrating into
accommodate the higher flows. This is done by streamthe soil, less flow is available to recharge groundwater.
bed down-cutting, stream bank widening, or a combi-Consequently, during extended periods without rainfall,
nation of both. Urban stream channels often enlargebaseflow levels are often reduced in urban streams
their cross-sectional area by a factor of two to five,(Simmons and Reynolds, 1982).
depending on the degree of impervious cover and the

Wetted perimeter of the stream during low flowage of development in the upland watershed (Arnold et
declines. The wetted perimeter of a stream is the fraction

al., 1982: Gregory, et al., 1992; and MacRae. I996).
of the total cross-sectional area of the channel that is

Stream channels are hzghl.v modified by humancovered by flowing water during dry-weather periods,
acttv~.ty. Urban stream channels are extensively modi-and is an important indicator of habitat degradation in
fled in an effort to protect adjacent property fromurban streams. Given that urban streams develop a
streambank erosion or flooding. Headwater streamslarger channel cross-section while their baseflow rates
are frequently enclosed within storm drains, whiledecline, it follows that the wetted perimeter becomes
others are channelized, lined, and!or "armored" bysmaller. Thus, for many urban streams, this results in a
heavy stone. Another modification that is unique tovery shallow low flow channel that "wanders" across a
urban streams is the installation of sanitary, sewersvery wide stream bed, often changing its lateral position
underneath or parallel to the stream channel. Accord-in response to storms.
ing to May et al. (1997), 20 to 30% of natural stream

lnstream habitatstructuredegrades. Urban streamschannels are modified in typical urban watersheds,
areroutinely scored as having poor instrearn habitat

Upstream channel erosion contributes greaterquality, regardless of the specific metric or method
sediment load to the stream. The prodigious rate ofemployed. Habitat degradation is often exemplified by
channel erosion in urban streams, coupled with sedi-a loss of pool and riffle structure, embedding of stream
ment erosion from active construction sites, increasesbed sediments, shaliow depths of flow, eroding and
sediment discharge to urban streams. Researchersunstable banks, and frequent stream bed turnover.
have documented that channel erosion constitutes as

Large woody debris is reduced (LWD). Largemuch as 75% of the total sediment budget of urban
woody debris is an important structural component of

streams (Crawford and Lenat, 1989; Trimble. 1997).
many low order streams systems, creating complexUrban streams also tend to have a higher sediment
habitat structure and generally making the stream more

discharge than non-urban streams during the active
retentive. In urban streams, the quantity of LWD foundchannel enlargement stage,
in stream channel declines sharply, due to the loss of
riparian forest cover, storm washout, and channel main-
tenance practices (Booth eta!., 1996; May et al., 1997).

R0079600
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Stream crossmqs and ,ootential fish barrters in-streams. Insomeregions, summerstreamwarmingcan
cre~se. Many t’~vrns orurban development are linear inirreversibly shift acold-water streamto acool-wateror
nature (e.g., roads, sewers, and pipelines) and crosseven warm-water stream, with deleterious effects on
stream channels. The number of stream crossings in-satmonoidsandothertemperaturesensitiveorganisms.
creases directly in proportion to impervious cover(May Reduced aquatic diversity. Urban streams are
et al., 1997), and many crossings can become partial ortypified by fair to poor fish and macroinvertebrate
total barriers to upstream fish migration, particularly ifdiversity, even at relatively low levels of watershed
the stream bed erodes below the fixed elevation of aimpervious cover or population density. The ability to
culvert or a pipeline, restore predevelopment fish assemblages or aquatic

Riparmnforests becomej~agmented, narrower anddiversity is constrained by a host of factors: irrevers-
less diverse. The important rolethat riparian forests playible changes in carbon supply, temperature, hydrol-
in stream ecology is often diminished in urban water-ogy, lack of instream habitat structure, and barriers
sheds, as tree cover is often partially or totally removedthat limit natural recolonization.
along the stream as a consequence of development (May A typical relationship between impervious cover
et al.. 1997). Even when stream buffers are reserved,and the presence of sensitive aquatic insects from the
encroachment often reduces their effective width, andDelaware Piedmont region is illustrated in Figure 6.
native species are supplanted by exotic trees, vines andAs the level of impervious cover in the watershed
ground covers, increases, the amount of sensitive species declines.

Water quality declines. The water quality of urbanBeyond watershed imperviousness levels of 10 to
streams during storm events is consistently poor. Urban! 5%, about 90% of the sensitive organisms are lost
stormwater runoffcontains moderate to high concentra-from the stream (Maxted and Shaver, 1996).
tions of sediment, carbon, nutrients, trace metals, hydro- In recent years, many studies have begun to quan-
carbons, chlorides and bacteria(Schueler, 1987). Whiletify the relationship between development and the
considerable debate exists as to whether stormwaterhealth of the receiving waters. In general, the studies
pollutant concentrations are actually toxic to aquaticpoint to a decrease in stream quality with increasing
organisms, researchers agree that pollutants deposited inurbanization. Other measures may also have predict-
the stream bed exert an undesirable impact on the streamable relationships to stream quality, such as the quan-
community, tity and quality of riparian cover, or the amount of

Summer stream temperatures increase. The imper-compacted urban turf (Schueler, 1995).
vious surfaces, ponds, and poor riparian cover found in
urban watersheds can increase mean summer streamThe htfluence of lrapervious Cover on Other Aquatic
temperatures by two to 10 degrees Fahrenheit (Galli,Systems
1991). Since temperature plays a central role in the rate

The impact of impervious cover on the quality ofand timing of biotic and abiotic reactions in streams,
lakes, water supply reservoirs, aquifers, or coastal

even moderate increases can have an adverse impact on
areas has not been as well investigated as it has for

2
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Fecal Coliform Levels in Urban StorrrnNater;
A National Reveiw

urban streams. Although research is scarce, there istrated in Figure 7, which shows the urban phosphorus
some evidence that impervious cover does have aload asa function of impervious cover.
similar impact on these aquatic systems. The impacts In this general model, post-development phospho-
to these systems are manifested in different ways andrus loads exceed background loads in many lakes once
may occur at different levels of impervious cover thanwatershed imperviousness exceeds 20 to 25% impervi-
are often seen for urban streams, ous cover. The use of effective stormwater practices can

Even small increases in impervious cover changeraise the phosphorus threshold to higher levels, but
stream morphology and degrade aquatic habitat. Ineventually an impervious cover level will be reached
contrast, aquatic systems such as lakes, water supplywhere predevelopment phosphorus levels can no longer
reservoirs, aquifers, and coastal areas tend to be im-be maintained.
pacted more by a decline in water quality due to non- The water quality of urban lakes is a very important
point source pollutants. Research has shown thatissue due to its economic and health impacts. Many of
stormwater pollutant loads increase when the percent-the states in the upper Midwest region, such as Michigan
age of impervious cover in a watershed increases, and Minnesota, have programs designed to protect theft

important inland lake resources from rapid urban growth.
Urban Lakes Similar programs are being developed in Maine where a

For urban lakes, the major water quality impactsphosphorus allocation model is used to limit phosphorus
are caused by higher stormwater pollutant loads. El-exportffomnewdevelopmenttolakeresources(Monagle,
evations in total phosphorus and chlorophyll a are1996). Other examples include Deal Lake, New Jersey
often associated with the impervious cover generatedwhere a lake commission is working with five watershed
in developing areas. These factors can negatively affectmunicipalities to upgrade watershed plans to prevent
the quality of the lake for activities such as fishing,eutrophication and sedimentation (US EPA, 1995).
swimming, or other watercontact recreation. Sediment
inputs may also be heightened with additional develop-Water Supply Reservoir
ment in the watershed, which can often affect water While water supply reservoirs also experience the
clarity. In addition, the naturallevel ofthe lake may alsosame impacts as urban lakes, the issue of public health
be affected by the increased stormwater runoff which

and water quality is often a major concern. Of greatest
occurs with changes in impervious cover levels in theconcern is the fact that stormwater runoff from water-
watershed, sheds with very little impervious cover routinely ex-

Research has shown that impervious cover may beceeds state and federal standards for fecal coliform. This
strongly related to water quality in small urban lakes,means that urbanizing watersheds must carefully plan to
where eutrophication is considered the primary mea-ensure the safety of public drinking water supplies.
sure of degradation (i.e, in nutrient-sensitive lakes).Excessive algal blooms may also occur with greater
Some indication of the possible relationship is illus-stormwater inputs, causing taste and odor problems and R0079602
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formation of a cancer causing agent THM (Tri-Halo-sity Lake watersheds. In the Kensico Reservoir in New
Methanes). In addition, increased sediment inputs at-York, watershed protection programs are being imple-
tributed to elevated levels of stormwater runoff have amented to protect water supplies and retain a "filtration
two-fold impact on water supply reservoirs; first, turbid-avoidance" status. In Wachusetts, MA efforts are
ity of the water is negatively affected; and second,being madeto protect the local water supplyreservoir
sedimentation can result in a loss in reservoir capacity,through watershed planning and stormwater practice
The input of certain metals (barium, copper, zinc, etc.)implementation.
may also be enhanced by stormwater runoff levels.

When evaluating possible impacts to water supplyCoastal/Estuarine
reservoirs, it is important at this point to distinguish The impacts to coastal/estuarine areas from im-
between filtered and unfiltered water supplies. In apervious cover are numerous. Nitrogen inputs from
filtered water suppl,/reservoir, the water from the reser-stormwater runoff and non-structural discharges can
voir travels to a water treatment facility where chemicalhave serious consequences due to increases in algal
and physical processes are used to remove pollutants,bloom occurrences. Increased inputs of metals, toxins,
eliminate bacteria, and ensure that the water is fit forand hydrocarbons from urban runoff can directly af-
human consumption. In an unfiltered water supply, thefect the health of these important aquatic areas. De-
treatment of the water supply is more limited, withcreases in water quality due to pollutant loading may
chlorination or UV irradiation being the usual forms ofalso have an adverse impact on valuable spawning
treatment. Thus the potential risk from fecal coliformhabitat and anadromous fish passages. Additionally,
bacteriaandotherpathogensisoftengreaterinunfilteredhigh bacterial levels may result in contamination of
water supply reservoirs, shellfish beds, causing closures and economic impacts

Bacterial levels in urban stormwater runoffcan be aon fishing industries located in the watershed. Storm-
major concern for water supply reservoirs. A nationalwater runoff may also have a physical effect on impor-
review of fecal coliform levels in urban stormwatertant wetland resources.
indicates that urban runoff has bacteria levels which Research points to the strong influence of imper-
routinely exceed established health standards. Figure 8vious cover on coastal/estuarine systems such as shell-
demonstrates the results of a review of 13 urban water-fish beds and wetlands (Duda and Cromartie, 1982;
shed monitoring studies from around the country. ForHicks, 1995; Taylor, 1993). Interestingly, each study
these watersheds, the mean level of fecal coliform is 18found degradation thresholds when impervious cover
times the recreational water contact standard. Severalexceeded 10%. Impervious cover also has a direct effect
examples from around thecountry illustrate thegrowingon the levels of nitrogen entering into coastal and
concern over water quality and water supply reservoirs,estuarine areas. Figure 9 illustrates the nature of this
For example, in North Carolina concerns over adequaterelationship. Nitrogen levels are an important consid-
protection of water supplies have led to changes ineration, since they are related to eutrophication in
zoning and land use in both the Cane Creek and Univer-coastal/estuarine areas in the same way phosphorus is
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,in ~ndicator of eutrophication for freshwater lakes.

Researchers from various pans of the country, have ’
sought to stud.,,, the impact of urbanization on coastal ~t
areas and wetland resources. Reports from areas such
as Tampa Bay, FL, Neuse River, NC. Puget Sound. WA
and San Francisco Bay, CA all indicate that stormwater
can be a significant source of pollutants to coastal areas
and estuaries.

Aquifers ~’ 40

Aquifers can be impacted by impervious cover in
terms of both the quantity and quality of groundwater.
Impervious cover decreases infiltration rates and al- [" ~-i~’~’l~ ~~.~~
lows more stormwater to be converted to runoff. The
loss of this infiltration affects the quantity of water 0 , I , ~-, l.. ~ , , , ~ t.l ¯ ~ ~ , , , i ¯~ ~,,

available to recharge an aquifer, as well as the rate of
recharge. This reduced recharge rate may result in
welIs using the aquifer going dry as groundwater levels
tall. Water quality in wells connected to aquifers is
also a concern, since urban stormwater tends to have
more pollutants and pathogens associated with it anddeveloped lower reaches of Barton Creek, stormflow
may mean that drinking water standards are not beingconcentrations of contaminants such as nitrogen, phos-
met. The aquifers in karst areas, where porous under-phorus, and fecal coliform have been found to exceed
lying layers allow for rapid infiltration ofstormwater,values found in the upper reaches by several hundred
are a major concern, percent or more.

To our knowledge, no. systematic research has This trend in decreasing groundwater quality has
been conducted to determine whether groundwaterbeen found in a number of other areas of the country
recharge or quality are predictably influenced as a(Fulbright Springs, MO-WWE, 1995; Clarksville, TN-
function of impervious cover. It is speculatedthatsuchHoos, 1990). This has led several local governments to
relationships will be complex and hard to detect, sinceimplement watershed planning efforts to control storm-
groundwater recharge and quality are also influencedwaterrunoffand associated contaminants. These efforts
by septic systems, wells, lawn irrigation, and sewerhave often included controls on land use, and restrictions
inflow and infiltration. However, the impacts of ira-on development in order to cap the amount of impervi-
pervious cover and its effect on dry weather streamous cover in the aquifer recharge area.
flows have been studied. Several studies (Evett, 1994;
Ferguson and Suckling, 1990) have observed thatConceptNo. 4. The relationship between impervi-
there were decreases in stream flow during dry weather

ous cover and subwatershed quality can be pre-periods which have been attributed to increases in
dieted by a simple model that projects the current

urbanization. This decrease is a result of diminished and future quality ofstreams and other water
groundwater recharge which lowers the water table

resources at the subwatershed level.and causes streamflows in urbanizing areas to fall
below apredevelopment sustainable base flow. Figure
10 illustrates the effect of reduced groundwater re- It is important to understand the assumptions and
charge on streamflow, limitations of the simple model before using it to develop

Groundwater quality has been linked to impervi-individual subwatershed plans within a watershed.

ous cover in several watersheds. For example, the
Edwards Aquifer in Texas is a prime example of anThe Impervious Cover Model
urbanizing watershed in which runofffrom increased Stream research generally indicates that certain
development has affected water quality. Contamina-zones of stream quality exist, most notably at about 10%
tion of the Barton Springs segment of the Edwardsimpervious cover, where sensitive stream elements are
Aquifer has been well documented. Several studieslost from the system. A second threshold appears to exist
have found contaminant levels for some heavymetalsat around 25 to 30% impervious cover, where most
in excess of the EPA maximum for drinking water. Inindicators of stream quality consistently shift to a poor
addition, water quality studies for six streams whichcondition (e.g., diminished aquatic diversity, waterquality
recharge Barton Springs have found that water qualityand habitat scores).
is degrading with increased development. In the more
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Taking all the research together, it is possible toconduit for conveying stormwater flows, and can no
construct a simple urban stream classification schemeIongersupportadiversestreamcommuniw. Thestream
based on impervious cover and stream qualiD’. Thischannel becomes highly unstable, and many stream
simple classification system contains three stream cat-reaches experienceseverewidening, downocuttingand
egories, based on the percentage of impervious cover,streambank erosion. Pool and riffle structure needed to
Figure 11 illustrates this simple yet powerful model thatsustain fish is diminished or eliminated, and the stream
predicts the existing and future quality of streams basedsubstrate can no longer provide habitat for aquatic
on the measurable change in impervious cover, insects, or spawning areas for fish. Water quality is

The model classifies streams into one of three cat-consistently rated as fair to poor, and water contact
egories:.sensitive, impacted, and non-supporting. Eachrecreation is no longer possible due to the presence of
stream category can be expected to have unique charac-high bacterial levels. Subwatersheds in the non-supo
teristics as follows: porting category will generally display increases in

Sensitive Streams. These streams typically have anutrient loads to downstream receiving waters, even if

watershed impervious cover of zero to 10%. Conse-effective urban stormwater practices are installed and
maintained. The biological quality of non-supportingquently, sensitive streams are of high quality, and are

typified by streams is

stable chan-
generally

nels, excellent
c o n s i d -

~o ........... _ ....... ered poor,
habitat struc-

and    isture, good to ex-
cellent water ~

5o dominated
8 I Non supporting (>25%) by poilu-quality, and di- ~ 4o-- tion toler-verse communi-
.~ ant insectsties of both fish

and aquatic in-
.~ 30- and fish.

Fig-sects. Sinceim- ~ 20
pervious cover ~ ! Impacted (1 ~ ~o 25%1 ure    12
is so low, they ~ 10 compares
do not experi- ,, ..- . .......-, . the three
ence frequent 0. : ..... classes of
flooding and 9ood fair ~ow u r b a n
other hydro- Level of stream quality S t r e a m s
logical ~hanges and the
thataccompany c o r r e -
urbanization. It s p o n d in g
should be noted d e g r a d a-
that some sen- tion of
sitive streams located inrural areas may have beenstreamqualitywithincreasesinimperviouscover. These
impacted by prior poor grazing and cropping practicesthree stream reaches are located in the Mid-Atlantic
that may have severely altered the riparian zone, andPiedmont, each has about the same drainage area. As
consequently, may not have all the properties ofa sensi-the figure shows, impervious cover can create a dra-
tire stream. Once riparian management improves, how-mafic difference in channel stability, water quality, and
ever, these streams are often expected to recover, aquatic biodiversity within the same physiographic

Impaeted Streams. Streams in this category possessregion.

a watershed impervious cover ranging from 11 to 25%,Limitationson lmperviousCoverModel
and show clear signs of degradation due to watershed Although the impervious covermodel is supported
urbanization. Greater storm flows begin to alter the streamby research, its assumptions and limitations need to be
geometry. Both erosion and channel widening are clearlyclearly understood. There are some technical issues
evident. Stream banks become unstable, and physicalinvolved in its development that are discussed below.
habitat in the stream declines noticeably. Stream water

1. Scale effect. The impervious cover model
quality shifts into the fair/good category during bothshouldgenerallyonlybeappliedtosmallerurbanstreams
storms and dry weather periods. Stream biodiversityfromfirsttothirdorder. Thislimitationreflectsthefact
declines to fair levels, with the most sensitive fish andthat most of the research has been conducted at the
aquatic insects disappearing from the stream. catchment or subwatershed level (0.2 to 10 square mile

Non-SupportingStreams. Once watershed impervi-area), and that the influence of impervious cover is
ous cover exceeds 25%, stream quality crosses a secondstrongest at these spatial scales. In larger watersheds
threshold. Streams in this category essentiallybecome aand basins, other land uses, pollution sources and
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Jisturbances often dominate the quality and d.~nam cspoor quality in a stream classified as sensitive, or good
or ~treams and rivers, diversity in a non-supporting one. Rather than being a

2. Reference condition. The simple model predictsshortcoming, these "’outliers" may help watershed man-

potential rather than actual stream quails’. Thus, theagers better understand local watershed and stream dy-

reference condition for a sensitive stream is a highnamics. Forexample, an "outlier" stream may be a result

quality, non-impactedstreamwithinagivenecoregionof past human disturbance, such as grazing,

or sub-ecoregion. It can and should be expected thatchannelization, acidminedrainage, agriculturaldrainage,
some individual stream reaches or segments will departpoor forestry practices, or irrigation return flows.
from the predictions of the impervious cover model. For
example, physical and biological monitoring may find

Sensitive Stream
(Impervious Cover <10%)
-Stable Channel
-Excellent 8iodiversity
-Exceflent Water Quality

Impacted Stream
(Impervious Cover 11-25%)
-Channel Becoming Unstable
-Fair to Good Biodiversity
-Fair to Good Water Quality

Non-Supporting Streams
(I mpervious Cover >25 %)
-Poor to No Biodiversity
-Poor Water Qua/ity
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3. Statistical variability. Individual imperviousimpervious cover threshold to a modest degree. For
cover,’stream quality indicator relationships tend to ex-example.Steedman(1988) foundthat forested riparian
hibit a considerable amount of scatter, although they dostream zones inOntario hadhigher habitat and diversity
show a general trend downward as impervious coverscores forthe same degree of urbanization than streams
increases. Thus, the impervious cover model is not in-that lackedan intact riparian zone. Horneretal.(1996)
tended to predict the precise score of an individual streamalso found evidence of a similar relationship. This is not
quality indicator for a given level of impervious cover,surprising, given the integralrolethe riparian zone plays
Instead, the model attempts to predict the average behav-in the ecology and morphology of headwater streams.
ior of a group of stream indicators over a range ofIndeed, the value of conserving and restoring riparian
impervious cover. In addition, theimperviouscoverthresh-forests to protect stream ecosystems is increasingly
olds defined by the model are not sharp breakpoints, butbeing recognized as a critical management tool in rural
instead reflect the expected transition of a composite ofand agricultural landscapes as well (CBP, 1995).
individual stream indicators. 9. Potential for stream restoration. Streams

4. Measuring and projecting impervious cover,ctassifiedbytheirpotential for restoration (also known
Given the central importance of impervious cover to theas restorable streams) offer opportunities for real im-
model, it is very important that it be accurately measuredprovement in water quality, stability, or biodiversity
andprojected. Yetcomparativelyrelativetylittleattentionand hydrologic regimes through the use of stream
has been paid to standardizing techniques for measuringrestoration, urban retrofit and other restoration tech-
existing impervious cover, or forecasting future impervi-niques.
ous cover. Some investigators define effective impervi- 10. Pervious areas. An implicit assumption of
ous area (i.e., impervious area directly connected to athe impervious cover model is that pervious areas in
stream or drainage system), which may be lower than totalthe urban landscape do not matter much, and have little
impervious cover under certain suburban or exurbandirect influence on stream quality. Yet urban pervious
developmentpatterns(Sutherland, 1995). areas are highly disturbed, and possess few of the

5. Regional adaptability. To date, much researchqualities associated with similar pervious cover types
used to develop the model has been performed in thesituated in non-urban areas. For example, it has
mid-Atlantic and Puget Sound eco-regions. In particu-recently been estimated that high input tuff can com-
lar, very little research has been conducted in western,prise up to halfthe total pervious area in suburban areas
midwestern, or mountainous streams. Further research(Schueler, 1995). These lawns receive high inputs of
is needed to determine if the impervious cover modelfertilizers, pesticides and irrigation, and their surface
applies in these eco-regions and terrains, soils are highly compacted.

6. Defining thresholds for non-supporting Although strong links between high input turfand
streams. Most research has focused on the transitionstream quality have yet to be convincingly demon-
from sensitive streams to impacted ones. Much less isstrated, watershed plannecs should not neglect the
known about the exact transition from impacted streamsmanagement of pervious areas. Pervious areas also
to non-supporting ones. The impervious cover modelprovide opportunities to capture and store runoffgen-
projects the transition occurs around 25% imperviouserated from impervious areas. Examples include di-
cover for small urban streams, but more sampling isrecting rooftop runoff over yards, use of swales and
needed to firmly establish this threshold, filter strips, and grading impervious areas to pockets of

7. Influence of stormwater practices in extend-pervious area. When pervious and impervious areas

ing thresholds. Urban stormwater practices may be ableare integrated closely together, it is possible to sharply

to shift the impervious cover thresholds higher. How-reduce the "effective" impervious area in the land-

ever, the ability of the current generation of urbanscape(Sutherland, 1995).

stormwater practices to shift these thresholds appears to While there are some limitations to the application
be very modest according to several lines of evidence,of the urban stream impervious cover model, impervi-
First, a handful of the impervious cover/stream indicatorous cover still provides us with one of the best tools for
research studies were conducted in localities that hadevaluating the health of a subwatershed. Impervious
some kind of requirements for urban best managementcover serves not only as an indicator of urban stream
practices; yet no significant improvement in streamquality but also as a valuable management tool in
quality was detected. Second, Maxted and Shaver (1996)reducingthe cumulative impacts of development within
and Jones et al. (1996) could not detect an improvementsubwatersheds.
in bioassessment scores in streams served by stormwater
ponds.

8. Influence of riparian cover in extending thresh-
olds. Conserving or restoring an intact and forested
riparian .zone along urban streams appears to extend the
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Concept No. 5. A watershed manager needs tonearby waterways.
implementeight different watershed management The sixth tool, Stormwater Treatment Practices,

tools in order to comprehensively protect any involves choices about how, when. and where to provide
subwatershed, stormwater management within a subwatershed, and

which corn bination ofstormwater management practices
can best meet subwatershed and watershed objectives.

The eight tools roughly correspond to the stages ofThe seventh tool, Non-Stormwater Discharges, involvesthe development cycle from land use planning, site
choices on how to control discharges from wastewaterdesign, construction and ownership. A subwatershed
disposal systems, illicit connections to stormwater sys-plan is used to define how and where the tools are
terns, and reducing pollution from household and indus-specifically applied to meet unique water resource
trial products. The final tool, Watershed Stewardshipobjectives.
Programs, involves careful choices about how to pro-

Perhaps the most important concepts in this hand-mote private and public stewardship to sustain water-
book are the tools of watershed protection, which areshed management.
thoroughly presented in article 27. Together, these

It is important to note that the watershed protectioneight tools can comprehensively protect and manage
tools are flexible and can, and should, be applied differ-urban subwatersheds in the face of growth,
ently in each subwatershed. Their application can also

The fh’st tool, Land Use Planning, is perhaps thedepend on the subwatershed category. For example, if
most important because it involves decisions on thed~velopment is being planned in an area that falls into the
amount and location of development and impervious"’sensitive stream" category, the tools involving land
cover, and choices about appropriate land use manage-conservation and site design may be emphasized.
ment techniques. The second tool, Land Conservation,
involves choices about the types of land that should be Concept No. 6. While each subwatershed is
conservedtoprotectasubwalershed. Aquatic Buffersunique, each can generally be classified into one of
are the third tool, and involve choices on how to eight possible management categories, depending
maintain the integrity, of streams, shorelines, and wet- on its impervious cover and receiving water
lands, and provide protection from disturbance. The

resource.
fourth tool is Better Site Design. This tool seeks to
design individual development projects with less im-
pervious cover which will reduce impacts to local These management categories are very useful in
streams. Erosion and Sediment Control deals withthesimplifying and expediting the preparation ofsubwater-
clearing and grading stage in the development cycleshed plans, since similar analysis techniques and man-
when runoff can carry high quantities of sediment into

Subwatershed Category Description
Sensitive Stream ¯ Less t~an 10% impentious cover

¯ High habitat/water quality rating

Impacted Stream - 10% to 25% impervious cover
¯ Some decline in habitat and water quality

Non-Supporting Stream ¯ Watershed has greaterthan 25% impervious cover
¯ Not a candidate for stream restoralion

Restorable Stream ¯ Classified as Impacted or Non-Supporting
¯ High retrofit or stream restoration potential

Urban Lake ¯ Subwatershed drains to a lake that is subject to
degradation

Water Supply Reservoir ¯ Reservoir managed to protect ddnking water supply

Coastal/Estuarine Waters ¯ Subwatershed drans to an estuary or near-shore ocean

Aquifer Protection ¯ Surface water has a strong interaction with groundwater
¯ Groundwater is a pdmary source of potable water

R0079608
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agement tools are often applied to subwatersheds in thediscusses how the watershed plan can be administered
same management category., in a watershed. This step provides guidance in the

Since each type of water resource has unique man-legalities of plan implementation. Step 8 takes the
agement characteristics, it is beneficial to create a strat-watershed manager through the process of revising
egy to differentiate between them. This manual intro-and updating the watershed management plan as
duces a series of eight distinct suhwatershed manage-changes in monitoring data or development occur over
ment categories based on the type of water resourcetime.
(i.e., slxeam, lake, estuary., or aquifer) and the intensity of
the land uses within the subwatershed. Table 3 intro- ConceptNo. 8. A watershed plan stands little
duces each of the subwatershed categories and theirchanceofeverbeingimplemented unless broad
management characteristics, consensus is reached among the many stakeholders

Distinguishing between the different aquatic sys- that mightbeaffected by theplan.
tems helps watershed managers define the appropriate

uses for a water resource and set realistic goals for      A stakeholder is defined as any agency, organiza-
managing those uses and protecting existing resources,tion, or individual that is involved in or affected by the

decisions made in the subwatershed plan. Stakehold-
Concept No. 7. Watershed managers have toers should be given frequent and meaningful input in

make hard choices about what mapping, modeling,plan development: sharing data and maps, establishing
monitoring, and management techniques are goals and objectives, selecting watershed indicators,

needed to support watershed and subwatershedand customizing watershed management tools. Ulti-
plans, mately, a group of stakeholders can evolve into a more

permanent watershed management structure that can
provide the long-term commitment and resourcesA basic subwatershed plan, which utilizes the least
needed to implement the plan.cost techniques, represents about $30,000 (although the

actual cost can be reduced by volunteers or in-kind In a real sense, every current and future resident of
services). Much higher costs can be expected if water-a watershed is a stakeholder, even though they may be

shed-wide analyses and subwatershed surveys are deemedunaware ofthis fact. Watershed stewardship programs
necessary. An eight-step process is recommended tocan increase awareness and broaden community sup-
develop cost-effective watershed and subwatershedportto implement watershed plans. The ideal group of
plans that lead to rapid implementation, stakeholders for designing a subwatershed plan will be

determined by the level of interest of local parties inThis process guides the watershed manager through
water quality and resource protection issues. Typicalthe hard choices needed for a successful watershed plan.
non-agency and agency stakeholders are listed in Fig-Each step in the process answers commonly asked ques-
ure 14.tions, such as "What goals are attainable in my water-

shed?" .The eight-step process is shown in Figure 13.
Concept No. 9. Watershed planning is aIn the first step, the watershed manager establishes

continuous management process that leads to reala watershed baseline. Important information is gathered,
implementation.such as watershed and subwatershed boundaries, pos-

sible stakeholders, and existing impervious cover. Step
2 presents a watershed management structure that assists To manage workloads and budgets, it is often
the manager with focusing various stakeholders whileuseful to develop groups of subwatershed plans within
preparing, implementing, and revising the watersheda defined management cycle. Individual subwater-
plan in a timely manner. Step 3 helps the watershedsheds can be initiated on an alternating sequence so
manager determine available funding resources and howthat a few subwatersheds are finished every year, and
they can best be allocated. Step 4 discusses forecastingall are finished within five to seven years. Each
future land uses and associated impervious cover. Thissubwatershed plan is revisited in the next watershed
information will help you decide how the aquatic re-management cycle, and plans are refined for more
sources in your watershed will be affected, effective implementation. The watershed manage-

Step 5 covers watershed and subwatershed goalment cycle helps integrate individual subwatershed

setting. In this step, the information gathered in steps 1management with watershed-wide management.

through 4 is used to determine appropriate and achiev- Effective watershed management requires peri-
able watershed protection goals. In the sixth step, theodic reevaluation of plans as land uses change over
development of subwatershed plans is discussed. Thistime. A recommended approach is to develop each
step guides the manager in the basic analyses needed to subwatershed plan within a defined management cycle
effectively apply the watershed protection tools. Step 7that may last from five to seven years. The preparation

of individual subwatershed plans can be arranged in an
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Step I: Establish a Watershed Baseline

Step 2: Set Up a Watershed Management Structure

Step 3: Determine Budgetary Resources Available for Watershed Planning

Step 5: Determine Goals for the Watershed and Its 5ubwatersheds

Typical Non-Agency Stakeholders: Typical Agency Stakeholders:

Citizen Associations Regional Council of Government
Water Resource Conservation Groups Planning Board
Developers Health Department
Property Owners
Outdoor Recreation Clubs
Local Planner
Individual Citizens
Farmers
Business Interests (industrial, commercial
business owners)
Utility Companies
Environmental Advocates
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alternatingseriessothatafewarestartedeachyearwithCrawford, J andD.Lenat. 1989. EffectsofLandUseon
allthe plans being completed within a five to seven year Water Quality and the Biota of Three Streams in
time span. Larger jurisdictions with several watersheds the Piedmont Province of North Carolina. USGS.
may choose to identify watershedplanning regions and Water Resources Investigations Report 89-4007.
have several planning cycles running concurrently. Raleigh, NC, 67 pp.

Another benefit of the subwatershed managementDuda, A. and K. Cromartie. 1982. "Coastal Pollution
cycle is that workloads can be balanced against the from Septic Tank Drainfields." Journal of the
schedule for conducting management and assessment. EnvironmentalEngineeringDivision (ASCE) 108
This allows managers to group subwatersheds into (EE6).
units so that each year a set ofsubwatersheds will beginEvett, et al. 1994. Effects of Urbanization and Land
a new phase in the process. This type of scheduling Use Changes on Low Stream Flow. North Caro-
may also help conserve an organization’s resources by lina Water Resources Research Institute, Report
simultaneously conducting stakeholder, monitoring, No. 284. 66 pp.
and implementation activities for whole sets ofsubwa-

Ferguson, B and P. Suckling. "Changing Rainfall-tersheds.
Runoff Relationships in the Urbanizing Peachtree

Itmay be practical to schedule some measurement Creek Watershed, Atlanta, Georgia." Water Re-
or monitoring actions for all subwatersheds at the onset sources Bulletin, American Water Resources As-
of the cycle. Early scheduling of activities, such as sociation (AWRA) April 1990.
measuring impervious cover and conducting resource
basedmonitoring, allowsplannerstodesignatesubwa-Galli, J. 1991. Thermal lmpacts Associated with Ur-

banization and Stormwater Management Besttershed classification categories (i.e., sensitive, im-
pacted, or non-supporting stream) and more easily Management Practices. Metropolitan Washing-

ton Council of Governments. Maryland Depart-prioritize subwatersheds according to their classifica-
tion. ment of Environment. Washington, D.C. 188 pp.

Gregory, K. R. DavisandP. Downs. 1992. "Identi-Communities may also consider~g Me man-
agement cycle. This entails idwatifying gae different fication of River Channel Change Due to Urban-

ization." Applied Geography. 12:299-318types of subwatershed managemm’a cnl~gories within
the watershed as a first step. Ota an interim basis,Hicks, A.L. 1995. Impervious Surface Area and
specific subwatershed criteria ¢~m be npplied to all the Benthic Macroinvertebrate Response as an lndex
subwatersheds within the same management catego- oflmpact on Freshwater Wetlands. M.S. Thesis,
ries. This allows the most important m~lspecific goals, Department of Forestry and Wildlife Manage-
like preventing stream de~ froth one classifi- merit, University of Massachusetts. Amherst,
cation to the next, to be appli~ ~mtit the de~ails of the MA.
watershed plan are complete. Hollis, F. 1975. "The Effects of Urbanization on

Floods of Different Recurrence Intervals." Water
Resources Research, l 1:431-435.
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Feature article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(2). 329-337

Crafting Better
Watershed Protection Plans

A dynamic local watershed management plan isfrom the cumulative impact of land development.
arguably the best and most comprehensive At the outset, it is important to distinguish between
tool to protect urban streams, lakes, and estu-the watershed study and the watershed management

aries from the cumulative impact of land development,plan. The former is a technical analysis to identify water
In practice, however, few such plans have actually

quality problems in a watershed and def’me their sources,
realizedthis goal. Rather, mostwatershedplansare littleand may also explore possible options to remedy them.
more than a one-time report that is quickly consigned toThe watershed management plan, on the other hand, is athe bookshelf to languish in obscurity, never to be read

much more comprehensive management process thator impldmented. This article examines why local water-
should ultimately lead to the implementation of measures

shed plans often fail to live up to their promise, and isthat collectively protect the watershed from the impacts
organized into two parts. The first part outlines l I

of future development (i.e., land use, site planning, ripar-frequently cited reasons for poor outcomes in local
ianmanagement, and stormwaterpractices)andestablishwatershed plans, drawn from a critical analysis ofsev-a baseline to gage the effectiveness of that implementa-

eral dozen past watershed monitoring, modeling, and
tion. ;

management efforts, as well as the experience of a
number o f watershed planning practitioners. Over the last year, staff at the Center have interviewed

a wide cross-section of environmental planners, munici-
The second part of the article proposes a 12-pointpal officials, consultants, watershed scientists and oth-

protocol to prepare more effective watershed manage-
ers about the effectiveness of local watershed manage-

ment plans that avoid these common problems. Thement plans. The consensus was that most had failed to
core of the protocol is a simple method to classify and

adequately protect their watersheds. Failure, as definedmanage urbanizing watersheds, based on measure-
here, is the inability of a plan to meaningfully prevent or

merits of current or projected impervious cover. Thereduce cumulative impacts at the watershed scale in the
method emphasizes the importance of impervious cover

long run. In this sense, an effective watershed protection
management at both the site andwatershedscale throughplan is one that produces the desired long-term outcome
limits on the amount of new impervious cover that canof protecting streams (or other water resources) from
be created. The protocol explicitly links the cumulative

degradation.impact of future growth to zoning and application of
urban best management practices at the subwatershed When asked about the wide gulf between watershed

level. Other elements of the local watershed plan proto-planning and implementation, our admittedly unscien-

col emphasize subwatershed scales, regular manage-tific sample cited one or more of the following reasons for

merit cycles, resource-based monitoring, integratedpoor watershed plan outcomes:

resource mapping, local program audits and subwater-
Reason No. 1: Plan was conducted at too great a scale.shed-specific development criteria. Together, these

elements should improve the effectiveness of local Scale was considered the critical factor in preparing
watershed protection plans as a management tool toeffective local watershed plans. Quite simply, when wa-
prevent cumulative impacts, tershed plans were conducted on too large a scale (50 or

more square miles), the focus of the plan became too

A CritiqueofLoeaiWatershedPlans: 11 Reasons fuzzy. Too many different subwatersheds had to be

Why Watershed Plans End Up on the Shelf considered, and important differences in stream quality
and development patterns could not be isolated. Land

Everyone seems to agree that the watershed is theuse changes were too complex to forecast. The critical link
most appropriate geographic unit to protect urban

between individual land use decisions or restoration
waterresources. Indeed, the 1990s will undoubtedly beprojects and the watershed plan was broken. While the
remembered as the decade in which the watershed

number ofstakeholdersinvolvedintheplanproliferated,approach became a dominant paradigm for local envi-actual responsibility for implementing the plan dimin-
ronmental management. Despite this welcome trend, itished. Costs for both monitoring and watershed analysis
is reasonable to ask whether local watershed plans haveskyrocketed. A bewildering number of non-urban water
actually worked to protect streams from degradation

quality sources, issues and problems complicated the
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picture. In short, the watershed planning process wasambitious to be completed with available resources. By
too big to be effective. Only by "decomposing" it intothe time extensive watershed mapping and baseline
smaller, more manageable watershed units, was it pos-monitoring tasks were completed, the project budget
sible to produce a meaningful plan. was all but exhausted. Few resources remained to begin

the watershed management process, much less to de-
Reason No. 2. Plan was a one-time study rather thanvelop the funding and consensus to adopt and imple-
a long-term and continuous management commit-merit it. In many cases, monitoring merely confirmed
ment. what was already known, or produced reams of data of

A common complaint concerned the fact that thelittle value to managers. By contrast, many watershed
Iocalgovernment didnot fullycommititsresources andbudgets scrimped on the considerable staff resources
authority to a long-term watershed management pro-needed to develop and implement the plan. The recur-
cess. Instead, the plan was conceived as a short-termring budget shortfalls suggest that watershed monitor-
study that would produce the requisite answers in aing may be overemphasized (and budgeted) at the
year or two. As a result, the watershed management expense of the watershed management process. The
effort was quickly transformed from a process into apotentially high cost of monitoring and mapping ele-
report, and within a few years, the report and its recom-merits are se Idom fully appreciated by watershed man-
mendations were forgotten amid competing priorities,agers.

Reason No. 3: Lack of local ownership in the water-Reason No. 6: Plan focused on the tools of watershed
shed management process, anal, vsis rather than their outcomes.

A related problem was the tendency for many com- Many consu Itants and planners were overty-fasci-
munities to hand off responsibility to a consultant ornated with the many tools of watershed analysis, such
their own technical staff. Many local planners andas geographic information systems (GIS), computer
officials perceive watershed management as a dauntingsimulation modeling, intensive stormwater monitoring
and complex technical challenge, and are all too happyand the like. As a result, many ofthese studies were more
to shift the responsibility to someone who knowsabout demonstratingtheintrinsicvalueorlegitimacyof
better. Consequently, the task was assigned to a singleone of these tools, than about the specific watershed
project manager, who in turn assigned it to a technicalmanagement outcome. Quite simply, a fancy GIS ~nap,
consultant. While this approach helps complete thea finely calibrated model, or an extensive monitoring
technical study in a timely fashion, it generally doesn’tbaseline will never serve as a watershed plan. This is not
generate the kind of internal consensus and supportmeanttoimplythatanyofthesetoolsarenothelpfulfor
needed to champion the watershed management pro-local watershed management, just that they are only
cess. An overreliance on technical consultants oftentools, and rather expensive ones at that. Once again, a
means that few local staff have much ownership orwatershed plan should be focused on tangible out-
understanding of the plan, and, consequently, havecomes with respect to land use and practices. The tools
little stake in the outcome of the watershed managementof watershed analysis are a means toward that end, but
process, should never be confused with the end product.

Reason No. 4." Plan skirted real issues about land use
Reason No. 7." Document was too long or complex.change in the watershed

Many local watershed plan documents were un-For many, a key flaw in their watershed plan was a
charitably described as Watershed Environmental Im-failure to accurately measure landuse, or project how it
pact Statements. Running into several hundred pages,would change in response to the prevailing zoning or
or even several volumes, many watershed plans werecomprehensive plan. Detailed analysis of current or
too long and complex to induce anyone to read them.future land use or impervious cover was either not
The thickness may have been needed to justify thescoped in the plan, not budgeted, or simply unavailable,
many dollars that were invested in their production, butIn a surprising number of cases, consideration of alter-
ended up obscuring the real findings and issues, andnative land use densities or locations was not part of the
intimidating the lay reader. Frequently, decision-mak-study. Few watershed plans actually attempted to di-
ers could not even find, much less understand, therectly measure or forecast cumulative impacts based on
specific watershed management recommendations theyimpervious cover, and therefore could not directly test

whether the watershed plan would actually mitigate orwere supposed to implement.

prevent cumulative impacts. Reason No. 8: Plan failed to critically assess adequacy
of existing local programs.Reason No. 5." Budget for watershed plan was poor or

unrealistic. Few plans seriously considered the complex man-
agement process of how to get the proposed manage-Numerous watershed plans were hamstrung by the
ment measures implemented across the watershed overfact that the original scope of work was far too broad and
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the next several decades. In particular, little attentionthe specific criteria and maps outlined in the watershed
was paid to critically evaluating the management capa-plan, few people have a compelling reason to even open
bility of existing local government to handle futureit.
watershed development decisions, whether it be fund-
ing, organization, staffing, enabling ordinances, regu-Reason No. ] I : Key stakeholders are not involved in
lations or the development review process. The centraldeveloping the management plan.
question of whether the objectives of the watershed

A good urban watershed management plan createsplan could be successfully integrated into each of the
meaningfutchange inhow andwhere landis developed.hundreds of individual development decisions thatChangesofthisnaturewillalwaysbecontroversial.The

were expected to occur in the future in the watershed
purpose of the watershed management process is towas not adequately addressed,
allow stakeholders a legitimate and early opportunity to
participate in the development of the plan. StakeholderReason No. 9. Plan recommendations were too gen-
involvement provides the foundation to obtain theeral.
feedback, consensus, and support needed in the imple-

A particular criticism by many respondents was thementation. Yet it is often the case that most local
fact that most watershed plans were too general. Onewatershed plans only ask for feedback at the end of the
individual noted that the plan recommendations couldstudy, if at all. Important stakeholders, such as devel-
have been written in a couple of hours by a group ofopers, environmentalists, property owners, non-gov-
reasonable people before the study everbegan. A quickemmental organizations, and local, state, and federal
survey of recent plans supports this contention. Theagencies, are often not included. Each of these parties
familiar litany of general watershed recommendations iswill be affected in some way by the subwatershed plan,
surprisingly similar. Forexample, oneplanrecommendedand if they are not satisfied with their opportunity to
improved erosion and sediment control for new devel-participate in it, they will likely turn their considerable
opment, but never considered how to pay for moreenergies to defeatingit. If stakeholders are notprovided
inspectors. The need for greater agency coordinationa meaningful role in the watershed management pro-
was highlighted in another, but no actual mechanismcess, needless controversy will inevitably result.
was proposed to achieve it. A third plan recommended
wider use of storrnwater practices, but remained con-TwelveEle~nentsofan EffectiveLoealSubwatershed
spicuously silent on how they were to be selected,ManagementPlan
designed or maintained. A long-term watershed moni-

It is evident from the foregoing discussion thattoting program was proposed in another, but no agency
many first-generation watershed studies have failed towas assigned to implement it. The need for a stream
deliver on their promise of protecting urban watershedsbuffer network was also identified, but the required
from degradation. When the reasons for the poor out-ordinance or performance criteria was omitted. Restora-
comes are analyzed, however, the limited effectivenesstion projects were identified in yet another study, but
of plans is not so surprising. There seems to be nowere not ranked in priority order, much less included in
underlying framework or protocol that supports thethe local capital budget,
local watershed management process. Is it possible to

The key point of this litany is that we already knowdevelop such a protocol? In order to promote dialogue
in advance generally what we needto doprotect water-on the subject, the Center has drafted an initial outline
sheds from development, butwelackeitherthemanage-of the possible elements of a local watershed protocol
ment tools or the community consensus to get it done.(see Table 1). It is drawn from a variety of sources--
Therefore, planrecommendationsneedtobeasspecificpractical experience of watershed practitioners from
as possible, including the authority, budget and time-around the country, a number of recently completed
table to make it happen. The term"watershed manage-subwatershed studies (Grand Traverse County, 1995;
merit" implies that responsibilities are assigned, re-MNCCPC, 1995; JohnsonCreekCorridorCommittee,
sources are allocated, and timetables are adhered to for1995), and watershed planning documents and proto-
each specific recommendation. Yet, it is the rare plancols(Clementsetal., 1996;Arnold and Gibbons, 1996;
that considers these essential management tasks. US EPA, 1991 and 1995). The 12 elements of the protocol

are enumerated below.
Reason No. 10." Plan had no regulatory meaning.

Perhaps the greatest reason cited for consigningNo. 1: Create a Watershed Management Institution
watershed plans to the shelf was that no one was A key milestone in any subwatershed plan is the
required to pull it down and use it as a routine part of thecreation of a formal or informal authority that is invested
land development process. Consultants, planners, andwith primary responsibility for implementing and then
local officials are exceptionally busy and generally doupdating the plan after it is developed. Communities
not read watershed plans as a leisure activity. There-may elect to create a single authority at the watershed
fore, unlesslanddevelopmentisrequiredtoconformtolevel, or a series of smaller authorities at the
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subwatershed level. At any rate, the plan should set
forth the structure of any interagency or mu lti-jurisdic-
tional parmerships needed, and where possible, explore
funding mechanisms to support for the required man-
agement activities needed over the entire subwater- No. Subwatershed Management Planning Element
shed cycle. As Clements et at. (1996) notes, a single
agency champion must take responsibility for leading 1. Create watershed management institution

2. Conduct at the subwatershed scalethe watershed institution-building process. [n many
cases, the stakeholder involvement process (see No. 3. Commit to a continuous watershed management cycle
l l)helpstodeterminethemembershipandstructureof 4. Accurately measure and forecast land use
the institution. The watershed institution is the only 5. Shift the location and density of future development
reliable way to providethe continuous, long term man- 6. Produce integrated resource map for subwatershed
agement commitment needed to implement the plan. 7. Devise specific criteria to guide subwatershed development

8. Emphasize strategic resource-based monitoring
No. 2: SubwatershedScale 9. Audit effectiveness of local watershed protection programs

The subwatershed is probably the best unit to 10. Incorporate priorities from larger watershed management units
develop an effective management plan. Subwatersheds 11. Actively engage stakeholders and include public early and often
are defined ashaving drainage areas of two to 15 square 12. Promote intra- and inter-agency coordination
mile in size. In most cases, the influence of impervious
cover on hydrology, water quality and biodiversity is
most strongly felt at the subwatershed scale. Due to
their size, many subwatersheds are entirely containedplans are sequenced according to a staggered sched-
within the same political jurisdiction which helps toule, with a few started each year in a rotation so that all
establish a clear and direct regulatory, authority. De-local subwatershed plans are completed within five to
pending on their size, a typical municipality or countyseven years (See Figure 1).
mi~t have 10 to 50 subwatersheds to manage.

The actual management plan for an individual
Another practical advantage for choosing subwa-subwatershed is expected to take no longer than 12

tersheds as the primary management unit is that theymonths to complete. To provide continuous manage-
can be mapped at a resolution that is meaningful to amerit, however, each subwatershed plan is revisited and
planner orthe public. (e.g., the entire subwatershed canupdated at the beginning of each new cycle. In particu-
easily fit on a standard 24 by 36 inch quad sheet at 1lar, strategic monitoring data and changes in impervi-
inch:2000’ scale, or equivalent to a U.S. Geologicalous cover are collected in each to assess the effective-
Survey quadrangle or National Wetlands Inventoryhess of the subwatershed plan. Another benefit of the
map). This choice makes it easier to relate individualsubwatershed management cycle is that it helps local
development or restoration projects to the overall sub-authorities to balance their workload, and provides a
watershed plan and to initially locate many (but not all)defined schedule for management and assessment ac-
of the larger environmental features on the map (largertivities.
wetlands, the stream buffer network, steep slopes, etc.)

From a practical standpoint, some communities may
A last practical advantage of the subwatershedwant to schedule some management or monitoring

scale is that it is small enough to perform requiredtasks at the onset of the subwatershed management
monitoring, mapping and other tasks of the watershedcycle. Examples include strategic indicator monitoring
study in a relatively brief time flame (perhaps six to 12to identify sensitive streams and measurement ofinaper-
months). It is generally possible to complete the water-vious cover in all subwatersheds to identif), growth
shed management plan within a year’s time, while stillareas. If these tasks are completed early, managers can
providing sufficient time for criteria development,more easily target which subwatersheds should be
agency coordination and stakeholder involvement. Theaddressed on a priority basis. In addition, communities
fact that each subwatershed management plan can bemay want to phase the rotation of their subwatershed
done in such a short time-frame enables local govern-cycle so that the first four include representative ex-
merits to develop multiple subwatershed managementamples of sensitive, impacted, non-supporting, and
plans in a regular and coordinated cycle, restoration streams. Specific subwatershed criteria de-

veloped in these first four subwatersheds can then be
No. 3: Subwatershed Manugement Cycle             applied on an interim basis to subwatersheds of the

Clements etaL (1996) has advanced the concept of same classification until such time as all subwatershed
the subwatershedmanagement cycle for local planning,plans are completed.
In brief, each subwatershed plan in a locality is prepared
under a defined management cycle that lasts five to
seven years. Preparation of individual subwatershed
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First Management Cycle Second Management Cycle

YearlYearlYear[Year Year
Year YearlY~lar Year Year

~ubwatershed 1 C: ~li.~i~ii::!ii::I I I C i~!iv..,,,~,’/~ ~

Subwatershed 5 C I I ~iiS l::~liiiiii~: c I I lii~ii~
Subwatershed6 C J I ~ii~ ~ii!i|iii C J j

Subwate~hed 8 C I ] ~:~!~~ C J J
Subwatemhed 9 C] , ~ I~ ~" ~’ ~’~::~C I I I I I ~,~[
Subwatemhed 11 C I i ~ ~ ~ C i l l I i ~ ~::~
Subwatemhed12: C~ J ~ I~l~::~ c I I ] I I ~S~J~

Subwate~hed Management Phases

Strategic Monitoring Adopt Interim Stream
Management Plan

Measure Impervious Cover
Implementation

Begin Subwatershed Study
Revise Subwatershed
Management Plan

Adopt Stream Management Plan

No. 4: Measuring Land Use Change This simple classification scheme emphasizes the

Impervious cover is perhaps the best indicator ofkey role of impervious cover in influencing the future

development activity, and is of great use for bothquality of urban streams, based on arange ofhydrologi-

classifying urban streams and managing subwater-cal, habitat, water quality and ecological studies con-

sheds (Arnold and Gibbons, 1996; Schueler, 1995). Eachducted over broad geographic regions (Schueler ! 995).
A series of research studies demonstrated that a rela-subwatershed can be classified into one of three func-

tional categories, based on current or future estimatestively low percentage of impervious cover (10 to 15%)

of percent impervious cover: can induce adverse and irreversible changes in the
quality of streams. Similarly, many streams become non-

Impervious cover supporting once watershed impervious cover exceeds
Sensitive streams 0to 10% 25% (Table 2). The scheme provides a simple but

Impacted streams 11 to 25% powerful method to predict the future quality of streams,
based on measurable land use change.

Non-supporting streams        26 to 100%
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Therefore, the accurate measurement of impervious
coverwill be an important element in any subwatershed
plan. The study plan should clearly describe the tech-
niques that will be used to estimate both current andStream Variable Sensitive Impacted Non-Supporting
future land use, andthemethodtoconvertlandusedataChannel stability Stable Unstable Highly unstable
into estimates of impervious cover. In many cases,

Water quality Good to excellent Fair to good Fair to poorcurrent land use and impervious cover can be directly
estimated from low altitude aerialphotography, atrea- Biodiversity Good to excellent Fair to good Poor
sonable cost. Estimating future impervious cover, how-
ever, is much more problematic. To begin with, the two
techniques used to estimate future land use change--quantitative framework to make this assessment. The

zoning buildout and the rate of growth adjustment--entire process, known as subwatershed-based zoning,

are often imprecise and can give conflicting estimates,is outlined in Table 3. In short, a jurisdiction analyzes its

For example, zoning buildout analysis assumes that allinventory of subwatersheds, and classifies streams

development shown on a zoning map will ultimately bebased on current and future impervious cover. If future

constructed, and then multiplies each zoned acre bygrowth is expected to downgrade a stream’s classifica-

average impervious cover for that particular zone. Zon-tion, the current zoning of the subwatershed may need

ing, however, reflects a locality’s long-term dreamsto be decreased to maintain stream quality. Additional

about economic growth. Consequently, much of thegrowth may be shifted to other subwatersheds, which

development shown on the maps will never be builthave additional room underthe impervious"cap," given

because of economic conditions or the lack of roads,their stream classification.

sewers and water to serve it. Thus, zoning buildout Subwatershed-based zoning has many important
analysis can overestimate impervious cover, atleastforbenefits. First. it is an excellent framework to track
the first several decades, cumulative development impacts overtime in a series of

The second technique, known as rate of growthsubwatersheds. The reliance on impervious cover also

adjustment, also has problems. Typically, future imper-acknowledges the primacy of land use control as the

vious cover is derived by simply multiplying currentfirst defense to protect watersheds. Subwatershed-

impervious cover by a projected rate of population orbased zoning explicitly recognizes that the potential

economic growth. The rate of growth adjustment isquality of a stream is determined, to a great extent, by

based on local forecasting models, most of which ex-imperviouscover, and therefore, stream protection tools

tend only l 5 or 20 years in the future. Growth rates mayneed to be adapted to different subwatersheds.

be wildly inaccurate if demographic or economic as-Subwatershed zoning is ideally suited to growth man-

sumptions in the model prove to be either optimistic oragement, as it provides a framework to direct growth to

pessimistic. It is therefore good practice to choose asubwatersheds that have the needed infrastructure to

mid-range estimate that falls between the short-run ratesupport it. New development is shifted to where it has

of growth adjustment technique and the more long-runoccurred in the past, concentrating growth and avoid-

zoning buildout technique, ing sprawl.

Both techniques rely on general land use/impervi-
ous cover ratios that indicate the percent impervious
cover associated with a particular zoning category. An
original source for these estimates was a study in the
Washington metropolitan area performed by NVPDC
(1978). Subsequent reanalysis has indicated that these
ratios do not always include collector and arterial streets,
or highways that can sharply increase impervious cover. 1. Comprehensive stream inventory
Therefore, communities may wish to derive their own 2. Vedfy impervious cover/stream quality relationships
!ocal land use/impervious cover ratios during the low 3. Measure current levels of impervious cover
altitude aerial photography phase to estimate current 4. Project future levels of impervious cover
impervious cover. Random sampling and analysis of 5. Designate subwatersheds, based on stream quality categories
"blocks" from existing zoning categories should be 6. Modifi/ master plan/zoning to meet subwatershed impervious
satisfactory, cover targets

7. Incorporate management priorities from larger watersheds/
No. 5: Change Current Zoning in Subwatersheds basins

A subwatershed plan is essentially a test whether 8. Adopt specific stream protection strategies for each
existing zoning can maintain or support aquatic re- subwatershed
sources in the future. The relationships between imper- 9. Long-term monitoring cycle to assess stream status
vious cover and stream quality noted earlier provide a
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development, future zoning, stormwater practices or
watershed restoration projects, and strategic monitor-
ing stations--all on a single sheet. As noted earlier, the

Example f: SensiUve Streams (oto lo% impervious cover)" [ small size of most subwatersheds allows them to be
Goal: Maintain predevelopment biodiversity portrayed on a standard sheet at a reasonable mapping

Land Use: Watershed and site impervious cover limits scale(e.g., l"to2000’or l"to 1000’oreven f’mer). While
Practices: Maintain predevelopment hydrology and recharge this scale is not fine enough to reveal the entire stream

Emphasis on ED and infiltration network, all development parcels or every environmen-
Restrictions on wet ponds tel feature, it helps planners, citizens, and developers all
"Country drainage" visualize the spatial implementation of the subwatershedBuffers: Widest stream buffers, protect sensitive areas

plan.Monitoring: Biological, including single species (e.g., trout)
Other tools: Land acquisition, clearing limits, extra ESC control

No. 7: Subwatershed Development Criteria

Example 2: Impacted Streams (11 to 25% impervious cover) An importantoutcomeof any subwatershedman-

agement plan is the adoption of specific development
Goal: Limit degradation of stream habitat and quality criteriathatareconsistentwithitsstream classification.Land Use: Upper limit on subwatershed impervious

These criteria are not intended to be another laver ofPractices: All emphasize pollutant removal/channel protection "
Buffers: Standard three zone, vadable width stream buffers rules and regulations, but to make better sense of

Monitoring: Biological and physical indicators existing ones. The performance criteria outline what is
Other tools: Regional pond systems, low input lawn care, site typically expected at each development site. Thus, they

planning techniques may include site or subwatershed impervious cover
limits; performance criteriato select, design and locate

Example 3: Non-Supporting Streams (26% or greater impervious stormwater practices; criteria for the width and manage-
cover) ment of the stream buffer; and appropriate stream pro-

Goal: Minimize downstream pollutant loads/prevent tection tools. Several examples ofsubwatershed revel-
floods opment criteria are outlined in Table 4 for each of three

Land Use: No watershed cap, redevelopment encouraged stream categories (plus a restoration category). Once
Practices: Maximize removal of phosphorus/metals/toxins adopted in the plan, all new development in the

No restrictions on ponds and wetlands subwatershed must conform to the expanded criteria.
Buffers: Greenway for recreation/flood protection Consultants must then routinely refer to the subwater-

Monitoring: Water quality trends and loads shed plan during land developmenttodetermineappli-
Other tools: Pollution prevention, illicit connections, "hotspot" cable site requirements. This helps ensure an eternal

management
~ readership for the plan. Both the integrated resource~

" " I map and subwatershed development criteria provide aExample 4:Restorable Stream-- (non.supporting or Impacted
stream) ( greater degree of certainty to the development process,

Goal: Restore stream biodiversity to impacted or sensiti~e which is often desirable in land transactions.
levels

Land Use: Limited watershed redevelopment with full storm- No. 8: Strategic Resource-Based Monitoring
water practices, some infill The objective of monitoring is to provide timely

Practices: Subwatershed restoration w/stormwater retrofit feedback on how the aquatic resource is responding toponds and wetland creation
the management practices outlined in the plan. GivenBuffers: Acquisition or easements on stream corridors,

riparian reforestation the high cost of monitoring, communities need to be
Monitoring:    Biological monitoring, citizen monitoring very strategic about what, when and where they intend
Other tools: Pollution prevention, "hotspot" management, to sample. For this reason, many have chosen to focus

watershed awareness, fish barder removal, flood- on environmental indicators of change, such as physi-
plain wetland creation calparameters, biologicaldiversityandhabitatquality.

Once the baseline is established, these lower cost
* Impervious cover limits are approximate, stream indicators are then sampled on a five to seven
** Potential candidate for restoration based on completion of year rotation (according to the local subwatershed

subwatershed restoration inventory, management cycle). To ensure that the sampling is
consistent and can be repeated in the next cycle, the

No. 6: Integrated Resource Map subwatershed management plan should document the
rationale for selecting stream indicators, establish theAnother key product era subwatershed study is an
location of all long-term stream monitoring stations orintegratedresourcemap.Themapshowsthepublicand
reaches, and document the sampling technique andthe development community the location of catchments,

steep slopes, floodplains, stream buffers, wetlands, frequency used to measure each indicator. Such infor-
mation ensures that future monitoring in the cycle will

forest conservation areas, parks, open space, existing be fully compatible with the baseline data.
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.An often neglected component of subwatershedNo. 11. Early Stakeholder and Public Involvement
monitoring is the measurement of various indicators of To obtain consensus and support needed for future
management performance. Examples include the growthimplementation, it is very important to have a represen-
of impervious cover, surveys of public attitudes ortative group ofsubwatershed "stakeholders" to guide
behavior, number of stormwater practices installed orthe development of the plan. A stakeholders is defined
maintained, rates of permit compliance stream miles inas any agency, organization, or individual that is in-
buffer, waivers granted, or restoration projects con-volved in or affected by the decisions made in the
structed (Claytor and Brown, 1996). These program-subwatershed plan. The ideal group of stakeholders
rnatic indicators can measure progress made towardmight include interested citizens, developers, environ-
plan implementation, and provide an excellent basis tomentalists, consultants, planners and property owners.
assess the plan after the first management cycle. In addition, many local agencies may have a strong

interest (e.g., parks, public works, transportation and
No. 9: Audit of Local Programs planning agencies) and state, regional or even federal

A subwatershed management plan should includewater resource agencies may also wish to be repre-
a critical assessment of existing local capability, tosented.
implement the plan during each stage of the develop- By virtue of their small scale and great number, most
rnent cycle. This "audit" should examine whether exist-

subwatersheds will have a manageable number ofstake-
ing local tools exist or are adequate to implement theholders to guide plan development. Early and frequent
plan. The scope of the audit might include an analysisstakeholder involvement is essential to develop con-
of local master plans, ordinances, development review

sensus in what could otherwise be a controversial
process, performance criteria, program funding andprocess. The roles of stakeholders should be well-
staffing levels. The audit should identify key deficien-

defined, meaningful, and wide-ranging--sharing data
cies that need to be remedied.. Where possible, the auditand mapping, setting priorities, establishing goals, de-
should utilize actual and quantitative measures of localveloping subwatershed development criteria, measur-
program efforts (such as waivers, inspections, mainte-

ing success, reviewing and even approving the plan. In
nance, rezoning applications, plan review workloads,some communities, the stakeholder group may ulti-
permit backlogs), mately evolve into a permanent watershed management

committee or task force.No. 10. Consistency with Larger Watershed Manage-
ment Units In a real sense, every current and future resident is

Each subwatershed is nested within many largerastakeholder, althoughmostareunawareoftheirevery-

watersheds, sub-basins and basins. As an example,day role in protecting the subwatershed. A key goal of

Sligo Creek subwatershed lies within the Anacostiathe subwatershed plan, then, is to increase watershed

watershed, which in turn, lies within the Potomac Riverawareness among the public and more actively engage
them in protection efforts. A targeted outreach andsub-basin, which is but a part of the Chesapeake Bay

basin. It is obvious that subwatershed managementeducation program is often the best means to achieve
this goal. In this respect, community attitude surveys

plansmustbedevelopedwithinthecontextofthelarger
are often indispensable in scoping critical watershedwatershed management units in which they are located,
issues.The f’trst and most simple step is to identify each of the

larger watershed management units. Next, key water
No. 12. lntra- and Inter-Governmental Coordinationquality, managementobjectives from these units should

be incorporated into the subwatershed plan. Some of It is almost a ritual to invite a broad spectrum of local,
regional objectives that often transcend the subwater-state and federal agencies to participate in watershed
shed are fish passage, nutrient or toxic reduction tar-plans, which necessarily involves a lot of coordination

gets, water supply, flood protection and wastewatermeetings. Such coordination is absolutely essential

effluent limits. Early coordinfition with state and federalwhen the watershed in question extends over more than

agencies can ensure these objectives are fully inte-one political jurisdiction. The problem is how to get
grated into the subwatershed plan. such a diverse group to do more than just attend

meetings. To get an interagency group to share re-
It is interesting to note that an increasing number of

sources and data, develop and endorse the plan, and
state governments are adopting a "basin managementbecome true parmers in the long-term management
approach" (BMA) to systematically manage water re-process requires strong skills in the art of bureaucratic
sources at the scale of the watershed, sub-basin and

navigation. One instrument that can help steer the
basins(USEPA, 1995;Clementsetal.,1996).TheBMAprocess are political agreements to legitimize the water-
approach hasmany similarcharacteristicstothe subwa-shed management partnership. In most cases, the first
tershed management cycle, and offers an opportunityagreement is simply to participate in the process, withfor greater consistency among watershed management

few binding obligations or financial commitments. Sub-
units.

sequent agreements may become more formal and de-
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tailed over time, reflecting the growing trust and con-References
sensus among the participants.

Arnold. C. and C. Gibbons. 1996. "Impervious Surface
Some subwatershed plans may require less exten- Coverage: The Emergence of a Key Environmental

sire interagency parmerships, since they are entirely Indicator." dournal of the American Planmng
contained within a single local jurisdiction. For these Association. 62(2): 243-258.
subwatersheds, bureaucratic navigation can be con-Clements, T.C.Creager, A.Beach, J.Butcher, M.Marcus
freed to local agency coordination, i.e., reaching con- and T. Schueler. 1996.,4 Frameworkfor Watershed
sensus among the many conflicting units of local gov- Management. FinalReport. Project 93-IRM-4 Wa-
ernment (planning, development review, public works, ter Environment Research Foundation. WERF. AI-
parks, resource management, transportation, and eco- exandria, VA212 pp.
nomic development to name but a few). Each of theseClaytor. R. and W. Brown. 1996. Environmentallndica-
units of local government plays a key role in either the tors to Assess the Effectiveness of Municipal and
formulation or implementation of the subwatershed Industrial Stormwater Control Programs. Final
plan, and needs to be represented in the stakeholder Report. Center for Watershed Protection. US EPA
process. Several local governments have organized OfficeofWastewaterManagement. Silver Spring,
local interagency workgroups to address overarching MD. 210 pp.
issues, using independent facilitators to guide theGrand Traverse County (MI). 1995. Mitchell Creek
group toward consensus. Watershed Protection Strategy. Mitchell Creek

Watershed Planning Team. Traverse City, MI. 268
Subwatershed Planning and the Real World PP.

Johnson Creek Corridor Committee. 1995.JohnsonCreekWhile it is easy to outline what should be done in
Resources Management Plan. Woodward Clydesubwatershed planning, it is obviously much harder to

actually make it happen. After all, what community isn’t Consultants. Portland, OR. 210 pp.

subject to tight budgets, strong development interests,Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commis-

and a planning horizon that extends to the next local sion (MNCPPC). 1995. Upper Paint Branch Water-
shed Planning Study-Technical Report. Mont-election? When local political will is lacking, is the

subwatershed management planning protocol de- gomeryCounty Planning Department. Silver Spring,
MD. 68 pp.scribed here just a pipe dream? (or for that matter, any

watershed approach). Northern Virginia Planning District Commission
(NVPDC). 1978. Land Use!Runoff Quali~., Rela-

The answer is a somewhat guarded no. The pro- tionships in the Washington DC Metropolitan
posed subwatershed protocol represents a new way of Area. Final Report. Occoquan/Four Mile Run NPS
thinking about local watersheds that emphasizes prac- Correlation Study. MWCOG. 73 pp.
tical management tasks. As such, it is not expected toSchueler, T. 1995. Site Planning Jbr Urban Stream
cost more than traditional watershed studies (and pos- Protection. Center for Watershed Protection. Met-
sibly less, given that the monitoring effort is often_less ropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
intensive). In addition, the protocol is oriented to ac- Silver Spring, MD 222 pp.
tively engage both stakeholders and the general publicUS EPA. 1991. The Watershed Protection Approach:
to build consensus for the long-term management pro- An Overview. Report No. EPA 503/9-92-002. Office
cess. Thus, even if the results of the first management of Water.
cycle are less than desired, it is possible to improve theUS EPA. 1995. Watershed Protection: A Statewide
plan during the next cycle. If local political currents run Approach. U S EPA Office of Water. Assessment
strongly against land use controls, the protocol clearly and Watershed Protection Division. Washington,
shows the likely long-term changes in stream quality D.C.
(and provides guidance on how the changes can best
be managed).

I fwatershed planning is ever to become an effective
tool to protect streams in the real world, it will be because
they incorporate the practical management details that
lead to better implementation. The 12 management
elements outlined here represent an initial exploration
into this new territory.
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Fe~ature article,]Crom Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4): 469-481

The Economics of Watershed Protection

W atershed protection may be a fine idea, butthose advocating better watershed protection. In this
how much does it cost? How does itarticle, we review economic research on the costs and
change the bottom line for the region, thebenefits of employing watershed management tools

development community, landowners and residentsand tally the score for the region, the municipality, the
alike? This question is increasingly being posed todeveloper and the property owner.

AQUATIC
BUFFERS

R0079622
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Economic Benefits of Watershed Protection Tools volume of construction activity, and had slightly
Wdtershed development does not have to be syn- improved the local tax base. This was because the

onymous with the degradation of aquatic resources, value of developed land within the regulated area
When new growth is managed in a watershed context, had climbed from five to 17%, and the value of
homes and businesses can be located and designed to vacant land had increased by five to 25%. As
have the smallest possible impact on streams, lakes, Beaton notes, "Residents in both regions ben-
wetlands and estuaries. In the watershed protection efitedfromtheknowledgethatpublicactionswere
approach outlined here, communities can apply eight taken to protect the environmental amenity in
basic tools that guide where and how new development which they had already invested." Since both
occurs (see Figure 1). developed and undeveloped land had grown in

value, owners received a significant premium when
The watershed protection tools highlighted in this they sold their property,.article are designed to protect water quality while in-

creasing the value of existing and developable land. If¯ Land use plans that retain open space, rural land-
used correctly, these tools can protect the rights of scapes, and recreational opportunities contribute
individual property owners as well as those of the entire to the quality of a community or region. A survey
community, of chief executive officers has ranked quality of life

as the third most important factor in locating a new
Many players in the local economy perceive that

business (National Park Service, 1992). As re-watershed protection can be costly, burdensome and
gionaleconomiesbecomeevermorecompetitive,potentially a threat to economic vita!ity. Others counter
a high quality-of-life ranking can provide a criticalthat watershed protection is inextricably linked to a
edge in attracting new business.healthy economy. Below we review some of the actual

research on the economic costs and benefits associated¯ Citizens also rank protection of their water re-

with e.achoftheeightwatershedprotectiontools.While sources quite highly. A North Carolina survey
economic research on many of the tools is rather sparse, showed a strong preference for spending more
much of the evidence indicates that these tools can public funds on environmental protection than for
have a positive or at least neutral economic effect, when highway construction, welfare, or economic de-
applied properly, velopment. Only crime and education ranked as

higher spending priorities among citizens (Hoban
and Clifford, 1992).

¯ However, watershed plarming is not without costs.
Effective watershed planing requires a careful
local investment in technical studies, monitoring,
coordination and outreach. As Brown (1996)
notes, a community can expend several hundred
thousand dollars on a watershed study to obtain
the scientific data to justify land use decisions.

The f’trst and most important tool is local land use Further, the long-term cost to fully implement a

planning, a process for identifying key watershed uses, watershed plan can be significant for many local

and then directing the appropriate level of new growth govemments.
to those subwatersheds that can best afford and accom-
modate it (Schueler, 1995). Land use planning involves
assessing stream conditions and developing strategies
to maintain or restore their condition. It directs pro-
posed development to the least sensitive area and
attempts to control the amount and location of impervi-
ous cover in a watershed. Some subwatersheds are
designated as growth areas, while others are partly or
fully protected from future development. Many commu-
nitieswonderabouttheeffectofsuch broad-based land Communities have repeatedly found that property
t~se planning on property values and the local tax base.adjacent to protected wetlands, floodplains, shore-
Recent studies, however, suggest that the effect oflines, and forests constitutes an excellent location for
watershed planning is largely positive: development. (U.S. EPA, 1995). A sense of place is

¯ Beaton (1988) examined land values before andinstilled by the presence of water, forest and natural

after the Maryland Critical Area and New Jerseyareas and this preference is expressed in a greater
Pinelands land use regulations were imposed. Hewillingness to pay to live near these habitats. Examples
found that the regulations had no impact on theinclude the following:
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¯ Tworegionaleconomicsurveysdocumentedthat ¯ Buffersprovideacritical"rightofway"forstreams
conserving forests on residential and commercial during large floods and storms. When buffers
sites can enhance property values by an average contain the entire 100-year floodplain, they are an
of six to 15°/, and increases the rate at which units extremely cost-effective form of flood damage
are sold or leased (Morales, 1980; Weyerhauser avoidance for both communities and individual
Company, 1989). An Atlanta study also showed property owners. As an example, a national study
that the presence oftre.es and natural areas mea- of 10 programs that diverted development away
surably increased the residential propertytax base from flood-prone areas found that land next to
(Anderson and Cordell, 1982). In addition, urban protected floodplains had increased in value by
forests boost property values by reducing irritat- an average of$10,427 per acre (Burby, 1988).
ing noise levels and screening adjacent land uses. ¯ Homes situated near seven California stream res-
The absence of trees increases dust levels by four

toration projects had a three to 13% higher prop-
to 100 times (Nelson, 1975). ertyvaluethansimilarhomeslocatedonunrestored

¯ Conserving trees also saves money on energy streams(StreinerandLoomis, 1996). Most of the
bills and treatment of runoff. Studies by the Ameri- perceived value of the restored stream was due to
can Forest Association have shown that homes the enhanced buffer, habitat, and recreation af-
and businesses that retain trees save 20 to 25% in forded by the restoration.
their energy bills for heating and cooling, corn- ¯ In addition, buffers can sharply reduce the num-
pared to homes where trees are cleared. The urban ber o f drainage complaints received by local pub-
forest canopy also helps to reduce the volume of - lic works departments and they are ot~en an effec-
stormwater runoff. A modeling study by Hanson tive means to mitigate or even prevent shoreline
and Rowntree (1988) reported that stormwater erosion.
decreased by 17% due to forest cover in a Utah
development during a typical one-inch rainstorm. ¯ A shoreline or creek buffer can help protect valu-

able wildlife habitat. For example, each mile of¯ Coastal wetland areas contribute to the local buffer protects 12 acres of habitat along shore-
economy through recreation, fishing and flood lines and 25 acres along creeks (Schueler, 1995). A
protection. Various economists have calculated continuous buffer provides a wildlife corridor
that each acre of coastal wetland contributes from which is of particular value in protecting amphib-
5800to $9,000 to the local economy(Kirby, 1993). ian and waterfowl populations, as well as coastal

fish spawning and nursery areas. Such protection

~
has an economic payoff as well. For example,
Adams (1994) reports that nearly 60% of suburban
residents actively engage in wildlife watching
near their homes, and a majority are willing to pay

~,    BUFFERS    ~,/ a premium for homes located in a setting that

~ attracts wildlife.
¯ Corporate land owners can save between $270 to

$640 per acre in annual mowing and maintenance
A shoreline or creek buffer can create many market costs when open lands are managed as a natural

and non-market benefits for a community, particularly buffer area rather than tuff(Wildlife Habitat En-
if they are managed as a greenway: hancementCouncil, 1992).

¯ The value of adjacent property increases. For ¯ When managed as a"greenway," stream buffers
example, housing prices were found to be 32% can expand recreational opportunities and in-
higher if they were located next to a greenbelt crease the value of adjacent parcels (Flink and
buffer in Colorado (Correll etal., 1978). Nationally, Searns, 1993). Several studies have shown that
buffers were thought to have a positive or neutral greenway parks increase the value of homes ad-
impact on adjacent property values in 32 out of 39 jacent to them. Pennypack Park in Philadelphia is
communities surveyed (Schueler, 1995). credited with a 33% increase to the value of nearby

¯ Forested shoreline and stream buffers situated on property. A net increase of more than $3.3 million
the flat soils of the coastal plain have been found in real estate value is attributed to the park (Chesa-
to be effective in removing sediment, nutrients peake Bay Foundation, 1996a). A greenway in
and bacteria from stormwater runoff and septic Boulder, Colorado, was found to have increased
system effluent in a wide variety of rural and aggregate property values by $5.4 million, result-
agricultural settings along the East Coast ingin$500,000ofadditionaltaxrevenueperyear
(Desbonnet etal., 1994). (Chesapeake Bay Foundation, 1996a).
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¯ Effective shoreline buffers can increase the value ¯ Can reserve up to 15% of the site for active or
of urban lake property. For example, a recent study passive recreation. When carefully designed, the
of Maine lakes found that water clarity was di- recreation space can promote better pedestrian
rectly related to property values. Specifically, a movement, a stronger sense of community space
three-foot improvement in water clarity resulted in and a park-like setting. Numerous studies have
$ I 1 to $200 more per foot of shoreline property,, confirmed that developments situated near trails
potentially generating millions of dollars in in- or parks sell for a higher price than more distant
creased value per lake (Michael et a!., 1996). homes.

¯ Provides a developer some "compensation" for
lots that would otherwise have been lost due to
wetland, floodplain or other requirements. This, in
turn, reduces the pressure to encroach on stream
buffers and natural areas.

¯ Can reduce site impervious cover from 10 to 50%
(depending on the original lot size and layout),
thereby lowering the cost for both stormwater
conveyance and treatment. This cost savings can

Better site design involves approaching new devel- be considerable, as the cost to treat the quality and
opment with the goals of reducing impervious cover quantity of stormwater from a single impervious
and increasing the conservation of natural areas. One acre can range from $2.000 to $50.000 (see article
way to accomplish this is through cluster development, 68). In addition, the ample open spaces with in a
which minimizes lot sizes within a compact developed cluster development provide a greater range of
portion of a property while leaving the remaining por- locations for more cost-effective stormwater run-
tion prominently open. Housing can still consist of off practices.
detached single family homes as well as multi-family Some indication of the potential savings associated
housing or a mix of both. Cluster development createswith "open space" or cluster development are shown in
protected open space that provides many market andtheRemlikHallFarm example produced by Land Ethics,
non-market benefits. For example, some communitiesInc. for the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (1996b). Cost
have found that cluster development: estimates were derived for two development scenarios

¯ Can reduce the capital cost of subdivision devel-that result in equivalent yield to the developer (see
opment by I0 to 33%, primarily by reducing theTable 1). In the conventional scenario, the farm is
length of the infrastructure needed to ser~’e thesubdivided into 84 large-lot units, whereas in the open-
development(NAHB, 1986;Maryland Office ofspace scenario 52 higher-end units are located on
Planning, 1989;Schueler, 1995). smaller lots in three clusters. Over 85% of the site is

¯ "i’ypically keeps from 40 to 80% of total site area inretained in open space, as farmland, forest or wetland as
permanent community open space. Much of theillustrated in Figure 2.
open space is managed as natural area, which The authors computed net development savings of
ot~en increases the future value of residentialover$600,000forthis490-acreclusterdevelopment(or
property in comparison to low-density subdivi-about 50% lower costs than the conventional scenario).
sions. This premium has ranged from five to 32%These large savings in development infrastructure in-
in communities intheNortheastern United States.cluding engineering, sewage and water, and road con-
In Massachusetts, cluster developments werestruction costs certainly contribute to a better bottom
found to appreciate 12% faster than conventionalline. In addition, Arendt (1994) maintains that open
subdivisions over a 20-year period (Lacey andspace units sel! both more rapidly and at apremium, thus
Arendt, 1990). In Howard County, Maryland, aincreasingcashflowwhichisalwaysaprimeconcernto
cluster development with an average lot size ofthe developer.
one acre had the same market value as a conven-Reducing the amount of impervious cover created
tional subdivision with one to five acre lots (Legg

by subdivisions and parking lots at developments can
Mason, 1990). lead to savings for municipalities and developers. Ira-

¯ Can reduce the need to clear and grade 35 to60%pervious cover can be minimized by modifying local
oftotal site area- Sincethetotalcosttoclear, gradesubdivision codes to allow narrower or shorter roads,
and install erosion control practices can range upsmaller parking lots, shorter driveways and smaller
to $5,000 per acre, reduced clearing can be aturnarounds. These tools make both economic and
significant cost savings to builders (Schueler,environmental sense. Infraslructure~roads, sidewalks,
1995). storm sewers, utilities, street trees--normally consti-

tute over half the total cost of subdivision development
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Scenario A Scenario B
Conventional Plan Cluster Plan

1. Engineering Costs,
(boundary survey, topo, $79,600 $39,800
road design, plans,
monumentation)

2. Road Construction Costs 20,250 linear ft. $1,012,500 9,750 linear ft, $487,500

3. Sewage and Water Individual septic $25,200 $13,200
(permit fees and and wells
design only)

4. Contingencies $111,730 $54,050

GRAND TOTAL $1,229,030 $594,550

Total Site Area = 490.15 acres

TotaIDeveloped Land 287,41 acres (58.6%) 69.41 acres (14.2%)
Roads & Driveway 19.72 acres 11.75 acres
Turf 261.09 acres 54.04 acres
Buildings 6.60 acres 3.92 acres
Total Undeveloped Land 202.74 acres (41,4%) 420.64 acres (85.8%)
Forest 117.55 acres 133.01 acres
Wetlands 11.46 acres 11.46 acres
Total Impervious Cover 5.4% 3.7%
Total Nitrogen (Ibs peryear) 2,534 Ibs/yr 1,482 Ibs./yr
Phosphorous (Ibs peryear) 329 Ibs/yr 192 Ibs./yr

(CH2M-HilI, 1993). Much of the infrastructure createstion of the amount of impervious cover (see article 68).
impervious surfaces. Thus, b~ailders can realize signifi-Thus, for each unit of impervious cover that is reduced,
cantcostsavings byminimizingimperviouscover(Tablea developer can expect a proportionately smaller cost
2). Some of the typical savings include the following:for stormwater treatment.

¯ $ !, 100 for each parking space that is eliminated in
a commercial parking lot, with a lifetime savings in ~
the range of $5,000-$7,000 per space when future
parking lot maintenance is considered

¯ $150 for each linear foot of road that is shortened
(pavement, curb and gutter, and storm sewer)

¯ $25 to $50 for each linear foot of roadway that is
narrowed Current state and local requirements for eros ion and

¯ $10 for each linear foot of sidewalk that is elimi-sediment control (ESC) often do increase the cost of
hated development. On a typical site, the cost to install and

In addition to these direct costs savings, develop-maintainerosionandsedimentcontrol canaverage $800
ers will realize indirect savings. For example, costs forto $1,500 per cleared acre per year, depending on the
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Conventional Development Plan (A)

Cluster Development Plan (B)
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duration o fconstruction and the site conditions (SMBIA,
1990: Paterson etal., 1993).

The application of other watershed protection tools,
however, can help reduce the total cost for ESC control

$ubdivi$ion Improvement Unit Coet$
at a construction site. Forest conservation, buffers and
clustering all can sharply reduce the amount of clearing Roads, Grading $22.00 per linear foot
needed at a site, thereby reducing the area that must be Roads, Paving (26 feet width) $71.50 per linear foot
controlled by ESC practices. Roads, Curb and Gutter $12.50 per linear foot

ESC controls also provide direct and indirect ben- Sidewalks (4 feet wide) $10.00 per linear foot

efits to both the builder and the adjacent property Storm Sewer (24 inch) $23.50 per linear foot

owner. By keeping soil on the site, a contractor needs Cleadng (forest) $4,000 per acre

to spend less time and labor re-grading the site to meet Driveway Aprons $500 per apron
final plan elevations, and less effort stabilizing eroded Sediment Control $800 per acre

slopes. Careful phasing of construction within subdivi- Stormwater Management $300 per acre (variable)
sions also often leads to economies over the entire WatedSewer $5,000 per lot (variable)
construction process (see article 54). Well/Septic $5,000 per lot (variable)

Street Lights $2.00 per linear foot

~
Street Trees $2.50 per linear foot

designed stormwater practices could be leased or
rented at a considerable premium (and often at a
much faster rate).

¯ In a comparison of home prices in Minnesota. sale
Stormwater management practices, which include prices were nearly one-third higher for homes that

stormwater ponds, wetlands, filtering, infiltration, and had a view ofa stormwater wetland compared to
swale systems, are among the most expensive water- homes without any "waterfront" influence. In-
shed protection tools. Stormwater practices are de- deed, the homes nearthe stormwaterwetland sold
signed to promote recharge, remove pollutants, prevent for prices that were nearly identical to those homes
streambank erosion, and control downstream flooding, bordering a high quality urban lake (Clean Water
Despite their high construction and maintenance costs, Partnership, 1996).
stormwater practices can confer several tangible eco-
nomic benefits, as the following studies show:

¯ Not all stormwater practices provide a premium.
For example, Dinovo (1995) surveyed the prefer-

. The cost of designing and constructing stormwa- ences of Illinois residents about living or locating
ter practices can be very substantial. The most next to dry ponds, and found most residents
recent cost study indicates the cost of treating the would not pay a premium to live next to a dry pond,
quality and quantity ofstormwater runoffranges and in some cases expected to pay less for such
from $2,000 to $50,000 per impervious acre (see a lot. The study conf’u’med that wet ponds corn-
article 68). The construction costs do not include mand aconsiderable premium andthey even scored
cost of land used for stormwater. Stormwater higher than natural areas, golf courses, and parks
practice costs are greatest for small development in some location decisions (see article 84).
sites (less than five acres), but drop rapidly at
largersites.Ingeneral, aboutathirdofeverydollar - In addition, some stormwater practices, such as

spent on stormwater practice construction is used grassed swales and bioretention areas, actually

for quality control, with the rest devoted for flood are less expensive to construct than enclosed

control, storm drain systems, and provide better environ-
mental results. Liptan and Brown (1996) docu-

¯ Stormwatermanagement can also be beneficial for mented residential and commercial case studies
developers, since stormwater ponds and wet- where the use ofbioretention and swales reduced
lands createawaterfronteffect. For example, U.S. the size and cost of conventional storm drains
EPA (1995) recently analyzed 20 real estate stud- needed to meet local drainage and stormwater
ies across the U.S. and found that developers managementrequirements.Themorenaturaldmin-
could charge a perlotpremium ofupto$ l 0,000 for age system eliminated the need for costly man-
homes situatednexttowell-designedstormwater holes, pipes, trenches and catchbasins, while
ponds and wetlands. In addition, U.S. EPA found removing pollutants at the same time. Total re-
that office parks and ~.partments next to well-
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ported savings for the three projects ranged from settlement (NSFC, 1995). In the event a septic
$10,000 to $200,000. system fails, homeowners can expect to pay from

¯ Stormwater practices must be maintained, and $3,000 to $ I0,000 forreplacement.

that cost burden falls on landowners or local
government. Over a 20 to 25 year period, the full
cost to maintain a stormwater practice is roughly
equal to its initial construction costs (Wiegand et
al., 1986). Few property owners and homeowner
associations are fully aware of the magnitude of
stormwater maintenance costs, and most fail to
regularly perform routine and non-routine mainte-
nance tasks. It is likely that performance and After development occurs, communities still need

longevity of many stormwater practices will de-to invest in watershedmanagement programs. Thistool

cline without adequate maintenance. Therefore,is used to educate residents and businesses about the

local governments need to evaluate how the fu-daily role they play in protecting the quality of their

turemaintenancebillwillbepaidandwhowillpaywatershed. Thus, many communities now invest in

it. programs of watershed education, public participation,
watershed management, monitoring, inspection of
stormwater treatment systems, low input lawn care,

~
household hazardous waste collection, or industrial
and commercial pollution prevention programs. The
common theme running through each program is edu-
cation.

The responsibility for ongoing watershed manage-
ment programs is borne by local government, although

In many rural watersheds, new development occursmany are now employing stormwater utilities to partially
outside of water and sewer service areas, which meansfinance these programs (for a review of trends in storm-
that wastewater must be treated on the site, usually bywater utilities, see article 69). Nationally, the average
a septic system. To treat wastewater, septic systemsresidential stormwater utility fee is about $30 per year,
must have appropriate drainage area and soil to func-of which less than 75 cents is spent on watershed
tion properly. Costs associated with installing septiceducation.
systems--and correcting system failures--are as fol-
lows: The Balance Sheet: Watershed Protection Tools

¯ The average cost of constructing a conventional The various costs and benefits associated with the
septic system at a single family home situated oneight watershed protection tools are summarized in the
a large lot is around $4,500 (U.S. EPA, 1993)~"balance sheet" shown in Table 3. Different costs and
approximately equal to the unit cost of municipalbenefits accrue depending on whether one is a devel-
wastewater (Table 2). The cost of more innovativeoper, property owner, community or local government.
septic systems (that have a higher nutrient re-Taken as a package, most ofthe players tend to make out
movalrate, lower failure rates, or thatcan performpretty well, but there are some key differences. For
on poor soils) are 25 to 75% greater than conven- example, most watershed protection tools benefit land-
tional systems, with somewhat higher mainte-owners, in terms of appreciation of property values as
nance costs as well (see article 123). long as they are in a developable area. This benefit is

¯ The cost to maintain a properly functioning septicoffset to some degree by real costs for maintenance of
system on an individual lot is not inconsequential,stormwater treatment systems as well as fees that may

For example, the cost to inspect a septic systembe charged for stormwater utilities.

ranges from $50 to $150 pervisit, and each pumpout Some watershed protection tools have the potential
costs about $150 to $250. The recommendedtosavedevelopersmoney, throughlotpremiums, greater
pumpoutfrequencyrangesfromtwotofiveyearsmarketability, and lower construction costs. At the
for a standard household tank. Over a decade, thesame time, a developer has to pay out-of-pocket for
total costs of maintaining a septic system can runstormwater and sediment control, as well as consultant
from $1,000 to $3,000 (Ohrel, 1995). fees to navigate through the watershed protection

¯ There are also major costs to landowners whenmaze.Asmightbeexpectect, the community at large gets

septic systems fail. A failed or failing septic sys-the greatest overall benefit associated with watershed

tern can decrease property values, delay the issu-protection, and appears to bear the least cost (although
ance of building permits, or hold up the purchase
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they may have to pay more for housing), shed protection. Thus, despite its long-term benefits.
The only consistent financial "loser" in the water-watershed protection is both fiscally and politically

shed protection balance sheet is local government,challengingforlocalgovernments.How, then, docom-

Local government must provide at least some staffandmunities craft watershed protection programs that can

technical resources to guide, review, inspect, monitor,achieve the broad and deep acceptance needed to

enforce and manage each watershed protection tool.overcome these challenges? Successful communities
have found it important to do the following:

Even hiring one additional staff person can be a
daunting challenge in this era of austere government. ° Invest early in watershed education and outreach
particularly if the person is even dimly linked to the ° Designate a single agency to champion water-
possibility, of more review, regulation or red-tape. Many shed protection and play a role in the development
players in the local economy are justifiably concerned process
about the economic consequences created by water-

(-) negative economic consequence (+) positive economic or environmental impact

Adjacent
Watershed Protection Tools Developer/Builder Property Owner Community Local Government

1. Land Use Planning !-) cost of land (+) property value (+) business attraction (-/ staff and budget
(-) Iocational constraints (+) protection from resources

adverse uses (+) reduced =clean up"

Z. Land Conservation (+) natural area premium (+) property value (+) habitat (-) staff resources
(-) permitting costs (+) fisheries (+) reduced "clean up~

(-) Iocational constraints costs
(+) lower cost of

services

L Aquatic Buffers (+) buffer premium (+) property value (+) flooding risk (-) staff resources
(-) locational constraints (+) wildlife (+) fewer drainage

(+) greenway complaints
(+) trails

1. Better Site Design (+) construction costs (+) property value (+) recreation (+) lower cost of
(+) marketability (-) HOA fees (+) green space services
(+) no lost lots (-) parking (+) natural area

preservation
(+) better sense of

place
(+) pedestrian friendly

~.’ Erosion and Sediment Contrc (-) higher cost (+) trees saved increase (+) water quality (-) staff resources
(+) savings in cleaning/ value (+) tree conservation (+) reduced complaints

grading (+) no off-site sediment from downstreamers

k Stormwater Treatment (-) higher costs (-) maintenance (+) protection of water (-) staff resources
Practices (+) pond/wetland (+) waterfront effect supply (+) reduced waterbody

premium (if done dght) (+) stream protection programs/problems

’. Non-Stormwater (-) higher design and (-) clean out costs (+) protection of water (-) staff resources
Discharges engineering costs supply

I. Watershed Stewardship no impact (-) annual fee for utility (-) annual fee (-) staff resources
Programs (+) continued healthy (+) involvement in

environment             watershed services

ECONOMIC TREND MIXED POSITIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE
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¯ Employ a unified and streamlined developmentimportant element of watershed protection programs.
review process --TRS

¯ Develop simple and practical performance criteria
References¯ Include all stakeholders in a public process to
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Perspective. University of Minneapolis Press. Min-
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Protecting Property Rights and the Watershed

When a community applies some watershed protection tools, it faces conflict over the rights of the
community versus the rights of private property owners. However, a well-crafted watershed protection
program protects the rights of all members of the community, as well as the value of their land.

As noted eadier, many watershed protection tools generally have either an economically neutral effect on
property value or increase it. For example, open space, forest conservation areas, creek and shoreline
buffers and stormwater ponds all maintain the equity value of a parcel since they increase the value of
developed properties.

The enhanced effect on land value is meaningless, however, if a property lies entirely within a protection
zone and cannot be developed. For example, Holway and Burby (1990) found a sharp drop in the value of
wetland and floodplain land when development was restricted. Similarly, Wood (1992) found that
conservation easements that essentially prohibit any development or active management retain only 10
to 36% of their prior land value. Beaton (1991) reported that the value of undeveloped land in the most
restrictive areas of the New Jersey Pinelands dipped slightly, but there were no wipeouts.
Fortunately, local governments have a number of techniques that can lessen the impact of protection zones
on property owners. These include:

¯ Transferable development dghts are a tool that achieve some of the same goals as conservation
easements, in that another landowner may purchase the rights to develop a property from the owner.
When the land is sold or inherited, it retains the prohibition against development. Several useful
guides on how to create a TDR program to protect the rural landscape have been developed by
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania (1995) and Montgomery County, Maryland (1990).

¯ Clustering allows the same number and type of lots as under existing zoning on a given parcel of
land (e.g., single family detached homes), so potentially no equity value is lost. Cluster ordinances
require that the total number of allowable lots be clustered on one portion of the entire parcel.
Sensitive areas, buffers, and stormwater facilities are situated on the remaining undisturbed open
space.

¯ Density compensation grants the landowner a credit for additional density elsewhere on the site,
in compensation for developable land that has been lost due to a buffer or natural area requirement.
Credits are then granted if more than 5% of developable land is lost, based on a sliding scale
(Schueler 1995).

¯ Volunta~ consen/ation easements protect sensitive areas and buffers with a mutually negotiated
perpetual conservation easement that conditions the use and development of the land. The local
government then taxes the protected land at a much lower rate, giving the landowner a lower property
tax burden. There are also significant federal tax benefits (see Diehl and Barret, 1988).

¯ Buffer andlot averaging allows buffer and lot lines to be determined on a average rather than a fixed
basis. This added flexibility allows designers to work around existing structures, and environmen-
tally sensitive areas.

Other techniques to consider to protect property dghts include grandfathedng, traditional use exemptions,
and a fair and timely appeals procedure (see also RMC, 1992). Kelly et al. (1996) have prepared a useful
guide for planners to use in response to concerns about takings.

Finally, it is important to cleady frame each watershed protection tool within the compelling public safety,
welfare, or environmental benefits that it provides to the community at large, so that the partial regulation
of land use can be legally justified. For example, stormwater and erosion control requirements protect
downstream properties from flooding and sediment damages (and claims) adsing from upstream activity.
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Feature Article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1). 575-584

Microbes in Urban Watersheds:
Implications for Watershed Managers

W hen it comes to .bacteria, most watershedwater and shellfish harvesting, and contact such as
managers have more questions than an-swimmingandotherformsofwatercontactrecreation.
swers. Can a beach, shellfish or drinkingThemodelalsoevaluatesuseimpairmentsin fourkinds

water use really be maintained in the face of watershedof watersheds, based on their density and primary
growth? Can water contact recreation uses ever be wastewater disposal technique. The watersheds in-
supported in an urban watershed, and under what flowclude the following:
conditions? What expectations are reasonable for fu-
turewateruses?Whatkindofdetectiveworkisneeded * Very low density watersheds. These water-

to discover existing bacteria sources? Which bacteria sheds are essentially undeveloped or rural in
sources are the best targets for management? What characterandhavelessthan5%imperviouscover.
watershed practices are most effective in preventing or Septic systems are used for wastewater disposal,

treating new sources? Eliminating or treating existing but occur at a relatively low density. As a result,

sources? What kind of bacteria monitoring is needed to livestock and wildlife constitute the primary bac-
safeguard public health? teria sources.

Some of the answers to these difficult questions ¯ Low density watersheds. While portions of
depend on many complex watershed factors, such as these watersheds remain undeveloped or in rural
the density of development, method of sewage dis- uses, theyareprimarilyzonedforlargelotresiden-
posal, bacteria sources, actual water uses and weather tial development, which are serviced by individual
conditions. Given thatwatershed managers are increas- septic systems. Lot sizes can range from one to
ingly asked to control microbes, this article seeks to fiveacres.lmperviouscovertypicallyrangesfrom
present a more coherent framework for how bacteria can five to 15%, and the density of septic systems
be managed in urban watersheds. It begins by describ- frequently exceeds 100 per square mile. Septic
ing a conceptual model for managing bacteria in urban systems and stormwater runoff are key sources.
watersheds, and then applies the general model to four ¯ Moderatedensitywatersheds.Thelandusein
specific watershed types. The implications for bacteria
management in each watershed type are reviewed in

these watersheds is primarily suburban in nature.

detail, with a strong emphasis on the prevention and
Residentialandcommercialdevelopmentsareser-

treatment of new bacteria sources. The last section
vicedbysanitarysewers.Imperviouscoverranges
from 15 to 30%. Stormwater runoff, pets and sani-

presents a six-step process to detect existing urban
bacteria sources, as well as a review of practices that can

tary sewer overflows are key sources.

eliminate or treat these sources. * High density watersheds. These watersheds
are highly urban in character, and wastewater is

The Bacteria Management Model disposed by a sewer system. Depending on its age
Not much is out there to guide watershed managersand condition, the sanitary sewer system may be

on how to manage bacteria. To begin to fill this gap, we a bacteria source, either from combined sewer

have developed ageneralbacteriamanagement"model." overflows, sanitary sewer overflows, illicit sew-

It is a simple frameworkthat organizes what we know (or age flows or some combination thereof. Impervi-
think we know) about managing bacteria in different ous cover in these highly urban watersheds ex-

kinds of urban watersheds. The model is a still work in ceeds 30%.

progress, and many of its details need to be confirmed The model projects the frequency of use impair-
by more research data. It is best regarded as an initialments under dry weather and wet weather flow condi-
hypothesis rather than a predictive model at this point,tions for each of the four kinds of watersheds, as defined
Still, it represents a starting point to guide debate onby an exceedance of fecal coliform standards. The
what we can expect to achieve in managing bacteria inimpairment curve is expressed as a band, to reflect the
urban watersheds (Figure 1). variability in watershed sources and the use of manage-

The bacteriamanagement model distinguishes twoment practices which reduce bacteria.
broad kinds of human uses: consumption as in drinking R00"]’9634
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The bacteria management model "predicts" the degree of use impairment for tour kinds of urban watersheds for
consumptive uses such as drinking water and shellfish harvesting (top panei). Frequent impairment is projected
during both wet and dry weather conditions. The wet weather impairment curve (a) climbs steeply and is relatively
narrow. The dry weather curve (b) also climbs steeply, but is much broader, indicating the potential impact of
watershed management. Given the high probability of impairment, advanced filtration is recommended to treat
drinking water in all but the most lightly developed urban watersheds (c).

Less impairment is projected for recreational contact uses (bottom panel), with greater impairment noted during
wet weather conditions (d) than dry weather conditions (e). The dry weather impairment curve (e) is very wide,
suggesting that watershed management measures can have a strong impact on uses. As the density of
development increases, however, communities must institute more intensive surveillance monitonng to protect
public health (f).
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In general, the model suggests that very few con- ° Target human sources of pathogens first.
sumptive uses of water can be maintained during wet- Pathogens from untreated sewage are potentially
weather conditions. The narrow width of the wet weather more dangerous and more controllable than bac-
curve indicates that even when watershed practices are teria generated from nonhuman sources delivered
widely implemented (e.g., stormwater treatment, buffers in urban stormwater runoff.
and source controls), frequent impairment of uses can ¯ Attack dry weather bacteria problems next.still be expected. While consumptive uses can also be
impaired during dry weather, the impairment curve is The bacteriamanagement model clearly indicates

much wider. The width of the dry weather curve reflects that the greatest range in impairment frequency

how aggressively human sewage sources are inspected, occurs during dry weather, so that attacking these

detected and corrected within a given subwatershed sources should yield the greatest watershed man-

(e.g., septic systems, illicit connections, SSOs and agementbenefit. Recreational uses are alsomore

CSOs). The low range of the curve indicates systematic prevalent during dry weather.

effortstodetectandcorrectsewagedischarges, whereas ¯ Adapt bacteria management strategies for
the high range indicates little or no watershed effort, unique watershed conditions. Every watershed

The model also indicates that advanced filtration has a unique combination of density, impervious
and disinfection are needed to maintain the purity of cover, sewage disposal methods, bacteria sources
drinking water in nearly all urban watersheds. Water- and water use, and therefore a single approach to
shed practices are useful in enhancing the effective- managingbacteriaislikelytofail.Fourapproaches
ness and reliability of drinking water treatment pro- for managing bacteria, based on the four types of

cesses, but cannot, by themselves, protect a water watersheds are presented later in this article.

supply in the absence of filtration. ¯ Progressfromthewatershedtothesubwater-
The second panel portrays the impairment curves shed to the source. Watershed managers need to

for water contact recreation, such as swimming, wad- perform watershed detective work to discover
ing and boating. Once again, the wet weather impair- existing bacteria sources--to find out exactly
ment curve is very steep, with frequent impairment where, when and how bacteria are getting into
occurring in moderate and high densi~ watersheds. In surface waters. A simplified six-step watershed
this case, the wet weather impairment curve is some- screening process is provided later in this article
what wider, suggesting that aggressive implementation to help managers track down individual and con-
of watershed practices can prevent impairment in low trollable bacteria sources.
density watersheds (e.g., stormwater treatment, buff-

. Correct existing bacteria sourcesfirst. Exist-
ers, and source controls). The width of the dry weather
impairmentcurveisexpectedtobemuchbroader, which ing bacteria sources that are so hard to detect

again suggests aggressive efforts to detect, inspect
should be the highest priority for correction, par-

and correct human sewage discharges within a water- ticutarty since regulatory tools exist to eliminate or

shed (e.g., septic systems, illicit connections, SSOs or treat these sources.

CSOs) could sharply reduce impairment during dry ¯ Prevent or treat future bacteria sources. New
weather, development creates the potential for new bacte-

From the standpoint of water contact recreation, ria sources, in the form of stormwater runoff,

the model suggests that aggressive efforts to imple- discharge from failing septic systems or sewers. A

mentwatershedpracticesandeliminatesewagesources key goal in every watershed management plan

can sharply reduce the frequency of bacteria impair- should be to keep bacteria discharges from new

ments for many kinds of urban watersheds. As water- sources as close to zero as current technology and

sheds become more urban, however, communities are maintenance allows. Guidance on preventing or

advised to monitor their waters more frequently, and treating future bacteria sources are provided in

institute a better notification system to ensure that the Table 1, and is described in greater detail for each

public is aware when water uses such as swimming are of the four watershed types in the next section.

permitted or prohibited. If routine monitoring is not
possible, communities should consider automatic clo-Managing Bacteria in Very Low Density Watersheds
sure of urban waters for water contact recreation during As noted earlier, very low density watersheds are
storms and for several days thereafter. essentially rural watersheds with 5% impervious cover

or less. Septic systems are used for wastewater dis-
Applyingthe Model to Real Watersheds posal, but because of their very low density, there are

Severalbacteriamanagement strategies make sensevery few of them in the watershed. Livestock can be a

under all urban watershed conditions. These includesignificant bacteria source if dairies or confined animal

the following: feeding operations (CAFOs) are present and are not R0079636
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Low density watershed Moderate to high density watershed

Land use management New sewer testing

Septic system feasibility criteria Inspection of new sewer hookups

Septic system technology cdteda SSO monitoring and prevention

Septic system reserve field requirements Stormwater treatment for new development

Septic system setback requirements Optimal stormwater outfall location

Minimum lot size for septic system Engineered stream buffers

Local septage maintenance authority Pet exclusion

Stream buffers and access restrictions Waterfowl control/management

Livestock fencing Public education on pet waste

Wildlife control Transient sewage disposal

Land application criteria for biosolids

Stormwater treatment for new development

Public education

Recreational sewage pump out facilities

managed properly. Wildlife can also contribute to back-most effective of 20 watershed management tools for

ground levels of bacteria, protecting waters supplies.

¯ Use attainment. Generally speaking, very Other highly rated watershed management tools

lightly developed watersheds can meet most con-were watershed entry restrictions, prohibition of certain

sumption and contact uses most of the time.types of development, and restrictions on impervious

Occasional standard violations can be expectedcover. It is interesting to note that the survey respon-

due to wildlife or livestock sources. Disinfection
dents were not very confident about urban stormwater

is needed for drinking water supplies, but it maypractices as a watershed management tool, ranking

be possible to avoid advanced filtration if animalthem as the 15th most effective management tool.

production does not occur in the watershed. Other common prevention strategies for very, low

¯ Preventing future bacteria sources. Restric-density watersheds are more stringent septic system

tions on land development are a time-honored
requirements (e.g., setbacks, reserve fields and soil
suitability criteria) as well as the use of stream or

bacteria prevention strategy. Water utilities haveshoreline buffers. Fencing may be advisable if livestock
long recognized that land use control is one of the
most effective strategies to protect surface drink-

are present and an alternative water supply can be

ing water supplies, particularly if they are until-
provided. In addition, recreational facilities such as
marinas and campgrounds should be designed with

tered. Numerous water utilities have acquired
extensive lands within a contributing watershed

sewage pumpout facilities to prevent illegal sewage

and manage them in a forest condition, to reduce
discharges.

the potential for future human bacteria sources
Theprimarygoalofamonitoringprogram foravery

due to watershed development. Significant pot-low density watershed is to establish a network of

tions of contributing watershed land has beensurveillance stations to track trends in fecal coliform

acquired to protect unfiltered water supplies forover time. These stations can provide watershed man-

Boston, New York, Seattle and Portland. agers "early warning" about future bacteria problems.

Land acquisition was rated the most effective and
reliable tool to protect the quality of surface drinkingManaging Bacteria m Low Density I~’atersheds

water supplies, according to a detailed national survey While portions of these watersheds remain unde-
ofwaterutilitiesanddrinkingwaterregulators(Gibbonsveloped or in rural uses, they are primarily zoned for
etal., 1991). Nearly a quarter of all water utility compa-large lot residential development, which are serviced by
hies acquire watershed land as a prevention strategy,individual septic systems. Lot sizes can range from one
The survey respondents ranked land acquisition as theto five acres. Impervious cover ,typically ranges from
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fi~e :o 15%. and the densit,~ of septic systems fie- areaswithroutinemonitoringofthepefformanceofnew
que.~ti~. ~s greater than i00 per square mite and existing septic systems in the watershed. Several

Use attainment. While the low density, swat-communities have found that a local or regional septic

egy can be an effective form of land use control,system authority is very helpful in assuring compliance

it does not necessarily prevent use impairment,for the thousands of individually owned and operated
]-he bacteria management model (Figure l) as-systems within a watershed. Such an authority has the

sumes that low density subwatersheds exhibit afinancial resources to rehabilitate failed systems or

wide potential impairment curve during wetconnectthemtosanitarysewers, particu larly at clusters
weather. The relatively wide range in the impair-of tailed systems located near riparian, lakefront or

ment curves indicates that frequent use attain-coastal locations that are closest to water uses.

ment might be possible if effective watershed
practicesarewidely implemented(e.g.,stormwa-Managing Bacteria in Moderate Densi~. Watersheds

ter treatment, buffers and source controls)and if The land use in these watersheds is primarily
_~eptic systems exhibit a very !ow failure rate in thesuburban in nature. Residential and commercia! devel-
~ubwatershed. If, on the other hand, watershedopment are serviced by sanitary sewers. Impervious
practices are poorly implemented, or not imple-cover ranges from 15 to 30%. The moderate density
mented at all, then routine impairment can bestrategyseekstopreventfuturebacteriasourcescaused
expected during wet xveather conditions. Dryby widespread septic system failure by connecting
weather contact uses. however, can be attainedhomes and businesses to a sanitary sewer collection
most of the time in low density watersheds. Dis-system. This system is managed by a local wastewater
infection and advanced filtration are generallyauthority that has the resources to effectively remove
needed to assure the purity, of surface drinkinghuman sewage from thewatershed equation, by provid-
water supplies in low density watersheds, prima-ing more effective treatment and pumping it to a less
rily due to the risk of Cryptosporidium and Gia-sensitive discharge point. Most significantly, the waste-
rdia which can be resistant to traditional forms ofwater authority is governed under the NPDES program
watertreatment, so that operation and maintenance of the plant and its

Preventing new bacteria sources. The choicecollection system can be monitored and enforced.

to limitdevelopmentto large lotresidentiatzones ¯ Use attainment. The moderate density swat-
in low density watersheds is a form of land use egy supports a greater population density within
control. Commercial and industrial land uses are a watershed, which in turn, increases the amount
excluded from these watersheds since they gen- of impervious cover, pets, urban wildlife, and
erally require sewer service to handle their higher "improved drainage" that can become new and
wastewater flows. The key prevention strategy in possibly uncontrollable bacteria sources. Conse-
low density watersheds is to prevent residential quently, moderate density often results in fie-
septic systems from failing (i.e., :.o maintain the quent impairments during wet weather, which
failure rate as close to zero as current technology leads to temporary closure of waters for swimming
and management allow). Consequently, commu- and water contact recreation. As might be ¢x-
nities should consider imposing very stringent pected, surface water supplies located in moder-
controls on new septic systems that cover their ate density watersheds typically require more
design, soil suitability, setbacks, inspection and expensive treatment processes to assure the pu-
maintenance provisions, rity ofdrinking water. Stormwater ouffalls to she!l-

It is also advisable to set back development a fixed fish beds will inevitably result in permanent cloo

distance from shorelines and streams, to alter drainage sure, unless unusual flushing or dilution are

patterns to direct runoffto less sensitive outfall loca- present.

tions(i.e.,fixeddistancefromawaterintakeorbeach, or ¯ Preventing new bacteria sources. Urban
to a zone of greater mixing or dilution) and implement stormwater becomes a major bacteria source in
conservation practices on hobby farms. Stormwater moderate density watersheds. Consequently,
practicescanalsobeanimportanttreatmentstmtegyfor stormwater practices, engineered buffers, and
low density watersheds. Stormwater practices should source controls should be applied to all new
emphasize those designs that can achieve a high rate of development in order to reduce bacteria concert-
bacteria removal and do not create internal bacteria trations. As previously stated, however, these
reservoirs in the drainage system, watershed practices are generally not sufficient to

The success of a low density strategy stands or meet bacteria standards. Accordingly, in order to

falls on the ability to prevent septic system failure, meet standards it may be necessary to also require

Thus. from amonitoring standpoint, communities should new development to obtain bacteria reductions

augment their early warning stations at key water use from existing watershed sources in the form of an R0079638
offset. The offset could be a stormwater pond
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retrofit orseptic system rehabilitation atanexist- It is important to note that even though high
ing development, density development greatly diminishes water uses, it
Lastly. the local sewer authority needs to beis a critical element in a regional watershed approach.

vigilant to prevent overflows and improper connec-High density watersheds concentrate growth and re-
tions to any new sewer system that is constructed. Thislated use impairment in a smaller geographic area than
involves initial pressure testing, ongoing field inspec-any other density strategy. Communities should imple-
tion, faster spill response and hotline reporting proce-ment extensive monitoring, posting and watershed
dures, education programs to limit the risk to public health in

these watersheds."Early warning" stations in a moderate density
watershed will normally pick up violations of bacteria
standards during dry-weather. More intensive bacteriaDetective Work to Find Existing Watershed
monitoring is needed in these watersheds to alert man-Sources
agers when water uses can be reopened during dry The sources and loads of most urban pollutants
weather. An excellent monitoring and public outreachcan be initially estimated for a watershed from a desktop
program has been developed in the Charles River inor by a computer, given reasonably accurate land use
Boston that com hines rapid fecal coliform sampling andand discharge permit information, requiring little in the
"’red flags" to ensure that the users know when waterway of additional watershed monitoring. This desktop
contact recreation is permitted or prohibited. Otheranalysis can be used to compare different pollutant
communities have resorted to automatic closure ofsources, and ultimately be used to target watershed
urban waters during storms and for several days there-management practices.
after. In the case of bacteria, however, a desktop analysis

is not particularly helpfut, since actual bacteria sources
Managing Bacteria in High Density Watersheds      must be discovered in the field. Watershed managers

These watersheds are highly urban in character,needto perform a lot of detective work to isolate existing
and wastewater is collected by hundreds of miles ofbacteria sources and find exactly where, when and how
sanitary sewers. The sewer network often becomes abacteria are getting into surface waters. It is a lot like
major source of bacteria through episodic dischargesfinding a whole bunch of needles in a haystack. Water-
from combined sewer overflows, sanitary sewer over-shed managers must employ a variety of investigative
flows or illicit sewage flows. In addition, the high levelstechniques to discover the broken sewer pipe, the failed
of impervious cover found in high density watershedsseptic system, the hidden illicit connection, the concen-
produce stormwater runoff that contains a spectrum oftration of wildlife, the overstocked hobby farm or the
human and nonhuman bacteria sources. The urbanoverflowingmanhole.
drainage network is also very extensive and often This search requires at least two phases of water-
contains internal bacteria "reservoirs." shed detective work. In the first phase, the lengthy list

¯ Use impairment. It can be presumed that allofpossiblebacteriasuspectsineachwatershedmustbe
human water contact uses will be impaired bywhittleddowntoamanageablesize. In the second, field
bacteria levels during wet and dry weather condi-investigations are needed to isolate the exact location
tions in high density watersheds, unless veryof dozens or hundreds ofindividualbacteria sources so

favorabledilutionormixingconditionsarepresentthat they can be corrected.
in the receiving water. It is possible, however, to Very few watersheds have been the target of such
support some water non-contact recreation usescomprehensive detective work, given the enormous
during dry weather, if bacteria sources are ad-monitoring effort that it would entail. It is possible,
equatelymanagedwithintheextensivenetworkofhowever, to take some reasonable shortcuts when it
sanitary and storm sewers, comes to watershed detective work. With this in mind,
¯ Preventingbacteriasources. The primary bac-we suggest a simplified six-step process to track down
teria management strategy in high density water-individual and controllable bacteria sources in a water-
sheds is to detect, eliminate or treat all potentialshed.
bacteria sources within the extensive network of
sanitary and storm sewers. Considerable detec-Step 1. Re-Analyze Historical Fecal Coliform Data
tive work is neededto find out exactly where, when Re-analyzing historical fecal coliform monitoring
andhowbacteriaaregettingintoeithercollectiondata sets is an excellent first step in any bacterial
system. In some situations, it may be desirable toinvestigation. Historical coliform data from each moni-
construct end-of-pipe disinfection systems at keytoring station should be carefully segregated into dry
outfalls near importantwater uses. Source controland wet weather samples, and geometric means corn-
is also an essential strategy for high densityputed for both flow conditions. Samples from cold
watersheds, particularly in regard to pet waste,weather months should be excluded from the analysis.
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Likewise, individual monitoring stations should be usedbenchmark are consistently observed in urban streams,
to define bacteria conditions for subwatersheds withinand are capable of being solely supported by nonhu-
the watershed. Keep in mindthat cotiform bacteria dataman bacteria sources in the watershed (pets, wildlife,
are notoriously variable and very hard to interpret, sowaterfowl, or the urban drainage system). Second, the
at least a dozen samples are needed at each station,wet weather benchmark generally corresponds to fecal
Once the geometric means are computed, they can becoliform levelsthat areachieved by current stormwater
compared to dry and wet weather bacteria "bench-treatment practices. Third, and most importantly, bac-
marks." It is also helpful to derive the 90% confidenceteria concentrations above either benchmark suggest
intervals. (but do not prove) that human sources of bacteria could

Iffecal¢oliformsampleshaveneverbeencollectedbe present in the watershed, which are always the
in the watershed, then new monitoring stations shouldhighest priority for detection and control.
be established at key subwatershed locations. For The purpose of the benchmark analysis is to nar-
budgeting purposes, thecostofayear’sgrabsamptingrow the search to a manageable number of
of fecal coliform will run about $1,250 to $2,500 persubwatersheds, and to determine whether dry weather
subwatershed station (Claytor and Brown, 1995). and/or wet weather bacteria sources will be targeted.

Step 2. Compare to Urban Watershed BenchmarksStep 3." Identify the Types and Locations of Water Uses
The bacteria benchmarks are not meant to be star- In the third step, a watershed manager determines

dards, but rather a comparative gauge to help watershed.what kind of consumptive or contact uses are present
managers rank the severity of bacteria problem in differ-in the subwatershed, and where they are located. While
ent subwatersheds or flow conditions. Subwatershedsstate water quality agencies are required to define
that consistently exceed the benchmark are prime can-permissible water uses for larger water bodies, and must
didates for more intensive screening and field investi-periodicallyreport ontheirstatus(i.e.,303(d)lists),they
gations. The two suggested bacteria benchmarks forseldom have the monitoring resources to provide de-
urban watersheds are as follows: tailed information on actual wateruses or impairment at

¯ D~. weather: Fecal coliform levels exceed athe subwatershed level. Therefore, it is important to

geometric mean 500 MPN/1 O0 ml in baseflow locate any water intakes, drinking water source areas,

¯ Wet weather: Fecal coliform levels exceed ashellfish beds, beaches, public water access, or recre-

geometric mean of 5,000 MPN/100 ml during
ation areas that may be present in the watershed. This
simple step helps identify the specific use areas that

storms, need to be protected in the future, but also existing use
These benchmarks were derived based on theimpairments in the subwatershed.

following rationale. First, bacteria levels below each

Low density watershed Moderate and high density watersheds

What is the percentage of impervious What is the age, condition and
cover in the subwatershed? capacity of the sewer system?

How many septic systems are present What is the length of the sewer system?
in the watershed? How old are they?

What is the percentage of impervious
Under what feasibility, setback, and cover for the subwatershed?
design standards were they built?

Have SSOs been reported in the subwatershed?
What proportion of the watershed is not
suitable or marginal for septic treatment? Are CSOs present in the subwatershed?

Are septic systems clustered near receiving Are pet densities unusually high?

waters (along shorelines or streams)? Are urban wildlife populations unusually

Are livestock or hobby farms present? high or close to receiving waters?

Are wildlife popula,tions dense in water What is the level of =urban

or dpadan areas (beaver, gulls, geese)? housekeeping" in the watershed?

Are there any transient sewage sources?

R0079640
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Step 4 Screen Potenttal Bacterta Sources            dition. The specific answer to the safe~’ question will

Ifbacteriaievels exceeda benchmark.thenthenextstepbe different for eveR’ urban watershed.
in the detective work is to get the best leads on the most Researchers and managers continue to debate the
likely bacterial sources in the watershed, based on itsquestion of the actual health risk from bacterial expo-
specific characteristics. Table 2 outlines a series ofsure in urban waters. A fulldiscussionofthisimportant
questions to characterize bacteria sources in a water-debate is outside the scope of this article. The reader is
shed depending on whether sewers or septic systemsreferred to Pitt (1998), Francy et al. (1993), SMBRP
are the predominant method of wastewater disposal.(1996), Calderon and Mood (199 I), Field and O’Shea
Watershed managers may needto consult many differ-(1992)andSeyfriedetal. (! 985) for excellent historical
ent agencies to fully answer the questions (e.g., waste-perspectives and/or more recent epidemiological stud-
water operators, public health authorities, extensionies. Three points of consensus, however, have emerged
agents, animal control and wildlife agencies). It may alsoover the last few years. First, urban stormwater has been
be necessary, to analyze land use and soil suitabilit-vdirectly associated with symptoms of disease in swim-
maps, and to verify conditions through a "watershedmers near stormwaterouffalls (SMBRP, 1996). Second,
windshield survey." The outcome of this step is afor a number of reasons, E. coli is supplanting fecal
narrower and more focused list of potential bacteria coliform as the preferred bacteria indicator by many
sources to investigate further, urban watershed researchers (Nuzzi and Barbarus, 1997:

Francy et al., 1993).

Step 5. Confirm Bacteria Sources Through Field In- Lastly, ifE. coli or some other indicator is eventu-
vestigation ally chosen to replace fecal coliform as the primary

The final step in the detective work involves sys-bacteria indicator, a mammoth research effort will be

tematic monitoring to isolate individual bacteria sourcesneeded to understand the concentrations, sources and
in the subwatershed. Thiscanbean expensiveandtime-controllability of these new indicators in urban water-
consuming step, so the search should be conducted insheds. It is perhaps because of these massive data gaps

a sequential manner. The search should focus on spe,that so few states have shown any enthusiasm for

cific investigations during dry weather conditions orswitching away from fecalcoliformintheirwaterquality
wet weather conditions, depending on which bench-standards. As of last year, 44 states and territories still

mark has been exceeded in the subwatershed (seerelied on fecal coliform in whole or in part for their
Tables 3 and 4). The search is designed to test for humanrecreational water quality standards (U.S. EPA, 1998).
sources first, under the assumption that these sources The fact that regulators and scientists can’t agee
are potentially more dangerous and controllable thanon exactly what fecal coliform violations signify in terms
nonhuman sources, of public health doesn’t answer the important safety

question. What practical advice can a watershed man-
Step 6." Correct Priority Sources ager give to those who use urban waters? Several

The previous step creates an "inventory" of thecommon sense rules are provided below:

location and magnitude of individual bacteria sources ¯ Don’t drink urban water unless you are confi-
in a watershed. In this step, watershed managers choose dent that it has been suitably treated.
which strategies to eliminate or treat these existing ¯ Have your vet periodically test stool samples
bacteria sources. Some common watershed practices if your dog drinks from urban creeks.
that can be used to control bacteria are provided in ¯ Don’t consume any fish or shellfish that are
Table 5. harvested from urban waters unless you are cer-

tain that public health agencies have certified it as
What Do Standard Violations Really Mean? meeting standards. Even if the shellfish bed passes

By now, the astute reader will have noticed that we muster, it is still advisable to wait several days
have avoided the only question that seems to matter to after storms.
thepublicandthemedia:Isthewaterreallysafeornot? ¯ Wading and boating are usually safe if users
Every watershed manager is eventually asked this ques- take sensible precautions. In general, users should
tion and the answer is vitally important. A negative avoid urban streams during and shortly after
answer can inflame fears and create negative percep- storms, avoid head immersion, keep cuts and
tionsabouturbanwaters.Apositiveanswermaycreate sores covered, wear shoes (to prevent contact
false expectations about public health. The true answer with bacteria-rich bottom sediments) and rinse off
is quite equivocal: water safety depends on how and after activity with an anti-bacterial soap.
where we are exposed, whether we are using water for

Swimmers should fully understand their wa-wading, drinking, swimming or harvesting shellfish, the
tershed before taking the plunge. In particular,infective dose, incubation period, and our health con-
swimmers should refrain from swimming within
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Low density watershed Moderate to high density watershed

Dry weather channel sur~eyDry weather channel survey
(see article 125) (see article 125)

Test for illicit connectionsAerial survey of septic systems
Check integrity of major trunkConduct visual or tracer tests on

lines for cracks and leakssuspected failing systems
Check for historic andInvestigate recreational and seasonal sewage

unconnected septic systemsdischargers (e.g., marinas, campgrounds, etc.)
Do RNA testing to determine whether Do RNA testing to determine whether

FC are of human or nonhuman originFC are of human or nonhuman origin

Test ditch or channel sediments to see if
Check ponds, lakes and impoundments

for waterfowl concentration s
they are a bacteria source or reservoir

Low density watershed Moderate to high density watershed

Inspect septic systems for wet-weather failure Monitor any existing CSOs

Conduct extensive wet weather monitoring Check for chronic SSOs at specific

to isolate subwatershed hotspots manholes and/or pumping stations

Do RNA testing to determine whether Conduct extensivewetweather

FC are of human or nonhuman origin monitoring to isolate watershed "hotspots"

Sample runoff from suspected source areas Do RNA testing to determine whether

(e.g., hobby farms and livestock areas) FC are of human or nonhuman origin

Test storm drain or channel sediments Conduct intensive wet-weather monitoring

¯ to see if they are a bacteria sink or source to identify key source areas or subwatersheds

Low density watershed Moderate to high density watershed

Rehabilitate failing septic systems Eliminate illicit connections to storm sewer

Connect failing septic systems to sewer Rehabilitate existing sewer

Increase septic system cleanouts system to eliminate SSOs

Retrofit stormwater ponds Abate or disinfect CSOs if present

Retrofit ditches as dry swales Relocate storm outfalls

Waterfowl management Disinfect at the end-of-pipe

Install recreational sewage pumpouts Retrofit stormwater ponds

Implement conservation plans at hobby farms Retrofit ditches as dry swales
Waterfowl harassment

Enforce pet waste disposal
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~’o days of a large storm and avoid swimming nearNuzzi, A. and D. Barburus. 1997. "The Use of Entercocci
~ormwater ouffalls. Swimmers should consult a and Coliform in Characterizing BathingBeach We-
doctor if they experience rashes, ear itches, or ters." Journal of Environmental Health 60(1): 16-
gastrointestinal illness after swimming. 27.

--/’RS Pitt, R. 1998. "Epidemiology and Stormwater Manage-
ment." Stormwater Quality Managemem. CRC/
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.Techntcal .Vote --5,~ /?om ttatershed ?rotection Techntques.

Methods for Estimating the Effective
Impervious Area of Urban Watersheds
hv Roger C Sutherland P E

O ne of the most difficult and important param-can beestimatedbyemploying a rainfall-to-runoffmodel
eters that must be estimated for accuratelike HEC- I or SWMM to calibrate the EIA parameter.
hydrologic analyses is the effective impervi-This calibration is performed by fixing reasonable esti-

¯ ousarea(EIA)ofawatershedorbasinofinterest. EIAmates of the precipitation loss components for the
¯ is the portion of the total impervious area (TIA) withinpervious portions of the basin and impervious areas,

a basin that is directly connected to the drainage collec-then adjusting the value of EIA to correlate computed
tion system. EIA includes street surfaces, paved drive-and observed runoff volumes. The calibration process
ways connecting to the street, sidewalks adjacent toshould be undertaken for several observed rainfall
curbed streets, rooftops which are hydraulically con-events, with the final estimate of EIA representing the
nected to the curb or storm sewer system, and parkingweighted average of those values calibrated for each
lots. individual storm.

EIA is usually reported as a percentage of total basin3. Empirical equations derived from whole-basin oror subbasin area. In traditional urban runoff modeling
subbasin parametersf or hydrologic analysis, the EIA for a given basin is

~. usually less than the TIA. However, in highly urbanized Empirical equations can be developed to compute

} basins, EIA values can approach and equal TIA values,realistic values of EIA based on physical basin param-
~ The EIA of a basin is an important parameter in theeters that are easy to estimate. For example, the United
i States geological Survey (USGS) developed estimates.~ rainfall/runoff process because it directly affects the "" of EIA for over 40 watersheds throughout the metro-
~ volume of runoff. Many hydrological models assumepolJtan areas of Portland and Salem, Oregon (Laenen,all the precipitation that falls on impervious areas

becomes direct runoff. In actuality, the precipitation1980and 1983). Workingwiththisdatabase, theUSGS
also developed an empirical equation to estimate EIA asfalling on impervious areas which are not hydraulically

connected to the drainage collection system does nota function of total impervious area.

always result in direct runoff. Impervious areathat does It should be noted that the modeling technique used
not contribute directly to runoff should be subtractedbythe USGS lumpedalloftheprecipitation excess into
from the total impervious area to obtain the effectiveasingle optimizedpercentageofthebasin areathatwas
impervious area, in order to get a more accurate esti-assumed to be contributing runoff. This optimized
mate ofrunoffvolumes, value was defined as the effective impervious area.

Working with these optimizedvalues, the USGS (Laenen,

Determination of Effective Impervious Area 1983) developed the following equation:

The methodology for determining EIA has been EIA=3.6+0.43(TIA) (1)
tel’reed through three levels:

Equation (1) has been found to work well for TIA
1. Direct measurement in thefield values greater than 10% and less than 50% but provides

The direct measurement of EIA is a tedious exer-unrealistic EIA values for TIA values outside of this

cise which is rarely undertaken since most consultantsrange (i.e., more urbanized areas). In surface water

cannot afford its excessive labor cost. To actuallymanagement master planning, one commonly deals
measure the EIA of a basin, it is necessary to catalogwith small subbasins (i.e. 20 to 70 acres) in which the

and evaluate the effectiveness of the hydraulic connec-ultimate mapped impervious area can routinely exceed

tion between each of the impervious areas and the50%, and may be as high as 90%.

major collector systems. This extremely time consum- Therefore, there is a need to develop a better rela-
ing exercise is impractical for most drainage planningtionship between TIA and EIA and several alternative
and design related activities, equations based upon the USGS data have recently

been developed to satisfy this need, known as the
2. Derivation.from models run on gauging data       Sutherland Equations.

If a basin is gauged, the effective impervious area R007964a,
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The general form of the equation to describe the not directly connected. Alternatively, Condition
relationship between TIA and EIA is as follows: , I may apply, but the basin is known to have a few

dry wells or other infiltration areas.
EIA = A (TIA)B                (2)

EIA = 0.04 (TIA)~ 7, TIA > 1     (6)
In Equation (2), A and B are a unique combination

ofnumhers such that the following criteria are satisfied:5. Extremelydisconnectedbasinswhereonlyasmall
percentage of the urban area within the basin is

I. IfTIA = l then EIA = 0% storm sewered, or a large portion of the basin area
Z IfTIA= 100thenEIA= 100% (i.e. 70 percent or more) drains to dry wells or

other infiltration areas.
Based on the USGS calibrated values of EIA for all

basins with TIA >_ 4%, several empirical equations were EIA = 0.01 (TIA)2°, TIA > 1 (7)

developedtoapplytovariousgeneralizedconditionsof Figure 1 compares the Sutherland EIA Equations
subbasins which may be encountered in the drainagealong with the original USGS Equation for the range of
master planning process. The first equation presentedimpervious data collected in Oregon. The variation in
below(Equation3)providedthebestfitforalloftheTIAthe 42 actual subbasin data presented in Figure I
versus EIA data used in the analysis. The remainingdemonstrates the difficulty in accurately estimating the
equations were based primarily on engineering judge-EIA of a drainage basin. It is imperative that the
ment and experience as related to the various subbasindrainage planner or engineer performs some degree of
conditions which affect EIA. on-site investigation of the basin to determine which

The Sutherland EIA Equations are as follows: EIA equation may apply to the given circumstance. The
greatest strength of the Sutherland EIA Equations is1. Average basins where the local drainage collectortheir consistency in providing reasonable estimates of

systems for the urban areas within the basin areELAovertheentire range ofTIA.Therefore, theycan be
predominantly storm sewered with curb and gut-

used in the surface water management planning pro-
ters, no dry wells or other drainage infiltrationcess to estimate the change in EIA which will occur a~
areas are known to exist, and the rooftops in thea basin becomes urbanized.
single fa~nily residential areas are not connected
to the storm sewer or piped directly to the street
curb. References

Laenen, A. 1980. Storm Runoff as Related to Urbaniza-
EIA = 0.1 (TIA)~, TIA > 1 (3) tion in the Portland, Oregon - Vancouver, Wash-

2. Highly connected basins where everything in ington Area, U.S.G.S. Water Resource Investiga-

Condition l applies except the residential roof- tions Open File Report 80-689.

tops are predominantly connected to the streets orLaenen, A. 1983. Storm Runoffas Relatedto Grbantz -
storm sewer system, tion Based on Data Collected in Salem and Port-

land and Generalized for the Willamette Valley,
EIA = 0.4 (TIA)L2, TLA ~ 1 (4) Oregon, U.S.G.S. Water Resources Investigations

3. Totally connected basins where 100% of the Open File Report 83-4143.
urban area within the basin is storm-sewered, with
all impervious surfaces appearing to be directly
connected to the system.

EIA -- TIA (5)

4. Somewhat disconnected basins where at least
50% of the urban areas within the basin are not
storm sewered, but are served by grassy swales or
roadside ditches, and the residential rooRops are

R0079645
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Section 4: Land Conservation
Watershed Protection Tool #2

C onservanon of natural areas is an integal element in the practice of watershed protection. Indeed, one of
the first tasks in a watershed plan is to inventory key areas within the watershed that provide critical
watershed services or funcnons, and then devise a way to protect them from future development through

some combination of public or private sector land conservation. The range of potential areas that merit conser-
vanon in a watershed is staggering, depending on the ecoregion, terrain and human uses.

Consider for a moment the range of natural and cultural areas that watershed managers have sought to conserve
in various parts of the country: tidal wetlands, prime farmlands, freshwater wetlands, old growth forest, springs,
spawmng areas in streams, rare or endangered species habitat, potential restoration areas, native vegetation
areas, coves, inlets, pocostns, serpentine barrens, heron.rookeries, flood plains, stream channels, seeps,
steep slopes, littoral zones, caves, sinkholes, drinking water intake, well fields, shellfish beds, swimming
beaches, recharge zones, archeological sites, trails, parkland, scenic view sheds, water access, old mills,"The range of poten-bridges, green ways, and habitat corridors. Clearly, communities face hard choices not only in selecting
which natural and cultural areas will be conserved in a watershed, but also the most appropriate landtial areas that merit
conservation tools with which to protect them (e.g., regulation, acquisition, conservation easements,conservation in aeducation, etc.). Watershed managers typically look at five different types of conservation areas that
may merit special management. These five types of conservation areas are described in considerablewatershed is
detail m article 27, and are outlined below: staggering."

Critical Habitats that provide essential habitat for plant and ankrnal communities or populations.

Aquatic Corr,dors where land and water meet and whose interaction shapes the aquatic ecosystem.

Hydrologic Reserves that maintain the pre-development hydrologic response of a watershed by providing
natural infiltration, interception, evapotranspiration and natural storage of rainfall. These reserves include
forests, meadow, prairie or wetlands.

Water Pollution Hazards, which are pamcular land uses or
activities in the watershed that pose a greater potential risk
of pollution or contamination and must be therefore be set-
back, restricted or even excluded from the watershed to re-
duce that risk.

Cultural Areas are those common areas that we use in the
watershed, and which provide a sense of place in the land-
scape.

Regrettably, Techniques has paid little attention to [and con-
servation over the years, with only a half dozen articles in-
cluded for this volume, most of which are confmed to re-
search on the direct impacts urban stormwater on natural
areas, or the compaction of urban soils. The reader is
encouraged to consult the many excellent references and
resources punished in recent years on land conservation to
learn how this important tool can be applied for watershed
protection.

R0079648
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cal habitats for ~iants and animals. National organizations, such as the Nature Conservancy and the Conservation
Foundation, and their local counterparts have protected tens of millions of acres of key habitat. Early on, land ~a-usts
tended to protect smaller habitat parcels rather than larger watershed units. In recent years, however, land t~usts

have extended the scope of their land conse~ation efforts to encompass the larger watershed units that so strongly
influence individual habitat parcels. It is clear ’,hat watershed managers should encourage this trend, and enlist the
skills of land trusts to conserve the most important lands in the watershed.

Land conservation efforts have also been enhanced by better resource mapping and improved conservation area
inventories, which are now available in most watersheds. In addition, the use and funding for conservation ease-
ments has become more widely accepted in recent years. Lastly, a number of communities have adopted local
regulations to prevent or restrict development in their most important conservation areas, and these have generally
withstood legal challenge.

Research Needs tn Land Conservat¢on

Several research efforts are needed to provide greater support for the land conservation tool. First, greater efforts are
needed to define the nature and economic value of watershed services provided by individual conservation areas.
Second, additional studies are needed to determine the impact of urban stormwater on the function and quality, of
individual conservation areas. As the articles in this section suggest, our watershed management strategies may
need to incorporate these concerns in order to protect our most important conservation areas. Third, both land-
scape-level research and watershed models are needed to characterize and manage the conservation areas known as
hydrologic reserves. In particular, we need to understand the hydrologic response of different pervious lands in the
watershed, and whether it is indeed possible to improve watershed conditions by changing their vegetative cover
(e.g., converting turf to forest). Better management of hydrologic reserve areas may well become a critical element of
future watershed protection and restoration efforts.

33, Impact of Stormwater on Puget Sound Wetlands ...............................................................................199
34. Loss of White Cedar in New Jersey Linked to Stormwater Runoff ....................................................205
35. Wetter Is Not Always Better: Flood Tolerance of Woody Species ....................................................207
36, The Compaction of Urban Soils .....................................................................................................210
37. Can Urban Soil Compaction Be Reversed ..........................................................................................215
38. Choosing Appropriate Vegetation for Salt-Impacted Roadways ........................................................219
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The Impact of Stormwater on
Puget Sound Wetlands

"~1 7atershed managers have frequently ques-acres in area. The wetland plant communities at the
~/~� tioned whether natural wetlands should bestudy sites were quite diverse. About26%ofthestudy
¯ ¯ used for stormwater treatment. Atthesamewetlandswereclassifiedasscrub-shrubwetlands, 16%

time. wetland regulators have wondered whether up-were forested wetlands, 13% were emergent and 5%
stream developmentandstormwaterrunoffmighthavewere bogs or fens. The remaining 40% of wetlands
a negative impact on the quality of natural wetlands,studied were a mix of more than one of these wetland
Until recently, these questions were largely theoretical,communit3,’ types.
since very little research had been conducted on the The study wetlands differed sharply in the amount
influence ofstormwater on wetlands. However, a seriesof development that had occurred in their contributing
of recent research studies from the Pacific Northwestwatersheds, as defined by the indicator of total imper-
has shed new light on this topic, vious cover. The wetlands were roughly split according

A consortium of agencies and universities under-towhether theywere largely undeveloped (less than 4%
took an intensive eight-year study to investigate theimperviouscover),moderatelydeveloped(fourto20%)
consequences of watershed development and storm-and highly developed (more than 20%). The largely
water runoff on freshwater palustrine wetlands in theundeveloped wetlands were used as a reference to
Puget Sound lowlands ecoregion. The consortium,define the "best attainable" conditions for wetlands
formally known as the Puget Sound Wetlands andwithintheecoregion. Itshouldbenotedthatsomeofthe
StormwaterManagementResearchProgram(PSWSRP),wetlands experienced rapid growth during the eight
evaluated how five major structural components ofyears of study, while others remained relatively stable.
wetlands-- hydrology, water quality, soils, plants, andA detailed summary of the study design and sampling
animals-- responded to watershed urbanization,methods used to investigate the wetlands can be found
Palustrine wetlands were selected because they havein Azous and Homer (1997).
historically been altered more than other wetland types
in the Puget Sound lowland ecoregion. Palustrine wet-Hydrology
lands are freshwater systems that are in headwater areas

Wetland hydrology is often described in terms ofor isolated from other water bodies and typically con-
its hydroperiod: the pattern of fluctuating water levelstain a mix of open water and other vegetation zones,
due to the complex interaction of flow, topography,

The 19 palustrine wetlands studied were relativelysoils, geology, and groundwater conditions in the wet-
small (ranging from 1.5 to 31 acres in surface area) andlands. One of the key characteristics of the undevet-
hadcontributingwatershedsthatrangedfi’om 87to 886oped reference wetlands was that they had relatively

Factor Range Mean WLF (feet) No. of Observations

Forest Cover No forest cover 1.15 97
More than 15% cover 0.45 224

Impervious Cover Less than 3.5% 0.32 105
3.6 to 20% 0.53 143
22 to 55% 1.43 73

Outlet Constriction Low or moderate 0,44 198
High 1. O2 123

Wetland to Watershed Less than 5% 0.91 169
Area Ratio More than 5% 0,39 152

R0079650
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Water Quality Non-Urbanized Moderately Urban Highly Urban
Parameter Wetlands (N=206) Wetlands (N= 177) Wetlands (N=66)
pH 6.4 6.7 6.9

Conductivity 46 160 132
TSS 2.0 2.8 4.0
NH3-N 21 43 32
NO3 + NO2 112 304 376
TP 29 70 69
Fecal Coliforms 9 46 61
Zinc 5 8 20
all units in ug/l, except conductivity (uS/cm), TSS (mg/I), and fecal coliform (cfu/100 ml)

low water fluctuations after storm events. Early work by watersheds had a smaller WLF, and tended to be more
Chin (1996) found that more developed wetlands had a infiuenced by groundwater.
higher water level fluctuation (WLF) after storms, and

The study team found that water levels tended tothat this variable was an important overall indicator of
fluctuate by only a few inches in undeveloped wet-the hydroperiod of a wetland. During the course of the
lands, whereas developed wetlands frequently experi-study, the team frequently measured the WLF at each
enced water fluctuations of a foot or more. But howwetland site, defined as the average difference between
does a greater"bounce" in water levels actually alter ormaximum depth and the base depth on a crest stage
disturb a wetland’s ecology? The major influence isgage.
that individual wetland plant species are generally

Four watershed factors were found to stronglyadapted to a fairly narrow and stable range of water
influence the WLFin a wetland (Table 1). The firsttwodepths or soil saturation, and most species favor con-
factors were strongly interrelated. When watershedditions where water levels rise or fall in a very gradual
forest cover was absent or total in’,pervious cover wasmanner.
high, mean water level fluctuation frequently exceeded

When water levels rise frequently, or stay high fora foot or more in the wetland. More specifically, two
extended periods of time, many plant species areimpervious cover thresholds were identified. The first
stressed. The bounce effect is particularly acute duringWLF threshold started at about 4% impervious cover,
the early part of the growing season when the shootsand corresponded to large lot rural development that
and stems are still short, and the plants are fullybegan to clear forest cover and alter natural drainage
inundated. Several invasive or aggressive wetiandpatterns. The second and more significant WLF thresh-
species, such as reed canary grass and cattail, thrive orold occurred at about 20% impervious cover, at which
at least tolerate the bounce effect, and tend to crowdpoint upstream development increased the peak and
out more sensitive species.volume ofstormwater runoff, and began to dominate the

hydroperiods of downstream wetlands.

The third factor that contributed to a high WL F was
Water Quality

the degree of constriction at a wetland’s outlet. Wet- A large number of grab samples were taken from

lands that had constricted outlets (such as an under-the largest open water pool in the study wetlands (or

sized culvert or embankments) tended to have a greaternear the outlet if there was no open water) to character-
ize water quality conditions. As shown in Table 2,WLF than wetlands with less constricted outlets (pri-

marily due to backwater effects). The fourth key factorwetland water quality tended to decline slightly when

that influenced WLF was the wetland-to-watershedcontributing watersheds urbanized. Non-urbanized

area. Wetlands that were small in relation to their con-wetlands in the Pacific Northwest tend to be slightly

tributing watershed had a greater WLF, and tended toacidic, but tended to become more neutral as watershed
be more dominated by surface inflow. Wetlands thatdevelopment increased.
were r~latively large in comparison to theft contributing
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Conductivity. and nutrient levels also increasedthat the quality, of wetland sediments had declined in
noticeably as upstream watersheds urbanized. Theresponse to recent watershed development.
same pattern was also observed for zinc and fecal
coliform levels. In most cases, the decline in waterImpacts of Urbanization on Palustrine Wetland Flora
quality, was relatively modest, particularly when theseand Fauna
values are compared to typical storrnwater runoff or

One of the hallmarks of the study was the long termstormwater pond concentrations. The decline in water
quality., however, may be a significant factor for certaininvestigation of how various flora and fauna responded

to changes in urban wetlands over an eight-year timewetland types, such as bogs and fens, that are highly
sensitive to changes in nutrient inputs and increases in

span. And indeed, the effect of watershed factors on the

pH levels, wetland flora was a major focus of the study. Some of
the key findings are highlighted in Table 3.

Wetland Soils The richness or number of plant species was used
as an index of wetland diversity. Some 242 plant species

Multiple sediment samples were collected in thewere recorded in all of the wetlands studied, but the
study wetlands to evaluate how their sediment charac-number of species found in any individual wetland
teristics responded to upstream development. Perhapsranged from 35 to 109. The numberofspecies foundwas
the most noticeable difference was an increase in pH innot related to the area of the wetland. Instead, the richer
the sediments of bog wetland types. In general, thereplantcommunitieswereassociatedwith more complex
was a strong tendency for redox to rise in the wetlandhydrology and surface topography, which provided
sediments. Trends in nutrient, organic content andmdresurfacesatdifferentgradientsforindividualplant
metals levels in wetland sediments were more ambigu-species to exploit. More uniform wetlands with simple.
ous, leading the study team to conclude that, except forhydrological patterns had fewer wetland community
the modest fncrease in pH, there were no obvious signst~pes, and consequently, fewer species. II

Wetland Key Findings from the Wetland Study
Community

Wetland Plants I~ant richness was negatively correlated with increasing watershed impervious
cover and water level fluctuation (WLF) for emergent and scrub-shrub wetlands (but
not forested wetlands).
Impact of VVLF was greatest when it occurred early in the growing season.
Particular losses noted for thin-stemmed species.
62% of urbanizing wetlands lost plant species.
Rant richness dropped sharply when water depths were greater than two feet.
Rant richness not correlated with wetland area.
Several invasive or aggressive plant species were favored when V~A_F was high
(e.g., reed canary grass).

Amphibians Species richness Was inversely related to Watershed impervious cover and mean
Water level ~uctuation.

Mammals Mammal richness was highly variable among and within study wetlands.
Mammal richness was most strongly related to the width and complexity of adjacent
forest land to the wetland.
The presence of large woody debris in the forest land was important.
VVetland area and wetland type were not StTongly correlated with mammal richness.

Birds No detectable change in overall bird richness as impervious cover increased.
"Adapter" species flourished, some "avoider" species declined.
Most resident bird species maintained their popula~ons over the study.
Richness in bird community more related to complexity of wetland habitat types
within an individual wetland.

Macro- Some trend toward decreasing taxa richness with more impervious cover. R0079652
invertebrates Shredder and scraper functional species declined as well as odontates.
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Provide an extensive vegetated buffer around palustnne wetlands.

Measure existing wetland hydropeneds and estirrete future hydroperieds as a result of future development.
Based on this analysis, seek to restnct:

¯ Mean monthly water level fluctuation (VVLF) of less than eight inches

More than szx excursions above six inches in the we~tand an average year

Duralon of these excursions should not exceed three days in the wetland

¯ Total dry period in the wetland should not change by more than two weeks

More stringent criteda were set to protect bogs and fens. In these systems, WLF should not exceed 24
hours in duration and upstream nutrient controls are required.

Specific land use and stormwater rr~nagement requirements are then evaluated to meet the Wt.F criteria.

Plant richness strongly correlated with both WLF The response of birds, mammals, and macro-inverte-
and impervious cover. In general, the greater the WLF,brate communities to watershed and wetland changes
the lower the richness of plants found in a wetland. Thewas less clear (Tab le 3). In the Puget Sound region, over
effect was greatest when a high water level fluctuation80% of bird species have been observed to use wetlands.
corresponded with the early growing season (FebruaryNo obvious trends in the richness of bird species were
l to March 31). Itwas also noted that an increase in WLFdetected, and most resident bird species maintained their
from one year to the next saw a decrease in speciespopulations over the e~=ht years. Adapter specles that
richness and an increase in exotic invasive species inthrive in urban watersheds (crows, mallards, starlings,
the succeeding years. The effect of WLF on plantsparrows)tendedto increasein population, whereas rarer
richness was not observed for forested wetlands, but itresidents (known as "’avoiders") declined. Two factors
is possible that several decades of study would bewerefoundtoexplainmuchofthepatternofbirdrichness:
needed to detect any change in such a long-livedthe number of wetland community types present in an
community, individual wetland, and the presence of large forest areas

Perhaps the greatest effect of watershed factorsclose to the wetland. Impervious cover was not strongly

was observed for amphibians. While the amphibiancorrelated with bird richness.

fauna in the Pacific Northwest is not as a rich as Much the same response was seen for the mammal
elsewhere in the country, up to seven species of sala-community. Nineteen native mammal species were ob-
manders, frogs, toads and newts are frequently foundserved in the 19 study wetlands, although only one to 13
in undisturbed palustrine wetlands. Richter and Azouswere captured in any individual wetland. The mammal
(1997), however, found that amphibian communitiespopulation was quite variable between and within indi-
were less rich in wetlands located in urbanizing water-vidual sites. Watershed and wetland factors did not
sheds. Species richness was negatively correlated withexplain the distribution of mammal richness. Instead, this
watershed impervious cover, and in particular, withwas tied to the width and structural complexity of the
higherWLF, forest lands adjacent to the wetland, as well as the

Richter andAzoushadpreviously discovered thatpresence of large woody debris on the forest floor.

most amphibians have very specialized breeding re-Mammal richness appeared to be linked more to the

quirements, and tend to attach their egg masses to thin-quality ofa wetland’s forest buffer, than the complexity

stemmed emergent or submergent wetland plants. Theof wetland habitat itself.

direct effect of a high W],F is the stranding of egg
masses:waterlevelsaretemporarilyhighwhentheeggStrategies to Protect Palustrine Wetlands from Water-

masses are attached, and when they subsequentlyshed Development

drop, the egg masses are stranded, leading to desicca- The Puget Sound wetland study has several imporo
tion. The indirect effect of a high WLF is a gradual losstant implications for watershed managers. Taken to-
of the thin-stemmed species upon which amphibiansgether, its results provide a more scientific basis for
depend, and eventual replacement with broader-designing watershed strategies to protect natural wet-
stemmed species (such as the cattail), lands. Indeed, the study team concluded that palustrine

wetlands could not be protected by simply regulating
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development activ ~ ~ ~thin wetland boundaries, instead,stormwater wetlands at the watershed level.
managers must evaluate the changes in land use in
upstream watersheds, andpredicthowthiswillinfluenceConditions j~r Uslng Natural Wetlands for
the hydroperiod of a wetland. Other key elements of aStormwater Treatment
watershed approach to protecting wetlands include re-

The study team developed guidance for a ratherraining forest cover, minimizing impervious cover, and
maintaining natural storage reservoirs, drainage con-i-narrow set of conditions under which natural wetlands

dots and forested buffers, might be used forstormwatertreatment. Potential treat-
ment candidates must satisfy, three broad criteria. First,

The study team developed a set of managementthe candidate wetland mustalreadybehighlyalteredby
guidelines to protect palustrine wetlands from upstreamwatershed development, and meet certain benchmarks
development(Azousand Homer, I997). Excerpts from thefor isolation, high WLF, low wetland plant richness,
guidelines can be found in Table 4. In general, they requiredominance of invasive or aggressive plants and altered
that an analysis of current and future wetland hydrologyhydrology. Second, it must be shown that the wetland
be conducted to determine the magnitude, duration andsite does not contain any unique wetland features (not
frequency of changes to water level fluctuations in indi-a peat, forested or priority wetland, no rare or endan-
vidual palustrine wetlands. This usually entails apptica-gered species, no salmon rearing habitat, among other
tion of a continuous hydrologic simulation model for thefactorsi.
watershed and wetland. The results of this analysis are
compared to a set of four target criteria for most wetland       Lastly, any proposed modification must be de-
ts, pes, which were derived from the wetland study (Table signed to restore or enhance the existing wetland.

Construction should disturb as little of the wetland as4). Special criteria were developed for bogs and fens,
given their sensitivity, to changes in hydrology, pH andpossible, and any stormwater storage provided should

nutrient inputs, not greatly increase surface water elevations or cause
pe rrn anent inundation. For a complete list of the criteria,

Many of the protection guidelines are now beingplease see Appendix A in Azous and Homer (1997).
incorporated into local watershed and master drainage
plans. A prominent example is the East Lake Sammamish
Basin Plan, developed by the King County (Washington)

Implications for the Designer ofStormwater Wetlands

Surface Water Management Division. This basin has This study also has some implications for engi-
faced rapid development since 1980, and is being trans-neers that are designing stormwater wetlands located
formed from forest and rural residential land uses to higheroutside of natural wetlands. Specifically, it helps set up
density residential and commercial land uses. This growthsome expectations about the level of plant and animal
pressure has raised concerns about the threat to the 40diversity that might be achieved in these systems.
wetlands within the basin. Continuous simulation modelsStormwater wetlands, and particularly those that era-
were used to forecast WLF in watersheds that are expe-ploy extended detention, can expect to have a mean
riencing rapid growth. Special small watershed plans wereW-LF o fseveral feet, and WLF durations that extend for
developed to protect nine wetlands that were designatedseveral days. Consequently, wetland plant and aninaal
as unique and outstanding. Major components of therichness within these constructed systems will prob-
wetland protection plans included the following: ably always be much lower than their natural counter-

parts. The only technique that designers have to corn-
Capping total impervious area in the watersheds

pensate for the ubiquitous WLF of stormwater wet-to 8%, where allowed by zoning
lands is to create complex internal topography that

Requiring that 50% of the existing forest cover becreates a range of depth zones to be exploited.
retained in some watersheds

Encouraging development to be clustered away Summary
from hydrologic source areas The Puget Sound wetland study has produced a

¯ Requiring construction of infiltration basins to much greater understanding of how palusla’ine wet-
decrease runoff volumes in one watershed lands are linked to their watersheds, and how these

¯ Seasonal clearing limits for construction activi- watershed factors can influence them. The sobering
ties that prevent any clearing and grading during news for watershed managers and wetland regulators is

the wet season (October through April) that a re latively small amount ofwatershed urbanization
> o( 4 Vo) can produce detectable changes in wetland qual-Wh.ile the specific numerical targets for WLF developed

ity, with more severe changes in wetland quality occur-in the Puget Sound ecoregion are probably not transfer-
ring when total impervious cover exceeds 20%. This

able to other regions of the country, the broader manage-
trend is similar to the strong relationship betweenment concepts are a good starting point for managing
impervious cover and stream quality that was previ-
ously discovered in the same ecoregion by May et al. R0079654
(1997). It provides yet another example of the fact that
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individual water resources cannot be effectively pro-Chin, N. 1996 Watershed Urbanization Effects on
tected without managing land use in the watersheds in Palustrtne Wetlands: .4 Study. of the Hydrologic,
which they exist. --TRS Vegetative, and Amphibian Community Response
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Loss of White Cedar in New Jersey
Pinelands Linked to Stormwater Runoff

O ne of the impacts of suburban stormwatervious suffaces reduce groundwater recharge and influ-
runoff in the New Jersey Pinelands is theence the seasonal dynamics of the water table. Drain-
conversion of classic Atlantic white cedarage ditches, and stream channelization also can act to

wetlands to swamps dominated by hardwoods. Re-change wetland hydrology.
searchers EhrenfeldandSchneider(1990, 1991)docu-Ehrenfeld and Schneider defined four groups of
mented the link between human disturbances and veg-sites within the Pinelands to represent a gradient of
etative changes at a series of wetland sites defined bysuburban impact:
differing levels of suburban intrusion. Importantly,
they found that cedar wetlands directly influenced by ° Control sites were located within undisturbed

stormwater runoff were much more strongly altered watersheds and completely isolated from engi-
than all other wetland sites. . neering features associated with development.

The cedar swamp is a unique habitat and serves as° Near sites were proximate to, and upstream of,

home to many rare and endangered plants and animals, unpaved roads within undisturbed watersheds.
In New Jersey and other states in the mid-Atlantic¯ Developed sites were located within suburban
region, this habitat is typified by a nearly monospecific developments with septic systems present along
canopy of Atlantic white cedar with perhaps small the wetland edge.
amounts of several deciduous species including red̄

Runoff sites were located in developed areas, andmaple, black gum, and sweetbay magnolia. The under-
story, usually contains a variety of shrub species and the had stormwater sewer out’falls directly to the wet-

undulating swamp floor is carpeted with Sphagnum. land.

The cedarswamp is a stressful environment, combining Each individual site chosen for the study (four to
extreme acidity with low nutrient availability. The con-five sites within each group) had a closed canopy of
ditions result in a sensitive plant community with lowwhite cedar and was sampled for hydrologic, water
diversity structure, quality, species composition, and community struc-

Virt-uallyalt water entering these wetlands is derivedture. Table I presents waterqualitydata from each ofthe

from infiltration in the uplands. This tight hydraulicgroups.

connection assures that upland development will im- Species composition in cedar wetlands is highly
pact the quantity and quality of the water. Constituentssensitive to development. As part of the study, the
of concern include nutrients, chloride, heavy metals,researchers classified all species observed into four
and organic chemicals from sources such as septichabitat categories: indigenous tocedarswamps; found
systems, lawns, and road surfaces. In addition, imper-in other Pineland habitats; found in non-Pineland

Parameter Control Near Developed Runoff

Ammonia (pg/I)
Surface water           3.9 (38) 2.2 (46) 141.3 (18) 229.4 (54)
Groundwater 42,1 (50) 98.4 (50) 506.2 (48) 583.3 (60)

Orthophosphate (pg/I)
Surface water 14.4 (64) 12.5 (88) 7.6 (24) 55.0 (92)
Groundwater 11.0 (80) 12.7 (100) 30.9 (72) 68.0 (98)

Chloride (mgll)
Surface water 4.71 (40) 6.25 (46) 6.93 (18) 12.99 (54)
Ground water 4.93 (50) 7.04 (50) 16.4 (50) 15.4 (60)
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Sphagnum ’,s the most common substrate on which
cedar reproduction is generally found and holds a large
reservou" ot-burzed viable seed. Unfortunately. the plant
is especially sensitive to chloride, trampling, hydroiogl-

Control Sites Near Sites Developed Sites Runoff Sites cal changes, elevated nitrogen concentranons, and
other consequences of suburban development. Thus.
the loss of ~e carpet of Sphagnum in a cedar sv, amp
may foreshadow the eventual loss of the cedar trees
themselves when a large-scale disturbance dectmates
the stand. The decline of Sphagnum cover as a result of
increasing mnoffis shown an Figure 3.

In summary, the study shows that protecting the
¯ % Indigenous ¯ % New Jersey integrity of white cedar wetlands requires careful plan-

[] % Pinelands [] % Exotic nmg to reduce suburban influences. Runoff must be
diverted away from the cedar swamp and a buffer area
matntamed. The health of the Sphagnum ~n a particular
swamp can potentially be used as an indicator of the

habitats in ,Vew Jersey; and exotic to the state. Asfuture viabiiity ofwhite cedar wetlands.
shown m Figure 1, the control sites were highly domi- --JS
nated by species tndigenous to cedar swamps. How-,
ever, as development intensity increased, indigenous
species were dramatically displaced by species notReferences
traditionally associated with cedar swamps. Thus, ce-EhrenfelcL J.G. and J.P. Schneider. 1990. "The Response
dar swamps impacted by development gradually lost of Atlantic White CedarWetlands to Varying Lev-
species that define their uniqueness, els of Disturbance from Suburban Development in

Reproduction of white cedar itself proved espe- the New Jersey Pinelands." Wetland Ecology and
cially sensitive to development stress. Cedar stands in Management." Case Studies 63-77. (Ed. by D.F.
the Pinelands are typically even-aged, reflecting estab- Whigharn, R.E. Good andJ. Kvet). Junk. Dordrecht.
lishment after a large-scale disturbance such as lure,EhrenfekkJ.G. andJ.P. Schneider. 1991. "Chamae@.’pans
extensive wmdthrow, or clearcuttmg. As seen in Figure thyoides Wetlands and Suburbanizanon: Effects
2, mean densities of white cedar seedlings were greatly on Hydrology, Water Quality and Plant Commu-
reduced in the developedandrunoffsites. The implica- nit?’ Composition." J. Applied Ecology. 28:467-
non is that when the next large-scale disturbance oc- 490.
curs, the current stands will not be replaced by new
cedar growth.

This decline m cedar seedlings may be directly
related to the decline in Sphagnum in these sites.

5    10    15 20 25 30 0 20     40    60     ~0 tO~

NO. of seedlings per square meter % Cover o~ Sphagnum
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Wetter Is Not Always Better:
Flood Tolerance of Woody Species

T here is debate on the conmbution ofimpervi-Flood Sensitivity of Wetland Plants
ous cover to flood frequency and severity In riparian environments, flooding can cause the
and the degree to which natural wetlandsdeath of trees. The seedlings of trees are more ruiner-

and riparian environments are affected. A related andable than adults and all are more vulnerable in the
controversial issue is whether natural wetlands shouldgrowing season. In bogs, floating mats of vegetation
purposely be used to intercept stormwater runoff. Re-survive but the surrounding trees may die. Increased
suits of studies on the flood tolerance of herbaceousfrequency of flooding can lower species diversity by
and woody plants would help in resolving this issue,eliminating the herbaceous species. An increase in
Drawing on the separate literatures of flood toleranceduration of flooding results in leaf drop, chlorosis, and
and wastewater loading, Niering (1990) summarizes thedecreased growth--all not necessarily fatal.
multiple effects of submergence and pollutants on
woody and herbaceous species of the Northeast US.       An increase in water depth is significant if the root
The information can be used in assessing the impact of cdllar of a tree is covered, inhibiting respiration. This is

more significant an impact to the tree than is saturation
increased impervious cover on natural plant communi-
ties or in the design of vegetative buffers for intercept-

of the soil and is the reason for seedling sensitivity to
flooding. Adults, seedlings, and seeds have differenting stormwater runoff,
requirements. For example, adult cypress trees are very

Studies of flood tolerance are also helpful forflood-tolerant:however, periodic fluctuations in water
designers of constructed wetlands (either for waterlevel in needed for the fruit to dry and germinate.
treatment or loss mitigation) in deciding whether and
what woody species can be successfully established.

In examining these effects, Niering (! 990) uses the

Good choices cannot be made based simply on stereo-forested swamps of New England as an example wet-

typicat examples offloodtolerant species, such as alder,
land.Different studies have made apparently contradic-

"Obligate" wetland species do not necessarily have
tory observations on the survival of different woody

superior flood tolerance. To further complicate thespecies. The flood tolerance of species such as red

decision, different ecotypes of a single species canmaple, black gum, ash, alder, and buttonbush varies

respond very differently to flooding (Tiner, 1991 in
greatly depending on, among other factors, the age of

Mclninch etal., 1994). Furthermore,"wet acclimation"
of nursery trees and shrubs before planting does not
really improve their chance o fsurvival (Mclninch etal.,
~994).

Flood-tolerant Moderately tolerant Intolerant

Multiple Aspects of Flooding
Black alder American elm American beech

An increase in paved surfaces and greater Black willow Basswood Black cherry
channelization of streams increases the rate and volumeRed maple Bigtooth aspen Chinquapin oak
of runoff delivered to streams, thus altering the Silver maple Hop hornbeam Eastern hemlock
hydroperiod of wetlands and riparian environments. Ironwood Paper birch
Groundwater recharge is affected and, typically, the Red oak Quaking aspen
frequency, duration, and depth of flooding in wetlands White ash Red spruce
is increased to some degree. An excess ofwater ---even Sugar maple
unpolluted water--is deleterious to plant health and White birch
growth as it results in higher or sustained water levels White oak
in wetlands and increased soil saturation in upland White pine
zones. The severity of these effects depends on the Yellow birch
species of plant and on various aspects of the flood:
season, degree of soil saturation, flow, rainfall, water

Flood-Tolerant: Survive season-long deep flooding
temperature, and most especially frequency, duration, Moderately Tolerant: Survive flooding/saturated soil for 30 days in growing season
and water depth. Intolerant: High mortality if flooded in growing season for more than a few days
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2nd Season:
Species, 1st Season: seasonal or permanent

Natural range "acclimation" flooding

Red maple Good survival in unflooded pots Poor survival (50%) when
All of Eastern US to E. Texas, or saturation -5" but few survive saturated deeper than 2"
SE Canada (30%) in 10" saturation seasonally; no seedlings

survived permanent flooding

Common alder Poor survival when saturated Moderate to poor survival
E. Canada, US; S. to FL, W. 5";verypoorsurvivalwhensatu- (around 60%) in seasonal or
to TX rated 10" permanent flooding

Red chokeberry Does well in unsaturated or 2"- Very poor survival (20-40%) in
E. Canada, US; S. to FL; W. saturated soil; but 50% survive seasonal flooding. (Permanent
to KY 5" saturation, none survive 10" flooding not tested)

Buttonbush * Good survival at all saturation Good survival at all saturation
E. Canada, US, W. to MN, S. depths depths, seasonal or permanent
to Mexico

Atlantic white cedar Good survival at 5" saturation Very poor survival (0-20%) in
E/SE US coast or less 2nd year

Green ash * 100% survival at all saturation Excellent survival (80-100%) at
All Eastern US, W to Dakotas, depths all saturation depths.
SE Canada, SW to Rockies

Winterberry Poor survival at 5" saturation None survived second season
E. Canada, S. to MD, W. to MI in flooded conditions

Sweet bay magnolia * 100% survival at all saturation Very good survival (80-100%)
Mid-SE US depths in seasonal or perm. flooding

Swamp tupelo * Excellent survival in all satura- Good but somewhat inconsis-
SE US, (N of Florid3) tion depths tent survival in 2nd year

Bald cypress * 100% survival in all saturation 100% survival of seedlings in
SE lowland US depths all saturation depths (but dry

periods are needed for seed

¯ = Good p/anting choice                                  germination)

the plants and the duration and depth offlooding (Tableshow changes in their structure (e.g., stem swelling,

1). Seedlings and saplings are most vulnerable; floodsgrowth of lateral roots) in response to prolonged satu-

of short duration are not as damaging as prolongedration (Mclninch and Biggs, 1993).

saturation of the soil.

Mclninch et al. (1994) and Mc|ninch and BiggsChanges in Community Composition

(1993) tested 10 woody species common to wetlands in In general, an increase in frequency, duration, and
different hydric regimes and found that all the speciesdepth of floods in forested swamps suppresses herba-
survive in mesic or two-inch saturated soils--the bigceous groveth~diminishing species richness of the
differences in survival occur when the soil saturation isunderstory. However, a disturbance such as flooding or
five inches or more (Table 2). This seems to be thepollution often favors certain species over others. Op-
dividing line between plants that grow in wet soils andportunistic, flood- or pollutant-tolerant species such as
plants that are truly flood tolerant. Tolerant speciescattails out compete other herbaceous species. The
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planting of such pollutant-tolerant species is a goodReferences
idea it ~ou’re a water quali~ manager but a ~vorry, ifNiering, W. A. 1990 Effects ofStormwater Runoffon
~ou’re an ecologist charged with monitoring the spread Wetland Vegetation. Review Paper Presented at
or mvas~ve species. Low-nutrient bogs are especially New England Institute of Environmental Studies
susceptible to species replacements when exposed to Conference at Southborough MA October 1989.
nutrients from stormwater runoff.

Mclninch, S. M., and D. R. Biggs. 1993. "Mechanisms
Niering concludes that because of the significant of Tolerance to Saturation of Selected Woody

ecological impacts of flooding, existing natural wet- Plants." WetlandS. 5(2): 25-27.
lands should not be used for treating stormwater runoff
--the quality, and quantity, of which is unpredictable.Mclninch, S., E. Garbisch, and D. Biggs. 1994. "The

Other filtering systems can be used to intercept runoff Benefits of Wet-Acclimating Woody Wetland Plant

before it reaches wetlands. Natural landscaping and Species." WetlandJ 6(2): O

natural buffer zones are also recommended. Whitlow, T. H., andR. W. Hams. 1979. FtoodTolerance
in Plants. A State-of-the-Art Review. US ArmyMclninch found containerized stocks of bald cy-

press, buttonbush, green ash, swamp tupelo, and sweet Corps of Engineers, Waterways Expt. Stn.,

bay magnolia to be good choices for plantings, whereas Vicksburg, MI. Technical Report E-79-2.257 pp.

Atlantic white cedar, red maple and common alder were
not. Wet acclimation did not improve the survival of
"flood-tolerant" species and killed a good percentage
of the "’poor" species (Table 2).

There are two main points to draw from these kinds
of studies:

¯ Shrubs and trees common to wetlands cannot
automatically be assumed to have good flood
tolerance in urban or altered wetlands, and

¯ The practice of growing seedlings in flooded
containers before planting should be discontinued
as it does not appear to have any real acclimating
value.

--JMC
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Technical 3/ote elOTfrom Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(2). 661-665

The Compaction of Urban Soils

M any professionals have an interest in theup withwater).Scientistsandengineers frequently mea-
compaction of urban soils. For example, asure bulk density- to indicate how much fluffis present in
structural engineer may need to increasea particularsoil. Bulkdensity, isdefined as the mass of dry

compaction to provide a stable foundation for a road orsoil divided by its volume, and is expressed in units of
building. Conversely, an urban forester or landscapergrams per cubic centimeter (gms/cc). Bulk density- is a
maywanttodecreaseorpreventcompactioninordertouseful indicator of the structure of a soil, and can help
improve root growth and plant survival. A stormwaterpredict its porosity-, permeability-, infiltration rate and
engineer must understand soil compaction to accu-waterholding capacity. Ingeneral, asthe bulk density, of
rarely model the runoff from lawns and landscapedagivensoilincreases, itwillproducemoresurfacerunoff
areas, to identify suitable locations for stormwaterand allowIessinfiltration.
treatment practices, or to stabilize an embankment or

The surface bulk densiW of most undisturbed soilsslope. Soil compaction is also an important issue forranges from 1.1 to 1.4 gms/cc, depending on the type ofmanagers involved in land conservation, erosion andsoilpresent(Table l). Soilsthatarepredominatelysandssediment control, watershed education and watershedor clays are on the lower end of the range, whereas silts
Planning. Ln this article, we examine how soil compac,and silt loams are on the high end ofthe range. Glacial tills,tion increases in response to watershed developmentwhich were compressed by thousands of feet of ice in the
andtheimplicationsithasforwatershedprofessionals,last ice age, canhaveabulkdensityrangingashighas 1.6

What distinguishes soil from dirt? One of the majorto 2.0 gms/cc, depending on how much they have weath-
factors is the amount of"fluff" within a soil. Undis-ered. Highly organic soils, like peat, can be as low as 0.3
turbed soils have a lotofpore space. Indeed, aircom-gms/cc. Ingeneral, buikdensityincreaseswithsoildepth,
prises from 40 to 55% of the soil volume (unless it hasreflecting the compression by the overlying soil, and the
recently rained, in which case the pore spaces are filleddecline in the abundance of soil fauna and organic matter.

Downer Soil                                      Freehold Soil

Bulk Density (grlcc)
1       1.2      1.4      1.6      1,8                                Bulk Density (~lr/cc)

1.2      1.4       1.6       1.8

I
4          ~     Pasture i 4

Forest 6 ~ ,
;. Urban ~ ’

8 k - 8 ~ Forest~. ,. Urban

22 ! 22 ’

24I
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Figure I shows a typical profile or how bulk density.,
Bulkchan~es w~th depth tor sods ofdifferent land use (Smith.

199~. ~

In contrast, many urban soils and surfaces have
much higher bulk densities {Table l). The highly dis-
turbed soils of urban lawns range from 1.5 to 1.9 gms/cc,
while athletic fietdsand fill soil typically range from 1.8 to A
2.0 gms, cc. These butk density, values approach the
density ofconcrete (2.2 gms,’cc). Soils adjacent to build-
ing pads and along the road rights of way are intentionally~ ,o ’
compacted to meet engineering specifications, and can~.
range from 1.5 to 2.1 gms/cc, depending on local compac-o
tion standards and the compressibility of the underlying
soil.

/
The Consequences of Compaction

The extensive compaction of urban soils has many
hydrologic impacts on a watershed. The primary,adverse

impact relates to the change of porosity, within a soil.
Figure 2 illustrates how soil porosi .ty diminishes as bulk
density, increases. Porosity. is important because it gov-
erns the soil’s capacity to hold water, infiltrate runoffand
allow roots to penetrate. As porosity, declines, com-
pacted urban soils can produce much more surface runoff
than is normally expected for grass or meadow cover.
While pervious areas are not generally thought to con-
tribute much stormwater runoff, when urban soils be-
comehighlycompacted, theirmnoffresponsemoreclosely Undisturbed Soil Type Surface Bulk
resembles that of an impervious surface, particularly or Urban Condition Density
during large storm events. (grams/cubic

For example, WignostaetaL (1994)foundthat corn- centimeter)
pacted soils produced from 40 to 60% of the annual runoffPeat 0.2 to 0.3
for a small developed catchment, and that the soils had
an effective runoff coefficient as high as 0.5. OtherGompost 1.0
researchers have also noted that compacted urban soilsSandy Soil - 1.1 to 1.3
can have effective runoffcoefficients in the 0.2 to 0.45
range(Pitt, 1992,andLeggetal., 1996). WhiletheserunoffSilty Sands 1.4
coefficients arestill lowerthanthosecommonlyreportedSilt 1.3 to 1.4
for completely paved areas (0.50 to 0.99), they are very
significantsincelawnscancompriseasmuchas50to70%Silt Loams 1.2 to 1.5
of residential cover. Thus, from a practical standpoint,Organic Silts/Clays 1.0 to 1.2
soil compaction increases watershed runoff and creates
drainage problems such as surface ponding, since soilsGlacial Till 1.6 to 2.0
no longer have their water-holding capacity. Urban Lawns 1.5 to 1.9

The second key concern with soil compaction re-Crushed Rock Parking Lot 1.5 to 2.0
lates to its impact on the roots of trees, shrubs and ground
covers. Generally, once bulk densityexceeds 1.6 gms/cc,Urban Fill Soils 1.8 to 2.0
roots are no longer able to penetrate through the soil, andAthletic Fields 1.8 to 2.0
growth is limited. The critical bulk density for root pen-
etrationfordifferentkindsofsoilsis indicatedinTable2. Rights of Way and Building Pads 1.5to 1.8
The practical consequence of the lack of root growth is(85% Compaction)

that trees, shrubs and grass cover are extremely difficultRights of Way and Building Pads 1.6 to 2.!
to establish without extensive soil preparation or plant- (95% Compaction)
ing pits. Since compacted soils hold little water, plants are
more prone to drought, and may require supplementalConcrete Pavement 2.2
irrigation to survive even in humid climates. Likewise,Quartzite (Rock) 2.65
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compacted soils have lower oxygen transfer, extreme
summer soil temperatures, less nutrient retention, less
soil fauna (such as earthworms) and less mycorrhyizal
fungi compared to uncompacted soils (Bethenfalvay

Critical Root Limiting and Linderman, 1992; Craul, 1994). Consequently, ur-
Soil Texture Bulk Density ban trees and ground covers tend to be very. sparse,

(grams/cubic centimeter) short-lived, and disease-prone, unless they are pro-
vided with significant irrigation, soil amendments, fer-Sand * 1.8 tilization and other inputs.

[ Fine Sand * 1.75
Bulk Densi~.’ Increases in Response to Watershed

Sandy Loam 1.7 Development

We do not walk very lightly on the earth. NearlyFine Sandy Loam 1.65 every kind ofwatersheddevelopment compactsthesoil
and increases bulk density. Soil compaction beginsLoam 1.55 with grazing, as the weight of livestock tramples soils of

the pasture. A modest increase in soil bulk density ofSilt Loam 1.45 0.12 to 0.20 gms/cc has been observed in pasture soils,
compared to forest ones (See Table 3). Soil compaction,Clay Loam 1.5 however, is largely confined to the surface, and does

Clay 1.4 not extend more than a few inches into the soil profile.

Compaction becomes much more severe when¯only soil types which do not lint root growth a~er 85%
crops are cultivated. As heavy farm machinery passescompaction by proct~r test
over the field, soils are compressed up to two feet below
the surface. In addition, as topsoil is eroded, more
compacted subsoils are exposed. The common practice
o ftilling the fields does relieve compaction in the upper
few inches of the soil profile, but the effect is seasonal
and does not extend more than six inches to a foot below

the surface. Overall, the effect of cropping is to increase
NRCS No. of Forest Pasture Cultivated bulk density by an average of 0.25 to 0.35 gmsicc,Hydrologic Soil Samples Soils Soils Soils compared to forest soils, depending on the hydrologic

Group soil group (Table 3).

"A" Soils 1 7 1.35 1.48 1.61 Compaction becomes even more dramatic during
Very low runoff gms/cc gms/cc gms/cc " the urbanization of a watershed. Soil structure is com-

potential pacted in three different ways during the construction

process. First, grading equipment works over the site to
"B" Soils 92 1.30 1.45 1.53 cut and fill and achieve the desired elevations forLow runoff

building. As a consequence, existing top soil is stripped,potential
stockpiled or even removed fi’om the site, and com-

"C" Soils 73 1.27 1.39 1.55 pacted subsoils are exposed at the surface. Second, as
Moderate runoff construction equipment and vehicles work the site,

potential their t~acks and tires compress the remaining soils
several feet below the new surface.

"D" Soils 2 8 1.20 1.46 1.65 Lastly, certain portions of the site are intentionallyHigh runoff
potential compacted with vibrators or rollers to meet soil engi-

neering standards for bearing slructures or traffic loads.
This table providas a c~mpanson of the Izulk d~nsity for diffe~nt hydroiogUz ~oil grot~sThis intentional compaction usually occurs along the
(HSGs), as ctassifmd by the Nat~al Rasotrces Conservation Servia. Hydrologic soilright of ways for roads, a 10-foot envelope around
groLOS are frequently used to define cu’ve nu~ to characterize runoff potentialwithin

building pads, and around stormwater ponds. Othervarious hydrologic models. The HSG classification is not stdctly I~sed on ~he porosity of
the soil, but also includes otl~r soil ptc~erties that govern rt~off p~tential, such ~ theareas of the site are also frequently compacted as the
infiltration r=e, depth towa~arlable am theprasence ¢t cmfining layers suehas haxtpa~sequipment moves from lot to lot. Local development
and fragipans. Morn information on HSG can b~ fotr~zl in th~ National Resourcesstandards typically require that soils be compacted toConservation Service National Engineering Hancbool~ Chapter 2.

within 90 or 95% of their maximum bulk density within
Notes: Pasttre category includes grassland, hay and grazed lards. ~ these zones.
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Land Use or Activity Increase in Bulk Density Source:
(gms/cc)

Grazing 0.12 to 0.20 Sn-=th, 1999 (Table 2)

Crolzs 0+25 to 0.35 Sn3th, 1999 (Table 2)

Construction, mass grading 0.34 Ra ndrup, 1998

Construction, mass grading 0.35 Lichter and Lindsey, 1994

Construction, no grading 0.20 Lichter and Lindsey, 1994

Construction traffic 0.17 Lichter and Lindsey, 1994

Construction traffic 0.25 to 0.40 Smith, 1999; Friedman, 1998

Athle~c fields 0.38 to 0.54 Smith, 1999

Urban lawn and turf 0.30 to 0.40 Various sources

Taken together, construction increases the bulk den-site experiences construction traffic and activity, site
sityofsurfacesoilsontheorderof0.35grn/ccoverthepre-planners must physically exclude any construction
development land use, whether it is forest, pasture orequipment from por~ionsofthesite where undisturbed
crops(Table4). Thecompactioncanextenduptotwo feetsoils are required or desired. Many stormwater prac- ,
down in the soil profile, according to Smith (1999). Onetices utilize the soil to treat or infiltrate stormwater
of the best studies on the impact of construction on soilrunoff, and are designed under the assumption that the
compactionwasperformedby Randrup(1998),whoexam-underlying soil is uncompacted and relatively undis-
ined 47 Danish construction sites and adjacent undevel-turbed (infiltration, filter strips, grass swales, discon-
oped soils. He reported an average increase in bulknection ofrooftoprunoff, some forms ofbioretention
densi ,ty from 1.60 gms/cc to 1.94 gms/cc, with the greatestand even septic systems). As a result, these practices
compaction foundmorethanafootbelowthesoil. Lichtershould be located outside the limits of construction
and Lindsay (1994) found a similar increase in soil bulkdisturbance. Otherwise, theymay require extensive soil
density at several California construction sites. They alsoamendments to restore their intended function.
noted that bulk density increased by 0.2 gms/cc at a The secondkeyimplicationofcompaction relates
construction site whose soil was neither mass graded norto the objectives for local erosion and sediment control
compacted to meet engineering standards. Clearly, massplans during construction. From a watershed stand-
grading and the passage of construction equipment arepoint, these plans should not only focus on preventing
both important factors leading to soil compaction on mostsoil loss, but go further to prevent soil compaction. Any
construction sites (see Table 4). reduction in clearing, grading and construction access

According to recent research, soil compaction con-will provide a stormwater management benefit. Un-
tinues after turf and landscaping are established at thecleared and ungraded portions of the site represent an
site, at least for the first few years. Bulk density valuesimportant "hydrologic reserve area," and erosion and
typically remain about 0.30 to 0.40 gms/cc above pre-sediment control plans should clearly demarcate the
development levels after development (Table 4). A fewlimits ofdisturbanceoverasmuch ofthe siteaspossible
urban areas continue to become more compacted. Mostto retain these. Hydrologic reserves can include wet-
notable are athletic fields, park areas, pathways andlands, conservation areas, buffers, setbacks, openspace,
unpaved parking lots that continue to experience exten-and even portions of individual lots. However, drawing
sive foot and/or vehicular traffic after development. Sur-the limits of disturbance on a plan is much easier than
face bulk densities for these compacted soils often rangeactually enforcing them in the field, so increased con-
from 1.9 to 2.1 gmsicc, which is almost equivalent to thetractor training and fencing are essential. Communities
bulk density for impermeable concrete surfaces, should also carefully reevaluate their current compac-

tion requirements and grading standards to ensure that
Implications of Soil Compaction for the Watershedthey only compact those areas of the site that are
Manager absolutely necessary, and otherwise promote the reten-

The compaction of urban soils has many implicationstion of undisturbed soils.

for the watershed manager. As soil compaction appears The third implication of urban soil compaction is
to be virtually unavoidable once clearing begins and thethat severe soil compaction fundamentally alters the
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hydrology of a site, and makes many pervious areasLichter, J. and P. Lindsay. I994. "Soil Compaction and
function more like impervious ones. This suggests that Site Construction: Assessment and Case Studies."
engineers will need to explicitly incorporate the effects pp. 126-130 in The Landscape Below Ground
of soil compaction into their models that predict the Proceedings of International Workshop on Tree
changes in runoff as a result of development. The Root Development in Urban Soils. International
challenge is that while it is relatively easy to predict the Society of Arboriculture. Champaign, Illinois.
increase in bulk density caused by construction, it isMorris, L. and R. Lowery. 1988. "Influence of Site
much harder to predict precisely how much this increase Preparations on Soil Conditions Affecting Stand
in bulk density will increase the runoff coefficient or Establishment and Tree Growth." SouthernJour-
curve numbers tbr pervious areas. More research is nalofAppliedForesto’. 12(3): 170-178.
urgently needed to characterize runofffrom lawns and
landscaped areas on compacted urban soils. Pitt, R. 1992. Small Storm Hydrology. SLAMM Docu-

mentation.
Until better data are available, it seems prudent to

model the runoff from pervious areas differently. ForRandrup, T. 1998. "Soil Compaction and Construction

example, it may be advisable to adjust runoff coeffi- Sites." pp. 146-154 in The Landscape BelowGrour~.
IL Proceedings of International Workshop on Treecients upwards for compacted pervious areas (by ap-

proxmaately 0.1 to 0.15) or, when using the N RC S TR-55 Root Deve Iopment in Urban Soils. International

model, to automatically shift curve numbers (CN) up- Society of Arboriculture. Champaign, Illinois.

ward by at least one hydrologicalsoilgroup (HSG) whenSchueler, T. 1995. "The Peculiarities of Perviousness."
a site is cleared (i.e.. if the original pervious area was a Watershed Protection Techniques. 2( 1): 233-238.
B soil, model it as if it were aC soil). An even larger shiftSmith, C. 1999. Soil Compaction Findings and lnter-
is probably justified if the area is planned to be an pretation. Natural Resources Conservation Ser-
athletic field or a new lawn. vice.

In summary, watershed managers should bear inWignosta, M., S. Burges, and J. Meena. 1994. "Model-
mind that the quality of soils is inextricably linked to the ing and Monitoringto Predict Spatial and Temporal
quality and quantity, of water. Greater efforts to prevent Hydrological Characteristics in Small Catchments."
or reduce the compaction of soil quality that results from Water Resources Series Technical Report # 13 7.
construction are an important element of any urban University of Washington.Dept. ofCivilEngineer-
watershed protection strategy. -TRS ing. Seattle, WA.
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Can Urban Soil Compaction
Be Reversed?

Soil compaction appears to be an inevitable resultson and Bates (1994) found that tilling resulted in only
of current construction practices (see article 36).a minor improvement in compaction in urban soils in
The key question is whether it is possible toWashington, D.C. (see Table 1).

rever~e soil compaction. Numerous soil scientists have
Another common technique for avoiding soil

evaluated practices that can avoid compaction during
compaction is the practice of selective grading, whereconstruction or reverse it after it occurs (Table 1). These
only the most critical portions of the site are masspractices include selective grading, special construe-
graded, and the remainder ofthe site is cleared but not

tion equipment, retbrestation, mechanical loosening,
graded. Again, neitherRandrup(1998)norLichterandand the use of soi! amendments. This article reviews
Lindsay(1994)wereabletodetect any improvement

what is currently known about how well these practicesin soil bulk density in the selectively graded construe-work and evaluates their potential as a stormwater
tion sites. These soils still experienced extensive

management strategy in urban watersheds. The con-
compaction by construction equipment, stockpiling

sensus among soil scientists is that alleviating urbanand vehicle traffic. The only soils where compaction
soil compaction is a very hard job. Indeed, Randrupwaspreventedwereareasthatwere fenced to exclude
(1998) notes that once a soil is compacted, it is extremelyall construction activity.
difficult to restore its original structure, particularly if
the compaction extends several feet below the surface. In the past several decades, specialized equip-

ment has been developed to minimize compaction

Techniques to Avoid Compaction During (e.g., terralifts, and subsoil excavators). Rolf(1994)

Construction detected a modest improvement in bulk density (0.05
to 0.15 gm/cc) when this specialized equipment was

The traditional remedy for soil compaction hasused at several Swedish construction sites, compared
been to require contractors to loosen soil by tillage,to traditional construction equipment. Even so, the
ripping or other techniques before lawns are estab-specialized construction equipment still resulted in
lished (much as a farmer plows a field). However, Randrupsoil compaction at the site. Based on current research,
(l 998) could f-rod no significant difference in soil bulkit appears that the best construction techniques are
density between Danish construction sites that hadonly capable of preventing about a third of the ex-
been loosened and those that had not. Similarly, Pater-pected increase in bulk density during construction.

Land Use or Activity Decrease in Bulk Density Source:
(gms/cc)

Tiling of Soil 0.00 to 0.02 Randrup, 1998, Patterson and
Bates, 1994

Specialized Soil Loosening 0.05 to 0.15 Rolf, 1998

Selective Grading 0.00 Randrup, 1998 and Lichter and
_ Lindsey, 1994

._Soil P~nendments 0.17 Patterson and Bates, 1994
Compost ~endment 025 to 0.35 Kols~ eta/., 1995

Time 0.20 Legg et aL, 1996

Reforestation 0.25 to 0.35 Ar~cle 36
-- R0079666
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Another long-term approach for restoring com-
pacted urban soils is reforestation. Trees and shrubs

Age Group. in Years ~.-~ ...... gradually build soil structure through root penetra-
....... ~ , .." tion, leaf fall, macro pores and associated soil fauna.

....... ,~- ,6 " However, this process may take decades to occur, and

........ ,~ ~ usually requires a helping hand in urban watersheds.
~ ~_r0 /

For example, establishing trees in compacted urban
soils often requires the excavation of larger and deeper
tree pits filled with special soil mixes to allow tree roots

t .............. to flourish.

,, f ~ ~~| Soil Restoration Through Soil Amendments

z"~!
A quicker technique for reducing soil compaction

/ ,t ............. .~
involves amending the soil with organic matter that has

i~f .... .:.-:"’L"~"--’-’~’~"-~"’~-/ a low bulk density, such as compost, fly ash, or peat.
~ 2 3 4    5    6 7 8 Patterson and Bates (1994) found that amendments of

sintered fly ash were able to decrease bulk density, by
CUMULATIVE FIAINFALL IN CENTIMETERS 0.17 gms/cc over a 22-year period on soil test plots on

the heavily used Mall in Washington, D.C. Other
researchers have reported decreases in bulk density of
as much as 0.30 gms/cc when compost was incorpo-
rated into glacial till soils in the Pacific Northwest

Further, it is evident that the only truly effective tech- (Kolstietal., 1995). Clearly, thecompostamendment
technique shows promise in reducing compaction innique for avoiding compaction is prevention, i.e., setting urban soils, and has recentlv received a great deal of

i limits ofdisturbance that are capable ofphysically exclud.
ing all construction traffic from portions of a site.        attention as apotential practice forreducing stormwa-

ter runoffproblems atthe site level. Much of the work
in this area has been conducted in the Pacific North-

Techniques to Reverse Soil Compaction After Construc-west, and is focused on incorporating compost amend-
tion ments for new or existing residential lawns.

Once soil is compacted, is there anything that can be The compost amendment practice is fairly simple,
done to reverse the process? Many natural processes actand is best started in the very, early spring or early fall,
to loosen up soil, such as freezing/thawing, particleduring relativedryconditions. For anexistinglawn, it
sorting, earth worm activity, root penetration and thebegins with a soil test to determine existing bulk
gradual buildup of organic matter. Often, however, thesedensity for the yard. If the test indicates that soils are
processes take decades to work, and operate primarilycompacted, the next step involves deep tillage of at
withinthe t-n’st foot orsoofsoil. In addition, manyoftheseleast the top foot of soil, using a rototiller or ripper.
natural processes are effectively turned off when soilAfter the sod has had a few months to decompose,
compaction becomes severe (i.e., bulk density greatercompost is incorporated into the soil at the volumetric
than 1.7) because water, plantrootsandsoilfaunasimplyratio of one part compost to two parts loose soil (or
cannot penetrate the dense soil matrix and get to work.three to four inches over the lawn). Asarule ofthumb,

There is some evidence that the bulk density ofabout ten cubic yards ofcompostareneededper 1,000
residential lawn soils does gradually recover over severalsquare feet of lawn that is amended.
decades. Legg et aL (1996) monitored the soil and runoff Helpful specifications on determining the proper
properties of20 residential lawns in Madison, Wisconsinamount of compost are provided in Chollak and
that ranged in age from oneto 70years. They foundthatRosenfeld (1998), as well as guidance on selecting
newly established lawns (less than three years old) hadcompost of the right source and age. It may also be
the highest bulk density and lowest organic matter con-necessary to add dolomitic lime at a rate 100 lbs/1,000
tent of all the lawns sampled. Subsequent analysis indi-square feet to control acidity. After compost amend-
cared that these younger lawns produced significantlymerit, grass is then reestablished by seeding or sod-
more runoffthan their older counterparts (Figure 1). Asding. The process for amending compost into new
lawns grew older, bulk density declinedmodestly andthelawns is slightly different; more detailed information
amount oforganic matter increased in the first footofthecan be found in Chollak and Rosenfeld (1998) and
soil profile. It was speculated that root penetration, earth-

McDonald (1999).worms, and general soil building created more macro
pores, and contributed to the improvement in bulk den- While compost amendment seems like an ideal

sity and soil quality over time. practice, there are a number of situations where it is not
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feasible. These include sites that have steep slopes, aneeds, at least for the first year (Landschoot, 1996~.
high water table, wet saturated soils, or downhill slopeGrass also appears to grow better on compost-amended
toward the house foundation {these areas are usuallysoils. Indeed. researchers have reported that compost-
are poor candidates for a traditional lawns, as well). Inamended lawns exhibit more rapid turf coverage, denser
addition, deep tillage within three feet of the drip line ofroot networks, greater rooting depths, lower bulk den-
trees and shrubs should be avoided, sity and higher organic matter (Harrison et al., 1996 and

The cost to install a compost amended lawn on aKolsti etal., 1995).
new residential lawn is about 72 cents per square foot,
according to Chollak and Rosenfeld (1998), but can dropCompost,4mendmentsasaStormwaterManageraent
to 66 cents per square foot if applied across al! the lawnsStrategy
in anew subdivision. For awpical quarter-acre lawn, the The compost amendment practice should be con-
cost of installing a compost-amended lawn is aboutsidered an element of better site design, and could be a
$7.200, including labor, equipment rental, compost anduse ful technique to reduce stormwater at the residential
hydro-seeding. This is about t~vice the cost of tradi-lot level. It is likely that its benefits would be amplified
tional methods to establish a new lawn (Chollak andin conjunction with lawns also designed to treat roof-
Rosenfeld, 1998). However, thecostofcompostamend-top, driveway and sidewalk runoff. Several creative
ment drops to about 20 cents per square foot iflabor isdesigns to integrate compost amendments with other
excluded (assuming compost is available at S12/cy,on-site practices in residential areas are described in
delivered, rental of tiller/spreader, soil test, lime andKonrad etaL (1995). Compost amendments could also
grass seed). Thus, ifahomeowner weretodoithimsetf,be used to improve the performance of grass swales,
thecostofamendingan existingquarteracrelawnmightbiofilters and filter strips. Communities may want to
run about $2,200, with the time investment of two orencourage developers to install compost amendments
three weekends, during new lawn and landscape construction (possibly

A faster and less costly compost amendment prac-through stormwater credits).
rice has been recently introduced in the Pacific North- Compost amendments might also prove to be an
west. It involves aeration of existing soil (but not deepeffective tool for watershed restoration, particularly in
tillage), followed by the placement of about three incheswatersheds where other stormwater retrofit options are
of compost over the surface of the lawn in the fall. Thenot feasible. The cumulative hydrological benefits of
lawn is then seeded in the spring. Initial results indicaterestoring soil quality on hundreds of lawns, athletic
that this simplified practice produces good turf, but thefields, and vacant lots could potentially be significant.
hydrologic benefits have yet to be quantified. If futureThe critical management issue is determining how to
monitoring indicates thatthis simplified practice works,deliver lawn and landscape compost amendment ser-
it will sharply reduce the costs and effort for the indi-vices to homeowners in a cost-effective manner across
vidual homeowner to restore his or her yard. an entire watershed. Communities may need to make

free compost and technical assistance available to
Benefits of Soil Compost Amendments achieve wider restoration of compacted soils in the

A number of recent research studies have exploredurban landscape.
the potential hydrologic benefits of compost-amended
soils.KolstietaL(1995)monitoredtestplotsofamendedSummary
and unamended soils over ten storm events in Seattle, While the initial research on compost amended
and reported that compost-amended soils reduced sur-soils is promising, more research and demonstration are
face runoffby 29 to 50%, depending on the amount andneeded to more precisely def’me the storrnwater man-
type of compost used. Even higher reductions in lawnagement benefits of the practice. In particular, paired
runoff(53 to 74%) were predicted if compost amend-monitoringoftherunoffandpollutant loadfi’om amended
ments were implemented across a small watershed,and unamended lawns shouldbeahigh priority. Further
according to a model developed by Hieliema (1999).long term research is also neededto determine how long
ChollakandRosenfeld(1998)estimatedthatstormwaterthe benefits of compost amendments persist. For ex-
detention basin volumes could be reduced by five toample, are compost amendments only needed once, or
15% if compost amendments were incorporated intomust they be repeated as the compost decomposes?
new subdivisions in glacial tills soils near Seattle, Wash-What kind of lawn maintenance practices are needed to
ington, maintain the benefits of amended lawns? How should

Compost amendmentcan also provide benefits forthe compost amendment practice be adapted to suit
the lawn owner. For example, compost-amended lawnsconditions in other climatic regions of the country?
generally have a fraction of the summertime irrigation Still, perhaps the greatest property of compost
needs of a normal lawn. In addition, the organic matteramendment is its potential to develop into a true home-
in compost supplies meets all of the lawn’s fertilizationowner management practice, particularly ira more sire- R0079668
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plified version can be developed. A homeowner getsPatterson. 3. andC. Bates. 1994."Long-term, Light-
the benefit of a better yard, and possibly a better weight AggregatePertbrmanceasSoilAmend-
watershed, tbr simply changing how he or she invests ments." pp. 149- t 56. In The Landscape Below
in lawn practices. -TRS Ground. Proceedings of International Work-

shop on Tree Root Development in Urban
Soils. International Society of Arboriculture.
Champaign, Illinois.
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Choosing Appropriate Vegetation
for Salt-Impacted Roadways

M any communities rely on the use ofconcluded that most warm and cool season grasses
grassed swales or biofilters to filter outcould germinate and grow beyond 10 feet from a road
pollutants in road ~noff. The performancewithout experiencing salt stress. Planting grasseswithin

of these vegetative practices along roadsides depends10 feet of a road requires careful selection for salt
to a great degree on the vigor and density of the floraltolerance. In particular, warm season grasses such as
cover. Two recent studies in Minnesota and Ontarioblue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) and buffalo grass
have found that winter use of road salt can exert a(Buchloe dactyloides) are attractive choices due to
significant impact on roadside vegetative communi-their ability to withstand high salinities.
ties. Since most locations still rely on road salt as a Traditionally, most road designers used cool sea-
primary, deicing agent, designers need to consider theson grass species along Minnesota roadways. Native
selection of salt-tolerant roadside vegetation, warm season grasses, however, have several character-

In the Minnesota study, Biesboer and Jacobsonistics making them more attractive options for on-site
(1994)studiedtheroleofroadsaltinlimitinggermina-planting (Table I). Most importantly, warm season
tion in six warm season grasses and surveyed roadsidegrasses typically germinate in early summer, well after
soil salt concentrations during a one-year period. Saltspring rains reduce soil chloride concentrations.
levels were measured at prescribed intervals fromBiesboer and Jacobson investigated the salt tolerance
roadsides. Soil chloride concentrations were highest inof six native warm season grass species, based on their
the winter (October-May), reaching 22,000 ppm andabilityy to germinate after being surface sterilized and
fell below 2,500 ppm in the summer and early fall afterexposed to various salinities (Figure 1). It was discov-
spring rains flushed away accumulated salts. Areasered that all germination was reduced when seeds were
within six feet of busy roads were either largely devoidexposed to salt concentrations greater than 2,500 rag/
of vegetation or the originally planted grasses wereI. Salt concentrations rarely approach this level in early
replaced by undesirable, weedy non-grass species,summer, when warm season grasses typically germi-
This pattern was attributed to several factors, includinghate. Consequently, the authors concluded that most of
salt accumulation in roadside soils due to winter saltingthe warm season species could germinate in roadside
operations, soils along Minnesota roads. Indeed, some species

Biesboer and Jacobson found that salt concentra-(blue grama and buffalo grass) exhibited particularly
tions were highest within the first three feet from thehigh salinity tolerances.
road and then rapidly declined within 30 feet. They Two roadside sites were selected in 1993 to field

test the survival of warm season grass species. Interest-
ingly, while blue grama was planted, buffalo grass was
not among those species included in the field study.
Preliminary field data are still being collected and will
be useful in evaluating several species’ tolerances of
road salt.

Germination of wetland plants can also be affected¯ Germination of seedlings or an initial flush by roadside salt concentrations. Isabelle and his col-
of growth from overwintedng plants typically leagues (1987) demonstrated that roadside snowmeltoccurs in late May-June, after roadside salt
accumulations and debds have been can alter both the species composition and biomass of
flushed from soils by spring rains wetland vegetation. Snow treated with salt was col-

lected fi’om Ontario roadsites. Scientists then sowed¯ Deep root systems enable them to reduce soil seeds of five wetland plant species in greenhouse plots
erosion and possibly draw water from the andexposedthemdailytosnowmeWtapwatermixtures
road bed containing O, 20, and 100% snowmelt. Seedlings were

¯ Generally short structures may reduce or elimi- harvested one month later.
nate the need for mowing. The study found that the number of germinating

seeds was inversely proportional to snowmelt salt         R0079670
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concentration and only two undesirable species, purpleintermedia); James’ galerta (Hilariajamesii); and al-
loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and common cattailkali sacaton (Sporobolis airoides). Other non-grass
(Typha latifolia), germinated when exposed to undi-species should also be evaluated. In a study of plant
luted snowmelt (Table 2). This f’mding may explainsuccession and viability, Wilcox and Andrus (1987)
why these two species often become dominant in urbanshowed that secondary Sphagnum succession in a road
wetlands in northern states. Overall, it was found thatsalt-impacted Indiana bog was dominated by a single
species diversity, evenness, and richness in the green-species (S.fimbriatum) as chloride concentrations sur-
houseplotsdecreasedsignificantlywith increased snow.passed 300 mg/l. The study also illustrated the great
melt concentration. Total biomass also declined. Thissensitivity of S.fimbriatum to chloride compared with
information underscores the importance of excludingother salts (Table 3). Although grasses are generally
road salt from sensitive environments, more salt-tolerant than trees, there are several tree

In addition to those evaluated by Biesboer andspecies that can withstand relatively high salinities
Jacobson, grass species that may be studied for road-(Table 4). This information may be helpful to practitio-
side application in Midwestern areas include: inlandners in the selection of deicing agents. For regions
saltgrass (Distichlis stricta) for alkaline soils that areoutside the Midwest ecoregion, the tolerance of other
poorly drained; plains lovegrass (Eragrostisdesirable native species should be investigated.

The studies have important implications for the
design ofswales, filters and wetlands along roadways.
The extensive use of road salt can reduce the biomass,
diversity, or density of roadside vegetation communi-
ties. Consequently, steps should be taken to protect
these resources from the impacts of salt. Plant species

Snowmelt concentration (%) able to withstand the physiological stress imposed by
Species 0 20 100 road salts should be selected for areas where such stress

is expected. Similarly, existing plant communities needAster umbellatus 5.8 (4.1) 2.0 (5.0) 0 to be assessed before adjacent roads are treated by
Dulichium arundinaceum 11.6 (2.7) 3.4 (2.3) 0 deicing agents. This approach and the plants’ natural
Sciq~us cypetfnus 14.2 (4.1) 10.2 (4.5) 0 filtering abilities will help to ensure that impervious
Typha latifolia 13.2 (4.8) 7.2 (3.9) 1.0 (0.7) area-associatedpollutantsarekeptaway from sensitive

environments.Lythrum salicada         30.0 (4.6)    19.2 (2.3)    9.0 (5.1)
mRLO
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Salt* CaSO~ Control
Na=O4 CaCl2

NaCI

Mean increase in length (cm) 2.61 2.60 1.90 0.52 0.40

Mean increase in biomass (%) 499.1 337.1 207.3 88.7 42.4

* Concentrations are e~uimolar to 1.500 mg/L CI-treatment (42.3 mM Na°, 42.3 mM Cl-, 21.1 mM Ca2÷, 21.1 mM SO42-).

Deciduous Plants Evergreen Plants

Ash, European Mountain ash, Showy Adam’s Needle
Ash, White Mulberry, Red Juniper, Creeping
Aspen, Quaking Oak, English Juniper, Eastern Redcedar
Bald cypress Oak, White Juniper, Pfitzer
Birch, Gray Poplar, Bigtooth Aspen Juniper, Rocky Mountain
Birch, Paper Poplar, Cottonwood Pine, Austrian
Buckthorn, Common Poplar, Lombardy Pine, Jack
Butternut Poplar, Quaking Aspen Spruce, Colorado
Elm, Siberian Poplar, White or Silver Spruce, Blue Colorado
Honeytocust, Thomless Privet
Honeysuckle Russian-olive
Horsechestnut, Common Staghom Sumac
Larch, European Tree of Heaven
Lilac, Peking Walnut, Black
Locust, Black Willow, Black
Maple, Hedge Willow, Corkscrew
Maple, Norway Willow, Pussy
Maple, Silver
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Section 5: Aquatic Buffers
Watershed Protection Tool #3

A quatic corridors, where land and water meet, always deserve special attention in the practice of water
shed protection. A simple buffer along a stream, shoreline, or around a wetland is essential to maintain
watershed health. The primary purpose of a buffer is to put some distance between a stream, lake or

wetland and any upland development. The second purpose of a buffer is to maintain natural vegetation along
the riparian zone, which is an essential part of all aquatic ecosystems. The ability of an aquatic buffer to
realize its many benefits depends, to a large degree, on how well it is planned, designed, and maintained.
This section contains six articles that describe how communities can adopt effective buffer systems in ,,      .
their watersheds¯ Aquatic buffers are

perhaps the easiest
Aquatic buffers are perhaps the easiest watershed protection tool to implement at the local level, sincewatershed protection
they can be created simply by adopting a local ordinance and devoting more resources to plan review¯ A
copy of an annotated model stream buffer ordinance can be easily downloaded from the Center’s website tool to implement at
(w~.cwp.org). The hard part, of course, is convincing elected leaders that the ordinance will not undulythe local level."increase the cost of development nor infringe on private property rights. Thankfully, most of the eco-
nomic and legal evidence (as noted in articles 30, 39 and 49) suggests that a well-crafted buffer program
can fully satisfy these rather common objections to stream buffers.

Trends in Aquatic Buffers in the Last Decade

While stream buffers were quite rare a decade ago, they are now relatively common in communities that actively
engage in watershed protection. These communities struggled for years to define what the minimum width of a
buffer should be, and looked in vain to the scientific community for a specific number. Lacking a precise number,
they have generally resorted to a "hundred plus" approach, which extends the buffer at least one hundred feet
from each streambank and possibly further, if adjacent wetlands, flood plains, steep slopes or critical habitats are
present. In practice, this approach has proved to be reasonably workable, since it minimizes the loss of develop-
able land, while at the same time it maximizes the impressive roster of environmental and economic benefits that
a buffer provides.

Buffers maintain stream ecology, stabilize stream banks, shade
streams, remove pollutants, create wildlife habitats and pro-
tect wetlands. Buffers also act as the "right of way" for a
stream, allowing them to move around the floodplain, and
pass their flood waters safely downstream without damaging
property or endangering lives. The land area devoted to stream
buffers is roughly equal to the land area that would otherwise
be needed for detention ponds that hold back upstream flood
waters, and buffers are certainly much cheaper.

Toward the end of the decade, communities started to shift
their attention to how stream buffers are managed. Key man-
agement issues emerged, such as how to cross th," buffer,
prevent encroachment, maintain natural vegetatiom exclude
incompatible uses, manage urban wildlife and effectively in-
tegrate stormwater treatment into buffers. Receutl~/, wider use
of buffers has been bolstered by early but encouraging re-
search that revealed the valuable role that fore.~t buffers play
in maintaining the biological diversity within t,rban streams,
and their potential to shift the impervious cover/stream qual-
ity curve upwards.
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,qesearch Needs for Aquattc Buffers

While urban stream buffers are not thought to cemove pollutants as well as their agricultural counterparts, their
capability could probably be vastly improved by "’engineering" the outer boundaries of the buffer to more efficiently
capture and treat stormwater runoff. In addition, the ability of urban stream buffers to reduce subsurface nutrient
Ioadings from septic systems in more lightly developed watersheds warrants further investigation.

The ability of urban stream buffers to maintain stream biodiversity needs greater confirmation at the watershed scale.
In particular, a systematic comparison of biological diversity in streams with and without riparian buffers (yet
possessing a similar watershed impervious cover) may prove the best way to demonstrate this effect.

From a management standpoint, it is time to begin studying the condition of stream buffers that we have created over
the last decade. Such research could answer some important management questions. For example, have buffers
become more fragmented over time? What are the rates of encroachment in their outer boundary? What trends can
be seen in buffer forest cover and succession? What is actually happening to storrnwater as it crosses the buffer?
What kind of wildlife movement is occurring in these corridors? Are deer, beaver or invasive species becoming a
problem for the buffer or adjacent residents? The reader could probably come up with other interesting research
questions, as well. The key point is that we can only begin to design better stream buffers in the future if we start
carefully analyzing the population of stream buffers we have created in the past, and learn from our real world
experience.

39. The Architecture of Urban Stream Buffers .........................................................................................225
40. Urbanization, Stream Buffers and Stewardship in Maryland ..............................................................~
41. Invisibility of Stream and Wetland Buffers in the Field ......................................................................~9
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The Architecture of Urban Stream Buffers

H
" eadwater streams comprise as much as 75%

1993), their capability to remove pollutants in urban
of the total stream and river mileage in thestormwaterisfairlylimited.Thisisasurprisingconclu-

. contiguous United States (Leopold et al.,sion given the moderate to excellent sediment and
1964). These critical headwater streams are often se-nutrients removal reported for forested buffers in rural
verely degraded by the urbanization process(Schueler,areas (Desbonnet et al., 1994) Much of the pollutant
1995a). As a consequence, many communities haveremoval observed in rural and agricultural buffers ap-
adopted stream buffer requirements as one element ofpearsto be due to relatively slow transport of pollutants
an overall urban watershed protection strategy. Up toacross the buffer in sheetflow or under it in shallow
now, buffer requirements have been relatively simptis-groundwater. In both cases, this relatively slow move-
tic--the"design" ofasn’eam buffer often consists of noment promotes greater removal by soils, roots, and
more than drawing a line ofunitbrm width on asite plan.mici’obes.
As Heraty(1993) notes, buffersdesignedinthismanner Ideal buffer conditions are rarely encountered in
often become invisible to contractors, property, owners,urban watersheds. In urban watersheds rainfall is rap-
and even local governments. As a result, many streamidly converted into concentrated flow. Once flow con-
buffers fail to pertbrm their intended function, and arecentrates, it forms a channel that effectively short-
subject to disturbance and encroachment, circuitsabuffer.Unformnately, stormwaterflowsquickly

A buffer network acts as the "’right-of-way" for aconcentrate within a short distance in urban areas. It is
stream and functions as an integral part of the streamdoubtful, forexample, whethersheetflowcondition can
ecosystem. Stream buffers add to the quatiw of thebe maintained over adistance of 150 feet for pervious
stream and the community in many diverse ways, asareas and 75 feet for impervious areas (Figure 1). Con-
summarized in Table 1. In many regions, these benefitssequently, as much as 90% of the surface runoffgener-
are multiplied when the sn’eamside zone is in a forestedated in an urban watershed concentrates before it
condition. While the benefits of urban stream buffersreaches the buffer, and ultimately crosses it in an open
are impressive, their capability to remove pollutantschannel or an enclosed stormdrain pipe. As a result,
borne in urban stormwater should not be overstated,some kind of structural stormwater practice is often
Although communities frequently cite pollutant re-needed to remove-pollutants from runoff before they
moval as the key benefit when justifying the establish-enter the stream.
ment of stream buffers in urbanizing areas (Heraty,

~ridgetop                           1500 feet total

100’

streaz~nebUffer

leng1~ before concentral~on, ~
pervious cover

:~
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1, Reduces watershed imperviousness by 5%. An average buffer width of 100 feet protects up to
5% of watershed area from future development.

2. Distances areas of impervious cover from the stream. More room is made available for
placement of stormwater practices, and septic system performance is improved. (.t’)

3. Reduces small drainage problems and complaints. When properties are located too close to
a stream, residents are likely to experience and complain about backyard flooding, standing
water, and bank erosion. A buffer greatly reduces complaints.

4. Stream "right of way" allows for lateral movement. Most stream channels shift or widen over
time; a buffer protects both the stream and nearby properties.

5. Effective flood control. Other, expensive flood controls are not necessary if buffer includes the
100-yr floodplain.

6. Protection from streambank erosion. Tree roots consolidate the soils of floodplain and
stream banks, reducing the potential for severe bank erosion.

7. Increases property values. Homebuyers perceive buffers as attractive amenities to the
community. 90% of buffer administrators feel buffers have a neutral or positive impact on
property values. (f)

8. Increased pollutant removal. Buffers can provide effective pollutant removal for development
located within 150 feet of the buffer boundary, when designed properly.

9. Foundation for present or future greenways. Linear nature of the buffer provides for con-
nected open space, allowing pedestrians and bikes to move more efficiently through a commu-
nity. (.t)

I0. Provides food and habitat for wildlife. Leaf litter is the base food source for many stream
ecosystems; forests also provide woody debris that creates cover and habitat structure for
aquatic insects and fish. (.f)

1 I. Mitigates s~eam warming. Shading by the forest canopy prevents further stream warming in
urban watersheds. ~

12. Protection of associated wetlands. A wide stream buffer can include rivedne and palustrine
wetlands that are frequently found along the stream corridor. "

13. Prevent disturbance to steep slopes. Removing construction activity from these sensitive
areas is the best way to prevent severe rates of soil erosion. (f)

14. Preserves important terrestrial habitat. Ripadan corridors are important transition zones, dch
in species. A mile of stream buffer can provide 25-40 acres of habitat area. (.D

15. Corridor~ for conservation. Unbroken stream buffers provide "highways" for migration of plant
and animal populations. (/’)

16. Essential habitat for amphibians. Amphibians require both aquatic and terrestrial habitats and
are dependent on dparian environments to complete their life cycle. (.f)

17. Fewer bardera to fish migration. Chances for migrating fish are improved when stream
crossings are prevented or carefully planned.

18. Discourages excessive storm drain enclosures/channel hardening. Can protect headwater
streams from extensive modification.

19, Provides space for storrnwater ponds. Stream buffers can be an ideal location for propedy
placed stormwater practices that remove pollutants and control flows from urban areas.

20. Allowance for future restoration. Even a modest buffer provides space and access for future
stream restoration, bank stabilization, or reforestation.
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The abili~ of a particular buffer to actually realize its
many benefits depends on how well the buffer is planned
or designed, in this article, we present a more detailed
scheme for stream buffer design, drawn from field re-̄ Minimum total width of 100 feet, including floodplain
search and local experience across the country. The Zone-speoific goals and restrictions for the outer, middle, and
suggested urban stream buffer criteria are based on I 0 streamside zones
practical performance criteria that govern how a buffer
will be sized, delineated, managed, and crossed (Tablē Adopt a vegetative target based on predevelopment plant oommu-

nity2). In addition, the buffer design contains several pro-
visions to respect the property, rights of adjacent land- ¯ Expand the width of the middle zone to pick up wetlands,slopes
owners, and larger streams

¯ Use clear and measurable criteria to delineate the origin and
Criteria 1 : Minimum Total Buffer Width boundaries of the buffer

Most local buffer criteria are composed of a single ¯ The number and conditions for stream and buffer crossings
requirementthat the buffer be a fixed and uniform width should be limited
from the stream channel. Urban stream buffers rangē The use of buffer for stormwater runoff treatment should be
from 20 to 200 feet in width on each side of the stream carefully prescribed
according to a national survey of 36 local buffer pro-
,,,rams. with a median of 100 feet (Heratv, 1993). Most̄ Buffer boundaries should be visible before, during, and after
~ " construction
jurisdictions arrived at their buffer width requirement by
borrowing other state and local criteria, local experi-¯ Buffer education and enforcement are needed to protect buffer
ence, and, finally, through political compromise during integnty
the buffer adoption process. Most communities require
that the buffer fully incorporate all lands within the 100-
year floodplain, and others may extend the buffer to pick
up adjacent wetlands, steep slopes or critical habitat further distance bet~veen upland development
areas, and the stream. The vegetative target for this zone

is also mature tbrest, but some clearing may beIn general, a minimum base width of at least 100 feet
allowed for stormwater management, access, andis recommended to provide adequate stream protection,
recreational uses. A wider range of activities andIn most regions of the country, this requirement trans-
uses are allowed within this zone, e.g., recreation,lates to a buffer that is perhaps three to five mature trees
bike paths, and stormwater practices. The mini-wide on each side of the channel.
mum width of the middle core is about 50 feet, but
it is often expanded based on stream order, slope

Criteria 2: Three-Zone Buffer System or the presence of critical habitats.
Effective urban stream buffers are divided into three

¯ The outerzone is the buffer’s buffer, an additionallateral zones: streamside, middle core, and outer zone.
Each zone performs a different function, and has a 25-foot setback from the outward edge of the
different width, vegetative target and management middlezonetothenearestpermanentstructure, ln

scheme, as follows: most instances, it is a residential ba~:kyard. The
vegetative target for the outer zone is usually turf¯ The streamside zone protects the physical and or lawn, although the property owner is encour-

ecological integrity of the stream ecosystem. The aged to plant trees and shrubs, and thus increase
vegetative target is mature riparian forest that can the total width of the buffer. Very few uses are
provide shade, leaf litter, woody debris and ero- restricted in this zone. Indeed, gardening, com-
sion protection to the stream. The minimum width post piles, yard wastes, and other common
is 25 feet from each stream bank--about the dis- residential activities are promoted within the zone.
tance of one or two mature trees from the stream The only major restrictions are no septic systems
bank. Land use is highly restricted and is limited and no new permanent structures.
to stormwater channels, footpaths, and a few
utility or roadway crossings.

Criteria 3: Predevelopment Vegetative Target
¯ The middle zone extends from the outward bound-

The ultimate vegetative target for the streamside
ary of the streamside zone, and varies in width,andmiddlezoneofmosturbanstream buffersshouldbe
depending on stream order, the extent of the 100-specified as the predevelopment riparian plant commu-
year floodplain, adjacent steep slopes andnity--usually mature forest. Notable exceptions in-
protected wetland areas. Its functions are to pro-clude prairie streams of the Midwest, or arroyos of the

R0079678tect key components of the stream and providearid West, that may have a grass or shrub cover in the
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riparian zone. In general, the target should be based onprecisely mark the transition between the two. Conse-
the natural vegetative community, present in the flood-quently, the actual location of the stream channel can
plain, as determined from reference riparian zones, only be confirmed in the field.

A vegetative target has several management impli- The origin oJafirst order stream is always a matter
cations. First, if the streamside zone does not currentlyof contention. As a practical role, the origin ofthe stream
meet its vegetative target, it should be managed tocanbedefinedasthepointwheretheinterrnittentstream
ultimately achieve it. For example, a grassy area shouldforms a distinct channel, as indicated by the presence
beallowedtogrowintoaforestovertime, ln some cases,of an unvegetated streambed and high water marks.
active reforestation may be necessary to speed up theOther regions define the origin of a stream as the upper
successional process. Second, a vegetative target im-limit of running water during the wettest season of the
plies that the buffer will contain mostly native speciesyear. Problems are frequently encountered when the
adapted to the floodplain. Thus, non-native or invasivestream network has been extensively modified by prior
tree, shrub and vine species should be avoided whenagricultural drainage practices.
revegetating the buffer. Removal of exotic shrubs and The inner edge of the buffer can be defined from the
vines(e.g, multiflora rose or honeysuckle) thatare oftencenterline of small first- or second-order streams. The
prevalent along the buffer edge should be encouraged,accuracy of this method is questionable in higher order

streams with wider channels. Thus, the inner edge of the
Criteria 4. Buffer Expansion and Contraction buffer is measured from the top of each streambank for

Manycommunities requirethat the minimum widththird and higher order streams.
of the buffer be expanded under certain conditions.
Thus, whilethe streamsideandouterzones ofthebufferCriteria 6. Buffer Crossings
are fixed, thewidth ofthe middle zonemayvary. Specifi- Two major goals of a stream buffer network are to
cally, the average width of the middle zone can bemaintain an unbroken corridor of riparian forest and
expanded to include: maintain the upstream and downstream passage offish
¯ The full extent of the 100-year floodplain in the stream channel. From a practical standpoint, it is

not always possible to meet both goals everywhere¯ All undevelopable steep slopes (> 25%)         along the stream buffer network. Some provision must

¯ Steep slopes (five to 25% slope, at four additionalbe made for linear forms of development that must cross
feet of slope per l % increment ofslopeabove 5%)the stream or the buffer (Figure 2), such as roads,

bridges, fairways, underground utilities, enclosed storm¯ Adjacent delineated wetlands or critical habitatsdrains or outfall channels.
The middle zone also expands to protect streams of It is still possible to minimize the impact to the

higher order or quality in a downstream direction. Forcontinuity of the buffer network and fish passage.
example, thewidthofthemiddlezonemayincreasefromPerformance criteria should specifically describe the
75 feet (for first- and second-order streams) to 100 feetconditions under which the stream or its buffers can be
(for third- and fourth-orderstreams) andasmuch as 125crossed. Some performance criteria could include:
feet for fifth- or higher order streams/rivers. The width ¯ Crossing width. Use the minimum width neces-of the buffer can also be contracted in some circum-
stances to accommodate unusual or historical develop- sary to allow for maintenance access.

ment patterns, shallow lots, stream crossings, or storm-̄ Crossing angle. Direct right angles are preferred
water ponds (see Criteria 10). over oblique crossing angles, since they require

less clearing in the buffer.
Criteria 5: Buffer Delineation

Threekeydecisionsmustbemadewhendelineating¯ Crossing frequency. Only one road crossing is

the boundaries of a buffer. At what mapping scale will allowed within each subdivision, and no more

streams be def’med? Where does the stream begin and than one fairway crossing is allowed for every

the buffer end? And from what point should the inner 1,000 feet of buffer.

edge of the buffer be measured? ¯ Crossing elevation. All direct outfall channels
The mapping unit. The traditional mapping scale should discharge at the invert elevation of the

used to define the stream network are the bluelines stream. Underground utility and pipe crossings
present onUSGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps(1 inch = should be located at least three feet below the
2,000 feet). It should be kept in mind that bluelines are stream invert, so that future channel erosion does
only a first approximation for delineating streams, as not expose them, creating unintentional fish bar-
this scale does not always reveal all first orderperennial tiers. All roadway crossings and culverts should
streams or intermittent channels in the landscape or be capable ofpassingthe ultimate 100-yearflood
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a invert all open and enclosed
channel at stream bed and
stabitized

b no more than one roadway
crossfng per subdivision

c reduced road right-of-way in
buffer zone, utilities under

d perpendicular crossing re
suits in less buffer oleaning
than an oblique angle

e util~ crossings narrow as
maintenance allows

avoid crossing stream with
mainline sewer

g examine the stream to avoid
creation of fish barners

h culvert capac~ to handle
ultimate 100 year peak dis
charge, at full buildout

botlomless culvert allows up
s~ream fish passage

¯ lower one culvert below
stream invert to ensure water
during low-flow periods

/
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event. Bridges should be used in lieu of culvertsB. LocationofStormwaterPondsandWetlands Within
when crossings require a 72 inch or greater diam- the Buffer
eter pipe. The use of corrugated metal pipe for A particularly difficult management issue involves
small stream crossings should be avoided, astheythe location of stormwater ponds and wetlands in
tend to create fish barriers. The use of slab, archrelation to the buffer. Should they be located inside or
or box culver~s are much betteraltematives. Whereoutside of the buffer? If they are allowed within the
possible, the culvert should be "bottomless" to buffer, where exactly should they be put? Some of the
ensure passage of water during dry weather peri-possible options are outlined in Figure 3.
ods (i.e., the natural channel bottom should not be
hardened or otherwise encased). A number of good arguments can be made for

locating ponds and wetlands within the buffer or on the
stream itself. Constructing ponds on or near the stream,

Criteria 7: Stormwater Runoff tbr example, affords treatment of the greatest possible
Buffers can be an important component of thedrainage area, makingconstructioneasierandcheaper.

stormwater treatment system at a development site.Second, ponds and wetlands require the dry weather
They cannot, however, treat all the stormwater runoffflow of a stream to maintain water levels and prevent
generated within a watershed (generally, a buffer sys-nuisance conditions. Lastly, ponds and wetlands add
tern can only treat runoff from less than 10% of thea greater diversity, of habitat types and structure, and
contributing watershed to the stream). Therefore, somecan add to the total buffer width in some cases. On the
kind of structural stormwater practice must be installedother hand, placing a pond or wetland in the buffer can
to treat the quantity and quality of stormwater runoffcreate environmental problems, includingthe localized
from the remaining 90% of the watershed. More oftenclearing of trees, the sacrifice of stream channels above
than not, the most desirable location for the practices isthe stormwater practice, the creation of a barrier to fish
within or adjacent to the stream buffer. The followingmigration, modification ofexistingwetlands, andstream
guidance is recommended for integrating stormwaterwarming.
practices into the buffer. Locating ponds and wetlands in buffers will always

A. The Use of Buffers for Stormwater Treatment be a balancing act. Given the effectiveness ofstormwa-
ter ponds and wetlands in removing pollutants, it is

The outer and middle zone of the stream buffer maygenerally not advisable to completely prohibit their use
be used as a combination grass/forest filter strip underwithin the buffer. It does make sense, however, to
verylimitedcircumstances(Figure3).Forexample, ifthechoose pond and wetland sites carefully. In this re-
buffer cannot treat more than 75 feet of overland flowspect, it is useful to consider possible performance
from impervious areas and 150 feet of pervious areascriteria that restrict the use of ponds or wetlands:
(backyards or rooftop runoff discharged to the back-
¢ard), the designershould compute the maximum runoff

° A maximum contributing area (e.g. 100 acres)

velocity for both the six-month and two-year storm ° The first 500 feet of stream channel
designs from each contributing overland flow path, ° Clearing ofthestreamsidebufferzoneonly for thebased on the slope, soil, and vegetative cover present.

out-flow channel (if the pond is discharging fromIf the computation indicates that velocities will be
the middle zone into the stream)erosive under either condition (greater than 3 fps for six-

month storm, 5 fps for two-year storm), the allowable° Off-line locations within the middle or outer zone
length of contributing flow should be reduced, of the buffer

When the buffer receives flow directly from an ° Use ponds only to manage stormwater quantity
impervious area, the designer should include curb cuts within the buffer
or spacers so that runoff can be spread evenly over the
filter strip. The filter strip should be located three to sixCriteria 8: Buffers During Plan Review and
inches below the pavement surface to prevent sedimentConstruction
deposits from blocking inflow to the filter strip. A
narrow stone layer at the pavements edge often works The limits and uses of the stream buffer system

well. should be well defined during each stage of the devel-
opment process--from initial plan review through con-

The stream buffer can only be accepted as a storm-struction. The following steps are helpful during the
water filtering system if basic maintenance can beplanning stage:
assured, such as routine mowing of the grass filter and
annual removal of accumulated sediments at the edge° Require that the buffer be delineated on prelimi-

of the impervious areas and the grass filter. An enforce- nary and final concept plans
able maintenanceagreementthatallows forpublic main-° Verify the stream delineation in the fieldtenance inspection is also helpful.

R0079681
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some options for integrating
stormwater in the buffer zone

pocket pond outside of buffer

ponds allowed only in the
uppermost headwater reach

off-line pond within buffer

regional pond within stream
and buffer

lateral pond, in buffer but not
stream

small onsite BMPs
connected to storm drain
network

biofilters used in open
channel outside of buffer
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¯ Check that buffer expansions are computed andordinanceshaveafurtherentbrcementoption, whereby
mapped properly the full cost of buffer restoration is charged as a prop-

erty lien (Schueler. 1994). A fair and full appeals process¯ Check suitability, of use of buffer for stormwater
should accompany any such enforcement action.treatment

¯ Ensure that the other stormwater practices are
Criteria 10: Buffer Flexibility.

properly integrated in the buffer
In most regions of the country,, a 100-foot buffer will¯ Examineanybuffercrossingstbrproblems

take about 5% of the total land area in any given
Stream buffers are vulnerable to disturbance duringwatershed out of production (Schueler, 1995b). While

construction. Steps to prevent encroachment duringthis constitutes a relatively modest land reserve at the
this 5rage include: watershed scale, it can be a si~ificant hardship for a
¯ Mark buffer limits on all plans used during con-landowner whose property is adjacent to a stream.

struction (i.e., clearing and grading plans, andMany communities are legitimately concerned that
erosion and sediment control plans) stream buffer requirements could represent an uncom-

pensated taking of private property. These concerns¯ Conduct a preconstruction stakeout of buffers tocan be eliminated ira community incorporates several
define limits of disturbance simple measures to ensure fairness and flexibility when

¯ Mark the limits of disturbance with silt or snowadministering its buffer program. As a general rule, the
fence barriers, and signs to prevent the entry ofintent of the buffer program is to modify the location of
construction equipment and stockpiling development in relation to the stream but not its overall

¯ Familiarize contractors with the limits ofdistur-intensity.. Some flexible measures in the buffer ordi-
nance include the following.

bance during a preconstruction walk-through
Maintaining Buffers in Private Ownership

Criteria9: Buffer Education and Enforcement Buffer ordinances that retain property in private
ownership generally are considered by the courts toFuture integrity of the buffer system requires a
avoid the takings issue, as buffers provide compellingstrong education and enforcement program. Two pri-
public safety, welfare and the environmental benefits tomary goals are to make the buffer "visible" to the
the community (Table 1) that justify partial restrictionscommunity, and to encourage greater bufter awareness                              "

and stewardship among adjacent residents. There are on land use. Most buffer programs meet the "rough
proportionality" test recently advanced by the Su-several simple steps that can accomplish these goals:
preme Court for local land use regulation (Hornbach,

¯ Mark the buffer boundaries with permanent signs1993). Indeed stream buffers are generally perceived to
that describe allowable uses have a neutral or positive impact on adjacent properW

¯ Educate buffer owners about the benefits andvalue.Thekeypointisthatthereservationofthebuffer

uses of the buffer with pamphlets, streamwalkscannot take away all economically beneficial use for the

and meetings with homeowners associations property. Four techniques--buffer averaging, density
compensation, conservation easements, and vari-¯ Ensure that new owners are fully informed aboutances--can ensure that the interests of the property

buffer limits/uses when property is sold or trans-owners are protected.
ferred

¯ Engage residents in a buffer stewardship programBuffer Averaging

that includes reforestation and backyard lnthisscheme, acommunityprovidessomefiexibil-
"bufferscaping" programs ity in the width of the buffer. The basic concept is to

permit the buffer to become narrower at some points¯ Conduct armualbufferwalks to check on encroach-along the stream (e.g., to allow for an existing structure
ment or to recover a lost lot), as long as the average width of

The underlying theme of education is that mostthebuffermeetstheminimumrequirement. Ingeneral,

encroachment problems reflect ignorance rather thanbuffer narrowing is limited, such that the streamside

contempt for the buffer system. The awareness andzone is not disturbed, and no new structures are allowed
within the 100-year floodplain (if this is a greater dis-education measures are intended to increase the recog-

nition of the buffer within the community. Not all resi-tance).

dents, however, will respond to this effort, and someDensity Compensation
kindoflimitedenforcementprogram may be necessary

This scheme grants a developer a credit for addi-(Schueler, 1994). This usually involves a series ofcor-
tional density elsewhere on the site, in compensationrection notices and site visits, with civil fines used as a

last resort ifcompliance is not forthcoming. Some buffer for developable land that has been lost due to the buffer
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i requirement. Developable land is defined as the portion
of buffer area remain mg after the 100-year floodplain,
wetland, and steep slope areas have been subtracted.
Credits are granted when more than 5% of developable
land is consumed, using the scale shown in Table 2. The
density, credit is accommodated at the development site
bv allowing greater flexibility in setbacks, frontage Percent of site Density*
" lost to buffers creditdistances or minimum lot sizes to squeeze in"lost lots."

Cluster development also allows the developer to re- 1 to 10 % 1.0
cover lots that are taken out of production due to buffers 11 to 20% 1.1
and other requirements. The intent of stream buffers is 21 to 30% 1.2
to modi~ the location but not the intensity of develop-

31 to 40% 1.3ment. Buffer averaging, density compensation, and
variances can all minimize the impact on property own- 41 to 50% 1.4

ers. 51 to 60% ** 1.5

Conservation Easements 61 to 70% ** 1.6
71 to 80% ** 1.7Landowners should be afforded the option of pro-

tecting lands within the buffer by means of a perpetual 81 to 90% ** 1.8

conservation easement. The easement conditions the 91 to 99% ** 1.9
use or’the buffer, and can be donated to a land trust as

" Additional dwelling units allowed over basea charitable contribution that can reduce an owner’s density (1.0)
income tax burden. Alternatively, the conservation "" Credit may be transferred to a different parcel
easement can be donated to a local government, in
exchange for a reduction or elimination of property tax
on the parcel. Heraty, M. 1993. Riparian BufferPrograms: A Guide to

Variances Developing and Implementing a Riparian Buffer
Program as an Urban Stormwater Best Manage-

The buffer ordinance should have provisions that ment Practice. Metro. Wash. Council Gov. U.S.
enable a existing property owner to be granted a vari-

EPA Office of Oceans, Wetlands and Watersheds.
ance or waiver, if the owner can demonstrate severe 152pp.
economic hardship or unique circumstances make it
impossible to meet some or all of the buffer require-Hornbach, W. 1993. "Private Property and Community

ments. The owner should also have access to a defined Rights--What Communities Can Still Do After
appeals process should the request for a variance be Development." Lucas3(1): 14.

denied. -- TRS Leopold et al., 1964. Fluvial Processes in Geomorphol-
ogy. W.H. Freeman, San Francisco, CA 509 pp.

Summary Schueler, T. ! 994. The Stream Protection Approach.
Urban stream buffers are an integral element of any Center for Watershed Protection. Terrene Insti-

local stream protection program. By adopting some of tute, Washington, DC 66 pp.
these rather simple performance criteria, communitiesSchueler, Y. 1995a. "The Importance of Impervious-
can make their stream buffers more than just a line on a ness." Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (3):
map. Better design and planning also ensure that com- 100-111.
munities realize the full environmental and social ben-
efits of stream buffers.

Schueler, T. 1995b. Site Planning for Stream Protec-
tion. Center for Watershed Protection!Metropoli-
tan Washington Council of Governments. Silver
Spring, MD 320 pp.
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Techntcal Note #I/0 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(2) 676-~580

Urbanization, Stream Buffers, and
Stewardship in Maryland
by Dr. Glenn E. Moglen. Department of Civil and Engineering, University of Maryland

T he stream buffer is the region immediately bethe buffer zone changes in response to development,
yondthebanksofastreamthatservestolimitthewith respect to forest, agricultural and urban cover
entrance of sediment, pollutants, and nutrientswithin 100 feet of each streambank.

to the stream itself. When forested, a stream buffer
promotes bank stability and serves as a major control ofMethods and Data Sources
water temperature (Leopold, 1997). From a biological
perspective, the importance ofahealthy, intact riparian This study was based on analyses performed

with a Geographic Information System ~,G IS). The keyzone has only been understood for the last 20 years -
data source for land use was the Generalized Land Use(Rapp, 1997).
coverages produced by the Maryland Office of Plan-

Most counties in Maryland have some kind ofning(MOP)for 1990, 1994,and 1997. These data were
regulations in place to keep development away fromderived and interpreted from high altitude aerial pho-
perennial streams and tidal waters, whether throughtography and satel lite imagery (SPOT 1994and 1997)
local stream buffer, steep slope, flood plain or criticalwith a 10 acre minimum mapping unit. Land use was
areaordinances. However, the quality and extent oftheclassified by 24 different descriptors, but was more
buffer varies markedly across the state, broadly reclassified as urban, agricultural, or forest

This note documents recent trends in land conver-for purposes of this study.
sion in urban, suburban andrural counties in Maryland, Stream locations within Maryland were deter-
with a strong emphasis on how these changes havemined from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
affected land cover within the stream buffer zone. TheRiver Reach files (Dewald & Olsen, 1994). The modi-
study examines how the composition of land cover infled GIS produced a digitized version of the Maryland
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~tTearn net~vork at !:lO0.O00 scale. Past studies havethe ’water," ’wetland," and ’other"categories.
~,aown that the extent of the drainage network is sensi-
n,,eiv dependent on the map scale (,’vIoglen and

Patterns of Urbanization by County
Beighle.v. in press). This same analysis undertaken at " "
a finer 1:24,000 scale would have shown a greater Whitesometrendswereevidentatthestatewide
number of first order streams. The 1: 100.000scale filesscale, land use changes at the county scale were much
used in this studv were selected because of their ~eneralmore variable. Land and buffer conversion was even

availability, across the state of Maryland. more striking when viewed on a county basis (see
Figure I).

Although Schueler (1995) emphasizes that the slream
buffer is not simply a "’line on a map," this study For purposes of analysis, each county was clas-

characterizes buffers as precisely that. Polygons weresifted as urban, suburban or rural, based on the

generated for stream buffers extending exactly 100 andfraction of urban land present in 1997. Five counties

200 feet to each side of the digitized tester streams,were considered "urban," as more than 35% of their

Figure 2 presents a typical segment of stream channel,land area was classified as urban. Urban counties

illustrating the stream and a 200-foot buffer zone. Thegrew at the fastest pace over the eight year period,

’butTered" area was compared to the land use cover-with an average rateofgrowthof6.5%. Nine counties

ages for 1990, 1994,and 1997. Statistics were compiledwere classifiedas suburban, with 12%to 25%oftheir
to document overall changes in land use distributionsland area in the urban category. These suburban

within each county,, as well as changes in land covercountiesexperiencedamoderaterateofgrowth(4.4%)
within the stream buffer zone. in urban area during the study period. Finally, nine

counties were considered rural, as urban land corn-Trends in Land Conversion by Count., prised less than 12% of their total area. These rural
Urban land use cover across the state of Marylandcountiesexperiencedthe slowestrate ofgrowth (2.5%)

increased by 3.9% betxveen 1990 to 1997, cumulativelyover the study period.
representing the conversion o f390 square miles of land As might be expected, the urban growth occurred
(see Table I). Urban land conversion came at theby converting forest and agricultural lands. The loss
expense of agricultural land (2.2% loss) and forest land

of forests for rural, suburban and urban counties was
(l.5%loss). The remamm= v._ ~o loss was spread across0.8%, 2.1% and 2.5%, respectively, during this eight

Changes: 1990 to 1997
*County Urban Agriculture Forest Other Urban Agriculture Forest

, (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%!Anne Arundel (U) 37.8 17.7 41.1 3.5 5.2 -1.1 3.6
Baltimore (U) 35.0 27.2 33.7 4.1 3.6 -1.8 -1.6
Howard (U) 35.3 31.4 32.2 1.1 9.8 -3.8 -4.8
Montgomery (U) 41.7 26.3 29.4 2.6 6.1 -7.1 1.8
Prince Georges (U) 38.5 16.2 40.9 4.4 8.0 -2.4 -4.5
Calvert (S) 24.2 20.5 49.4 6.0 8.4 -1.7 -6.6
Carroll (S) 17.8 57.7 23.4 1.0 5.0 -4.6 -0.2
Cecil (S) 13.5 44.3 37.8 4.4 2.8 -1.8 -1.0
Charles (S) 16.0 20.3 58.8 5.0 3.4 -0.3 -3.0
Frederick (S) 12.2 57.5 29.7 0.6 3.6 -2.4 -1.0
Harford (S) 22.9 38.3 33.5 5.3 3.2 -2.0 ol.2
St. Marys (S) 15.6 27.2 53.3 3.8 4.2 -2.2 -1.8
Washington (S) 14.1 47.9 35.9 2.1 4.2 -2.4 -1.8
Wicomico (S) 12.4 35.7 43.5 8.4 4.9 -2.6 -2.1
Allegany (R) 10.5 12.3 76.1 1.2 2.5 -0.4 -2.1
Caroline (R) 7.5 57.5 31.4 3.6 2.3 -2.0 -0.3
Dorchester (R) 4.4 31.8 34.1 29.8 2.2 -1.3 -0.7
Garrett (R) 6.9 22.5 68.6 2.1 1.7 -1.5 -0.3
Kent (R) 5.5 61.6 24.6 8.3 1.8 -1.8 0.!
Queen Annes (R) 7.6 62.6 26.4 3.4 2.2 -0.4 -1.5
Somerset (R) 5.8 25.7 43.3 25.1 2.6 -1.6 -0.8
Talbot (R) 11.1 57.5 23.2 8.2 5.3 -3.0 -2.0
Worcester (R) 6.7 30.3 54.7 8.3 2.2 -2.5 0.6
* U = Urban, S = Suburban, R = Rural                                                           R0079686
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.~ ear period. Conversion of agricultural lands was evenperiod. Since tidal and non-tidal wetlands are protected
greater, with losses of 1.6%, 2.2% and 3.2% respectivelyand preserved by both state and federal law, it was not
in the rural, suburban and urban counties, respectively,surprising that changes in overall wetland land cover
Individual statistics on the county-wide loss of forestwerefoundtobesmalL ifnotnegligible. Taken together,
and agricultural cover are provided in Table i. the 100-footstream buffer zone occupies approximately

Urban land conversion has uniformly come at the5.2% of the total land area in Maryland.
expense of agricultural land for every county in the On a county basis, the amount of forest cover in
state. In general, forest land was also lost across thebufferzoneswasaslowas24.1%inDorchesterCounty,
state-- as much as 6.6%was lost in Calvert County. Aand as ~eat as 76.6% in Charles County. In several
few counties reported gains in forest cover, most nota-Eastern Shore counties, tidal and non-tidal wetlands
bly Montgomery County., which gained 1.8%, andcomprisemorethan 10%oflandwithinthestreambuffer
Worcester, which gained 0.6% over this period, zone. Indeed, more than 50% of the buffer areas are

designated as wetlands, so the low forestation value for
Trends in Stream Buffer Cover Dorchester county should be taken with the under-

The stream buffer zone was considered to be in astanding that "buffering" still exists, but in the form of
a wetland rather than forest (again, see Table 2). AI-desirable condition if it was in a forested or wetland land

use as indicated by the "’Total Buffered" columns inthough one might expect the rural counties to have

Table 2. The trends in land conversion within the 100-relatively high forestation in the buffer zones, this was
not always the case. In counties with less than 50%foot stream buffers are somewhat different. While
forestation in the buffer zones, a large fraction of theurban land use increased by 1.9% in the buffer zone
buffer zone was generally designated as agricultural(about 8.3 square miles) between 1990 to 1997, forest

cover actually increasedby a modest 0.6%. Once again,land use, presenting the opportunity for significant

the loser in this exchange was agriculture, which lostbuffer zone reforestation in coming years.

2. I% of its share of the stream buffer zone over this

*County

Anne Arundel (U) 21.4 7.9 67.6 3.1 70.7 1.7 -0.3 -1.0 0.0 -1.0
Baltimore (U) 21.8 18.0 58.6 1.4 60.0 0.2 -0.8 0.8 0.0 0.8
Howard (U) 18.2 19.8 61.6 0.3 61.9 3.3 -2.4 -0.2 -0.0 -0.2
Montgomery (U) 17.0 12.3 70.3 0.4 70.6 -0.3 -12.5 13.5 0.0 13.!
Prince Georcjes (U) 20.1 7.2 69.8 2.7 72_5 2.5 -0.4 -1.1 -0.4 -1.~
Calvert(S) 13.9 7.9 67.7 10.5 78.1 4.8 -0.2 -3.4 -0.8 -4.;
~Carroll (S) 7.2 46.9 45.8 0.0 45.9 2.0 -4.0 2.1 -0.1 2.0
Cecil (S) 9.2 17.7 68.5 3.8 72_4 1.6 -0.6 -0.8 -0.2 -1.0
Chades (S) 7.4 9.7 76.6 6.2 82.8 1.4 -0.2 -1.2 -0.1 -1.3
Frederick(S) 6.9 53.7 39.3 0.0 39.3 1.2 -0.9 -0.2 0.0 -0.2
Harford (S) 12.3 28.2 54.7 4.9 59.5 0.9 -0.2 -0.9 0.3 -0.6
St. Marys (S) 11.1 16.0 68.0 4.7 72.6 2.2 -1.8 -0.3 43.0 -0.3
Washington (S) 9.4 47.8 42.8 0.0 42-8 2.5 -1.7 -0.8 -0.0 43.8
Vklcornico (S) 10.0 17.5 50.7 21.7 72-4 3.4 -0.6 -1.4 -1.2 -2.6
Allegany (R) 11.8 13.5 74.6 0.0 74.7 3.4 -1.2 -2.2 0.0 -2.2
Caroline (R) 7.2 32.3 53.6 6.8 60.4 3.1 -0.7 -2.0 -0.4 -2.4
Dorchester (R) 3.6 17.9 24.1 54.3 78,3 2.0 -1.6 -0.3 -0.2 -0.5
Garrett (R) 7.7 16.8 73.8 1.7 75.4 1.3 -1.2 -0.! -0.0 -0.1
Kent (R) 6.0 28.8 56.6 8.5 65.1 2.2 -6.5 5.0 -0.7 4,4
Queen Annes (R) 6.1 34.0 54.5 5.4 59.8 1.1 0.2 -1.0 -0.3 -1.3
S~rnerset (R) 3.8 11.9 31.6 52.6 84.3 1.9 -0.8 -0.6 -0.6 -1.2
Talbot (R) 15.8 40.5 35.7 8.0 43.7 7.8 -10.0 2.4 -0.3 2.1
Worcester (R) 4.1 13.3 65.1 17.1 82_2 1.4 -3.2 2.1 -0.5 1.6
* U = Urban, S = Suburban, R = Rural
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Although one might expect that urban countiesdevelopment has historically occurred and thereby con-
~ould ha’,e relatively tow forest cover in the buffer zonestrains buffer reclamation.
compared to the less densely developed counties, this
was not the case. The five most urban counties aver-Implications. Buffer Zones at Risk
aged about 66% forest and wetland cover in the buffer
zone, compared to 63%° for suburban counties and 69% Efforts to reforest the buffer zone can be successful,

even in urban counties. This is illustrated by the stridestbr rural counties. The key differences was in the com-
position of the non-tbrest cover in the buffer. In urbanmade by Baltimore City and MontgomeryCounty, among

others. Furthermore, the goal to protect and reserve thecounties, only 13% of the buffer zone was agricultural
stream buffer zone from development is not necessarilycover, whereas this figure was about 25% in the rural

and suburban counties, at odds with future development. Twelve Maryland
counties all managed to undergo further urbanization

Disturbing trends were noted in suburban coun-while actually enhancing the amount of forest cover in
ties that continued to lose forest cover within the buffertheir buffer zones in the last four years of the study.
zone. It appears that developing counties, not the urban

Several counties that had low forest cover in the buffercounties, are experiencing the greatest loss of forest
zone and a large agricultural land use component --cover. For example, Calvert County, which exhibited the

greatest rate of urban growth, also showed the greatestTalbot, Frederick, Washington, and Carroll counties --

loss of forest cover within the buffer zone (about 1.1%
have potential to reclaim significant percentages of forest

per year),
cover within the buffer zone in future years. Should the
buffer zone become reforested in these formerly agricul-

The analysis did have some heartening news.rural settings, the reclaimed stream buffers would likely
There was strong evidence that many counties havelead to significant enhancement of stream water quality.
recently begun to slow. stop and even reverse the loss
of forest cover in the buffer zone. In the first four years Urban development in Calvert County is illustrative

of the study, 75%0 of the counties recorded forest lossof the most discouraging activities going on in the state.

ha the buffer zone, and 25% indicated no change in forestFrom 1994- 1997, Calvert County underwent the greatest

cover. In the last four years of the study, however, onlypercentage change in urban land use (7.6%) within the

48% o fcounties recorded a loss of forest cover, and 52°,/ostate, while simultaneously undergoing the greatest toss
in forested buffer zones within the state (3.4%). Lostactually gained forest cover in the buffer zone. Seven
wetlands totaled another 0.8%, also the greatest in thecounties added more than 3% forest cover to their
state. Ten other counties across the state followed aexisting buffer zones during the 1994 to 1997 period,
similar urbanization/deforestation pattern in the buffer.

The gains in forest cover appeared to be due to
several factors: gradual succession of agricultural
lands into forest, riparian reforestation efforts, and
stronger enforcement of stream buffer and flood plain
regulations. Of these factors, it appears that succes-
sion was probably the greatest factor, since agricul-
tural cover was lost at a rate of 2.5% in the buffer zone
during the study period. Clearly, croplands are revert-
ing to forest either because they are now protected by
a stream buffer or because they have been abandoned
as suburban growth advances into the countryside.

The nature of existing adjacent land use appears
to play a role in the ability to reforest the buffer zone.
Typical residential and commercial developments, for
example, do not offermuch flexibility for reforestation
after development. And indeed, only 13.3% of the
reclaimed 100-foot buffer zones in Montgomery County
came from formerly urban sources, with the remainder
coming from agricultural use. Agricultural land pro-
vides much greater flexibility for buffer re-conversion,
and contributed a disproportionately larger share of
reclaimed buffers relative to overall land use distribu-
tions within all counties. Figure 3 illustrates the spatial
location of reforested 100-foot stream buffers in Mont- ¢.3 0 0.3 M,..

gomery county. Forested buffers are most sparse in the
southeastern pan of the county, where the most dense
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available width of the buffer zone is more limited. This
highlights the need for sound environmental steward-
ship of the watershed as well as the necessity of crafting
development plans that set aside stream buffers prior to

:.v .- ~.-~..’ :,~.... - .k,,,. development. Such planning is especially important in
,- ~i,,,~ . ..~’~,.~ ~/

-̄ .. -’;’,\’ / ;’" :" ~
rural but rapidly growing counties that can quickly lose

’, ¯ , -.:,." ’,...= ,, -¢ ,~-’t_ forest buffer zones over as short a span as a single¯ " :" "’~ ":"~- " ~ . :’ ¯ .~ .:,,’ ~.’ ~ ~ ....," "~ .-~’-k’?-
-’ ."’i,�.):,-." ~’. "~ ,,,..;.~::\~,r

decade.
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Summary

While continued urbanization has been a constant
across the state, more than half of Maryland’s counties
have posted increases in forest cover in the stream buffer
zone. Based on land use distributions in 1997, a number
of counties were identified that have the potential to
significantly enhance the amount of forest cover within
their buffer zones. These counties have a large percent-
age of agricultural land use currently in this zone. It was
observed that reforestation of the buffer zone after urban
development has taken place is more difficult, and the
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[**,chnzcai Vote = 7 from Watershed Protection ~chniques. l(l): / 9-2 !

Invisibility of Stream and Wetland Buffers
In the Field

S~eam and wetland buffers are an increasinglythecountry(Heraty, 1993).[nnearlyeverylocale, devet-
popular watershed protection technique due toopers were required to delineate a stream or wetland
their apparent simplicity, low cost, easeofimple-buffer on concept or final plans for purposes ofdevel-

mentation.andpresumedcapabilitytoprotectresourceopment review¯ However, only hatf the jurisdictions
areas (Figure 1 ). As a result, local governments acrossrequired that buffer boundaries be clearly delimited on
the country have incorporated stream and wetlandthe plans for clearing/grading and sediment control.
buffer requirements into their development review pro-

This omission is significant as boundaries are neededcess. Ywo recent studies, however, suggest that buff-
on the plans to stake out the limits of disturbanceers might have limited usefulness as a watershed pro-
around the buffer during construction. The absence oftection tool as they are currently enforced,
buffer limits on construction-stage plans increases the

The key problem is that buffer boundaries are oftenrisk that contractors will encroach or disturb the buffer.
invisible to property owners, contractors, and even the

Local governments also contribute to the invisibil-local governmentsthemselves. Without clef’reed bound-
ity of buffers by not recording their boundaries on theiraries, urban buffers face enormous pressure from en-
own official maps. For example, Heraty found that onlycroachment, disturbance, and other incompatible uses.
one-third of all survey respondents recorded buffer

]’he first study involved a survey of how buffer limits on their offic!al property maps. Without buffer
programs were administered in 36jurisdictions aroundmaps, local governments cannot systematically inspect

Compost
/

Fence

3ike path

Foot path

Stream INNER CORE MIDDLE CORE OUTER CORE

Width 25 feet, plus wetlands 25 to 50 feet, depending 25 foot minimum
and critical habitats on stream order, slope,

and 100 year floodplain setback to structures

Vegetative Undisturbed forest. Managed forest,
Target Reforest if grass some clearing allowable Forest or turf

Allowable Very Restricted Restricted Unrestrfcted e.g., residential
e.g., flood control, utility e.g., some recreational uses, uses including lawn, garden,

Uses right of ways, footpaths, etc. some stormwater practices, compost, yard wastes, most
bike paths, tree removal by stormwater practices
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greatly strengthened. For example, many were of the
opinion that consultants were not always accurately
delineating buffer boundaries. However, they did not
have enough staff resources for technical assistance or

Allowed     Denied    field verification. In nearly every jurisdiction, inspec-
Use (%) (%) tion was confined to a single and olten cursory visit at
Footpaths 60 8 the end of construction. Subsequent post-construction
Utility line Crossings 52 5 "bufferwalks" were rarely ornever performed.
Water Dependent Uses 45 10 Overtime, many localgovemmentshavefoundtheir
Bike Paths 30 15 buffer ordinances were too simplistic and lackedaclear
Stormwater Practices 28 10 vegetative goal. For example, Heraty found that
Home Additions/Decks/Gazebos 10 55 two-thirds ofall buffer programs required maintenance
Maintenance for Flood Control Often Allowed of the pre-development vegetative cover within the
Pumphouses Restricted buffer, regardless of whether it was grass, weeds, or
Sewage Treatment Plants Restricted trees. About 10% ofbufferprograms specified retention
Golf Courses Restricted of grass or meadow areas, and twenty percent had no
Campgrounds Restricted vegetative cover at all. Given the importance of riparian
Timber Harvesting Restricted forests in the ecology of streams in the more humid
Hydropower Restricted regions of the country, it would seem appropriate to
Roads/Bridges .Restr cted clearly specify mature riparian forest cover as the ulti-
Athletic Fields Restricted mate vegetative goal for these buffer systems (see
Playground Equipment Restricted article 43).
Compost/Yard Wastes Unrestricted As a commons area, buffers are subject to great
Landscaping Unrestricted pressure from property owners and adjacent users. In
No Uses Permitted (30%) retrospect, planners have had considerable problems in
No Uses Denied (15%) defining what are acceptable, and what are unaccept-

able, uses of buffers in urban areas. A long list of the
f~ercentages of Buffer Programs that specifically allow or deny a given use. The many proposed uses for buffers is provided in Table I."Restricted" and "Unrestricted" entries refer to other stream buffer uses that
are not commonly addressed in local ordinances. As can be seen, planners must reconcile many different,

competing, and very strong pressures in buffer areas
(such as recreation, water-dependent use, utilities, and
even stormwater management practices).

or manage their network of buffers, nor can they easily
evaluate the impact of future development projects or One possible model (loosely adapted from Welsch,
proposed uses at individual locations in the buffer1991) involves a series of management zones w!thin
network, the buffer. Unique vegetation targets and permissible

uses are established in each zone. The most naturalNearly 90% ofatl buffer areas are in private owner-
vegetation target (and most restrictive use) is locatedship. For most property owners, the boundaries of
on the interior boundary of the buffer. A schematic of

stream and wetland buffers are particularly invisible.a three zone buffer management scheme is shown inOver 60% of the local governments surveyed indicated
Figure 1.that most individual property owners were unaware of

either the boundary or the purpose of a buffer. This is Some idea of the many pressures placed on urban
not surprising, given that a majority of local govern-buffer systems was revealed in Cooke’s 1991 study of
ments made little or no effort to inform property owners21 wetland buffers established in the suburbs of Seattle,
about buffer boundaries or maintenance requirements.Washington. Each of the buffers, which ranged from
Only 15% of all jurisdictions surveyed required thattwo to eight years in age, were surveyed in the field.
buffer boundaries be posted or fenced. This were then compared to the original buffer plans

Usually, the only notification given to property submitted durmgdevelopmentreview. Despite the fact

owners about buffer limits were one-time legal disclo-that they were relatively young, 95% of the buffers
showed visible signs of alteration.sures, such as notes on the deed of sale, language in a

homeowner association charter, and prescribed notice Forty percent of the buffers had been so altered by
upon property resale. Few jurisdictions employed tech-human activity that their capability to protect the adja-
niques to educate property owners about buffers suchcent wetland had been severely compromised. Buffer
as pamphlets, postings, community association meet-disturbances included tree removal, conversion into
ings, or individual maintenance agreements, lawns, trampling and foot trails, filling, encroachment,

Heraty’s survey also revealed that many commu-dumping of yard wastes, and erosion by stormwater
nity officials felt that their buffer programs could berunoff (Table 2). Cooke found that narrow buffers
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iocated on residential lots were particularly susceptibleWelsch. D. 1991. Riparian Forest Buffers--Function
to alteration. In 100% or’those sites the natural vegeta- and Design for Protection and Enhancement of
t~on iaad been cleared and replaced by lawns (often Water Resources. USDA Forest Service.
grown with high fertilizer inputs). Buffer encroachment NA-PR-07-91.28 pp.
has also been noted in other regions of the country.. One
recent survey in Montgomery. County., Ma~land found
that 10% of the total area of a stream valley park;buffer
system has been lost due to encroachment in a single
decade.

The clear implication fi’om both studies is that local
governments must do more than merely require buffers

Percent ofduring development review. They must also make the Category Buffer
eftbrt to manage buffers after they become established. Of Disturbance Disturbed
,An objective should be to render them visible to con-
tractors, users, and property, owners who may try to Dumping of Yard Wastes 76
encroach on them in the fiature. A series of planning,

Conversion of Naturaleducational and enforcement tools for managing buff-
Vegetation into Lawn or Turf 100ers are shown in Table 3. By incorporating some of

these low cost tools into their programs, they can Tree Removal 50
’buffer" their buffers, and help ensure that they are
actually protected from human activities. - Evidence of Fertilizer Impact 55

--TRS      Evidence of Stormwater
Referen~:es Short-Circuiting Buffer 28
Hera,’, M. 1993. Riparian 8ufferPrograms: A Guide to Increased Dominance of

Developing and Implementing a Riparian Buffer Invasive/Exotic Plants 67
Program as an Urban Best Management Practice.
PreparedforU.S. EPA, OfficeofWetlands, Oceans Evidence that Buffer had been Maintained 5
and Watersheds. 118 pp.

Trails Established in Buffer 29
Cooke, S.S. 199 I. WetlandBuffers--A Field Evaluation

of Buffer Effectiveness in Puget Sound. Washing- Buffers Exhibiting Signs of Alteration 95
ton Department of Ecology. 150 pp. Severely Altered Buffers (Not

Protecting Adjacent Wetland) 43

Severe Encroachment or Fill 20

Require buffer limits to be present on all clearing/grading and erosion control plans.
¯ Record all buffer boundaries on official maps.
¯ Clearly establish acceptable and unacceptable uses for the buffer.
¯ Establish clear vegetation targets and management rules for different lateral zones of the buffer.
¯ Provide incentives for owners to protect buffers through perpetual conservation easements rather than deed restrictions.
Construction Stage
¯ Pre-construction stakeout of buffers to define Limits of Disturbance (LOD).
¯ Set LOD based on drip-line of the forested buffer.
¯ Conduct pre-construction meeting to familiarize contractors and foremen with LOD and buffer limit.
¯ Mark the LOD with silt fence barrier, signs or other methods to exclude construction equipment.
Post-Development Stage
¯ Mark buffer boundaries with permanent signs (or fences) describing allowable uses.
° Educate property owners/homeowner associations on the purpose, limits and allowable uses of the buffer.
¯ Conduct periodic "bufferwalks" to inspect the condition of the buffer network (using volunteers, where possible).
¯ Reforest grass or lawn buffers.
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Techmcal Note ~ 11 from Watershed Protection Techniques, 1 ( 1): 26

Techniques for Improving the
Survivorship of Riparian Plantings

T he Stroud Water Research Center has recentlyAfter I 1 years in a test plot, 73% of seedlings survived
completed a long-term research project on thewhere weed control had been practiced, as compared to
best techniques to establish native riparian for-a mere 7% where it had not. Most of the mortality

est buffers along streams in the Piedmont watersheds ofoccurred in the first three years after planting.
Pennsylvania. Sweeney (1993) indicates that poor sur-

The use of tree shelters (four foot tall plastic tubesvival can be expected for planted seedlings, due to
enclosing the seedling) was found to sharply increasecompetition from weeds, drought, and animalpredation,
the growth rate and survivorship of seedlings. ForHe stresses that weed control (twice annual mowing or
example, the heightofredoakandblackwalnutwere 1.6careful application of herbicides) was the major factor
and 2.4 tirnes greater fortheshelteredversusunshelteredinfluencing the survival rates of seedlings,
seedlings. Sweeney suggested that the higher growth
rate for these relatively slow growing species afforded
by tree shelters may help ensure that these species are
adequately represented in the fmalriparian forest canopy.

Tree shelters increased survivorship by 70 to 85%
for tulip poplar, red oak, and black walnut but had little
impact on white ash. The tree shelters were thought to
reduce animal predation, weed competition, and reduce
water loss due to wind. Tree shelters were demonstrated
to increase drought tolerance, particularly at drier up-
land sites.

Sweeney recommends several measures to improve
3 foot transluscent the success rate in establishing riparian forest cover in

tree shelter the Northeastern U.S. (Figure 1). They include the
protects seedling following:

Removal of honey- from grazing,
suckle and and ~ mowing, and water ° Site preparation should focus on the mechanical
muttiflora rose 0

toss removal of exotic species such as honeysuckle and
multiflora rose, if they are present;

~ ° Tree species should be selected to match local
soil and moisture conditions;

¯ A mix of successional species (weed control, no
shelters) and climax species (tree shelters) on a
three meter spacing should be used.

Sweeney suggests that a riparian forest can become
3 to 6 inches

t
Manual weed established within seven to 10 years using techniques

of mulch for eady control twice a year
such as these.weed suppression

Reference
kN, Use of native                Sweeney, B.W. 1993. Effects ofStreamside Vegeta-riparian tree species                  tiononMacroinvertebrateCommunitiesofli[hite

Clay Creek in Eastern North America. Proceed-
ings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia. ( 144): 291-340.
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Impact of Riparian Forest Cover
on Mid-Atlantic Stream Ecosystems

W hat is the value of a forest buffer alonginsects.
small stream s’? Strong ev idence about the Forest cover also shades the stream. For example, on
critical role riparian forests play in streamsunny days, solar radiation inputs to the forested

ecosystems has emerged in a recent research study bystream were reduced by 17% (summer) and 42% (win-
Sweeney (1993). He compared the physical and ecologi-ter), compared to meadow streams. Consequently, wao
cal characteristics of headwater streams that had twoter temperatures in the forested streams were typically
different types of riparian cover: second growth forestmuch cooler than meadow streams (an average of four
and ~assy meadows. The first and second order streamsdegrees C).
used in the study were !ocated in the White Clay Creek
watershed in the Piedmont of Pennsylvania. Aquatic ecosystems in headwater streams without

forested cover have reduced diversity and productivity.
Sweeney noted that the channels of headwaterSweeney notes majordifferences in the composition of

streams with forest cover were about 2.5 times widerthe aquatic insect community between the two stream
than those with only grass cover. The "stream narrow-types. Notably, forested streams have "shredder" and
ing" associated with headwater streams without ripar-"collector" feeding guilds while grassy meadow streams
Jan forest cover was attributed to the formation andhave "grazer" guilds. The major changes in stream
slumping of grass sod from the banks that graduallyhabitat and temperature also affect individual species,
encroached into the channel. Thus, the channel gradu-each of which has its own tolerance limits for reproduc-
ally narrowed in width and became deeper, tion, emergence, larval development, and feeding envi-

Stream narrowing associated with the lack o fripar-ronment.
ian forests can have several serious ecological conse- Although Sweeney’s study was conducted in a rural
quences. Forexample, 54% less surface areawas presentwatershed, it has many implications for urban streams
on the stream bottom to support the benthic habitatas well. Clearly, riparian forest cover is a key factor in
needed for aquatic organisms. In addition, forestedmaintaining the integrity ofany headwater stream eco-
streams had 7.5 times as much woody debris and 27system. This finding suggests that efforts to preserve or
times as much total snag volume in their channelsreestablish riparian cover along urban streambanks
compared to streams without forest cover, should be a consistent element of a local stream protec-

Woody debris and snags are extremely valuabletion approach. As a note, urban streams may well be
habitat areas for many aquatic insects and help thewidening and narrowing at the same time (due to the
streamretain moreofits organic matter inputs. Sweeneyincreased channel erosion from increased stormwater
found, for example, that 38 times more leaf litter andflows, and the encroachment by grass sod). Perhaps
fine woody debris were present in forested streams, asfurther research can shed light on the channel dynamics
compared to those with only gass or meadow cover,of urban headwater streams.
The greater retention of organic matter in forested --TRS
streams is of critical significance because leaf litter
serves as an important energy source in the aquatic food
web. Reference

The wider and shallower channels of forestedSweeney, B.W. 1993. Effects ofStreamside Vegeta-
streams had nearly 17 times more wetted rock area than tion on Macroinvertebrate Communities of White
the deeper and narrower meadow streams. While wet- Clay Creek in Eastern North America. Proceed-
ted rock area seems like a particularly obscure stream ings of Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-
variable, it has a lot of meaning for aquatic insects, phia(144)-291-340.
Submerged cobbles and rock surfaces are where they
cling to avoid high water velocity. Exposed rocks, on
the other hand, are sites where aquatic insects emerge
to begin the aerial phase of their life cycle. Thus, the
reduced wetted rock area in the narrower and deeper
meadow streams results in poorer habitat for aquatic R0079694
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The Return of the Beaver

T hey’re back. Beavers were extirpated from
because it fundamentally influences the ecology ofmany watersheds by the early 1900s due toheadwater streams and adjacent riparian areas. In

heavy tvapping pressures and habitat distur-natural areas, for example, researchers have found thatbance. Beaver populations, however, have soared in
beaverscandirectlyalterupto40%ofthesmallstreamsthe past two decades in response to less trapping, fewer
and rivers in the landscape, and an impressive 15% ofpredators, and reintroduction efforts by state wildlife
the forestcover(Hammerson, 1994;D’Eonetal., 1995).agencies.
Their activities increase the retention of sediment and

Population statistics illuminate this remarkable re-organic matter. The network of dams and pools created
covery. By the early 1900s, the North American beaverby beavers also has a profound impact on the water
populationhaddwindledtoabout 100,000. Sincethen,quality and ecology of streams.
ithasrecoveredtoan estimatedlevelofsixto20million As a consequence, urban watershed managers areindividuals. The recovery may not be fully complete,

now facedwith aseries ofquestions about beavers after
Some wildlife biologists estimate that some 60 to 400

an absenceofmany generations. How will beavers altermillion beavers were present in North America prior tothe narrow belts of urban riparian forest? Will they play
theadventofthefurtrade(Naknanetal., 1986). Duringa positive or negative role in fishery habitat? In what
the recovery, beavers have expanded their range and

manner will they change the water quality of urban
returned to many watersheds where they had long beenstreams?
absent. Indeed, some wildlife biologists believe that

Onamorepragmatic level, theengineeringworksofdue to relocation programs, the beaver currently has a
the beaver often conflict with the plans of humans.greater range than before Europeans arrived on the

continent (Clements, 1991). Complaints about blocked culverts, flooding, inunda-
tion, and tree damage have sharply increased as beaver

This adaptable mammal can now be found acrossand human habitat overlap. What techniques can be
m°stofNorthAmerica, andisacommonsightinmanyapplied to minimize beaver problems? Can a beaver
urbanizing watersheds (Figure 1). It is no longer un-

~roblem ever be truly eliminated? Lastly, is it possibleusual to see beavers or their dams in such unlikely
toreconciletheconcernsofangrylandowners, wildlifeplaces as downtown Washington, D.C., suburban De-
lovers and animal rights activists in an effective man-

troit, or a new subdivision in Portland. Indeed, in-agement plan?
creased efforts to protect stream valleys, parks, creek

In this article, we explore the implications of thebuffers, greenways, wetlands, floodplains, riparian for-
ests and other natural areas in urban watersheds alsoreturn of the beaver, beginning with a review of its
help to reserve prime beaver habitat, fascinating natural history and its impact on headwater

streams. A range of management techniques for coun-
.While the return of the beaver is welcome, it hastering beaver problems are then assessed. In most

many implications for the urban watershed manager,
cases, these techniques have had limited effectiveness,First, the beaver is considered a "keystone species"
i.e., they can reduce beaver damages but seldom can

Mating Behavior Pair for Life
Size at Maturity 40-60 Ibs
"Ferdtory Approximately 1/2 square mile. Territorial marking with scent glands.
Living Arrangements Family colonies
Dispersal Leave to establish new territory within 5-10 miles at around age 2
Food Sources Bark of trees and shrubs as well as softer vegetation
Litters 24 young per litter
Distribution Not found in Arctic, add Southwest, Florida, nor Atlantic Coastline
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reduce bea~er populations. ,-\s a result, watershed
managers ma? need to educate residents on how to
exist with this adaptive mammal.

The Natu ral History. of Beaver

The size of beavers makes them quite noticeable in
an urban setting where large wildlife is often absent. In
fact. bea’,ers are the largest rodents in North America
and can weigh as much as 60 pounds. The beaver’s
broad flat tail is used for both underwater maneuvering
and to slap water to warn others of oncoming danger.

Like man,,,’ rodents, beavers are quite fecund, repro-
ducing at an average of three to four kits per litter. At
two years of age. juvenile beaver leave the parental
lodgej ust before the birth of a new litter, often migrating
as tar as five to 10 miles away. In some cases, tagged
beavers have been recorded roaming as far as 100 miles
to establish new territory.

The migration of the juvenile beavers is usually
dictated by the availability of food and territory, and
this dispersal is also known to be the leading cause of
beaver mortality. New territories are established from
May to July which coincides with the increased number
of reported beaver problems.

Beavers chew trees for food and to provide them-
selves with the building materials for dams and lodges.
Strictly vegetarian, the beaver diet consists of the bark
from aspens, willows, alders, poplars, and birch trees, as
well as softer aquatic vegetation such as sedges and
grasses. Beavers must continually gnaw on trees, notBeaverpondshetpretainandstoresmall floods, butthe
only for food and building materials, but also to weardams can washout during extreme floods and thereby
down their two huge front teeth, increase downstream flood damage. The dams often

Dam building is an instinctual reaction of beavers toraise the local water table, and create a greater connec-
the sight or sound of running water and provides thetion with the floodplain. Beaver activity breaks the
beavers a stable body of water, deep enough that it willforest canopy, but the ponding water often kills other
not freeze to the bottom in winter (D’Eon etaL, 1995).trees whose roots cannot tolerate inundation. These
Beaver dams also provide a handy conduit to transportconditions, in turn, favor the growth of riparian tree
downed trees, species such as alders and willows, which are a preo

The resulting pond from beaver dams also providesferred food source for the beaver. The patches, edges

an effective refuge from predators. In larger streams andand dead standing trees can result in three-fold increase

rivers where water fluctuations are not as drastic, bea-in songbird species (Medin and Cleary, 1990) and can

vers generally do not build dams. dramaticallyenhanceamphibianandmammalhabitatas
well (Olson and Hubert, 1994).

Beaver Influence on Stream and Riparian Ecology Beaver dams function very much like a stormwater
pond, and exert a similar influence on downstream water

The impact of a beaver pond on stream ecology isquality. For example, Maret (1987) found that beaver
most strongly felt on second to fifth order streams, as
shown in Table 2. Excellent reviews can be found in

pond complexes in one Wyoming stream sharply re-
duced total suspended solid concentrations, and re-

Hammerson (1994) and Olson and Hubert (1994), al-duced phosphorus and nitrogen by 20 to 50%. Beaver
though it should be noted that nearly all the researchponds are usually an effective buffer, and tend to
has been drawn from rural and wilderness settings, increase the pH of water. At the same time, beaver

Ingeneral, abeaverpondtendstoshiffastream fromponds increase downstream water temperature which
a running water ecosystem to more of a shallow lakecan adversely affect trout populations at lower eleva-
environment. Locally, the beaver pondstrap sedimentstions and latitudes. In addition, decomposition and
and organic matter, and increase algal productivity. R0079696
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1. Storage of precipitation, gradual release during dry weather
2. Reduced current velocity
3. Increase in wetted surface area of channel by several orders of magnitude
4. Increased water depth
5. Higher elevation of the local water table
6. Decrease in amount of forest canopy
7. Loss of habitat for species that depend on live deciduous trees
8. Enhanced or degraded fish habitat and fisheries
9. Creation of habitat for species that prefer ponds, edges, and dead trees
10. Shift of aquatic insect taxa within pond to collectors and predators, and away from

shredders and scrapers
11. Increase in aquatic insect emergence, per unit length of %tream"
12. Increase in algal productivity
13. Increased trapping of sediment and decreased turbidity
14. Favorable conditions for willow and alder
15. Increased movement of carbon, nitrogen, and other nutrients into stream
16. Reduced stream acidity (i.e., higher pH)
17. Lower oxygen levels in the spring and eady summer due to decom3osition
18. Increased resistance to ecosystem perturbation

microbial action occurring within the beaverpond typi- Beavers are fairly impressive loggers. It has been
cally lowers the dissolved oxygen content downstream,estimated that a single family of beavers can consume
The aquatic insect community often becomes less di-the equivalent of about an acre of dense trees each year
verse both within and below beaver ponds, with run-(D’Eonetal., 1995).Thisrateofconsumptioncanhave
ning-water species being replaced by pond taxa (Smitha major impact on any suburban stream buffer, land-
etal., 1991). scape, park or open space. The impact is particularly

The effects of dams are not temporary. Even thoughacute in suburban areas since most forest areas consist
the construction looks a little shoddy in comparison toof relatively small forest fragments.
astormwaterpond, a typical dam and lodge complex is Tree damage was only one of two frequently re-
maintained for about 10 years before it is typicallyported beaver problems from homeowners. A frus-
abandoned (Hammerson, 1994). The beaverdams slowtrated homeowner cited that the backyard of her resi-
the flow of water, minimizing soil erosion and scouring,dential area had become a wetland, attracting mosqui-
In some cases beaver dams help restore drought areastoes to the area. Beavers are also suspected of trans-
by raising the water table and creating lush meadowsmitting Giardia, a parasite that can be transplanted to
(Stuebner, 1994). humans by drinking water infested with it. One report

even indicated a case of an attacking beaver in Fairfax
Beaver Problems County, Virginia. The beaverwas accused ofallegedly

Beaver damageisnottriviat. D’Eonetal. (1995)hassnapping at a woman’s ankles and lurching at dogs.
estimated that beaver damage in North America exceeds But by far and away, the greatest damage associated
100 million dollars every year. with beavers is the ponding behind the dam, flooding

when the dam is breached, or blockage of culverts. The
500 respondents in the North American beaver survey
reported road flooding as the primary type of damage
caused by beavers. Culvert blockage, damage to stand-
ing timber, and flooding of land were also rated highly
by respondents (Table 3).Type of Damage                         % of Repondents

Like a stormwater engineer looking for an ideal
Road Flooding/Damage 71% retrofit site, beavers love road culverts. With relatively
Culvert Blockage/Damage 82% little work, the beaver can plug up the culvert, and
Damage to Standing Timber 48% quickly back water up to form a pond. The culvert can
Flooding of Land 57% no longer convey runoff from large stoma events, in-
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Always Successful Sometimes Successful Never Successful

Removal of Beavers by:
Trapping 34% 65% 1%

Shooting 18% 78% 4%

Live-Trapping/Relocating 10% 62% 28%

Oam Destruction by:
Explosives                          22% 71% 7%

Manually 12% 69% 19%

Control Water Levels by:
Bamers/Grills 5% 79% 16%

Syphons/Pipes 6% 82% 12%

Prevention by:
Bridges vs. Culverts 12% 76% 12%

Oversized Culverts 4% 77% 19%

Road Design 6% 75% 18%

creasing the probability, that the road will be flooded orto find prime sites, it is likely that a problem area will be

the earthwork washed out. recolonized frequently. Experts recommend that trap-
ping be systematically done on an annual basis.

ManagementOptions One additional issue to consider is that for every
Wildlife biologists have employed kill-traps, live-resident that wantsto get ridofabeaver, there are many

]~][
traps, poison, guns, sterilization, electric fences, dyna-others that enjoy their presence or are ethically op-

!mite, drain pipes, fences and other contraptions toposed to trapping. Thus, it is often difficult to obtain

eliminate or discourage beavers. None of these meth-consensus to support a trapping program in many

ods, however, has proven to be completely effective,suburban communities.

althou~ some are clearly better than others. The North
American Survey conducted by D’Eon et al. (1995)Live-Trapping

asked 500 beaver experts about their experience withWhile live-trapping and subsequent relocation of
these management techniques, and a condensed sum-nuisance beavers is a more humane approach, this
mary of the results are provided in Table 4. Some of theoption is plagued with problems. One of its major flaws
more effective methods are profiled below: is that this approach requires considerable effort and

cost. Additionally, beaver densities in many parts of the
Kill-Trapping nation are already high. With acceptable habitats be-

The rules and regulations vary and consultation
comingsaturated, fewstatewildlifeagenciesarewilling

with your state wildlife agency is advisable beforeto allow relocation.

trapping. In some areas, licensed trappers are allowed As was the case with regular trapping, live-trapping
to harvest if a nuisance becomes apparent and themust be performed repeatedly to solve the problem due

problem is documented. Another advantage to trap-to recolonization. A survey of the effectiveness of live-
ping is that it is probably the cheapest managementtrapping found only 41% of beaver managers use the

option. Many trappers are willing to do it for freeiftheoption, and only 10% rate it as "always successful"
price of pelts is high. (D’Eonetal., 1995).

In addition, trapping was reported as the most
frequently used method (94% of respondents) that hadTree Protection
the highest effectiveness. Nearly all (99%) ofrespon- Individual trees can be effectively protected by
dents in the survey indicated it was sometimes orplacing a three-foot collar of hardware cloth or heavy
alwayseffective(D’Eonetal., 1995). One should keepwire mesh loosely around the base of the tree. A
in mind that since juvenile beavers disperse each yeardrawback of fencing is that it cannot prevent trees from R0079698
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The Clemson Beaver Pond Levelers frustrate beavers by continually lowering the water level behind the
dam. A key feature is the protective mesh near the intake that prevents beavers from plugging intakes.

dyingduetorisingwaterlevels. Hammerson(1994)and An alternative approach is to drain the pond by
D’Eonetal. (1995)report that deer repellents may alsoinstalling a pipe under the dam (or through a clogged
work in some conditions, buttheodormaybeobjection-culvert). This approach is simple and can work fairly
able for some landowners. This is probably the mostwell if the intake is well protected. Otherwise, beavers
effective strategy for the suburban homeowner thatwilltrytoplugitupwithmudandwoodtorestorewater
seeks to protect a landscaping investment, but is oftenlevels, so protective measures are essential. One re-
too costly and impractical to do on a larger scale, ported incident involved an industrious beaver that

outsmarted an engineer by plugging up every half- inch
Water Level Control hole in a perforated pipe.

The majority of beaver problems are created by D’Eonetal.(1995)reviewsahandfulofpipeschemes
rising water levels caused by the dam or plugging of ato control water levels and the one of the most effective
road culvert. Thesimpleandcoolapproacho~dynamit_appears to be the Clemson Beaver Pond Leveler (see
ing the dam into smithereens seldom works, unless allFigure 2). The idea behind the pond leveler is to keep
beavers are trapped or removed. Beavers are quitethe rise in water table at a minimum by using pipes to
industrious, andcanrepairthebreachinamatterofdayscontinually drain the pond. This simple mechanism
or weeks. The survey indicated only a modest successrequires the installation of 20 cm diameter PVC pipe
rate when dams were destroyed. Dynamite was foundthrough adam with an attachedmulti-hole intakedevice
to be more effective than manual removal of beaverguarded by fencing. This method requires little main-
dams (Table 4). tenance and is widely used. A step-by-step construc-

tion of another kind of pond leveler is listed in Table 5.

Step 1 Assemble perforated and unperforated PVC pipe, caps, steel fence posts.
Step 2 Inspect pond and dam to find the deepest and closest invert to the downstream channel for

breachpoint.
Step 3 Breach the dam with two foot wide slot at breachpoint with fork.
Step 4 Extend perforated pipe into pond, connect to perforated pipe within the slot, connect to

underwater flexible pipe within stream.
Step 5 Level PVC pipe to achieve positive drainage, secure to fence posts driven into pond and

stream bottom.
Step 6 Allow beavers to repair the slot.
Step 7 Monthly inspection to clear any obstructions.
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The Clemson pond leveier was tested at 50 beaverReferences
ponds in the southeastern United States and was neverClements, C. 1991. "Beavers andRJparian Ecosystems."
plugged by beavers, it is easy to fabricate and install, Rangelands 13(6).
and costs less than $400 per unit. It can be used for
culvert protection as well. (The only down side may beD’Eon, R.G.etal. 1995. TheBem, erHandbook.AGuide

frustrated beavers! ). to Understanding and Coping with Beaver Activ-
in,. Northeast Science & Technology.

Other Management Methods Hammerson, G. 1994. "Beaver (Castor canadensis):
Ecosystem Alterations, Management, and Moni-

Sterilization is a long-term management method and toting." Natural Areas Journa114( 1 ):44-57.
a more humane option. However, one should keep in
mind that sterilization doesn’t keep the beavers fromMaret, J.M., Parker, and Fanny, T. 1987. "The Effectof

chewing trees or creatingwater level problems. Steriliza- Beaver Ponds on the Nonpoint Source Quality of

tion can also be costly since most experiments have a Stream in Southwestern Wyoming." Water Re-

been done on individual beavers, sources21(3): 263-268.

Although itmay betoolate in some cases, it is oftenMedin, D., and W. Cleary. 1990. Bird Populations in

wise to consider preventative planning measures. ]’he and Adjacent to a Beaver Pond Ecosystem and

Beaver Handbook also provides survey information on Adjacent Riparian Habitat in Idaho. Intermoun-

such practices. For example, almost 90% o frespondents rain Forest and Range Experiment Station. USDA

who built bridges rather than culverts reported high Forest Service. Ogden, UT.

success levels. Again, cost may be a factor in selectingNaiman, R., J. Melello andJ. Hobble. 1986. "Ecosystem
between options. Site selection, road design and larger Alteration of Boreal Forest Streams by Beaver.
culverts were also fairly effective, with success rates (Castorcanadensis)."Ecology67: 1254-1269.
varying from 81 to 86%. Olson, R., and W.A. Hubert. 1994. Beaver: Water Re-

sources and Riparian Habitat Manager. Univer-
Conclusion sity of Wyoming. Laramie, WY. 48 pp.

It looks like the beavers are here to stay. A realisticRue, L. 1981. Furbearing Animals of North America.
beaver management program should account for at Crown Publishers.New York, NY. 336 pp.
least some beaver activity since you really can’t keepSmith, B. etal. 1991. "Modification of Stream Ecosys-
the rodents from breeding. Consequently, population tern Structure and Function by Beaver." Canadian
control is a necessity in all management programs. JournalofZoology69:55-61.
Harvesting and sterilization are two ways to control
beaver populations. Tree protection and water levelStuebner, S. 1994. "Bullish on Beaver." National Wild-

control devices should be employed along with popu- life, April-May. Vienna, Virginia.

lation control methods.

Watershed management requirements should de-
termine the appropriate choice between methods. Cost
may also be an important factor. For example, fencing
trees may be good for areas with a few trees, but this
method would be too costly to utilize in a thick forest.
Choosing the management option best suited to the
beaver problem is essential for an effective program. As
an example, the water control devices won’t do any
good if your beaver problem is tree loss.

Urban watershed managers should always consult
state resource agencies on wildlife management laws.
Most states have strict hunting regulations governing
trapping and beaver dam demolition laws. Resources
like The Beaver Handbook are also valuable sources of
management guidance.
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Section 6: Better Site Design
Watershed Protection Tool #4

New development can be designed to greatly reduce its impact on watersheds, when careful efforts are
made to reduce impervious cover, conserve natural areas, and better integrate stormwater treatment.
These practices, collectively known as better site design, are reviewed in detail in article 45. Better site

design can be applied to both residential subdivisions (article 46) or commercial developments (article 47).
Recent research profiled in these articles documents the impressive reductions in impervious cover, runoff,
pollutant loadings and development costs that better site design can attain when compared to traditional devel-
opments. However, despite its great promise, better site design is not a widely used watershed protection tool.
Indeed. many communities practice rather poor site design, at least from a watershed perspective. Their own
development rules mandate wide streets, long driveways, expansive parking lots and large-lot subdivi-
sions :hat create needless impervious cover and crowd out natural areas and open space.

"The management of
The management of impervious cover is at the heart of the practice of watershed protection. Given that
more than 1.5 million acres of land are developed each year in the United States, it is critical that theseimpervious cover is
each new development in the watershed creates the smallest possible amount of impervious cover andat the heart of
conserves the largest possible amount of natural areas and open space.

watershed
While the concepts of better site design have been around for decades, they have not been widelyprotection"
implemented for two basic reasons. First, the many different elements of better site design were never
organized into a comprehensive package that was specifically targeted for watershed protection. Sec-
ond, many communities still have development rules that work against better site design, and in fact,
often create needless impervious cover. These local development rules are an often bewildering mix of subdivi-
sion codes, zoning regulations, parking and street standards and other local regulations that collectively shape
how development happens in a community. The complexity and inflexibility of these rules make it difficult or even
impossible to practice better site design. Developers find that innovative developments cannot be approved in
some communities, or find that they require a greater investment of time, money and perseverance in others. As
communities struggle to protect watersheds, they soon realize that they must manage impervious cover, and they
find that this cannot be done until they systematically reform the local development rules that are responsible for
creating it.

Trends in Better Site Design in the Last Decade

Several recent initiatives are making it easier to implement better site design at the local level. The first was a
landmark agreement on a series of better site design principles by a diverse coalition of development interests

that was adopted in 1997. This rare alliance, which
included bankers, road engineers, fire chiefs,
homebuilders, and watershed advocates among its
members, concluded that better site design made both
economic and environmental sense. In addition, the
coalition examined the impediments and barriers to
practicing better site design, and dispelled many of
the corresponding myths and misconceptions. Per-
haps the greatest benefit of the agreement, however,
was that it established a national benchmark against
which communities could compare their own local
development rules. A small but growing number of
communities are now beginning to review and reform
their development rules in a process known as a local
site planning roundtable, which is detailed in article
48. Early results from these communities are very en-
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couraging, and hold forth the promise that better site design will be the rule, rather than the exception, in the decade
to come. A good source to start learning about better site design is the Center’s handbook, Better Site Deslgn.
Changmg Development Rules in Your Communttv.

Research Needs for Better Site Design

Much of the research needed to demonstrate the economic and environmental benefits of better site design has
already been conducted, and the major focus at this time is on the tedious but important job of local implementation
through some sort of local roundtable process. Still, a few research gaps need to filled. First, more intensive research
is needed to precisely det’me the real-world parking demand for a wide range of retail, office and other uses in order
to confidently establish ideal minimum parking lot sizes. Second, there are still many unknowns in regard to the
performance, longevity and cost of alternative pavers, and further experiments and demonstration projects are
warranted. Third, it would be useful to monitor the comparative runoff and pollutant loads of residential subdivi-
sions that are designed in the traditional manner versus those using better site design practices. Lastly, it is impor-
tant to emphasize that the better site design principles are not always applicable to many redevelopment and infill
situations, or for highly urban watersheds in general. Planners will need to adapt and reinterpret better site desiun
practices to address the different challenges, constraints, and competing interests that are routinely encountered~n
these high-density areas.

45. An Introduction to Better Site Design ...............................................................................................9.25346. The Benefits of Better Site Design in Residential Subdivisions .........................................................
26347. The Benefits of Better Site Design in Commercial Development .........................................................27748. Changing Development Rules in Your Community .............................................................................28749. The Economics of Urban Sprawl .....................................................................................................29050. Skinny Streets and One-Sided Sidewalks: A Strategy for Not Paving Paradise .................................2x)6

51. Use of Open Space Design to Protect Watersheds ............................................................................
299
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An Introduction to Better Site Design

F ew watershed management practices simulta-design goals. These techniques are organized into
aeously reduce pollutant loads, conservethree areas:
natural areas, save money, and increase I. Residential Streets and Parking Lots

property values. Indeed, if such "wonder practices" 2. Lot Development
were ever developed, they would certainly spread 3. Conservation of Natural Areas
quickly across the nation. As it turns out, these
practices have existed tbr years. Collectively called These techniques are not intended to be strict

"better site design," the techniques employ a varietyguidelines, and their actual application should be

of methods to reduce total paved area, distribute andbased on local conditions. The remainder of this

diffuse stormwater, and conserve natural habitats,article introduces each of the better site design

Despite their proven benefits and successful localtechniques, describes some of the barriers to their
wider use, and suggests ways to overcome theseapplication, better site design techniques often fail to

earn the endorsement of local communities. In fact,impediments.

many communities simply prohibit their use.

"Better site design" is a fundamentally different
approach to residential and commercial development.
It seeks to accomplish three goals at every
development site: to reduce the amount of impervious
cover, to increase natural lands set aside for As much as 65% of the total impervious cover in
conservation, and to use pervious areas for morethe landscape can be classified as "habitat for cars,"
effective stormwater treatment. To meet these goals,which includes streets, parking lots, driveways, and
designers must scrutinize every aspect of a site plan--other surfaces designed for the car. Consequently, l0
its streets, parking spaces, setbacks, lot sizes,better site design techniques address ways to reduce
driveways, and sidewalks-- to see if any of thesecar habitat in new developments.
elements can be reduced in scale. At the same time,
creative grading and drainage techniques reduce
stormwater runoffand encourage more infiltration.

Why is it so difficult to implement better site
design in so many communities? The primary reason
is the outdated development rules that collectively
govern the development process: a bewildering mix of
subdivision codes, zoning regulations, parking and
street standards, and drainage regulations that often
work at cross-purposes with better site design. Few
developers are willing to take risks to bend these rules
with site plans that may take years to approve or that
may never be approved at all.

In 1997, a national site planning roundtable was
convened to address ways to encourage better site
design techniques in more communities. The
participants represented the diverse mix of organiza-
tions that affect the development process (listed in
Table I) and provided the technical and real world
experience to make better site design happen. After Figure 1: A Neotraditional Community in Gaithersburg, MD
two years of discussion, the roundtable endorsed 22 Better site design techniques have been successfully applied in a
better site design techniques that offer specific growing number ofcommunitiesliketheKentlands.
guidance that can help achieve the basic better site
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The following organizations participated in a two-year long process to craft and refine the 22 model
development principles. For a full look at the national consensus agreement, consult our web site at
wwwcwp.org

American Association of State Highway Transportation Land Trust Alliance
Officials Linowes & Blocher
American Forest Association Loiederman Associates, Inc.
American Institute of Architects Michael T. Rose Company
American Planning Association MontgomeH County Council
American Public Works Association Natelli Communities
American Rivers National Association of Home Builders
American Society of Civil Engineers National Realty Committee
American Society of Landscape Architects Natural Resources Defense Council
Chesapeake Bay Program Prince Georges County
Community Associations Inc. Department of Environmental Resources
The Conservation Fund U.S. EPA
Office of Comprehensive Planning, County of Fairfax, VA Office of Sustainable Ecosystems and
Howard Research and Development Corporation Communities

an affiliate of the Rouse Company U.S. Fire Administration
Institute of Transportation Engineers Urban Land Institute
International City/County Management Association Urban Wildlife Resources

Design residential streets for the minimum Conventional Street
required pavement width needed to support travel
lanes, on-street parking, and emergency,
maintenance, and service vehicle access. Street
widths should be based on traffic volume.

In some communities, residential streets can be 32,
36, and even 40 feet wide, despite the fact that they
only serve a few dozen homes. These wide streets are
the greatest source of impervious cover in most
subdivisions. Wide residential streets are created by
blanket applications of high volume and high speed
design criteria, the perception that on-street parking is
needed on both sides of the street, and the perception

Queuing Streetthat they provide unobstructed access for emergency
vehicles.

Communities have a significant opportunity to
reduce impervious cover by revising their street
standards to widths of smaller residential access
streets. Residential streets widths should be designed
to handle expected traffic volumes, provide adequate
parking, and ensure access for service, maintenance,
and emergency vehicles. Two strategies can help to
narrow streets: using queuing streets (see Figure 2)
and critically evaluating the need for on-street parking
on both sides of the street. Several national
engineering organizations have recommended(photos by Randall Arendt)
residential streets as narrow as 22 feet in widthFigure 2: Queuing Streets as a Technique for
(ASSHTO, 1994 andASCE, 1990).

Minimizing Street Width
While traditional streets are composed of two

Reduce the total length of reMdential streets by travel lanes and parking on either side of the road,
examining alternative slreet layouts to determine queuing streets have one designated travel lane
the best option for increasing the number of homes and two queuing lanes that can be used for travel
per unit length, or parking.
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It stands to reason that a longer street network the cul-de-sac, creating a donut-like effect. A third
produces more impervious cover and greateroption is to replace cul-de-sacs with loop roads and
development costs than a shorter one. yet mosthammerheads (see Figure 3).
communities do not even consider whether a shorter
street network can serve individual lots on residential
streets. It is generally assumed that the cost of Where densi~., topography, soils, and slope

consn-ucting roads is sufficient incentive to assurepermit, vegetated open channels should be used in

short street networks. Streets are designed tothestreetright-of-waytoconveyandtreatstormwater

accommodate rapid, smooth traffic flow, andrunoff.

consequently, total street length is rarely the most Communities often require that curbs and gutters be
imporzant design consideration, installed along residential streets, which quickly con-

There is no one street layout guaranteed toveT stormwater runoff and associated pollutant loads

minim ize total street length in residential developments,directly into the stream. In contrast, open channels can

[nstead, site designers are encouraged to analyzeremove pollutants by infiltration and filtering, andare

different layouts to see if they can reduce streetalso often less expensive than curb and gutter systems.

length. New engineering techniques have greatly improved
the performance of conventional roadside ditches,
which have traditionally suffered from erosion, stand-

Wherever possible, residential street right-@ing water and increased pavement maintenance. One
wa.v widths should reflect the minimum required toalternative is dry swales, which are designed both to
accommodate the travel-way, the sidewalk, andconveythel0yearstormandtreatawaterqualitystrearn
vegetated open channels. Utilities and storm drainsthrough a sandy loam filter along the roadway (see
should be located within the pavement section of thel=igure4).
right-of-wa.v wherever feasible.

In many communities, a single right-of-way width
of 50 feet or more is applied to all residential street Therequiredparkingratiogoverningaparticular

land use or activity should be enforced as both acategories. While a wide right-of-way does not
necessarily create more impervious cover, it requiresmaximum and a minimum in order to curb excess

more clearing and consumes land that could be usedparking space construction. Exlstingparking ratios

to achieve a more compact site design. By redesigningshould be reviewed for conformance, taking into

each of the main components of the right-of-wayaccount iocal and national experience to see if lower

(ROW), the total width of the ROW can be sharplyratios are warranted and feasible.

reduced. Techniques include reducing street width,
narrowing sidewalks or restricting them to one side,

g the distance between street and sidewalk,
and installing utilities beneath street pavement.
Combined, these techniques narrow the ROW by I0
to 25 feet.

Minimize the number of residential street cul-de-
sacs and incorporate landscaped areas to reduce
their impervious cover. The radius of cul-de-sacs
should be the minimum required to accommodate
emergency and maintenance vehicles. Alternative
turnarounds should be considered.

Many communities require the end of cul-de-sacs
to be 50 to 60 feet in radius, creating large circles of
needless impervious cover. There are several different
options to reduce the impervious cover created by
traditional cul-de-sacs. One option is to reduce the
radius of the turnaround bulb. Several communities
have implemented this successfully and the smaller
radii can range from 33 to 45 feet. Since vehicles only
use the outside of a cul-de-sac when turning, a second     Figure 3: Two Alternatives to the Traditional Cul-de-Sac
option is to create a pervious island in the middle of A loop road or a pervious island in the middle are two alternatives that

can significantly reduce impervious cover.
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Parking codes should be revised to lowerparking
requirements where mass transit is available or en-
forceable shared parking arrangements are made.

Despite the fact that parking lot size can shrink
dramatically if credits for shared parking or mass transit
are provided, only a handful o fcommunities require or
encourage developers to use these tools. Shared park-
ing allows adjacent land uses to share parking lots if
peak parking demands occur during different times of
the week. Mass transit can reduce the number of
vehicle trips, which translates directly into smaller
parking lots.

Despite challenges, several communities have suc-
cessfully provided parking credits for shared parking
and reducing the total number of parking spaces cre-
ated. One such example is Oakland, California, where
a thorough study of short and long term parking
demand was conducted. By taking an inventory, of
existing land uses, parking, and occupancy; and by
considering vacancy factors, mass transit access, low
auto ownership, and operations of special use facili-
ties, the study concluded that parking rate for office
space could be reduced from three spaces to 1.44
spaces per 1,000 gross square feet (ITE, 1995).

Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with
parking lots by providing compact car space~, mini-

Figure 4: Profile and Two Examples of Open Vegetated mizingstalldimensions, incorporatingefficientpark.
Channels ing lanes, and usingpervious materials in the spillover

Open vegetated channels allow for infiltration and treatment ofparking area~ where possible.
stormwater on-site. A d~ swale is typically designed to convey

Reducing the size of parking stall dimensionsthe 10 year storm, while treating smaller events with a subsur-
represents another opportunity to reduce imperviousface composed of a sand and loam filler that treats the runoff
cover. The length and often the width of a typical

before it enters a stream. parking stall can often be reduced by a foot or more.
Parking codes can also be amended to require a fixed

Many communities routinely build more parkingpercentage of smaller stalls for compact cars. Lastly,

spaces than are needed to meet actual parkingwhile permeable parking surfaces can be more

demands. This is a result of using outdated or overlyexpensive to install and maintain, the use of these

generous local parking codes to determine minimummaterials in the 10 to 20% of the lot that will be used

parking ratios, for spillover parking can reduce stormwater treatment
costs.

Communities should check their local codes to
ensure that both a minimum and a maximum number o f
parking spaces are set for each building project (see
Table2 forrecommendedmaximum parking spaces). By
referring to national, regional and/or local studies,
communities can evaluate their parking needs more
accurately, thereby reducing the creation of unneces-
sary parking spaces. Even small reductions in parkingLand Use RatiosBetter Site Design Parking
can reduce construction and stormwater management Single Family 2 spaces or less per dwellingcosts. As it turns out, shrinking parking lots is critical Homes unit*
in reducing the impact o fcommercial development (see

Professionalarticle46). Offices 3.0 spaces or less per 1000 ~2

4.0 to 4.5 spaces or less perRetail 1000 ~
* can be accommodated in driveway
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Pro vide meaningful incentives to encourage struc-
tured and shared parking to make it more economi-
call.v viable.

The type of parking faciliW in a development site is
usually determined by the cost o fland balanced against
the cost of constructing parking. In suburban and rural
areas, the low cost o fland makes surface parking more
cost-effective than building a garage. In highly urban
areas, garages may be a more economical option, since
land costs are at a premium.

Vertical parking structures can significantly reduce
imper~’ious cover by reducing acreage converted to
parking. However, given the economics of surface
parking versus garages, it is unlikely that garages will
become the norm without incentives. Incentives for
defraying some of the costs of parking garages could Winter Summer
include tax credits, stormwater waivers or bonuses for
density., floor area or building height. A simple way to
save on the cost of garages is to incorporate them
below or on the first floor of buildings, thereby reduc-
ing the structural cost for parking.

Wherever possible, provide stormwater treatment
for parking lot runoff using bioretention areas,filter
strips, and/or other practices that can be integrated
into required landscaping areas and traffic islands.

Ahhough parking lots are a significant source of
stormwater pollution, many communities do not re-
quire developers to provide stormwater quality con-
trol. In other communities, opportunities to minimize
and treat stormwater runoffat the parking lot are often
overlooked. Parking lots can be made more attractive
at the same time they treat stormwater. Bioretention Figure 5: Profile of Parking Lot Bioretention Facilities

areas, dry. swales, perimeter sar:d filters, and filter strips Bioretention areas can be designed for parking lots or on-site
residential stormwater treatment, and can be an attractiveare all effective at treating stormwater within the park-

ing lot. Figure 5 provides a schematic diagram and landscaping feature in all seasons.

example era bioretention facility.

differences between a conventional and an open space
subdivision. Open space subdivisions have been docu-
mented to reduce impervious cover, stormwater runoff,
and construction costs (see the second feature article

Many opportunities exist to reduce imperviousin this issue for more details). While open space
cover in residential developments by modifying thesubdivisions are not always feasible in dense residen-
shape, size, and layout of residential lots. Perhaps thetial zones (more than six dwelling units per acre), corn-
greatest opportunity is to shift from conventionalmunities that can utilize this technique should consider
subdivisions to open space or cluster subdivisions.making open space subdivisions a by-right develop-

ment option.

Advocate open space design subdivisions incor- Although open space subdivisions (also known as
porating smaller lot sizes to minimize total impervi-cluster design) have been advocated by planners for
ous area, reduce total construction costs, conservemany years, they are often prohibited or severely re-
naturalareas, provide community recreationalspace,stricted by local zoning regulations. In 95% ofcommu-
and promote watershed protection, nities surveyed by Heraty (1992), clustering is a volun-

Open space subdivisions cluster houses into atary, rather than a mandatory, development option. In
smaller portion of the development site, leaving moreaddition, open space subdivisions often require a spe-
of the site as natural open space. Figure 6 illustrates thecial exception or zoning variance (i.e. they are not a by-
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Conventional Subdivision Open Space Subdivision Relaxing setback requirements allows developers
to create attractive, compact lots that are marketable
and livable (see Figure 7). For example, side yard
setbacks can be as close as five feet from detached
housing without specific fire protection measures.
Often, fears about fire safety, noise, parking capacity
and sight distance impairment are cited as impediments
to shorter setbacks, but the reality is that these
concerns can be overcome with careful design.

Promote more flexible design standards for
Photo courtesy: Randall Arendt Photo courtesy: Randall Arendt residential subdivision sidewalks. Where practical,

Figure 6: Examples of Conventional and Open Space Site consider locating sidewalks on only one side of the

Designs street and providing common walkways linking
Many conventional developments are designed using a cookie- pedestrian areas.

cutter approach. Open space site designs preserve more of the ,Most subdivision codes require sidewalks on
existing vegetation and reduce the amount of land that is clearedboth sides of residential streets, constructed of

and graded for individual lots. impervious concrete or asphalt, four to six feet wide,
and two to 10 feet from the street. While these codes

Long Front Setback Reduced Front Setback are intended to promote pedestrian safety, sidewalks
should not be designed so rigidly. Instead, the
general goal should be to improve pedestrian
movement by diverting it away from street traffic.
Often, a sidewalk on one side of the street is sufficient.
In fact, in a study of pedestrian accidents associated
with sidewalks, there was a negligible difference in
accident rates when sidewalks were reported on just
one side of the street versus sidewalks on both sides
of the street (NHI, 1996).

Communities should also consider reducing the
sidewalk width of sidewalks to three to four feet and
placing them further from the street. Sidewalk design

Figure 7: Examples of Long and Reduced Front Setbacks should emphasize the connections between
Smaller front setbacks can reduce site impervious cover, but many neighborhoods, schools, and shops, instead of

current subdivision codes have strict requirements that govern merely following the road layout (Figure 8). In
addition, sidewalks should be graded to drain to front
yards rather than the street. These alternatives reduce

rightformofdevelopment)whichrequiresmorereviewimpervious cover and provide practical, safe, and
time. Consequently, open space designs are not alwaysattractive travel paths.
widely exercised by developers.

Reduce overall lot imperviousness by promoting
Relax side yard setbacks and allow narroweralternative driveway surfaces and shared driveways

frontages to reduce total road length in thethat connect two or more homes together.
community and overall site imperviousness. Relax

Most local subdivision codes are not very explicitfront setback requirements to minimize driveway
lengths andreduce overall lot imperviousness, as to how driveways should be designed. Most

simply require a standard apron to connect the street
Many current subdivision codes have very strictto the driveway but do not specify width or surface

requirements that govern lot geometry, includingmaterial f or driveways. Typical residentialdriveways
setbacks and lot shape. These criteria constrain siteare 12 feet wide for one car driveways and 20 feet wide
planners from designing open space or clusterfor two. Shared driveways are discouraged or
developments that can reduce impervious cover,prohibited bymanycommunities.
Smaller front and side setbacks, often essential for
open space designs, are typically not allowed or Shared driveways can reduce impervious cover,

and can work when maintenance agreements andrequire a zoning variance that may be difficult to
obtain, easements can be enforced. By specifying narrower

driveways, promoting permeable paving materials,
and allowing two-track driveways or gravel and grass
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surfaces, communities can sharply reduce the ~’pical
-,tO() to 800 square feet of impervious cover created by
each driveway ~see Figure O).                           Conservation of natural areas is integral to better

site design, and the last six techniques deal with
Clearly specify how community open space willconserving and managing natural areas at the

be managed and designate a sustainable legal entitydevelopment site. These techniques include stream
responsible for managing both natural andbuffers, clearing and grading, tree conservation and
recreational open space, storrnwater treatment. To fully utilize these techniques,

Open space subdivisions encourage the preserva-communities may need to offer developers both

tion of common areas that must be effectively managed,flexibility, and incentives.

Surveys of local open space regulations, however,
revealed that open space was poorly defined in most Create a variable width, naturally vegetated
communities (Heraty, 1992). Less than athird requiredbuffer system along all perennial streams that also
that open space be consolidated. Only 10% requiredencompasses critical environmental features such
that a portion of open space be maintained as naturalas the lO0-year floodplain, steep slopes and
cover, and few specified which uses were allowed orfreshwater wetlands.
excluded in the open space areas. Some communities are
waryof open space because they feel that community This technique establishes a three-zone buffer

associations may lack financial, legal, or technicalsystem to protect streams, shorelines and wetlands at

resources to effectively maintain their common areas,the development site (Figure 1 I). These three zones
are distinguished by the types of allowable uses

Inreality, openspacemaintainedinanaturalcondi-unique to each zone. In addition, the buffer should
tion costs up to five times less to maintain than lawns.incorporate the 100-year floodplain, steep slopes, and
Communities should explore more reliable methods tofreshwater wetlands to fully protect the water quality
ensure that responsibility is taken for open space man-of streams, help treat stormwater, and enhance the
agement.Effectivemethodsincludecreatingacommu-qualityoflifeforresidents (Schueler, 1995).
nity association, or shifting responsibility to a land trust
or park through a conservation easement.

Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas such as
yards, open channels, or vegetated areas and avoid
routing rooftop runoff to the roadway and the storm-
water conveyance system.

Often, local codes discourage the storage and treat-
ment of rooftop runoff on individual lots, thus bypass-
ing opportunities to promote filtering or infiltration in
the front or back yard. Most subdivision codes require
that yards have a minimum slope to ensure drainage
away from homes. The slope helps move runoffaway
from the home to prevent nuisance ponding, basementFigure 8: Using Flexible Design Standards for Sidewalks
flooding, or ice formation on driveways or sidewalks. Creating sensible pathways can produce safe, pedestrian fdendly
However, these concerns are only significant within 10 communities.
or 15 feet from the home foundation.

Sending rooftop runoff over a pervious surface
before it reaches an impervious one can decrease the
annual runoff volume from residential development
sites by as much as 50%. Techniques to treat rooftop
runoff in the yard include directing flow into small
bioretention areas that encourage sheet flow across
vegetated areas (see Figure 10) or infiltrate runoff in
trenches, dry wells, or french drains.

Figure 9: Examples of Different Types of Shared Driveways
Shared driveways can help reduce the amount of impervious cover

created for parking.
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responsible ~or these issues and address measures to
reestablish buffers using native vegetation. Figure 12
illustrates two techniques for preserving and
maintaining natural areas and buffers.

Clearing and grading of forests and native
vegetation at a site should be limited to the minimum
amount needed to build lots, allow access, and
provide fire protection. .4 .[’wed portion of any
community open space should be managed as
protected green space in a consolidated manner.

Most communities allow the entire development
site to be cleared and graded, with a few exceptions in
specially regulated areas such as jurisdictional

Figure 10: Alternative Runoff Management wetlands, steep slopes, and floodplains. Since areas

Two alternatives for managing rooftop runoff are bioretention areasthat are conserved in their natural state retain their

and rain barrels, natural hydrology and are not exposed to erosion
during construction, it is desirable to conserve as
much original soil at the site as possible. Clearing

l
Shoreline Buffer A Forested Buffer should be limited to the minimum area required tbr

I.’. r:,. .... - ............ ; building footprints, construction access, and safety
!,2.~).:" ,:i . ’ ~ .~:= ....: setbacks. Existing tools that could be adapted to limit

clearing include erosion and sediment control
ordinances, grading ordinances, forest conservation
or tree protection ordinances, and open .’;pace
development. One study has shown that providing
grassed lots can add $750 to the value of a lot as
compared to bare lots (Harbor and Herzog, 199911. For
more information on clearing and grading, see articles
36, 37, 53 and 54.

Figure 11: Development vs. Buffer
Conserve trees and other vegetation at each site

vegetation cover should be retained within part of the buffer to protect by planting additional vegetation, clustering tree
the water qua ty. treat stormwater, and enhance natural beauty, areas, and conserving native vegetation. Wherever

practical, incorporate trees into community open

Buffers are noted for their economic benefits-asspace, street rights-of-way, parking lot islands, and
other landscaped areas.well, including increased property values, reduced

flood damages, and sediment removal costs savings. Few communities require that a percentage of trees

Amodelstreambufferordinanceandregionalsamplesand native vegetation be conserved during the

canbedownloadedfromourwebsiteatwww.cwp.org,development process. In fact, many communities
promote the use of lawns instead of native vegetation.

The riparian stream buffer should be preserved
However, native trees, shrubs, and grasses contributeor restoredwith native vegetation. The buffersystem
to the quality of the environment, create a sense ofshould be maintained through the plan review
place, and increase property values. Tools that can be

delineation, construction, and post-development
used for tree conservation include adopting foreststages,
conservation ordinances, encouraging open space

While establishing a buffer is paramount to betterdesign, planting street trees in the rights-of-way,
site design, assuring that the forest buffer isadopting clearing and grading restrictions to preserve
safeguarded from clear cutting is just as essential,trees and native vegetation, and adding landscaping
Many communities have stream buffer ordinances,requirements t’orparking lots.
but a line drawn on a map is virtually invisible to
contractors and landowners. Few communities
require that buffer lines be marked. A strong buffer
ordinance should outline the legal rights and
responsibilities for management and maintenance
during construction and for the long term. An
effective buffer program should also indicate who is R0079711
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Incentives and fl~ribili~. ’ ~hould be encouraged Buffer Reforestation Tree Ccnservation Area
m promote conservation o] ~tream buffers, forests.
meadow~, and other areas of environmental value.
In addition, off-gite mitigation should be encouraged
where it is consistent with locally adopted watershed
plans.

A ~mall number of communities require conserva-
tion or non-regulated areas such as stream buffers,
torests, and meadows. Even fewerprovide meaningful
incenti’,es for developers to conserve more natural
areas ~han they are required to. To corn bat this problem. .~2~,~."2":~-~:-

communities may want toot’let increasedflexibilit-y and Figure 12: Two Techniques for Natural Areas and Buffem
incemi~ es to reward developers for conserving naturalBuffer reforestation and tree conservation are two important techniques
areas, for maintaining natural areas, including buffers. Buffer lines should be

Methods to encourage conservation include by- clearly marked to protect from clearing and grading both during and
right open space development, buffer flexibility., prop- after construction.
err,, tax credits, densiW bonuses, transferrable devel-
opment rights, and providing credits for reduced storm-will affect development costs, local liability, property
water management requirements. Storrnwater creditsvalues, public safety., and a host of other factors.
exist for natural area conservation, disconnecting roof- ¯
top runoff, and routing sheetflow to buffers (MDE. Better site design has considerable potential to

20001. reduce the environmental impacts of new development
sites, and when adapted properly, of redevelopment
sites as well. Better site design is a particularly useful

New stormwater outfalls should not dischargestrategy in ~vatersheds where future development is
unmanagedstormwater into jurisdictional wetlands, projected to approach or slightly exceed impervious
sole-source aquifers, or sensitive areas, cover thresholds. It should be kept in mind, however.

Stormwater runoffgenerated from impervious coverthat better site design alone cannot adequately protect

can represent a significant threat to the quail .ty ofmost watersheds. It must be combined and integrated ~.

wetlands.surfacewaterandgroundwater. Whilemanywith other watershed protection tools, such as water-

communitiesarebeginningtorequ~restormwaterqual-shed planning, land conservation, erosion and sedi-

ity practices, they are often poorly matched to sitementcontrolandtherest. These caveats notwithstand-

conditions and watershed objectives, ing, better site design is the one of the few watershed
protection tools that simultaneously provides divi-

Stormwater practices can be designed to be effec-dends for ~vatershed advocates, developers and the
tire. attractive and relatively easy to maintain. A well-communit3, as awhole. Consequently, communities are
designed stormwater practice should add value to a

encouraged to invest in the local site planning
communiW while meeting stormwater managementroundtable process that can make it happen. -HYK
objectives. For new criteria on the design ofstormwater
practices, refer to the Ma~.land Stormwater Manual
available online: http://www.mde.state.md.us/environ-
ment!wmai

Summary

For many communities, implementing better site
design, may require that development rules be
changed, and this process is not an easy one.
Advocates of better site design are likely to have to
answer some difficult questions from fire chiefs,
lawyers, traffic engineers, developers, and many
others in the community. Will a proposed change
make it more difficult to park? Lengthen response
times for emergency vehicles? Increase risks to
community residents and children? Progress toward
better site design will require more local governments
to examine their current practices in the context of a
broad range of concerns, such as how the changes

R0079712
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The Benefits of Better Site Design in
Residential Subdivisions

T hough they may not realize it, site plannerseachcase, the model was used to simulate five different
have an excellent opportunity to reduce stormdevelopment scenarios:
water runoff and pollutant export smaply by

Pre-developed conditionschanging the way they lay out new residential subdi-
v~smns. Planners that employ open space design Conventional design without stormwater
techxuques can collecuvely reduce the amount ofim- practices
per~’~ous cover, increase the amount of natural land̄ Conventional design with stormwater practices
conserved, and improve the performance ofstormwa- Open space design without stormwater practices
ter treatment practices at new residential develop-
ments. ¯ Open space design with stormwater practices

Simply put, open space designs concentrate den- This amcte compares the hydrology, nutrient ex-

sty on one pomon of a site m order to conserve openport, and development cost for these sites under both

space elsewhere by relaxing lot sizes, frontages, roadconventional and open space design, and with and

secaons, and other subdivision geometry. While sitewithout stormwater treatment. The article also summa-
rizes other research on the benefits of open spacedesigns that employ these techniques go by many

different names, such as clustering or conservation design and discusses the implications it can have for the
des tgn, they all incorporate some or all of the followingwatershed manager.

better site design techniques:
¯ Using narrower, shorter streets and rights-of-way
¯ Applying smaller lots and setbacks and narrow

frontages to preserve significant open space
¯ Reducing the amount of site area devoted to

residential lawns
¯ Spreading stormwater mnoffover pervious

surfaces
¯ Using open channels rather than curb and gutters
¯ Protecting s~eam buffers
¯ Enhancing the performance of septic systems,

when applicable

In this article, we examine some of the benefits of
employing better site design techniques as they apply
to residential subdivisions. The analysis utilizes a
smaple spreadsheet computer model to compare actual
residential sites constructed in the 1990s using con-
ventional design techniques with the same sites "rede-
signed" utilizing better site design techniques. For
each development scenario, site characteristics such
as total impervious and vegetative cover, infrastruc-
ture quantities, and type of stormwater management
practice are estimated.

The Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model
(SL~OM) was used to perform a comparative analysis
for t~vo subdivisions. The f’u’st is a large-lot subdivision
known as Duck Crossing, and the second is a medium-
density subdivision known as Stonehill Estates. In
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Duck Crossing- A Low-Density The entire site was privately owned, with the excep-
Residential Subdivision tion of the tidal marsh, which was protected under state

Duck Crossing is a large-lot residential develop-and federal wetland laws and represented the only
ment located in Wicornico County on Maryland’s East-common open space on the site. As a result ofconstruc-
em Shore. Prior to development, the low gradienttion, the existing meadow was enurely conver~ed to
coastal plain site contained a mix of tidal and non-tidallawn, and the impervious cover for the site increased to
wetlands, natural forest, and meadow (Figure 1). Itsslightly over 8%.
sandy soils were highly permeable (hydrologic soil
group A). Three existing homes were located on theOpen Space Design for Duck Cross,ng
parcel, which relied on septic systems for on-site sew- The critical ingredient of the open space redesign
age disposal. The existing septic systems discharged awas a reduction in lot size from several acres to about
considerable nuu’ient load to shallow groundwater. 30,000 square feet. This enabled about 7a% of the s~te

A conventionallarge-lot subdivision of eight singleto be protected and managed as common open space,
family homes was eons~’ucted on the 24-acre site in thewhich included most of the existing forest, wetlands and
early 1990s. The subdivision is reasonably typical ofmeadow (Figure 3). Consequently, only 19% of the s
rural residential development along the Chesapeakewas managed as turf, nearly all of which was located on
Bay waterfront during this era (Figure 2). Each new lotthe private lots.
ranged from three to five acres in size, and was set back The open space redesign at Duck Crossing also
several hundred feet from an access road. The accessincorporated a narrower access road (20 feet wide)
road was 30 feet wide and terminated in a large diameteralong with shorter, shared driveways that served six of
cul-de-sac. Sidewalks were located onboth sides of thethe eight lots. The road turnaround was designed as a
street. Each lot was served by a conventional septicloop rather than a cul-de-sac bulb. Also, a wood chip
system with a primary and reserve field ofabout 10,000trail system was provided through the open space
square feet. Storrnwater management consisted of curbinstead of sidewalks along the road. Each home site was
and gutters that conveyed runoff into a storm draincarefully located away from sensivive natural areas and
system that, in turn, discharged to a small dry pondthe 100-year flood plain. Taken together, these better
(designed for the water quality volume, only), site design techniques reduced impervious cover for
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the site bE’ about a third compared to the conventional ~eveloped
design I from 80’0 to J%). Areas

Runoff Natural
The redesigned stormwater conveyance system uti- 15% Areas

l ized d~ swales rather than a curb and gutter s.vstem, and Runoff

femured the use o fbioretention areas in the roadway loop 2%

to treat storrnwater qualiW. This combination o fstormwa- Developed
Areaster practices provided greater pollutant removal through .... Infiltration

filtering and infiltration. 9%
One of the most important objectives in the redesign Natural

strategy was to improve the location and pertbrmance of Areas
the septic systems that dispose ofwastewater at the site. Infiltration
Home sites were oriented to be near soils that were most Septic 4%

Systems
suitable for septic system treatment. In addition, six 7"0%
homes shared three common septic fields located within
open space rather than on individual private lots. Lastly,
given the permeability of the soils, advanced re-circulat-
ing sand filters were installed to provide better nutrient
removal than could be achieved by conventional septic
systems.

Comparative Hydrology for Duck Crossing for 60 to 80% of the total load in every, development
Given its low impervious cover and permeable soils,scenario (see Figure 4).

the water balance at Duck Crossing was dominated by The open space design sharply reduced nutrient
infiltration, even after development. The comparativeexport, primarilybecausere-circulatingsandfilterswere
hydrology under the five development scenarios is pre-used in the shared septic systems and helped to reduce
sented in Table 1. As might be expected, the conventional(but not eliminate) subsurface nutrient discharge. The
design yieldedthegreatestvolumeofsurfacerunoffandother elements of the open space design (reduced
the least amount of infiltration. The open space designimpervious cover, reduced lawn cover, and multiple
produced about 25% less annual surface runoffand 12%stormwater practices) also helped to reduce nutrient
more infiltration than the conventional design, but didexport, butbyamuchsmalleramount.Thecomparative
not come close to replicating pre-development condi-nutrient export from each Duck Crossing development
tions. The use ofstormwater practices did not materiallyscenario is detailed in Figure 5.
change the water balance under either the conventional
or open space design at Duck Crossing (see Table 1).

Comparative Cost of Development

The cost to build infrastructure for the open spaceComparative Nutrient Output at Duck Crossing
design was estimated to be 25% less than the convert-

Nutrient export at Duck Crossing was dominatedtional design at Duck Crossing, due primarily to the
more by subsurface water movement than by surfacenecessity for less road paving, sidewalks, and curbs
runoff. Indeed, stormwater runoffseldom comprised moreand gutters. Even when higher costs were factored in for
than 15% of the annual nitrogen or phosphorus load fromthe more sophisticated stormwater and on-site waste-
this lightly developed site. The SUNOM model indicatedwater treatment used in the open space design, the total
that the major source of nutrients was subsurface dis-cost was still 12% lower than the conventional design.
charges from septic systems, which typically accountedIn addition, the open space design had seven fewer

Pre- Conventional Open Space
Developed Design Design

Runoff no prac~ce 2.3 4.8 3.9
(inches/year) practices - - 4.8 3.7

I nflltratJon no practice 18.2 15.3 17.0
(inches/year) practices - - 15.3 17.2
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ac:es that needed to be cleared and graded, or served 30
b’, erosion and sediment controls, compared to ther _
conventional design (these costs are not currently

[ i~ --

.12

e~ aiuated by the SUNOM model). Overall, the SUNOM
model estimated that the conventional design at Duck
Crossing had a total infrastructure cost of $143.600,
compared to $126,400 for the open space design.

The comparative results tbr the Duck Crossing
redesign analysis are summarized in Figure 6. The open~ ~ _ -53 -50
space design increased natural area conservation and
reduced impervious cover, stormwater runoff, nutrient
export, and infrastructure costs compared to the con-
ventional subdivision design.

325
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1 - Pre-Developed Conditions
2 -Conventional Design (no practices)
3- Conventional Design (with practices)
4 - Open Space Design (no practices)
5 - Open Space Design (with practices)
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~ StonehiilEstates-AMedium-Density diametercul-de-sacs for tumarounds. Sidewalks were
Residential Subdivision generally installed on both sides of the street.

Stonehill Estates, located near Fredericksburg, Vir- The stormwater management system for the con-
ginia, is situated in the rolling terrain ofthe Piedmont. Theventional design represents the typical "pipe and pond"
undeveloped parcel was 45 acres in size, nearly all ofapproach utilized in many medium-density residential
which was mature hardwood forest (Figure 7). An inter-subdivisions. Street runoffwas conveyed by curbs and
mittent stream bisected the site, discharging into a perch-gutters into a storm drain system that discharged into
nial stream near the southern edge of the parcel. Roughlythe intermittent stream channel, and then traveled down-
3.6 acres of forested wetlands were found along thestream to a dry extended detention pond. Thepondwas
stream corridors, and an extensive floodplain was locatedprimarily designed to control flooding, but also pro-
along the perennialstream. Soils atthesitcwereprimarilyvided some limited removal ofstormwater pollutants.
silt loams and were moderately permeable (hydrologic Interestingly, about 25% of the site was reserved
soil groups C and D). as open space in the conventional design at Stonehill

Thesitewashighlyattractivefordevelopment, givenEstates. Nearly all of these lands were unbuildable
theexcellentaccessprovidedbytwoexistingroads, bothbecause of environmental and site constraints (e.g.,
of which had public water and sewer lines that could befloodplains, steep slopes, wetlands, and stormwater
easily tapped to serve the new subdivision. The convert-facilities), and the resulting open space was highly
tionaldesignwaszonedforthrcedwellingunitsperacre,fragmented. Even so, about a fourth of the forested
After unbuildable lands were excluded, the parcel yieldedwetlands were impacted by two roads crossing over the
a total of 108 house lots, each of which was about 9,000intermittent stream. Almost 90% of the original forest
square feet in size (Figure 8). The subdivision designcoverwasclearedasaresultoftheconventionaldesign,
typifies medium-density residential subdivisions devel-and was replaced by lawns and impervious cover.
oped in the last two decades in the Mid-Atlantic region,Overall, about 60% of the site was converted to lawns,
wherelots sizeswereuniforminsizeandshapeandhomesand another 27% was converted to impervious cover.
were set back a generous and fixed distance from the
street. The design utilized a mix of wide and moderate
street sections (34 feet and 26 feet), and included six large
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Op, en Space Destgn ]br Stonehill Estates The average lot size declined from about 9,000 square

In the redesign analysis, Stonehill Estates wasfeet in the conventional design to 6,300 square feet in

designed to incorporate man),’ of the open space designthe open space design. This reduced lot size allowed

techniques advocated by Arendt (1994). The resultingabout 44% of the site to be protected as open space,

design retained the same number oflots as the conven-most of which was managed as a single unit that

tionaldesign, but had a much different layout (Figure 9).included an extensive naturalbuffer along the perennial
and intermittent stream corridor.

The basic open space layout was augmented by

300 several other better site desig-n practices, including
narrower streets, shorter driveways, and fewer side-

236250 walks. Loop roads were used as an alternative to cu l-de-
sacs. In some portions of the site, irregularly shaped lots

200 186 and shared driveways were used to reduce overall road
191

length. Each individual lot was located adjacent to open
150 space, so that the more compact open space lots would

100 not feel as crowded. As a result of these techniques, the
open space design for Stonehill Estates reduced imper-

50 vious cover from 27% to 20%. In addition, lawn cover
declined from 60% to 30% of the total site area.

The innovative stormwater collection system uti-
0

1 2    3    4    5 lized dry swales rather than storm drains in gently
sloping portions of the site. The dry swales and several

50 bioretention areas located in loop turnarounds were
45 used to initially treat stormwater quality. Each of these
40 practices then discharged to a small micro-pool deten-
35 tion pond, whose embankment was created bv the
30 28

24 single road crossing over the intermittent stream.

25~

20 Comparative Hydrology

10 Prior to its development, the highly wooded site

5 produced very little surface runoff, but because of

0 relatively tight soils, generated only a modest amount
of infiltration. However, after the site was converted

1       2      3      4      5          into the conventional subdivision, surface runoff in-

creased by a factor of five, and infiltration was reduced
1 -Pro-Developed Conditions by about 40% (Table 2). In contrast, the open space
2 - Conventional Design (no practices)

design worked to reduce stormwater runoff and in-
3 - Conventional Design (with practices) crease stormwater infiltration compared to the convert-
4 - Open Space Design (no practices)

tional design, although it did not come close to replicat-5 - Open Space Design (with practices)
ing the original hydrology of the forested site (Table 2).

Comparative Nutrient Output

As might be expected, the conversion of the forest
into a conventional subdivision ~eatly increased nu-
trient export from the site; the model indicated that
annual phosphorus and nitrogen export would increase

Pre- Conventional Open by a factor of seven and nine, respectively, after devel-

Developed Design Space opment (see Figure 10). Unlike Duck Crossing, nutrient

De sign export at Stonehill Estates was dominated by stormwa-
ter runoff after development. The SUNOM model

Runoff no practice 2.1 10.6 8.8 indicated that stormwater runoff contributed about
94% of the annual nutrient export from the site, with(inches/year) practices n/a 10.6 8.0 subsurface water movement adding only 6% to the total

Infiltration no practice 4.9 3.1 4.0 export. Nutrient loads were not greatly reduced by the
dry extended detention pond installed at the convert-

(inches/year) practices n/a 3.1 4.8 tional subdivision; the model indicated that nutrient
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Residential Original Impervious Cover at the Site Reduction in
Subdivision Zoning for ~tormwater

Subdivision Conventional Open Space Net Runoff
Design Design Change (%)

Remlik Hall 1    5 acre lots 5.4 % 3.7% - 31% 20%

i Tharpe Knoll 2 1 acre lots 13% 7% - 46% 44%
I Chapel }Run 2 1/~ acre lots 29% 17% - 41% 31%

Pleasant Hill 2 1/~ acre lots 26% 11% - 58% 54%
Praine ½ to 1/3 acre lots 20% 18% - 20% 66%
Cross~g 3

Buckingham 1/8 acre lots 23% 2t% - 7% 8%
Greene 2

Belle-Hall 4 High Density 35% 20% - 43% 31%
Sources: 1 Maurer, 1996; 2DE DNREC, 1997; 3 Dreher, 1994; and 4 SCCCL, 1995.

export from the conventional design would still be six toSummary.
seven times greater than the pre-development condi-

]’he comparative results for the Stonehill Estates
tion even with this stormwater treatment practice,

redesign analysis are summarized in Figure 1 l. The open
In contrast, the open space design resulted inspace design reduced impervious cover, natural area

greater nutrient reduction (Figure 10). For example, theconversion, storrnwater runoff, nutrient export and devel.
open space design scenario without stormwater prac-opment costs compared to the conventional subdivision
rices produced a lower nutrient toad than the convert-design.
tional design scenario with stormwater practices. This
was primarily due to lower impervious cover associated
with the open space design. When the open space
design was combined with more sophisticated storm- 70
water practices (i.e., bioretention, dry swales and wet~ 60 ~5

50ponds), nutrient export was half that of the conven-
~ 40tional design. It is interesting to note, however, that
~ 30

even when the most innovative site design and storm- 20
water techniques were applied to the site, nutrient.~ 10
export was still three to four times greater than that~n 0

._= -10
~roduced by the forest prior to development, o -20-30
Infrastructure Costs a~ -40

0 -50
-60 -48The total cost to build infrastructure at Stonehi]l ~ -70

Estates was about 20% less for t~e open space design
than for the conventional design. Considerable savings

oo"~
were realized in the form of less road paving and shorter
lengths of sidewalks, water and sewer lines and curbs
and gutters. The cost difference between the open
space and conventional designs would have been
greater were it not for the fact that higher costs were
recurred for the more sophisticated stormwater prac-
tices used in the open space design. It was estimated
that the infrastructure cost for the conventional design
was $1.54 million, compared to $1.24 million for the open
space design.
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Residential Construction Notes
Development Savings

Remlik Hall 1 52% Includes costs for engineering, road construction, and
obtaining water and sewer permits

Tharpe Knoll z 56% Includes roads and storrnwater management

Chapel Run 2 64% Includes roads, stormwater management, and
reforestation

Pleasant Hill z 43% Includes roads, stormwater management, and
reforestation

Buckingham Greene ~ 63% Includes roads and stormwater management

Sources:1 Maurer, 1996; z DE DNREC, 1997

Other Redesign Research built for moderate to lower income buyers. Both ULI

Several other researchers have employed redesign(1988) and Ewing (1906) report that open space designs
can be an effective tool to promote affordable housing

comparisons to demonstrate the benefits of open space
subdivisions, over a wide range of base lot sizes. The

within local communities.

results are shown in Table 3. It should be recognized The relatively high demand for open space designs

that each study used slightly different models andreflects two important economic trends. The first trend

assumptions, and as such, strict comparisons shouldis that the tastes and preferences of many new home

be avoided. The redesign comparisons clearly showbuyers are gradually changing. Recent market surveys

that open space designs can sharply reduce imperviousindicate that home buyers increasingly desire natural
cover and stormwaterrunoffwhile accommodating theareas, smaller lawns, better pedestrian access, wildlife
same number of dwelling units, at least to base lot sizeshabitat and open space in the communities they choose

of an eighth of an acre. The reductions in imperviousto live in. The second trend is that open space develop-
cover and runoff range from seven to 65%. The abilityments that can provide these amenities seldom corn-
of open space design to reduce impervious cover startsprise more than 5% of the new housing offered in most

to diminish for residential zones that exceed densities ofcommunities. Consequently, there appears to be a large
four dwelling units per acre. and relatively untapped potential demand tbr more

These studies reinforce the conclusion thatopen space developments. Other compelling benefits

open space designs are usually less expensive to buildof open space design are detailed in CWP (1998a) and

than conventional subdivisions. The projected con-Schueler(1995).

s~ruction cost savings associated with open space
designs ranged from 40 to 66% (Table 4). Most of theEvaluatingtheQualityofIndividualOpcn Space

cost savings were due to reducedneed for road buildingDevelopments

and stormwater conveyance. In another study, Liptan In the real world, site designers must satisfy a wide
and Brown (1996) reported that open space designrange of economic objectives, and water quality or
produced infrastructure construction costs savings ofresource protection is usually not on the top of the list.
$800 per home in a Californiasubdivision. It is certainly possible to design a lousy open space

Numerous economic studies have shown that well-design, and communities should expect a wide range in

designed and marketed open space designs are verythe quality o fopen space designs they review. How can

desirable to home buyers and very profitable for devel-a community objectively evaluate the quality of indi-

opers. Strong evidence indicates that open spacevidual open space design proposals, and differentiate

subdivisions sell faster, produce better cashflow, yieldpoor or mediocre projects from the good and outstand-

a higher return on investment and appreciate faster thaning ones?

their traditional counterparts (Arendt et al., 1994, Ewing,
1996, NAHB, 1997, ULI, 1988. CWP, 1998a, and Porter,
1988). While open space designs are often perceived as
applying only to upscale and affluent consumers, sev-
eral successful open space subdivisions have been R0079723
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~ Points Percent of Open Space Achieved for Different Residential Zones
Achieved b,

the More than 4 From 2 to 4 From 1 to 2 From 0.5 to 1 less than ’/2
Development units peracre units per acre units per acre unit per acre unit per acre

-2 0 to 9% less than 15% 15 to 24% 25 to 34% less than 40%

-1 10 to 14% 15 to 24% 25 to 34% 35 to 49% less than 50%

.~          0 15 to 24% 25 to 34% 35 to 49% 50 to 59% less than 60%
¯ +1 25 to 30% 35 to 40% 50 to 55% 60 to 70% less than 70%

+2 more than more than more than more than more than
30% 40% 55% 70% 80%

The total open space achieved by the site is computed u~ng the f~llowing formulaA~Q2) +B(0.2~ ÷ C(QSI +~) X100
E

A = open s~ace acres in managed landscape     B =.open space acres in annualcrope
C = open space acres in perenmal crops D = qoen s#ace acres in natwe vegetattbn

L E = total undevetoDed acres in open space

Nerenberg and Freil (1999) have recently deve!- that open space design, by itself, produced nutrient
oped a simple rating system to evaluate the quality of reductions roughly equivalent to those achieved by
individual open space design proposals. The rating structural stormwaterpractices. In other words, nutri-
system, known as the Conservation Development Evalu- ente×portfromopenspacedesJgnswithoutstormwater
ation System (CEDES), was developed Jn consultation treatment was comparable to the conventional designs
with a host of planning agencies and organizations. The with stormwater treatment. When open space design
CEDES employs l0 core criteria to test how well awere combined with effective stormwater treatment,
proposedopenspacedesignreducesimperviouscover,nutrient loads were sharply reduced, but were still
minimizes grading, prevents soil loss, reduces andgreater than pre-development conditions.
treats stormwater, manages open space, protects sen-

A second, more troubling implication is that it maysitive areas, and conserves trees or native vegetation,
well be impossible to achieve a strict goal of no increaseEach ofthe 10 core criteria has a quantitative benchmark
in nutrient load for new development, even when the

forcomparison.Anexampleofonebenchmarkthatrates
best site design and most sophisticated stormwaterthe quantity and quality of open space is provided in
practices are applied. A handful of communities haveTable 5. A full description of the CEDES rating can be
adopted stormwater criteria that mandate that no netfound in Conservation Fund (1999).
increase in phosphorus load occur as a result ofdevel-

Based on the total score achieved under the I 0 coreopment, but as the redesign comparisons in this article
criteria, an open space design project can earn any-show, suchcriteriaarenotlikelytobeactuallyachieved.
where from zero "oak leaves" up to four"oak leaves."Thus, if nutrient loads are capped in a watershed,
The more oak leaves earned, the betterthe quality of themanagers may need to remove pollutants at existing
proposed project. Based on initial testing, the CEDESdevelopments with stormwater retrofits in order to
seemstodoagoodjobofsortingthepoorprojectsfromoffset increases in nutrient loads produced by new
the outstanding ones. While the CEDES is intended fordevelopment.
use as a tool for local development review, it can also be

The redesign research also has some implicationsused as a marketing tool to let home buyers know how
for watershed-based zoning. Quite simply, a shift fromgreen their new subdivision actually is.
conventional to open space design can reduce the
impervious cover of many residential zoning categories

lmplications fortheWatershedManager by as much as 30 to 40%. In some watersheds, an
The redesign comparisons have several implica-aggressive shift to open space design in new residential

tions for the watershed manager. First, they offer corn-zones is an essential strategy to meet an impervious
pelling quantitative evidence that open space designcover cap for protecting sensitive or impacted streams.
can sharply reduce stormwater and nutrient export from Another notable finding is that large lot subdivi-
new development, and as such, can serve as an effectivesions have the potential to generate the same unit area
tool for watershed protection. It is interesting to notenutrient export as higher density subdivisions. The R0079724
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high nutrient loadinz fi’om large lot developments in un-Liptan, T. and C. Brown. 1996. A Cost Comparison of
- Conventional and Water Quality-based Storm-~ewered areas is attributed to subsurface discharges water Designs. City of Portland, Portland OR.

fi’om septic systems. From anutrient management stand-
point, it may be more cost effective to regulate septicMaurer, G. t996. A Better Way to Grow: For More

system performance than stormwater performance in
Livable Communities and a Healthier Chesa-
peake Bay,. Chesapeake Bay Foundation.. An-

very, low density residential subdivisions located on napolis, MD. 24 pp.
permeablesoils. National Association of Homebuilders. 1986. Cost

Lastly, watershed managers have only a few tools Effective Site Planning. Washington DC.
at their disposal that offer developers a real chance toNerenberg, S. and K. Freil. 1999. The Conservation
save money. The economic evidence clearly suggests DevelopmentEvaluationSystem (CEDES): Evalu-
that open space design is such a tool, and has potential ating Environmentally Friendly Developments.
to either reduce the cost of development, or at least LandDevelopment. Fall, 1999. pp.22-28

offset the cost of other watershed protection measures.Porter, D., P. Phillips, and Y. Lassar. 1988. Flexible
However, despite its economic and environmental ben- Zoning: How it Works. Urban Land Institute, Wash-

efits, open space design is not a development option in ington, DC. 200 pp.

many communities, nor is it widely used by most devel-Schueler, Y. 1995. Site PlanningforStream Protection.
opers even when available. Many communities will Center for Watershed Protection. Ellicott City, MD.

need to fundamentally change their local development 220 pp.

hales in order to make open space design an attractiveUrban Land Institute. 1988. Density by Design. J.
Wetling and L. Bookout, editors. Urban Landdevelopment option.
Institute, Washington, D.C.

Site planning roundtables that involve the local
players that shape new residential development, de-
scribed later in this issue, are an effective way to bring
this change about. The ultimate goal is to make open
space design a"by-right" form of development, so that
its design, review and approval are just as easy and
certain as a conventional subdivision. Who knows, the
day may come when a special exception or permit is
needed to build a conventional subdivision. - JAZ
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Description of the Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model
The basic tool used in the redesign analysis was a spreadsheet model known as the Simplifted Urban Nutrient Output Model (SUNOM).
The Sb ,~OM model computes the annual hydrologic budget, nutrient export and infrastructure cost for individual development sites.
using stmple input variables that can be easily derived or measured from any site engineering plan.

The first step in applying the SUNOM model is to measure the fraction of the site in each of six categories of surface cover: impervious
surfaces, lawns, forests/wetlands, meadow, open water, and stormwater treatment areas. In the next step, the user measures key
infrastructure variables from the site plan including the length of roads, sidewalks, water and sewer utilities, curb and gutter, and storm
drain pipes (in some cases, widths or diameters are needed as well). Basic soil type data is then collected, in order to classify soils
according to the hydrologic soil group(s) present on the pervious surfaces of the site. Lastly, basic data is assembled on the size
and .type of stormwater practices and septic systems, when present. Depending on the size and complexity of the plan, it typically
takes about a day to derive all the necessary, inputs to operate the model.

Esttmating Hydrology for the Site

SUNOM operates based on a simplified water balance. Rain fall can take several different pathways once it reaches the ground surface.
A fraction of the rainfall leaves the site directlv as stormwater runoff, while the remainder infiltrates into the subsurface soils (storage
in surface depressions or interception by the ~’~e canopy interception is ignored in the model, since they are a small and often temporary
component of the annual water balance). Once water infiltrates into the soil, much of it returns to the atmosphere through
evapotranspiration. The remainder moves to shallow ground water, is transported as interflow, or recharges deeper groundwater.
The SUNOM model does not differentiate between these three final destinations, but simply computes the total volume of subsurface
infiltration. The water budget can be adjusted further if lawn irrigation or septic system effluent is expected to contribute "outside"
water to the development site.

Surface runofffrom all surfaces is calculated using a volumetric runoffcoefficient that is closely related to impervious cover. Resulting
runoffquantitiesare normalized to runoffinchesoverthe entire site (Schueler, 1987). Surface runofffrom natural cover and turfare
computed assuming that these areas are one percent impervious (NVPDC, 1980), but these values can be changed to reflect the
prevailing soil type or soil compaction (see article 36).
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Estimating infiltration ~s a somewhat trickier affair. For the purposes of the model, total infiltration is defined as the sum of
subsurface infiltration plus septic infiltration. Subsurface infiltration is estimated based on annual infiltration volume for the
pre,, ait ing hydro lo~ic soil group of the pervious area, which can be adjusted for soil compaction. The annual volume of subsurface
intiltration i~ calcul~ated without estimating its final destination (i.e.. quick interflow, deep recharge, shallow groundwater). Once
annuai stormwater runoffand subsurface infiltration volumes are calculated, they can be checked against an annual evapotrans-
piration volume to ensure that the overall water balance is reasonable.

.-knnual septic svstem infiltration is calculated under the assumption that entire wastewater flow into a septic system infiltrates
to the subsurfac’e. The volume of this wastewater flow, in site-inches, is derived as a function of the number of individuals using
each septic system multiplied by their per capita annual water use. Some stormwater practices can take surface runoffand convert
it into subsu~-tace infiltration. f’he model accounts for this by deducting the fraction of treated runoffvolume that is infiltrated
back into the soil from the annual stormwater runoff volume and adding it to the infiltration volume.

Calculatzon of Nutrzent Loads

Th is module computes nutrient loads for each of the types o fsurface cover present at a site by multiplying its computed sto .rmwater
runoffand subsurface infiltration volume by a median nutrient concentration. For stormwater flows, the mean concentrations are
derived based on national stormwater monitoring data or single land use or source area marketing data. Subsurface nutrient
concentrations for natural areas are estimated based on measured baseflow concentrations from adjacent undeveloped receiving
waters. Median nutrient concentrations from published sources were used to characterize the subsurface concentrations from
turf areas. In the case of septic systems, typical per capita septic loads, along with septic efficiencies, were used to characterize
this nutrient loading source.

The total annual nutrient load for a development site is’then computed as the sum of the stormwater runoffload, and the subsurface
infiltration load from natural areas, turf, and septic systems. Surface stormwater loads are adjusted to reflect pollutant reduction
by stormwater practices if they are present. The spreadsheet contains typical nutrient removal rates for many common stormwater
p~’actices (see article 64). St~bsurface infiltration loads can also be adjusted to reflect the use of innovative septic system
technology with higher nutrient removal capability. Default data are provided in the SUNO M model for all nutrient concentration
and removal parameters, but the user can also supply their own estimates if better local or regional data are available.

Development Cost

The SU~NOM modules computes the cost of building the infrastructure to serve a new deve!opment. The module calculates these
costs based on the dimensions of the infrastructure that are specified in the development plan, and supplied as model input (e.g.,
length and area of roads, lenTda and diameter of pipe). These units of infrastructure are then multiplied by unit costs that were
derived for the mid-Atlantic region. The SUNOM model can estimate the following component costs: paving for roads or parking
lots, curb and gutter, sidewalks, stormwater conveyance, utilities, landscaping, reforestation, septic systems and other necessary,
elements for site construction. Stormwater treatment costs are calculated as a function of the volume ofstormwater runofftreated
by the practice using predictive equations developed by the Center (see article 68). At this time, the SUNOM model does not
estimate engineering or permitting costs, nor does it itemize costs related to clearing, grading and erosion and sediment control,
but these enhancements can be added by the user.

Appropriate Use of the SUNOM Model

The SUNOM model is basically a simple accounting tool to track the annual runoff, nutrient loads, and total infrastructure costs
from four kinds of surface cover in a development plan. The model is most appropriately used as a tool to compare how these
factors change in response to different development scenarios. These "redesign" scenarios help demonstrate the costs and
benefits of better site design. As with any empirical model, it is very important to make sure that parameter values are sensible
and regionally appropriate. The user should always check whether default infiltration rates, nutrient concentrations, removal rates
and ur~it costs make sense given local conditions. The SUNOM model is intended to serve as a planning model rather than an
engineering model. More detailed simulation models or monitoring may be required to give the precise and accurate predictions
needed for actual engineering design at a given development site. More extensive documentation on the model is contained in
Appendix A of CWP, 1998. We are continually improving the SUNOM model, and the most recent version, which utilizes a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, is available through the Center at a nominal charge.
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Feature . ~rtwle from Watershed Protection Techmques. 3(2): 647-656

The Benefits of Better Site Design
in Commercial Development

M odem commercial development is domi- In this article, we examine some of the benefits of
hated by the parking lot. Indeed, as much asemploying better site design as they apply to commer-
half of the entire surface area of a typicalcialdevelopment. Aswiththeresidentialredesign, this

o trice park or shopping center is devoted to parking. Noanalysis also uses the Simplified Urban Nutrient Output
one has ever stepped up to claim that they invented theModel (SUNOM) to compare actual commercial devel-
parking lot, and their reluctance is understandable: theopment sites constructed in the 1990s with the same
parking lot is a prime habitat for the car and not muchsites redesigned utilizing better site design techniques.
else. The two commercial developments analyzed include a

From an environmental standpoint, parking lotsretail shopping center and a commercial office park.
rank among the most harmt~l land uses in any water-,      Our fairly conservative approach to parking !or
shed. Parking lots not only collect pollutants that areredesign is intended to reflect realistic opportunities in
deposited from the atmosphere, but also accumulatea suburban setting. For example, we did not utilize
pollutants that leak, drip or wear off cars. Researchersshared parking, porous pavement, or structured park-
have tbund that parking lot runoffcan have extremelying in any of the redesigns, although each of these
high concentrations of nutrients, trace metals and by-techniques is very effective.Nordidwereducethe basic
drocarbons. Parking lots also influence the local airandfootprint or size of the buildings in either scenario,
stream temperatures. In the summer months, pavementalthough smaller "boxes" may well have been more
temperatures can exceed 120 degrees Fahrenheit, whichappropriate for the zoning. Instead, our basic approach
in turn increases local air temperatures five to 10 degreeswas to make a series of relatively modest changes in
compared to a shaded forest. Parking lots can alsoparking lot design to shrink parking lot area, and then
exacerbate smog problems, as parked cars emit greaterimplement better landscaping and stormwater treat-
levels of smog precursors under extreme heat islandment measures within the saved space.
conditions (Scott et al., 1999).

This article reports on the potential benefits of
Perhaps the greatest environmental impact of park-parking lot redesign in terms of reduced runoff, pollut-

ing lots is hydrological in nature. Simplyput, thereisnoant export and development costs. It also reviews the
other kind of surface in a watershed that produces moreinitial experience bfcommunities that are experimenting
runoffand delivers it faster than a parking lot. When thiswith new and innovative parking lot designs, and con-
mnoffis discharged into a headwater stream, its greatcludes with some implications for both the engineer and
erosive power steadily degrades the quality of down-watershed manager.
stream habitats, unless exceptionally sophisticated
stormwater practices are installed.

Is it possible to design a better parking lot? At f’~t
glance, there seems to be little opportunity to incorpo-
rate better site design into parking lots. However, the
better site design techniques described in article 45
suggest a key design strategy: work to incrementally
shrink the surface area of the parking lots and then use
the space saved to integrate functional landscaping
and better stormwater treatment within the parking
lot. Through a series of relatively minor design adjust-
ments, it is possible to reduce the surface area of parking
lots by five to 20%. These design adjustments include
curbing excess parking, incrementally reducing parking
demand ratios, providing credits for mass transit, shrink-
ing stall sizes, narrowing drive aisles, and using grid
pavers for spillover parking areas.
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Redesign of the Old Farm Shopping Center The stormwater treatment system at Old Farm con-

The undeveloped Old Farm shopping center, 1o-sistedofaninfiltrationbasinlocatedneartherearofthe

cated in the City of Frederick, Maryland, was primarilyshopping center that captured runofffrom about athird

meadow, with some shrubby forestanda few farm build-of the site, and three oil grit separators that provide

ings. Bordered by two major arterial roads and served bysome treatment for the remaining two-thirds of the site.

existing public water and sewer, the site was a primeAfter discharging from the oil/grit separators, runoff

candidate for commercial development(Figure 1). traveled through a series of storm drains that extended
along the road and eventually discharged to the stream

Construction of the shopping center site parcel
(albeit without detention of any kind). It should be

commenced in 1992. The 9.3 acre site is atypical suburbannoted that recent performance monitoring has shown
"strip" shopping center with two large retail stores, other

that oil grit separators have little or no pollutant removalretail space, a gas station and a drive-in bank (Figure 2).
capability (see articles 119 and 120).

In terms of surface cover, the shopping center devoted
50% of its total area for parking, as compared to 16% for
the actual footprint of the retail buildings. Another 24%The Redesigned Old Farm Shopping Center

of the surface area was devoted to landscaping or storm- The Old Farm shopping center was redesigned
water treatment. Less than 10% natural cover was re-using a "U-shaped" layout that maintained the same
tained on the site, and part of the project encroached onamount of gross floor area, but sharply reduced the site
the 100,year floodplain and the stream buffer. The entirearea devoted to parking (Figure 3). The new design
site was mass graded during construction. The basicreduced walkingdistances, encouraged pedestrian use,
layout was designed to accommodate the car, with gen-and created a more intimate shopping experience. Park-
erous parking located in front of the stores. The parkinging dropped from 50% of the total site area to 38%,
lot design provided 5.2 full-size stalls per 1,000 squareprimarily because the parking demand ratio was re-
feet (sf) of retail space, which exceeded the alreadyducedfrom5.2spacesto4.4spacesper 1,000sfofretail
generous local parking requirement of five spaces perarea.
1,000 sf. According to the most recent national parking The rationale for the lower parking demand was
research, only 4.0 to 4.5 spaces are needed to servejustifiedintwoways.First, no extra parking spaces were
shoppingcenters(ULI, 1999). allowedbeyond those required bythe locality. Second,
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Pre- Conventional Parking
Developed Lot Innovative Parking Lot

Runoff        no prac~ce                         24.5                   20.6
2.6(inches/yr)     pracOces                          18.1                   15.1

I nliltratJon no practice 2.7 3.4
(inches/yr)

IPractices I    11.8
_

9.1 8.9

the existing parking demand ratio was reduced by aboutComparative Nutrient Output from the OldFarm Shop-
15% to reflect actual parking demand more accurately, ping Center
As a result, the total number of parking spaces dropped

The conversion of the meadow into a shoppingfrom 343 to 291. [n addition, l 7% of the parking stalls
center greatly increased nutrient export from the sitewere designed for compact cars, which require slightly
the SUNOM model indicated that annual phosphorussmaller stalls than standard full-sized spaces. Taken
and nitrogen export would increase tenfold as a resulttogether, these changes eliminated.slightly more than
ofthedevelopment(seeFigure4). Nutrientexport fromone acre of parking area, which provided enough space
the shopping center was dominated by stormwaterto design a more effective landscaping and stormwater
runoff, as the model indicated that stormwater runofftreatment system,
contributed about 95% of the annual nutrient export

Several parking lot islands were increased in sizefrom the site. Nutrient loads were not greatly reduced by
and converted into bioretention areas to treat stormwa-the infiltration basin or oil/grit separators that were
ter. Other elements of the stormwater treatment systeminstalled atthe conventional parking lot. Nutrient export
included a sand filter, an infiltration trench, and a filter

was still projected to be eight to 10 times higher than pre_strip. Furthermore, 25% of the entire parking area wasdevelopment conditions, even after these stormwater
designated for "spillover parking," and grid paverstreatment practices were installed.
were used ratherthan normal paving materials. The grid

In contrast, the redesigned parking lot sharplypavers helped store the first few tenths of an inch of
reduced nutrient export (Figure 4). In fact, the rede-

rainfallthatwouldhaveotherwiserunofftheparkinglot
signed parking lot without stormwater practices pro-(ICPI, 2000). Lastly, the redesign enabled reforestation
duced about the same nutrient load as the conventionaland greater protection of the buffer along the stream
parking lot with stormwater practices. This reductionthat runs along the edge of the property. As a result, the
was a direct result of the lower impervious cover asso-proportion of natural cover at the site climbed from 7%
ciated with the redesigned parking lot. When the rede-to 19% as a result of the parking lot redesign,
signed parking lot was combined with more sophisti-
cated stormwater practices (i.e., bioretention, sand ill-Comparative Hydrology at the Old Farm Shopping
ter, infiltration trench and filter strip), the total nutrientCenter
export was half that of the conventional parking lot with

As expected, the construction of the original shop-stormwater practices. It is interesting to note, however,
ping center dramatically changed the hydrology of thethat this load was still about five times higher than that
site(Table 1). The increase in impervious cover from 1%produced by the meadow prior to development.
to more than 70% increased annual runoffvolume by a
factor of nine. The infiltration basin used in the original

Comparative Cost to Develop the Old Farm
design helped put some runoffback into the ground, butShopping Centereven so, annual runoffwas seven times greater than the

The cost to develop the redesigned parking lot waspre-development condition. The redesigned parking
marginally lower than the cost for the conventional[ot, byvirtueofitslowerimperviouscoverandimproved
parking lot -- about 5%. Considerable cost savingsstormwater practices, produced about 20% less runoff

than the original design. Nevertheless, the stormwaterwere realized due to less paving, shorter sidewalks, and

fewer curbs and gutters, but these savings were largely~ractices at the redesigned parking lot were not able to offset by added costs for improved storrnwater prac-
match the pre-development hydrology,              tices, landscaping and grid pavers. Overall, the esti-

mated cost to build the conventional parking lot was
$782,500, compared to $746,270 forthe redesigned park-
ing lot. The extent of potential cost savings depends
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i~ea~i’, on the level or sophisucation of the original
qo~:,.~ ater treatment system In this case, the unsophis-
ticated ,tormwater practices used in the conventional
parking design were thirty inexpensive, but were also not2 40
etfec~ e in removing nutrients. ._ 30

-o 20

Summa~’
0

Figure 5 summarizes the redesign analysis ofthe Old    ._~-10
Farm Shopping Center. The redesigned parking lot re-

o~ -20
suited in less impervious cover, stormwater runoff, and~- ~ -77

-30
nutrientexp°rttbrasli’°htlvl°werdevel°pmentc°stthan- - Ox= -40
the conventional design. ~ -50

160

106
~o              89    89

~0

40 1    2    3    4 5

Scenario

= 20
o
~ 15 13

11     11

0
1 2 3 4 5

Scenado

1 - Pre-Developed
2 - Conventional Design (no practices)
3 - Conventional Design (with practices)
4 - Open Space Design (no practices)
5 - Open Space Design (with practices)
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Redesigning the 270 Corporate Office Park As with many suburban office parks, the location
The second case study involved the redesign of aof the building and parking were primarily oriented

typical suburban office park. The 12.8 acre parcel istowardthecar.Theparkinglotwassizedusingaparking
located in Germantown, Maryland in the mildly slopingdemand ratio ofY 1 spaces per 1.000 sfofbuilding, which
terrain of the Piedmont (Figure 6). The existing cover at slightly exceeded the minimum parking requirements of
the site was aLmost entirely meadow, except for a fewthe locality. As a resu It, the parking lot created room for
trees and an old farm pond that bisected the properly745 standard stalls, along with 33 larger stalls for vans
boundary. No wetlands or other sensitive natural lea-and disabled access. The parking bays also featured
tures were evident on the site. The site was zoned forroomy aisles between the stalls (24 feet wide). The
office development, and existing infrastructure made itdesign was intended to provide some amenities {br the
an attractive candidate for development. An existingoffice workers, including a short path system between
network of public water and sewer, electric, gas, andbuildings, an ornamental stormwater pond, and some
other utilities ran along the frontage of a large arteriallandscaping in required setbacks and parking islands.
road. The conventional design featured the classic "’pipe

The layout of the conventional suburban officeand pond" approach to stormwater management. Park-
park design is depicted in Figure 7. The project includeding lot runoffwas initially collected by a curb and gutter
a pair of five-story office buildings, surrounded by a seasystem that sent runoff into underground storm drain
of parking. Over half(52%) of the surface cover at thepipes that, in turn, discharged into two very small wet
office parkwas devotedtoparking, ascomparedto onlyponds. Each pond served roughly half of the site and
I 1% for actual footprint of the office building. Most of was expected to have a reasonably good capabilit, to
the remainder of the site was utilized for landscaping,remove nutrients.
stormwater treatment or turf. Only 2% of the natural
cover was retained on the site, and nearly all of the parcel
was mass graded during construction.

R0079733
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T:Te Redestgned 270 Corporate O)’fice Park
Comparative Hydrologyjbr the 270 Corporate Center

The redesigned site employed a number of tech-Office Park
niques to minimize impervious cover and improve storm- The hydrological story, was much the same for the
water treatment (Figure 8). The office park featured the270 Corporate Center as for the shopping center. Con-
same amount of office space, but the two office towersstruction of the conventional design sharply increased
were situated closer to the road to shorten utility, exten-

annual runoffvolumes and decreased infiltration (Tablesions, and pedestrian access to a bus stop was provided2). Runoffdid not increase as much in the redesigned
to encourage the use of pubtic transportation, parking lot, primarily because its impervious cover was

The key strategy employed in the redesign was tomuchlower.Annualrunoffvolumeswere21%lowerin
incrementally reduce the size of the parking lot, and thisthe redesigned parking lot compared to the conven-
was achieved in five ways. First, no excess parking spacestional design, and infiltration volumes were 42% higher.
were allowed over those required by the local parkingDespite these improvements, the redesigned parking
demand ratio. Second, the local parking demand ratio waslot was unable to mimic the hydrologic conditions prior
reduced by 8% to reflect actual parking demand. Third,to development.
the parking demand ratio was reduced by another 10% to
reflect the proximity to the bus stop. Fourth, the size ofNutrient Output at the 270 Corporate Center Office
approximately 20% of all parking stalls was downsized toPark
accommodate compact cars. Lastly, drive aisles in many

As expected, the conversion of the meadow intoparking bays were reduced from 24 feet in width to 20 feet.
an office park greatly increased nutrient export. Annual

Combined, these measures reduced ttie total parking lot
phosphorus and nitrogen export increasedroughly ten-area by nearly 30%, or about two acres. Once again, the
fold, accordingtothe SUNOMmodel(Figure9). As withsavings in paving gave the designer more room to inte-
the shopping center, stormwater runoff was found tograte landscaping with more effective stormwater treat-
generate about 95% of the annual nutrient export from

merit,
the site. The two wet ponds were reasonably effective

For example, larger landscaping islands were in-in removing nutrients at the conventional office park,
smiled in the parking lot to plant shade trees, and somebut still resulted in nutrient export that was seven to
of these areas were also converted into bioretention areaseight times higher than pre-development conditions. In
to treat stormwater. A dry swale was used to treat storm-contrast, the redesigned parking lot sharply reduced
water within a landscaped setback area in another part ofnutrient export (Figure 9). The combination of lower
the site. About 15% of the lot was designated for spilloverimpervious cover and more effective stormwater prac-
parking, and grid pavers were used to attenuate runoff intices reduced nutrient export by about 40 to 50%, when
this area. The basic stormwater management goal was tocompared to the conventional parking lot design with
attenuate, treat, or recharge as much runoff from smallerstormwater practices.
storms as possible in the parking lot itself. Runoff from
larger storms was treated in a wet detention pond near the
outlet of the property.

As a result of the redesign, roughly 14% of the office
park was either retained as natural land cover or refor-
ested (compared to 2% under the conventional design).
This green space, combined with the water features and
a walking path, created a more tranquil environment for
office workers. Overall, the total impervious area associ-
ated with the redesigned office park dropped from 68% to
53%.

Hydrologic Factor Pre- Conventiona I
Developed Parking Lot Redesigned Parking Lot

R unoff (inches/y r) 2.7 23.9 18.9
Infiltration (inches/y r) 11.8 2.6 3.7
Note: no change in the annual volume of runoff or infiltration was calculated as a result of the stormwater
practices installed at either the conventional or redesigned parking lot.
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~.~’)mparanve Cost to Deveio.p the 2 70 Corporate
()trice Park

160        144Fne cost to develop the redesigned office park -~ 140
was approximately the same as the cost to develop ~" 120
the conventional office park, although the compo-

~
100

hen/costs were somewhat different. Less was spent tu 80
on paving, sidewalks and utility pipes, but these ~- 60

¯ 40savings were largely offset by higher costs for
£ 20im proved stormwater treatment practices, landscap-

0ing, grid pavers and curiously, curbs and gutters
(the higher cost for this last item was due to the wider 1 2 3 4 5
parking islands used for bioretention areas). Over- Scenario
all, the estimated cost to build the conventional ~, 25
parking lot was $948,900, compared to $921,200 for

20           18the redesigned parking lot.

Overall Summary,: Office Park Redesign
10The redesigned parking tot at the 270 Corporate

Office Park resulted in less impervious cover, storm- o 5
water runoff, and nutrient export tbr about the same

o 0development cost as the conventional design. The
results are summarized in Figure 10. o_ 1 2 3 4 5

Scenario
The Limits and PotentiaiofParking Lot Redesign

To our knowledge, no one has yet tried to 1-Pre-Developed
quantify, the potential economic and environmental 2 - Conventional (no practices)
benefits of better parking lot design at new commer- 3 - Conventional (practices)
cial developments. This initial analysis provides 4 - Open Space Design (no practices)

5 - Open Space Design (practices)compelling evidence that better site design is an
important, if not indispensable, tool for managing
the quantity and quality of stormwater runoff from
parking lots.

In each of the case studies, the redesigned
parking lot resulted in less impervious cover, storm-

60
water nmoff, and nutrient export for about the same~ 50 +42 ]
or even slightly lower cost than the conventional~ 40
design. Taken together, better site design tech-.- 30
niques reduced impervious cover by at least 15%in~ 20
each case. While this is an impressive reduction,~ 10
about half of each site remained impervious after the~ 0

" -10redesign. Perhaps the most critical benefit of each"-
® -20redesign was that it created more room to locate more

-30effective stormwater treatment practices. When
smaller parking lots werecombined with better storm.~ -40

-50water practices, the resulting nutrient export was~ -60
almost half that of a conventional parking lot.

ae~ ^~, . o<" A- o~- ,.~"
In each case study, the critical ingredient was .G° q.~¢’~’ .~ ¢o÷’~’ ~+q ^~.&

an incremental reduction in the local parking de- .
mand ratio. Without this capability to shrink the
surface area devoted to parking, designers have
little ability to devise the more sophisticated storm-
water treatment and landscaping systems that can
help mitigate the impact of the parking lot. Therefore,
the first and most important step in implementing
better site design for commercial developments is to
reduce local parking demand ratios, even if only by R0079736
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jive or ;en percent. For many communities, however,References
this modest step may seem like a terri~ ing leap. possi-

Center for Watershed Protection. 1998a. Better Sitebly offa cliff.
Destgn: ,4 Handbook.tbr Changing Development

Developers. bankers, retailers and drivers all have Rules m Your Community. Site Planning Round-
a shared interest in abundant and convenient parking, table. EIIicortCity, MD. 176 pp.
and it is hard to convince them that any attempt to

CenterforWatershedProtection. 1998b.NutrientLoad-downsize parking lots, however modest, xvill not work
ing From Conventional and Innovative Site De-against this goal. This kind of thinking is quite under-
velopment. Chesapeake Research Consortium.standable. Most people can easily recall the rare situ-
Ellicott City, MD. 56 pp.ation where parking ~vas hard to find, but the more "

common situation where parking is plentiful generallyInterlocking Concrete Pavement Institute. 2000. Perme-

escapes our everyday notice, able Interlocking Concrete Pavements: Selec-
tion, Design. Construction and Maintenance.

Small wonder, then, that so many communities
Washington, DC.are prone to inertia when it comes to changing parking

codes. Perhaps the only waywatershed advocates canScott, Klaus I., James R. Simpson, and E. Gregory

overcome this inertia is to document the existence of McPherson. 1999. "Effects of Tree Coveron Park-
excess parking capacity, in each community,. Indeed, it ing Lot Microclimate and Vehicle Emissions."
is a rather simple step for volunteers to count cars and Journal ofArboriculture 25(3):129-142.
photograph empty stalls during peak times at similarUrban Land Institute. 1999. Parking Requirements for
commercial land uses to demonstrate how generous Shopping Centers: Summa~. Recommendations
local parking requirements actually are. and Research Study Reports. 2rid Edition. Wash-

A small but growing list of communities are now ington, DC. 81 pp.

experimenting with their parking standards and parking
lot designs, including cities like Scarborough, Ontario;
Oakland, CA; Olympia, WA; Sacramento, CA: Bellevue,
WA; Davis, CA and Prince George’s County, MD. Each
community has worked in different ways to redesign
their parking lots, and many of their successful experi-
ences are recounted in Better Site DesigiT; A Handbook
for Changing Development Rules in Your Community
(CWP, 1998a).

Given the prevalence of parking lots in our urban
landscape and the environmental harm they cause, we
need to fundamentally change the way that parking lots
are sized and designed. The modest ideas presentdd in
this article are merely an initial step in this direction. A
wide range of professions collectively influence the
form and function of parking lots, including engineers,
hydrologists, landscape architects, urban foresters,
soil scientists, developers, leasing agents, plan review-
ers, transportation researchers and many, many others.
Working together, these groups can move us closer
toward the goal of a truly sustainable parking lot, i.e.,
one that not only provides car habitat, but also prevents
damage to other habitats, as well. - JAZ
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F~:~,’ure 4rt¢c[e /)~om I~tershed Protection Techmques. 3t2). 65--660

Changing Development Rules
in Your Community

W ith urbanization, the composition of the
When assembling theroundtable membership, iris

landscape dramatically shifts away fromparticularly important to get every local agency with
forests, meadows, pastures, crop lands, anddevelopment review authority, to actively participate in

wetlands to hard, impervious surfaces such as roadsthe roundtable process. It is equally important to
roots, parking lots, sidewalks, and driveways. Numer-involve elected officials in the process, as they must
ous ~atershed studies have documented the negativeultimately vote to adopt the proposed changes. Table
impact that impervious cover has on the quality ofI lists potential members of a local site planning
aquatic systems. Consequently, communities strivingroundtable.
tbr sustainable development(i.e., economic growth that

The primary tasks of the local roundtable are toalso protects local streams and habitat) are faced with
identify existing development rules, compare them toa difficult challenge. .
the principles of better site design, determine if changes

Communities often f’md that their existing develop-can or should be made to current codes and ordinances.
ment codes and ordinances conflict with the goal ofand finally, negotiate and reach consensus on what the
sustainable development. Many local codcs andordi-changes should be. To facilitate this analysis, the
nances require excessive impervious cover in the formCenter has developed a Codes and Ordinance:
of wide streets, expansive parking lots, and large-lotWorksheet (COW) to help communities evaluate their
subdivisions, making preservation of the natural envi-development rules in the context of better site design
ronment difficult. In addition, the economic incentivesprinciples. -
for developers to conserve natural areas are generally
few and far between.

AnatolayofaCOW
Many communities are choosing to reevaluate

The COW allows communities to systematicallytheir local codes and ordinances with the goal of sus-
compare their local development rules to the better sitetainable development in mind. Oneofthemosteffective
design principles discussed in the first feature article.ways of reforming developmentrules is through a local
The COW asks specific questions to elicit basic infor-site planning roundtable. A local site plarming roundtable
marion about how development actually happens in thebrings together a diverse cross-section of key players
community,, and c’an be thought of as an "audit" of thefrom the local government, development, and environ-
existing codes and ordinances.mental communities. Though a consensus process,

these stakeholders can hammer out the development The COW uses a scoring system to measure a
rules best suited to achieving sustainable developmentcommunity’s general ability to support environmen-
in the context of local conditions, tally sensitive development, with points assigned based

on how well current community development rules
support the principles of better site design. Point

Planning Agency or Commission ¯ Engineering Consultants¯ Department of Public VVorks ¯ Homeowner Associations
Road or Highway Department ¯ Chamber of Commerce¯ Developers ¯ Elected Offidals¯ Land Trusts ¯ Urban Forester
Realtors ¯ Site Plan Reviewer¯ Real Estate Lenders ¯ Stormwater Management Authority¯ Civic Associations ¯ Municipal Insurance¯ Fire Official ¯ Watershed Advocates¯ Health Department ¯ Residents/and Owners¯ Land Use Lawyers
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allocation is ~omewhat ~ub~ective, and can be modified
for each community based on any pressing issues facing
the local government. For example, if stream protection
is more of a community, tbcus, then the value of buffers

Zoning Ordinancemight be more heavily weighted. The total number of
points possible is 100, with heaviest emphasis placed onSubdi vision Cc~es

development rules that directly relate to minimizing theStreet Standards or Road Design Manual
amount of impervious cover. Parking Requirements

Building and Fire Regulations/Standards
Getting Ready to Take the Test

Stonmwater Management or Drainage Critena
The development process is usually shaped by a Buffer or Floodplain Regula~ons

complex Iabyrinth of regulations, criteria, and approvals.
Septic/Sanitary Sewer RegulationsBefore the COW worksheet can be completed, roundtable

members need to wade through this maze of paperwork Environmental Regulations

and assemble all local development rules currently in Tree ProtecSon or Landscaping Ordinance
place. As few communities include all of their develop- Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinances
ment rules in a single document, a list of potential docu- Public Fire Defense Masterpians
ments to scout for is provided in Table 2. Keep in mind

Grading Ordinancethatthe information on aparticular deve!opment rule may
not always be found in a code or regukation, and may be
hidden in supporting design manuals, review checklists,

can help determine where a community’s score falls inguidance documents or construction specifications. Be
relation to the better site design principles.prepared to contact regional, state, and federal agencies

to obtain copies of the needed documents, as well. With COW results in hand. roundtable members
can focus discussion on specific local conditions inThe next step is to identify all the local, state, and
need of improvement. Where environmentally sensi-federal authorities that actually administer or enforce

these rules within the jurisdiction. A team approach totire development rulesexist, itmay be helpful to assess

this task is often helpful, using the expertise of variouswhethertheyare actuallyimplementedwithinthecom.
munity. For example, the development rules may allowdisciplines involved in the development process (e.g.,
for vegetated islands within cul-de-sacs, yet they maylocal plan reviewers, land planners, land use attorneys,
rarely be incorporated into actual subdivision designs.and civil engineers).
Similarly, if local review agencies typically require cer-
tain environmentally sensitive standards that are notTaking the Test
explicitly stated in the local codes, it may be a good idea

Once current rules and administering authoritiesto amend the codes to reflect the current practice.
have been identified, roundtable members are ready to

It should be expected that a roundtable will need to"take the test" and see how local development rules
meet many times over the course of a year to come tomeasure up against the better site design principles,
agreement on the changes that need to be made to the

The COW consists of a series of 66 questions thatmazeofcodes, engineeringstandards, guidelines, regu-
correspond to the principles of better site design (seelations, and ordinances that collectively shape local
article45). Eachquestionfocusesonaspecificsitedesigndevelopment. The challenge is in ironing out the
practice, such as the minimum diameter ofcul_de.sacs, thetechnical details and packaging the changes in a manner
minimum width ofslreets, ortheminimumparkingratioforthat is easy to present and understand. Furthermore,
a certain land use. If the local development rule agreeswhile amending local codes and ordinances is an inte-
with the better site planning principle applicable to agral first step towards achieving sustainable develop-
particular practice, points are awarded, ment, the next challenge is to ensure that better site

In some instances, localcodesandordinancesmightdesign practices are widely implemented. This may
not explicitly address aparticular practice. In these cases, require that local governments provide incentives and,
roundtable members should use appropriate judgementif necessary, requirements to spur developers into
based on standard community practices, innovative ways ofp arming, designing, and building.

Calculating the Score Does the Process Work?
Once the COW has been completed, the points are The COW was tested out in the field when the

totaled. Generally, a score less than 80 means that localCenter recently facilitated a local site planning
codes should be amended in order to achieve sustainableroundtable in the fast-growing community of Frederick
development. The scoring ranges presented in Table 3County, Maryland (FCSP1L 1999). Frederick County

was an ideal candidate for implementation of the local
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,~te planning roundtable process, due in pan to theAdvancingtheProcess
rapid pace o fgro~th in the coun~ i approximately 22% The Center has received COW scores from several
,race I090L With large areas ofundeveloped land stillother communities that have"taken the test."On aver-
remain ing in the area, growth management and the costage, scores are in the low sixties, with totals ranging from
of services are current pressing issues in the county,about50to 70. There issignificantinterestamongthese
Furthermore, the count-y was already planning to revisitand other communities in the Chesapeake Bay region in
its local subdivision and zoning codes, embarking on local site planning roundtables. The

The Center, in cooperation with the Frederickmajor challenge facing these communities is a lack of
County Planning and Zoning and Public Works staff,funding. However, several counties in central Virginia
recruited a diverse group of about 40 individuals tohave recently obtained funding to pursue local
participate in the roundtable. Tojumpstart the process,roundtables. - EWB
the Center conducted an audit of local subdivision and
zoning codes using the COW worksheet. The County
scoreda65 outof 100. Because there were several areasReferences

that warranted review, the roundtable membership splitCenter for Watershed Protection (CWP). 1998. Better
into three groups based on the three major better site Site Design: ,4 Handbook for CkangingDevelop-
design categories: streets and parking, lot develop- ment Rules in gourCommunity. EllicottCity, MD.
ment. and conservation areas. 174 pp.

The roundtable met six times over the course of a Frederick County, Site Planning Roundtable (FCSPR).
year, and ultimately adopteda set of 65 specific recom- 1999. Recommended Model Development Prin-
mendations that were presented to the Frederick County ciples for Frederick County, MD - A Consensus
Planning Commission and County Commissioners in Agreement. Center for Watershed Protection,
February 2000. It is anticipated that it will take another Ellicott City, MD. 20 pp.
year for the County to go through the laborious process
or" updating local codes to reflect approved changes; Note:A fullversionoftheCOWworksheetcanbefound
however, this is a relatively short period of time given
the significance of the task at hand.                  in Better Site Design, C WP, 1998.

The Frederick County experience demonstrated
that, with appropriate planning and willing and open-
minded participants, the site planning roundtable pro-
cess can effectively address and resolve difficult local
development issues. The Center was encouraged to
find that while a handful of issues were hotly debated,
there was general agreement that the development
process should be modified to better protect and en-
hance natural resources.

Sco re Asse ssm ent

90 - 100 Community has above average provisions in its codes and ordinances that
promote the protection of streams, lakes, and estuaries.

80 - 89 Local development rules are good, but could use minor adjust]’nents or
revisions in some areas.

79 - 70 Opportunities exist to improve development rules. Consider creating a site
planning roundtable.

60 - 69 Development rules are likely inadequate to protect local aquatic resources. A
site planning roundtable would be very useful.

less than 60 Development rules definitely are not environmentally friendly. Sedous reform
of the development rules is needed.
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Feature .4rttcle_from Watershed Protectton Fechntques. 2(4). z61-467

The Economics of Urban Sprawl

SPrawl simply happens. In our time, it hasaquatic ecosystems (see article l). What is most dis-
become a ubiquitous feature of our nation’sturbingaboutthisresearchisthatimpactsstarttooccur
landscape. Low-density suburban developmentat a relatively low level of impervious cover--about

has inexorably crept across the rural landscape, steadily10%. To put this number in perspective, it’s roughly
transforming farms, forests and fields into residentialequivalenttotheamountofimperviouscoverproduced
subdivisions, strip shopping centers and roads. In justby large-lot residential development.
a few decades, growing communities find that dozens An implication of this research is that sprawl is not
of square miles of rural land have been converted intoonly likely to degrade the quality, of individual water-
impervious cover and turf. At the same time, residentssheds, but is also likely to degrade a larger number of
discover that roads are congested, schools are over-watersheds than a more compact development pattern.
crowded, andthesenseofplacethatoriginallyattractedA defining feature of sprawl is that it spreads out
them has diminished, development over a much wider area than would other-

Urban sprawl is also increasingly recognized as awise occur. The potential effect of sprawl on a region’s
prima~ factor reducing the quality of streams, lakes andwatersheds is illustrated in Figure 1, which compares a
wetlands in many watersheds. A growing body ofdispersed sprawl pat-tern with amorecompact develop-
research clearly documents that the creation ofimper-merit form
vious cover accompanying new growth causes a pre- Planners have been proposing more compact growth
dictable and profound decline in critical elements ofpatterns for many years. Regional plans for "’smart

The left panel shows the dispersed pattern of low-density sprawl, while the fight panel shows a more
compact development pattem concentrated in existing growth centers. At a regional scale, compact
development produces less impervious cover, and subjects fewer watersheds to possible degrada-
tion.
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,gro~ th" have been forged to respond to the problemseffects can be described as the increased buying power
o fsnrawl by concentrating new growth around existingof a dollar as it moves through the economy. There are
de~elopment centers or regions served by suburbandifferent multipliers tbr various market sectors and
transit. By accommodating growth, strategically corn-regions of the country,. Generally speaking, however,
pact development can preserve prime agricultural landeach dollar spent by atourist will create as much as $1.50
and sensitive natural areas while also reducing costlyas it moves through the local economy. This increased
constmction of new infrastructure. Burchell and L istokinpurchasing power of money spent in a market sector can
(1995) have defined planned growth as "’an attempt tohave a dramatic effect locally, particularly if one sector
m0.ximize development resources and limit costs byof the economy is suddenly lost. The loss of the fishing
containing most growth within locations that are moreindust~, tbr example, can be felt in other closely allied
efficient to service." sectors of the local economy such as boat building and

While few people celebrate sprawl, many perceivemarine supplies, but the effects ripple through other
that its unpleasant side effects are compensated by thesectors as diverse as grocery, stores and personal
economic growth that it creates. This may help toservice providers.
explain why sprawl patterns persist despite thousands
of studies, meetings, commissions and conferencesImpactofSprawlonLocalGovernmentBudgets
that have tried to manage, control, redirect or eliminate One assumption about sprawl is that by promoting
it. In this article, we review the economics of sprawlresidentialdevelopment, local tax revenues are increased.
development, and criticallyexamine the conventionalwhich ultimately lowers everyone’s property, taxes.
wisdom about its effect on the local economy, govern-Although new development certainly increases the
ment budgets, land property values, andthe communitylocal tax base of the community., new homes and busi-
at large, nesses also increase the cost of municipal senices:

roads, schools, sewage treatment, water supply, fire
lmpact ontheLocalEconomy services, libraries, and parks and recreation. Sprawl

A healthy regional economy is an interconnecteddevelopment traditionally brings both residential and
web built on diversification, with each sectorrelying oncommercial development. Residential development is
the others in the system. Just as the environmentalusually atax negative, as single-family detached homes
effects of sprawl development can be felt throughoutcannotpaytheir fullway forservices. Whilecommercial
the ecological system, so too are the economic effectsdevelopment can be an initial tax positive, it tends to
of sprawl felt throughout the economy. These detrimen-attract more residential development as people move to
tal effects may be masked temporarily in a "’hot" realhomes closer to where the jobs are located.
estate market, but in all likelihood they will eventually Several reasons explain why sprawl development
emerge, increases the cost of services. Since sprawl develop-

Because sprawl development has adverse impactsment is located away from established centers, new
on traditional local industries such as agriculture, fish-homes and businesses cannot utilize existing services
eries, forestry and tourism, it can weaken economicand infrastructure. New infrastructure must be built,
diversity in the overall regional economy. For example,often over longer distances. This means more miles of
low density sprawl is projected to result in the fragmen-roads, sewers and water lines are needed, driving up
tation and loss of 12% of agricultural land in Californiaservice costs. Large-lot development means fewer tax-
which, in turn, will reduce, the value of agriculturalpayers support higher infrastructure costs per house-
products grown in the Central Valley by $2.1 billionhold. In addition, more and smaller sewage plants,

armually by the year 2040. "That would be the equiva-schools, libraries and other improvements are often
lent of wiping out the entire agricultural production ofbuilt to serve the new, spread-out, low-density commu-
New York, Virginia, Oregon, or Mississippi," accordingnities. Such inefficiencies lead to higher costs to treat

to American FarrnlandTrust (1995). The indirect loss ofa gallon of sewage or educate a student (Burchetl and
sales to businesses such as fertilizer and equipmentListokin, 1995).
suppliers and food processors would reach about $3.2 A number of economic studies have detailed the
billion a year. The loss in income for growers anddifferences between sprawl and compact growth pat-
workers would amount to $2.7 billion over the sameterns (Duncan etal., 1989; Frank, 1989; Burchell, 1992).
period. The American Farmland Trust (AFT) studyThese studies have compared costs for suburban
concludes that managed growth could save Central"sprawl" versus moredense, mixed-usegrowth. While
Valley agriculture revenues of about $72 billion by theboth growth patterns typically result in the same hum-
year2040, bet of people and jobs, compact growth protects a

The consequences of activity by agriculture, tour-greater share of farmland, forests and natural areas.
ism and other local industries are felt in the economyTogether, the three studies show that planned develop
through what are termed multiplier effects. Multiplier
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mentconsumesabout45%lessland, costs 25% less forHulsey, 1996). On average, these studies show that
roads. 15% less forutilities, 5% less for housing, and 2%public services cost only 32% of taxes received
tess for other fiscal impacts (Burchell and Listokin,commercialdevelopment, and37%oftaxesreceivedfor
1995). agricultural, forest and open space. This is why it makes

When translated into absolute dollars, these say-sensetopay farmerstbrdevelopmentrightssothatthey
ings are significant. As one example, Burchetl (1992)can continue farming and the community can keep its
found that the state of New Jersey could save $1.4property, tax rate down. Table 2 shows the costs of
biIlion,(in 1992 dollars) over 20 years by encouragingservices as a percentage of taxes received from three
compact growth rather than allowing current sprawl todifferent land uses in 10 communities.
continue.

Impact of Sprawlon the Landowners and
Another way to express the costs of sprawl is toHomebuyersexamine the cost of providing service to a single dwell-

ing unit. Frank’s 1989 study reviewed 40 years of fiscal Sprawl also has economic consequences for indi-
impact studies, and found that it costs two to three timesvidual property owners. Two groups need to be consid-
more to service homes in low-density developmentsered in discussing the effects of sprawl on property
located far from public service centers (Table 1 ). owners: those already owning property and home buy-

ers seeking affordable homes. Sprawl development
When public services are extended out to new

eventually increases local property taxes in order ~odevelopments, funds must be raised for the inffastruc-
meet increased demand for services. This results inture through increased property taxes, impact fees, or
higher taxes for existing property owners who can leastother means. According to Brett Hulsey (1996), Wis-
afford it: the poor and elderly residents on fixed in-consin towns estimate that each $1 million in new
comes. In some communities, the higher property taxesresidential construction costs adds $30 to each prop-
can displace long-term residents.erty tax bill to pay for more police, fire, sewer, schools

and other services. In another Wisconsin town, it was Sprawl development also tends to drive up the cost
estimated that it costs taxpayers $1,060 to service newof new homes, since more infrastructure needs to be
residential development, compared to each $1,000 theconstructed for each unit. The needed infrastructure
new owners will pay in tax revenue, includes increased costs for longer roads, storm sew-

ers, sewer and water lines, and other utilities. In mostIn Culpeper County, Virginia, a 1988 study con-
subdivi’sions, infrastructure service costs can amountcluded that an "average new residential unit can be
tohalfthetotalcostofdevelopment(CH2M-Hill, 1993).expected to produce a deficit in the county budget of
Since infrastructure costs incurred by the developerare$1,242--an annual ’bottom line’ negative balance of
olten directly passed along to the homebuyers in thecapital and operating expenditures over revenues"
form of a higher sales price, this can reduce the supply

(Vance and Larson, 1988). In addition, tax bills for all
ofaffordable housing. In addition, sprawl developmentresidents in the county would need to rise by as much
increases impervious cover, generating more runoff,as 80% to offset the costs of new developments,- In
and consequently higher costs for storm drainage andPrince William County, Virginia, another fast-growing
treatment systems. The higher cost to build large-lotbedroom community,, officials estimate the costs of
development is usually counterbalanced by the muchproviding public services to a new residential home
lower cost of land at the suburban edge. Indeed, the

exceeds what isbrought in from taxes andother fees byprice and supply of low-cost land are ot~en the prime$1,600 per home (Shear and Casey, 1996).
engine driving sprawl development patterns.

Unlike residential development, farms, forests, open
Still, there is a strong market for low-density residen-space and commercial development provide a net tax

tial development. Many home buyers do have a deeplybenefit to the community. Studies across the East and
rooted preference for suburban housing patterns thatMidwest have analyzed the costs of servicing various
can accommodatetheirmobile lifestyle. Market surveyslanduses (VanceandLarson, 1988; AFT, 1994and 1992;

Development Pattern Capital Cost (1987 Dollars)

Compact growth $18,000
Low-density sprawl $35,000
Low-density sprawl, 10 miles from existing development $48,000
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Residential Commercial Farmland, forest,
Study Location Development Development and open space

Culpeper County, VA a 125 % 19 % 19 %
Connecticut average b 106 47 43
Massachusetts average b 112 42 33
New York average b 124 24 35
Town of Dunn, Wlc 106 29 18
Lake Elmo, MN d 107 20 27
Independence, MN a 103 19 47
Farmington, MN d 102 79 77
Madison,OHd 167 20 38
Madison Township, OH a 114 25 30

Average 116 % 32 % 37 %

Sources. aVance and Larsen, 1988 bAmerican Famnland Trust, 1992 CHulsey, 1996 dAmerican Farmland Trust, 1994

have consistently shown that consumers prefer resi- The rapid and striking decline in stream quality, that
dential subdivisions to denser, mixed-use choices. Twocan occur in a single generation of sprawl development
surveys by Builder and Professional Builder maga-isillustratedinarecentanalysisofl,300streammilesin
zincs indicated a majority of new home buyers preferredthe Occoquan Basin (Schueler and CIaytor, 1997). By
Iess dense and more homogenous development pat-tracking changes in subwatershed impervious cover, it
terns to denser ones. A Florida study found that overwas possible to forecast the shifts in stream quality, as
two-thirds of 1,400 households surveyed preferredaresultofpastandfuturedevelopmentpattems(Figure
detached suburban lots to townhouses located closer2). Ascan beseen, streams classified as sensitive(zero
to the urban core, even when this choice was directlyto 10% impervious cover) declined from 60% of total
linked to longer commutes and driving times (Bookout,stream miles in- 1989 to a total of only 19% by the year
1992_). 2020. In contrast, "non-supporting" streams (def’med

While consumers do prefer the suburbs, this doesas having poor biological diversity, channel instability
not necessarily imply they are satisfied with conven-and high bacteria levels) grew from amere 9% in 1989 to
tional large-lot subdivisions. Developers have founda projected 39% in the year 2020.
well-designedcluster andtraditionalurban-style neigh. Sprawl also degrades the quality of the rural land-
borhoods are very attractive to new home buyers. Inscape by fragmenting fields, forests and wetland habi-
addition, surveys have shown that residents will pay atats. This can produce a loss in tourism income, as land
premium to live next to natural areas or in a park-likerentals for hunting, fishing, recreation and other tour-
setting, as described in detail in article 30. Finally, asismactivitiesalldiminish.
environmental awareness has grown among consum-

Communities may be required to expend significanters, the market for environmentally-friendly compact
sums torepair orrestorehabitat degraded by sprawl. Fordevelopments has expanded. Recent market surveys
example, the cost of restoring degraded water qualityhave tracked the ascendance of this preference for
and habitat in the Anacostia watershed is estimated at

"green development."
$400 to $1,600 per acre and will require two decades,
without any assurance that it can ever be completely

Sprawl and the Environment restored (Schueler, 1995). Many coastal communities in
As noted earlier, watersheds are particularly vulner-New England that had not effectively regulated sprawl

able to the impacts of sprawl. Even though sprawldevelopment in the past are now finding that the costs
produces relatively little impervious cover, it has aof efforts to reopen shellfish beds are very high, and
profound influence on stream ecosystems, have limited success.
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Of course, sprawl won’t disappear just because it
doesn’t make a lot of economic sense. Indeed, prior

1989 2005 2020 zoning has often granted development rights over much
of the countryside. !eaving local communities with few

7%                  14%                              19% tools to prevent sprawl from gadually unfolding. These

~o
tools include designation of growth boundaries., farm-

39% land preservation and targeting of new public infrastruc-
33%

22%1
ture investments. The last tool is growing in popularity,
as state and local governments are electing to spend
scarce funds on new roads, sewers, and other infrastruc-
ture only within existing developed areas or specially
designated growth areas. More communities now recog-

I"3 Sensitive nize that public investments should be spent to contain
El/mpacted sprawl rather than promote it. Educating the public and

¯ Non-Supporting their elected officials about the economic and environ-
mental consequences of sprawl is a first step toward
better local choices about growth management.Stream quality classification is projected to decline in the Occoquan

Basin as imperviousness increases from 1989 to 2020.
-JP
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Economic Player Positive Impacts Negative Impacts

LocaIGovernment (+) Increased property tax revenues /-) Increased demand/cost for services

/-) Residential development doesn’t pay
for itself

Local Economy (+) Increase in building/service sectors (-) ~)ecline in farm. fishery and/or forest
sectors

Existing Property None (-) Higher property taxes
Owners (-) Greater traffic congestion

(-) Conflicting land uses

New Home Buyers (+) Affordable housing (only if land costs (-) Higher property taxes

are tow) (-) Higher infrastructure costs for new homes

Environment None (-) Degradation of water resources including
wetlands

(-) Decline in air quality

(-) Fragmentation of green space

(-) Higher costs for environmental restoration

(-) Creation of high input turf

Developer (+) Land costs are lower (-) Construction costs inflated by local codes

(+) Developer has complete choice (-) Higher costs for stormwater/wastewater
where to build and less restrictions treatment
on size and scale of development
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Skinny Streets and One-sided Sidewalks
A Strategy for Not Paving Paradise
Cedar Wells. Cir. of Olympia. VK.t

Stormwater policies and regulations aim to re-
openspace, parks, orotheramenities. Filling in the areaduce the hydrological, water quality., and habi-with additional development may serve as a density

t̄at impacts of stormwater runoff but fail tocredit incentive for the development community, to
directly address the source of the problem: parking tots.implement the study’s recommendations. The resulting
streets, compacted soils, and other impervious sur-

infillshouldhelpreduceurbansprawlandcontributeto
faces. Given their [and use and permitting authority,a regional per capita reduction in impervious surfaces.
local governments in the fast-growing Pacific North-

Implementation ofthe ISRS recommendations alsowest and elsewhere can reduce the amount of impervl-
will delay the inevitable build out of the UGMA. Theous surfaces, increase groundwater recharge, and pro-
area’s estimated build out could be delayed by six yearstect fish and wildlife habitat. -
if a 20% reduction in new development impervious

Results of the City of Olympia’s two-year lmpervi-surfaces is achieved. These six years can be used for
ous Surface Reduction Study (ISRS) indicate that a 10groundwater research and development of new tech-
to 20% reduction in impervious surfaces associatednologies, and will delay the irreversible changes in soils
with newdeve!opment isareasonablegoal. Imperviousand hydrological relationships caused bv impervious
surface reduction also complements and challengessurfaces. "
other public goals such as fire vehicle access, growth

Final products of the study include implementationmanagement, automobile trip reduction, and accommo- "strategies, evaluation techniques, community involve-dating physically disabled citizens. The cross-goal
ment, and technical assistance materials. The productsaspect of impervious surface reduction offers an oppor-
are tailored toward Olympia and the North Thurston

tunitytoreduceregulatoryinconsistenciesandcomple.County UGMA, but are applicable to other settings.ments comprehensive land use planning. However
Somesimplebuteffectivereductionstrategiesforlocalbroad-based public discussion is key to realizing mul-
jurisdictions everywhere are shown in Figures [ and 2tiple goals,
and include the following:

Obvious techniques such as narrower streets, clus-
tering,and decreased land clearing can be implemented̄ Integrate impervious surface reduction into local
if incentives are provided and barriers removed. To policies, goals, and regulations, especiall,v street
identify feasible and practical reduction strategies, the and parking regulations.
City of Olympia involved the business and develop- ¯ Reduce the size of parking areas:ment community, neighborhood associations,
decision-makers, and local government staff. Over 50 (1) Encourage cooperative parking (e.g., park n’
people were directly involved in developing study rides, shared parking) by allowing such ar-
recommendations.Committees, displays, presentations rangements and providing model legal
and briefings, slide shows, fact sheets, and direct sur- agreements.
veys also were used to involve and educate the commu- (2) Require exploration of cooperative parking
nity. The study recommendations are based on an and transportation demand management op-
evaluation of costs, benefits, sustainability criteria, and tions before allowing excess parking.
implications for water resources management.

(3) Develop parking standards that reflect aver-
It’s expected that immediate implementation of the age parking needs instead of single peak day

recommendations in Olympia, the surrounding North (e.g., Christmas Eve) projections.
Thurston County Urban Growth Management Area

(4) Build multi-story parking structures or under
(UGMA), and other locations will provide some land

the building parking.use options for local jurisdictions. It is anticipated that
therecommendationswillresultinapproximately 1,157" Reduce street coverage:
acres less impervious surface when the 84 square mile

(1) Reduce residential (local access)street widths.North Thurston UGMA is built out in the year 2012. This
undeveloped acreage can be filled in with additional (2) Retrofit existing cul-de-sacs with vegetated
development such as offices or houses, or dedicated to islands designed to hold stormwater.
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¯ Narrow sidewalks: Reference
t 1 ) Narrow low-use sidewalks to at least tbur t~:et

in width. Wells, Cedar. 1995. [mperv~ous Surface Reduction

Study: FinalReport. CityofOlympia Public Works(2) Build sidewalks on only one side of the street.
Department. Olympia, WA.

(3) Slope sidewalks to drain to vegetated swales
or gravel s~rips.

¯ Design and locate buildings more effectively:

(1) Encourage cluster development that minimizes
impervious surfaces

(2) Build and use taller buildings, and modify,,
policies to allow taller buildings.
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Use of Open Space Design
to Protect Watersheds

C lustering refers to a compact pattern ofdevel- Most local cluster programs were adopted for pur-
opment at a site, also known as open spaceposes unrelated to stream protection or urban nonpoint
design. Clustering isnotanew idea. Ithas beensource control. Indeed, the five most frequently cited

utilized tbr several decades in manycommunities aroundobjectives for cluster progranas were to achieve a greater
the country.. Most of these cluster programs, however,variation in the style and design of developments
were developed to meet general environmental, archi-(80%), protection of environmentally sensitive areas
tectural or community objectives and were not de-(primarily wetlands and forests, 77%), to provide corn-
signed explicitly for watershed protection, munity recreation areas (62%), to preserve the rural

Clustering does have a strong potential to reducecharacter of the landscape (51%), and to produce more

the total imperviousness of a site, fully protect allaffordable housing (39%). Only 18% of cluster pro-

environmentally sensitive areas, and provide additionalg(ams were adopted as a means of reducing storrnwater
open and green space within a community. It works inpollution from the site or as a technique to reduce

a simple manner. A greater density of homes or struc-impervious area. Most of the programs, however, ac-
tures on one portion of the site is traded for open spaceknowledgedthat clustering did reduce impervious cover
else~vhere onthesite. Yhehigherdensityisachievedbywhen compared to conventional subdivisions.

giving the designer more flexibility, in reducingthe size
andgeometryofindividuallotsthanisnormallyallowed2. Required open space m clusters is often poorly
under subdivision codes, designed and.fragmented

Conventional subdivision codes contain rigid re-Nearly every cluster program required that a portion of
quirements that govern the minimum area of a lot,the site be retained in open space. On average, the ~
setbacks from the front, side and rear property lines, asminimum open space requirement forresidential devel-
~vell as minimum frontage requirements (mandatoryopments was one-third of total site area. However, an
width of the front yard) (Table I). Together theseearlyproblemreportedbymanycommunities, however,
requirements increase the distance between lots. Be-was the fragmentation and poor quality of the open
cause the len~h of roads, sidewalks andotherimpervi-space. In some cases, open space was poorly land- ,
ous surfaces is directly related to the distance between scaped and widely scattered across the entire develop-
lots. a greater distance translates into more imperviousment. Consequently, the open space contributed little
cover, functional value to either the community or the environ-

When designed properly, cluster development canment. A third of all cluster programs now require that a

reduce site imperviousness by 10 to 50%, depending onminimum percentage of open space should be consoli-

the original lot size and road network. Some of the otherdated. The average consolidation requirement is 70% of

benefits of cluster development are outlined in Table 2.total open space (range: 30 to 100%).

Communities have gained considerable experience3. Few cluster programs require that a portion of open
in the use of cluster development over the past twospace should be protected as green space.
decades. Our most detailed knowledge about local
c luster programs is drawn from a national survey of 39 The survey reported that very few cluster programs

programs conducted by Heraty (I 992). The responsesrequired that any portion of open space be reserved as

from a wide cross-section of planners suggest that"greenspace"orundisturbedareasinnativevegetative
cover. Less than 10% of all programs had such amany current cluster programs may require significant

modification if they are to achieve effective nonpointrequirement. Theprovisionofgreen spacewouldgreatly

source control. Some of Heraty’s key findings includeamplify the environmental benefit of clustering.

the following:
4. Cluster programs rarely specify what are allowable

l. Most local cluster programs were not designed forand unallowable uses of open space.

the purpose of protecting streams or providing non- A great deal of variation was seen in the kinds of
point source control, uses and activities that were allowed or denied within
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5. C!uster remazns a/argely volunta~, development
option that is not frequently exerctsed by the develop-
ment communlv,

Site Detached single Detached Cluster was a non-mandatory option in 95% of the
Factor family residence cluster local cluster programs surveyed. On average, about

37% of all new subdivisions are clustered in each
program, with the remainder conventionally developed.Min. site size 5 acres 5 acres Surprisingly, 20% of communities reported that they

Maximum site density 1 du/acre 1 du/acre average had yet to receive a cluster proposal since they first
Lot size 40,000 if2 rain. 10,000 ft2 min. adopted their cluster ordinance. Other communities
Frontage 150 ft min. 75 ff min. report from five to 100 cluster proposals per year.
Front yard 40 ft min. 25 ft min. A numberofmarket factors and perceptions explain

the wide variation in the number of developers that optSide yards 25 ft min./60 R total 10 ff min./25 ft total to cluster. The development community needs to bal-Rear yard 40 ft min. 25 ft min. ance the perceived economic benefits of cluster against
~31dg. footprint 5% of lot 18% of lot the vagaries of the real estate market (i.e., will the
Open space required none 33% of site rain. clustered units sell?). After all, the conventiona~ subdi-

vision product has sold well over the years--will a
clustered product be equally acceptable in the market?

designated open space (Table 3). A surprising numberMany respondents remarked that consultants, bank-
of allowable uses created impervious cover (such asers, landscape architects and developers all need to be
hard courts, pools, roads, bike paths). Only 14% of allreassured on this point before it becomes a common
programs restricted or prohibited the construction ofpractice.

significantimperviouscoverwithingreenoropenspace. Overall, the actual market acceptance varies de-
Mostclusterprogramsalsoallowedgolfcourses, lawn,pending on the type of housing and the quality of
turf, ballfields and fill within open space. While theseclustering. The survey indicated that 67% of cluster
uses are acceptable for open space dedicated to recre-program managers felt that cluster developments prop-
ation, they are certainly not the most protective use oferties appreciated in value at an equal or greater rate
green space. Very few cluster programs acknowledgedthan conventional subdivisions. Some 18% ofrespon-
this key distinction, dents felt that cluster developments did not appreciate

as fast as conventional subdivisions. In many cases,

1. Reduces site and watershed imperviousness 9. Reduces the cost of future public servicesby 10 to 50%, depending on lot size and
needed in the community.layout.

10. Can increase future residential property val-2. Reduces stormwater runoff and pollutant
ues.loads.

11. Reduces the size of stormwater quantity and3. Reduces pressure to encroach on resource quality controls.
and buffer areas.

12. Concentrates runoff where it can be most4. Reducespotentialforsoilerosion sincegreen effectively treated.space is not cleared on up to 15% of the site.

13. Provides a wider range of possible sites to5. Reserves up to 15% of site in green space locate stormwater practices.that would not otherwise exist.
14. Creates larger urban wildlife habitat islands.6. Reserves up to 15% of site in open space

dedicated to passive or active recreation. 15. Increases sense of community and makes
7. Provides partial or total compensation for lots development more pedestrian friendly.

that are lost to resource protection areas and 16. Can support other community planning goals
stream buffers, such as preservation of farmland or rural

landscapes, affordable housing, and archi-8. Reducescapitalcostofdevelopment by 10to tectural diversity.33%
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this was thought to be due to the fact that the cluster
deveiopment involved converting detachedsingle fam.
ii~, homes into attached townhouses.

From a cost standpoint, much of the development Land use Allowed Prohibited Restricted
community, now recognizes that clustering can save oractivity (%) (%) (%)
capital costs in construction, provide partial compensa-
tion for lost lots due to local, state or federal regulation, Parks, including foot
and provide greater architectural variety, or bike paths 94 3 3 (RO)

Still. local governments wi!l need to provide more Athletic Field 49 15 36 (RO)
incentives to the development community, if the pro- Golf Course 67 11 22 (RO)portion of clustered subdivisions is to be increased
from present levels. Over half of the planners acknowl- Hard Courts 53 12 35 (RO)
edged that a greater effort must be made to encouragePlayground 58 8 34 (RO)
developers to consider implementing cluster develop- Swimming Pool 50 9 41 (RO)
ment in their community. Some of the more frequently Impervious Surfaces 86 14
cited incentives include an expedited review process,

Individual OSDS 16 78 6 (P)more flexibility in design and density, and a greater
investment in education and training of consultants Common OSDS 41 53 6 (P)

and landscape architects. Road/Bridge 55 39 6 (P)
Utility Lines 70 18 12 (P)

6..q szgnificantfraction of new development is occur- Lawn or Turf 71 14 6 (P), 9 (RO)
ring on larger lots and is located outside existing or Stormwater BMPs 65 16 14 (GS), 5 (RO)
planned water and sewer service areas. Agriculture 29

Local communities are discovering the need to Community Center Bldg 14
develop new cluster models to handle the emerging

Trails 39patterns o fdevetopment in rural areas. These trends are
best exemplified in Maryland. A statewide land use
survey, indicated that large lotdevelopment(onedwell- RO. in recreational areas only; GS, only in green space; P, use is
ing unit/acre or greater) was the fastest growing land restricted, may require permit or homeowner association approval;
use, and comprised about 20% of all residential devel- OSDS, On-site sewage disposal
opment in the last decades (MOP, ]991). On an area
basis, large lot development constituted over 76% of all
land converted to residential use over the same period.
Lastly, an astonishing 84% of residential development
(mostly large lot development) occurred outside of

Referencesexisting or planned water and sewer service areas.
Heraty, M. 1992. Results of Cluster Survey. Metropoli-

While these trends in land use certainly suggest an tan Washington Council of Governments. Wash-
enormous potential for clustering, the cluster models ington, D.C. 25 pp.
will need to be adapted to address special problems withMaryland Office o fState Planning. 1989. Environmen-
respect to waste disposal, water supply, drainage and tal and Economic Impacts of Lot Size and Other
roads and other concerns. A generalized model for Development Standards. Baltimore, Maryland. 18
pertbrrnance criteria for cluster development is pro- pp.
vided in Table 4. The model is intended to be concep-Maryland Office of Planning. 1991. Maryland’s Land
tual, each locality will need to tel’me and adapt it to meet 1973-1990- A Changing Resource. Baltimore, MD.
the specific dimensions for each of its residential zoning 68 pp.
categories.
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Performance standard Criteria

Minimum site s~ze 5 acres
Minimum lot size 10,000 square feet
Other relaxed lot dimensions Reduced frontage, reduced setbacks on rear, front, and side

yards, expanded building footprint.
Net density Gross density less unbuildable lands
Unbuildable lands Includes right of ways, open water plus wetlands, steep slopes,

floodplains, stream buffer, and prime woodlands.
Required open space 33% of total net site area
Consolidation 75% of open space
Green space No less than 50% of open space
Recreation space No more than 50% of open space
Green space uses The vegetative target is predevelopment forest. Siting of stormwa-

ter treatment practices and common OSDS systems may De
allowed.

Recreation space use restrictions Limit creation of impervious surfaces. Ballfields, playgrounds,
pools, hardcourts, bike trails and stormwater ponds permitted.
Vegetative goal is to minimize extensive turf areas.
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Section 7: Erosion and Sediment Control
Watershed Protection Tool #5

E r oslon and sediment control (ESC) seeks to prevent damage to a watershed during construction, which ~s
potentially the most destructive stage of land development. Contractors are typically required to install a
series of temporary, practices at construction sites both to reduce sediment loss from exposed soils, and

to prevent the clearing or disturbance of buffers, forests, stream channels and other important conservation
areas at the site. A typical erosion and sediment control plan involves a sequence of measures to minimize
clearing, protect waterways, stabilize drainage ways and steep slopes, and establish a grass or mulch cover on
exposed soils. As a last line of defense, perimeter controls (such as silt fences) and sediment basins are
~nstalled to try to prevent sediment from leaving the site. The basic practice of erosion and sediment
control is summarized in amcle 52, and its individual elements are evaluated in articles 53 to 59.          "More than any other

More than any other tool, the success of ESC relies on the.judgement and diligence of the contractor,tool, the success of
inspector and engineer. When they all do their jobs well, the outcome of an ESC program is usually good.

ESC relies on theIf. on the other hand, any one of the three fails to perform his role, then a construction site can quickly
become a sediment problem. Given the importance &the human factor, effective ESC programs place ajudgement and
pre,’-mum on both training and accountability. Three articles (60 to 62) critically examine this issue,

diligence of the
Trends m Erosion and Sediment Control in the Last Decade contrator, inspector

and engineer."Most communities now require some form ofESC dunng construction, and some have done so for nearly
30 years. Despite this track record, the practice of ESC has not progressed very far, and both research and
innovation have lagged considerably. To be fair, a few communities have shown leadership in advancing
or entbrctng the general practice. But most communities have not appreciably changed their ESC practices in
years, despite the fact that their construction sites still discharge muddy waters. This complacency can be
explained by the fact the success or failure of ESC is usually measured by administrative indicators, rather than
watershed ones. In most communities, success is solely defined in terms of plan compliance (i.e., are the practices

prescribed in the plan installed and maintained at the
site). This defihition of success means that it really
does not matter if the practices prescribed in the plan
actually prevent sediment loss from the site. Until
numerical watershed indicators are used to regulate
consmaction sites (such as a maxmaum sediment con-
centration), there is little incentive to improve the
overall performance of ESC efforts. Even modest
numerical standards for sediment discharge would
exert a powerful force to drive better research, spark
greater renovation, and sharpen the diligence and
judgement of contractors.

The limited research undertaken in the last decade
has generally demonstrated that sediment basins, silt
fences and other sediment controls have only a mod-
est ability to actually reduce sediment levels at real
world construction sites. Given such a limited ability
to remove sediments once they have been eroded,
many communities have sought to prevent erosion
from occurring in the first place. As a result, more
communities have adopted stricter limits on clearing
and grading, tree conservation, and construction
phasing.
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Research Needs in Erosion and Sediment Control

As indicated earlier, very. little research has been devoted to ESC. which is remarkable when compared to the massive
research investments in storrnwater treatment practices. Clearly, the further advancement of ESC will depend on a
large and sustained research program. While there are many critical research needs, research in three specific areas
would be extremely valuable for the ESC practice, ,As a first priority., it is important to study the impacts of construc-
tion sites on the diversity, and ecology of stream ecosystems. It is nothing short of amazing that we have no data
whatsoever on the impact of suspended or deposited sediments on fish, mussels or aquatic insects in small streams
that experience upstream construction activity. Our notions about the presumed impact of sediment and turbidity
are largely drawn from decades-old bioassays of test organisms in standing rather than running waters. Until we
obtain more data on biological impacts under real-world stream conditions, we will remain ignorant about what
turbidity levels or sediment deposition rates are truly harmful to aquatic fife, and will have no basis to set protective
standards for construction sites.

The second research priority is a massive sampling effort to characterize sediment concentrations discharged from
a large population of construction sites (that are developed with and without erosion and sediment control prac-
tices). This characterization data is urgently needed so that we can develop numerical benchmarks to evaluate the
performance of ESC practices in the field. Currently, we know so little about sediment concentrations from construe-
tion sites that we cannot compute or predict the average sediment concentration during a storm event, and more to
the point, cannot estimate how much lower it might have been if effective erosion and sediment control practices
were installed.

The third area of research deals with the impact of construction on soil compaction. Prior research has shown that
urban soils are significantly and often irreversibly compacted during the construction process (see articles 36 and
37). What we do not yet understand is how soil compaction influences the hydrology and vegetation of urban
watersheds, and whether any practices can restore the lost porosity of urban soils.

52. Muddy Water In, Muddy Water Out? ................................................................................................30553. Clearing and Grading Regulations Exposed .......................................................................................31554. Practical Tips for Construction Site Phasing ......................................................................................31755. Keeping Soil in Its Place
56. Strengthening Silt Fences .................................................................................................................32957. The Limits of Settling ........................- ..........................................................................................

33458. Improving the Trapping Efficiency of Sediment Basins ......................................................................
33959. Performance of Sediment Controls at Maryland Construction Sites ..................................................
34560. Construction Practices: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly ..................................................................
34861. Delaware Program Improves Construction Site Inspection ................................................................
35362. Enforcing Sediment Regulations in North Carolina ............................................................................
356

304
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Muddy W tor In,
Muddy Water Out?

C onstruction is considered the most damaging control: lack of inspectors, weather, lack of
phase of the development cycle for streams contractor cooperation, lack of state leader-
and other aquatic resources. Many ship, and contractor ignorance (in rank order).

communities have responded to the many impacts ¯ North CarolinaESCsurvevsbyPattersonetal.caused by construction sites by enacting erosion and
(1993) found that contractors actually spentsediment control (ESC) ordinances. Typically. the
only half the estimated cost to install the ESCordinances require developers to submit a plan that
controlsouttinedintheirplan. In addition, localcontains measures to reduce soil erosion (erosion
governments expended three to six times moreprevention) and practices to control sediments that
effort reviewing plans than actually inspectingha,m already eroded (sediment controls). In addition,
them. Despite the fact that a majority of ESCthe plan may restrict or require phasing of the clearing
staffspent time in the office, they received very,or grading needed to prepare a development site. Once
little training nor did they train contractors.an ESC plan is reviewed and approved by the local or
Training comprised only one-tenth of one per-state authority, the ordinance then requires the
cent of local ESC program budgets.developer or contractor install and maintain specified

measures and practices throughout the construction ¯ According toasurveyof24ESClocalprograms
phase. A construction site may be inspected for in Northeastern Illinois by conducted by Dreher
corn pliance, and if found lacking, an inspector may and Mertz-Erwin (1991), less that 45% of ESC
issue a permit violation, stop-work order, fine or other plan reviewers had received formal training in
measure to compel action. ESC techniques. In addition, while a slightly

higher number of inspectors were trained in

Theory Collides with Reality ESC techniques (55%), most training consisted
o fin formal field mentoring by more experienced

How well do these ESC programs work in the real staff. The researchers also reported a wide
wortd? Not very well, according to six recent surveys range of inspection frequency. For example,
of local and state ESC experts and administrators. 25% of communities only conducted inspec-
Consider these statistics: tions in response to citizen complaints, and

¯ Paterson’s(1994) investigation of 128North Carp- 10% inspected construction sites less fre-
lina construction sites revealed that 16% of the quently than one time a month. More posi-
ESC practices prescribed in the plan were never tively, half the Illinois programs reported con-
installed. Ofthe ESC practices that were actually struction site inspections were done weekly or
installed, 16% were not installed correctly and on a more frequent basis.
failed to perform. An additional 18% of ESC ¯ Corish’s 1995 national survey of 40 local ESC
practices failed because of a lack of maintenance. programs documented poor plan implementa-
Combining these three sources of failure together, tion. For example, 67% of survey respondents
Paterson found that half of all practices specified indicated that ESC controls were inadequately
in the FISC plans were not implemented properly, maintained. Soils were not adequately stabi-

¯ Mitchell (1993) surveyed state highway erosion l ized within the prescribed time limit in 44% of
control experts, and reported that 30% ofrespon- ESC programs, and 56% of programs encoun-
dents noted that at least half of the ESC practices tered chronic problems with inadequate tempo-
specified in highway ESC plans were never actu- rary soil stabilization (grass or mulch cover).
ally installed. While 83% of the respondents indi- Nearly half of the local program respondents
cared that they required a preconstruction meet- noted that sensitive areas adjacent to or within
ing with the contractor to discuss ESC plan imple- construction sites (such as stream buffers and
mentation, only 29% scheduled a pre-wintering wetlands) were inadequately protected from
meeting.ThestatehighwayESCexpertscitedfive sediment or were actually cleared. Trees and
major problems in achieving better highway ESC forest areas "protected" under the plan were in
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fact not protected, according to 57% ofrespon- Taken together, the information presented here
dents. Another24% reported clearing frequently confirms that both the quality, and implementation of
occurred well beyond the disturbed area spect-ESC plans need to be greatly strengthened. In the
fled in the plan. Lastly, 36% of the respondentsremainder of this article, we explore practical factors
to Corish’s survey observed that steep slopesthat lead to poor design and implementation of ESC
were improperly cleared, or were inadequatelyplans based on surveys and expert opinion of ESI
stabilized, professionals. Next, I0 elements that can improve

¯ AnationalsurveyofoverB01ocalESCprogramsperformance are outlined in order to increase plan
conducted by Brown and Caraco11906) discov-effectiveness. Finally, some practical
ered that 10% of local ESC programs appear torecommendations are made to improve the capabiliU
exist only on paper, as they allocated no staffforof local ESC programs to produce better results in the
either plan review or inspection. Staffing was afield, given the reality that resources will always be
major constraint even for the established ESCscarce in most communities.
programs in larger communities that processed
in excess of I O0 ESC permits each year. OverhalfWhy Do Erosion and Sediment Control Plans Fail
of these larger ESC programs had fewer than twoto Perform in the Field.’?
plan reviewers and three inspectors to adminis-

Before ESC plans can be improved, it is importantter their program, and these staff were often
to understand the underlying reasons why they fail.asked to perform other duties. - -In general, poor performance can be explained by two

The tack of manpower reflects a chronic fundingreasons. First, many ESC plans are poorly integrated
)roblem for many local ESC programs, as 75°,/owith other stream protection efforts that occur during
reported complete dependence on unreliable revenueconstruction. Construction is potentially the most
streams such as application fees or the local operatingdestructive stage in the entire development process:
budget. Brown and Caraco (1996) further noted thattrees and topsoil are removed, soils are exposed to
a third of all programs surveyed did not requireerosion, steep slopes are cut, natural topography and
engineering plans, and one-fourth considereddrainage are altered, wetlands are filled, and riparian
themselves a"non-regulatory" program, areas are disturbed. Consequently, an ESC plan is

Several surveys also noted that ESC practicesabout more than preventing sediment from leaving
rated by experts as "most effective" were seldomthe site. It also sets forth how a stream will be
applied. Conversely, a number of ESC practices rated during this critical stage of development.
as "ineffective" still enjoy widespread use (Patterson,The plan should clearly outline where and how other
1994; Brown and Caraco, 1996). The four most popularstream protect’on measures are employed, such as
practices cited in a national su~ey were silt fences,wetland protection, forest conservation, stream
stabilized construction entrances, storm drain inletbuffers, and stormwater treatment practices. It is
protection and temporary vegetative stabilization, allworth emphasizing that grading and ESC plans are
of which rank high in terms of installation andusually the only plans that are routinely read by
maintenance problems, earthmoving contractors at a construction site.

Consequently, any stream protection measure that isThe actual sediment removal capability of many
dependent or influenced by earth.moving activities -ESC practices appears to be fairly limited, with most
and most are - should be clearly marked on the plan.practices achieving 50 to 85% total suspended solids

(TSS) removal rates, according to recent field research. Many communities fail to make this important link.
In contrast, sediment removal rates on the order of 95As a result, their ESC programs are not integrated
to 99% are needed to achieve anything resembling ainto an overall stream protection strategy. For example,
"clear water"discharge, only 35% of the local ESC programs considered

wetland protection in the ESC plan approval process.ESC practices are increasing the cost of
An even smaller number (20%) reviewed ESC plansdevelopment, with several sources estimating they
within a watershed or special protection frameworknow comprise from three to 6% oftotaldevelopment
(Ohrel, 1996). All too often, ESC plans tend to becosts. While this investment would have been
developed in isolation from other stream protectionunthinkable a few decades ago, it is evident from the
plans prepared for the site: someone else designs theforegoing statistics that much of this money is not
stormwater treatment practices, somebody else doesbeing well spent- practices are poorly or
the grading plan, while others assemble any wetlandinappropriately installed, and very little is spent on
protection, forest conservation, stream buffers ormaintaining them. It is therefore unsurprising that

many in the development industry view ESC plans asother sensitive plans. Because these plans are usually

"muddywaterin, muddywaterout, andalotofmoneysubmitted to different agencies and undergo a

in between." separate approval process, there is no apparent need
to integrate them.
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A quick glance through many state and local ESCrequirements during construction. As a result, only
manuals reveals a second major reason for poor ESCtour elements of the 10 ac~uaII.v involve better design
plans: they are based on "’cookie cutter" manuals,and selection of ESC practices. Three ESC elements
Most ESC manuals consist of little more than aemphasize non-structural techniques for erosion
collection of a few dozen detailed standards andprevention, while the last three involve management
specifications for individual ESC practices. Very. littletechniques to translate a plan into reality.. The 10
guidance is given on how to combine ESC practiceselements are as follows:
together into an effective plan. In particular, most ESC

1. Minimize Needless Clearing and Gradingmanuals provide very_ skimpy coverage about erosion
prevention techniques, such as clearing restrictions, 2. Protect Waterways and Stabilize Drainage Ways
protecting the limits of disturbance, and construction 3. Phase Construction to Limit Soil Exposure
phasing. Many of the standard details for ESC practices 4. Immediately Stabilize Exposed Soils
are outdated, or lack specific guidance on where and
when a particular practice is appropriate. For example, 5. Protect Steep Slopes and Cuts

Mitchell /1993) reviewed the contents of 49 state 6. Install PerimeterControls to Filter Sediments
highway ESC manuals and tbund that 50°,/o did not 7. Employ Advanced Sediment Settling Controls
have detailed standards and specifications for 25 of

8. Certify, Contractors on ESC Plan Implementa-the more common ESC practices. Few practices ever
tionseem to be dropped from ESC manuals, even if

monitoring data or maintenance experience prove them 9. Adjust ESC Plan at Construction Site
to be inadequate. At the same time, design 10. Assess ESC Practices After Storms
enhancements that can sharply increase the
effectiveness ofa ESC practice are often recommended
but not required. Faced with this choice, cost-1. Minimize Clearing and Grading

conscious designers and contractors will generally Clearing and grading should only be performed
only chose to install that which is absolutely required,within the context of the overall stream protection

With ESC manuals offering relatively little practicalstrategy. Some portions of the development site
guidance, the responsibility for developing a quality,should never be cleared and ~aded, or clearing in
plan falls to the design engineer. ESC plans, however,these areas should at least be sharply restricted.

are o~en among the last elements of a constructionThese areas include the following:
plan to be completed, and are usually delegated to ¯ Stream butters
junior engineers with little hands-on ESC experience ¯ Forest conservation areas
or training. Often, the only resources available to them

¯ Wetlands, springs and seepsare the grading plan for the site, a few sample ESC
plans and the local ESC manual. Given a tight timetable, Highly erodible soils
a designer rarely has time to visit the site to become ¯ Steep slopes
familiar with construction site conditions. Thus, it is ¯ Environmental featuresnot surprising that many ESC plans submitted to local
agencies for review are of poor quality. ¯ Stormwater infiltration areas

Local plan reviewers, in turn, often lack the time to A site designer can go even further, however,
fix mistakes, or may not have the field experience orand analyze the entire site to find other open spaces
specialized training needed to catch them. This leaveswhere clearing and/or grading can be avoided.
it up to the inspector to correct the mistakes at theIdeally, only those areas actually needed to build
construction site. At this point, the contractor who structures and provide access should be cleared.
based his ESC cost estimate on the original plan, isThis technique, known as site fingerprinting, can
extremely reluctant to make any changes that willsharply reduce earthwork and ESC control costs, by
increase costs, as much as $5,000 per acre (Schueler, 1995) and is

critical for forest conservation. All "protected" areas

Ten Elements of an Effective ESC Plan should be delineated on construction drawings, and
shown as the "limits of disturbance" or LOD. The

How can the implementation of ESC plans beLOD must be clearly visible in the field, and posted
improved? To start, designers and plan reviewersby signage, staking, flagging or most preferably,should check their ESC plan to determine if it includes

fences (i.e., silt fence or temporary safety/snow
10 critical elements as portrayed in Figure 1. These 10fence). The limits and the purpose of the LOD should
elements were drained in consultation with local andbe clearly conveyed to site personnel and the
state ESC experts. They present a comprehensive andconstruction foreman at a preconstruction meeting.
integrated approach for achieving stream protectionIn addition, paving and other subcontractors that
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Carolina Erosion and Sediment Control ManuaL)

will be working on the site during a later stage ofthe perimeter of the waterway buffer. If work is
construction should also be routinely notified about planned across or within the waterway, special
the LODastheyarrive. crossings and diversion techniques should be

required (WRA, 1986 is an excellent reference in this
2a. Protect Waterways regard).

Streams and waterways are particularly
susceptible to sedimentation, and a designer should2b. Stabilize Drainage Ways
always check to see if they are present at a site, and Of equal importance, designers should carefully
whether construction activities will occur near them.map the existing and future drainage patterns at the
If so, no clearing should be permitted adjacent to thesite, known as drainage ways. Not only are drainage
waterway. As a secondary form of protection, a lineways the major route that eroded sediments take to
of silt fence or earthen dike should be installed alongreach streams and waterways, they also are prone to
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severe erosion due to the velociU of concentratedbeacnticalelementofanESCplan. For example, the
runoffthat travels through them. Consequently, specialconstruction sequence should clearly state that the
ESC practices are applied to the drainage way,first step of construction is a preconstruction
depending on their slope and length, and the disturbedmeeting, that ESC controls must be installed prior to
areas that drain to them. An ideal drainage way servesany clearing or grading, and disturbed areas must
as a grassed waterway, which may require sod, erosionbe stabilized within a prescribed time limit. In

,, control blankets or jute netting to prevent erosionaddition, the ESC designer should carefully evaluate
during storms. In addition, checkdams may often bethe entire construction sequence to determine if
needed along the drainage way, using riprap, earth,additional ESC practices are needed. For example,
dikes or silt fence. The storage provided behindthe locations of drainage ways are often altered as
checkdams can trap sediment, and is a useful backupthe construction sequence progresses, particularly
when upstream portions of the drainage way begin toafter storm drains are installed. Consequently,
erode into a gully, additional ESC practices may be needed to

accommodate the greater runoff and new discharge
3. Phase Construction points that occur in later development stages.

Mass grading of larger construction sites should
be avoided because it maximizes both the time and4. Rapid Soil Stabilization
area that disturbed soils are exposed to rainfall and The objective at every construction site is to
therefore subject to soil erosion. As an alternative,establish a grass or mulch cover within a minimum
designers should consider "construction phasing" of two weeks after the soils are exposed. Given the
wherebv only a portion of a construction site isgermination time for grass, this means that
disturbed at anyone time to complete the neededhydroseeding must occur within two to five days
building in that phase. Other portions of theafter grading. In northern climates, a straw, bark or
construction site are not cleared and graded until thefiber mulch is needed to stabilize the soil during the
construction of the earlier phase is nearly completedwinter months when grass does not grow, or grows
and its exposed soils have been stabilized, poorly.

Construction phasing is similar to "just-in-time The value of soil stabilization cannot be
manufacturing" in that earthmoving occurs only whenoveremphasized; research in Maryland has shown
it is absolutely needed. By breaking the constructionthat it can reduce sediment concentrations by up to
site into smaller units, the disturbed area is sharplysix times, compared to exposed soils without
reduced. This is particularly critical for larger residentialstabilization (Schueler and Lugbill, 1990). A review
and commercial projects that may take one, two or evenof over 20 field test plot studies of hydroseeding
three years to finish. The potential reduction inand various mulches on construction site soils
sediment load from construction phasing can be veryindicates an average sediment reduction of about 80
impressive. Claytor computes a 36% reduction in off-to 90% (see article 55). ESC experts almost universally
site sediment loads in a typical subdivisionrecommended mulching and seeding in the Brown
development scenario (article 54). and Caraco (1996) survey.

Phased construction requires careful planning. For An effective ESC plan will clearly define time
example, each phase must be planned so that earthworklimits to establish grass and/or mulch cover, outline
is balanced within it; i.e., the "cut" soil from one areathe rates and species of either cool-season or warm-
matches the "fill" requirement elsewhere. Other keyseason grasses to be hydroseeded (or type of mulch),
elements of construction phasing are described inand define the conditions under which the temporary
article 54, and include provisions for temporarycover must be reinforced (e.g’., drought, severe
stockpiling and construction access, and performanceerosion, poor germination, etc.). In particular, a pre-
criteria for triggering a new phase. In addition, thewinter meeting should be held at northern
phases should correspond to existing or futureconstruction sites to assess whether the existing
drainage boundaries wherever possible. In general,soil cover will be adequate throughout these
construction phasing is most appropriate for largerdemanding months. A good construction contract
construction sites (25 acres or more), should also include a contingency line item for

Lastly, it is important to note that construction replacing temporary cover in the event that the cover
phasing should not be confused with the constructiondoes not take due to drought, poor germination,
sequence, which outlines the specific order ofweather, or other factors. The last objective of the
construction that the contractor must follow to completeESC plan is to permanently stabilize disturbed soils
a single phase. The construction sequence can alsowith vegetation at the conclusion of each phase of

construction.
R0079760
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5. Protect SteepSlopes maintaining silt fences (Brown and Caraco, 1996;
Steep slopes are the most highly erodible surfacePaterson, 1994). A field assessment of over I00 silt

of a construction site. and require special attentionfences in North Carolina indicated that 42% of all site
on the part of the designer. Steep slopes are variouslyfences were improperly installed and 66% were
defined, depending on local topography and theinadequately maintained(Paterson, 1994). The correct
region of the countr3,, with 15% or 6:1 h:v being fairly placement of silt fences is discussed in detail in article
common. In addition, grading often creates56.
engineered slopes on cut or fill of as much as 50% The use of straw bale dikes as a perimeter control
(2:1 h:v). Wherever possible, clearing and grading ofis not recommended for most communities, except in
existing steep slopes should be avoided altogether,special circumstances. Only 27% of ESC experts rated

If clearing cannot be avoided, special techniques the straw bale as an effective ESC practice, although
can be used to prevent upland runoff from flowingits use was still allowed in half of the communities
down a slope. Otherwise severe gullies quickly form,surveyed (Brown and Caraco, 1996).
and the slope can fail. The best method involves Earth dikes can also be employed as a perimeter
diverting upland flow around the slope using ancontrol. For small sites, a compacted two foot tall
earthen dike or slope drain pipe. An upslope line ofdike is usually suitable, if it is hydroseeded. When
silt fence can also be used for this purpose, but onlylarger dikes are employed it should be kept in mind
if it is adequately anchored, and contributing flowthat they will actually divert runoff to another portion
lengths are 50 feet or less, and a permanent drainageof the site, usually to a downstream sediment traps or
structure is installed to protect the slope, basin. Therefore, the designer should ensure they

Silt fencing at the toe of the slope should behave a stabilized outlet, have capacity for the ten
applied with great care as high flow velocities andyear storm event, and that the channel created behind
sediment movement downslope will quickly overloadthe dike is properly stabilized to prevent erosion. ESC
or knock the silt fence down. In addition, theexperts typically report fewer maintenance problems
performance of silt fence on the toe of slopes is ratherwith these earth dikes if they are properly engineered
low, ranging from 36% to 65% in two Oregon test plot(Brown and Caraco, 1996).
studies (W&H Pacific, 1993). It may be advisable to
use a scoop trap or super silt fence under these7. EmpioyAdvancedSettlingDevices
demanding field conditions. For a description of these Even when the best ESC practices are employed,
techniques, see anicle 56. construction sites will still discharge high

Temporary seeding or mulch, by themselves, mayconcentrations of suspended sediments during large
not be effective in preventing erosion on the exposedstorms. Therefore, the ESC plan should include some
soils of the slope (Harding, 1990). Additionalkind of trap or basin to capture sediments, and allow
stabilization methods may be needed such as erosiontime for them to settle out. These settling devices
control blankets and mulch binders. Alternatively,face an imposing performance challenge, as they must
the mulch application rate can be increased. In someoperate at a 95 to 99% efficiency to produce a non-
cases, steep slopes can be protected in the winterturbid discharge. Recent field research, however,
months using plastic sheeting that is suitably indicates that most sediment traps and basins have
anchored (e.g., temporary soil stockpiles), sediment removal capabilities only on the order of 70

to 90%. They also routinely discharge sediment at a
6. Perimeter Controls concentration of several hundred mgil (see article 57).

Perimeter controls are established at the edge of a The limited trapping efficiency of sediment basins
construction site to retain or filter concentrated runoff in the field appears to be caused by two major factors:
from relatively short distances before it leaves thethe extreme difficulty in settling out fine-grained
site. The two most common perimeter control optionssediment panicles in suspension (i.e, fine silts and
are silt fences and earth dikes. Other options areclays) and the simplistic design of existing basins
available, including using sidewalk gravel as awhich does not produce ideal settling conditions over
perimeter filter on very small and flat areas (Portlandthe range of storm events that can be expected at a
BES, 1994). construction site. Indeed, most sediment basins are

When properly installed, located and maintained,nothing more than a hole in the ground.

silt fences are moderately effective in filtering To improve their trapping efficiency, sediment
sediment, with reported removal rates ranging frombasins must be designed in a more sophisticated
75 to 86% (Goldman et at, 1986). A majority of themanner. These design features include greater wet or
ESC experts, however, report chronic problems indry storage volume, perforated risers, better internal
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Stage Basis of Plan Changes

~reconstruction meeting Plan impractical from the contractors’ standpoint (e.g.,
not enough space for materials storage)

Site visit confirms that the plan will not work based on
other site characteristics

After clearing/grading and sediment control "As built" grading or sediment controls are different
installation from the original plan

During construction of the drainage system Hydrology changes may require new different ESC
measures

During house construction Importing materials and site preparation for home
construction will alter the landscape

As r~eeded based on routine inspection visits Falling measures may need to be modified

After malor storms Major storm events reveal under- or poorly-designed
practices

Close of season Depending on weather or season, stabilization may
be different than on the odginal plan.

geometry., use of baltics, skimmers and other outlet Even if no formal certification program exists in a
devices, gentler side-slopes and multiple cellcomm,mity, there are still several opportunities to
construction. A series of recent field and lab researchtrain and educate construction personnel on how to
studies has evaluated the effectiveness of theseimplement the ESC plan. These include a mandatory
additional sediment basin design features (see articlepreconstruction meeting, regular inspection visits,
58). ha addition, the ESC plan should contain a detaileda pre-wintering meeting, and the final inspection
inspection and clean out schedule for the basin, alongupon completion of a phase or the entire project.
with procedures for converting the basin into aFor example, Paterson documented that a
permanent stormwatermanagement facility, preconstruction meeting can increase ESC plan ~

compliance by as much as 15% (see article 60).
8. Certified Contractors Implement Plan

An inspector should view every meeting and site
Plans don’t stop sediments from eroding,inspection as an educational opportunity to provide

contractors do. Therefore, the single most importantinsight into why ESC practices worked or failed, and
element in ESC plan implementation is a trained andwhat maintenance may be needed in the future. This
experienced contractor, as they are ultimatelylast item is especially important, as many contractors
responsible for the proper installation and upkeep ofmay not realize that ESC practices require
ESC practices. In recognition of this fact, manymaintenance or repair from time to time. Given tight
communities now require that key on-site constructionconstruction budgets and schedules, it is not
staff be certified to implement the ESC plan. Forsurprising that many contractors wait until a local
example, both Maryland and Delaware require that atinspector tells them what needs to be fixed. Local
least one person on any construction project begovernments that make a strong commitment to
formally certified, contractor education report that inspectors and

Certification is obtained by completing a mandatorycontractors develop a more constructive and

State-sponsored ESC training course. The certifiedresponsive partnership at the site.
ESC contractor is trained on why ESC is so important
in stream protection, how to read ESC plans, and the9. Adjust ESC Plan for Field Conditions
proper installation and upkeep of ESC practices Plans are usually the first casualty in any military
controls. Typically, the certified contractor is the liaison engagement, and must be rapidly revised if the battle
with the local inspector, and keeps a maintenance andis to be won. ESC plans are not much different. An

R0079762inspection log (see article 61). effective ESC plan is usually modified as it moves
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ESC Practice Annual Maintenance as % of Installation Cost

Seeding 20%
Mulching 2%
Silt Fence 100%
Sediment Trap 20%
Sediment Basin 25%
Inlet Protection 60%

from the office to the construction site, because ofthe expected cost of maintaining selected ESC prac-
discrepancies between planned and as-built grades,rices as a percent of the total cost of installing the
weather conditions, altered drainage, and unforseenpractice can be found in Table 2.
construction requirements. The first opportunities to

Other maintenance requirements in the ESC planrevise the ESC plan occur during the preconstruction
include the designation of an on-site (certified) con-

meeting and the initial inspection.of the installation
of ESC practices. Table 1 highlights some of the moretractor responsible for maintenance, a minimum main-

tenance schedule, and a periodic self-inspection ofcommon revisions tothe ESC plan that may be needed,the limits of disturbance.
Regular inspections are needed to ensure that ESC

plans are properly implemented, with an ideal
HowCanLocalCommunitiesFosterBetterESCfrequency of once per week or every, two weeks. IfControl?

this inspection frequency is not possible given local
staffing, then a community may wish to utilize Over 90% of local ESC pro~’amsare administered
independent private-sector inspectors to supplementby municipal agencies or soil conservation districts
the efforts of local ESC inspector (see article 61) (Brown and Caraco, 1996). According to the same

survey. 60% of local ESC programs were mandated
by state laws that provided no funding to support

10. Assess ESC Practices After Storms local implementation. Local ESC agencies are chroni-
After a storm passes, it is very clear whether orcally strapped for funds, and over 75% rely on local

not an ESC plan actually "worked" at the construc-property, taxes or application fees as their sole source
tion site. If the storm was unusually large or intense,of revenue. ESC programs must routinely compete
it is very likely that many ESC practices will needwith any other unmet spending priorities within a corn-
repair, clean out or reinforcement. For example,munity-- and they often lose. Without a dedicated
hydroseeding may wash away, silt fences over-top,funding source, it is doubtful whether many commu-
earth dikes blow out, sediment basins fill up or gulliesnities can ever afford the full complement of inspec.
form. Therefore, the last element of an effective ESCtors and plan reviewers they probably need. Given
plan is a rapid response after a storm to assess theshoestring budgets faced by so many local ESC pro-
damage to ESC practices and quickly correct it. grams, how can they realistically improve the perfor-

The dynamic conditions at a construction site mance of ESC plans?
make maintenance of ESC practices critical. Some When resources are limited, the only means to
contractors will wait until an inspector threatens thembecome more productive is to dramatically improve
with an enforcement action. The underlying reasonhow existing ESC program resources are managed.
for their reluctance is financial: most constructionWith this in mind. we present 10 modest management
contracts include ESC as a single lump sum installa-tips to get more results with fewer resources.
tion item in the bid estimate. More often than not,

1. Leadership. According to Shaver (1996), the bestcontractors "low ball" the ESC item to be competitive
in the overall bid. Thus, they often balk at incurringESC programs in the country, share a common lea-
the "’extra" cost to maintain or repair ESC practicesture: committed local leadership. Key characteristics

because it decreases their profit margin on a job. Toof effective leaders include a strong belief that ESC is
avoid these problems, a good construction contracta critical element of local environmental protection, a

will also include a contingency line item for maintain-tireless commitment to educate designers, contrac-

ing and repairing ESC practices. Some estimates oftots, and the public about the need for better erosion
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and sediment control, and a willingness to try. newas they can see how their plan works under the de-
approaches and techniques to continually improve themanding conditions of a construction site.
quali~’ of the ESC program.

7. Invest in contractor certification and private
~.’~ Re-deploy existing stafffrom the office to the fieldinspector programs. The ESC workforce can be
or the training room. Plan reviewers can be assignedquickly multiplied when a community invests in a
more time at construction sites to get better feedbackcontractor certification or private inspector program.
on the ESC plans they review, and to increase inspec-The Delaware model is described in detail in Homer
tion frequency. In addition, training and educationet al. (1994), and in article 61.
should become an integral element of the job descrip-
tion of both inspectors and plan reviewers, with as8. Use public-sector construction projects to dem-

much as 10% of their time assigned to contractor train-onstrate effective ESC controls. Local governments

ing or public outreach, are a source of a lot of construction projects-- new
schools, roads, and other infrastructure. Needless

3. Cross train local development review and inspec- to say, ESC practices on public-sector projects
tion staff. An effective management approach involvesshould always be first class, so they can be used as
cross training in stream protection for all local devel-demonstration sites for contractor training and tan-
opment review and inspection staff. The cross train-gible evidence of local commitment to ESC. In addi-
ing provides ESC reviewers and inspectors with antion, public sector construction documents should
understanding of important stream protection concernsinclude contingency items and other contractual pro-
at the site, such as forest conservation, stream buffer,visions that allow contractors to recover the full cost
wetland and stormwater management. At the sameof maintaining ESC practices.
time. non-ESC staff are able to spot and refer ESC prob-
lems when they visit the site, and integrate ESC con-9. Enlist the talents of developers and engineer-

cerns in their plan review efforts, ing consultants in the ESC programs. Both groups
provide useful input on how ESC practices can be

4. Submit erosion prevention elements for earlyplan- applied more cost-effectively or how the plan re-
ning review. Amend the development preview pro-view process can be streamlined. Many communi-
cess to require early review of the erosion preventionties have found that this advisory group is very
elements of the ESC plan (minimize clearing and grad-helpful in developing a constructive partnership for
ing, protect waterways, and phase construction). Re-improving ESC plans.
view of these elements should be closely coordinated
with early site plan concepts. In some cases, review of10. "Reinvent’" the local ESC manual. A produc-

erosion prevention elements can be shifted from therive task to assign to the advisory group is to revisit

ESC pe.rmitting agency to the local planning agency,the current ESC manual and local training materials.
~

This will improve the quality of ESC plans and the
5. Prioritize ir~’pections based on erosion risk. Use overall performance of ESC measures installed at
a simple spreadsheet model to schedule inspectionsconstruction sites.
more frequently for the construction sites most vul-
nerable to erosion (Brown and Caraco, 1996). Vulner- If these measures are taken, the murky mixture

ability is based on such factors as site area, slope,that usually leaves construction sites will be con-

erodible soils, and proximity to waterways. Even ifsiderably less sediment laden. ESC plans will never

staff resources are spread too thin to inspect all sites,produce 100% sediment-free runoff, but the dollars
communities spend can be put to best use whenthis approach ensures that the most likely problem
erosion prevention and sediment control practices

sites will get the attention they need.
are applied with greater care, vigor and ingenuity.

6. Require designer to certify initial installation of
ESC practices. The inspection process should be
amended so that the ESC plan designer must visit the -- WEB and DSC
site to certify that the ESC practices called for in the
plan were correctly installed at the construction site
(adjusting for any changes that may have been made
at the preconstruction meeting). This simple require-
ment accomplishes two things. First, it is a useful
enforcement mechanism to ensure that all ESC prac-
tices are actually installed correctly. Second, it is also
a great learning opportunity for ESC plan designers,
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Technical Note #-40from Watershed Protection Techniques. I(3). 141-142

Clearing and Grading
Regulations Exposed

perhaps the single most destructive stage in thelocal programs surveyed indicated that revegetation
development process involves the clearing ofefforts were frequently unsuccessful due to poor plant-
vegetative cover and the subsequent gradinging or seeding techniques.

of the site to achieve a more buildable landscape. The
potential impacts to a stream and its watershed in thisFew Limits on Excessive Clearing
stage are numerous and profound. Trees and topsoil are

Few communities have sought to actually preventremoved, and soils are exposed to erosion. Heavy
excessive clearing and grading at the site. Instead, theyequipment compacts underlying soils, reducing their
primarily focus on the control of erosion after it occurs

capabilityto infiltrate rainfall. Steep slopes are cut, and
(e.g., through vegetative stabilization, sediment trapsthe natural topography and drainage of the site is -and other controls). For example, only 17% of all pro-altered. The existence of buffers and environmentally
grams specified that a portion of the site may not besensitive areas are at risk from clearing or erosion,
cleared or graded. Even less (15%) indicated that their

For many years, local governments have recog-ordinance required a developer to phase or sequence
nized the environmental consequences of poor clear-construction so as to reduce the length of time that the
ing and grading practices and have adopted a series ofentire area is exposed to erosion. Only 36% of programs
regulations during this phase of development. These
diverse regulations include restrictions on clearing
steep slopes, requirements to install sediment controls,
and requirements to revegetate exposed soils or protect
existing trees.

Corish (1994) analyzed the quality and effective-
Percentageness of these regulations in a detailed survey of 43 local

Program element reportinggovernment programs across the country. In most
communities, these regulations had been on the books
for l0 years or more (68%) and had seldom been revisedPreserved trees are not adequately protected 57
(only33%ofallprogramshadbeenrevisited, usuallyto Sensitive areas are not adequately protected 49
strengthen tree protection requirements). Her study Too mucl~ land is needlessly cleared 24
indicated that many local clearing and grading pro-

A minimum portion of site must remain undisturbed 17grams could stand significant improvement. The re-
sults are summarized in Table I. Key findings includeEgs controls are not adequately maintained 67
the following: Required revegetation is unsuccessful 56

No time limit for revegetation is imposed 33
Inadequate Revegetation of Cleared Sites A time-limit greater than 20 days is imposed 33

While nearly all programs required that exposed Land remains unvegetated after time limit expires 44
soilsmustberevegetatedafterfinalgrading(88%),theCleadng or grading in floodplains, erodible soils, stream40 or
survey results indicate that this may not be a rapid or buffers or riparian areas is prohibited in their ordinance less
successful operation. For example, one-third oral]pro- Clearing of steep slopes is prohibited by law 36grams did not impose any time limit for the permanent

Cleared slopes are not adequately protected 44revegetation of the site, thereby increasing the chances
for soil erosion to occur. Communities that did imposeSlopes are cut more than authorized on plan , 26
a time limit were rather generous, as over two-thirds Requires practices to prevent soil compaction 28
allowed more than three weeks for revegetation. EvenSoil compaction is a severe problem at the site 28
so, 44% of the programs indicated that soils were often Few problems encountered during construction 18
sti]l exposed after their prescribed time-limit expired.

As-built topo survey is required for compliance 28Problems were also routinely encountered in establish-
ing good cover after revegetation occurred--56% of Preconstruction inspections used to define

limits of disturbance 40
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prohibited clearing on steep slopes that generate the
greatest erosion rates and sediment yields. Very few
communities (less than 40%) specifically restricted clear-
ing in floodplains, riparian areas, stream buffers and
erodible soils. A clear implication is that most local

Does the ordinance require revegetationclearing and grading regulations could be vastly im-
within 15 days during growing season? --proved if they devoted as much attention to reducing
and mulch/straw stabilization in non-growingclearing as they do to controlling erosion, season?

Rampant Problems During Construction ¯ Does it contain any criteria to measure

The survey indicated that 82% of communities the success of revegetation efforts?

encountered major problems in the field during con- ° Does it clearly prohibit cleanng or
struction. The most common aproblems were poor grading within the 100 year floodplain,
installation and maintenance of ESC practices (67%), wetlands, stream buffers, and erodible
inadequate protection of trees or vegetative cover soils?
(.57%), poor delineation of areas requiring revegetation
or stabilization (51%), inadequate protection of buffers ° Does it require that the areas above are
and environmentally sensitive areas (49%) and inad- protected by fencing or signs during
equate protection of cleared slopes (44%). construction?

While 75% of all programs devote resources to ¯ Does it require that a minimum area of
periodically inspect sites after construction begins, a the site remain uncleared?
much smaller percentage (40%) conduct a
preconstruction walkthrough to delineate limits ofdis- ¯ Are their any incentives provided to
turbance. Again, while most programs will immedi- developers to minimize the extent of forest
ately stop work if a developer lacks an approved clearing? (e.g., footprinting)
clearing and grading program, only 60% require that * Are special erosion control practices
the developer post a performance bond to ensure that required when slopes exceed 10 to 15%?
the clearing and grading is done according to plan.
Even fewer programs (28%) require that an as-graded * Is clearing prohibited on slopes >25%?
survey be submitted to objectively document satisfac-
tory performance. ° Are roads and other structures located

The survey clearly underscores the need to revisit along natural contours?
clearing and grading ordinances in many communities ° Does the ordinance require phased
to minimize excessive clearing; increase the speed and construction on larger development sites
success of revegetation; and continually improve the to reduce the duration of soil exposure?
implementation of erosion and sediment control prac-
tices. The checklist referenced in Table 2 is a useful ¯ Does it contain any mechanism to
starting point for this important exercise. -- TRS minimize soil compaction during construc-

tion, especially near trees?

Reference ¯ Does it contain provisions to conserve
Corish, Kathleen. 1995. Clearing and Grading Guid- forests and protect individual trees during

ance: A Guide to Improving Clearing and Grad- the construction process?
ing Regulations Through Non-Structural Best

¯ Are there any measures to preserveManagement Practices. Metropolitan Washing-
ton Council of Governments. Washington, D.C. 48 existing topsoil?

PP" ° Is a preconstruction walk through
required to delineate the limits of distur-
bance?

¯ Are performance bonds required to
assure proper compliance and successful
revegetation?
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Technical Note #88from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 413-417

Practical Tips for Construction
Site Phasing

"~’~ 7hat is construction site phasing and why is Despite the value of construction phasing, very,
~ it important? These questions arefew projects are successfuily phased. Because many
¯ ¯ frequently asked by both developers and sediment control practices are at best 90% efficient

regulators seeking to implement erosion and sedimentin removing suspended solids, erosion prevention
controls at construction sites. Construction phasing techniques that limit the erosion of sediments in the
is different than construction sequencing. As most fast place can have dramatic results in reducing sedi-
contractors and developers will tell you, constructionment loss from construction sites (Corish, 1995). Un-
sequencing is the standard practice of completing onecontrolled urban conslruction sites can lose between
portion or aspect of a project at a time, with site grad-20 and 200 tons/acre of sediment per year (Dreher
ing .typically completed in a single step. In many cir-and Mertz-Erwin, 1991). Contrast this with an un-
cumstances, the time difference between clearing anddisturbed meadow or forest, which loses less than
actual building construction can take years. Table 1one ton/acre of sediment per year. Clearly, a great
illustrates a typical construction sequence for a singlereduction in sediment export is possible when clear-
family residential subdivision, ing is reduced. As can be seen in Table 2, a carefully

Construction site phasing minimizes soil erosionphased project can reduce sediment loss by more

through a somewhat more complex construction pro-than 40% over a typical mass-graded site.

cess. Only one portion of a site is disturbed at any one Construction phasing is only one of several ero-
time to construct the infrastructure necessary to corn-sion prevention techniques that can be used to re-
plete that phase. Subsequent phases are not startedduce soil loss. Instead of relying on trapping al-
until earlier phases are substantially completed andready suspended solids, the phasing techniques rely
exposed soils are mostly stabilized. This "just-in-time"on erosion prevention. Other erosion prevention
construction practice can dramatically reduce disturbedstrategies involve minimizing disturbed areas
soil exposure times and resulting erosion problems, through various techniques such as fitting the de-

1. Hold preconstruction meeting
2. Clear/grub areas necessary to construct ESC practices
3. Construct ESC practices
4. Construct stormwater management measures to be used for temporary ESC
5. Clear/grub remaining site areas
6. Grade site to rough grades
7. Construct utilities (water, sewer, storm drain, etc.)
8. Construct roads (paving, curb and gutter, sidewalks)
9. Construct housing (provide on-lot ESC practices)
10. Stabilize disturbed areas
11. Convert stormwater management measures to permanent functions
12. Remove ESC measures
13. Stabilize remaining disturbed areas

R0079768
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Development Scenario - Conventional Project
100-acre site, mass-graded over a 6 month period.

Assumptions:
Good sediment control practices, successful vegetative stabilization of disturbed areas within 30 days of completion of
grading. Approximately 3/4 of site exposed dudng 6 month grading operation, with 1 month stabilization period. 20 tons/
year lost from construction site with sediment trapping effectiveness of 60% for sediment control devices

Sediment loss:
Exposure: 3/4 of 100 acres exposed over 7 months
Sediment loss: (.75) (100 ac)(20 tons/yr)(7/12 yr)(0.4) = 350 tons

Development Scenario - Phased Project
100-acre site, graded in 4 separate phases over a 6 month period, each phased exposed for one and a-half months.

Assumptions:
Good sediment control practices, successful vegetative stabilization of disturbed areas within 30 days of completion of
grading. Each phase completely disturbed during 1½ month grading operation, with a one-month stabilization period.
20 tons/year lost from construction site with sediment trapping effectiveness of 60% for sediment control devices. One
ton/year lost from undisturbed site, two tons/year lost from stabilized portions of site.

Exposure: Sediment loss:

4 phases of 25 ac exposed over 2.5 month period (4)(25 ac)(2.5/12 yr)(20 tons/yr)(0.4) = !67 tons
1 phase of 25 ac undisturbed for 4.5 months (25 ac)(4.5/12 yr)(1 ton/yr) = 9.4 tons! phase of 25 ac undisturbed for 3 months (25 ac)(3/12 yr)(1 ton/yr) = 6.3 tons
1 phase of 25 ac undisturbed for 1.5 months (25 ac)(1.5/12 yr)(1 ton/yr) = 3.1 tons
1 phase of 25 ac completed for 4.5 months (25 ac)(4.5/12 yr)(2 tons/yr) = 18,8 tons
1 phase of 25 ac completed for 3 months (25 ac)(3/12 yr)(2 tons/yr) = 12.6 tons
1 phase of 25 ac completed for 1.5 months (25 ac)(1.5/12 yr)(2 tons/yr) = 6.2 tons

Total Sediment Loss: 223 tons

Result: Phasing results in a 36% reduction in sediment export compared to regular mass grading

velopment to the topographic "lay of the land;" mini- lower removal efficiencies, particularly for fine-grained
mizing the development footprint by clearing onlysoils and clays (Brown and Caraco, 1996). The con-
the land required for buildings, roads, and utilities:clusion is obvious. Erosion prevention works. When
providing buffers fi’om natural drainage systems andit can be implemented in a cost effective manner, it is
water bodies; and conserving or retaining existingcertainly worth pursuing. Clearly, construction phas-
forest cover. Immediate stabilization of disturbed ar-ing falls in this category.
eas by use oftackifiers, re-vegetative practices, mulch-
ing or stabilization blankets can also dramatically re-
duce soil loss caused by erosion. Foundations of Successfully Phased Projects

Recent research consistently shows that erosion Why is it so hard to get successfully phased

prevention techniques are among the most effectiveprojects implemented? The answer involves several
practical problems in construction logistics, any onein reducing suspended solids concentrations leav-
of which can doom a phased project to failure. First,ing construction sites. Many erosion prevention
phasing must be carefully planned at the early designmethods can reduce sediment loads by as much as
stages of the development process. As most land90%, whereas sediment trapping devices often have
planners will tell you, good planning is hard. It is
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Construction phasing is a major ESC strategy for this large residential subdivision
project. The site is subdivided into four distinct phases; cleanng cannot proceed on a
phase until the pdor phase has been largely stabilized.

Notes:
1. Earthwork balances between each phase.
2. Phase I & II are sewered through outfall (~),
3, Water loops through project in phases starting at Rising Sun Road to South State Street
4. Stormwater management provided as follows:

Phase I - []
Phase II - []
Phase III & IV- I’~

5. Temporary construction access provided as shown.
6. Each phase consists of at least 19 lots. At least 50% of houses must be completed within a

phase before construction on next phase can proceed.
7. Phase IV is uphill from Phase II1. Utilize stormwater facility t’~as a temporary sediment basin

until Phase IV is complete. Flush stormwater system through Phases III and IV.                                      R0079770
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difficult to think about construction phasing during access to avoid conflicts between people living in
the project layout stage. Why is this important to do earlier phases of the project and construction equip-
early on.’? Because in order to construct a phasedment working on later phases.
project that reduces soil loss, portions of the site that

Obviously, the overall size of the project is a majorwill be developed in the future must remain undis-
factor in determining whether phasing can be suc-turbed. To do this, cut and fill quantities must hal-
cessful. The results of a recent survey of more thanance by phase so that other site areas are not raided
80 local ESC programs provide some insight into thisto either borrow or spoil dirt.
issue. While approximately 45% of respondents used

Other elements to consider during the planningphasing, many reported that phasing was only ap-
stage include evaluating how stormwater will be con-propriate for larger sites (i.e., greater than 25 acres).
veyed and managed in each phase, whether waterOnly a few programs utilize phasing on projects
and sewer connections/extensions can be accommo-smaller than five acres (Brown and Caraco, 1996).
dated in a phased project and what happens to al-Table 3 provides a summary of the some of the key’
ready completed downhill phases. It is also prefer-requirements for planning successful phased
able to separate construction access from residentprojects.

¯ Phasing plan is developed early in the project planning and design stage
¯ Natural features such as streams or drainage boundaries are considered in multiple phases
¯ Earth removal is balanced within each phase so cut soil from one area matches fill

requirements elsewhere
¯ Size of project is conducive to phasing
¯ Phasing is not cost prohibitive

Segregate temporary construction access in each phase from access for permanent residents.
Determine if site meets minimum "threshold" size (approximately 25 acres for ¼ acre single
family residential projects).

3. Balance earthwork within each phase.
4. Carefully locate temporary stockpiles and staging areas to prevent additional soil disturbance.
5. Establish "trigger" for completion of each phase in order to start the next phase (e.g., # of

houses completed in previous phase, or % of previous phase stabilized).
6. Accommodate water/sewer and other utility construction within each phase.
7. Incorporate road segments, temporary turn-arounds, and emergency access within each

phase.
8. Address both temporary and permanent stormwater management in each phase.
9. Clearly identify sequence of construction of each phase and entire project on plan.
10. Identify key ESC elements to inspect in each phase (e.g., after installation of perimeter

sediment controls).
11. Ensure that later upstream phases address potential impacts to already completed down

stream phases of the construction site.
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Figure 1 shows how phasing elements are consid-time. For example, if mass-grading is occurring in
ered in a construction project. One of the more impor-one phase, simultaneously with drainage and road
rant considerations for phased projects is the influ-construction in another phase, and house construc-
ence of market forces. Land developers often locatetion in yet a third phase, it can be next to impossible
model homes in prominent locations that may or mayfor inspectors to enforce. One way to deal with this
not fit with the phasing plan. Furthermore, developersproblem is to clearly specify, in the phasing plan the
and homebuilders also want the flexibility to provideallowable construction elements that can occur si-
buyers with a variety of housing options and there-multaneously. Table 4 presents a list of eleven
fore are often hesitant to restrict construction to just"phasing principles" for plan reviewers and design-
one section. Another uncertainty is the size of indi-ers to consider when designing or reviewing phased
vidual sections and the construction rate of individualprojects.
houses. The phasing plan must address these market How can more widespread use of phasing in con-
forces and designate how many houses must be tom-struction site development be encouraged? Some
pleted within a given section before allowing construc-communities are trying an enforcement approach,
tion to begin on the next phase, while others are looking for more voluntary, mea-

How much does phasing really cost? While water-sures. Prince George’s County, Maryland, requires
shed managers agree that phasing is a desirable ero-a phasing plan to be submitted with the erosion and
sion prevention technique, most also concede thatsediment control plan. The phasing plan becomes
phasing probably costs developers more money. Thepart of the enforceable erosion and sediment con-
cost to a municipal agency of implementing an ag-trol plan, and can be used to inspect compliance in
gressive phasing program may also be higher. Permitthe field. Some municipalities utilize clearing ordi-
review of phasing plans and construction site inspec-nances to limit total disturbed areas (Corish, 1995).
tion costs will certainly be higher. Other municipalities are looking at incentives such

Obviously. limiting mass grading as an allowableas faster review times, or more flexible permit con-

construction technique will tend to increase earthworkditions to encourage developers to consider phased
costs--already one of the more expensive componentsprojects. One incentive which has not yet enjoyed
of site development. Economies of scale may be un-widespread use. but may have a great deal of prom-
detrained by project phasing. Costs may rise due toise, is the use of economic incentives such as re-

multiple visits with heavy earth moving equipment,duced or waived permit fees or bonds for projects

increased storage requirements and equipment han-with phased sections. Many jurisdictions already
dling. How much more expense does phasing add to arefund bonds for completed sections so this incen-

typical construction project? The answer is that wetive may be a logical step.
don’t really know because very little economic research What lessons can be learned about phasing?
has been done to answer this question. Construction site phasing provides a viable, practi-

Cah[ll and Homer (1992), however, contend that non-cal technique tc; reduce sediment loads leaving con-

structural, minimum disturbance techniques reduce thestruction sites. There are practical considerations
operation and maintenance costs substantially overthat must be addressed to ensure that phasing works.
structural practices. It does stand to reason that aIt is difficult enough to get compliance on many
carefully coordinated phased project can actually saveaspects of a construction site, so good planning at
developers money in reduced ESC practice mainte-the design stage coupled with an enforceable phas-
nance costs and perhaps in reduced interest carryinging plan is essential.
costs. Because the entire project is not constructed at Little research has been done to assess the costs
one time, only a fraction of the infrastructure installa-of phasing versus conventional construction costs,
tion and maintenance costs are incurred up-front. De-but obviously the larger the project, the easier it will
velopers make smaller construction loan payments forbe to implement successful phasing. Communities
smaller components of construction, which can be paidmust strive to use a combination of enforcement
offas home sales proceed. Furthermore, if the projectmeasures and incentives to encourage wider use of
takes several years to complete, then phasing maythis practice. Finally, we cannot forget to consider
result in less re-grading due to erosion caused by slopehow market forces govern home sales. While the
failures, best phasing plans have strict provisions describ-

Phasing can also be very hard to enforce, lncom-ing when certain elements of a project can begin
plete or confusing phasing plans make permit compli-and what must be accomplished first, they don’t
ance difficult. Inspectors can face difficulties causednecessarily reflect the market pressures influencing
by the several stages of development occurring at onedevelopers. To accommodate market realities it may
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be wise to integrate a developer’s sales strategy withCorish, K.A., 1995. Clearing and Grading Strategtes
the requirements of a phasing plan. for Urban Watersheds, Final Review Draft.
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Technical Note #81from Vgatershed Protection Techniques. 2(3). 418-423

Keeping Soil in Its Place

p erhaps the most critical stage at a constructionEffectiveness of Erosion Controls
site is when soils are exposed both during and

Four recent studies evaluated the effectiveness of 15after clearing and grading. Erosion of these ex-
erosion controls (Table 1). With a few exceptions, sus-posed soils can be sharply reduced by stabilizing the
pended solids load reductions were on the order of 80soil surface with erosion controls. For many contrac-
to 90%. This suggests that erosion controls are ex-tots, erosion control is just shorthand for hydroseeding,
tremely effective, when compared to the 60 to 70% sedi-However, a wide range of erosion control options are
ment removal typically reported for most sediment con-available, including mulching, blankets, plastic sheet-
trois.rag, and sodding, among others.

In this article, the performance, costs and constraints
Benefits of Erosion Controls

of these often-confusing erosion control options are
compared. Guidance is provided on when each methodErosion controls have benefits beyond controlling

should be used or avoided. In addition, the article out-erosion. First, they can improve the performance of
lines options for effective erosion control under chal-sediment controls. Controlling erosion reduces the vol-

lenging site conditions, such as the non-growing sea-ume of sediment going to a sediment control device.

son, steep slopes, drought, concentrated flows, stock-Consequently, less treatment volume is reduced by sedi-
piles and poor soils, mentation and "clean out" frequencies are lower. In

addition, many erosion controls can lower surface run-
off velocities and volumes, preventing damage of pe-
rimeter controls.

Erosion Prevention Techniques Sediment Reduction (%)

Straw’(1.25 tons/ac)1 93.2"
Straw (2 tons/ac)2 89.3b
Fiber mulches (about 1.0 tons/ac)z 65.0 - 97.1 b
Fiber mulch (at least 1.0 tons/ac)4 3% tackifier 91.8c
Fiber mulch (1.25 tons/ac)1 fertilized, seeded 89.1"
Filber mulch (1.25 tons/ac)1 fertilized, seeded 90 gal/ac tackifier 85.9 - 99.1a
70% wheat straw/30% coconut fiber blanket2 98.7~
Straw blankets3

89.2_98.6~
Straw blanket~ 92.8’
Cuded wood fiber blanket~ 28.8a
Curled wood fiber blankeP 93.6~
Curled wood fiber blanket2 93.5h
Jute mat~ 60.6’
Synthetic fiber blanket~ 71.2"
Nylon monofilament blanket2 53.0b
Mixed yard debris ~410 cy/ac)4 95.0c
Leaf Compost (410 cy/ac)~

85.9c

¯ TSS load reduction b Soil load reduction ° TSS event concentration reduction
’ 24% slope gravelly sandy loam for 13 storms over two Washington winters. (Horner et a/., 1990)
2.9% slope silt loam soil. Subjected to 5.8", one hour simulated storm. (Harding, 1990)
=. 30% slope clay loam soil; subjected to 3.1", 1/2 hour simulated storm. (Wall, 1991)
4 34% slope clay cap and top-soil mixed slope. Five March Oregon storms. (W+H Pacific and CH2M-HilI, 1993) R0079774
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Materials Cost Uses Limitations/DisadvantagesType ($/sy)

Seeding 0.10" As a permanent or temporary erosion Climate (dry or cold weather)
control Infertile soils (needs fertilizer, lime, etc.)
Established grass is the most effective Needs some other surficial cover on most
erosion control, slopes

Mulch 0.20-0.35= As a protection for seeds Slopes steeper than 20% for straw
Alone as a temporary erosion control Slopes steeper than 40% for bark/compost

Can interfere with grading operations
Straw or Hay mulch needs to be secured to
the soil surface

Blankets 1.00-2.00~ Useful on steeper slopes than mulches Installation is more complicated and time-
Protects seeds and prevents erosion consuming than for mulches

Plastic Sheeting 0.05-0.15~ Temporary control for very small areas Does not allow infiltration of runoff
Edges must be weighed down or runoffwill
flow under the sheeting
Unsuitable for areas greater than 2,000 sq.ft.

Sodding 1.80a Provide immediate vegetative cover Drought or poor soils can impede growth
Can be used in low-flow channels Most expensive

Costs adapted from U.S. EPA 1993. b. Costs based on phone survey information.

Erosion control can actually preserve topsoil, and The three most common seeding methods are
reduces the need for re-grading at the site because ofbroadcast seeding, hydroseeding and drill seed-
rill and gully formation. Furthermore, erosion controling. In broadcast seeding, seeds are scattered on
reduces landscaping costs by limiting the need to im-the soil surface. It is most appropriate for small ar-
port topsoil, eas and patching of areas where the grass is thin. In

The comparative costs and uses of five commonhydroseeding, seed is sprayed on the surface with a
erosion control methods are outlined in Table 2 andslurry of water. It is appropriate for most areas in
are described below, excess of 5,000 square feet. Tackifiers, fertilizers,

and fiber mulch are often added during this step. In
Seeding drill seeding, a tractor-drawn implement actually in-

jects seeds into the soil surface. Seeds are pro-
Establishing grass cover is the perhaps the most

tected because they are covered by soil. Thiseffective erosion control method. Lee and Skogergboe
method is best suited for areas greater than two acres(1985) found that suspended solids load decreased by
because it is cost prohibitive on a small scale. Ac-

99% when biomass increased from zero to 2,464 lb/ac,cording to Northcutt (1993), drill seeding is aboutAlthough some surficial erosion controls, such as
twice as expensive as broadcast seeding with mulch.mulch and blankets, can achieve similar removal rates,

grass can provide permanent erosion control. Estab-
lishing grass cover can be challenging, however, andMulching
requirements can vary considerably from site to site. Mulches are natural or synthetic materials spread
Choosing the right species and providing an adequateon the soil surface to prevent erosion by intercept-
growing environment are critical to vegetative estab-ing and lowering the energy of falling rain. A vari-
lishment (Table 3). Specific information varies bothety of materials are available to accomplish this task,
regionally and seasonally, but they all operate on this same basic principle (see

Table 4). The simplest way to improve the effective-
ness of any mulch is to apply a thicker layer.
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While compost mulch and wood chips can be use-during large storms (Harding, 1990) or even be blown
ful in some circumstances, straw and fiber mulchesaway. Four options to secure it are: I) spraying a
are more commonly used, primarily because of theirchemical tackifier, 2) using a tractor-drown implement
low cost. Both of these alternative can by very effec-to "punch" the straw into the surface, 3) using a fiber
tive (Table 1). While straw mulches provide a thickermulch as a tackifier, and 4) covering the mulch with
cover to protect seeds and soil, fiber mulches areplastic netting.
easier to apply. Fiber mulches can be wood, paper or synthetic

Straw mulch is straw spread over the soil surface tomaterials sprayed onto the soil surface. In general,
prevent erosion. It can be effective alone or in combi-wood fibers are the most effective erosion control
nation with seeding (see Table 1), but needs to bemulches, and paper fibers should only be used for
secured to the soil surface. When straw mulch is notextremely short-term erosion control because they
properly secured or "tacked" it can slide downslopedegrade quickly. Fiber mulches do not provide as

Choose the right species:
For temporary cover, use fast growing species such as rye.
Plant warm- or cold-season grasses behind on regional conditions.
Use drought tolerant species in dry climates.
Consider use of native species generally for increased longevity and hardiness.

Provide an adequate growing environment:
Plant dense seed cover, based on local recommendations.
Use soil test information to determine lime and fertilization requirements.
Use mulch or blanket to protect seeds from animals, dehydration, cold and erosion especially when
seeds are surface applied.
Irrigate when necessary.

Practices to avoid:
Hydroseeding in arid regions; grass will be poorly established.
Seeding after the growing season ends. Instead apply a very thick mulch layer (about four tons/ac).

Description/Uses

Straw or Hay Straw or hay surface applied at two to four tons per acre
Mechnically or chemically secured to the soil surface
Provides the densest cover to protect seeds and soil

Wood Fiber Chopped up fibers (usually wood) applied to the soil surface with a
hydroseeder
Tackifier is not always necessary, but can be applied with fiber, seeds and
fertilizer in one step
Effective erosion control, but not as dense a cover as straw mulch
Best use is in combination with fast-growing seeds

Compost Efficiency on par with wood floor
Compost acts as a soil amendment
Can act as a longer-term control (up to three years)
Expensive compared with other mulches (about $1/square yard)

Wood Chips Using wood chips as a mulch
Effective when applied at high levels (about 6 tons/acre)
Can actually save money if on-site materials are used
Effective on up to 35% slopes
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thick a cover as straw mulches and are generallyity, which prevents cracking that can cause failure.
more effective when used in combination with seed-Like plastic sheeting, these semi-permeable covers
ing. One major advantage is the ease of applica-also increase runoff volumes slightly.
tion: seed, water, mulch and a tackifier can all be
applied on one step with a hydroseeder. Although

Soddingusing a tackifier is not always necessary, it can im-
prove performance (Homer et al., 1990) and only Sodding, another option to control erosion, i:s
increases the cost of application by between onemuch more expensive than seeding. Sod provides
and two cents per square yard. immediate cover, but some evidence suggests that

root establishment is shallower for seed grass than
sod grass, causing higher nitrate leaching (Petrovic,Erosion Control Blankets
1990). The two best uses for sod are when final

Erosion control blankets are created when syn-landscaping will include a sod lawn after construc-
thetic or organic fibers are held together with plas-tion or when immediate grass cover is needed, such
tic netting. They are significantly more expensiveas in an area of concentrated flow like a drainageway.
than mulches, but can be used on steeper slopes
than traditional mulches. Like mulch, they are mostChoosing the Right Erosion Control
effective when combined with vegetative establish-
ment. With the wide range of methods available to con-

trol erosion, choosing the right method for a specific
While erosion control blankets-can be effective,application can be confusing. Too often, cost alone

their performance varies. Some general trends aredetermines the erosion control method used. While
that organic materials tend to be the most effectivecost is an important consideration, other site spe-
(Harding, 1990) and that thicker materials are gener-cific data need to be considered. Site factors related
ally superior (Fifield, 1992), but there are exceptionsto soil quality, climate, flow velocity and construc-
to both of these rules. Information about producttion activity can influence erosion control applica-
testing of blankets is generally lacking. One no-bility (Table 5). Simple guidelines can dramatically
table exception is the Texas Department of Trans-improve erosion control, such as limiting planting to
portation. They publish the findings of their test- the growing season, and using erosion controls on
ing program in the form of a list of acceptable andslopes appropriate to their use.
unacceptable materials for specific uses.

In some geographic regions, effectively control-
A recent alternative to traditional blankets is theling erosion is almost always difficult. For example,

use of spray-on blankets, which are three-dimen-
the Pacific Northwest has winter conditions where

sional matrices applied with a hydroseeder. Theyvegetation cannot be established but intense rains
cost about the same amount as traditional blanketscause a high erosion potential. Sites in this region
and are reported to provide similar erosion protec-need special "wet season" provisions such as very
tion (Godfrey etal. 1994). thick mulch cover on disturbed areas. In arid re-

gions, establishing vegetation can be challenging
Plastic Sheeting for other climatic reasons. One adaptation specifi-

Plastic sheeting is a very simple erosion controlcally designed for these conditions is the use of
technique, although not widely used. Plastic sheet-"tracking." In this method, a heavy vehicle is driven
ing is only appropriate as a short-term control, andperpendicular to the slope. The resulting impres-
on very small areas. In order to be effective, thesions can trap limited water and organic material, in-
edges of the plastic need to be weighed down prop-creasing plant growth. Using spray-on chemicals
erly. Topsoil stockpiles are one example where ptas-for dust control is another important tool for erosion
tic sheeting may be helpful. Since these piles arecontrol in arid climates.
often disturbed within a few weeks, plastic sheet-
ing, which can be frequently moved and reused,CiosingtheWindow
may be a good alternative.

The method of erosion control may often be less
Another synthetic erosion control technique ef- important than how quickly it is established and the

fective in the short-term of about six months, is us-extent of coverage. With most seeding operations, a
ing copolyraers. In this method, a synthetic mate-window of at least two weeks exists from germina-
rial is applied in a mixture with water using ation until production of a vigorous grass cover. This
hydroseeder. The benefit of this approach is that itwindow may be further extended ira contractor waits
is effective for covering larger areas than plastica few days, weeks, or months to get started, or if the
sheeting and it provides immediate cover. The bestgrass crop fails and needs to be restarted. During
copol~vrners contain chemicals that increase flexibil-this time period, exposed soils are most vulnerable to
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erosion. Although most ESC experts recognize theCovering the ground with the right material quickly
importance of limiting the time of disturbance, onlyenough is the hard part. Establishing specific materi-
55% of the respondents to the Center’s ESC write-inals guidelines and time limits is necessary to provide
survey enforce time limits to vegetative establish-consistent erosion control. Only by following
ment. Omen, phrases like "as soon as practical" ap-thoughtful, region-specific guidance can soil be pre-
pear in vegetative establishment requirements,served during the critical construction period.
Cordova (1991) found such vague phrases to be a
major stumbling block to effective ESC.

-DSCAlthough it is unreasonable to expect contractors
to grow vegetation during a drought or outside the
growing season, options are available to provide
cover during this critical period. For example, a non-
vegetative option such as mulch should be required
outside the growing season.

Conclusion
The basic concept behind erosion control remains

the same regardless of site conditions: cover the
ground as quickly as possible to prevent erosion.

Condition Suggested Options for Erosion Control

Non-Growing Season Straw mulch (2 tons/ac)
Bark/compost mulch (4 to 6 tons/ac)
Erosion control blankets
Plastic sheeting

Poor Soils Straw mulch
Erosion control blankets
Plastic sheeting
Seeding or sodding with soil amendments, irrigation, and
lime.
Seeding with imported topsoil

Drought/Arid Straw mulch
Erosion control blankets
Drought tolerant seeds combined with tracking, irrigation

Steep Slopes Erosion control blankets with seeding
Compost or Bark mulch
Plastic sheeting
Sodding

Concentrated Flows Erosion control blankets/ mats
Sod checkdams to line channel

Frequent Disturbance Plastic sheeting (preferred)
Temporary seeding

R0079778
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Technical Note #82 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 424-428

Strengthening Silt Fences

Silt fences are one of the most widely used andreality, settling is actually the most important sedi-
misused erosion and sediment control practices,ment removal function of silt fences (Kouwen, 1990),
Recent data suggest that they can perform wellsince runoffis detained behind the fence, giving sedi-

under some circumstances. In addition, their cost-ment time to settle out.
effectiveness continues to make them a popular ESC Three recent studies report sediment removal ef-
technique. Unfortunately, silt fences are often usedficiencies ranging from 36 to 86% (Table 1). ltisal-
inappropriately orare improperly installed or maintained,most impossible to accurately predict the field perfor-
resulting in poor performance. Simple improvements tomance of silt fences because relatively little research
the standard silt fence, as well as some innovativehas been done, and the results are so variable. This
designs, can help to improve the current state of siltI~eing said, some useful information emerges from
fences, available data. First, these studies suggest that silt

fences are more effective at removing coarser-grained
How, and How Well Do They Work? materials. Conversely, silt fences are ineffective at

Silt fences trap sediment in construction runoffbe-reducing turbidity, which is disproportionately influ-
fore it washes into the street, a neighboring property or,enced by finer particles (Homer et al., 1990). A sec-
in the worst case, a nearby stream or wetland. As sedi-ond finding is that silt fences are less effective on
ment-laden runoffflows through the silt fence, the poressteeper slopes.
in the geotextile fabric filter out sediment particles. In

Study Parameter Efficiency Description of Study Site

W’&H Pacific and TSS 36%’ Average removal efficiency for five storms
CH2M-Hill (1993) Turbidity -4.7%’ in March of 1993. Plot is on the 34%

slope of a landfill. Soil is clay cap mixed
with topsoil. Plot of bare soil is 32’ by 9’.

W&H Pacific and TSS 65%’ Same study as above, but the test site is
CH2M-Hill (1993) Turbidity -1.5%" a 42% graded embankment with thick

brown clay soil.

Horner etal. (1990) TSS 86%b Construction site stockpile with a 24%
Turbidity 2.9%" slope. Gravelly sandy loam soil. Thirteen

storms recorded over two winters on a 36’
by 9’ test plot.

Wyant (1993) TSS 75%c Efficiency determined by calculating
sediment in a silty soil that will not settle
after 25 minutes.

Efficiency calculated as the average removal for all storm events
Efficiency in reducing total loading for all storm events
Theoretical maximum for silty soils based on settling rates                                   R0079780
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Slope and/or Length of Slope
5% to 10%:    no more than 50 feet
10% to 20%: no more than 25 feet
more than 20%: no more than 15 feet

Silt fence is not aligned parallel to
slope contours

Edges of the silt fence are not curved uphill,
allowing flow to bypass the fence

Contributing length to fence is greater than
100 feet

Fabric is not entrenched deeply enough to
prevent undercutting

Spacing between posts is greater than eight
feet

reinforcement            Fence receives concentrated flow without

Installed below an outlet pipe or weirupslope exposed area

Silt fence is of the

1 0
,~~,~ structionSilt fence alignmenttraffic does not consider con-

1 1 ~~"~’~’-~--, Sediment deposits behind silt fence reduce
~~, capacity and increase breach potential

~ ~~.---~-
Alignment of silt fence mirrors the property
line or limits of disturbance, but does not

~
reflect ESC needs

R0079781
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Why Are They So Widely Used? What Are Their Disadvantages and Limitations?
Surveys consistently report that silt fences are In a recent survey of ESC experts (Brown and

one of the most widely used ESC techniques (Ohrel,Caraco, 1996), almost 90% of respondents recom-
1996; Johnson, 1992). Their popularity can be ex-mendedsilt fences with reservations. Some problems
plained by both technical, economic and social rea-related to both installation and maintenance of silt
sons. fences are described in Table 2. In a North Carolina

Silt fences can be a cost-effective ESC technique,survey, only 58% of silt fences were installed prop-
They are inexpensive (about $3 per linear foot) anderly and a mere 34% were maintained properly (Pater-

son, 1994).can be effective in trapping sediment when used ap-
propriately, ha addition, straw bales, their most com- Silt fences require ongoing maintenance that can
mon alternative, have been demonstrated to be al-cost as much as the original installation (U.S. EPA,
most completely ineffective. Many communities now1993). They are ot~en damaged by construction equip-
specifically recommend that straw bales not be usedment and storm runoff. Part of the regular mainte-
by themselves, and some states such as North Caro-nance of silt fences includes patching or repairing
lina do not accept them on state projects. Conse-broken fences. In addition, the sediment napped be-
quently, silt fences are the most readily used perim-hind fences can reduce the volume available to store
eter control option in situations where other optionsand treat runoff.
such as diversion are not viable. Because silt fences are a temporary, nondurable

Silt fences are also popular because they haveESC technique, installing them to prevent damage
been so widely used in the past. Because developersand assure treatment of runoff is challenging. High
and contractors feel they are familiar with the maline- flow volumes caused by large contributing areas or
nance and installation requirements of silt fences,high velocities resulting from concentrated flows or
they can comfortably estimate the cost of using themsteep slopes can damage silt fences. This permits
on a project, runoffto flow through untreated. Runoffcan bypass

"[’he visibili~ of silt fences is also a benefit. Ac- the fence when it does not flow perpendicular to the
cording to one survey respondent, they act as anfence. Other errors in installation, such as improperly
"advertisement" for erosion and sediment control. Inentrenching fabric, can also cause failure.
addition, this visibility sometimes makes inspection
easier for both contractors and goverrtment inspec- How Can They Be Improved?
tots.                                              Although using silt fences effectively is chal-

lenging, some simple techniques can improve their
performance (Table 3). Selecting the right materials

Geotextile1
Slurry flow rate lower than 0.3 cfs
Tensile strength greater than 50 Ibs/in
Ultraviolet stability>90%
Filtering efficiency >75%

Stakes/Posts~
Use wood stakes at least three inches in diameter or 2" X 4" and five feet tall or metal posts of 1.3 Ib/ft

Installation
Drive posts a minimum of 16" into the ground
Embed geotextile in an 8"x8" trench
Place stakes a maximum of eight feet apart, unless a wire backing is used (10 ft.)
Maintain a ten-foot border between the silt fence and construction activity
Install along contour lines
Use a continuous sheet of geotextile to prevent failure at joints

Maintenance
Check after every ½ inch storm and weekly
Remove sediment when it reaches one half of fence height
Patch tom fences, or replace the entire fence section when tears occur

1 MDE, 1994     2. Richardson and VVyant, 1987                                                    R0079782
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and fence designs are only one part of improving~ ~"~" q this technique. Education and common sense also
~ ~. play a strong role.

Silt fence fabrics are def’med by standardized
parameters that indirectly determine how strong the
fence is, how much flow it can withstand and what
size particle it can remove. The best materials are
strong fabrics with low flow-through because they
offer the greatest settling time. The recommenda-

cu~,~uN,~ ~�~ .t~’o~ tions in Table 3 represent some minimum guidelines

II ac,~v~v,~ for what can be confusing measurements.

~o~ ~ ~L~r~ The other material consideration is the poles
~ b~-7i-e..jll-V~-~,,~ ,~r~,n~ that hold the fabric in place. A simple way to im-

~ ra,~ a.oru
prove silt fences is to use thicker, longer posts and
to place them closer together. These changes de-

Super silt fence is a useful option on some construction sites where [lowcrease the chance of fence failures and sagging,
lengths or slopes are expected to be too stressful for normal silt fence, but also increase costs.

One recommendation to prevent damage to silt
fences from construction activity, is to include a

~ minimum of a ten- foot ~ass buffer between con-

~’~~

struction activity and silt fences. Although this

~ ’-~ ._~z~. option may not be available on all sites, it can de-

/--~ ~~~..~ crease damage to silt fences where applied.

n . Field performance ultimately can only be im-
~ proved through a combination of enforcement and

education on construction sites. For example, de-
~,q~FIL~,,~.,.~_/~,cx-.~ signers and plan reviewers should carefully outline

conditions where silt fences should not be used
(Table 2) and where other structural measures
should replace them.A scoop trap is a practical solution when silt fence is located at

the toe of a steep slope. Perhaps the best way to improve silt fence per-
formance is to practice effective erosion control.
With proper erosion control, less sediment builds
up behind silt fences. In addition, erosion control
techniques lower runoffvolumes, reducing the po-
tential for failure.

" t Beyond a Standard Silt Fence
~ ~ In some watersheds, it may be necessary to

radically change fence design. Three innovative or
alternative methods to increase silt fence efficiency

Filter Fabric ~                      are described in Table 4. They include a "super silt

fence," a "bucket trap" and "silt fence anchors."

� ~. ~
The "super silt fence" (Figure 1 ), developed in

~ ~~ suburban Maryland, utilizes a chain link fence to

.~ . - - . ,,., support the geotextile material. Although super silt

:1/t/""
" " " ¯ ’ ..,,, " " fences are unlikely to structurally fail, they are about

ī~:! "’"~/~ ~~.i.~""~ . Post three times more expensive than traditional silt

..-: ." ... w. fences ($9 per linear foot).Anchor.::~ ~/’~ ~~        ’ ~:
The"scoop trap" (Figure 2), also used in sub-

urban Maryland, is a mini-sediment trap excavated       ,
~ " " - with a tractor bucket placed before the silt fence atAnchot~ can be a remedy to prevent

conditions make entrenching difficult, the point of concentration to provide additional
ponding volume. Ordinarily, silt fences should not
be applied in areas of concentrated flow. However,
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Technique Description

Super Silt Fence Use of strong, thick geotextile backed by a chain link fence. The
additional strength prevents failure,

Scoop Trap A small sediment trap dug where flow concentrates. Provides addi-
tional detention volume.

Anchors Plastic clips attached to the bottom of the geotextile to keep it
entrenched.

at times when other preferred structural devices areKouwen, N. 1990. Silt Fences to Control Sediment
not practical because of space constraints, scoop Movement on Construction Sites. University,
traps can be useful measures to protect the fence, of Waterloo. Ontario Ministry of

"Silt fence anchors" (Figure 3) are plastic clips Transportation. MAT-90-03. Ontario, Canada.
that hold the fabric in the trench. The anchors are 63 pp.
clipped to the bottom of the geotextile and then en-Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE).
trenched in the ground. Their purpose is to prevent 1994. Maryland Standards andSpeci)qcations
fabric from being pulled out of the ground. However, for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control.
these anchors have not been extensively field tested. Baltimore, MD. 140 pp.

Ohrel, R.L. 1996. Technical Memorandum. Survey
Conclusion of Local Erosion and Sediment Control

Silt fences are a deceptively simple practice. It is Programs. Center for Watershed Protection.
much easier to draw them as a straight line on con- Silver Spring, MD. 25 pp.
struction drawings than to construct them at the site Paterson, R.G. 1994. "Construction Practices: The
to really stop sediment. Good, the Bad and the Ugly." Watershed

When silt fences are planned and installed with- Protection Techniques 1(3): 95-99.
out careful thought the results are almost always poor.Richardson, and D.C. Wyant. 1987. Geotextile
Also, once installed, silt fences tend to be forgotten Testing and The Design Engineer. ASTM
and are perceived as a "no maintenance" practice. In Special Technical Publication. 131 pp.
reality, most silt fences will need extensive repair to

U.S. EPA. 1992. Storm Water Management forfunctiol~ properly. We can expect little improvement
Construction Activities: Developing Pollutionin silt fence performance as long as they are perceived
Prevention Plans and Best Managementas a simple, mindless practice.
Practices. EPA 832-R-92-005. Washington, D.C.

wDSC 245 pp.

U.S. EPA. 1993. Guidance for Specifying
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Technical ~Vote #8 3 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 429-433

The Limits of Settling

Sediment basins and traps face an imposing per-modeling studies to examine how much removal can
formance challenge in removing sediment frompractically be expected from sediment basins.
construction site runoff: massive incoming sus-

pended sediment concentrations (Table 1). Field andField Monitoring
modeling research indicate that average total sus-
pended solids (TSS) concentrations from construc- Surprisingly few sediment basins and traps

have been tested in the field. Of the limited numbertion sites are about 4,500 mg/l (with some storms as
of performance monitoring studies that have beenhigh 17,500 mg/l). Ifa basin is capable of achieving an
conducted, three of the most informative are Homer’simpressive removal rate of 90%, the basin would still
(1990) study of three highway sediment basins indischarge sediment at a concentration of 450 mg!l. This -
Washington state, Jarrett’s (1996) Pennsylvania testis noticeably muddy to any downstream observer. Ifa
basin study, and Schueler and Lugbill’s (1990) studybasin’s removal rate is increased to 95%, the discharged
of five basins and traps in the suburban MarylandTSS concentration is still 225 mg/l--again a highly
piedmont. These studies (entries 1 - 9 in Table 1 )

turbid discharge by most standards. It takes a
clearly suggest that basin removal rates are highly

herculean removal effort--~99% or more---to producevariable. A quick glance shows that three of the
a TSS level (45 mg/l) that in any way resembles a clearnine basins or traps were found to remove sediment
water discharge. Is it realistic, then, to expect sedi-at a rate above 94%, five basins were in the 55 to
ment basins to meet such an imposing performance85% range, and one trap removed less than 20% of
challenge? This article reviews some recent field andincoming sediments (due to internal erosion at in-

lets).

Research study or site TSS (mg/I) Mean %
Mean inflow Mean outflow Reduction*

1. SR-204 1                         3,502 154 98.6%
2. Seattle ’ 17,500 626 86.7%
3. Mercer Island ~ 1,087 63 75.1%
4. RT1 2 359 224 18.0%
5. RT2 = 4,623 127 99.8%
6. SB1 2 625 322 54.7%
7. SB22 415 91 80.3%
8. SB4 2 2,670 876 66.8%
9. Pennsylvania Test Basin 3 9,700 800 94.2%
10. Georgia Model 4 1,500 - 4,500 200 - 1,000 42 - 87%
11. Maryland Model 5 1,000 - 5,000 200 - 1,200 68 - 99.5%
12. Uncontrolled Construction

Site Runoff (MD) s 4,200 -- _
Means 4,498 365 75%

Sources:
~ Homeret al., 1990 ~ Sturm and Kirby, 1991
z Schueler and Lugbill, 1990 ~ Barfield and Clar, 19853 Jarrett, 1996 6 York and Herb, 1978
* Note: Based on mean of individual storm removals.

R0079785
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Modeling Study Geography and Soil Type Removal Efficiency

Sturm and Kirby, 1991 Sandy loam 82 - 87%
Georgia Piedmont Silty loam 70 - 77%

Clay loam 54 - 42%

Barfield and Clar, 1985 Silt loam 68 - 97%
Maryland Coastal Plain Clay loam 76 - 96%

Sandy loam 94 - 99.5%
Silt loam 68 - 97%
Clay loam 76 - 96%

The particle size distribution becomes more fine-grained of sediment as it moves from inflow to
outflow. Also, note that over 50% of all incoming sediments are less than 10 microns in size at this
construction site in the Maryland piedmont, implying that a very small design particle should be
chosen for design.

R0079786
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It is tempting to attribute removal rate variabilityComplex Flow Patterns
to site and basin design differences. However, the

Type 1 settling theory assumes quiescent fiowremoval rates for the basins and traps in the Schueler
conditions. Between runoffevents, any water withinand Lugbill study varied significantly despite similar
sediment basins is assumed to be static and calm.soil types, eroded particle soil size, and basin design
During runoffevents, however, basins may experi-criteria. A clear implication of the performance moni-
ence multilayered flow, turbulence, eddies, circula-toring studies is that removal efficiencies are highly
tion currents, dead spaces and diffusion at outletsvariable and that the current design of most basins is
and inlets. These factors lessen the removal capa-not capable of accomplishing the imposing challenge
bility of the basin, particularly with respect to theof 95 to 99% removal.
very small particles (i.e., silts and clays) that often

ModelingStudies                                dominate construction site runoff.

Sediment basins and traps at active constructionThe Design Particle: Smaller Than You Think
sites are notoriously difficult to sample. Runoff events

The design particle is a convenient representa-are inherently unpredictable and construction site ac-
tion of the entire range of incoming sediment par-tivity can interfere with data collection. Some research-
ticles. Sediment particle sizes range from big, bulkyers avoid these diff~culties by using computer models
cobbles to microscopic f’me clays (Table 3). Theto predict removal efficiencies. Some prominent ex-
design particle used for sediment basin design is

amples include the work ofBarfield and Clar (1985) and
generally based on a larger particle, such as sand.Sturrn and Kirby (1991). In each case, the performance
The particle size distribution of incoming sediment

of sediment basins was assessed for averylarge stormto basins and traps, however, is typically skewed
event (10-year, 24-hour storm) and for a series of par-

toward finer-sized particles (Figure 1 ) and is usuallyent soil types. The predicted removal efficiencies are
much finer than that of the parent soil. This shiftsummarized in Table 2. In general, both model studies
toward finer-sized particles occurs because less en-

suggest that sediment basins can reliably achieve a
ergy is usually required to detach, entrain, and trans-much higher performance level than reported in the
port smaller particles in the overland flow from con-field. What accounts for the discrepancy between
struction sites, in comparison to larger particles.model predictions and field results?

Finer-sized particles tend to behave as
non-settleable solids. The electrostatic forces gen-

Settling Theory Versus the Real World crated by their extremely small size tends to impede
Models and computer simulations used to esti-settling. It is very difficult to effectively remove

mate removal efficiencies use algorithms that simulatemost particles less than 10 microns in size (i.e., silts
a behavior referred to as Type 1 settling. Three basicand clays) by sedimentation alone. Many of the
principles of Type I settling are (1) that the flow withinsmaller particles that enter sediment basins are even-
the basin is quiescent; (2) that settling is governed bytually discharged from the same basin, in fact, the
the particle size distribution of the incoming sedimentparticle size distribution of discharge from basins
(Stahre and Urbonas, 1990); and (3) that removal de-and traps is typically dominated by fine-silts and
pends upon adequate detention time. "Real world"clays (Figure 1).
sediment basin design criteria require some practical
and simplifying shortcuts. Most notably, a design par-Detention Time
title is used to represent the spectrum of incoming

Detention time is the amount of time that runoffsediment particle sizes,
remains in the basin to allow sediment to settle out.

Overall, the Type 1 settling theory is a good ap-For a sediment particle to settle out, it must reach
proximation of the complex settling process. The theorythe bottom of the sediment basin before the water is
provides modelers with important insights into the me-discharged. The speed of the sediment particle as it
chanics of settling and allows researchers to examinefalls to the basin bottom is the particle’s settling
and compare the relative merits of different basin de-velocity and different sized particles settle out at
signs while avoiding the vagrancies of field condi-different rates. Larger grained particles tend to settle
tions, out relatively swiftly. On the other hand, freer-sized

The disconnect between models and reality pc-particles have slower settling velocities and tend to
curs when we forget that the theory cannot captureremain suspended in the basin.
the full complexity, of flow, adequately reflect particle The settling velocity of the design particle is a
size distributions observed in the field, nor anticipatekey component of basin design. In an ideal situa-
the sporadic, turbulent nature of runoff events, tion, discharge from the basin would not begin until

the design particle had settled out. Particles with
settling velocities greater than the design velocity
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will be completely removed. Particles with slower set-Provide ,’~lore Storage
tling velocities will be removed in the following ratio: The connection between large storms and ba-

sin volume is very. straightforward: the larger the
actual settling velocity, basin, the more runoff that can be detained and the
design settling velocity longer the detention time. However, as discussed

in article 58, during larger storms, a significant por-
Theory implies that longer detention will provide tion of the runoff is being displaced from basins or

greater removal efficiencies. However, field and labora-is discharged prematurely because many basins are
tou’ data have shown that most sealing occurs withinundersized. In such cases, the runoff from larger
the first few hours and that little additional settling isstorms can be accommodated with extra storage.
gained by increasing the detention time. As much asThe extra storage should be of sufficient volume to

60°,’0 of the total removal is accomplished within theensure a minimum of two to six hours of detention
first six hours (Schueler and Lugbill, 1990) and addi-during larger storms.

tional increments of sediment removal are more difficult Extra storage will also improve basin perfor-
to obtain after the rapid initial settling, mance during small, frequent storms. Detention time

is really the issue during these smaller storm events.
Bringing It Together Because these storms occur more frequently, it is

What can be done to make field performance moremore likely that runoff from these events may be

closely match theoretical performance criteria? Baseddischarged prematurely, before settling has been

on our comparison of model studies and field monitor-completed. Extra storage allows runoff from fre-

ing results, the key is to re-examine sediment basin de-quent storm events to be detained instead of being

sign theory and application by focusing on increasedpushed out by the influx of additional runoff.

removal of smaller particles. Some steps toward this
goal include the following: Decrease Incoming Sediment Loads

The best way to decrease the amount of sedi-
Select Smaller Destgn Parttcles ment leaving basins and traps is to reduce the

Most basin designs begin with a design particle, amount of sediment entering them. This common-

Unfortunately, the design particle is usually more rep-sense approach to sediment control has been ech-

resentative of the parent soil rather than the basin in-oed by many erosion and sediment control experts

flow. To obtain a more accurate design particle, fieldacross the country (Brown and Caraco. 1996).

monitoring data or modeling studies can be used to
obtain the particle size distributions. Selecting smallerSumma~
desi~ particles, more in line with silt and clay domi- It is evident that while models are very. useful
nated rtrnoff, should yield a more realistic settling ve-in describing the fate of coarse-grained sediment
locitv, particles under ideal settling conditions, they have

a very limited ability to simulate the very complex
settling dynamics associated with fine-grained and

Sediment Particle Size Class £a]:l:~.~ $.~e (mm) (microns)

Cobbles and boulders > 10 > 10,000
Gravel 2 - 10 2,000- 10,000
Very coarse sand 1 - 2 1,000 - 2,000
Coarse sand .5 - 1.0 500- 1,000
Medium sand 0.25 - 0.50 250 - 500
Fine sand 0.10 - 0.25 100 - 250
Very fine sand 0.05 - 0.10 50 - 100
Silt 0.002 - 0.05 2 - 50
Clay < 0.002 <2 R0079788
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colloidial particles. Consequently, the high sedimentSchueler, T., and J. Lugbill. 1990. Performance of
removal rates for basins computed by such models Current Sediment Control Measures at Mary-
need to be taken with a grain of salt. It does seem that land Construction Sites. Metropolitan Wash-
the basic design of sediment basins and traps can be ington Council of Governments. 90 pp.
improved and made more reliable, but there are limits

Stahre, P., and B. Urbonas. 1990. Stormwater Deten-
to settling. It is safe to assume that a 80 to 90% re- tionfor Drainage. Water Quality, and CSO
moval rate is probably the best that can be achieved

Management. Prentice Hall. Englewood Cliffs,
under field conditions. Likewise, we should acknowl- NJ. 338 pp.
edge that most sediment basins cannot reliably meet a
"clear water" discharge concentration. Sturm, T.W., and R.E. Kirby. 1991. Sediment Reduc-

tion in Urban Stormwater Runoff from Con-
--WEB struction Sites. Georgia Institute of Technol-
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Technical Note #84from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3). 434-439

Improving the Trapping Efficiency of
Sediment Basins

Sediment basins that are designed to settle outmuch improvement in performance can be expected if
suspended sediments in stormwater runoffarethe basic design of sediment basins is modified?
typically the last line of defense at construc- A steady stream of sediment basin design im-

tion sites. Many communities employ the same basicprovements have been advocated over the years, in-
and fairly simple design specification for sediment

cluding perforated risers, perforated risers with gravelbasins (see Table 1). While most specifications refer
or filter fabric jackets, filter fence baffles, floating skim-

to optional design features such as de-watering de-
mers, "dual basins in series," greater storage volumes

vices, baffles or perforated risers, these "extras" areand various combinations thereof(see Figure 1). Un-
seldom installed in the field for cost reasons. In prac-til recently, however, these design improvements were
rice, the criteria are often used to tell the contractorseldom subjected to experimental testing or field moni-
how much din needs to be scooped out to providetoting to determine if they actually improved trapping
the requisite storage,

efficiency. Lacking proven performance data, many
Consequently, in many regions, sediment ha-local and state erosion programs have been reluctant

sins are really no more than engineered holes in theto adopt these improvements, given the potential cost
ground (HIGs). HIGs can be seen at almost any con-and maintenance ramifications.
struction site around the country: steep-sided rect-
angular holes, that may or may not have standingSediment Basin Re-Design
water, with a ring of bright orange safety fencing, a
reusable corrugated metal pipe (CMP) riser and per- Our understanding about the performance of in-

novative sediment basin designs has recently beenhaps a truckload of rip-rap dumped near the outlet.
increased by a series of laboratory experiments, field

It is not surprising, then, that most HIGs are amonitoring and modeling studies conducted by A. R.
poor settling environment, and few are probably ca-Jarrett and his colleagues at Pennsylvania State Uni-
pab!e of consistently removing 70% of incoming sedi-versity and Rich Homer of the University of Wash-
merit, much less the 95 to 99% removal needed toington. While it is difficult to make direct compari-
achieve a relatively clear water discharge. A largesons between studies because of differences in soils,
numl~er of factors work to reduce the trapping eft]-rainfall, design storage and experimental techniques,
ciency of a basin in the field (Table 2), some of whichthe research does offer some insight into these inno-
could conceivably be "engineered away" through vative techniques.
better design. Thus, the key question is this: How

¯ Provide 1,800 cubic feet of storage per contributing acre *
¯ Surface area equivalent to one percent of drainage area **
¯ Riser w/spillway capacity of 0.2 cfs/acre of drainage area (peak discharge for two-

year storm, undeveloped condition)
¯ Spillway capacity to handle 10-year storm with one-foot freeboard
¯ Length-to-width ratio of two or greater**
¯ Basin sideslopes no steeper than 2:1 (h:v)

~ ¯ Safety fencing, perforated riser, de-watering

~.
* A3600numberfp or Ofmore.States (MD, PA, GA and DE) recently increased storage requirement to

~ ** Optional technique, but seldom actually required during plan review.

~
R0079790
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The standard dser configuration in a sediment trap may not provide enough detention time or
the proper conditions for settling. Some alternative design options include a perforated riser
(panel b), and wrapping the dser in filter fabric or gravel (panels c and d). To prevent short
circuiting, some designers use filter fabric or a dual pond in series (panel e and f). Floating
skimmers (panel g) and increased wet/dry storage volume (panel h) show the greatest prom-
ise.
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Factors that Impair Trapping Efficiency

Large storm events (greater than two-year storm)
Moderate to low incoming TSS concentrations
Sediment deposits on bottom are re-suspended, or sides erode
Fine particle sizes in incoming runoff (silt and clay particles 40 microns or less)
Advanced stage of construction, with storm drains and paved roadways increasing runoff volume/velocit
Low intensity, long duration rainfall events
Length-to-width ratio of 1:1 or less
Multiple inlets, particularly if not stabilized or if their invert is more than a foot above basin floor
Steep side-slopes, particularly in non-growing season or poor vegetative cover
Turbulent energy in runoff
Cold water temperatures (below 40 degrees F)
Absence of standing water in basin
Upland soils are in C and D hydrologic soil groups, or highly erodible soils

Drawing Not to Scale

Comments:
Barrel pipe is 10.2 cm/4 inl schedule 40; float is lighb~eight drainage pipe.
Barre! pipe length should be slightly longer than the depth of basin to crest of principle outlet.
CornJgated PVC pipe in flexible joint prevents inner tube sleeve collapsing under water pressure.
Outlet pipe is fitted with an end c~p with a small hole (size varies with volume of basin) to restnct outflow and
maximize sedimentation, typically .S to .7S inch diameter.
Fence posts are placed on both sides of skimmer as guides; wire across the top limits floating and can be used to
stop and sink skimmer when water level reaches desired elevation.

The floating skimmer rests on the floor of a sediment basin in between storms. The float causes
the skimmer to r~se during a storm, thereby increasing detention time and withdrawing from the less
turbid surface waters.

R0079792
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Perforated Riser. A simple means of achieving Recent experiments by Brown (1997) using two
greater detention times is to replace the standard risertypes of filter fabric on a perforated riser, where the
(with its large flow orifice) with a perforated riser (seeuncovered perforated riser had a 48-hour de-water-
Figure 1). The perforations should slightly increaseing time, showed that the filter fabric clogged
detention times in the basin for smaller storms, andquickly, greatly extending the de-watering time. In
therefore increase trap efficiency. In practice, the ef-addition, the particle size distribution of suspended
fect of a perforated riser on detention time and basinsediment passing through the filter fabric was es-
hydraulics is poorly understood, although an excel-sentially the same as measured for the influent.
lent design methodology has been proposed by Jarrett

Silt Fence Barriers. To achieve the desired(1993). Test tank research has shown that the perfo-
length-to-width ratio of 2:1 or 5:1, some cornmuni-rated riser, by itself, only results in sediment removal
ties require that baffles or silt fence barriers be placedon the order of 60 to 70%, depending on the de-water-
perpendicular to the flow path within a sedimenting time achieved (Table 3; Engle and Jarrett, 1995).
basin. Experiments by both Millen and Jarrett (1996)The perforated riser was generally unable to settle out
and Homer et al. (1990) found silt fence barriers tofine-grained silt and clay particles, which accounted
be of relatively little value in improving sedimentfor the mediocre removal rate.
removal in test basins, primarily because they had

Perforated Riser with Gravel Jacket. The use oflittle or no influence on detention time (see Table 4).
a "jacket" of gravel around the perforated riser hasDye tests reported by Jarrett (1996) did show that
been used in some communities to provide more filter-the barriers reduced short-circuiting to near zero,
ing, further increase detention times, and promotebut tended to increase the volume of dead storage
greater settling. The experimental work of Engle andin the basin. Poorly-mixed dead storage zones pro-
Jarrett generally supports this notion (Table 3). Sedi-vide less detention time for incoming sediments as
ment removal increased by 15 to 18% compared to athey move from inlet to the riser. The research im-
perforated riser alone. The same authors found thatplies that while baffles are important in basins with
encasing the riser with expanded polystyrene chipsmultiple inlets or poor geometry., they provide only a
(EPS), similar to those used in packing, had the samemarginal sediment removal benefit for a well-designed
effect on trapping efficiency, as well. basin.

Perforated Riser with Filter Fabric Lining. The Faircloth "’Floating Skimmer. " The floating
use of gravel jackets can be fairly expensive, can leadskimmer was developed by William Faircloth of Or-
to clogging, and may make maintenance operationsange County, North Carolina (Faircloth, 1995). The
more difficult. As an alternative, several communitiessimple, inexpensive device consists of a straight sec-
allow a layer of permeable filter fabric to be wrappedtion of PVC pipe attached via a flexible coupling to
around the outside of the perforated riser. Based onthe low-flow outlet situated at the base of a riser
experimental tests of Fisher and Jarrett (1984), how-(see Figure 2). Equipped with a float, the skimmer
ever, this approach is not likely to increase trappingpipe will rise and fall along with water levels in the
efficiency much. Of six fabrics tested, none performedsediment basin. The inlet to the skimmer pipe is a
well in trapping silt and clay particles, although mostsmall hole located at the end-cap (this small hole,
fabrics did prevent sand from passing through. Also,often only 1/2 to one-inch in diameter, restricts flow,
field experience has shown that the pores of filter fab-and therefore increases detention time). Fence posts
ric clog very rapidly, transforming the fabric from aare driven in on both sides of the skimmer pipe, guid-
filter to a barrier. When filter fabric clogs, basins tending it up and down.
to fill up with water to the crest of the riser, thereby
losing valuable storage capacity.

TS$ Removal TSS Removal
Riser Configuration 1.5 hour dewateHng time 3.0 hour dewatering time

Perforated Riser (PR) 59.8% 7"1.0%
PR w/Gravel Filter 78.3% 85.6%
PR w/EPS Chips Filter 78.3% 89.0%

Test Conditions: expe/~mental settling tank, 18 thals, initial TS$ concentration of 5880 mgA; particle
size distribution 24% clay, 35% silt, and 41% sand.
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Basin Design Feature Sediment Removal

Perforated Riser 94.2%
Perforated Riser w/Barners 95.4%
Skimmer on PR 96.9%
Skimmer on PR, w/Barriers 96.6%

Test Conditions: full-scale sedimentation basin, one-acre construction site, 6250 fP capacity,
two-year, 24-hour rainfall event, peak inflow Qp of 0.83 cfs, 12 tdals, 2000 to 5000 mg/1 average
TSS inflow; particle size distribution: 6% clay, 21% silt, 51% sand, 22% gravel.

Prior to the storm, the skimmer pipe rests on theother development sites that have long and narrow
floor of the sediment basin. During the first pan of aareas available for treatment.
storm, the inlet hole restricts flow, backing water up Increase Storage Volume. Several states such
in the basin, and causing the skimmer pipe to rise.as Maryland, Georgia and Delaware have increased
Sediment-laden runoffencounters a permanent poolthe storage capacity of sediment basins from the tra-
which promotes greater settling. After the storm, theditional 1800 fP per acre (i.e., one-half inch over con-
basin gradually de-waters, and the skimmer slowlytributing watershed area) to 3600 fP/acre. The extra
descends back to the floor of the basin. This de-wa-storage and changes to the basin’s outlet should in-
termg allows full recovery of storage capacity in thecrease the detention times for many storms, particu-
sediment basin for the next storm. In addition, thelarly those less than one-inch deep. For smaller
skimmer is always drawing cleaner runoff near thestorms, it may be possible to achieve "zero discharge"
top of the pool, rather than the dirtier bottom sedi-during a storm event if it is smaller than the capacity
ments, of the basin. It is important to note that the expected

Several prototypes have been tested in theimprovement in efficiency will not occur unless the
Chapel Hill, North Carolina region, and Faircloth re-principal spillway is also modified to increase deten-
ports that they appear to perform well and are verytion at the same time. This is done by raising or con-
durable. In addition, the cost of the skimmer is lessstraining the low-flow orifice, creating a panial per-
than $ 100, and is comprised of readily available mate-manent pool with a riser elbow modification, or using
dais. The performance of the floating skimmer wasthe floating skimmer or perforated riser (Jarrett, 1996;
recently tested under simulated field conditions byMcBurnie et aL,- 1990; Schueler and Lugbill, 1990).
Jarrett (1996). Nearly 97% of sediment removal wasFurther, it should be noted that the effect of increas-
achieved by the test basin during a simulated two-ing storage volume on basin efficiency has not yet
year, 24-hour design storm event (Table 4), the high-been documented experimentally in the lab or the field,
est trapping efficiency observed for any of basin de-although anecdotal evidence suggests that it pro-
signs tested. The trapping efficiency of the floating duces more zero discharge events than the old crite-
skimmer appears to be ultimately limited by turbulentria.
energy of incoming runoff. According to Jarrett
(1996), fine-grained particles (smaller than 45 microns)Summa ry: Recommended Basin Design
are not subject to effective settling when turbulentSpecifications
energy exceeds 0.3 feet per second, which is quite
common in many basins. While a large number of sediment basin design

refinements are being promoted, current research sug-
Dual Basins. A promising, if not always practi- gests that some may not substantially improve per-

cal, means of improving sediment basin efficiency isformance. In addition, more field research is needed
to split the total storage volume into two basins inunder a wider range of construction site conditions
series rather than one. Laboratory experiments byto accurately assess which design refinements are
Homer et al. (1990) suggested that a dual basin ar-worth adopting. In panicular, the value of the basin
rangement was the single most effective design strat-design improvements in capturing extremely-fine
egy to increase detention time, and therefore, settlinggrained sediments needs more assessment. Further,
potential (i.e., greater than baffles or increasing basinnew design refinements must be carefully assessed
length). While this option is certainly more expensivefrom the standpoint of future maintenance and con-
than others, it may be appropriate for highway andtractor expertise--an overly complex design refine- R0079794
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1 Provide a minimum storage of at least 3,600 feper acre.
2 Provide storage in wet and dry stages.
3 Require silt fence barriers if length to width ratio is less than two.
4 Evaluate all proposed inlets for stability.
5 Employ a floating skimmer, or at least a perforated dser w/gravel jacket.
6 Incorporate storage in multiple cells, where possible.
7 Limit side-slopes to no greater than 3:1.
8 Check water table to determine if basin can/should fully de-water.
9 Paint depth markers on principal spillway to measure sediment deposition to better

trigger cleanouts.
10 Stabilize side-slopes and basin bottom with mulch or hydroseeding within one week.

ment that works great in the lab may be difficult toJarrett, A.R. 1993. "Design of Perforated Risers to
construct or maintain in the field. Lastly, if the design Control De-watering of Sedimentation Basins."
refinements greatly increase the cost of sediment ba- Transactions of ASAE. Applied Engineering
sins, it is probable that many designers will shift to in Agriculture 9(1):37-42.
cheaper (and presumably less effective) sediment con-

Jarrett, A.R. 1996. Sedimentation Basins.
trois that are available in the local ESC handbooks. Evaluation and Design Improvements. Final
With these considerations in mind, some possible re- Report. Orange County Planning Commission.
f’memenrs to traditional sediment basin design criteria

Pennsylvania State University. 77 pp.
are proposed in Table 5. "

McBumie, J., B. Barflelck M. Clar, andE. Shaver. 1990.
Maryland Sediment Detention Pond Design

MTRS Criteria and Performance. Applied Engineering
in Agriculture 6(2): 167-172.
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Technical Note #42from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3)." 145-146

Performance of Sediment Controls
at Maryland Construction Sites

S ediment traps or basins, common features atPhasing). Soils at each site were silt loams, and each trat)
most construction sites, represent the last lineor basin served a contributing drainage area of 11 to 35
of defense against soil erosion. Sediment par-acres. Construction site runoffentering the basins and

ticles that do not settle out in the trap or basin will soontraps was heavily laden with suspended sediment (me-
reach a stream. Although sediment traps and basinsdian concentration of 680 rag/l, with a range of 24 to
have been used for decades, research on their actual51,800 rag/l). A particle size analysis indicated that
field performance is scarce. Aren’t these traps justsedimentwasveryfinegrained, primarilyconsistingof
"muddy water in, muddy water out, and a lot of moneysilts, clays and colloidal material. Ninety percent of all
in between ?" particles were less than 15 lain diameter, and no particles

Some answers to this question can be found in awere found with a diameter >50 ~tm (coarse silt or fine
study of six sediment traps and basins in Maryland. Thesand).
construction sites were located in both the piedmont

Performance monitoring at construction sites is notand coastal plain and were well served with erosion
an easy task. A construction site is never the same from

control measures (temporary seeding, perimeter con-
monthtomon~,anaeac),stormcreatesanever-c~-an~;-~

trois such as dikes and silt fence, and constructionseries ofchannels and gullies that contribute runoffand
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which produced flow into the trap or basin but none outloo

t i l
ofit. When only the storms that produced outflow were

l considered, sediment removal performance for traps8O
~" ~ ~ and basins dropped to 46%. Highest removal rates were~ ~o noted when the construction site was in an early stage
-~ of construction, and for smaller storms (<0 75 inches ofa: 40 "

~ rainfall) (Figure l ). Poor performance was consistently
20 noted for construction sites in a more advanced stage

~ (particularly after the storm drains hadof construction
0 been installed) and during larger storms (0.75 inches of

50 rainfall ormore).

A series of 12 laboratory, settling column trials
confirmed the difficulty of removing the extremely
f’me-grained construction site sediment particles (Fig-
ure 2). While an average of 60% of suspended sedi-

sediment at multiple points. Thus, it is not generallyments settled out within the ftrst four hours, additional
possible to obtain areliable primary flow measurementremoval was difficult to achieve. For example, it took

toestimatethemassofsedimentdeliveredintothebasinan average of six more hours to get the next 18%

or trap. Consequently, an alternative and less powerfulincrement ofsediment removal (78% total). Another I 0
hours of settling (20 hours total) only removed 2% moresampling protocol had to be utilized. Multiple grab
sediment (for a total of 80%). Two days of settling in thesamples were collected at the inlets and the outlet

during a large number of storm events. A total of 230ideal settling column environmentresulted in 90%sedi_
grab samples were taken during nine storm events toment removal. Panicle size analysis indicated that the

sediments that still remained in suspension after 48compensate for the inaccuracy of the grab sampling
approach. Sediment removal was defined as the differ-hours were extremely f’me clays and colloidal materials
ence in mean inflow and outflow concentrations duringthat were highly resistant to further settling. The field

each storm event, study indicated that the outflow from sediment traps
and basins was still quite turbid (mean of 200 NTUs) and

The overall performance of the basins and traps insediment-laden (mean concentration of 283 mgi1).removing suspended sediment averaged 65% for all
nine storm events (range: -273% to +100%). ThisThe inconsistent performance of sediment controls

estimate, however, included numerous small stormsnoted in the study highlights the critical importance of
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preventing erosion from occurring in the first place.These improvements should increase sediment removal
Hydroseeding, straw/mulching, slope stabilization andwhen its needed most: during larger storms that occur
construction sequencing all played a major role inin the later stages of construction.
reducing the concentration of sediment delivered to
downstream trap or basin. --TRS

The study also recommended a series of design
improvements for sediment basins. Most notably, the

Referencesstudy recommended that storage capacity in basins
should be increased from the current 1,800 cubic feet/Schueler, T. and J. Lugbill. 1990. Performance of Cur-
acre to 3,600 cubic feet/acre. Half of the total storagerent Sediment Control Measures at Maryland Con-
capacity, should be wet, and the remaining half drystruction Sites. Occoquan Watershed Monitoring
(Figure 3). The dry storage is regulated by a vertical Lab and Metropolitan Washington Council of Gov-
dewatering device that extends from the riser. Theernments. Washington, DC. 90 pp.
device can be protected by large mesh hardware cloth.
Filter fabric should be avoided as the t-me silts and clays
quickly clog pore spaces in the fabric. This design
should be capable of entirely containing sediment-laden
runofffrom small storms, and allowing two to six hours
of extra detention for the larger storm events as well.

R0079798
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Feature Article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3): 95-99

Construction Practices: The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly
by Robert G. Paterson, Assistant Professor, University of Texas

O ver the last two decades, numerous field andexperiences. Second, the administrators were also asked
laboratory studies have tested the besttocommentontheirperceptionofthemaincauseis)of
techniques for preventing erosion and trap-failures for each construction practice. Possible rea-

ping suspended sediment at construction sites. Thesons for failures included thatthe practice was installed
U.S. EPA has incorporated many of these findings intopoorly, did not work, or was poorly maintained.
itsguidancedocumentsfortheNPDESstormwaterand

The field investigation provided an independentnonpoint source control programs (U.S. EPA, 1992;
assessmentofESCimplementationformorethan 1,0001993). However, very few of the studies have assessed
construction practices evaluated in a total of 128 ESChow well these plans are actually implemented at con-
plans within nine North Carolina jurisdictions. Thestruction sites.
nine jurisdictions were selected to adequately repre-

Anecdotal evidence suggests that poor installationsent construction sites in each of North Carolina’s three
and maintenance of construction practices is endemicphysiographic regions (mountain, piedmont and coastal
in many state and local erosion and sediment controlplain) and across three different levels of program
(ESC) programs (Banach, 1988; Dawson, 1988; Doengesadministration (i.e., municipal, county and state admin.
et al., 1990; Lemonde, 1988). Detailed information,istered programs).
however, is lacking on the specific problems encoun-

Project sites were randomly selected from a list oftered during implementation (Dawson, 1988; Doenges
active construction projects within each jurisdiction

etal., 1990). Systematic analysis ofESC program imple_
using a random assignment procedure. The selectionmentation is needed to advance these practices. De-
procedure provided a fairly even mix of developmentsigners need to know which construction practices are
types: 56% of the construction projects were residentialmost problematic and know how to limit performance
and 44% were non-residential. The quality of ESCfailures through better design and inspection,
implementation was evaluated in terms of(a) whether

Sediment control inspectors can also benefit fromthe practices had been adequately installed and (b) if
this kind of information. For example, many inspectorsthey were adequately maintained.
learn job skills through an apprenticeship process which
unfortunately relegates much learning to trial and errorStudy Results
despite the best efforts of senior ESC professionals to

Expert Opinion on ESC Practice Performancehelp them "learn the ropes." In other cases, problems
are encountered on such a piecemeal basis that trends Few North Carolina ESC administrators were saris-
cannot be easily discerned, fled with the typical field performance of most con-

struction practices; only three out of the 11 construc-This article sheds light on implementation prob-
tion practices were considered to be good or excellentlems that persist among many commonly prescribed
(Figure 1). Sediment basins, sediment traps, and riprapconstruction practices based on acomprehensive evalu-
stabilized channels received the highest percentage ofation of North Carolina’s ESC Program undertaken in
favorable ratings. The worst performers, by a large1990. Problems with construction practices were iden-
margin, were brush barriers and straw bales. Only twotiffed through both expert opinion surveys and an

investigation of over 1,000 prescribed constructionoutof34administratorsratedtypicalfieldperformance
as "good" and none viewed typical brush barrier per-practices in the field. Expert opinions were obtained

through a mail survey of 44 North Carolina ESCformance as satisfactory. Evaluations also tended to be
negative on pre-fabricated silt fence and filter stripadministrators using theTotal Survey Design method,
performance. Opinion was more varied on the ad-Responses were received from 77% of the total popu-

lation, equacy of vegetatively stabilized channels, slope drains,
constructed silt fence, and storm drain inlet protection

Expert opinion was sought on two key implementa-(SDIP) measures.
tion issues. First, administrators were asked to rate a list

A majority of the experts attributed constructionof commonly used construction practices on a subjec- practice failure to poor installation (Table 1). Most
rive five-point effectiveness scale (excellent, good,

administrators identified poor installation as the pri-average, fair, and poor) based on their typical field
mary cause of failure for filter strips, pre- fabricated silt
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fence, constructed silt fence, slope drains, vegetativelyField Surv~. Performance Ratings
stabilized channels, and riprap lined channel. In many

The field survey corroborated much of the expertcases, however, poor maintenance ran a close second
opinion. For example, it appears that few plan review-as the prtmary cause of likely failure. Most administra-
ers are allowing the use of questionable practices. Fortots identified poor maintenance as the principal cause
example, only two of the 128 sediment control plans

of failures for sediment basins, sediment traps, andevaluated prescribed the use of straw bale or brushstorm drain inlet protection measures,
barriers. Likewise, pre-fabricated silt fence, filter strips,

Again, the most technically questionable construc-and slope drains were used sparingly.
tion practices were thought to be brush barriers and

Perhaps the most interesting finding was the hum-straw bales. Table 2 summarizes typical comments
ber of construction practices that were never installed

from administmtots from the open response option oneven though they were shown on the plan. More than
the survey.

Technically Poor Poor
Erosion and sediment deficient installation maintenance
control measure (%) (%) (%)

Brush barriers 58 29 13
Straw bales 64 20 16
Filter strip 23 41 36
Pre-fabricated silt fence 23 54 23
Silt fence 7 57 36
Sediment trap 0 38 62
Sediment basin 11 29 60
Inlet protection 16 40 44
Slope drain 0 76 24
Vegetated channel 27 57 15
Rjprap channel 15 74- 11

100     94

[] Sediment basin

80 72 ¯ Sediment trap
¯ Riprap channel
[] Veg. channel
[] Slope drain60

45 44 39
[] Silt fence

40 . [] SDIP
25 [] Filter strip

20
[] Pre-fab silt fence

8 [] Straw bale

0      [] Br~sh barrier
0
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a quarter of the two most commonly prescribed con-knocked down by construction vehicles, hydraulicstruction practices (storm drain inlet protection and silt
overload, or silt build-up)and damaged filter fabric (also

fence) were never installed and nearly half of all pre-
possibly due to construction activities or natural dete-

scribed velocity dissipators were not in place, rioration).
The two most favored practices, SDIP and sill

ThefinalcolumninTable3corroboratesmuchofthefences, were frequently installed in a poor manner,anecdotal evidence that poor maintenance remains a
Among those SDIP measures actually installed, aboutpersistent impediment to effective sediment control.
a third were not properly constructed (construction

Withonlythreeexceptions, more than one out ofever~
lacked required materials like reinforcing wire and ad-four ESC practices were considered to be functionallY,
equate coverage of the base with filtration material);impaired because ofpoormaintenance. Onceagain, th~
29% were not properly anchored (primarily silt fencetwo most commonly used construction practices were
designs); and nearly half needed additional mainte-amongthe top five offenders. And, while most sediment
nance if they were to perform properly (problems in-basins andtraps were installed correctly, nearly one-half
cluded torn filter fabric, damage from vehicular impactof the traps and one-fourth of the basins were reported
and sediment build-up). Because of those failures,to fail because of poor maintenance.
evaluators noted visible sediment entering into drain-

Finally, the field survey examined several construc-
agesystems in about one out ofevery five storm draintion practices that were not evaluated in the expertinlet protection measures installed.

opinion surveys, including anti-tracking pads, filter
More than 40% of silt fence applications were

bermsanddikes. Forexample.whileanti.trackingpadspoorly installedandtwo-thirdsrequiredmaintenance toare widely recognized as an important part of erosion
perform properly. Themost common installation prob-control plans, almost half of the plans failed to require
lems included failure to use reinforcing wire (42%)~them (and of those installed, almost a third needed
failure to anchor filter fabric (33%), and failure to appro_maintenance). Second, the field survey revealed that silt
priately space posts or install the full length of requiredfence has generally replaced earthen dikes as the diver-
fencing (22%). The most common maintenance prob-sion measure of choice at most construction sites. The
lems were failure to repair damaged fencing (whetherwidespread use of silt fence perhaps should be

re-evaluated in light of their dismal pertbrmance in the
field, compared to surprisingly strong performance of
dikes.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Stormwater What lessons can be drawn from the above analy-

Management sis? Well the good news. at least in North Carolina, is
Practice Comment~ that plan reviewers and inspectors are reducing field

performance problems by minimizing the use of con-
Straw bales and Rapid loss of filtration capacity due to deteriora- struction practices with a chronic history of poor imple-
brush barriers tion and gaps often left between measure and mentation (i.e., the low use of straw bales, brush

ground, barriers, pre-fabricated silt fence, and filter strips). The
SDIP and Failure to install all parts of the measure (e.g., bad news is that the study has corroborated prior
silt fence reinforcing wire), failure to anchor the base, fail- anecdotalevidencethatpoorimplementationremainsa

ure to cover entire designated area with fence, widespread obstacle to effective sediment pollution
and construction vehicles back over devices, control. The worst news is that these results came from

Filter strips Undersized filter area, sparse vegetation, and an investigation of a program that many consider to be
concentrated runoff at entn/, one of the strongest ESC programs in the nation. This

Vegetative and Inadequate channel bed construction and at- suggests that ESC programs may perform even worse
riprap channels tempted vegetative stabilization in high velocity in states that rely solely on voluntary compliance.

flow. The study raised many more questions than it
Slope drains Failure to anchor drain to slope, failure to make answered. For example, it provided little insightregard..

inlet water tight, failure to install velocity dissi- ing underlying causes of the installation and mainte-
pater at outlet, and failure to leave inlet clear of nance failures noted. Certainly one could take the easydebris and sediment build up.

route and blame all implementation problems on devel-
Sediment basins    Failure to remove built up sediment, failure to opers and their grading contractors since they areand traps stabilize embankments, spillway deterioration, arguably responsible for ensuring that constructionimproper levelling of embankments, failure to

practices outlined in their sediment control plans areanchor riser pipe, failure to install trash rack.
installed correctly. However, such an antagonistic ap-
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No. of construction Percent Percent Percent
Erosion and sediment practices actually installed adequately
control measures required in plan installed correctly maintained

Storm drain inlet protection 189 71 * 72 * 55 *
Silt fence 174 67 * 58 * 34 *
Sediment trap 155 86 86 58 *
Veg.learth channel 147 77 98 87
Velocity dissipaters 147 51 * 86 69                                                                                                                                                           *
Anti-tracking pad 66 89 89 67 *
Sediment basin 43 84 94 75 *
Filter berm 25 52 * 85 54 *
Earthen dike 25 92 100 92
Riprap channel 20 50 * 90 50 *
Check dam 20 80 94 63 *
Pipe slope drain 9 ** 89 100 50
Filter strip 4 ** 100 100 100
Straw bale 2 ** 100 50 0
Brush barrier 1 ** 100 0 0
Prefab silt fence 1 ** 100 100 100

* 25% or more of practices rated inadequate for listed criterion
** Inadequate number of cases for analysis

proach undoubtedly oversimplifies what in many cases Likewise, while many maintenance problems are the I
is likely to be a complex situation, result of neglect, in many other instances, problems

Consider, for example, the silt fence installation andresult from design problems such as hydraulic overload
maintenance problems identified by the field survey,or inappropriate fence placement (e.g., where vehicles
The cynic might concludethatthe problem is simply oneare likely to damage the devices or leave inadequate
of developers saving a buck. And, while some installa-room for maintenance). The point of this discussion is
tion problems are surely due to this motive, a lack ofnot to shitt blame, but rather to emphasize that instal-
training may also be responsible. In several instances,lation and maintenance problems often may be more
it was clear that the grading contractor had incurred allcomplex than they initially appear. Implementation
material and labor installation costs, but the construe-problems may stem not only from a lack of commit-
tion crew lacked the proper training to properly anchorment, but also from a lack Of knowledge on how to
the fence. In other instances, contractors constructedcomply(e.g., poor training, poorplans, and site-specific
the silt fencing to plan specifications, but placed themconstraints).
in locations where they served little practical purpose. Giventhe critical importance offield implementation
This problem often occurred when erosion conlrolof ESC programs and the apparent shortcomings that
~lans contained vague field information, such as notesexist, much more attention should be focused on im-
that merely specify, "Silt fence to be placed whereproving plan implementation. The task for researchers
necessary." and environmental professionals alike is to identify the

principal causes of construction practice failures and
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test corrective design, technical assistance, and en-
Lemonde, A.O. 1988. "Installation and Maintenance

forcement responses so that a better foundation for of StormwaterManagementBasins,"inK. Stuart
effective program implementation can be undertaken,

and J. Haracz (eds), Soil and Water Manage-
ment: Planning for Site Development, Pro-
ceedings of a Symposium on Erosion andSedi-
ment Control and Stormwater Management.
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Technical .Vote #85 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3)." 440-442

Delaware Program Improves
Construction Site Inspection

E rosion and Sediment Control (ESC) practices One solution to this problem is to place part of
require vigilance and frequent maintenance. Unthe burden for inspection on the development corn-
fortunately, most ESC programs do not have thernunity. A program in Delaware requires some devel-

resources to effectively inspect construction activity, opers to hire their own inspectors (Shaver and Piorko,
Responses from the Center’s survey of 80 ESC pro-1996). Although these inspectors are officially called
grams indicate that each field inspector is responsiblethe construction reviewers, they are referred to as
for an average of at least 150 sites per year. At this rate,"private inspectors" in this article to avoid confusion
inspectors are overburdened even if all the sites are notwith plan reviewers. The article describes when pri-
under active construction at the same time. If sedimentvate inspectors are required, responsibilities under
controls are only 60 to 70% effective under good condi-this program, other programs that can supplement it
tions, how can we expect protect streams without suffi-and some important safeguards. Finally, it provides
cient staffto ensure that ESC practices are applied prop-some guidelines on developing a similar program.
erty?

¯ All sites with greater than 50 acres of disturbed area
¯ Any site, as determined by the resource agency
¯ Sites under construction that present significant management problems

Inspector Responsibility
¯ Certification and periodic re-certification (passing a training course)
¯ Making weekly inspection reports to the contractors and inspection agency
¯ On-site technical advice for contractors

Professional Engineer Responsibility
¯ Oversight and technical advice to the Private Inspector
¯ Usually works at the same firm as the Private Inspector

ESC Agency
° Training for Pdvate Inspectors
¯ Review of all inspection reports
¯ "Spot checks" on construction sites
¯ Enforcement action

Contractor/Developer Responsibility
¯ ESC maintenance and installation
¯ Hiring and paying for inspectors
¯ Feedback on site conditions, problems

R0079804
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Who Has to Hire a Private Inspector? sediment controls on construction sites. They must
Private inspectors are required for sites that thecorrect violations within a specific time period. An

state or local ESC agency anticipates will require in-additional responsibility under this program is hir-
tense agency resources to complete site inspectioning a private inspector. Consequently, they have
(Table 1). Because each construction project is differ-some input selecting the person that they will deal
ent, the need for a private inspector is decided on anwith on a regular basis.
individual basis.

Supporting Progr~ ms
Responsibilities Because developers and contractors have a

Private inspectors, government agencies and con-great deal of responsibility, their training is impor-
tractors/developers all have some responsibility totant. Under Delaware’s "Blue Card" program, one
ensure that erosion and sediment control plans arecontractor from each site is required to attend a train-
effectively implemented. Private inspectors are requireding course (Table 3). This program provides a strong
to become certified and periodically re-certified bybackdrop to supplement the private inspector pro-
passing a standardized course. Once licensed, theygram. In addition, it applies to all sites-not only the
act as the "eyes" on construction sites. They make atlarger or more complicated sites covered in the pri-
least weekly site visits and report both violations andvate inspector program. Training for both design-
inadequacies in the plan to the developer, contractoring professionals and public employees is also cru-
and ESC agency. The inspectoraiso provides on-sitecial to developing effective ESC plans.
technical assistance to the contractor when needed.

Although the goal of this program is to ease theSafeguards
burden on public sector employees, they still play an One of the major concerns at the inception of
important role. Private inspectors are licensed throughthe Delaware program was that private inspectors
the state program of the Department of Natural Re-would not report violations because they are era-
sources and Environmental Control (DNREC). Theployed by developers. There are two provisions to
state offers a 32-hour course every year that coversprotect against collusion in this program. First, if
both stormwater management and ESC. In addition,the spot checks conducted by the ESC agency show
government inspectors review reports submitted bythat the private inspector did not report violations,
private inspectors, and conduct spot checks for accu-his license can be revoked or suspended. Second,
racy. Finally, fines or other penalties are issued throughthe private inspector must be supervised by a Pro-
government agencies, fessional Engineer, whose P.E. license can be sus-

Developer and contractor are ultimately respon-pended for ethical breaches.
sible for the implementation of effective erosion and

One contractor on each construction project needs to be certified
The contractor attends a 3.5 hour course offered by DNREC
This person is responsible for ESC techniques and on-the-job training of other contractors

Assign full-time staff to administer the program .
Decide on criteria for use of private inspectors
Develop a training program and certification process

° Incorporate Professional Engineer oversight
¯ Define specific site spot checking schedule
¯ Include recourse for fraudulent inspection reports
¯ Carry out enforcement action for contractors who violate plans
¯ Pilot in a test area
¯ monitor using objective criteria to evaluate the program

R0079805¯ Revise the program periodically based on past performance
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Results program development is a major undertaking, results
Delaware’s private inspector program began fairlyin Delaware’s suggest that the effort may pay off in

recently (1991), so it is difficult to quantify its suc-the long run.
cess. One measure, however, is the degree of re- --FRS
sponse to training courses. As of February 1997, 340
people have been certified. In addition, there is aReferences
qualitative opinion that the "best sites" are those

Shaver. H.E., 1996. PersonalCommunication. Dela-that use private inspectors (Shaver, 1996). A more
formal analysis is just beginning, ware Department of Natural Resources and Envi-

ronmentalControl. Dover, DE.

How to Start a Privatelnspector Program Shaver. H.E. and F.M. Piorko. 1996. "A Certification
Pro gram for sediment and Storm water Inspectors:

Developing a private inspector program is time A Private Supplement to Public Inspection." In:
consuming and must be done carefully. Some steps Assessing the Cumulative Impact of Watershed
to implementing a successful program are described Development on Aquatic Ecosystems and water
in Table 3. While Delaware’s program seems to have Quali.ty, A National Symposium. US Environ-
been successful, using it as a "cookie cutter" ap- mental Protection Agency (EPA Region 5)with
proach may not be appropriate. Some of the details, the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission.
such as what sites should be included, may vary be- Chicago, IL.
tween states. Thus, piloting in test areas and con-
tinuous reevaluation are recommended. Although
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Technical Note #41 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (3). 143-144

Enforcing Sediment Regulations
in North Carolina
by Robert G. Paterson, Assistant Professor, University of Texas at Austin

O ne of the most glaring deficiencies in theat a project creates an in-house, on-site enforcement
watershed protection literature today is theagent with the necessary, expertise to solve problems.
lack of research on the behavioral elementsFurthermore, the engineer or other qualified profes-

thatmustbemettoimproveoutcomes(Andrews, 1992;sional ensures that commitment to ESC is sustained
Geller, 1989). While the ultimate goal of our environ-throughout the life of the project.
mental regulation is to eliminate or reduce behavior

Better compliance was achieved on sites that werethat degrades the environment, very little research has
monitored by more seasoned ESC inspectors. This isfocused on identifying the most effective ways to
consistent with expectations given that most inspec-accomplish that end. In an ideal situation, watershed
tots are trained through an apprenticeship processmanagers would (1) know all the key cause-and-effect
rather than meeting any formal degree or certification

relationships between various program interventions
requirements.and target group responses, (2) know the frequency,

intensity and combination of intervention strategiesComprehension
necessary to evoke long-term behavioral change, and

Efforts to ensure that all the key development(3) be able to select the most cost-effective interven-
personnel understand ESC plan requirements also hadtions among available alternatives. Unfortunately, in
asignificantpayoffinfieldperformance. Forexample,

virtually allareasofwatershedmanagement, ourknowl-pre-construction conferences were found to be instru-edge is far from this level of understanding,
mental in ensuring that control measures are installed

Researchers in North Carolina sought to answerand maintained and that the overall program objectives
some of those questions within the context of urbanare achieved (see Lemonde, 1987; Thompson, 1984).
erosion and sediment control (ESC) programs. ThePre-construction conferences lead to a 15% better
researchers tested hypotheses about the impact ofmaintenance compliance rate compared to sites where
.various enforcement activities to improve complianceno meeting was held. Similarly, the study found that
xn a sample of 128 construction sites drawn randomlyclear plans with a minimum of clutter, simple maline-
from the list of active projects in nine case studynancerequirements, and precise directions on installa-
jurisdictions. Each site was evaluated for compliancetion also contributed significantly to better compli-
with the approved ESC plan (i.e., the percentage ofance.
control measures installed and maintained as required)
and the program’s overall objective of preventing sig-Cooperation
nificant off-site sediment losses (Malcom et al., 1990;While there has been much debate over the meritsPaterson, ! 993). Four key enforcement characteristics

of pursuing a legalistic--coercive as opposed to coop-
thatemergedweresignificantpredictorsofcompliance:erative--bargaining approach to regulatory enforce-
expertise, comprehension, cooperation and vigilancement, there have been few attempts to empirically test
were identified,

which strategy provides a superior outcome (Sigler

Expertise and Murphy, 1991 ; Bardach and Kagan, 1982). Using
behavioral research methods to determine inspectors’

Twomeasures of enforcement expertise were statis,general enforcement philosophy, the study found that
tically significant predictors of compliance--profes-the probability of project compliance was enhanced at
sional design oversight and the sediment controlsites where inspectors adhered to a more cooperative
inspector’sexperience. Forexample, maintenance com.bargaining approach. As the term implies, a
pliance was about 15% better at projects that requiredcooperative-bargaining enforcement approach tends
professional design oversight (e.g., an engineer ortoinvolvehigh levels ofinterpersonalcommunication
landscape architect) as compared to those that did not.and emphasizes a problem-solving approach to en-
Professional design oversight was also a statisticallyforcement that only shifts to a stricter enforcement
significant predictor of the likelihood of performancewhen faced with recalcitrant offenders. This finding is
compliance at sites. This is consistent with study expec-consistent with the study hypothesis which built on
tations since requiring professional design oversightcase study observations from the regulatory enforce.-
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mentliterature(Bardach andKagan, 1982)andempiricalGeller, E.S. 1989. "Applied Behavioral Analysis and
observations from the applied behaviorist and social Social Marketing: An Integration for Environmen-
psychology literature (see e.g., Cialdini, 1989; Geller, tal Preservation." Journal of Social Issues, 45(I)
1989). 17-36.

Lemonde. A. 1987. "Installation and Maintenance of
Vigilance Stormwater Management Basins." in Proceedings

Finally, the study provides empirical support for the of Soil and Water Management Conference. South-
importance of inspection vigilance. Both the frequency ern New England Chapter, Soil Conservation Soci-
and duration of project inspections were positively etyofAmerica.
associated with the level of installation and mainte-Malcom. H.R., A.C. Beard, R.J. Burby, E.J. Kaiser, M.I.
nance compliance at a site. Surveillance keeps regula- Luger, and R.G. Paterson. 1990. Evaluation of the
tory compliance a high priority at the site and provides North Carolina Erosion and Sediment Control
opportunities for inspectors to build problem-solving Program. Raleigh, NC: Land Quality Section, Divi-
skills among site personnel, sion of Land Resources, North Carolina Depart-

ment of Environment Health and Natural Resources.
Conclusion Paterson. R.G. 1993. Capacity and Commitment: The

In summary, the study findings supported many of Keys to Environmental Regulato~ Compliance.
the theoretical assertions made by Bardaeh and Kagan Doctoral Dissertatio University of North Carolina
(1982) in their seminal work on regulatory enforcement at Chapel Hill.
as to what would constitute an effective inspectoratemSigler J.A. and J.E. Murphy, 1991. "A Novel Approach
a good inspector is technically competent, aims to win to Business-Government Relationships." in J.A.
cooperation, educates the regulated, serves a diagnos- Sigler and J.E. Murphy (eds), Corporate Law-
tic as well as an enforcement role, communicates effe¢- breaking andlnteractive Compliance. New York:
tivety about substantive issues, wins respect for fair- Quorum Books.
hess and uses an explicit problem-solving orientation.
The good inspector finds additional eyes and ears in theThompson. D. 1984. "Erosion and Sediment Control on

regulated organization bv gaining respect and commit-
Construction Sites." in Proceedings of a Seminar
on Sedimentation and Erosion Control. Landment among the key implementing personnel.
Tech Consultants and CT Association of Soil and
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Section 8: Stormwater Treatment
Watershed Protection Tool #6

Ttr he basic objective of stormwater treatment is to compensate for the hydrological changes caused by
watershed development and, more specifically, impervious cover. A watershed manager looks to storm-
eatment to solve many different problems caused by runoff. Thus, a series of practices is employed to

maintain groundwater recharge and purity, reduce stormwater pollutant loads, protect stream channels from
eroding, prevent increased overbank flooding and safely convey dangerous floods. Generally, stormwater treat-
ment practices are engineered to capture, store, treat or infiltrate the increased volume of stormwater runoff
produced by new development using structural practices and non-structural practices.

The most common stormwater treatment practices are stormwater ponds, wetlands, filtering systems,
infiltration practices and open channels. Watershed managers need to carefully choose which stormwa-"A watershedter treatment practices are most appropriate for a given watershed, balancing their differing capabilities to
remove pollutants, recharge groundwater and detain floods. At the same time, they must realisticallymanager ~ooks to
assess how long they will last, their maintenance track record, and their impact on both the downstreamstormwater treat-
environment and the local community.

ment to solve many
The 62 articles that follow provide a detailed summary of the current state of stormwater treatment    different problems
practices. The articles are organized into seven parts: an initial part that contains general articles on
stormwater treatment, followed by more specific research on each of the major stormwater treatmentcaused by runoff."
practices: ponds, wetlands, infiltration, filters, open channels and the ubiquitous "other" category..

Trench in Stormwater Treatment in the Last Decade

As recently as 10 years ago, most communities were primarily concerned about flood control, and as a conse-
quence only sought to manage the quantity of stormwater generated from a development site. New research and
federal regulations, however, prompted many communities to become more concerned with the quality of storm-
water, and now pollutant removal is a fairly common goal at the local level. This new era has spawned an
enormous number of new practices and designs, many of which have been tested in the field. More than a
hundred research studies have been conducted in the last decade that demonstrate both the capabilities and
limitations of various stormwater treatment practices. As a consequence, the design and implementation of
stormwater treatment practices have become more standardized, although the sorting out process is not yet
complete. But at least from the standpoint of stormwater quality, watershed managers have enough comparative

information to make better choices about which
stormwater treatment practices to apply to pro-
tect their watershed.

At the same time, however, researchers have
found that the current generation of stormwa-
ter treatment practices can neither protect
downstream channels from erosion nor re-
charge groundwater. A steady stream of re-
search reports indicate that these deficiencies
are responsible for much of the physical and
habitat impairment of urban streams (see Sec-
tion 2). As a result, the objectives for storm-
water treatment have expanded yet again to
confront the channel enlargement and recharge
problems. At the close of the decade, several
states and localities had adopted engineering
criteria to address these problems.
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Two other key trends emerged toward the end of the 90s. The first was a shift toward watershed-based stormwater
criteria, which departed from the site-based stormwater criteria that had been uniformly applied to sites in the past.
Instead, designers were given more specific recommendations on how to size, select, design and locate stormwater
practices in order to meet specific watershed objectives. The shift to watershed-based stormwater treatment, in turn,
has created new and higher expectations for the performance ofstormwater practices. Success is no longer measured
solely by the quality ofrunoffthat leaves the site, but rather by the quality of the stream to which it drains.

The second key trend was a greater recognition of the critical role that better site design could play in stormwater
treatment. Quite simply, better site design makes the stormwater engineer’s job much easier, by reducing impervious
cover, providing more sensible options for locating practices, and by assigning stormwater treatment an earlier and
more prominent role in the design of commercial and residential development.

Stormwater Treatment Research Needs

Several lines of research are needed to support the practice of stormwater treatment. First, more research is needed
on stormwater practices such as bioretention and dry swales that have only come into wide use in the last few years.
Some older practices that have fallen out of favor may also merit a fresh look. In particular, a wide variety of permeable
pavers, pavements, bricks, and concrete have recently come onto the market, some of which could fulfill the age-old
dream of making impervious areas behave as if they are not. While our past experience with these products has been
disappointing, we should not abandon the ultimate goal of no net runoff for our parking lots, rooftops and roads.

Second, more intensive monitoring and modeling are needed to determine the range of storms that cause channel
enlargement and the detention times needed to prevent it. Given the impact of channel enlargement on urban
streams, we cannot afford to fly by the seat of our pants anymore.

Lastly, we need to continue and expand our testing ofstormwater practices at the watershed level. As noted earlier,
the true measure of success for stormwater treatment is the quality of the stream and not merely the runoff. While
initial watershed-scale testing has not yet indicated that stormwater treatment makes a statistical difference in the
habitat or biological diversity score of a stream, we have yet to test the newest generation of practices or sizing
criteria that incorporate our expanded objectives for stormwater treatment.
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Chapter 1 of the Ma~. land Department of the Envionment Stormwater Manual

Why Stormwater Matters

U’rban development has a profound influence on The increase in stormwater mnoffcan be too much for
the quality of local streams. To start, developthe existing drainage system to handle. As a result, the
ment dramatically alters the local hydrologicdrainage system is often "improved" to rapidly collect

cycle (see Figure 1). The hydrology of a site changesrunoffand quickly convey it away (using curb and gutter,
during the initial clearing and grading that occur duringenclosed storm sewers, and lined channels). The storm-
construction. Trees that had intercepted rainfall arewater runoff is subsequently discharged to downstream
removed, and natural depressions that had temporarilywaters, such as streams, reservoirs, lakes or estuaries.
ponded water are graded to a uniform slope. The
spongy humus layer of the forest floor that had ab-DecliningWaterQuality
sorbed rainfall is scraped off, eroded or severely com-
pacted. Having lost its natural storage capacity, a Impervious surfaces accumulate pollutants depos-

cleared and graded site can no longer prevent rainfallited from the atmosphere, leaked from vehicles, or wind-

from being rapidly converted into stormwater runoff,blown in from adjacent areas. During storm events, these
pollutants quickly wash off, and are rapidly delivered to

The situation worsens after construction. Roofdownstream waters. Some common pollutants found in
tops, roads, parking lots, driveways and other impervi-urban stormwater runoffare profiled in Table 1 and include
ous surfaces no longer allow rainfall to soak into thethe following:
ground. Consequently, most rainfall is directly con-

Nutrients. Urban runoffhas elevated concentrationsvetted into stormwater runoff. This phenomenon is
of both phosphorus and nitrogen, which can enrichillustrated in Figure 2, which shows the increase in the

volumetric runoffcoefficient (Rv) as a function of sitestreams, lakes, reservoirs andestuaries (knownas eutrophi-

imperviousness. The runoff coefficient expresses thecation). In particular, excess nutrients have been docu-

fraction of rainfall volume that is convened into storm-mented to be a major factor in the decline of Chesapeake

waterrunoff. As can be seen, the volume ofstormwaterBay. Excess nutrients promote algal growth that blocks

runoff increases sharply with impervious cover. Forsunlight from reaching underwater grasses and depletes

example, a one acre parking lot can produce 16 timesoxygen in bottom waters. Urban runoffhas been identi-
fied as a key and controllable source of nutrients.more stormwater runoffthan a one acre meadow each

year.

WATER BALANCE
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Typical Pollutants Found in Stormwatar Units Average Concentration (1)
Runoff

Total Suspended Solids mgii 80
Total Phosphorus mq/] 0.30
Total Nitrogen mg/I 2.0
Total orqanic Carbon mq/I 12.7
Fecal Coliform Bacteria MPN/100 rnl 3600
E. coil Bacteria MPN/100 ml 1450
Petroleum Hydrocarbons mq~l 3.5
Cadmium ug/I 2
Copper uq/l 10
Lead ug/I 18
Zinc uq/I 140
Chlorides (winter only) mg/I 230
Insecl~cides uq/I 0.1 to 2.0
Herbicides ug/I 1 to 5.0
(1) these concentrations represent mean or median storm concentrations measured at typical sites, and
may be greater during individual storms. Also note that mean or median runoff concentrations from
~tormwater hotspots are 2 to 10 times higher than those show~ here. Units = mg/t = milligrams/liter,
pg/I = micrograms/Iter.
Data Source: Maryland Department of Environment. 2000. Maryland Stormwater Manual Vo/. 1.
Baltimore, D. 212 pp.
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Suspended solids. Sources of sediment include
washoffof particles that are deposited on impervious
surfaces and erosion from streambanks and construc-
tion sites. Both suspended and deposited sediments Hydrologic Soil Average Annual
can have adverse effects on aquatic life in streams, lakes Group (NRCS) Recharge
and estuaries. Sediments also transport other attached Volume
pollutants.

"A" Soils 18 inches/year
Organic Carbon. Organic matter, washed from

impervious surfaces during storms, can present a prob-"B" Soils 12 inches/year
lem in slower moving downstream waters. As organic
matter decomposes, it can deplete dissolved oxygen in"C" Soils 6 inches/yea r

lakes andtidalwaters. Lowlevetsofoxygeninthewater"D" Soils 3 inches/year
can have an adverse impact on aquatic life.

Bacteria. Bacteria levels in stormwater runoff Average annual rainfall is about 40 inches p~r
routinely exceed public health standards for water con- yea r across Maryland.
tact recreation. Stormwaterrunoffcan also leadtothe
closure of adjacent shellfish beds and swimming beaches
and may increase the cost of treating drinking water at Groundwater is a critical water resource across the

water supply reservoirs, county. Not only do many residents depend on ground-
water for their drinking water, but the health of many

Hydrocarbons. Vehiclesleakoilandgreasewhichaquatic systems is also dependent on its steady dis-
contain a wide array ofhydrocarbon compounds, somecharge. For example, during periods of dry weather,
of which can be toxic at low concentrations to aquaticgroundwater sustains flows in streams and helps to
life. maintain the hydrology of non-tidal wetlands (Figure 3).

Trace Metals. Cadmium, copper, lead and zinc areBecause development creates impervious surfaces that
routinely found in stormwater runoff. These metals canprevent natural recharge, a net decrease in groundwater
be toxic to aquatic life at certain concentrations, and canrecharge rates can be expected in urban watersheds.
also accumulate in the sediments of streams, lakes andThus, during prolongedperiodsofdryweather, streamflow
estuaries, sharply diminishes. In smaller headwater streams, the

Pesticides. A modest number of currently useddecline in stream flow can cause a perennial stream to

and recently banned insecticide~ and herbicides havebecome seasonally dry.

been detected in urban streamflow at concentrations Urban land uses and activities can also degrade
that approach or exceed toxicity thresholds for aquaticgroundwater quality, if stormwater runoff is directed
life. into the soil without adequate treatment. Certain land

Chlorides. Salts that are applied to roads anduses and activities are known to produce higher loads of
parking lots in the winter months appear in stormwatermetals and toxic chemicals and are designated as storm-
runoff and meltwater at much higher concentrationswater hotspots. Soluble pollutants, such as chloride,

than many freshwater organisms can tolerate, nitrate, copper, dissolved solids and some polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can migrate into ground-

Thermal Impacts. Impervious surfaces may in-
water and potentially contaminate wells. Stormwatercrease temperature in receiving waters, adversely im-
runoffshould never be infiltrated into the soil ifa site ispacting aquatic life that requires cold and cool water

conditions (e.g., trout),
a designated hotspot.

Trash andDebris. Considerable quantities oftrashDegradation of Stream Channels
and debris are washed through the storm drain net-
works. The trash and debris accumulate in streams and Stormwater runoffis a powerful force that influences

lakes and detract from their natural beauty, the geometry of streams. After development, both the
frequency and magnitude of storm flows increase dra-
matically (Figure 4). Consequently, urban stream chan-

DiminishingGroundwaterReehargeandQuality     nels experience more bankfull and sub-bankfull flow

The slow infiltration of rainfall through the soilevents each year than they had prior to development.
layer is essential for replenishing groundwater. The

As a result, both the bed and bank of a stream are
amount of rainfall that recharges groundwater varies,exposed to highly erosive flows more frequently and fordepending on the slope, soil, and vegetation. Some

longer intervals. Streams typically respond to thisindication of the importance of recharge is shown in
change by increasing their cross-sectional area to handleTable 2, which shows Natural Resources Conservationthe more frequent and erosive flows either by channelService (NRCS) regional estimates of average annual

recharge volume, based on soil type. widening or down cutting, or both. The stream enters a
R0079818
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highly unstable phase, and experiences severefrom erosion. In some cases, the two-year storm criteria
streambank erosion and habitat degradation. In thismay actually accelerate streambank erosion, because it
phase, the stream often experiences some of the follow-exposes the channel to a longer duration of erosive flows
ing changes: than it would have otherwise received.
¯ Rapid stream widening
¯ Increased streambank and channel erosion Increased OverbankFIooding

¯ Decline in stream substrate quality (through sedi- Flow events that exceed the capacity of the stream
merit deposition and embedding of the substrate)channel spill out into the adjacent floodplain. These are

¯ Loss of pool/riffle structure in the stream channeltermed"overbank" floods, and can damage property and
downstream drainage sEuctures.¯ Degradation of stream habitat structure

While some overbank flooding is inevitable and¯ Creation of fish barriers by culver~ and other even desirable, the historical goal of drainage design in
stream crossings, many communities has been to maintain pre-develop-
The decline in the physical habitat of the stream,ment peak discharge rates for both the two and ten-year

coupled with lower base flows and higher stormwaterfrequency storm after development, thus keeping the
pollutant loads, has a severe impact on the aquaticlevel of overbank flooding the same over time. This
community. Recent research has shown the followingprevents costly damage or maintenance for culverts,
changes in stream ecology: drainage struc~res, and swales.
¯ Decline in aquatic insect and freshwater mussel Overbank floods are ranked in terms of their statis-

diversity tical return frequency. For example, a flood that has a 50%

° Decline in fish diversity chance of occurring in any given year is termed a "two

¯ Degradation of trout habitat year" flood. The two-year storm is also known as the
"bankfull flood," as researchers have demonstrated that

Traditionally, communities haveattemptedtopro-most natural stream channels in the state have just
vide some measure of channel protection by imposingenough capacity to handle the two-year flood before
the two-year storm peak discharge control requirement,spilling out into the floodplain. In Maryland, about three
which requires that the peak discharge from the two-to 3.5 inches of rain in a 24-hour period produces a two-
year post-development storm be reduced to pre-devel-year or bankfull flood. This rainfall depth is termed the
opment levels. Recent research and experience how-two-year design storm.
ever, indicates that the two-year peak discharge crite-
rion is not capable of protecting downstream channels

R0079820
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Similarly, a flood that has a 10% chance of occurring Floodplains are natural flood storage areas andin any given year is termed a" 1 O-year flood." A 10-year
help to attenuate downstream flooding. Floodplains areflood occurs when a storm event produces about 4.5 to
very important habitat areas, encompassing riparian

5.5 inches of rain in a 24- hour period. Under traditionalforests, wetlands, and wildlife corridors. Consequently,
engineering practice, most channels and storm drains inmany communities restrict or even prohibit new devel-
Maryland are designed with enough capacity to safelyopmentwithin the 100-year floodplain to prevent flood
pass the peak discharge from the 10-year design storm,hazards and conserve habitats. Nevertheless, prior

Urban development increases the peak dischargedevelopment that has occurred in the floodplain can still
rate associated with a given design storm, because imper-be subject to periodic flooding during these storms.
vious surfaces generate greaterrunoffvolumes and drain- As with overbank floods, development sharply
age systems deliver it more rapidly to a stream. Theincreases the peak discharge rate associated with the
change in post-development peak discharge rates thatlO0-year design storm. As a consequence, the eleva-
accompany development is profiled in Figure 5. tion of a stream’s 100 year floodplain becomes higher

and the boundaries of its floodplain expand (see Figure
Floodplain Expansion 6). In some instances, property and structures that had

The level areas bordering streams and rivers arenot previously been subject to flooding are now at risk.
known as floodplains. Operationally, the floodplain isAdditionally, such a shift in a floodplain’s hydrology
usually def’med as the land area that is inundated by thecan degrade wetlands and forest habitats.
100-yearstorm flow. The 100-yearstorm hasa l%chanceSummary
of occurring in any given year. In Maryland, a 100-year The many changes in hydrology and water quality
flood occurs after about seven to eight inches of rainfallcaused by urban development present the stormwater
in a24-hour period (i.e., the 100-year storm). These floodsmanager with hard choices about which storm events to
can be very destructive, and can pose a threat to propertytreat, and which stormwater practices with which to
and human life. treat them. These are described in the ensuing articles.

-TRS

= Floodplain Limil;

PRE-DEVELOPMENT~
Summer Low Flow Level

Floodplain Limit,      --

FOST-PEVELOPMENT                         ~
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Techntcal Note #95 frora I!/atershed Protection Techniques. 2(4): 515-520

Comparative Pollutant Removal
Capability of Stormwater Treatment Practices

O ver the last two decades, an impressive mount Each study was then assigned to one of five general
of research has been undertaken to documentstormwater practice groups: ponds, wetlands, open chart-
the pollutant removal capability of urbannels, filters, and infiltration practices. Each group was

stormwater treatment practices. The Center has re-further subdivided according to design variations. For
cently developed a national database that containsexample, the pond group includes detention ponds, dry
more than 135 individual st0rmwater practice perfor-extended detention (ED) ponds, wet ponds and wet ED
mance studies. The goals for this project were to gen-ponds. Medians were used as the measure of central
crate national statistics about the pollutant removaltendency for all stormwater practice groups and design
capability of various groups of stormwater practicesvariations, and are only reported if sample size exceeded
and to highlight gaps in our knowledge about pollutantfive monitoring studies. In general, pollutant removal
removal, rates should be considered as initial estimates of storm-

The database was compiled after an exhaustivewater practice performance as studies occurred within
literature search of past monitoring studies fi’om 1990 tothree years of practice construction.
the present. About 60 earlier monitoring studies had As always, extreme caution should be exercised
been collected in prior literature syntheses (Streeker etwhen stormwater management performance studies are
al., 1992; Schueler, 1994). To be included in the data-compared.lndividualstudiesoftendifferinthenumberof
base, a performancemonitoring studyhadtomeetthreestorms sampled, the manner in which pollutant removal
minimum criteria: a) collect at least five storm samples,efficiency is computed (e.g., as a general rule, the concen-
b) employ automated equipment that enabled takingtration-based technique often results in slightly lower
flow or time-based composite samples, and c) haveefficiency than the mass-based technique), the monitor-
written documentation of the method used to computeing technique employed, the internal geometry and stor-
removalefficiency.Atotalof139studiesinthecurrentage volume provided by the practice design, regional
)hase of the project met these criteria, differences in soil type, rainfall, latitude, and the size and

Once in the database, a few general conventionsland use of the contributing catchment. In addition,
were needed to facilitate the statistical analysis. First,
relatedmeasurements of water quality parameters were
lumped together in the pollutant removal analysis (e.g.,
"soluble phosphorus" included ortho-phosphorus, bio-
logically available phosphorus, and soluble reactive
phosphorus; "organic carbon" lumps biological oxy- Number of
gen demand, chemical oxygen demand andtotal organic Stormwater Practice Design Monitoring Studies
carbon removals, "hydrocarbons" can refer to oil/grease
or total petroleum hydrocarbons and "soluble nitro- Biofilter 0
gen" refers to nitrate + nitrite or nitrate alone. FilterNVetland Systems 0

Second, if more than one method was used to Filter Strips 0calculate pollutant removal, methods that compared the
input and output of mass rather than concentrations Infiltration Basins 0
were used. Third, if the monitoring study only recorded

Bioretention 1removal in terms of"no significant difference" in con-
centrations, these were registered as zero removals.Wet Swale 2
Similarly, studies that reported unspecified negative

Gravel-based Wetlands 2removals were entered as minus 25% (mean of negative
values where specified). Finally, performance studiesInfiltration Trench 3
reporting negative removals greater than 100% werePorous Pavement 3limited to minus 100% to prevent undue bias in the data
set. Perimeter Sand Filter 3
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stormwater practice performance research exists fbr
infiltration and bioretention practices, which, as of yet,
have never been adequately monitored in the field. To
some extent, the lack of performance monitoring reflects

Percent of Studies the fact that stormwater enters these practices in
Stormwater Parameter that Measured It sheetflow and often leaves them by exfiltrating into the

soil over a broad area. Since runoff is never concen-
Total Phosphorus 94 trated, it is extremely difficult to collect representative
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 94 samplesofeitherfloworconcentrationthatareneeded

to evaluate removal performance. This sampling limita-
Nitrate-Nitrite Nitrogen 71 tion has also made assessment of filter strips problem-
Total Zinc 71 atic.

Total Lead 65 More research on the performance ofwater quality
swales (i.e., dry swales and wet swales) appears war-

Organic Carbon 56 ranted, because so few have been monitored, and the
recorded removal rates are so different. The perfor-Soluble Phosphorus 55
mance of other stormwater practices have not been

Total Nitrogen 54 scrutinized either because they are relatively new (i.e.,

Total Copper a 46 organic filters and submerged gravel wetlands) or are
smaller versions of frequently sampled practices (i.e.,

Bacteda 19 pocket wetlands and ponds).

Total Cadmium a 19 While ponds, wetlands, sand filters and open chan-
nels have been extensively monitored in the field ( 10 to

Total Dissolved Solids 13 30 studies each), significant gaps exist with respect to
Dissolved Metals 10 individual stormwater parameters (Table 2). In partic u-

lar, stormwater practice pollutant removal data is scarce
Hydrocarbons 9 with respect to bacteria, hydrocarbons, and dissolved
a Excludes studies where parameter was below detection limits, metals. These three parameters have only been mea-

sured in 10 to 20% of all stormwater practice perfor-
mance studies, despite their obvious implications for
human health, recreation, and aquatic toxicity. A greater

pollutant removal percentages can be strongly influ-focus on these important parameters is warranted in
enced by the variability of the pollutant concentrationsfuture monitoring efforts.

in incoming stormwater. If the concentration is near the
"irreducible level" (see Schueler, 1996), a low or nega-Corn parison of Stormwater Practice Pollutant
rive removal percentage can be recorded, even thoughRemovaiPerformance
outflow concentrations discharged from the stormwa- The comparative removal efficiency ofstormwater
ter practice were actually relatively low. practice groups is shown in Figures 1 and 2 for a series

of commonly sampled parameters. These "box and
GapsintheStormwaterPraeticePerformanee whisker" plots depict the statistical distribution of
Database removal rates: the "whiskers" show the minimum and

A key element of the database project was tomaximum values, whereasthe"box"delimitswherehalf
identify current gaps in stormwaterpractice monitoringof all values lie (range between 25 and 75% quartile).
research. To this end, the entire database was analyzedThus, the more compact the box, the less variable the
to find practices that had seldom been monitored anddata. The line inside the box denotes the median value.
identify key stormwater pollutants that were not fro-Medians and sample sizes are also shown in Tables 3
quently sampled. This information is helpful for settingand 4.
future monitoring priorities in order to close these As both plots clearly show, performance can be
research gaps. extremely variable for many parameters within a group

Key gaps in our current knowledge about urbanofstormwater management practices. (This is in addi-
stormwatermanagementpractice performance are showntion to similar variability frequently seen from storm to
in Table 1. As can be seen, the pollutant removalstorm, within an individual stormwaterpractice). Con-
performance of 10 commonly-used practice designssequently, estimates of stormwater practice perfor-
have been tested less than four times. Consequently,mance should not be regarded as a fixed or constant
we have less confidence in the computed removal ratesvalue, but merely as a long-run average.
for these practices. Perhaps the most critical gap in
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Total Phosphorus Total Nitrogen
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Stormwater Treatment ~’ract~ce Stormwater Tream~ent Prance

Soluble Phosphorus Nitrate and Nitrite Nitrogen

Phosphorus relatively low variation in total nitrogen removal. The
While variable, most practice groups were found togroups differed greatly in their ability to remove soluble

have median removal rates in the 30 to 60% range fornitrogen. In a broad sense, the stormwater practice
both soluble and total phosphorus. Once again, drygroups could be divided into two categories: "nitrate
ponds and ditches showed low or negative ability toleakers" and "nitrate-keepers." Nitrate leakers tend to
remove either phosphorus form. Interestingly, severalhave low or even negative removal of this soluble form
practice groups exhibited very wide variation in phos-ofnitrogen, and included filters, ditches, and dry ponds.
phorus removal (e.g., note the large size of boxes forIn these practices, organic nitrogen is converted to
wetlands, water quality swales and sand filters). Whilenitrate in the nitrification process, but conditions do not

sandfilterswerefoundtobeeffectiveinremovingtotalallow for subsequent denitrification. Thus, these

phosphorus, they often exported soluble phosphorus."leakers"producemorenitratethanisdeliveredtothem.
Nitrate keepers tend to have moderate removal rates and

Nitrogen include wet ponds, wet ED ponds and shallow marsh.
In these practices, algal and other plants take up nitrate,

Most stormwater practice groups, on the otherand incorporate it into organic nitrogen. Thus, "keep-
hand, showed a lower ability to remove total nitrogen,ers" tend to remove more nitrate than is delivered to
withtypicalmedianremovalratesontheorder15to35%,them. Some practice groups, such as water quality
In contrastto phosphorus, most practice groups showedswales and pond/wetland systems, exhibit such wide
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variability, that it is likely that some practices are actingCarbon
as nitrate leakers and others as nitrate keepers.

Theabilityofurbanstormwatermanagement prac-
tices to remove organic carbon or oxygen demanding

Suspended Sediment material, while quite variable, was generally fairly rood-
Most stormwater practice groups exhibited a strongest, with median removal rates on the order of 20 to 40%.

capability to remove suspended sediment, with medianA notable exception was water quality swales, which
removals ranging from 60 to 85% for most groups. Theexhibited median removal rates in excess of 65%. It
highestmedian removal was noted forsand filters, watershould be noted that some variability in carbon removal
qualityswales, infiltration practices, andshallowmarshrates could be due to the lumping of total organic
systems (all slightly above 80%). Most pond and wet-carbon, BOD, and COD together.
land designs approached but did not surpass the 80%
TSS removal threshold specified in Costal Zone ActTrace Metals
Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) Section 6217 Most stormwater practice groups displayed a
(g) guidance. Ditches exhibited the greatest variability,moderate to high ability to remove total lead, and zinc
and had a median sediment removal rate of 31%. from urban runoff. Typical median removal rates were

on the order of 50 to 80%. Exceptions included open
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Median Removal
Practice Groups N TSS TP Sol P Total N NOx Carbon
Detention Pond 3 7 19 0 5 9 8
Dry ED Pond 6 61 20 (-11) 31 (-2) 28
Wet Pond 29 79 49 62 32 36 45
Wet ED Pond 14 80 55 67 35 63 36
PONDS a 44 80 51 66 33 43 43

Shallow Marsh 23 83 43 29 26 73 18
EDWetiand 4 69 39 32 56 35 ND
Pond/Wetland 10 71 56 43 19 40 18
WETLANDS 39 76 49 36 30 67 18

Sun’ace Sand Filters " 8 87 59 (-17) 32 (- 13) 67
FILTERS b 19 86 59 3 38 (-14) 54

IN FILTRATION 6 95 70 85 51 82 88

WQ SWALESc 9 81 34 38 84 31 69

DITCHES 11 31 (-16) (-25) (-9) 24 18

N = Number of performance monitoring studies. The actual number for a given parameter is likely to be slightly less.
Sol P = Soluble phosphorus, as measured as ortho-P, soluble reactive phosphorus or biologically available phosphorus.
Total N = Total Nitrogen. Carbon= Measure of organic carbon (BOD, COD or TOC).
a Excludes conventional and dry ED ponds.
~ Excludes vertical sand filters and vegetated filter strips.
c Includes biofilters, wet swales and dry swales.

Median Stormwater Pollutant Removal d
Practice Groups Bacteria a HC f Cd Copper Lead Zinc
Detention and Dry ED Ponds 78 N D 32% 26% 54% 26%
PONDS a 70 81 50 57 74 66 ~
WETLANDS 78 85 69 40 68 44
FILTERS b 37 84 68 49 84 88
IN FILTRATION I~) M~ !~) I~) 98 99
WQ SWALESc (-25) 62 42 51 67 71
DITCHES 5 ND 38 14 17 0

a Excludes dry ED and conventional detention ponds.
b Excludes vertical sand filters and vegetated filter strips.
c Includes biofilters, wet swales and dry swale.
d N is less than 5 for some BMP groups for bacteria, TPH and Cd, and medians should be considered provisional.
e Bacteria values represent mean removal rates.
f HC = hydrocarbons measured as total petroleum hydrocarbons or oil/grease.                                        R0079826
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channels and dry ED pondsthatwere generally ineffec- Significant gaps do exist in our knowledge in
tiveatpromotingsettling.Mediancopperremovalratesregard to the removal capability of certain practice
ranged from 40 to 60%, with highest removals seen fordesigns and stormwater parameters. Filling these gaps
the water quality swales, wet ponds, and filters. Itshouldbethemajorfocusoffuturestormwaterpractice
should benotedthat only 10% ofallstormwater practicemonitoring research. For the more well-studied practice
studiesmeasuredsolublemetalremovalwhichiswidelygroups (ponds, wetlands, and filters) research should
thought to be a better indicator of potential aquaticbe re-directed to investigate internal factors (geometry,
toxicity than total metals (which includes metals that aresedimentJwater column interactions, etc.) that can cause
tightly bound to particles). A quick review of the fewthe wide variability in pollutant removal that is so
studies that examined soluble metals suggests thatcharacteristicofstormwaterpracticemonitoring. Such
while removal was usually positive, it was almost al-research could be of great value in developing better
ways lower than total metal removal, design strategies to dampen pollutant removal variabil-

ity, thereby improving reliability, in achieving pollutant
Bacteria reduction goals at the watershed scale.

The limited monitoring of fecal coliform did not --TRS
allow for intensive statistical analysis of the effective-
ness ofstormwater practice groups in removing bacte-References
ria from urbanrunoff. Preliminary mean fecalcoliform

Brown, W., and T. Schueler. 1997. FinalReport: .Va-removal rates ranged from 65 to 75% for ponds and
tional Performance Da:abasefor Urban BMPs.wetlands, and 55% forfilters. Based0n very limited data,
Prepared for Chesapeake Research Consortium.ditches were found to have no bacteria removal capa-
Center for Watershed Protection. Silver Spring,bility, while water quality swales consistently exported
MD. 208 pp.bacteria. To put the removal data in perspective, a 95 to

99% removalrate isgenerallyneeded in most regions toSchueler, T. 1994. "Review of Pollutant Removal Perfor-
keep bacteria levels under recreational water quality mance of Stormwater Ponds and Wetlands." Tech-
standards, nical Note 6. Watershed Protection Techniques

1(1): 17-18.

Hydrocarbons Schueler, T. 1996. "Irreducible Pollutant Concentra-
tions Discharged from Urban BMPs." Technical

The limited monitoring data available suggested Note 75. Watershed Protection Techniques 2(2):that most stormwater practice groups can remove most
369-371.petroleum hydrocarbons from stormwater runoff. For

example, ponds, wetlands, and filters all had medianStrecker, E. 1992. "PollutantRemovalPerormance of
removal rates on the order of 80 to 90%, and water Natural and Created Wetlands for Stormwater
quality swales were rated at 62%. In general, the ability Runoff." Final Report to U.S. EPA. Woodward
of a practice group to remove hydrocarbons was closely Clyde Consultants, Inc. Portland, OR. I 12 pp.
related to its ability to remove suspended sediment. In
nearly every case, hydrocarbon removal was within

Note: The Center updated its national stormwater15% of observed sediment removal.
treatment database in 2000. While the comparative
9ollutant removal performance did not change

Implications                                      substantially, the reader may want to consult this

This re-analysis ofstormwater treatment practice significantly expanded database, which is available
performance has several implications for watershed from the Center.
managers. For the first time, there is enough data to
select specific practice groups on the basis of their
comparative ability to remove specific pollutants. A
second implication is that the pond and wetland prac-
tice groups have similar removal capabilities, although
the pollutant removal capability of wetlands appears to
be more variable than ponds. Infiltration practices do
appear to have the highest overall removal capability of
any practice group, whereas dry ED ponds and ditches
have extremely limited removal capability. Water qual-
ity swales show promise for some pollutants but not for
biologically available phosphorus.

R0079827
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Technical ,,Vote #75from ~¥atershed Protection Techniques. 2(2)." 369-372

Irreducible Pollutant Concentrations
Discharged From Stormwater Practices

L oad reduction has traditionally been the cri-they may be displaced during the next storm event. In
teriausedtoevaluatetheperformanceofurbanother cases, the irreducible concentration may simply
stormwatertreatmentpractices. Simplyput, thereflect the limitations of a particular removal pathway

mass of stormwater pollutants entering a practice areutilized in astormwaterpractice. Forexample, apractice
compared against the mass leaving it (over a suitablethatrelies heavilyon sedimentation forremovalcanhave
time frame), and a percent removal efficiency is quicklya relatively high C*. Th is is evident in the settling column
computed. While load reduction is a useful criteria todata presented in Figure 2 developed by Grizzard et al.
compare the relative performance of different practices,(1986). When sedimentation is the sole removal pathway,
itdoeshavesomelimits.Forexample, ittellsusverylittlethe removal rates for a range of pollutants eventually
about the concentration of pollutants leaving the prac-become asymptotic, no matter much more detention time
rice. Outflow concentrations can be of considerableis provided.
interesttoawatershedmanager.Forexample, isthereaDoes a C* exist for pollutants controlled by urban
back~ound level or irreducible concentration of storm-stormwater practices? Two recent studies suggest that
water pollutants discharged downstream that repre-irreducible concentrations do indeed exist. In the first
sents the best that can be achieved with current tech-study, Kehoe and his colleagues systematically analyzed
nology? the quality of stormwater in a series of 36 stormwater

The concept of irreducible concentrations has beenponds and wetlands located in the greater Tampa Bay,
explicitly recognized for some years in process modelsFlorida area. Researchers characterized the sediment,
used to design ofwastewater treatment wetlands (Kadlecmetal and dissolved oxygen content of water discharged
and Knight, 1996; Reed, 1995). The consensus of expertfrom stormwater wet ponds (N=24) and pond/wetland
opinion is that surface flow wastewater wetlands can-systems (N=- 12) over a two-year period. Grab samples
not reduce sediment and nutrient concentrations be-were collected from each site one to three days after
yond the rather low levels indicated in Table 1,nomatterstorms occurred to represent post-storm discharges.
how much more surface area or treatment volume is A summary of the study results are shown in Table 2
provided, for the wet ponds and pond/wetland systems. Outflow

Figure I illustrates the effect of an irreducible con-TSS levels were remarkably consistent, at slightly less
centration on the treatment efficiency of a hypotheticalthan 10 mg!l. Dissolved oxygen levels tended to be more
stormwaterpractice. Whenincomingpollutantconcen-variable, with slightly lower oxygen levels reported in
trations are moderate to high, for example, an increasewetland systems than ponds. Similarly, pH levels of
in a treatment variable (such as area or volume) willpond/wetland systems were slightly more acidic than
result in a proportional reduction in the concentrationpond systems, presumably due to the greater amount of
ofapotlutantleavingthepractice(lineA).lf, however,organic matter that accumulated in the wetlands. The
the incoming pollutant concentration approaches the
irreducible concentration, (denoted as C-star), it is not
possible to change the outflow concentration very
much, regardless of how much additional treatment is
provided (line B). Indeed, when the incoming concen-
tration is equal to or falls below the irreducible concen-
tration, it is possible to experience negative removal, i.e.,Water Quality Wastewater Wastewater Stormwater

Parameter (Kadlec and (Reed Practicesan increase pollutant concentration as itpassesthrough
(mg/I) Knight 1996) 1995) (this study)the practice (line C).

Why do irreducible concentrations exist? To begin Total St~spended Solids 2 to 15 8 20 to 40
with, they often represent the internal production of Total Phosphorus 0.02 to 0.07 0.5 0.15 to 0.2
nutrients and turbidity within a pond or wetland, due to Total Nitrogen 1.0 to 2.5 1.0 1.9
biological production by microbes, wetland plants and
algae. Some of these internal processes inevitably re- Nitrate-Nitrogen 0.05 0.00 0.7
turn some pollutants back into thewatercolumn, where TKN 1.0 to 2.5 1.0 1.2
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of practice, a group mean and standard deviation was
computed based on the mean storm outflow concentra-
tions of sediment and nutrients reported in each indi-
vidual study (N ranged from three to 16). The results of

~ A Co~- the analysis are shown in Tables 3 to 6. Unlike the earlier

-~
¯ ~ ~t~ / study, these concentrations represent mean storm out-

flow concentrations (i.e., the partial or full displacement
ofrunofffrom the stormwater practice).

As can be seen in the tables, stormwater practice
outflow concentrations exhibit a rather remarkable con-
sistency within and among the four groups ofstormwa-
ter practices, as typified by the fairly narrow range in
both the computed mean and standard deviation. Inter-
estingly, very little difference was observed in the
group means of stormwater ponds and wetlands, par-
ticularly for most forms of nitrogen and phosphorus. In

Tre~tmontVarlable                 /w    ! general, mean outflow concentrations were slightly
lower for filtering systems, and somewhat higher tbr
grass channels (this may reflect the mediocre perfor-

m!
mance of grass channels, as described in article 116).
The one nitrogen form that did exhibit considerable
variability in mean outflow concentrations among the
four practice groups was nitrate-nitrogen. Nitrate out-
flow concentrations were greatest for filtering systems,

l~...f~..j.~      -

l intermediate for wet ponds and grassed channels, and/thefourgroupsofstormwaterpractices(l.6tol.9mg!

ii ii.l lowest for stormwater wetlands. At the same time, total

~"~ ~’t ~" ~" " _ nitrogen concentrations were very consistent among
" s 1). This result suggests that the four practice groups

. may differ in their internal rates of nitrification (that
produces nitrate) and denitrification (that eliminates
nitrate).

Based on this analysis, a prelim mary estimate of the
"irreducible" concentration of pollutants in stormwater
practice outflows is suggested in Table 1. In general, the
nutrient values are in the same range as those previ-

i ously developed for wastewater wetlands, although the
sediment concentrations are approximately two to four

rz te 2.4 ,~0 ]$ 42. 48 times higher.

Implications

majority of the monitoring data was for the metals The apparent existence of irreducible pollutant con-
(cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel and zinc),centrations after stormwater treatment has several im-
While detection limit problems complicated the metal portant ramifications for urban watershed managers.
analysis, most metals were occasionally detected inFor example, an irreducible concentration can represent
pond outflows, sometimes at levels exceeding Floridaareal threshold for cumulative watershed impacts. The
metal criteria, data suggests that a background storm phosphorus

In the second study, this author analyzed publishedconcentration of0.10 to 0.15 mg/I is probably the lowest

event mean concentrations (EMCs) in the outflows ofconcentration that can be achieved through stormwater

42 stormwater practices that had been subject to inten-treatment, even when stormwater practices are widely

siveperformancemonitoring. These post-NURP storm-applied and maintained. For some sensitive take re-

water practice monitoring studies were conducted ingions, this phosphorus level may still be too high to

many geographic regions (FL, TX, WA, MN, WI, MD,effectively prevent the onset of eutrophication.

VA, CT, CO and New Zealand), and encompassed fourAnother ramification of irreducible concentrations
broad types of practices: stormwater ponds, wetlands,relates to multiple stormwater practice systems. Some
filtering systems, and grassed channels. For each typecommunities require that a series of practices be con-
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structed to achieve a load reduction target of 80 or 90%
removal. The existence of an irreducible concentration
suggests that there are some practical limits to improv-
ing treatment efficiency with additional stormwater
practices after a certain point. Quite simply, if the first
practice reduces the pollutant concentration to near theParameter Storrnw~ter Ponds Pond/Wetiands

(Units)                N = 24 (236)        N = 12 (83)irreducible concentration, it is not likely that a second
orthirdpracticewillresultin any further improvement. TSS (mg/I) 8.8 + 11.4 9.1 ± 12.1

Lastly, the existence of irreducible concentrationsDO (mg/I) 5.7 ± 2.8 4.1 ± 3.8
can help to interpret some of the notorious variabilitypH 7.2 6.7:1:0.9frequently seen in stormwater practice pollutant re-

Cadmium" (pg/I) 3 ± 6 6 ± 7moval monitoring data. In many cases, the removal rate
for a practice changes with each storm event. SomeChromium* (pg/!) 12 ± 26 5 ± 3
practices also exhibit wide variability in pollutant re- Copper* (pg/I) 16 ± 25 10 ± 10
moval rates, even when their treatment volumes areLead* (pg/I) 12 ± 28 BDL
similar. In both cases, a mediocre percentage pollutantNickel* (pg/I) 9 ± 36 BDL
removal may simply be a result of incoming pollutant

Zinc* (pg/I) 37 ± 73 33 ± 30concentrations that are very close to the irreducible
concentration (and consequently, cannot be reducedWater temperature (*C) 22.8 23.7
much further). Consequently, investigators may want

Notes: Grab samples taken 1 to 3 days following stormto look closely at their mean inflow concentrations
Means plus or minus one standard deviation

before they assume poor performance is due to poor N = Sites sampled (Total Samples all Sites)
design or inadequate sampling. BDL = Below detection limits

Whiletheconceptofanirreducibleconcentrationis * Wide standard deviations may reflect detection limit problems for metals
an intriguing one, more outflow monitoring is needed to
definitively characterize it for many stormwater prac-
tices. In particular, data are lacking on outflow concen-
trations for several key stormwater pollutants, such as
bacteria and hydrocarbons. Based on these two stud-
ies, however, it is clear that there is a limit to stormwater
treatment efficiency. Although the limit remains rela-Parameter N Concentration (mg/1)
tively low, both managers and regulators should keepTotal Suspended Solids 15 32 ± 25.8
itinmindwhendevisingwatershedprotectionorresto- Total Phosphorus 16 0.19 ± 0.13ration programs.

Ortho-Phosphorus 14 0.08 ± 0.04-TRS
Total Nitrogen 11 1.63 ± 0.48
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 11 1.29 ± 0.43Note: The Center has developed more extensive sta-

tistics on the irreducible concentrators of a greater Nitrate-Nitrogen 11 0.35 ± 0.28
number ofstormwater practices in its 2000 update ofNotes: Group means plus or minus one standard deviation
the national stormwater treatment database, which
is available from the Center.

Parameter N Concentration (rag/l)
Total Suspended Solids 11 35.0 + 19.0
Total Phosphorus 11 0.22 ± 0.12
Ortho-Phosphorus 6 0.08 ± 0.04
Total Nitrogen 11 1.91 ± 0.56
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 11 1.21 ± 0.36
Nitrate-Nitrogen 11 0.70 ± 0.36
Notes: Group means plus or minus one standard deviation
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Feature Article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(3)." 695- 706

Stormwater Strategies for Arid
and Semi-Arid Watersheds

W ater supply and flood control have tradi-flow, irrigation return flow and wastewater effluent.
tionally dominated watershed planning inThus, the quality of both surface water and groundwa-
aridand semi-aridclimates. Untilreeentyears,ter in urbanizing areas of arid and semi-arid regions of

stormwater quality has simply not been much of athe southwest is strongly shaped by urbanization.
priority for water resource managers in the West. This

For purposes of this article, arid watersheds aresituation is changing rapidly, as fast-growing commu-
defined as those that receive less than 15 inches of rainnities are responding to both emerging water quality
each year. Semi-arid watersheds get between 15 and 35

problems and new federal regulations. In particular,
inches of rainfall, and have a distinct dry season wherelarger cities in the West have gradually been dealing
evaporation greatly exceeds rainfall. In contrast, humid

withstormwaterqualitytomeettherequirementsofthewatersheds are defined as those that get at least 35
fhst phase of EPA’s municipal stormwater National

inches ofrain each year, andoftenmuchmore.TherearePollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) pro-
many arid and semi-arid watersheds, most of which aregram. Thousands moresmallercommunitieswillneedto
located in fast growing regions of the western Uniteddevelop stormwater quality programs to meet the
States (Figure 1). Low annual rainfall, extensivesecond phase of this national stormwater regulatory
droughts, high intensity storms and high evaporation

program,
rates are characteristic of these watersheds, and present

At t’trst glance, it seems ludicrous to considermany challenges to the stormwater manager. [Note: in
managing the quality of stormwater in arid regionssomearidandsemi-aridwatersheds, mostprecipitation
where storms are such a rare and generally welcomefalls as snow and evaporation rates are much lower.
event-- son of like selling combs at a bald convention.These watersheds are found in portions of Alaska and
The urban water resources of the southwest, however,at higher elevations of the Rocky Mountains and Sierra
arestronglyinfluencedbystormwaterrunoffandbytheNevada. Guidance on stormwater strategies for these
watershed development that increases it. Indeed, thedry but cold watersheds can be found in Caraco and
flow of many urban streams in the southwest is gener-Claytor(1997)].
ated almost entirely by human activity: by urban storm
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those originally developed tbr more humid regions.
Some of these differences are explored in the next
section and are outlined in Table 1.

Aquatic resources and management objectives Aquatic Resources and Management Objectives Are
are fundamentally different. Fundamentally Different

Rainfa II de pths are much lower. The rivers of arid regions are dramatically different
from their humid counterparts. Some idea of these

Evaporation rates are much higher, differences can be seen by comparing the dynamics of

Pollutant concentra~ons in stormwater are much anaridrivertoahumidone(seebelow). The differences
greater, are even more profound for the smaller urban streams in

arid watersheds. In fact, it is probably appropriate ~o
Vegetative cover is sparse in the watershed, refer to them as gullies or arroyos rather than streams,

since they rarely have a perennial flow of water. ManySediment movement is great, of the physical, chemical and biological indicators used

Dry weather flow is rare, unless return flows aretodefinestreamqualityinhumidwatershedssimplydo
present, not apply to the ephemeral washes and arroyos that

comprise the bulk of the drainage network of arid
This article reviews strategies formanaging storm-watersheds. Without such indicators, it is difficult to

water in regions of scarce water based on an extensivedefine the qualities that merit protection in ephemeral

survey of 30 stormwater managers from arid and semi-streams. Clearly, the goals and purposes of stream

arid regions. Next, the article explores how sourceprotection needtobereinterpreted for ephemeralstream

control, better site design and stormwater practices canchannels, and cannot be imported from humid regions.

be adapted to meet the demanding conditions posed by In humid watersheds, the first objective of storm-
arid and semi-arid climates. It begins by examining thewater management is the protection ofperermial streams,
environmental factors that make stormwater manage-with goals such as maintaining pre-development flow
ment in arid and semi-arid watersheds so unique andrates, habitat conditions, water quality and biological
challenging. As a consequence, stormwater strategiesdiversity. In contrast, the objectives for stormwater
for the west are often fundamentally different frommanagement in most arid watersheds are ultimately

An Arid River Runs Through It

Consider, for a moment, the characteristics of the South Platte River as it runs through Denver,
Colorado, as chronicled by Hards et al. (1997). Flow in the South Platte River is extremely variable
with a few thunderstorms and the spring snow melt causing a half dozen dramatic peaks in dis-

charge)No~ll~i howe~er, the dyer flows quite low, falling below the average daily flow level some
354 days a year. Much ofthe flow in the South Platte has been spoken fo~. it has been estimated that
river water is used and retumed back to the river from three to seven times before it leaves the state

(primarily due. to upstream water appropriations for irrigation). Most of the time, the river’s flow is
sustained by municipal wastewater effluent flows, which contribute about 90% of the river’s daily flow
dudng most ofithe year. Indeed, without wastewater and irrigation flows, the river would frequently run
dry (asit hadprior tO settlement). The river continues to strongly interact with groundwater, and much
of the flow moves.underground. The South Platte is very warm, with summer surface water tempera-

tures exceeding 3Odegrees Celsius (and fluctuating by as much as 15 degrees each day).

From a water quality standpoint, the South Platte frequently suffers from oxygen depletion, and has
high concentrationsof dissolved salts and nitrogen. Prior to settlement, the South Platte River was
not believed to have dparian forest corridors, but in recent years, introduced species have become
well established along many parts of the river. The quality of river habitat is generally regarded as

poor, due to low flows, sandy, shifting substrates, and a lack of channel structure and woody debds.
The dver’s channel continually changes in response to extreme variations in both flow and sediment
supply. These extremely variable conditions are not conducive to a diverse aquatic habitat for aquatic

insects or fish. For example, fewer than a dozen fish species inhabit the South Platte River, as
compared to 30 or more that might be found in a humid region.
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I Ra iniall Statistics

Ci~ Annual Days of 90% Annual Two Year, Ten Year,
Rainfall Rain per Rainfall Evaporation 24 Hour 24 Hour

Year Event Rate Storm Storm

Washington, DC 38 67 1.2 48 3.2 5.2

Dallas, TX 35 32 1.1 66 4.0 6.5

Austin, TX 33 49 1.4 80 4. t 7.5

De nver, CO 15 37 0.7 60 1.2 2.5

Los Angeles, CA 12 22 1.3 60 2.5 4.0

Boise, ID 11 48 0.5 53 1.2 1.8

Phoenix, AZ 7.7 29 0.8 82 1.4 2.4

Las Vegas, NV 4 10 0.7 120 1.0 2.0

driven either by flood control or the quality ofa distantrainfalls greater than a tenth of an inchoccur, on
receiving water, such as a reservoir, estuary, ocean, oraverage, less than 10 days a year. Not only does rain
an underground aquifer, seldom fall, not much falls when it does. In arid water-

Wimesssomeoftherecentwaterqualityproblemssheds, 90% of all rainfall events in a given year are
in arid and semi-arid watersheds for which stormwaterusually less than 0.50 to 0.80 inches, compared to 1.0to
is suspectedto be primarily responsible: beach closures1.5 inches in humid watersheds.
along the Southern California coast, trash and floatables Consequently, if a "90% rule" is used in arid re-
washed into marinas in Santa Monica, nuU’ient enrich-gions, the water quality storm is roughly half that of
mentinrecreationalreservoirslikeCherryCreekReser,most semi-arid and humid watersheds, which greatly
voir in Denver and Town Lake in Austin, trace metalsreduces the size, land consumption and cost of storm-
violations in the estuarine waters of San Francisco Bay,water treatment practices that need to be built. In many
or co.ncerns about the quality and quantity of ground-cases, the entire water quality storm can be disposed of
water recharge in aquifers of San Antonio. More localon-site through better site design, without the need for
stormwater concerns include preventing the loss ofstructural practices. It should be noted that there are
capacity in irrigation channels or storage reservoirssome significant exceptions to this rule. Los Angeles,
caused by sedimentation, for example, experiences higher rainfall depths due to

Groundwater is particularly valued in aridandsemi-intense coastal storms in the winter, especially in el Nino
arid watersheds. Many fast-growing Western commu-years.
nities are highly reliant on groundwater resources, and While intense storms cause the flash flooding that
it is becoming a limiting factor for some. On a nationalis so characteristic of the west, it is also important to
basis, groundwater provides 39% of the public waterkeep in mind that the depth of rainfall in these storms is
supply. In the arid and semi-arid southwest, however,smaller than that of semi-arid and humid watersheds
groundwater sources comprise 55% of the water supply(Table 2). For example, the rainfall depth associated with
(Maddock and Hines, 1995). Consequently, these corn-the two-year 24-hour storm in most arid watersheds
munities have astrong interest in both the recharge andranges from 1.0to 1.4 inches, which isroughlyequalto
protection of groundwater on which they depend, the typical water quality storm for a humid watershed.

Similarly, the rainfall depth for the 10-year 24-hour storm
Rainfall Depths Are Much Smaller in most arid watersheds ranges from two to three inches,

Table 2 compares a series of rainfall statistics forwhich is roughly equivalent to the depth of a two-year

eight arid, semi-arid and humid cities, and documentsstorm ina semi-arid or humid watershed. Consequently,

the fact that it rarely rains in arid watersheds. Forstormwatermanagers in arid regions can fully treatthe

example, in the fast growing Las Vegas, Nevada region,quality and quantity o fstormwater with about a third to
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half of the storage needed in humid or semi-arid water-watersheds, and requires special pond design tech-
sheds, with all other factors being equal, niques.

Even though the rainfall depths in arid watersheds
are lower, watershed development can greatly increasePollutant Concentrations in Stormwater Are
peak discharge rates during rare flood events. ForOften Higher
example, Guay (1996) examined how development

The pollutant concentration ofstormwater runoffchanged the frequency of floods in arid watersheds
from arid watersheds tends to be higher than that of

ar.oundRiverside, California.Overtwodecades, imper,humid watersheds. This is evident in Table 3, whichv~ous cover increased from 9% to 22% in these fast-
compareseventmeanconcentTations(EMCs)fi-om fivegrowing watersheds. As a direct result, Guay deter-
aridorsemi-aridcitiestothenationalaverageforseveral

minedthatpeakflowrateatgaugedstations forthetwo,common stormwater pollutants. As can be seen, theyear storm event had climbed by more than I00%, andconcentration of suspended sediment, phosphorus,
that the average annual stormwater runoffvolume had

nitrogen, carbon and trace metals in stormwater runoff
climbed by 115% to 130% over the same time span.

from arid and semi-arid watersheds consistently ex-
ceeds the national average, which is heavily biased

Evaporation Rates are Greater toward humid watersheds. In addition, bacteria levels

High evaporationratesareagreat challenge in aridare often an order of magnitude higher in arid regions
and sem i-arid watersheds. Low rainfall combined with (Chang, 1999).
high evaporation usually means that stored water will The higher pollutant concentrations in arid water-
be lost water. In Las Vegas, for example, annual rainfallsheds can be explained by several factors. First, since
isascant fourinches, whilepanevaporationexceeds l0rain events are so rare, pollutants have more time to
feet (See Table 2). Consequently, it is virtually impos-build up on impervious surfaces compared to humid
sible to maintain a pond or wetland in an arid watershedregions. Second, pervious areas produce high sediment :
without a supplemental source of water (see Saundersand organic carbon concentrations because the sparse
and Gilroy, 1997; article 74). Evaporation also greatlyvegetative cover does little to prevent soil erosion in
exceedsrainfallformanymonthsoftheyearinsemi.ariduplands and along channels when it does rain. The

Pollutant National Phoenix, Boise, Denver, San Jose, Dallas,
AZ Idaho Colorado California Texas

Source (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Rainfall 7.1 inches 12 inches 13 inches 14 inches 28 inches
No. of 2-3000 40 15 35 67 32Samples

TSS 78.4 227 116 * 384 258 663
BOD 14.1 109 89 nd 12.3 12
COD 52.8 239 261 227 nd 106
Total N 2.39 3.26 4.13 4.80 nd 2.70
Total P 0.32 0.41 0.75 0.80 0.83 # 0.78
Soluble P 0.13 0.17 0.47 nd nd nd
Copper 14 47 34 60 58 40
Lead 68 72 46 250 105 330
Zinc 162 204 342 350 i    500 540
References: (1): Smullen and Cave, 1998, (2) Lopes eta/., 1995 (3~Kjelstrom, 1995 (computed) (4) DRCOG,
1983, (5)VVCC, 1992 (computed) (6) Brusheta/., 1995.
Notes: nd= no data, # = small sample size * = outfall pipe samples
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strong effect of upland and channe! erosion can bebetter site design, and application of"western" storm-
detected when stormwater samples are taken from chan-water practices. Some of the key trends in each of these
nels, but are less pronounced in stormwater outfallareas are described below.
pipes.

Aggressive Source Control
Vegetative Cover Is Sparse in the Watershed

The term "source control" encompasses a series
Native vegetative cover is relatively sparse in aridof practices to prevent pollutants from getting into the

and semi-arid watersheds, and offers little protectionstorm drain system in the first place. These practices
against soil erosion. Irrigation is required to establishinclude pollution prevention, street sweeping, and more
dense and vigorous cover, which may not be sensiblefrequent storm drain inlet clean-outs. Each practice acts
or economical given scarce water resources. In addi-toreducetheaccumulationofpollutantson impervious
tion, high flows released from storm drains frequentlysurfaces or within the storm drain system during dry.
accelerate downstream erosion since channels are alsoweather, thereby reducing the supply of pollutants that
sparsety vegetated. Finally, many stormwaterpracticescan wash off when it rains.
require dense vegetative cover to perform properly Pollution prevention. Pollution prevention seeks
e~r( .=., grass swales are often not practical in arid water-to change behaviors at residential, commercial and

sheds.giventhedifficultyofestablishingandmaintain,industrial sites to reduce exposure of pollutants to
ing turf),

rainfall. Almost all arid stormwater managers consider
pollution prevention measures to be an integral element

Sediment Movement Is Greater of their stormwater management program, on par with
Stream channels in arid and semi-arid watershedsthe use of structural stormwater practices (CWP, 1997).

move a lot of sediment when they flow. For example,And certainly, many western communities have pio-
Trimble (1997) found that stream channel erosion sup-neered innovative pollution prevention programs. These
plied more than two thirds ofthe annual sediment yieldprograms focus on educating homeowners and busi-
of an urban San Diego Creek. He concluded that thenesses on how they can reduce or prevent pollutants
higherflowsduetowatershedurbanizationhadgreatlyfrom entering the storm drain system when it’s not
accelerated the erosion of arroyos, over and above theraining.
increases caused by grazing, climate and riparianman- In recent years, western communities have been
agement. Channel erosion can be particularly severetargeting their educational message to more specific
along road ditches that experience higher stormwatergroups and populations. For example, Los Angeles
flows, which not only increases sediment erosion butCounty has identified seven priority categories for
also creates chronic ditch maintenance problems, intensive employee training in industrial pollution pre-

vention- auto scrap yards, auto repair, metal fabrica-
Dry Weather Flows Are Rare, Unless Supplementedtion, motorfreight, chemicalmanufacturing, cardealers.
by Return Water and gas stations~ on the basis of their hotspot poten-

Most small streams in arid watersheds are gulliestialandtheirnumericaldominance(Swammikannu, 1998).
or arroyos that only flow during and shortly afterIn the Santa Clara Valley of California, the three key

infrequent storm events. As streams urbanize, how-priorities for intensivecommercial pollution prevention
ever, dry weather flow can actually increase. Humantraining are car repair, construction, and landscaping

sources of dry weather flow include return flows fromservices. Targeting is also used to reach homeowners
lawn and landscape watering, car washing, and surfacewith specific water conservation, car washing, fertiliza-

discharges of treated wastewater. For example, Mizellti0n and pesticide messages.

and French (1995) foundthatexcesswaterfromresiden- Street sweeping. Street sweeping seeks to remove
tial and commercial landscape irrigation and construc-the buildup of pollutants that have been deposited
tion site dewatering greatly increased rate and durationalong the street or curb, using vacuum assisted sweeper
of dry, weather flow in a Las Vegas Creek, and wastrucks. While researchers continue to debate whether
sufficiently reliable to be the primary irrigation sourcestreet sweepers can achieve optimal performance under
for a downstream golf course, real-world street conditions, most concede that street

sweeping should be more effective in areas that have
Stormwater Strategies for Arid and Semi-Arid distinct wet and dry seasons (CDM, 1993), which is a

Watersheds defining characteristic of arid and semi-arid watersheds.

Watershed managers need to carefully choose Storm drain inlet clean-outs. One of the last lines
stormwater practices that can meet the demandingof defense to prevent pollutants from entering the storm
climatic conditions and water resource objectives ofdrain system is to remove them in the storm drain inlet.

arid and semi-arid watersheds. Communities can ¢m-MineanandSingh (1994)reponedthat monthlyor even
ploy three broad strategies: aggressive source control,quarterly clean-outs of sediment in storm drain inlets
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could reduce stormwater pollutant loads to the Sanlandscaping areas or the yard, with the goal of corn-
Francisco Bayby fiveto 10%. Currently, few communi-pletely disposing of runoffon the property, for storm
ties clean out their storm drain inlets more than once aevents up to the two-year storm (which ranges from
year, but a more aggressive effort to clean out stormone to two inches in mostarid and semi-arid climates).
drains prior to the onset of the wet season could be aFor example, the City. of Tucson recommends 55
viable strategy in some communities, gallons of storage per 300 to 600 square feet of rooftop

for residential bioretention areas(COT, 1996). In higher
Better Site Design density settings, it may be more practical to store water

in a rain barrel or cistern for irrigation use during dry.Better site design clearly presents great opportuni-
ties to reduce impervious cover and stormwater impactsperiods.

in the west, but it has not been widely implemented to When water harvesting is aggressively pursued,
date. Indeed, the"California" development style, with itsstormwater runoffis produced only from the impervi-
wide streets, massive driveways, and huge cul-de-sacsous surfaces that are directly connected to the road-
has been copied in many Western communities and way system. Denver has utilized a similar strategy
arguably produces more impervious cover per home orprogram to disconnect impervious areas and reduce
business than any other part of the country (Figure 2).the amount ofstormwaterpollution (DUDFC, 1992). A
While the popularity ofthe California development style useful guide on these techniques has also been pro-
reflects the importance of the car in shaping communi-duced for the San Francisco Bay area (BASMAA,
ties, itisalsoastrongreactionagainstthearidandsemi_1997). Water harvesting may prove to be another
arid landscape. The brown landscape is not green oruseful stormwaterretrofittingstrategy, particularly in
pastoral, and many residents consider concrete and turfregions where water conservation is also a high prior-
to be a more pleasing and functional land cover than theity.
dirt and shrubs they replace. Better site design techniques also need to be

While better site design techniques are extensivelyadapted for fire safety, in Western communities adja-
profiled in articles 45 to 48, it is worth discussing howcent to chaparral vegetation that are prone to periodic
these techniques can be adapted for western develop-wildfires. In some case, vegetation setbacks must be
ments. A key adaptation is to incorporate the concept ofincreased in these habitats to protect developments
"stormwater harvesting" into residential and commer-from dangerous wildfires (CWP, 1998).
cial development design (COT, 1996). Water harvesting
is an ancient concept that involves capturing runofffrom Developing Western Stormwater Practices
rooftops and other impervious surfaces and using it for

Given the many challenges and constraints thatdrinking water or to irrigate plants (e.g., the cistern). In
arid and semi-arid watersheds impose, managers needa more modern version, rooftop runoff is spread over
to adapt and modify stormwater practices that were
originally developed in humid watersheds. In our
stormwater managers survey, four recurring principles
emerged on how to design "Western" stormwater
practices:

1. Carefully select and adapt stormwater practices
for arid watersheds.

2. Minimize irrigation needs for stormwater
practices.

3. Protect groundwater resources and encourage
recharge.

4. Reduce downstream channel erosion and pro-
tect from upland sediment.

Carefully select and adapt stormwater practices1.
for arid watersheds.

stormwater practices developed in humidSome
watersheds are simply not applicable to arid water-
sheds, and most others require major modifications to
be effective (Table 4). Even in semi-arid watersheds,
design criteria for most stormwater practices need to
be revised to meet performance and maintenance
objectives. The following section highlights some of
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the major design and performance differences to con-soluble pollutants, they are reasonably effective in re-
sider for major stormwater practices, moving sediment and other pollutants associated with

Extended Detention (ED) Dry Ponds. The mostparticulate matter (see anicle 64). In addition, EDponds
widely utilized stormwater practices in arid and semi-can play a key role in downstream channel protection, if
and watersheds were dry ponds, according to thethe appropriate design storm is selected, and adequate
Center’ s sur~ey (Figure 3). Most were designed exclu-upstream pretreatment is incorporated. Dry extended
sively for flood control, but can be easily modified todetention is the most feasible pond option in arid water-

providegreatertreatmentofstormwaterquality. Whilesheds, since they do not require a permanent pool of
dry ED ponds are not noted for their ability to removewater.

: Arid Semi-AridStormwater; . :,
Practice , ~    Watersheds                      Watersheds

ED Dry Ponds PREFERRED ACCEPTABLE
¯ multiple storm ED ¯ dry or wet forebay needed
¯ stable pilot channels

"dry" forebay

Wet Ponds     NOT RECOMMENDED               LIMITED USE
¯ evaporation rates are too high to      ¯ liners to prevent water loss

maintain a normal pool ¯ require water balance
¯ without extensive use of scarce analysis design fora

water variable rathe r than
permanent normal pool
use water sources such as
AC condensate for pool
aeration unit to prevent
stagnation

Stormwater NOT RECOMMENDED LIMITED USE
Wetlands ¯ evaporation rates too great to ¯ require supplemental water

maintain wetland plants ¯ submerged gravel wetlands
can help reduce waterloss

Sand Filter~ PREFERRED PREFERRED
¯ requires greater pretreatment ¯ refer to COA, 1 994 for
¯ exclude pervious areas design criteria

Bioretention, , MAJOR MODIFICATION MAJOR MODIFICATION
; ,~ :~ ¯ no irrigation ¯ use runoff to supplement

...... ¯ better pretreatment irrigation
’- /i; ¯ treat no pervious area ¯ use xeriscaping plants

¯ xedscape plants or no plants ¯ avoid trees
~’ " ¯ replace mulch with gravel ¯ replace mulch with gravel

Rooftop PREFERRED PREFERRED
Infiltration ¯ dry well design for recharge of ¯ recharge rooftop runoff on-

residential roof{ops site unless the land use is a
hotspot

Infiltration MAJOR MODIFICATION MAJOR MODIFICATION
¯ no recharge for hotspot land uses no recharge for hotspot land

, ~ ¯ treat no pervious area uses
¯ multiple pretreatment ¯ treat no pervious area

soil limitations ¯ multiple pretreatment

Swales ¯ , NOT RECOMMENDED LIMITED USE
¯ not recommended for pollutant limited use unless irrigated

removal, but rock berms and grade rock berms and grade
control needed for open channels to control essential to prevent
prevent channel erosion erosion in open channels
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Wet Ponds. Wet ponds are often impractical in aridstanding waterthat can sustain emergent wetland plants,
watersheds since it is not possible to maintain a perma-unless copious subsidies of supplemental water are
nent pool without supplemental water, and the pondssupplied. Oneinterestingexceptionwasagravel-based
becomestagnantbetweenstorms.Ontheotherhand, wetwetland that treated parking lot runoff in Phoenix,
ponds are feasible in some semi-arid watersheds whenArizona(Wass and Fox, 1995). While the wetland did
carefully designed. Performance monitoring studies haverequire some supplemental water, evaporation was re-
demonstrated that wet ponds exhibit greater pollutantduced by the overlying gravel bed, and the wetland
removal than other stormwater practices in Austin, Texas,achieved relatively high removal rates ofoil and grease.
at a tower cost per volume treated (Glick, 1998, and article Sand Filters. Sand filters continue to be one of the
75). most common practices used to treat the quality of

In arid and semi-arid climates, wet ponds can require stormwater in both arid and semi-arid watersheds. Sand
supplemental water to maintain a stable pool elevation,filters require no supplemental water and can be used
Saunders and Gilroy (1997) reportedthat 2.6 acre.feet perwith almost any soit type (Claytor and Schueler, 1997).
year of supplemental water were needed to maintain aStill, the basic sand filter design continues to evolve to
permanent pool of only 0.29 acre-feet. Generally speak-counter the tough design conditions found in these
ing, stormwater designers working ia~semi-arid water-regions.
sheds should design for a variable pool level that can have For example, Urbonas (1997) evaluated sand filter
as much as a three-foot draw down during the dry season,performance in Denver, Colorado, and concluded that
The use of wetland plants along the pond’s shorelinedesigns need to be modified to account for the greater
margin can help conceal the drop in water level, butsedimentbuildupinaridregions(seeartictel08).Urbonas
managers will need to reconcile themselves to chronicfound that the test sand filter quickly became clogged
algal blooms, high densities of aquatic plants and occa-with sediment after just a few storms, and recommended
sional odor problems. The City of Austin has preparedthat sand filters include a more frequent sediment clean
useful wet pond design criteria to address these issuesout regime, an increase in the filter bed size, and
(COA, 1997). stream detention to provide greater sediment pretreat-

Stormwater Wetlands. Few communities recom-ment. Someadditionalresearchontheperformanceand
mendtheuseofstormwaterwetlandsineitheraridorsemi-longevity of sand filters in the semi-arid climate of
arid watersheds. Once again, the draw down rates causedAustin, Texas can be tbund in article 106.
by evaporation make it difficult to impossible to maintain

Sand Filter

Filter Strip

Biofilter/Sw ale

Dry Well

Porous Pavement

Infiltration Basin

Infiltration Trench

Water Reuse Pond

Wetland

Wet Pond

Dry ED Pond

0%        10%        20%        30%        40%        50%        60%        70%
Rsspondents Recommending
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Bioretention. The use ofbioretention as a storm-2. Minimize irrigation needs for stormwater
water treatment practice is not very common in many practices
Western communities atthe present time. Clearly, this In arid climates, all sources of water, including
practice will require extensive modification to work instormwater runoff, need to be viewed as a resource. It
arid watersheds. This might entail xeriscape plantings,seems senseless, therefore, to irrigate a practice with 50
use of gravel instead of mulch as ground cover, andinches of scarce water a year so that it can be ready to
better pretreatment. Sprinkler irrigation ofbioretentiontreat the stormwater runoff produced from I 0 inches of
areas should be avoided, rain a year. Still, irrigation ofstormwater practices was

Infiltration Practices. While a number ofcommu-very common in our survey of arid and semi-arid storm-
nities allowed the use of infiltration in arid and semi-aridwater managers; in fact, 65% reported that irrigation was
watersheds, few encouraged its use. Two concerns commonly used to establish and maintain vegetated
were frequently cited as the reason for lack ofenthusi-cover for most stormwater practices.
asm for smactural infiltration. The first concern was that Irrigation should be limited to practiges that meet
infiltration practices are too susceptible to rapid clog-some other landscaping or recreational need in a com-
ging, given the high erosion rates that are customary inmunity and would be irrigated anyway, such as land-
arid and semi-arid watersheds. The second concern wasscaping islands in commercial areas and road rights of
that untreated stormwater could potentially contami-way. Irrigation may also be a useful strategy for dry ED
hate the aquifers that are used for groundwater re-ponds that are designed for dual use, such as facilities
charge, that serve as a ballfi eld or community park during the dry.

Swales. The use of grass swales for stormwaterseason. Even when irrigation is used, practices should
treatment was rarely reported for arid watersheds, butbe designed to "harvest" stormwater, and therefore
wasmuchmore common in semi-arid conditions. Grassreduce irrigation needs. Landscapers should also con-
swales are widely used as a stormwater practice insiderplantingnativedroughtresistantplantmaterialto
residential developments in Boise, Idaho, but the densereduce water consumption.
turf can only be maintained in these arid conditions
through the use of sprinkler irrigation systems. The 3. Protect groundwater resources and encourage
pollutant removal performance of swales in arid and recharge.
semi-arid watersheds appears to be mixed. Poor to

In many arid communities, protection of ground-negative pollutant removal performance was reported
water resources is the primary driving force behindin a Denver swale that was not irrigated (Urbonas, 1999
stormwater treatment. Ironically, early efforts to use

-personal communication). In the semi-arid climate of
stormwater to recharge groundwater have resulted inAustin, Texas, Barret et al. (1998) reported excellent

pollutant removal in two highway swales that were
some groundwater quality concerns. In Arizona, for
example, stormwater was traditionally injected into 10 tovegetated but not irrigated (Table 5). Similar perfor-
40 foot deep dry wells to provide for groundwatermance was also noted in a non-irrigated swale moni-

tored~oy the City of Austin (COA, 1997).
recharge. Concerns were raised that deep injection

Highway 183 Median Walnut Creek City of Austin Swale

Parameter Mass Load Reduction (%)

TSS 89 87 68

COD 68 69 33

TP 55 45 43

TKN 46 54 32

Nitrate 59 36 (-2)

Zinc 93 79 ns

Lead 52 31 ns

ns = not sampled. Fecal coliform and fecal strep removals were negative at the 183 and Walnut
Creek sites.
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could increase the risk of localized groundwater contami-sheds. Seventy. percent of the arid stormwater manag-
nation, since untreated stormwater can be a source oferssurveyedreportedthatsedimentclogginganddepo.
pollutants, particularly if the proposed land use is classi-sition problems were a major design and maintenance
fled as a stormwater hotspot, problem for nearly all of their stormwater practices.

Wilson et al. (1990) evaluated the risk of dry well Even though not all upstream erosion can be pre-
stormwater contamination in Pima County, Arizona, andvented, designers can compensate for sediment buildup
determined that dry wells had elevated pollutant concen,within the stormwater practice itself. Pretreatment and
trations in local groundwater. The build up of pollutantover-sizing can prevent the loss of storage or clogging
levels that had occurred over several decades tended toassociated with sediment deposition. As noted in
be localized, and did not exceed drinking water standards,article 106, rock berms or vertical gravel filters are ideally
Still, itisimportanttokeepinmindthatdrywellsandothersuited as a pretreatment device.
injection recharge methods should only be used to infil-

Most stormwater managers surveyed indicatedtrate relatively "’clean" runoff, such as residential roofs,
that sediment clean-outs need to be more frequent for

Other surface infiltration practices, such as trenches and
stormwater practices in arid and semi-arid watersheds,

basins, can also potentially contaminate groundwater
withremovalaftermajorstormsandataminimum, onceunless they are carefully designed for runoff pretreat-
a year. Stormwatermanagers also consistently empha-

ment, provide a significant soil separation distance to the
sized the need for better upland erosion control duringaquifer, and are not used on "hot spot" runoff sites,
construction. A full 65% of the managers reported that
upstream erosion and sediment control were a major

4. Design to reduce channel erosion emphasis of their stormwater plan review.
Above all, a western stormwater practice must be

designed to reduce downstream erosion in ephemeralSummary
channels, while at the same time protecting itself from It is clear that stormwater managers in arid and
sediment deposition from upstream sources. This is a

semi-aridclimatescannotsimplyimportthestormwaterdaunting challenge for any engineer, but the following
programs and practices that were originally developed

ideas can help. for humid watersheds. Instead, they will need to de-
With respect to downstream channel erosion, de-velop stormwater solutions that combine aggressive

signers will need to clamp down on the storm events thatsource control, better site design and stormwater prac-
produce active erosion in channels. This might entail thetices in a distinctly western context. Regulators, in turn,
design of ponds or basins that can provide 12 hours ofneed to recognize that Western climates, terrain and
extended detention for the one-year return interval stormwater resource objectives are different, and be flexible
event (which is usually no more than an inch ortwo inand willingto experimentwithnewapproaches in mu-
most arid and semi-arid watersheds). Local geomorphicnicipal stormwater programs. Lastly, stormwater man-
assessment will probably be needed to set channel pro-agers from arid and semi-arid watersheds must work
tection criteria, and these hydraulic studies are probablymore closely together to share experiences about the
the most critical research priority in both arid and semi-stormwater solutions that work and fail. It is only
arid watersheds today. Without ED channel protection,through this dialogue that Western communities can
designers must rely on clumsy and localized engineeringgradually engineer stormwater practices that are rug-
techniques to protect ditches and channels from eroding,ged enough to withstand the demanding challenges of
such as grade control, rock berms, rip-rap, or even con-the arid and semi-arid west. -
crete lined channels. Bioengineering options to stabilize
downstream channels in arid watersheds are limited, and
often require erosion control blankets to retain moistureReferences
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Feature Article #3from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1): 566-574

Microbes and Urban Watersheds:
Ways to Kill ’Em

M anaging microbes from urban watershedsSources ofBacteria Mortality.
can be a daunting task, as bacteria are Most fecal coliform bacteria thrive in the digestive
usually present in high concentrations dur-

systems of warm-blooded animals, but do not fare we!ling storms, come from many different sources, and
when exposed to the outside world. Over time, mostfollow many complex pathways to reach receiving
fecal coliforms gradually "die-off." Key factors and

waters. In this article, we examine whether it is techni-
practices that can be manipulated to increase bacteriacally feasible to reduce microbes in urban stormwater
d e-offinclude the following"to maintain drinking water, water contact recreation

and shellfish consumption uses. The article begins with ¯ Sunlight (ultraviolet light)
a discussion of the causes of bacteria mortality, and ¯ Sedimentation
then reviews what is currently known about bacteria ¯ Sand filtration
removal provided by stormwater treatment practices,

¯ Soil filtrationstream buffers, and source controls. The major focus is
on fecal coliform bacteria, as this indicator has been¯ Chemical disinfection
used in nearly all performance studies conducted to ¯ Growth inhibitors
date.

The term "die-off," however, is not as final as it
Thereviewconcludesthatcurrentstormwaterprac-would appear. Often, researchers actually only mea-

tices, stream buffers and source controls have a modestsure the "disappearance" of bacteria from the water
potential to reduce fecal coliform levels, but cannotcolumn. Bacteria and viruses settle from the water
reduce them far enough to meet water quality standardscolumn to the bottom sediments. Given the warm, dark,
in most urban settings. It is also argued that currentmoist and organic-rich conditions found in bottom
watershed practices have even less capability to re-sediments, many coliform bacteria can survive and
moveprotozoansinstormwaterrunoff, suchasGiardiaeven multiply in this environment. A number of re-
and Cryptosporidium. The last section examines sev-searchers have documented this behavior in the sedi-
eral design improvements that might enhance the bac-merits of storm drains, catch basins, ditches and chan-
teria removal performance of watershed managementnels. If these sediments are resuspended by turbulent
0ractices. stormwater flows, the bacteria can reappear in the

water column.

Researchers and engineers have exam ined the"die-
off’ rates for many different microbes in fresh waters
(Mancini, 1978). Bacteria die-offcan be modeled as a
first-order decay equation, using a k value of about 0.7
to 1.5 per day (Figure 1). In practical terms, "k" values
in this range mean that about 90% &bacteria present
will disappear from the water column within two to five
days. The die-offrate is generally much faster in marine
and estuarine waters than freshwater (Thoman and
Mueller, 1987).

Exposure to Sunlight

Bacteria are a lot like vampires in that thev generally.
can’t stand the light of day. Bacteria are killed when
exposed to a very specific and narrow band of the light

¯
spectrum (254 rim--ultraviolet UV light). Consequently,

2 ~ ~ ~ exposure to sunlight is one of the most important factors
Reaction Time - days causing bacteria die-off. Maximum die-offrequires clear

water, however, and the turbidity and organic matter
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Surface Die off Ability to Survival inMicrobial Indicator Light? Settling? filtration? rates (k) Multiply sediments?

, Totalcoliforms Yes Yes Yes l/day Yes Moderate

Fecal coliforms Yes Yes Yes 0.7 - 1.0/day Yes Days

Fecal Streptococci Yes Yes Yes l/day Low Weeks

Escherichia Coil Yes Yes Yes l/day Low Months

Sa/monefla spp. Yes Yes Yes 1.5/day Yes Weeks to
months

Psuedonornas
aeruginosa Yes Partial Yes 9 Yes Months

Crytospoidiumspp.         No           Partial         Partial      suspected to        No          Months
be weeks

suspected to No / Months
Giardiaspp. No Partial Partial

be weeks

found in urban runoff can greatly interfere with theadsorb to these larger particles can settle rapidly out of
sunlight effect (Bank and Schemhel, 1990). the water column (Schillinger and Gannon, 1982; Auer

UV. light has been utilized by water utilities toandNiehaus, 1993).
disinfect drinking water and wastewater effluent. In Bacteria that do not attach or adsorb to particles are
recent years, this technique has been used for end-of-much harder to settle. Schillinger and Gannon (1982)
pipe runofftreatment at combined sewer and stormwa-note that 50% of fecal coliform bacteria in stormwater
ter ouffalls in a few settings including Toronto, Newsuspensions were not attached. These cells are only
York, and Florida (O’Shea and Field, 1992). Theseone to two microns in diameter and effectively act like
initial applications indicated that substantial stormwa-fine clay particles in terms of surface transport and
ter treatment is needed to remove suspended solidssettling characteristics(Coyne etal., 1995). Such small
before UV light is effective. Sophisticated telemetryparticles have very slow settling velocities, and may
and energy are also needed to calibrate the "dosage" ofremain in suspension for days or even weeks.
intensive UV light to the rapidly changing flow condi-

Auer and Niehaus (1993) computed a combinedtions in stormwater.
settling velocity for unattached and attached coliform

Sedimentation bacterial cells in urban stormwater of about two to four
feet per day, depending on the relative proportion of

Individual fecal coliform bacteria cells are verysmall and large bacteria"particles." Using this settling
smallparticles(assmallasasinglemicronindiameter),rate, about 90% of bacteria would settle out from a
but they frequently adsorb to sediment particles ortypical stormwater pond in about two days under ideal
attach to other bacterial cells. Schillinger and Gannonconditions. This finding is consistent with the one log
(1982) reported that about 15 to 30% of fecal coliformbacteria removal consistently achieved in stabilization
cells present in stormwater are adsorbed to larger sus-9onds utilized for wastewater treatment which typi-
pended particles, most of which were greater than 30cally yields a fecal coliform effluent of about 1,000
microns in diameter. Fecal coliform bacteria that doMPNper 100ml(Godfrey, 1992).
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Sand Filtration areas that divert runoff through the soil profile. To a
Sand filtration has traditionally been used by waterlesser degree, grass swales allow for some soil filtration

utilities to ensure the purity of drinking water, afterif runoff infiltrates into the channel during smaller
chemical pretreatment and sedimentation are employed,storms. No data are available to assess the performance
Coliform removal rates of 97 to 99.5% can be expectedofstormwater practices that utilize soil filtration, but it
in a properly operated treatment plant (Viessman andis reasonabletoassume thattheir bacteria removal rates
Hammer, 1993), but drop to about 60% without priorare comparable to septic systems if the soil filter is deep
chemical pretreatment, enough.

Sand filtration has been adapted to treat stormwater
Chemical Disinfectionrunoff(Claytor and Schueler, 1996), but it is important

torecognizethatstormwatersandfiltersaredifferentin Bacteria can be rapidly killed through chemical
many ways from those used to treat drinking water,disinfection. The most common approach is to add
First, sand filters employedto treat drinking water usechlorine or related compounds to wastewater. While
severallayersoffiltermediatopromotemoreconsistentchlorine can be very effective in killing bacteria, it
filtration(e.g.,anthraciteandgamet).Second, drinkingneeds to be added at the right dosage. If too little
water filters are designed to enable daily "back flush-chlorine is added, some bacteria will survive, particu-

g thatdrivestrappedsedtmentsandm~crobesbackuplarlythoseadsorbedtosolidparticles (Fieldetal., 1993).
through the filter bed and thereby prevents microbialIftoo much chlorine is added, environmentally harmful
breakthrough in the filter media. Lastly, drinking waterchlorine residuals can be released downstream. Precise
filters employ chemical pretreatrnent to remove largerdosing is possible within the highly controlled condi-
solids before they ever reach the filtration bed. tions of a water supply or wastewater treatment plant,

but is very difficult to attain when flow and turbidity, areMost stormwater sand filters lack these character-
highly variable. Thus, chemical disinfection ofstorm-istics--particularly the ability to back flush. This is

worth noting, since individual bacterial cells are only awater has been largely restricted to combined sewer
overflow abatement facilities and a few Canadian beachfew microns in size and may not be fully strained out by
ouffalls (O’ Shea and Field. 1992).passing through sand grains that are much larger in size

(45 to 55 microns). Thus, since stormwater filters are not
regularly back-flushed, it is likely that microbes andGrowth lnhibitors
pollutants migrate through the filter bed over time. A series of factors can slow the growth of bacteria
Consequently, most field studies of sand filters removein surface waters and sediments. While these factors do
only 50 to 65% of carbon and bacteria, although solidsnot technically kill bacteria, they do slow their growth,
removal can approach 90% (article 64). reduce survival and increase predation. Major factors

that can inhibit the growth of bacteria include colder
Soil Filtration water temperatures, low nutrient levels, low carbon

Bacteria can be effectively treated by filterin~ andsupplies, low pH levels and moisture loss (Oliveri etal.,

straining water through the soil profile. Indeed, a home1977). While it is difficult for a watershed manager to

septic system relies on soil filtration. In this traditionalcontrol these factors, they can sometimes be manipu-

method for onsite sewage disposal, wastewater is dis-lated in the design of stormwater practices and open

tributedthrough asubsurface drain field and allowed tochannels to achieve greater bacteria removal.

percolate through the soil (after larger solids have been
trapped in a septic tank). Soil filtration is similar to sandSou rces of Protozoan Mortality

filtration, butcanresultingreaterbacteriaremoval rates Protozoans such as Cryptosporidium and Giardia
since the higher organicmatterandclay content of mostappear to be harder to control than fecal coliform bac-
soils increasespotentialbacteriaadsorption (Robertsonteria (Table 1). This is somewhat surprising given that
and Edberg, 1997). When properly located, installedcysts and oocysts can be five to 10 times larger than
and maintained, septic systems can achieve virtuallyindividual bacterial cells, and therefore should settle or
completebacteriaremovaloveradistanceof50to300filter more rapidly. The cysts and oocysts of these
feet (but not necessarily complete removal of muchprotozoans, however, are not affected by sun light, and
smaller enteric viruses). A number of factors can causebecause of their persistence and durability they can last
soil filtration to fail (e.g., clogging, macro pores, hydrau_formanymonthsinwetsediments(Bagleyetal.. 1998).
lic overloading, thin soils, excessively permeable soilsSoil filtration does appear to be a prom ising method, as
or bedrock fractures). In these cases, wastewater breaksprotozoans are not very mobile in soils (Robertson and
out or through the soilprofile with little or no treatment.Edberg, 1997).

Several stormwater practices also utilize some de- Sand filtration at drinking water plants has not been
gree of soil filtration to aid in pollutant removal. Ex-found to be fully effective in removing all cysts and
amples include infiltration practices and bioretentionoocysts according to Lechevalier and Norton (1995),
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although it is not clear whether the cysts that pass Todate, only24performancemonitoringstudiesin
through sand filters remain viable. (Indeed. a strongour database have actually measured the input and
debate rages on the proper methods to monitor viableoutput of fecal coliform bacteria from stormwater
Cr3, ptosporidium and Giardia). A series of studies practices during storm events. The Center’s stormwa-
have found that back flushing of sand filters at drinkingter pollutant removal database includes ten ponds, nine
water treatment plants resuspend protozoa, and cansand filter and five swales (Table 2). The majority of
become a significant source ofcysts/oocysts (States etperformance studies have focused on fecal coliform or
aL, 1997; Lechevalier and Norton, 1995). Wastewaterfecal strep as bacterial indicators, with just a few
effluent is also one of the major sources of protozoa toobservations forPsuedonomas and E. coil It should be
surface waters, particulartyforCryptosporidium(Statesnoted that fecal coliform monitoring does not lend
et al., 1997: Lechevalier et al., 1991 ; Stem, 1996). itself to automated monitoring techniques because of

Chemical disinfection can inactivate cysts and oo-holding time limitations. Consequently, estimates of
cysts, but typically requires chemical pretreatment,efficiency are typically based on grab sampling.
higher doses, and longer contact times than when used For the I 0 stormwater ponds, mean fecal coliform
to inactivate fecal coliforms. Researchers are begin-removal efficiency was about 65% (range -5 to 98%).
ring to study the best ways to inactivate cysts andThe mean removal efficiency calculated for nine sand
oocysts. Physical abrasion, ammonia, low moisturefilters was lower (about 50%), and these practices had
content, freeze-thaw conditions, and very high tem-a wider range in removal (-68 to +97%). It should be
peratures (25-30 degrees C) have all been found tonoted that most sand filter performance data has been
inactivate protozoa to some de~ee, collected during warm seasons and most sites were in

There is no monitoring data to assess whetherTexas.Noperformancemonitoringdatawereavailable
stormwater practices can effectively remove Giardia,toassess the capability of infiltration practices or storm-
Cryptosporidium or Salmonella. Given that few effec-water wetlands on coliform removal.

rive removal mechanisms exist for these durable patho- Most researchers report a few episodes of negative
gens, it is speculated that it will be much harder tofecal coliform removal during the course of their sam-
remove them compared to fecal coliform bacteria,piing efforts. Figure 2 provides atypicalexample of the
Additional research is needed to answer this question,variability in bacteria removal in a North Carolina wet

pond monitored by Borden and his colleagues (1996).
AbilityofWatershedPractieestoTreatBaeteria The limited data on fecal streptococci and E. coli
Sources removal appears to fall within the same range as fecal

coliform removal (Table 2).
Effect?veness of Stormwater Practices

Stormwater treatment practices must be extremelyOuoqow Concentrations from Stormwater Practices
efficient if they are to produce storm outflows that meet
the200 MPN standard for fecal coliform bacteria from a      Pollutant removal performance can be strongly in-
site.Assume for amoment that asite experiences a fecal fluenced by the variability of the pollutant concentra-

tions in incoming stormwater. If inflow concentrationscoliform concentration equivalent to the national mean
of 15,000 per 100 ml during a storm. A stormwaterarenearan"irreduciblelevel,"alowornegativeremoval

practice would need to achieve a 99% removal rate forcan be recorded, even though outflow concentrations

fecal coliform to meet the standard. To date, perfor-discharged from astormwaterpracticearestitlrelatively

mance monitoring research has indicatedthat no storm-low (see article 65). This behaviormay explain the high
o concentration of bacteria often found in stormwaterwater practice can reliably achieve a 99 Y, removal rate

of any urban pollutant on a consistent basis, pond outflows. Table 3 compares outflow concentra-

Stormwater
Management Practice Fecal coliform Fecal streptococci E. coli

Ponds 65% (n=lO) 73% (n=4) 51% (n=2)

Sand filters 51% (n=9) 58% (n=7) No data

Swales -58% (n=5) No data No data
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tions among stormwater practices and suggests that For example, Coyne et aL (t 995) found that grass
most practices discharge fecal coliform bacteria in thefilter strips were able to remove 43 to 70% of fecal
ranges of 2,500toS,000 colonies per 100ml, orabout 12coliforms in two experimental grass filter plot studies,
to 25 times the water contact recreation standard, whileYoungetal. (1980)reported 70%coliform removal

from a 100- foot grass filter strip. Two other researchers,
Effectiveness of Stream Buffers however, found that grass filter strips had essentially

Our current knowledge about the bacteria removalno ability to remove fecal coliform due to short flow
capability of stream buffers is rather sparse. Indeed, atlengths (Dickey and Vanderholm, 1981 ) or extremely

the present time, no data exist on the performance ofhigh influent concentrations (Schellingerand Clausen,

either forested stream buffers or grass filter strips in1992).

removingbacteria fromurbanstormwatermnoff. Some It is very doubtful whether an urban stream buffer
indication of their potential effectiveness, however,could exceedthe 70% maximum removal rate observed
can be inferred from the performance of grass filterfor agricultural stream buffers, given coliform sources
strips used to control runoff from crops and livestockwithin stream buffers such as wildlife, plants and even
operations. Taken together, these studies suggest thatsoils, the relatively narrow band of adjacent land that
grass filter strips have only a modest capability to
remove fecal coliforms from nmoff.

Stormwater
Management Practice Fecal coliform Fecal streptococci E. coli

Ponds 5,144 (n=9) 3,381 (n=4) 869 (n=2)

Sand filters 5,899 (n=9) 16,088 (n=7) No data

Swales 2,506 (n=3) No data No data
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can be effectively treated, and the tendency to createstatement that pet waste can be a source of bacteria and
channelized flows, nutrients to nearby streams (27% disagreed). Interest-

Another line of evidence suggests that urban streamingly, the walkers who didn’t always clean up after their
buffers or filter strips may have little potential todogs showed little interest in changing their behavior.
remove fecal coliforms from urban stormwater. FiveFactors that might prompt them to clean up more often
researchers have examined whether grass channels canwere complaints by neighbors (21%), a simple sanitary
effectively filter or trap bacteria as stormwater passescollection method (17%), convenient disposal loca-
through them. Depending on storm size, the swalestions along trails or parks (17%) and fines (7%). One-
exhibited shallow concentrated flow, or more rarely,third of all dog walkers, however, indicated that none of
sheer’flow conditions. As a group, the grass swales werethese factors would induce them to change their behav-
found to have no ability to reduce fecal coliform levels,ior. Clearly, pet waste source control programs willneed
with zero or negative changes in concentration re-tobeverycreativetoalterthesedeeplyrootedattitudes.
ported in four out of five studies (see Table 2 and article Would these "bad actors" respond more to the stick
116). Pet droppings, in-situ multiplication and shortof an enforcement approach or the carrot of an educa-
travel times were all cited as reasons for the poortion approach? What outreach techniques really attract
performance of swales. Swales had a geometric meantheir attention? How much bacteria do they generate in
outflow concentration of about 2,500 MPN per 100 mla watershed, and what realistic bacterial reductions
(Table 3). It should be noted that these performancecould result if some or all of the bad actors changed
studies did not account for bacteria reduction by soiltheir behavior? Until we can answer these questions, it
filtration under the swale, is very difficult to craft effective source control pro-

grams, and virtually impossible to assign a "watershed
Effect of Source Control in Reducing Bacteria Levels.bacteria reduction" for source control.

Source control seeks to reduce or eliminate sources
of bacteria in urban watersheds before they come intoEffectofImproving WastewaterDisposalandConv~.-
contact with stormwater. Common source control pro-ance.
grams focus on pet waste cleanup, proper disposal of In watersheds where untreated wastewater is a
kitty litter, pumpouts of boat sewage, septic systemdocumented source of bacteria, basic repairs to the
maintenance, discouragingresidentwaterfowlandgen-wastewater system can produce impressive local re-
eral urban housekeeping. While source control is desir-ductions in bacteria levels. For example, several corn-
able, very little monitoring has been conducted tomunities have measurably reduced bacteria levels by
determine if it can actually reduce watershed bacteria

connecting homes with failing septic systems to sani-
levels. One study that evaluated the effectiveness oftary sewer lines, rehabilitating aging sanitary sewer
source control in urban watersheds was conducted bylines, eliminating illicit/illegal connections, providing
Lim and Oliveri (1982), who reported that bacterialpumpouts of recreational sewage, and treating com-
densities.weregenerallylowerinwetl-maintainedBal-bined sewer overflows (Field and O’Connor, 1997;
timore alleys compared to alleys in poor condition

NRDC, 1999). While these measures can be an effec-
(e.g., trash and refuse piles), tive strategy for reducing extremely high bacteria lev-

The ultimate effectiveness of any bacteria sourceels in dry and wet weather flows in urban watersheds,
control effort is dependent on four factors. First, howthey do not address bacteria contributed by stormwa-
prevalent is the behavior that education programs seektee.
to modify? Second, how effective are education or
enforcement programs in reaching the target popula-ImprovingBacteriaTreatmentByWatershed
tion? Third, what specific educational or enforcementPractices
techniques are effective in actually changing the behav-
ior of the target population? Finally, what realisticStormwater Practices
bacteria reductions in a watershed could be expected if Few stormwater regulations provide specific guid-
the target population actually changed its behavior?anceonhowtodesignorselectstormwaterpractices for

Consider for a moment the most common bacteriagreater bacteria removal. Several design enhancements
source control program: getting pet owners to clean upare provided below that might be able to enhance the
after their dogs. A recent phone survey of dog ownersperformance of the current generation of stormwater
in the Chesapeake Bay indicated that 59% of respon-practices.
dents claimed to clean up after their dog most or all of¯ Create high light conditions in the water column
the time, while 38% of the respondents reported that of stormwater ponds or wetlands. For example,
they rarely or never did so (CWP, 1999). Most dog storage can be provided in a series of separate and
walkers understood the water quality or public health rather shallow cells. The last cells should have
consequences of their behavior: 65% agreed with the lower turbidity and therefore permit greater UV

light penetration.
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¯ Provide additional retention or detention time in more study before stormwater "’soil filters" are
stormwater ponds to promote greater settling (i.e. recommended for bacteria-limited watersheds.
two to five days). Alternatively, engineers could ¯ Avoid creating internal bacterial sources in thesize ponds based on a smaller minimum design

storrnwater conveyance system, such as ditches.particle (say 15 microns),
catch basins, swales, or sediment storage within¯ Design inlet and outlet structures ofstormwater the storm drain network. In bacteria-limited

ponds to preventbacteria-laden bottom sediments catchments, conveyance systems should be de-
from beingresuspended and exported. Reducing signed to be either self-cleansing or promote
turbulence is essential for "dry" extended deten- maximum sediment retention. Dry swales, which
tion ponds that do not have a"pool barrier" to trap employ soil filtration and have an under drain, are
and retain bottom sediments, probably superior to grass swales from a bacteria

¯ Reduce turf and open water areas around storm- reduction standpoint.
water ponds so that resident geese and waterfowl ¯ Locate new stormwater outfalls to maximize dis-
populations do not become established and be- tance from any water intakes, beachesorshellfish
come an internal bacterial source, beds.

¯ Add shallow benches and wetland areas to storm- Research is needed to determine what, if any,
water ponds to enhance the plankton communityadditional bacteria removal could be produced by these
and therefore increase bacterial predation, design enhancements. In addition, performance moni-

¯ Infiltration practices can play a role in reducingtoting is urgently needed to evaluate whether Giardia
bacteria yields to surface waters where soil con-or C~,ptosporidium can be removed by current or
ditionspermit. Optimalsoil infiltration rates rangeenhanced stormwater practices. Clearly, there are upo
from 0.5 to 2.0 inches. Even when infiltration isper limits on what gravity-driven stormwater practices
notfeasibleatasite, designersshouldendeavortocan actually achieve. Even an advanced secondary
achieveasmuchsoil filtrationaspossiblethroughwastewater treatment that filters its effluent still dis-
the use of filter strips, rooftop disconnection andcharges fecal coliform at the l 0~ to 105 levels before
open channels, final chemical disinfection (ASCE. 1998). This sug-

¯ Iffilteringpracticesareused, employf’mer-grainedgests that more advanced disinfection techniques may

mediainthefilterbedwithasmalldiameter(say, need to be incorporated into stormwater practices if

15 microns), or at least provide a finer-grainedthey ever will be able to meet bacterial standards in

layer at mid-depth in the filter profile. The typicalurban waters.
"concrete-grade" sand used in most sand filters
may be too come-grained to prevent coliformStream Buffers
breakouts. The use of freer-grained media, how- The ability of urban stream buffers to remove
ever, could lead to more chronic clogging of thebacteria has never been tested in the field, so the
filter bed. In any event, sand filters are not likelyfollowing design enhancements are based solely on
to achieve high bacteria removal unless the pro-engineering theory and bacteria behavior. An ideal
cess for pretreatment and/or filtration is extendedstream buffer might be composed of three lateral zones:
for 40 hours or more. This is most easily done bya stormwater depression area that leads to a grass filter
extendingthedetention time inthe sedimentationstrip that in turn leads to a forested buffer. The storm-
chamber used for pretreatment, water depression is designed to capture and store

¯ Remove trapped sediments from filter pretreat-stormwater during smaller storm events and bypass
merit chambers on a more frequent basis duringlarger stormflows directly into a channel. The captured
the growing season. In addition, "dry" pretreat-runoff within the stormwater depression can then be
ment chambers may be more desirable since bac.spread across a grass filter designed for sheetflow
teria-laden sediment would be subject to bothconditions for the water quality storm. The grass filter
sunlight and desiccation. In general, sand filtersthen discharges into a wider forest buffer designed to
should be oriented to provide maximum solarhavezerodischargeofsurfacerunofftothestream(i.e.,
exposure, full infiltration ofsheetflow).

¯ Consider using bioretention, infiltration and dry The outer zone of a stream buffer must be engi-
swale practices that employ soil filtration. Givenneered in order to satisfy these demanding hydrologic
sufficient pretreatment and soil filtering depth,and hydraulic conditions. In particular, simple struc-
these practices have the potential to achieve bac-tures are needed to store, split and spread surface runoff
terial removal rates comparable to functioningwithin the stormwater depression area. Although past
septic systems. Their actual performance moni-efforts to engineer urban stream buffers were plagued
toting and longevity in the field, however, needsby hydraulic failures and maintenance problems, recent

experience with similar bioretention areas has been
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much more positive(Claytor and Schueler, 1996). Con-Auer, M.T..Niehaus. S.I. 1993."ModelingFecalColiform
sequently, it may be useful to consider elements of Bacteria---I.FieldandLaboratoryDeterminationof
bioretention design for the outer zone of an urban Loss Kinetics." WaterResources27(4):695.701.
stream buffer (shallow ponding depths, partial under

Bagley, S., M. Auer, D. Stem and M. Babiera. 1998.drains, drop inlet bypass, etc.).
"Sources and Fate of Giardia Cysts and Cryptospo-

Even when stream buffers cannot be engineered, ridium Oocysts in Surface Waters." Journal of
they can be managed for bacterial sou rce control. For Lake andReservoir Management 14(2 -3):379-392.
example, grazing within a urban stream buffer should

Bank, H. and M. Schmehl. 1990. "Bactericidal Effective-not be permitted, and livestock should be excluded
ness of Modulated UV Light." Applications offrom stream buffers adjacent to hobby farms and horse
EnvironmentalMicrobiology 56(12):3888-3889.pastures.

Bannerman. R. and R. Dodds. 1992. Unpublishedstorm-
Source Control water pond data. Bureau of Water Resources Man-

agement. Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources.
Bacteria source control remains in its infancy as a Madison, wI.*

watershed practice. While the value of source control
Borden, R. C., J. L. Dora, J. B. Stillman and S. K. Liehr.efforts such as pet waste cleanup is obvious, it is not

always clear how to improve its effectiveness. Several 1996. Draft Report. Evaluation of Ponds and Wet-
lands for Protection of Public Water Supplies.lines of research are probably worth pursuing: Dept. of Civil Engineering. North Carolina State¯ Catchment scale monitoring to directly link pets to Universit-y. Raleigh, N. C. *

pollution
Center for Watershed Protection. 1999. Urban Nutrient¯ Attitude surveys that profile the psychology of Behavior Survey: Chesapeake Bay Resident Atti-

pet owners for devising better ad campaigns tudes. Ellicott City, MD.
¯ Buffer training for dogs City of Austin, TX. 1990. RemovalEfficiencies of Storm-
¯ Research to develop a more convenient and sani- water Control Structures. Final Report. Environ-

ta~’ product to retrieve and dispose of pet wastes mental Resource Management Division.*

City of Austin, TX. 1997. Evaluation of Nonpoint
Summary Source Controls, An EPA/77VRCC Section 319

Currentstormwater, buffer and source control prac- Grant Report. Volume 1. Final Report. Environ-
rices do not appear capable of removing enough fecal mental Resource Management Division.*
coliform bacteria to meet the 200 MPN water contactClaytor, R. and T. Schueler. 1996. Design of Stormwater
recreation standard in stormwater discharges, unless FiltermgSystems. Chesapeake Research Consor-
thereceivingwateriswell-mixedanddilutedwithcleaner tium. Center for Watershed Protection. Ellicott
water. The 50 to 75% bacteria removal reported for City, MD. 21~ pp.
stormw~iter and buffer practices falls well short of theCoyne, M.S., R.A. Gilfillen, R.W. Rhodes, and R.L.
99% removal needed to meet standards. Considering

Blevins. 1995. "Soil and Fecal Coliform Trapping bythat the outflow concentration from stormwater prac-
Grass Filter Strips During Simulated Rain."Journaltices is on the order of 2,500 to 5,000 MPN/100 ml, it is
of Soil and Water Conservation 50: 405-408.

probable that bacterial concentration will always ex-
ceed pre-development conditions in most urban water-Dickey, E.C. and D.H. Vanderholm. 1981. "Vegetative

sheds, even if stormwater treatment and buffer prac- Treatment of Livestock Feedlot Runoff." Journal
tices are fully implemented and all wastewater dis- of EnvironmentalQuality 10:279-284.
charges are eliminated. --TRS Driscoll, E. 1981. Unpublished notes of fecal coliform

removal at Unqua NURP Pond.*
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Technical Note #90 Jkom Watershed Protection Techmques. 2(4): 495-499

The Economics of Stormwater
Treatment: An Update

Stormwatermanagement can be the single great-water detention storage. Not all cost estimates were
est "out-of-pocket" cost that developers have tocomplete. In particular, specific cost information for con-
pay to meet local watershed protection require-trol structures, landscaping, and erosion and sediment

ments. Yet, surprisingly, very. little is known about thecontrol (ESC) were frequently missing. These gaps were
actual cost of constructing stormwater practices. Thefilled by using"unit rates" for each construction compo-
last major study on the cost of urban stormwater man-nent developed from a survey of typical design and
agement occurred over a decade ago when Wiegandconstruction costs in the region. Unit rates for the basic
andhiscolleagues(1986) investigatedtheeonstructioncomponent costs involved in stormwater practice con-
cost of 65 stormwater management ponds in the Wash-struction are compared in Table 1.
ington metropolitan area.

The adjusted stormwater practice cost database was
Since then, developers and watershed managersthen statistically analyzed to examine the relationship

alike continue to be keenly interested in questionsbetween storage volumes(stormwaterquatityand quart-
about the economics of stormwater practices (Browntity) and base construction cost (i.e.. excavation and
and Schueler, 1997). For example, has the cost of con-grading, ESC. and control structure costs) first estab-
structing stormwater management facilities increasedlished in the earlier Wiegand study. In general, the new
over the last decade? If so, by how much? To whatstudy confirmed that stormwater storage volume was a
extent have new design and permitting requirementsreasonably strong indicator of construction cost for
pushed up these costs? How much does it cost to buildurban stormwater practices.
sand filters, bioretention areas orstormwaterwetlands

The new cost study found a strong relationshipand other practices that were unheard of a dozen years
between pond storage volume and total construction

ago? Are they cheaper to construct than ponds? Whatcost of 41 stormwater ponds (see Figure 1). The equation
share of total stormwater management costs are due to

describing the relationship had about the same slope and
water quality requirements as opposed to stormwatercorrelation coefficient as the 1986 pond cost equation
detentbon for peak discharge control? Do stormwater(Table 2). The two cost equations are graphically corn-
practices still exhibit economies of scale, i.e., is it still

pared in Figure 2.. From this analysis, it is evident that the
cheaper.to construct asingle large stormwater practicecost of providing a cubic foot of pond storage has
than a series of smaller ones to serve the same drainage

climbed by 75% over the last decade. When inflation is
area?

factored out, the real cost increase is much smaller--
To address these questions, the Center undertookabout 30%. The higher cost is attributed to the adoption

a second study in 1996 to update design and construc-of enhanced pond design criteria, particularly those that
tion cost data for urban stormwater practices. The costhave specified longer-lived but more costly construction
survey included 73 stormwater practices in the Mid-materials (e.g., concrete vs. corrugated metal pipes).
Atlantic area for which bond estimates, engineering

In general, about a third of every dollar spent on
estimates and actual construction contracts were avail-
able.Themajorstormwaterpracticesthatwereanalyzed

stormwater pond construction was devoted to water

included 41 pond systems (18 dry extended detention
ponds and 20 wet extended detention and wet ponds
and three wetlands); 11 bioretention areas, 11 sand
filters and five infiltration trenches. Cost estimates for
the practices were obtained from 14 private engineeringBasle Components
firms and public agencies operating in Maryland andof Construction Costs Ponds Sand Filters Bioretention
Virginia. Consequently, the population ofstormwater
practices that were sampled spanned a wide range ofExcavation/Grading 48 % 21% 25 %
local design criteria and stormwater permitting require-Control Structure 36 68 50
ments. In addition, the Center reviewed each stormwa-Appurtenances 16 11 25a
ter practice design to determine watershed area, imper-a includes landscaping costs
vious cover, water quality, storage volume and storm-
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Practice Category 1986 Equation (r2) 1996 Equation (r2)

All Ponds CC = 6.11 Vs 0.75 (0.80) CC = 20.80 Vs 0.70 (0.77)
Dry ED Ponds CC = 10.71 Vs 0.69 (0.73) CC = 8.16 Vs 0.76 (0.93)
Bioretention N/A -- CC = 5.67 Vs 0.99 (0.92)
Sand Filters N/A -- NoacceptableequalJon k
Infiltration Trenches CC = 26.55 Vs 0.63 (0.93) Test~ngindicates1986 --

equation is no Iongervalid

CC = Base construction cost, does not include costs for design, engineenng and contingencies. To compute
total cost, multiply base construction cost by 1.25 (1986 equations) and t.32 (1996 equation) respectively.

Vs = Storage volume up to the crest of emergency spillway in cubic feet.
N/A = Not analyzed as part of study.

quality control, with the remainder spent on floodscenario shown in Table 3. the estimated total cost to
control storage (detention of the two- and !0-yeardesign and construct a stormwater pond is computed to
design storms). The cost study confirmed that signifi-beover$98,000,ofwhich$36.500 is specifically forwater
canteconomiesofscaleexistinpondconstruction, i.e.,quality treatment. For the sake of comparison, the
it is much cheaper to build a cubic foot of storage in apredicted pond cost for the same development scenario
large pond than a small one. Lastly, the study indicated10 years ago was computed using the 1986 cost equa-
that dry extended detention ponds were only marginallytion and adjusting for inflation. An estimate of the
less expensive than other pond options (wet ponds,lifetime nutrient reduction cost of the stormwaterpond
wetlands, and wet extended detention ponds), is also easily calculated, in this case about $84 and $20

An example of how the pond cost equations can beper pound of phosphorus and nitrogen removed, re-
used is provided in Table 3, which describes twospectively.
typical development scenarios. To get a planning level A very. strong relationship was developed to predict
estimate ofstormwater cost, a designer needs to com-the cost of bioretention areas on the basis of the water
pute the combined storage volume needed for waterquality, volume they provide (see Figure 3). Bioretention
quality and detention requirements. Once the cubic feetareas are becoming a very. popular water quality prac-
of pond storage is known, it is a simple matter to plugrice in the mid-Atlantic region (they are designed for
it into the 1996 pond equation to obtain a preliminarypollutant removal but not flood control).
cost estimate. For the 50-acre residential development

Scenario 1 Scenario 2
5-acre commercial 50-acre residential subdivision

Required WQ Storage 0.264 acre-feet 1.41 acre-feet
Storage 0.740 acre-feet 3.25 acre-feetRequired Detention

Pond Construction Cost, 1986 a $25,210 ($9,328) $76,709 ($28,382)
Pond Construction Cost, 1996 $34,787 ($12,871) $98,738 ($36,533)
Annual P and N Loads b 9.8 Ibs P / 65 Ibs N 36.7 Ibs P/242 Ibs N
P and N Removal c 115 Ibs P / 487 Ibs N 431 Ibs P / 1815 Ibs N
Cost per Pound Removed d $112 per Ib P / $26 per Ib N $ 84 per Ib P / $20 per Ib N

a Adjusted to 1996 dollars using an inflation factor of 1.32. Parentheses indicate water qual~ treatment costs.
D As computed by the Simple Method.
c Assuming national TP and TN removal of 47% and 30% respectively, over a 25-year penod.
o Total cost divided by 25-year design life.
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,.o~ The cost of constructing a stormwater pond
~.ooo ~o,ooo ~oo.ooo 1.~0.ooo ~o,ooo,o~o is directly related to the storage volume

TotaJ Volume (cu. ft.) provided.

The two cost equations are both expressed in
terms of 1996 dollars, and have the same basic

slope and correlation coefficient. The top line
represents the 1996 dataset, which is

approximately 30%-more expensive in real
~" ,,~ .,.,~ terms.

Total Storage (cu. ft.)

,

The cost of installing a bioretention area can be
1,ooo accurately predicted on the basis of the water

f00 1.000 10.000 10~,~ quafity volume it provides. Bioretention is seldom
Water Quality Volume (cu. f~.) used to provide quantity control.
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The study found no economies of scale for
tures that have come into more widespread use (obser.

bioretention, whichisconsistentwiththefactthatthesevation wells, sand layers, etc.). Overall, the average
practices are sized as a flat percentage of site area.construction cost for infiltration trenches ranged from
Another way of expressing the cost of bioretention is$2 to $9 per cubic foot of water quality storage, with a
that they generally cost about $6.40 per cubic foot ofmean of $3 per cubic foot. exclusive of costs for desi~_~
quality treatment, and testing.

Cost data for sand filters was limited and extremely
variable, and no predictive equations could be devel-Summary
oped at this time. The variability was due to many

Our study suggests that the real costs of providingdiverse designs (surface and underground sand filters)
stormwater have increased over the past decade. Part ofand control structures. This data, however, were used
this increase is due to higher costs to design ponds andto compute average costs. Filter costs ranged from $3
to secure permits. For a .typical stormwater pond, the

- $6 per cubic foot of quality storage, which is higher
sum of all costs related to design, permitting,thanan earliersuffacesandfiltercoststudy(Tull, 1990).
geotechnical testing, landscaping, contingencies, and

Since only five infiltrationtrenches were included inESC control now comprise 32% of the base construc-
the Center study, no attempt was made to derive a costtion cost (Table 4). If wetlands or streams are situated
equation. Instead, the data were used to determinenear a proposed pond site, these costs escalate to 37%
whether the 1986 infiltration cost equation was stillof the base construction cost. These factors can be
valid. This testing indicated that the older cost equationcompared to the 25 % of base construction cost rate that
was no longer valid, as it consistehtly underestimatedwas an industry standard a decade ago. The Center
costs by a factor of two or more. Higher costs forsurvey indicates that these design cost increases can be
infiltration trenches appeared to be a result of greaterattributed to longer plan review times: some seven
aretreatment measures and other enhanced design fea-months, on average, from plan submittal to final plan

$75,000

0.1 ~.0 10.0 100.0 1,000.0
impervious Drainage Area (acre)

The cost of providing quantity and quafity control climbs dramatically when development sites are small, due
to the need for underground detention and separate quafity practices. Considerable range in treatment costs
is also common at small sites.
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approval-- even longer if wetlands permits are in-
volved. Other reported factors that drive up costs are
multiple and conflicting agency reviews and changes in
local design criteria and submittal requirements.

Rule-of-Thumb Estimates of Typical            Percent of Base
The current cost study clearly supports the notion Practice Design and Engineering (D&E) Costs Construction Cost

that ponds are the most cost-effective option to provide
stormwater quantity and quality control. A generalized Engineering design 6
relationship illustrated typical unit costs to treat storm- Engineering design, wetlands present 10
water as a function of site size (Figure 4). The curves Standard permitting process 3
show a dramatic drop in the unit cost of providing both Permitting process, wetlands present 4
stormwater quantity and quality control once sites

Geotechnical investigations 4exceed five or more acres of contributing impervious
drainage area. In this range, a single pond can provide Structural design 3
both quantity and quality control in a cost-effective Erosion and sediment control for practice 5
manner. Landscaping 4

When sites become too small, however, surface Contingency/unknown costs 7
ponds are no longer an effective option. Costs begin to

Total additional D & E costs 32skyrocket at small sites for two reasons. First, as
available surface becomes scarce, engineers are in-Total additional D & E costs, wetlands present 37
creasingiy driven "underground" to provide needed Total additional D & E costs (1986) 25
detention for quantity control. Second, quality control
must be provided by an additional practice, such as
sand filters, bioretention, or infiltration, in each case,References
the cost of each practice on a small sites is five to 10 times
more expensive on a unit area basis than a comparableBrown, W., and T. Schueler. 1997. The Economics of

Stormwater BMPs in the Mid-Atlantic Region,stormwater pond. The wide range in costs for small site
Final Report. Center for Watershed Protection.stormwater practices shown in Figure 4 indicates that

desirers can expect to pay from $30,000 to $50,000 toChesapeake Research Consortium. 40 pp.

treat the quality and quantity of runoff from a singleTull, L. 1990. Cost of Sedimentation/Filtration Basins.
impervious acre. City of Austin, TX. Unpublished data.

It is much more expensive to meet stormwater re-Wiegand, C.,T. Schueler, W. ChittendenandD. Jellick.
quirements on a small site than on a larger one. This 1986. "Cost of Urban RunoffControls. "pp. 366-
clearly implies that larger"regional" or multi-site ponds 380. I n: Proceedings of an Engineering Founda-
are more cost-effective watershed strategy than on-site tion Conference. Urban Water Resources. ASCE.
stormwat.er quality and quantity management, particu- Henniker, NI-LJune 23-27, 1986.
larly at small sites.
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Technical Note #91from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4)." 500-50?

Trends in Managing Stormwater
Utilities

F aced with rising costs and requirements to Stormwater utilities can provide a new andreliable
manage urban stormwater, many communitiessource of dedicated funds in an era of local budget
are exploring the concept of the "stormwaterausterity. The American Public Works Association

utility." In this method ofstormwater financing, prop-considers stormwater utilities the "most dependable
erty owners are charged a modest fee for "using" theand equitable approach available to local government
storm dram network, which is usually based on theto f’mance stormwater management." Relatively un-
amount of impervious area located on their property. Inknown a decade ago, stormwater utilities are now an
most cases, the fees are piggybacked on local waterimportant funding mechanism for several hundred cit-
utility bills. The fees collected are used to finance capitalies and counties across the country.
and operating expenses needed for local stormwater

Black & Veatch, a national environmentalengineer.management. Stormwater utilities are particularly at-
ing f’trm, hasrecentlycompletedits 1995-1996 compre-tractive to communities subject to Phase 1 or Phase 2 of
hensive survey of stormwater utilities throughout the

EPA’s NPDES municipal stormwater permitting pro-nation. The surveyincluded97differentutilities fi-om 20
gram.

states. The populations served by the utilities ranged

Feel public information/education is essential to success of a stormwater utility ............... 61%
Consider it unnecessary ....................................................................................................... 1
Devote more than 2% of operating budget to public education ............................................ 57
Use impervious cover as basis for user fees ....................................................................... 55
Charge between $2 and $4 per month ................................................................................. 57
Bill on a monthly basis .......................................................................................................... 74
User fees included in water or other utility bill ...................................................................... 35
Revised user fees in the last year ...................................

35
Revised them (fees) upward ................................................................................................ 89
Credits given if private detention/retention practices exist ....................................................

57
User fees were legally challenged ....................................................................................... 16
User fees were sustained after legal challenge ...................................................................

60
Stormwater utility is less than 5 years old ............................................................................ 55
Stormwater utility covers both capital and O&M costs .......................................................... 81
Utility revenue meets most needs or at least most urgent needs ........................................

82
Utility revenues adequate for all needs ................................................................................. 11
Property owner responsible for user fee payment ................................................................ 65 ~
Water shut off and/or property lein for nonpayment .............................................................. 54
Unusually heavy rain and/or floods created major troubles ................................................. 11
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from 5.000 (Fort Meade, FL)to3.5millionpeople(Losenues only for operation and management costs and
Angeles, CA), andthe area served varied from4to989rely on the general fund for covering other expendi-
square miles. This survey provides valuable informa-nares. Accurate identification of revenue requirements
tion for urban water managers that are either consider-are crucial for both the development of appropriate
ing establishing a stormwater utility or have alreadycharges and legal defensibility.
done so. A partial "index" of some of the more interest-
ing results ofthe Black & Veatch survey is provided inStep 2: Determine an administrative structure for
Table 1. stormwater management

A critical lesson learned in developing stormwater Planning for a stormwater utility often begins with
utilities is the need for careful planning. It is extremelya "functional requirements study." Such a study in-
importanttoestablishacomprehensiveplanstatingthevolves determining the scope of activities needed to
goals of the utility and the steps needed to achieve themanage stormwater and identifying the administrative
goals before initiating charges. Determining what as-departments best suited to perform each task. Utilities
pects ofstormwatermanagementwillbe coveredbytheare generally operated by or within the Department of
utility charges is also an important fh’st step. UtilityPublic Works (DPW), although this is not always the
revenuescoveroneormoreofthefollowing:operationscase. A common arrangement is to have the DPW
and management, planning, and/or capital improve-responsible for planning and design, and operations
merits, and management, with the Department of Finance re-

Public involvement is essential before and after thesponsible for billing.
implementation of a stormwater utility. Communities
often help determine financing and rate issues, def’meStep 3. Devise a fee structure and a billing system
general policy and recommend service levels. Educat- Devising a fee structure and developing a billing
ing the public can also keep legal challenges at bay. Ifsystem may represent a significant percentage of startmeaningful public involvement is provided, there isup costs and may be the most time consuming aspect
much less chance that the community will feel that aof establishing a utility. This is especially the case when
"rain tax" has been imposed on them. In general, legal

extensive digitizing or mapping are required. There are
challengesarerare(16%havefacedlegalchallengeanda variety of methods that may be used to analyze the
most challenges were not sustained),

customer base pervious and impervious area within a
The general consensus seems to be that stormwatercommunity (Table 3). Which tools are used depends on

utilities provide an adequate source of funding for manytheir availability.
stormwater management needs (Table 2). However,

There are a variety of considerations to determine
according to Black & Veatch’s survey, these fees are

billingrates, ranging fromwhomtochargetowhat costsusually not sufficient to meet all stormwater manage-
will be covered by user fee revenues. Three common

ment requirements. Only 1.1% of the respondents re-billing methods involve adding stormwater charges to
ported that their fees were adequate to meet all storm-

another utility bill, adding the charges to property tax
water management needs, while 44% stated that feesbills, orcreatinganewandseparatebillingsystem. Each
only provide funding for their most urgent needs. So,

method has its advantages and disadvantages.while user fees are helpful, they are not a cure-all for
funding stormwater management. Consequently, it is
best to couple utilities with other funding sources.

Key Steps for Creating a Successful
Stormwater Utility

For those communities contemplating a stormwater
utility, the following five steps should be included
(Mussman, 1994; Lindsey, 1988a and b). Keep in mind Stormwatsr Program Activity I/= of Respondents

that public involvement is beneficial throughout the Street sweeping 85 %
process.

Public education

Erosion/sediment control 78Step 1: Estimate revenue requirements
Stormwater quality management 71

Cost estimates should be developed for all func-
tions the utility will undertake. Costs vary greatly among Household toxin collection 67

communities, oftendependingontherangeofactivities Illegal discharge detection 59
~erformed by the utility. Some utilities apply user fee Storm drain stenciling 58
revenues to operations and management, to planning, Commercial/industrial regulation 45
and financing capital improvements. Others use rev-
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establishment ofa stormwater utility is key to its suc-
cessful implementation. Communities often help deter-
mine financing and rate issues, define general policy,
and recommend service levels (Table 4).

Resource                             % of Respondents
Step 5: Adopt stormwater utili.ty ordinancesProperty tax assessor records                   49 %

Prior to the implementation of a utility, a localOn-site property measurement                  41
government must verify state statutory authority be-

Aerial photographs 38 fore adopting legislation that specifies the scope of the
Planimetric map take-offs 23 utility’s activities and how it will be financed.
Geographic Information Systems 20
Other ( e.g., building permits, site plans) 13

Summary

The number of stormwater utilities continues to
multiply as communities confront the substantial costs
associated with stormwater management programs. The
experience ofcommunitiesthat have successfully imple-
mented stormwater utilities underscores the impor-
tance o fpublic education and involvement. It should be

Method %of Respondents initially assumed that the public are unaware of the

Bill inserts 47 % impact of stormwater runoff, or the role they play in
maintaining watershed quality.. At the same time, itPublic schools 11 should be assumed that once educated, the public will

Brochures/flyers 11 be discriminating in the services and programs they
Public hearings/presentations 11 expect to be delivered from a new stormwater utility.
Direct mail 10 --JJL
Speakers bureau 9
Newspaper 8

References
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In most cases, the property owner is responsible for Surv~.. Management Consulting Division. Kan-
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properties that utilize practices that don’t meet local ment of the Environment. pp. 45.
requirements will be charged (although only in propor-
tion to the level ofrunoffthey produce). ..

User fee rates depend on revenue requirements and
the size of the stormwater management program. Among
survey respondents, the average monthly residential
charge was approximately $2.50, with rates ranging
between $10.98 in Sacramento, CA, to $.24 in St. Louis,
MO. A majority of the rates fell between $1.00 and $5.00
permonth with 50% of respondents setting their monthly
fees between $2.00 and $4.00.

Step 4. Implement a public information program

Only 1% of the respondents in the Black & Veatch
survey said that public information programs ~vere not
necessary. Public involvement during and after the
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Technical Note # 1 from Watershed Protection Techniques. / (1). 1 O- / 1

Pond/Wetland System Proves
Effective in New Zealand

T he performance of an innovative pond/wet-pool, and 10% to the marsh. The runoff frequency
land stormwater treatment system w~s evalu-spectrum ofthe Auckland region was generally compa-
ated in 1992 at a highly industrial site in therable to that of the American east coast and Midwest

Auckland, New Zealand region. The newly retrofittedregions. In general, the particle-size distribution of the
pond served a 24 acre, 66% impervious, Pacific Steelsolids are considerably finer than those found in the
industrial site, which produces steel from automotiveUnited States due to the volcanic-derived soils.
scrap recycled on-site.

Flow-composite monitoring of six storms during
As might be expected, the site had high loads of1992 indicated that the pond/marsh system performed

stormwater pollutants--concentrations were from fivevery effectively (Table 1). Removal of solids and vail-
to ten times higher than residential areas in the Aucklandous forms o fphosphorus approached 75%. Removal of
region. This was particularlytrue for metals--mediantotal copper, lead, and zinc exceeded 85%. Although
concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc were 0.14, 0.29,nitrate removal was high (62%), a net export of ammonia
and 0.21 m~l, respectively, was observed.

The pond/marsh system is shown in plan view in The pond/marsh system was relatively ineffective
Figure 1. Innovative design features included an oil trapin removing COD (2%), however. Leersnyder attributes
near the inlet to recover hydrocarbons, an extremelythis to an initial deposition of oil-based forms of carbon
long flow path (2:1), a submerged berm that creates afollowed by export of algal matter and plant detritus
quasi-tbrebay, a shallow marsh zone, and a micropoolproduced within the pond/wetland system.
at the outlet. The total treatment volume averaged 1.92

Sampling of the bottom sediments of the pondwatershed-inches (0.90 watershed inches when the full
site is routed to the facilitw), revealed sharp gradients in metal, nutrient and hydro-

" carbon enrichment from the inlet to the outlet. Bottom
The 1.65 acre facility had 53% of surface area de-sediments near the inlet structure were highly enriched

voted to the pool, and 47% devoted to the marsh,with pollutants(23,956mg/kg, 1,034 mg/kg, and 1,491
However. 90°,/o ofthe treatment volume was allocatedtomg!kg of hydrocarbons, lead, and total phosphorus,

Submerged
berm

Permanent
"~

Emergency
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Somewhat lower performance was reported for a
second pond system located in a residentialicommer.
cial area of Auckland. While metal and sediment re-
moval exceeded 60%, the removal of soluble reactive

Removal phosphorus (-42.7%), nitrate (28%) and ammonia (6%1)
Parameter Rate (%) was less than expected. The low nutrient removal was

Suspended Solids 78
attributed to a high resident population of ducks, geese,
and other waterfowl that lived on the pond.

Total Phosphorus 79
Sol. Reactive Phosphorus 75 The performance of the Pacific Steel pon~marsh

system ranks among the highest yet reported for anyNitrate 62 pond system. This reflects not only the large treatment
Ammonia -43 volume, but the system’s excellent internal geometry,
COD 2 and the redundant treatment mechanisms of ponds and
Total Copper 84 wetlands.
Total Lead 93 --TRS
Total Zinc 88

Reference
Percent mass reduction in six monitored storms in 1992    Leersnyder, H. 1993. Performance of Wet Detention for

the Removal of Urban Stormwater Contaminants
respectively), but sediment concentrations declined by in the Auckland Region. M.S. Thesis. Univ. of
80 to 97% at the outlet. The sharp gradient was consis- Auckland.
tent with Leersnyder’s particle-size data, which indi-
cated that most pollutants were attached to sediments
deposited near the inlet.
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Technical Note #16 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 64-68

Performance of Stormwater
Ponds and Wetlands in Winter
by Ga~. Oberts, Metropolitan Council, St. Paul. MN

Stormwater ponds and wetlands are commonof the ice. This further reduced performance, since the
practices for treating stormwater runoff insettling depth above the impermeable ice layer was
northern regions. Until recently, however, veryminimal. Pollutants that settled on the ice were easily

little winter monitoring data was available. Oberts andresuspended during the next melt or runoff event. In
his colleagues sampled four stormwater ponds in Min-addition to the physical limitations of settling, biologi-
nesota during both rainfall and snowmelt conditionscal activity in the pond was also greatly reduced during
(Oberts et al., 1989). They found that ponds werethewinter.
generally effective in removing pollutants during

The same forces working against wet ponds in
non-winter conditions. However, there was a markedwinter also work against wetland systems. In fact,
reduction in the performance of stormwater ponds in

wetland efficiency may drop even further because wet-treating snowmelt runoff. Most ponds did a fair job of
lands are shallower, have larger amounts of detritus

removingsedimentandorganicmatterinthewinter, butavailable for re-suspension, and are biologically dor-
were mediocre at removing nutrients and lead (Figure 1).mant during winter.

There are several reasons for the poor performance Research on a wetland in Minnesota shows how
ofstormwaterpondsinwinter.Oneprimaryreasonisthepollutants can pass through a stormwater wetland
thick ice layer that can form, sometimes reaching three

system, even when it appears as though the system
feet in depth. This ice layer can effectively eliminate asmight be working. The pollutant removal performance
much as half of the permanent storage volume neededduring snowmelt and for the first two rainfall events
for effective treatment of incoming runoff. In this case,

after snowmelt in a six-acre, six-chambered, Iowhead
the f’~t phase of meltwater runoff entering the pondwetland treatment system are presented in Figure 2. The
plunged beneath the ice layer and created a turbulent,

wetland outlet was frozen for the entire winter and waspressurized condition that scoured and resuspended
thus effectively closed. This resulted in the formation

bottom sediments in the pond. of a thick ice layer and subsequent deposition and
Once the available pool volume under the ice wasaccumulation of all small midwinter events and base-

filled, meltwater runoff was forced to flow over the topflow in the final wetland chamber (approximately 2.5
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acres). When the end-of-season melt began, runofftrationswale(e.g.,grass, sand.,gravel)toaflowdiffuser
entering the final wetland cell ponded and dropped athat spreads the meltwater over a naturally vegetated or
portion of its load on top of the ice layer. Water beganwetland surface (Figure 3). Even though the vegetation
to move downgrade only when an opening in the outletis dormant, some benefit will occur because the area wall
culver~ formed. The material that settled was subse-likely be able to infiltrate some water. Caution must be
quently washed away by the next rain that melted theexercised, however, since chlorides and other ions can
snow’pack entirely from the catchment, adversely impact the grass or wetland areas and induce

a shift to less desirable plant species.
Are there design methods that can improve the

Meltwater infiltration can also be accomplished
performanceofstormwaterpondsduringsnowmeltusing a gravel level spreader that acts as a diversion
conditions? channel. This simple feature can be incorporated into

many different kinds of meltwater handling systems.Meltwater Treatment
The diversion channel can be used to route highly

The first meltwater from a snowpack will likely beconcentrated water around a particularly sensitive re-
acidic and highly concentrated with soluble pollutants,ceiving water or into a best management practice.
particularly ions (’Na’, Ca2÷, SO4~-, Mg2÷, H÷, NOr).

The second option for meltwater treatment is anAdverse impacts of meltwater on aquatic life are typi-
infiltration-detention basin that incorporates two de-cally related to elevated levels of metals, organic toxi-
sign features to enhance meltwater treatment (Figure 4).cants, and salt. Thus, meltwater Ixeamaent should occur
The first feature is a variable outflow control structurebefore it reaches a receiving waterbody. One option is
that allows for drawdown of the water level to increase

to detain it so that it can infiltrate imo the soil where soil
runoff storage. The second feature is an underdrain

adsorptionandmacrobioticactivitycanoccur(Zapf.Giljewith a control valve to drain the porous bottom sub-etal., 1986).
strate in the fall. The goal is to decrease the moisture

Hartsoe (1993) found that PAils were essentiallylevels that lead to an impermeable layer of frozen soil.
non-detectable in groundwater intiltratmg through sand

Both the underdrain and out-flow controls should beand gravel at a highway drainage infiltration pond in
closed prior to the spring melt m preparation tbr runoffMinnesota. However, the most soluble meltwater pol-
treatment. Once the melt begins, the inmal function of

lutants, such as chloride, will likely pass through the soil
the basin is to promote the infiltration of the ,,first flush"relatively intact. This phenomenon should be taken into
of meltwater. As the melt event proceeds and reachesaccount when designing a pond.
its peak end-of-season flow, the basin acts as a deten-

Two alternatives formeltwatertreatmentare showntion facility, since inflow to the pond will exceed the:
in Figures 3 and 4. The f’trst option is a nonstructuralinfiltration capacity of the soil. Critical design features
approach wherein meltwater is routed through an infil-include the underdram, the relatively flat slopes,
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tS.-pe, and the predicted end-of-season snowmelt vol-as a normal detention pond, capable of impounding
umes that will discharge into the basin, water to summer design levels.

Local groundwater quality must be considered since
thefirstmeltwaterentermgthebasinmaycontamsolubleOther Pond Design Considerations
pollutants that could migrate through the soils. Even When drawdown is not possible or desirable, there
though a very, large volume of meltwater enters theare still some design options to improve the winter
basin, the combination of added detention with en-performance ofstormwater ponds. First, the pond bot-
hanced infiltration may dampen the "shock" effect oftom should be sloped so that the deepest part is near the
the highJy concentrated first melt. outlet. This comfigurationmimmizes scouring of bottom

Additlonally, the available storage helps to settlematerial as water emerges from under the ice on its way
some of the pamculate pollutants that leave the snow-out of the pond. Installation of a baffle weir, floatable
pack last. A basin of this type requires active manage-skmarner, or a riser hood around the outlet can also help
ment to assure desired infiltration capabilities are main-keep a constant movement of water below the ice, thus

rained and to regulate storage and soil conditions, preventing the buildup of ice at the outlet. These
measures assure that the outlet remains clear m the

Seasonal Stormwater Ponds winter and can partially reduce the upwelling pressure
ofrunofffrom below the ice layer.

A conceptual design for a "seasonal" pond that Ifanice layer is unavoidable, the outflow device canrmght overcome ice layer problems is shown in Figure
be totally closed to allow for some detention capacity,5. Water is drawn down in the fall from the pond to
between the ice layer and the spillway elevation. Over-prevent the formation of a layer of ice at the normal
flow can occur via an emergency spillway, providedsummer elevation.
adequate safety and erosion control measures are taken.

A low-flow channel discourages the formation ofAnotherapproachto dealingwithicecoveristo prevent
channel ice. The channel, which must have a highits formation through aeration or circulation. This prac-
velocity, helps move baseflow and small melt throughtice can be a safety problem, however, if the public has
the pond dunng the wmter and prevent ice buildup. Asaccess to the facility. Thus, aeration or carculanon
the melt progresses and meltwater flows increase, theshould only be used if safety can be assured.
lower outlets are closed, allowing the pond to again act
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Other problems are often encountered in the winterReferences
months. Ice can formabamerthat mterferes with proper

Hartsoe, J.A. 1993. TheGroundwaterImpactofPo]y(v_flow through the conveyance system. Frozen culverts
clic Aromatic Hydrocarbons From Infiltratingare a very common occurrence, especially when water
Highway Runoff Met. Council, St. Paul, MN. Publ.velocity, is not sufficient to keep water moving, or when
No. 590-93-036.88 pp.splash occurs, which slowly builds a thick layer of ice.

Oberts, G.L. and R.A. Osgood. 1988. Lake McCarronsThe use of moving parts in stormwaterponds should
Wetland Treatment System: Final Report on the

be carefully scrutinized because of the potential for
Function ofthe Wetland Treatment System andthefi.eeze-up at the tune when they are most expected to
Impacts on Lake McCarrons. Met. Council. St.function iplates/gates, flashboards, valves, or similar
Paul, MN. Publ. No. 590-88-095. 227 pp.controls). Orifice or weir outlet control may be used as

anahernative. Forexample, ifapondisscheduledtobeOberts, G.L., P.J. Wotzkaand J.A. Hartsoe. 1989. The
drawn down in the fall, and there is concern that a Water Quali~ Performance of Select Urban Ran-
movable control valve will fi’eeze in winter, an inserted offTreatmentSystems. Met. Council, St. Paul, .~.
flashboard or a bolted metal plate over an orifice could Publ. No. 590-89-062a. 170 pp.
be used. Zapf-Gilje, R., S.O. Russell and D.S. Mavinic. 1986.

Warm weather methods of treating stormwater need "Concentration of Impurities During Melting Snow
to be adapted to more effectively handle pollutants Made From Secondary, Sewage Effluent." Water
during snowmelt. Useful approaches include seasonal Science and Technology. 18:151-15 6.
detention facilities, specially designed outlet struc-
tures, meltwater infiltration, off-chaxmel diversion, and
aerat~orvcirculation. See also articles 3 and 75.
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Technical Note #17frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 68-70

Performance of a Stormwater
Pond/Wetland System in Colorado

U rbonas and his colleagues recently investi-impervious surfaces were hydraul ically connected. Shop
gated the pollutant removal performance of aCreek is located in the high plains and foothills of the
large stormwater pond/wetland system 1o-Rockies mountains east of Denver.

cared in Aurora, Colorado. The unique runoff treat- Thirty-six storm events were sampled over a threemerit system is illustrated in Figure 1. Runoff enters ayear period in a cooperative effort of the Cherry Basin
large wet pond that provided a total of 0.3WaterQualityAuthoriryandtheDenverUrbanDrain_
watershed-inches of runoff treatment (0.1 inches ofage and Flood Control District. Monitoring was con-permanent pool, plus 0.2 inches of extended detentionfined to the growing season (May to September) in the
-- approximately 20 hours for most storm events),semi-aridare~. In addition, alimitednumberofbaseflow
Runoffthen exits the pond over a soil/cement spillwaysamples were taken along the wet pond and wetland
and enters a series of six cascading wetlands cells, system to characterize water quality dynamics during

Wetland cells were located in a flat and broaddry weather periods.
channel, and were formed by a soil/cement drop struc- The monitoring revealed that the pond/wetlandture installed across the channel. Water velocity wassystem was reasonably effective at removing many
designed to be less than three feet per second (fps)pollutants during storm events (Table l). For example,
duringmajorfloods, andless than 0.3 f’psduring smallerabout half of the total and dissolved phosphorus load
storm events. The wetland consisted primarily of cattailwas removed as it passed through the pond, with the
and bulrush species. Average contact time in the 3.8majority occurring in the pond rather than the wetland.
acre wetland area was about two hours during smallerLikewise, about 72°,/o of suspended sediment was re-
storms. The wetland cells comprised about 0.7 %of totalmoved by the system, even with aslight export from thewatershed area. wetland component. Removal of total zinc and copper

The Shop Creek watershed draining to the systemapproached 60% for the system. Chemical oxygen
was 550 acres in size and almost exclusively composeddemand (COD) was reduced by 56%.
of detached single family homes. Watershed impervi- The performance of the pond/wetland system in
ousness averaged 40%, although only 75% of theremoving nitrogen, however, was mediocre, due in

To Ch=rry Cr=~ Cherry Crr.~ ; \

Ro~ Catching W~l~ds (Typical) ,
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most pan to a large export of nitrate (76%) and to a lesser
de~ee, nitrite. The modest removal of organic forms of
niu’ogen (30%) could not offset this export of nitrate,
which may have been caused by a large resident water-
fowl population, ln general, thecombinedsystemworked % Removed % Removed % Removed
effectively, with the extended detention wet pond pro- Parameter by Pond by Wetland by System
viding the bulk of the storm removal. The cascading Total Phosphorus 49 3 51
wetlands helping to polish the quality ofrtmoffduring Dissolved Phosphorus 32 12 40
baseflow periods. Nitrate-Nitrogen -85 5 -76

The importance of the wetland component was most Organic-Nitrogen 32 -1 31
evident during baseflow periods (Table 2). During these Total Nitrogen - 12 1 19
dry, weather periods, the pond tended to export some Total Copper 57 2 57
pollutants due to biological activity and other pro- Dissolved Copper 53 -1 58
cesses (e.g., total copper, total iron, total phosphorus, Total Zinc 51 31 66
organic nitrogen, and suspended solids). Dissolved Zinc 34 -5 30

The slight export of pollutants from the pond was Total Suspended Solids 78 -29 72
generally compensated by further pollutant removalI Chemical Oxygen Demand44 21 56
within the wetland component during dry weather pc-I

nods. The only exception to this pattern was total
copper, which increased by 110% as it passed throughReference
both portions of the system¯

Urbonas, B., J. Carlson, and B. Vang. 1994. Joint Pond-
In summary, the long-term monitormg of the Shop Wetland System in Colorado, USA. An Internal

Creek pond/wetland system indicates the importance of Report of the Denver Urban Drainage and Flood
assessing pollutant removal during both storm and dry, Control District.
weather periods. The common practice of neglecting
baseflow when pollutant removal efficiencies are com-
puted is not a wise idea on pond systems that serve large
drainage areas.

The study also supports the trend toward design of
multiple and redundant stormwater treatment systems
to provide more reliable pollutant removal over a range
of runoff conditions.

Baseflow Baseflow Baseflow Storm
Parameter to Pond from Pond from Wetland Outflow

Total Phosphorus (mg/I) 0.11 0.19 0.09 0.20
Dissolved Phosphorus (rag/I) 0.095 0.047 0.07 0.13
Nitrate-N (mg/I) 0.71 0,32 0.22 2.2
Total Copper (pg/l) 15 28 32 15
Dissolved Zinc (tJg/I) 15 8 6 32
TSS (mg/I) 7 26 6 33
COD (rag/I) 19 56 24 36

* Average concentration of storm outflow from pond-wetland system
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Technical 1Vote #63from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 296-297

Performance of Two Wet Ponds
in the Piedmont of North Carolina

H
" ow much storage in a wet pond is enough?

nent pool volume of Runaway Bay was compared to
Some interesting answers to this questionsLakeside, it was found to be 20 times smaller (0.33

. have been addressed by researchers in Northwatershed inches of storage). The investigators exam-
Carolina(Wu, 1989).Theyexaminedtheperformanceofined the role of permanent pool volume on pollutant
two very dissimilar wet ponds located in the piedmontremoval performance in these wet ponds.
near Charlotte, NC. The first wet pond, Lakeside, was

Great performance was not expected for anumber of; large and deep and had a permanent pool volume
reasons. To begin with, the two ponds were not origi-,; equivalent to 7.1 watershed-inches (Table 1). To put
nelly designed for stormwater treatment. Each pondi! this in perspective, this storage volume is seven to 15
was fed by many inletpipes, most of which were located

’ times greaterthan thattypically required for stormwaternear the outlet. Consequently, each pond experiencedquality treatment in most communities in the US.
significant short-circuiting and was unable to delay

The second pond, known as Runaway Bay, wasdownstream peak discharge by more than a few hours.
shallow (average depth 3.8 feet), and despite the factSecond, the soils in the watersheds were the trademark
thatitserveda435-acrewatershed, hadasmallersurfacered clay soils of the Southern Piedmont.
area than the Lakeside pond. Indeed, when the perma-

An analysis of sediment particles in runoffshowed
that over 40% were less than three microns in diameter,
and all were less than 26 microns (i.e, medium silt). As
a result, the measured sediment settling velocity aver-
aged less than an inch per hour, an uncommonly slow

Lakeside Runaway settling rate. Third, runoff concentrations of many
Pond characteristic Pond I~y pollutants produced from the two watersheds were

quite low, when compared to those found in other citiesDrainage area (acres) 65 437 andtowns across the U.S. In particular, incomingrunoff
Imperviousness 46% 38% had relatively dilute concentrations of nitrogen and
Pond area (acres) 4.9 3.3 phosphorus. Monitoring of other ponds has often
-Mean depth (ft.) 7.9 3.8 shown that pond performance declines when incoming

pollutant concentrations are low. Lastly, one of theVolume (acre-ft.) 38.8 12.30 ponds (Lakeside) had its own internal nutrient loadingEquivalent watershed storage (in.) 7.1 0.33 source: a year-round population of 30 to 40 geese.
Resident geese 30 to 40 none Feeding on nearby turf, the geese were estimated to add

some five to 7% to the pond’s total nutrient load
through droppings.

Wu and his colleagues monitored the performance
of each pond during 11 storm events that ranged from
0.5 to 3.6 inches of rainfall. The results are shown in
Table 2. As expected, the larger and deeper Lakeside

Lakeside Runaway pond performed better than the shallow and under-Pond Bay
Water quality parameter (%) (,/0) sized Runaway Bay pond. Excellent removal of sus-

pended sediment and some metals was observed at the
Total Suspended Solids 93 62 Lakesidepond(greaterthan80%).Theperformanceof
Total Phosphorus 45 36 the larger Lakeside pond in removing nutrients, how-

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 32 21
ever, was surprisingly modest in comparison to the
smaller Runaway Bay pond. Removal of phosphorusExtractable Zinc 80 32 and nitrogen was only 10°4 higher at Lakeside, despite

Extractable Iron 87 52 the fact that this pond had a permanent pool volume 20
Pond Area/Watershed Area 7.5 2.3 times greater than Runaway Bay. Wu speculated that

the population of geese at the Lakeside pond could
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have reduced its efficiency. Short-circuiting and low
inflow concentrations were also cited as reasons for the
modest performance at the Lakeside pond.

Another interesting facet of the study was Wu’s
analysis of the outflow from the ponds under dry Mean Mean Dry
weather conditions. Dry weather outflow from ponds is Water quality parameter storm storm weather
generally not measured in most monitoring studies, nor (mg/I) inflow outflow outflow
is it accounted for when pond pollutant removal rates

Total P (LS) 0.14 0.08 0.15are computed. The standard assumption is that both the
volume of total runoffand the concentration ofpollut- Total P (RB) 0.12 0.08 0.18
ants in dry. weather flow are inconsequential in relation TKN (LS) 0.86 0.59 1.20
to those produced during storm events. Wu’s data TKN (RB) 0.79 0.63 0.80
suggests that this assumption may be a dubious one
(Table 3). Levels of total phosphorus and organic
nitrogen in the outflow from each pond was actually alone does not guarantee good performance. Other key
higher during dry weather periods than during storm design variables include providing good internal geom-
conditions, etry and pondscaping to discourage large geese popu-

lations.To get a better handle on the ideal permanent pool
volume for wet pond design, Wu used an EPA model of --TRS

wet pond pollutant removal performance, using local
data on pond geometry,, rainfall/runoff relationshipsReferences

andsedimentsettlingvelocities(EPA, 1987).WufoundWu, J. 1989. Evaluation of Detention Basin Perfor-
generally good agreement between the model results mance in the Piedmont Region of North Carolina.
and his field monitoring data, although the modeltended North Carolina Water Resources Research insti-
to slightly underpredict nutrient removal rates. Based tute. ReportNo. 89-248. Raleigh, NC. 46 pp.
on his results. Wu recommended that satisfactory pol-U.S. EPA. 1987. MethodologyforAnalysis of Detention
lutant removal performance could be achieved if wet Basins for Control of Urban Runoff Quality. EPA
ponds were sized to be at least 2% of the contributing 440/5/87-001. US EPA Washington, DC. 72 pp.
drainage area, with an average depth of six feet. The
study also reinforces the notion that treatment volume
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Technical Note #113 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(3). 717-720

Performance of Stormwater Ponds in
Central Texas

-s any more data on stormwater ponds really neces-(COA, 1997a; LCRA, 1997). While the Central Texassary? After all, thepefformance of nearly 40 stormregion typically gets about 30 to 35 inches of rainfall
. water ponds has been investigated over the last twoeach year, it is not unusual for the region to go manydecades. However, there are a few good reasons toweeks without rain during the summer, when evapora-acquire still more monitoring data on these stormwatertion rates are as high as 10 inches per month. As a

workhorses. First, mostofthestormwaterpondsmoni_consequence, significant pond draw downs must be
t°redinthepastwererelativelysmallinsizeandsimplefactored into the design of stormwater ponds, or else
in design. Moreover, these ponds seldom possessedthey must be supported with supplemental water.
the forebays, aquatic benches, greater volumes, ex-

The first stormwater pond, known as St. Elmo’s,tended detention, pondscaping and other design fea-
hadapermanentpoolof4.1 acre-feet. The pond servednares now routinely prescribed by many local stormwa-
a 27.1 acre catchm ent that had more than 66% impervi-ter agencies. It is thus of more than passing interest
ous cover, most of which was eitherstreet orparking lot.whether these new and often expensive features can
The surface area of the pond was 1.65 acres, with aboutactuallyimprovethepollutantremovalperformanceof40% devoted to shallow wetlands, and 60% allocatedponds and by how much.
for deeper pools. The layout and pondscaping plan for

Second, most priorpond research has occurred onSt. Elmo’s are depicted in Figure I. Forebays werethe coasts, and mostly within humid climates. Becauselocated atthe primary stormwater inlets, and berms wereof this, performance monitoring data has been lackingused to extend the flow path and prevent runoff from
for stormwater ponds built in semi-arid climates thatshort-circuiting through the pond. The pond also pro-have very hot and dry summers and the accompanyingvided extended detention storage above the pool, with
high evaporation rates. Stormwater managers havea one to three day draw down time after a storm.
frequently wondered whether it is possible to maintainCombined, the permanent pool and extended detentiona permanent pool and prevent stagnation in pondsstorage provided about 1.8 watershed-inches ofstor-within these regions, and how these factors mightage quality treatment. Overall, the hydraulic retention
influence the pollutant removal capability and mainte-time in the pond ranged from two to 70 days, with an
nance requirements of wet ponds, average of about a month. Clearly, St. Elmo’s was not an

Two recent monitoring studies conducted nearundersized pond.
Austin, Texas shed some light on both of these issues
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To prevent evaporation in the summer, the bottom by a rock or gabion berm to provide pretreatment. Some
ofthepondwassealedbyaliner. Still, evaporation madeof the upland drainage was treated with other innova-
it difficult to maintain the pool at a constant level. To tire peat sand filters.
conceal changes in water levels, shallow areas in the

The pond was extensively landscaped with a vari-pond were planted with spike rush (Eleoarchis spp.),
ety of drought and/or inundation tolerant plant speciesBulrush (Scirpus), Duck Potato (Saggitaria) and other
planted, depending on their elevation within the pond.aquatic plants. The pond was less than two years old

when monitoring began in 1994, and more than 20 paired
stormwater samples were collected at the inlets and
outlet over the next two years. As usual, the monitoring
effortand subsequent dataanalysis followed the exact- Water Quality Parameter Outflow Removal
ing standards of the City of Austin Drainage Utility Concentration Efficiency
(COA, 1997a)- Thecomputedpollutantrates fortheSt.

Total Suspended Solids-TSS 9 m~ 93%Elmo’s wet pond are provided in Table 1.

It is evident that the St. Elmo wet pond provided a BOD, five day 2.4 61%
very high rate of pollutant removal, with more than 90%

COD 23 50%removal of total suspended solids and bacteria. Nutri-
ent removal was also quite strong, with exceptionalNitrate-Nitrogen 0.45 40%
removal of total phosphorus (87%) and dissolved phos-
phorus (66%). Removal of various forms of nitrogenTotal Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.47 57%
ranged from 40 to 90%, as well. However, the removal

Ammonia-Nitrogen 0.03 91%of metals was not as promising, ranging from 30 to 60%.
Overall, the St. Elmo pond consistently achieved re-Total Nitrogen 0.£2 50%
moval rates approximately 20% above the national
median removal rates for wet ponds. A close inspectionTotal Phosphorus 0.04 87%
of the outflow from the pond revealed very. low concen- Dissolved Phosphorus 0.03 66%trations of most stormwater pollutants, which is an-
otherindicatorofa highlevel oftreatment (seeTable I).Copper 4.2 ug/I 58%

A third indicator of the high level of stormwater Lead 3.9 ug/I 39%treatment achieved by the St. Elmo pond was the high
pollutant concentrations found in the sediments (TableZinc 59.6 ug/] 27%
2). Despite the fact that the pond was only a few years
old, its sediments had trace metal and hydrocarbonFecal Coliform 1324 98%
levels similar to those found in the sediments of Austin Fecal Strep 1265 96%area oil/grit separators. The high level of stormwater
treatment achieved at St. Elmo was attributed to itsFor comparison purposes, the median removal rates for wet
enhanced pond design features and large permanent9ends was 77% (TSS), 47% (TP), 30% TN and 45% (Cu),
pool. These resulted in unusually long hydraulic resi-according to CWP National S TP Database (see article 69).
dence times that allowed settling, algal uptake and otherPo#utant removal rates for trace metals were computed based
pollutant removal processes to operate, on means of instantaneous individual inflow and outflow

The second pond was a micropool extended deten-concentrations.

tion pond monitored by Bruce Melton and Tom Curran
of LCRA (1997). The pond drained roughly 12 acres of
office park and roadway, and utilized a much different
design concept than St. Elmo’s. Most of the water
quality storage provided in the pond (about one water-Sediment Parameter Units Level
shed-inch) was devoted to extended detention (ED),

Lead mg/kg 21.5with only a sm all permanent pool located near the outlet
(about 0.29 acre-feet). During dry weather, the pool wasZinc mg/kg 471
maintained by draining excess condensation water
from the air-conditioning systems of the buildings inCopper mg/kg 46.7
the office park. This supplied about 2.6 acre-feet per

Pelroleum Hydrocarbons mg/kg 5,202year of supplemental water needed to sustain the
micropool, which had a fringe of wetland plants. TheTotal Organic Carbon mg~kg 4,414pond had two inlets, each ofwh ich had a forebay formed

PAWs (max) ug/kg 10,210
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A clay liner was installed to prevent infiltration losses,of plant growth added to the annual maintenance bur-
which failed initially and was subsequently repaired,den, as some form of aquatic plant management or
Water levels in the pool were fairly stable, but did drawharvesting was needed to keep each pond looking
down during extended dry periods (which coincided,attractive. The role of evaporation, while not directly
naturally, with the onset of the stormwater monitoringstudied, was thought to be very important in the pollut-
program). With some persistence, the research teamant removal performance of the ponds.
was able to collect 17 paired storm samples at the inlet

Glicketal. (1998)notedthat the monitoring studiesandoutletoveratwo-yearperiod.Theirestimatesofthe
clearly demonstrated that wet ponds exhibit greaterpollutant removal capability for the pond are provided
pollutant removal than other stormwater practices inin Table 3.
Austin, Texas, at a lower cost per volume treated than

In general, the micropool extended detention pondother practices, such as sand filtration. Consequently,
performedquitewellinremovingmostpollutantsfound the City has developed new specifications for wet
in urban stormwater. Overall, the removal rates areponds and actively promote their use (COA, 1997b).
generally higher than the national median removal rates

In many instances, wet ponds can require supple-for all stormwater ponds, and are the highest yet re-
mental water to maintain a stable pool elevation duringcorded for a pond that devoted most of its treatment
dry periods in Central Texas. Consequently, designers

volumetoextendeddetention.ThemicropoolEDpondneed to explore innovative means of recycling otherremoved roughly half of the total nitrogen and phos-
sources of water to maintain pools. Otherwise, design-phorus in incoming runoff, and produced very low
ers working in semi-arid watersheds should design forconcentrations of all forms of nutrients in its outflows
a variable pool level that can have as much as a three-

(see Table3).Removalofsedimentandtracemetalswas
foot draw down during the dry season. The use ofgreater than 80% in the pond.
wetland plants along the pond’s shoreline margin can
help conceal these drops in water level, but managers

Implications for Stormwater Design will need to reconcile themselves to chronic algal blooms,
The strong nutrient removal performance in bothhigh densities of aquatic plants and the occasional

ponds was promoted by the long growing season andepisode of odor problems. Thus, the price for attaining
bright sunshine for which Central Texas is noted. Bothhigher pollutant removal in ponds in Central Texas is
pondswererapidlyovergrownwithsurfaceandbenthicoften supplementary source of water and certainly a
algae, emergent plants and submerged aquatics. Asgreater effort to maintain aquatic vegetation. -TRS
much as 70 to 80% of the surface area of each pond was
covered by these aquatic plants, which undoubtedly
led to the high removal. At the same time, the high rate

Water Quality Parameter Outflow Concentration (rag/I) Removal Efficiency (%)"
Total Suspended Solids 12.0 83
Total Organic Carbon 8.7 45

Total Phosphorus 0.11 52
Ortho~hos phorus 0.034 76
Nitrate-nitrogen 0.06 85
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) 0.69 52

Total Nitrogen 0.77 55
Lead 0.003 90

Zinc 0.030 86

(a) removal computed based on average event mean concentration (EMC) from17 storms at inlet and
outlet of basin. (b) removal for Cadmium and Chromium could not be computed because most samples
were below detection limits.
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Technical Note #114 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(3): 721- 728

Pollutant Removal Dynamics of Three
Canadian Wet Ponds

~’~’~ ommunities in the Toronto metropolitan areaThe SWAMP study is also notable because it commis-
t ,have long relied on wet ponds and wet ex-sioned a series of supplemental research studies to
~tended detention ponds to treat stormwaterinvestigatethe internaldynamics ofstormwaterponds.
runofffrom new development. According to provincialThese studies included monitoring wetland plant colo-
guidelines, wet ponds are sized based on two primarynization over time, sediment deposition rates, sediment
factors: the quality of fishery habitat present down-quality, the impact of chlorides from road salts, and the
stream (designated as fishery level one through four)impact of ponds on stream warming. With apologies to
and the amount of impervious cover present in theour Canadian friends, we confess to being metrically
upstream catchment (OME, 1994). Based on these fac-challenged, and have convened some of their metric
tors, engineers must achieve a numeric target for sus-data into American units for the convenience of our
pended sediment removal in the stormwater pond tostateside readers.
protect the downstream fishery habitat (Table 1 ). The The basic design utilized in the SWAMP programOntario approach for sizing ponds results in wet pondsinvolved sampling three ponds during both the grow.-that often have more water quality storage than manying season and more demanding wintertime conditions.
oftheirAmericancounterparts, giventhatmanyOntarioAutomated flow and water quality samplers were lo-watersheds still contain high quality fishery, habitat,cared at the inlet(s) and outlets from each pond during

Over the last five years, a consortium of local andthe summer and fall. Due to ice cover, grab samples of
provincial stormwateragencies have investigated howpollutant concentrations were collected at inlets and
various kinds of ponds perform under the demandingoutlets to characterize how the ponds influenced pollut-
climatic conditions ofthe Toronto metropolitan region,ant concentrations during winter and snow melt condi-
This research program, known as the Stormwater As-tions. Each of the three ponds selected for intensive
sessment Monitoring and Performance Programmonitoring employed several innovative pond design
(SWAMP), has added greatly to our understanding ofconcepts, such as sediment forebays, extended deten-.
how modern ponds remove stormwater pollutants dur-tion over the permanent pool, generous water quality
ing both the summer and winter in northern latitudes,storage volumes, reverse-sloped pipes, multiple cells,

Required water quality storage for Ontario wet ponds
Watershed Protection Level (inches per acre)

35% imp 55% imp 70% imp 85% imp
Level I fishery (excellent habitat) 0.56 0.76 0.90 1.0
80% sediment removal

Level 2 fishery (good habitat) 0.36 0.44 0.52 0.60
70% sediment ren~oval

Level 3 fishery (poor habitat) 0.24 O. 30 O. 34 0.38
60% sediment removal

Level 4 retrofit and redevelopment 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.26
50% sediment removal

Note: Indicated storage is allocated to permanent pool, except up to 0.16 inches which can be supplied
as extended detention storage.
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oridealpondgeometry(althoughnotallofthesedesignrepaired. Once again, half of the storm samples were
factors were incorporated into every pond), collected in the growing season, and the remaining haft

were collected under winter and spring snow melt
Heritage Estates Wet Pond conditions(SWAMP, 2000b).

The first pond investigated by the SWAMP pro-
gram was a basic wet pond known as Heritage EstatesRouge River Wet Extended Detention Pond
(Liang and Thompson, 1996) (see Figure l ). The pond

The last pond that was monitored was a wet ex-served a 130-acre residential catchment that had esti-
tended detention pond, known as the Rouge Rivermated impervious cover of 50%. Designed for Level 2
Pond. Designed for Level 1 protection, the retrofit pondprotection, the wet pond was a pool that provided 0.51 served a 320-acre catchment that was dominated by

watershed-inches of storage. The pond was relatively
some of the more heavily traveled roads in the Torontoshallow (about three to four feet in depth) and had a

surface area of 1.85 acres (or about 1.4% of watershed
area). The pond did not provide any storage for ex-
tended detention, but did provide control for the five-
year storm. The pond was seven years old when moni-
toring began, and had two inlets, but no forebay. The
outlet structure of the Heritage Estates pond was a /
rectangular weir discharging water from the surface of ¯

the pond.

The pond froze over during the wintermonths, and
often had eight to 12 inches of ice cover. The roads in ---, ’
the catchment were heavily sanded and salted during
the winter months, but were swept in the early spring, ,,/~.--,_~
and monthly thereafter. The study team was able to
monitor more than 20 storm events at Heritage Estates,
with half of the samples obtained during the growing
season, and the remainder collected during winter or
spring snow melt conditions.

Harding Park Wet £rtended Detention Pond With              ~;ver

Wetland

The second pond, known as Harding Park, was a
retrofit, and was much more complex in its design (see
Figure-2). Harding Park had three cells, including a
shallow forebay, a six-foot deep permanent pool and a
small wetland. In addition, extended detention storage
was provided above each cell. The pond was designed
for Level 2 protection, and contained about 0.66 water-
shed-inches of water quality, storage. About two-thirds
of its water quality storage was devoted to extended
detention, with the remaining third allocated to a small
permanent pool (about 0.22 inches). The average deten-
tion time achieved by the pond was not ideal, averaging
about six to 12 hours for most storm events.

The Harding Park pond served a 42-acre residential
catchment that was estimated to be 45% impervious.
The entire facility had a surface area of 1.7 acres (or
about 4% of the watershed area). The retrofit, which was
only one year old when monitoring began, encountered
some early operational problems. A berm which sepa-
rated the pond and the small wetland collapsed shortly
after consmaction and was not repaired for many months.
Consequently, the first year of monitoring data could
not be used. Still, the SWAMP study team was able to
collect more than 20 storm samples after the berm was
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region. The catchment also included some residentialsuspended sediment load during the growing season,
development, and was estimated to be 60% impervious,which met or exceeds provincial guidelines for sediment
The retrofit pond provided a total of 0.64 watershed-removal. Indeed, particle size analysis conducted at two
inchesofwaterqualitystorage, which was equally splitof the ponds indicated that they were effective in
between the permanent pool and extended detention,removing most panicles larger than 10 microns.
Linear in shape, the pond had an extraordinary length The results were more mixed for nutrient removal.
towidthratiooftentoone(seeFigure3).ThewetpondEach of the three ponds did an exceptional job of
was quite deep (eight foot average depth), and wasremovingsolublephosphorus(range69%togl%),and
equippedwithareverseslopepipeoutletthatwithdrewtwo of the three ponds averaged about 80% for total
water about three feet below the normal pool. The pondphosphorus, as well. A high rate of phosphorus removal
also had a sediment forebay at its single inlet thatin the ponds was also indicated by the very low phos-
compnsedabout 15% ofthe total water quality storagephorus concentrations measured at the pond outlets
forthepond.Theretrofitwasalsoequippedwithaflow(see Table 4). On the other hand, the three ponds
splitter to bypass all storm flows that exceeded the two-showed a much lower ability, to remove nitrogen from
year storm event around the facility (SWAMP, 2000a).stormwater. While each pond was capable of removing

The pond was less than two years old when moni-a modest amount of nitrate-nitrogen due to algal uptake,
toting began, and several early problems were encoun-the removal of organic nitrogen was low, and in some
tered. The sediment forebay was completely filledcases, negative. Overall, removaloftotalnitrogen ranged
shortly after construction, and the main pond cellfrom about 15 to 40% in the three ponds.
experienced very high turbidity, as a result of sediment Each of the ponds was reasonably effective in
loads from upstream roadway construction and severeremoving total copper, lead and zinc, but was not very
bank erosion. Sampling commenced after the forebayeffective in removing cadmium from stormwater runoff.
was dredged and upstream erosion problems wereThe study also measured the ability of the ponds to
stabilized, and the SWAMP team collected 18 stormremove many trace elements not frequently monitored
events after these problems were corrected, by other investigators. Removal rates of 50% or greater

were consistently attained during the growing season
Comparative Performance of the Three Canadianfor aluminum, beryllium, chromium, cobalt, iron, nicket
StormwaterPonds and vanadium at each of the ponds. In contrast, low or
Pollutant Removal During the Growing Season negative removal rates wereroutinelyreported for barium,

The comparative capability ofthe three stormwatercalcium, magnesium, silicon, strontium and titanium.

ponds to remove stormwater pollutants during theThe ponds were also found to have a moderate to high

growing season is presented in Table 2. As can be seen,ability to remove oil and grease and pentachlorophenol
from stormwater runoff(the latter are associated withall of the ponds were able to remove most urban pollut-

ants at a reasonably high level. For example, each of thethe use of wood preservatives).

ponds was able to remove at least 80% of the incoming
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The ponds showed some promise in removing bac-Pollutant Removal During Winter Conditions
teria, with 50 to 90% removal reported for fecal coliform

A key study objective was to characterize how the
and E. coli during the growing season. Even at this level

ponds worked during snow melt conditions in the
of stormwater treatment, however, outflow concentra-winter. This effort was limited by the unavoidable
tions were typically five to 10 times above bacteria

problemofcollectinggrabsamplesofpollutantconcen-standards (see Table 4). The study team also discoveredtrations, since ice cover prevented the team from col-
that dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and chlorides werelecting reliable flow measurements in the winter. Still,
exported from each of the ponds during the ~owingthe SWAMP team was able to collect more than 30
season. The export of chlorides was thought to reflect thesamples at the three ponds.
gradual release of dissolved salts that had entered the
pond during the winter as a result of road deicing. Overall, winter removal rates were surprisingly

high, and were almost as great as those observed during
The study team conducted a series of bioassays to

thegrowingseason(Table3). Sedimentremovalranged
determine if one of the ponds (Rouge River) could reducefrom 75 to 86%. Nutrient removal was slightly lower,
potential toxicity, ofstormwater for zooplankton and troutwhich was expected given the lack of biological uptake
test organisms. Most of the bioassays indicated that the

in the winter. Still, averagephosphorus removal ranged
stormwater entering and leaving the pond was non-from 56 to 67%, and TKN removal was about 30%, as
lethal. A few bioassays caused mortality, which was

well. Slightlynegativeremovalwasreportedforsolubleprimarily attributed to high chloride and copper concert-
forms of nitrogen. The concentration of total phospho-

trations. The Rouge River pond did appear to reducerus and total nitrogen in pond effluent was typically 30
copper concentrations to non-lethal levels, but had littleto 50% higher in winter than in the growing season.
effect on chloride levels. Removal of copper, lead and zinc also tended to be

slightly lower in the winter months than during the

ParameterI Heritage Park Harding Park Wet ED Rouge River
Wet Pond Pond w/marsh Wet ED Pond

Total Suspended 80% 80% 87%
Solids

Total Phosphorus 80 37 79

Ortho-phosphorus 91 87 69

Nitrate-nitrogen 622 29 24

TKN 0 (-24) 59

Ammonium (-68) (-24) 70

Cadmium 10 0 46

Copper 70 41 79

Lea d 15 84 84

Zinc 68 69 79

Fecal Coliform 90 64 ns
E, Coil 86 51 ns

Chlodde (- 188) (-545) (- 169)

_P entachloroph enol                80 ns 46
Oil/Grease ns 37 79
Notes: 1. Growing season removal based on 10 or more paired samples at each pond.

2. Nitrate removal calculated using average mean concentration methods
ns = not sampled
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Parameter~ Heritage Park Harding Park Wet ED Rouge River
Wet Pond Pond w/marsh Wet ED Pond

Total Suspended 86% 78% 75%Solids

Total Phosphorus 65 56 67

Ortho-phosphorus 30 66 74
Nitrate-ni~ogen (-1) (-12) (-18)
TKN 34 31 31
Ammonium (-68) (-18) 14
Cadmium 49 80 63
Copper 65 22 41
Lead 27 11 73
Zinc 72 38 25
Fecal Coliform 83 (-3) ns
Chloride (-73) (-3) (-17)
Pentachlorophenol 45 ns 20
Oil/Grease ns 29 51
DOC ns (-90) 1
Notes: 1. Winter removal based on 10 or more paired samples at each pond.

ns = not sampled

Parameter Heritage Park Harding Park Wet ED Rouge River
Wet Pond Pond wlmarsh Wet ED Pond

Total Suspended 16 48 37Solids

Total Phosphorus 0.07 0.11 0.06
Ortho-phosphorus 0.03 0.014 0.006
Nit rate-n itro gen 0.65 0.66 0.97
Total Nitrogen 1.60 1.66 1.58
Co pper 0.008 0.005 0.010
Zinc 0.010 0.016 0.067
Fecal Coliform 1779 2858 783
Chlodde 81 71 580
Oil/Grease nd 0.8 1.5
DIC nd 30.7 49.1
Notes: all units in mg/I except for fecal coliform which is in units of colonies per 100 ml. Winter outflow
concentrations were generally in the same range as growing season concentrations, with the
exception of chlorides, total nitrogen and phosphorus.
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growing season. The three ponds were unable to re-lation model, the study team predicted a 30 to 50 year
move chloride during the winter months, and chloridesediment clean out cycle would be sufficient to maintain
levets in pond outflow were two to three timeshigher inthe sediment removal rates for the three ponds.
the winter than during the summer months. Still, the Pond sediments were tested to evaluate whether
overallwinterperformanceofthethreepondswasmuchthey could meet provincial quality criteria for safe
higher than that reported for other ponds and pond/sediment disposal. Sediments fromtheHeritageEstates
wetland systems in cold climates (see article 71). wet pond were found to be suitable for land application.

Winter chloride inputs continued to have a strongwhereas the sediments of the main cel! of the Rouge
influence on the ponds during the summer months.RiverwetEDpondwerenot(primarilybecauseofhigh
There was evidence of gradual accumulation ofchlo-metals from roadway runoff). According to current
rides in the bottom ofthepermanentpoolovertime, andOME sediment disposal criteria, sediments from this
a strong chemical stratification was observed at two ofpond will ultimately need to be land-filled. Testing of
the ponds during the summer. The stratification wassediments in the pond’s forebay revealed coarse sands
caused by a dense layer of chloride-rich water thatthat were not contaminated by pollutants.
entered the pond in the winter and persisted at the
bottom of the pond throughout the summer months.Plant CommuniO,

The study also included a detailed investigation of
Stream Warming how wetland plants colonized the ponds and their

Each of three catchments produced about 0.1 cfs ofbuffers after they were constructed. The Harding Park
base flow that continuously flowed through the pondspond was initially planted with 11 wetland species
most of the year. Other researchers have demonstratedshortly after construction, while the Rouge River pond
that wet ponds can dramatically increase base flowwasstartedwithfivespecies.Asmightbeexpected, the
water temperatures during the summer. This "delta-Tinitial coverage and density of wetland plants were
effecf’ has the potential to harm aquatic species adaptedrather poor, both above and below the permanent pool.
to cold and cool water conditions, but has not beenHowever, within two years after construction, more
studied extensively in northern latitudes. The SWAMPthan 75 aquatic and meadow wetland plant species were
team reported high delta-Ts during the months of Julyfoundwithin each facility, and plant coverage was quite
and August for the Heritage Estates wet pond (nine todense. Most of the originally planted species were still
13degreesF),theHardingParkwetEDpond(ninetol8found in the wetland community after three years.
degrees F) and the Rouge River wet ED pond (11 to 14About a third of the colonizing species were found to
degrees F). One of the ponds (the Rouge River pond)be non-native species, and the plant community was
had an outflow pipe situated several feet below theshowing signs of invasion by more aggressive species,
permanent pool, but this design feature did not appearsuch as purple loosestrife, cattail and water plantain.
to greatly influence the ponds’ delta-T. Still, the considerable wetland diversity attained in such

Baseflowwater temperatures were typically in thea short time by natural colonization has led some to

low 60s to 70s when they entered the pond in thequestion the notion ofrequiring elaborate pondscaping
summer, but warmed to the high 70s to mid 80s by the31ans at the time of construction.

time they exited the pond. The baseflow water tempera-
tures consistently violated provincial temperature cri-Summary,
teriato protect cold water fisheries. However, the study The performance of the three Canadian ponds
team noted that in each case downstream water tem-compares favorably to the median performance of 36
peratures quickly recovered as a result of groundwaterwet ponds and wet ED ponds that had been monitored
inflows, riparian forest cover, and the confluence within the 1980s and early 1990s (see article 64), particularly
larger streams, with respect to suspended sediment, total phosphorus

and trace metals, such as copper and zinc. Indeed, as a
Sediment Deposition and Sediment Quality group, the Canadian ponds performed comparably to

The study team measured the average rate ofTexaswetandwetEDponds(article74).Thepollutant

sediment deposition within two of the ponds. Theremoval performance of both groups of ponds ranks

stabilized residential drainage at the Heritage wet pondamong the highest recorded for any stormwater prac-

had a very low deposition rate of about 0.1 inch/year,rice, despitethe dramatic differences in climate between

whereastheRougeRiverwetEDpondhadadepositionthetworegions. Clearly, theirhighperformancecanbe
rate of about one inch per year. Sediment depositionpartly attributed to their large water quality storage
rates for these ponds were at the lower range reportedvolumes, and possibly to their more progressive design
in a wider study of deposition for other stormwaterfeatures, as well.
ponds in the Toronto region (0.5 to l 0 inches per year, At this point, it is difficult to infer exactly which
GIC, 1999). Extrapolating their data using a pond simu-pond design features promote higher pollutant removal.
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For example, the Harding Park extended detention wetLiang, W, and M. Thompson. 1996. "Performance As-
pond/marsh was clearly the most complex pond design sessment of an Off-line Stormwater Management
in the Canadian study, but it actually performed slightly Pond." Stormwater Assessment Monitoring Per-
worse than the two more simply designed ponds. It is formanceProgram (SWAMP). Ontario Ministry of
worth noting that the Harding Park pond allocated a Environment. Toronto and Region Conservation
much greater proportion of its water quality storage Authority. Toronto, Canada. 234 pp.
volume to temporary extended detention rather than

Ontario Ministry of Environment. 1994. Storrm4,ater
permanent pool, which suggests that permanent pool

Management Practices. Planning and Designvolume can be a very important factor controlling re-
Manual. Marshall Macklin and Monaghan Ltd.moval rates. Still, the key lesson from recent stormwater
Toronto, Ontario. 260 pp.

pond monitoring is that reliable pollutant removal can
be achieved even in demanding climates, when enoughSWAMP. 2000a. Performance Assessment of a High-
permanent pool volume is provided and innovative way Stormwater Quatity Retention Pond-Rouge
design and landscaping features are incorporated into River, Totonto, Ontario. Stormwater Assessment
pond designs. As a consequence of the SWAMP Monitoring Performance (SWAMP) Program.

monitoring program, the province of Ontario is refining Ontario Ministry of Environment. Toronto and
its pond design criteria, and expects to issue a new Region ConservationAuthority. Toronto, Canada.
provincial stormwater manual in 2000. See also article 124 pp.
71. -TRS SWAMP. 2000b. "Performance Assessment of a Storm-

water Retrofit Pond- Harding Park, Richmond Hill,
References Ontario." Stormwater Assessment Monitoring

Greenland International Consultants. 1999. Stormwa- Performance (SWAMP) Program. Ontario Minis-

ter Management Facility Sediment Maintenance try of Environment. Town of R.ichmond Hill. Toronto
and Region Conservation Authority. Toronto,guide. Stormwater Assessment Monitoring Per-
Canada. 124 pp.formance Program (SWAMP). Toronto and Re-

gion Conservation Authority. Toronto, Canada. 69
pP.
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Technical Note #48 Jkom Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4): 529-535

A Tale of Two Regional Wet
Extended Detention Ponds

W hY do some stormwater ponds work, and25 storms sampled at the Piedmont Pond, as well as 12
others don’t? How can virtually identicalsamples of baseflow conditions. The suite of pollutants
ponds located just a few miles away frommeasured included sediment, nutrients, carbon, coliform

each other have dramatically different pollutant re-bacteria, and metals. In addition, researchers also inten-
moval capabili .ty? Some interesting answers to thesesivelysampledwaterqualityconditionsoccurringwithin
questions can be gleaned from recent research per-each pond, taking monthlysamples of dissolved oxygen,
formed by Robert Borden and his colleagues at Northtemperature, nutrients, chlorophyll, secchi depth and
Carolina State Universiw. other parameters at various depths in the pond water

The setting for their study is the rapidly growingcolumn throughout the growing season. Lastly, the re-
North Carolina Piedmont. In response to concernssearch team sought to understand the nutrient and sedi-
about development’s influence on water quality, in localmerit dynamics of the ponds using a series of simple and
water supply reservoirs, many communities employcomplex models.
large regional wet extended detention (ED) ponds to At first glance, the Davis and Piedmont ponds were
remove pollutants from stormwaterrunoffgeneratedbyvery similar (Table 1). Both drained about the same
new development. State stormwater regulations pro-drainage area. and were located just a few short miles from
mote the use of these ponds, on the basis of prioreach other. Their subwatersheds both had the same fine-
national research that has generally demonstrated theygrained clay soils for which the region is known. Both
are highly effective in removing many stormwaterpol-ponds had about the same surface area and depth, and
tutants of concern (see article 64 for a review). Conse-had desirable length to width ratios. Both ponds had a
quently, regional wet ED ponds were adopted as asimilar permanent pool volume, and provided consider-
centralelementofaprotection strategy fortheCityLakeable additional extended detention volume. Both ponds
reservoir near HigJa Point, North Carolina. Local officialsstratified during the summer months, and experienced
are now implementing a network of 33 regional wet andmoderate sediment inputs.
dry extended detention ponds to remove stormwater

At second glance, however, the two ponds could
pollutants from future development in the 31-square

hardlybemorediff~erent.Asnotedearlier, Davispondwasmile watershed that contributes runoffto the drinkingrural while Piedmont pond was primarily industrial (and
waterreservoir, had twice as much impervious cover). Average draw-

Borden et al. (1997) conducted an intensive moni-down time for Davis Pond was nearly 60 hours, while
toring study to document the pollutant removal perfor-Piedmont had an average drawdown time of less than
mance of the first two large regional ponds constructedeight hours. Algal conditions in Davis Pond were hyper-
to protect the reservoir. Each pond was a wet extendedeutrophic, whereas Piedmont Pond barely registered as
detention pond that served a watershed nearly twoeutrophic at all. Incoming phosphorus concentrations
square miles in size, and was built in advance ofantici-were typically three times higher in Davis Pond than
pated watershed development. The first pond wasPiedmont. And whereas no stormwater practices were
known as Davis Pond and had a rural drainage area oflocated upstream of Davis Pond, nearly half of the total
some 1,258 acres, consisting mostly of dairy farms,drainageareatothePiedmontPond(48%)wassubjectto
crops and forest, that will ultimately be converted intoprior treatment from an upstream stormwater pond at an
low-density residential development. The second pond,industrial site. Lastly, the year in which Davis Pond was
called Piedmont, drained a partially developed 1,220-monitored was a dry year (rainfall only 78% of normal),
acre subwatershed that included a large petroleum tankcompared to the relatively normal year monitored at
farm, industrial development, highways and open landPiedmont (93% of normal rainfall).
slated for further development. The pollutant removal performance observed at the

Intensivesamplingatmajorinflowsandoutflowstotwo North Carolina ponds was considerably different
each pond during both baseflow and storm conditions(Table 2). On one hand, Davis Pond was found to have an
allowed very accurate computation of the mass ofoverall pollutant removaljust slightly below the national
pollutants entering and leaving each facility. Over amedian for stormwater ponds. Davis Pond removed an
single year, 22 storms were sampled at Davis Pond andestimated 60% of incoming sediment, 45 to 60% ofphos.
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factors appeared to explain their wide divergence in
pollutant removal performance.

The first key factor involved algal production. Davis

Feature Davis Pond Piedmont Pond Pond, by virtue of its higher phosphorus loading and
long residence time experienced very high algal produc-

Drainage Area (acres) 1258 1220 tion. Monitoring revealed high chlorophyll a and shal-
low secchi depth readings throughout the growingWatershed Imperviousness (%)        16             30
season, and the pond was classified as hyper-eutrophic

Land Use Farmland Industrial according to the North Carolina Trophic State Index

Watershed Soils 70% HSG ’C’ 60% HSG ’C’ (NCTSI) (Table 3). Modeling showed that incoming
nutrients were taken up by the pond algae, incorporated

Pond Surface Area (acres) 12.7 10.0 into biomass, and eventually settled to the bottom
Mean Pond Depth (feet) 4.9 4.1 sediments of the pond. The high algal production,

Pool Storage Volume (wi)a 0.65 0.5 coupled with the pond’s shallow depth, created a very
strong vertical stratification in the water column during

Temp. ED Storage Volume (wi) 0.74 1.17 the summer. While nitrogen uptake was also strong in
Average Drawdown Time (hrs) 59 hours 7.7 hours the summer months, ammonia nitrogen produced by

decomposition of bottom sediments tended to beLength to Width Ratio 3.75 ¯ 1 7: 1. trapped and accumulated in the bottom waters of the
Pond Araa/Drainage Area RaUo 1.01 % 0.97% pond (known as the hypolimnion). Once pond stratifi-

Upstream Stormwater Practices? None Upstream pond cation broke down with the onset of cooler weather,

on 48% of DA much of this ammonia mixed through the water column
and was then discharged from the pond, which mayYear Sampled                      1994           1995
account for the mediocre removal of total nitrogen

Number of Storms Sampled 25 22 noted at Davis. Also. not all algae produced in the pond

Annual Rainfall 78% of normal 93% of normal settled with the sediments: a substantial portion was
discharged from the pond, as evidenced by the export

Stratifies During Summer? Yes Yes of chlorophyll a seen in Table 2.
Trophic State b Hypereutrophic Mesotrophic While Davis pond was an algae factory, Piedmont
Storm inflow TSS conc (mg/L) 145 101 was not. Incoming phosphorus concentrations were

often too low to stimulate algal growth. Secchi depthStorm Inflow TP conc. (mg/L)         0.36            0.13
readings averaged three feet, and the average chloro-

a wi = watershed inches phyll a level was a mere l0 ~t~L during the growing
~ As computed using the North Carolina Trophic State Index season. Inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus levels within

the pond were frequently below detection limits during
the summer, clearly l imitin g algal growth. Consequently,
Piedmont was classified as only mildly eutrophic using

phorus forms, and 70 to 90% of fecal coliforms. Remov-the NCTSI technique. Since algal production was so low
als of organic carbon, nitrogen and total copper waswithin Piedmont pond, nutrient uptake was notamajor
rather low (approximately 20%), and zinc and lead re-removal mechanism within the pond.
moval was also fairly modest.

The second key factor explaining the divergent
On the other hand, the Piedmont Pond ranked as oneremoval capability was the particle size distribution of

ofthe lowerperformers on record, particularly given itsincoming sediments. The research team showed that
large design volume. Only 20% of sediment was re-the particle size distribution of sediraents generated
moved as it passed through Piedmont, and the pondfrom both subwatersheds were exceeding hard to settte
appeared to slightly export bacteria. Removal of dis-out (Table 4). Sixty, percent of the incoming sedimenr-s
solved phosphorus was also disappointing (15%). Onto both ponds had measured settling velocities of one
the positive side, Piedmont was fairly effective in re-foot per second or less, which is near the limit for
moving soluble nitrate, but showed very modest abilitymeaningful sediment removal. The higher sediment
to remove organic carbon or total nitrogen (approxi-removal reported for other stormwater ponds is simply
mately 30%). due to the fact that they receive more sediment mass in

Thus, despite their design similarities, the two pondsheavier fractions that are much easier to settle out. The
have clearly different removal dynamics and capabili-f’me clay soils eroded from the subwatershed limited the

ties. Borden and his colleagues diagnosed why the twocapability of both North Carolina ponds to achieve a
ponds behaved differently by analyzing internal pondhigher sediment removal rate. Since Davis Pond had a
water quality data and applying models. Several keymuch longer drawdown time (59 hours compared to
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Davis Pond Piedmont Pond National Median c
Monitored Parameter ~’/o) (%) (%)

Total Suspended Solids 60 20 67

Total Organic Carbon 22 27 41

Total Phosphorus 46 40 48

Dissolved Phosphorus 58 15 52

Total Nitrogen 16 30 31

Nitrate-Nitrogen 18 66 24

Fecal Coliform 48 a (-5) 65

Copper 15 (-30.3) b nd 57

Lead 51 nd 73

Zinc 39 (60.5) h nd 51

Chlorophyll a (-193) neg nd

a Average monthly removal ranged from 70 to 90%, annual mean influenced by a single outlier.

b Numbers in parentheses indicate removal of soluble metal fraction.
c Brown and Schueler, 1997

Davis Pond (1994)            Piedmont Pond (1995)

Annual        NCTSl        Annual        NCTSI
Constituent Mean Score Mean Score

Secchi Disc (in.) 22 0.92 36 0.41

Chlorol~hyll a (pglL) 61 1.52 9.1 -0.07
Total P (rag/L) 0.151 1.92 0.037 0.32
Total Organic N (mglL) 1.23 2.03 0.291 -0.33

INDEXTOTAL 6.38 0.32

The North Carolina Trophic State Index (NCTSI) provides a quantitative index of eutrophication, based on the total
score derived from four lake-wide annual mean variables: concentrations of total organic nitrogen and total phospho-
rous (rag/L), chlorophyll-a (micrograms/L) and average secchi disk depth (in inches). A index score of less than -2
indicates oligotrophic conditions, -2 to 0 indicates mesotrophic conditions, 0 to 5 eutrophic conditions, and a score
more than 5 indicates hypereutrophic conditions.

eight at Piedmont), however, it had a longer time framePiedmont than Davis. In addition, it was speculated that
to settle l’me-grained sediments, coarse sediment particles were preferentially removed

The last key factor relates to upstream treaunent. Asin the upstream pond, making itthat much more difficult
noted earlier, nearly half of the Piedmont subwatershedto settle sediments in the downstream pond.
was also served by an upstream pond. Although no Researchers tested a series of simple and complex
actual monitoring data was available to assess themodels to explain the sediment and nutrient removal
effectiveness of the upstream pond, it appeared to havedynamics of the Davis and Piedmont Ponds. Three
a strong influence in reducing inflow concentrations tomodels were found to be poor predictors of sediment
the downstream pond. Borden noted that inflow con-removal at the test ponds: Brune’s empirical curve,

R0079886centrations were routinely two to four times lower atHeinemann’s curve and Driscolls stochastic sedimen-
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Sediment % of Sediment North Carolina Study
Size Fraction by Mass National Region Area

1 0 to 20% 0.03 0.01 0.04

2 20 to 40 0.30 0.08 0.44

3 40 to 60 1.50 0.40 0.93

4 60 to 80 7.00 1.80 1.9

5 80 to 90 65.00 6.00 4.44

tation model. A complex continuous lake simulationReferences
model adapted from the Minnesota Lake Water QualityBorden, R.C., J. L. Dora, J. B. Stillman, and S.K. Liehr.
Model (MINLAKE -- Riley and Stefan, 1988) aptly 1997. Evaluation of Ponds and Wetlands for Pro-
predicted seasonal trends in pond dynamics and pro- tectionofPublic Water Supplies. Water Resources
duced relatively accurate predictions of sediment and Research Institute. University of North Carolina.
nutrient removal. Interesting, a very simple empirical Raliegh, NC. pp. 88.
equation developed by Reckhow (1988) to predict nu-
trient behavior in Southeastern lakes also proved to beBrown, W. and T. Schueler. 1997. Pollutant Rernoval

Database of Current Urban Stormwater BMPs.reasonably accurate in predicting annual nutrient re-
Center for Watershed Protection. Silver Spring,moral rates for large stormwater ponds. The Reckhow

equations predict phosphorus and nitrogen trapping MD. pp. 116.

efficiency for phosphorus and nitrogen in lakes basedReckhow, K.H. 1988. "Empirical Models for "frophic
on simple parameters State in Southeastern US Lakes and Reservoirs."

Kp = 3.0 P~ 0~3 T~,-07~ z 0 ~s Water Resources Bulletin 24: 723-734.Kn = 0.67 T~-07~
Riley, M., and H. Stefan. 1988. "MINLAKE: A Dynamic

Lake Water Quality Simulation Model." Ecologi-
Kp = trapping efficiency for phosphorus calModeling43:155-182.
K, = trapping efficiency for nitrogen

P,n = mean annual influent TP concentration (rag/l)Tw = hydraulic residence time (years)

z = mean depth (meters)

The predictive value of the simple Reckhow model
is shown in Table 5. A quick review of the f’trSt equation
shows the importance of inflow phosphorus concentra-
tion and increased residence time in pond or lake re-
moval efficiency.

--JSBiTRS

Annual Nutrient Davis Pond Piedmont Pond
Removal (%) Total P (%) Total N (%) Total P (%) Total N (%)

Observed 46 J 16 40 36
Predicted 51 I 24 30 21
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Technical Note #62from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1)." 294-295

Performance of a Dry
Extended Pond in North Carolina

A dry extended detention (ED) pond relies oneffort provides a glimpse of how well ED ponds perform
settling as the primary mechanism to removeduring extremely large and rare storm events.
pollutants from stormwater runoff. A dry ED

The overall results of the performance monitoring
pond is normally empty during dry weather, but rapidlywere generally consistent with prior studies (Table 1).
fills up with runoff during a storm event. The storedRemoval of particulate pollutant that are prone to
runoffis gradually released over a period of one to three

settling was moderate to high, and removal ofpredomi-
days, allowing an opportunity for pollutants to settle

nantly soluble pollutants (not subject to gravity) was
out to the floor of the pond. Settling can be a verylow or negligible. This behavior was particularly evi-
important pollutant removal mechanism, but it doesdent when nitrogen and phosphorus was considered.
have its limits.EarlierperformancemonitoringindicatedRemoval of the particulate fraction of nutrients was
that dry ED pondshad low to moderate ability to remove

moderate (33 to 43%) while removal of soluble nutrientmost stormwater pollutants (see article 64). This conciu-
fractions was poor (+ 10% to -9%). Consequently, thesion, however, is considered provisional, as many of the
combined removal rate for total phosphorus and nitro-

dry, ED ponds that were monitored failed to achieve theirgen was a modest 14% and 24%, respectively. Re-
target extended detention times due to design prob-moval rates for trace metals predominantly found in
lems.A recent studyby Stanley (1994) sheds new lightparticulate forms ranged from 40 to 50% (cadmium.
on the potential performance of well-designed dry ED
ponds.

Stanley and his colleagues monitored a demonstra-
tion dry ED pond in a small coastal plain watershed in
North Carolina, and also conducted experiments to
explore the settling behavior ofstormwater pollutants. Water Quality Parameter All Storm Big Storm"
The dry ED pond served a 200 acre watershed, corn- (%) (%)
posed of a mix of single family, multifamily and com-
mercial land uses (total imperviousness= 29%). Lo-Total Suspended Solids 71 25
cared ne~ Greenville, NC, the watershed hadthe sandyParticulate Organic Carbon 4 5 19
soils and low relief characteristic of the coastal plain. Particulate Nitrogen 43 22

The dry ED pond was designed to provide a maxi- Particulate Phosphorus 33 17
mum of 72 hours of detention for the f’ast half-inch ofCadmium 54 12
runoff through the use of a vertical perforated pipe at

Chromium 49 16the pond’s outlet. Any runoffin excess of the half-inch
was bypassed through a concrete spillway, and was not Copper 26 11
treated. The pond ranged in depth from eight to 11 feet Lead 55 19
deep when full, but was designed to fully drain atter a Nickel 43 27
storm event. Like many other"dry" ED ponds, the 1.75 Zinc 26 11acre grass bottom of the pond has gradually become

Ammonia (NH,-N) 9 20soggy since it was constructed in 1991, and some
portions near the outlet reverted to a shallow wetland. N itrate-N (-2) 6

Total Dissolved Phosphorus (-9) 6The pond’s performance was monitored during
eight storm events in 1992, that ranged from about a Dissolved Organic Carbon (-6) (-5)
half-inch to two inches of rainfall. One storm, however, Total Phosphorus 14 --
was a real whopper. This storm dropped a total of 9.28Total Nitrogen 26 m
inches of rain over a period of less than five days. As
a consequence, about 70% of the total runoff volume * Removal Rate includes pollutants that bypassed the pond through the
bypassed the pond through the spillway during this rare emergency spillway and were not subject to settling
storm and was not treated. Thus, Stanley’s sampling

R0079888
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The results of three settling column experiments
were generally consistent with prior research on pollut-
ant settling in urban runoff, as well as the performance
monitoring results (Table 2). Moderate to high removal

Percent was observed for particulate pollutants after 72 hours,
Water Quality Parameter Settled such as suspended sediment, particulate forms of car-

bon and nutrients, and several trace metals. In mostTotal Suspended Solids 93 cases, the bulk of the settling occurred in the first 6 to
Lead 77 12 hours of the settling experiments.
Cadmium 73 Only minor increments of additional settling oc-
Chromium 72 curred in the second or third day. Pollutants that are
Nickel 66 present partly or mostly in soluble forms, such as ortho-

Total Nitrogen 50 phosphorus, copper and zinc, did not settle out, even
after 72 hours of settling. A comparison of the settlingTotal Phosphorus 46 column datawith actual pond performance data reveals

Copper 45 that removal rates were consistently 20 to 30% higher
Zinc 35 under the ideal settling conditions of the column e×-
Total Organic Carbon 35 periments. Thiswouldseemtosuggestthatmoreturbu-

lent conditions in the pond reduced settling rates.Dissolved Organic Carbon 23
Stanley’s study provides further evidence as to the

chromium, nickel and lead) whereas removal rates forbenefits and limitations of d~ extended detention.
Clearly, such ponds are capable of effectively remov-metals that are partially in soluble form (such as copper

andzinc)were only halfasgreat. Limitedsampling fecaling particulate pollutants, but have little orno capabil-

coliform indicated that bacteria levels were slightlyitytoremovesolublepollutantsthatoftenhavethemost

reduced as they passed through the dry ED pond. influence on downstream aquatic ecosystems. Pond
systems that utilize other pollutant removal mecha-

Table 1 also shows the pollutant removal that oc-nisms.suchaswet pondsandstormwaterwetlands, still
curred in the pond during the rare 9.28 inch rainfalloffer more reliable removal for these pollutants.
event. Stanley calculated the removal rate based on the
total inflow and outflow from the pond, which includes --TRS

about tnvo thirds of the total runoff volume that by-
Referencepassed the pond and was not subject to settling. As

might be expected, removal rates sharply declinedStanley, D. 1994. An Evaluation of the Pollutant Re-
during the storm. Still, removal rates remained posi- moral of a Demonstration Urban Storrawater

tive, whichissurprisinggiventhatonlyone-thirdofthe Detention Pond. Albermarle-Pamlico Estuarine
runoffvolume was ever subject to extended detention. Study. Report 94-07.112 pp.
This suggests that the ED pond was still capable of
providing good removal for the first hal finch of runoff,
even during a storm that delivered six times more
runoffvolume (three inches) than was designed to be
treated.

R0079889
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Technical Note #97from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4)." 525-528

Influence of Groundwater on Performance
of Stormwater Ponds in Florida

Stormwater quality treatment and flood con-

topography and a high water table make it very
trol can be difficult in Central Florida. Flat

difficult to separate stormwater from groundwater. A
common stormwater management approach in this
low-relief environment has been to construct regional
ponds or wetlands. These are typically excavated be-
low the water table to provide the required pool storage
for pollutant removal. Weirs above the pool are used to
create additional storage needed to protect residents
from flooding caused by the intense rainfall for which
the region is noted. Many regional ponds serve very moNo-I .._,~"    ~. \\
large drainage areas--from one to two square miles in
size. Consequently, the regional ponds are located "on-

andline" and are fed by base and storm flow from canals ditches.

Severalconcernshavebeenraisedaboutthepeffor- ~/r~o~. zo~v£,-~-’, ~ Z ~\ /
mance of regional ponds and wetlands in such environ-
ments. First, will a regional pond’s performance de-

water rather than storrnwater? And, second, since
groundwater is a more signfficant component of a
regional pond’s water budget, will the ponds prove
effective in removing pollutants during dry weather
conditions? Some intriguing answers to these ques-
tions have emerged from three recent monitoring stud-
ies in Ce~atral Florida. The Greenwood pond had a unique water budget.

In the first study, Kevin McCann and Lee OlsonThe pond actually discharged into the Flordian aquifer
investigated the pollutant removal performance of athrough drain wells. The drain wells and low topo-
retrofit pond located in Orlando, Florida. The retrofit,graphic position of the pond created a positive gradient
known as Greenwood, was truly a"deluxe" model of afor groundwater movement, thereby "attracting"
pond system. Greenwood consisted ofasedimentbasingroundwater inflows from an area five times greater
that pre-treated runoffbefore entering a three-cell pondthan its "surface runoff’ watershed. As a result, ground-
system with broad wetland benches. More than 13water inflows dominated the water budget ofthe pond,
acres in area, the pond had many innovative designwith 46.7% of the total outflow from the pond esti-
features such as water reuse (for landscaping irriga-mated to be groundwater seepage. Of the remaining
tion), four fountains to aerate deeper pools, and skim-outflow, about 75% was from stormflow and 25% from
mers near the outlet (see Figure 1). The entire systemsurface baseflow.
was extensively landscaped, including ariverineflood- McCann and Olson sampled flow and pollutant
plain and broadleafmarsh, creating a park area with aconcentration at three stations above and below the
trail network for passive recreation. The pond had apond during 11 storm events and eight baseflow peri-
drainage area of some 572 acres where land use wasods. Pollutant removal was computed based on the
more than 50% residential, and a water quality treat-reduction of mass loads during both storms and dry
ment volume of 1.25 watershed inches. Like manyweather for the entire pond system. For the sediment
Florida ponds, it was formed by excavating well belowbasin, removals were based on the mean of storm EMC
the normal water table (Table 1). reductions. Results are shown for the sediment basin

and the entire pond system in Table 2.
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Criteria St Joe’s Creek Greenwood

Drainage Area 1,280 acres 527 acres

Surface Area 25 acres 13 acres

Treatment Volume 0.25 watershed inches 1.25 watershed inches
(estimated) /estimated)

Detention Storage? YES, unspecified YES, 243 acre-feet

Cells One cell, but fill area may have Three cell design
created a two-cell system

Average Pool Depth 1.15 feet average, 5.1 feet
maximum of 5 feet

Design Features Primarily a flood detention Broad wetland benches, water
pond with a "shallow pool" reuse, aeration fountains,
24 hour detention sediment pretreatment basin,

and extensive pondscaping

Monitoring Effort 6 storms, 16 baseflow samples 11 storms, 8 baseflow samples

Removal Calculation Median storm load reduction Load reduction

Baseflow as % of Total Flow 30% (estimated) 24.6%

Groundwater Influence? Yes, 38.5% of outflow was due Yes, 46.7% of outflow was due
to groundwater inflow to groundwater inflow

Excavated to Groundwater? YES YES

Baseflow Residence Time 8 days 23 days

Location On-line, below stream elevation On-line, below stream elevation

In general, the sediment basin was only marginallynearly half of the pond’s water budget was due to
effective as a pretreatment device, probably due to itsgroundwater inflow, rather than storrnflow or surface
relatively smallsize.About 14%ofincomingsedimentbaseflow. Water quality, sampling within the pond re-
was retained in the trap during storm events. Thevealed a system that was only mildly eutrophic, as
sediment basin also exhibited mediocre performanceindicated by both low chlorophyll a levels (7.3 ug/l) and
in removing nutrients and metals, with removal of mostdeep secchi-depth readings (5.1 feet).
of these parameters falling within a range + or- 15%. The reported removal rates for Greenwood, how-
During dry weather periods, no major change in pollut-ever, may underestimate the potential pollutant reduc-
ant concentration was reported as they passed throughtion that can be achieved by such a facility. This is
the sediment basin, evident when the outflow concentrations from the pond

The pond system, on the other hand, showed exce I-are more closely examined (see Table 3). Sediment and
lent removal capability for many parameters. Sedi-nutrient concentrations in the outflow of Greenwood
ment, for example, was removed at a 68% rate, whichPond were about 50% lower than the national mean
is nearly identical to the national median removal ratefrom other ponds and wetlands. This may suggest that
for wet ponds. Total and soluble phosphorus forms Greenwood’s removal capability may have been lim-
were removed at the impressive rates of 62% and 77%,ited by the relatively low concentrations of stormwater
respectively. Removals of copper, lead and zinc all fellpollutants entering the facility,.
withina60toT0%range. Surprisingly,the Greenwood Whereas the Greenwood pond might be termed a
pond was not effective in removing any form ofnitro-deluxe pond, the St. Joe’s pond investigated by
gen, withanetoutflowofaboutl0’/ofortotalnitrogenKantrowitz and Woodham (1995) was clearly an
over the study period. Poor nitrogen removal waseconomy model. Located on the West Coast of central
attributed to high nitrogen concentrations in ground-Florida, a shallow pool was formed during the con-
water inflow to the pondthat exerted astrong influencestruction of a large detention pond designed for flood
on the nitrogen budget of the facility. As noted earlier,control (see Figure 2). The pond served a 1,280 acre
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watershed, was nearly 25 acres in surface area and was
fed by a channelized creek (median dry weather flow
1.7 cfs). The pond was excavated four to eight feet
below the creek’s bed, and had a dry weather residence
time of about eight days. The average depth was only Removal Rate %
1.15 feet, and much of the pond’s surface area has Stormwater Pollutant Sediment Basin= 3 Cell Pond b
gradually been colonized by aquatic plants. Despite its
large surface area, the St. Joe’s pond had a modestTotalSuspendedSolids 12.8 68.3
water quality treatment volume (an estimated 0.26TotaI Dissolved Solids (-6.8) (-147.8)
watershed-inches). A ridge of fill material, let~ over

Total Phosphorus (-11.4) 61.5during constTuction, divided the pond into two cells
during baseflow periods. Ortho-pi~osphorus (-7.4) 76.7

Total Nitrogen 3.7 (-11 )Performance monitoring of St. Joe’s pond began
shortly after it was constructed in 1989. Kantrowitz and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.3 (-10.3)
Woodham sampled six storm events, computing re- Nitrate-Nitrogen 16.0 (-13.2)
moval efficiency on the basis of median storm load Ammonia-Nitrogen (-100) (-10.2)
removal. In addition, 16 pre- and post- construction Cadmium 26 n.d.baseflow samples were collected to examine the pond’ s
influence in modifying water quality in St. Joe’s creek. Lead 9.6 59.7

Removal rates were calculated separately, and areZinc (-5.9) 68.9
shown in Table 4. Copper 18.6 58.9

St. Joe’s pond was moderately effective at remov- a Removal based on the mean of storm EMC reductions.
ing nutrients during storms, with phosphorus removal b Removal based on the reduction of mass load during both storms and dry

ranging from 40 to 50%, and removal of nitrogen forms weather for the entire pond system.
ranging from two to 40%. While sediment removal was
very low during storms (7%), this reflects the fact that St. Joe’s pond performed even better during dry.
median inflow concentrations were a mere 16 mg/l andweather conditions (Table 4) with five to 15% higher
probably could not be reduced much further. St. Joe’sremoval rates recorded for sediment, oxygen demand,
pond was moderately effective in removing biologicalnutrients and several metals. These findings suggest
oxygen demand (49%), and many trace metalsthat settling, uptake and adsorption were acting to
(chromium>zinc>copper>lead). Consistentwith otherremove pollutants in the four to eight days that it took
studies, the pond exported both dissolved solids andfor baseflow to travel through the pond. Wetland veg-
chlorides during storm events. Kantrowitz andetationwasalsothoughttoplayakeyroleinpromoting
Woodham reasoned that much of the removal could bepollutant removal in St. Joe’s Pond during baseflow
attributed to dilution (i.e., higher storm runoffconcen-conditions, as removal efficiency improved when wet-
tratiorfs mix with lower baseflow concentrations storedland plant cover increased.
within the pond). Although the investigators did not The fact that groundwater-influenced ponds can
measure the quality of groundwater inflows, it is likelyreduce concentration of pollutants in stormwater and
that they contributed to the dilution effect, baseflow does not necessarily imply that they will

Greenwood Greenwood National Mean
Baseflow Outflow Storrnflow Outflow Stormflow Outflow

Pollutant Type Concentration Concentration Concentration °

Total Suspended Solids 6.7 5.9 32
Total Phosphorus 0.09 0.10 0.19
Ortho-phosphorus 0.029 0.03 0.08
Total Nitrogen 0.95 0.98 1.63
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.78 0.79 1.29
Nitrate : 0.17 0.18 0.35
"Source: article 64; all units in mgll
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always reduce the mass export of pollutants, particu- coliform concentrations during stormwater runoffand
larly when they attract large groundwater inflow. Fordry weather flow events. The negative load removal
example, monitoringofagroundwater-influencedwetwas attributed to the migration of pollutants from
pond in Central Florida revealed a sharp differences ingroundwater to the pond, which comprised over 75%
removal efficiency, depending on whether pollutantof the pond’s water budget (Wanielista et al., 1988).
load or concentration reduction were used as the mea- The three regional pond studies offer several les-
sureofthepond’sremovalcapability(Wanielistaetal., sons to the design engineer. First, designers should
1988). Specifically, the research done on Angel Pondstrivetokeepthenormalpoolelevation abovethewater
confirmed that pollutant load reduction was negativetable elevation. This can act to reduce the influence of
over the study period, despite the fact that the pondgroundwateronthepond’swaterbudget. Asapractical
recorded positive reductions in sediment, metal andtarget, groundwater should probably supply no more

than a quarter ofstormwater quality pond’s total water
budget. Second, designers should not rely on ground-
water dilution alone for stormwater treatment. Indeed,
depending on local groundwater quality, it is possible
for groundwater to magni~ rather than dilute some

//~ Low- ~Ao

pollutants (particularly nitrogen). Therefore, designers
~-~/oz’c~� w~//~    "~, wAr~m 5A~cPLe,~ should maximize internal features that can provide

A~’~,~ o~- "~¢,~-,,~//v ~AC-~ greaterphysicalandbiologicaltreatmentofstormwa-
~ /~~/Lc N ~-zow discovered in Greenwood pond, longer
~ [ It / ~ ~ O.I../~--GA~/A/G

ter. As was
WAr~A~ I II L-JI ~ . x, 5"7"At/ON flow paths, greater residence times, higher treatment
~’,,e~/~/

\l~....-.’.-~.~_~_~_,b..7I "
./ "~. volumesandwetlandplantin~sareessentialinphvsical

./ ~ .... II %_..~
treatment for stormwater in high groundwater areas.
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Greenwood Urban Wetland Treatment Effective-

Total Suspended Solids 7 45 hess. City of Orlando Stormwater Utility Bureau.
Total Dissolved Solids (-28) 17 Prepared for Florida Dept. of Environmental Pro-

BaD 49 65 tection. Orlando, FL. 40 pp.
Wanielista, M., Y. Yousefand C. Bass. 1988. Alterna-Total Phosphorus                 40              45
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Ammonia 40 83 FL-ER-88-40.98 pp.

Total Chromium 255 0

Total Copper 52 38
Total Lead 60 82
Total Zinc 48 50
Chloride -28 27

Pollutant removal rates for storm events were adjusted to account for
intervemng drainage area and were based on median storm load removal.
Baseflow removal computed by comparing pre-construction and post-
construction baseflow loads.
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The Environmental Impact of
Stormwater Ponds

Stormwater ponds are one of the most effective To date, very. limited research has been conducted
techniques for providing channel protection andon the environmental impacts ofstormwater ponds. Typi-
pollutant removal for urban streams. However,cally, the severity of impacts attributed to ponds has

persistent concems have been raised about the pos-been inferred from limnological research studies on the
sible secondary environmental impacts produced byeffects of larger impoundments and reservoirs on large
ponds. l’his article reviews available data on the nega-river systems (for an excellent review, see Ward and
rive impacts of stormwater ponds on downsn’eam wa-Stanford, 1979 and Perts, 1984). In these systems, im-
ter temperature regimes, downstream dry weather wa-poundments are a "serial discontinuity" and have a per-
ter quality, downstream bedload movement, down-vasive and persistent impact on aquatic life downstream.
stream trophic shifts, upstream fish passage, upstreamHow well does this paradigm apply to the case of urban
channel degradation, and destruction of riparian coverstormwater ponds.’? For a number of reasons, it may not
and wetlands. The anicte concludes by suggestingapply totally.
design and "fingerprinting" techniques that can be First, stormwater ponds are typically located in head-used to avoid or mitigate these environmental impacts,water streams, as opposed to larger rivers. Second, storm-

Stormwater ponds are among the most adaptable,water ponds tend to be extremely shallow (five to 10
effective and widely applied stormwater treawnent prac-feet), and thus experience only weak stratification. Im-
rices in developing areas. The popularity ofstormwa-poundments, on the other hand, may be from 15 to 150
ter ponds can be attributed to their proven ability, tofeet deep, and exhibit very. strong seasonal stratifica-
attenuate flows from design storms; economies of scaletion. Third, and most importantly, urban streams differ in
compared to other types of stormwater practicesmany important ways from natural stream ecosystems.
(Wiegand et al., 1986); high urban pollutant removalUrbanization profoundly changes the hydrology, mor-
capability (Schueler and Helfrich, 1988); longevity, par-phology, water quality and ecology of streams, and the
ticularly in comparison to other types of stormwaterseverity of these changes is directly related to the de-
practices (MDE, 199 I); community acceptance (Adamsgree of watershed imperviousness (see article 1).
et al.. 1983); and effect on adjacent land prices
(Schueler, 1987). Environmental Impacts Associated With Stormwater

In recent years, many communities have adoptedPonds
regional stormwater pond policies to achieve maximum This article presents some new research data on the
stormwater benefits at the watershed scale at minimumseverity of secondary impacts of stormwater ponds. In
cost. Individual ponds serve areas ranging in size fromaddition, several design techniques are suggested to
50 to 500 acres, and are located within the larger water-minimize secondary impacts.
shed using hydrology simulation models.

The range of potential environmental impacts that
However, large stormwater pond systems haveponds can exert is shown in schematic fashion in Figure

recently come under increased scrutiny from state and1. Ponds can have both positive and negative impacts
federal environmental regulatory agencies. In manyon the local and downstream environment, as discussed
cases, pond designers must obtain both a Section 401below.
(water quality certification) and/or Section 404 (wet-
land) permit prior to construction. In an increasingAlteration on Downstream Temperature Regimenumber of cases, permits for pond construction are
denied orate issued with rigorous conditions. The most It has been recognized for many years that urban
common impacts cited are wetland disturbance, down-streams tend to be warmer than undisturbed streams
stream warming, and the sacrifice of upstream stream(Pluhowsk~, 1970). A recent study of headwater streams
reaches. Other frequently cited negative impacts ofin the Maryland Piedmont confirmed the existence of a
ponds include the creation of barriers to fish passage,"heat island effect" in urban streams (Galli, 1990). The
poor quality of pond effluent, downstream shifts inincrease in urban summer stream temperatures from an
stream trophic status, and loss of forests in the flood-undeveloped reference stream baseline (denoted as the
plain, watershed Delta-T) is a direct function of watershed ira-
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perviousness (Table 1). The summer mean Delta-T for adelta-T for the Countryside wet pond in Maryland was
highly developed headwater stream was 8.6 degrees9.5 degrees F with an instantaneous maximum of 15.1
Fahrenheit, with no statistical difference betweendegrees F (Table 2 and Figure 2). A similar Delta-T was
baseflow and stormflow conditions. A maximum instan-reported by Galli (1988) for the Rolling Acres wet pond.
taneous Delta-T of 16.2 degrees F was observed duringThe magnitude of a wet pond Delta-T appears to be a
the hotte.st portion of the summer, direct function of the size of the permanent pool in

Stormwater ponds can amplify the warming effectrelation to the con~buting watershed area. For example,
noted for urban streams. The permanent pool of pondsa shallow pond system that had a much smaller perma-
acts as a heat sink during the summer months, and dis-nent pool had a correspondingly smaller mean summer
charges warmer waters during both storm and baseflowDelta-T (Table 2).
conditions (Schueler and Helfrich, 1988). The magnitude No pond system was found to be thermally neu-
of this effect can be characterized by the pond delta-T,tral, even for ponds that did not have a permanent
which expresses the change in water temperature up-pool. For example, the Tanglewood extended deten-
stream and downstream of a pond. The mean summertion dry pond had a mean and maximum Delta-T of 5.1
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Stream Area Flow (a) Impervious Mean (b) Max (b)
Name (acres) (cfs) (percent) Delta-T Delta-T

Lakemont 400 0.9 > 110 0oF 00F

Countryside 165 0.25 12 1.9 9.4

Oak Springs(c) 140 0.11 18 2.4 8.4

Fairland Ridge 25 0.05 25 3.7 12

Tanglewood 195 0.26 30 5.1 15.1

Whiteoak Trib 225 0.35 60 8.6 16.2

(a) Measured dry weather baseflow

(b) Delta-T computed as the change in summer mean water temperatures from an undisturbed natural reference
stream to a geographically similar urban stream over an identical time interval
(c) The temperature regime of the Oak Spdngs site was influenced by the presence of a farm pond 100 feet
upstream of sampling site.

Pbnd Pond Mean Max Max Temp of
Name System Delta-T Delta-T Pond Effluent

Faidand Dry "lnfilter~ (a) 2.5 °F 7.6 °F 77.7 °F

OakSprings ED Shallow Marsh (b) 3.2 8.7 77.7

Tanglewood Dry ED Pond (c) 5.3 10.9 81.9

Countryside Wet Pond (d) 9.5 15.1 82.6

(a) Infiltration trenches provide 0.25 inches/impa of WQ storage

(b) 3 acre Dry 24 hr ED Detention w/500 foot dp-rap pilot channel

(c) 1 acre shallow wetland (mean depth 18 inches with 24 hr ED)

(d) 1.5 acre pond (mean depth 6 feet) with pond release 2.5 feet below normal pool elevation.
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hyper-eutrophic systems that can become partially or

~o I totally anoxic in the summer months (Galli. 1988).

~.~l
Dissolved oxygen (DO)levels discharged from

z~ ~ ,~- surface and mid-depth release ponds can be h.vpoxic

~’0t ,,,, ~m,,.t,,~ ,,, , but are seldom anoxic. About 1% of dissolved oxvgen

t .... measurements in pond discharges in the Maryland sub-
~ - ........ . ,.’..,/ ’     , .-, ~.-            --" .......... ", urbs were below 5.0 mg/I. ~vith a minimum reading of

"’" ’,/ ’,o- "- 3.4mgil(Galli, 1991). Recovery is usually quite rapid
" ~- ~,~-~ ~ r,,,,,~a~ and occurs within a few hundred feet below the pond.

~ ~. Dissolved oxygen, however, can be a serious prob-
" ! ~ ~-’/~",-. -¢xtr~ -.-,d’~ ~ lem in ponds that release water from the bottom of the

pool. Galli (1988) reported a minirnum DO level of ] .7

~ "~-~ I . 1, mgil at the Rolling Acres wet pond. Deep release ponds

/ ~ ,. ~ O~ ~ ,~ ^ ^/’~’~ ,~, also often discharge extremely carbon-rich effluent that

~1 ’ ~,/~ -" [’~ ’~ i/(FLOW

I,,V can coat the stream substrate and increase the benthal

~¢~.~,~/..,---,~,~v,~~
- oxygen demand during low flows.

Barrier to Downstream Movement of Bedload

Ponds are excellent traps for silt. sand,
coarser-grained gravels and cobbles that comprise the
bedload of a stream. Because of the limits of gravity
settling, ponds are much tess effective at trapping fine
silts and clays (Schueler and Lugbill. 1990). Thus,
ponds tend to totally block the downstream movement
of extremely coarse-grained particles, while at the same
time exporting a steady supply off’me-grained parnc~es
downstream. Galli (1988) provides some evidence that

and 15.1, respectively. The high Delta-T was attributedponds can cause embedding of downstream substrates,

to warming within the unshaded, rip-rap pilot channel,with a consequent reduction in habitat value.

The lack of riparian cover and the thermal properties of
rip-rap and concrete pilot channels can impart signifi-Downstream Shift in Stream Trophic Status
cant heat to baseflow and runoff in dry detention ponds. Ward and Stanford (1979) contend that impound-
Galli (1991) observed average Delta-T’s ranging from onements create a strong shift in the trophic status of the
to three degrees Fper 100 feet forrip-rap pilot and outfalldownstream community. This is often manifested in
channels, reduced detrital processing of leaf litter (i.e, the shred-

The impact of stream warming is especially signifi-ding of leaf litter into bacterially rich free particles) and
cant for cool- or cold-water streams. Stream temperatureincreased scraping of microbial slime on rocks and ill-
is one of the central organizing features of aquatic corn-tering of fine organic particles from the water column.
munities, and affects the rates ofdetrital processing, res-This paradigm has been confirmed for wet ponds (see
piration, and bacterial growth, as well as the timing ofTable 3). A much greater proportion of shredders was
reproduction, molting and drift for aquatic organisms,found above the pond, whereas a greater proportion
For some species, stream warming can be lethal. Salmo-of collectors and scrapers was found below it. This
noid species, such as trout, are exceptionally sensitivepresumably reflects differences in the size of carbon
to stream warming (Galli and Dubose, 1991). Stream warm-fractions utilized by aquatic insects as they are modi-
ing also fundamentally alters macroinvertebrate speciesfled by the pond.
composition (particularly so for stoneflies and Table 4 provides additional conclusions as to the
caddisflies), as well as diatom, periphyton and fungalchanges in aquatic insect communities above and be-
associations of streams, low the Rolling Acres wet pond, as abstracted from

Galli (I 988).
Poor Water Quality of Pond Effluent

Although most ponds reduce urban pollutant con-Sacrifice of Upstream Channels
centrations during storms over the long term, their dis- A frequent concern of large ponds is that they
charge during dry weather periods can be a concern,provide no effective control for their tributary drain-
Ponds are typically weakly stratified but areage, and thereby sacrifice the entire network of up-
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Primary Functional Riffle Upstream Riffle Downstream Littoral Area
Trophic Category Of Pond Of Pond Within Pond (a)

% of benthic community

Shredders 55.8 1.1 0.5

Collector-Gatherers 6.5 15.7 13.6

Collector-Filterers 12.0 26.0 0.0

Scrapers 13.4 43.4 0.6

Predators 12.3 13.8 85.3

(a) benthic samples only
(b) percentage based on lumped individuals within each category for eight sampling surveys.

¯ Riffle substrates below the pond were finer grained, more heavily embedded and
contained higher mass of CPOM and FPOM than upstream substrates.

"¯ Greater mass of detrital carbon was evident below tl~e pond than above the pond.

¯ Detrital carbon below the pond was much finer-grained in size, as typified by the
high percentage of collector/filter species.

¯ Periphyton density was greater above the pond than below it; however, algal
species below the pond tended to be associated with eutrophic conditions.

¯ Leaf pack processing rates were sharply lower below the pond than above the pond

¯ Macroinvertebrate density was similar above and below the pond; however, the
standing crop was slightly lower, and species diversity was sharply lower below the
pond.

¯ Several pollution-sensitive taxa were eliminated below the pond, including all
Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera, and Odonata. Non-insect forms predominated below
the pond (tubificid worms and snails).
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Site Problem Recommended Pond Fingerprinting Techniques

Need to Avoid an ¯ Perform wetland delineation before locating pond
Existing Wetland ¯ Select pond system with minimal permanent pool

¯ Adjust pond configuration ("donut pond"/
¯ Install parallel pipe system to divert runoff around wetland

to pond site further downstream
¯ Construct a sequence of ponds around the wetland

Need To Preserve ¯ Select pond system with micropool
Mature Forest or ¯ Configure pond to minimize the removal of
Habitat Area specimen trees

¯ Limit the area of disturbance
¯ Mandate tree protection measures during construction
¯ Plant native tree and shrubs to replicate habitat

functions lost due to pond

Concern About the ¯ Split 50-75% of cooler baseflow above pond and
Thermal Impact of bypass it around the permanent pool
a Permanent Pool ¯ Select pond system with minimal permanent pool
on Downstream ¯ Use the infilter pond
F!shery ¯ Preserve existing shade trees, plant fast-growing

shade trees along the shoreline/stream valley
¯ Align pond in north-south direction
¯ Avoid excessive rip-rapping and concrete channels

that rapidly impart heat to runoff
¯ Utilize deep-water release in the permanent pool

Need to Protect ¯ Install parallel pipe system along the upstream
Stream Reach Above reach to convey excessive stormflows
Pond From Urban ¯ Install plunge-pools at terminus of storm drains
Storrnflows to reduce runoff velocities

¯ Use bio-engineering techniques and checkdams to
stabilize the stream reach

Concern About ¯ Locate pond release within a foot of normal pool
Pond Effluent elevations

¯ Dilute pond effluent during severe pond drawdowns
and draining operations

¯ Maximize reareation within riser, barrel and outfall

stream channels. The extent of this sacrifice is closelyence that ponds have on downstream fish populations.
related to the size and imperviousness of the contribut-Most larger ponds eventually establish a modest
ing watershed to the pond. warm-water fish community due to the unregulated in-

troduction of fish species by local fisherman. Typi-
Influence of Ponds on the Fish Community cally, the fish community is quite similar to that of a

farm pond, with the exception of some exotic speciesPonds are usually a final barrier to resident fish mi-
such as goldfish and koi. During storms, many of thesegration, and can prevent the recolonization offish when

upstream populations are severely impacted. Given thewarm-water species are washed downstream. Cummins

frequent stressors in degraded urban streams, it is quite(1990) has documented at least seven species of pond
"escapees" that have become well established withinlikely that upstream fish populations may eventually

become extinct. What is less appreciated is the influ- the urban Anacostia stream network.
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Disturbance of Non-Tidal Wetlands and Forests natural wetlands.
T.vpica~ly. the best location for a wet pond is at the

lowest elevation of a development site, stream valley orl~,linim~zing the S~zondary Impacts of Ponds
floodplain. These same areas are likely to be wetlands This section presents techniques for reducing or
and/or forest habitat. The traditional approach has beeneliminating secondary impacts from stormwater ponds.
to construct an embankment across the stream to obtainThese techniques include the selection of an appropri-
the needed storage for a permanent pool, which can re-ate pond system, fingerprinting, special pond design
su~t in the complete inundation and eventual destruc-features, artificial wetland creation, and alternative con-
tion of the wetland. Construction of stormwater pondsveyance. The techniques are summarized in Table 5.
has been cited as the greatest single source of urban
wetland destruction in the last two decades in several

Selecting the Right Pond Systemregions. In most cases, at least a portion of a proposed
pond site will be considered as a wetland under the cur- The first step to reduce seconda~ pond impacts
rently accepted unified federal method for wetland de-is to perform a careful field analysis of the develop-

lineation, particularly if it is located on a perennial stream,ment site and the stream prior to choosing a pond
sign. A complete delineation of wetlands, forest habi-

Non-tidal wetlands play an important role in main-tats and infiltration potential should be performedtaining the hydrology and water quality of urban streams,
fore any pond is designed or located. The stream evalu-At the same time, uncontrolled stormwater severely de-
ation should look at the temperature regime (cold, cold/

grades the quality of non-tidal wetlands. Thus, a pondcool, cool or warm water), as well as a biological sur-
siting strategy that seeks to totally avoid wetlands is

vey to determine if any sensitive indicator organismsself-defeating. A more realistic strategy is to f’mgerprint
are present, such as trout.ponds above, around, or below wetlands, and in some

cases, substitute stormwater wetlands for low quality.

A                             ’. ’,’,; ; B

;, i;

;

Panel A. Existing natural wetland is severely impacted by upstream stormwater inputs and frequent inundation.
Panel B. Existing wetland is protected by ben’n; stormwater bypassed to the two arms of the wet pond.
Panel C, Excess stormwater diverted around natural wetland to a more favorable location via a parallel pipe system.
Panel D. Stormwater penetrated before it reaches wetland, where temporaw extended detention is provided. A

downstream stormwater wetland is created to compensate for impacts to the existing wetland.

R0079900
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In temperature-sensitive watersheds, the EDPond Fingerprintingmicr~pool p~nd is reco~ended s~ce it is expected to
have ~e smallest pond del~-T. Ponds ~at employ a Pond fmge~rinting is a broad te~ ~at ref,~ to a
deep pe~ent pool, or a l~ge shallow m~h shouldseries of techniques ~at c~ reduce the potential

gene~lly ~ avoided ~ ~out ~e~s. ~e ED micropoolv~onmen~l impac~ ofpon~. Fig~e 3 illus~tes sev-
desi~ is also ~ excellent ~h~ice for fmge~t~g aeral fmge~rinting approaches that c~ mmim~e ~e
pond ~o~d a hi~ quali~ wetl~d or a quali~ forestimpact of ponds on existing wetl~d ~e~.

habi~t. Traditionally, ponds ~e located by cons~ct~g
~ emban~ent across the s~e~ valley to create ~e
required storage volume for a pe~ent pool. ~is
resul~ in the complete in~dation and des~ction of
¯ e wetland ~ea. Designers should select a pond de-
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sign that does not have a permanent pool. While thisThe plot shows the profiles of oxygen and temperature
etimmates the need for a destructive permanent pool, itin an eight tbot deep hypereutrophic wet pond in Mary-
can cause a major hydrologic change to the existingland in the summer. While oxygen concentrations exhib-
wetland, due to the greater frequency of inundation orited sharp stratification from top to bottom, the vertical
water level fluctuation, stratification of water temperature was much less pro-

A second option is to create a "donut" pond con- nounced. The maximum temperature difference between

figuration (shown in Panel B). In this option, a flowthe surface and bottom of the pond was less than five

splitter is installed at the terminus of the stormdraindegrees F (it should also be noted that pond surface

system. At the same time, a berm is created around thetemperatures are often two to three degrees F higher
than what is observed at the point of outflow for anyexisting wetland. A permanent pool is then excavated

along the outside perimeter of the berm to provide thepond with an underwater release). The Rolling Acres

required storage. The flow splitter controls the flow topond had a deep water release six feet below the pond
surface, yet still experienced significant delta-T (Galli,the entire system. The stream’s baseflow is directed

through the wetland to maintain its original hydrol-1988). Moreover, the oxygen and carbon concentrations

ogy: however, all stormflow is routed to the two upperdischarged from the pond was of very poor quality dur-

arms of the permanent pool. The donut can sharplying the summer months.

reduce impacts to the wetland.
Alternative Conveyance to the PondA third option involves installing a parallel pipe

system to divert stormflows around the existing wet- The sacrifice of upstream reaches can be mitigated
land to a permanent pool situated further downstreamto some extent by the use of parallel pipe systems. In
(Panel C). Once again, a flow splitter is installed at thethese systems, excess stormwater runoffis split from the
terminus of the storm drain to divert the stormflowsstorm drain before it is discharged into the stream, and is
and send the existing baseflow into the wetland topiped in a direction parallel to the stream before it is
maintain its hydrologic regime, returned to the stream. Excess runoffis roughly defined

as all storm flow runoffvolumes from the six month stormA fourth fingerprinting option involves pond se-
up to the two-year event. A number of parallel pipe sys-quencing, i.e., employing a series of smaller pools and
terns have been constructed in the Maryland suburbs,

wetland areas along the stream valley, rather than a "
and most appear to be working effectively to protectsingle large permanent pool. One such scheme is shown
sensitive stream reaches above ponds (see article 150).in Panel D. In this option, a three-cell pond system is

used to obtain the total storage requirement, involving
(a) a small permanent pool cell above the wetland, (b),Wetland Creation

a ED micropool cell within the wetland, and finally, (c), Stormwater ponds have the potential to create addi-
a created wetland cell below the existing wetland, tional areas of emergent and high marsh wetland. Con-

trary to popular belief, the potential quality and func-
Engineering Solutions to Reduce the Pond Delta-T    tional value of these artificially created wetland systems

A number of pond design techniques can be era-can be quite high. In actual practice, many stormwater
wetlands have little diversity or structure, since theyployed to reduce the magnitude of the delta-Y of a
have uniform depth, and overemphasize the use ofpond. First, it is verb’ important to shade pilot and out-

fall channels, using fast-growing riparian species suchnon-local emergent plants. Recent stormwater pond de-
signs borrow heavily from experiences gained in wet-as willows and red-maple. The use of exposed rip-rap
land restoration, and emphasize complex shapes, irregu-and concrete surfaces in ponds should be kept to a

minimum, lar micro-topography, wetland mulch, and greater atten- ~
tion to the more diverse "high marsh" zone (Schueler,

Second, the volume of permanent pools should1991).
be reduced, with a greater reliance on extended deten-
tion storage. Pools can be aligned in a north-south
direction, where possible. A portion of the incoming
baseflow can also be split out above the pool and by-
passed entirely around the pool area, This has been
done with some success at the Rolling Stone pond in
Maryland, but the bypass pipes and flow splitters do
require constant maintenance.

Deepwater releases from ponds have been sug-
gested as a method for reducing the delta-T. However,
the value of the deep-water release is extremely limited
for ponds less than 10 feet deep, as shown in Figure 4.
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Concluding Thoughts: The Relative ImportanceofPri-Petts, G.E. 1984. Impounded Rivers: Perspectives for
maryand Secondary Impacts Ecological Management. John Wiley & Sons.

Stormwater ponds remain the preferred and practi- New York. 326 pp.
cal option for mitigating the impacts of uncontrolledPluhowski, E.J. 1970. Urbanization and Its Effect on
stormwater runoffon streams and distant receiving wa- the Temperature of Streams in Long Island, New
ters. However, when ponds are designed and located York. U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper
with no regard for the immediate environment, they can 627-D. 110 pp.
produce a diverse array of potential negative impacts in

Schueler, T.R. 1987. Controlhng Urban Runoff." A Prac..sensitive streams. Consequently, designers should care-
tical Manual for Planning and Designing Urbanfully assess the potential impact of stormwater ponds,
Best Management Practices. Metropolitan Wash-and utilize pond fingerprinting to help avoid these im-
ington Council of Governments 980 pp.

pacts. ¯ -
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Feature Article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 39-46

Pollutant Dynamics of Pond Muck

H istorically, most research on stormwater50 stormwater ponds and wetlands. While it must be
ponds has focused on the movement ofpol-admitted that the study of muck is somewhat lacking in
lutants into and out of the pond. This is quite glamour, it can have many important implications for the

understandable, as knowledge about inputs and out-design and operation ofstormwaterponds and wetlands.
puts of pollutants helps to estimate pollutant removalTypical questions include:
performance. An impressive amount of input/output¯ What is the average deposition rate of muck in
monitoring data has been collected: nearly 65 pond ponds?
monitoring studies have been conducted in the U.S. and
Canada. ¯ After how many years of deposition will muck

Most of the monitoring studies have shown that need to be removed?

stormwater ponds and wetlands are quite effective in° Can the deposition rate be used to calculate the size
trapping pollutants carried in urban stormwater. Much of the sediment forebay for a pond?
less is known, however, about the fate of stormwater̄

How tightly are pollutants held in the muck layer?pollutants once they are trapped in a pond. It is gener-
ally assumed that most of the pollutants eventually° Is there any risk that pollutants could be released
settle out to the pond bottom and form a muck layer, back into the water column? Or migrate into ground-
(The term muck layer is used here to distinguish newly- water supplies? Or enter the aquatic food chain
deposited bottom sediments from the older parent soils where toxicity, might be magnified?
that formed the original pond bottom.) ¯ If pollutants do remain in the muck layer, should

The muck layer deepens as the pond ages. Pollut- muck be considered hazardous or toxic?
ants may remain trapped within the muck layer until the
entire layer is excavated during a pond clean-out. In¯ Can muck be safely applied back on the land surface

most cases the muck is eventually dewatered, exca- after it is cleaned out from the pond? Or are more

vated, and applied back to the land surface. Research on exotic and expensive methods needed to safely

bottom sediments in other shallow water systems, how- dispose of muck?

ever, shggests that the muck layer may not be so inert.̄ Finally, the depth of accumulated muck generally
Figure 1 illustrates how a given pollutant can follow a represents the long term work of a pond in trapping
number of diverse and complex pathways into and out pollutants. Can the characteristics of pond muck
of the muck layer, allow us to infer anything about the pollutant re-

Some runoff pollutants are transformed within the moval processes operating in ponds or the land
muck layer, while others are decomposed through chemi- uses that drain to it? Can muck pollutant concentTa- ~
cal and microbial processes involved in sediment di- tions "fingerprint" upstream land uses?
agenesis. Indeed, diagenesis is often a key pathway for
decomposition of organic matter and some nutrients. To answer these questions, we reviewed bottom

Alternatively, pollutants can migrate further below thesediment chemistry data from 37 wet ponds, 11 detention

muck layer and into the original soil profile. In somebasins, and two wetland systems, as reported by 14

extreme cases, pollutants can travel into groundwater,different researchers. Although the studies covered a

Alternatively, pollutants might enterthe food chain
broad geographic range, almost 50% of the sites were
located in Florida or the Mid-Atlantic states. Analysis

while in the muck layer, either through uptake by wet-was restricted to mean dry weight concentrations of the
land plants or by bottom feeding fish. Under the rightsurface sediments that comprise the muck layer (usually
conditions, some pollutants could also be released fromthe top five centimeters). The stormwater ponds ranged
the muck into the water column (where they could exitin age from three to 25 years.
the pond during the next storm).

In this article, we examine the internal dynamicsTheNatureofPond Muck
within the muck layer ofstormwater ponds, based on an
extensive review of research studies on the physical, The muck layer can be easily distinguished from the

chemical, andbiological nature ofthemucklayerofoverparent soils that comprise the pond’s original bottom. R0079904
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Pond muck represents a long term repository for the pollutants trapped within a stormwater pond. A pollutant,
however, can take many different pathways through the mucklayer, as shown in the diagram above.

~1 Pollutant inflow. Sediment, nutrients, trace metals, ~) Phosphorus Release. In the summer, low oxygenand hydrocarbons enter the pond during each storm, levels near the bottom of pond can induce a "burp" ofThe total pollutant load delivered to the pond depends
soluble phosphorus, ammonia, or methane back intoto some degree on land use. Some evidence exists the water column. The potential for this phenomena isthat metal and hydrocarbon loads are significantly greatest in deeper ponds in warmer latitudes.greater from watersheds draining roads or industrial

areas. O Groundwater Migration. Pollutants not tightly bound
to the pond muck can migrate downward throughO Sediment Deposition. A steady rain of sediment sediment pore spaces and ultimately reach the waterparticles, attached pollutants, and algal detritus forms
table. Soluble pollutants, such as chloride and nitrate,the muck layer over time. Field measurements indicate
are the most mobile and have been reported to migratethat the muck layer grows from 0.1 to 1 inch per year, outward from ponds into groundwater at modest lev-with greater deposition noted near the inlet,
els. Most monitonng studies, however, reveal little if
any nsk of groundwater contamination from stormwa-

O Muck Microlayer. The uppermost layer of muck rep- ter pond muck.
resents the recently deposited sediments and

O Wetland Plant Uptake. The roots of wetland plantspollutants. Consequently, it is very high in organic
take up both nutrients and metals from the muck layer

matter andconstantlyworkedoverbymicrobes, worms and transport them upward to tubers, stems, andand other organisms,
leaves. At the end of the growing season, this

~) Downward Migration. Most pollutants are tightly bound above-ground plant matter often dies off. Some of the
to sediment particles and remain fixed within the muck nutrients are released back into the pond, while others
layer. Other pollutants can migrate downward into the settle back to the muck layer as detritus.
subsoil via pore spaces between sediment particles.

I~1 Pollutant Export from the Pond. Pollutants remain-
ing in the pond’s water column will often flush out

~) Fish Bio-magnification. Bottom feeding fish that dwell during the next storm event. Consequently, any pollut-
in larger ponds, such as carp and catfish, ingest ants that were released from the muck layer back into
detritus from the muck layer. Not much is known about the water column may exit as well, thereby reducing
pollutants accumulating in their tissues over time. the long term pollutant removal performance of the

pond.
i~! Sediment Dlagene$i$. Organic matter and nutrients

O Sediment Clean-outs. The ultimate removal of storm-are gradually reduced and decomposed over time in water pollutants is accomplished when the muck layerthe muck layer through a process known as sediment is excavated from the pond and applied back on thediagenesis. Diagenesis is a key pollutant removal land. This operation may need to be conducted everypathway that combines physical, chemical, and bio- 25 to 50 years, depending on whether the pond has alogical processes within the sediment to slowly break forebay. Based on existing data and sediment quality’down organic matter, in the presence or absence of criteria, pond muck does not usually constitute aoxygen, toxicity hazard.
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Distinguishing features include the following: effective in trapping phosphorus than nitrogen and the
¯ Very"soupy" texture--57%moisture;numberdecay rate for nitrogen in the muck layer is generally

ofstudiesreporting(N)= 15 thought to be more rapid than for phosphorus
(Avirmaelich et al., 1984).

¯ Distinctive grey to blackcolor Researchers have expressed concern that phos-
¯ High organic matter content--nearly6% volatilephorus trapped in the muck layer might be released back

suspended solids on average (N= 16) into the water column, particularly when oxygen levels
are low in the summer. A number of investigators have¯ Low density (about 1.3 gms/cm) (Dorman et al.,observed hypoxic and even anoxic conditions near the

1989) muck layer in ponds as shallow as five feet deep (Galli,
¯ Poorly-sorted sands and silts dominating the1993;Yousefetal., 1990).

muck layer An intriguing suggestion for possible sediment
phosphorus release is evident in a handful of Florida

Deposition of Muck ponds (Table 1). These ponds had unusually high N:P
ratios of the muck layer, often in excess of 10 to one. One

Muck essentially represents the bulk of all sedi-explanation for the apparent depletion of phosphorus
ments and pollutants that have been historically trappedin the muck layer would be the mobilization and release
within a pond (excepting those that are microbiallyof phosphorus from recurring anoxia over many years.
broken down into gaseous forms or those pollutants
that migrate below the pond). Therefore, the long term Still, most of the more Northern ponds, as well as

deposition rate of the muck layer is of great interest,many Southern ones, appear to retain most of the
phosphorus deposited in the muck layer. For example.

The annual deposition rate can be easily calculatedphosphorus levels in the muck layer are 2.5 to 10 times
if the age of the pond and the depth of the muck layerhigher than the soils underlying thepond bottom. Also.
are known. The depth ofthe muck layer is relatively easymuck layer phosphorus levels do not normally decrease
to estimate in the field, due to its unique physicalas ponds grow older.
characteristics. Annual muck deposition rates on the
order of 0.1 to 1.0 inch per year have been reported forTraeeMetalContentoftheMuckLayer
a series of ponds in Florida (Yousefetal., 1991). These
ratescomparefavorablywithotherpondsedimentation The muck layer of stormwater ponds is heavily

rates calculated at 0.5 inches/yr (Galli, 1993) and 0.8enrichedwithtracemetals.Thisphenomenonisconsis-

inches~’yr(Schueler, 1994)utilizingdifferenttechniques.tent with reported performance data (Table 2). Trace
metal levels are typically five to 30 times higher in the

The deposition rate of muck is not always the same
muck layer, compared to parent soils. Trace metal levels

throughout a pond, however. The greatest rates tend toin the muck layer also follow a consistent pattern and
be observed near the inlets of wet ponds, and to somedistribution, (zinc> lead>>chromium =nickel=copper
extent, the outlets of detention basins (Grizzard et al.,> cadmium).
1983). In addition, muck deposition rates increase sharply
for ponds that are small in relation to the contributing This pattern is nearly identical to their reported
watershed areas and for ponds that located directly inconcentrations monitored in urban stormwater runoff.

streams (Galli, 1993). It also suggests that rare ly m on itored (or detected ) trace
metals, such as chromium, copper, nickel, and possibly

Nutrient Content of Pond Muck cadmium, are actually trapped by stormwater ponds.
The muck layers of older ponds often contain more lead

As might be expected, the muck layer is highlythan zinc, whereas in younger ponds the converse is
enriched with nutrients (Table I). Phosphorus concen-true. This may reflect the gradual introduction oflead-
trations in23 ponds averaged583 mg/kg(range ll0tofree fuels over the last decade, with the consequent
1,936 mg/kg, N=23). Nearly all the nitrogen found inreduction in lead loadings delivered to the younger
pond muck is organic in nature, with a mean concentra-ponds.
tion of 2,931 mgikg (range 219 to 11,200, N--20). Nitrate
is present in extremely small quantities, which may The trace metal content of the muck layer happens

indicate that some denitriftcation is occurring in theto be directly influenced by the type of land use that

sediments, or perhaps merely that less nitrate is initiallydrains to it (Table 3). Muck layers in stormwater ponds
that drain residential areas had the lightest metal enrich-trapped in muck.
ment. Commercial sites were subject to slightly greater

In the entire pond data set, the nitrogen to phospho-enrichment~ particularly for copper, lead, and zinc. Ponds
rus (N :P) ratio of the muck layer averages about five tothat primarily served roads and highways were highly
one, whereas the average N:P ratio for incoming storm-enriched with metals, presumably due to the influence
water runoffis typically around seven to one. This lowerof automotive loading sources (e.g., cadmium, copper,
N:P ratio is not unexpected. Ponds are generally morelead, nickel, and chromium).
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% Volatile Total Nitrogen to
Land % Suspended Kjeldahl Total Phosphorus Hydro-

Location Use Moisture Solids Nitrogen Phosphorus Ratio carbons
FL Road 63 7.1 5180 510 10:1
FL Road 77 10.2 4140 301 14:1
FL Road 50 9.7 3110 1116 3:1
FL Road 60 6.8 1130 100 11:1
FL Road 52 6.5 2290 270 9:1
FL Road 62 4.5 1440 370 4:1
FL Road 85 4.8 2070 480 4:1
FL Road 60 4.3 2110 110 20:1
FL Road 76 10.4 11200 420 26:1
FL Residential 33 2.4 889 292 # 3:1
FL Road 64 2306 * 3863 0.6:1
FL Residential 6.4 624 619 1:1
FL Residential 1.1 256 389 0.7:1
FL Commercial 4.1 5026 1936 3:1
FL Road 1100
VA Residential 4.3 828 232 4:1
NZ Industrial 2471 995 3:1 12892NZ Residential 5681 1053 5:1 2087MN Residential 70 9.5 405
MN Residential 32 4,8 606
MN Road 51 3271 895 5:1
CT Road 32 219 499 0.4:1
MD Institutional 11000 917 12:1 474

MEANS 57 6.0 2931 583 5:1
¯ = Total Nitrogen
# = May have been influenced by fuel spill

Althoughthesamplesizewassmall(N=2),industrial(Table 2). In fact, metal levels in the muck layer are
catchments had, by far and away, the greatest level ofusuallylessthan 10times higherthan the national mean
trace metal enrichment in the muck layer of any land use.foragriculturalsoilsintheU.S.(Holmgrenetal., 1993)Clearly, further monitoring of heavily indus~ial catch-

(Table 4).
ments is warranted to conf’wm if muck enrichment rep-

Of perhaps greater interest is whether soluble met-resents a problem,
als can easily leach from the muck layer where they

Mosttracemetatsareverytighttyfixedin themuckcould exert a biological or groundwater impact. The
layer and do not migrate more than a few inches into thecapacity for metals to leach from sediments is measuredsoil profile. Many researchers have examined soil cores

by EPA’s Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedureto determine the distribution of trace metal concentra-
(TCLP). The TCLP test, or a slight variant, has been

tion with depth. A consistent pattern is noted. Trace
applied by four different investigators to pond muck

metal levelsareattheirmaximum atthetopofthe surface(Dewberryand Davis, 1990; Harper, 1988;Yousefetal.,
layer, andthen decline exponentially with depth. Even_1990, 1991) with much the same result--usually less
tuallythey reach normal background levels within 12tothan 5% of the bulk metal concentration is susceptible18 inches below the pond. Representative sediment

to leaching.metal profiles are shown in Figure 2.
In general, cadmium and zinc exhibited the greatest

Although the muck layer is highly enriched withpotential for leaching (usually less than 10%) while
metals, it should not be considered an especially toxiccopper and lead showed little or no leaching potential.
or hazardous material. For example, none of over 400

Moreover, leachate concentrations seldom exceeded
muck layer samples from any of the 50 ponds sitesthe mean metal concentrations reportedforurban storm-
examined in this study exceeded current EPA’s landwaterrunoff.
application criteria for metals (Giesy and Hoke, 1991)
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Practice Location Land Use Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc Nickel Chromium

WP FL Residential 4.8 13 38.2 35.7 10.8 4.8
WP13 VA Mix 3.2 45.3 25
VVP VA Residential 0.8 17.2 48 78 12.2
WP NZ Industrial 173 578 3171
WP NZ Commercial 18.2 48.9 146
WP9 FL Road 15 28 374 161 52 61
WP MD Institutional 12 130 202 904 120
WP MN Residential 32.9
WP MN Residential 17.0
WP OR Institutional 60.2
WP CT Road 0.4 19 39 53 13
W1= FL Road ND 13 125 105 31
WP MN Road ND 57 139 261 51
WP FL Road 6 49 620 250 20
WP FL Residential 1.5 7 11 6 3 6
WP FL Residential 0.6 2 12 11 4 12
WP FL Commercial 2.7 6 42 103 6 11
SM MN Residential 82
SM MN Residential 56
DPSM MD Industrial 12 140 400 1098
EDP MD Residential 0.4 8 223 45
DP VA Commercial 1.7 30 748 202
DP8 VA Residential 3.0 50 30
EPA land application cdteda 380 3300 1600 8600 990 3100

KEY: WP = Wet pond; SM = Shallow marsh; DPSM = Detention basin with shallow marsh; DP = Detention basin;
EPA = Maximum metal limits for land application

Hydrocarbon Content in Muck Aquatic Community
One aspect of the muck layer that has yet to be well A soupy substrate, high pollutant load, and periodi-

explored is the potential for hydrocarbons and PAHcallylow oxygen!evelrenderthemucklayeraratherpoor
contaniination. The limited data on hydrocarbon levelshabitat for aquatic life~ Macroinvenebrate sampling con-
inthemucklayer(Table 1)areacause forsomeconcem,ductedbyYousefetaL (1990) andGalli(1988) indicate
particularly at an Auckland, New Zealand industrialthat the muck layer community has poor diversity and
site. Gavens eta/. (1982) reported that the concentra-characteristics of high pollution stress. Chironomid and
tion of total PAH and aliphatic hydrocarbons in thetubificid worms comprised over 90% of all organisms
muck layer ofa 120 year old London basin were threecounted in a Florida pond muck layer, and dipteran midge
and 10 times greater, respectively, than the parentlarvae constituted 95% of all organisms collected in the
sediments. Only limited biodegradation ofhydrocar-mucklayer ofaMarylandpond. Whilethe diversityofthe
bons trapped in the muck appeared to have occurredcommunity is extremely low, the benthic population can
in the basin in recent years. Yousef(1994) on the otherbecome very dense at certain times of the year. This is not
hand, reports that hydrocarbons were rarely detectedsurprising, given that extensive microbe population that
in the muck of Florida ponds, uses the highly organic muck layer as an attractive food

source.

Land Use No. of Sites Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc Nickel Chromium
Residential 18 2 9.4 44 35 8 31
Commercial 5 2 18 214 150 6 22
Road 13 11 30 330 163 52 51
Industrial 2 R 157 489 2135 -- -- R0079908
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Comparison of Pond Muck to Sediments Trapped in
Other Stormwater Practices

Extractable Zinc (pg/I) How does pond muck compare to the sediments
0    400 800.1200 1600 trapped in other stormwater practices? Table 4 shows

0

~ ~

that the metal content of the muck layer of wet ponds

~- -.1o
~ and stormwater wetlands is quite similar to concentra-

~ -2o \
~Stormwater tions seen in the soils of"dry" detention basins. The

z: pond muck metal content of pond muck and grassed swale soils are
~. -30
a~ Control soils also quite similar in most respects, although swale soils
~ -4o tend to have about twice as much phosphorus and lead

-5o as their pond counterparts. Sediments trapped within
the filter bed and sedimentation chamber of sand filters

Extractable Copper (IJg/I) also appear to be generally comparable to pond muck,0 25 50 75 100 "125 150 "175 200
although only one sand filter has been sampled to date

-10 ~
(Shaver, 1991 ).

 .2Oll[ \ ~Stormwater The one stormwater treatment practice that sharply
~ pond muck from this pattern is the oil grit separator (OGS).

-30 It \
departs

~" -40 II Control soils
The metal content of trapped sediment within OGSs is

~ five to 20 times higher than other stormwater practices,
-5o [ particularlY ifthe OGS drains a gas station (Schueler and

Shepp, 1993). Hydrocarbon and prioritypollutant levels
Extractable Chromium (pg/g dry wt.) in OGS sediments are also much higher.
0 10 20 30 40

0 This condition reflects the fact that OGSs often

~-

~

exclusively serve hydrocarbon hotspots and are de-

~ -5 signedtotraplighterfractionsofoil(Schueler, 1994).it
.= is doubtful that metal and hydrocarbon levels in pond
~- -1 o muck could approach the level seen in OGSs, since they

~ typically drain larger watersheds that dilute the influ-
-15 ence of individual hydrocarbon hotspots.

Extractable Lead (pg/g dry wt.) Implications for Pond Design and Maintenance0 400 800 1200 1600
0 An understanding of the dynamics of the pond .

"~" -5

~

muck layer has many implications for the design and
.~ maintenance ofstormwater ponds.

~"
Pond Clean-out Frequent.t~ o.15

Based on observed muck deposition rates, storm-
-20 water ponds should require sediment clean-out on a 15

to25yearcycle (Schueler, 1994;Yousefetal., 1991). For

No. of
Practice      Observations Cadmium

Copper Lead Zinc Nickel Chromi~,n
Wet pond 38 6.4 24.5 160 299 38 36Detention Basin 11 4 59 161 448 30Grassed swale 8 1.9 27 420 202 13 30Oil grit separator 13 14 210 320 504 284Oil grit separator’ 4 36 788 1198 6785 350Sand filter 1 1.3 43 81 182 30 30Sand filter~ 1 4.6 71 171 418 49 52Agricultural soilsc 3000 0.28 30 12 56 24Resid. yards 9 0.1 5 13 9

Notes: a = Oil Grit Separator, serving gas stations b = Sand filter with sedimentation chamber
~ c = Holmgren et al., 1993

_-J
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example, using a 0.5 inclffyearmuck deposition rate, and̄
Much more data needs to be collected concerning

assuming that the muck consolidates over time as it the accumulation of hydrocarbons and PAHs in
deepens, up to 15 to 25% of pond depth can be lost over

the muck layer, particularly in ponds draining roads
a 25 year period. The loss of capacity would be faster if and industrial sites. Further testing of the muck
construction occurs in the contributing watershed over layer for these compounds would give managers
this time period,

greater confidence about the proper method for
Most ponds are now designed with a forebay to muck disposal, as well as providing inferences

capture sediments. A common forebay sizing criteria is about how well stormwater ponds can trap these
that it constitutes at least 10% of the total pool volume, key pollutants.
Based on a 0.5 inclv’yr muck deposition rate, and the
untested assumption that a forebay traps 50% of all* The significance ofmucklayerphosphorus release
muck deposited in the pond, the forebay could lose 25% as a factor in reducing the long term pollutant
of its capacity within five to seven years. At the same removal performance ofa stormwater pond remain
time, the sediment removal frequency for the main pool an open question. Perhaps direct, in-situ measure-
might be extended to about 50 years. These calculations ments of phosphorus flux in a stormwater pond,
assume that turbulence in the forebay does not cause such as those used for many years in estuarine
muck to be resuspended and exported to the main pool. studies, could help resolve this issue.
To meet this critical assumption, the forebay must bē

So far, few researches have explored the possiblereasonably deep (four to six feet) and have exit veloci-
ties no greater than one foot/second at the maximum risk of pollutant bio-magnification in the muck

design inflow, layer, either by wetland plant uptake or by bottom
feeding fish. A systematic sampling program to

The Proper Disposal of Muck define pollutant levels in plant and animal tissue in
a large population of stormwater ponds and wet-

Al! of the available evidence strongly argues that lands would help assess the nature of this risk.
pond muck does not constitute a hazardous or toxic Such a survey would also provide helpful guid-
material. Thus, it can be safely land-appliedwith appro- ance to designers on the issue of whether efforts
priate techniques to contain any leachate as it dewaters, should be made to attract wildlife to these systems.
The high organic matter and nutrient content of pond

mTRSmuck might even make it useful as a soil amendment.
Chemical testing of pond muck prior to land application
is probably not needed for most residential and commer-
cial sites, given the consistent pattern in the distribu-
tion of pond data reviewed in this paper.

Greater care should probably be exercised when
disposing of pond muck from industrial sites and per-
haps some heavily travelled highways. Although only
a few industrial sites have been sampled so far, the data
suggests these sites may pose a risk. In addition, there
is a much greater chance of pollutant spills, leaks, or
illegal discharges occurring in a pond over the 20 or 25
year time span in between clean-outs. It would seem
prudent, therefore, to require prior testing at selected
industrial and roadway ponds to reduce this risk.

Further Research Into the Muck Layer

While our emerging understanding about the muck
layer is probably sufficient to make reasonably good
management decisions regarding clean-outs and dis-
posal, further research on muck layer dynamics is needed
in several areas.

¯ Ponds need to be sampled to verify the deposition
rate of muck over a broader range of geographic
and regional conditions. Based on this data a
predictive model of muck deposition rates could
be developed to help practitioners who design
and maintain ponds.
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Technical Note #66from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1)." 302-303

The Pond Premium

Real estate agents and homeowners have longponds with similar units located further away. Some of
been aware ofthe"waterfront effect." A home the key findings are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2. As a
situated near a stream, lake or fiver usuallygeneralrule, apremiumoffiveto30%existedforhomes,

costs more to buy or rent than a more distant one. Aapartments and offices with a view of a well-designed
waterfront location can translate into an extra charge orpond or wetland, with an average premium of about
premium of nearly 30%. Does a similar effect exist for10%. As might be expected, this premium is not as great
such artificial water features such as a stormwater pondas those charged for natural waterfront locations, but it
or wetland? Ifa waterfront effect exists for these storm-is still substantial--averaging about $10,000 per single
water practices, it would have several important impfi-family home. The premium also appears to hold up well
cations. For example, a strong effect could help a devel-upon reselling.
oper recoup some or all of the costs involved in design- Two of the case studies tracked the resale value ofing and constructing a stormwater treatment practicehomes near ponds for up to two decades, and found the
for the site. Also, the notion that stormwater pondspremiumhelduporevenincreasedastimewentby.Forcould actually increase property value (and ~e local taxapartment space, the pond premium typically amounted
base) isacompellingjustification forskeptical¢ommu-to $10 per month for each unit. A pond premium wasnities to adopt that stormwater quality requirements,also evident in the commercial office space market,The key question, then, is how great is the waterfrontwith a typical premium in the range of $1.00 to $1.50effect and how long does it last? per square foot. Even in soft or overbuilt real estate

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)markets, the auttaors often found that a presence of a
recently examined the issue by conducting a broadpond helped to sell space or units more rapidly, which
survey of real estate agents and developers that werehas can provide developers a clear cash flow benefit.
involved in selling or leasing property featuring eitherWhile the study primarily examined the waterfront
well-designed stormwater ponds or constructed wet-effect associated with wet ponds, itdid include two case
lands. Nearly twenty case studies were compiled, whichstudy examples involving stormwater wetlands. In this
compared ~e price or rents charged near stormwaterlimited sample, stormwater wetlands were also found

Location Base lot costs Estimated premium

Alexandria, VA $130,000 to 140,000 condos $7,500
Fairfax, VA $333,000 to 368,000 homes $10,000
Burke VA $130,000 to 160,000 townhomes $10,000
Orange County, VA varies $49,000
FauquierCounty, VA $289,000-305,000 homes $10,000
Loudon County, VA vanes $7,500 to 10,000
BrowardCounty, FL $0.1 to 1.1 million homes $6,000 to 60,000

BrowardCounty, FL varies $200 to $400 per linear foot
Hybemia, lL $299 to 375,000 homes $30,000 to 37,500

Wichita, KS (wetland) $35,000 to 40,000 lots $20,000

Boulder, CO(wetland) $130,000 lots $35,000
R0079912
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Location Rental Type Premium

Reston, Va Apartment $10/month
Greenbelt, VA Apartment $15/mont h
Waldorf, MD Apartment $5 to 10/month
Mitchellville, MD Apartment $10/month
Laurel, MD Apartment $10/month
St Peter�burg, FL Apartment $5 to 35/month
Fairfax,VA Comm. Office Space $1/sq. ft.
Prince Georgee, MD Comm. Office Space $1 to 1.50/sq. ft.

Source: U.S. EPA, 1995.

to have a strong waterfi, ont effect. This appears toa pondpremium can only be achieved when designers
reflect a rec�nt trend among many housing consumersmake the pond a prominent and integral feature of their
to prefer a more natural appearance of their commu-residential or office development.
nity.

The EPA study provides further evidence that some
The authors noted several factors that contributedenvironmental regulations can produce economic ben-

tothesizeofthepondpremium.For�mostamongthese¢fits to developers, property owners and even local
is the size of the pond or wetland. In most of the casegovernments. The existence of the pond premium is a
studies, ponds had a surface area of several acres orstrong incentive for developers to incorporate more
more.Asecondkeyfactorwastheadditionofrelativelyattractive stormwater ponds and wetlands into their
low cost aesthetic or recreational amenities to theprojects and to properly maintain these structures.
design of the pond. Many of the ponds included foun-These economic benefits are particularly important in
tains, footpaths, bike trails or gazebos in their design,an era of regulatory reform. In this respect, state and
and all featured attractive pondscaping and landscap-federal permitting agencies may wish to reexamine
ing. their policies with regard to ponds. In some regions of

It should be clearly noted that not all stormwaterthe country, these agencies have actively discouraged
ponds will automatically generate a premium. In par-the construction of larger stormwater ponds that pro-
ticular, it is doubtful whether smaller ponds (e.g. lessduce the greatest premium, on the grounds that they
than an acre) will produce a significant premium. Also,might produce downstream environmental impacts. A
some home-buyers may perceive that steep=sided ormore balanced approach may be needed in order to
deep wet ponds are a safety risk for young children andrealize the economic benefits, and produce more wide-
avoidthem.Fencingmayreducetherisk, butalsotendsspread application of stormwater controls. See also
to diminish the very aesthetic and recreational qualitiesarticle 84.
that produce the pond premium.

--TP,~
Poor maintenance should also reduce the premium,

particularly to the extent that it results in an unsightly,Reference
overgrown or stagnant pond. Lastly, developers them-

U.S. EPA. 1995. Economic Benefits of Runoff Controls.selves have reduced the pond premium in their deci-
Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds.sions on where to locate the pond. A common practice
Washington, DC. Publ. 841-S-95-002.19pp.over the years has been to relegate ponds to some

hidden place in the back of a development where they
are out of sight and out of mind (and consume as few
lots as possible). The case studies clearly show that the

R0079913
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Technical Note #19 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2): 72

Water Reuse Ponds Developed
in Florida

S tormwater runoff can become a valuable water Two questions are often asked about water reuse
resource in many regions of the country. Thisponds:
novel perspective has led to the development of

* How much stormwater storage is needed to assurewater reuse ponds. The basic principles are quite
a reliable irrigable water supply?simple. Stormwater runoff is captured and stored in a

pond, and then pumped back out to irrigate pervious* How much stormwater runoffactually leaves the
areas in the contributing watershed. These areas can pond? Put another way, is it possible to design a
include golf courses, cemeteries, landscaping, commu- "zero-discharge" pond?
nity open space, and tuffareas.

To answer these questions, Wanielista and his
The design is similar in many respects to a wetcolleagues simulated a water reuse pond in Florida

extended detention (ED) pond. Each has four distinctusing ! 5 years of daily rainfall, runoff, reuse, and pond
storage components: sediment/forebay storage, flooddischarge data. The heart of the model is a pond water
control storage, pool storage, and temporary storage,balance that computes changes in incoming runoff,
The key difference is that in water reuse ponds, tempo-groundwater, direct rainfall to the pond, irrigation.
rary storage is gradually pumped out for irrigation,pond outflow, storage, evapo-transpiration, and other
whereas in wet ED ponds, it is gradually releasedhydrologic terms.
downstream over a 24-hour period. During an extended
dry weather period, continued pumping of the water The model accurately simulated the actual perfor-

reuse pond can draw down water levels in the perma-mance of a monitored water reuse pond in Orlando,

nent pool. Florida. It was then used to construct a series of
rate-efficiency-volume (REV) curves. These curves

Water reuse ponds have several key environmentalare a helpful aid in designing water reuse ponds. While
and economic benefits. The greatest benefit is theREV curves are presently available only for Florida,
increasedpollutantremovalandgroundwaterrechargethe basic modeling approach is transferable to other
that occurs because a large fraction of the annualregions of the country.
stormwater runoff volume (and pollutant load) are
applied.back to the watershed. Consequently, water Ananalysisof.theFloridacurvessuggestthatwater

reuse ponds can provide a reliable source of irrigablereuse ponds are expected to achieve even greater mass
pollutant removalratesthan standardstormwaterponds,water over the long term ifa sizeable reuse volume is

Without reuse, ponds cannot reduce the volume ofprovided (often in excess of the local water quality

runoff delivered downstream, and must rely exclu-volume). At this size, as much as 50 to 90% of the

sively on pollutant removal pathways within the pondincoming runoff will be recycled back on the land,

to capture and treat stormwater pollutants, depending on the irrigation rate.

Water reuse ponds are also a particularly useful Water reuse ponds do have a few drawbacks. For

design option where the water table is close to the landexample, they require a greater degree of operation

surface. Continuous pumping helps maintain storagethan other stormwater practices, as well as the presence

capacitythatwouldotherwise be lost dueto groundwa-of a nearby customer for irrigation water. Also, reuse

ter intrusion, ponds may not be appropriate in sensitive streams, as
continued pumping could diminish or eliminate down-

The key economic benefit of water reuse ponds isstream flows needed to sustain aquatic life. Neverthe-
that they are a relatively cheap source of irrigationless, they are a potentiallyusefulponddesign option in
water, when compared to the cost of potable watermany climatic regions where irrigation is needed in
supplies. For example, Wanielista and Yousef (I 993)urban areas on a seasonal oryear-round basis. --TRS
calculate that the cost of irrigating a 100-acre, 18-hole
golf course (two inches per week) may cost the operatorReference
nearly $300,000 a year if potable water is used. InWanielista,M.andY.Yousef. 1993."DesignandAnaly-
contrast, the annual irrigation cost of pumped stormwa- sis of an Irrigation Pond Using Urban Stormwater
terfromawaterreusestormwaterpondwasseventimes Runoff." Engineering Hydrology. C. Kuo (ed.) R0079914lower (about $40,000/year). ASCE. New York, NY. pp. 724-730.
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Technical Note #88from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3)." 450-452

Trace Metal Bio-Accumulation in the
Aquatic Community of Stormwater Ponds

Stormwatermanagers have always been concerned In general, the sediment macro-invertebrate com-
that pollutants trapped in stormwater pond sedi-munity in stormwater ponds was dominated by snails,
ments could re-enter the aquatic food web. Priormidges, damselflies, skimmers, backswimmers and vari-

research has demonstrated that trace metals and hydro-ous diving and crawling beetles. Although diversity in
carbons are taken up and incorporated into the tissuesindividual stormwater ponds was quite variable, the
of wetland plants. Is there also a risk that pond macro-pond macro invertebrate community was only slightly
invertebrates can take up metals trapped in pond sedi-degraded in comparison to the reference ponds, accord-
ments? Can they ultimately move upward in the fooding to two biological metrics, and was not different
web into the fish and wading birds that feed on them?according to two others (abundance and percent chi-
If so, is the metal bio-accumulation great enough toronomids- see Table 1 ). Statistical analysis also showed
warrantconcernabouttoxicity?Isitsafetoeatfishthatthat the type of land use had no influence on the
are caught from stormwater ponds? Does it make sensediversity of the pond community. Much of the variabil-
to design stormwater ponds to attract wildlife? Twoity in diversity was attributed to differences in wetland
recent studies begin to shed some light on these trou-coverage and hydrology among the ponds. The storm-
bling questions, water pond macro-invertebrate community was more

Karouna-Reiner conducted comprehensive macro- diverse than those sampled by Galli (1988) and Yousef
invertebrate surveys at 18 stormwater ponds and wet-et al. (1991 ) (both of whom concentrated more on the
lands in suburban Maryland over a one-year period,composition of deeper water sediments).
Most of the ponds were a half-acre to one-acre in size, Karouna-Reiner detected copper, lead and zinc, and
and most were constructed within five years of theoccasionally cadmium in the tissues of snails, damsel-
study. All had a permanent pool up to six feet deep;flies, and a composite sample of other macro-inverte-
manY also containedextensive emergent,wetlands. Thebrates collected from the stormwater ponds (Table 2).
pond’s contributing watersheds were dominated byWhile clear bio-accumulation was noted for copper,
either commercial, residential or industrial land uses.zinc and cadmium, the metal levels found in sediments
In addition, Karouna-Reiner selected two constructedand macro-invertebrate were generally within, or rea-
ponds that did not receive urban runoff to serve assonably close to those for other unpolluted pond and
reference controls. During the course of her year-longwetland systems. In addition, the bioassay work did not
study, Karouna-Reiner monitored trends in the pondindicate any acute toxicity for the amphipod,/~ azteca,
macro-invertebrate community in the littoral zone andthat were exposed for 10 days.
sampled metals in pond water, sediments and macro-

Campbell (1995) investigated trace metal levels ininvertebrate tissue. In addition, she designed abioassay
sediment and fish tissue in seven stormwater ponds insystem to test for toxicity in a sensitive amphipod,
located in Central Florida. He studied three fish speciesHyalleta azteca, exposed to typical stormwater pond
that had different feeding habits: the bottom-feedingsediments over a 10-day period.
redear sunfish (Leporais microlophus), the predatory

Pond Diversity Metric Stormwater Ponds Reference Ponds
N=18                       N=2

Taxa Richness 15.8 18.6EPOT * 5.17 6.33Abundance 247.1 229.72Percent chironomids 10 % 15.5 %
¯taxa richness of Ephemeroptera, Plecopetera, Odonata and Tnchoptera
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Organism N Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc
Snails~ 18 NA 44.4 1.56 73.14
Damselflies1         18 NA 23.55 3.25 101.13 *
Composite~ 18 3.4 30.53 0.49 169.58 *
Redear Sunfish2 7, wet 1.64 * 6.37 * 15.78 * 42.42 *
Largemouth Bass2 7, wet 3.16 * 3.81 12.04 29.99 *
Bluegill Sunfish~ 7, wet 0.006 2.08 * 0.70 36.61

Sources: ~ Karouna-Renier, 1996     z Campbell, 1995 (whole fish samples)
Note: An asterisk indicates that the stormwater sample was significantly higher than the control site at
the 95% confidence interval.

largemouth bass (Micopterus salmoides), and the ore- Clearly, more research is needed to determine if
nivorous bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus). Thegreater metal uptake occurs in other stormwater pond
metal level in the tissue of 15 fish of each species werefood webs before an unequivocal conclusion can be
sampled from stormwater ponds, and compared to anreached. Atthe present time, it seems prudent to restrict
equalnumberoffishcaughtatunpollutedcontrolsites,human consumption offish from stormwater ponds
As might be expected, Campbell found that the redearuntil a larger sample size has been tested. Research
sunfish, which feeds offmacro-invertebrates located inneeds to be gathered on bioaccumulation in rough fish
pond sediments, had the greatest accumulation of met-(such as carp) that are vegetarian or scavengers. More
als in its tissues (Table 2). The predaceous largemouthresearch is also needed to examine if metals are bio-
bass had moderate metal accumulation, while the om-accumulating in wading birds, such as herons and
nivorousbluegillhadlowermetallevels.Inmostcases,egrets, that feed on all three trophic levels.
however, metal levels in the three fish species sampled
in stormwater ponds were significantly higher than --TRS
control sites, often by a factor of five to 10. The degreeReferences
of bio-accumulation was influenced, but not directly
related to, the metal levels found in the bottom sedi-Campbell, K.R. 1995. "Concentrations of Heavy Metals

merits. Associated with Urban Runoff in Fish Living in
Stormwater Ponds." Archives of Environmental

The studies imply that trace metals in trapped pond Contamination and Toxicology 27:352-356.
sediments can and do move into the pond food web,
probablystartingwiththemacro-invertebratesthatliveGalli, F. J. 1988. A Limnological Study of an Urban

and feed among pond sediments. Bottom-feeding fish Stormwater Management Pond and Stream Eco-

that consume these macro-invertebrates appear to take ~stem. M.S. thesis. George Mason Univ. Fairfax,

up metals, which in turn may move further along the VA.

food web into the predatory fish that consume them. ItKarouna-Renier, N. 1995. An Assessment of Contami-
was not clear, however, whether the metal levels were nant Toxicity to Aquatic Macro-Invertebrates in
high enough to exert toxic effects. Preliminary evi- UrbanStormwaterTreatmentPonds. M.S. Thesis.
dence suggests that metal levels were not great enough University of Maryland. College Park, MD.
to exert acute toxic effects in the aquatic community ofYousef, Y., Lin. J. Sloat and K. Kaye. 1991. Maintenance
stormwater ponds. Though it should be stressed that Guidelines for Accumulated Sediments in Rela-
pond sediment metal levels in the study ponds were tiort/Detention Ponds Receiving Highway Runoff.
well below the mean levels observed in a national Univ. Central Florida, FL Dept of Transportation.
survey ofstormwater ponds (see Table 3, and article 80). 210 pp.

Investigators N     Cadmium Copper Lead Zinc

Karouna-Renier 18 0.26 8.6 10.92 2803
Campbell 7 (wet) 0.28 14.11 4.91 28.82
National (article 80) 36 5.24 18.0 111 97.8
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Techmcal Note #89from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3).l 453-454

Human and Amphibian Preferences for
Dry and Wet Stormwater Pond Habitat

W hat kind of ponds make the best habitat for Residents were asked to estimate the value o~" lots
homeowners and frogs? Some answers toadjacent to and distant from both wet ponds and dry
this question have emerged from two sur-ponds. Results are portrayed in Table 1. On average, wet

veys. Resident attitudes toward stormwater ponds inponds were perceived to add four to 24% to the value
the Champaign-Urbana area were recently sampled byof an adjacent lot. In contrast, dry ponds were felt to
Emmerling-DiNovo (1995). The study area, located insubtract from three to 10% from the value of an adjacent
east centrallllinois, included sevenresidentialsubdivi_lot. The wet pond premium is consistent with that
sions that employed two different stormwater manage-reported in article 81 for 20 stormwater wet ponds and
ment strategies--large wet ponds and dry detentionwetlands in other regions of the country. It is also
basins. The ponds were large, ranging from two to 12

comparabletothe resultsofasimilarhomeownersurveyacres in size. Most of the wet ponds had rectangularof two residential subdivisions in Ontario, Canada.
shapesandhadlittleshorelinevegetation. Similarly, theBaxter et al. (1985) found that 17% of residents who
dry detention basins were fiat and rectangular and hadwere distant from wet pond but living within the same
a mown grass cover. All ponds had common access andsubdivision would be willing to pay a premium to live
were maintained by a homeowner’s association. Thenext to one; and, nearly half of all residents who lived
fiat and level landscape of the study area had few waternext to one felt it enhanced their property value.
features.

The survey revealed an interesting sociological
Emmerling-Dinovo surveyed over 140 homeownersphenomenon--the existence of"wet" people and"dry"

in the affluent subdivisions (mean annual income ofpeople. "’Wet" people, who live in subdivisions with
$90,000). The respondents all owned single familywet ponds, exhibit the strongest preferences for living
homes, and had lived in them for an average of eightnext to wet ponds, and express the greatest disdain for
years. The survey was structured to compare the atti-dry ponds. When asked what they liked most about
tudes of homeowners toward wet and dry ponds andtheirneighborhood, 63%of"wet" people identifiedthe
queried not only residents who live adjacent to ponds,wet pond. On the other hand, "dry" people, who live in
but also those that do not. In addition, the survey askedsubdivisions with dry ponds, did not exhibit very strong
homeownerstorankthevalueofpondsrelativetootherpreferences for either wet ponds or dry ponds. In
amenities in the subdivision. Survey results indicateaddition, "dry" people did not value natural areas,
that residents clearly preferred wet ponds over dry.wildlife and recreation as highly as "wet" people.
ponds. For example, slightly over 82% of all respon-

The attractiveness and image of the subdivision,dents were willing to pay a premium to live next to a wet
pond. By contrast, 67% percent of residents were un- along with potential resale value, were the three pri-

mary factors considered in purchasing a home accord-willingtopayanypremiumtolivenexttoadrypond, and ing to the survey. If these factors were held constant.,
10% felt that such a lot should be discounted,         however, the presence of a wet pond was very impor-

tant in individual lot selection. For example, overhalfof

Location of Survey Respondent Wet Pond Premium Dry Pond Discount

Next to Wet Pond 23.9% (-9.9%)Distant from Wet Pond 13.4% (-10.2)Next to Dry Pond 7.8 (-2.5)Distant from Dry Pond 4.4 (-8.9)
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the respondents indicated that the presence of a pond
had a strong or very strong influence on their selection
of a lot. In fact, wet ponds outranked five other common
subdivision features--natural areas, cul-de-sacs, golf
courses, public parks, and the unloved dry pond. (see
Table 2). What is perhaps the most striking about the
Emmerting-DiNovo survey is that the poorly land- Locational Factor Mean Score
scaped and geometrically simple wet ponds scored so
highly. How much more value might they have had ifAdjacent to wet pond 4.44
they were designed with more natural shapes and betterAdjacent to natural area 4.27
landscaping? On a cul-de-sac 3.83

Adjacent to a golf course 3.67
Amphibians such as flogs, toads and spring peep- Adjacent to public park 3.10ers, also exhibit similar preferences for living next toAdjacent to dry pond 2.05

wet ponds compared to dry ponds, according to a
survey by Bascietto and Adams (1983). These wildlife Respondents were asked to rank each factor
researchers conducted an evening call count of flogs from 0 to 5, with five being the most preferred.
and toads at ] 4 stormwater ponds in Columbia, Mary.-
land. The ponds were divided into three categories: wetReferences
ponds, dry ponds, and dry ponds with streams (Table
3). As might be expected, dry ponds without streamsBascietto, J., and L. Adams. 1983. "Frogs and Toads of

were very poor amphibian habitat, with only one spe- Stormwater Management Basins in Columbia. MD."

cies recorded in the call survey(the American toad). On Bulletin of MD Herpetological Society t 9(2): 58-
60.the other hand, wet ponds and the dry ponds with

streams were much better habitat with five speciesBaxter.E.,G.MulamootilandD.Gregor. 1985. "A Study

frequently recorded. Wet ponds were favored by more of Residential Stormwater Impoundments; Percep-

true frogs, whereas toads and tree flogs preferred dry tions and Implications." Water Resources Bulletin

ponds with streams. The greatest amphibian diversity, 21(1): 83-88.

occurred when ponds had shallow pools, gentle slopes,Emmerling-Dinovo, C. 1995. "Stormwater Detention

dense emergent vegetation, and adjacent forest habi- Basins and Residential Locational Decisions."

tats. Water Resources Bulletin 31 (.3): 515-521.

The clear implication is that wet ponds are a better
habitat than dry, ponds and provide an important link to
increased diversity. A designer that makes a wet pond
more attractive to both amphibians and humans can
expect t~ increase the marketability of his or her subdi-
vision.

Amphibian Wet Pond Dry Pond Dry Pond
Species with stream without stream

American toad 0.23 0.20 0.28
Fowler’s toad 0.0 0.12 0.0
Grey Tree frog 0.23 0.45 0.0
Bull frog 0.13 0.0 0.0
Green frog 0.62 0.40 0.0

Frequency of occurrence at each site dudng individual evening call surveys at 14 stormwater ponds (N= 4
to 5 of each type shown). Spring peepers were also noted in eadier surveys of wet ponds and dry ponds
(that had flowing water).
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Technical Note #99from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4): 533-535

Dragonfly Naiads as an
Indicator of Pond Water Quality
by John Trevino, Lower Colorado River Authority

T he whir of a dragonfly is a common soundIndicators for Lentic Systems
along the edge of freshwater ponds. The adult The stormwater pond was built in Travis County,
dragonfly, however, begins its life cycle within Texas, on LCRA property, known as the Mansfield

the pond. The juvenile stage, known as a naiad, burrowsTract. The wet pond captured runoff from a newly
in the mud or lurks within the shoreline vegetation (see

constructed bridge over Lake Austin and a roadway.
Figure 1 ). Despite their small size, dragonfly naiads areConstructed in a natural depression in the floodplain of
voracious predators, feeding on other aquatic macroin-the Colorado River adjacent to Lake Austin, the pond
vertebrates and even larger prey items. Given theirwas augmented by Lake Austin water. The soils sur-
position in the pond food web, dragonfly naiads couldrounding the wet pond contained alluvial silt and clay.
be a useful indicator of pond water’quality. A simple wayThe pond had a drainage area of approximately 9.5 acres,
to test their value as an environmental indicator is toand was 150 feet long, 90 feet wide and five feet deep.
compare dragonfly naiads found in undisturbed fresh-The structure was designed with a permanent pool of
water ponds with those that inhabit the more stressful

approximately 0.4 watershed inches.
conditions of stormwater ponds.

Since most macroinvertebrates are habitat specific,
The Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) re-scientists planted local emergent and submergent veg-

cently examined this issue as part of an intensive
etationwithinthewetpondtoprovidehabitatstructure.biological study of a recently constructed stormwaterThe vegetation was planted around shallow peripheral

pond. Wet ponds are generally considered experimen-areas of the pond. Miller et al. (1989), Engel (1985) and
tal in the s.emi-arid climate of Central Texas because highDvorak and Best (1982) have shown that aquatic mac-
evaporation rates often require ponds be augmentedrophytes are heavily colonized by macroinvertebrates.
with water in order to maintain a permanent pool andAmong the submergent vegetation planted were two
sustain an aquatic ecosystem,

obligate wetland plant species predicted to do well in
these types of systems, Elodea canadensis (water-
weed) and Myriophyllum spicatum (eurasian
watermilfoil). A third obligate wetland macrophyte,
Najas guadalupensis (southern naiad) established it-
self unexpectedly in the middle of the study. All three
species are adapted to the low flow velocity, and low
turbulence associated with lentic areas. Emergent veg-
etation was also planted, including Phragmites austra-
lis (common reed), Scirpus validus (soft-stem bulrush)
and Saggitaria latifolia (arrowhead).

Researchers conducted five macroinvertebrate sur-
veys of the wet pond vegetation between November
1994 and July 1996. Organisms were collected qualita-
tively with a standard 500 micron mesh dipnet. Four one-
meter "drags" were made through submerged vegeta-
tion with the dipnet for one minute. Samples were
preserved in the field and later sorted, enumerated, and
identified to the lowest possible level using taxonomic
keys by Merritt and Cummins (1996).

In lotic (running waters) systems, macroinverte-
brates have been widely used as reliable water qualitwCourtesy of Charles Bayer Courtesy of Forrest Mitchell
indicators (Shackleford, 1988; Plafkin etal.. 1989). This
is not true for lentic systems (ponds and lakes). Indica.-
tors for lentic systems such as wet ponds are still under
development. In the absence of such indicators, scien-
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tists frequently adopt metrics developed for flowing Table I compares the dragonfly naiad species col-
systemson lenticenvironments(Karouna-Reiner, 1995).lected t¥om the LCRA wet pond study to a pair of
This approach may provide a meaningful synopsis ofstormwaterponds and an unimpacted freshwater refer-
the ecological condition of a wet pond, but it is stillence ponds previously sampled by Mitchell et al.
viewed as controversial. (1995). All data were collected during the fall of1994 and

Stormwater runoff quality entering the wet pond1995 usingcomparablemethods.Thetablesummarizes
was also characterized during 21 storm events, al-the presence and absence of the three dragonfly naiads

though due to drought, only three pond outflows werespecies that are thought to be clean water indicators.

recorded. Average TSS concentrations to the pond Celithemis sp., Dythemis sp., and Tramea sp. were
were 125 rag/l, which are comparable to other sedimenteither absent or present in verv low numbers in storm-
monitoring data in the Austin area for developed areaswater wet ponds, including the Hwy. 620 wet pond.
LCRA 1991). Baseflow TSS concentrations in the wetThese genera were also absent or nearly absent in the
~ond were 23 mgi 1, which again were comparable to aother three surveys at the LCRA pond. In contrast, the
study of other wet ponds sampled in the same regionthree dragonfly naiad species were numerous in
(Mitchelletal.,1995).Impactsofsuspendedanddepos_unimpacted reference ponds. This suggests that
itedsedimenttotheaquaticenvironmentarewetldocu-Celithemis. Dythemis, and Tramea species could be
mented. Deposited sediment can impact the benthicpossible indicator organisms for pond water quality..
macroinvertebrate community by causing physical The initial trend seen in the dragonfly surveys was
smothering. Suspendedsedimentimpactstheepiphyticthought to be due to the input of pollutants from
macroinvertebrate community by limiting light penetra-stormwater runoff. Other factors, however, could have
tion to macrophytes and reducing habitat, produced this trend, such as seasonal change, early

Research on stormwater wet pond insect assem-pond succession, continual augmentation by lake wa-
blages in semi-arid climates is limited at best. Indicatorter and water level fluctuations. Because of the short
organisms for lentic systems are also lacking. Becauseterm nature of the study (19 months), it was not possible
of this dilemma, Mitchell and his colleagues (1995),toisolatethe thctoror factors that caused the disappear-
proposed using dragonfly naiads as possible indica-ance of the dragonfly naiad species. To confirm study
tors oflentic system water quality,. In preliminary stud-findings, additional research with long-term monitoring
ies. Mitchell showed that some dragonfly naiads, likeis recommended.
Tramea sp., Celithernis sp. and Dythemis sp., may
prefer cleaner-water ponds.

Collection Dragonfly Hwy. 620 Mitchell Wet Mitchell
Period Genera Wet Pond Ponds average Ponds average

No. of individuals collected Impacted a Impacted b (Unimpacted) b

Oct-Nov 1994 Celithernis sp. 0 0 45
Dythemis sp. 1 0 38
Tramea sp. 2 0 9

Oct-Dec 1995 Cefithemis sp. 0 0 19
Dythemis sp. 0 0 19
Tramea sp. 0 0 31

Collection method: Four one-meter D-net drags through submerged vegetation. Duration of each drag equaled
one minute. Wet pond is perennial, augmented by Lake Austin water. LCRA wet pond receives mostly highway
and bridge runoff (Saunders and Gilroy 1997).

Collection method: Five two-meter D-net drags through submerged vegetation and other pond material. All wet
ponds are perennial. The two impacted wet ponds, Mule Pasture and Upper Wetlands, receive agricultural runoff;
whereas the unimpacted reference ponds, Hort and Peanut Irrigation, are augmented by well water (Mitchell et al.
1995, Lasswell et al. 1997).
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In summary, this study reinforced Mitchell’s find-Men’it. R. W. and K. W. Cummins. eds. 1996.,4nlntro-
ing that some dragonfly naiads may be potential indica- duction to the Aquatic/nsects of North
tot organisms for lentic systems. Because little research America. Third edition. Kendall/Hunt Publishing
has been done on lentic system indicators to date, this Co. Dubuque, IA. 862 pp.
research provides an encouraging start for scientists

Miller, AndrewC.,DavidC. Beckett, CarlM. Way, andattempting to identify, cost-effective biological indica-
Edmond J. Bacon. 1989. The Habitat Value oftors to measure water quality impacts in ponds and
AquaticMacrophytesforMacroinvertebrates. Re-.lakes. Determining ifCelithemis sp., Dythemis sp., and
port No. A-89-3. US Army Corps of Engineer,Tramea sp. are possible indicator organisms for storm-
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 66 pp.water wet ponds wan’ants further investigation.

Mitchell, Forrest L.,.lames L. Lasswell, Ann L. Kenimer,
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fechmcal Note #12 j’kom Watershed Protection 7"echniques. l (] ). 27

Establishing Wildflower Meadows in New
Jersey Detention Basins

T he vegetative management of existing stormfourincheshigh, butthisequipmentisseldom commer-
water detention basins generally falls into onecially available. Overseeding of annual wildflowers in
of two categories. Either they are intensivelythe spring or perennial wildflowers in the fall is needed

manicured as turf, or they become overgrown withtomaintaindiversityinthemeadowsovertime. Experi_
weeds and non-native grasses and ultimately evolveencehasshownthatperennialwildfiowermeadowswill
into shrubs or forest. The first management strategy isbecome dominated by a few species in three or four
costly, as it requires frequent mowing and chemicalyears if they are not annually overseeded (Brash, pers.
applications to maintain the manicured appearancecomm.).
often desired by adjacent residents. The second vegeta-

Best results were obtained when the meadow wastion management strategy can be characterized as noth-
established soon after the construction of the pond. Toing more than benign neglect.
prevent erosion during pond construction, it may be

A third vegetation management approach has re-advisable to use oats or sheep rescue to achieve rapid.
centlv been promoted by Brash et al. (1992). Theytemporary vegetative cover during construction (avoid-
advocate the establishment ofwildflower meadows ining the more aggressive tall rescues mixtures that are
dry, detention ponds, to create a more attractive appear-commonly used for this purpose).
an ce without the need for frequent mowing. Ten deten-

For existing detention ponds, it may be necessary, totion basins were planted in 1991 and various establish-
use Roundup~ or other herbicides to kill the aggressivement techniques subsequently evaluated. The mead-
grasses and permit the development of theows were established with both annual and perennial
slower-growing wildflowerspecies. A more expensivewildflowers at relatively low cost (from 1/2 to one cent
but non<heroical approach, would be to scrape the topmore per square foot compared to conventional
three inches of soil, and replace it with topsoil.hydroseeding of rescue with topsoil amendments).

The wildflower meadow approach appears to be anSoils in most detention ponds are poor, so up to five
atxractive vegetation management option for the drierinches of topsoil was initially added. A nurse crop of
portions of many stormwater ponds, as long as annualSheep Fescue was established, seeded at a rate of 20
mowing and overseeding are performed.lbs/ac.re along with conventional seeding or -

hydroseeding of commercial wildflower mixes at about --TRS

10 to 12 lbsiacre. "Clean" straw mulch (i.e., relatively
weed-free wheat or barley straw) was applied at 1,000

Referenceto 1,500/lbs/acre for initial erosion control and weed
suppression. Brash, W.. C. Halbower, A. Hrynczyszyn and L. Ennis.

First year establishment of a wildflower meadow 1992.EstablishmentofWildflowerCoverinStorm_
water Basins. Prepared by Mercer County Soilwas attained at most sites, as determined by visual

surveys. Poor establishment was observed in detention Conservation District. Hamilton Square, N.J. 27

ponds that were subject to frequent inundation (i.e., PP
experiencing more than 48 hours of inundation five or
more times during the growing season). This finding
suggests that wildflower meadows will be hard to
establish in extended detention ponds. Wet seed mixes
are available for these wet areas, but they are more
costly.

Fertilization did not have a positive effect on wild-
flower establishment, and may have actually benefited
competing weeds and grasses. Annual mowing is re-
quired, either in the fall (for maximum seed dispersal)or
in the late winter (for maximum winter wildlife cover).
Ideally, mowing equipment should be used that cuts at                                                   R0079922
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Technical Note #S from Watershed Protection Techniques. l (1). 22

Persistence of Wetland Plantings Along
the Aquatic Bench of Stormwater Ponds

Shenot (1993) evaluated the persistence of wet-both persistence and a significant rate of spread (pick-
land plantings along the aquatic bench of threeerelweed, arrowhead, softstem bulrush, and common
stormwater ponds two to three years after theythree-square). Other species showed good persistence

were initially planted. Each pond had been planted withbut a low rate of spread across the bench (sweet flag and
six to eight species of wetland plants in single-specieswild rice). In particular, wild rice achieved high local
clusters at an average density of four plants/squaredensities(433im-’)andwasextensivelyutilizedbywild-
meter. Two of the three ponds were extended detentionlife.
ponds. In those ponds, the aquatic bench was subject

Other species (arrow arum and lizard’s tail) did notto periodic inundation by as much as three to six feet of
survive in mostplanting cells. The persistence ofplanted

runoff, as wel l as incidental loading oftrash and debris,species appeared to be inversely related to the fre-
Shenot reported that 82% of tl~e planted speciesquency and depth of inundation caused by extended

persisted in the ponds after two to three years. How-detention. Other factors thought to contribute to poor
ever, the persistence of planted species within indi-survivorship were poor inorganic soils, steep bench
vidual planting clusters was somewhat lower(68%). Asslope, and predation by ducks.
indicated in Table 1, several wetland species showed Shenot also enumerated the 35 to 80 wetland plant

species that became established as volunteers within
the wetland planting clusters. Although exotic grasses,
smartweed, and cattails were present, many of the most
numerically abundant species were rushes, sedges, and

Persistence Spread other native wetland plants (Table 2),

It should be noted that the three most successfulSweetflag (Acorus calamus) Good Limited
Arrow arum (Peltandrfa virginia) Poor None

planted species (pickerelweed, soft stem bulrush and

wild rice) were seldom dominant wetland plants within      :.Pickerelweed (Pontededa cordata) Good Moderate their original planting zone. And despite some spread, ~Arrowhead (Saggitaria latifolia) Excellent Excellent they were still a negligible component of the entire
Lizard’s tail (Saururus cereus) Poor Non~ wetland plant community after three years. Competition
Common three square (Scimus amedcanus) Good Excellent from volunteer species and preferential waterfowl graz-
Soft stem bulrush (Scirpus validus) Excellent Good ing may explain this pattern.
Wild rice (Zizania aquatica) Excellent Limited Cattails, which are notorious for invading and domi- ’

hating shallow water, had established themselves in
50% of the planting clusters, but were present in rela-
tively low densities (three plants per square meter).      ~
Shenot concluded that planting clusters were a useful
method to improve the quality and diversity of the

1. Various exotic grasses (Graminea) 75% aquatic bench, both for existing ponds and newly-
2. Soft rush (duncus effusus) 55% constructed ponds. Longer-term monitoring will be
3. Fox sedge (Carex vulpinoides) 33% needed, however, to determine the ultimate trajectory
4. Other sedges (Carex so.) 33% and composition of the planted wetland community
5. Smartweeds (Polygonum sp.) 33% along the aquatic bench ofstormwater ponds.
6. Most many-flowered aster (Aster spp.) 30% --TRS
7. False nettle (Boehmeda cylinddca) 30%
8. Rice cutgrass (Leersia oryzoides) 30% Reference
9. Va. bugleweed (Lycopus virginicus) 30% Shenot, J. 1993.AnAnalysisofWetlandPlantingSuc-
10. S0ike rush (Eleochatfs spp.) 22% cess at Three Stormwater Management Ponds in

Defined as percentage of stations where the species was recorded as one of Montgome~.Co., MD. M.S. Thesis. Univ. of Mary-
the five most numerically dominant species at the station. N = 40. ]and, 114 pp.
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Technical ,’Vote #102from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1). 597-600

Roturn to t. ko Me¢ rrons
Does the performance of wetlands hold up over time?

H ow well does the pollutant removal perfor- Oberts returned to a Minnesota pond/wetland sys-
mance of ponds and wetlands hold up overtem that he had first investigated nearly a dozen years
time? Some have speculated that it must de-before. The Lake McCarrons system consists of two

cline, while others assume that itremains constant. Untilmain stormwater treatment areas: a wet pond with a
recently, however, there has been no monitoring datatosurface area of about 2.5 acres, and a six-acre linear
answer the question. Almost all pond and wetlandwetland composed of five cells (Figure 1). The entire
monitoring studies have been one-time "snapshots"system provided about 0.32 inches of treatment stor-
taken over a few years at most, and usually right afterage, with about 40% allocated to the pond and 60% to
construction. Thus, any assumption about the futurethe wetland cells. The treatment system had a large
performance ofa stormwater pond or wetlandis simplycontributing drainage area (736 acres) which was 27%
an assumption. A recent study by Gary Oberts (1997)impervious. The predominant land use was single fam-
and his colleagues, however, sheds more light on whatily residential homes, interspersed with some commer-
we can expect about the long term performance ofcial development and highways.
stormwater ponds and wetlands.

Wetland cell

Upstream wet
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Located near the twin cities of Minneapolis and St.compared to the winter months. The very. high phos-
Paul, the McCarrons system experiences cold and snowyphorus removal (70%) was believed to be due in part to
winterconditions. Whileannualprecipitation is modestthe sapric peat subsoils that were exposed during the
(about 26 inches rainfall equivalent), much of it occursexcavation of the system. These subsoils contained
as snow--about 50 inches each year. Cold winter tern-high amounts of peat and organic matter which may
peraturespresentamajorperformancechallengeforthehave been important binding sites for phosphorus, at
system. A two foot thick layer of ice usually forms overleast until the soils were either saturated or buried.
the pond every winter, and ice also covers the wetland

Ten years later. Oberts and his colleagues returned
cells. The melt of the watershed snowpack creates a

to Lake McCarrons, and sampled 35 storm and snow-
major runoffevent in the spring, at atime when much of

melt events over a22-month period, as well as quarterlythe system is still frozen and outlet structures are
baseflowqualitysamples. Heemployedessentiallytheobstructed by ice.
same sampling effort and monitoring methods as were

Runoff and snowmelt events dominate the waterusedinthefirststudy, and therefore could compare how
balance at the McCarrons system (72% of total flow),pollutant removal rates had changed over time.
Baseflow, which averages about 0.3 cfs, comprises the The pond/wetland system and its catchment had
remainder of the total annual flow. About 10% of thechanged in several ways in the I0 years since the fu’st
total flow was lost as it traveled through the system,

monitoring study. In particular, about 100 acres of new
presumably due to evaporation and infiltration, drainage area was connected to the system which fed

The McCarrons system was constructed in 1985into the system downstream of the headwater detention
and its performance was intensively ~ampled over thepond. Another small inlet pipe was directly connected
nexttwo years (Oberts and Osgood, 1988). The originalto the last wetland cell in the system, which resulted in
monitoring effort consisted of automated sampling ofshort-circuiting of this runoff through the system. In
2 ! rainfall and four snowmelt events, as well as fouraddition, several berms that tbrmed the individual wet-
baseflow samples. The pond system exhibited remark-land cells had eroded, and flow across the entire wetland
ably high pollutant removal over this period, particu-had begun to channelize. On the plus side, the main
larly given that the winter conditions and the loss of l 8pond cell had been dredged to its original dimensions
percent of the pond capacity due to sediment deposi-shortly before the second round of monitoring began
tion from upstream construction (Table 1). The reduc-(at a cost of $50,000).
tionin sediment, phosphorus andnitrogen masswas 96. The wetland community has also changed signifi-70 and 58%, respectively. In each case, the removal of

cantly over the years. Wetland species that had beenthe McCarrons system wasabout 15 to20%higherthan
originally planted in the cells were largely supplanted

thenationalaverageperformance forpondandwetland
bv invasive species, such as cattail, reed canary, grass.systems (see article 64).
purple loosestrife and duckweed. A recent wetland

Nutrient removal was slightly greater in the pondplant inventory indicated that 17 plant species were
than in the wetland cells, and during summer months-asnow colonizing the emergent zone. half of which were

invasive species. Relict populations of bulrush, water
lilies and water irises that were part of the original
wetland planting plan could still be found in a few
places. The characteristics of the wetland sediments
had also changed substantially in the intervening years.

1985 - 1986 1995-1996 Both iron and aluminum concentrations in pond and
Parameter Study I*/*) Study (%) wetland sediments had declined sharply since 1985,

indicating that the bottom sediments had lost much of
Total suspended solids 96 66 their capacity, to adsorb phosphorus.
Volatile suspended solids 95 56 Oberts found that the performance of the McCarrons
Total phosphorus 70 4 system had clearly dec lined during the second monitor-

ing study. The mass reduction of sediment, phospho-Dissolved phosphorus 45 23 rus and nitrogen dropped to 66, four and 33%, respec-
Chemical oxygen demand 80 32 tively (Table 1). Most of the pollutant removal occurred
TKN 55 19 in the pond rather than the wetland, with the exception

Nitrate 63 68
of nitrogen. Pollutant removal during storm events at
McCarrons was generally within the range of pollutant

Total nitrogen 58 33 removal for other pond and wetland systems (Table 2).
Lead 93.2 not measured Removal during snowmelt events was slightly lower.

Zinc not measured 38
Pollutant removal was greatest during the onset of
snowmelt, but declined sharply and even became nega-
tive during the later stages of the melt.
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The primal’ factor causing the decline in pollutant
removal rates from 1985 to 1995 was the fact that the
system became"leakier" in between storm events. This
behavior is best exemplified by the export of total
phosphorus under baseflow conditions (Figure 2). In Storm event Snowmelt event
1985, total phosphorus removal was consistently high Parameter removal (%) removal (%)
during storms but was essentially zero during baseflow
conditions. While storm removal remained fairly high Total suspended solids 78 76

during the 1995 study, a substantial mass of total Total phosphorus 38 35
phosphorus was exported during baseflow conditions Dissolved phosphorus 52 36
(total phosphorus removal was an astounding negative
344%). The baseflow total phosphorus concentration Chemical oxygen demand 48 42

out ofthe system doubled from 1985 to 1995, andwasTKN 39 26
actually higher than the average concentration leaving Nitrate-N 60 48
the system during storms (Table 3).

Total nitrogen 42 29
Oberts also measured the delta-T or change in

stormwater and baseflow temperature as it flowed
through the system. He found that the system increased Another stormwater practice that has been sampled
the average flow temperature by nine degrees Fahren-at two separate points in time was located in a much
heir during the productive summer months. Interest-warmer climate--a Florida pond/wetland system origi-
ingly, the warm discharge from the system had a strongnally monitored by Martin and Smoot (1986) and subse-
influence on the limnologyof Lake McCarrons. ThequentlymonitoredaboutsevenyearslaterbyGain(1996).
warmerstormwater flowsdidnotmixthroughthewaterThis retrospective study also concluded that sediment
column, butinsteadremainedintheepilimnion.orupperand nutrient removal declined sharply as the system
part of the lake. Since the stormwater phosphorusaged, and in many cases, became negative (Table 4). It
concentrationswerehigh, this ledtohigheralgalgrowthshould be noted that Gain’s retrospective analysis was
in the lake than would have otherwise occurred, plagued by problems that make it hard to make an exact
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controlled retrospective studies are needed at other
ponds and wetlands before this finding can be gen-
eralized. But in the meantime, prudent watershed
managers should reevaluate their assumption that the
long term pollutant removal ofstormwater practices is

Parameter Stormflow Baseflow constant, and possibly consider "discounting" re-
moval rates when formulating watershed plans orTotal suspended solids 22.6 14.0 (10.0) TMDLs.

Total phosphorus 0.25 0.32 (0.16) The study of the Lake McCarrons system :is not
Dissolved phosphorus 0.13 0.08 (0.06) over. In the next few years, the wetland will be exten-

sively"repaired," possibly by reconfiguring the wet-TKN 1.42 1,47 (1.23) land berms, removal or burial of saturated soils, re-
Nitrate 0.27 0,21 (0.31) grading of wetland swales to reduce channelization

and installation of a new inlet structure from the pondTotal nitrogen 1.64 1.68 (1.54) to the wetland. Oberts plans a third monitoring effort
Zinc 0.009 < 0.009 to test whether the wetland repair will actually im-

prove pollutant removal rates for the system.

Note: Numbers in parentheses reflect baseflow means for the 1985-1986 --.T~
monitoring study for comparison purposes
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the Florida pond was clear. The modest reduction in
nutrient loads was offset by a modest export from the
wetland. Some evidence was found for internal nutrient
recycling within both the pond and wetland.

Summary

The return to Lake McCarrons suggests that the
pollutant removal performance of pond/wetlands may
not hold up over time, especially for wetlands, an~
particularly forphosphorus. While the removal rates for
the pond component also declined, the drop was not
nearly as great as the wetland. Many more carefully
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Technical ,Vote #9from IVaeershed Protection Techniques. 1(1)." 23

Nutrient Dynamics and Plant Diversity
in Stormwater Wetlands

T he performance of two stormwater wetlandmost of the marsh after three years, but did not crowd
systems in the coastal plain of Maryland wereout the other species. They formed a kind of structural
monitored over a two year period by Athanasmatrix that many other species appear to exploit. The

and Stevenson (1991 ). The wetland plant communitymean above-ground biomass in the stormwater wetland
was established by planting at one site (Queen Anne)after two years was about 350 grams dry weight per
and volunteer colonization at the second (Washingtonsquare meter. The greatest unit biomass was recorded
Business Park). in saturated soils not inundated (above normal pool).

The 0.6 acre Queen Anne stormwaterwetland treated A series of monitoring problems prevented the
runoff from a 16 acre catchment containing the roof,computation of pollutant removal performance at the
parking areas, and ballfields of a high school. AboutWashington Business Park "volunteer" stormwater
30% of the wetland’s surface area was in the 0 to-12 inchwetland. Based on a comparison of inflow and outflow
depth zone, with the remaining surface area in the- 12 toconcentrations, it did appear to be an effective faciliw,
-24 inch depth zone. A polyliner and six inch sand layerdespite much higher sediment and nutrient inputs. The
was placed on the bottom to prevent groundwaterplant community was dominated by cattails and corn-
intrusion. The wetlandwas planted with 4,000 plants ofmort reeds (Phragmites). The sedges, rushes and other
three species (common thre~ square, lizards tail, andemergent species found at the Queen Anne site were
duck potato (Saggitaria)) at an approximate density ofpoorly represented at the Washington Business Park.
0.7 plants/square foot. This presumably reflects the value of intentional plant-

The Queen Anne stormwater wetland was reason-ing and also perhaps greater sediment deposition.
abiy effective in removing sediment, total phosphorus --TRS
and total nitrogen from urban runoff(Table 1). Remov-Reference
able of soluble nutrient forms (ortho-P, ammonia and
nitrate) were frequently above 50%, whereas removal ofAthanas, C. and C. Stevenson. 1991. The Use ofA rtif!-

cial Wetlands in Treating Stormwater Runoffparticulate forms was slightly negative. This pattern
has been seen in many ponds and wetlands where both Prepared for the Maryland Sediment and Stormwa-

baseflow and stormflow performance monitoring is ter Administration. 66 pp.

conducted. The current explanation is that soluble
nutrient forms are taken up by algae and bacteria and are
then incorporated into particulate forms. Dueto intense
biological activity in the wetland during the growing
season there is a slight export of particulate nutrients in
the outflow from the wetland.

The authors felt that overall removal rates could Urban Percent ~have been higher, but the sand substrate on the bottom
Pollutant Mass Reduced

of the wetland did not contain enough organic matter to
provide the exchange sites to trap pollutants. The sand Total Suspended Solids 65.0
substrate was also impoverished with respect to alumi- Orthophosphorus 68.7
num and iron cations, which help to increase phospho- Total Dissolved Phosphorus 44.3
rus binding to sediments. A review of the outflow Total Organic Phosphorus -5.7
concentrations from the wetland after the fall plant Total Particulate Phosphorus 7.2
dieback did not reveal any pulse or spikes of dissolved Total Phosphorus 39.1
nutrient concentrations. Nitrate+Nitrite-Nitrogen 5,1.5

The plant community in the Queen Anne stormwa- Ammonia-Nitrogen (NH,) 55.8
ter wetland showed an interesting development pat- Total Organic Nitrogen -5.4
tern. While the planted species survived well, the emer- Total Particulate Nitrogen -5.0
gent marsh zone was invaded by cattails and spike rush, Total Nitrogen 22.8
along with other rushes, sedges ( Carex), and bonesetMass reauced for both ston’n and baseflow events
(Eupatorium perfoliatum). The cattail had spread to over 23 months

R0079930
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Technical Note #10from Watershed Protection Techniques. l tT ). 24-25

Adequate Treatment Volume Critical
in Virginia Stormwater Wetland

T he performance of a small stormwater wet-can be effective in removing pollutants from urban
land (0.3 acre) was assessed over a two yearstormwater, but need to be sized appropriately to ac-
period in suburban Northern Virginia. Thecommodategreaterrunoffvolumes.

wetland was created within an existing stormwater
The seasonal baseflow monitoring provided sev-detention basin that served a 40 acre residential and

eral interesting insights about the nutrient dynamics ofcommercial watershed (30% impervious). The total treat-
the wetland. First, no dramatic increase in soluble nutri-ment volume was not great, approximately 0.I
ents was experienced at the end ofthe growing seasonwatershed-inch of storage.
when the plants die back. A number of researchers have

The shallow wetland was planted with container-predicted that large nutrient pulses could be expected
grown common three square, rice cutgrass, and arrow-from stormwater wetlands at the end of the growing
head at a density of one plant per four square feet.season. In fact, the highest soluble phosphorus con-
Waterlily and spatterdock were planted in the deepercentrations leaving the wetland in baseflow were wit-
zones of the marsh as well. The performance of thenessed in the summer.
wetlandwas characterized by continuous flow compos-

During much of the year, the wetland tended to beite sampling of 23 storm events, as well as routine
a slight exporter of paniculate phosphorus and nitro-baseflow monitoring. In addition, the investigators

examinedtheseasonalnulrientdynamicsinthewetland’s
gen. Apparently, the wetland "packaged" soluble nu-

biomass, trient forms into paniculate ones through algal or plant
uptake which were subsequently exported fi’om the

The large input of stormwater from all storms ap-wetland. Pan of the reason for the lack of a pronounced
peared to overwhelm the capacity of the wetland tonutrient pulse at the end of the growing season may be
remove nutrients (Table 1). Removal was low or nega-that most of the plant nutrients were located below the
tive for most forms of phosphorus and nitrogen. Thesediment surface of the wetland.
wetland also was a net exporter of zinc and aluminum.

The researchers also made an attempt to determineRemoval of suspended solids was only moderate (62%).
the fate of above-ground plant biomass using"litterbags"

The wetland performed much better during smaller(mesh bags containing wetland plant matter that are
storms (defined as storms generating runoff volumesmeasured over time to determine the rate ofdecompo-
smaller than the 0.1 watershed-inches of storage pro-sition). They concluded that 40 to 65% of the above-
¯ vided by the wetland). In fact, nutrient and sedimentground plant biomass (and nutrients) could be retained
removal rates frequently exceeded 60 to 70%. Thisin the wetland, and that the wetland was accumulating
finding strongly suggests that stormwater wetlandsorganic matter and nutrients over time.

The development of the wetland plant community in
the first three years after its creation was recorded.
Wetland plants quickly took over all the shallow depth
zones and grew rapidly in biomass (200-600 gms ash free
dry weight/m:). The wetland plant species coverage
after two years is reported by depth zone in Table 2.Pollutant Small Storms All Storm,~ Eighteen volunteer species had become well estab-

Ortho-phosphorus 59% -5.5% lished in the wetland after two years. Cattails, spike
Total Soluble Phosphorus 66% -8.2% rush, and duckweed were the most dominant invading

species (the first two species were thought to be presentTotal Phosphorus 76% 8.3% in the seedbank of the site prior to construction).
Ammonia-Nitrogen 68% -3.4% Of the planted species, rice cutgrass had greatlyTotal Suspended Solids 93% 62.0% expanded its coverage in the shallowest depth zonesTotal Kjeldahl N 81% 15.0% (zero to six inches) after two growing seasons. Both
Nitrate+Nitrite N 68% 1.2% spatterdock and water lily expanded their coverage into
Total Nitrogen 76% -2.1% the deeper areas. Interestingly, the investigators be-

lieved that the spatterdock was displacing cattails by
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the end of the growing season. While common
three-square (Scirpus americanis) was still present in
the plant community, it did not greatly expand its
coverage in the first two years.

Although this undersized stonnwater wetland did Depth Zone in
not perform well, the study did provide several insights Created Wetland Dominant Species-- % Cover*
into better stormwater design. Clearly, additional treat-
mentvolume beyond0.1 watershed-incheswasneeded0-6 inches above normal pool duncus effusus (soft rush) -- 70%
to assure good removal during larger storm events.
Second, performance was compromised bv both sedi-0-6 inches below normal pool Leersia OFzoides (rice cutgrass) -- 61%

¯ Eleochat~s obtusa (spikerush) -- 29%
merit deposition (loss of capacity) and resuspension.
Perhaps a sediment forebay near the inlet might have6-12 inches below normal pool Typha tatifofia/augustifolia (cattail) -- 45%

improved overall performance. Eleochans -- 41%
Leersia -- 30%

On the positive side, the study showed that a
12-18 inches below normal pool Typha -- 68%

reasonably diverse wetland plant communities could Ludw~gia plustrus (water purslane) -- 16%
become rapidly established if a wide range of depth Eleochatfs -- 13%
zones were provided. Lastly, the study of the internal Lemna spp. (duckweed) -- 13%

plant nutrient dynamics indicated that most of the 18-30 inches below normal poolLemna spp. -- 100%
nun-ients taken up by the wetland plants are stored in Typha -- 90%
below-ground biomass or as organic detritus, and the Eleochar~s -- 50%

Nul~har ~ 50%much-feared end of season nutrient pulse may not be of
Nymphea odorata (water lily) -- 70%critical importance.

--TRS * percent of random 1 meter square quadrats where the indicated species was

Reference                                          present.

Occoquan Watershed Monitoring Lab and George
Mason University.. 1990. Final Project Report.
The Evalualion era Created Wetlandas an Urban
Best Management Practice. Northern Virginia Soil
and Water Conservation District. 170 pp.
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Technical Note #78from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(2): 377-379

Pollutant Removal by Constructed
Wetlands in an Illinois River Floodplain

R ivers and their floodplains have been dramati-
The Des Plaines River drains a watershed of 200

cally altered by man in the interest of floodsquare nules, 80% of which is agricultural and the
control or navigataon. Nowhere is this moreremainder urban. Four experimental wetlands (EWs)

evident than the urbanized Midwest. The Des Plaineswere placed in linear succession along the western bank
Raver, located near Chicago, is an excellent example. Theof the river containing dense emergent wetland ve,~e~:a-
riparian ecology of this river and its floodplain has beent’ion (Table 2). Ranging in s~ze fi’orn five to 8.6 acres-, and
severely altered by channelization over the last 50withmaxmaumdepthsoffivefeet.each wetland rece~ ed
years. Important fimctions such as flood control, wild-water diverted from the river through a pump a~nd
life habitat, wetlands and pollutant removal have allirrigation pipeline system. EWs three and fi’~e x~ere
been sharply diminished, subjected to high flow conditions ( 13 4 to 38.2 m x~k I,

Over the last 10 years, Hey and his colleagues (Heywhile EWs four and six received lower flows (2.8 to (~.3
et al., 1994a, 1994b; Mitsch et al., 1995; Sanville andin/wk).
Mitsch, 1994) have embarked on an ambitious effort to Pollutant levels were measured from flows ente,qn z
restore the drainage characteristics and habitat qualityand leaving each wetland. Since the wetlands receix e~
of the river, primarily through the construction of off-water from the same river source, only one inlet locat~on
line wetlands within the river’s floodplain. The wet-was necessary, to determine pollutant concenrratlons.
lands were designed to mimic the complex interactionAll total suspended solids (T$S) and nitrate-mtrogen
bev.veen a river and its floodplain. As part of the Desmeasurements reported by Hey et al. (1994a) were taken
Ptaines River Demonstranon Project (Table 1), Hey andduring the 1990 and 1991 grmvmg seasons I April through
Mitsch have independently analyzed the capability ofSeptember-Table 3). Phosphorous data reported by
the off-line wetlands to reduce sediment and nutrientMitsch et al. covered the ! 990- t 992 ~rowing seasons.
levels found in river runoff. ~

Location: Upper Des Plaines River, Wadsworth, IL (35 miles north of Chicago)
Land use: 80% agriculture, 20% urban

Watershed: 200 mi2

Objectives: ¯ restore presettlement flora and fauna
¯ restore drainage characteristics associated with original creeks and

floodplains
¯ create diverse wetland habitat

Partie$involved: Wetland Research, Inc.
IL Dept. of Energy & Natural Resources
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Lake County Forest Preserve District
Wetlands: 8 man-made wetlands ranging in size from 4.0 to 11.2 acres in size (data from

4 wetlands are in this Technical Note)

Pollutants: Point and nonpoint; primarily sediment and nutrients
Finalproducts: ¯ design manual laying out the conditions for creating wetlands

¯ operations manual describing methods and procedures for managing
recreated wetlands (water level controls, public health, and pests)

¯ hour-long documentar~ on before and after conditions
¯ living example of the benefits wetlands can provide to a modern society
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(Cattails
Reed canarygrass
Knotweed Des Plaines River
Northern water plantain
Muskgrass
Red rooted spikerush Road
Water or marsh purslane
Sago pondweed
Broad-leaf arrowhead
Softstem bulrush*

* introcluced to EWs 3 and 4 in 1989: flourishes in
deepwater areas

The experimental wetlands showed great promise.
Outlet concentrations of each pollutant were signifi-
cantly lower than the concentrations found in the river
water prior to wetland treatment (Table 3). Despite
variable nutrient loading rates each year, the pollutant
removal efficiencies were rather high, otten greater than

o
80% (Table 4). Sediment settled out within the confines
of the wetland, and of the TSS not removed through
wetland processes, an average of 36% was converted l

to volatile compounds.

High removal rates were also reported forphospho-
rous, with 1992 data showing greater removal efficiency
in the low-flow wetlands. Biological uptake and settling
of phosphorous-bound solids accounted for the major-
ity of its removal during the study. One factor believed
to contribute to total phosphorus (TP) and TSS outlet
concentrations was the resuspension of sediments by
foragihg fish. This speculation is partially supported by
generally lower outlet TSS and TP concentrations dur-
ing the 1991 growing season, after carp had been
removed from the sites. The constructed wetlands also
showed an ability to remove nitrate-N. Outlet concen- TSS (rag/L) Nitrate-N (rag/L)
trations from the constructed wetlands were tempe- 1990 n
rabte to concentrations observed in a natural system. Inlet 78.1 1.87

The high mass removal and consistently low outlet EW3 6.8 0.54
concentrations led Hey et el. (1994a) to reason that the EVV4 13.7 0.24
experimental wetlands had not yet been loaded to full
saturation capacity. Based on 1990 hydraulic loading EW5 5.8 0.53

rates to the experimental wetlands, Hey et el. (1994b) EW6 8.1 0.32

estimated that similar water quality improvement could
be achieved in other northeastern Illinois watersheds if 1991

one to 5% of the watershed could be devoted to off-line Inlet 102.1 1.22

wetlands located in the floodplain. EW3 7.2 0.23

However, 1992 data revealed a slight decrease in EW4 7.3 0.10
phosphorus removal efficiencies, causing Mitsch et el. EW5 4.9 0.18
to cautiously raise the question of whether the wetland EW6 6.3 O. 18
sediments might be beginning to experience phospho-
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1992

TSS* Nitrate-N* TP* TP** TSS* Nitrate-N* TP* TP** TP**
EW3 79 79 66 63 95 86 89 86 53

~
EW4 77 39 52 81 94 95 98 98 87

t

EW5 92 80 75 63 99 92 99 96 78EW6       ~100       99        99        99        ~99        99       ~100       99        83

Heyetal.,1994a
~ Mitschetal.,1995

rous saturation. In the future, researchers plan to in-flood elevations. In addition, they may require constant
crease hydraulic loading rates to the wetlands in anmaintenance and power to direct river water into the
effort to more fully ascertain their long-term pollutantfloodplain, and then back into the river.
removal potential. Such continued efforts can help
resolve the questions of whether constructed wetlands -RL O/TRS
have a limited life span for consistently treating pollut-
ant-laden waters and how much watershed area shouldReferences
be devoted to floodplain wetlands to protect waterHey, D.L.,A.L. Kenimer, andK.R. Barrett. 1994a."Wa-
quality. Long-term monitoring ofpollutantremoval and ter Quality Improvement by Four Experimental
changes in wetland plant communities will be useful to Wetlands." Ecological Engineering 3:381-397.
managers considering riverine "floodplain" wetl~

Hey, D.L., K.R. Barrett, C. Biegen. 1994b. "The Hydrol-as a large-scale watershed protection technique in
ogy ofFour Experimental Constructed Wetlands..,rivers dominated by nonpoint source pollution.
Ecological Engineering 3:319-343.

The Des Plaines River experience suggests that
Mitsch, W.J.,J.K. Cronk, X. Wu, R.W. Nairn, andD L.reconnecting a river to its floodplain via constructed

Hey. 1995. hosphorus Retentxon in Constructedwetland systems can be an effective watershed protec-
Freshwater Riparian Marshes." EcologicalAppli-tion technique in developed communities where rivers
c ’ "have been extensively channelized in the past and little attorts 5(~): 830-845.

land area is available for wetland construction in theSanville, W. and W.J. Mitsch (eds). ! 994. "Creating
headwaters of the watershed. In addition to significant Freshwater Marshes in a Ripariar, ~andscape: Re-
pollutant removal, the wetlands can also provide greater search at the Des Plaines River Wetlands Demon-
fish and wildlife habitat, and possibly greater flood stration Project." Ecological Engineering 3, spe-
control storage. However, such systems need to be cial issue.
carefully designed so that they do not increase local
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Technical Note #53 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (4): 210-213

Pollutant Dynamics Within Stormwater
Wetlands: I. Plant Uptake

p lants in a constructedwetland function to physi- The data were analyzed separately for roots and
cally slow the flow of water and cause suspendedshoots and pooled for whole plant uptake. South Base
particles to fall out; provide a substrate on whichPond plants and sediments were compared with uncon-

associated microbes assimilate organics, metals, andtaminated controls. Summarized results for cattail are
nutrients; and take up pollutants from the sediment intopresented in Table 1.
the roots. It is arguable whether this last function is Of the five species at South Base wetland, cattail
really desirable in either constructed or natural wet-was most efficient at taking up pollutants. While con-
lands, centrations of lead, zinc, and TPH were actually highest

A key management question is whether pollutantsin bureed tissue, cattail was more vigorous and there-
that are deposited in wetland sediments are incorpo-fore had the greatest pollutant uptake per area of cover.
rated into wetland plant tissue. Will toxic metals andPollutant concentrations were also high in spike-rush
hydrocarbons interfere with plant growth and nutrienttissue but this species ranked fourth in vigor. Whether
uptake? Pollutants that are de.posited in the stormwaterthis or any species was growing at less than full poten-
wetland can remain in the pond muck, be taken up bytial because ofits high pollutant uptake is aquestion not
plant roots below ground, or be taken up into the shootsaddressed in this study.
(Figure I ). Will nutrients be released back into the water Previous research has indicated that metal uptake is
when the plants die back in the fall? Is there a risk thatspecies specific, and for most aquatic plants the bulk of
waterfowl that feed on wetland plants will be affected?pollutants are stored in the roots and not the stems and
Which plants are most sensitive to metal pollutants andleaves (although zinc is more mobile than lead (Lepp,
which are most efficient at accumulating pollutants? A1981)). This finding was confirmed for the five wetland
study by the city of Seattle (1993) addresses some ofplants at South Base. The key result of this study is that
these questions, concentrations of TPH, zinc, and lead were higher in the

The South Base bus maintenance site is a goodroot than the shoot (Figure 2). Biofiltration by plants
example of a hydrocarbon "hotspot" in the sense thatonly works if the pollutants are settling to the bottom--
whilegoodstormwaterpracticesareinplaceandthesiteplants do not take up appreciable amounts from the
is well managed, it is an area of high impervious cover
and vehicular traffic: 18.5 acres of vehicle maintenance
area and parking lots. The city converted a dry deten-
tion pond to a 0.56 acre constructed wetland in 1988 in
order to improve outflow water quality and study plant Sediments, nutrients, trace metals, and hydrocar-
uptake of zinc, lead, and total petroleum hydrocarbons bons enter the pond during storms. The pollutant

(TPH). Five plant species were chosen for intensive load vanes depending on the land use near the

study: common cattail (Typhalatifolia), water flag (Iris pond. Pollutant particles are deposited in the muck
" layer, where they are usually bound (1). Some

pseudacorus), burreed (Sparganium sp. ), blunt spike- pollutants may migrate further. Studies show that
rush (Eleocharis ovata), and hardstembulrush (Scirpus plants uptake metals in the sediments into the
acutus) which grew in mono~pecific stands inthepond, roots (2). A ve~ small concentration of metals

Both the amount of pollutants taken up and the area emers via the water column and a small concentra-
covered by the different species were measured in order tion leaves the roots to enter the shoots (3).
to find the species that is most efficient for pollutant
rein oval (having highest uptake per area of cover). Daily
and seasonal changes in water level, rainfall, and plant
biomass were recorded. During the summer, whole plant
specimens were harvested, and samples of above- and "~ ~
below-ground tissue and surrounding soil underwent ~
chemical analysis. Samples were analyzed for lead, zinc, : I~
TPH, nitrogen, and phosphorus.
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However, it must be noted that South Base Pond is a
newly constructed wetland, and few studies exist con-
cerning pollutant fate in aged wetlands. It is not known

TPH Lead Zinc what happens to root pollutants as perennial plants age.

Roots* 2,867 17.2 125 The whole plant, including the root, eventually dies,

S hoots* ,516 1.37 31 and pollutants may be given offalong with the decaying
material. Even before decay, a point may be reachedSoils" 3,907 107 292

Pond muck where living root tissue begins to leak. Indeed, root
from typical leakiness (membrane permeability to ions) is aggra-
urban wetland** ND 330 163 vated by uptake of zinc (Lepp, 1981 ).

*average of means from three sampling dates According to Shutes et al. (1993), pollutant-laden

**Schueler, 1995 plants need not be harvested because the pond muck
will be covered by less-polluted incoming sediment.
This cannot be expected at a hotspot site like South

water column. Roots not only directly take up pollutantsBase where incoming sediment is always contaminated.
but also oxidize surrounding soil, enabling microbes toSites like these must undergo periodic dredging of at
assimilate pollutants, least the forebay to remove overly polluted sediment. If

It might seem that because these pollutants area particular site is known to receive heavy, metals and
stored in the roots and rhizomes of plants, we need notpetrochemicals then some thought should be given to
be concerned about risks to animals that consume thewhether it is desirable to attract wildlife by providing
vegetation (unless the roots are eaten) or export offood plants--especially edible roots. At any rate, it is
pollutants to water supplies when the shoots die back.generally agreed that wetlands not be used as the first

t t

1

For some pollutants and some species the combined pollutant concentration from the whole plantmroot plus shoot---~s still
significantly less than what is lef~ in the surrounding soil while in other cases just the reverse is true Po utant uptake is species
specific. However, note that in all cases, including those’ not shown, pollutant concentration was hig~,er, in below-ground material
(roots) than in the emergent vegetation (shoots). In most cases, the level of pollutants in shoots from the stormwater pond were
not much different from unpolluted controls; Zn in burreed is an exception.
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~nfiow

LEGEND

Mean water level Sitka Red alder

[] Juncus effusus and

[]
Eleocharis spp.

Iris Pseudacorus

[--]
Typha Latifolia

¯
Sparganium sp.

interceptor of stormwater. Constructed wetlands in County. Metro’s 11 constructed wetlands. Vegetation is
high-hydrocarbon sites should be placed in series afterwell established. Permanent and transient wildlife--
otherdevicessuchasthecoalescingplateorAPIwater/ ducks, songbirds, mammals, reptiles - have been oh-
oil separators at this site. served using the pond. There are no amphibians and

The following recommen.dations emerged fi’om thefish, as the pond dries up in September.
South Base study: Three years of outflow monitoring show consis-

I. C~ntrol the source of pollutants (especially oil tently low concentrations of TPH and Pb and Cu. Zn is
spills) where possible. Place a primary treatmentas high as 330 ppb but averages 80 ppb; fluctuations

system, such as a sand filter or detention pond, are non-seasonal. The pond becomes anaerobic and
prior to the marsh and install floating booms on odiferous in dry periods.
the deep forebay of the marsh. Create a deep __jMc
forebay that can be accessed for future dredging
if necessary. References

2. Create a gentle pond slope for good plant estab-Koeppe, D. E. (Chapt. 2) and J. C. Collins (Chapt 5) In:
lishment and diversity. Design for moderate water Effect of Heav~.’ Metal Pollution on Plants (vol. 1,
level fluctuations. Most wetland plants thrive in ed. N. W. Lepp), N J: Applied Science Pub. 1981.
consistently shallow water.

Schueler, T. 1995. "Pollutant Dynamics of Pond Muck."
3. Plant primarily rhizomatous perennials with long WateshedProtection Techniques 1 (2): 39-46.

growing seasons.
Seattle Metro. 1993. South Base Pond Report: The

4. Use cattail near the inflows. Prevent this species Response of Wetland Plants to StormwaterRunoff
from taking over the whole marsh by thinning and From a Transit Base. Pub. No. 775, August i 993.
harvesting immature fruit. Choose adjacent spe-
cies that are not likely to be shaded out (Figure 3). Shutes, R.B.,J.B. Ellis, D.M. Revitt. andT. T. Zhang.

1993. "The Use ofT, vpha latifolia for Heavy Metal

Ul:flate Pollution Control in Urban Wetlands." Constructed
Wetlands for Water Quality hnprovement, ed. G. A.

Plans are being made for.the harvesting and dredg- Moshiri, CRC Press.
ing of South Base and an overall management of King
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Technical Note #54from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4). 214-216

Pollution Dynamics Within Stormwater
Wetlands: I1. Organic Matter

W etland designers use basic parameters such Existing data on the nutrient removal rates ofstorm.
as surface area, rainfall frequency, inputwater ponds and wetlands vary considerably due to the
concentrations, and overflow rates to de-differences in type, location, size, maintenance, or age

sign wetlands to achieve a desired nutrient removal rate.of the wetlands. "Wetlands" span the continuum from
While this approach has proven effective for secondaryordinary wet ponds to carefully planted marshes. Some
wastewater treatment, much less is known about wet-argue that the vegetation in constructed wetlands is
lands designed for stormwaterrunoff, superfluous because the nutrient removal depends

Great variation exists in the pollution pathways ofonly on the surface area of muck. By examining sedi-
stormwater runoff. "Black box" studies of constructedment, water (plankton), and vegetation pathways sepa-
wetlands, in which inflow and outflow concentrations rately, we can identify the key components in a storm-
are measured to yield the mass balance, tell us part ofwater wetland design.
the story. We still don’t really know where exactly in Controlled experiments with mesocosms make it
the system the bulk of nutrients are being removed,possible to both study individual nutrient pathways in
Pollutant pathway studies in mesocosms can tell usisolation and control inflow nutrient concentrations to
more about the relative importance of the individualsee how removal pathways respond to input concentra-
nutrient removal processes (e.g., filtration, adsorption,tions. If enough data are gathered, equations can be
ion exchange, assimilation, denitrification) and conse-derived which water quality, managers can actually use
quently the suitability of one wetland design or anotherto predict the efficiency and load capability of different
for storrnwater treatment, wetland designs.

Phosphate P
Eft.

Summer
Plants 270 96 246 93 202 72(growing in sediment)
Sediment alone 188 76 210 87 185 78(unvegetated)
Plants alone* 20 6 0
Water column 55 22 155 65 86 37(plankton)

Fall
Plants 145 35 285 75 281 73
Sediment alone 72 17 164 43 228 68
Plants alone* 18 32 5
Water column 8 3 64 30 11 4

* Not physically measurable, for comparison only, obtained by subtracting sediment alone from sediment plus plants.
Note: Efficiencies but not rates can be compared between seasons since different influx concentrations were used

(0,5 mg/I in summer and 1.5 mg/I in fall for each nutrient),
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Are Wetland Plants Really Necessa~?
There are multiple removal pathways in pond sedi_ 1. Sedimentation (not studied) 3. Plant uptake

ments: pollutants may be broken down throughphysi- 2. Microorganism processes 4. Uptake by plankton
cal and biological processes in the top muck layer and
parent soils underneath, some pollutants return to the
water column, and nutrients are taken up by plants
(Figure i). In one mesocosm experiment (Johengen
and LaRock, 1993), vegetation rooted in sediment was
found to be effective at removing nitrogen and phos-
phorus, but so was unvegetated sediment. In another
mesocosm experiment, Crumpton (1993) found little
difference between mesocosm cells with plants and
those containing unvegetated sediments. Indeed, the
amount of nitrate removed could be predicted solely as
a function o fthe inflow concentration. The living plants
themselves accounted for little of the nitrogen removal
through uptake (Table 1). However, the removal pro-
cesses that occur in the sediment are dependent on the
deposition of organic matter, which increases as the
vegetation becomes more established. The plants pro-
vlde a necessary litter layer and aerobic zone for rmcro-
bial activity, and more significantly, the supply ofor-
gamc carbon (decaytng plants) to promote the denitri-
fication process.

Bare or newly planted wetlands can be jump-started
m effect by adding "detritus" (such as hay or leaf litter)
in the first season. Thereafter, stormwater wetlands are ¯
self-sustaimng, high-capacity nitrogen removers, un- []
like wastewater wetlands which operate on a different

[]
prmcipaY. In this sense, the vegetation is essential to
the system. Mature vegetated wetlands have a removal
capacity that is as much as five times higher than the
unvegetated zones (Crumpton, personal communica-
tion). Because it is the supply of organic carbon that
determines nutrient removal- much more so than uptake
by livfng plants - nitrogen removal can be expected to
continue after the plants have died back in the fall,
except where the soil is completely frozen.

The contribution of the substmte micro-organisms
m phosphate removal is also stressed in these studies Nitrate Ammonium Phosphate
(Figure 2, Table 1). Like nitrate removal, phosphate
removal rates are greater in the sediments tha~ in the Note: Based on removal efficiency data from Table 1, averaged for
water column. Phosphate removal in vegetated andsummer and fall.
unvegetated sediment remains high in the fall, after the
plants have died back. In the vegetated sediment experi-
ments, the sediment accounted for 80 to 100% of the
phosphorus removal (Johengen and LaRock, 1993).

in wetlands but few actual measurements of denitrifica-
How Much Nitrogen Can a Wetland Take?           tion have been made. In controlled mesocosms,

The chemicalconditions suitable for the denitrifica-Crumpton found that the denitrification rate was only
tion process that converts nitrate to nitrogen gas existlimited by the amount of nitrate put in; a higher influx

resulted in higher nitrate processing. It would at first
seem unlikely that removal could continue indefinitely.1 Nitrogen in sewage wastewater is in the form of ammo-
In Crumpton’s mesocosms, a dose of 8 mg/1 N wasnium, not nitrate. Ammonium denitrificatJon requires aero-

bic conditions- the reason for aerating devices in some of completely removed in five days and 20 mg/l was re-
these systems. Also, the phosphorus in the wastewater moved in seven days--a tinae period within the re
system will be higher than in a typical stormwater wetland, dence time of a .typical wetland.

R0079940
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Johenegen and LaRock, 1993 Crumpton, 1993

Site Jackson Co., Florida Iowa State Univ. Experimental Farm

Type Newly constructed filtration Impoundment/artificial marsh 1. Array of 48 mini-wetlands (polyethylene ceils) contain-
built on stream, designed to receive stormwater from urban- ing planted cattail. 2. Bench-top micro-chambers for
ized watershed: "mesocosms" are Plexigtass isolation cham- sediment-only study.
bets (Figure

Dimensions 25-ha marsh 45 cm deep (avg), 2 m deep ouffall pool. Wetland ceils: 3.35 m diam., 90 cm deep, 60 cm soil
Microcosms: 2-in. diam. sealabte cells for tracer injection
into sediment and gas measurement

Soil Clay bottom, some detritus Obtained from a drained wetland

Vegetation Planted t~ontedaria, volunteer duckweed Planted cattails

Methodology isolation, controlled enrichment (nitrate, phosphate, amino- Mesocosms tested for repeatability and approximation to
nium), and sampling (for inorganic and organic solids, total natural systems after one growing season; static and
phosphorus and nitrogen, ammonium and nitrate, ortho- flow-through wetland cells given controlled enrichment,
phosphate, chlorophyll-a, and dissolved oxygen) of bare concentration of nitrate in water measured. Bench-top
sediment, plankton in water column, and aquatic plants sediment-only cells iniected with isotope tracer to mea-
(rooted.in sediment) in Plexiglass chambers; values of nutrient sure denitnfication rate.
uptake from these isolated pathways Compared with overall
inflowloutflow measurement.

Results ° pH and dissolved oxygen not a factor in nutrient removal ° Nitrate removal in wetlands can be modeled based
¯ Plant systems mosteffective in removing nitrogen (amino- solely on nitrate influx and diffusion path from anaero-

nium and ammonia the same) blc sediment to surface "
¯ Sediment most effective in removing phosphate, ammo- ¯ Decaying plant litter provides the site for denitrifica-

nium removed at a greater rate than ammoma tion
¯ Water column (plankton) removal efficiency poorer than ¯ Sealed microcosm expenments with labelled mtro-

plants and sediment (half the phosphate/; ammonium gen confirm that nitrate removal rate is linear and
assimilated over ammonia ~ncreases with ~ncreasmg influx concentration. Later

¯ High phosphorus removal capacity of the sediments sealed mesocosm results also confirm this.
makes possible nutrient removal at low N:P ratios

¯ Duckweed had significant N and P removal effect in
sediment and water column chambers but not in macro-
phyte chambers (probably out-competed)

¯ Removal rates in sediment and water column increased
with higher concentration

Crumpton conducted further studies for longer timeReferences
periods and at higher influx concentrations (30 m~l,

Crumpton, W. G., T. M. Isenhart, and S. W. Fisher. 1993.the upper limit of agricultural waste) and still saw a 10
"Fate of Non-Point Source Nitrate Loads in Freshto 25% daily nitrogen removal. Crumpton’s mesocosm
Water Wetlands: Results From Experimental Wet-

results suggest that well-designed stormwater wetlands
land Mesocosms." Constructed Wetlands for Watercan achieve higher nitrogen removal rates than are
Quali~. Improvement, ed. G. A. Moshiri, 632 pp.customarily measured in mass balance studies where
Lewis/CRC Press.removal seldom exceeds 40 to 50% (Schueler, 1994).

Longer residence times, a larger supply of organicJohengen, T. H., and P. A. LaRock. 1993. "Quantifying
matter, and shallower water depths all appear to be Nutrient RemovalProcessesWithinaConstructed
design variables worth pursuing. Wetland Designed to Treat Urban Stormwater

Runoff." Ecological Engineering 2: 347-366.

--JMC Schueler, T. R. 1994. "Review of Pollutant Removal
Performance of Stormwater Ponds and Wetlands."
Watershed Protection Techniques l ( 1 ): 17-19.
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Technical ,Vote #77from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(2). 374-376

Pollutant Removal Capability
of a "Pocket" Wetland

M ’any stormwater engineers now employ
small pocket ponds or wetlands to treat

. stormwater runoffgenerated by smaller de-
velopment sites. The term "pocket" refers to a pond or
wetland that has such a small contributing drainage area
that little or no baseflow is available to sustain water
elevations during dry weather. Instead, water eleva-
tions are heavily influenced and, in some cases, main-
tained by a locally high water table. Until recently, very
little was known about the pollutant removal perfor-
mance of pocket wetlands or ponds. However, recent
research and monitoring by Betty Rushton and Craig
Dye in southern Florida has greatly increased our
understanding of these systems. They recently com-
pleted a comprehensive analysis of a "pocket" wetland
draining a six-acre office park near Tampa Bay, Florida.
Their monitoring study examined storm dynamics and
pollutant behavior at the facility over a two-year inter-
val. In addition, they examined local groundwater inter-
actions, accumulation of priority pollutants in pond
sediments, and the pollutant chemistry of rainfall.

Constructed in 1986, the pond had a very small
surface area (0.32 acres), was sized to provide a half-inch
of runoff storage for water quality treatment, and had
additional temporary detention of larger storms for
peak-shaving purposes. Although the authors did not
report the impervious cover for the site, they did com-
pute a storm runoffcoefficient of 0.32.

Runoffto the pond was conveyed by a 200 foot long
grassed drainage channel, which may have provided
partial pretreatment. The shallow pond (maximum depth

wetland was strongly influenced by biological activity.of 18 inches) was sandwiched between two adjacent
For example, summer sampling showed a pronouncedforested wetlands and had a flat bottom (see Figure 1).
diurnal swing in dissolved oxygen in the pocket wet-Pond water levels fluctuated during the year, dryingoutland, with complete nighttime anoxia followed by a

entirely during the dry season and then filling to the full
18 inch depth in the normally wetter"summer" season,partial daytime recovery to about four to five mg/I.

Originally planted with arrowhead and pickerelweed, Rushton and Dye collected flow-weighted compos-
nearly 95% of the wetland surface area is now coveredite samples from the inflow and outflow of the pocket
by cattail and algal mats. wetland over 39 storm events over a two-year period.

The computed removal efficiency of the pocket wetland
For these reasons, the study pond can probably

is described in Table 1,andisexpressedintermsofbothbest be described as a pocket wetland, although it is
concentration and mass load reduction. In general, thetechnically considered a wet detention pond under
pocketwetlandexhibitedmoderatetohighcapabilitytoFlorida design guidelines. Hydrologic monitoring indi-

cated that the pocket wetland had a mean residence timeremove pollutants in stormwater runoff. Sediment, phos_
phorus and nitrate removal ranged from 50 to 70%.of 3.7 days on an annual basis, and a slightly shorter
Removal of ammonia, organic nitrogen and zinc, how-residence time (2.1 days) during the summer "rainy ever, was relatively modest, ranging from zero to 50%.

season." Physical monitoring indicated that the pocket This low removal may merely reflect the fact the incom-        R00799~9
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ing pollutant concentrations were quite low. often very.
close to the "’irreducible" concentration (Table 2). A
comparison of the pocket wetland’s effluent concentra-
tion with other national and regional estimates of the
"’irreducible" concentration appears to confirm this. In

Sampling Interval general, the authors reported pollutant removal rates for
Summer 6/90 6/90 the pocket wetland that generally fell within the mid-

Parameter 1989 to 6191 to 6/91 range ofpollutant removal estimates forotherlargerwet
ponds previously monitored in Florida.Number of Storms          8-11          23-27      23-27

Priority pollutant scans oPoottom sediments at bothRemoval Method      Change in EMC Change in EMC Mass Load
the inlet and the outlet generally indicated that thisTSS 71 57 55 relatively young wetland (three to five years old) hadTotal Phosphorus 46 57 65 not yet accumulated high levels of pollutants within itsOrtho-!~hosphorus 55 66 67 sediments. Only eight of 83 priority pollutants were

Nitrate-Nitrogen 70 67 65 detected in the two sediment samples. Low level detec-
Organic-Nitrogen (-20) 3 59 tions included several automotive-derived PAHs,
Ammonia-Nitrogen 44 20 39 (pyrene, flouranthene, benzo (b/k) flouranthene, and di-
Zinc 5 42 51 n-octyl-pthalate), as well as several priority pollutants

commonly associated with plastics or treated paper,
Notes: EMC = event mean concentration. Cadmium and Copper were also mea- and one persistent insecticide.

sured, but were not detected fre(:luently enough to calculate removal
efficiency. On-site samplers also recorded the chemistry of

rainfall atthe site, wh ich allowed for a direct comparison
of the concentration of pollutants present in rainfall
with those found in storm runoff. Table 3 presents their
findings. As can be seen, rainfall is often a primary, if not

Summer 6190
dominant, source of man5, pollutants of concern. For
example, rainfall concentrations of ammonia, nitrate,Parameter (mgll) 1989 to 6/91 Background* and zinc approach, and. in some cases exceed, those

TSS 7.7 11.8 32 found in stormwater runoff. As might be expected, these
Total Phosphorus 0.18 0.17 0.19 pollutants did not often exhibit a pronounced "first
Ortho-phosphorus 0.13 0.10 0.08 flush behavior," although phosphorus and some met-
Nitrate-nitrogen 0.10 0.08 0.35 dis often did exhibit declining concentrations during the
Organic-nitrogen 1.32 0.93 1.29 course of the storm. Highest sediment concentrations

coincided with the peak of the hydrograph.Zinc 0.035 0.030 0.033"*
Although the pocket wetland performed reason-

*" Mean values for stormwater wetland effluent concentration from article 65. ablywell, itdidnotachievetheS0%removalratetarget
" Mean Florida pond/wetland zinc effluent coneantration repotted by Kehoe etset forth for Florida waters. To further enhance its

aL (1993). performance, the authors recommend designing ponds
to achieve a minim um 14-day residence tim e, maintain-
ing aerobic bottom sediments (e.g., through ~eater
depth or physical aeration), improving pretreatment,
and eliminating dead storage areas. The pocket wetland
has been significantly redesigned in the last two years
to attempt to improve its performance. Initial results

Parameter (No. of samples) RainfalllRunoff EMC* appear very promising, and a final monitoring assess-.
ment should be completed by the end of 1996.

TSS (19) 6 %
-TP,,STotal Phosphorus (19) 2 %

ReferencesOrtho-Phosphorus (26) 4 %
Nitrate-Nitrogen (28) 121% Rushton, B. and C. Dye. 1993. A n In-Depth Analysis of
Organic Nitrogen (TKN-26) 33% a Wet Detention Stormwater System. Southwest
Total Nitrogen (26) 45% Florida Water Management District. Brooksville, FL.

Ammonia-Nitrogen (28) 366% Rushton, B., C. Miller, and C. Hull. 1995. "Residence
Total Zinc (21) 68% Time as a Pollutant Removal Mechanism in Stormwa-

ter Detention Ponds." 4th Biennial Stormwater Re-
* Rainfall concentration as a percentage of stormwater runoff concentration search Conference, SFWMD. Brooksville, FL. Oct.

18-20, 1995.
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Techntcal Note #64 Jkom Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 297-299

Performance of Gravel-Based
Wetland in a Cold, High Altitude Climate

A recent study by John Reuter and his col-oftransplantedcattailsthathadnotbecomefullyestab-
leagues provides new insights about the per-lished during the course of study. The bottom of the
formance of stormwater wetlands in toughwetland was sealed with a liner, and filled with a three

climates. The study team investigated the nutrientfoot deep layer of fine gravel. Runoffwas introduced
removal capability, of a small wetland in the high alti-into the gravel layer in a perforated pipe; outflow was
tudes of the Lake Tahoe Basin of California. The aver-collected by means of perforated pipe located in a
age precipitation in this mountainous region is a scantstanding well. Thus, runoff had to pass through the
20 inches a year. much of which is in the form of snowfall,entire gravel filter before leaving the wetland. In general,
The spring melt of the snowpack produces a sharpthe gravel layer was anaerobic (no oxygen), except for
increase in runoff. The summers are hot and dry, andthe top few inches. The bottom of the gravel layer was
produce little runoff during the short growing season."inoculated" with muck from an adjacent wetland to
Fall rainstorms are also an important part of the waterintroduce denitrifying bacteria into the system.
balance. The stormwater wetland was monitored over a 18-

The mountainous region has granititic soils that aremonth period, which included two winters. Most of the
very. poor in nutrients. Consequently, the region’sflow during the sampling period was generated by
exceptionally clear mountain lakes are highly olig=snowmelt, although the largest single runoffevent was
otrophic, and are very, sensitive to nutrient enrichment,associated with a fall thunderstorm. Incoming nutrient
As a result, communities have taken stringent measuresconcentrations were fairly low in comparison with other
to timit nutrient inputs intotheir sensitive lakes, includ-urban runoff datasets-averaging 0.05 to 0.30 mg!l for
ing storrnwater treatment options. Prior studies havenitrate. 0.5 to 1.5 mg/lforTKN, and0.15to0.25 fortotal
shownthattheabilit’yofstormwaterwetlandstoremovephosphorus. The sampling design did not permit the
nutrients can decline in the winter months especially
when runoffis dominated by snowmelt (Oberts, 1994).
The climate of the Lake Tahoe region presents a difficult
challenge for removing nutrients through conventional
stormwal:er wetland designs.

The study is intriguing not only for its location, but
for its design. Most stormwater wetland designs havefollowed the traditional "impoundment" model. In this ~.~~

model, a site is excavated to form a very shallow pool,
and emergent wetlands are rooted in the sediment. The
primary pollutant removal mechanisms involve settling,
and the adsorption of pollutants to sediments, detritus
or plant stems. Actual pollutant uptake by the wetland
plants themselves is incidental. In the Tahoe study, the
stormwater wetland was designed using the "under-
ground" model, which has been extensively used for the
treatment of wastewater. In this design, runoff is di-
rected into a gravel layer in which the wetland plants are
rooted. Consequently, the wetland plants can directly
take up pollutants from their roots, and the gravel @ ~,*~,~.. ,norrc~� n~,z.,~vo (~)
medium also acts as an effective filtering mechanism
(Figure 1 ).

The Tahoe stormwater wetland treated the runoff
produced from a 2.5 acre recreational area, most of which
was a fertilized ball field (i.e., no impervious cover). The
wetland was rather small (0.16 acres in size), composed
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summer than the winter. On the other hand, the wetland
was a net exporter of soluble reactive phosphorus
(average SRP removal rates of-28 to -41%). The wetland
did remove soluble phosphorus during the growing
season, but tended to export dilute levels (0.03 to 0.09
rag/l) through the winter months. The authors con-

Mean storm cluded that a key source of SRP was the unwashed
removal gravel used to form the wetland bed, and predicted that

Water Quality Parameter ~’/°! performance would improve as this internal load was

Suspended sediment 80 to 88 gradually washed out,

Particulate phosphorus 44 to 47 Reuter and his colleagues were generally encour-

Soluble reactive phosphorus -28 to -41 aged by the monitoring results, and predicted greater
efficiency when the wetland vegetation became fully

TKN -3 to-14 established, and if it were regularly harvested. They
N H4 -53 to -58 consider gravel based wetlands as a useful stormwater
Nitrate 85 to 87 practice for smaller development projects in the moun-
Total iron 80 to 88 tainous West where spring snowmelt runoffdominates

the water-balance. It would seem that the gravel-based~ Souble iron 72 to 78
wetland bed is a concept that could be transferred to
coastal areas where nitrogen control is often a manage-
ment priority,. A two-cell wetland design that includes
a drained sand layer cell(to promote aerobic conditions)

direct measurement of runoff volumes entering andthat feeds into a gravel-based wetland cell (to promote
exiting the wetland, so the performance estimates wereanaerobic conditions) might provide higher and more
based solely on the change in nutrient concentrationreliableremovalofallthenitrogen forms.Furthertesting
through the wetland. The results are shown in Table 1.of gray!!-based stormwater wetlands in more humid and

The gravel-based stormwater wetland proved to bebenign climates are warranted.

very effective in removing paniculate pollutants, such --.TRS
as sediment, iron and particulate phosphorus. Nutrient
removal, however, was much more complex. ConsiderReferences
the nitrogen dynamics in the wetland. Soluble nitrogenReuter, J, T. Djohan and C. Goldman. 1992. "The Use of
forms, such as nitrate were removed at a high rate.

WetlandsforNutrientRemovalFromSurfaceRun-Evidently, the anaerobic conditions in the wet gravel
off.in a Cold-Climate Region of California-Results

layer created ideal conditions to promote the denitrifi-
From aNew y Constructed Wetland at Lake Tahoe."cation process (the bacterial conversion of nitrate into

nitrogen gas). JournalofEnvironmentalManagement. 36: 35-53.

Oberts, G. 1994."Performance of Storrnwater Ponds andThe wetland was not effective in removing organic
Wetlands in Winter." WatershedProtection Tech-nitrogen (TKN), and actually acted as a net source (-3
niques. 1(2): 64-68.to -14% removal). The authors speculated that the

source of the excess organic nitrogen was cattail detri-
tus. On a positive note, the wetland did act as a sink for
organic nitrogen under three conditions (l) during the
warmer months, (2) when organic nitrogen concentra-
tions in incoming runoff were high or (3) incoming
runoff volumes were relatively low. The stormwater
wetland also exhibited poor removal ofammoniurn (-53
to -58%), which was thought to be due to the mineral-
ization of organic nitrogen in the gravel. Ammonium
removal due to the nitrification process (bacterial con-
version of ammonium into nitrate-nitrogen) was gener-
ally not possible since this process requires aerobic
conditions in the gravel layer that were seldom present.

Phosphorus removal in the wetland was also mixed.
Particulate phosphorus (PP) was consistently trapped
in the gravel layer, resulting in average removal rates of
44 to 47%. Greater PP removal was observed in the                           R0079945
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Technical Note #67from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(l): 304-306

The StormTreat System: A New
Technology for Treating Stormwater Runoff
by Scott W. Horsley, Storm Treat Systems, Inc.

F requently, stormwater runoff from various landOperation
uses--such as roadways, lawns, gas stations-- The internal sedimentation chambers contain a se-
is combined in a drainage ditch or stormwaterties of bulkheads fitted with filter screens (Figure 2). A

pipe, which ultimately discharges to receiving waters,series of "skimmers" are also utilized to selectively
However, the pollutants from these different sources

decant the upper portions of the stormwater in the
are diverse in theircomposition and quantity. Stormwa-sedimentation basins, leaving behind the more turbid
ter management is best accomplished by techniquesIowerwaters.Aftermovingthroughtheseinternalcham-
thattreat each area within the watershed independentlyhers, the partially treated stormwater passes into the
as opposed to the more conventional "big pipe" solu-

surrounding constructed wetland through a series of
tion, where a large detention/pond is constructed at theslotted PVC pipes. The wetland is comprised of a sand
bottom of a watershed in an attempt to catch and treatand gravel substrate planted with cattails, bulrushes.
all of the stormwater generated by the watershed. Theand burreeds. An outlet control valve provides a five-
big pipe approach is land-intensive and costly, day holding time within the system. The valve can be

shut off in the event of a hazardous waste spill. It can
A Self-Contained, On-Site System also be closed atthe end of the rainy season in arid zones

A new stormwater technology, StormTreat System,to preserve the mini-wetlands. Unlike most constructed
has been designed to capture and treat the first flush of
runoff by being positioned high in the watershed and
near the pollution sources. StormTreat incorporates
sedimentation, filtration, and constructed wetlands into
a modular, unitary 9.5-foo~ diameter structure. The
number of units at each location is determined by the
design storm, the size of the sub-drainage area, and the
detention volume within the drainage infrastructure.

The StormTreat System is significantly smaller(usu-
ally five tb 10% ofthe treated area) when compared with
conventional stormwater ponds or wetlands. Where
land costs are high or difficult site constraints exist, this                                         CATCH
size efficiency can represent significant cost savings.
Discharge from the system is slow enough for either
surface or groundwater discharge and so can be located
in low-permeability soils with a high water table.
StormYreat does not have standing water, which is
common in conventional stormwater ponds and can be
unsightly, unsafe, or encourage mosquito breeding
(see article 100).

The StormTreat System consists of a series of 9.5-
foot diameter recycled polyethylene tanks (Figure 1),
resistant enough for brackish environments and self- )RM-TREAT
anchored to compensate for high groundwater condi- TANKS
tions. The tanks connect directly to existing drainage
structures, most commonlz the catch basins. While
designed to intercept the first flush - typically half an
inch of rain - the system can be sized to accommodate
any size storm event. Any surplus runoffbypasses the
system. Inlet pipes may be adapted to fit existing storm

~~_~
ainage pipes, paved swales, and other settings.
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wetlands, stormwater in the StormTreat System flows
subsurface through the root zone of the constructed

Plan View
wetland, providing for greater pollutant removal.

Maintenance

The StormTreat System requires minimal mainte-
nance. The only regular maintenance requirement is
sediment cleanout by suction pump once every, three
to five years, depending on local soil characteristics and
catch basin maintenance practices. Annual inspections
(and cleanings if necessary) of the screens and skim-11 ...........

....... ~~ ........ mers is also recommended. The cleaning of the screens
~:: ::::~:I:.: :::: is easily done by reaching into the manhole opening,

unclipping the screens, and backwashing them with a
garden hose. Inspection and cleaning of screens re-

.... ~ .........................t o~rr~ quires about 15 minutes per tank.

i ~ ~ Performance
I l To date, five storm events have been successfully

I I sampled at the Kingston. MA installation (Table 1).
~ ~ First flush stormwater samples are taken at the entry

point to the STS tanks by opening the manhole cover.
Effluent samples are taken during the five days follow-
ing the storm event. (Samples are obtained at the sam-
pling ports where the effluent pipes discharge at ~ound
surface.) The quality, of the sampled effluent is com-
pared with first flush runoff.

Removal of bacteria and pollutants is shown in
Table 1. Testing results indicate that an average of 94%
of the total coliform bacteria and 97% of the fecal
coliform bacteria, 99% of the total suspended solids,
and 90% of the total petroleum hydrocarbons are re-
moved from the stormwater. Preliminary nutrient sam-
pling suggests a removal rate of 44 ¼ for total dissolved
nitrogen and 89% for total phosphorous. Higher nitro-
gen removal rates are expected during the growing

Stormwater Treated Percentage
Pollutant influent discharge removed (%)

Fecal coliform (no./100 ml) 690 20 97
Total suspended solids (mg/I) 93 1.3 99
Chemical oxygen demand (mg/I) 95 17 82
Total dissolved N (IJg/I) 1,638 922 44
Total Petro HC (mg/I) 3.4 0.34 90
Lead (IJg/I) 6.5 1.5 77
Chromium (IJg/I) 60 1 98
Phosphorus (IJg/I) 300 26.5 89
Zinc (tJg/I) 590 58 90
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StormTreat System season when the wetland plants are more active. Re-
moval rates for metals are as follows: lead, 77%: chro-

¯ Components: sedimentation filters in mium,98%:zmc.90%.
combination with mini-wetlands in self-
contained tanks Summary

In many ways, the StormTreat System can be con-¯ Size: Each tank is 4 ft. high, 9.5 ft in diam,
sidered an adaptation of the ~avel-based wetland5-10% of treatment area.
technique. However, the promising pollutant-removal

¯ Capacity: Number of tanks needed performance observed for the system needs to be

depends on storm design, impervious discounted somewhat, since runoff greater than the
first flush is bypassed around the unit, and receives noarea, detention volume of accompanying
treatment.

collection basin.

¯ Placement:. At site of runoff, e.g. in a
series by roadside. Self-anchoring,
suitable for coastal areas, adaptable to
existing drainage pipes.

R0079948
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Technical Note #76from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(2): 3 72-3 74

Vegetated Rock Filter Treats
Stormwater Pollutants in Florida

I n recent years, a growing number of communitieswith a plastic liner, and then filled with either crushed
have employed rock or gravel-based media toconcrete or granite rock. Eight filter cells were planted
grow emergent wetland plants to treat domesticwith one or more of the following emergent wetland

wastewater. Known by many names, including rock-plant species: maidencane, giant bulrush, and f’treflag.
reed filters, vegetated submerged bed (VSB) wetlands,Two cells were not planted to serve as controls, i.e., to
and shallow horizontal flow wetlands, they all apply thetest the pollutant removal capability of the rock media
same basic technique (Figure 1). Wastewater is intro-itself.
duced into a shallow cell of rock or gravel in which The packed bed filters were but one component of
wetland plants are rooted. Flow then travels slowlya largertreatment train. The first component was an off-
between the pore spaces in the rock, where it is subjectline storage facilit-y, designed to capture the first flush
to settling, algal and wetland uptake, and microbialofrunofffrom the watershed. Diversion weirs shunted
breakdown. A recent technology assessment suggeststhe water quality volume into a sedimentation chamber
that, when designed properly, VSB systems are a reli-to provide pretreatment. Next. runoffwas diverted into
able and promising technique for reducin~ sediment,oneofl0packedfilterbedscells.Flow into each cell was
nutrient and organic carbon levels in wastewater (Reed,regulated by submersible pumps that distributed runoff
1995). evenly into each cell at one of three flow rates: 0.067, O. 13

In contrast, most stormwater wetlands are designedand 0.27 cfs (or about 0.1 to 0.5 acre-feet ofrunofftreated
only to treat surface flows (and not subsurface flows),per cell per day). The experimental system was instru..
The question naturally arises whether the inclusion ofmented with automated sampling monitors, and 15;
rock or gravel cells could increase the pollutant removalsimulated storms were withdrawn from the sedimenta..
performance ofstormwaterwetlands. Somepreliminarytion chamber during the spring and summer.
answers have been recently reported by Egan and his

The overall pollutant removal performance of the
colleagues(1995)inCentralFlorida. Theydesignedandpacked bed filter system is summarized in Table 1. It
constructed an experimental "stormwater treatment

should be noted that the mass removal reported does
train" to treat runoff from a 121-acre industrialnot include any prior removal that may have occurred
subwatershed to protect a sensitive lake from eutrophi-

in the sedimentation chamber that supplied runoff to thecation. The off-line system featured packed bed filter
filter cells. As can be seen, the removal rates for totalcells. Each packed bed filter cell was excavated into the
suspended solids, total phosphorus, and fecal coliformssoil, and had dimensions of 80 feet wide by 30 feet long
all approached or even exceeded 80%. In addition, theand three feet deep. The bottom of each cell was sealed
removal of both inorganic and organic nitrogen was ~

.;
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significant, ranging from 60 to 75%. In particular, thelocated off-line, and be fully protected by pretreatment
high removal of nitrate is unusual for many filteringcells.
systems, and may indicate that both nitrification and
denitrification were occurring in the aerobic and anaero- -TRS

bic environments of the rock filter cells. Removal of
Referencesother pollutants was moderate (organic carbon) to low

(ortho-phosphorus and total dissolved solids). Re-Egan, T.J.S. BurroughsandT. Attaway. 1995. "Packed
moval of metals was also variable, with low to moderate Bed Filter." Proceedings of 4th Biennial Sympo-
removal formetals often found in soluble form (copper slum on Stormwater Quali,ty. Southwest Florida
and chromium), andmoderate to high removal for metals Water Management District. Brookeville, FL. pp.
found primarily in particulate form (cadmium, lead and 264-274.
zinc). The metal removal analysis was somewhat com-Reed, Sherwood. 1995. Submerged Vegetated Bed
plicated by the fact that many incoming metal concen- Wetlands: A Technology Assessment. Office of
trations were often at or below detection limits. In Water. U.S. EPA. Washington, DC.
general, the pollutant removal performance of the packed
bed filter was similar to those reported for sand and
compost filtering systems, with the notable exception of
consistently higher removal rates for inorganic nitro-
gen.

The 10 packed bed cells were arrayed in a manner
that allowed Egan to examine the comparative influence
of different rock media, wetland plants and flow rates on
overall pollutant removal capability of the system. The
statistical analysis revealed some interesting and sur-
prising trends. For example, filter cells filled with re-
cycled crushed concrete performed better than those
that used granite rock. Egan speculated that the higher
pH of concrete (7.5 versus 6.9) may have promoted
greater epilithic algae and bacterial growth. In addition,
the unplanted crushed concrete cells performed better
than any other planted cells, suggesting that wetland
vegetation had no discernible influence on pollutant
removal. Emergent wetland plants did appear to slightly
improve the performance of granite rock cells. The
surprising conclusion, however, was that the rock sur-
faces themselves were more important in pollutant
removal, by creating a large substmte area for growth of Parameter Mass removal rate (%)
epilithic algae and microbes, reducing flow rates, and
providing more contact surfaces. The same conclusion Total Suspended Solids 81
was reached by Reuter and his colleagues in their Total Dissolved Solids 8
analysis of a sub-surface gravel-based wetland system
in colder climates. Lastly, Egan and his colleagues Total Organic Carbon 38

found that best performance was achieved at the high- Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 63
est rate of flow, which tended to draw down water Nitrate-Nitrogen 75
elevations in each cell by a third.

Total Nitrogen 63
The experimental study implies that gravel or con-

Orthophosphate 14crete filter cells could be an effective enhancement to
surface stormwater wetlands designs, particularly in Total Phosphorus 82
coastal regions where greater and more reliable nitrogen Cadmium 80
removal may be desired. In most cases, the basic design Chromium 38may need to be modified to allow gravity-driven flow
rather than mechanical pumping. Where sufficient head Copper 21
is available, storm flows could be routed through a Lead 73
series of wetland or sand filter cells, and then into a sub- Zinc 55surface rock or gravel wetland cell. To prevent clogging

Fecal Coliforms 78or sediment deposition, the sub-surface cells should be
Note: 15 simulated storms

R0079950
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Technical Note #23 from Watershed Protecnon Techniques. 1(2). 81-82

Practical Tips for
Establishing Freshwater Wetlands

N o shortage of books and manuals exist tolearned on how to construct successful wetlands are
design freshwater wetlands for mitigation,summarized in Table 1.
restoration orstormwatertreatment.Arecent Matching the design hydrology of the planned

series of articles by Garbisch and others, however,wetland with the appropriate wetland plant species is
suggest that successful establishment of freshwaterperhaps the most critical task in the design of diverse
wetlands often hinges on writing practical and thor-pondscapes. However, many wetland construction
ough construction specifications for the contractordrawingsfailtoevenshowthedesignhydrologyonthe
who implements the design. Lack of attention to theseplan. Without a good understanding of the future water
important details can lead to serious problems in estab-surface elevations and the frequency of inundation it is
lishing a dense and diverse freshwater wetland, nearly impossible to make the right match. Therefore, it

Ed Garbisch founded the nonprofit corporationis important to clearly show design hydrology on all
Environmental Concern (EC) in 1972 to educate, re-construction drawings (plan view and cross section).
search, develop, and apply technology for the restora- Another frequently encountered problem is that
tion and construction of wetlands. Over this period, ECwhile the planting plan may contain an extensive wet-
has been involved in hundreds of tidal and non-tidalland plant list, most of the species may not be available
wetland establishment projects and has gained a greatin quantity from local wetland nurseries at the time of
deal ofexperience in wetland propagation and creationconstruction. As a consequence, plant species are
techniques. Some of the practical lessons they havesubstituted at the last minute that may not meet the

1. Always clearly specify the proposed wetland hydrology on construction plans and drawings to
ensure that proper wetland plants are~selected. Be wary of wetland projects that only rely on
groundwater for water supply.

2. Consider procuring wetland plants through growing contracts with wetland nurseries. These
contracts ensure that the desired species and quantities of wetland plants will be available to
implement the planting plan.

3. Use care before automatically requiring topsoil amendments to prepare the substrate for
planned wetlands. Topsoiling may not always be needed, can be expensive and may introduce
undesirable species from the seedbank.

4. Although it is very important to quickly stabilize disturbed upland areas during construction,
avoid specifying the use of Tall Fescue for this purpose, because of its allelopathic character.

5. Be careful when specifying hydroseeding to establish stormwater and other types of wetlands
without strong confidence that seeds will germinate and root in the substrate before the site
is inundated. Otherwise, both mulch and seeds will float away or be unevenly distributed
through the marsh.

6. If seeding is to be used as the key propagation method to establish the wetland, be sure to
specify the quantity of pure live seed needed, the commercial source of seed, seeding
technique, filler, and window and other key aspects leading to a successful result.

7. Clearly specify watering requirements during the first growing season for seasonally or
temporarily inundated wetland areas. Drought conditions can severely reduce growth and
survivorship for these wetlands without initial watering by truck or by a shallow aquifer well.
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original intent of the wetland plan. A new approach has50% purity., then some 20 pounds will actually need to
been developed to ensure that the species and quanti-be broadcast to achieve the desired coverage. Conse-
ties of wetland plants are available at the time of con-quently, it is recommended to express direct seeding
struction, rates in terms of pure live seed. The specifications

This approach is termed contract growing. It in- should either require that the source(s) of the seed be
volves executing an advance contract with a wetlandindicated, or require that they be field collected and
nursery, to grow and deliver a specified number andtested for purity and germination rate.
species of plants at a future date. An up-front deposit Of equal importance are the seeding window and
of 20 to 30% isnormallyrequiredprior togrowing. Whilefiller. The window is the optimal seasons and dates for
contract growing means more planning and logistics,a successful result. The filler represents the sand dilu-
the practice does provide a better guarantee that thetionneededforsmallseedstoensuretheyareuniformly
planned and most desirable wetland plant species willdistributed over the planting area. Seeding specifica-
be available when needed, tions should also clearly state the technique and imple-

Garbisch also questions the common specificationments for the seeding operation, and whether this
to topsoil the surface of created herbaceous wetlandsoperationwillbedone inthewetorthedry. Hydroseeding
priortoplanting.Topsoilingcanbeexpensive, andmayof wetlands should be avoided unless the contractor
not always be needed at most sites. This is due to thehas confidence that the seeds will germinate and root

fact that herbaceous wetland plants typically producebefore the next runoffevent. Otherwise, the mulch, tack
a great deal of below-ground organic matterand quicklyand seeds will float away or become unevenly distrib-
dominate the composition of the substrate within a fewuteri.
years. Garbisch does suggest topsoiting in clay, rock, The establishment of a dense and diverse wetland
or pyritic soils and topsoiling or soil amendment foris the joint product of the design engineer, landscape
forested or scrub shrub wetlands. But generally, soilarchitect, wetland nursery, and planting contractor.
tests should be performed before recommending top-Thoughtful and clear construction specifications help
soil at a particular site. assure that each individual performs his or her role well.

Most wetland plans devote a great deal of attention --TRS
to the selection of wetland plant species, but giveReferences
relatively little thought to the ground covers used to
vegetate disturbed areas around the pond or wetland.Burchick, M. 1993. "The Problems With Tall Fescue in

Many plans simply specify that these areas be stabi- Environmental Restoration." Wetland Journal.
lized through hydroseeding of KY-31 Tall Fescue 5(2)-16.

/Festuca aruninacea). Fescue has been widely speci-Garbisch, E. 1993. "The Need to Topsoil With Mineral
fled for years for erosion control during and alter Loam Soils in Planned Wetland Projects." Wetland
construction. It does an admirable job of quickly estab- Journal5(2): 18.
lishing a denseturfcover. This cool season bunch grassGarbisch, E. 1994. "The Do’s and Don’ts of Wetland
also tolerates a wide range of moisture conditions and Planning." Wetland Journal. 6(1 ): 16-17.
can invade many areas of the site.

Burchick (1993) questions the wisdom of specifying
Tall Fescue as a ground cover around wetlands and
ponds. He argues that Fescue frequently displaces
native grass and meadow species, out-competes natu-
ral or planted tree seedlings, and can even invade
portions of the wetland. Fescue is a tough competitor
partly due to its allelopathic characteristics. It secretes
organic acids that can impair the germination of native
species. Consequently, Burchick recommends that less
aggressive cool season grasses be utilized for erosion
control purposes around pond and wetland areas.

Direct seeding is often the most economical tech-
nique to establish wetlands. Garbisch cautions that
construction specifications should be very tight if
direct seeding is called for. For example, many wetland
seed mixes have relatively low purity and germination
rates. Consequently, Garbisch observes that ira pound
of pure live seed (pls) is needed to establish a ground
cover per unit area. and it has a 10% germination rate and                                                     R0079952
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Technical Note #24from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 83

Broad-Leaf Arrowhead:
A Workhorse of the Wetland

Twhe broad-leaf arrowhead (Sagittaria 3. Heavy metal uptake. In surveys in South Caro-
latifolia) is a native North American lina and Michigan, broad-leaf arrowhead was

etlandplant found in southern Canada found to have the highest leaf dry weight con-
and much of the United States. Many practitio- centrations of several metals.
ners have found it especially useful for wetland

4. Easeofplant propagation. Wetland plantenhancement, restoration, and cre-
ation projects because of several vendors can supply achenes, tubers, and

desirable characteristics. However, container-gown plants. Tubers are

Marburger (1993) points out there is generally preferred because they

still much to be learned about its require lesssitepreparation.Plants
are more costly, but survive aecology and physiology before rou-

tinely investing in large scale planting wider range of initial conditions.

and management schemes. 5. Resistanceto diseaseand dam-
age. There are few reports ofThe plant is identified by its ro-

settesofarrowhead-shapedleaves.FIow, population reductions due to

ers are white with three petals and arranged pathogens, insect pests, and animal

in whorls around a long stalk. Its most dis- feeding. In some limited situations, it may

tinctive feature is the starchy tuber produced be necessary to enclose areas with protec-

from the rhizomes. This phenomenon gives rise tive fencing to keep out muskrats and waterfowl.

to its commonnameofduckpotato. This In spite of many apparent field successes,
"potato" portion ofthe plant is consumed Marburger points out there exists only a
by muskrats, porcupines, geese, and other limited database on the installation and
animals. Native Americans and European management of the broad-leaf arrow-
settlers also used the tuber as a food A0apt~ from Fassett. 1960head, especially for large-scale
source, applications. Before incorporating the

arrowhead in a wetland design, the practitionerWhile its days as human food have long since-past,
needs to work with plant vendor to identify theother beneficial characteristics ofbroaddeafarrowhead

have propelled it into the field of wetland restoration, following:

Special characteristics include the following. ° If the environmental factors at the site are more

1. Adaptation to a wide range of conditions. The favorable for germinating/growing achenes, tu-
plant persists under stabilized water levels of less bers, or seedlings
than 50 cm and few drawdowns and survives in * If environmental factors are right for sustaining
pHs from 5.9 to 8.8. It has been found in highly a mature population of arrowheads
calcareous water and in a variety of soil types

° If pathogens, animal herbivory, and/or otherincluding sandy loams and silty clays. While it can
withstand turbid conditions, it does not tolerate plant species are likely to impact the plant
severe sediment deposition. References --dS

Z Nutrient uptake. Arrowhead rapidly takes upBoyd, C.E. 1970."ChemicalAnalysesofSomeVascu.
phosphorus from the sediments and retains it in its lar Aquatic Plants." Archivenfar Hydrobiologie

67:78-85.tissue. In one South Carolina study it had the
highest leaf tissue composition of phosphorus ofFassett, N.C. 1960. A Manual of Aquatic Plants. The
17 wetland plants analyzed (Boyd, 1970). For this U. of Wisconsin Press, 405 pp.
reason arrowhead is often selected for use inMarburger, J.E., 1993. "Biology and Management of
municipalanddomesticwastewatertreatrnentsys_ Sagittaria latifolia Willd. (Broad-leaf Arrow-
terns, constructed wetlands, and for stormwater head) for Wetland Restoration and Creation."’
runofftreatment. Restoration Ecology 1 (4) 248-257.
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Techmcal Note #51from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4): 203-207

Mosquitos in Constructed Wetlands:
A Management Bugaboo?

U rban planners considering constructedbeforedesignsarefmalizedandresourcescommittedto
wetlands for stormwater treatment might bethe project.
concerned that mosquitos could become a

major nuisance. Some observations in the field indi-Mosquito Risk
cate that mosquitos are not a problem in constructed
wetlands (Adams, 1983; Bennett, 1983). In general, Where and when are mosquitos a concern? Wher-

functioning stormwater wetlands are less likely toever there is standing water, there may be mosquitos.

produce mosquitos than are nutrient-laden secondaryDepending on the species, eggs are laid directly in
standing water or in dry cavities (ground depressions,sewage and agricultural wastewater ponds or ponds
old tires) that later receive water. The larvae feed onthat do not have frequent tUrnover. Even so, strong

preconceptions exist, and building a wetland withoutalgae and organic particles and take in oxygen by

first gauging public opinion could result in a majorfloating at the surface. Larvae develop into pupae.
- which emerge from the water as winged adults. Thepublic relations headache. Those involved in the deci-

sion to build a wetland and the wetland designer canfemales of most species feed on the blood of animals

familiarize themselves with the breeding requirementsalthough not all feed on humans. Many species of

of prevalent mosquito species to determine whetherCulex do indeed feed on humans and these are the

they feed on humans or carry, disease and the likeli-major nuisance species of North America. Some spe-

hood that a wetland will be a high producer ofmosqui-cies of Culex carry, encephalitis. Only species of Anoph-

tos. Public opinion surveys and good informationeles may potentially carry malaria and while there are
such mosquitos in North America, the disease itself hasdispersal are important to avoid setbacks or negative

impressions of wetlands and stormwater practices,not recently occurred here.

Preventive measures can be incorporated in the site Mosquito production is sensitive to water level
selection and design. In general, the basic design andfluctuations. For the majority of species, production
maintenance of a good stormwater pond deters mos-
quito production (Table 1). If, indeed, mosquitos
emerge, various biological controls can be used to
subdue’larval and adult populations.

An anti-mosquito strategy is as follows:

I. Assess the probable mosquito nuisance level of Mosquito breeding Stormwater
the area. Inform the public of the differences requirements pond design
between stormwater and wastewater treatment.

¯ Shallow, stagnant water; ¯ In a well-constructed and
2. After obvious high-risk sites have been ruled out anaerobic condition maintained stormwater pond

(the local riding stabler) and there is still a rood- ¯ Egg rafts of permanent-pool the water is kept moving;
crate risk, modify the wetland design (e.g., species float on the water residence time is only a few
maintenance of base flow, choice of vegetation) days.
to deter mosquito breeding.

¯ Adult females choose environ- ¯ Urban stormwater ponds are in
3. Choose and implement appropriate controls ments of high nutrition non-agricultural settings and(Table 2) and monitor production levels. (anaerobic, high nutrients and do not have high nutrient loads

bacteria) in which to lay their or animal waste.
Consult Biologt~ts Familiar With the Locality at Each eggs.
Stage

¯ Temporary-pool species ¯ Well-designed on-line systems
Some form of public involvement could be incor- require periodic drying (as in are not expected to dry out.porated into the technical process. It cannot be as- containers, puddles, tidal

sumed that residents will accept different designs marshes)
equally. It might be worth considering inviting inter-
ested residents to participate in the planning well
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increases with duration of standing water. However, Certainly these basic design principles need not be
there is an important exception in the case of"tempo-abandoned, so long as it is understood that post-
rary pool" mosquitos. Impounding and floodingconstruction mosquito controls might be needed.
marshes is a way of controlling mosquitos in mainlySome design considerations for mosquito deterrencecoastal areas, where the prevalent nuisance species is

include the following:one that depends on dry periods for egg development.
In some localities, this approach could backfire if̄ Get an idea of future nutrient load on the wet-
permanent-pool mosquitos also occur in the area where land--is any septage or agricultural and animal
temporary-pool species are being controlled. One cou Id waste likely? Sites of high nutrient load should be
inadvenently tradeonenuisancespecies for anothe!! It avoided. This is not likely to be a problem in
is important to know which species one is dealing with developed settings.
and whattheir breeding requirements are before imple-̄ Attempting to avoid standing water altogether by
meriting controls, building wetlands with flow-through gravel hot-

Being bit by a mosquito near a wetland does not toms or that operate intermittently is probably
necessarily mean that the mosquito came from the unnecessary. Keeping a wetland dry is counter-
wetland. Female freshwater mosquitos range over half productive to stormwater treatment processes
a mile (WRRI, 1989). Saltwater marsh species may (for example, the microbial activity in the muck
range as far as 40 miles away from the site of emer- layer). In addition, the degree of water level
gence and be a nuisance in urban centers (R. Wolfe, control appropriate in wastewater treatment or
personal communication). Therefore, mosquitos in an impoundments requires more supervision than
urban area could be coming from a number of sources, can usually be given to a stormwater practice
not necessarily the nearest wetland. Wastewater wetlands are built for a different

purpose than are stormwater wetlands and func-
Designs for Deterrence tion under different circumstances; therefore,

their design and operation should not be copiedWhich wetland designs contribute to and which
deter mosquito production? Some factors that make blindly.

wetlands good water treatment devices also make° Choose emergent vegetation with minimal sub-
them more likely to be breeding areas for mosquitos: merged growth--dense submerged foliage
¯ Dense vegetation is desired to better filter incom- provides refuge for the larvae and interferes with

ing water, stabilize the pond bottom, provide sampling and control.

microbe substrate, and take up excess nutrients.¯ Cover open canals where feasible to cut down on
Unfortunately, dense submerged vegetation can standing water open to the sun; replace open
be correlated with high mosquito larvae produc- troughs with closed distributor pipes (Tennessen,
tion (WRR!, 1989), probably because the foliage 1993).
provides refuge from predators and particles of¯ A properly laid-down parallel pipe system (ar-plant detritus are food for larvae. Trees could be
planted to shade out herbaceous aquatics but this ticle 150) will drain away and shouldn’t cause

would be counterproductive for water treatment, any problems.

¯ Lowoxygencontentandthepresenceofpartially
¯ Construct stormwater ponds on-line. Keep in-

flows and outflows clear of debris to maintaindecomposed organic matter makes wetlands good
immobilizers of trace metals. Mosquito larvae base flow.
also thrive in these conditions.

Evaluation oi" Controls¯ High surface area-to-volume ratio of the pond is
generally recommended to achieve sheetflowBacteria
and maximize the area of substrate for pollutant The bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis
adsorption. Unfortunately, these large areas of(Bti) is a common insecticidal control of mosquitos
shallow water are conducive to mosquito pro-and flies. It is widely available in briquet, powder, or
duction. Deeper and steep-sided ponds will

liquidform. CommercialBtiisconsideredsafeenough
probably produce fewer mosquitos, to add to drinking water (WRRI, 1989). It is active

¯ A gradual bank slope increases vigor, diversity,against most mosquitos, but less so against
and efficacy of the vegetation and lessens erosionAnophelenes. It is also toxic to many flies. There ap-
(article 92). This design might also lead to higherpears to be no evidence as yet that it is harmful to
mosquito production. "desired" insects. Bti does not appear to interfere with

the activity of larvae-eating fish (Mian, 1986). In addi-
tion, the presence of nitrates and phosphates does not
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Control Efficacy Availability

Biologtcal controls

Mesocyclops, 50-90% larvae consumed Laboratory reared, not easily
a copepod every few days obtained

Fish Live-hatchers tend to do Non-natives may be prohib-
better than egg-layers; native ited in your areas. State Dept.
spp. should be chosen, Natural Resources or Mos-
restocking not necessary quito Control often raise
except after severe winters or stocks of native fish
in shallow ponds

Pupfish (Cypnnodon) Egg-layer, good survival in Most restricted to desert
unpolluted water but sensitive straams/springs in Southwest,
to wastewater some endangered.

Guppy (Poecilia Prolific live-hatchers, high Non-native
reticulata) efficacy, sensitive to pH but

tolerant of wide range of
temperatures and dissolved
oxygen

Live-hatching, does well in W~de-ranging native and
Mosquitofish (Gambusia non-polluted waters introduced spp. in US, E.
spp.) coast, S.E., Missisipi and

Colorado R. basins

Voracious, very successful in Several native spp., hardy
Killifish (Fungilis spp.) MD and DE coastal programs overwinterer

Larvicides
One-time application good for Several US distributors

C,yromazine, methoprene 30+ days, application time
(insect hormones) should correspond with larval

development

Organophosphates Broad spectrum toxin, lethal Several US distributors
(e.g. Abate) for many invertebrates

Bacillus sphae#cus Efficacy depends on inges- Product in development,
tion by larvae, not as effective available in some states, not
as Bti against non-Culex spp. nationwide

Bacillus thur~ngtensis Highly effective if applied at cot- Widely used in various forms,
israe/iensus (Bti) rect time, efficacy depends on several distributors in US

ingestion by larvae, high turbid-
ity or suspended solids inter-
fere with ingestion

References: Mian, 1986; Castelberry, 1990; Toyama, 1986; Cohen, 1986; Tennessen, 1993; Jones, 1990; All, 1989
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interfere with uptake of Bacillus larvicides, as is thebelow 5.5 (Toyama, 1989), indicating that acidity may
case with organophosphates (Tennessen, 1993). Thebe more of a factor than dissolved oxygen for fish
agent is applied as pellets, dust, or slug injection. Btisurvival. This would indicate that fish may not be the
becomes active upon ingestion by the larvae. It loses itsbest control choice at industrial sites or in waters
efficacy as the larvae age or as turbidity increases. Aknown to be highly acidic. The natural ranges of thesenewer bacterial strain, Bacillus sphaer~cus, showed

fish should be noted: guppies are non-native; pupfish
longer activity than Bti in one study but was not asare native to desert springs and streams of the western
effective as Bti against species other than Culex (WRRIUS; species of Gambusia have a wide range in the US.
1989). B. sphaericus is approved by the U.S. EPA butNative minnows and killifish have done a good job in
state registration is pending. At least one Americankeeping down mosquitos in Maryland and Delaware
company is developing the product. Tennessen (1993)and overwinter successfully if ponds are deep enough
recommends weekly treatments with Bti before sam-(at least three feet) (Wolfe, Lesser, personal communi-
plingreaches 0.5 larvae/dipper, blower application forcation). State DNR personnel should be contacted
small wetlands, and slug injection for large cells, before any,Cish are introduced into wetlands.

Chemical Larvicides Copepods
Unlike Bacillus larvicides, organophosphate larvi- Copepods, tiny swimming crustaceans, feed on

cides, such as temephos, are non-specific--they killmosquito larvae and show some promise. Mosquito
whatever animal receives a lethal dose. This meanslarvae consumption by a copepod was compared along
that the dose required to kill the mosquito larvae in awith the performance of pupfish and guppies (Mian,
pond could do away with many other invertebrates in1986). The copepod was not adversely affected by
the wetland and pose a threat to downstream habitats,effluent in the water and consumed between 50 an~I
If these chemical larvicides are overapplied, the dose90% of the mosquito larvae in a 24 to 72 hour period,
may be high enough to be a risk to the health of otherwhether there was other suitable food or not.
animals and an irritant to people. This makes organo-
phosphates inappropriate control agents in populated

Other Animalsareas. Some non-phosphitic chemicals that are u
larvicides are methoprene, an insect hormone mimic Putting up nest boxes to make the site more artrac-
and cyromazine, an insect growth regulator whichtive to martins, swallows, etc., wouldn’t hurt in reduc-
purportedly affects only flies and mosquitos,ingnumberofadultmosquitos. Tadpoles can be intro.
Cyromazine was found effective in one study of aduced into ponds to increase the frog population but it
drainage ditch. A one-time application ofcyromazineis unlikely that they are as effective as some of the
(0.5 g active ingred./m~), prevented pupation and emer-larvae-eating fish.
gence for about forty days in a drainage ditch (Cohen,
986). Ecological Impacts of Control

The chemical Sevin (carbaryl) is toxi~ to humans Mosquitocontroltechniquesotherthanactualdrain.
and animals and should not be used. ing or flooding of marshes are fairly recent. The

research has focussed on the efficacy of the new
Insect-Eating Fish techniques and little is known about the ecological side

effects. Bacillus larvicides supposedly act only on fliesThe best fish for mosquito control are those species
and mosquitos. Larvicides tend to be tested in the labthat reproduce quickly and have a wide tolerance of
or in the field for target species only (mosquitos).environmental conditions. The more fish in the pond,
Aside from cursory observation of aquatic inverte-the fewer mosquitos that emerge. Castleberry (1990)
brate abundance, no one seems to know what thecompared three species - pupfish (Cyprinodon
effects on the whole invertebrate community are. Asnevadensis amargosae), mosquitofish (Gambusia
for the impounding of tidal marshes to control tempo-affinis), and guppies (Poecilia reticulata) - in tanks
rary pool species, there are conflicting observations onflanted with pondweed and containing Culex larvae,
the impacts to fish diversity and plant productivityGuppies became well established, and tanks contain-
depending on the location and native species.ing these fish produced the fewest mosquitos.

Mosquitofish placed second and pupfish last. The
trouble with pupfish may be that they are egg-layingConclusion
and the eggs have a narrow environmental tolerance. It would seem then, from both an ecological and
The live-hatchers did better. Mian et al. (1986) ob-management standpoint, that designing a wetland that
served high survival rates for both the guppy and aoptimizes surface area and plant growth without ex.-
different species ofpupfish (Cyprinodon macularius),cessive mosquito production is a more efficient ap-
In another study, guppies began to die when pH fellproach than costly manipulations after the fact. It

would also seem that, where necessary,, biologica~
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rather than chemical control of mosquitos is preferred,Matanmi, B. A., B. A. Federici, and M. S. Mulli. 1990.
since the biological controls specifically target mos- "Fate and Persistence of Bacillussphaericus Used
quito larvae and are harmless to humans, unlike many as a Mosquito Larvicide in Dairy Wastewater
chemicals even at standard doses. As more compari- Lagoons." J. Am. Mosquito Control Assoc. 6(3):
sons are made between stormwater and wastewater Abstract.

. wetlands and also reference natural wetlands, it couldMian, L. S. M. S. Mulla, andB. A. Wilson. 1986. "Studies
well be discovered that mosquito control in stormwa- of Potential BiologicalControl Agents of Immature
ter wetlands is rarely warranted. --JMC Mosquitoes in Sewage Wastewater in Southern

California." J. Am. Mosquito Control Assoc. 2(3):
329-335.
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Technical ,.Vote #5from Watershed Protection Techniques. l (l ). 15-/7

Failure Rates of infiltration
Practices Assessed in Maryland

H ow long do infiltration practices operate In addition, the majority of trenches had observa-
effectively after they are installed? Thetion wells, bottom sand layers, and filter fabric protec-
answer, according to a field survey by Gallition on the trench walls and one foot below the trench

(1993), is not very long. He inspectedover60 infiltrationsurface. Soil borings were taken at 85% of the sites to
trenches and basins constructed in the coastal plainconfirm the underlying soil properties. As with many
and piedmont of Maryland during both dr3, and wetstormwaterpractices, thetrencheswerenotmaintained
weather, after their construction. The major performance prob-
The structures ranged in age from six months to sixlems encountered in the field are itemized in Table 1.
years. They were all located within Prince George’s The effectiveness of the protective 25-foot grass
Count, which has been a regional leader in infiltrationfilter strips was marginal. All of the filter strips experi-
design standards, plan review, and construction in-enced erosion, spotty vegetative cover, or short-cir-
spection, cuiting within two years after construction. Sump pits,

Galli found that less than half of the nearly 50on the other hand, appeared to be a more effective
infiltration trenches he surveyed were working as de-pretreatment technique. Themedian volume of trapped

’ signed. Furthermore, the longevity oftrenches declinedsediment in the sump was about 10 cubic feet, and was

overtime--tessthan one-thirdstillfunctionedafterfivecomposed of coarse inorganic sediments (55%), fine
years, sand and silt (25%), and coarse organic matter and litter

Most trenches served smaller commercial develop-(20%).

ments oftwo acres or less. The trenches all incorporated Although the volume of trapped sediments in sump
some mechanism for runoffpretreatment, either in thepits clearly indicates the critical need for pretreatment,
form ofa sump pit (N=31) or agrass filter strip (N=7)the sediment volume did not increase with age. This
(Figure 1). finding implies that unless sump pits are regularly

cleaned out, it is likely that the trapped sediments will
be resuspended and transported inside the trench.

R0079962
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Sump Pit Filter Strip
Trenches Trenches

Maintenance Problem (%) (%)

Slow infiltration rate 39 42
Excessive Sediment Buildup 67 32
Poor Flow Pattern 6 29
No Observation Well 16 0
Feeder Pipe Missing 29 NA
Poor Vegetative Cover NA 71
Surface Filter Fabric Clogged NA 29
Requires Major Rehabilitation 65 71
Working as Designed 48 43

The underlying cause for the failure of the trenches Perhaps with more effective pretreaunent, maximum
wasattributedtothreefactors.First, anumberoftrenchesponding depths, direct stone inlets into deeper soil
were constructed in questionable soils, while otherslayers, and back-up underdrains, infiltration basins
may have been constructed too close to the water table,could achieve greater longevity, in the field. However,
Second, many trenches were prematurely contaminatedin the final analysis, communities will need to carefully
by sediments during or shortly after their construction,review their ability to provide or enforce regular main-
Lastly, trenches were gradually clogging due to inad-tenance activity if the longevity, of infiltration practices
equate pretreatment of runoff, is to be measurably improved.

Twelve infiltration basins were sampled. Most had --TRS
relatively small surface areas (0.01 to 0.20 acres) and

Referencecorresponding drainage areas (mean = 1.8 acres). All 12
oft.he infiltration basins clogged within two years ofGalli, J. 1993.AnalysisofUrbanBMPPerformanceand
construction. The basins exhibited surface ponding in Longevity in Prince George’s County, Maryland
dry weather (mean depth of one foot), saturated soils, Metropolitan Washin~on Council of Govern-
and a vigorous cover of wetland plants. Essentially, the ments, 202 pp.
infiltration basins quickly evolved into pocket wet-
lands. Although none of the basins were infiltrating
runoff as originally designed, 60% provided at least
partial pollutant removal for some fraction of runoff
either through very slow infiltration or by providing

some dead storage up to the crest of the riser).

The complete failure of the basins to infiltrate runoff
was due to a series of interrelated problems. These
included compaction of soil during construction, fur-
ther compaction of soils by the mass of ponded water
after construction, large sediment inputs (very few
basins had any kind of pretreatment to trap coarse
sediments before they entered the basin), poor vegeta-
tive cover on the basin floor, and sealing of the basin
floor by algal mats.

Galli provides several recommendations for increas-
ing the longevity of infiltration trenches. They include
(I) better geotechnical and groundwater investiga-
tions, (2) standardization of observation well caps, (3)
better specification of clean stone materials for the
reservoir, and (4) regular cleanout of sump pits.
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Technical Note #33from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3). 124-125

Longevity of Infiltration Basins
Assessed in Puget Sound
by Karin Hilding, Hammond. Collier, Wade, and Livingston Assoctates, Seattle, WA

R ecent performance studies from the East Coast The average cost to maintain the basin ranged from
suggest that infiltration basins have a very$500to$1,000peryear.A frequent maintenance head-
short useful life before they clog. Failure ratesache was the difficulty in sustaining grass on the basra

of 50% and 100% have been reported. However, thesefloor-~only 30% of all basins had a dense grass cover
studies were conducted in the mid-Atlantic region,crop. The thin grass cover was due to frequent inunda-
where soils can often have marginal infiltration capacitydon, poor soils, or standing water. Lack of grass cover
(from 0.5 to 1.0 inch/hour) and, perhaps more impor-and the presence of trash and debris often generate
tantly, have a high clay content. Other regions of thecomplaints from adjacent residents.
cotmtry are underlain by sandy or gravelly soils ofmuch

The study also compared measured infiltration ratesgreater infiltration capacity. Will infiltration basins workat the basins with the predicted rate, based on the local
better in these environments? soil survey or SCS textural estimation method (Table 3).

To test this hypothesis, 23 infiltration basins wereThe three methods gave inconsistent and variable
surveyed in the Puget Sound Basin of the Pacificestimates ofthedesign infiltration rate. The single ring
Northwest. The basins were designed for stormwaterinfiltrometertesttendedtogivethehighestestimatesof
quantity, control and not for water quality purposes,the infiltration rate, and is often used as a maximum or
Detailed textural analysis and single ring infiltrometerupper limit in the Puget Sound area. Clearly, for the soils
tests were conducted on a subset of eight basins. Inin the Puget Sound Area, and perhaps elsewhere, the
addition, stormwater managers and public works offi-various soil infiltration methods provide only a guide-
cials were interviewed to obtain a general assessmentpost for the true, but unknown, infiltration rate. Given
of how infiltration basins performed over time. the critical importance of the infiltration rate in selecting

A number of factors would seem to promote betterand designing infiltration practices, more research is
longevit3’, in the Puget Sound area. First, basin soils hadneeded to develop more effective and reliable methods
exceptionally high infiltration rates, ranging from 1.1 toto rapidly calculate it.
36 inches/hour (coarse gravelly sandy loams and t’me A companion study (Gaus, 1993) examined the
sandy loams). Second, clay content of the underlyingconcentrationoftrace metals inthesurfacesoilsofeight
soils was never greater than 13% in any basin tested,infiltration basins-studied by Hilding. The average soil
Lastly, inspections and corrective maintenance hadconcentrationswere387mg/kgforzinc,261 mg/kgfor
been regularly conducted at many of the basins, at least
in the last few years.

On the other hand, most of the basins were con-
structed prior to the most recent infiltration basin de-
sign guidelines, issued by the Washington Department
of Ecology (see Table I). Consequently, few of the ¯ Minimum infiltration capacity (fc) of 0.5 inch/hr.
basins had effective pretreatment features, such as¯ Maximum clay content of 30%.
biofilters, forebays, or filter berms, that are now required
on new infiltration basins. ¯ Maximum silt-clay content of 40%.

The results of the survey indicate that while a ¯ Depth to bedrock and high water table of three feet.
majority of the infiltration basins were still working
properly after 10 years, many had encountered prob-̄  Maximum ponding time of 24 hours.

lems(seeTable2).Forexample,26%ofbasinssurveyed̄  Pretreatment required (forebay, biofilter, or sedimentation
had standing water in between storms, as well as wet- chamber).
land vegetation. In each case, the failure was attributed

¯ Measured Infiltration rate reduced by factor of two for design.to a locally high water table. Noticeable sediment depo-
sition was observed at 35% of all basins. A review of ¯ Basins contro! 6 month, 2 year and 10 year, 24 hr rainfall
maintenance records indicated that scarification (sedi- events. If Fc is greater than 2 in/hr, water quality storm must be
ment scraping) had been conducted at 43% of the sites treated to protect groundwater.
in the last five years.
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lead, and 153 mg~k~ t’or copper. Downward metal tolera-
tion was not observed at most sites. A notable excep-
tion were basins situated on coarse gravelly soils. In
these cases, some form ofpretreatment prior to infitmL-
tion would be advisable to prevent groundwater con-
tamination.

No. of basins surveyed 23 The field surveys do suggest that infiltration basins
can still be an at’tractive stormwater option in regionsMean age of basins 10.6 years with a high infiltration rate and stringent design guide-

Mean infiltration rate (in/hr) 15.8 (range 1.1 to 36.0) lines. Even under these ideal conditions, however,
extensive maintenance is required to keep the practiceMaximum clay content never exceeded 13% at any site working over the long term.

Had runoff pretreatment 39%
ReferencesHad standing water 26%
Hilding, K. 1993. A Study of Infiltration Basins in theHeavy sediment deposition 35% Puget Sound Region. ME thesis. Dept. of Biologi-

Scarified in last 5 yrs. to improve infiltration rate 43% calandAgriculturalEngineering. Univ.ofCalifor_
nia, Davis.Had dense grass cover                         30%

Gaus. J. 1993. Soils of Infiltration Basins in the Puget
Needed mowing or seeding 31% to 44% Sound Region. Trace Metals andConcentratlons

Annual maintenance cost $500 to $1000 per basin ME thesis. Univ. of Washington.

Field
Soil survey SCS soil measurement
permeability texture single ring

Basin # rates (in/hr) method infiltrometer

Basin # 1 6-20 1.02-8 26.4
Basin # 2 6-20 20 7.2

¯ Basin # 3 6-20 20 14.4
Basin # 4 6-20 2.4 36
Basin # 5 6-20 2.4 36
Basin # 6 0.6 to 2.0 2.4 19.2
Basin # 7 6-20 2.4 1.1
Basin # 8 6-20 2.4 2.2
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Technical Note #21 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2)." 76- 78

A Second Look at Porous
Pavement/Underground Recharge
by Thomas Cahill, Cahill Associates

T he optimal stormwater management practicerange of building parking needs and customers include
prevents both water quality and quan-office centers, fast food restaurants, libraries, andcon-
tity impacts. In theory, practices that relydominiums.Areascoveredrangefrom3,000to 147,000

on maintaining the mechanism of soil infiltration aresquare feet.
ideal. Allowing the hydrologic cycle to continue in a Experience has shown that most porous pavement
pre-disturbance condition, so that aquifers are re-failures occur because of a lack of erosion/sediment
charged and increased surface runoff pollutant load-control during construction. In many instances, con-
ings are prevented, is clearly the goal. However, prac-tractors, unfamiliar with whatthey were doing and why
tical engineering solutions based on the infiltrationthey were doing it, allowed substantial quantities of
concept have been difficult to design and even moresediment to erode onto the pavement surface after
challenging to implement, installation. Construction traffic also tracks heavy loads

The quandary is illustrated vividly by porous pave-of clay particles onto the surface. Void spaces in the
menL a technique proposed over 20 years ago. Afterporous asphalt became permanently clogged, prevent-
numerous unsuccessful installations, use of porousing stormwater from even entering the recharge bed
pavement is routinely rejected by most engineers, de-below.
signers, andstormwaterprogrammanagers.Contraryto The fine silts that managed to pass through the
prevailingwisdom,however, porouspavement/under-porous pavement and through the underlying rock-
ground recharge bed stormwater practice applicationsfilled recharge beds then settled out on the recharge bed
can be developed successfully, bottom, reducing the recharge bed’s ability to infiltrate

Cahill Associates (CA), a suburban Philadelphiaovertime. These failures have made stormwatermanag-
environmental engineering f’wm, has been designingers generally very reluctantto recommend porous pave-
and constructing porous pavement/recharge bed in-mentasastormwaterpractice, rejectingthetechnology
stallations in Middle Atlantic state locations for over 12as impossible to apply in the real world.
years. Their porous pavement installations serve a

ANCHOR REBAR

,. ,=~, ~ I~ UNCOMPACTED SUBGRADE

Souse." Cahill Associates
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Success has been frequently demonstrated, how- conventional pavement, but drain into ~he
ever, when project designs have adhered to the follow- recharge beds.
ing guidelines. Importantly, these specifications add
only marginally to total project costs. ¯ Communication with contractors is essential.

Contractors/workers involved with the project¯ Site conditions such as permeability of the soil must understand what is being done and why
must be verified. Field verification of a soil layer compliance with specifications is essential.
of reasonable thickness (four feet or more) with nature and purpose of the porous pavement/
acceptable drainage qualities (percolation rate of recharge bed technique must be liberally entered
0.5inchesperhourormore)isessentiaI.Themost onto the construction drawings and included
cost-effective method of field testing will vary within the written specifications for the project.
with each site and its geological complexity. Before construction, these specifications must be

reviewed verbally and in person with contractors.¯ AIlsediment-laden runoffm ust be directed away
f.rom the porous pavement/recharge bed. Total ¯ Installation must besupervised and
site design and stormwater drainage planning Proper inspection/supervision during construc-
must be tailored to porous pavement/recharge tion of the porous pavement/recharge bed should
bed requirements. While all runofffrom imperv]- be budgeted into all projects. Spot-checking by
ous surfaces (roof tops, roads, parking areas, the engineer early on is essential. Regulatory
walkways, and so forth) should be directed onto agencies such as the local conservation district
the porous pavement and then into the recharge cannot be relied upon to make sure that plans and
bed, pervious zones being re-landscaped after specifications are being executed fully. Conwacts,
construction must be redirected away from the bids, and budgets must include necessary, inspec-
bed, or pretreated so as to eliminate sedimentation tion by the design engineer. A written record must
and resultant clogging. Strict erosion and sedi- be maintained including review and approval at
mentation controls are a must. critical project junctures, such as excavation of

recharge beds, placement of filter fabric, and quat-¯ Specialsafeguards/redundanciesshould be in- ity control at the stone crushing plant and asphalt
cluded in the porous pavement/recharge bed mix plant. In addition, site inspection and super-
design. Project success has resulted in part be- vision must make sure that construction vehicles
cause of certain engineering features in porous are not allowed to traverse excavated recharge
surface/recharge bed design (see Figure 1 and beds or enter the completed porous pavement,
Table 1). and that all erosion control measures are in place.
(1) Selected filter fabric is placed generously on

Cahill Associates and others recommend that corn-the floor and sides of the recharge bed after
pleted porous pavement be vacuum-cleaned twice per

excavation/bed preparation, providing an in-
year under normal circumstances, using commerciallyexpensive barrier between the stone-filled
available pavement vacuuming equipment (eitherrecharge bed and the soil mantle interface,
through vendor services or through outright purchase).This filter fabric allows water to pass readily,
Although many installations continue to function, inbut prevents soil f’mes from migrating up into
most cases this maintenance has not been performed,the rock basin, reducing the effective storage
primarily because of a lack of communication betweenvolume of the recharge bed.
the contractor and site owner. Therefore, in new projects,

(2) In the event that the porous pavement be-specifications include the requirement that site owner
comes clogged, the edge of the porous pavedmaintenance staffbe given copies of porous pavement/
area is designed to function as a linear over-recharge bed maintenance requirements for future use.
flow inlet around theperimeteroftheparkingAlso required are permanent signs (one per parking
bay. The inlet is accomplished quite simply bybay; minimum of two per project) containing a short list
allowing a width of the bed around the perim-of maintenance requirements. For educational value,
eter to go unpaved, later to be topped off withs~gns can highlight major benefits of the installation.
a decorative river stone of some sort. Wheel

The porous pavement/recharge bed stormwaterstops are placed at the edge of the pavement,
practice is not ideal for all developments and all sites.

preventing vehicles from disturbing this emer.
Clearly, if soils and geology do not a!low for minimumgency overflow.
necessary rates of infiltration, this type of stormwater

(3) Most intense traffic is directed away frommanagement strategy makes no sense. The majority, of
porous surfaces. Porous surfaces are limitedupland soils in the eastern U.S., however, do have at
to parking areas receiving least wear and tear.least moderate infiltration capacities. In some coastal
Roadways ringing the parking areas receiveareas with excessively coarse sands infiltration rates
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may be excessively rapid, and the recharge approachpated. However, if reasonable safeguards are taken, the
may need to be augmented with a peat liner for waterporous pavement approach offers a uniquely elegant
quality reasons, engineering solution for many sites as well as providing

Environmental benefits of the porous pavementcompelling environmental and cost savings advantages

approach to stormwater management are compelling,when compared with most other stormwater practices.

As with any new technique, mistakes must be antici-

1. Contract with a DesignlBuild Firm. These firms have the incentive to perform a careful and
thorough job during each stage of design and construction.

2. Perform Detailed Geotechnical Tests atthe Proposed Site. Afterfurthertesting of soils and
water table, as many as 25% of"ideal" sites are found to be inadequate for porous pavement.
By catching these problem sites early, future problems can be avoided.

3. Only ConsiderifClientis Informed and Responsible. Theownerofa porous pavement site
plays a key role in maintaining and operating the stormwater practice. Large corporate office
park clients are ideal as they often continuously own and manage both the practice and the
property over several decades.

4. Design a Perimeter Stone Filter Inlet as a Backup. Extending the stone filter course several
feet outside the perimeter of the porous pavement provides a cheap and reliable means of
getting runoff into the stone filter chamber in the event that the porous pavement ever clogs.

5. Utilize a Choker Layer of Stone in the Filter Course. The stone reservoir is normally
constructed with a top layer of 1/2 inch gravel over a bottom layer of larger 1.5 to 3.0 inch stone.
To avoid uneven surfaces, it is helpful to add a thin "choker layer" of fine gravel between the
two layers of stone.

6. Overlap Filter Fabric on Sides During Construction. By generously extending filter fabric
above the surface of the porous pavement (and staking it to adjacent pervious areas) an extra
measure of sediment protection can be achieved during construction.

7. Pave Roads and Intensively Traveled Areas with Conventional Pavement. Heavily
travelled areas tend to clog more rapidly. Therefore, these areas should be conventionally paved,
and then graded to drain over to adjacent porous pavements.

8. Use Terraces of Porous Pavement on Sloping Sites. Porous pavement can be used on
moderately sloping sites, ifa sedes of stone reservoirs are used in a terrace-like arrangement.

9. Avoid the Use of Porous Pavement in Hydrocarbon Hotspots. Gas stations, truck stops
and industrial sites are poor choices for porous pavement, given the higher risk that pollutant
spills could enter groundwater.

10. Direct Runofffrom Pervious or Exposed Areas Away from Pavement. It is critical to keep
sediment away from porous pavement both during and after construction. This can be
accomplished by grading adjacent pervious areas to drain away from the parking area and
maintaining extensive sediment controls during construction.                                R0079968
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Technical Note #34from Wat. Prot. Techniques. I(3): 126-128

The Risk of Groundwater Contamination
from Infiltration of Stormwater Runoff
by Robert Pitt, Associate Professor, University of Alabama-Birmingham

F ew pollutants ever disappear from the urbanor come into contact with the soil layer. Consequently,
landscape. They are merely transferred fromthere is little chance that a compound will be removed
one medium to another--from air to land,before it enters groundwater.

from land to surface water, or from soil to groundwa-
The analysis should only be used for an initialter. This last interaction is of great interest when it

screening estimate of contamination potential becausecomes to the infiltration of urban stormwater. What is
of its simplifying assumptions. These include the as-the ri~k that pollutants in urban stormwater might
sumption that underlying soils are sandy and of lowcontaminate groundwater as a result of infiltration?
organic matter content, which represents a worse case

Infiltration is used as a technique to treat both thescenario in many communities. Second, the values for
quality and quantity of urban runoff. It diverts runoffa compound’s abundance and solubility in runoffwere
back into the ground in an attempt to replicate thederived from residential and commercial areas only.
normal hydrological cycle, whereby most rainfall in-Urban hotspots, such as vehicle service operations and
filtrates into the soil. Infiltrating runoff, rather thanindustrial areas, were not explicitly included in the
rainfall, can create some risks, particularly since run-analysis. Recent research indicates that these land uses
offislikelytohavepickeduppollutantsalongtheway,may often have both higher concentrations and fre-

To answer these questions, the University. ofquency of detection for many compounds (see Table
Alabama-Birmingham and EPA Office of Research2).
and Development embarked on a three-year coopera-The stormwater pollutants with the greatest poten-
tive study to define the nature of the potential risks totial for possible groundwater pollution include the
groundwater. Their preliminary results are shown infollowing:
Table 1. The risk analysis is based on three key factors
that influence a compound’s movement into ground-̄ Nitrate-nitrogen. This mobile compound has a
water: its relative mobility, concentration and solubil- low to moderate potential for groundwater con-
ity. For example, a compound present at high concen- tamination, but only because nitrate is generally
tration that is both mobile and soluble in soils and found in relatively low concentrations in urban
groundwater is a much greater risk than a relatively stormwater (1 to 3 mgil).
immobile and particulate-oriented compound.

The next stage of the risk assessment evaluates the° Pesticides. Lindane and Chlordane both have
ease of entry into groundwater. Typically, stormwater moderate contamination potential for surface in-
runoff is introduced to groundwater in one of three filtration or subsurface injection. The contamination
ways: potential can be greatly reduced, however, if runoff

1. Sedimentation or filtration prior to infiltration is pretreated before entering an infiltration facility.
into soils

¯ Other organic compounds. 1,3 dichlorobenzene,
2. Surface infiltration into soil

pyrene and fluoranthene all are predicted to have
3. Subsurface injection into groundwater a high groundwater contamination potential fbr

An example of the first infiltration method would subsurface stormwater injection. Again, theircon-
be a sedimentation chamber leading to an infiltration tamination potential drops sharply for surface
trench. In this instance, some compounds could be infiltration due to their sorption onto soils in the
trapped in the sedimentation chamber and never enter vadose zone. Thus, most organic compounds have
the trench. A typical example of the second method is a low risk of contamination with adequate runoff
a grass swale without any pretreatment. Here, the pretreatment and soil percolation.
compound percolates through the surface soils before
reaching groundwater. Depending on the distance, the
compound may be adsorbed and fixed onto soil. The
last infiltration method involves routing stormwater
deep into the ground, such that it does not pass through
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Risk Factor Contamination Potential
No Sub-

Mobility Abundance Filterable pretreat- Pretreat- surface
Compounds in soil in stormwater fraction ment ment* injection

nitrate H L-M H L-M L-M L-M
2,4-D H L L L L L
linclane M M L M L M
malathion H L L L L L

atrazine H L L L L L
chlordane M M VL M L M

diazinon H L L L L L
VOCs H L VH L L L
! ,3-dichloro benzene L H H L L H

anthracene M L M L L L

benzo(a) anthracene M M VL M L M
bis(2-ethyl hexyl) pthalateM M L? M L? M
butyl benzyl pthalate L L-M M L L LoM

fluoranthene M H H M M H

fluorene M L L? L L L
napthalene L-M L M L L L
pentachloro phenol M M L? M L? M
pbenanthrene M M VL " M L M
pyrene M H H M M H
entroviruses M P H H H H
Shigella L-M P M L-M L-M H

Pseudomonas L-M VH M L-M L-M H /
protozoa L-M P M L-M L-M H
nickel L H L L L H
cadmium L L M L L L
chromium VL-M M VL L-M L M
lead VL M VL L L M
zinc L-VL H H L L H
chloride H H H H H H

VL, Very low; L, Low; M, Moderate;H, High; VH, Very high
* by sedimentation filtration
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¯ Dry weatherflowsfrom astorm drainpipe. These
flows often are generated by illicit or illegal
connections to the storm drain system, and thus
have a strong probability, of containing high con-

Maximum centrations of soluble heavy metals, pesticides,
observed

Detection concentration
and pathogenic microorganisms.

Toxicant Frequency (%) (gig/I) ¯ Combined sewer overflows (CSOs). CSO dis-
charges should be kept away from infiltration

Benzo-(a) anthracene 12 60 practices given their poor water quality, (espe-

Benzo(b) fluoranthene 17 226
cially pathogens) and high clogging potential.

Benzo(k) ftuoranthene 17 221 ¯ Snowmelt runoff from roads and parking lots.
Benzo(a) pyrene 17 300 These areas produce high concentrations ofchlo-
Fluoranthene 23 128 rides that cannot be effectively treated with

infiltration.Naphthalene                      13               296
Phenanthrene 10 69 ° Manufacturing sites. Stormwater from these sites
Pyrene 19 102 has a high potential for elevated concentrations
Chlordane t3 2.2 of organic compounds and heavy metals.

Butyl benzyl phthalate 12 128 ¯ Construction sites. While stormwater from con-
Bis (2-chloroethyl) ether 14 204 struction sites does not normally contain toxicants,
Bis(2-chloroisopropyl) ether 14 217 the high sediment levels quickly clog infiltration
1,3 dichlorobenzene 23 120 practices.

Adequate pretreatrnent of runoff prior to the use of
infiltration is recommended for other critical source

¯ Pathogens. Enteroviruses and other pathogensareas, such as gas stations, vehicle maintenance opera-

all have a high groundwater contamination poten-tions, and large commercial parking lots.

tial. The actual risk, however, depends on their Residential areas pose the teast risk of groundwater
presence in urban stormwater, of which not much contamination, and therefore, infiltration practices can
is reliably known, based on current monitoringbe located without extensive pretreatment. However,
data. Clearly, the risk is greatest in areas wherethe use of grass buffer strips and other forms of
sewage is mixedwith stormwater (e.g., combinedpretreatment is still advisable to prevent premature
sewer overflows and illicit connections), failure of the infiltration practice due to clogging.

Additional monitoring and testing of stormwater/¯ Heavy Metals. Zinc and nickel pose a risk of
groundwater interactions is being conducted to further

groundwater contamination under subsurface in-
refine these recommendations.jection. The risk is sharply reduced, however,

when runoffis pretreated and percolates through
the soil layer. References

Pitt, R., K. Parmer, S. Clark and R. Field. 1994. Potential¯ Salts. Chlorides appear to be a chronic risk for GroundwaterContaminationfromlntentionaland
groundwater contamination, particularly in north- Nonintentional Stormwater Infiltration-1993 Re-.
ern areas where they are applied on roads and search Project. Cooperative Agreement No. CR
highways. No method of pretreatment of perco- 819573 EPA!600/SR-94/051. Storm and Combined
lation appears capable of reducing this potential. Sewer Pollution Control Program US. EPA. Cincin-

Based on the risk assessment and current knowl- nati, OH. Avail. from NTIS (703)487-0650.

edge about pollutant source areas, Pitt and his col-
leagues offer several guidelines on using infiltration
practices. For example, it is recommended that runoff
be diverted away from an infiltration practice if it is
generated from one of the following source areas:
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Feature .4rticle from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 47-54

Developments in Sand Filter Technology
to Treat Stormwater Runoff

T he use of sand filtration to improve water This type of sand filter was developed in Austin
quality is not a new concept. Slow sand filtra-because no other stormwater management practice
tion has been used for decades to treat waste-works well in the Texas hill country. High rates of

water and purify drinking water in many parts of theevapo-transpiration and frequent droughts ruled out
globe. In this respect, sand filtration has been demon-the use of ponds and marshes. Thin clay soils and a
strated to be both an economical and effective optiondesire to protect groundwater quality eliminated the
for removing pollutants, use of infiltration practices. Low soil moisture during

The City of Austin, Texas first pioneered the use ofthe hot and dry summers made it difficult to establish
sand filters to treat urban stormwater runoff in the earlydense and vigorous cover needed for vegetative prac-
1980s. The earliest designs consisted of a simpletices. Stormwater designers were thus forced to create
off-line sedimentation chamber and an 18-inch bed ofa Closed and self-contained practice with an artificial

sand(Figure 1). The first flushofrunoffis diverted intofiltration media. Hence, the sand filter was developed.
the first sedimentation chamber. In thischambercoarse Sand filters have many advantages. They have a
sediments drop out and the runoff velocities are re-moderate to high pollutant removalcapability, possess
duced. Runoff is then spread over the sand filter bedvery few environmental limitations, require small
where pollutants aretrapped or strained out.A series ofamounts of land, and can be applied to most develop-
pert’orated pipes located in a gravel bed collect thement sites, large or small. Compared to most other
runoffpassing through the filter bed and subsequentlystormwater management practices, they have fewer
return it into the stream or channel, limitations and constraints. These qualities have made

. TO STORMWATER PLAN VIEW
DETENTION BASIN SEDIMENT CHAMBER

ENERGY DISSIPA’II:)RS
with FLOW

or GABION FILTRATION BASIN

OUTI:M~

CHSTORMwATER
STONE RIPRAP __ SAND BED (’rlz)p OF

ANNEL BFBF~D TO BE HORIZONTAL)
DROP INLET /

FACILITATE SEDIMENT SEDIMENT I :u-o:.~=,,- rr _~ ~ ~ ~U::==l "-"-~FILTERED
TRANSPORT INTO CHAMBER - "t’- "

OUTFLOW
SEDIMENTATION BASIN |

UNOERDRAIN PIPING SYSTEM
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District of
DESIGN Austin Austin Columbia Alexandria Texas Washing*

VARIABLES Sand Filter Sand Filter Under- Delaware Stone Vertical ton Corn-
Full Partial ground Sand Reservoir Sand Peat Sand post Filter

Sedimentation Sedimentation Sand Filter Filter Trench Filter Filter System

No more No more 2 to 3 acresApplicable than 10 than 5 max. of Primarily
Development Most sites can serve impervious acres of com-mercial roadway 1 to 50 1 to 50

Situations 1 to 30 acres acres of high impervious or multi- runoff to acres acres
and Drainage urban D.A. parking lot family date

Area

18" sand, 4-6 inches of Gravel or 2-4 feet of Up to 6 feet Grass on One foot
stone, of sand sup- 12" of of

Filter Bed gravel. A la fer of sod Enkadrain 18" of over 18" ported by peat and compost
Profile on the surface of the screen

filter bed is optional, over 30" sand of sand gabions on 2 feet of over 8’ of
of sand and 6" of either side sand, then rock and

gravel gravel gravel

Filter Bed 200 ft
Area (sf/la)

100 180 200 360 183 N/A 436 per cfs

First 1/2" First 1/2"
Total of runoff of runoff First flush

with 24 hr. of runoff First 1" of First 1/2" First 1/2" First 1/2"Treatment                S.C. =                                                            N/Adrawdown                (0.3" to      runoff      of runoff     of runoff     of runoffVolume sediment 20% of
WQV 0.5")

chamber

3 foot wet

Pretreatment Dry Dry
micropool Wet Dry Dryplus Shallow micropool Wetsediment sedimentsediment sediment gravel or wet pool stone chamber micropool chamber

Method chamber chamber geo-textile blanket
screen

Pretreatment 0.1 acre-
sc >> fb sc ~= fb sc >> fb sc = fb sc < fb sc >> fb inch sc < fbVolume

sc < fb

Performance
Monitoring Yes, 4 sites with No, 2 in No, 2 in No, 1 in

Data 2 more in progress progress progress No progress No Yes, 2
Available?

No. Currently
Installed -500 ~500 -50 -25 ~ 10 -5 -5 25

Notes: sf/la = square foot of filter bed area per impervious acre
sc = sedimentation chamber fb = filter bed
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(d) D.C. sand filter with (e) Delaware sand filter
plastic screen (sand chamber) (f) Stone reser~o~r ’,rench

Outflow

(i] Peat sand filter
w! ~rass cover(~) Compost filter system              (h) Ve~ical sand filter

Filter cloth
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Each sand filter design utilizes a slightly different
profile within the filter bed (Figure 2). The required
surface area of the filter is usually a direct function of

Filter Type Design Issues
the impervious acreage treated, and varies regionally

Austin Sand Filter Requires basin liner, 2:1 length to width ratio, due to rainfall patterns and local criteria forthe volume
Full Sedimentation Sand must have a grain size_< concrete sand. needed for water quality, treatment. In addition, de-

Requires more frequent sand replacement signs often differ with respect to the type and volume
Austin Sand Filter than full sedimentation design. Requires ba- of pretreatment afforded.
Partial Sedimentation

sin liner. The most common form ofpretreatment is a wet or
District of Columbia Need head-room, must avoid underground dry sedimentation chamber. Gravel orgeotextile screens
Underground Sand utilities. Must ensure each chamber is water- are sometimes used as a secondary form of protection.

Filter tight, may require 4 - 8 ft. of head. The relative volume dedicated to pretreatment versus

Requires very little head. Grate covers each filtration tends to vary considerably from one area to
Delaware Sand chamber f or access. Need to consider struc- the next (Table l). Nearly all sand filters are con-

Filter tural design with traffic load. Can freeze in structed off-line. Runoff volumes in excess of the
northern climates, water quality treatment volume must be bypassed to a

Alexandria Stone                                              downstream quantity control structure.
Not recommended for parking lots.Reservoir Trench
Most filtration may occur in small area of Feasibility of Sand FiltersTexas Vertical filter. Ability to withstand clogging has not Some kind of sand filter can be applied to almostSand Filter been demonstrated.

any development site. The primary physical require-
Need to select appropriate peat. Peat may ment is a minimum of two or three feet of head

Peat Sand Filter not always be available. Difficulty in operat- differential existing between the inlet and outlet of the
ing dudng winter conditions.

filter bed. This is needed to provide gravity, flow
Washington Compost    Leaf compost must be carefully selected and     through the bed.

Filter System       replaced regularly.
Otherwise, the use of sand filters is only limited by

their cost and local maintenance capability. Sand filters
are particularly suitable for smaller development sites

the sand filter an attractive alternative stormwater prac-where other stor’mwater practices are often not practi-
rice for many communities across the country, cal. These include the following:

This article examines recent developments in the¯ lnfill developments
use of sand filtration to improve the quality of urban ¯ Ultra-urban downtown areas
stormwaterrunoff. It summarizes what is known about ° Gas stations and fast food establishments
the performance and operation of sand filters, based ¯ Commercial and institutional parking lotsboth on recent research and the experience of ehgi-
neers and public works officials that have installed and ¯ Small shopping centers

maintained them. ¯ Townhouse and multifamily developments
¯ Confined industrial areas

Design Variations of the Sand Filter Care should be exercised in approving sand filters
The versatility of the sand filter is reflected in the for individual lots and residential developments, as

numerous design variations that have been developedmost homeowners lack the incentives or resources to
to address many different climatic and developmentregularly perform needed sand replacement opera-
conditions. Nearly a dozen variants of the basic sandtions. The State of Florida is considering limitations on
filter design are currently in use, and engineers and the use of sand filters in residential areas, given the
practitioners continue to create more. Some of thegenerally poor maintenance record of homeowner
morecommon designs are compared in Tables I and2,associations (Livingston, 1994).
and illustrated in Figure 2.

In general, sand filter designs can be grouped intoPollutant Removal Performance of Sand Filters
two broad categories: Presently, performance monitoring data for sand
¯ Designs that are well established filters is rather sparse. Frequently cited are results from

four sand filters that were sampled in Austin, Texas in¯ Designs that are still somewhat experimental
(due toatackofimplementation experience and/ the late 1980s (Table 3). However, at least seven
or performance monitoring data)                additional performance monitoring studies are now in

progress in Texas, Delaware, Florida, Virginia, the
District of Columbia. and Washington with results
expected in the next six to 18 months.
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Initial monitoring results suggest that sand filters
are very effective in removing particulate pollutants
such as total suspended solids, lead, zinc, organic
carbon, and organic nitrogen (City of Austin. 1990).
Removal rates in excess of 75% were frequently ob-
served for each of these parameters. Removal rates forParameter Highwood Barton Creek Joleyville Brodie Oaks
coliform bacteria, ammonia, ortho phosphorus, and
copper were moderate, and quite variable. ResultsTotal solids 86 75 87 92

Total dissolved solids (-35) 1 31 46ranged from 20 to 75% in the four sand filters tested in
Austin.

BOD (5-day) 29 39 52 77
Total organic carbon 53 49 62 93

Negative removal rates were frequently reported Nitrate (-5) (-13) (-79) 23
for total dissolved solids (TDS) and nitrate-nitrogen. Ammonia 59 43 77 94
The negative TDS rate may be due to the preferentialTotal Kjeldahl nitrogen 48 64 62 90
leaching of cations from organic matter trapped on the Total nitrogen 31 44 32 71
surface of sand filter. Similarly, the nitrate exportTotal phosphorus 19 59 61 80
observed in three of the four sand filters may indicate Fecal coliforms 37 36 37 83

Fecal strep 50 25 65 81that nitrification is taking place in the filter bed. In the
Copper 33 34 60 84nitrification process, microbial bacteria converts
Lead 71 88 81 89ammonia-nitrogen into the nitrate form of nitrogen. Zinc 49 82 80 91The apparent loss of ammonia through the filter bed, Iron 63 67 86 84

coupled with the production of excess nitrate, strongly
suggests that nitrification is taking place.

The pollutant removal behavior ofstormwater sand
relies exclusively on an organic filtering medium (see

filters is quite comparable to that reported for sandarticle 109)also had negative or low removal of TDS.
filtersusedinwastewatertreatment(Ellis, 1987).Therenitrate, and phosphorus (Stewart, 1992). The limitedare some differences between the two systems, how-

data on sandwich systems so far indicates that the
ever. Wastewater sand filters typically contain f’mersandwich layer could actually be a source for some
sand, are cleaned more frequently, and subject to morepollutants, while effectively trapping others.
uniform and controlled flow than their stormwater
counterparts. Consequently, wastewater filters exhibit Another option to improve sand filter performance
slightly higher removal rates for sediment, phospho-is to create a permanently saturated, anaerobic zone at

rus, and organic carbon (often in excess of 90%), butthe bottom of the filter bed. Conditions in this zone are

seldom can achieve more than 20% removal of nitratefavorable for denitrification, which might substan-

(again, due to nitrification.), tially improve the rate of nitrate removal. Some cau-
tion may be in order as anaerobic conditions could

The one exception where wastewater filter consis-possibly lead to 16ss of other pollutants (Harper and
tently outperformed stormwater filters was bacteriaHerr, 1992). Other untested methods for enhancing
removal. Wastewater filters frequently reduced bacte-

performance may include increasing the surface area
rialevets by90%,comparedtoa25 to65%removalforof the filter bed, specifying the use of finer sand, and
stormwater sand filters,

increasing the depth of the sand layer.

It should be noted that sand filters, as an off-lineProspects for Improving the Performance of
practice, will always bypass some fraction of runoffStormwater Filters
during larger storm events. This runoff will be un-

Designers are constantly ref’ming the basic sandtreated. Depending on local water quality sizing crite-
filter design to increase the level and consistency ofria, the volume of untreated runoff can amount to 10 to
nutrient and bacteria removal. A popular approach has20% of the annual runoff volume produced at the site.
been to add an additional organic layer to the filter bed

Perhaps the most reliable option for improvingto increase pollutant remov’al capability. A series of
sand filter performance is to combine a filter with

organic media have been used including a top layer of
another stormwater practice such as an extended de-grass/soil, grass/peat or compost, a middle layer of
tendon pond, wet pond, or shallow marsh. For ex-

~eat, activated carbon, and even zeolites,
ample, the best performing sand filter in the Austin

Very few of these "sandwich systems" have beenmonitoringprojectwasatBrodieOaks, which combined
extensively monitored so far. The Highwood sanda retention pond with a sand filter (see Table 3).
filter (see Figure 2) had a top layer of grass sod over the
sand filter, and generally performed slightly worse SandFilterMaintenance
than the other three Austin filter systems (City, of
Austin, 1990). The stormwater compost system which Regular maintenance is an essential component of

the operation of a sand filter. At least once a year each R0079978
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filter should be inspected after a storm to assess the of filter fabric to separate layers, the better.. In
filtration capacity, of the filter bed. Most filters exhibit many situations, layers of different media can be
diminished capacity, after a few years due to surface intergraded together at the boundary (e.g., 50:50
clogging by organic matter, fine silts, hydrocarbons, peat!sand), or by a shallow layer of pea gravel.
and algal matter. Maintenance operations to restore thē

Providing easier access. During sand replace-
filtration capacity are relatively simple--manual re-

ment operations, heavy, and often wet sand mustmoral of the top few inches of discolored sand fol-
be manually removed from the filter bed. It islowed by replacement with fresh sand. The contami-
surprising that so few designs help a maintenancenated sand is then dewatered and land-filled.
worker conveniently perform this operation. It is

The key point is that the operation of the sand filter not uncommon that sand must be lifted six feet or
requires replacement of the surface sand layer on a higher to get it out of the filter bed. Yet typically
relatively frequent basis, just as in wastewater sand no ramps, manhole steps, or ringbolts are pro-
filter applications. If periodic sand replacement is not vided to make the operation easier.
conducted, the filter will not be effective. Livingston
(1994) reports chronic clogging problems in many of Engineers should also keep in mind the ergonom-

the sand filters installed in residential areas in Florida ics of maintenance when designing access to the

due to lack of maintenance and off-site sediment sand filter. In some cases, heavy grates or large

deposition, diameter manhole covers are specified that can-
not be opened without the use of a portable

In some cases sand filters can continue to function winch.
after partial clogging. For example, Shaver and Baldwin
(1991) reported that a demonstration sand filter accu-̄ Pretreatment. The frequency of sand replace-
mulated several inches of deposits over the sand filter ment can also be reduced by devoting a greater
bed after six years, but it still functioned, at least volume to runoffpretreatment in the sedimenta-
partially. Based on the one sample obtained from a tion chamber. Several designs provide up to 50%
Delaware site, sand filter deposits appear to have the of the total runoff treatment volume in the sedi-
same degree of sediment contamination as pond muck mentation chamber.
and thus may not pose a risk for land disposal (Shaver̄ Visibility and Simplicity. When tinkering with
and Baldwin, 1991). However, this conclusion should

new sand filter designs, two key principles should
be considered provisional until further testing of more be kept in mind. First, the filter should be visible,
filter sediments are obtained from sites that are heavily i.e., it should be easily recognized as a stormwater
influenced by automotive or industrial uses.

practice (so that owners realize what it is) and be
A number of techniques are being developed to quickly located (so that it can be routinely in-

reduce the frequency of sand replacement or to make spected). This often requires the designer to
the operation more convenient, consider the appearance and aesthetics of the
¯ Surface Screen. Underground sand filters in final product so that it does not come to resemble

heavily urbanized areas tend to receive large
quantities of trash, litter, and organic detritus. To
combat this problem, the District of Columbia
specifies the use of a wide mesh geotextile screen
(EnkaDrain 9120) on the surface of the filter bed Region (Design) Cost/Imperv. Acre
to trap these materials. During maintenance op-
erations the screen is rolled up, removed, cleaned, Delaware $10,000
and reinstalled.

Alexandria (Del.) $23,500
¯ Careful Selection of Sod. Some sand filters that

Austin (>2 acres) $16,000are constructed with a grass cover crop have lost
significant filtration capability soon after con- Austin (>5 acres) $ 3,400
struction. The clogging is often traced to sod that DC (underground) $14,000
has an unusually high fraction of t’me slits and Denver $30 - $50,000
clays. In other situations, grass roots grow into (Urbonas and Stahre. 1993)
the sand layer and improve the filtration rate. OIL-GRIT SEPARATOR $ 8,000

¯ Limiting Use of Filter Fabric to Separate Lay- INFILTRATION TRENCH $ 800-1200
ers. Often the loss of filtration capacity occurs (WCC, 1992)
where filter fabric is used to separate different PONDS $ 400-1200
layers or media within the filter bed, such as in (WCC, 1992)
"sandwich" filters. As a general rule, the less use
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a concrete sandbox. The second principle is that° Sandfiltershaveyettobewidelyappliedin colder
the design should be kept as simple as possible,

northern climates. Clearly, an extended cold snap
Experience has shown that overly complex de- could freeze the sedimentation chamber and per-
signs create greater operation and maintenance haps even the surface of the filter bed (particularly
costs, for designs with relatively shallow chambers). If

° Imperviousness. Limit sand filters only to sites this happens, the filter may be temporarily ten-
that are entirely impervious, dered partially or entirely ineffective. It is therefore

quite prudent to design a bypass that will route

Economics of Sand Filters excess runoffdirectly into the storm drain system
or stream channel under these conditions. A few

Constructing sand filters can be expensive (Table designs, such as the peat sand filter, are not
4). Construction costs often range from $10,000 to designed to operate in the winter months.
$20.000 per impervious acre treated, depending on the
design. Sand filters can cost as much as five to 10 times° The delta-T of sand filters has yet to be measured
more per unit of runoff treated than conventional to determine if they contribute to warming of
stormwater practices, exclusive of land costs, sensitive cool or cold-water streams. On one

hand, sand filters might cool incoming runoffIt should be noted, however, that many sand filters
since it must pass through the sand and gravelrequire little or no developable land (since they are
layers of the filter bed. On the other hand, coolinglocated underground or on the margin of parking lots),
may be more than offset by warming in thewhich can make filters a more competitive option. The
sedimentation pool or from concrete surfaces.drawback is that sand filters do not provide stormwater

quantity, control. Thus, savings in land consumption ° Sand filters need not always be lined by concrete
may be offset by the costs of constructing additional to work effectively. In regions where groundwa-
stormwater quantity controls elsewhere on the site. ter quality is not a critical concern (e.g.,

In many small, highly urbanized development situ- communities that allow or encourage the infiltra-
ations sand filters are often the only practical stormwa- tion of stormwater), the bottom and sides of the
ter quality practice, making, cost comparisons mean- filter bed can be contained by geotextile or even
ingless. Indeed, the relatively high treatment cost for soil liners. The filter bed is excavated, permeable
sand filters may prove useful as a benchmark to set and filter fabric used to line the bottom and sides of
justify waiver fees for small development sites, when the structure, and then sand added.
no stormwater practice options are practical.

Further Research and DevelopmentEconomies of scale do exist for sand filters. It is, for
example, much cheaper to build a filter serving a large Sand filters are a very. promising and potentially
drainage area than a small area. Tull (1990) reportsuseful stormwater practice. Yet, much more still needs
construl:tion costs of$16,000/acre for a filter on oneto be learned before they can be routinely and
acre compared to $2,700iacre for onebuilttomanage20 cost-effectively applied in many regions of the coun-
acres. In addition, construction costs for sand filterstry. Questions include the following:
can beexpectedtodropovertime. These savings reflect̄

How well does the design filtration rate hold up
greater use ofprecast or modular components, better

over time? Does it vary from season to seasonconstruction specifications, and greater experience on
due to leaf fall or frozen conditions? Does thethe part of contractors. For example, Bell and Nguyen
filtration rate recover as organic surface deposits(1993) report a drop of nearly 50% in the cost of

constructing underground sand filters over a five year gradually decompose7

period. ¯ Research into these questions will help to define

Not much is known about the cost to maintain sand "run-time" of a filter (i.e., how often sand must be
filter over the long term, or, for that matter, the cost of replaced). To optimize removal, engineers have

sand replacement operations. Given the importance of found it necessary to accurately predict how long

maintenance, the collection of such information should wastewater filters will run before they must be
be a key priority, backflushed or replaced. The same kind of opera-

tional data will ultimately be needed for stormwater
filters.Regional Design Considerations

Communities that are considering sand filters in
° Can the efficiency ofpretreatment be improved?

their arsenal of watershed protection techniques should Would a gravel filled sedimentation chamber be
keep in mind several regional design issues, more effective than an empty one?

Some researchers have concluded that gravel
filters are superior to conventional sedimentation         R0079980
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basins for pretreatment in wastewater sand filtersCity of Alexandria (VA). ! 992. "Unconventional BMP
(Ellis, 1987: Wegelin, 1983). So far, this ap- Design Criteria." Alexandria Supplement to the
proach has not been used for stormwater sand Northern VirginiaBMPHandbook. Dept.ofTrans-
filters, possibly because of the difficulties in portation and Environmental Services. Alexan-
cleaning a gravel chamber, dria, VA.

° Should additional media be added to sand filtersCity of Austin (TX). 1988. "Water Quality Manage-
to increase their nutrient removal capability? ment." Environmental Criteria Manual. Environ-

mental and Conservation Services. Austin, TX.Clearly, there are some risks that these additional
layers of organic material could reduce the runCity of Austin (TX), 1990. Removal Efficiencies of
time of the filter, or even possibly be a source of Stormwater ControlStructures. Final Report. En-
pollutant leaching. Some researchers are even vironmentalResourceManagementDivision.Aus-
testing inorganics including ferric chloride and tin, TX. 36 pp.
aluminiumsulfateprecipitates. Only through con-Ellis, K. 1987. "Slow Sand Filtration as a Technique
trolled laboratory column experiments with various for the Tertiary Treatment of Municipal Sewage."
combinations of filter media can these questions Water Resources. 21(4): 403-410.
be answered. Galli, F.J. 1990. PeatSandFilters:A ProposedStorm-

In addition to the above, there are several interest- water Management Practice for Urbanized Ar-
ing questions about sand filters that remain. Do sand eas. Dept. of Environmental Programs. Metro-
filters contribute to downstream warming? Are accu- politan Washington Council of Governments,
mulated deposits on the filter bed toxic or hazardous Washington, D.C.
when the filter serves a highly automotive or industrialHarper, H. and J. Herr. 1992. Treatment Efficiencies qf
site? Are there better combinations of sand grain size Detention With Filtration Systems. Environmen-
or filter bed depth that might improve the effectiveness tal Research and Design, Inc. Orlando, FL. 164pp.
of a sand filter? What is the optimal type and volume
ofpretreatment? What design refinements can reduceLivingston. E. 1994. Personal communication. Direc-

construction or maintenance costs? tot, Stormwater Management. Florida Dept. of
Environmental Regulation.

An Overall Assessment Newberry, D. 1992. Management of Urban Rtparian

The design of sand filters is evolving rapidly, and Systems for Nitrate Reduction. Region 5, U.S.
EPA. Chicago, IL.promises to remain a fertile ground for innovation for

years to come. Some experimental approaches willShaver, E. and R. Baldwin. 1991. Sand Filter Destgn
prove successful, while others will doubtless be dis- for Water Quality Treatment. Delaware Dept~ of
carded. The arrival of additional performance moni- Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
toring information over the next several years should Dover, DE.
help to def’me, and hopefully standardize, the mostStewart, W. 1992. Compost Stormwater Treatment
effective design concepts. System. W&H Pacific Consultants. Draft Report.

Ultimately, however, the growth in the application Portland, OR.
of sand filters will be constrained by cost and mainte-Troung, H.. C. Burrell, M. Phua and R. Dallas. !993.
nance factors. Continued effort is needed to monitor Application of Washington DC Sand Filter.for
the operation of sand filters. Such data could yield Urban Runoff Control. Stormwater Management
reductions in the costs of constructing and maintaining Branch. District of Columbia Environmental Re~-
filters. If such cost reductions can be realized, sand lation Administration. Washington, D.C.
filters will become an attractive option over a much

Tull, L. 1990. Cost of SedimentanoniFiltration Basins.
wider range of development conditions.

20 June 1990 memorandum. Department of Envi-
--TRS ronment and Conservation Services. Austin, TX

Urbonas, B. and P. Stahre. 1993. Stormwater Best Man-
agement Practices and Detention for Water Qual-
ity, Drainage, and CSO Management. PTR Prentice
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Techntcal Note #112from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(3): 707- 716

Further Developments in Sand
Filter Technology

"The design of sand filters is evolving rapidly, andgen, and total dissolved solids, were quite low, and
promises to remain a fertile ground for innovation insometimes even negative. Removal of bacteria was also
theyears to come. Some experimental approaches willquite variable, as evidently the warm, dark and damp
prove successful, while others will doubtless be dis-environment of the sand filter sometimes served as a
carded The arrival of new monitoring information source for bacteria. It is interesting to note that much
should help to standardize the most effective destgnof the observed pollutant removal occurred in the
concepts." sedimentation basin rather than within the sand filter at

the BCP facility (see Table 1 ), which suggests that both

,~ ince sedimentation and filtration must be combined for op-
these lines werewrittenin Techniques

1994, no less than a dozen research studies have
timal treatment. In general, the outflow concentrations
from the BCP system were on the low end of those

~ been launched to improve on the performance of
reported for most stormwater treatment practices (seethe basic sand filter design. These efforts include field

and bench studies on a wide army of alternative design
article 65).

configurations and filter media. A few of these efforts The pollutant removal capability of traditional sand
have been reported in Techniques (see articles 107 andfilters may not be high orreliable enough for watershed

I08), but this large body of emerging research is bestmanagers that desirehigherlevelsofnutrientor bacteria

assessed as a whole. Towards this end, this articleremoval(Glicketal.. 1998).Consequently, researchers

profiles the pollutant removal capability and opera-have had a strong interest in testing whether organic
tional experience reported for this new generation ofmedia may be a more effective substitute for sand as a

stormwater filters, filter medium. In this regard, the use o fcompost or peat-
sand mixes has frequently been proposed.For comparison, it is helpful to begin with a recent

performance study of a traditional sedimentation/sand
filter monitored by the City of Austin (1997). Known asPerformance of Peat Sand Filters
the BartonCreekPlaza(BCP), this sand filterservedjust Two peat sand filters were recently tested by the
less than three acres of a shopping center parking lot inLower Colorado ~ver Authority (LCRA, 1997). The first
Austin, Texas, and treated approximately 0.65 water-system, known as McGregor Park, treated the runoff
shed-inches of runoff. Stormwater runoff f’wst enteredfrom a 3.8 acre office parking lot. Before entering the peat

large sedimentation basin (7,000 cubic feet) beforesand filter, runoffwas pre-treated in a small extended
discharging over a sand filter bed (390 square feet). Thedetention pond. The peat sand filter had a surface area
filter bed was three feet deep, and was composed of 0.02of more than 200 square feet, and had a three-foot deep
to 0.04 inch diameter concrete sands. The sand filter was bed, composed of 18 inches ofhemic peat over 18 inches
located off-line, and was estimated to bypass aboutof sand, with a layer ofcalcitic limestone interspersed
30% of the annual runoff volume without effectivebetween. The entire off-line facility was designed to
treatment. Three automated samplers were deployed totreat the runofffrom the fwst inch of rainfall. A schematic
measure pollutant concentrations entering the sedi-of this peat sand filter design is portrayed in Figure I.
ment basin, leaving thesedimentbasin, and leaving the A second system, known as the underground
sand filter. Nine paired storms were monitored in 1996facility, served a 1.5 acre office parking lot, but had a
and 1997, and the computed removal efficiency is re-much different configuration. Runoff first entered an
ported in Table 1. expanded catch basin with a small permanent pool

Research findings from the BCP sand filter gener-(about 0.05 site-inches of capacity) and floating sorbent
allyreinforcepriormonitoringresearchonthepotentialpillows for enhanced oil/grease removal. After this
and limitations of traditional sand filtertreatment. Gen-initial pretreatment, runoff was then directed into a
¢rally, the removal of particulate pollutants, such asseries of"infiltrator" tubes which spread it over alarge
total suspended solids, trace metals and organic nutri-but shallow underground filter bed. The bed was about
ents, was quite high. However, removal rates for soluble3,200 square feet in area, and was composed of a mix of
pollutants, such as ortho-phosphorus, nitrate-nitro-hemic peat and sand that was typically only 12 to 18
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inches thick. Tom Curran and his colleagues at LCRAfrom the hemic peat (which is composed of 87%
sampled more than 20 storms at each of the peat sandorganic carbon, by weight). Removal rates for total
filtersoverathree-yearperiod, andtheirestimatesofitsorganic carbon were not high, but were generally
pollutant removal performance are presented in Table 2.positive ( 10 to 20%), suggesting that well-aged peat

At first glance, removal rates achieved at both peatmay not become a long-term carbon source in a peat

sand filters were generally comparable to those achievedsand filter.

by traditional sand filters. Removal rates for total nitro-
gen, total organic carbon and zinc, however, werePerformance of a Compost Filter
somewhat higher. It was evident that both peat sand William Leif(1999)recentlymonitoredtwo small
filters were nitrate "leakers." The performance of thecompost filters used to treat bridge and highway
underground peat sand filter was reasonably impres-runoff in Everett, Washington. Each compost filter
sive, given that limited pretreatment was provided bywas initially installed in a six by 12 foot precast
the expanded catch basin. The researchers found thatconcrete vault. The first filter served about 0.25 acres
the innovative catch basin alone reduced the concen-of bridge deck and was termed the "deck" filter The
tration of most stormwater pollutants by about 10 tosecond served about 0.75 acres of road runoff and was
25%. termed the "bridge approach" filter. The compost at

The McGregor Park peat sand filter was notable inthe bridge approach filter was plagued by clogging,
that it recorded reasonably high removal rates for bothand was ultimately replaced by a canister unit (see
total and ortho-phosphorus (47% and 57%, respec-Lenhart and Wiggington, 1999). Even withthis modi-
tively), and also had a much higher removal rate forfication, hydraulic prob lems were still encountered at
nitrogen (50%) than was customary for a traditionalthe bridge approach compost filter that were thought
sand filter. Unfortunately, the sampling design did notto be caused by surface algal growth on the filter bed
allow the research team to determine whether the bulk (dry weather flows at the bridge approach filter kept
of removal occurred in the extended detention pond orthe media continuously moist). As a result, most ofthe
inthe peat sand filter bed.Anothernotable finding fromsampling data was collected for the deck filter.
the study was that little, if any, organic carbon leached

Water Quality Parameter Mean Outflow Concentration Removal Efficiency (a)
trom the BCP System Sed. Basin System

Total S.uspended Solids 32 mg/I 57 89
BOD 4.7 mgi1 33 51
COD 2 5 mgh 34 55
TOC 7 rng/I (-19) (-4)
Nitrate-N 0.96 3 (-61)
TKN 0.89 33 50
NH3 0.14 7 53
Total Nitrogen 1.83 28 17
Total Phosphorus 0.11 49 59
Dissolved Phosphorus 0.09 23 3
Cadmium 0.49 ug/I -10 44
Copper 2.9 ug/! 6 72
Lead 2.3 ug/I 34 86
Zinc 22.6 ug/I 48 76
Fecal Coliform 18,528 per 100 ml. (-63) (-85)
Fecal Streptococci 2,573 per 100 rnl (-35) 69
(a) EMC method used to compute removal efficiency (b) note that removal rates drop by about 20%
the untreated stormwater bypass is factored in.
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The pollutant removal performance of the twoLakeSammamishfi’oma253-acreresidentialcatchment.
compost filters was rather modest (see Table 3). ForThefacilitydesignincludedtwooff-linesand filtercells,
example, removal of total suspended solids was lesswith runoff pretreatment provided by a wet vault. The
than 50%, and phosphorus removal was consistentlysand filter cells were retrofitted to improve phosphorus
negative. Removal of metals and hydrocarbons wasremoval. In the first cell, 55 tons ofcalcitic limestone
moderate, and the content of these pollutants increasedwere rototilled into the sand filter to create a filter media
by a factor of two to three within the compost mediacomposedof90%sandand 10%limestone(byvolume).
itself during the course of the monitoring program. TheIn the second cell, processed steel fiber (PSF, a sort of
performance of the Everett compost filters was consid-industrial steel wool) was incorporated into the sand to
erably lower than earlier monitoring reports for compostcreate a filtermedia composed of 95% sand and 5% PSF.
filters (gee article 109). The modest performance could

Intensive storm monitoring by KCDNR (1998) indi-have been due to the low inflow concentrations present
cated that both amendments showed some promise inat the Everett filters, which were clearly on the low end
improving the phosphorus removal capability oftradi-

oftherange fortypicalstormwaterrunoff(seeTable3),tional sand filters. Limited monitoring of the calciticIn addition, the study design did not measure the
limestoneamendmentresultedin67%removaloftotal~otlutant reduction achieved by upstream pretreat-
phosphorus (but only 18% of soluble ortho-phospho-ment. Clogging, algal growth, and the decomposition of
rus-KCDNR, 1998). Somewhathigherremovalwas notedthe compost also may have played a role in diminishing
for the processed steel fiber amendment. Sampling,the performance of the compost filters.
which is continuing, indicated that the PSF amendment
removed about 68% of the total phosphorus and 50%

Performance of Other Sand Filter Amendments of the soluble phosphorus. The researchers cautioned,
Testing of both sand filters and organic filters hashowever, that the greater removal must be balanced

generally revealed that they have, at best, a modestagainst the higher cost of the amendments, and their
capability to remove phosphorus from runoff. Conse-increased tendency to degrade the hydraulic perfor-
quently, researchers have evaluated several alternativemance of the sand filter over time.
media specifically intended to boost phosphorus re-
moval in traditional sand filters. The most extensivePerformance of Vertical Sand Filters
testing effort so far occurred at the Lakemont stormwa-

Most sand filters are horizontal in that they spreadter treatment facility in King County, Washington
runoffoverauniformbedofsand, which acts as the filter(KCDN1L 1998). The original stormwater facility was
bed. Vertical sand filters take a different approach byconstructed to reduce phosphorus loads delivered to
directing flows through a vertical sand or gravel sec- R0079984
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tion. The vertical approach is attractive since it sharply media. This modification ~eatly improved the hydrau-
reduces the space needed for a filter bed. Skeptics,tic performance of the vertical filter, andthe sedimenta-
however, have predicted that vertical sand filters will be tion basins typically drained in five hours or less. The
subject to poor hydraulic performance, since the lowestresearch team then monitored the pollutant removal
layers of the filter are continuously exposed to flowsperformance of this new VSF configuration during 10
during every, storm event and are therefore more prone tostorm events in 1995, each of which ranged from 0.2 to
clogging.

SeaR Tenney and his colleagues at the University of
Texas recently tested the feasibility of vertical sand filters
in the sensitive Edward’s aquifer region of Central Texas.
The vertical sand filters (VSFs) were used to treat a few
acres of highway runoff, and their basic design is shown
in Figure 2. Runofffirst enters a hazardous material trap,
and then the first half inch of runoff is diverted into a
concrete sedimentation basin. The outlet of the basin is
a VSF, which consists of two stone-filled baskets or
gabions that form a porous barrier supporting the filter
media (which initially consisted of a three foot thick layer
of medium-sized sand). The VSF filters were designed to
completely drain the sedimentation basin within one to
two days after a storm. In reality, however, the filters
clogged shortly after they were installed. Hydraulic moni-
toring indicated that sediment basins were still 20 to 50%
full two days after storms (see Figure 3). The poor
hydraulic performance was caused by clogging at the
bottom portion of the sand filter, often along the perme-
able filter fabric used to hold the sand in place.

The research team then modified the V SF concept by
substituting pea gravel for sand as the primary filtering

Water The McGregor Park Facility The Underground Facility
Quality Peat Sand Filter w/ Peat Sa nd Filter w/
Parameter Surface Extended Detention Catch basin Pretreatment

N=21 N=21

Outflow EMC    Removal Rate      Outflow EMC    Removal Rate
(mgll)          (%)            (mg/I)         (%)

TSS                6 mg/I 88 12 84

TOC 9.8 18 9.3 11

Total P               0.098 47 0.19 48

Ortho-P 0.013 57 0.071 3

Nitrate-n itrogen 0.55 (-15) 0.56 (-96)

TKN 0.44 61 0.55 61

Total Nitrogen 0.86 51 1.1 30

Total Zinc 0.01 8 83 0.01 89

Note that removal rates for lead, cadmium and chromium could not be computed because most inflow
values were below detection. EMC= event mean concentration, all units in mg/I
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Water Quality Parameter (a) Median Removal Rate (%) Median Effluent
Concentration

Total Suspended Solids 43 16 mg/I

Total Lead 50 4 ug/I

Total Copper 33 5 ug/I

Total Zinc 29 32 ug/1

Total Phosphorus -88 (b) 0.06 mg/]

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 20 (c) 1.4 mg/I

Chemical Oxygen Demand 37 1.0 mg/I

Fecal Colif~rms "moderate" (d) about 400 to 500 counts/100ml

Notes: (a) Median removal rates based on ten paired storm samples monitored at both faci|ties
(b) negative removal rates were recorded during all storm events (c) low TPH concentrations in inflow
to filter limited performance (d) data could not be fully analyzed because of QA/QC with many
microbial samples.
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Testing Alternative Filtering Media in the Laborato~

A number of researchers have investigated dae
pollutant removal performance of alternative filter me-
dia in the laboratory. The .typical experimental approach

Water Quality Parameter Mass Reduction istofillathreeorfourfoottallfilteringcolumnwiththe
(%) test medium. Each filter column is then periodically

dosed with known concentrations of stormwater run-
TSS 60 off, either collected in the field or formulated in the lab.

The change in pollutant concentration is measured at
VSS 39

various depths through the filtering column using spe-
BOD 26 cial sampling ports. After repeated trials, the overall

removal rate is determined based on the change from the
COD 1 initial concentration to the concentration measured at

Total Carbon (-48) the bottom of the column.

Filtering column studies are quite useful, since
Oissol ved Ca rbon (- 101) they allow researchers to quickly and inexpensively

Nitrate-N (-3 6) screen many media combinations before they are imple-
mented in the field. These studies not only indicate the

Oil/Grease 18 pollutant removal potential of various media, but a~so
evaluate how each media affects the hydraulic perfor-

Chromium (-2 8) mance on a filter. To date, researchers have tested awi de

Zinc 63 variety of possible filtering media, including Brady
sand, Zeolites, compost, soil mixes, pea gravel and

Co pper 32 processed steel fibers. However, when evaluating these
studies, it is always important to keep in mind thatTotal Phosphorus                low
pollutant removal ach ievedunder controlled lab condi-
tions is usually much hi~er than that which can be
attained in actual field conditions.1.5 inches in depth. The results can be found in Table

4. Perhaps the most extensive series of filtering col-
umn experiments was conducted by Tenney et al.

Overall, the removal rates for the vertical gravel(1995). This research team at the University of Texas
filter were rather mediocre-- about what would be
expected for a poorly designed dry extended pond.

evaluated a wide range of potential filter media. In their

Most of the observed removal occurred behind the VSFfast experiment, they compared the potential removal of

rather than within it (i.e., pollutants dropped out in"Brady sand" to the concrete sand used in most filters.

sedimentation basin rather than within the gravel filter).Brady sand is a well-graded sand mixture in which 80 to
o

Tenney and his colleagues reported that 60% of the 100Voofthesandparticlesarebetween0.05 and0.10crn.
The researchers found little difference in the pollutantsediment and total zinc were trapped behind the filter,
removal attained by the two kinds of sand, and reportedwith removal of most other pollutants in the 15 to 30%

range. Surprisingly, the vertical gravel filter exhibitedthat the more commonplace concrete sand had a greater

negative removals for both total and dissolved organichydraulic conductivity.

carbon. The team concluded the source of the organic The team’s remaining experiments evaluated the
carbonwasthedecayofleaflitterthathadbeentrappedpotential of Zeolites and compost as filtering media
in the sedimentation basin. (Table 5). Zeolites are a naturally occurring mineral,

similar in structure to quartz, which has a high cationThe mediocre performance of the vertical gravel
filterwas primarily attributedto the short and unreliableexchange capacity. Given their high aff’mity for absorb-

detentiontirnesachievedbytheVSF"outlet."Giventheing pollutants, Zeolites are frequently used to soften

gabion design, it was very difficult to achieve longerandpurifyhomedrinkingwater. Inthestormwaterfilter

detention times in the sedimentation basin withouttests, however, sand filters with Zeolites performed no

clogging the VSF filter. The research team concludedbetter than regular sand. Other researchers have re-

that horizontal sand filters are better than vertical sandported slightly better results with other Zeolite combi-

filters for stormwater quality treamaent. However, de-nations, particularly in the removal ofonho-phospho-

spitetheirpoorperformance, vertical gravel filters mayrus(LenhartandWigginton, 1999).

be helpful in creating"dry sedimentation chambers" to Tenney et al. (1995) also evaluated the feasibility
pretreat runoffbefore it enters sand filters or extendedof compost as a filtration medium, and reported mixed
detention ponds in arid climates, results (Table 5). Removal for total suspended solids
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and some trace metals was higher than concrete sand, A second set of experiments was conducted on a
but removal was consistently negative for both ni~’ate, 30-inch deep bioretention area in a parking lot that was
phosphorus and dissolved carbon. Decomposing com-dosed with synthetic runoff. The results of both
post was thought to be the source of these elevatedbioretention filter experiments are shown in Table 6. As
concentrations in the compost filtering column. On thecan be seen, the nutrients and metal removal rates were
positive side, the compost filter removed about half ofgenerally quite high in both the lab and field bioretention
the incoming oil and grease, which was the highest rateexperiments. The only exception was nitrate-nitrogen,
achieved by any filter combination tested, and ap-which, as we have seen, is notoriously difficult to
proached TPH removal rates reported for compost removewithanyfiltrationmedium.
canisters in a California parking lot study (Woodward- Clearly, the combination of plants, mulch and sandy
Clyde, 1998). loam rivaled or surpassed the nutrient and metal re-

HEC (1996) found that filtering columns containingmoval rates for other filter media. It is importantto keep
a mix of 95% sand and 5% chopped granular steel woolin mind, however, that the effluent concentrations from
were capable of consistently achieving a 75 to 85%the bioretention filters were about the same as other
removal rate for both total and soluble phosphorus, filtration systems. Still, the bioretention filters were

Surprisingly, few filtercolumn studies have ex-found to sequester metals, as the research team docu-
mented metal uptake in plants and metal adsorption onplored the ability of soil mixes to remove stormwater

pollutants. Davis et aL (1998) recently conducted athe mulch. While further replication is needed, these

series of experiments to evaluate the pollutant removalinitial experiments suggest that bioretention filters are
potential of bioretention filters in Prince George’squite promising with respect to pollutant removal.

County, Maryland (Coffman and Winogradoff, 1999).
Their experimental apparatus consisted of a 50-squareOperational Concerm of Stormwater Filters
foot box that simulated the dynamics ofa bioretention At the same time stormwater managers seek to
area. The sampling box was 42 inches deep, and con-increase pollutant removal, they also want to maintain
sisted ofj uniper plants rooted in a prepared sandy loamthe hydraulic performance of the filter. A filtering media
soil, with an inch or two of shredded mulch over thethat chronically clogs is of little or no value, given that
surface, routine maintenance is likely to be the exception rather

The large sampling box was dosed with syntheticthan the rule in most communities. Several investigators
runoff, and the change in pollutant concentrations washave examined the increased risk of clogging associ-
noted with depth. The research team also conductedated with filtering, as measured by sharp drops in
otherexperimentaltrialstoseehowpH, flowrates, initialhydraulic conductivity. A greater clogging risk was
concentrations, flow duration, mulch depth and othernoted in field studies of compost, calcitic limestone,
factors affected pollutant removal, vertical sand and processed steel fibers filters. Some

clogging of traditional sand, peat-sand and bioretention

Water Quality Sand Sand with Zeolites Compost
Parameter

Total Suspended 74% 46% 82%
¯ Solids

Total Organic Carbon 24 27 12

Oil and Grease 40 21 52

Nitrate-nitrogen (-66) (-314) (-269)

Total Phosphorus 34 26 (- 162)

Total Copper 34 13 55

Total Zinc 40 51 75

Total Lead 18 31 26

results are from 16 to 31 doses of actual stormwater runoff through the filtering column                  R0079988
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Water Quality Laboratory Test of Large Field Test of Bioretention
Parameter Bioretention Filter Filter
Analyzed

% Removal Outflow % Removal Outflow
Concentration Concentration

Total Phosphorus 81 0.10 65 0.18

Total Nitrogen 43 1.2 49 2.0

TKN 68 0.9 52 1.7

Ammonia-nitrogen 79 0.5 92 0.22

Nitrate-nitrogen 23 0.26 16 0.33

Copper 93 0.005 97 0.002

Lead 97 <0.002 <95 <0.002

Zinc ! 96 <0.025 <95 <0.025

Box test was a ~ffy square foot test bioretention area that had a filtering depth of 3.5 feet;
field test was a 2.5 foot deep bioretention area in a parking lot that was dosed with syn~etic runoff.
Outttow concentrations are in units of mg/]

filters has been anecdotally reported, but does not seemtersheds may want to use other media to boost phos-
as pervasive as that reported for other filtering media,phorus removal rates, since sand filters show little
Itisworthnotingthattheprice ofa fancierfilteringmediaability to remove soluble forms of phosphorus that are
is usually accompanied by some loss of hydraulicmost important in reducing eutrophication.
conductivity over time. A stormwater manager can Sandfiltersalsohavenoabilitytoremovechlondes
address this issue by either selecting a medium that isor dissolved organic carbon (but then again, few other
less prone to clogging or subjecting the filtering mediastormwater practices have much capability in this re-
to less of an hydraulic load (i.e., less depth of flow), gard). It is important to bear in mind that the sedimen-

tation chamber is absolutely essential in the basic sand
Implications for Stormwater Designers filter design. Sedimentation storage prior to the filter

When faced with this veritable blizzard ofnew data,accounts for much of the observed pollutant removal in
how can stormwater designers decide which kind ofthe system, and helps to reduce the bypass of untreated

sandfiltermediawillbestmeet their particular stormwa-runoff from these off-line practices.

ter treatment objective? Some initial guidance is offered 2. Bioretention areas appear to remove pollutants
below, with the proviso that it must be continuouslyat a higher rate than basic sand filters, although this
refined to reflect new research f’mdings, conclusion is based on limited monitoring data. Hope-

1. The basic sand filter designworks well for manyfully, future monitoring will demonstrate that the soil
small development sites that do not require unusuallyfiltration ofbioretention areas can achieve 60% phos-

high pollutant removal requirements. The basic sandphorus removal and 90% removal of metals and hydro-

filter appears to be capable of removing approximatelycarbons. More research is needed to confirm whether
80% of incoming sediment, 40% of total phosphorus,they also can reliably remove sediment and bacteria, but
and 60% of most metals. In addition, it appears to bethe soil filtration mechanism used in bioretention should
quite effective in removing hydrocarbons, which ispromote high removal rates for these parameters.
particularly important for stormwater hotspots. Basic 3. Organic filter media, such as peat sand and
sand filter bacteria-removal performance is mixed, andcompost, show some promise in removing higher levels
other practices should be considered when bacteriaof hydrocarbons and metals, and should be seriously
removal is the prime stormwater treatment objective,considered for hotspot sites. They do not, however,
Sand filters are also consistent nitrate-leakers, andappear to perform much better than basic sand filters
consequently may not be a wise choice in coastalwhenitcomestoremovingnutrients. Indeed, thegradual
watersheds where nitrogen removal is a priority. Like-decomposition of organic media can result in the export
wise, designers working in phosphorus-sensitive wa-of nitrate and soluble phosphorus. Further monitoring
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is needed to determine whether these media have anyDavis, A., M. Shokouhian, H. Sharma and C. Minami.
value in reducing bacteria levels in urban runoff. Lastly, 1998. Optimization of Bioretentionfor Water Qual-
the experience with the Snohomish compost filters ity and Hydrological Characteristics. Final
clearly indicates that organic filters are a very poor port: 01-4-31032. UniversityofMarylandDepan-
choice if they are likely to encounter dry weather flows, ment of Civil Engineering, Prince George’s County

4. Several media appear to be useful when phos- Department of Environmenta! Resources.

phorus removal is the primary stormwater treatment Landover, MD. 237 pp.

objective. The evidence shows that soil filtration,Glick, R.,G. Chang, andM.Barret. 1998."Monitoring
whether present in bioretention areas or dry swales, can and Evaluation of Stormwater Quality Control Ba-
boost phosphorus removal rates to about 60 or 70%. sins." Proceedings. Watershed Management;
Incorporating calcitic limestone or processed steel fiber Moving From Theory to Implementation. Water
amendments within sand filters also appearsto improve Environment Federation Speciality Confer-
phosphorus removal, but it remains to be seen whether ence.Denver, CO. May 3-6, 1998.
the cost and loss of hydraulic performance make it worthHerrera Environmental Consultants (HEC). 1996. Lake
the effort. The use of peat sand filters is a third strategy, Sammamish Phase IIRestoration Project. Techni-
given that they can remove as much as 50% of total calMemo. Pilot ScaleTest Results. LakemontPark
phosphorus, but it should be noted that most of the Stormwater Treatment Facility. Submitted to City
removal was for organic forms of phosphorus that are of Bellevue, WA.
not as biologically available. Several media demon-
strated little or no ability to boost phosphorus removalKing County Department of Natural Resources

rates, including Zeolites, compost and pea gravel. (KCDNR). 1998. LakeSammamish WaterQuali~.
Management Project. Final Report. Washington

5. The vertical sand filter concept appears to be State Department of Ecology. Seattle, WA.
fundamentally unsound, as it is prone to chronic and
insurmountable clogging problems. However, theyLeif, W. !999. Compost Stormwater Filter Evaluation:

may have some value when used as a vertical pea gravel Final Report. Snohomish County Department of

filter, for pretreatrnent for sand filters orextended deten- Public Works. Surface Water Management Divi-

tion dry. ponds in arid or semiarid climates, sion. Everett, WA. 62 pp.

In summary, the current round of research onLenhart, J. and B. Wigginton. 1999. "The Stormwater

stormwater filters has yet to discover a "wonder me- Management Storm filter." pp 252-258 in Proceed-

dium," but it has uncovered several media that can ings of National Conference on Retrofit opportu-

provide incremental improvements in overall removal nities for Water Resource Protection in Urban

for some pollutants. The next generation of research Environments. US EPA. Office of Research and

should focus on the relative value of sand filtration Development EPA/625C-99/001. Washington, D.C.

versus soil filtration for stormwater treatment. SuchLowerColoradoRiverAuthority(LCRA). 1997. Final
datawill.becriticalindeterminingwhetheritmakesmore Report: Innovative Nonpoint Source Pollution
sense to continue to try to improve on sand filtration, Program for Lake Travis in Central Texas. Pre-
orsimplyshiftovertopracticesthatutilizesoilfiltration, pared for Environmental Protection Agency and
such as bioretention. -TRS the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commit-

tee. Contract No. 1900000019.60 pp.

Schueler, T. 1994. "Developments in Sand Filter Tech-
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Technical Note #61 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1)." 291-293

Parformanea of Dalawara
Sand Filter Assessed

U
" p to now, our knowledge about the pollutantAirport in Alexandria, Virginia(Figure2). Thefilterwas
removal performance of sand filters has beenconstructed in 1992, and was about 95 feet long and had
drawn frommonitoringdatafromfourfiltersina sand filter bed area of 238 square feet (Figure 1)

Austin, Texas. Some have questioned whether this data Additional details on its prototype design can be found
is transferable to more humid regions of the country orin City of Alexandria (1995). The pollutant concentra-
to other design variations. This gap has been filled bytion at the inlet and outlet of the filter was monitored
two recent monitoring studies conducted on "Dela-over 20 storm events in 1994. An analysis of pollutant
ware" sand filters in Alexandria, Virginia and Seattle,concentrations in incoming stormwater indicated that
Washington. the runoffwas within the national ranges established in

The Delaware sand filter was developed by Shaverthe National Urban RunoffProgram (NURP) study, with

andBaldwin(1991)andconsistsoftwoparalleltrench-two notable exceptions. First, the concentration of

likechambersthatareinstalledalongtheperimeterofaorganic nitrogen (TKN) was about three times the

parking lot(Figure 1). Parking lotrunoffentersthefirstnational average, which was thought to be due to

chamber, which has a shallowpermanent pool of water,greater local air deposition of this pollutant. Secon&

The first trench provides pretreatment before the runofftotal petroleum hydrocarbons were never detected in

spills into the second trench, which consists of an 18-the parking lot runoff, which is unusual for a such a

inch deep sand layer. Runoff is filtered through thepotential hydrocarbon hotspot. Bell et al. speculated

sand, and then travels down a gradient to a protectedthat this might be due to the fact that most cars in the

outflow grate. Runoff in excess of the desired waterprivate long-term parking lot were newer and more

quality treatment volume bypasses both trenches, andexpensive models that are not prone to leakage.

does not receive treatment. Two similar Delaware sand filters were also moni-

An investigative team consisting of Warren Bell,tored by Homer (1995) at a loading facility for a marine

Larry Gavan, and Lucky Stokes monitored a modifiedterminal in Seattle, Washington in 1994. Homer moni-

Delawaresandfilterthatcollectedrunofffroma0.7acretored the removal of sediment, hydrocarbons, phos-

sectionofanewtybuiltparkinglotlocatednearNationalphorus and metals from these recently constructed
facilities. Both studies indicated that the Delaware sand
filter had moderate to high ability to remove many

¯ pollutants (Table 1). When interpreting the results, it
should be kept in mind that each researcher used a

"-°, ~ slightly different method to calculate removal efficiency.
~, °, ~ Bell et al. computed the total mass of pollutants re-

,, ’o ¯ moved during his study, while Homer reports the aver-
;, ~." age efficiency during allstorm events. In either case, the

measured removal rates are still quite high.

For example, Bell etal. reported mass removal rates
for sediment, BOD, total organic carbon, phosphorus
and zinc in the 60 to 80% range. In particular, the removal
of total and soluble phosphorus were among the high-
est yet reported for a sand filter. Indeed, the perfor-
mance would have reached 70% for both parameters if

c~.o.~ s~.,~’no~ w~ notforan"anaerobic"incidentwithinthesandfilterthat
Ptau~’~r Stl~NtNr ~:)t.t. resulted in possible phosphorus release during four

storm events. Mass removal of total nilrogen was 47%,
which reflected excellent removal of organic nitrogen
(71%) coupled with negative removal soluble nitrate (-
53%). This follows a consistent pattern noted for other
sand, compost or grass filtering systems, where organic
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nitrogen is trapped and partially broken down into
ammonia and nitrate through the nitrification process,
resulting in a net export of nitrate (i.e, filter conditions
or time do not allow for significant denitrification to Alexandria, VA Seattle, WA Seattle, WA
transform nitrate into nitrogen gas). During the anaero- (Bell etal.) (Homer) (Homer)
bic incident, the whole filter was probably anaerobic Mass a Mean b Mean b
and undergoing denitrification. Pockets of anaerobic removed removal removal
activity persisted throughout the study.

No. of Storms Sampled 20 14 6
Homer reports the fh’st dam that indicate how well Total Suspended Solids 79% 83% 8%c

sand filters remove petroleum hydrocarbons and oil and
Oil and Grease NA 84% 69%grease from parking lot runoff. Mean storm removal
Petroleum Hydrocarbons      N O         84%        55%rates ranged from 55% to 84% in the two filters tested,
Total Organic Carbon 66% NA NAwhich does suggest that sand filters can be an effective

stormwater management practice for hydrocarbon BOO(five-day) 78% NA NA
hotspots. The mean removal rate for phosphorus, zinc Total Phosphorus 63%d 41% 20%
and copper was fairly modest in both Seattle sand filters. Ortho-Phosphorus 68%d NA NA
In most cases, however, removal efficiency climbed asTotal Nitrogen 47% NA NA
input concentrations increased. Nitrate+Nitrite (-53.3)% NA NA

Bell et al. conducted a detailed analysis of theTKN 70.6% NA NA
concentration-removal phenomena using performance Zinc 91% 33% 69%
data from Alexandria, Seattle and Texas. He detected aCopper 25% (b) 22% 31%
strong relationship between inflow concentration and
removal efficiency for sediment, phosphorus, organic Notes:
nitrogen, zinc, andtotal petroleum hydrocarbons. Sim- a -- Fraction of total incoming pollutant load retained in filter over all storms

b -- Average of storm pollutant concentration reduction, all storms
ply put, removal efficiency sharply increased when the c -- Poor removal due to very low TSS inflow concentrations ( 4 to 24 rag/I)
concentration of pollutants entering the sand filter is d -- Removal rates were higher if four anaerobic events are excluded.

high, anddroppedwhen incoming pollutant concentra- NA~ Parameter not analyzed during monitoring study
hi3-- Parameter not detected in runoff during sampling study.tions were low (and presumably, much less of a water
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quality, problem). Figure 3 illustrates this effect for
phosphorus removal.

The new studies provide other insights into the
design and operation of sand filters. For example, de-

[ I I ! t [ signers in northern climates have often wondered how
I00

1 t 1
sand filters will operate during extended periods ofsub-
freezing weather. The Alexandria site was subject to an

90 ~ ~ .~.~--~- --- unusual arctic blast that extended for several weeks.
P t-s nd fi ~rs Although the wet sedimentation chamber did freeze to

~_
80

| /’~- ~’~ ] a depth of several inches, the sand filter bed still
’~ 70

~ ~Sa~d i

operated reasonably well during the subsequent melt
> filers period. Bell etal. also analyzed the quality of sediments~ 60 in the sand filter chamber to determine if they posed a

| risk for disposal. No priority pollutants were detected in
50                                                     Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP)

leaching studies of the filter sand, and it was determined
~ 40 that it could be safely landfilled. However, this f’mding~ ~ must be tempered by the lack of hydrocarbons in the~ 30 treated runoff./
~ 20 ) ~ Bell’s report contains a wealth o fuseful guidance on

l [ how to design better sand filters to remove stormwater

] [ [ pollutants, and some of his key recommendations are10
t summarized in Table 2. Taken together, the two new

0.1 0.2 030 0.4 0-5 ~6 0.70£ 0.9 1.00 studies suggest that sand filters can achieve moderate
to high pollutant removal rates in humid regions of the
country.

INmAL PHOSPHOROUS CONCE~rrRATION
MILLIGRAMS PER UTER (MG/L) --TRS
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¯ The sand layer should be designed to
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flooded gravel below the sand filter, if
sufficient organic carbon is present in
runoff. This layer should be covered by
a four inch layer of dry gravel to prevent
anaerobic conditions from occurring in
the sand filter zone.

¯ Where practicable, sand filters should
be designed to exclusively treat runoff
from impervious areas. Use on water-
sheds with less than 70% impervious
cover will likely lead to early failure by
clogging of the filter pore spaces.
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Technical Note #lOO from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4). 536-538

Field Evaluation of a
Stormwater Sand Filter
by Ben R. Urbonas, Chief Urban Drainage and Flood Control District, Colorado

Sand and other media filters are gaining popular-catchment. Figure 1 shows a perspective of this instal-
ity in the United States as stormwater quality lation. It consisted of a sedimentation chamber with
treatment practices. A study conducted recentlyoverflow pipes designed to skim offfloatable debris and

by Denver, Colorado’s Urban Drainage and Flood Con-a sand filter chamber. The sand filter layer was 12 inches
trol District ("the District") investigated the causes of indepth andwasundertainby a 12-inchgravellayerwith
low hydraulic performance of such stormwater filtersunderdrain pipes. Flows were measured using a V-
and the effects on constituent removal. While there isnotch weir. Discrete flow samples were taken atthe inlet,
extensive literature on the ability of sand filters tojust upstream of the filter and at the filter’s outlet pipe.
remove pollutants, very little has been reported on long-All samples were flow-weight composited to obtain
termhydraulicperformanceandthemyriadofproblemsaccurate event mean concentrations for each storm.
stemming from partially or fully clogged filtering prac-The filter was designed to operate off-line during larger
tices. Stormwaterfiltershavebeenwidelyusedinmorestorms, meaning that flow volumes larger than the
humid climatesrecentty(Delaware, Virginia, Washing-design treatment capture volume bypassed the filter
ton, D.C.) with some degree of success (see articles 105itself.
and 106), but have yetto betested in more arid or colder
climates. How well do they perform under these morePerformance Assessed
severe conditions?

The water quality performance characteristics ofthe
To help answer this question in a field test, theDistrict’s test sand filter were found to be comparable

District, in cooperation with the City of Lakewood,to those reported in the literature, especially for total
Colorado, constructed and installed an undergroundsuspended solids (U.S. EPA, 1983; Veenhuis et al.,
sand filter to manage a two-acre, mostly impervious,1989; City of Austin, 1990). However, this was true only

Cross Section at Centerline

6 foot wide X 4 foot deep
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A#er a few sto~ events, the test sand filter roached a flow through rote of
1.2 feet per day, which increases the bypass rote.

forthe fraction oftherunoffthat actually flowedthroughtivity was a surprise. If these findings can be extrapo-
the filter. This is not true for all of the runoff thatlated to other installations, three design and operation
bypassed the filter. As the filter accumulated sedimentcriteria emerge: ( 1 ) provide an aggressive maintenance
on its surface, it lost hydraulic conductivity. Figure 2program to keep such filters operating as designed, (2)

shows how rapidly the test filter’s unit hydraulic flow-size filter beds larger than most current designs recom-
through rate (inchesperhour)degrades as the TSS loadmend, and (3) install an adequate stormwater capture
accumulates on each square foot ofthe filter’s surface,volume or detention basin upstream of the filter to

Inthe Denver fieldtest~ immediately a~erthe filterbalance the flow through rate with the population of

was installed, its flow-through rate was in excess of 24storms for which the filter is being designed (Urbonas

feetperday.Thisrapidlydiminishedto lessthan 1.8 feetand Ruzzo, 1986; City of Austin, 1988). These concerns

per day after 0.4 to 0.5 pounds of sediment per squarehave significant economic and operational conse-

foot offilterareahadaccumulated on its surface (i.e., 0.4
quences and all need to be addressed whenever sand

lb./sq.ft, of sediments accumulation is roughly equiva-or other media filters are being selected.

~
lent to a 1 / 16 inch deep layer). A f’mal flow-through rate
of 1.2 feet per day was reached after just a few stormsComparison to an East Coast Application
were processed through the filter. Warren Bell and his colleagues (1996) prepared an

During design, it was expected that at least 70% ofextensive report on the performance of sand filters in

all runoffevents would be processed through the filterAlexandria, Virginia, that also recorded some bypass
intotal, and that some bypass would occur forthe otherflows around filters. This research, however, did not

30% of the larger nmoff events. What actually hap-address the fi-action of total annual runoff that by-
pened during the 1995 summer season was that overpassed the filter. Bell’s group primarily field tested the
:50% ofallnmoffevents exceededthe combined capac-Delaware filter that was originally proposed by Shaver

ity of the filter and the ups~’eam surcharge volume,andBaldwin(1991). Bell’s fmdingssuggestedalonger
Because ofthe large number offlow bypasses, lessthanperiod for reduced hydraulic performance than was

’    ta45% of the totaITSS measured in the 1995 runoffwasfoundinthe District’stest facility, although Bell sda
removed. This compares to the g5%TSSremovalrateswere insufficient to judge if the clogging rates were
reported in the literature, similar. It is not surprising that the Delaware filters did

Although flow bypasses were anticipated, the ratenot clog as rapidly as the Lakewood test site because

at which the filter clogged and lost hydraulic conduc-
the inflow concentrations were quite- different; the
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stormwater entering the Delaware test sites had muchReferences
lower average event mean concentration of TSS thanBell, W.,L. Stokes, L.J. GavanandT.N.Nguyen. 1996.
were found atthe Lakewood site (i.e., 60 mg/l vs. 400 rag/ Assessment of the Pollution Removal Efficiencies
1). of DelawareSandFilterBMPs. Dept. of Transpor-

The Delaware filter was also larger in proportion to tation and Environmental Services. Alexandria,

the tributary impervious area and had a larger storage VA. 140 pp.
volume above the filter, compared to the LakewoodCity of Austin. 1988. Environmental Criteria Manual.
facility. This suggests that adequately sized filters-- Environmental and Conservation Services. Aus-
those sized with maintenance frequency, appropriate tin, "IX.
upstream detention volume, and average annual runoffCity of Austin. 1990. RemovalEfficiencies of Stormwa-
and TS S concentrations in mind--can perform well for ter Control Structures. Final Report. Environmen-
longer periods than observed at the Lakewood site. tal Resource Management Division. Austin, TX. 36

PP.
Lessons Learned Shaver, E. and R. Baldwin. 199 I. SandFilter Design for

Filters can be popular stormwater practices where Water Quality Treatment. Delaware Department of
land area is at a premium, but they need regular mainte- Natural Resources and Environmental Control. Do-
nance to keep working effectively. Media filters, once ver, DE.
clogged, will drain at very slow rates (i.e., falling head
of approximately 1.2 feetper day) and stormwaterwillUrbonas, B.R.,andW.Ruzzo.1986. "Standardization of

either pond upstream of the filter or bypass it. Detention Pond Design for Phosphorus Removal."
Urban Runoff Pollution, NATO ASI Series Vot.

To prevent this problem, it is necessary to properly G 10, Springer-Verlag, Berlin.
size a filter for the expected maintenance cycle so that
it matches both the average annual runoffvolume andU.S. EPA. 1983. Results of the Nationwide Urban Run-

the average annual TSS runoffconcentration. In order
off Program. Final Report. U.S. Environmental

for the filter to keep working throughout the design Protection Agency, NTIS PB84-18552, Washing-

event without backing up flow when it is partially ton D.C.

clogged, the designer has to provide sufficient storm-Veenhuis..1. E., J. H. Parish, and M. E. Jennings. 1989.
water capture detention volume upstream of the device "Monitoring and Design of Stormwater Control
to match the filter’s clogged flow-through rate. As Basin." Design ofUrbanRunoffQualityControls.
stated above, it is the capture and treatment percentage American Society of Civil Engineers. New York,
of all runoffevents that is the real measure ofstormwater NY.
practice performance, notjustthe removal efficiency for
those storms that do not bypass a facility.

When a media filter is located within an under-
ground, vault, it is out of sight and out of mind. Such
installations are far less likely to receive needed main-
tenance than more visible surface facilities. Unless
regular inspection programs are in place, there is noth-
ing to insure that the filter will continue to operate
properly. A strongly implied lesson from the Lakewood
field test is that undersized filters can seal, and, as a
result, fail to process through as much volume of runoff
as expected.
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Technical Note #3from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(1)." 13-14

Innovative Leaf Compost System Used
to Filter Runoff in Northwest

T he use of organic media to filter out stormwa-filter bed and subsoils are separated by an impermeable
ter pollutants appears to be a promising direc- polyliner.
tion for urban stormwater management prac- The filter system served a 74-acre mixed-residential

tices. An example is the leaf compost system developedwatershed, and was sized to provide 200 square feet of
by W&H Pacific in Portland, Oregon. About 30 compostsurface area per cfs of incoming flow. The local target
systems have been installed in the Pacific Northwest tofor runoff treatment is to capture one-third of the two
treat runoff from small sites. Performance data on ayear design flow. This roughly translates to about 0.10
prototype of the compost treatment system has re-watershed-inches of storage, assuming a 2.25 gpm/ft:
centty become available, rate for the first 30 minutes of runoff.

The basic design of the system is shown in Figure The key to good performance is proper selection of
1. Runoffenters a forebay, and then passes into a seriescompost. A suitable compost has the following charac-
of compost treatment cells. Each cell contains a one-teristics:
foot depth of compost, followed by a filter fabric, a six- ° Mature (i. e., organic matter no longer rapidly
inch layer of small diameter rock, and two inches of pea degrades)
gravel. Runoff filters through the compost and is then ¯ Hemiccollected by a perforated pipe and directed toward the
outlet. The slope from the inlet to the outlet of the 100- ° Low contaminant levels
foot long filter bed is 2% and requires about three feet ¯ High permeability.
of head. Like most stormwater filtering systems, the ¯ Locally obtainable at a reasonable cost

Outflow

2:1 Sideslope

Poly-liner
Non-woven

fabric
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After extensive testing, the authors selected leaf
compost as the ideal medium. It was available from a city
compost system at about $10.00 per cubic yard. In
contrast, compost derived from yard wastes met many
of these criteria, but failed leaching tests.                                             Percent

The pollutant removal performance of the prototype Pollutant Removed
was computed based on flow composite monitoring of Total Suspended Solids 95
seven storm events (Table 1). The system provides Total Dissolved Solids -37
excellent removal of sediment, particulate nutrients, COD 67
organic carbon, hydrocarbons and some heavy metals. Total Phosphorus 41
Total dissolved solids, however, increase after passing

Soluble Phosphorus (negative)
through the compost filter, which appears to reflect the
exchange and/or leaching of cations within the com- Organic Nitrogen 56

post. Similarly, while particulate nutrient forms are Nitrate -34

trapped within the compost, the system exports soluble Cadmium N.D.

forms of nutrients, such as nitrate and soluble phospho- Lead N.D.

rus. Subsequent monitoring in 1992 has confirmed that Zinc 88

these removal rates can be equalled or exceeded. In Hydrocarbons 87

general, the compost system was most effective during Chromium 61

the first flush of runoff and in smaller storms, with Coo0er 67

removal rates declining as storm size increased. Better Boron. Calcium, Potassium,
removal rates can probably be attained by increasing Magnesium. Sodium (negative)

either the surface area or storage volume of the compost
system.

The compost system requires annual or biennialability, rates, or regular rakin~discing of the filter bed
removalanddisposalofthecompostlayer, followedbysurface could relieve the problem. W&H Pacific are
replacement with fresh compost. This routine mainte-continuing to refine the design to increase its effective-
hence operation can cost the owner several thousandhess.
dollars. Early tests indicate that the used compost can --TRS
be safely landfilted. A few operational problems have

Referencebeen encountered with the compost system. The key
problem has been sediment deposition over the surfaceStewart, W. t 992. CompostStormwater Treatment Sys-

of the compost bed that reduces the permeability rate. tern. W&H Pacific Consultants. Draft Report. Port-
Perhaps the use of larger forebays, lower design perme- land, OR.
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Technical Note #29from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3)." 114-116

Bioretention as a Stormwater
Treatment Practice
by Susan D. Bitter and J. Keith Bowers, Biohabitats~ Towson, MD

T o respond to the need for better stormwaterfirstflushofrunofffromimpervioussurfaces(Figure I).
practices in small commercial areas, thePrinceMedian strips and parking lot islands are two prime
George’s County Department of Environmen-areas where bioretention can be successfully apptied to

tal Protection (DEP) sponsored a research project toenhance stormwater runoff quality.
design innovative practices based on the concept of Bioretention works by directing stormwater runoff
bioretention. Bioretention is an innovative urban storm-from the parking lot to a bioretention area as sheet flow
water practice that uses native forest ecosystems andor concentrated flow. Depending on site conditions,
landscape processes to enhance stormwater quality,runoff may be guided into bioretention areas directly
Bioretention areas capture sheet flowfrom imperviousfrom an impervious surface or through a grass filter
areas and treat the stormwater using a combination ofstrip/swale. Using a grass buffer strip will reduce veloci-
microbial soil processes, infiltration, evapotmnspira-ties and filter particulates from the runoff.
tion, and plants.

Runoff is then directed over a sand trench that
In 1993, Biohabitats, Inc. and Engineering Tech-separates the planting bed from the impervious surface.

nolog~es Associates (ETA) tested the bioretentionThe sand trench augments the infiltration capacity of
concept and developed a practical manual to providethe planting bed, slows the velocity, and evenly distrib-
initial guidance in the design, preparation, and mainte-utes incoming runoff, and facilitates the flushing of
nance of experimental bioretention areas. The feasibil-pollutants from the surrounding soil.
ity study included extensive research to develop speci-
fications for the design ofbioretention areas. Areas of     Once the sand trench reaches its infiltration capac-
research included soil absorption capacities and rates, ity, runoffis directed into the planting bed. The planting

bed is graded to pond runoffto a depth of six inches,plant absorption capacities and rates, water budgets,
pollutant removal potential, and maintenance require-allowing time for the ponded water to infiltrate through

ments, the organic topsoil/sub-soil and evaporate on the sur-
face. Infiltrated runoff is stored in the planting soil

The feasibility study assessed the use ofbioreten-whereitmayexfiltrateintotheunderlyingsubsoilsinthe
tion practices for sites containing large areas of imper-bioretention area.
vious surfaces typical of suburban and urban develop-
mentinPrinceGeorge’sCounty.Thecasestudyanaly- The organic topsoil layer provides a medium in

which microorganisms degrade petroleum-based sol-sis assessed bioretention practices for three commer-
cial sites and one residential site. Bioretention areasvents and other hydrocarbons. The planting soil is

were then designed using the guidelines developeddesignedtofacilitateplantgrowth, infiltrate runoff, and

during the feasibility analysis and included gradingabsorb heavy metals, nutrients, and hydrocarbons.

requirements, soil amendments, plant material selec-The use of plant material in bioretention areas is
tion, maintenance requirements, and evaluation proce- modeled after the properties of a terrestrial forest com-
dures to determine pollutant removal effectiveness,munity ecosystem. The terrestrial forest community

T~.e analyses demonstrated that bioretention prac-was selected based on its documented ability to cycle

tices can be feasible and economical alternatives forand assimilate nutrients, pollutants, and metals through

providingtreatrnentofthefirsthalf-inchofstormwaterthe interactions among plants, soil, and the organic

runoff from most impervious surfaces. In addition, itlayer. These components are the major elements of the

was found that bioretention may be an economicallybioretention concept. Specific plant species are se-

feasible alternative to other stormwater practices andlected based on their ability to assimilate pollutant
runoffand tolerate urban stress, variable soil moistureoffers benefits of improved aesthetics and minimal

environmental impact, regimes, and ponding fluctuations. A list of landscap-
ing materials that meet these requirements can be found
in a design manual produced by the Prince George’s

How Bioretention Works County DEP (1993).
Bioretention areas are designed to be used in urban

and suburban areas as off-line systems which treat the
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When designing bioretention areas, the followingReference
criteria need to be considered: Prince George’s County. Dept. of Environmental Protec-

¯ Size of the drainage area to be treated tion. 1993. Design 3[anua[for Use of Bioretention
¯ Location of the bioretention areas in Stormwater Management. Landover, MD.

° Sizing guidelines
¯ Calculating water budgets and nutrient re-

moval capabilities
¯ Grading and elevations ~
¯ Soil amendments ~i,

¯ Organic layer/mulch amendments
¯ Planting concept ~

¯ Plant species selection
¯ Surrounding land use and land cover
¯ Number and sizing of plant material

* Planting design
¯ Plant growth and soil fertility
¯ Maintenance

Bioretention areas also provide other benefits in-
cluding the creation of shade and wind breaks, noise

absorption, albedo reduction, creation ofm icro-habitats,                                                  ~
and improved aesthetics. The primary application is for                                                  ~
commercial parking lots. In many cases a bioretention                                                   ~
area can be located within the required landscaping or                                                  ~
open space in a commercial parking lot.

Bioretention design element Specification

Minimum width of BA 15 to 25 feet
Minimum length of BA 40 feet
Maximum ponding depth 6 inches
Minimum planting soil depth 4 feet
Maximum drainage area to BA 0.25 to 1 acre
Maximum slope within BA 20%
Maximum entryvetocity 3 feet/second
BA as Percent of Total Site Area (100% imperv.) 5 to 7%
BA Landscaping, Trees and Shrub species 3 each
BA Landscaping, Plant Materials Tolerant species

(’[olerant of pollution, ponding and periodic drying) from approved list
Shredded Hardwood Mulch layer 3 inches
Planting Soil Texture sandy loam, loamy sand,

(No more than 25% clay content) or loam
Sand layer (bottom and one-side) 1 foot

R0080001
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Technical Note #87from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(3): 445-449

Multi-Chamber Treatment Train Developed for
Stormwater Hot Spots

Stormwater runofffrom paved urban "hot spots,"
particularly automotive service and repair sta-
tions, can contain pollutant concentrations three

t° 600 times greater than th°se f°und in °ther urban /mtT°-"~’, ~ ~--’t-r~,,~
sources. The higher potential for heavy stormwater
pollutant loading becomes apparent when one also
considers the multitude of potential hot spots located
throughout urban areas (Table 1 ). This being the case,
it becomes prudent to treat a relatively small amount of --.-
runoff at the source as opposed to allowing contami- |
nated runoffto become part of a much larger volume that

..~may or may not be effectively treated at the end of the
pipe.

Effective, on-site treatment ofstormwater hot spots
has been a problem for several reasons. First, most hot
spots tend to be small in size and lack adequate space
for the installation of typical stormwater management
practices such as ponds and wetlands. Second, the use
of gravitational settling as a sole pollutant removalprototype known as the multi-chambered treatment

train (MCTT). This device employs screening in themechanism does not provide sufficient hot spot pollut-
first chamber, sealing in the next, and filtration in the lastant removal. Third, infiltration is not an option due to

risks of groundwater contamination. Lastly, the tradi-(Figure I). It is designed for underground use. It can
be sized to contain runoff from various rain events andtional underground approaches using oil grit separa-

tors have not been reported to be effective (Schueler,typically requires between 0.5 and 1.5% of the paved

1994). drainage area. Present information places construction
costs of the MCTI" ranging from $10,000 to $20,000 per

To help solve the hot spot treatment problem, one-quarter acre-of drainage area, assuming use and
Robert Pitt and his colleagues at the University ofavailability of prefabricated units (Pitt, personal com-
Alabama-Birmingham have developed and tested a

Commercial nursen/
¯ Auto recycle facilities
¯ Commercial parking lots
¯ Fueling stations
¯ Fleet storage areas
¯ Industrial rooftops
¯ Marinas
¯ Outdoor container storage of liquids
¯ Outdoor Ioadinglunloading facilities
¯ Public works storage areas
¯ SARA Title III Section 312 hazmat generators (if containers are exposed to rainfall)
¯ Vehicle service and maintenance areas
¯ Vehicle and equipment washinglsteam cleaning facilities

R0080002
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Chamber Component Description Function
Inlet flash aerator small column packing balls with removes volatile pollutants and

counter current air flow traps trash

catch basin sump conventional catch basin sump traps grit and sand-size particles

Settling sorbent pads floating absorbent pads traps oil and grease

fine bubble aerator generator powered fish farm enhances aeration
aeration stone

inclined tube or plate plastic tubes 2" x 2’, inclined 30-45 increases surfaces area of settling
settlers degrees, arranged in rows of opposing chamber, enhances sedimentation

direction and prevents scour

Filtration GunderboomTM filter covers top of filter reduces channelization, slows
fabric infiltration, sorbs oils

peat/sand filter media 50/50 mix, at least 12" depth removes small and dissolved
particles, provides ion exchange

filter fabric separates peat/sand layer from prevents gravel layer from clogging
gravel and pipe layer

gravel packed under perforated PVC pipe and gravel provides additional filtration/outlet
drain

The multi-chamber treatment train (MCTT) consists of three treatment units in sequence--an inlet screening
chamber, a sedimentation chamber and a filtration chamber. Most of the pollutant removal occurs in the last
two chambers.
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rnunication, 1997). Additional data on operation and
maintenance costs of the MCTT is currently being
collected.

The MCTT is divided into three main chambers (a)
(Figure 2). Stormwater enters the first chamberwhere
the largest particulates settle out and the bulk of highly 140 -
volatile materials are removed when they pass over a Suspended Solids

flash aerator (additional, innovative components within ~ 120 -

each chamber are listed in Table 2). The stormwater then ~ 100 -

either flows under gravity or is pumped into the settling ~           "["

chamber. Here, settling of fine sediment is enhanced
~ ~0-

throu~ the use of inclined tube or plate settlers while
floating hydrocarbons and additional volatile com-
pounds are removed by sorbent pads and bubble dif-
fusers. Next, thestormwaterflows, or is pumped slowly ~. 20. To Ainto. the filtration chamber containing a sand and peat
filter bed for final removal of dissolved toxicants. The (b)
filter also functions in the partial treatment ofrunoffthat
may have bypassed prior chambers in the event of Relative Toxlci~ (by Microtoxr~- Unfllt~r~l
excess stormwater flow. To ensure that the water vol- $ 60 ¯
ume is distributed evenly over the filter bed, a fabric
covers the top.

The size of this device varies according to the
climatic conditions of the geographic region being
served. Parameters considered include rainfall amount,
intensity., and elapsed time between storms as well as ~ 20.

suspended sediment load and desired maintenance
regime. Pitt has developed a computer model to aid in

~" 0the site-specific design. (c)
A pilot-scale MCTT was constructed by Pitt on the

campus of the University of Alabama-Birmingham. This
Zinc - Unfiltered Sampledevice, designed to catch runofffrom a vehicle service

400
area and parking facility, was tested over a six-month
monitoring period from May to October of 1994. Two
additional full-scale units have since been constructed
in Wisconsin for testing how this technology functions
in a colder climate. Preliminary pollutant removal data
from the Wisconsin site is presented in Table 4. 200-

Preliminary performance results of the pilot-scale
MCTT for 13 storm events indicate substantial reduc-
tions of total suspended solids, heavy metals, and both 100.

dissolved and suspended stormwater toxicity from the
unit overall (Table 3). Toxicity values were obtained 0
using the MicrotoxTM screen that analyzes specific Inleli~d~mning ~ gil~ting Outlet

toxins in both dissolved and suspended forms. This
test not only detects nonconventional pollutants in
stormwater, but establishes a standard by which to Depending on the nature of the pollutant, the MGTT
measure their "’treatability." provides greatest removal in the settling chamber

Of notable significance is the inlet chamber where       (panel a) or the filtration chamber (panel b and c).
screening occurs. Screening has little effect on pollut-
ant removal (virtually none) but serves an important role
in trapping large materials, thereby reducing problem-
atic maintenance concerns throughout the device and
enhancing the ability, of other chambers to remove
pollutants.
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Pollutant Screening Settling Filtration Overall
Chamber Chamber Chamber

T~SS nsd* 91 -44 83
Turbidit]/ (some reduction) 50 -150 40
COD nsd 56 -24 60
N;;.i ~i.e nsd 27 -5 14
Ammonia nsd -155 -7 -400 --
Phosphate nsd nsd lc - --
Toxicity (suspended) nsd 18 70 96
Toxicit~ (dissolved) nsd 64 43 98
Lead nsd 89 38 100
Zinc nsd 39 62 91
n-Nitro-di-n-prop/lamine nsd 82 100 I 100
Pyrene nsd 100 J NA 100
bis (2-ethylhexy) phthalate nsd 99 l -190 99

*nsd = inflow and outflow concentrations were not significantly different at the 0.05 level

The settling chamber was responsible for most ofants as well as the additional removal of dissolved
the pollutant reductions in suspended solids, lead, zinc,pollutants. Suspended solids were reduced somewhat
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), turbidity,by screening but were almost totally reduced by set-
COD and to a lesser degree, nitrate and toxicity. Thetling, while filtration was of no consequence (Figure 3,
filter chamber provided additional removal of mostpanel a).
toxicity and heavy metals. Ammonia nitrogen was Toxicity was basically unaffected by screening,
increased by several times and nitrate-nitrogen had areceived slight treatment in the settling chamber, but
very low removal rate. However, this finding is to bewas reduced significantly by filtration. This compari-
expectedgiven the anaerobic nature ofthe filtersystem,son is a clear illustration of the relative importance of

Preliminarymonitoring data from two full-scale ap-settling versus filtration for certain types of pollutants.
plicationsoftheMCTTin Wisconsin appeartoconfuxnAs shown in panel c of Figure 3, screening accom-
that it can achieve consistently high removal for solids,plished in the inlet chamber only achieved negligible
nutrients, metals and two PAHs (see Table 4). Thezinc reductions. Pol lutant removal was attained through
Wisconsin test sites involved a similar design thatsettlingfollowedbymoreextensiveremovalffomfiltra-
treated stormwater runoff from a quarter-acre mainte-tion.
nance yard and a newly paved parking lot.

Further analysis of MCTT pollutant removal capa-
Based on the initial monitoring of the prototype andbilities may be obtained through testing the efficiencies

full-scale system, it appears that the design providesof the innovative components within each chamberand
superior performance to conventional sand filter sys-the effects they have on improving and enhancing the
tems (see Table 4), which is reasonable considering thatthree processes of screening, settling and filtration.
the sand filters employ much less sophisticated mea-Given variable climates and pollutant concentrations
sures for screening, settling and filtration, presentathotspots, afullapplication of the MCTTmay

Pitt’s study design was arranged to isolate theonly be needed when a very high level of treatment is
relative contribution of each of the three chambers--desired.
screening, settling and filtration--to the overall pollut- --TJL
ant removal of the system (Figure 3). Pitt found that the
importance of each chamber depended on the type of
~ollutant entering the system. For example, suspended
~ollutants were removed quite efficiently using just the
settling process, whereas the filtration chamber was
responsible for further reduction of those same pollut-
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Ruby Street Minoqua Sand Filters
MCT-I-~ MCT-r~ Mean~

No. of Storms 4 I 5-6 7 226
Pollutant Removal (%)

Suspended Solids 98 85 85
Total Phosphorous 84 80 50
Total Zinc 93 90 71
Total Copper 89 65 43
Flouranthene 92 >90 no data
Pyrene >80 >75 no data

Full-scale MCTT installed in Ruby Street Garage in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, that treats runoff from a
maintenance garage (drainage are 0.25 acres). Pollutant removal computed on a total load basis. (Data
from Greb et a/., 1998).
Full-scale MCI-F installed at 2.5 acre new commercial parking lot. Pollutant removal computed on median
EMC removal method. Data from Pitt (1996).
Mean removal efficiency of 12 independent monitoring studies analyzed in Claytor and Schueler (1996).
Number of paired storm events sampled.

References Pitt, R., M. ASCE. 1996. The Control of Toxicants at

Clamor, R.A., and T. Schueler. 1996. Design of Storm- Critical Source Areas. The University of Ala-

water Filtering Systems. Center for Watershed bama at Birmingham. 22 pp. Paper presentedatthe

Protection. Prepared for the Chesapeake Research ASCE!Engineering Foundation Conference, Au-

Consortium. 250 pp. gust 1996, at Snowbird, Utah.

Greb, S. S. Corsi and R. Waschbusch. 1998. EvaluationPitt, R., M. 1997. Personal Communication. Professor of

of Stormceptor and Multi-Chamber Treatment Civil Engineering, the University of Alabama-

Train as Urban Retrofit Strategies. Presented at Birmingham.

Retrofit Opportunities for Water Resource Protec-Schueler, Y. 1994. "Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Ur-
tion in Urban Environments, A National Confer- ban Landscape - Can They Be Controlled?" Wa-
ence. The Westin Hotel. Chicago, IL. February 10- tershed Protection Techniques 1 (1): 1-5.
12,1998.
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Technical Note #30from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (3): 117-119

Performance of
Biofilters in the Pacific Northwest

W hat exactly is a biofilter? Some would say To determine the pollutant removal performance of
it is a grassed swale with class. Moreatypicalbiofilter, theCityofMountlakeTerrace(Wash-
technically, it a swale that is explicitlyington) constructed a test 200-foot long biofilter. The

designed to treat stormwater rather than just conveyinggeometry of the trapezoidal biofilter was as follows:
it along. In the last few years, our knowledge about4%averageslope, five-foot bottom width, and3:l (h:v)
biofilters has increased as a result of research from thesideslopes. Average residence time for runoff within
Pacific Northwest. the biofilter was computed to be just under l 0 minutes.

Local governments in the Puget Sound region ofThe biofilter was about two years old, and was mowed
Washington have turned to biofilters as cost-effectivetwice a year. The biofilter served acomparatively large
methods to treat urban stormwater runoff. They are15.5 acre watershed, consisting of single family and
passive, technically simple, and flexible methods ofmulti-family residential homes, parks, and a major
treating runoff in developing areas. Biofiltration is aarterial road. Total imperviousness in the contributing
process where stormwater is treated by contact withwatershed was approximately 47%.
vegetation and soil surfaces along a long and broad During the second phase of the study, the upper 100
grass swale. A cooperative team of researchers fromfeet of the test biofilter was piped, thereby effectively
several cities and universities has investigated thereducing its length by half. This modification enabled
performance of biofilters over the last few years. Inthe researchers to test the performance of biofilters
addition, the researchers have gathered field data todesigned for a shorter length and corresponding resi-
define some of the most critical variables for the designdence times (about five minutes).
of biofilters. Runoff inflow and outflow from the 200-foot con-

The biofilter design process relies on an adaptationfiguration was monitored during six storm events in the
of Manning’s formula of open channel flow for the sixsummerand fallof1991.Anadditionalsix flow-weighted
month. 24-hourdesign storm, using an iterativeprocesscomposite samples were collected from the shorter
constrained by a specified maximum velocity and slope.100-foot biofilter in the fall and winter of 1992. Removal
Manning’s formula for open channel flow expressesrates were computed based on the change in pollutant
the relationship among all of the principal biofilterconcentration occurring between the inflow and out-
design variables, with the exception ofbiofilter length,flow from the biofilter. Consequently, the sampling
It is frequently expressed as follows: method did not measure the possible reduction in

pollutant loads due to runoff infiltration within the
Q = (1.49/n) * A * R°67 * s°~, where biofilter itself. Infiltration, however, was very minor.

Q = the volumetric flow rate, ft3/s Theswalewasonagtacialtillnot far below the surface,
and the upper soil layer was observed to saturate

n = Manning’s coefficient, accounting for rapidly (<l hour) after the onset of a storm.
boundary friction

The 200 foot long biofilter was found to be reason-
A = cross-sectional area, ft: ably effective in removing many pollutants contained
R = hydraulic radius, the ratio of cross- in urban stormwater (Table 1). In general, high rates of

sectional area to wetted perimeter, ft removal were reported for sediment, hydrocarbons,

s = channel slope (ft vertical/ft horizontal) and particulate trace metals, but nutrient removal was
very modest. Less than 30% of the total phosphorus

Homer et al. (1988) have developed an iterativeentering the biofilter was removed, and the biofilter
biofilter design procedure based on the capacity of theactually was a net exporter of nitrate. More encourag-
biofilter during the water quality design event and theing removal rates were observed for biologically avail-
stability (erosion potential) of the biofilter during moreable phosphorus forms. Surprisingly, the biofilter tended
extreme events. Key design variables in Homer’s pro-to increase the level of fecal coliform bacteria as runoff
cedure include the Manning’s n value, swale shape,passed through it. This increase was thought to be due
maximum flow velocity for the design storm, and resi-to pet droppings and possible bacterial multiplication
dence time in the biofilter (Seattle Metro, 1992). within the biofilter itself.
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100 foot 200 foot
Pollutant biofilter (%) biofilter (%) Percent of

Characteristics biofilters sampled
Suspended Sediment 60 83
Turbidity 60 65 Vegetative type
TPH (Hydrocarbons) 49 75 Natural grass 27
Total Zinc 16 63 Grass seed mix 41
Dissolved Zinc negative 30 Emergent wetlands 30

Total Lead 15 67 Vegetative cover
Total Aluminum 16 63 Full 59
Total Copper 2 46 Some bare spots 30

Poor 11Total Phosphorus 45 29
Bioavailable P 72 40 Dry weather flow
Nitrate-N negative negative Dry 36
Bacteria negative negative Standing water 38

Running water 17

Inlet Type

As might be expected, the 100-foot long b iofilter did Curb cut 18

not perform as well as the longer version, although clear Culvert pipe 63

statistical differences were only noted for two pollut- Unchannelled 18
ants. Removal rates for the shorter biofiiter were also Soil infiltration rate high 18
more inconsistent (higher standard deviation). The one
exception to this pattern was the moderate to high 200 feet or longer 66
removal observed for various forms of phosphorus. Slope less than 2% 86
This result, however, may be a sampling artifact, as the
greater removal rates occurred during storms that pro- Had check dams 6
duced very low phosphorus concentrations at the in- Sideslopes
flow point.

Gentle 30
Based on the monitoring study, the research team Steep 70

concluded that a five to 10 minute residence time in a
minimum I O0-foot long biofilter would ensure reliable Had been regularly mowed 41
pollutant removal, particularly for storms with signifi- Had been maintained 50
cant rainfall peaks.

Cross-sectional shapeThe project site also allowed the researchers to
compute detailed measurements of actual Manning’s n Trapezoidal 33

values under typical biofilter conditions. Three inde- Parabolic 50

pendent methods were used to measure velocity of
flow, and a range of n values were computed for the
biofilter(from0.192to0.198,whenithadbeenmowedindicated that there clearly was plenty of room to
to a height of six inches). Generally, the value ofn didimprove in both areas (Table 2). For example, about four
not vary with small changes in slope, but did vary within 10 biofilters did not have the dense grass cover
flow rate. The research team recommended a standardnecessary to achieve effective filtration. Similarly, only
Manning’s n value of at least 0.20 for stormwater40%ofallbiofiltersweredryduringthesummermonti’ts--
biofilter design. Unmowed, miler grasses were com-the remainder had standing or running water. A high
puted to have higher Manning’s n values during highproportion of the biofilters could be referred to as
flow events (approximately 0.24). "biocanyons," as they had sideslopes in excess of 3:1

One ofthe frequently cited concerns about biofitters(h:v). Nearly all the biofilters that received rune ff from
involveshowwelltheyareconstructedandmaintainedcurb cuts had significant sediment deposition at the

in the field. Hornerandhiscolleagues(1988)surveyededge of the biofilter that could impede the entry of’
the condition of 44 biofilters in the field. The studyrunoffinto the system. Most significantly, less thanhalf
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of all biofilters had ever been maintained afterthey wereReferences
constructed. Periodic ~ass mowing was the mainte-

Homer, R. et al. 1988. Biofiltration Systems for Storm
nance activity, performed most often (4 I%).

Runoff Water Quality Control. Washington Dept.
Based on both the monitoring and field experience, of Ecology. 84 pp.

the research team has suggested refined desi~t,~n criteriaSeattle Metro and Washington Ecology. 1992.
to improve the performance of biofilters, which are

Biofiltration Swale Performance." Recommenda-summarized in Table 3. The biofilter does appear to be tions, and Design Considerations. Publication
a promising technique to treat the quality of urban No. 657. Washington Dept. of Ecology. 220 pp.
stormwater, but will require future improvements in
design, maintenance and landscaping. One pa~icular
design improvement would be to place more biofilters
off-line. In this event, they would only treat runofffrom
the water qualiry design storm, but would bypass larger
storm events that produce greater runoff depths, are
more erosive and could possibly mobilize pollutants
trapped in biofilter soils.

--ER

= Geometry ¯ Biofilter Soils
Preferred geometry minimizes sharp cor- A sandy loam topsoil layer, with an
hers and has gentle slopes, parabolic or organic matter content of 10 to 20%, and
trapezoidal shapes, with sideslopes no no more than 20% clay. If soil test
greater than 3:1 (h:v). indicates that the current soil does not

meet these criteria, a surface layer topsoil¯ Longitudinalslope
amendment may be used.

Should be in the range of 2 to 4%.
Checkdams should be installed if slopes ¯ Water table
exceed 4% and underdrains installed if

Designer should check to determine theslopes are less than 2% level of the seasonally high water table. If
¯ Swale width it is within a foot of the bottom of the

Should be limited to no more than 8 feet, biofilter, it may be advisable to select

u.nless structural measures are used to wetland species.
ensure uniform spread of flow. ¯ Plant selection

¯ Maximum residence time Select grass species that produces a
Try to achieve a hydraulic residence time uniform cover of fine-hardy vegetation
for the 6 month 24 hour storm of about 9 that can withstand the prevailing moisture
or 10 minutes, condition. Wetland adapted species such

as Juncus and Scirpus may be utilized if
¯ Maximum runoff velocity drainage is poor.

No more than 0,9 fps for 6 month, 24 hour
storm, and no more than 1.5 fps for 2 year ¯ Landscaping
storm event. Other plant material can be integrated

into a biofilter; but care should be taken to
¯ Mannings n value prevent shading or leaffall into swale.

Recommend the use of a 0.20 value in
design ¯ Construction

¯ Mowing Use of manure mulching or high fertilizer

Routine mowing is used to keep grass in hydroseeding to establish ground cover
should be avoided during construction, asactive growth phase, and to maintain

dense cover, these can result in nutrient export.

¯ Grass height
Normal grass height should be at least
two inches above design flow depth.
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Technical Note #31 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (3): 120-121

Runoff and Groundwater Dynamics
of Two Swales in Florida

O ne of the most detailed assessments of the The water table was at least two feet below the
performance of grassed swales wassurface ofthe "dry swale." This swale had very sandy
conducted by Harvey Harper (1988) in Cen-soils with an extremely high infiltration rate of 13.6

tralFlorida. Themonitoringstudylookedatthechangesinches/hour. Only a rather sparse cover of annual
in the quality of surface water, groundwater and sedi-weeds and grasses became established in the dry swale,
merits as runoff passed through two 200-foot-longeventhoughithadbeenconstTuctedsomel6yearsago.
swales draining an interstate highway. Even so, it was estimated that at least 80% of the

While equal in length, the two swale systems wereincoming runoffto the swale infiltrated into the swale
remarkablydifferentincharacter(Table 1).Forexample,before it reached the outlet. The dry swale also had a
the "wet swale" was constructed at about the samegentle slope, and a residence time approximately five
elevation as the water table, and consequently thetimes longer than the wet swale. The key pollutant
surface of the swale system was ponded with at least aremoval process operating within the swale was infiltra-
few inches of water throughout the year. As a result,tion ofrunoffinto groundwater, and some sedimenta-
wetland plants, such as pickerelweed, water penny-tion.
wort, and panic grass, grew well across its entire length. The comparative pollutant mass removal of each
The infiltration rate of the wet swale was effectivelyswale is depicted in Table 2. Both thewetswaleandthe
zero. Therefore, the major pollutant removal processesdry swale were very effective in removing particulate
operating in the wet swale were settling and vegetativepollutants contained in hi,way runoff. However, the
filtering. In many respects, it was more comparable to anutrient removal capability of the wet swale was rather
9ocket wetland than a grassed swale, modest (total nitrogen 40%. total phosphorus 19%).

Negative pollutant removal (or export) was noted for
dissolved orthophosphate and ammonia. The wet swale
also removed most trace metals at rates ranging from 30
to 90%. It should be noted, however, that the dissolved
or soluble fractions of the metals were not removed as

. - readily as the particulate fraction (see Table 3). More
Characteristic Wet Swale Dry Swale than 50% of the metals were found in soluble form at the

outflow from the swale. It is speculated that the sandy,
low organic matter soils did not provide many bindingSwale length 70 meters 70 meters sites to capture soluble metals as they passed through

Underlying soils sandy soils, sandy soils the swale.
< 5% silt clay < 5% silt/clay

The dry swale was the best performer in removingInfiltration rate effectively zero 13.4 inches/hour pollutants, with mass reduction rates of 70% or greater
Groundwater depth 0 to 2 ft above 2 ft below surface for all parameters sampled. Much of the load reduction
Vegetation wetland plants sparse grass/weeds could be attributed to the infiltration ofrunoffinto the
Sideslopes 3 to 1 (h:v) 6 to 1 (h:v) soil of the dry swale. The effect of the swale in reducing
Longitudinal slope 1.8% 0.7% pollutant concentrations ofrunoffthat actually reached

the outflow sampling point, however, was much lessAge of swale 23 years 16 years
pronounced (Table 3). In fact, the wet swale consis-Drainage area 1.17 acres 0.83 acres tently outperformed the dry swale in reducing the

Imperviousness 100% 70% concentration of pollutants that traveled the entire
Time of concentration 9 minutes 45 minutes length of the swale. The sparse vegetative cover in the
Storms monitored 11 events 16 events dry swale apparently was not as effective in filtering

runoff.Groundwater groundwater moves 80% of runoff
interactions into swale; creates infiltrates through Groundwater and sediment sampling were con-

shallow ponding swale ducted at both sites to determine the fate of pollutants
: that had been trapped in the swale.The monitoring
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indicated that most trace metals were indeed trapped in
the upper five centimeters of swale soils, and did not
migrate into nearby groundwater. Soluble nutrients, on
the other hand, did move into groundwater, particularly
at the dry, swale site. Overall, however, both swales had Pollutant Wet Swale (%) Dry Swale (%)only a modest impact on the quality of adjacent ground-
water.

Suspended solids 81 87’I’he two swales occupy two ends of a continuum of
infiltration conditions that can occur within swale sys- BUD (five day) 48 69
terns, ranging from zero to almost unlimited infiltration. Total nitrogen 40 84
Significantly, both swales in this low reliefenviroument Total Phosphorus 17 83were at least moderately effective in removing pollut-

Nitrate-N 52 80ants in urban stormwater. The swales did have some
similarities: neither had dense grass turf nor silty or clay Organic nitrogen 39 86
soils that might have provided better exchange sites. Ammonia (-11 ) 78

Harpers’s study provides further evidence of the Ortho-phosphoros (-30) 70value of long swales in treating urban stormwater, and
Cadmium 42 89indicates the importance of the water table in designing

swales in sandy, low-relief environments. Copper 56 89
--TRS Chromium 37 88

Lead 50 90
Reference Nickel 32 88

Zinc 69 90Harper, H. 1988. Effects of Stormwater Management :
Systems on Groundwater Quality. Final Report.
Environmental Research and Design, Inc. Prepared
lbr Florida Dept. o fEnvironmental Regulation. 460
PP.

Wate.r quality Concentration reduction (%) Outflow concentration
parameter Wet swale Dry swale Wet swale Dry swale

Suspended solids 81 59 6.4 mg/I 28 mg/I
Dissolved solids 3 (-3) 114 mg/I 91 mg/I
Totalnitrogen 40 21 0.96 mg/I 1.7 mg/I
Total phosphorus 17 13 0.19 mg/I 0.5 mg/I
Nitrate-N 52 (-2) 0.19 mg/I 0.5 mg/I
Ammonia-N (-11) (-8) 0.10 mg/I 0.15 mg/I
Ortho-phosphorus (-30) (-48) 0.08 mg/l 0.24 mg/I
Chlorides (-110) 0 21 mg/I 8 mg/I
Cadmium 41 51 5 IJg/I 4 pg/I
Copper 56 54 17 pg/I 36 tJg/I
Chromium 37 60 8 IJg/I 8 t~g/I
Lead 50 49 112 IJg/I 705 pg/I
Zinc 69 51 53 tJg/I 140 l~g/I
Nickel 31 60 32 pg/I 11 ~Jg/I
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Technical Note #32 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3). 122-123

Performance of Grassed Swales
Alon  East Coast Highways

H ighways are a unique form of development in While the Virginia swale had the highest average
that their impervious lanes span manyslope(4.7%),ithadbertervegetativecoverandexperi_
miles, frequently crossing both large andenced only minor erosion. Consequently, it exhibited

small drainage divides. For many highway engineers,moderate performance in removinghighwaypollutants.
the preferred option for runoff treatment involves theRemoval of sediment and organic carbon exceeded
use of long grassed swales, located in a narrow65%, and total phosphorus was reduced by 41% (the
right-of-way parallel to the highway or within the me-highest total phosphorus removal of any swale moni-
dian strip. Grassed swales are cheap to construct, easytored by Dorman). On the other hand, removals of
to maintain, and are often needed anyway to conveyorganic nitrogen, nitrateandmetalswereonthelowend
excess stormwaterrunoffofftheroad. How effective areof the range reported for other swale systems.
theyinremovingthemanypollutantsthatwashoffroad Dorman and his colleagues also found that trace
surfaces?

metals accumulated overtime in each of the three swale
To address this question, Dorman and his cot-soils, which corroborates that these pollutants are

leagues(1989)evaluatedtheperformance ofthreehigh-being removed. Nutrients, on the other hand, showed
way swale systems in Florida, Maryland and Virginia.a mixed pattern, with roughly half of the samples show-
They measured flows and pollutant concentrationsing evidence of nutrient accumulation in swale sedi-
through three different swales that were each about 200merits, and the remainder showing either no change or
feet in lenvh. The three swales that were selecteda decrease in sediment concentration. The analysis
spanned a wide range of conditions encountered alongcould not determine if the lack of nutrient accumulation
highways: slopes (one to 5%), soil types (sandy to siltin some of the test sites was due to re-suspension and
loam), vegetative cover (good to poor) and age (five to"spiralling" out of the swale. Another interesting fred-
20 years-see Table 1). In addition, they monitored theing relates to the longevity of highway swales. Two out
concentration ofmetals and nutrients within swale soilsof the three swale systems were eventually eliminated
to determine ifpollutantswere accumulatingover time.as a result of construction to add more highway lanes.
In another related study, a research team lead by Shaw Yu’s monitoring of another Virginia highway swale
Yu (1993) has been monitoring the pollutant removalis not yet complete, but a preliminary assessment after
capabilityofa300- foot-longhighway swale in Virginia.four storms showed that the swale removed 68% of

Despitethefactthattheswaleswereofequallength,sediment and 60% of total phosphorus. The higher
theirreportedremovalrateswere quite different (Tableremoval rate could be due to the greater length of the
2). As might be expected, the Florida swale exhibited theswale, and the presence of a checkdam. Yu indicates
best overall removal capability. High removal rates forthat many swales tend to exhibit a curious hydraulic
sediment (98%) organic carbon (64%)andnitrogen (45behavior. During small storm events, much less flow
to 48%) are often expectedat sites with low slope, sand),was recorded at the bottom of the swale than at the top
soils, and dense gross cover. Monitored phosphorusof the swale (presumably reflecting the infiltration of
removal (18%) was onthe low range reported for grassedrunoff as it passes along the swale soils). In some small
swales and biofilter systems, but metal removal usuallystorms, no measurable flow was detected at the swale
exceeded 50 to 70%. outlet.

The Maryland swale occupied the other end of the In contrast, during large and intense storms, more
performance spectrum. The swale had a moderate sloperunoffwas measured at the bottom of the swale than at
(3.2%), but had poor grass cover and was prone tothe top (probably because of additional runoff inputs
erosion.Althoughthesamplingwaslimited(fourstormthat come down the side-slopes of the swale). This
events), the swale was found to export sediment andfinding suggests that swale removal rates may be un-
nitrate and demonstrated little capability to removederestimatedduringsmallerstormsbecausesomefrac-
organic nitrogen, organic carbon, or total phosphorus,tion of the incoming runoff infiltrates into swale soils.
Metal removal rates were mixed, with high rates reported Each of the four m onitored swale systems described
for cadmium, and low rates for copper, lead and zinc.here were originally intended merely to convey storm-
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water runoff. Their dimensions and capacity were de-
signed solely to accommodate the peak discharge of the
10-year, 24-hour storm event in a non-erosive manner
(about six to eight inches of rain, depending on the
location of the study site). Unlike the biofilter, the    Variables

Virginia Maryland Floridastandard highway swale is not explicitly designed for
the smaller storm events (0.2 to 1.2 inches of rain) that
produce the majority of annual runoff that passesLength 185 ft 193 ~ 185 ft
through the swale. Area served 1.27 ac 1.27 ac 0.56 ac

In summary, the studies show that the length of aImpervious 67% 64% 63%
highway swale alone is not a reliable measure of itsSlope 4.7% 3.2% 1%
future performance. Other factors, such as slope, soilCover Poor Poor Goodtype, and grass density appear to be very important.

Erosion Moderate Severe NoneSince many of these variables cannot be controlled or
assured over the long term, the highway designer Soil type Silt loam Silt loam Sandy
should consider a more "structural" swale design. In Age 20 years ND 5 years
this approach, a series of water quality design elements
are incorporated along the length of swale systems,
such as underdrains, checkdams, sand layers, diver-
sions to off-line swales or pocket wetlands. These
elements should result in improvement in both the rate
and reliability ofa swale’s long term pollutant removal
capability. Swale site Virginia Maryland Florida

--TRS
Storms sampled 9 4 8References
Sediment 65 (-85) 98

Dorman, M., J. Hanigan, J. Steg and T. Quaserbarth.Organic carbon 76 23 641989. Retention/DetentionandOverlandFlowfor
TKN 17 9 48Pollutant Removal From Highway Stormwater

Runoff. Vol. I. Research Report. Federal Highway Nitrate 11 (- 143) 45
Administration. FHWA/RD-89i202.202 pp. Total P 41 12 18

Yu, S., S. Barnes and V. Gerde. 1993. Testing of Best Cadmium 12-98 85-91 29-45
Management Practices for Controlling Highway Chromium 12-16 22-72 51-61
Runoff Virginia Transportation Research Council. Copper 28 14 62-67FH~. A:v’A-93-R16.60 pp. Lead 41-55 18-92 67-94

Zinc 49 47 81

Removal rates computed as % long term mass reduction, based on
the assumption that inflow and outflow runoff volumes were equivalent.
Range in metal removal rates reflect uncertainty in concentration due
to detection limit problems.
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Technical Note #65from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 299-301

Pollutant Removal
Pathways in Florida Swales

G rass swales are essentially living filters andinfiltration rates (Table l). Each test swale was then
-arethoughtto be an ideal practice f or treatingspiked with a known concentration and volume of
the quality ofstormwater runoff. The shallowsimulated urban runoffin a series of six experiments. The

flow of runoff through grass blades and across soilsexperimentssimulatedfloweventsthatrangedfrom0to
should provide optimum conditions for pollutant re-2.8 watershed inches ofrunoffthrough the swale. This
moval: Vv’hy then do grass swales exhibit such mediocrefeat was accomplished using a submersible pump to
performance in removing soluble nutrients and metalswithdraw water from an existing runoffpond, and then
fromurbanstormwater?Priorswalemonitoringstudiesdistribute it through the test swales for a period of
in such diverse locales as Florida, Virginia, Maryland,approximately four hours. Samples were collected at
and Washington have all shown a very limited capabil-various points along the length of each swale, and the
ity to remove these soluble pollutants (removal rates ofchange in runoff volume and pollutant concentration
0 to 40%) unless the majority ofrunoffinfiltrates intowere analyzed with respect to distance to determine
underlying soils, and effectively disappears (Seepollutant removalrates.
MWCOG, 1983).

Some answers to this vexing question can be foundSoluble Nutrients
in the experiments of a team of researchers in the

The results of the experiments were generally con-
Orlando, Floridaarea(Yousefetal.,1985).Althoughthe sistent with other swale studies that showed little
Central Florida study is nearly a decade old, its resultscapability to reduce the concentration of soluble forms
have not been widely disseminated, and can help inof nitrogen and phosphorus as they passed through the
understanding the pollutant removal dynamics within

swale. As can be seen in Table 2, little or no reductiongrass swales,
in soluble nutrient concentration was observed, de-

The team took an experimental approach in whichspitethe factthatrunofftook30to60minutesto traverse
they selected two representative test swales. Each testthe several hundred feet of each swale. Yousefand his
swale was long, and had gentle slopes and moderatecolleaguesalsoexammedthelongitudinaltrendinsoluble

nutrient concentrations through each swale, and found
that concentrations slightly increased, decreased or
stayed the same, and showed no discernible pattern.

The bulk of the observed pollutant removal in the
swales could be accounted for by simple infiltration of
runoff through the bottom of the swale. Indeed, a

Swale Characteristic Maitland EPCOT cursory glance at Table 3 showsthattotalremovalrates
and the fraction of total runoffinfiltrated into the swale

Length 160 feet 550 Feet bottom were essentially identical. Low velocities that
provide sufficient time for extensive infiltration appearWater Table Low High to be essential to achieve high removal rates. When

Infiltration Rate (in/hr) 1.4 0.5 infiltration was low or modest, removal of soluble pol-
lutants was generally quite poor. This implies that theVegetation short, clense only 20 to 80%

bahia grass grass cover~ major pollutant removal mechanism in swales is an

remainder is underground one (infiltration) and not necessarily a
exposed earth surface one (filtering and adsorption).

Soils sandy, very low clay sandy w/higher The behavior of soluble phosphorus through the
and organic matter organic matter test swales underscores this point. The concentration

of phosphorus in the swales was quite variable (Table
Residence Time (minutes) 30 to 60 30 to 60 2), showing small increases and decreases along the
Slope less than 1% less than 1% length of the swale. In general, the soluble phosphorus

concentrations in the swales were actually higher than
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Site No. Nitrate-N Ammonia Organic N Total N Diss. P Total P

M-6 2 15 5 (-2) 0 7
E-4 (-6) (-39) 4 2 11 9
E-5 10 1 18 14 (-20) (-48)
M-1 7 11 1 9 12 14
M-2 33 32 (-1) 25 47 48
M-3 19 80 (-134) 30 30 17

the concentrations in highway runoff coming into themetal be present in runoff as a positively charged cation
swales. The authors thought that this could reflect thethat can be adsorbed to a negatively charged particle in
release of soluble phosphorus as a result of the miner-the soil or organic layer. Metals, however, can be found
alizationofgrassclippingandthatchwithintheswales,in complex number of ion species depending on the
They also cautioned that the soils of the test swalesprevailing acidity (pH) of runoff. Some metals such as
were very. low in clay or organic matter content, andziric readily adsorb to soil at pH levels typical of storm-
therefore had much less potential for soil adsorption,water runoff(6.5 to 8.0), but many others (aluminum.

cadmium, copper, chromium and lead) show little ten-
SolubleMetals dency to adsorb to soils within this range. Conse-

Moststormwaterresearchersreportremovaloftotalquently, the ability of swale soils to remove many
soluble trace metals tends to be rather low (Table 4).trace metals, but do not independently measure the

fraction present in soluble form. This can be significantYousef and his colleagues also note that metal adsorp-

as soluble metals usually exert the greatest impact ortion can be reversed under certain stormwater condi-
tions, thereby releasing metals that had been trapped intoxicity to aquatic life. Many trace metals are primarily

found in soluble forms (cadmium, copper and zinc),the soil back into the runoff stream.

while others are mostly attached to sediment particles The swale experiments, coupled with recent perfor-

(iron and lead). Yousef’s study indicated that whilemancemonitoringdata, provideusefulinsightsonhow
to design swales to maximize removal efficiency forswales were quite effective in removing total metals in

urban stormwaterrunoff, they were much less effectivesoluble pollutants of concern. Some key design lea-

in removing solublemetalspecies (Table 4). Two differ-tures include the use of techniques to promote greater

entpolluzantremovalmechanismsappeartobeworkinginfiltration with ~wales (locating on sandy soils, soil

in swales. The first involves settling of particulateamendments to promote greater infiltration, sand

fractions, and the second involves adsorption of solubletrenches, and perforated underdrains), greater ponding

metals to exchange sites in the soil. While settling(checkdams, off-lineswales),orlongerdetentiontimes
occurs during every storm, adsorption requires that the(broader bottoms, greater length). The key point is that

swales cannot be designed to solely rely on adsorption

Infiltration I
Site No. Volume Nitrate-N Organic-N Total N Diss. P Total P

M-6 26% (-2) 22 27 26 31
E-4 38% 48 41 39 43 45
E-5 50% (-21) 41 24 40 27
M-1 57% 57 64 61 62 63
M-2 60% 67 63 73 797 9
M-3 100% 100 100 100 100 100
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Total
Percent fraction metals Major removal

dissolved removal removal mechanisms for
Trace Metals (%) (%) (%) dissolved fraction

Aluminum 23 20 76 very limited adsorption
Cadmium 90 18 29 some adsorption
Copper 85 19 41 very limited adsorption
Chromium 61 13 44 very limited adsorption
Iron 12 44 71 strong precipitation
Lead 10 to 50 50 91
Nickel 75 47 88
Zinc 64 82 90 very strong adsorption

to grass and soils as the primary pollutant removal References
mechanism. Other, more structural techniques, need toYousef, Y, M. Wanielista, H. Harper, D. Pearce and R.
be included in the design to achieve more consistent

Tolben. 1985. Best 34anagement Practices-Re-removal of soluble pollutants,
moval of Highway, Contaminants by Roadside

--TRS Swales. Final Report. University, of Central Florida.
Florida Department of Transportation. 166 pp.

Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
1983. Urban Runoffin the Washington Metropoli-
tan Area: Final Report. Nationwide Urban Runoff
Project. Dept. of Environmental Programs. Wash-
ington, DC. 220 pp
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Techmcal Note #79 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(2)." 379-383

Ditches or Biological Filters? Classifying
Pollutant Removal in Open Channels

A rchaeologists tell us that humans started dig-option in residential settings since it is designed to
ging ditches several thousand years ago, be-prevent standingwaterthatmakesmowingdifficultand
ginning with the extensive ditch networl~ dug generates complaints. The swale is designed to rapidly

by early civilizations to irrigate the "fertile crescent" ofdewater, thereby allowing front yards to be more easily
the Middle East. Ditch digging hasn’t changed thatmowed.Designmethodsforthedryswalecanbefound
much since then, although stormwater engineers nowin Claytorand Schueler(1995).
refer to them by fancier terms such as "open channels" The last open channel design is termed a wetswale,
or"grass swales." In reality, these terms are rather broadand occurs when the water table is located very close
and imprecise, and fail to distinguish the potentialtothesurface.Asaresult, swale soils often become fully
differences in pollutant removal potential that varioussaturated, or have standing water all or part of the year
channel designs can have during small storms. In thisonce the channel has been excavated. This "wet swale"
sense, open channels can be classified into one of fouressentially acts as a very long and linear shallow wet-
possible categories, based on their hydrologic design,land treatment system. Like the dry swale, the entire
They are the drainage channel, grass channel, dry swalewater quality treatment volume is stored and retained
and wet swale (Figure 1). within a series of cells in the channel, formed by berms

The open channel design in most common use isor checkdams. In some cases, the cells may be planted
termed a drainage channel, and is designed to havewith emergent wetland plant species to improve re-
enough capacity to safely convey runoff during largemoval rates.
storm events without erosion. Typically, a drainage Few stormwater treatment practices exhibit such a
channel has a cross-section ~vith hydraulic capacity to

great variability in pollutant removal performance as
handle the peak discharge rate for the 10-year stormopen channels. In this article, 16 historical performance
event, and channel dimensions (i.e., slope and bottommonitoring studies of"grass swales" were reanalyzed
width) that will not exceed a critical erosive velocitybased on the open channel classification presented
during the peak discharge associated with the two-yearearlier to try to explain this variability. Ten of the open
storm event. Consequently, most drainage channelschannels could be classified as "drainage channels"
provide.very limited pollutant removal, unless soils arebased on two criteria: they were designed only to be
extremely sandy or slopes are very gentle, non-erosive forthe two-year storm, and their particular

To achieve greater pollutant removal, stormwatercombination of soil and slope did not allow significant
engineers have recently employed grass channels. Ainfiltration of runoff into the soil profile. Site data and
grass channel is designed to meet runoff velocity tar-pollutant removal data are shown in Table 1 (a).
gets for two very different storm conditions: a water The remaining six open channels were either explic-
quality design storm and the two-year design storm,itly designed as a grass channel, dryswaleorwetswale,
During the "water quality storm," runoffvelocity typi- or had a combination of soils, slope and water table so
cally cannot exceed 1.5 fps during the peak dischargethat they effectively functioned as one of these three
associated with the six month rainfall event, and thesystems (Table l(b)). Giventhe relatively small number
total length of the channel must provide at least 10of open channels that met these criteria, they were
minutes residence time. In some regions of the country,lumped together as a single group, and are hereafter
grasschannels are termed "biofilters" (Seattle METRO,termed "water quality channels."
1992). To meet the water quality criteria, grass channels
must have broader bottoms, lower slopes and denser As a group, drainage channels provided negligible

vegetation than most drainage channels, removal of most pollutants. For example, only four of
nine drainage channels had a positive removal rate for

A third open channel is termed the dry swale. In asuspended sediment, and all but two channels had
dry swale, the entire water quality volume is temporarilyphosphorus removal rates lower than 15%. Removal
retained within the swale during each storm, allowingrates for all forms of nitrogen were consistently low or
time for it to filter through 30 inches of prepared soil

nonexistent. The three studies that examined the abilitybefore it is collected by an underdrain pipe (see Figure
of drainage channels to remove fecal coliform bacteria

2). A dry swale is often the preferred open channelalso found no significant change in the counts of this R0080020
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key indicator of human health. While some channels did
exhibit a moderate ability to remove trace metals often
found attached to particles (i.e., lead and zinc), an equal

~1~~o~’~.0/~ number showed no metal removal capability whatso-

~ ever.

In contrast, the water quell .ty swales demonstrated
a much greater and more consistent capability to

(’,~) t:l~tN, a~" ¢’/¢AAcAt~’/.. move pollutants conveyed in urban stormwater. In
nearly every case, most of the mass removal could be
accounted for by the infiltration of runoff into the soil
profile during storms (i.e.. actual pollutant concentra-
tion did not change appreciably as they passed through
the channel). As a group, water quality channels showed

-.6~____ ~, ~;~ ~. ~ ~ ~
_ r,_~.O.~

excellent removal of suspended sediment, nitrogen,

~ ~v.~,n~ ,~ ~
organic carbon and trace metals. The onlv study that

-~li~l_ ~u~ ~;’ -r _b~ ~~;~ examined hydrocarbon and bacteria removal indicated
high removal rates for hydrocarbons, but poor removal
for bacteria. Phosphorus removal for water quality
channels was mixed, with txvo channels reporting phos-

(’b) ~RA,$,~ ~t4,~IAOq’F_d. phorus removal greater than 80%, but the other three
reporting removal rates of 30% or tess.

The clear implication is that channels that are de-
signed to infiltrate, retain or at least achieve a modest
contact time during most storm events will perform

~    ~ ~ v~’.z:l~,~Aco’t’O,~ ¢,4~o’rr" __r~ much better in removing most pollutants than a typical
"~I~. rt ~;a/.~l~�~~. , ~ r~’. Op .J drainage channel. Phosphorus. however, may be the

----~ ,.,~.r~ exception. Monitoring has shown that open channels

~ have high phosphorus levels stored in the thatch and
surface soil layer. Some of the stored phosphorus may
recycle back into the water column, or be eroded during
larger storms. Indeed, when outflow concentrations of
open channels are compared to other stormwater prac-
tices, open channels appear to have a higher "irreduc-

(�) ~ ~t,’~l/.~ ible concentration" of sediment, total phosphorus and
soluble phosphorus than all other stormwater prac-
tices.

This reanalysis of historical performance monitor-

~ to Int. ~ ~ ~ ~ ing studies clearly supports the idea that a drainage

~ channel by itself cannot be considered an effective
stormwater management practice, unless soil and slope
conditions are exceptionally favorable. To be effective,

Mr~ ~ open channels should be explicitly designed to increase

(’d.) ~’~" ,.~’,a/.d’ the volumeofrunoffthat isretained or infiltrated within
the channel. Suggested design guidelines for the dry
swale, which can be used in many residential settings,

Open channels can be designed in one of four ways--as either (a) a are detailed in Table 2. The novel aspect of these
drainage channel, (b) a grass channel, (c) a dry swale, (d) a wet swale. Allguidelines is that the channel is no longer designed
open channels are typically designed to convey the ten year design storm,based on a rate of flow, but rather a defined water quality
and prevent critical erosive velocities during the two year design storm. Thevolume (which makes swale design more consistent
grass channel is designed to achieve a critical velocity during a water with other stormwater practice designs).quality design storm. The dry swale is designed to capture and treat the
entire water quality volume in the swale. The same is true for the wet swale, -T/Lq
except that the storage is provided by a pool of water, due to the presence
of a high water table.
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Mass or Contrib.
No. of conc. area

No. Ref. State Year Samp. method Slope Length (acres) Soil TSS OC TP SP TN NO3 Cu Pb Zn Other

(a) Ten drainage channels

1    OWML    VA 1983 33 M 1.8 260 9.5 SL Neg. Neg. Neg. - Nag. - - Neg. Neg. -
2 OWML MD 1983 50 M 4~1 445 19.0 SL Neg Neg. Neg, - Neg. Neg. Neg. -

3 OWML MD 1983 8 M 5.1 425 12.0 SL 31 Neg, Neg. - 37 - - 33 Neg. -
4 Dorman VA 1989 9 M 4.7 185 1.3 SL 65 76 41 - - 11    28 48 49 TKN = 17
5 Dorman MD 1989 4 M 3.2 193 1.3 SL Nag. 23 12 - - Nag. 14    55 9 TKN = 9
6 Yu VA 1989 4 M 5A 200 1.5 - 68 - 60 ..... 74 -

7 Youse| FL 1985 6 C 1.0 550 - Sa - - 8 26 13 11 14 27 29 TKN (-20)

8 Oakland NH 1983 11 C >2% 100 - - 33 - Neg. Neg. - - 48 57 50 Coil = NSD

9 Welborn TX 1987 19 C - 200 2.9 - NSD Nag. Nag. Nag. Neg. Neg. NSD NSD NSD Coil = NSD

10 Pitt Ont. 1986 50 C - - - - NSD - - NSD NSD NSD NSD Coil NSD

(b) Water quality swales

1 Dorman FL 1989 8 M 1.0 185 0.6 Sa 98 64 18 - - 45 65 81 81 TKN = 48

2 Harper FL 1988 16 M 1.0 210 0.8 Sa 87 69 83 - 84 80 89 90 90 -

3 Harper FL 1988 11 M 1.8 210 1.2 WET 81 48 17 - 40 52 56 50 69 -

4 Karcher FL 1983 13 M >2.0 - 14.0 Sa 99 99 99 - 99 99 - 99 99

5 Metro WA 1992 6 C 4.0 200 16.0 Till 83 - 29 72 - Nag. 46 67 73 HC = 75
COLI = Nag.

6 Wang WA 1981 8 M 200 - - 80 ..... 70 80 60 -

Soil (SL = silt loam, Sa = sandy); Coil =tecal coliforms; Nag. = negative removal efficiency; NSD = no statistically different conc. btw. control (usually pipe flow)

HC = hydrocarbon; M = mass; C = concenlrale
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Technical Note #96from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4). 521-524

Performance of Dry and Wet Biofilters
Investigated in Seattle

B iofilters are grass channels designed to treatSwale." The original channel was a 600-foot long drain-
stormwater runoff instead of merely convey-age ditch located in the right-of-way separating the
ing it downstream. To remove pollutants,backyardsofaresidentialarea, lt was convened into a

biofilters employ greater swale lengths, broad bottoms,biofilter by reshaping the dimensions of the channel,
gentle slopes, and dense grass turf. Together, theseaddingtopsoilovertheglacialtillsoils, andre-planting
factors increase theresidencetime ofrunoffthroughouta dense cover of grass. The new dimensions of the
the channel, allowing time for adsorption, uptake, set-biofilterwere alength of 570 feet, abasewidth of five feet
tling and filtering and infiltration ofstormwater pollut-and an average longitudinal slope of 1%. Figure 1 shows
ants. A monitoring study by Seattle METRO indicateda cross-section of the new and broader channel, with
thata200-footlong biofiltershowedpromiseinremov-other site and design data provided in Table I.
ing many pollutants found in urban stormwater.

Goldberg sampled eight storm events at the Dayton
Biofilters are easy to design and construct and areAvenue Swale during 1991 to 1993. Sample collection

extremely cost-effective in comparison to other prac-was limitedby"lost flows" (i.e., analysis of the biofilter
rices. For these reasons, the concept is gaining popu-revealedthatasmuchas30to80%ofallincomingrunoff
larity in the Northwest although the practice is not yetinfiltrated into the soil and never reached the down-
commonplace. As more biofilters are being constructed,stream end). Gotdberg noted that downstream runoff
some nagging questions remain. First, the pollutantwas seldom observed unless the biofilter soils were
removal capability ofbiofilters is derived from a singlealready saturated, and the rainstorm had at least mod-
monitoring study. If more bio filters are monitored, willerate intensity and long duration. In addition, incoming
theyconfh"mthepollutantremovalcapabilityofthefirstsediment often dropped out in the first 50 feet of the
study or show it to be a sampling fluke? Second, fieldbiofilter, forming asmall"hump" that impeded the flow
inspections have consistently shown that mostofstormwater and caused minor ponding. In general,
biofilters are not constructed and maintained under thethe investigators found it difficult to maintain a con-
ideal test conditions that were followed in the firststant grade along the entire length of the biofilter.
monitoring study. Does pollutant removal performanceInvestigators also,discovered possible internal sources
decline in biofiltersthat are in fair or poor condition, andof pollution within the biofilter, including a colony of
by how much? mountain beavers that made their burrows in the side

Two recent studies from the greater Seattle areaslopes, pets that routinely used the biofilter to defecate,

explorethesequestionsinsomedetail.Inthet-~tstudy,and adjacent trees that dropped rotting fruit into the
Jennifer Goldberg (1993) investigated the performanceswale.
of a biofilter retrofit known as the "Dayton Avenue

I7"            ._

A biofilter has much broader and longer dimensions than a typical grass channel.

R0080024
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Design characteristic Dayton Avenue Uplands Swale

Drainage area 90 acres, 20% Imperv. 17 acres

Length 570 feet 350 feet

Slope 1% 1.1%

Base width 5 feet 6.8 feet

Cross-section shape Parabolic Trapezoidal

Vegetative condition Ful! grass cover Dense wetland cover, with
some subchannels formed

Design criteria for two year Maximum Velocity: 1.Sft/sec Conveyance only
24 hour storm event Max Runoff Depth: 9 inches

Manning’s ’n’: 0.07

Maintenance Mowed several times/year, Never mowed, trees growing
clippings removed on lower side-slopes

Application Retrofit of conveyance New development
channel

No. of Storms Sampled 8 events 17 events

Pollutant removal method Change in upstream Flow weighted change in
downstream concentration concentration

Despite these limitations, performance monitoringThe Upland Swale
revealedthattheDaytonbiofiiterwasreasonablyeffec- The second study conducted in King County in-
tive (Table 2). Suspended sediment concentrationsvolved a swale that could be termed an "accidental
were reduced by 68%, and turbidity dropped by abiofilter." Although the Uplands Swale was originally
smalleramount(41%). Whileremovaloftotalphospho-designed as a conveyance channel, it was constructed
rus was negligible (5%), the biofilterwas able to removeto dimensions that were very similarto a biofllter. Its 350-
30 to 35% of soluble or biologically-available phospho-

foot long channel had a trapezoidal shape, a base width
rus. In conla-ast to othermonitoredbiofilters, the Daytonof 6.8 feet, and a longitudinal slope of 1% (see Table 1
biofilter showed a modest capability to remove nitrate

for more site and design data). The channel had been
(31%). The biofilter reduced concentrations of totalexcavated to near or below the water table, and conse-
aluminum, copper and lead by 40 to 60%, but was only

quently, the swale had standing water and dense wet-
able to reduce soluble copper levels by 20%. Concen-land vegetation. Clumps of sot~ rush (Juncus effusus)

~
tradons of oil/grease in the biofilter’s outflow weredominatedthewetlandplantcommunity, althoughsomealways below detection limits. The biofilter, however,

dense stands of cattail (Typha latifolia) were also
did a very poor job in reducing fecal coliform bacteria,present. Flow tended to channelize around the clumps
Bacterialconcentrationsfi’omtheDaytonbiofllterwere

of sot~ rush, but spread more uniformly as it passedabout three times higher in the outflow than the inflow,
through cattail stands.

which is not surprising given the potential internal
bacterial sources observed (e.g. pets and beaver). Over- Although infiltration clearly was not a factor in this

all, the performance of the Dayton Avenue biofiiter waswet swale, it did appear to store some runofffrom minor

generally comparable to that of the original Montlakestorms (less than 0.3 inches of rainfall) and, as a conse-

Terrace biofilter site (see article 112).Removalratesforquence, runoff was seldom measured at the swale
both sites may be conservative since pollutants en-outflow during minor storms. Like many biofilters, the

trained in the"lost flow" through the biofilter could notUplands Swale had been neglected prior to monitoring.
be accounted for in the pollutant removal calculations.Poor past construction practices deposited perhaps as
While losing flow to infiltration makes monitoring amuchasafootofsedimentonthe floorofthe swale. And
challenge, inflltrationcanbeamajorpollutantremovaleven though the upper slopes of the biofilter were

pathway for biofilters and indicates the practice ismowed about once a year, a dense growth of young
functioning properly, alders and willows had become fu Ily established along

the lower side-slopes, and were starting to shade the
channel.
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The Uplands Swale was selected for monitoring for
asimptereason: it was characteristic ofmany biofilters
actually installed in the field--soggy, poorly main-
tained, and with wetland plants replacing grass cover.
As part of the study, King County staff also inspected Removal Rate Inflow Cone.
the field condition of 32 other biofilters. Field inspec-Pollutant (%) (mg/I)
tions found only 27% of biofilters in good condition
with uniform grass cover and no channelization, with anSuspended Sediment 67.8 47
additional 40% ofbiofilters reported to be in fair condi- Turbidity 44.1 31tion (some bare patches, minor channelization and
soggy conditions impairing performance). The remain-Total Phosphorus 4.5 0.228
ing 33%ofbiofilterswereclassifiedas"poor"andwereSoluble Reactive Phosphorus 35.3 0.136presumed to have little, if any, pollutant removal capa-
bility (i.e., vegetation was absent and channelizationBio-active Phosphorus 31.9 0.133
was conspicuous). Major factors cited for poor biofilterNitrate-Nitrogen 31.4 1.24condition were, in rank order, poor initial vegetative
establishment, soil saturation or ponding,Total Lead 62.1 0.037
channelization, shading by overhanging trees and sedi-Total Copper 41.7 0.011
merit deposition from construction activity.

Dissolved Copper 20.9 0.006All of these factors were present to some extent at
the Uplands Swale. Because prior monitoring had in-Fecal Coliform Bacteria -264 3,725 org/lO0 ml
volved biofilters operating under relatively ideal condi-

OillGrease not detected not detectedtions (Dayton and Montlake Terrace), the King County
study focused on biofilters in fair condition. Seventeen (below 0.5)

storm events were sampled in the Uplands Swale from
1994 to 1995. Pollutant removal was calculated on the
basis of upstream and downstream changes in flow-
weighted event mean concentrations (EMCs).

As might be expected, the pollutant removal perfor-
mance of this wet swale was mixed (Table 3). On the Removal Rate Inflow Conc.
positive side, the Uplands Swale reduced suspendedPollutant (%) (mg/I)
sediment concentrations by 67%, which is comparable
to the pertbrmance ofa biofilter in good condition (i.e.,Suspended Sediment 67 30.3

Dayton). Reduction in total phosphorus concentra-Total Phosphorus 39 0.13
tions t.hrough the wet swale was also notable (39%). On

Sol. Reactive Phosphorus (-45) 0.04the other hand, the wet swale tended to increase the
concentration of soluble and biologically active phos- Bio-active Phosphorus (-31) 0.06
phorus, indicating that the swale’s soils or vegetation

Nitrate-Nitrogen 9 0.345was releasing these phosphorus forms. The greatest
release occurred during the non-growing season,Ammonia-Nitrogen 16 0.352
whereas removal was often positive in the late spring

Total Copper (-35) 0.0066and early summer when wetland plant growth was most
vigorous. A similar phosphorus removal pattern wasTotal Lead 6 0.0023
observed in an eartier study of a Florida wet swale.

Total Zinc (-3) 0.025
A minor reduction in nitrate (9%) and ammonia

(16%) was noted in the wet swale, which may have been
due to plant uptake or microbial action. Monitoring

Although the pollutant removal capabilities of the
generallyindicatedthat metalconcentmtionswerelargelyDayton Avenue and Uplands swales were not as greatunaffected during their transit through the swale, el-

as other stormwater practices, theydoappeartoplayanthough detection limit problems and quality control
important role in groundwater recharge.

complicated the analysis. Little change was noted for
total lead (6%) and total zinc (-3 %), and a net release of

The Biofilter Gaptotal copper was computed. The effect of the wet swale
on dissolved metals was even more equivocal, with When considering biofilters, watershed managers
vtrtuallyno concentration change recorded during mostneed to close the gap between the potential shown at
storm events, and more importantly, very little changetestsites andtheirrealwodd implementation. As biofilters
with respect to aquatic toxicity thresholds, become more popular, it appears that the gap may R0080026
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actuallybewideningratherthanclosing.Whenthe 1995¯ Lastly, as Arnold (1997) notes, it is essential to
King County field survey is compared to an earlier 1987 properly train public works crews on the best
survey by Homer, it is evident that the field condition techniques for maintaining the long-term per~br..
ofbiofilters has actually worsened. For example, Homer mance ofbiofilters.
reported that 59% ofbiofilters that he surveyed were in
"good" condition in contrast to the most recent survey, --TRS
which found that only 27% could be so classified. King
County’s study concluded that in a typical subwater-References
shed, the poor design, construction and maintenance ofArnold, G.M. 1997. Stormwater Quality Maintenance
biofilters cuts downstream pollutant reduction poten- Management. Maintenance Practices and Staff
tial by half. Education. Resources Management Branch, Se-

Clearly, biofilter performance can only be improved attic Public Utilities. 58 pp.
if more effort is placed on construction inspection andGoldberg, J. 1993. DaytonAvenue Swale Biof!ltration
maintenance enforcement. Given the poor experience Study. Seattle Engineering Department. Seattle,
with biofilter implementation, it seems reasonable to WA. 67 pp.
require performance bonds for biofllters to ensure that

Homer, R., etal. 1988. Biof!ltrationSystemsforStorm_
they are correctly installed, vegetated, and protected water Runoff Water Quality Control. Washin~on
from construction sediment. As good practice, the

Dept. Of Ecology. 84 pp.performance bond would be released after a satisfac-
tory field inspection two years after initial construction.King County.. 1995. Evaluation of Water Quali.ty Ponds

In most cases, reinforcement plantings, sediment re- andSwales in the [ssaquah/EastLakeSammamish

moval, regrading andother spot repairs would be needed Basins. King Count?c. Surface Water Management

before f’mal acceptance, and Washington Department of Ecology. Seattle,
WA. 75 pp.

Soil testing is anotheruseful requirement to con fu’m
soil permeability and fertility and the distance to theReeves, E. 1995. "PertbrmanceandConditionofBiofilters

water table. Such data should be submitted prior to in the Pacific Northwest." Technical Note 30. Wa-
actual design to determine whether the biofilter will tershedProtection Techmques 1(3): 117-119.
ultimately be dry or wet, and consequently, what spe-
cific construction methods and vegetative stabilization
techniques are needed. Lastly, maintenance agreements
should clearly assign the right of inspection and correc-
tive maintenance to local governments, so that they
have an enforcement mechanism to compel routine
maintenance.

Basic biofilter design criteria are continually evolv-
ing. Based on recent monitoring studies and field expe-
rience, several additional design refinements seem ap-
propriate:

¯ Limit biofilter length to no more than 200 feet for
individual units (although designers need to con-
sider local conditions such as rainfall and various
intended uses of the biofllter).

¯ Require apool or other form ofpretreatment at the
upper end ofa biofilter if it receives concentrated
inflows (to prevent a sediment buildup at the top
of the swale).

o¯ Limit longitudinal slopes to 1 Yo or greater, unless
it is intentionally designed as a "wet" biofilter.

¯ Develop more specific design criteria for "wet"
biofilters that govern ponding, wetland stabili-
zation, check dams and other criteria.

¯ Require more sa’ingent geo-technicaltesting prior
to design and construction.
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Technical ,Vote #2from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(1): 11-12

Level Spreader/Filter Strip
System Assessed in Virginia

T he effectiveness of vegetated filter strips indivened approximately0.4watershed-inchesofrunoff
urban areas is fi’equently defeated bv. concen-into an earthen               "V" shaped trench more than 500 feet m’
trated runoffflows that quickly erode through length.

the strip. To compensate for this recurring problem, Yu
Runoffvolumes in excess of this treatment volumeand his colleagues designed a concrete level spreader

bypassed the system via an emergency spillway lo-
to direct runoff evenly across the entire surface of a

cated at a higher elevation at the end of the trench. Avegetated buffer (Figure 1).
concrete weir was installed at the lip of the downslope

In a practical demonstration, runofffrom a 10-acre crest of the trench, where it served to evenly spread
shopping center was routed into a distribution box that runoff overflows across a 150-foot grassed filter strip.

Collection
trench Level Approx.

Stream
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The filter strip had an average slope of 6% and was primarily
composed of Kentucky 31 Tall Fescue.

The pollutant removal performance was assessed through
continuous monitoring at the distribution box (inlet) and grab
samples collected in lateral aluminum trenches located parallel
to the slope at distances of75 and 150 feetdownslope from the

75 Foot 150 Foottrench. Eight storms were monitored, of which four were
Pollutant Filter Strip Filter Stripdeemed suitable for further analysis. The authors concluded

(%) (%)that performance after 75 feet of filter strip treatment was
mediocre, but removal of paniculate pollutants increasedTotal Susl~ended Solids 54 84
sharply after 150 feet of treatment. Removal of nutrients suchNitrate+Nitrite -27 20
as nitrate and total phosphorus, however, was still ratherTotal Phosphorus -25 40
modest even after 150 feet of filter strip treatment (Table I ). Extractable Lead -16 50

The poor (and even negative) removal rates in the first 75Extractable Zinc 47 55
feet of the strip were thought to be due to sparse vegetative
cover and, in some instances, gully erosion. Construction
costs for the system averaged about 20¢ per cubic foot treated,

Based on the monitoring data and simulation rood-
which is about four times less than the cost of acling of the filter strip, Yu and his colleagues recom-
comparatively-sized stormwater pond. However, the filter stripmended an optimal filter strip length of at least 80 to 100
didconsume alarge fraction ofsite area(about 10%ofthetotalfeet with the level spreader.
site area in the project). The level spreader/filter strip system

--TRSis projected to have a greater frequency and cost for mainte-
nance than a pond system. Reference

Regular maintenance activities include annual mowing,Yu, S., M. Kasnick, and M. Byrne. 1992. "A Level
revegetation, and gully repair, in addition to periodic removal Spreader/Vegetative Buffer Strip System for Urban
of deposited sediments in the collection trench. Maintenance Stormwater Management." lntegratedStormwa.
has yet to be performed at the site in the six years since ter Management. R. Field et al. editors). Lewis
monitoring was completed. Publishers. Boca Raton, FL. pp. 93-104

During this time, a great deal of woody growth and weeds
have replaced the dense turf cover. Despite the lack of vegeta-Yu, S. 1993. Person al Communication.
tive maintenance, no obvious gully erosion was evident as of
last year (Yu, 1993).

R0080029
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Technical Note #lOl from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(4). 539-542

Performance of Oil/Grit Separators
in Removing Pollutants at Small Sites

D espite our best hopes, some dogs just won’tlatedovertime.A characteristic profile is shown in Figure
hunt. The same is true with the performance2. Lastly, none of the 109 OGS systems surveyed in the
of some stormwater practices. A case in point field were found to have had sediment clean-outs speci-

is the standard oil-grit separator, or OGS (Figure 1).fled in their maintenance agreements.
These underground structures consist of three chum- In the second phase of the study, the pollutant re-
bets, two of which are wet. An inverted elbow pipemoval performance of a typical OGS was directly mea-
drains the second chamber, underthetheory that oil andsured in the field. The OGS served a one-acre parking lot
grease will initially float on the surface, but then adhereof a fast foodj oint. Prior small site monitoring revealed that
to suspended panicles, which eventually settle to thefast food parking lots generated above normal concentra-
bottom of the chamber. The first chamberisdesignedtotions of many urban pollutants, such as hydrocarbons,
trap grit, coarse sediments, trash and debris. The con-nutrients, metals and carbon--givingnewmeaning to the
tents of both chambers should be removed on a quar-term "a greasy spoon" (see Table l). Thirteen storm
terly basis as part of the normal maintenance regime,samples were collected at the OGS site, using innovative

Oil-grit separators are popular because they aresampling techniques within the confined spaces of the
relatively cheap and can be easily installed at many practice. Rainfall during the monitored storms ranged
small sites without sacrificing land. Unlike other storm-from 0.2 to 1.96 inches in depth (median 0.61 inches, mean
water practices that are sized to handle a half inch orduration three hours). Inflow and outflow event mean
more of runoff, the total design storage volume withinconcentrations (EMCs) were then compared to examine
an OGS is about a tenth of an inch. While it has always pollutant removal performance for 18 different water qual-
been acknowledged that such a small treatment volumeiry parameters.
limitsoverallpollutantremoval, itwasreasonedthatthe By almost any measure of perforrnance, the oil-~it
basic design should at least be capable of trapping oil,separator did not show any capability to remove pollut-
grit or trash generated at parking lots. Consequently,ants in storm runoff (Table 2). Net negative removal
OGS systems have enjoyed wide application at gasefficiency was computed for suspended sediment, total
stations, fast food joints and other small, but highlyorganic carbon, hydrocarbons, total phosphorus, or-
impervious development sites. Over the last decade,ganic nitrogen, and extractable and soluble copper. Nega-
several hundred OGS systems have been installed
across the Washington D.C. metropolitan area, and
they are still routinely included in many stormwater
practice manuals in other parts of the country.

Our understanding about the pollutant removal
capability of the OGS has been fundamentally changed
as a result of a five-year research study by Dave Shepp
and his colleagues at the Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments. In the first phase of the study,
Shepp discovered four indirect lines of evidence that
suggestOGS pollutant removal performance is extremely
limited. First, dye tests revealed that OGS systems had
very short residence times during small storms (often
less than 30 minutes). Second, an average of only two
inches of sediment accumulation in the two pool cham-
bers was measured in 109 installed OGSs, and deposi-An oil-gdtseparatorisan underground structure usedto treatstorrnwater
tion did not increase no matter how long an OGS hadrunoff at very small sites. Recent research demonstrates that this
been in service. Third, the initial finding that OGSpractice has little or no pollutant removal capability.
systems did not retain sediments was conf’Lrmed by
monitoring the accumulation of sediment in 17 OGSs on
a monthly basis. Shepp found sediment depths fre-
quently changed within the OGS, but seldom accumu-
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16 Taken together, the tbur different performance indi-
14

r-qChamber~
caters suggest that the OGS tested was a modest14 13 ~

- ==Chamber exporter of several key storm water pollutants. At first
12

- - 11 glance, this finding seems physically impossible, as it
10 is hard to imagine an internal source o fpollutams within

113 ’~
an underground concrete vault. The likely answer to

1.8 8~

I

~

this mystery invOlves parking lOt maintenance" It seemed
i to be a daily practice for employees to wash down the

6
5 parking lot to provide a cleaner atmosphere for custom-

4 ers. It is speculated the wash water may have been the

I
I source of the missing pollutants.

2
Based on his research, Shepp recommends that the

0 ~ ~ ~ use of standard OGS design be abandoned at small
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 sites. Performance monitoringhas shown sand filtersto

be a much more effective practice. He contends that noPoor sediment retention in an OGS is evident in the month-by-month
practice is likely to be effective on small sites unless itfluctuation in the two main chambers.
is designed to capture 0.25 to 0.5 inches of runoffat a
bare minimum. Further, such practices should be de-
signed to be off-line from the major storm water convey-
ance systems. Otherwise, Shepp maintains that the
flows from pipes designed to carry the 10-year peak
discharge rate will "hydraulically doom" any small site
practice.

This contention is supported by recent perfor..
mance monitoring of a modified oil-grit separator in

Median Mean
Austin, Texas. Tom Curran sampled 17 storm events at

Concentration Concentration an OGS that served a parking lot (LCRA, 1996). The
Stormwater Pollutant (mg/I) (mg/I) modified two chamber tank contained sorbent pillows

to adsorb oils, and was regularly maintained. Designed
Total Suspended Solids 20.8 42.9 to pretreat runofffor a peat sand filter, the off-line OGS

appeared to perform the pretreatment function reason-Total Hydrocarbons 7.0 12.4 ably well. Curran found that it was able to remove about
Total Organic Carbon 18.6 41.3 t 0 to 40% of stormwater pollutants that entered it (see

Table3).Total Phosphorus 0.27 0.49
Much higher removal rates were recently reported

Orthophosphorus 0.06 0.101 for three full-size, off-line underground structures
Total Nitrogen 2.22 2.85 known as multiple chamber treatment trains or MCTTs

(see article 111). The design of these advanced struc-
TotalZinc 0.144 0.452 tures stand in sharp contrast to the typical OGS. For
TotaICopper 0.010 0.021 example, the MCTT has up to l0 times more storage

volume than the standard OGS design and is equipped
with numerous other internal design features to pro-tive removal efficiencies were observed in over half the
mote greater removal.storms sampled for these parameters (with the excep-

tion of suspended sediment and soluble copper). Posi- In summary, the evidence overwhelmingly sug-
tive removal rates were calculated for a few parameters,gests that oil-grit separators are a very poor stormwater
most notably ortho-phosphorus, nitrate, lead and zinc,practice and should probably be dropped as a treatment
but the improvement in pollutant concentration wasoption, unless these systems are designed off-line and
oftenveryminor.Thisisevidentwhenthemeanoutflowwith the same treatment volume of other stormwater
concentrations from the OGS are considered (last col-practices.
umn of Table 2). The concentration of nearly every --TRS
water quality parameter remains wel! above levels fre-References
quently encountered in "untreated" urban stormwater

LowerColorado RiverAuthority(LCRA). 1996.1nnova-runoff. OGS systems also appearto have little capability rive NPS Pollution Control Program for Lake
to retain litter and debris, as less than 30% of the OGS Travis in Central Texas. Lower Colorado River
systems surveyed in the project had accumulated mod- Authority, U.S. EPA and Texas Natural Resource
erate to high levels of trash and debris.

Conservation Commission. (Draft Report). 52 pp.
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Mean Mean Mean OGS
Individual Group Majodty of Outflow

Storm Storm Storms Show Concentration
Stormwater Pollutant Efficiency Efficiency’ Export (rag/I)

Total Suspended Solids (-21.2) (-7.5) NO 48.3

Total Organic Carbon (-73.4) (-36%) YES 17.5

Total Hydrocarbons (-35.4) (-29) YES 4.82

Total Phosphorus (-75.5) (-41) YES 0.41

Ortho-phosphorus 7.6 40 NO 0.05

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (-19.8) (-44) YES 1.74

Nitrate-Nitrogen b 34.7 47 NO 0.20

Ammonia-Nitrogen (-44:2) 20 NO 0.11

Total Cadmium (0) (0) NO 0.0011

Total Chromium (-21.8) (- 19) YES 0.0065

Total Copper (-40.7) (-11 ) YES 0.013

Soluble Copper (-58.5) 3.5 NO 0.004

Total Mercury 35.6 20 NO 0.001

Total Lead 7 8.2 NO 0.008

Total Zinc 3.3 17.0 NO 0.174

Soluble Zinc 1.6 21.1 NO 0.071

a Calculated as the mean of all inflow EMCs compared to the mean of all outflow concentrations,

h Includes nitrite.

Rabanal, F., and T. Grizzard. 1995. "Concentrations of
Selected Constituents in Runofffrom Impervious
Surfaces From Small Catchments o fDifferent Land
Use." Proceedings of the 4th Biennial Stormwa-
ter Research Conference. October l 8-20, 1995 Removal Efficiency
Clearwater, FL. Southwest Florida Water Manage- Pollutant (EMC) %
ment District. pp. 42-50.

Shepp, D. 1995. A Performance Assessment of an Oil- Total Suspended Solids 41

Grit Separator in Suburban Maryland. Final Re- Total Organic Carbon 22
port prepared for Maryland Department of Envi-
ronment. Metropolitan Washington Council of TotaIPhosphorus 37

Governments. Washington, D.C. 124 pp. Ortho-phosphorus (- 14)
Shepp, D. 1995. Petroleum Hydrocarbons in Urban

Runoff." A Study Overview. Prepared for Maryland Total nitrogen 15

Dept. of’Environment. Department of Environmen- TY, N 21
tal Programs. Metropolitan Washington Council
of Governments. Washington, D.C. 160 pp. Nitrate 14

Lead 10

Zinc 39
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Technical Note #104from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1)." 605-608

Performance of a Proprietary Stormwater
Treatment Device: The Stormceptor*

T heStormceptor*isapopularproprietarystorm Waschbusch (USGS) (1998) that provides the most
water treatment device that has been widelycomprehensive and independent performance evalua-
applied across the U.S. and Canada in recenttionofStormceptortodate.TheyinstalledaStormceptor~

years. Its primary application is on small, highly imper-unit as a retrofit at the Badger Road public works
vious sites. A schematic of the device is shown in Figuremaintenance yard in Madison, Wisconsin in mid- 1996.
1. The device is popular because it is relatively easy toThe maintenance yard was about 4.3 acres in area and
design, can be easily installed in a wide variety ofalmost completely impervious. The yard was used for
applications, and can be installed in small sites withoutrefueling, maintenance and parking of heavy vehicles,
sacrificing land area. The typical device incorporates aand also for storage of road salt, sand, yard wastes, and
circular holding tank that receives runoff from a flowothermaterials.
diversion structure. Storms that exceed the capacity of

Maintenance yards often rank among the "dirtiest"the off-line device are diverted to the downstream
pollutant source areas in the urban landscape, and thedrainage network. Unlike other stormwater practices,
Badger Road yard was no exception. The median total

the St°rmcept°r~isdesignedandsizedprimarily°nthesuspended solid (TSS) concentration was reported torate ofstormflow rather than its volume. Consequently,
be 251 mg!l, which was slightly higher than the Wiscon-the Stormceptor* provides treatment within a much
sin commercial street median concentrations of 232 rag/smaller area than is possible with most other stormwater
1 (Barmerm an etal., 1996). The median chloride and totalpractices,
dissolved solids (TDS) runoffconcentrations were 560

A much anticipated monitoring study was recently and 3,860 mgil respectively, suggesting that stockpiled
completed by Steve Greb (Wisconsin DNR) and Robertsalt and other organic materials at the yard were a key

pollutant source area.

The Stormceptor~ unit selected for the retrofit at the
Madison yard was the STC 6000 model with a sediment
storage capacity of 610 ft3. According to Stormceptor~’s
sizing guidance, this unit has a sediment storage capac-
ity of 142 ft3/ac and is projected to have a suspended

s°lids rem°val rate ° fappr°xh"nately 75% (Stormceptor=,.

Greb and his colleagues had to develop sophisti-
cated monitoring techniques to measure the perfor-

~
~ mance of such a small treatment unit. They installed

flow-integrated storm samplers at the inflow and out-
flow locations of the Stormceptor¯ treatment tank, as
well as at the bypass weir (see Figure 1 for locations).

Outlet Sample This sampling arrangement was needed to determine
Point how much runoff volume bypassed the unit and was

therefore not treated. If the bypass volume is high, then
the treatment efficiency for the device would needto be
adjusted downward. Although 24% o fmonitored storm

~ events experienced some flow bypass around the
Stormceptor* treatment tank, the team computed that
only 10% of the total runoff volume during the study
actually bypassed the device.

Flow was measured directly using a flow meter
which was connected to a data-logger to initiate sam-
piing during storm events. One composite sample was
collected at the inflow and outlet for each storm event
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containing between five and 40 subsamples that wasparticulatepollutants(e.g.,solids, PAHandmetals).but
used to compute event-mean concentrations for thevirtually no ability to remove soluble pollutants (with
various pollutant constituents, the exception of dissolved phosphorus). This is not

The sampling team evaluated the performance ofthesurprising since the device relies on particulate sealing
Stormceptor~ during 45 precipitation events over aforpollutantremoval.TotalPAHshadamongthehigh-
nine-month period that ranged in size from.02 inches toest overall removal rate at 37%. Although oil and grease
1.31 inches. The monitoring study extended from Au-were not directly monitored, the team found that about

gust, 1996 to May, 1997 and included snowmelt events.120 gallons of oily material had accumulated in the tank
During 15 storm events, theteam evaluated37 differentduring the nine-month study. The sizeable volume of

pollutants, including a variety of solids, nutrients, met-oily material was likely generated from diesel fuel from
als, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Fora nearby refueling station.
the remaining 30 storms, the team measured only threeAnother key finding of the Madison study was that
parameters: total suspended solids, total dissolvedStormceptor’~’sabilitytoremovesuspendedsolidswas
solids, and total phosphorus, dependent on the depth of rainfall in each storm event

So how well did the Madison Stormceptor¯ work?(see Figure 2). The Stormceptor~ achieved fairly high
Generally, the observed removal rates were lower thanrates of TSS removal (40 to 80%) when rainfall depths

the manufacturer’s expectations. The computed re-were less than 0.2 inches, but removal rates dropped
moval rates for the Madison unit are provided in Tablesharply as rainfall depths increased. Winter storm events
1. The Stormceptor® performed about as well as conven-were excluded from Figure 2(a) because imported stock-
tional catch basin inlets (Pitt, 1998) and certainly betterpiled snow at the yard contributed snowmelt that could
than the traditional oil/grit separator. Note that thenot be related to specific measured rainfall depths.
removal ratesinTablel indicateboththeactualremoval Several factors could have affected the overall
efficiency of the tank, and an overall efficiency thatperformance of the Madison Stormceptor®. First. the
accounts for untreated bypass flow. For example, thesampling effort included storm events during the late
TSS removalratedrops from25 to21%whenstormflowwinter and spring of 1997. Cold temperatures and the
bypass is considered. The team conducted a paniclehigh salinity, of the water could have degraded panicle
size analysis and found less than 5% of the trappedsettling conditions within the Stormceptor®tank during
sedimentinthetankwasofthesiltorclaypaniclesizes,these events. Pitt (1998) found that winter settling
Nearlyallofthetrappedsedimentwere largersandsizedvelocities were about half of the settling velocity ex-
panicles, pected during the summer months for the same-sized

Closer examination of Table 1 indicates thatpanicles. Funher, snowmeltfromstockpiledsnowatthe
Stormceptor"~ had a low to moderate ability to removeyard increased the inflow to the unit in the winter and

Tank Efficiency ~Overall Efficiency Including Bypass~
Total Total Overall

Total Total Removal upstream downstream removal
Pollutant load in load out efficiency (%) load load efficiency (%)
TSS (kg) 1,257 943 25 1,506 1,192 21
TDS (kg) 29,743 36,022 -21 30,051 36,330 -21
TP (kg) 1.43 1.16 19 1.60 1.33 1 7
Dissolved P (kg) 0.39 0.31 21 0.49 0.40 17
Total Lead (kg) 0.104 0.075 28 0.120 0.096 24
Total Zinc (kg) 0.590 0.465 21 0.728 0.603 ! 7

_ Total PAH (kg) 0.058 0.036 37 0.066 0.045 32

_ CI (kg) 6,066 7,685 -27 6,147 8,036 -25

_ NO~ +NO~ (kg) 0.270 0.254 6 0.297 0.281 5
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larger sand sized particles moving along the bottom of
(a) TSS Removal Efficiency for Storms Not Influenced by Snowmett or Snow the pipe. The sampling team was able to calculate the
Storage missing bed]oad by measuring the amount of sediment

~** .... ~ actually trapped in the tank at the end of the study. "[’hey

i estimated that the unsampled bedload was about 8% of

,, ¯ the total sediment load, and the maximum solids removal
efficiency would increase to about 29 to 33% if the
bedload was included.

i!
Stormceptor Field Tested in Edmonton,Alberta,

i ..-.~,~ ~,,t~,}
A second and more limited independent evaluation

i ’ " - ............. i of Stormceptor® was performed by the City of Edmonton,
_~: ....... Alberta, Canada (Labatiuk. 1997). The C ity monitored

0~ 0, 0,
~r’.-~....~

,, nine storms at a 9.9 acre commercial shopping center.
The monitoring protocol required that three consecu-
tive dry days occur before the storm sampler was
triggered, in an effort to test the capability of Stormceptor
to remove pollutants from "’fast flush" storms. Table 2
illustrates the pollutant removal rates for several pollut-
ants, based on an analysis of four storm events during
the second year of monitoring. Mean TSS removal was

(b) TSS Removal for All Storms about 50%.

During the first year of monitoring, equipment
difficulties and improper installation of some plumbing/................................ severely limited the validity, ofthe sampling results. The
results for the first year included five storms with a mean

~0 . . - ’ TSS removal rate of 6.9% and a standard deviation of
~ "°. ,’.*,z, 1 l. I%, but these results should be viewed with some

skepticism given the monitoring difficulties andthe facti t~~ [ thattheEdmontonunitmavhavebeenundersized.

Given the limited number of storms and the lack of on-

t5
o

l
site rainfall data, it was not possible to determine how
pollutant removal rates were relatedto rainfall depths at. I the Edmonton site.

Conclusions
While the Madison monitoring effort was certainly

~..,.. o.~ comprehensive, more questions need to be answered to
fully assess Stormceptor~ technology. For example,
how well would the Stormceptor®work in a more typical
urban installation? Clearly, the Madison maintenance
yard was a stormwater hotspot, and the salt and snow
storage at the yard may have influenced the per~br-
mance evaluation. For example, the settling character-
istics at the Madison site may have been unusual due

spring. By contrast, summer and fall storm events wereto extremely high levels of chlorides in the runoff
not influenced by high chloride levels but experiencedSecond, the Madison tank may have been too deep. A
the greatest rainfall intensity and, consequently, theshallowertankwouldallowparticlestoreachthebottom
most storm bypasses, of the settling chamber faster, possibly increasing solid

Second, the sampling methods for measuring TSSremoval.
could have slightly underestimated the actual removal Interestingly, the Edmonton unit. with a smaller
since it did not fully measure the transport of sand.storage capacity, a shallower tank, and larger drainage
Sample intakes were located above the bottom of thearea, out-performed the Madison unit, at least for the
inflow pipe and therefore could have failed to samplelimited number of events sampled. This may have been
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due to the shallow depth of the Edmonton tank, or
simply a reflection of the small sample size of the
Edmonton study. Clearly, more monitoring data are
needed, since the Stormceptor® has been tested in a few
locations and a relative handful of storms events. Ad-
ditional Stormceptor~ performance tests are currently Removal Standard
underway in Colorado, Texas, and the Pacific North- Pollutant efficiency (%) * deviation (%)
west that will expand our understanding of its perfor-
mance. Based on what is known now, it is not clearTotal suspended solids 51.5 20.5

whether the Stormceptor~ has sufficient sediment and Oil and grease 43.2 24.1
pollutant removal capability to serve as a"stand alone"
stormwatermanagementpractice in most developmentTotal organic carbon 31.4 5.0

situations. Lead 51.2 17.9
Another perspective on the Madison Stormceptor= Zinc 39.1 7.9

can be obtained by comparing its performance to that
of the multi-chamber treatment train (MCTT) developed Copper 21.5 7.5

by Robert Pitt. One of the MCTT units also served a
maintenance yard in Wisconsin, andsedimentremoval * Mean of four storm events monitored in 1996
rates from between 83 to 98% were reported. Removal
of other pollutants was on the order of 65 to 95%. The
MCTT retains a much larger runoffvolum e per unit area
than the Stormceptor®, and employed advanced tech-
niques for inlet screens, sedimentation and filtration. By Stormwater Quality Improvement." Proceedings
way of comparison, the MCTT had about 30 times more of the 1997 CSCE-ASCE Environmental Engi-
runoff storage volume per unit drainage area than the neermgConference. July 22-26, Edmonton, Alberta.
Stormceptor~ yet also costs about 20 to 30 times as
much as a Stormceptor~. Pitt, R. 1998. Personal Communication. Professor,

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineer-
This initial round ofStormceptor~ monitoring indi- ing. University of Alabama at Birmingham. Bir-

cates that it can be reasonably effective at trapping mingham, Alabama.
sand, oil and grease if regular tank clean out occurs. This
suggests that it may be useful for pre-treatment for otherStormceptor Canada, Inc. 1997. Stormceptor"~- Techni-

stormwater practices, particularly those that can easily cat Manual. Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada.

clog with sediment, and at ultra urban hotspot situa-USEPA. 1983.ResultsoftheNationwide Urban Runoff
tions where space is at a premium and designers must Program. Vol. 1. FinalReport. U.S. Environmental
go underground. Protection Agency, Office of Water, Washington,

--RA C       D.C.
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Technical Note #103from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1). 601-604

New Developments in
Street Sweeper Technology

A t one time, street sweepers were thought to Traditionalmechanicalandvacuum-assistedsweep.have great potential to remove stormwaterersusebrushestodisturbstreetparticlesandafinemist
pollutants from urban street surfaces, andto moisten the pavement for dust control. Mechanical

were widely touted as a stormwater treatment practicesweepers rely on a conveyor belt to carry, the collected
m many communities. Street sweeping gradually fell outdebris to a hopper. Vacuum-assisted sweepers suck up
of favor, largely as a result of performance monitoringthe loosened street particles with a vacuum and send
conducted as part of the National Urban Runoff Pro-them directly to the hopper. The most recent innovation
gram (NURP). These studies generally concluded thathas been a vacuum-assisted dry sweeper that uses a dry
street sweepers were not very effective in reducingbroom to loosen particles at the same time that a high-
pollutant loads (USEPA, 1983). powered vacuum picks up nearly all particulate matter

The primary reason for the mediocre performance(Figure I). The vacuum-assisted dry. sweeper, devel-
was that mechanical sweepers of that era were unableoped by Enviro Whirl Technologies, has the ability to
to pickup fine-grainedsediment particles which carry,pick up a very high percentage of even the Freest
a substantial portion of the stormwater pollutant load.sediment particles under dry pavement conditions and,
In addition, the performance of sweepers is constrainedunlike other sweepers, may’ work effectively in wet or
by that portion of a street’s stormwater pollutant loadfrozen conditions (FHA. 1997). Regenerative ah’sweep-
delivered from outside street pavements (e.g., pollut-ers blast air onto the pavement surface to loosen par-
ants that wash onto the street from adjacent areas or areticles and quickly vacuums them into a hopper. Sweep-
directly deposited on the street by rainfall), ing can also be done in tandem--two successive passes

are made over the street, the first by a mechanicalStreet sweeping technology, however, has evolved
machine followed by a vacuum-assisted or regenerativeconsiderably since the days of the NURP testing. To-
airmachine.day, corrrmunities have a choice in three basic sweeping

technologies to clean their urban streets: The question naturally arises whether any of these
¯ Traditional mechanical sweepers that utilize atechnological improvements might actually translate

broom and conveyor belt into greater reductions ofstormwaterpollutants. Roger
Sutherland and his colleagues have been assessing¯ Vacuum-assisted sweepers alternative sweepers in recent years in an attempt to

¯ Regenerative-air sweepers answer this question. Roger has resorted to a modeling
approach, since it is extremely difficult to design a
controlled monitoring design in the field (i.e., while one
can measure pollutant concentrations in runoff after
sweeping, it is very hard to determine what the pollutant
concentrations would have been if sweeping had never
taken place).

As a surrogate, they employed a computer model,
known as the Simplified Particulate Transport Model
(SIMPTM), to evaluate potential sweeper performance.
SIMPTM is a continuous stormwater model that simu-
lates the accumulation and washoff of sediment and
associated pollutants from urban land surfaces.
Sutherland calibrated sediment accumulation and
washoff rates for SIMPTM and used the model to
estimate load reductions associated with street sweep-
ing. Overall sweeper efficiency was derived in the model
by multiplying a sweeping efficiency factor by the
difference between the accumulated sediment and the
residual sediment on the pavement after sweeping. This
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analysis is performed over a wide range of sedimentSweeping Frequency
particle sizes to arrive at an estimated overall efficiency. How often should streets be swept? The answer to
Some caution is needed in interpreting removal efficien-this question probably depends on the region in which
ciesderivedffom models, since themodel maynot fullythe streets are located. The frequency and intensiu of
incorporate all of the pollutant dynamics that occur inrainfall are the key variables that control how streets
the real world, need to be swept to obtain a desired removal efficiency.

Table I illustrates the potential sediment removalSutherlandhasevaluatedthisissueinthePacificNorth-
capabilityoffivedifferentsweepers, as estimated by thewest to determine an optimum sweeping frequency
SIMPTM model (Sutherland and Jelen, 1997). Based on(Table 2). From the standpoint of pollutant removal, the
this analysis, it seems that the latest street sweeperoptimum sweeping frequency appears to be once every
technologies can pick up more street dirt and, what isweek or two. More frequent sweeping operations yield
more important, pick up finer-grained particles thanonlyasmallincrementinadditionalremoval.Themodel
their NURP-era predecessors (FHA, 1997). The drysuggests that somewhat higher removal could be ob-
vacuum-assisted and regefierative-air sweepers ap-tained on residential streets, compared to more heavily
peared to perform the best, although it is doubtfultraveled arterial roads.
whether any sweeper could pick up all sediment par-
ticles from the street, as the modeling seems to imply.What About"Washon’?

While the model results suggest that sweeper ira- Street sweeping can do little to remove sediments
provements can pick up finer particles, debate contin-that"washon" to the street during a rainfall event from
ues as to whether this would materially improve theirupgradient surfaces. The significance of sediment
overall pollutantremovalperformance. Some ofthekeywashon has been widely debated among stormwater
issues in the sweeper effectiveness debate are: professionals. Some argue that sediments are trans-

,. How often do streets need to be swept? ported only during the largest storm events and should
¯ What kinds of streets are most appropriate for anot constrain street sweeper effectiveness during most

sweeping program? of the year. Others suggest that smaller, high intensity,
storms do contribute a significant percentage of the¯ What is the effect of"washon" of sediment andannual sediment load.

pollutants from uphill pervious surfaces?
The debate over washon is very important in evalu-What percent of the annual pollutant load is

ating potential street sweeper performance. Ira large
associated with wetfall that sweeping misses? amount of sediment washes onto street surfaces during

a storm, it doesn’t matter how clean the street surface
was before the storm. Source area monitoring by Dr.
Robert Pitt in two test watersheds in Toronto, Canada
and Milwaukee, Wisconsin showed that significant

Street Sweeper Technology
Sediment

particle size NURP-era Newer Tandem Regenerative Vacuum
(microns) mechanical mechanical sweeping air assist.-dry
< 63 9.0 5.8 2.0 0.0 0.0
< 125 12.0 5.8 2.0 0.0 0.0
< 250 18.0 5.3 2.3 0.9 0.0
< 600 18.0 2.5 2.3 1.9 0.0
< 1,000 12.0 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.0
< 2,000 4.2 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0
< 6,370 3.6 I 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
> 6,370 1.8 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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amounts of runoff from pervious surfaces can occur forPort of Seattle Considers Street Sweeping as an
rains as small as a half-inch (Pitx, !994). Clearly, thisAlternativeStormwater Practice
phenomenon is directly related to the amount and

ArecentstudybyKurahashiandAssociates(1997)intensity of rainfall, the slope of the pervious surface,
evaluated the feasibility of using a street sweepingand the infiltration capability of the underlying soils, program as an alternative to underground wet vaults to

While the debate continues, one important pointprovide stormwater management for expansion of a
stands out. If the entire site is paved, and there are nomarine cargo container yard. The Port of Seattle was
upgradient areas, washon load cannot occur. Conse-planning a major expansion to its existing marine cargo
quently, when looking at street sweeper programs, thecontainer yard and wanted to evaluate whether or not
higher the impervious area, the more effective streetnew high efficiency street sweepers would be compa-
sweeping is likely to be. Conversely, in urban areastable to underground wet vaults in terms of removal
where a large percentage of imperviousness occurs asefficiency.
rooftop area, the overall pollutant load removal from Kurahashi used Sutherland’s modeling technique
street sweeping will be less. and sediment accumulation data collected over a two-

month period at nine locations within the terminal to
Weffall Contributes to Annual Pollutant Load        calibrate the computer model. The calibrated model was

One of the apparent gaps in the Pacific Northwestthen used to simulate the accumulation of sediment and
research is how much annual pollutant load is missed byassociated pollutants on the site and the effect of street
sweepers because it was deposited as weffall andsweeping forpollutantloadreduction. Wet vaultpollut-
therefore cannot be swept. For some pollutants, wetfallant removal efficiencies were estimated using a modifi-

can account for asubstantial fraction ofthe annual load.cation of Stoke’s Law for the various particle sizes of the
Table 3 compares the annual wetfall load to the totalcollected sediments.
annual stormwater runoffload for some key pollutants Table 4 documents the results of the simulation. It
forthe Mid-Atlanticregion. was concluded that high efficiency sweeping on a

Clearly, wetfall is an important delivery source forweekly basis could provide comparable removal rates to
several pollutants such as total solids, total nitrogen,wet vaults. From the viewpoint of the owner, the most
chemical oxygen demand, and extractable copper. Con-significant finding of the study was the substantial cost
sequently, these pollutants may not be effectivelysavings street sweeping programs had over wet vaults.
controlled by a street sweeping program. It should beThe anticipated life cycle cost of the sweeping pro-.
noted that the wet-fall data presented in Table 3 is notgrams was estimated to be about two million dollars.
from the Pacific Northwest, where wetfall may be lessThis can be compared to an estimated 18 million dollar
important, price tag to construct underground wet vaults.

More than

Frequency,,,

Sweeper Technology Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly once per week l
Residential street

¯ Regenerative air 42% 53% 64% 71%
¯ Vacuum assist.-dry 50% 63% 78% 88%

Major arterial road
¯ Regenerative air 15% 18% 21% 22%
¯ Vacuum assist.-dry 50% 60% 77% 79%

* Expected load reduction based on computer model simulation using calibrated accumulation and washoff          "~
rates in Portland, Oregon.
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Summary. Pitt, R. 1994. Small Storm Hydrology. Unpublished
Stormwater professionals are constantly seeking manuscript, from Design of Stormwater Quality.

new practices to reduce urban stormwater pollution. Management Practices. Madison, WI, May 17-19.
Until recently, street sweeping was perceived as an 1994.
ineffective tool. Improvements in the design and opera-Sutherland, R. C., and S. L. Jelen. 1997. "Contrary. to
tion of street sweepers may be changing this percep- Conventional Wisdom, Street Sweeping Can Be an
tion. The experience in the Pacific Northwest suggests Effective BMP." Advances in Modeling the Man-
that street sweeping might be reconsidered, particularly agement of Stormwater Impacts, Vol. 5. Ed., W.
inhighdensityurbanareaswherethecostofalternative James. Computational Hydraulics International.
underground stormwater quality treatment is extremely Guelph. Ontario. pp. 179-190.
high.

USEPA. 1983. Results of the Nationwide Urban Runoff
Some concerns need to be addressed before street Program. VoL 1. Finalreport. Office of Water, U.S.

sweeping is fully resuscitated as a stormwaterpractice. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington,
For example, more research is needed in other regions D.C.
of the country to determine o~imal sweeping fi’equency.
Clearly, regions that have defined dry seasons would
probably benefit the most from sweeping accumulated
sediments before the onset of the next rainy season.
Conversely, regions that have frequent high intensity
thunderstorms may benefit less from sweeping since
the3, are more likely to experience sediment washon.
Additional wetfall research is needed to establish more
representative pollutant removal efficiencies for street
sweepers. Lastly, operational problems that diminish
sweeper performance in the real world, such as speed,
parked cars, and the ability to get at curb sediments, Annual weffall Annual % of annual
need to be explored. Roger Sutherland is currently load for urban/ storrnwater wetfall load to
involved in a field test of sweepers on Wisconsin suburban areas runoff load runoff load for
highways that should shed more light on these con-Pollutant (Ibs/acre) (Ibslpaved acre) paved surfaces
celT1s.

--RA C Total solids 50 209 24

Total nitrogen 5.3 15.5 34
References

Total phosphoru~ 0.2 2.33 8.6
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Weekly street Wet vaults
sweepin9

Parameter (% removal) (% removal)

Total suspended solids 45-65 75-90
Total phosphorus 30-55 35-45
Total lead 35-60 65-80
Total zinc 25-50 35-45

Total copper 30-55 35-45
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Technical Note #35from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(.~)." 129-130

The Value of More Frequent
Cleanouts of Storm Drain Inlets
by Phillip Mineart & Sujatha Singh, Woodward-C~yde Consultants, Oakland, CA

M ost cities are drained by an elaborate net-The study examined both the volume and quality of
work of storm drains that carry urbantrapped sediments within residential, commercial and
runoff from streets to receiving waters,industrial storm drain inlets that had been cleaned with

Depending upon the design of the system, the stormeither a monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, or annual
drain system has some capacity to capture and tempo-frequency.
rarily store sediments and debris. Storage components The drop inlet design employed in this semi-arid
include drop inlets, sump pits or catch basins, region of the country is 41 inches long, 25 inches wide,

While the storage capacity of each component ofwith depths ranging from 16 to 54 inches. These inlets
the system is small relative to the volume ofstormwaterwere not designed to trap sediments. Site visits indi-
that passes through them, drop inlets can temporarilycated that the material trapped in the inlets consisted of
trap some coarse sediments during Smaller storms. Fora diverse mix of trash, leaves, woody debris, decompos-
example, Pitt(1985)inastudyinBellevue, Washington,ing organic matter and coarse sediments (Table 1). A
concluded that catch basins could trap and retaingrain size analysis indicated that over 80% of all sedi-
sediments up to about 60% of their total basin volume,merits were sand (62 to 2,000 microns). About athird of
However, large storm events often flush out the trappedall inlets were wet or had standing water. Oil sheens,
sediments and convey them downstream, methane, and obvious illegal discharges were rare (usu-

Many public works departments annually removeally less than 5% of all inlets), except for industrial areas
the sediments that accumulate in storm drain inlets(15%)).
using vactor trucks or manual methods. The following The study found that the trapped sediments in the
questions were addressed by this study: (1) If urbanstormdraininletswerehighlyeru-ichedwithtracemetals
pollutants are present within the trapped sediments,and petroleum hydrocarbons (Table 2). Residential
would more frequent cleaning have any value as ainlets had the lowest sediment metal concentrations,
stormwatertreatmentpractice?(2)Ifso, wouldcleanoutsbut also exhibited the highest concentration of petro-
be a feasible and cost-effective strategy compared toleum hydrocarbons. Commercial sites, which included
other stormwater practices? a large mall and several vehicle maintenance operations,

To answer these questions, a consortium of localwere generally comparable to those seen at the indus-
agencies in Alameda County, California began an exten-trial sites, with the exception of zinc, which was higher
sive study of sediments trapped in 60 storm drain inlets,in commercial areas.

In general, the quality of the inlet sediments was in
the same range as that reported for San Francisco catch
basin sediments, somewhat lower than those observed
in oil-grit separator sediments, and slightly higher than
the concentration found in street dust. The study also
presented evidence that most hydrocarbons in inlet

Residential Commercial Industrial sediments could be traced to the products ofcombus-
Characteristic inlets (%) inlets (%) inlets (%) tion, which contain large ring structures (soot, exhaust,

etc.) rather than direct spills of petroleum products
themselves, which generally contain smaller ring struc-Wet              30            26           55
ture.

Trash              60             63            52
The major objective of the study was to investigate

Soils 34 48 69 whether an increased cleaning frequency could result
Leaves & wood 63 75 67 in an increased removal of stormwater pollutants, and
Organic material 32 28 59 if so, determine an optimal cleaning frequency that
Rotten egg smell 4 1 21 achievedmaximum pollutantremoval. The study found

that maximum annual sediment volume could be re-Illegal discharges     2              5              1
moved by monthly cleanouts (three to five cubic feet)

Oil/Sheen           4              1             15
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Total
petroleum

Land use type Copper Lead Zinc hydrocarbon

Residential 37.9 43.8 215 5000
Commercial 56.7 111 597.5 2050
Industrial 46.6 117 307 1950

while quarterly, semi-annual and annual cleanouts re-monthly cleaning captured illegal dumping and other
moved about the same amount of material (t.5 to 2.5metal hotspots.
cubic feet). The study concluded that the modest pollutant

For industrial inlets, monthly cleanouts removedremoval benefit of more frequent clean outs of storm
nearly six times more sediment than annual cleanouts,inlets needs to be balanced by the significant jump in
A qualitative analysis of the data indicated no seasonalmunicipal costs and staffing it would create.
differences between the volume of material removed
from the different storm inlets. Figure 1 shows theReferences
average mass of sediment removed per cleaning at each

Mineart, P. & S. Singh. 1994. Storm Inlet Pilot Study..inlet for monthly, quarterly, semi-annual and annual
cleanouts. The rising solid line indicates that the mate- Woodward-Clyde Consultants. Alameda County.

Urban RunoffClean Water Program.rial accumulates over time. However, a substantial
amountoftrappedsedimentflushesoutpriortoopera- Pitt, R. 1985. Bellevue Urban Runoff Project. Final
tion when the operation is performed only once or twice Report
a year (Figure l) and therefore, a much greater annual
mass of sediment could be removed through monthly
cleaning. The study estimated that monthly cleanouts
could reduce annual copper loads to San Francisco by
three to 4%, and possibly higher (ll to 12%) if the

~ Commer¢l=l 150 ~
~ ~ Commercl=l

(a) (b)
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Section 9: Watershed Protection Tool #7
Control of Non-$tormwater Discharges

W hile urban stormwater dominates the hydrology of most urban watersheds, other flows can
become a very im,,portant pollution source, particularly for nutrients and bacteria. These "non-storm
water discharges include septic system effluent, sanitary sewer overflows, combined sewer over-

flows, illicit connections to storm sewers, illegal dumping into the sewer system, industrial or municipal
discharges and runofffrom conf’med animal feedlots. Some of these wastewater discharges are present in
most urban watersheds, and they can often create severe local water quality problems. This watershed
protection tool concerns itself with how these non-stormwater flows are treated and where they are"A watershed
discharged within a watershed,

manager looks to
Non-stormwater discharges have not been much of a priority, in the past, as managers have struggled tostormwatertreat-
deal with other point and non-point sources of pollution to the watershed. Non-stormwater discharges

ITlent to solve manytend to be episodic, localized and hard to detect, so the relative lack of attention given to their treatment
is understandable. However, communities can no longer afford to ignore these potent sources of poilu-    different problems
tion, since federal regulations are bringing them into greater scrutiny. Three kinds of non-stormwater

caused by runoff."discharges can exist in a given watershed:

1. Septic systems: On-site septic systems can be a significant source of nutrients and pathogens under
certain soil, terrain and maintenance conditions. Failure rates for septic systems can range from five to 30% in
some regions of the country,, so it is easy to see how septic systems can become a watershed problem in
communities that rely heavily on them for wastewater disposal. Even working septic systems can become a
significant nutrient loading source for coastal areas or lakes. Therefore, watershed managers need to carefully
consider the criteria and location for new septic systems, and investigate the degree to which existing septic
systems are inspected, maintained and rehabilitated. The vast number of aging and poorly maintained septic
systems in many watersheds looms as a serious water quality liability in future years.

2. Sanitary sewers: In other watersheds, wastewater is collected in a central sewer pipe and sent to a municipal
plant for treatment. Ideally, this permits more efficient collection and treatment ofwastewater, but few wastewater
collection systems are truly leakproof. Depending on its age and capacity, a wastewater collection system can
experience periodic overflows (e.g., combined sewer overflows, and sanitary sewer overflows) or be connected
to the storm drain network by mistake. Not much is known about the frequency and magnitude of these dis-
charges, but initial research indicates that they can cause severe water quality problems in highly urban water-
sheds.

3. Non-wastewaterflows: Wastewater is not the
only non-stormwater discharge possible in a wa-
tershed. Watershed managers need to investi-
gate whether other non-stormwater discharges
are present in the watershed. Common examples
include spills from industry or transport acci-
dents, irrigation return flows, illegal dumping into
storm drains, and runoff from confined animal
feeding lots or hobby farms. While these dis-
charges are not common in most watersheds,
they can exert a strong influence on water quat-
ity in the watersheds where they do occur.
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Trends tn Non-Stormwater Discharges in the Last Decade

As the dearth of articles in this volume suggests, non-stormwater discharges have not received much attention in
the last decade, particularly when compared to stormwater runoff and wastewater treatment. Research is scant, and
the scope and magnitude of non-stormwater discharges cannot be easily predicted in most watersheds. Instead,
watershed managers must engage in some old-fashioned detective work to trace water quality problems back to an
individual discharge point, whether it is a failed septic system, a sanitary sewer overt’low or an industrial spill that
enters the storm drain network. Many watershed managers tend to regard these discharges as a single, localized
event, rather than a class or pattern of recurring events that deserves a comprehensive management response.

The most progress has been made with respect to septic systems, where a small but growing number of communities
are tightening their requirements in order to prevent future failures or improve current performance. More stringent
criteria have been adopted to govern where and when septic systems can be used in a watershed, and a handful of
communities now mandate greater nutrient removal performance.

It must be admitted, however, that our skills in t-mding and treating non-stormwater discharges are very primitive, and
it is clearly the weakest element of our watershed protection practice. Further improvement in the treatment ofnon-
stormwater discharges will depend on three factors. First, more intensive and systematic research must be performed
to trace and characterize these discharges in more watersheds around the country. Perhaps the most critical research
priorities are studies to determine nutrient and microbe loadings from functioning and failing septic systems, under
a broad range of soil conditions and system ages. Second, wastewater utilities must recognize that the pipes leading
into their treatment plant are as important as the pipes that lead out of it, and thus more fully embrace a watershed
framework. On the other hand, new utilities may need to be created in order to spread the cost of maintaining and
upgrading septic systems. Third, more research and experimentation must be performed on basic methods to treat
non-stormwater discharges. In particular, low-cost methods to treat both aging septic systems and aging sanitary
sewer lihes should be a high priority.

13. Dealing with Septic System Impacts .............................................................................................597
124. Recirculating Sand Filters: An Alternative to Conventional Septic Systems ................................605
125. Use of Tracers to Identify Sources of Contamination in Dry Weather Flow .................................608
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Feature Article i¢5 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 265-272

O aling With S  tie System Irn  ets

M uch of the watershed development that hasWhat’s a Septic System ?
occurred in recent years has been in more Septic systems are used to treat and discharge
rural areasthat arenot servedby centralizedwastewater from toilets, wash basins, bathtubs, wash-

water and sewer systems. This trend is amplified by theing machines, and other water-consumptive items, many
fact that these rural lots are often much cheaper thanof which can be sources of high pollutant loads (Table
their counterparts in dense municipal areas. In Mary-I). Septic systems are particularly common in rural or
land, for example, over 80% of the land developed in thelarge lot settings, where centralized wastewater treat-
last decade was located outside the "envelope" ofwaterment systems are not economical. Nationally, one out
and sewer lines (MOP, 1991). A consequence of thisof every four homes uses some form of septic system,
development pattern is the need for land treatment andwith a combined discharge of over one trillion gallons
disposal ofwastewater on individual residential lots--of’waste each year to subsurface and surface waters
usually by some kind of septic system. Over time,(NSFC, 1995). Because of their widespread use and
hundreds and even thousands of septic systems havehigh-volume discharges, septic systems have the po-
been constructed in the developing rural landscape. Astential to pollute groundwater, lakes and streams if
a result, watershed managers are faced with an enor-located or operated improperly.
mous challenge: how to limit the cumulative impact of
thousands of septic systems on the quality of surface While septic systems are designed based on soil

and groundwater over many decades, conditions, most are designed on the same principles
(NVPDC, 1990). Conventional systems are comprised of

This article reviews the potential water quality ira-a septic tank, a distribution system, and a soil absorp-
pacts of both functioning and failing septic systems. Intion system (Figure 1 ). Variations ofthe basic design will
addition, it summarizes recent research and local criteriabe introduced later in this discussion. Wastewater is
for siting septic systems to r6duce failure rates, as welldirected away from the building and into a below-
as innovative septic system alternatives that haveground septic tank. There, anaerobic bacteria digest
greaterpollutantremovalcapability. The importance oforganic matter, solids settle to the bottom, and low-
routine inspection and maintenance of septic systemsdensity compounds such as oil and grease float to the
is emphasized. Lastly, innovative local programs towater surface.
improv~ the level of septic system maintenance are

Partially-treated wastewater then leaves the septichighlighted,
tank and enters the distribution box, where it is dis-
charged into the soil absorption system, also known as
the drainage field. Effluent percolates through the soil

Volume BOD Susp. Solids Total N Total P
Water Use (liters/capita) (grams/capita) (grams/capita) (g/capita) (g/capita)

Garbage disposal 4.54 10.8 15.9 0.4 0.6

Toilet 61.3 17.2 27.6 8.6 1.2

Basins/Sinks 84.8 22.0 13.6 1.4 2.2

Misc 25.0 0 0 0 0

Total 175.6 50.0 57.0 10.4 3.5
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Absorption field
Distribution (trench)

box

~
Unexcavated

Gravel or
Crushed Rock

and remaining pollutants--nutrients, suspended sol-
ids, b.acteria, viruses, and organic/inorganic com-
pounds--are removed by filtration, adsorption, and
microbial degradation (AGWT, 1990). The absorption
system consists of a network of perforated pipes lo-
cated in shallow trenches covered with backfill. Gravel
usually surrounds the pipes to encourage even distri- Parameter Value
bution of the effluent into the soil. Temperature 20.5-280 °C

For the most part, properly sited and maintained
septic systems can treat wastewater effectively and not p H 7.0-7.2

threaten water quality. However, the effectiveness of BOD5 108-163 mg/1
septic systems strongly depends on site conditions

Total dissolved solids 330-498 mg/Iand timely inspection and maintenance.
TSS 74-122 mg/I

Pollutants From Funetioning and Failiag Systems Organic nitrogen* 16-53 mg/1
How does a septic system fail? Often, a flooded

basementorlawnisthehomeowner’sonlyindic-atorthat Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen* 0.01--0.17 mg/I

a septic system is not operating properly. As a rule of Total phosphorous 12-17 mg/1
thumb, a failing system may be considered one that

Chloride 20-29 mgAdischarges effluent with pollutant concentrations ex-
ceeding established water quality standards. Proper Fats, oils, and grease 16-36 mg/1
siting is essential for efficiently operating systems.

Methylene blue active 3.0-8.2 mg/IConventional systems require relatively large land ar-
substances (measureseas to allow even effluent distribution in drainage fields, detergent surfactants)

In addition, there must be adequate vertical distance
between the drainage fieldandgroundwateror bedrock Fecal coliform bacteria 6.6-7.2 log/100 ml
to ensure that effluent can adsorb to soil. Soils of
sufficient grain size and texture are also necessary to * Organic nitrogen is often converted into nitrate within the
both purify effluent and allow the effluent to percolate, drainfield

Septic systems, and in particular drainfields, operate
best when placed laterally away from natural landscape
and man-made features, gen. Only 20% of nitrogen that passes through con-

Even properly functioning septic systems can de-ventional septic systems is effectively removed, al-
liver significant pollutant loads to groundwater(Tablethough this number may be influenced by several
2). Phosphorous and nitrogen are of particular concernfactors (Siegrist and Jenssen, 1989; Gold et al., 1990).
in areas threatenedwith eutrophication. The most corn-It is not uncommon for the effluent leaving a typical
mon shortcoming of conventional septic systems issystem to have a total nitrogen concentration of 40-60
their inability to remove significant amounts of nitro-mg/L, primarily in the form of ammonia and organic
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nitrogen (CBP, 1992). Once in the drainage field, organic
nitrogen forms are easily converted into nitrates, which
are quite soluble and easily mobilized, thus increasing
the potential for ground and surface water contamina-
tion (WI DILH1L 199 l).

The potential has been realized in several locations, Reduction in
including Buttermilk Bay, MA where it was found that Pollutant Loading
74% of the nitrogen entering the estuary was derived Parameter (%)
from septic systems (Horsley and Witten, 1994). The

Suspended Solids 25--40potential for septic systems to discharge excess pollut-
ants is exacerbated when garbage disposal units are tiedBiochemical Oxygen Demand 20-28
into the system (Table 3). Phosphorous loads are not

Total Nitrogen                 3.6great with septic systems due to its tendency to tightly
adsorb to soil particles. Septic system phosphorous Total Phosphorous 1.7
leaching, however, has been identified as a concern
adjacent to some freshwater systems, where phospho-
rous isa limitingelement (MI DNR, 1995). Preventing Failure Through Improved Siting

A second group of pollutants associated with sep- For proper operation, septic systems must be lo-
tic systems consists of pathogenic bacteria, parasites,cated in a way to ensure both lateral distance between

and viruses. Im properlytreated wastewater from septicsurface waters and vertical separation to groundwater.

systems can contain unhealthy concentrations ofbac-Also, drainfieldareasmust becomelargerwhensoilsare

teriaand viruses harmfultomanyorganisms, includingnot permeable or slopes are steep. Daily sewage flow
humans. In fact. the majority of groundwater-relatedalso influences the size ofdrainfields: larger volumes

health complaints in the U.S. are associated with septicrequire large drainfields. It is always necessary to main-
system pathogens(NSFC, 1995).Contaminatedsurfacerain separation distance from ~oundwater, streams.

waters are often closed to swimming and shellfishingwater supply wells, building foundations, impervious

due to this health risk. surfaces, and other drainfields. There appears to be no
standard separation distance between septic systemOther problems with septic system performance are
components and natural and man-made features. Thisrelated to what goes into them. For example, household
variability may reflect regional and local differences in

chemicals entering a septic tank can kill organic-con-
the ability of soil to treat effluent. States often requiresuming bacteria or cause sludge and scum to be flushed
percolation tests although acceptable regulatory val-

our into the drainfield. Such chemicals can include
ues vary considerably, lnDelaware, forexample, perco-various readily available sepfic system additives, whichlation rates may be six to 60 mir~in, while Georgia,

ironically are advertised as having the abilityto improveMichigan, and Virginiarequire percolation rates of 50 tosystem performance. Not only are some household
90, three to 60, and five to 120 min/in, respectivelychemicals detrimental to the septic system itself, but
(Woodward-Clyde, 1992).they often reach ground or surface waters, where they

exert toxic effects on organisms. Normal amounts of It is interesting to note that Duda and Cromartie
detergents, bleaches, drain cleaners, and toilet bowl(I 982) report that drainfietd density in coastal North
deodorizers, however, can be used without causingCarolina must be less than one system per seven acres
harm to bacterial action in the septic tank (AGWT, 1990).in order to protect shellfish beds from bacterial contami-
Several other household wastes should be kept out ofnation. Despite the need for better siting criteria, the
the septic system to prevent failure (Figure 2). reality is that developing criteria for individual sites can

be impractical. A comparison of septic system siting
Pollutants that are not removed by septic systems

requirements throughout the United States is shown incan migrate into groundwater by leaching through the
Table 4.soil. Surface waters may eventually be affected as

groundwater seeps into adjacent streams, lakes, rivers,
and estuaries. Surface waters may also be directlyTheNeedforAIternatives

impacted when systems fail and effluent ponds on or Unfortunately, many conventional septic systems
just below the soil surface. The effluent may enterhave been constructed in areas poorly suited for their
ditches and open channels during storm or dry weatherproper operation. Many were installed before the need
events. Regardless of the pathway, however, the endfor separation distances was understood or because no
result can be contamination of ground and surfaceother wastewater treatment option was available. Oth-
water resources. This problem may be magnified as theers may have been initially installed and operated prop-
number of failing systems grows, erly but have insufficient area for drainfields due to

urban encroachment and high density development.
Still other septic systems were installed improperly.
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¯ REPAIR LEAKY FIXTURES
¯ USE EFFICIENT PLUMBING FIXTURES

CONSERVE
WATER -~

USE TOILET TISSUE THAT BREAKS
UP EASILY WHEN

DO NOT PARK OR DRIVE
OVER ANY PART OF

AVOID USING DURING THE SYSTEM-
PEAK PERIODS
WASH ONLY FULL LOADS
SPREAD WASHING OUT DURING
THE WEEK TO AVOID SINGLE-

OA Y OVERLOADING

DO NOT PLANT TREES/
SHRUBS NEAR THE

II/-’-"--" PERFORM REGULAR // ~UMP-OUrS ~ SYSTEM ,’i

~,_ KEEP OUTDOOR DRAINS FROM
~_=___-_-=--__-_-.;-__-_’,~__~%~-,~ / s~P~e" \ OISCHARGING INTO rile srSrEM

TOWEL

/--’-- RESERVE SUFFICIENT AREA FOR REPLACEMENT
~ DP~INFIELD IN CASE ORIGINAL FAIL S ACE TONE~TOR OIL, DRY



Florida no closer than:
¯ 75 ft from private potable water wells and 100-200 from public wells

5 ft from building foundations
75 ft from mean high water line

minimum lot size: 112 acre

Massachusetts no closer than:
10 and 20 ft from surface water supplies (septic tank and absorption field,
respectively)

¯ 25 and 50 ft from watercourses (septic tank and absorption field, respec-
tively)

systems must be at least 4 ft above groundwater

South Carolina no state requirements; Charleston County requires minimum lot size of 12,500-
30,000 ft2, depending on whether lots are served by public or private water
supplies

Virginia no closer than:
¯ 25 ft from Resource Preservation Watercourse

100 ft from Resource Management Watercourse
if above cannot be met, no closer than:

70 ft from shellfish waters
¯ 50 ft from impounded surface waters
¯ 50 ft from streams

Washington minimum lot size:
¯ 1 to 2 acres (dependent upon soil type)

U.S. EPA no closer than:
(re.commended) ¯ 50-100 ff from water supply wells

50-100 ft from surface waters and spdngs
¯ 10-20 ft from escarpments
¯ 5-10 ft from property boundaries
¯ 10-20 ft from building foundations (30 feet when located upslope from

building in slowly permeable soils)
Increased setbacks may be necessary to protect waterbodies from viral and
bacteda transport to account for tidal influences and account for sea level dse.

Since development continues to take place in rural Many alternatives follow the basic conventional
areas where centralized sewer systems are impractical,septic system design, with certain modifications to
it is reasonable to expect that septic systems will con-conform with site conditions (some examples are found
tinue to be popular wastewater treatment options inin Figure 3). Several designs are very attractive because
many regions. Poor site conditions in many of theseof their decreased reliance on site conditions and their
regions make conventional septic systems unsuitable,ability to remove pollutants that cannot be removed by
Much effort has been expended to develop alternativesconventional systems. A more detailed discussion of
to conventional septic systems. This reflects a need forone of these alternatives, recirculating sand filters, is
other technologies that can perform well in areas whereprovided in article 124. Careful selection of septic sys-
conventional systems cannot, and a desire to improvetern alternatives can provide significant water quality
the removal of nitrogen from wastewater effluent, rewards (see Table 5). R0080051
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SepticSystem Maintenance lack of enforcement many systems can be failing for
several years before a severely flooded basement orWhile alternative systems have some benefits over
lawn prompts action on the part of the homeowner.conventional septic systems, it is important to recog-

nize that no system can simply be installed and forgot- Several other effective and low-cost steps can be
ten. Regular inspection and maintenance is a necessity,taken to better insure proper system operation, in com-

Forexample, septic tanks should be periodically pumpedbination with regular inspection, maintenance and
out, since solids and sludge tend to accumulate overpumpout (Figure 2). Interestingly, a major source of
time (Table 6). Unfortunately, regular pumpouts ofsystem failure can be mitigated simply byreducingthe
conventional septic systems is the exception ratheramount of wastewater discharged into the system.
than rule. State and localgovernments often refrain fromOverloading a system causes the system to back up or

aggressive enforcement of privately owned septic sys-forces wastes through the tank before they can be
tem maintenance requirements. As aresult ofthe overalladequately treated (AGWT, 1990). In addition, hydrau-

Se0tic tank Valve Distribution

~ b°~ee=~ Trenche~~D=s~nbuti

Conventional system with ," /
alternating absorption fields             I                         /

/
on

Absorpt=on field
on slope

Conventional system with seria/
distribution on sloping field                               s~tic ta.k

Perforat~l

Drop Doxes

Bamer Mamnal Soil Cap
AbSoq~k~1 ~ D~t~tb~ Laterals

Cl~an Drain Rock

Sand

Mound system

Slotted Pipe
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Wastewater                                                      Cattails
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Cost*

Onsite wastewater TSS BOD TN TP Pathogens Capital Maint.
disposal practice (%) (%) (%) (%) (Logs) (S/House) (S/Year)

Conventional Septic System 72 45 28 57 3.5 4,500 70
Mound System NA NA 44 NA NA 8,300 180
Anaerobic Upflow Filter 44 62 59 NA NA 5.550 NA
Intermittent Sand Filter 92 92 55 80 3.2 5,400 275
Recirculating Sand Filter 90 92 64 80 2.9 3,900 145
Water Separation System 60 42 83 30 3.0 8,000 300
Constructed Wetlands 80 81 90 NA 4.0 i 710 25

* shown in 1988 equivalent dollars; an average household with four occul~ants was assumed

Tank Size Household Size (number of people)
(gal) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

500 5.8 2.6 1.5 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 --
750 9.1 4.2 2.6 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3

1,000 12.4 5.9 3.7 2.6 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.7
1,250 15.6 7.5 4.8 3.4 2.6 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.0
1,500 18.9 9.1 5.9 4.2 3.3 2.6 2.1 1.8 1.5 1.3
1,750 22.1 10.7 6.9 5.0 3.9 3.1 2.6 2.2 1.9 1.6
2,000 25.4 12.4 8.0 5.9 4.5 3.7 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.0
2,250 28.6 14.0 9.1 6.7 5.2 4.2 3.5 3.0 2.6 2.3

lic overloading creates anaerobic conditions in thetions charge homeowners a monthly fee that is used for
drainage field, reducing treatment efficiency, inspection, maintenance and education. Others have

The difficulty with septic system maintenance is thedeveloped a revolving loan program to provide low cost

reluctance of many regulator3, agencies to mandate,loans to repair failed systems. Yet others have devised
enforce or f’mance rehabilitation. As a result, septicmore stringent siting and technology criteria for new

system maintenance is the responsibility of the home-systems, and certify each new system only after a post-
owner, suggesting the need for greater public educa-construction inspection. Ultimately, local wastewater
tion efforts to this group, authorities need to allocate a greater portion of their

budget to systematically improve local septic systemHow can communities improve the maintenance of
management.existing septic systems and rehabilitate failed ones?

Rehabilitation of septic systems can be a very effective -RO

nonpoint source control smategy. Many communities
have adopted this strategy to protect or restore shell-References
fish beds and swimming beaches, or to limit nutrient
loads to sensitive waters. As always, most communitiesAmerican Ground Water Trust (AG WT). 1990. Every- ~
have found that financing is the crucial element for thing You Wanted to Know About Septic Tanks.

success. Some innovative local septic management Dublin, OH.
programs are highlighted in Table 7. Several jurisdic-
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Georgetown Divide Public Utilities (CA)
¯ Approximately 10% of agency’s resources are allocated to septic system management

Provides comprehensive site evaluation program, designs septic system for each lot, lays out system for contractor,
and makes numerous inspections during construction

Conducts scheduled post-construction inspections
¯ Homeowners pay $12,50 per month for services

Stinson Beach County Water District (CA)
¯ Monitors septic system operation to identify failures
¯ Detects contamination of groundwater, streams, and sensitive aquatic systems from septic systems
¯ Homeowners pay $1./’.90 per month, plus cost of construction or repair

City of Bellevue (WA)

Conducts biannual septic system inspections at no charge, unless remedial actions are necessary

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority 0NA)

Member jurisdictions have established revolving loan funds to provide low interest loans for repair of failing septic
systems

Anderson, D.L. et aL 1988. "Groundwater ModelingMichiganDept.ofNaturalResources(MIDNR). 1995.
with Uncertainty Analysis to Assess the Contami- Michigan Coastal Nonpoint Source Program.
nation Potential from On-Site Sewage Disposal Draft. Land and Water Management Division,
Systems in Florida." On-Site Sewage Treatment. Surface Water Quality Division.
Proc. 5th Nat. Symp. Individual and Small Commu-

National Small Flows Clearinghouse (’NSFC). 1995. Pipe-nity Sewage Treatment. Am. Soc. Agric. Eng., St.
line 6(3).Joseph, MO.

Northern Virginia Planning District Commission
Center for Watershed Protection. 1995. Blueprint to

(NVPDC). 1990. Your Septic System: A Guide forProtect Coastal Water Quality: A Guide to Suc-
Homeowners. Brochure.

cessful Growth Management in the Coastal Re-
gion of North Carolina. Draft. Siegrist, R.L. and P.D. Jenssen. 1989. "Nitrogen Re-

moval During Wastewater Infiltration as Affected
Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP). 1992. The On-Site

by Design and Environmental Factors." R.W.Septic System Workshop Findings and Recom-
Seabloom and D. Lenning (eds). Proc. 6th North-mendations. Convened by the Nonpoint Source
west On-site Wastewater Treatment Short Course,Subcommittee.
pp. 304-318. Seattle, WA, 18-19 September 1989.

Duda, A.M. and K.D. Cromartie. 1982. Coastal Pollu- ASAE, St. Joseph, MI.
tion From Septic Tank Drainfields. Journal ofthe

USEPA. 1980. Design Manual---Onsite WastewaterEnvironmental Engineering Division of the Ameri-
Treatment andDisposal Systems. Office of Water,can Society of Civil Engineers. 108(EE6).
Washington, DC.

Gold, A.J., W. R. DeRagon, W.M. Sullivan, and J.L.
USEPA. 1993.GuidanceSpecifyingManagementMea-Lemunyon. 1990. "Nitrate-Nitrogen Losses to

GroundwaterFrom Rural and Suburban Land Uses." sures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal
Waters. Office of Water, Washington, DC. 840-B-JournalofSoiland WaterConser. 45(2): 305-310.
92-002.

Horsley and Witten. 1994. Coastal Protection Pro-
Wisconsin Dept. oflndustry, Labor, and Human Rela-gram Workshops in Innovative Management Tech-

tions (WI DILHR). 1991. Onsite Nitrogen Removalniques for Estuaries, Wetlands, and Near Coastal
Waters. Sponsored by U.S. EPA, Ofc. of Wetlands, Systems Research/Demonstration Project, Phase

Oceans, and Watersheds. I Report. Nitrogen Removal From Domestic Waste-
water in Unsewered Areas. Madison, WI.

Mancl, K. and W.L. Magette. 1991. Maintaining Your
Woodward-Clyde. 1992. Urban Management Prac-Septic Tank. Univ. of Maryland Cooperative Ex-

tices, Cost and Effectiveness Summary Data fortension Service. Water Resources Publication 28.
6217(g) Guidance: Onsite Sanitary Disposal

Maryland Office of Planning. 199 I. Maryland’s Land Systems. Prepared for U.S. EPA, Washington, DC.
] 973-1990, A Changing Resource. Baltimore, MD.
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Technical Note #60from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 288-290

Roeireul ting Filtors: An Altorn tivo
to Convontional $optie Svstorns
by Rich Piluk and Ed Peters, Sanitary Engineering, Anne Arundel Co’ffnty (MD) Health Department

M any water quality problems have been as-plant trees and shrubs around the exposed structure or
sociated with residential septic systems,use the wood top as a deck.
mostly as the result of poor siting or main-

Typically, wastewater f’n’st enters a 1,500-gallontenance. However, even systems operating according
two-compartment septic tank and then flows to a 500-to design may discharge excessive pollutant loads that
gallon pump chamber. With atwo-compartment septiccan impact nearby waterbodies (see article 123). In
tank, the second compartment can be used as a denitri-coastal areas, this is often particularly true with nitro-
fication chamber forthemixingofseptic andsand filtergen. As a result, efforts to develop systems which show
effluents. It is also possible to use the first compartmentthe potential for improved nitrogen removal potential
of a two-compartment septic tank or a single compart-have been intensified. One residential system which
ment septic tank for denitrification. Limited observa-shows promise isthe small recirculating sand filter, used
tions of these systems have shown results sire ilar to theprimarily in Anne Arundel County for the repair of
two-compartment design. Mixing and denitrificationfailing conventional systems (Figure 1).
could also be accomplished in the pump chamber i fit is

When used alone, sand filters nitrify septic tankofsufficientsize.
effluent, increasing ground and surface watermobiliza-

It is recommended that a pump chamber of at leasttion. This problem can be resolved if the nitrates are sent
500 gallons be used to permit the use of a timer. Holdingthrough an anaerobic environment rich in organic mat-
capacity in the pump chamber makes it possible to storeter. Under such circumstances, denitrifying bacteria
wastewater surges and dose the sand filter in briefreduce nitrates to nitrogen gas, effectively reducing
intervals throughout the entire day. A low-level floatthreats to water quality. Recirculating sand filters, which
ensures that the pump does not run dry and a high-water

allownitrified sand filter effiuentto mix with organic.richlevel alarm is used to signal the homeowner that eitherseptic tank effluent, provide this needed denitrification
service, an abnormally high volume of water is being pumped or

there is a pump problem.
Traditional waterfront development has often oc- The pump then sends treated effluent to the sandcurred on small lots with high water tables that are now

filter (Figure2a). The filter is built for free access and hasconsi’deredunsuitable for conventional septic systems
only 45 ft2 of surface area when used to treat theand therefore conducive to their failure. Recirculating
wastewater from a single family home. A 2,000-gallonsand filter systems can be extremely usefulin mitigating
center seamed concrete septic tank was selected as thethis problem; in addition to having denitrifying ability,
sand filter container because it was readily available andthe systems can be easily placed in areas with slowly
could be placed completely out of the ground whenpermeable soils, inadequate unsaturated soil buffer
necessary.zones, and/or insufficient room for a conventionally-

sized soil absorption area. Some homeowners choose to

/~t.++÷+++*++++ i
R~reu~=t~to ~m Sand filter lor ~

.Fmm~ ~                             4                    ~ ~4flow     ll4flow~ To

Septic tank Pump
chamber
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Wastewater is pumped into the sand filter through
a small diameter PVC lateral pipe that rests on a light-
weight wastewater distribution network, such as Eljen
indmins (Figure 2b). Relatively large holes are regularly
spaced along the top of the lateral, which is covered by

lO’ ,, a pipe that is cut in half lengthwise. Wastewater is
1 lr’£’ Distfl~on line3/8" Hole~ Dnllefl /-’-- Eljen Indrains pumped up through the holes in the lateral, hits the

/ / Insulted~ToungeAnd Groove To~
underside ofthe pipe half, andisdistributedevenlyover

, the length of the sand filter.
" / I A four-inch high brick and mortar wall extends

’I~><:~I ~----’~"-~-~1~><~]~:>~] across the interior width ofthe tank, dividing the bottom

.3.5’ so that approximately 75% of the area is on one side of
~~J~!i’ the wall. The purpose of the wall is to divide the flow

~~~~~:’l~ii i~ afterithaspercolatedthroughthesandfilter, lftheflow
is applied evenly over the length of the sand filter, 75%

.... ’="’""’""’"" ...... ’ ...... "°""TI[~’""’"’"’ ofthe effluent can recirculate backto mix with anaerobic
"~,~, ’~.~ ;~ ~’ W:~; -,] il!~ I ff wastewater, creating conditions for denitrification.
IIII ~ IIII ~ IIII ~ IIII IIII ~ IIII ~ III1~ IIII ~ III1 ~ IIII ~ Effluent treatment in the sand filter depends upon
1 lt2" In Fmrn Pump Pit 4’ Min. 4" High.Wall Aeeross / microorganisms; as a result, the process can be ad-

~- 4" Out To Mixing Tank Bottom Of Tank /
4" Out To -~ versely affected by cold temperatures. The system has

Water Table ~ Drainfield performed well during a month with an average daily
temperature of-2"C. For areas that experience colder
monthly temperatures, additional precautions could be
taken, such as using better insulating materials at the
top of the filter, adding insulation to the internal sides
of the filter, placing earth around the sides, or, if site
conditions allow, placing the filter deeper in the ground.

More than 150 recirculating sand filters have been
installed in Anne Arundel County. Performance data
have given promising results, showing pollutant re-
moval efficiencies greater than those observed withBah’ (L~ngthwlso) of 6" PMC Pipe 1 1/2" Distribution L~rteral

I~ \ conventional systems (Table 1). The performance of
\ ~"

these systems is especially encouraging since they can
operate for several years without maintenance and cost
about the same as conventional systems. Experience

Ellen InOraln., with recirculating sand filters has revealed several in-
7" structive findings, several of which are listed in Table

:7_

It is significant to note that the utilization of ad-
vanced septic systems is possible in Anne Arundel
County because proposed system sites are thoroughly.--.

_~-.., evaluated and homeowners are given incentives, suchi-=- III as building permit exceptions, for replacing existing
~1 ~ systems with recircu lating sand filters. If systems were¯ III routinely approved without concern for the protection

~" ~ ’!::, J[ ~ of ground and surface waters, there would be no incen-
---I111 --= I; --= Nil == III tive to advance the design of septic system alternatives.

Due to the difficulty of extending sewers in the coun .ty,
Collection Une- 4" Diameter there will be a growing need for septic systems that

reduce nitrogen loadings to the environment, require
less room to install, and are readily maintainable. Small,
free-access, recirculating sand filters suggest a way to
address those needs.

However, practitioners should beware of placing all
reliance on one type of septic system. As always, site
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System A** System Bt System Art
(7 residents (2 residents (2 residents

Pollutant* 340 gai/day) 10(2 gaVday) 100 gai/day) Average

BOD 215 124 366 235
Septic Tank Susp. Solids 72 56 97 75

Total Nitrogen 54 45 71 57
Fecal Coliform 3.9x106 1,7x 105 1.0x10r 1.8x 106

BOD 4 2 8 5
Sand Filter Susp. Solids 8 5 10 8

Total Nitrogen 22 17 21 20
Fecal Coliform 3.4x10’ 240 9.5x104 9.2x 103

Percent BOD 98 98 98 98
Reduction Susp. Solids 89 90 90 90

from Total Nitrogen 59 62 70 64
Septic Tank Fecal Coliform 99,1 99.86 99.0 99.3

Fecal coliform is I~resented as geometric average in organism per 100 ml. All other units are mg/L.
" Average of 28 samlDling dates from August 1992 to March 1994,
t Average of 22 saml~ling dates from July 1990 to October 1993.
rr Average of 39 sampling dates from June 1987 to June 1993,

conditions must take priority when it comes to system
selection. Care should also be taken to ensure that the
use ofrecirculating sand filters does not override qual-
ity growth management planning.

It is cdtlcal to use water-tight septic and
References pump tanks

Piluk, R.J. and E.C. Peters. 1994. Small Recirculating ¯ No special media are generally

Sand Filters for lndividual Homes. Anne Arundel
necessary in denitrification areas

CounU (MD) Health Dept. ¯ Filter cloths embedded at different
depths in a sand filter tend to clog

¯ Having pumps on timers can warn
homeowners of plumbing problems
(e.g., leaking toilets) and identify
groundwater infiltration problems

¯ Wastewater rising above the top seam
in concrete septic and pump tanks can
leak out without causing a clearly
observed backup or overflow

¯ The use of advanced pretreatment can
allow the use of smaller final absorption
areas
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Feature Article frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(1)." 585 - 592

Use of Tracers to Identify Sources of
Contamination in Dry Weather Flow
by Melinda Lalor and Robert Pitt, Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
University of Alabama at Birmingham

F or watershed managers, the location of poten-mostly uncontaminated groundwater, but contains 5%
tial sources of bacterial contamination is anraw sanitary wastewater, it could still be an important
important step in addressing urban water qual-source of pathogenic bacteria.

ity concerns. Inappropriate or illicit discharges may
Tracers can be used to identify relatively low con-account for a significant amount of the pollutants

centmtions of important source flows in dry, weather
discharged from storm sewerage systems (Pitt and

flows in storm drains. An ideal tracer should have theMcLean, 1986), including wastewater that can be an
important source of fecal coliforms and pathogens. Thefollowing characteristics:

development of screening techniques to detect these ¯ Signiflcant difference in pollutant concentrations
discharges is a valuable tool in the management of between possible source waters.

~rban .wa.tersheds and in achieving water quality goals ¯ Small variations in pollutant concentrations withi~
m receiving waters, each likely source water.

Urbanstormwaterrunoffisoftenmadeupofnotjust ¯ Conservative behavior (i.e., concentrations do
the traditional precipitation that drains from city sur- notchangeduetophysical, chemicalorbiotogical
faces, but also waters from many other sources, includ- processes).
ing illicit and/or inappropriate flows into the storm ¯ Ease of measurement with adequate detectiondrainage system. The EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff

limits, good sensitivity and repeatabiliw.
Program (NURP) recognized the significance of the
impacts of pollutants from inappropriate entries intoSelection of Possible Tracers of Flow Sources
urban storm sewerage 0ASEPA, 1983). The final NURP

Table 1 compares the usefulness of candidate trac-report concluded that the costs and complications
ers to identify different potential non-stormwater flowinvolved with locating and eliminating such connec-
sources. Generally speaking, natural and domestic wa-tions might pose a substantial problem in urban areas,

butprovidesopportunitiesfordmmaticimprovementinters should be uncontaminated. Sanitary sewage,
septage, and industrial source waters can produce toxicthe quality of urban stormwater discharges,
or pathogenic conditions. Other source flows, such as

The following article contains a description of thewash and rinse waters and irrigation return flows, may
procedures developed during research conducted oncause nuisance conditions, or critically affect aquatic
locating inappropriate discharges, especially the fac-life. Field traces marked by a black circle can probably
torsinselectingtracerindicatorsandidentifyingsourcebe used to identify the specific source flows by their
waters. These methods can be used in any urban

presence. Whitecirclesindicatethatthepotentialsourcewatershed, although the selection of specific tracers
flow probably will not contain the fleldtracer, andmay

would vary depending on the likely source flows. Anhelp confirm the presence of the source by its absence.
important premise for the development of this method-
ology was that the initial field screening effort would Readers willnote that bacteria, specificallythe fecal

coliform to fecal strep, bacteria ratio (FC/FS), has not

l~ require minimal eff°rt and expense’ but w°uldhave little been included as a candidate field tracer" Geldreich

chance of missing a seriously contaminated outfall.
(1965) proposed this measures as a potential way toThis screening program would then be followed by a
identify ifa contamination source is human or nonhu-more in-depth investigation to better determine the
maninorigin(FC/FS>4=Human.<0 7=Non-human).significance and source of the non-stormwater pollut- " "

ant discharges. Die-offrates of the component bacteria, however, were
found to vary over time and space, making this measure

The screening approach is based on the identifica-too undependable as tracer for sanitary sewage con-
tion and quantification of clean baseflow and the con-tamination (see Table 2). There may be some value in
taminated components during dry weather flows. If the

investigating specific bacteria types, biotypes or mark-
relative amounts of potential components are known,ers, but much care needs to be taken in the analysis and
then the importance ofthe dryweather discharge can beinterpretation of the results.
determined. As an example, if a dry weather flow is
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SOURCE WATER

Natural Potable Sanitar7 Industrial Wash Rinse Irrigation
Candidate Tracer water water sewage water water water water

Fluoride 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Hardness change

Surfactants 0 0 ¯

Florescence

Potassium 0

Ammonia

Odor 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 0
Color 0 0

Clarity 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0
Floatables 0 0 ¯ 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0
Deposits and stains 0 0 ¯ 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 0
Vegetation change 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0 ¯
Structural damage 0 0 0 0 ¯ 0 0 0
Conductivity 0 0 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Temperature change 0 0 ¯ 0 ¯ ¯ ¯
pH 0 O 0 C) ¯ 0 O 0

Note: ~) implies relatively low concentration; ¯ implies relatively high concentration; ¯ implies variable conditions

TracerCharacteristicsofLocaiSourceFIows clude color, odor, clarity, presence of floatables and
Table 3 summarizes tracer measurements for Bit-deposits, and rate of flow, in addition to the chemical

mingham, Alabama by Pittetal. (1993). Itcanbeviewedtracers shown on Table 3.
as a "library" that describes the tracer conditions for
each potential source category. The table includes theVisual Field Screening
median and coefficient of variation (COV) values for Visual parameters can indicate obvious problems at
each tracer for each source category. The COV is thethe stormwateroutfall during field screening. These are
ratio ofthe standard deviation to the mean. A low COVimportant because they are the simplest and fastest
valueindicatesamuch smallerspread ofdatacomparedmethod to identify grossly contaminated dry weather
toadatasethavingalargeCOVvalue.Itisapparentthatouffall flows. The visual examination of stormwater
some of the generalized tracer relationships shown onouffalt characteristics includes unusual flow, odor, color,
Table 1 did not always exist during the demonstrationturbidity and other conditions. Table 4 presents a
project, which stresses the n.eed to obtain local data tosummary of visual indicators, along with narratives of
develop a local source water library, the descriptors to be selected in the field.

Goodtracershavesignificantlydifferentconcenlra. Visual screening methods do not quantify flow
tions for each source water category. In addition, effec-components and can result in incorrect determinations
tive tracers also need low COV values within each flow(missing outfalls that have important levels ofcontami-
category. The study indicated that the COV values werenation). Visual screenings are most usefu I for detecting
quite low for each category, with the exception ofgrosscontamination.Onlythemostsignificantoutfalls
chlorine, which had much greater COV values. Chlorineand drainage areas would therefore be recognized from
is therefore not recommended as a quantitative tracer tothis method. More intensive chemical tracing is needed
estimate the flow components. Similar data must beto quantify the flow contributions and to identify the
collected in each community where these proceduresless obvious contaminated outfalls.
are to be used. Recommended field observations in- R0080059
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ciated with some of the residential and commercial flow
sources. Color was noted in 100% of the flow samples
from contaminated sources, and in 40% of the flow
sanaples from uncontaminated sources. This represents

Shifting r~tios. Feachem (1975) reported that if bacteria is from 40% false positives, but no false negatives. Finally, a
human sources, the FC/FS ratio will start out high (> 4) and de- 63% correlation between the presence of sediments
crease over time. If non-human in odgin, the ratio starts out low (assessed as settleable solids in the collection bottles
(<0.7) and increases over time. This shifting ratio problem under- of these source samples) and MicrotoxTM toxici~ was
mines the usefulness of the FC/FS ratio as an indicator measure for also found. Sediments were noted in 34%ofthesamples
bacteda contamination. Shifting is caused by: from contaminated sources and in none of the samples

¯ Changing physical and chemical conditions. Ambient from uncontaminated sources.
conditions, including water temperature, pH, organic nutrients False negatives are more of a concern than a reason-and toxic metals, affect die-off rates of the component bacteria,

able number of false positives when working with a(Geldreich, 1965; Geldreich and Kenner, 1969).
screening methodology, since they are prLmari]y usedAging. Geldreich a~d Kenner (1969) caution that for the FC/FS to direct further, more detailed investigations. False

ratio to useful, samples must be taken within 24 hours following
positives would be discarded after further investiga-the deposition of feces. For most sampling programs, the time it
tion, but a false negative during a screening investiga-takes for bacteria to travel from its point of deposition to the

location where sampling occurs is unknown (under both wet tion results in the dismissal of a problem ouffall for at
and dry weather scenarios). Consequently, it is impossible to least the near future. Missed contributors to stream
determine "freshness" of the bacteria, contamination may result in unsatisfactory, in-stream

¯ Sample location. Because of the aging problem, samples results following the application of costly corrective
must be taken relatively near where feces are deposited so that measures elsewhere.
bacteda can be collected as =fresh" samples. Geldreich and
Kenner (1969) recommended that samples be taken at Detergents as Indicators of Contamination
wastewater ouffalls, since this is where large numbers of fecal Lalor (1994) found that samples from dry-weather
organisms recently discharge from warm-blooded animals

flow sources could be correctly classified as clean orwould be located. Pitt (1983) found that samples collected in
contaminated based only on the measured value ofrunoff source areas usually have the lowest FC/FS ratio in a "

catchment, followed by urban runoff, and finally the receiving detergent levels. Research showed that detergents can
water. In any case, however, there will likely be a mixing of be usedto distinguish between clean and contaminated
fresh and "not-so-fresh" bacteda which undermines the outfa]ls simply by their presence or absence, using a
meaning of the ratio, detection lim it of 0.06 mgiL. Nearly all samples analyzed

from contaminated sources contained detergents in
excess of this amount. No clean source water samples

Correlation tests were conducted to identify rela-were found to contain detergents. Contaminated sources
tionships between out-falls that were known to havewould be detected in mixtures with uncontaminated
severe.contamination problems and the visual screen-waters if they made up at least 10% of the mixture.
ing indicators (Lalor, 1994). Pearson correlation tests
indicated that high turbidity and odors appeared to beFlow Chart for Most Signilicant FIowComponent
the most useful physical indicators of contaminationIdentification
when contamination was def’med by toxicity and the

The flow chart in Figure I describes an analysispresence of detergents
strategy which may be used to identify the major corn-

High turbidity was noted in 74% of the contami-ponent of dry, -weather flow samples in residential and
hated source flow samples, but in only 5% of thecommercial areas. This method attempts to distinguish
uncontaminated source flow samples. This representedamong four major groups of flow: (l) tap waters (includ-
a 26% false negative rate (indication of no contamina-ing domestic tap water, irrigation water and rinse water),
tion when contamination actually exists). Noticeable(2) natural waters (spring water and shallow ground
odor was indicated in 67% of flow samples from con-water), (3) sanitary wastewaters (sanitary sewage and
taminated sources, but in none ofthe flow samples fromseptic tank discharge), and (4) wash waters (commercial
uncontaminated sources. This translates to 33% falselaundry waters, commercial car wash waters, radiator
negatives, but no false positives. Obvious odors iden-flushing wastes, and plating bath wastewaters). This
tiffed included gasoline, oil, sanitary wastewater, indus-method not only allows outfall flows to be categorized
trial chemicals or detergents, decomposing organicas contaminated or uncontaminated, but will allow
wastes, etc. outfalls carrying sanitary wastewaters to be identified.

A correlation was also found to exist between colorThese outfalls should then receive highest priority for
andMicrotoxr~toxicity.Colorisanimportantindicatorfurther investigation leading to source control. This
of inappropriate industrial sources, but was also asso-flow chart was designed for use in residential and/or
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Treated Septic Car Radiator
Spring potable Laundry Sanitary tank wash flush

Candidate Tracer water water wastewater wastewater effluent water water
Fluorescence 6.8 4.6 1,020 250 430 1,200 22,000(% scale) 0.43 0.08 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.11 0.04

Potassium 0.73 1.6 3.5 60 20 43 2,800(mg/L) 0.10 0.04 0.11 0.23 0.47 " 0.37 0.13

Ammonia 0.009 0.028 0.82 10 90 0,24 0.03(mg/L) 1.7 0.23 0.14 0.34 0.44 0.28 0.3

Ammonia/Potassium 0.011 0.018 0.24 1.7 5.2 0.006 0.011(ratio) 2.0 0.35 0.21 0.31 0.71 0.86 1.0

Fluoride 0.031 0.97 33 0.77 0.99 12 150(mg/L) 0.87 0.02 0.38 0.23 0.33 0.20 0.16

Toxicity (% light decrease <5 47 99.9 43 99.9 99.9 99.9after 25 minutes, 12s ) nla 0.44 n/a 0.59 n/a n/a n/a

Surfactants <0.5 <0.5 27 1.5 3.1 49 15(mg/L as MBAS) n/a n/a 0.25 0.82 1.5 0,11 0.11

Hardness 240 49 14 140 235 160 50(rag/L) 0.03 0.03 0.57 0.11 0.64 0.06 0.03

pH" 7.0 6.9 9.1 7.1 6.8 6.7 7.0(pH units) 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.02 0,05 0.03 0.06

Color <1 <1 47 38 59 220 3,000(color units) nla n/a 0.27 0.55 0.41 0.35 0.02

Chlorine 0.003 0.88 0.40 0.014 0.013 0.070 0.03(mg/L) 1.6 0.68 0.26 1.4 1.0 1.1 0.52

Specific conductivity 300 110 560 420 430 485 3,300IpS/cm) 0.04 0.01 0.21 0.13 0.72 0.06 0.22

Number of samples 10 10 10 36 9 10 10

Note: The fluorescence values are direct measurements from a fluorometers having general purpose filters and lamps and at the least sensitive
setting (number 1 aperture). The toxicity screening test results are expressed as the toxicity response noted after 25 minutes of exposure using
an Azur Environmental MicrotoxTM unit which measures toxicity using the light output from phosfluorescent algae. The Iz~ values are the percent-
age light output decreases observed after 25 minutes of exposure to the sample, compared to a reference. Fresh potable water has a relatively
high toxicity response because of the chlodne levels present. Dechlorinated, potable water has much smaller toxicity responses.
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Odor - Most strong odors, especially gasoline, oils, and solvents, are likely associated with high responses on the toxicity
screening test. Typical obvious odors include: gasoline, oil, sanitary wastewater, industrial chemicals, decomposing organic
wastes, etc.

Sewage: Smell associated with stale sanitary wastewater, especially in pools near ouffall.
¯ Sulfur (=rotten eggs"): Industries that discharge sulfide compounds or organics (meat packers, canneries, daides, etc.).
¯ Rancid-sour. Food preparation facilities (restaurants, hotels, etc.).
¯ Oil and gas: petroleum refineries or many facilities associated with vehicle maintenance or petroleum product storage.

Color - Important indicator of inappropriate industrial sources. Industrial dry-weather discharges may be of any color, but dark
colors, such as brown, gray, or black, are most common.

¯ Yellow. Chemical plants, textile and tanning plants.
¯ Brown: Meat packers, printing plants, metal works, stone and concrete, fertilizers, and petroleum refining facilities.
¯ Green: Chemical plants, textile facilities.
¯ Red: Meat packers.
¯ Grey:. Dairies.

Turbidity - Often affected by the degree of gross contamination. Dry-weather industrial flows with moderate turbidity can be
cloudy, while highly turbid flows can be opaque. High turbidity is often a characteristic of undiluted dry-weather industrial dis-
charges.

¯ Cloudy: Sanitary wastewater, concrete or stone operations, fertilizer facilities, automotive dealers.

Opaque: Food processors, lumber mills, metal operations, pigment plants.

Floatable matter - A contaminated flow may contain floating solids or liquids directly related to industrial or sanitary wastewater
pollution. Floatables of industrial odgin may include animal fats, spoiled food, oils, solvents, sawdust, foams, packing materials,
or fuel.

¯ Oil sheen: Petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.

Sewage: Sanitary wastewater.

Deposits and stains - Refer to any type of coating near the ouffall and are usually of a dark color. Deposits and stains often will
contain fragments of floatable substances. These situations are illustrated by the grayish-black deposits that contain fragments of
animal flesh and hair which often are produced by leather tanneries, or the white crystalline powder which commonly coats
outfalls due to nitrogenous fertilizer wastes.

¯ Sediment. Construction site erosion.
¯ Oi/~. petroleum refineries or storage facilities and vehicle service facilities.

Vegetation - Vegetation surrounding an ouffall may show the effects of industrial pollutants. Decaying organic materials coming
from various food product wastes would cause an increase in plant life, while the discharge of chemical dyes and inorganic
pigments from textile mills could noticeably decrease vegetation. It is important not to confuse the adverse effects of high
stormwater flows on vegetation with highly toxic dry-weather intermittent flows.

¯ Excessive growth: Food product facilities.
¯ /nhibited growth: High stormwater flows, beverage facilities, printing plants, metal product facilities, drug manufacturing,

petroleum facilities, vehicle service facilities and automobile dealers.

Damage to Outfall Structures - Another readily visible indication of industrial contamination. Cracking, deterioration, and
spalling of concrete or peeling of surface paint, occurring at an ouffall are usually caused by severely contaminated discharges,
usually of industrial origin. These contaminants are usually very acidic or basic in nature. Primary metal industries have a strong
potential for causing outfall structural damage because their batch dumps are highly acidic. Poor construction, hydraulic scour,
and old age may also adversely affect the condition of the ouffall structure.

Concrete cracking: Industrial flows
" Concrete spa/ling Industrial flows
¯ Peering paint:. Industrial flows
¯ Metal corrosion: Industrial flows R0080062
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commercial areas only, and investigations in industrialwastewaters might be identified as having a wash water
or industrial/commercial land use areas must be ap-source, but would not be identified as uncontaminated.
proached in an entirely different manner (EPA, 1983).

In residential and/or commercial areas, all ouffallsSummary
should be located and examined. The first indicator is Tracers can be an important screening tool to detect
the presence or absence of dry-weather flow. If no dry-bacterial and other contaminant sources to urban storm
weather flow exists at an outfall, then indications ofdrainage systems. These tracers provide a method of
intermittent flows must be investigated. Specifically,identifyingcontaminateddry-weatherflowsinthe field
stains, deposits, odors, unusual streamside vegetationwith a minimum of effort and expense. Those outfalls
conditions, and damage to outfall structures can allthat are labeled as containing potential sources through
indicate intermittent non-stormwater flows. However,this field screening would then receive a more intensive
frequent visits to outfalls over long time periods, or theanalysis to accurately pinpoint the specific sources
use of other monitoring techniques, may be needed tocontributing pollutant discharges. To be effective, a
confirm that only stormwater flows occur. If intermittenttracer needs to be easy to detect, not subject to substan-
flow is not indicated, then the outfall probably does nottiat changes due to biological or chemical processes,
have a contaminated non-stormwater source, and have concentration levels that vary significantly

If dry-weather flow exists at an outfall, then the flowbetween possible pollutant sources but vary little within
should be sampled and tested for detergents. If deter-each source category.
gents are not present, the flow is probably from a non- Several visual criteria appear to function quite well
contaminated non-stormwater source. The lower limitas’negative indicators of severe outfall contamination.
of detection for detergent should be about 0.06 mg/L.These visual indicators provide a simple method of

If detergents are not present, fluoride levels can beidentifying grossly contaminated dry-weather ouffall
used to distinguish between flows with treated waterflows for field screening. The two most useful of these
sources and flows with natural sources in communitiesphysical indicators are turbidity and odor. These two
where water supplies are fluoridated and natural fluo-indicators had the highest correlation and smallest
ride levels are low. In the absence of detergents, highnumber of false negative results of all the parameters
fluoride levels would indicate a potable water line leak,tested during examinations of contaminated and un-
irrigation water, orwash/rins~water.Lowfluoridelevelscontaminated flows. Research also indicates that the
would indicate waters originating from springs or shal-presence of detergents is the most useful chemical
low groundwater. Based on the flow source samples indicatorfordistinguishingbetween contaminatedand
tested in this research (Table 3), fluoride levels aboveuncontaminated flows.
0.13 mg/L would most likely indicate that a tap water For the watershed manager, the detection of con-
source was contributing to the dry-weather flow in thetaminant sources is a necessity in creating effective
Birmingham, Alabama study area. water quality plans. By providing a means of screening

Ifd’etergents are present, the flow is probably fromdry-weather flows for potential sources, tracers and
acontaminatednon-stormwatersource, as indicatedonnegative indicators allow managers to direct source
Table 3. The ratio of ammonia to potassium can be usedcontrol planning measures in a more cost-effective and
to indicate whether or not the source is sanitary waste-efficient way. The identification ofthe most significant
water. Ammonia/potassium ratios greater than 0.60componentsofflowpermitswatershedprofessionalsto
would indicate likely sanitary wastewater contamina-prioritizespecific outfalls for more intensive investiga-
tion. Ammonia/potassium ratios were above 0.9 for alltion, thus providing away to supply maximum treatment
septage and sewage samples collected in Birminghamwith limited staff and budget resources.
(values ranged from 0.97 to 15.37, averaging 2.55).
Ammonia/potassium ratios for all other samples con-
taining detergents were below 0.7, ranging from 0.00 to
0.65, averaging 0.11.

Non-contaminated source water samples collected
in Birmingham had ammonia/potassium ratios ranging
from 0.00 to 0.41, with a mean value of 0.06 and amedian
value of 0.03. Using the mean values for non-contami-
nated samples (0.06) and sanitary wastewaters (2.55),
flows comprised of mixtures containing at least 25%
sanitary wastes with the remainder of the flow from ,
uncontaminated sources would likely be identified as
sanitary wastewaters using this method (Table 5). Flows
containing smaller percent contributions from sanitary R0080063
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Treated Potable Water Sanitary Wastewaters

Variations in malor ions or other chemical/ ¯ Surfactant (detergent) analyses may be
physical characteristics of the flow compo- useful in determining the presence of
nents may exist, depending upon whether sanitary wastewaters. However, the pres-
the water supply sources are groundwater or ence of surfactants could also indicate
surface water, and whether the sources are laundry wastewaters, car washing wastewa-
treated or not. Specific conductance may ter, or other industrial or commercial process
also serve as an indicator of the major water waters.
source. ¯ The presence of fabric whiteners (as

¯ Hardness may be used as an indicator if the measured by fluorescence) may distinguish
potable water source and the baseflow are laundry and sanitary wastewaters.
from different water sources. ¯ Sanitary wastewaters often exhibit predict-

. If the concentration of chlonne is high, then able trends during the day in flow and
a major leak of disinfected potable water is quality. In order to maximize the ability to
likely close to the outfall. Due to the rapid detect direct sanitary wastewater, it would be
loss of chlorine in water (especially if some best to survey the outfalls during periods of
organic contamination is present) it is not a highest sanitary wastewater flows (mid to
good parameter for quantifying the amount late morning hours).
of treated potable water at an outfall.

The ratio of surfactants to ammonia or
Fluoride can often be used to separate potassium concentrations may be an
treated potable water f~’om untreated water effective indicator. If the surfactant concen-
sources. If the treated water has no fluoride trations are high, but the ammonia and
added, or if the natural water has fluoride potassium concentrations are low, then the
concentrations close to potable water contaminated source may be laundry
fluoride concentrations, then fluoride may wastewaters. Conversely, if ammonia,
not be an appropriate indicator. If the potassium, and surfactant concentrations
drainage area has industries that have their are all high, then sanitary wastewater is the
own water supplies (quite rare for most likely source. Low surfactants concentrations
urban drainage areas), then further investi- and high potassium and ammonia concen-
gations such as toxicity screening are trations may be characteristic of septic tank
needed to check for industrial non-storrnwa- effluents, but must be confirmed by local
ter discharges, characterization data for potential contami-

nating sources.
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Section 10: Watershed Stewardship
Watershed Protection Tool #8

T he purpose of watershed stewardship is to take care of a watershed after it has been developed. Water-
shed managers should consider at least six basic programs to promote stronger watershed stewardship.
These stewardship programs include watershed education, watershed advocacy, pollution prevention in

the home, pollution prevention at work, watershed monitoring, and stream restoration.

]. ~Vatershededucation: Watershed education is the foundation of watershed stewardship, and we must always
keep in mind that less than half of the public understands the watershed concept. Therefore, the basic message
of watershed stewardship~that we live in a watershed and must learn how to live within it-- must be effectively
and repeatedly delivered to watershed residents. Some interesting research on the best techniques for delivering
the watershed education message can be found in papers 126 and 127.

2. Watershed advocacy. One of the most important investments a community, can make in regard to
stewardship is to seed and support a watershed organization to carry out the long-term stewardship
function (see article 128). Nonprofits are particularly suited to handle the stewardship role, given their"A watershed
watershed focus, volunteers, low cost, and ability to reach out to the community. Watershed organiza-
tions can also provide a forum where a broad group of stakeholders can come together. A diverse rangemanager looks to
of people has a stake in protecting or restoring watersheds, although they may not yet realize it. Key stormwatertreat-
stakeholders include the general public, lawn owners, landowners, business owners, pet owners, recre-
ational allies, elected officials, stream "watchers," government agencies, neighborhood or civic associa- ment to solve many
tions, utility ratepayers, development professionals (planners, engineers, contractors, builders, land- different problems
scape architects), fishermen, developers, and school kids. Local government officials must also play a
strong role in watershed stewardship, not only as patrons or sponsors of the watershed organization, but    caused by runoff."
also taking leadership in watershed maintenance, monitoring, and restoration.

3. Pollution prevention at home: Many of the individual actions we take in our daily lives can strongly influence
the quality of a watershed. Surveys suggest that we engage in numerous behaviors that can adversely impact
water quality, as described in article 126. One promising area where we c~ practice better stewardship is on our
own little piece of the watershed, our lawns and yard. Five articles (129 to 133) summarize research on the links
between lawn care and stream quality, and set forth guidelines on how a healthy lawn can be maintained with little
or no input of fertilizers, pesticides or irrigation water.

4. Pollution prevention at work: Certain areas of a watershed are known as stormwater hot spots, in that they
produce higher concentrations of harmful pollutants than typical development. Examples of hot spots include

gas station, junkyards, areas of heavy industry,
and major highways. In many cases, pollutant
runoff from these hot spots can be sharply re-
duced if workers understand how to safely
handle potential pollutants and prevent their
exposure to rainfall. Often, watershed businesses
may need special training on how to manage
their operations to prevent pollution. Many com-
munities are responsible for developing pollu-
tion prevention programs at certain types of busi-
nesses and industries, under industrial or mu-
nicipal NPDES stormwater regulations. Some
case studies in pollution prevention are provided
in articles 136 to 140.
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5. ~Vatershed monttoringz. Monitoring is essential to track the health of an urban watershed over time, as well as to
gauge how well watershed protection practices are working to meet watershed goals. A single article ( 141) reviews
some of the more useful options to develop an effective watershed monitoring program.

6. Stream restoration.. The last element of stewardship is a commitment to restore streams damaged by past
development. In recent years, a new practice has evolved known as watershed restoration, which is still as much an
art as a science. The last nine articles in this book ( 142 to 150) describe some of the techniques that are being applied
to repair damaged streams and watersheds.

Stewardship Trends in the Last Decade

The last decade was a very fertile one for watershed stewardship, as demonstrated by the 25 articles presented here.
To a great extent, this was due to the rapid growth in watershed organizations and governmental committees that
promote better stewardship of our urban watersheds. In 1990, only a handful of these organizations existed; today
the number has grown to several thousand. Together, these organizations have experimented with hundreds o’f
different methods to educate, advocate, monitor and restore urban streams, and to generally promote a watershed
ethic.

We are now entering a phase where we are trying to sort the stewardship methods that really work from those that
do not. It is always a challenge to measure the precise benefits of different stewardship methods in a given water-
shed, but we are gradually acquiring more hard data on watershed behaviors, learning preferences, stream restora-
tion practices, and workable pollution prevention programs. Such information is urgently needed to improve the
practice, and make better choices on our stewardship investments. Resources for stewardship will always be scarce,
so communities need to invest wisely in their stewardship programs.

Even as the practice of stewardship becomes more professional and even scientific, it is very important to remember
that watershed stewardship will always be a highly personal affair. Nothing can ever replace our deeply rooted and
emotional relationship to the land that is at the core of our practice. And further progress is not likely until we can
skillfully communicate to others why we care so much about watersheds. In order to protect our watersheds, we need
passion as well as practices, equal doses of celebration and science, and most of all, a personal ethic for living in and
caring for the watershed.

Watershed Education

126. Understanding Watershed Behavior .............................................................................................621
127. On Watershed Education ..............................................................................................................629
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128. Choosing the Right Watershed Management Structure ...............................................................639
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?’eati~re .4 rttcle.6-om fFal ershed Protection Techniques. 3(3): 671 - 679

Understanding Watershed
Behavior

/nshort, twentycenturies ofprogresshavebrought Our early experience in trying to restore urban

the ~’erage c ttizen a vote, a national anthem, awatersheds suggests that we can never meet our water

Ford. a bank account, and a high opinion of quality goals for streams, lakes and estuaries until we

htmself but not the capacity to live in high densitycan convince urban, suburban and rural landowners to

without befouling and denuding his change their behaviors and practice a better watershed
ethic. Such a watershed ethic is critical if we are toe’nvironment...Nor a conviction that such capac-

~w., rather than such density, is the true test ofprotectorimprovethequalityofoururbanwatersheds.

whether he is civilized Aido Leopold (1933),Thearticleconcludesbyoutliningsomeofthepossible
Game Management elements of a watershed ethic that might guide the

actions of suburban and rural landowners.

The six watershed behaviors profiled in this article

Since Leopold wrote these words in 1933, over 50are-not the only ones that can have a strong influence
million new households have formed in America.on watershed quality, but they are the ones we happen
By conservative estimates, we have added 45

toknowthemostabout.Otherindividualbehaviorsthatmillion yards, 125 million cars and trucks, 15 millioncan influence water quality are listed in Table 1.
septic systems, and 25 million dogs during the last half

The frequency of any individual behavior cancentury.. In his time, Aldo Leopold imagined that the
foremost practitioner of the land ethic would be thediffer from watershed to watershed, based on popula-

farmer.thegamewardenorperhapsthewoodlotowner,tion density, and the level of income, education, and

He simply could not have envisioned that the mostawareness of its residents. What is particularly trou-

important practitioner would ultimately become thebling, however, is that many of the most potentially

suburban and rural landowner, who individually lordspolluting behaviors are practiced by affluent, well-

over a few hundred square feet, but cumulatively domi-educated and environmentally aware members of our

nares the watershed, society. These behaviors are rooted in our collective
desire for a clean, well-manicured and tidy suburban

It is a maxim of watershed science that each of usenvironment-anice green lawn, ashiny car, a pest-free
is personally responsible for contributing some of theyard or a clean driveway. Indeed, many watershed
pollutants that run off our lawns, streets and parkingbehaviors have beeome worse in recent years, driven by
lots. Runoffpollutionisthemajorcauseofwaterqualitythe rapid growth in the tools and products to improve
problems in most urban watersheds. While runoffpol-and beautify the suburban landscape.
lution is not usually sudden or dramatic, it leads to the
gradual degradation of urban waters-- degraded

Lawn Fertilizationstreams, eutrophic lakes, closed beaches and shellfish
beds, and polluted drinking water supplies. It has been estimated that there are 25 to 30 million

acres of turf and lawn in the United States (Robert andIt is a curious tendency of our species, however,
that when we study urban watersheds, we rarely study
ourselves, despite the fact that these watersheds are
our primary habitat. We seldom take the trouble to
measure the cumulative impact o four individual behav-
iors on the watershed. In this article, we summarize our" LoafDisposal/Compo~lin0
sketchy understanding of human behaviors in subur-* Disposal of Household Hazard
ban and rural watersheds, based on an analysis of over" Hosin~ and Power-washing
twenty recent surveys of watershed residents. These" LandscapinO Practices
surveys asked residents about their basic behaviors in Car Emissions Tes~ng
six broad areas: lawn fertilization, pesticide application," De-icing
dog walking, septic cleaning, car washing, and fluid" Watedng/Irngation

¯ SidewalldDd veway Sweepingchanging. Prior research indicates that each of these. Maintenance of Common Storrnwaterbehaviors are common in most watersheds and can
have a .strong impact on water quality. Fac]ilJes and ConservaOon Areas
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Roberts, 1989.. Lawn and Landscape lnstitute, 1999).Tofertilization in I0 other resident surveys was even
put this statistic in perspective, consider that if lawnshigher, at 78%, althou~ this could reflect the fact that
were classified as a crop, they would rank as the filth

these surveys were biased towards predominantly sub-
largest in the country on the basis of area, atter corn,urban neighborhoods, or excluded non-lawn owners
soybeans, wheat, and hay (USDA, 1992). In terms of(Table2).
fertilizer inputs, nutrients are applied to lawns at about

Several studies have measured the frequency withthe same application rates as those used for row crops
which we fertilize our yards. In the Chesapeake Bay(Barth, 1995a).
survey, fertilizers were applied almost twice a year(1.7)

Research has indicated that nutrient runoff fromwith spring and fall being the most popular seasons for
lawns has the potential to cause eutrophication infertilization. In five other surveys, fertilizers were ap-
streams, lakes, and estuaries (see Schueler, 1995b).plied an average of 2.3 times year, and most: frequently
Nutrient loads generated by suburban lawns can bein the spring. It should be noted that the spring is not
significant, since recent research has shown that lawnsconsidered an optimal season to apply fertilizers from an
produce more surface runoff than previously thoughtagronomic standpoint.
(see article 36). A significant fraction of homeowners can be ctas-

Lawn fertilization is among the most widespreadsifted as "over-fertilizers" who apply fertilizers to their
watershed behaviors we engage in. In our survey oflawnstwoormoretimesayear. In the Chesapeake Bay
resident attitudes in the Chesapeake Bay, 89% of citi-survey, over-fertilizers comprised 52% ofallthose that
zens owned a yard, and of these, about 50% appliedapplied fertilizers to their yard. Other studies have put
fertilizereveryyear(Swarm, 1999). The average rate ofthe number of over-t’ertilizers at 65% to 70% of all

Study Respondents % Fertilizing % Soil Testing Other Notes
Chesapeake Bay 656 50% 16% 1.73 times/year
Swarm, 1999

Maryland 100 88% 15% 58% grasscycle
Smith, 1996

Maryland 403 87% * na
Kro/I and Murphy, 1994

Virginia, 100 79% > 20%
Aveni, 1998

Ma~land, 164 73% na 2.1 times/year
HGIC, 1996

Michigan, 432 75% 9% 1.9 times/yearL~ Young, 1997
69% grasscycle

Minnesota 981 75% 12% 2.1 times/yearMor~s and Trex/er, 40% grasscycle
1996

Minnesota, 136 85% 18% 78% grasscycle
Dindorf, 1992

V~soons~n, 204 54% na 2.4 times/yearKroupa, 1995

VVashington, 406 67% na
Hardvvick, 1997

Flodda, 659 82% n a 3.2 times/year
Knox et al., 1995 59% grass cycle
¯ Fertilization rates were sign~’icantly lower in small urban lots (less than 2500 square feet); survey
results from these smaller lots were excluded from this table.
na = not asked
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tertitizers l Morris and Tr’:Lxler. 1996;Knoxetal., 1995).read offa label.
Clearly. many homeowners, in a quest for quick results Conspicuously absent is a much stronger message
or a bright green lawn. are applying more nutrients tothat promotesaloworzero input lawn. ltseems appropn-
their lawns than they actually need. ate that watershed education programs strongly advo-

From a demographic standpoint, the primary, fertil-cate no chemical fertilization, reduced turf area and the
izerisamiddle-agedmaninthe45-54agegroup(BHI,use of native plants adapted to the ecoregion (Barth,
1907). These individuals place a very high value on1995), ifonlyto balancethepro-fertilizationmessagethat
lawns. For example, ~vhen residents were asked theiris so effectively marketed by the lawn care industry.
opinions on over 30 statements about lawns in a Michi-
gan survey, the most favorable overall response was toPesticide Application
the statement "a green attractive lawn is an important

When Rachel Carson first wrote SilentSpring, manyasset in a neighborhood’" (De Young, 1997). Nationally,
homeowners spend about 27 billion dollars eachyear toAmericans were alerted to the dangers of pesticides in the

urban environment. Yet, pesticides are still frequentlymaintain their own yard or pay someone else to do it
(PLCAA, 1999). In terms of labor, a majority offound in the waters ofmany urban streams, in settings as

diverse as Georgia, Texas, California, Maryland, andhomeowners spend more than an hour a week taking
care of the lawn (Aveni, 1994; De Young, 1997). Wisconsin. The pesticides of greatest concern are insec-

ticides, such as diazinon and chloropyrifos, and a group
Unlike farmers, suburban and rural landowners areof herbicides (CWP, 1999; Schueler, 1995a). Even very

often ignorant of the actual nutrient needs of theirlow levels of these pesticides can be harmful to aquatic
lawns. According to surveys, only 10 to 20% of lawnlife: The major source of pesticides in urban streams are
owners take the trouble to perform soil tests to deter-home applications to kill insects and weeds in the lawn
minewhetherfertilizationisevenneeded(Table2).Theand garden. Table 3 compares surveys on residential
majority of lawn owners are not aware ofthe phospho-pesticide use in I 1 different regions of the country, in
ms or nitrogen content of the fertilizer they applyterms of insecticides and herbicides. At first glance, it
(Morris and Traxler, 1996)0r that leaving grass clip-appears that pesticide application rates vary greatly,
pings on the lawn can reduce or eliminate the need toranging from a low of 17% to a high of 87%.
fertilize.

Some patterns do emerge, however. For example,
Our ignorance about lawn nutrients is not surpris-insecticides tend to be applied more widely in warm

ing given where we get our information on lawn care.weather climates where insect control is a year-round
Study after study indicates that product labels, storeproblem (such as Texas, California, and Florida). Any-
attendants and lawn care companies are the primary andwhere from 50 to 90% of residents reported that they had
almostexclusivesourceoflawncareinformationfortheapplied insecticides in the last year in warm-weather
average consumer. Consumers also rely on direct mailareas. This can be compared to 20 to 50% levels of
andwordofmouthastheprimaryfactorwhenchoosinginsecticide use reported in colder regions where hard
a lawn care company (Swarm, 1999; AMR, 1997). winters can help keep insects in check.

Not many residents understand that lawn fertilizer In contrast, herbicide application rates tend to be
can cause water quality problems- overall less than onehigher in cold weather climates to kill the weeds that arrive
fourth of residents rated it as a water quality concernwith the onset of spring (60 to 75% in the Michigan,
(Syferd, 1995; Assing, 1994), although ratings were asWisconsin and Minnesota surveys). Resident surveys
high as 60% for residents living adjacent to lakesalso indicate that many residents lack awareness that
(MorrisandYraxler, 1996;MCStk 1997). Interestingly,their lawn care program actually uses herbicides. This
in one Minnesota survey, only 21% ofhomeowners feltconfusion stems from the recent growth of "weed and
their own lawn contributed to water quality problems,feed" lawn care products that combine weed control and
while over twice as many felt their neighbor’s lawn didfertilization in asingle bag. In one Minnesota study, 63%
(MCSI~ 1997). of residents reported that they used weed and feed lawn

In recent years, many communities have attemptedproducts, but only 24% understood that they were apply-
to educate residents about lawn care and nutrients. Theing herbicides to their lawn (Morris and Traxler, 1996). In
education message they send, however, is often am-addition, many residents are unaware of the pesticide
biguous and complex, and typically is geared more toapplication practices that their lawn care company ap-
better turf management than better water quality. Thisplies to their yard, preferring to leave it up to the profes-
is evident in outreach materials that consistently pro-sionals(Knoxetal., 1995).
mote a message to use less fertilizer, fertilize in the right The widespread use of pesticides on urban lawns
season, test soils, use slow-release fertilizer or grass-and gardens is somewhat curious since surveys tell us
cycle and keep clippings on lawn. This educationalthat the public has a reasonably good understanding of
approach sometimes requires residents to understandthe potential environmental dangers of pesticides. Sev-
a lot more about nutrient management than they caneral surveys indicate that residents do understand envi-
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Study Region Use Use Herbicides Notes
Insecticides

Chesa!~eake Bay 656 # 21% 70% use pnvate sector
Swann, 1999 i --

~fo
Maryland 403 # 42% 32% ~’~’~’--
Kroll and
Murphy, 1994

Virginia 100 # 66% - -
~

AvenL 1998

Maryland, 100 # 23% n/a 55% use product labels
Smith," 1994

Minnesota, 981 C -- 75% 1.3 t~mes/year
Morns and
TFaxler, 1997

Michigan, 432 C 40% 59% --
De Young, 1997

Minnesota, 136 C - - 76% -
Dindorf, 1992

Wisconsin, 204 C 17% 24% ** 63% use a weed andKroupa, 1995 feed product

Flonda, 659 W 83% - -
Knox et al., 1995

Texas, 350 W 87% - -
NSR, 1998

California, 600 W 50% - -
Scanfin and
Cooper, 1997

(#) Mid-Atlantic surveys, (C) Cold-weather surveys (W) Warm-weather surveys
(**) Note difference ~ self reported herbicide use and those that use a weed and feed product.

ronmental concerns about pesticides and consistentlyDog Walking
rank them as the leading cause of pollution in the

One biological index that never declines after aneighborhood(Elgin, 1996).
watershed develops is the dog population. In our sur-

The education message sent about pesticides isvey of Chesapeake Bay residents, we found about40%
often very complex. Outreach materials often promoteof households own a dog. A dog owner, however, is not
a message to use less pesticides, apply them properlyalways a dog walker. Just about half of all dog owners
or practice integrated pest management. This approachactually walk their dog. Ofthe half that do walk theirdog,
requires residents to understand a lot more about pes-about60%claim topickupaftertheirdog(Swann, 1999),
ticides than they are likely to read offa product label. Aswhich is generally consistent with other studies (Table
was the case with fertilizer, product labels are the4). Men are also prone to pick up aRer their dog less
primaryandoRendominantsourceofinformationaboutoften than women (Swarm, 1999). The virtuous dog
pesticides. Nearly 90% of homeowners rely on commer-walkers that clean up after their dogs usually dispose of
cial sources of information to guide their pesticide usethe fecal matter in the trash can, toilet, compost pile or
(Swarm, 1999). From a watershedstandpoint, itmaybedownastorm drain inlet(Hardwick, 1997;HGIC, 1998).
wise to articulate a simple but strong message that

Failure to clean up after a dog can cause both waterpesticides should be applied only as a last resort, or not
at all. quality, and public health problems, and many commu-
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Maryland 62% always cleaned up after ~he dog; sometJme~ 23%; never 15%.
HGIC, 1996 Disposal method: trash can (66%); toilet (!2%); other 22%

Washington Pet ownership 58%
Hardwick, 1997 51% of dog owners do not walk dogs

69% claimed ~at they cleaned up after the dog
31% do not pick up
Disposal methods: trash can 54%; toilet 20%; compost pile 4%
4% train pet to poop in own yard
85% agreed that pet wastes contribute to water quality problems

Chesapeake Bay Dog ownership 41%
Swann, 1999 44% of dog owners do not walk dogs

Dog walkers who dean up most/all of the time 59%
Dog walkers who never or rarely clean up 41%
Of these, 44% would not clean up even v~th fine, complaints, collection or

disposal methods
63% agreed that pet wastes contribute to water quality problems

nities have responded by adopting "’pooper scooper"much is known about the water quality of car wash
laws. Dogs have been found to be a major source offecalwater, but it is very clear that car washing is a common
coliform and pathogens in many urban watershedswatershed behavior. Three recent surveys have asked
(Schueler, 1999), which is not surprising given theirresidents where and how frequently they wash their
population, daily defecation rate, and bacteria,,patho-cars (Table 6).
gen production.

According to the surveys, roughly 55 to 70% of
Residents seem to be or’two minds when it comeshouseholds wash their own cars, with the remainder

to dog waste. While a strong majority agree that dogusing a commercial car wash. A full 60% of residents
wastecan beawaterquality problem(Hardwick, 1997;could be classified as"chronic car-washers," i.e., they
Swarm, 1999), they generally rank it as the least impor-wash their car at least once a month (Smith, 1996;
tant local water quality problem (Syferd, 1995; MSRC,Hardwick, 1997). Between 70 and 90% of residents
1997). This £mding strongly suggests the need toreportedthattheircarwash-waterdraineddirectlytothe
dramatically improve watershed education efforts tostreet, and presumably, to the nearest stream.
increase public recognition about the water quality and

Residents are typically not aware of the waterhealth consequences of dog waste,
quality consequences of car washing, and do not un-

It is worth noting that many residents are veryderstand the chemical content of the soaps and deter-
reluctant to change the way they handle dog waste,gents they use. Car washing is also a very difficult
According to the Chesapeake Bay survey, 44% of dogwatershed behavior to change, since it is hard to define
walkers who do not pick up indicated they would stilla better alternative without asking people to pay to use
refuse to pick up even if confronted by complaints from
neighbors or fines, or provided with more sanitary and
convenient options for retrieving and disposing of dog
waste. Table .5 lists factors that compel residents to pick
up after their dog, along with some interesting rational-
izations for not doing so. Reagens for not Dickina it up: Reasons for ~icki~

This strong resistance to handling dog waste sug- Because it eventually goes It’s the law
away Environmental reasonsgests that an alternative message may be necessary: to
Just because                Hygiene/health reasons~ractice nadimentary manure management by training
Too much work Neighborhood courtesydogs to use areas that are not hydraulically connected
On edge of my property It should be doneto the stream or close to a buffer.
It’s in my yard Keep the yard clean
It’s in the woods

Car Washing Not prepared
Outdoor car washing has the potential to result inNo reason

high loads of nutrients, metals and hydrocarbons dur-Small dog, small wast~
ing dry weather conditions in many watersheds, when Use as fertilizer
the detergent-rich water used to wash the grime offour Sanitary reasons
cars flows down the street and into the storm drain. Not Own a cat or other kind of pet
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SepticSystem Maintenance

About one in tour American households relies on

septic systems to dispose of their wastewater. Depend-Study           Car Washing Behavior
ing on soil conditions and other factors, septic systems

Maryland 60% washed car more than once a have a failure rate ranging from five to 35%, with failure
Smith, 1996 month discharging untreated or partially treated wastewater

into groundwater (Schueler, 1999). Even properly oper-California 73% washed their own cars ating septic systems produce elevated nutrient levels in
Pellegrin, 1998 73% report that wash-water drains to shallow groundwater, which can degrade coastal and

pavement                          lake water quali ,ty (Ohrel. 1995).

Washington 56% washed their own cars Until recently, homeowner awareness aboutseptic
Hardvwck, 1997 44% used corrrnercial car wash systemmaintenancewaspoorlyunderstood.TheChesa.

1 91% report that wash-water drains to peake Bay survey was one of the first to examine how
pavement frequently residents maintain their septic systems. An

56% washed car more than once a interesting finding from the survey was the advanced
month age of the average septic system in the ground: about50% would shift if given discounts or

27 years, or about seven years beyond the design lifefree commercial car washes
o fan unmaintained system. Roughly half of the owners
were classified as "septic slackers," as they indicated

a commercial car wash that treats its wash water. Somethat they had not inspected or cleaned out their system
potential alternative messages that might work are toin lastthreeyears(which is the minimum recommended
wash cars less frequently, wash them on grassy areas,frequency).
and to buy phosphorus-free detergents and non-toxic Septic systems are a classic case of "out of sight,
cleaners, out of mind." A small but significant fraction (12%) of

septic system owners had no idea where their septic
Fluid Changing system was located on their property. In ad]:lition, only

Dumping automotive fluids down storm drains can42% of septic system owners had ever requested advice
on how to maintain their septic system, and thesebe a majorwater quality problem, since only a few quarts

ofoil or a few gallons of anti-freeze can have a majorowners relied primarily on the private sector for this

impact on small streams and wetlands dm:ing low flowadvice (e.g., pumping service, contractors, and plumb-

conditions. Historically, the major culprit has been theers). Like many other watershed behaviors, there was a

backyard mechanic who changes his or her own auto-sharp difference between resident attitudes and their

motive fluids. The number ofbackyard mechanics whoactual practice. For example, while 70% of septic Wstem

change the oil and antifreeze in their cars, however, hasowners agreed with the statement that "inspection and

been dropping steadily in recent decades. With theroutine clean out of septic systems is necessary to

advent of the $20 oil change special, only about 30% ofprotect water quality in the Chesapeake Bay," more than

carownerschangetheirownoiloranti-freezeanymorehalf had not done so in the last three years (Swarm,

(Table 7). 1999).

B~.ckyard mechanics have traditionally been the A key element of the watershed ethic involves

target of community oil recycling and storm drain sten-taking personal responsibility for the quality of home

ciling programs. These programs appear to have beenwastewater through regular inspections and pumpouts.

quite effective, since over 80% ofbackyard mechanicsThe watershed ethic also includes the responsibility for

claim to dispose or recycle these fluids properly. Mostrehabilitating and upgrading septic systems as they

backyardmechanics aremore proneto recycle oilthangrow older. This can entail a costly investment every

antifreeze, and of those that have improperly disposedfew decades or so, but is critical since many existing

of either fluid, most used the trash can rather than theseptic systems are approaching the end of their de-

storm drain. It is important to keep in mind that any self-signed lives. Rural and suburban landowners may have

reported information on dumping or disposal methodsto accept the notion that they must also pay the oper-

needs to be taken with a grain of salt, given that peopleating and capital costs for advanced sewage treatment

often feel the need to give the socially accepted orthat city dwellers have done for decades.

expected survey response. Nevertheless, it does seem

D
clear that the previous watershed education effortsArticulatingaWatershedEthicfortheSuburbanand
have made oil and antifreeze dumping socially unac-RuralLandowner
ceptable. By our estimates, only one to five percent of Despite the enormous growth of the environmental
the general population now engages in such behavior,movement andageneration of universal environmental

education in our schools, we have not articulated a
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water:~hed ethic that applies to the suburban and rural citizen monitoring, storm-drain stenciling, tree planting
landowner. ,As watershed professionals, we have beenor joining a local watershed organization.
quite clumsy and timxd in defining what it takes to live

Many elements of the watershed ethic run contraryproperly within a watershed. We need to come to some
to our current notions of suburban taste and socialagreement about what personal responsibilities might
status, and may initially resist change. Forexampie, itmaycomprise a watershed ethic for our time. With this in ~
be a few ,,,.ears before you hear. "’Hey neighbor, I am reallymmo, ’we offer the following ~entative list to stimulate
impressed bv all the biodiversity vou produced on ’,’ourmore discussion: - ,lawn," or, "’The filthiness of your car really expresses .’,’our

inspect septic systems annually, and pump themconcern for the environment, Dad," or, "’My, how well
out regularly Rover is buffer-trained."
.Apply no fertilizer or pesticides to lawns

But it is also reasonably certain that our culture can¯ Minimize turf area and avoid growing lawns inlearn to practice a much better watershed ethic than weregions where the climate cannot sustain them
do now, if we create a stronger watershed message andwithout supplemental irrigation
learn to deliver it more effectively. - TRSGradually replace lawns with native trees, shrubs

and ground covers
Cultivate lawns with the primary goal of absorbingReferences
the runoff from roofs Advanced Marketing Research (AMR). 1997. Stormwa-

¯ Take responsibility for disposing of the wastes of ter Tracking Study. CityofEugene, Oregon. unpub-
pets and hobby livestock lished marketing survey.
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Study Oil Changing Antifreeze Changing
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California 30% do it your~elfers 18% do it yourselfers,
f~e#egr~n, 1998 12 to 15% report improper disposal, 43% report improper disposal:

most p.ut it in trash, but about 3 ~o 5% 23% let it run to street
_ put it in ston’n drain system 6% dump into storm drain

California 28% do it yourselfers not asked ~
Assing, 1994 17% report improper disposal (most in

~ trash)
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Feature Article from Watershed Protection Techniques. 3(3): 680 - 686

On Watershed Education

W hile it may be true that old dogs cannot learnthey all have a common theme: educating residents on
new tricks, there are some hopeful si~s thathow to live within their watershed.
our society will adopt new behaviors to

Many more communities will need to develop wa-protect the local environment. Witness the universally
tershed education programs in the coming years tohigh rates at which we recycle bottles and newspapers,
comply with pending EPA municipal stormwater Na-compost, and dispose of household hazardous wastes
tional PollutantDischarge Elimination System (NPDES)in the proper places, compared to a few decades ago.
regulations. Indeed, half of the six minimum manage-Littering and motor oil dumping are now much less
ment measures prescribed under these regulations di-socially acceptable behaviors than they once were.
rectlydealwithwatershededucation:pollutionpreven_These dramatic social shifts occurred because a corn-
tio.n, public outreach andpublic involvement. Yet, manypelling case was made that changes were good for the
communities have no idea what kind of message toenvironment (andreasonably convenient and inexpert-
send, or in which medium to send it out.sive to make), and communities heavily invested in

environmental education. This article reviews the prospects for changing our
behaviors to better protect watersheds. We begin by

As the previous article establishes, the public doesoutlining some of the daunting challenges that facenot always practice a very good watershed ethic, and
educators seeking to influence deeply rooted public

continuestoengageinmanybehaviorsthatarectirectlyattitudes. Next, we profile research on the outreach
linkedtowaterquatityproblems. Watershed educationtechniques that appear most effective in influencingis the primary tool for changing these behaviors. The

watershed behavior. Special emphasis is placed onbasic premise of watershed education is that we must
media campaigns and intensive training programs.learn two things: that we live in a watershed, and how
Lastly, recommendations are made to enhance the el-to properly live within it.
fectiveness of watershed education programs.

A handful of communities have attempted to cral~
education programs in recent years to influence ourChallenges in Watershed Education
watershed behaviors. These initial efforts have gone by
a confusing assortment of names, such as public out- Watershed managers face several daunting chal-

lenges when they attempt to influence watershed be-reach, source control, watershed awareness, pollution
prevention, citizen involvement, and stewardship, but haviors:

Watershed Behavior Prevalence in Overall Estimates of Potential
Population Residential Polluters

Over-Fertilizers 35% 38 million

Bad Dog Walkers 15 % 16 million

._Chronic Car washers 25% 27 million

Septic Slackers 15% 16 million

Bad Mechanics 1 to 5% 3 million

._PPesticide Sprayers 40% 43 million

.__Driveway Hosers 15% 16 million ~
Note: Estimates are based on 1999 U.S. population of 270 million, 2.5persons perhouseho/d, and

average behaviorprevalence rates basedon surveys in Understanding Watershed Behavior.
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A Lot of Minds to Change At the same time. most of us claim to be very
The most pressing challenge is that there are sire- environmentally aware. For example, aChesapeake Bay

ply a lot of minds to change. Some notion of the sellingsurvey reported that 69% of respondents professed to
job at hand can be grasped from Table 1, which containsbe very active or at least somewhat active in helping to
provisional but conservative estimates of potentialreduce pollution in the environment (SRC, 1994).
residential "polluters" in the United States in various
categories. It is clear that we are not just dealing with aResources Devotedto Watershed Education Arelnad.
few bad actors or scofflaws, but rather the deeply rootedequate
attitudesthatareheld bymillions of people. While most In recent years, several communities have devel-
people profess to support the environment, only aoped education programs to influence the watershed
fraction actually practice much of a watershed ethic inbehaviors practiced by their residents. Most of these
their homes and yards, efforts, however, are run on a shoestring. For example,

CWP recently surveyed 50 local programs that have
Most Residents Are Only Dimly Aware of the Water-tried to influence lawn care, septic cleaning and pet
shed Concept waste behaviors (Swarm. 1999). These education pro-

It stands to reason that if citizens are asked tograms are typically run by the cooperative extension
practice a watershed ethic, they need to know what aservices, local recycling or stormwater agencies, or
watershed is. Surveys indicate, however, that the aver-urban soil and water conservation districts. Most are

age citizen is unaware of the watershed concept inpoorly staffed (0. I to 0.5 staff years), relatively new
general, and does not fully understand the hydrologic(within last five years), and have tiny annual budgets

connection between the yard, the street, the storm($2,000to$25,000).Giventheselimitedresources, most
sewer and the stream. Resident surveys also continuewatershed education pro~ams have no choice but to

to show limited or incomplete understanding of termspractice retail, rather than wholesale, outreach tech-
such as "watershed," "stormwater quality," or "runoffniques. Consequently, most watershed educators rely
pollution." For example, a recent Roper survey foundheavily on low cost techniques such as brochures,
that only 41% of Americans had any idea of what theposters, workshops, and demonstration-projects to
term "watershed" meant (NEETF, 1999). The samedisseminate their message.
survey found that just 22% of Americans know that
stormwater runoffis the most common source of pollu-
tion of streams, rivers, and oceans.

This WA OR CA CA MI W1
Survey (Elgin, (AMR, (Assing, (PRG, (PSC, (Simp~on, MN

1998) 1997) 1994) 1998) 1994) 1994) (Morris,
TV TV ad Direct Mail TV Ad TV "TV TV NeNspaper

TV ad "IV TV ad Stencils Newspaper Newspaper Newspaper Di’ec~ Mail

N~=wspaper Newspaper Newspaper Bilboard Radio Cable TV Newsletter TV

Lcx:al paper Radio Ad Radio L~cal paper Magazine Local Brochure Neighbors
paper

Video Brochure TV Brochure Neighbors Newsletter Site Visit Ext Se~ce

Brochure Radio news; Bil Insert Radio Ad School V~deo Video Radio

Lcx:al cable Paper,a,d Newsletter Bus Sign Bilboard Meetings Meeting Meeting

Meeting Bill:x~ard Local paper Direct Mail Brochure Brochure -- Local cable
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The ~farketing Techniques We CanAff’ordDon ’t ReachCrafting Better Watershed Education Programs
Many People

The first step in crafting better watershed educa-
Watershed managers need to send a clear andtion programs is to compile some baseline information

simple educational message that can attract the atten-on local awareness, behaviors and media preferences.
tion of the average citizen, who is born barded by dozensThe following are some of the key questions watershed
of competing messages every day. A number of sur-managers should consider:
veys have asked residents which outreach techniques
are most influential in attracting their attention (Table 2).

° Is the typical individual aware of water quality

Messages sent through television, radio and local issues in the watershed they live in?

newspapers are consistently more influential in reach-̄ Is the individual or household behavior directly
ing residents than any other technique, with up to 30% linkedto water quality problems?
recall rates by the watershed population for each me-
dium. In contrast, messages transmitted through meet-*

Is the behavior widely prevalent in the watershed

ings, brochures, local cable and videos tend to be population?
recalled by only a very small segment of the watershed° Do specific alternative(s) to the behavior exist
population, that might reduce pollution?

One clear implication is that watershed education̄ What is the most clear and direct message about
efforts must utilize a mix of outreach techniques if they

these alternatives?are going to get the message across to enough residents
to make a difference in a watershed. Most existing° What outreach methods are most effective in
watershed education programs, however, cannot af- getting the message out?
ford to use the more sophisticated "wholesale" out-̄

How much individual behavior change can bereach techniques that are most effective at reaching the
expected from these outreach techniques?public with their watershed message. This gap is evi-

dent in Figure 1, which compares the outreach methods The best way to elicit this information is to conduct
actually used by local watershed education programsamarketsurveywithinthe watershed. Ifmoney is tight,
with the outreach methods that residents prefer, baseda watershed manager can consult other resident sur-
on responses from the Chesapeake Bay survey (Swarm,veys that are profiled in article 126.
1999). The next critical step in crafting a watershed edu-

cation program is to select the right outreach tech-
niques. Several communities have recently undertaken
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before and after surveys to measure how well the public Other important considerations for effectively mar-
responds to their watershed education programs. Fromketing a watershed message are outlined below:
this research, two outreach techniques have shown

Develop a stronger connection between theyara~some promise in actually changing behavior: media
the street, the storm and the stream. Outreach tech-campaigns and intensive training. Media campatgnsniques should continually stress the link between a

,typically use a mix of radio, TV, direct mail, and signs to
particular watershed behavior and the undesirable waterbroadcast a general watershed message to a large
quality it helps to create (i.e., fish kills, beach closure,

audience. Inter~rive training uses workshops, consul-
algae blooms). Several excellent visual ads that effec-tation and guidebooks to send a much more complex
tively portray this link are profiled in our watershed

message about watershed behavior to a smaller and
outreach award winners.more interested audience. Intensive training requires a

substantial time commitment from residents of a few Form regional media campaigns. Since most out-

hours or more. reach programs operate on small budgets, they should
consider pooling their resources together to develop

Both media campaigns and intensive training canregional media campaigns utilizing the outreach tech-producea 10to20%improvementinselectedwatershed
niques proven to reach and influence residents. In

behaviors among their respective target populationsparticular, regional campaigns allow communities to
(Tables3 and4). Bothoutreachtechniquesareprobablyhire the professionals needed to create and deliver a
needed in most watersheds, as each complements thestrong message through the media. Also, the campaign
other. For example, media campaigns cost just a few

approach allows acommunitytoemployacombinationcents per watershed resident reached, while intensive
of media, such as radio, television, and print, r.o reach a

training can cost a few dollars for each resident that iswider segment of the population. It is important to keep
actually influenced. Media campaigns are generallyin mind that since no single outreach technique will be
better at increasing watershed awareness and sendingrecalled by more than 30% of the population at large,
messages about negative watershed behaviors. Inten-several different outreach techniques will be needed for
sive training, on the other hand, is superior at changingan effective media campaign.
individual practices in the lawn, home and garden.

Use television wisely. Television is the most influ-
Both techniques work best when they present aentiat medium tbr influencing the public, but careful

simple and direct watershed message, are repeatedchoices need to be made regarding the form oftelevision
frequently, utilize multiple media and are directly con-that is used. Our surveys found that community cable
nected to local water resources that are most important

access channels are much less effective than commer-
in the community, cial or public television channels. Program managers

should consider using cable network channels targeted

Location and Nature of
Targeted Campaign Effectiveness of Campaign

San Francisco Radio, TV Awareness increased 10-15%
and Buses Homeowners who reduced lawn chemicals shifted from 2 to 5%
BHI, 1997

Los Angeles Radio and Best recall: motor oil and litter (over 40%)
Newspapers Worst recall: fertilizer and dog droppings (< 10 %)
PRG, 1998 Drop in car washing, oil changing, radiator draining of about 5 to 7%

Greater self-reporting of polluting behaviors: dropping cigarette butts,
littering, watering and letting water run on street, hosing off
driveways into the street (10% or more)

Oregon Radio, TV 19% reported a change in ~behaviors"- changes included being more
AMR, 5997 careful about what goes down drain, increasing recycfing and

composting, using more nature-friendly products etc.

Oakland County, MI 44% of mail respondents recaled lawn care campaign
Direct Mail 50% desired more information on lawn care and water quality
PSC, 1994 10% change in some lawn care prac~ces as a result of campaign

(grass recycling, fer’dlizer use, hand weeding). No change in other
lawn care practices as a result of campaign
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Location and Nature of
Training Campaign Effectiveness of Intensive Training

Maryland 10% shift from self to commercial car washing.
Direct Homeowner
(Smith, 1996) No change in fertilizer timing or rates.

Better claims of product disposal.

Florida Master Gardener No significant change in fertilization frequency after program.
(Knox et al., 1995) Some changes in lower rates, labels, slow release (8 to 15%).

Major changes in red uced pesticide use (10 to 40%).

Virginia Master Gardener 30 to 50% increase in soil testing, fertilizer timing and aeration.
(Aveni. 1998)

10% increase in grass clippings and 10% decrease in fertilizer rate.

tbr specific audiences, and develop thematic shows thatgeneration of fertilizers, dog walkers, septic cleaners,
captureinterestofthehome, gardenandlawncrowd(i.e.,and car washers, we need to directly influence the
shows along the lines of "This Old Watershed"). Well-.boomer generation now.
produced public service announcements on commercial
television are also a sensible investment. Keep the watershed message simple and funny.

Watershed education should not be preachy, complex,
Understand the demographics ofyour watershed,or depressing. Indeed, the most effective outreach

The middle-aged male should usually be the prime targettechniques combine a simple and direct message with
for~vatershededucation.asheispronetoengageinmorea dash of humor. Some useful guidance on these
potentially polluting watershed behaviors than othertechniques can be found in CSG. 1999.
sectors ot" the population. Indeed, the most attractive

Make information packets small slick and du-audience tbr the watershed message is generally corn-
table. Watershed educators continually struggle withposed of men in the 35 to 55 year age group with higher
how to impart detailed information to residents onincomes andeducationlevels. Specialized outreachtech-
practicing the watershed ethic without losing theirniques can appeal to this group, such as radio ads on
interest. The trick is to avoid the ponderous and boringweekend sports events,
watershed handbook that looks great to a bureaucrat

Another target group worth reaching includes whatbut ends up lining a residential bird cage or litter box.
the Pellegrin Research Group (1998)terms the"rubbishOne solution is to create small, colorful and durable
rebels"--. 18 to 25 year olds that tend to have lowpackets that contain the key essentials about water-
watershed awareness, engage in potentially pollutingshed behaviors and direct contact information to get
behaviors and are often employed in lawn care and otherbetter advice. These packets can be stuck on the refrig-
service industries. This age group is hard to reach usingerator, the kitchen drawer or the workbench for handy
conventional techniques, but may respond to ads onreferencewhentheimpulseforbetterwatershedbehav.
alternative radio shows, concerts, and other events, ior strikes. A particularly good example is provided in

As America becomes more diverse, watershed man-Figure 2.
agers should carefully track the unique demographics of Educate private sector allies. A wide number of
their watersheds. For example, if many residents speakprivate sector companies stand to potentially benefit
English as a second language, outreach materials shouldfrom changes in watershed behavior. Better watershed
be produced in other languages. Similarly, watershedbehavior can drum up more sales for some companies,
managers should consider more direct channels to sendsuch as septic tank cleaners, commercial car washes,
watershed messages to reach particular groups, such asand quick oil change franchises, although these groups
church leaders, African-American newspapers, and Span-may need some help in crafting their watershed market-
ish-speaking television channels, ing pitch.

Watershed educators should also be careful about Clearly, the potential exists for lawn care compa-
using the traditional environmental education model inhies and landscaping services to shift their customers
which schools educate children who, in turn, educatetoward more watershed-friendly practices. Nationally,
their parents. Although environmental education in thelawn care companies are used by seven to 50% of
schools was instrumental in achieving greater rates ofconsumers, depending on household income and lot
recycling, it may not be as effective in changing water-size. Lawn care companies can exercise considerable
shed behaviors. While it is important to educate the nextauthority over which practices are applied to the lawns
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they tend, as long as they still produce a sharp lookingandalmost exclusive source oflawn care information for
lawn. For example.94% oflawn care companies reportedthe average consumer who takes care of his or her own
that they had authority, to change practices, and thatlawn. At first glance, national retail chains should be
about 60% of their customers were "somewhat recep-strongly opposed to better watershed behavior, since
rive to new ideas" according to a Florida study (Israelit could sharply cut into lawn and garden product sales
etal., 1995). DeYoung(1997)alsofoundthatsuburbanand the lucrative profits they produce (even at the
Michigan residents expressed a high level of trust inexpense of the community, and environmentally friendly
their lawn care company, image they often market). The key strategy is to substi-

Indeed, a small but rising proportion of lawn caretute watershed-friendly products for ones that are not,
companies feel that environmental advertising makesand to otter training for the store attendants at the point
good business sense and can increase sales (Israel etof sale on how to use such products.
al., 1995). Clearly, intensive training and certification
will be needed to ensure that watershed-friendly adsSummary
reflect good practice and not just slick salesmanship. It Aldo Leopo Id summed up his opinion of what
needs to be acknowledged that lawn care companieshe termed "conservation education" in a 1942 essay
that are strongly committed to practices that reduceentitled Land Use and Democracy:
fertilizer and pesticide inputs need to be strongly en-

Conservation education, in facing up to itsdorsed by local government,
task, reminds me of my dog when he faces

Right now, it is not likely that such companies are another dog too big for him. Instead qfdeal-
being chosen by the average consumer, who primarily ing with the dog, he deals with a tree bearing
relies on direct mail, word of mouth and cost when his trademark. Thus, he assuages his ego
choosing a lawn care company (Swarm, 1999 and AMR, without exposing himself to danger.
1997). For example, in the Chesapeake Bay survey, on ly
2% of residents indicated that they had chosen a lawn It can be said that our watershed education efforts

are still in the "little dog" category. It is doubtful we cancare company primarily on the basis that it was "envi-
ronmentally friendly"(Swann, 1999).                expect to protect or improve the quality o[ our urban

watersheds until we shift our attention from the tree, and
Lawn andgarden centersareanothernaturaltargetsquarely confront the bigger dog. -TRS

for watershed education. Study after study indicates
that product labels and store attendants are the primary
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Chapter 3 from the Raptd Watershed Planning Handbook

Choosing the Right Watershed
Management Structure

C hoosing the most effective watershed manage-Table 3. In the real world, where watersheds contain
ment structure to guide the development of themultiple jurisdictions, local governments lack certain
watershed and individual subwatershed plansmanagement authority or funding is limited. The initial

is one of the more complex decisions a watershed man-watershed management structure may take on a limited
ager confronts. Successful watershed planning requiresset of management functions.
a strong organization to focus the resources of a di- Several different options are available to structure
verse group of stakeholders to implement the plan. A

a watershed management organization. A watershed
long-term management structure is not only critical to

manager can choose between three broad models toprepare and implement the plan in a rapid fashion, butorganize the stakeholders for a management plan:
also to revisit and update the plan as project goals are
achieved or circumstances change. I. Government-DirectedModel

Communities can create a single authority, for an 2. Citizen-Directed Model
entire watershed or a series of smaller authorities at the 3. Hybrid Model
subwatershed level. Whatever its size, a successful The primary difference among the three manage-
management structure should define inter-agency andmerit options concerns the organization ultimately
governmental partnerships and agreements needed toresponsible for directing the watershed plan. In the
support the organization over the long term. government-directed model, local or regional agen-

Some of the ~pical functions of a watershed man-cies assume responsibility for making decisions about
agement organization are described in Table I. As notedhow the watershed is managed. Conversely, the citi-
by Clements et aL (I 996), a single champion agency orzen-directed model is driven by citizen activists or grass
organization is often needed to build the watershedroots organizations. A hybrid organization combines
management structure, and coordinate and involve thethe best of both models and is recommended for most
many stakeholders needed for the plan. watersheds. The basic elements of these models are

However, not every management structure can or~resented in Table 2.
should incorporate all of" the functions described in

Acts as an umbrella organization:
¯ Establishes links with existing groups and agencies.
¯ Coordinates watershed stewardship programs.
¯ Provides funding forwatershed planning actions and explores funding options for plan

implementation.
¯ Serves as a clearinghouse forwatershed monitonng data and mapping.
¯ Reviews and priodtizes management strategies to achieve maximum watershed protection.

Sets goals for the watershed as a whole and its component subwatersheds.
~ Identifies gaps in monitoring data and takes steps to acquire the information.

O!~erates as a forum for s’mkeholder input
¯ Encourages cooperative exchange of information.
¯ Provides an opportunity for eady conflict resolution on contentious issues.

~ Allows face-to-face discussion of management and implementation issues.

__Advocates for greater funding and support of the watershed.
~

Ensures long-term implementation of the plan:
¯ Monitors progress of plan implementation.
¯ Review development projects for compliance with plan objectives.
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Government-Directed
Model Citizen-Directed Model Hybrid Model

Created at "grass-roots" Created with some

Formation Created by legislative level from citizens or govemmental authonty,
with support fromauthority, other interested parties
citizens.

Organization
Some members a~-~

membership is Stakeholder participation required to participate,Membership appointed by is voluntary
governmental authority but many are volunteers.

Some members of the
Structure has regulatory Advisory capacity w~th no structure have regulatory

Authority
authonty over land use regulatory authority over
and other permits land use or permits au~odty, and others act

in a volunteer or advisory
capacity.

Much of the funding is
Funding is either by       through a steady source,

Funding is through taxes grant, donations, or such as an agreement
Funding or levied fees with a local government,sometimes by local

government c~ntnbutions but grants may also
compnse a significant
po~on of the budget

Local govemmentsGovernment agencies at
implement the plan, withthe state, local and Locat governments
some assistance fromImplementation federal levels implement implement the plan.
state and federalthe plan. agencies.

Model 1: Government-Directed organizational chart for a government directed model

; Government plays an important role in any of theis shown in Figure 1.

watershed management structure, but has the greatest
role in the government-directed model. In this model, aA coalition of agencies is olden a loose collection of
state, federal or regional government leads the water- governmental agencies that realize that the only way
shed planning effort. While citizens have an opportu-to conduct a watershed plan is through a cooperative
nity to influence the plan, their involvement is usuallyeffort among the different jurisdictions and agencies
advisory or temporary. The government-directed model within a watershed. This type of structure is frequently
is most useful when citizens are not yet aware of water-organized to address technical concerns dealing with
shed problems, or are not organized. The managementa lack of monitoring data, inadequate coordination
structure may be created by basin management agen-among various projects, or as a result of some concern
cies or required by local, state, or even federal regula- over a particular resource. There are sometimes rival-
tory agencies. A government-directed plan has theries among the different agencies in this type ofstruc-
advantages of a consistent funding source, and legalture that can lead to less than enthusiastic support for
authority. There may be some concern, however, thatthe process. Citizen involvement can also be restricted
a government-directed management structure can ex-if not specifically encouraged by the coalition.
clude important stakeholders, or that citizens will not
develop any ownership in the plan. Government agen-Model 2: Citizen-Directed

’~1111~ cies need to make the effort to ensure that citizens In the citizen-directed model, citizen groups advo-
have a meaningful opportunity to be involved earlycate for greater protection and drive the watershed plan-.
and frequently throughout the watershed planningning process. As an outside force, they strive to
process if this type of structure is to succeed. An

gage local government to implement watershed plan
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Statmvide Watershed Mca~gement Authority
(Created by State Legis/ative Acfion~

Local Government Agencies Local Watershed Management Districf
Local Municipalifies Regulatory Authorily Over:
Regulatory Agencies Land Use/Zoning

Specific Water Body Regulations

Ch~’ged with Implementation of
Local Governmental Programs

Water Resource Prate¢fion
fPractices0 Buffers, Wetlands, etcJ

/
Citizen Advisory Commitfee J Technical Advisory Committee

(Watershed Stakeholders)t (Professionals, Agency Staff,
Regulatory Staff)

Watershed Mcmagement Plcm
Planning and Implement~on

I
~n~lementalion of Specific Programs

Capital Projects
Public Outreach/Education
Zoning/Land Use Review

recommendations, but have little legal authority. ThisModel 3: Hybrid
type of structure relies heavily on incorporating stake- A hybrid management structure combines the best
holders at every phase. The plans produced by thiselements of the government-directed and citizen-di-
type of management structure generally have strongrected models. The hybrid model generally includes
support and ownership by the community. However,members from the local professional community, gov-
managers of citizen-directed efforts may run into diffi-eminent agencies, citizens, and nonprofit organizations.
culties securing stable funding. In addition, plan imple-

The organization itself does not have regulatory au-
mentation can be difficult, since citizens can usuallythority, but makes recommendations to local govern-
rely only on persuasion to enforce the plan. This modelmental agencies to ensure that management strategies
is most successful when it includes a strong coopera-are implemented. Figure 2 illuswates the organizational
tion with local government staffand elected leaders,structure of this type of institution. N

The hybrid model seeks to incorporate as many
stakeholders as possible in the watershed planning
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Local Muricipal Agencies
State Regulatory Agencies

Federal Regulatory Agencies

I
Watershed Management Organizations I

Oovernmental Agencies
Local Professionals, Non-profits,

Citizen Organizations

Ex~utiw Commith~
Oversees coordination belween
Subcommittees and Watershed

Management O~ganization

I
Technical Advisory Watershed StakehcWder

Commifl~e Committe~

W~’emhed/~m~j~m~a’ PI~
Planning

and
Implement~ion

!
Im~~on ~ ~C P~

~pital Proj~t
Public Outreach/Educm~n

process, either in an advisory or technical role. Tech-Choosing the Most Appropriate Management Struc-
nical committees are often set up to provide expertiseture
on scientific issues, while citizen advisory committees The advantages and disadvantages of each of the
afford the public a chance to voice their opinions in

basic structures are presented in Table 3. While the
the management process. The hybrid model will oftengovernment directed structure may be the most fman-
review development projects within a watershed andcially stable, the citizen-directed structure offers the
evaluate whether a particular project is compatible withmost opportunity for local ownership of the plan. The
the comprehensive vision of the watershed plan. Apolitical climate or community, as well as the problems
central principle behind the hybrid model structure isthat need to be solved, will influence the decision of
that greater watershed improvements can be achievedwhat structure is most appropriate.
when there is proactive involvement of many water-
shed parties.
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Advantages Disadvantages Where Best Applied

¯ Has legal authority to ¯ May not incorporate all ¯ Where the plan will
influence development, interests, require extensive

¯ Has a secure funding * Citizens and local regulations and land use
source, governments may not rules to implement.

Government- ¯ Consistent staff are feel an ownership in ¯ Local community cannot
Directed available, the process, raise the funds to

Model develop and implement
a plan.

¯ Community is not
strongly mobilized to
take in itiative.

¯ Local community has ¯ May be di~cult to ¯ The local communi~
ownership in the plan. secure a stable funding has a very StTong

¯ No stakeholders are source, interest in the water
forced to participate. ¯ Implementation may be resource.

¯ Residents are less difficult without legal ¯ The local government
intimidated by other authority, has an excellent
citizens than the ¯ Since most members relationship with local
government, are volunteers, it may citizens groups and

Citizen- be difficult to complete developers.
Directed the plan quickly. ¯ Some external funding

Model ¯ The most vocal groups source, ora steady
may be over- supply from local
rep resented, g ove mments, can

support the citizen
group.

¯ Disagreements between
different interests is not
anticipated to slow the
group’s progress.

¯ Has some authority to ¯ Demands significant ¯ Most watersheds.
implement the plan. input from ci~zens and

¯ Incorporates government.
stakeholders from the
public and the
government.

Hybrid ¯ Usually has some stable
Model funding source, and

permanent staff.
¯ Technical expertise from

many sectors can be
used to formulate the
plan.
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Setting Up an Effective Management Structure
provides direct feedback to the management structure

It is crucial to choose a management structure thaton public attitudes and awareness in the watershed.
can be sustained over the life of the watershed planningMeaningful involvement by a CAC is often critical to
process. A core set of features are needed to make wa-convince the community and elected leaders of the
tershed management structures effective: need for greater investment in watershed protection.

Some of the possible functions of a CAC are as fol-¯Adequate permanent staffto perform facilitation
lows:and administrative duties.

Ā consistent, long-term funding source to ensure ¯ Organize media relations and increase water-

a sustainable organization, shed awareness:

° Inclusion of all stakeholders in planning efforts. ¯ Press releases

¯ A core group of individuals dedicated to the project ¯ Informational flyers
who have the support of local governmental agen- ¯ Watershed awareness campaigns
cies.

¯ Liaison between citizen groups and¯Local ownership of the watershed plan fostered government agencies
throughout the process. ° Provide input on workable stewardship pro-
" A process for monitoring and evaluating imple- grams
mentation strategies. ¯ Coordinate programs to engage watershed¯Open communication channels to increase coop-

volunteers, such as:eration between organization members.
¯Stream monitoringYh~ first two features, permanent staffing and long-

term funding, are probably the most important. Clearly, ¯ Stream clean-ups
having a permanent staff and adequate funding go hand ¯ Adopt-a-Stream programs
in hand. ¯ Tree planting days

How long does it take to establish an effective man- ¯ Storm drain stenciling
agement organization? The answer to this frequently- ¯ Explore funding sources to support greaterasked question depends on the level of stakeholder in-

citizen involvementvolvement. A reasonably small, highly motivated group
of stakeholders with substantial agency support may
establish a viable working organization within severalThe Role of Government Coordination in Watershed
months. As the number of stakeholders expands, how-Planning
ever, more time must be spent on stakeholder identifica- Governmental coordination is another essential
tion and consensus building. A much longer time mayingredient of successful watershed structure, especially
be needed for a watershed organization to evolve intowhen the watershed emends over more than one politi-
an effective team. cal jurisdiction. Without the participation of a broad

Another common feature of an effective watershedspectrum of local, state, and federal agencies, most
management structure is the reliance on a technical ad-watershed planning endeavors will lack the financial
visory committee (TAC) to support the overall water-or technical resources to sustain themselves. In par-
shed planning effort. A TAC is routinely made up of aticular, participation by local agencies is very impor-
public agency staffand independent experts who havetant, since these agencies have the primary authority
expertise in scientific matters. The possible functions ofto regulate land use. The challenge for the watershed
a TAC i .nclude the following: manager is getting such a diverse group of agencies to

commit to do more than just attending meetings. Skill-
* Evaluate current and historic monitoring data andful bureaucratic bargaining is needed to establish the
identify data gaps trust for agencies to share resources and data, develop
¯Coordinate agency monitoring efforts within theand endorse a plan, and become true partners over the
watershed to fill these gaps long-term. One instrument to help promote better

ordination is political agreements that legitimize the¯Interpret scientific data for the whole watershed
watershed management partnership. These political

management organization agreements are ot~en known as memorandums of an-
¯ Assess and coordinate currently approved imple-derstanding.
mentation projects These agreements define how government agen-
A citizen advisory committee (CAC) is also an ira-cies and other stakeholders will work together to cre-

portant feature of an effective watershed managementate or sustain the watershed planning effort. They are
structure, particularly for a government-directed model,statements of intent between the numerous govern-
A typical CAC is open to broad citizen participation andment agencies (i.e., land use regulation, habitat assess-
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:’,~ent. etc.) and other interest groups that impact theSummary
watershed. The.,, are not legally binding contracts,
.~nd are written ~n a general thshion in order to achieve
a zonsensus. Partnership agreements such as these Watershed organizations are among the fastest-
~,e typically short (one to two pages) and consist of agrowing groups of non-governmental organizations
list of broad points outlining the goals and objectives(NGOs) in the last decade. While there is no perfect
.+br establishing the watershed management structure,recipe tbr the most effective kind of watershed man-
The basic components of these agreements are as fol-agement structure, one key ingredient is creative lead-
!ows: ers who can both physically listen to other stakehold-

ers and strenuously advocate what is right on behalf¯I,ist of parties and agencies formally in the plan of the stream, creek, or river.

¯ Vision statement tbr the partnership - TRS
¯ Watershed issues to be addressed under the
agreement

¯Commitment to provide assistance and coordi-
nate planning efforts through a central manage-
ment structure

¯ Agreement to use the watershed plan to guide
land use or water management decisions by each
partner

¯ Details on funding sources, length of the agree-
ment, and how new partners will be addressed

¯Signatures of all partners involved
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Feature Article ~om Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(l). 233-238

The Peculiarities of Perviousness

M uch has been made of the importance ofpervious areas to impervious ones, and vice versa.
imperviousness in determining the quality Finally, this paper looks closely at the pervious areas
of aquatic systems in urban watersheds,that receive high inputs ofchemicats and water: lawns,

Indeed, impervious cover is a very useful measure togolf courses, and public turf areas. The evidence that
predict current and future stream quality (Schueler,thishighinputturf, which comprises perhaps a third of
1995). Still, pervious areas dominate much ofthe urbanall pervious areas, influences the water quality of urban
landscape, and their management should not be ig-streams is evaluated.
noted or neglected. Many urban water managers feel
that land that hasn’t been paved must be providingTheMany Natures of Perviousness
some benefit to the watershed. While it is true that

, Pervious areas are very diverse in size and vegeta-pervious areas are generally green, thisdoesnotalways
tive cover. Each community consists of a mosaic of

impl.v that they are environmentally benign. In fact,
forest, wetlands, meadow, lawn, turf, landscaping andmany pervious areas in the landscape are as intensively
the ubiquitous "vacant" lands. While the rnix among

managed or cultivated as any cropland, as far as thethese types varies based on the history and intensity, of
input of water, fertilizer or pesticides are concerned,

past development, pervious cover can be grouped into
In this article, the hydrology and pollutant dynam-one of six general types (Figure 1). The estimated

ics of pervious areas are explored. To do so, it isdistribution of each type of pervious cover in a typical
necessary to examine the types and distribution ofurbanlandscapeisshowninFigure2. It should be noted
pervious cover found in urban landscapes. Next, thethat these estimates are a composite drawn from many
complex interactions of pervious and impervious coverdifferent sources and regions, and should be consid-
are investigated, particularty along the many edgesered very provisional. More accurate local estimates of
berween the two. The next section exammes the hydro-the distribution and management of pervious cover
logical consequences of the direction of flow fromneed to be developed.
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Tre~me~ that the percentage of high- and low-input lawns are
2% about equal in urban areas.

Lan~c~!~i~g
~’or~t 3% 2% 3. Public Turf

About 30% of the remaining turf in urban areas is
devoted to "public tuff," located within parks, golf
course, schools, churches, cemeteries, median strips,
utility corridors and office parks. The greatest share of
public turf appears to be contained within parks, golf
courses and school grounds (Cockerham and Gibeault,
1985). Management of public turf runs the gamut from
regular mowing to very. intensive turfgrass manage-
ment (e.g, golf courses). Reliable estimates on the
management status of public turf are hard to find, but it
is thought that at least a third of it falls into the high input
category.

4. Intensively Landscaped Areas

Commercial areas can comprise up to 20% of the1. Forests and Wetlands
urban landscape. Although commercial areas are highly

The extent of forests and wetlands in the urbanimpervious, many localities require that five to 10% of
landscape varies considerably from one region of thethe site be intensively landscaped to provide visual
country to another, and even one city. to another. Afterrelief, shade and create a more attractive environment.
several decades of urbanization, however, much of theMuch of this landscaping is in small fragments that are
forest cover is restricted to public parks, stream buffersgraded to tun onto adjacent impervious areas.
and the like. An example of the progressive loss of forest
cover over time is seen in Sligo Creek, MD where the5. Vacant Lands
clearing of forests for new development has reduced Someportion ofurbanlandsarealwaysinwansition
forest cover to about 8% of watershed area over fivefrom one use to another and remain vacant until that
decades, with the overwhelming majority now confinedchange occurs. In general, these vacant or open lands
to the park system (MWCOG, 1991). The compositionare temporary in nature and receive little in the way of
and diversity of the forest often changes remarkablyvegetative management. They are frequently invaded
due to urbanization, with a strong shift to non-nativeby invasive or pioneer plant species. Depending on
tree species and invasive shrubs and vines (Adams,how long an area has been vacant, the cover can range
1994). As many as 30 to 60% of native forest speciesfrom bare earth, weeds, meadow or shrubs. Erosion can
disappear from the highly urban forest community,be severe if vegetative cover is poor.
Much Of the forest cover in urban areas is often limited
to isolated stands or individual street trees. While these6. Treatment Areas
small forest islands are important, they lack the struc-

This last category includes lands devoted to treat-ture, soils, and understory found in natural tbrests.
ing urban stormwater runoffor septic system effluent.

2. Private Turf(Lawns) Collectively, theseareascanconstituteupto3%oftotal
area, and may be composed of open water (stormwater

Our best estimate of the extent of home lawns is thatponds and wetlands), grass (septic systems, filter sa’ips
they comprise about 70% of the total turf area in ourand grass swales) or stone (infiltration trenches).
urban landscape (Cockerham and Gibeault, 1985). Vari-
ous authors estimate that lawns occupy a total area ofPervious butNot Natural
some 25 to 30 million acres across the country (Roberts
and Roberts, 1989). The lawn category can be further Nearly all of the pervious cover types have been
subdivided into high and low input lawns. High-inputhighly disturbed and lack many of the qualities associ-
lawns are defined as those that are regularly fertilized,ated with similar pervious cover types situated in non-

irrigated and receive applications ofherbicides or insec-urban areas. Perhaps the greatest single change relates
ticides. Homeowners apply chemicals to roughly twotothe disturbance of native soils. Development usually

~
thirds of high-input lawns, while the remaining third isinvolves wholesale grading of the site, removal of

treated by lawn care companies. Low-input lawns aretopsoil, severe erosion during construction, compac-
defined as those lawns that are regularly mowed, buttion by heavy equipment, and filling of depressions.
seldom receive any chemical inputs. Surveys indicate In recognition ofthisdisturbance, most soilsurveys

change the native soil type to the ubiquitous moniker
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"urban soils" after a site is developed. Urban soils tend
to be highly compacted, poor in structure and low in

"rma- a-z~,a- a-~-,~’-¢z".

permeabiliw. As a result, urban areas often produce OOWNSZ’,t:~’~M IM~°~’,OVIOUS
more runoff than before they were disturbed. For ex-
ample, Pitt (1992) noted that one third of the disturbed
urban soils he tested in Milwaukee had an infiltration
rate of zero or near zero, exhibiting the same runoff
response as concrete or asphalt.

Many pervious areas are also heavily influenced by
stormwater that runs on from adjacent impervious ar- I

eas, such as rooftops. These pervious areas actually
receive an extra water subsidy, over and above the

r ~__~
L__~

rainfall. Many pervious areas are also quite thirsty, and
must be extensively irrigated during the drier summer
months. IndeecL water demand for lawn irrigation often
sharply increases municipal water use during the sum- ;, -- ." "
mer, and lawn watering restrictions are among the first ~ "~’~ ~_~l~
restrictions to be taken extreme droughts.

The Edge Effect: Fragments of Pervious Cover

When seen from the air, most impervious areas are
small islands interspersed in a sea of pervious cover,̄ Snow is plowed and stored along the edge, col-
ranging from a few hundred square feet to a few acres lecting pollutants (sediment, chloride, nutrients)
in size. The urban landscape is a complex mosaic of throughout the winter and releasing them during
pervious and impervious cover that are linked and the spring snowmelt.
interlaced together. Since many impervious areas are
linear in form (e.g., roads, sidewalks, and parking lots),

¯ Pet owners are more likely to walk their pets along

extensive edges are created between the two types of the edge, resulting in more pet droppings (bacte-

cover. This"edge effect" is exemplified in the comer lot ria, nutrients) along the edge.

example portrayed in Figure 3, where nearly a thousand° Significant erosion (sediments) can occur at the
feet of edge are created in a little less than an acre. The edge of the lawn and the street if this edge is not
many’ interactions between pervious and impervious "protected" by curb and gutters.
cover have not been extensively investigated, but they Lastly, it is probable that a short zone close to the
are probably very important, edge produces the bulk of the runoff from pervious

We tend to think of pervious and impervious areasareas, given the ~,ery short distance of overland flow.
as distinct and separate. Indeed, most hydrologicalAny pesticides or fertilizers applied to this zone should
models simulate the hydrological and water qualityhave agreater potentialto wash offduring intense storm
response of each area independently. Given the closeevents. Clearly, more research needs to be done to
proximity to each other, the assumption that the twoexaminehowactivitiesalongthisnarrowedgeinfluence
areas do not interact is questionable. The greatestthe pollutant loadings generated by residential water-
interaction probably occurs within a few feet of thesheds.
"edge" between the cover types (Figure 3). Consider
just a few pathways that a pollutant can travel across theRunon to and Runofffrom Pervious Areas
edge--from a pervious to an impervious surface :

From a hydrological perspective, pervious cover
¯ Lawnmowers discharge lawn clippings (nutrients)can be classified in terms of its relation to impervious

from the yard to the street, cover, ormore precisely, the direction ofrunofffrom the
¯ Pollen (nutrients) blows from trees to the street inpervious area (Figure 4). If the direction of flow is from

the spring, pervious cover to impervious cover, then the stormwa-
ter will occur as runoff. On the other hand, if water flows

¯ Leaves (organic carbon, nutrients) fall from treesfrom impervious cover to pervious cover, then the
and blow into the road or are stored along the curbstormwater will occur as runon, and is much more likely
to await municipal collection in the fall. to infiltrate into the soil. The practical implication is that ~

¯ Pesticides drift into the street during lawncareira site is graded to produce runon, it may be possible
applications, to significantly reduce the volume ofstormwater runoff.

Under some conditions, it may be possible to reduce
¯ Weed growth near the street is directly controlled stormwater pollutant loads, as well.

by herbicides.
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The Benefits of Runon pervious cover is of great interest. Most hydrologic

Not all impervious areas are connected to a stormresearch, however, has lumped all the types of pervious

drain net-work, and instead run onto pervious areas,cover into a single category, or has assumed that
Some examples are the following: pervious cover has the same properties as well-tended

turf grass. Thus, the majority of urban hydrology rood-¯ Rooftop runoff that travels through downspoutsels utilize the Natural Resources Conservation Service
and across grassed yards (NRCS) curve number approach, where thertmoffrate

¯ Road runoffthat is directed into swales ratherthanis dependent primarily on the soil type and to a lesser

curb and gutters extent the vegetative cover at a site.

While these models have proven effective for pre-¯ Small parking lots that drain to forests or fields
dicting runoffvolumes from pervious areas during large¯ Isolated sidewalks and bike paths storm events (three to five inches or more), the curve

The hydrologic effect of these disconnected imper-number approach tends to grossly over-predict the

vious areas can be very significant, particularly in low-runoff volumes produced during the smaller but more
density residential watersheds. In some cases, discon-common events (Pitt, 1992). The smallstorm hydrology

necting these impervious areas can create enoughdata presented by Pitt for two test watersheds (Figur~

runon to reduce the "effective" impervious cover in a5) illustrate the increased runoff properties of urban
watershed by 20 to 50%. Roger Sutherland provideslawns, presumably due to soil compaction. The volu-

some useful equations for estimating the benefit ofmetric runoff coefficients (Rv) at these sites tended to
"runon" in reducing the effective impervious area inprogressively increase with rainfall depth, and typically

article32, were in the 0.10 to 0.23 range for soils in the "D"
hydroIogic soil group for moderate storm events. LawnsAnother way to increase runon is to send runoff
with more permeable soils (in the "B" soil group) pro-

from an impervious area to a stormwater practice in a
ducedlessrunoffvolume(Rv’sranging from0.01 to0.04pervious area. If the practice allows runoffto infiltrate
for small to moderate sized storms). Clearly, lawns may

or filter through vegetation, a portion of the runoffproducegreaterrunoffvolumethenhasbeentradition-
volume is effectively converted into runon. Some ex-

ally assumed. Even runoff testing of well-tendedamples include filter strips, swales, biofilters,
turfgrass has revealed that it still produces about half

bioretention areas and infiltrationtrenches. Widespreadthe runoffofbare soil during larger storms.
installation of stormwater practices should have the
effect of reducing the effective impervious area in On the other hand, some pervious surfaces produc¢

residential watersheds, but this effect has never beenlittle or no runoff. For example, no runoff was recorded

measured, from meadow and mulch areas in simulated rainfall
experiments conducted by Ross and Dillaha (1993),

Runofffrom Pervious Areas despite a total rainfall depth of 3.7 inches (Table I). This
f’mding suggests that creative and natural landscaping

While every effort should be made to maximizecan strongly reduce stormwater runofffrom yards.
runon to pervious areas, drainage considerations often

In summary, we are just beginning to understandthedictate that most pervious areas wilt still be graded to
hydrologic properties of urban pervious areas, andth¢

draintoimperviousareasorstormdmins.Consequently,evidence suggests that they behave quite differentlythe hydrologic response of each of the six types of
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from pervious areas located in rural or agricultural
landscapes.

High-lnputTurf
0.4

About a third of all pervious cover in the u~b~
landscape can be considered as high-inputtuff, whether -~, 0.3
it is private lawn or public turf, according to our earlier
provisional estimates. The inputs include water, fertil- ~ 0.2

, izer. and pesticides. The potential links between high-
input turf and stream quality are reviewed below: rr 0.1

Irrigation 0.0
High input turf receives more water than is supplied 0 1 2 3 a 5

by rainfall, due to extensive irrigation that sustains turf Rain (inches}
during dry periods in the summer. A typical lawn irriga-
tion rate of an extra inch per week is frequently recom-
mended in most regions of the country. Over the course
of a dry. summer, this can amount to perhaps a dozen
inches of extra water. While much of the irrigation water
is transpired by the grass or evaporates, studies have
shown that the infiltration rate can double at excessiveal., 1994). Since residential lawns produced only a

watering rates, resulting in additional water infiltratingfraction of the total runoff of impervious areas, how-

;: intothesoil.(Mortonetal., 1988). Ifthe same lawn alsoever, they only generate about 20% of the total phos-

~ receives runon from adjacent rooftops or roads, it gemphorus load (despite the fact they comprised some 66°,/o

i a second bonus of water. Given irrigation and it of total watershed area).
isprobablethatsomehigh-inputlawnsmayhavegreaterrUn°n’ Many forms of fertilizer nitrogen take a different

" recharge rates than would be expected from rainfallpath to the stream, leaching into soil water and eventu-
alone. It is further speculated that higher recharge ratesatly migrating to the stream in groundwater. In parficu-
from lawns may partially compensate for the lack oflar, leaching of nitrogen fertilizers into the soil is en-
recharge from impervious areas, and may be a reasonhanced when lawns are over-watered (see article 38).
why some urban streams still maintain dry weatherConsequently. stream monitoring should reveal higher
flows even when impervious cover is high. concentrations of nitrate during dry weather periods.

Various stormwater monitoring agencies have detected
Fertilization nitrate at the one to two ppm level in dry weather stream

flow, but have been unable to directly link stream nitrate
Most surveys indicate that high input lawns are

concentrations to prior lawn fertilization applications.subject to heavy fertilization rates, although the exact
rates vary with each individual yard and who actually Fertilizers are but one of many nutrient inputs to the
conducts the fertilization. Reported nitrogen fertiliza-yard. Many homeowners are unaware that lawns re-
tion can average over 100 lbs/ac/yr when homeownersceive an annual nitrogen and phosphorus subsidy via
apply fertilizers to over 200 lbs/ac/yr when they areatmospheric deposition of 17 and 0.7 lbs/ac/yr, respec-
applied by commercial lawn care companies (Morton ettively (MWCOG, 1983). Other"free" sources ofnutri-
al., 1988). Although homeowners on average applyents include the dilute concentrations of N and P
fertilizers at somewhat lower rates, they often applypresentinmunicipalwaterusedforirrigation, aswellas
thematthewrongtimeofyearortooclosetorainstorms,nutrient concentrations in stormwater that may runon
The percentage of homeowners that actually take a soilfrom rooftops and roads.
test to determine if fertilization is actually needed is also
quite low-- usually no more than I 0 to 20%. Pest Control

The link between the high-input lawns and higher The link between the application of lawn pesticides
nutrient concentrations in the stream, however, has notand impacts on urban streams is not entirely clear. There
beenconclusivelydemonstratedatthewatershedlevel,is no question that a great number and quantity of
This may reflect the different routes each nutrient takesherbicides and insecticides are applied to urban lawns.
to the stream. Phosphorus, for example, is much moreThere is also strong evidence that most pesticides
likely to reach a stream in surface runoff or attached toremain on the lawn until they eventually degrade. At the 1
sediments. Researchers in Wisconsin have found thatsame time, recent monitoring efforts are routinely de-
phosphorus concentrations in residential yards weretecting commonly used weedkillers and insecticides in
higher than any other urban source area (Bannerman eturban streams, albeit at the low part per billion level. The
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Feature .4rticle from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1). 254-264

Toward a Low-Input Lawn

"~’~ ~" hile many homeowners are concerned withCommunity. ~nefits of the Low-Input Lawn

~                  stream quality., many also have a funda-Apartfromtheirpresumedbenefitinreducingnutri-
mental self-interest in retaining an attrac-ent and pesticide runoff, low-input lawns provide other

tive, dense and green lawn~ regardless of the inputseconomic benefits to a community:
of time, money, fertilizer, pesticides and water needed to
sustain it. After all, a well-manicured lawn has undeni-° Reduced summer water demand
able aesthetic appeal to many residents. Therefore, one

* Preservation of landfill capacity
of the key challenges of any public outreach program is
to convince roughly half of our homeowners that it is ° Reduced cost for management of public lands
possible to grow a sharp looking lawn with low inputs
(and not greatly increase the amount of labor expended Some of these benefits have been quantified; others

to maintain it). This article sets forth some broad prin-are a matter of common sense.

ciples to guide homeowners toward a low-input lawn
and provides a starting point for designing a moreReduced Summer Water Demand
effective outreach program to achieve this goal. Low-input lawns that use water conservation tech-

The most important input to the low-input lawn isniques can sharply on water resourcesreducedemands
knowledge. Efficient management is based on a rudi-during periods of drought. During a recent California
mentaryunderstandingofsoilproperties, localclimate,water shortage, it was estimated that 30 to 50% of all
and the growing requirements of selected grass spe-residentialwaterusewenttolandscaping(Foster, 1994).
cies. With this understanding of regional conditions, itLawn watering was estimated to account for 60% of
is relatively simple to select appropriate grass speciessummer water use in Dallas, Texas (Jenkins, 1994). As
and to give the lawn what it needs at the proper time.a result, many Western municipalities now offer rate
Without this understanding, large amounts of grass rebates to homeowners implementing water efficient
seed, fertilizer, pesticides, water, and time may be wasted,landscaping (xeriscaping).
This article presents the management techniques needed Changing watering techniques and replacing water-
for a low-input lawn in eight key steps: demanding plants with water-efficient and locally

Step 1. Lawn conversion adaptedonescanreducewateruseby20to43%(Foster,
1994). Even in humid Atlanta, Georgia, calculations

Step 2. Soil building showed that maintenance and water savings would pay

Step 3. Grass selection for the cost of such retrofitting in only three years
(Foster, 1994). Full conversionto xeriscaping (i.e., grow-

Step 4. Mowing and thatch management ing turf solely with the available rainfall supply) can
easily cut wateruse by 50 to60% (Foster, 1994; Ellesfon,Step 5. Minimal fertilization
1992).

Step 6. Weed control and tolerance One of the first principles ofxeriscaping is to reduce
turf coverage on the lawn. As a general rule, grass

Step 7. Integrated pest management
consumes eight units of water, trees consume five units

Step 8. Sensible irrigation of water, and shrubs and ground covers consume four
units of water (Foster, 1994). A one acre lawn consumes

These steps, summarized in Table 1, are intended toup to a half million gallons of water a summer in some
provide a framework for the homeowner interested inregions of the country (Jenkins, 1994). A well-shaded
reducing lawn inputs. A continuum of managementlawn, however, uses up much less surface water on a
options is presented within each step, allowing thehot, sunny day than an unshaded lawn (Foster, 1994).
homeowner to make the transition to a low-input lawn ~
by gradual stages. This article can also be used as a

Preservation of Landfill Capacitystarting point for designing a better community out-
reach program to promote the low input lawn. Yard wastes (clippings, fallen leaves, trimmings,

and uprooted weeds) can make up 20 to 25% of house-
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Step 1: Lawn conversion Convert lawn areas into groundcover, trees, shrubs, or meadow
plantings. For a /ow input approach, replace the grass underneath
mature trees with groundcover. For an even /ower input approach,
examine your lawn for potential conversion areas and plant groundcovers,
trees, shrubs, or perennials in all areas where grass is hard to grow. For
the/owest input approach, use turf only where it is the best plant to fulfill
a particular function, such as providing a children’s sports area.

Step 2: Soil building Provide a strong foundation for the lawn. For a low input lawn, get a soil
test to determine the soil’s pH and fertility. You may not need to add any
lime or fertilizer to your lawn. For a /ower input lawn, test for soil
compaction. Can you sink a screwdriver into the ground without pounding
or is the soil compacted? If the soil is compacted, aerate with a hand corer
or mechanical aerator. For the /owest input lawn, examine the soil’s
texture-- neither extremely sandy soils nor extremely heavy clay soils
make for good lawns. Next count earthworms--if none can be found in a
square foot of soil, there’s a problem. A heatthy soil community has over
10 per square foot. With this basic understanding of soil acidity, fertility,
compaction, texture, and earthworms, one can build soil that supports
dense, healthy turf.

Step 3: Grass selection Choose the type of grass that will be easiest to grow. For a/ow input
lawn, select hardy grass species adapted to your region’s climate. For
a/ower input lawn, select named grass varieties to meet your specific
needs. For the/owest input lawn, try the new Iow-input slow-growing or
dwarf grass mixes.

Step 4: Mowing and thatch Mow to the right height at the right time and recycle clippings. For a
management /ow input lawn, leave clippings on the lawn to provide nutrients and

moisture. For a/owerinput lawn, set mowing height as high as possible.
For the lowest input lawn, adjust mowing height and frequency during the
growing season and monitor thatch levels.

Step 5: Minimal fertilization Give the lawn what it needs but don’t overfeed. For a/ow input lawn,
recycle clippings and (in the right season) apply commercial fertilizer at
half the recommended rate; avoid weed and feed formulations and don’t
fertilize if-rain is imminent. For a/owerinput lawn, fertilize as above but use
encapsulated nitrogen or an organic product instead-- and fertilize only
if soil tests show it’s needed. For the/owest input lawn, substitute home
generated compost for commercial organic or encapsulated products.

Step 6: Weed control and Establish a realistic tolerance level for weeds and use least toxic
tolerance control methods to maintain it. For a low input lawn use least toxic

weed control methods such as: cultivation, solarization, flaming, mowing,
or herbicidal soap. For a/owerinput lawn, grow strong healthy grass and
it will crowd out weeds. For the/owest input lawn, broaden your definition
of "lawn" to include weeds that perform desirable functions.

Step 7: Integrated pest Establish a realistic tolerance level for pests and use least toxic
management control methods to maintain it. For a low input lawn, use least toxic

control methods such as removing or trapping pests, introducing biologi-
cal control agents, or apply least toxic chemical controls such as
insecticidal soaps. For a/owerinput lawn, grow strong, healthy grass that
can resist attack. Forthe lowest input lawn, use cultural controls to prevent
infestation, protect natural predators, and add beneficial soil microbes.

Step 8: Sensible irrigation Practice water conserving landscaping techniques. For a/ow input
lawn, water infrequently, in the eady morning, but soak the lawn well. For
a lower input lawn, water only when the lawn definitely needs it, and
calibrate sprinklers. For the lowest input lawn, accept that the grass may
not be green year round.
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hold garbage (Kolb, 1991 ). A one acre lawn generatesdense shade, steep slopes, and wet. boggy areas. While
almost six tons of grass clippings a year, or nearly ait is possible to grow grass in any of these areas, higher
thousand bags worth (Jenkins, 1994). It is estimated thatinputs of fertilizer and/or water are needed to compen-
yard waste fills up 10 to 50% of the nation’s landfillssate for inhospitable conditions. In addition, these
(Jenkins, 1994). Although grass clippings decomposeareasmay be difficult to safely mow. Even in moderate
rapidly on the lawn, they often persist for a long time interrain, lawns add up to large maintenance investments.
landfills. In 1981 the city of Piano, Texas, instituted aTheaverage homeownerspends40 hours ayearsimply
program that encouraged residents to leave clippingsmowing, soalargelawnmaytakeaboutasmuchtimeas
on home lawns to provide nutrients and moisture,thetraditionalfamilysummervacation(Schultz, 1989).
KnoopandWhitney(1989)reportedtheresults:thecityLess lawn results in less work. The shape of an area
saved $60,000 in disposal costs in the first year, evenshould also be considered, since small, edge areas such
though the number of households served increasedasnarrowstripsortightcornerscanbedifficulttomow,
1,, o overthe same period. Residents participating in thewater, and fertilize evenly. For lawns with the same
program saved $22,000 in plastic bag purchases. Insurface area, water use rises as the perimeter increases
1989, itwas estimatedthat Fort Worth, Texascouldsave(Ellefson, 1992). Converting lawn edges to less inten-
about$200,000inarmualdisposalcostsifallhomeownerssive plantings is a particularly effective strategy for
stopped bagging grass clippings. By 1991, 34 states hadreducing inputs.
enacted restrictions on yard waste dumping or were Once a lawn area has been targeted for conversion,
debatingsuchlaws(EPA, 1991). In Seattle, an educationalternative plantings must be selected. Existing
program encouraged urban citizens to compost yard

flowerbedsorgroupingsoftreesandshrubscansimply
and food wastes. About 5,300 tons of yard waste werebe expanded, or groundcovers can be used to replace
removed from disposal annually, for a net savings ofgrass. Another option is to establish plantings that
$378,000 (EPA, 199 l). mimic native plant communities such as forests, mead-

ows, and wetlands. In addition, some areas of the lawn
Reduced Cost for Management of Public Lands can be converted into mulched beds.

Integrated pest management (a pest control ap-
proach that minimizes pesticide use) is an excellentStep 2: Soil Building
investment on public lands. Raup and Smith (1986)

Provideastrongfoundation forthelawn.Foralo~-reported that integrated pest management (IPM) re-
inputlawn, getasoiltesttodeterminethesoil’spHandduced community pest management costs by 22%,
fertility. You may not need to add any lime or fertilizer

even though more pests were controlled under the new
to your lawn. For a lower-input lawn, test for soilprogram. The use of expensive chemicals to control
compaction.Canyousinkascrewdriverintothegroundweeds can also be substantially reduced. Simply chang-
without pounding, or is the soil compacted? If the soiling mowingheightcan, by itself, reduce weedlevels by
is compacted, aerate with a hand corer or mechanicalover 50% (Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, 1994).
aerator. For the lawest-input lawn, examine the soil’s

Finally, converting lawns to plantings that require less
texture: neither extremely sandy soils nor extremelyintensive maintenance can also generate savings. In
heavy clay soils make for good lawns. Next, countMaryland, a program to landscape highway inter-
earthworms:ifnonecanbefoundinasquarefootofsoil,changes allowedthe stateto reduce mowing by 10% for
there’s a problem. A healthy soil community has overa$300,000 savings (Rodbell, 1993).
10 per square foot. With this basic understanding of soil

Stel~ Toward the Low-Input Lawn          acidity, fertility, compaction, texture, and earthworms,
one can build soil that supports dense, healthy, turf.

Step 1: Lawn Conversion
The first step in building good soil is to take a soil

Convertlawn area~intogroundcover, tr~,shrul~test to determine pH and fertility. Soil should be tested
ormeadowplantings.Foralowinputapproach, replace every three years, with either an inexpensive test kit
the grass underneath mature trees with groundcover,purchased at a garden center or a soil sample tested by
For an even lower input approach, exanaine your lawnthe local Cooperative Extension Service (found in the
for potential conversion areas and plant groundcovers,Blue Pages). A soil test is essential to determine whether
trees, shrubs, or perennials in all areas where grass isany fertilizer or lime is actually needed. The next step in
hard to grow. For the lowest input approach, use turfsoil building is to test for compaction.
only where it is the best plant to fulfill a particular
function, such as providing a children’s sports area. Compaction keeps air, water and nutrients from

entering the soil. Compacted soils have less microbial ______.j
activity. Soil temperatures also increase, so grass in

How Much Lawn Should Be Converted?             compacted soil may be one to 13 degrees hotter (Schultz,

Most lawns have areas that are not suited to grass 1989). Grass grown in compacted soils also has shal-
growth. These include frost pockets, exposed areas, lower roots, more thatch, and is generally weaker. To
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check for compaction, try to sink a screwdriver into theWhich Grass?
ground without pounding. If the screwdriver doesn’t

All grasses are not created equal. Most of us realiz~
easily penetrate the soil, aerate with a hand corer or rent

that bananas trees cannot be grown in the upper Mid-a mechanical aerator. Sometimes aeration is all that is
west because they are not adapted to the winter climateneeded to turn a problem lawn into a thriving lawn.
orthe shortgrowing season. Andyet, many homeowner~

To complete the soil analysis, it is necessary, totry to grow bluegrass, which is best suited to the cool,
determine soil texture and count earthworms. Two simplerainy climate of England. Since bluegrass is a shallow.
methods are used to determine texture. In the first, a soilrooted and fast growing grass, it is prone to dry out very
sample is mixed with water and the proportion of settledquickly in a hot or dry summer. It makes better sense to
soil components (clay, sand, etc.) are measured. In thechoose amore deeply-rooted grass (such as tall rescue)
second, ahandfulofmoistsoiliscollectedandsqueezedor one that is adapted to drier conditions (such as
through the fist. Gershuny(1993)givesinstructionsforbuffalograss). Grass selection also needs to reflect
both tests. Neither extremely sandy soils nor extremelywinter conditions. Warm season grasses such as zoysia
heavy clay soils make for good lawns, so it may begodormant(turnbrown)incoldweather.Theycomeout
necessary to add organic matter, of dormancy when the weather is above 50 degrees, and

Earthworms are only part of the critical soil lifegrow best when the temperature is between 80 and 95
community, but they are a good indicator species. Ifdegrees. Cool season grasses such as fine rescues will

none are foundin a square foot of soil, this may indicatestay green through the winter but go dormant in the
a problem with soil texture. A healthy soil communitysummer. They grow best in 60 to 75 degree tempera-

has over 10 worms per square foot (Gershuny, !993).tures. The United States has been divided into six major
With this basic understanding of soil acidity, fertility,grass growing zones, as shown in Figure l.Thesezones
compaction, texture, and earthworms, onecanbuildsoilhelp guide the selection of the grass species best
that supports dense and healthy turf. adapted to the local climate (see Table 2).

Once a grass species has been selected, it is impor-
Step 3: Grass Selection rant to select the particular variety that suits the unique

Choosethe .typeofgrassthatwillbeeasiesttogrow.site conditions and maintenance requiremdnts of the
lawn. A wide range ofcultivars (cultivated varieties) isFor a low-input lawn, select hardy grass species adapted

to the region’s climate. For a lower-input lawn, selectnow available. Cultivars have been developed for par.

named grass varieties to meet your specific needs. Forticular characteristics such as shade tolerance or ira-

the lowest-input lawn, try the new low-input slow-proved disease resistance. Recent developments in-

growing or dwarf grass mixes, clude slow-~owing or even dwarfcultivars and grasse~
that require less fertilizer and water. Others have been
developed with endophytes, fungi that enable the grass
to resist surface-feeding insects including aphids, cut-
worms, chinch bugs and sod webworms. Cultivars ar~
given names such as AURORA hard rescue or PRAIRIE

,,7~m’sct~s buffalograss. A named cultivar also means that the seed
or sod is certified to be true to type.

Step 4: Mowing and Thatch Management

Mow to the right height at the right time, and
recycle clippings. For a low-input lawn, leave clipping~
on the lawn to provide nutrients and moisture. For a
lower-input lawn, set mowing height as high as pos-
sible. For the lowest-input lawn, adjust mowing height
and frequency during the growing season and monitor
thatch levels.

Grasscycling: Letting Clippings Lie
Th~ five ~ross lo~ea of th~ ~’I~ $10/~ ~ ." I. /,he
2. lhe Sout&" 3, th~ PIo~ 4, th* Southma~ ~ 5, th~ ~h~st G~s is unusual M ~at it does not ~ow from
~ troika ~.s ~,~, ,~t~ to t~, ~f~t ~s. but from ~e crown, ne~ ~e soil line (see Fig~e 2).
~ a~s~/s m~ "r~/~ z~," Mowing cu~ off~e oldest pm of ~e pill ~d

the plmt c~ tolerate repeated cropping. Tmdition~
lawnc~e practices call for ~ing md removing cli~
pings, which were ~ou~t to promote ~atch ~d
dise~e. In fact, leaving clipp~gs on the lawn is
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Drought Disease Insect Heat Cold Growth
Type Tolerance Resistance Resistance Tolerance Tolerance Rate

Cool Season Grasses
Kentucky medium medium medium fair excellent medium
bluegrass
Perennial medium fair fair fair good fast
ryegrass
Fine good good good poor excellent slow
fescue
Tall good good excellent medium fair fast*
rescue

Warm Season Grasses
Zoysia- excellent good good excellent medium slow
grass

Bermuda excellent fair good excellent poor fast
grass
Centipede poor good good good very poor slow
grass
St.Augustine fair medium medium good very poor fast
grass

Prairie Grass

Buffalo- excellent fair good good good slow
grass

* except for dwarf varieties which are medium to slow-growing

cial, so long as the lawn is frequently mowed. Clippings
provide nutrients and moisture. Researchers at the
University of Connecticut Agricultural Station used
radioactive nitrogen to track the fate of applied nutri-
ents when clippings are recycled. They found that
within a week, most of the nitrogen from the clippings
was incorporated into new grass growth. After three
years, nearly 80% of the applied nitrogen had been
returned to the lawn through the clippings (Schultz,
1989). The Rodale Institute Research Center found that
an acre of clippings provides an average of 235 pounds
of nitrogen and 77 pounds of phosphorus each year
(Meyer, 1995). Clippings also return moisture to the CROWN
grass, which helps protect against drought, and cal-
cium, which helps keep the soil from getting too acid. STOLON

How Low to Mow?

Mowing height is critically important. Traditional
lawncare looks to the close-cropped putting green as
the idealturf. Unfortunately, close mowing can weaken RHIZOME

the grass and expose the grass crowns to sunburn. It
also exposes the soil to sunlight, which may encourage
weed seeds to germinate. Keeping grass taller will
actually shade out weeds, reducing them by more than
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Healthy grass Mowed too close

50% (Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, 1994). Mowingtime behind the mower. This is due to the fact that grass
taller also encourages thicker turf and deep roots (Fig-grows at different rates throughout the year. When the
ure 3). Many grasses spread through stolons (shootsgrass is growing rapidly, it may be necessary to mow
that run along the ground and produce a new plant attwiceaweek.At othertimes, mowingtwiceamonthmay
the tip) or rhizomes (underground horizontal stems thatbe sufficient.
produce new plants).

Lastly, homeowners should learn how to recogniz~
Since the blade tips contain chemicals that inhibitand measure thatch; too much thatch (over half an inch)

side shoots, mowing can stimulate the grow(h of sto-is a sign of unhealthy grass, poor maintenance, and/or
Ions or rhizomes. However, turftrials at Purdue Univer-compacted soil. Thatch is a brown, straw-colored layer
sity found the spread of grass varies with mowingbetween the green grass and the soil. A small thatch
height..After22 weeks, a freshly-seeded lawn that waslayer is actually helpful, it functions like mulch in a
mowed to 3/4 inch height covered 42% of its plot. Inflower-bed to conserve moisture and block weeds.
contrast, a lawn mowed to three inches covered 80% ofWhen thatch is deep it may keep water, air and nutrients
its plot (Schultz, 1989). Mowing high encourages deepfrom reaching the grass roots. Shallow watering,
roots because with more leaf surface, the grass plantsoverfertilization and close mowing all can increase the
are able to manufacture more food. Researchers at thethatch layer. Practicing low input lawncare and aerating
Michigan Agricultural Station found closely croppedthe soil can prevent excessive thatch build-up. If thatch
grass (one-inch mowing height) had less root growthbuild-up has occured and sprinkle compost over the
and shoot regrowth, as well as fewer lateral stemslawn (a practice called top dressing) and aerate to
(Schultz, 1989). Table 3 gives general mowing heightsencourage thatch decomposition.
for different grass species.

Step 5: Minimal Fertilization
Mowing Frequency and Thatch Management Give the lawn what it needs but don’t overfeed. For

Mowing frequency is also important. Mow tooa low-input lawn, recycle clippings and (in the right
much or too often, and the grass can be damaged. Toseason) apply commercial fertilizer at half the recom-
keep the grass healthy, it is recommended that no moremended rate; avoid weed and feed formulations and
thanone-thirdoftheleafbecutatatime. While follow-don tfertthzeffram~stmmment.Foralower-mputl wn,
ing the "one-third" rule may. mean mowing more fre-fertilize as above but use encapsulated nitrogen or an
quently, it does not necessarily mean spending moreorganic product instead--and fertilize only if soil tests
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show it’s needed. For the lowest-input lawn, substituteExperiment Station in New Haven has been comparing
home generated compost for commercial organic orvegetable plots treated with compost against plots
encapsulated products, treated with inorganic fertilizer. Results from the first 12

years show that compost-only treatment had similar
How Much to Apply? yields and increased organic matter and water retention

The Lawn Care Field Guide lists regional resources(Long, 1994). Italy’s Soil Microbiology Center found

thatproviderecommendedfertilizationrates forspecificthat composting could sharply increase desirable soil

grass species. The actual amount required by a panicu-microorganisms (Long, 1995a).

lar lawn may, however, be much less than the standard Disease symptoms may also be lessened with or-
recommended rate. According to the Northern Virginiaganic fertilizers. For example, researchers at Michigan
Soil and Water Conservation District a good rule ofState University found that bluegrass lawns treated
thumb is to use half of what you think you need or halfwith organic fertilizers suffered less disease than lawns
of the manufacturer’s recommended application, andtreated with chemical fertilizers(Long, 1995b).
never more than 44 lbs./acre in a single application. This
advice recognizes that grasscycling can easily provideStep 6: Weed Control and Tolerance
about half the required nutrients to the lawn. It also Establish a realistic tolerance level for weedsand
reco~izes that it is better to underapply (since addi-

useleasttoxiceontrolmethodstomaintainit.Foralow-tional t’ertilizer can always be appliedin the future)thaninput lawn use least toxic weed control methods such
to overapply and risk damage to the grass and runoff oras cultivation, solarization, flaming, mowing, or herbi-
leaching of excess nutrients. The surest way to applycidalsoap. Foralower-inputlawn, grow strong healthy
the right amount is to get a soil test, and then fertilizegrass and it will crowd out weeds. For the lowest-input
only when the test indicates nitrogen is needed, lawn, broaden your definition of "lawn" to include

weeds that perform desirable functions.
When to Apply?

Table 4 indicates the appropriate season for fertili-What Is a Weed?
zation by region and grass type. Cool season grasses "Weeds" go in and out of fashion. For example,
are best fertilized in the fall, when their roots are activelyclover was for many years an ingredient of premium
growing and topgrowth has. ceased. Warm season
grasses are best fertilized in several small doses during
the summer. (Summer grasses maintain root growth
during warm weather.) Fertilizing in the wrong season
wastes money as much of that fertilizer goes unused
(land increases the risk of stream pollution). Moreover, ¢ool weather Hot Last
fertilization in the wrong season can either stimulate the Species and/or shade weather mow
growth of weeds or grass growth at the wrong time. For
example, spring fertilization of cool season grasses Kentuckq¢ 2.5 3.0 2.0
usually gives broadleafweeds a headstart in competing bluegrass
with grass, while summer fertilization may weaken the Perennial 1.5 2.5 1.0
grass and increases water needs, ryegrass

Fine 1.5 2.5 1.0What to Apply? fescue
It is best to use an encapsulated formulation or an

Buffalo- 1.5 2.5 1.0organic fertilizer rather than inorganic forms to minimize grass
nutrient leaching. Encapsulated fertilizers are coated to
release nutrients more gradually. In leaching column Tall 2.5 4.0 2.0
tests, Alva (1992) found that losses of all three major fescue
nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) were Zoysia- 0.5 1.0 0.5
strongly reduced with controlled-release fertilizer grass
blends. Lawn formulations with encapsulated nitrogen
are often labeled "WIN" for water insoluble nitrogen. Bermuda 0.5 1.0 0.5

grass
Organic fertilizers are also a good choice, as they

break down more slowly than traditional chemical fertil- Centipede 1.0 2.0 1.0
~zers. In addition, composted organic fertilizers contain grass

~
active microorganisms and humus. Humus not only St. Augustine 2.0 3.0 1.5
helps build soil texture, but its complex organic tom- grass
)ounds can buffer soil. The Connecticut Agricultural
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January- April- July-
Region March May August September

Humid Midwestand Remove dead Start new Northern Do not water tf needed, Clean up and
Northeast material and lawns, reseed grasses may in July; it fertilize after rake up

winter debris or resod start to go promotes grub active top-
dormant growth and the growth has

spread of stopped;
disease apply lime.

Start new
lawns, reseed
or resod.

Humid South Resod, resprig, Start new If needed, If needed, If needed, Mow the first
or replug; if lawns partial fertilizer partial fertilizer fertilize winter fall of leaves
needed apply dose dose grasses into the lawn
lime

Plains Remove dead Mow often, but Northern Do not water in If needed, Lower mower
matedal and set blades high grasses may July; it fertilize height to 2
winter debris start to go promotes grub inches for the

dormant growth and the last cut of the
spread of year
disease

Southwest Plant new If needed, This is the last If needed, Mow high to If needed,
lawns partial fertilizer month lawns partial fertilizer shade out fertilize winter

dose for should be dose for crabgrass grasses
summer planted summer
species species

Northwest Remove dead Remove Monitor weed The grass will Start new If needed,
matedal and excess thatch and grub slow down, so lawns, reseed fertilize
winter debds levels mow less often or resod

lawn seed mixtures. However, once a herbicide wasinfrontofyourtoes.Foreachstep, recordweedorgrass.
available to kill clover, it was no longer desirable.Repeattheprocessontheotherdiagonal(forminganX)
Indeed, many of the weeds that are decried in lawn careand then add up how many grasses versus weeds were
guides were once the mainstays of the kitchen garden,found. The test can be repeated at regular intervals to
Everyone has to decide for themselves which weedsmonitor the effectiveness of weed control efforts.
they can live with, and which must be controlled. TheWhatever the selected tolerance level, it should be
maditional lawncare approach of preventive pre-emer-realistic. For example, zero weed tolerance is probably
gent weed control, however, is certainly wasteful andunattainable in the long run.
expensive, and may well contribute to the herbicide
levels found in urban streams. What GoodAre Weeds?

Weeds can tell a lot about soil conditions. ForHow Many Weeds Make Too Many? example, sedges indicate poorly drained soil. Wild
Personal preference will dictate how many weedsmustards are asign ofcompactedsoilorsoilwithahard

should be tolerated. A lawn that is 10% weeds maycrust. Field peppergrass appears in alkaline soils. Dai-
appeartobeweed-fi’ee, and even a lawn with 20% weedssies show poor fertility, while lamb’s quarter could
can provide an attractive, consistently green appear-indicate the opposite. If clover is common in your lawn
ance. To get an objective measure ofhow weedy a lawn(and you didn’t plant it), it indicates that nitrogen levels
is, a simple transect count can be performed. This ismaybelow.Sincethecloverfixasnitrogen, itcandowell
done by stretching a hose or string diagonally acrossin areas where the grass may go hungry. Dandelionsar~
the lawn. While walking along the line, look atthe plantsespecially common in lawns with acid surface soil.
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Composting weeds that have been removed byIt can supplement the vegetable harvest and encourage
hand can take advantage of desirable weed qualities,beneficial insects to take up residence. Such a lawn is
Most weeds help feed the compost pile, but plants likeboth more interesting and more functional than the
dandelions provide a special service. Called dynamictraditionalgrass monoculture lawn. Somecall it a"wild
accumulators, they reach deep into the soil for essentiallawn" or a "’flowery meade." While it is indeed wilder
elements. Traditional lawncare often recommends athan a traditional lawn, it is still low-growing and more
feeding o firon to green up the lawn (not surprising sinceforrnal in appearance than a meadow. In the wild lawn,

.. excess phosphorus can lead to iron deficiency). In-many so-called weeds become part of the design.
stead, common weeds such as dandelion, chickweed,
plantain, purslane, and lamb’s quarter can be used forStep 7: Integrated Pest Management
iron accumulation.

Establish a realistic tolerance level for pests and
Many weeds also attract beneficial insects if al-useleasttoxie¢ontrolmethodstomaintainit.Foralow-

lowed to flower. These insects need pollen or nectar ininput lawn, use the least toxic control methods such as
addition to the protein they get from consuming pests,removing or trappingpests, introducing biological con-
For example, ladybugs feed on dandelion pollen andtrol agents, or apply less toxic chemical controls such
clover. In early spring, when not much is blooming,as insecticidal soaps. For a lower-input lawn, grow
dandelions can be a very important food source forstrong, healthy grass that can resist attack. For the
overwintering ladybugs. Predatory wasps take advan-lowest-input lawn, use physical controls to prevent
rage of chickweed, while mustard attracts a variety, ofinfestation, protect natural predators, and add benefi-
beneficial insects. Thus, weeds in the lawn can actuallycial soil microbes.
help plants in surrounding vegetable and flower beds.

Of course, insects aren’t the only ones that findWhat Is Integrated Pest Management?
weeds appetizing. Some of the most common weeds are

The best defense against pests is healthy, vigorous
uncommonly nutritious for people. Before importedgrass. Table 2 compares major grass types for insect-

’~ greens were available year-round, these plants servedresistance. Cultivars specially developed for insect or

!~
an important dietary function, disease resistance are also available. When more con-

! :
trol is needed, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) can

Least-Toxic Weed Control control pests with far fewer pesticides than traditional
There are four techniques to least-toxic weed con-lawncare. The IPM approach consists of four steps that

trol: cultivation, solarization, mowing, and herbicidalare taken before any pesticide is used:
soap. Cultivation means physically weeding, and then 1. Accurate pest identification and monitoring, To
seeding. While it seems like a lot of work, there are many select the right control, it is necessary to know the
devices available to make weeding easier. In any case, "good" bugs from the "bad" ones, and learn their
no matter how weeds are removed, the resulting bare life-cycles. For example, if Japanese beetles ap-
spots should always be leveled and re-seeded to pre- pear in your lawn and you pay attention to their
vent weeds from reoccurring. Solarization involves numbers, you can getan ideaofthe size of the grub
covering a weedy patch with black plastic for a few days population to come. Forewarned is forearmed.
to shade out the weeds while leaving the grass intact.
If an area is completely infested, clear plastic can be2. Evaluation of risk. Unlike the "see and spray"
used to "cook" the weeds (and their seeds in the approach, IPM establishes action thresholds. For
ground) for several weeks. Grass can then be re-estab- example, if Japanese beetle grubs might be a
lished in the resultant cleared patch. In addition to problem in spring or fail, dig a one foot square plot
setting mowing heights to shade out growing weeds, (two to three inches deep) and simply count the
mowingthe topsoftallweedswillweakentheplantsand grubs, tfmore than six to eight grubs per square
cut down on seed formation. Herbicidal soaps can be foot are present, control may be needed.
usedtospot-treatweeds, but keep in mind they are toxic

3. Physical/cultural controls. For example, adult
to all plants they touch. Herbicidal soaps usually break Japanese beetles can easily be handpicked and
down in 48 hours,

destroyed.
While all four least-toxic control techniques are

preferable to blanket herbicide applications, weed pre-4. Biological controls. Encourage predators and
vention is an even better option. The best defense parasites totakeupresidence. For example, cardi-

against weeds is vigorous, healthy grass. If the home- nals eat Japanese beetles. If birds are attracted

owner follows the eight steps outlines in this article, with a nesting site, water, and winter food, they

weeds will not normally be a problem, will be ready for duty when the beetles come.
Beneficial nematodes can be introduced to attack

Finally, a lawn can be more than a green carpet. It can the grubs.
include at~active flowers and living fertilizer factories.
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How Can Pest Damage Be Prevented? ground can absorb it, or runoff may be created. Lastly,
Most lawn diseases are caused by fungi, and theywater harvesting techniques such as sloping walk-

are most likely to occur under particular conditions ofways toward turf areas or extending downspouts into
temperature and humidity. Thus, an important pan ofthe ground can be used to promote runon and make

more efficient use ofrainthll.prevention is learning which diseases tend to occur
during which seasons. Selecting resistant grasses, wa- Finally, it should be kept in mindthat it isnot natural
termanagement; fertility management, mowing/thatchfor lawns to stay green year-round in most pans of the
management, and aeration are all important in diseasecountry. Since grass grows from the crown instead of
prevention. For example, dullmower bladestendto tearthe tip, the plant lets the leaves go dormant in order to
the grass, and the resultant ragged cut allows diseasesurvive a drought. Though brown, crunchy, and to all
organisms easy entry. Having a mixture of lawn grassesappearances dead, the lawn will revive when cooler
also increases disease resistance, temperaturesandwetterweatherreturn.Droughtshould

One method of both preventing and treating lawnbe regarded as a natural seasonal event, like ~’ees losing

diseases is to increase the numbers of beneficial soilleaves in the fall. Homeowners that resist the urge to

microbes. These microbes, which out-compete the dis-water save on water b ills and get a welcome break from

ease organisms, are found in aged compost piles andmowing chores. -CAB

composted tree bark. They are also available in some
commercial organic fertilizerproducts. Leasttoxic chemi-References
cal treatraents include plant-derived products like neemAlliance for the Chesapeake Bay. 1994. Conservation
oil or garlic oil as well as fungicidal soaps. For a thor- Landscaping. ,4 Homeowner’s Guide. Alliance for
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ticle 132). Instead, the goal should be to water only when Washington, DC 246 pp.

the lawn really needs it. If footprints can be seen afterKnoop W. and Whitney R. 1989. Don "t Bag It Lawn
walking across the lawn, it may be a signal to water. Care Plan. Texas Agricultural Extension Service.
Sprinklers should be carefully calibrated in inches of Fort Worth, TX 52 pp.
waterperhourtodeterminethetimerequiredtowettheKolb, J.A. 1991. Puget Soundbook. Marine Science
soil to a depth of six inches. In times of drought, it is Society of the Pacific Northwest. Port Townsend,
necessary to make up the difference using a general rule WA. 47pp.
of thumb of one inch of water every seven to 10 days (or
water until it reaches a desired soil depth of six to 18Long, C. 1995a. "Compost Tea Confirme!!" Organic
inches). Be sure not to apply water faster than the Gardening. July-August1995: 16-17.
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Long, C. ~995b. "SmallGround."OrganicGardening.Raupp, M.J. and D.C. Smith. 1986. "Economic and
42:3 21 Environmental Assessment of an Integrated Pest

Long, C. 1994. "Compost Forever!" Organic Garden- Management Progr’am forCommunity-.owned Land.
ing. 41:7 18 scape Ptants."J. Econ. Entomol. 79:162-165

Mat-tern, V. 1994. "Don’t Weed ’Era -- Eat ’Era." Or-Rodbell, P.D. 1993. "Planting Partnerships Down the
ganic Gardening. April 1994:70-74                 Road." Urban Forests April-May 1993:18

Meyer, S. 1995."WhatDoYouFeedaHungryLawn?,, Schultz, W. 1989. The Chemical-Free Lawn--- The
Organic Gardening. May-June D 1995:46-48 Newest Varieties and Techniques to Grow Lush,

Olkowski, W., S. Dam’, and H. Olkowski. 1991. Common- Hardy Grass. Rodale Press. Emmaus, PA. 194 pp.

Sense Pest Control. Taunton Press. Taunton, CT.Westbrook, W. 1994. "Grow the Right Grass for Your
’715 pp. Region." Organic Gardening. 41:7 62-65
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Technical Note --:26from Watershed Protection Techniques. I(2)." 85-86

Homeowner Survey Reveals Lawn
Management Practices in Virginia

W]atershed managers tend to make two as-watered their lawns on at least a weekly basis in the
umptions about the link between lawn caresummer.
nd water quality. The first is that an army of Homeowners consulted a wide range o finformation

envious suburban homeowners emerges each weekendsources to guide their lawn care efforts. Their number
to apply ever more massive doses of fertilizer andone information source was product labels on the shelf,
pesticides to create the perfect green sward. The sec-followed by newspapers and magazines, the advice of
ond assumption is that this army would quickly surren-the hardware store or nursery clerks, and the wisdom of
der once they were informed about the water qualitytheir friends and neighbors. Their least common infor-
impacts of their excessive lawn care practices. So muchmation source, to Aveni’s dismay, were unbiased lawn
the wiser, they would accurately calibrate lawn spread-experts such as the Cooperative Extension Service.
ers, test their soil prior to fertilization, practice inte-
grated pest management, compost yard wastes, and While developing an outreach program to improve

recycle lawn clippings back on their yards, residential lawn care practices, Aveni quickly notedtwo
important facts.

As it turns out, recent surveys of suburban lawn
care practices in Northern Virginia suggest that both ° Most residents were at least somewhat aware and
assumptions are overly simplistic. Through an innova- concerned about the links between lawn care and
tive residential water quality program, Marc Aveni and water qualit3’,. However, most did not’have much
his colleaguesatthe Prince William Cooperative Exten- time to learn about better lawn care practices.
sion have conducted detailed surveys of actual lawn° Whilehomeownersareoftenwillingtoadoptlawn
care practices in Prince William County, Virginia. The practices that improve water quality, they still
county, situated to the southeast of Washington D.C., want a sharp-looking lawn.
has experienced rapid suburban growth in the last 15
years. Aveni surveyed 100 homeowners on their lawn With support from the Extension Service, U.S. De-
care practices, before and after they had enrolled in apartment of Agriculture, a practical public education
demonstration residential lawn care program, program was instituted in Prince William County that

utilized the concept of neighborhood demonstrationThe pre-survey provides a revealing snapshot of
current residential lawn care practices. For example,lawns. The concept works as follows. Interested indi-

79% of suburban lawns had been fertilized in the pastviduals are recruited from Extension-sponsored field
year. Pesticides had also been applied to 66% of thedays where water-quality oriented lawn care practices

are demonstrated. Each recruit is given short but inten-lawns. Chemicals were typically applied by the home-
sive training on how to implement the recommend~iowner, rather than lawn care companies (85% vs. 10%

of all lawns). Some homeowners spent impressive sumslawn care practices.

oftirne and money on their yards: 35% spent in excess Over the course of the next year, an expert"Master
of$100 onchemicalsperyearandlabored on their lawnsGardener" volunteer visits the homeowner to provide
for more than four hours per week. A majority ofmore one-on-one training and collect a soil test. At~er
homeowners (65%), however, spent less than $100/yeara year of practice and demonstrated understanding of
on lawn chemicals and worked three hours or less eachthe recommended practices, the homeowner’s lawn
week. may be designated as a demonstration lawn, with an

Less than 20% of residents tested their soil toattractive sign to pique neighborhood curiosity.

determine whether their yard actually needed fertiliza- Post-surveys indicated that homeowners signifi-
tion. Similarly, lawn owners were equally split as to thecantly changed both their attitudes and actual lawn
best season to apply fertilizer (spring and fall). Resi-practices as a result of participating in the demonstra-
dents showed relatively little interest in non-chemicaltion lawn program. Sharp increases in soil testing, fall
lawn care practices, such as turf aeration andfertilization, pest identification, grasscomposting, and
dethatching: fewer than 30% of suburban lawns re-yard aeration were recorded as well as sharp decreas~s
ceived such treamaents. Nearly 50% of homeownersinpesticideapplications.P~’-~icipantsgenerallyreport~l
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that the time and money they spent caring for their lawnsreach programs must be based on a detailed knowledge
stayed the same or declined. Most importantly, mostof what homeowners actually do and why they do it.
homeowners in the program commented that the up-Watershed education programs also must go beyond
pearance of their lawn improved as a result of thesimplebrochurestomoreintensivehandsontrainingif
program, they are to be effective.

Aveni stresses the importance of understanding --TRS
the sociology ofnonpoint source pollution when advo-References
cating watershededucationpractices.Credibleout-

Aveni, Marc. 1996. The Water-wise Gardener: An Ex-
tension Agent’s Guide to Planning and Deliver-
ing Residential Water Quality Programs. Virginia
Cooperative Extension. VA Tech, Blacksburg, VA.
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Technical Note #56from Watershed Protection Techniques. 2(1)." 276-278

Nitrate Leaching Potential
from Lawns and Turfgrass

" t is well documented that high rates of nitrogen Over-watering appears to be the critical variable
fertilization of row crops, such as corn, soybeansaffecting nitrate leaching from fertilized lawns, even in

. and tobacco, can cause nitrate to leach into ground-finely textured soils. For example, Morion eta/. (1988)
water at concentrations in excess of 10 mg/I. Nitraterecorded the highest rate of nitrate leaching in a simu.
levels of this magnitude can contaminate drinkinglated home lawn on sandy loam soil that was over-
wells, and lead to nutrient enrichment problems inwatered and over-fertilized. Since the over-water~
sensitive coastal waters, lawn resulted in more percolation through the soil, the

Given that many lawns receive high applications oftotal mass of nitrogen that leached to groundwater was

nitrogen fertilizers (roughly 100 to 250 lbs/acre offive to ten times greater than any other lawn manage.

inorganic-N) is there a similar risk of nitrate leachingmeat u’eatment in his study. In contrast, when mrfgrass

from turfgrass? The conventional wisdom is that grasswas not irrigated, or irrigation was precisely monitored

poses a much lower risk of nitrate leaching. It is thoughtto only meet the actual water demand ofturfgrass, mean
nitrate levels seldom exceed two rag/1 in ieachate, eventhat grass, by virtue of its extensive fibrous root net-

work and dense thatch layer, effectively retains nitro-athigherfertilizationrates(Geronetal., 1993;Grosset

gen fertilizer at the soil surface or within the root zone,at, 1990; Mancino and Troll, 1990).

thereby preventing soluble nitrates from percolating Surprisingly, the form of fertilizer applied (e.g., inor-
downward into groundwater(undernormal conditionsganic vs. slow release) appeared to have little dir~
and in most environments), effect on the concentration of leached nitrate, in the

A review of five nitrate-leaching studies by turfgrassabsence ofover-watering. For example, statistical analy-

researchers generally confirms this notion for mostsisshowedthatnitrateleachateconcentrationswer~aot

finely-textured soils (Table 1). For example, meansignificantly different when slow release formulations

annual nitrate concentrations in soil water ranged fromwere used in three turfgrass studies situated on f’mely

one to four mg/1 in turfgrass studies conducted ontextured soils (Mancino and Troll, 1990; Geron etaL

fertilized sandy learns or silt learns. Although mean1993;Grossetal., 1990). Slightly higher nitrate levels

annual nitrate concentrations from turfgrass were rela-were reported when turfgrass was established by sod

tively low in comparison to crops, they do exhibit arather than seed, which was thought to be due to the

strong seasonal variation. The trend is toward lowerlowerrootmassofthesod(Geronetal., 1993). Lastly,

nitrate levels in the early growing season (April toturfgrass researchers disagree about the role of

August) followed by sharply higher levels during thesonal timing of fertilization, with respect to nitr~

last stages of the growing season and the entire non-leaching. Some have found late season fertilizer appli-

growing season (i.e., September to March when grasscations to increase nitrate levels, while oth~rs
found no effect.roots are no longer taking up nutrients and tempera-

turesarelower).Duringthlsinterval, nitrate levels in soil In summary, current research generally supports
water can briefly be as high as two to 10 mg/l (Gross etthe notion that turfgrass grown on finely textured soils
al., 1990; Geron eta/., 1993; Mortonetal., 1991). with moderate inputs of nitrogen fertilizer and irfiga-

This is not to imply that turfgrass or home lawnstion does not have the nitrate leaching potentialofrovt

cannot be a major source of nitrate leaching undercrops, nor does it pose a significant risk to potable
unique conditions, most notably a combination of sandywater supplies. A key exception are over-watered lawns

soils, high fertilization rates and over-watering. Foronsandysoils.Eventhoughthenitrate-leachingpoUn~"

example, Exneretat (1991)reportnmximumnitnttelevelstial ofmostturfgrass is relatively low in comparisonm

of 15 to 70 mg/l in leachate from a simulated lawn inmany crops, turfgrass nitrate levels still exceed bar, k-
Nebraska that met each of these extreme conditions,ground concentrations of undisturbed land use (fortst,
Indeed, as much as 95 % of the applied fertilizer eventu-meadow, etc.). As a result, lawn fertilization can repro-
ally leached during their 34 day experiment. Watts and sent a significant (and conux)ilable) source ofnitrog¢~
his colleagues (199 I) report mean nitrate levels rangingto coastal waters and embayments that are sensitive t°
from 20 to 40 mg/l in over-fertilized, over-wateredincreased nitrogen inputs.
orchardgrass grown on sandy soils.

R0080118
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Soil/ N Irrigation & Nitrate
Study grass type applied management Treatment Conc. (mgll)

Geron etal. Silt loam/ 194 Ibs/ac/yr irrigated, but Seeded turf 1.09
1993 Kentucky not overwatered Sodded 3.5
Ohio Bluegrass turf mowed to 2-3" Slow release 1.84
Turfgrass clippings left in place Fast release 2.74
2 years Eady season fertilization 2.27

Late season fertilization 2.30

Morton etaL Sandy loam none Slight (a) Grass moved to 2-3" tall, 0.51
1988 Bluegrass none Overwatered clippings left in place, 0.36
Rhode Island 86 Ibs/ac/yr Slight 2 to3% slope 0.87
Simulated lawr~ 86 Ibs/ac/yr Overwatered 1.77
2 years 217 Ibs/ac/yr Slight 1.24

217 Ibs/ac/yr Overwatered 4.02

Gross etaL Sandy loam 196 Ibs/ac/yr not irrigated, Liquid 1.02
1990 Tall fescue/ clippings removed Granular 0.85
Maryland bluegrass None None 0.33"
Turfgrass

2 years

Exneretal. sandy loam 214 Ibs/ac/yr overwatered inorganic 34 to 70
1991 and sand 0.7 incniday in a pulse
Nebraska bluegrass single application clippings
Simulated lawr red fescue not removed

Watts et al. fine sand, 200 Ibs/ac/yr 24"of irrigation/season ~ 22
1991 orchardgrass 37" of irrigation/season ~ 31
Nebraska 300 Ibs/ac/yr 24" of irrigation/season ~ 17
3 years 37" of irrigation/season ~ 28

In addition, current research strongly suggests thatGross, C, J. Angle and M. Welterlen. 1990. "Nutrient and
efforts to educate homeowners about lawn car~ should Sediment Loss From Turfgrass."d. Environ. Qual-
stress the critical connection between fertilization and ity. 19: 663-668.
over-watering. The concept that careless watering canExner, M, M. Burbach, D. Watts, R. Shearman and R.
flush nitrogen through the soil and away from the grass Spalding. 199 I. "Deep Nitrate Movement in the
that needs it should be strongly emphasized on both Unsaturated Zone of a Simulated Urban Lawn.",/.

economic and environmental grounds. --TRS Envirort Qua/ity20: 658-662.
Mancino, A and J. Troll. 1990. "Nitrate and Ammonium

References Leaching Losses From N Fertilizers of’Pencross’
Creeping Bentgrass." Horticultural Sci. 25: 977-

Geron, C. T., Danneberger, S. Train, T. Logan and J. 987_
Street. 1993. "Effect of EstablishmentMethodand Morton, T,A.GoldandW. Sullivan. 1988."Influenceof
Fertilization Practices on Nitrate Leaching From Over-WateringandFertilizarionofNitrogenLosses ~
Turfgrass."d. Envirott Quality22:119-125. From Home Lawns." J. Environ. Quality 17: 124-

Gold, A., W. DeRagon, W. Sullivan and J. Lemunyon. 130
1990. ’’Nitrate-Nitrogen Losses to GroundwaterWatts, D, G. Hegert and J. Nichols. 1991. ’’Niu’ogen
From Rural and Suburban Land Uses." J. Soil Leaching Losses From Irrigated Orchardgrass on
WaterConserv. 45:305-310. Sandy Soils." J. Envirort Quality. 20: 355-362.
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Technical Note #57from ~Vatershed Protection Techniques. 2(1)." 278-281

Insecticide Impact on
Urban Wiidlif 

H omeownerstendtohavetwoconflictinggoals,these chemicals on local wildlife is another reason for
On the one hand, they want to attract wildlifereducing their use.
to their property. At the same time, they take Residual amounts of insecticides that were once

great pains to kill bugs that may be eating their lawnsthought to be "safe" but have since been discontinued
and gardens. What many homeowners don’t realize iscontinue to pose a threat to local ecology. Until and
that insecticides can have a serious, even fatal effect onunless studies show that pesticides currently in use
wildlife, especially birds. Insecticides also harm benefi-have little effect on "desired" turf insects and the
cial insects and worms, animals that feed on them, a less chemically dependent

The damage is bound to be variable, depending onapproach to landscaping is warranted.
the kinds of birds and insects involuted and the applica-
tion rate. This variability, rather than reassuring us, callsWhat Chemical Insecticides Do
for much more conservative use of lawn chemicals and

The insecticides examined here fall into two basicsome consideration by homeowners about whethercategories (Table 1). Organochlorines---such as ohio-
insecticides should be used if they also want to prevent

rdane and dieldrin--have various lethal and sublethalwildlife from being poisoned. We have seen how lawn
effects on animals. Organophosphates--such as

chemicals in runoffimpact water quality. The effect ofdiazinon and chlorpyrifos---inhibit the brain eMymes

Chemical Trade Names In Use? Toxicity

Organophosphates

diazinon Basudin, Diazol, Banned on golf Paralysis or death
Garden Tox, Sarolex, courses but permis- from depressed ChE
Spectracide sible on residential turf. acticity; toxic to

Pooling, spillage, humans
overapplication occurs

chlorpyrifos Dursban, Lorsban, Yes Moderate toxicity
Pyrinex

acephate Orhtene Yes Contact and systemic

Organochlorines

dieldrin Octalox Discontinued in US Toxic to humans,
absorbed through
skin

heptachlor (compo- Velsicol, Drinox, Discontinued except as Toxic to humans,
nent of chlordane) Heptamul subsurface termeticide poisoning from

ingestion, inhalatin,.
skin contact

chlordane Toxichlor, Octachlor, Discontinued except Poisoning from
Synklor, Corodane, as termeticide ingestion, inhalation,
Niren skin contact
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cho~inesetrase and acetylcholinesterase. The nervous No symptoms of poisoning were observed 18 to 24
systems of all animals depend on these enzymes, there-hours a~er tree spraying and adults continued to visit
fore any animal can be affected if it receives an adequatenests; however, necropsies showed that brain activity
dose. There have been more than a few cases where theof birds from sprayed trees was significantly less than
amount of insecticide applied to turf was enough to killbirds in untreated sites. There was no significant effect
relatively large animals such asgeese(Table2). Animalson nest productivity and parental behavior: however,
~at do not eat the grass itself but forage on the ~oundproductivity for birds in areas where lawns had been
are also vulnerable, sprayed was negatively affected. It would seem that the

birds are exposed by feeding and that the feeding habits
Effects at Ground Level of the robin make it susceptible to intoxication in treated

lawns. For the same reason, species of birds that forageCertainly it is not desirable to kill all of the insects
in trees might be affected if trees are sprayed.inhabiting the topsoil and turf. A diverse invertebrate

community is necessary for soil maintenance and as the The authors point out the many interacting van-
staplediet of many other animals. Chemical insecticidesables in this study. While they conducted a controlled
are often advertised as being specially targeted forexperimentfortreespraying, they had to rely mainly on
certain pests--such as chinch bugs in lawns--but inlawn care records and resident surveys to find treated
reality the only specificity is in the time of applicationand untreated lawns. There is some uncertainty, about

since any and all invertebrates present in the lawn atthethe kind and quantity of chemicals applied to the lawns
tmae willbeaffectedto some degree. Therelativetoxicityand the movement of the foraging birds.

of these insecticides to different insects and other The breeding success of birds may be impaired by
invertebrates has not been thoroughly studied, insecticides--as indicated by Decarie--or individual

Arnold and Potter (1987) attempted to f’md whetherbirds may die from poisoning. In a study by Okoniewski
the number of"non-pest" insects, spiders and wormsand Novesky (1993), necropsies of dead birds from

is diminished in treated turt: Counts were made ofsuburban areasrevealedthatinsecticidepoisoningwas

insects and spiders in treated and untreated plots of turfsecond to injury as the cause of death (Table 3). In all,
at different times of the year. In particular the response86 poisoned songbirds and 36 poisoned birds-of-prey

of herbivores and predators was compared. This com-were diagnosed. Some poisoned mammals were also

parison is prompted by the issue of whether pesticidesreported. The discontinued organochlorines persist in
severely reduce the population of insects and spidersthesoilandremainathreatdecadeslater, accounting for

that prey on pest species, thus making pest outbreaks17% of songbird fatalities in this study. Cholinesterase

more likely. Arnold’s study found that the effect ofactivity was depressed in birds poisoned by the orga-
insecticides and weed-killer~ on earthworms, spiders,nophosphate diazinon.
and non-target insects is unpredictable and that in most Linking the concentration of toxin in the poisoned
cases the plots that experienced a decrease in thebirdtotheactualamountofpesticideappliedisdifficult.
population were quickly repopulated. Significant levels of pesticides were detected in the soil

Most likely, the treated plots were repopulated fromand in insects and worms from the area (Table 4). This
neighboring untreated plots. The counts showed thatwould indicate that the birds were poisoned by ingest-
thenumberofpredators(spiders)risesandfallswiththeing toxic levels of pesticides in their diet. Whether

number of prey (target insects) in both treated andbiomagnification (increasing concentration of toxins

untreated turf but that the initial decline is much moreup the food chain) is actually taking place is difficult to

severe in treated turf. tell without closer analysis of the poisoned animals’
diets. There was a seasonal trend in the deaths of some

Toxicity to Birds species-- this may indicate the sensitivity of life stages
or have something to do with seasonal applications of

Decarieetal.(1992) investigated the effect oflawn fertilizer-insecticide mixes sold as one-time, all-purpose
and tree spraying on robins, which have small foragingproducts.
territories when nesting. Nest productivity was com-
pared in untreated lots and lots in which the lawn was
sprayed with diazinon and chlorpyrifos or trees sprayed
with diazinon or acephate. In the case of sprayed trees
but untreated turf, birds are most likely exposed to the ¯ Grass eaten by geese on golf course was 20 ppm; 14 dead
insecticide through the skin rather than from something Canada geese (1978)

they ate. Affected adult robins would be expected to be ¯ Grass eaten by Brant geese on golf course contained 79 ppm
less efficient in feeding their young. The number of diazinon (95 mill00 m= application); 700 dead geese (1985)

~
surviving nestlings were counted, the behavior of the ¯ 10 dead geese from application of 95 mill00 m2 (1985)
parents was observed, and some adults were caught for ¯ 2.2 kglha on golf course---85 dead American widgeon, some
analysis, sublethally poisoned but killed by predators
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soil have toxic effects. Two lessons can be learned from
thisdevelopment: I) increasingtheamountofchemical
insecticide applied is inefficient and ecologically costly,
2) recorded outbreaks of resistant populations of pests

Cause of death (%) can identify areas that were probably overtreated and
where wildlife poisoning is likely to occur.

Trauma 26
Organochlonnes 17
ChE inhibitors 8
Infectious Diseases 6 References
Parasites 6 Arnold, T. B., and D. A. Potter. 1987. "Impact era High-
Unknown 37 Maintenance Lawn Care Program on Nontarget

Invertebrates in Kentucky Bluegrass Turf."
Environ. Entomol. 16: I00-105.

Insecticide Persistence and Overuse
D6carie, R., J.-L. DesGranges, C. L6pine, and F.

The persistence of discontinued insecticides, such Mourneau. 1992. "Impact of Insecticides on the
as organochlorines, poses a threat to the local ecology American Robin (Turdus migratorius) in a Subur-
decades after such chemicals have been banned or ban Environment."Environ. Pollut. 80:231-238.
restricted. The compounds studied by Okoniewski and
Novesky did not pose as much a threat to birds andOkoniewski, J. C., and E. Novesky 1993. "Bird Poison-

other wildlife than when they were first used in the ings With Cyclodienes in Suburbia: Links to His-
toric Use on Turf.",Z Vc’ildl. Mgmt. 57(3): 630-639.1950s. However, as generations of resistant beetles

reproduced, greater amounts of the insecticides wereTietge, R. M. 1992. "Wildlife and Golf Courses." Golf
applied--ineffectually, since the pest’s resistance could Course Management and Construction: Environ-
be as much as 100-500 fold. Residents were applying the mental Issues, ed. J. C. Batogh and W. J. Walker.
insecticides at up to twice the label dose and frequency Chelsea, MI: Lewis Pub.
(Okoniewski and Novesky, 1993). Long after these
insecticides have been discontinued, residuals in the

Chemical Soil concentra- Concentration in Concentration in Concentration in
tion (ppm) songbird diet poisoned raptors (ppm)

(ppm) songbirds
(ppm) and
[std. lethal dose]

DDE (component 0.01-0.21 0.05-23.9
of. DDT) mean 3.30

0.01-0.15 beetles: <=15.6 0.16-15.6, 9 ppm
Heptachlor (HE) (HE, OXY) mean 3.195

[9 ppm]

0.01-0.18 beetles: <=15.6 0.11-10.0, 1.1 plus 3.4 HE
Oxy~ehlordane (HE, OXY) mean 2.59 [1.1 +
(OXY) 3.4 HE]

0.10-1.24 chlordane cmpds 0.10-42.9,
(TNCH, a-, b- mean 3.87

Transnonachlor Chlor):
(TNCH) earthworms: 0.2-

2.7
cutworms: 0.2
maggots: 0.7-1.0

Dielddn 0.01-3.88 earthworms: < 0.3 0.03-20.5, 4 ppm
cutworms: 0.1 mean 4.12
beetles: _< 2.1 [4 ppm]
maggots: 1.2-2.0
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Technical Note #20from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 73-75

Minimizing the Impact of
Golf Courses on Streams

O ver 13,000golfcoursesnowexistintheU.S. Golf courses are also intensive water consumers,
and many more will be constructed to meetparticularly in drier regions of the country. This need for
the growing popularity of the sport. The irrigable water can place strong demands on local

construction of a new golf course has the potential togroundwater and/or surface water supplies, which in
create adverse impacts on the aquatic environment. Toturn, can cause baseflow depletion. In addition, the
begin with, atypical 18-hole golfcoursecan convertasconstruction of the ubiquitous golf course water haz-
much as 100 acres o frural land into ahighly"term-formed"ards can lead to downstream warming in sensitive trout
environment of fairways, greens, tees, sand traps, andstreams.
water hazards. As such, golf courses are often an Inthe late 1980s, Baltimore County, Maryland was
attractive part of the urban landscape. Haphazardlyconfronted with a wave of golf course development
designed golf courses, however, can disrupt and de-proposals and strong concerns about the possible risk
grade the wetlands, floodplains, riparian zones, andthey might have on their Piedmont streams. The Depart-
forests that contribute to stream quality, ment of Environmental Protection and Resource Man-

A second recurring concern about golf courses areagement drafted and revised a series of environmental
the large inputs o f fertilizer, pesticides, fungicides, andguidelines for new golf course construction. The guide-
other chemicals that are required to maintain vigorouslines stress the importance of integrating the layout of
and attractive greens. In many cases, chemical applica-the course with the natural features of the site.
tion rates can rival and even exceed those used inFor example, the guide lines require a detai led evaluation
intensive agriculture. Table 1 shows a side by sideofwetlands, perennialandintermittentstreams, flood-
comparison of chemical application rates for a coastal

plains, slopes, forest stands and habitat features at the
plain golfcourse and cropfield in Maryland, asreportedproposed course. The course must be configured to
by Klein (1990).

avoid or minimize disturbance to these resource areas.
The actual rate of fertilizer and pesticide applicationIn this respect, long broad fairways are a prime culprit,

rates at a particular golf course can vary considerably,as they frequently cross or encroach into streams and
depending on the soil, climate, and management pro-other buffer areas.
gram. As an example, fungicides and nematicides areConsequently, the guidelines devote a great deal of
only lightly used in regions with cold winters, but

attention to the issue of fairway crossings (see Figure
constitute a major fraction of total pesticide applica-1). Forexample, no more than two fairwaycrossingsare
tions in wanner climates. Given such intensive use of

allowed for each 1,000 feet of stream length. These
chemicals, golf courses clearly have the potential to

crossing must be perpendicular to the stream. If forests
deliver pollutants to ground and surface waters. Actualor wetlands are present at the crossing, this zone must
monitoring data on pollutant loads from golf courses,be managed as unplayable rough and remain undis-
however, are quite scarce.

Chemical Cropland Fairway Greens Tees

Nitrogen 184 150 213 153
Phosphorus 80 88 44 93
Herbicides 5.8 10.4 10.2 11.4
lnsectcide 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 ~
Fungicide 0.0 26.9 34.9 26.9
Total Pesticides 5.8 37.3 45.1 38.3
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¯
¯ All fairway crossings are perpendicular to the stream

¯ 100 foot vegetated buffer maintained along the stream, W~th
no more than two crossings per 1,000 feet

¯ Wooden can’way crossing on wooden pilings

¯ o
¯ All wetlands are protected with extra buffer

¯ =Organic" infiltration trench treats green leachate

Green                                         ¯ Outflow treated by a combination of vegetative BMPs (filter,
swale, wetland)

¯ IPM program used to reduce chemical applications to greens,
¯ tees, and fairways

/

Fairway

Tees

turbedas early successional forest or wetland. Cart’waysas swales, forest buffers, sand filters, and infiltration
and footpaths that cross the stream corridor must betrenches are recommended. ~
narrow and constructed of timber on wooden pilings. Acommonpracdce forgr~nsisillustra~i~Fig~~’
The County guidelines also limit the extent of forest that2. To start with, a four-footthick mantle of soil is required
can be cleared during construction. No more than 25 %below the green’s underdrain system to prevent leachat=
of the pre-existing forest cover may be removed duringfrom entering groundwater. The leachate is collected in
course construction, perforated pipes and routed into small depression. This

Constructed ponds are not permitted in trout streamsdepression is usually filled with layers of organic matter,

~.
unless they are "zero discharge" facilities constructedsand and stone, and then landscaped. The depression
in upland areas (see article 82). Best management prac-acts as both a biofiiter and an infiltration facility.
tices emphasize treatrnent of greens and tees whereExcess runoff from fairways is also treated by a
nutrient and pesticide applications are greatest. The

series of best redundant best management practices
use of a series of vegetative filtering mechanisms such(e.g., a grass swale leading to a pocket wetland or
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Green
Soi~

Sand
Landscape
depression

Underdrain to treatment area
Organic

Sand layer
4 feet to water Stone layer

table or bedrock

imgation pond that in turn overflows into a forest buffercourses over the next two years to attempt to confwrn
strip), this observation.

Since golf courses are largely pervious in nature, it --TRS
is not always appropriate to size stormwater practices
for water quality treatment based on conventional waterReferences
quality sizing rules (i.e., based on the amount of imper-
vious area created at the site). Rather, it is more impor-Klein, Richard D. 1990. Protecting the Aquatic Envi-

tant to ensure proper control of each green, tee, and ronmentFromtheEffectsofGolfCourses. Commu-
fairway, and to maximize the use of swales, forest nity & Environmental Defense Assoc. Maryland

buffers, and wetlands to achieve high rates of treatment. Line, MD.
Poweil, R.O. and J.B. Jollie. 1993. EnvironmentalGuide-

The Baltimore County guidelines require the instal- lines for the Design and Maintenance of Golf
lation of permanent sampling wells in addition to Courses. BaltimoreCountyDept.ofEnvironmental
periodic monitoring of storm runoff, groundwater, and Protectio~ and Resource Management.
the biological community present in golf course streams.
The guidelines also recognize the importance of inte-
grated pest management (IPM).

The golf course operator must submit an IPM plan
that emphasizes the selection of drought and disease
resistant turf that requires less maintenance, utilizes
biological controls rather than chemicals, and carefully
regulates the selection and application of pesticides.
The use of slow-release fertilizers is also encouraged to
minimize the leaching of nitrates into groundwater.

To date, the guidelines have been applied to seven
new golf course development proposals in Baltimore
County with the active cooperation from the golf de-
sign community. Preliminary storm and groundwater
monitoring data from several golf courses designed
under the new guidelines indicate that they appear to
have little impact on water quality, with the possible
exception of nitrate leaching. Additional storm moni-
toring data is expected at both public and private
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Technical ,Vote #27from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(2). 86-88

Groundwater Impacts of Golf
Course Development in Cape Cod

G olfcourses are a unique form of urban devel- these three factors likely promote greater movement of
opment in that they produce relatively littlepollutants in groundwater.
nmoffbut possibly a great deal of pollution. Three years of monitoring at 19 test wells detected

The unusually high rates of fertilizers and pesticidesl0 out of 17 pesticides (see Table l). Most pesticides
applied to tees, greens, and fairways have always madewere present in low concentrations (less than five ppb),
golf courses a prime water quality suspect. Until re-and were associated with greens and tee areas. The
cently, however, no monitoring datawas available tomost frequently detected compound was
support or refute the argument that golf courses can2-4-dichlorobenzoic acid(DCBA), an impurity associ-contaminate groundwater,

ated with herbicides. Technical chlordane was also
Threeyearsofdetailedgroundwatermonitoringhasfrequently detected, despite the fact that its use on

recently been completed on fourgolfcourses near Capeturfgrass had been banned since 1978. Chlordane is
Cod, Massachusetts by Cohen and his colleagueshighly persistent, but relatively immobile in the soil
(1990). Sandy soils in this coastal region contribute toenvironment (see Table 2), and appears to be leaching
a sole-source aquifer, so concerns about the quality ofslowly into the groundwater in the 12 years since it was
groundwater supplies are paramount. Each of the fourbanned. With the exception of chlordane, no pesticide
golf courses were selected to represent the worst riskfound in groundwater exceeded health guidance.levels.
for possible groundwater contamination: each was The monitoring study also tracked nitrate-nitrogen
underlain by sandy soils of glacial origin, had above-levels in the golf course groundwater (Table 3). Cur-
normal pesticide and nutrient applications, and hadrent golf course standards require that the soil medium
been continuously operated for up to 30 years. Each ofunderlying greens and tees be composed of at least 95%

sand, so it is not surprising that nitrate levels were
considerably elevated compared to non-golf course
control sites. Maximum nitrate levels in excess of 10
rag!! were occasionally recorded, but averaged one to
six mg/l. While the groundwater nitrate levels were
thought to be no worse than reported for intensively

Mobi/ily in Soil Environment fertilized agricultural areas, they are clearly high enough
to create eutrophication problems in coastal or nearHigh Medium Low

Mobility Mobility Mobility coastal nitrogen sensitive waters.

2,4-D Siduron Chlordane
Dicamba PCP Heptachlor epoxide

Dachtal diacid Iporodione Dachtal
MCPP Diazinon Chlomthalonil

Isofenphos Chlorpyrifos
Anilazine

Detection
Persistence in Soil Environment Pesticide Rate

High Medium Low 2-4-dichlorobenzoic acid (DCBA) 63%
Technical Chlordane * 44%Persistence          Persistence          Persistence Total Dachtal residues               19%

Chlordane Dicamba 2,4-D Chlorothalonil 13%
Siduron Dachtal diacid Dachtal Isofenphos 13%

PCP Iprodione MCPP Chloropyrifos 6%

B
Heptachlor epoxide Diazinon Dicamba 6%

Isofenphos 2-4-dichloro-phenol (2-4D) 6%
Chlorothalinol --
Chlorpyrifos * banned on turfgrass since 1978

Anilazine _.-.---
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Reference Maximum
Golf Course Green Tees Fairway Site Value (d)
Bass River 2.79 1.03 4.16 8.0 (b) 10,0
Eastward Ho! 6.31 1.0 6.66 0.10 30.0
Falmouth (a) 2.44 1.54 ND 0,10 6.5
Hyannisport 5.82 2.24 3,24 0.10 10.2
MEAN 4.34 1.45 4.68 0.10 (c) _

(a) Falmouth course utilized slow release fertilizers during study.
(b) Background reference site appears to have been contaminated.
(c) Mean computed without outlier.
(d) Recorded from green, tee, or fairway well.

The researchers found considerable evidence that Although much more monitoring needs to be done
nitrate leaching could be reduced through better fenil-tb fully assess the groundwater impact of golf courses,
izermanagement. For example, Cohenetat. notedthatCohen’s study does reinforce the great potential for
the golf course (Falmouth) that utilized slow releaseimproved nutrient and pest management practices to
fertilizershadsharply!owergroundwaternitmtelevelsprotect groundwater at golf courses. Through rela-
than all other sites. They also observed a significanttively simple changes in how and when chemicals are
declineinnitratelevelsinyearswherefertilizerapplica-used, golf course managers can help protect water
tions were below normal, quality and still provide an attractive and durable

The researchers caution that the f’mdings pertain toplaying surface.
only one of many hydrogeologic settings, and more --TRS
extensive groundwater monitoring in other regions is
needed to fully define the water quality risks of golfReferences

courses. Southern courses in particular remain a moni-Cohen, S., S. Nickerson, R. Maxey, A. Dupuy and J.
tormg priority as their irrigation rates and nematicide Senita. 1990. "A Groundwater Monitoring Study
and fungicide applications tend to be much greater than for Pesticides and Nitrates Associated With Golf
Northern courses. Courses on Cape Cod." Groundwater Monitoring

Review. Winter 1990:160-173.

Petrovic, A. 1990. "The Fate of Nitrogenous Fertilizers
Applied to Turfgrass." Journal of Environraental
Quality. 19(1): 1-14.
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Pollution Prevention
At Work
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7"echmcal ,Vote ~4 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (1). 14- t 5

Practical Pollution Prevention Practices
Outlined for West Coast Service Stations

G asoline, motor oil, diesel fuel, antifreeze,result in savings to the operator in terms of reduced
tires, transmission fluids, brake fluid, batter-product inventory, reduced quantities and expense for
ies. auto paint, and solvents are just some ofhazardous waste disposal, and reduced liability’ for

the many fluids and materials that cycle through aspills and other pollution events. A key feature of the
,typical service station over the course of a day. It ismanual is a list of agency and vendor contacts for
theretbre not surprising to find that service stations arerecycling and disposal of automotive fluids, tires, bat-
a major stormwater hotspot in the urban landscape,teries, and solvents.

Even though they are small in size, service stations At this point, it is hard to quantify the degree of
can generate significant loads of hydrocarbons, metalspollutant reduction that can be achieved through the
and other pollutants. The pathways include car wash-pollution prevention approach. A possible test would
ing, engine steam cleaning, spills droll and gas, partsbe to monitor priority pollutant concentrations in the
cleaning, leakage from wrecked vehicles, and exposuresediments and pool water of oil/grit separators serving
of automotive products and wastes to stormwater, gas stations that practice pollution prevention and

Indeed, for many years, the most common cleaningcompare the results with those that do not. The differ-
practice at service stations was to hose off workbaysences between them should be a good indicator of the

~ and fueling surfaces directly into the floor drain in theeffectiveness of this approach.
shop. or into a storm drain. With the advent ofpretreat- --TRS

; ment requirements, most floor drains can no longer beReference

~.
connected to the sanitary sewer unless expensive pre-Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Pro_~’am.

,. treatment is provided. Thus, it is very likely that most 1993. Best Management Practices for
gas station pollutants will be eventually be discharged Automotive-Related Industries. 15 pp.
into the storm drain system, and ultimately into our
streams and rivers.

Can stormwater pollutant loads from service sta-
tions be prevented or minimized? A recent manual by
the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Pro-
gram outlines l 5 low-cost pollution prevention steps

1. Prevent discharges when changing automotive fluids.that can be implemented(Table l). This shonmanual is
2. Use drip pans when working on engines.targeted to owners and operators of service stations

and other vehicle maintenance operations. It outlines a3. Use special care to prevent leaks from wrecged vehicles.
4. Quickly cleanup spills of all sizes.series of simple shop activities and procedures that

greatly reduce the risk of spills, leaks, or washoff of5. Keep wastes from entering floor drains and storm drains.

~ollutants. 6. Use concrete surfaces and roofing over fueling areas to prevent spilled
fuel from contact with stormwater.

The pollution prevention approach is based on 7. Properly store and recycle used batteries.
three basic principles. The test is the goal of running a 8. Clean parts without using liquid solvents (or use solvent recyclers).
dry shop, such that potential pollutants are kept from

9. Capture all metal particles during grinding and finishing operations.
contact from storm or wash water. The second principle 10. Properly store and recycle waste oil, antifreeze and other automotive
involves zero-discharge, whereby floor drains are fluids.
sealed, and all automotive wastes are recycled, reused,11. Select =environmentally friendly" products and control inventory to
or safely stored until hauled away for disposal. The third reduce wastes.
principle involves the thorough education of employ-12. Keep all working areas inside and away from stormwater.
ees and customers on the day-to-day practices for13. Treat all liquid streams from car washing and engine cleaning.
safely handling, recycling, or disposing of automotive14. Train employees on pollution prevention ac’dvities for the shop.
products. 15. Educate customers on proper recycling and/ordisposal of automotive 1

The recommended pollution prevention practices products.
are also sound from a business standpoint. They can
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Technical ,Vote #36from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3)." !31-132

Practical Pollution Prevention
Emphasized for Industrial Stormwater
by L. Donald Duke, Assistant Professor. University of California, Los Angeles

A utomotive service s,,m, tions ha_v,e been charac-NPDES regulations issued in 1992. The Santa Clara
terized as potential hot spots’ for hydrocar-Valley program’s stormwater practice manual is d,-
bon pollutants and heavy metals in urbansigned to be practical for smaller businesses: it is a

storm water discharges. In an urban area, industrialhighlyreadabledocument.featureseasy-to-followree.
activities can also be considered hot spots as sourcesommendations, and lists measures that can be incorpo.
of pollutants. While residential and commercial landrated into everyday practices.
uses typically account for the majority of the mass of The intent of the pollution prevention approach
pollutants discharged in runoff from an entire urban

to control pollutants so well that stormwater neecl not
region, routine or accidental discharges from a few

betreatedinahydraulicdetentionfacilityorapollutantindustrial facilities can discharge, pollutants such as
removal device. The approach is highly practical from

petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and toxic or-a business standpoint because it focuses on industrialganic materials in quantities far beyond the proportion
operations and low-cost pollution control practices

of industrial land use.
rather than expensive constructed solutions like new

Pollutants fi’om a single industrial hot spot couldindustrial structures or new storm water detention or
outweigh the gains of a regional program’s entiretreatment facilities. This approachisespeciallypr~fer.
campaign of information-based residential pollutionable in the kind of highly seasonal semi-arid rainfall
controls. This is the reason that industrial activitiesregimes that are found in much ofCalifomia~ndmost
continue to draw attention from regional storm waterof-the western U.S.
~ollution control programs, even though industrial

The Santa Clara Valley document’s pollution pr~facilities are addressed by federal and state-level Na-
vention approach utilizes three basic principles: (I)tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System(NPDES)
prevent stormwater from contacting working areas; (2)stormwater regulations,
keep pollutants off surfaces that do come into contact

The practical pollution prevention measures forwith water; and (3) if necessary, manage stormwat~r
automotive-related industrial activities developed bybefore it is discharged to the storm drain (i.e., promote
theSantaClaraValleyNonpointSourceProgram makeinfiltration into the soil or install devices to remove
up part of the Santa Clara Valley program’s pollutionpollutants). The approach emphasizes changing ¢very-
9revention outreach efforts for private industry. Aday operating routines in a way that prevents stormwa-
second document is designed to address constructionter pollution, and suggests using structural practi¢~
activities, with their obvious potential for short-termonly after it has been demonstrated that operationnl
stormwater impacts by disturbing soils and ecosys-practices are not sufficient to control pollutants.
tems. A third, described here, promulgates stormwater

Industrial pollution prevention practices can bemanagement practices intended for general industrial
divided into four groups (see Table 1). The first twofacilities. Industrial activities, even small businesses
categories concentrate heavily on operational praeti¢~and relatively small facilities, have the potential to be
and pollution prevention methods. Stormwater prac-stormwater pollutant hot spots if the facility operator
ticesin this firstgroupinclude some that th¢ SantaCl~does not pay attention to routine operations that may
Valley program recommends to all industrial facilities:discharge pollutants,
employee training, customer awareness, spill pr~vc~-

The "operational practices" approach to pollutiontion, and eliminating non-stormwater discharge. "l’lag
prevention can be espeeially attraetive to smaller facili,second includes pollution prevention practices tlant
ties, which may not generate pollutants in the large andmay be conducted at a typical facility (e.g., methods for
regular quantities that make hydraulic treatment meth-handling wastes, pollution prevention for outdoor ¢quip-
ods feasible but which nevertheless can be occasionalment, and proper methods of building and grounds
sources of significant amounts of pollutants. Further,maintenance, vehicle maintenance, shipping and
small businesses may not have the wherewithal toceiving, and equipment washing).
implement extensive structural controls or to develop

The third group may entail some structural modifi-in-house expertise on specialized environmental is-
cations to an industrial facility to enhance pollutionsues, but need to comply with U.S. EPA storrnwater
prevention: design features for loading dock ar~s,
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vehicle fueling and maintenance areas; access roads on
the plant site; and rail facilities on the plant site. The
fourth group describes in brief outline some hydraulic
control stormwater practices and pollutant removal A. Storm water pollution prevention practices recommended for
practices that can be implemented if necessary. Hydrau- all industrial facilities
lic detention and treatment approaches are not empha-
sized, although some facilities elsewhere in the U.S. use ¯ Training and education for employees and customers

these as the cornerstone of their stormwater compliance ¯ Eliminating improper discharges to storm drains
efforts.

¯ Spill prevention, control, and cleanup
Ongoing research around the U.S. continues to

focus on industrial stormwater pollution, including
characterization of pollutants conveyed in storm drains B. Categories of industrial activity forwhich pollution proven-
from industrial areas and promulgation of pollution t/on pratices may be adequate for stormwater control

prevention controls for industrial facilities. ¯ Outdoor process equipment, operations, and maintenance

Additional research is ongoing at UCLA to better ¯ Outdoor materials storage and handling
characterize industrial discharges. The self-monitoring
requirements for industry that are included in the cur- ¯ Waste handling and disposal
rent round of regulations will address this to some ¯ Vehicle and equipment washing and steam cleaning
extent. However, the range of substances and concen-
trations that we can typically expect in stormwater ¯ Trucking and shipping/receiving
discharges from industrial activities is not currently ¯ Fleet vehicle maintenance
being evaluated in any integrated, comprehensive na-
tionwide program, and only in a fragmented fashion in ¯ Fueling fleet vehicles and equipment
a few region-wide programs. This kind of information ¯ Building and grounds maintenance
will be necessary if regulatory agencies intend to de-
velop guidelines for required stormwater practices, ¯ Building repair, remodeling, and construction
design criteria for structural controls, and capability to
predict costs and effectiveness of industrial storm C. Mor~ extensive practices that may be needed for some
water pollutant control programs, industrial activities

References
¯ Loading dock design features

SantaClara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control ¯ Equipment yard design features

Program. 1992. Duke, L.D. and Shannon, J.A. Best ¯ Fleet or equipment fueling area design features
Management Practices for Industrial Storm Wa-
ter Pollution Control. ¯ Controls and design features for access roads and rail

corridors

D. "Last-resort" storm water management and treatment
controls

¯ Onsite storm water management

¯ Redirect discharge from storm drain to sanitary sewer

¯ Storm water management: hydraulic controls

¯ Storm water management: water qualit~ (treatment) controls

¯ Storm water management: removing oily contaminants
(treatment controls)
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Technical Note #37frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(3). 133-134

Milwaukee Survey Used to Design
Pollution Prevention Program
by Jonathan Simpson, Tetra Tech, Inc., Fairfax, VA

T hepublicneedstobeeducatedaboutnonpointgrams. In spite of intensive education efforts, some
source pollution!" cries the Urban Storm-unenlightened residents continue to exacerbate local
water Manager. "Videos are hot -- let’s do awater quality problems by overusing chemical fertiliz.

video, debut it at a public meeting, and then put a dozeners, improperly dumping yard wastes, exposing soil to
copies in the library for people to check out." erosion, and allowing litter and pet wastes to move off

How effective isthis approach? Not very, accordingtheir property.
to a recent survey of over 3,000 residents in the lower Even more striking is the public’s ignorance about
Milwaukee Riverwatershed. Researchers arthe Univer-new advances in stormwater management that can
sity of Wisconsin-Madison Environmental Resourcesresult in better local stream and wetland protection.
Center report that people have a wi!lingness to learn andConsequently, local opportunities to install innovative
make personal lifestyle changes to help the water envi-stormwater practices or stormwater retrofits routinely
ronment, buttheymuchpreferapassiveapproachtothepass by planning and zoning boards without much
education process (Nowak et al., 1990). Televisionpublic comment or involvement. Is it that people ar~
news reports, newspaper articles, and a communityuninterested? ... uncaring? ... Or are they just not
newsletter delivered to the home were cited as the bestproperly plugged into the pollution prevention pro-
ways to get people to take notice of water resourcecess?
issues (Figure I). "The underlying goal of the Milwaukee River Pro-

Traditionally, citizens have been considered thegram survey," says Carolyn Johnson, Urban Water
weak link in nonpoint source pollution prevention pro-Quality Educator for University of Wisconsin Exten-

1 O0 Key

[] TV news    = Watch television news
80 Newspa~r = Read newspaper stodes

~) Newsletter = Read a communi~ water
t-- quality newsletter sent to

"{~ 60 your home
~ Pamphlets = Read educational materials0
~. such as pamphlets an
~ 40 brochures you would receive
if’ in the mail

O Pond visit = Visit demonstration holdir~
ponds and infiltration basins

o~ 20                                                        in ~e city

Ubra~/video = Watch video caasett~
programs available at local

0 libraries
Wr~e I~Ne~ele~’ Ptet~m Pord~Llxaryvmo Mael~j

Meeting = Attend local meetings or

Information Source workshops
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sion, ’"was to directly reach out to citizens to learn theiring" were the television news and a community water
views about water quail ,ty, the recreational use of areaquality newsletter delivered to the home.
waters, and potential involvement in surface water
protection." In 1989 a multi-page questionnaire was6. ~tZillingness to Take Action to Prevent Pollution
mailedto 5,500 residents inthe lower Milwaukee River

Over 90% of the respondents indicated that they are
I Basin to find answers. The pool was randomly selectedwilling, or already do, a number of things to protect

from state driver’s license files maintained by the De-
water quail .ty. These include taking used automotive

t partment of Transportation. A well-designedsystem ofoil to a recycling center, separating household
~ pre- and post-survey contact resulted in a response rate

hazardous wastes and recyclable material from other
~ ot’55%, trash, limiting use of chemical fertilizers and
rt~e Recipients were asked to respond to questions inweedkillers to one application per year, and support-
c~d seven topic areas. Some of the significant results areing an ordinance requiring dog owners to clean up
i~:- discussed below, their dog’s waste.
’~o
~:~ 1. Perception of Water Quality 7. Willingness to Pay for Improvement Efforts

i Virtually all the local waters were rated poor to fair More than half of the respondents said they were

~tt by respondents. Sixty percent of the people from thewilling to pay 5;50 or more per household per year for

¯1 City of Milwaukee rated the quality of the Milwaukeeprograms to protect and restore local lakes and streams
,~. River as poor. The primary reason for the negativewithin a time frame of eight to I0 years. Interestingly,

~,: attitude was that the water appeared "dirty." they would be willing to pay even more (about $75 per

Iy household per year) for more aggressive programs that
~ Use of Lakes andStreams would produce results in one to two years.

:h ""
n: The perception of poor water quality, coupled with Much time, effort, and money is currently being
~: limited knowledge of recreational opportunities in theinvested in the production and distribution of water-

. basin, limits the number of people that use local watershed education materials to the public. Are these re-
bodies for recreation. Instead, people seek their watersources being spent wisely? The "can is before the
recreation opportunities elsewhere. For example,47%horse" if knowledge and behaviors of the targeted
of the respondents from Milwaukee indicated that theycitizens are not assessed at an early stage.

~. fish, but only one to 2% fish in local waters other than The Environmental Resources Center atthe Univer-
the Milwaukee River, and only 5% use the Milwaukeesity of Wisconsin-Madison, in cooperation with the
River. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the

Milwaukee River Basin Citizen Advisory Committee,
3. Knowledge of Causes of Water Quality Problemsprovided the foundation necessary for developing a

Most urban residents (55%) believe that pointsuccessful pollution prevention campaign in the lower
sources such as sewage treatment plant out-falls andMilwaukee River basin. Watershed practitioners are
industrial discharges were the major cause of waternow using the results for community outreach efforts.
quality problems in the watershed. Nonpoint sourceElected officials have been enthusiastic about voter
pollution sources such as construction sites and streetsupport for cleanup efforts. Most important, citizen
runoffwere not recognized as important, opinions have been included upfront in water resource

protection and restoration efforts.
4. Acceptance of Stormwater Practices

Planning an effective outlet for the public educa-
The design and functionofgrassed swales, storm-tional message is critical. This survey provides evi-

water ponds, and infiltration basins were briefly de-dence that traditional media used by agencies (meet-
scribedinthesurveyform.Approximately40to50%ofings, brochures, fact sheets) are rejected by a large
surveyparticipantsthoughtthatthesestormwaterprac,majority of respondents. Instead, people prefer the
tices should be required in new development. Only 10comfonand (perceived?)legitimacyofthe mass media.
to 25%opposedthe requirement ofthesepractices. TheGiven this knowledge, watershed practitioners should
rest were unsure, work to increase access and use of local television,

newspapers, magazines, and radio when establishing
5. Preferred Format for Receiving Water Education    citizen outreach campaigns.

O fparticular interest were questions regarding pref-
erences on how the pollution prevention message shouldReferences

bedelivered.Only6%oftherespondentssaidtheywereNowak, P.J., J.B. Petchenik, D.M. Carman and E.B.
"very likely" to attend meetings or workshops on the Nelson. 1990. Water Quality in the Milwaukee ~
subject. About 55% said they were "not at all likely" to Metropotitan Area: The Citizens’ Perspective.
attend. The information sources rated "most interest- Report submitted to WI Dept. of Nat. Res. and the

Milwaukee River Basin Citizen Advisory Comm.
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Technical sVote #55 frora Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4): 217-220

Rating Deicing Agents:
Road Salt Stands Firm

W atershed managers frequently wonder if As might be expected, each deicer has a different
there are any practical alternatives to thecombination of performance, costs, and impacts. This
use of road salt for keeping roads free of icesuggests that different deicers may be appropriate for

in the winter. Others are concerned about the impact ofdifferent climatic regimes in the country. None of the
chlorides on downstream water quality or on adjacentseven deicers was considered to possess widespread
plants. A Michigan study suggests that despite the

adverseenvironmentalthreats;however, they can exert
development ofalternatives, road salt (primarily sodiumsite-specific impacts depending on the deicing agent’s
chloride, NaCl) generally remains a competitive choicerunoff concentration. Impacts may be significant for
based on environmental, infrastructural, and cost fac-many threatened and endangered species which are
tors. already stressed and habitat-limited, small streams and

Most northern states have traditionally employedlakes, water supplies, and wetlands and swales. A
roadsaltasaprimarychemicaldeicer(Table l)andsandcomparison of the potential impacts of the seven deic-
as an abrasive (for better traction). Although sodiuming agents (Table 4) can help users choose the deicer(s)
chloride is an inexpensive and effective choice, con-most suitable for a particular area.
cerns are frequently raised about its potential negative
impacts~articularly from chloride--on human health,
the environment, highway infrastructure, and vehicles
(see Table 2). Alternate deicing agents are not free of
controversy either. For example, some localities employ
urea to protect critical infrastructure (such as bridges or Concent~tlon
airports) from corrosion due to chlorides. Application Element (ppm)
of urea, however, may increase nutrient loading of

Sodium (Na) 349,714.0waterways. In an era of ever-decreasing budgets, cost
is an important factor that will oi~en determine the type Chlodne (CI) 539,259.0
of" deicer to be used. Lastly, and most importantly,

Calcium (Ca) 4,573.5highway departments must be confident that a~ given
deicing agent will provide safe roads in winter driving Potassium (K) 187.5
conditions.

Iron (Fe) 73.9To respond to these concerns, the Michigan De-
partment ofTransportation (MDOT) analyzed the com. Magnesium (Mg) 55.7
parative performance, environmental impacts, and costs

Aluminum (AI) 27.7of six deicing agents: road salt (sodium chloride, the

most common deicer in Michigan); calcinm magnesiumLead (Pb) 6.’7
acetate (CMA); CMS-B (also known as Motech, a Phosphorus (P) 4.6
patented product containing primarily potassium chlo-
ride and derived as a by-product of beet processing); Manganese (Mn) 3.1
CG-90 Surface Saver (a patented corrosion-inhibitingCopper (Cu) 2.0salt); calcium chloride; and Verglimit (a patented con-
crete road surface containing calcium chloride pellets).Zinc (Zn) 1.9
Sand was also included in the evaluation. The primary Nickel (Ni) 1.7components of the selected deicing agents were also
compared (Table 3). In addition, MDOT briefly evalu- Chromium (Cr) 1.’~
ated ethylene glycol, urea, and methanol. Due to theirCadmium (Cd) 0.4poor performance, environmental and human health
effects, or high cost, these three agents were droppedNote: eoneantmtions are ~pieally dilut~l by one to
from consideration as practical deicing alternatives, three orders of magnitude in urban stormwater and

streams. Elemental nitrogen wae not analyzed.
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The study also compared the effectiveness ofdeic- References

rures,ing agentSc orrosion,With respeCtand estimatedt° minimUmcostaCtivation tempera- Anonymous. 1995. "Less Road Salt on Vermont High-
wavs. Nonpoint Source News-Notes 39:17-18.(Figure l). Unfor-

tunately, environmental costs are difficult to quantify
and are not included. One of the deicing agentS, CMS-Biesboer, D.D. and R. Jacobson. 1994. Screening and

B. is a new product, and only limited data is available on Selection of Salt Tolerance in Native Warm Season
it.’; performance and cost. Grasses. Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Report 94-11.33 pp.The study did identify, some potential alternatives
to the use of sodium chloride. For example, calciumMassachusetts Audubon Society. A Low-Salt Diet for
chloride applied in pellet or liquid form could bethe most the Roads. Public Service Information Sheet 12.
attractive deicer for areas where fast melting is a priority. Lincoln, MA.

It also causes less corrosion and is only 10 to 15% moreMichigan Department ofTransportation. 1993. TheUse
expensive per road mile than road salt. Verglimit con- of Selected Deicing Materials on Michigan Roads."
tains calcium chloride, but has relatively low deicing Environmental and Economic Impacts. Lansing,
ability--a result of its significantly lower concentration MI. Prep. by Public Sector Consultants, Inc.
of’ the salt and tendency to absorb water, rendering it
largely ineffective at lower temperatures.

In regions where the environmental and corrosive
effects of deicers are important management issues, ¯ Contamination of drinking water supplies
CMA may be the preferred choice. However, CMA only
works above 23°F. has less deicing ability, and is the ¯ Corrosion of automobiles (50% of automobile corrosion is due to
most expensive option (Figure 1). road salt, although this number is declining due to the increasc=d use

of corrosion-resistant materials in vehicles)
Road salt will probably continue to be an attractive

deicing agent because of its high deicing ability, utility ¯ Corrosion of bddges and other infrastructure

at low temperatures, and low cost. The report suggests ¯ Damage to vegetation within 50 ft. of roadside
that corrosive effects from road salt can and have been ¯ Temporary reduction in soil microbes, followed by summer recrvery
reduced through design and material modifications to ¯ Sensitivity of vadous deciduous trees (see Technical Note 56)
both road structures and vehicles over the past several

¯ Attraction of deer to salts on roadways, increasing the risk ofyears. Such developments may make road salt even
accidentsmore attractive as a deicing agent. Consequently, man-

agement measures should be taken to minimize runoff¯ Stratification of small lakes, hindering seasonal turnover
containing road salt and other deicing agents into ¯ Secondary components (3-5% of road salt composition) include N, P,
sensitive environmental areas (Table 5). It is important and metals in concentrations exceeding those in natural waters
to remember, however, that the study specifically ana-
lyzed the usefulness of deicing agents in Michigan; as
a resu It, other regions may wish to evaluate agents in the
context of their particular floral, faunal, infrastructural,
and economic conditions.

Chloride as
--R!,O Deicing Pdmary fraction of

Matedal components* total mass

Calcium magnesium Ca, Mg, C2H=Oz 0%
acetate (CMA)

Calcium chloride Ca, CI >57%

Calcium chlodde (Verglimit) Ca, CI 2.2 to 4.8%

Sodium chlodde (road salt) Na, CI ~58%

Corrosion inhibitor (CG-90 Na, CI 46%
Surface Saver) and Mg, Cl 17%

Potassium chloride K, CI Unknown
(CMS-B/Motech)

Sand Si, O 0%

* Ca = calcium; Mg = magnesium; C2H~Oz = acetate; CI = cl~lodde; Na = sodium;
K= potassium; Si = silicon.
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Sodium Potassium Calcium CG-90
Chlodde Chloride Chlonde Surface CMA Sand
(NaCl) (KCI) (CaCl~) Saver (CaMgC:~O~) (SiO~)

Soils Cl complexes K can ex- Ca can Same as NaCl; Ca and Mg can Gradually will
release heavy change with exchange with Mg can exchange with aCcumulate on
metals; Na can heavy metals, heavy metals, exchange with heavy metal soil
break down releasing them increase soil heavy metals
soil .structure into the aeration and
and decrease environment permeability
permeability

Vegetation salt spray/splash can cause leaf scorch and browning or dieback of Little effect Accumulatesnew plant growth up to 50’ from road; osmotic stress can result from salt
on and arounduptake; grass more tolerant than trees and woody plants low vegation

Groundwater Mobile Na and CI ions readily reach groundwater, and concentration levels can increase in
No known

areas of low flow temporarily during spdng thaws. K, Ca, and Mg can release heavy metals effectfrom soil

Surface Water Depletes
Can cause density stratification in small lakes having closed basins,

dissolved O2 in No known
potentially leading to anoxia in lake bottoms; often contain nitrogen, small lakes and effect
phosphorus, and trace metals as impurities, often in concentrations streams whengreater than 5 ppm degrading

Can causeAquatic Biota Little effect in large or flowing bodies at current road salting amounts; oxygensmall streams that are end points for runoff can receive harmful depletion Particles toconcentrations of CI; CI from NaCI generally not toxic until it reaches stream bottomslevels of 1,000-36,000 ppm; CI from KCI may be more toxic; eutrophication degrade habitatfrom phosphorus in CG-90 can cause species shifts

Storage
¯ Salt storage piles should be completely covered and handled on impervious surfaces.
¯ Runoff should be contained in an appropriate area.
¯ Spills should be cleaned up after loading operations. The matedal may be directed to a sandpile or returned to salt piles.

Application
¯ Instead of applying deicers at the same rate on high- and low-volume roads, control measures should be tailored to

conditions.
¯ Trucks should be equipped with ground-speed sensors that automatically control the spread rate of the material.
¯ Drivers and handlers of road salt should attend training programs to improve efficiency and reduce losses.
¯ Ddvers should avoid plowing snow from treated surfaces into piles or near frozen ponds, lakes, or wetlands.

Additional Suggestions:
¯ Identify ecosystems such as wetlands that may be sensitive to salt.
¯ Use calcium chlodde and CMA, which are more costly than sodium chlodde but may be less environmentally harmful to

sensitive ecosystems.
¯ Apply sand to help traction and reduce salt. However, excessive sanding is an additional expense and poses sedimentation

problems.
¯ To avoid overapplication and excessive expense, choose deicing agents which perform most efficiently according to pave-

ment temperature.
¯ Monitor the deicer market, which changes as new products are developed, existing ones are developed more cheaply, and

more is learned about their application and effects. While the purchase pdce of road salt alternatives is usually high, their f~ll
cost may actually be lower when the cost of contaminated water supplies, corroded vehicles and highways, and roadside
vegetation loss is considered.

¯ Use stormwater practices, such as buffer zones, to further protect sensitive areas.
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~ Deicing Corrosion temperatma Matedai cost per
ability protection (from/ab trots) costs per ton E-mile *

Ca|�|grit

e ~)

$13,953-15,057
! chlodde -20°F (-29°C) $200 plus storaie and

Cakdum

acetat~magne=ium ~ ~                                .
23°F (-5°C) S650- 675 $25.915 - 32.637

Surface Saver I°F (-17°C) $185 $:L1.,861-12,296

~
~)

$109 - 145
Vergllmit 25°F (-4°C) (3X cost of regular Not available r

aslot~alt overtay)

CMS-B Unknown Unknown -~.0°F (-23°C) $0.40- 0.50 / gaL Not available
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Technical Note #57from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4)." 224-226

Pollution Prevention for Auto Recyclers

A uto recycler facilities are important sources of Swamikannu investigated the quality ofstormwater
pollutants entering stormwater. Swamikannurunoff at a 17-acre auto recycling facility in LosAngeles,
(1994) shows how the use ofstormwater man-CA, that processes over 16,000 vehicles each year.

agement practices and pollution protection techniquesComposite samples were collected for over 40 storm
can decrease the concentration of pollutants present inevents for various parameters (Table 2). Clearly, auto
stormwater runoff from these facilities. An auto recy-recycling facilities do represent a hotspot in the urban
cler facility or scrapyard is one where old and wreckedlandscape, as they typically can have higher concentra-
cars are collected, stripped of their parts, and trans-tions of oil/grease, phenols, BOD, metals, and some
ported so that metals~and to a lesser extent, plastics,priority pollutants compared to other sources (Table
fluids, and other materials---can be recycled. There are3).
more than 20,000 such facilities in the United States, Thekey question iswhether the elevated concentra.
with an average size of 7.4 acres, each processing ations are toxic to aquatic life. Swamikannu used bioas-
mean of 439 vehicles per year. says o ffathead minnows (Pimephalespromelas) to test

Auto recycling facilities have the potential to befor acute toxicity in stormwater from 49 storm events at
hotspots ofstormwater pollutants for several reasons,the Los Angeles facility. Prior to implementation of
First, industry surveys indicate that over two-thirds ofstormwater practices at the site, most of the bioassays
the sites store vehicles outside, where they are exposedindicated that runoffwas indeed acutely toxic (defined
to rainfall. Second, less than 20% of all facilities drainhere as 20% or more mortality of the minnows when
fluids from vehicles before they are stored. This isexposed to stormwater). Statistical analysis suggested
critical, as each can contain nearly four gallons ofthat three pollutants were responsible for much of the
automotive fluids (waste oil, antifreeze, and hydraulictoxicity: copper, lead, and phenols.
fluid), as well as other pollution sources (filters, tires, The 10-yearmonitoringeffortallowed Swamikatmu
and brakes), few of which are reclaimed or recycledto investigate the influence of structural and non-
(Table 1). Lastly, very few scrapyards are equippedstructural practices on controlling stormwater runoffat
with practices for containing stormwater runoffbeforethe site. The primary non-structural stormwater practice
it exits the site. involved draining vehicle fluids prior to stripping. An

early structural stormwater practice directed wast�wa-
ter from a dismantling area through a multi-chambered
oil-water (OW) separator. During the seventh year of
the study additional structural modifications wer~ made
to the facility: a roof was constructed over the disman-

Reclaimed/ tling area, and the OW storage tank capacity was
Component Unit Recycled expanded. Following implementation of the stormwater

practices, acute toxicity declined from 100% during the
Tires 5 SELDOM first year of the study to 14% during the final year. In
Batteries 1 SELDOM addition, other pollutant concentrations, most notably
Antifreeze 1.9 gal. SELDOM oil and grease, declined (Figure 1).

Waste Oil 0.75 gal. LESS THAN 40% A second auto recycler in Riverside County, CA,
Hydraulic Fluid 1.1 gal. LESS THAN 40% has implemented even more stormwater practices.
Filters 4 NO Workers drain fluids into storage tanks before disman-

Brake Pads 1 lb. NO tling vehicles, and OW separators as well as an aeration-
flocculation (AF) treatment system are used. The OWSteel 1,620 Ibs. YES separators collect water from areas used for disman-

~
Iron 420 Ibs. YES tling, storage, and display. The AF system, consisting
Glass 80 Ibs. SELDOM of an equalization tank, a coagulating mixer, a settling
Plastic 200 Ibs. SELDOM tank, and an aerator, collects water from the vehicle
CFCs 0.5 Ibs. SELDOM storage area. Since it is somewhat smaller than the Los
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No. of
Pollutant (unit) frequency (%)* samples Median Mean

TSS** (mg/I) 100 50 140 335
BOD"* (rag/I) 89 42 74 93
TP** (mg/I) 90+ 58 0.11 23
TN*’* (mg/I) 90+ 58 1.58 4.63
O/G (mg/I) 94 44 21 25
Phenols (pg/I) 77 44 30 57
Lead (IJg/1) 84 44 111 182
Copper (IJg/I) 93 44 90 103
Zinc (tJg/I) 95 44 430 520
Cadmium (IJg/I) 41 44 5.2 8.3
Chromium (IJg/I) 54 " 44 7 21
Nickel (IJg/I) 50 44 30 47
Mercury (IJg/I) 12 45 0.09 0.29
Arsenic (tJg/I) 49 43 3 5.5

* one-half detection limit substitution method
Note: benzene, ethyl-benzene, toluene, and xylenes also detected in stormwater runoff group samples.
"* National study of the Auto Recycling Association

(Erro~ar~dicaMs+lsMnda~ation)
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Angeles facility ( 13 acres; in 1991 it processed a meaa
of 10,000 vehicles/year), the Riverside County facility
was compared to a reference site of similar size and
processing magnitude. This reference facility is located

Pollutant Los Angeles (>30,000 NURP in Sacramento County, CA, and practices no stormwa.
(mgtl) facility vehicles/day) runoff ter treatment measures other than removing fluids prior

to dismantling. A fief undergoing AF treatment, effluent
COD N/A 114 65 concenU’ations of oil/grease and lead declined consid-
Zn 0.430 0.329 0.160 erably to levels approaching the US Environmental

Pb 1.110 0.400 0.140 Protection Agency (EPA) benchmark (Figure 2). This

Cu 0.090 0.054 0.034
observation shows the effectiveness of multiple
stormwater treatment systems.

Swamikannu’s study shows that the selection of
appropriate stormwater practices can make a significant

300 ................................................. difference in pollutant loads. In addition to the practices
used in the test facilities he recommends several others¯ pl~ (~/I) t

(Table4).Eachcanhelpimprovestormwaterquality, but
[] 0 t G (nm~l) draining fluids prior to dismantling, covering the dis-

mantting area, and building a berm are the most inexpen.
sive and maintenance-free approaches.

8 Still, additional studies are needed to further quart.

~ tiff/the relative effectiveness of different stormwater
:~ 1~0 practices. There are currently twotypes of auto recycler

facilities: self-service (where customers take what they
50 need) and service-counter (where employees remove

0 the parts). Pollution prevention education tfirgeted to

Ref, Site Store Area Post OW Post AF both facility types is necessary. Programs designed for
service stations can serve as models.

Site

Note: OW = O~]-water separator, AF = AerelJor~occulation treatment system

References

Swamikannu, X. 1994. Auto Recycler Facilities: Envi-
ronmental Analysis of the [ndustry With a Focus
on Stormwater Pollution. Ph.D. Diss. University
of California, Los Angeles.

Cost/maintenance
Considerations

OW separator Separates oils and Maintain regularly
grease from water

AF treatment Separates pollutants Expensive;
from water maintain regularly

Sand/gravel filter Filters pollutants Replace sand frequently
Detention pond Settles pollutants Large space require-

ment
Vegetative belt Filters pollutants Large space require-

ment
Fluid drainage Reduces escape Inexpensive

~
prior to dismantling of pollutants
Cover dismantling Reduces vehicle Inexpensive;
area exposure low maintenance
Berm around Reduces flow across Inexpensive;
dismantling area dismantling area low maintenance

R0080142
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Feature ,4rticle from t’Vatershed Protection Techniques. 2(2). 321-328

An Introduction to Stormwater Indicators

M unicipal officials are increasingly asked to Stormwater pollutant concentration data have been
protectthreatened water resources in theused frequently to assess compliance with water data
face of urban growth pressures. While mu-quality standards and criteria. Examples of specific

nicipalities, indus~’ies, and governments have all devel-criteria include limits on maximum concentrations for
oped technologies to treat human sewage and indus-either human ingestion or aquatic life exposure. These
trial wastes (i.e., point source discharges), and havecriteriaweredevelopedbytheEPA(1983)inanattempt
developed scientifically accepted methods to monitorto define the effects of short term and intermittent
the success of these treatment strategies, the ability toexposures typically associatedwith urban runoff. Prob-
successfully treat urban stormwater and measure thelems with relying on water quality criteria include:
effectiveness of these treatments is still several levels ¯ Anexceedanceofanamericallimitinareceivingbelow the "point source control" field, waters may occur for only a short period of time

The reasons appear to be relatively simple to ex- during or immediately after a storm
plain, yet hard to quantify. Sewage treatment plant ¯ An exceedance at an outfall does not necessar-
outfalls and industrial site discharges generally come ily mean that water quality criteria have been
from one location or source and therefore the chemical exceeded in a stream because of dilution
makeup of the out-fall is reasonably easy to identify. ¯ There is a considerable scientific uncertainty
Numerical limits for pollutant concentrations are rela- about exact species �ffects and lethality for a
tively easy to establish (at least for dry weather condi- given pollutant concentration
tions) and, in theory, are reasonably easy to enforce. On ¯ Human ingestion limits may not appropriately
theotherhand, pollutants instormwaterrunoffare likely reflect the aquatic life uses of the receiving
to come fi’om many very small source areas that are otten

waters
hard to pinpoint. Furthermore, stormwater runoffvaries
widely as a function of rainfall intensity and duration. Consequently, it has been difficult for municipal

Therefore, pollutant concentrations are likely to differofficials and regulators to relate stormwater pollutant

spatially along a given waterbody due to varying dilu-concentration data to evaluate the effectiveness of

tions as mixing occurs from other drainage areas. Fi-stormwater management practices. Furthermore, pol-

nally, stormwater runoff events are often very short-lutantconcentrafionsaregenerallysimilar from location

lived, particularly in urban streams. These episodes areto location. In fact, with the exception of a few isolated

often highly variable with large inputs of runoff andurban "hotspots," there is surprisingly little difference

pollutants occurring and dissipating in a few hours, among recent stormwater chemistry monitoring stud-
ies.Until recently, most stormwater monitoring was

conducted at pipe ouffalls along the urban drainage More recently, biologicalmonitoringmethodshave
system. The data gleaned from these investigationsbeen used to help evaluate the cumulative effects of
have helped us to characterize the concentrations ofstormwater runoff on receiving waters. In at least one
unlreated urban runoff. For example, the National Urbanaspect, biological monitoring is perhaps a more reliable
Runoff Program (NURP) studies, conducted by theindicator than chemical monitoring, since biological
EnvironmentalProtectionAgeney(EPA)andothersincommunities can accumulate the effects associated
the early 1980s, helped establish a database that haswith continual exposure to both stormwater and low
proved useful in computing stormwater loadings offlow events. Dr. Robert Karr, one of the preeminent
pollutants from various land uses. More recently, Na-scientists in the field ofbioassessment, found that the
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)health offish communities in mid-western U.S. streams
monitoring data from municipal andindustHal stormwater was directly related to the degree of human influence on
permits have helped conf’trm the earlier NURP data, aswatersheds (Karr, 1986).
well as confirm particular pollutant source increases or While the use of biological monitoring methods is
decreases over time (e.g., reductions in lead due tonotnew, itisonlywithinthelastfewyearsthattheyhave I
discontinuation ofleadedgasoline in automobiles). Anbeen applied to directly assess the impacts of urban
example of typical stormwater runoffconcentrations is
shown in Table 1.
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Susp. Total Diss. Total Total Total TotalSource Solids Phos. Phos, Cd Cu Pb ZincArea (mg/L) (rag/L) (rag/L) (IJg/L) (pg/L) (IJg/L) (IJg/L) (Pg/L)
Industrial roof 54 0,13 0.02 0.3 7 8 1348
Arterial street 875 1.01 0.25 2.8 26 85 85 629
Feeder street 969 1.57 0.62 3.7 17 97 107 574
Parking lot 474 0.48 0.07 1.2 16 47 62 361
Residential driveway 193 1.50 0.87 0.5 2 20 20 113
Flat roof 19 0.24 0.11 0.4 -- 10 10 363
Collector street 386 1.22 0.36 1.7 13 61 62 357
Arterial street 241 0.53 0.14 2.6 18 50 55 554
Parking lot 91 0.26 0.07 0,8 7 21 30 249
Residential lawn 457 3.47 2.40 -- -- 13 -- 60
Residential roof 36 0.19 0.08 0.2 -- 5 10 153
Feeder street 1085 1.77 0.55 0.8 7 25 38 245
Outfall 374 0.86 0.34 0.6 5 20 40 254

Note: Dash indicates insufficient sample size.

stormwaterrunoff, ronmental settings and management concerns (i.e.,
water supply, point sources, forests, wetlands, or ground-

Environmentallndicators-StormwaterMonitoring water). Stormwater indicators apply to a subset of
Tools environmental indicators that specifically address ur-

The Center has recently completed an investigationban storrnwater runoff impacts and the evaluation of

on the use of monitoring methods to evaluate municipalstormwater programs and practices. Stormwater indica-
tors are designed for use by municipal stormwaterand industrial stormwater programs and practices. The

research focused on the use of environmental indica-managers, regulatory agencies, or industrial site man-

tors as tools for monitoring urban stormwater runoff,agers to assess the effectiveness of specific manage.

Environmental indicators are direct or indirect measuresment strategies.

that indicate trends or responses in receiving waters. Research was conducted on a total ot’26 stormwater
Environmental indicators can be used to characterizeindicators which were grouped into six broad catego-
overall or specific conditions in receiving waters andties. Each category (identified in Table 2) represents a
can help provide abenchmark for assessing the successdistinct area of stormwater monitoring and/or assess-
of stormwater management strategies. For instance,merit. Several of the topics will be familiar to many
indicators can be broadly based, as in measurements ofstormwaterpractitioners, while a few, such as socialand
global changes in species extinction rates, or veryprogrammatic indicators, may mpresent new approaches
specific, as in the loss of a sensitive stonefly species into evaluating stormwater program effectiveness. An
a headwater stream system, important element to consider is the linkage between

In one sense, environmental indicators can be viewedwhat is done on the land, how it is regulated or evalu-
ated, and the corresponding effects to the receivingas economic indicators, such as housing starts, or

growth in GNP, which are direct measures o feconomicwaters or environment.

activity and are used to assess the health of the overall Table 2 identifies the principal area of utility for the
economy. Similarly, environmental indicators may besix indicator categories.
able to provide assessments of improvements (or down- Water quality indicators are more traditional moni-
turns) in the watershed and measure the effectivenesstoring methods, familiar to most stormwater manage-
of watershed management strategies, ment officials. Wh fie these monitoring techniques may

Environmental indicators cover a wide array ofnot be new by themselves, they are still very useful for
monitoring parameters applicable to a variety ofenvi-specific applications, particularly where pollutant source
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and identification are sought. Water quality indicatorssuccess through results from quantitative analyses of
are perhaps best utilized when other, less costly indica-program initiatives, such as the number of permits
tors have already identified a problem, orwhere a legalissued or inspections conducted for a given program
dispute necessitates the identification of a particularelement. Programmatic indicators do not provide spe-
pollutant or group of pollutants, cific measurements ofwaterbody health, but can pro-

F’~’sicalihydrological indicators measure changesvide valuable information about potential impacts or

to the physical environment associated with changingprogram effectiveness.

conditions, such as changes in stream channel geom- Site indicators are specifically adapted to measur-
etry or bottom sediment composition resulting from ing conditions at the site level. Only two individual
increased frequency of erosive stormflows. These indi-indicators were singled out as assessment tools at this
cators are generally less expensive to conduct, but maylevel; stormwater practices performance monitoring;
often need to be combined with other indicators to telland industrial site compliance monitoring. Others are
the full story, certainly adaptable to the on-site assessment level, but

Biological indicators are useful for gaging the are described more in the context of watershed-wide

cumulative effects of urban runoff, since biologicalinvestigations. Table 3 identifies 26 indicators.

communities are continually exposed to the intermittent
and widely varied effects of urban runoff flows andFrameworkforUsinglndieators
pollution pulses. Different techniques are more aptly The Center’s research observed that many practi-
suited to assess long-term versus short-term impacts,tioners are already applying stormwater indicators in
This group of indicators is already reshaping manymonitoring local and state programs. As part of our
monitoring programs across the county, and promisesefforts, the Center compiled an annotated bibliography
to continue to provide meaningful results at a fractionof environmental indicators. The bibliography contains
of the cost of more traditional water chemistry monitor-approximately 500 citations of studies involving envi-
ing methods, ronmental indicators in the last 15 years, primarily in the

Social indicators are more aptly suited to gagingurban stormwater arena.
responses of the public to water resource conditions. While reviewing and compiling the bibliography,
These indicators assess public opinion, political willwe observed several common elements which suggest
and industry willingness to implement, maintain, orthat the identification and selection of appropriate
expand stormwater management programs, indicators for monitoring programs should be con-

Programmatic indicators are mainly utilized byducted within an established framework. This frame-
municipal, state, and federal officials to gage programwork focuses on the relationship between urbanization

and impacts on water resource quality by presenting the

Linkage element
Indicator Category Description being assessed

Water Quality Group of indicators used to measure specific Receiving water
water quality or chemistry parameters resource quality

Physical/ Group of indicators used to measure changes to, Receiving water
or impacts on the physical environment resource qualityHydrological
Indicators which use biological communities to         Receiving water

Biological measure changes to, or impacts on biological resource quality
parameters

Group of indicators which use responses to Human activity onSocial surveys or questionnaires to assess various the land surface
parameters

(stressor)
Indicators which quantify various non-aquatic RegulatoryProgrammatic parameters for measuring program activities compliance

~

Indicators adapted for assessing spec=fic Human activity on
Site                  conditions at the site level                          the land surface

(stressor)
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importance of reference conditions, reinforcing the Several"tools"’ can be uuhzed’ " over a broad range
concept of eco-regions and regional considerations,of physical, chemical, and biological Conditions to
and describing tools common to many different indica-measure environmental indicators (Table 4). Geographic
tots. Information Systems (GIS) and watershed simulation

Reference conditions are used to establish a bench-modeling tools are used to estimate watershed vari-
mark for assessing existing conditions or to measureables, such as land use/land cover; analyze different
trends in conditions. Reference sites should be selecteddevelopment scenarios; calculate the potential pollut-
to represent least or minimally-impacted conditionsant load wash-off and/or assess stormwater runoff

withinthesamephysiographicregionasthewaterbodyquantities; and identify locations and conditions of
being evaluated. Eco-regions, representing regions ofbiological and physical parameters.
similar land form, soils, climate, natural vegetation, and The paired watershed monitoring protocol com-
general land use, shouldalsobeutilizedintheestablish-pares the response of two watersheds, with a docu-
ment of reference sites, mented relationship, when subjected to different man-

Regional geography also provides a fi-amework foragement strategies and/or development patterns. One
the selection of indicators. Several stormwater indica-watershed usually serves as the control, where no
tors require regional adaptation to be utilized in differ-changes occur, while the other watershed receives
ent regions of the county. For example, Miller andsome kindoftreatrnent. This approachallowsmonitor.
others reported that the Index of Biotic Integrity (theing studies to be conducted reasonably quickly and
protocol for evaluating fish corrtmunities developed bypermits the presentation of more timely results. Paired
Karr and others) can be modified in various regions towatershed studies have the advantage of accounting for
reflect local native species, thus providing an indicatorclimatic or hydrologic anomalies (i.e., floods or
of greater utility and applicability (Miller et at, 1988).droughts), but usually require more resources in terms

IndicatorType Indicator Name Number

Water Quality Indicators Water quality pollutant constituent monitoring 1
Toxicity testing 2
Non-point source Ioadings :3
Exceedance frequencies of water quality standards 4
Sediment contamination 5
Human health criteria 6

Physical and Stream widening/downcutting 7
Hydrological Indicators Physical habitat monitoring 8

Impacted dry weather flows 9
Increased flooding frequency 10
Stream temperature monitoring 11

Biological Indicators Fish assemblage 12
Macro-invertebrate assemblage 13
Single species indicator 14
Composite indicators (e.g., IBI) 15
Other biological indicators (e.g., mussels) 16

Social Indicators Public attitude surveys 17
Industriallcommemial pollution prevention 18
Public involvement and monitoring 19
User perception 20

Programmatic Indicators No. of illicit connections identified/corrected 21
No. of practices installed, inspected, and maintained 22
Permitting and compliance 23
Growth and development metrics 24

Site Indicators BMP performance monitoring 25
Industrial site compliance monitoring 26
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of money and staff, since at least two sets of measure-
ments must be collected. These studies also require
extensive documentation o fexisting conditions as well
as dunng the period of evaluation. Tool Application Example

Photographs provide a revealing record ofcondi- Watershed Simulation Modeling Estimate pollutant load export
tions at a given time. They are easy to do, require little

Geographic Information SystemsEstimate impervious areaspecial training, are inexpensive, and are easily under- changes
stood by a wide audience. This tool is particularly useful
for documenting changing physical conditions over Paired Subwatershed Monitoring Compare flow volume and
time. and pollutant loads between

two watersheds

CostofIndicators Comparison to Reference Compare macroinvertebrate
Perhaps the most frequent question asked by pro- Conditions diversity between an urban

stream and a rural streamgram managers in implementing a monitoring effort is:
how much will it cost? As part of our research, we Photographic Record Qualitatively measure physical

compiled comparative cost information on different erosion for a stream over time

stormwater indicators. Representative indicator cost
data is presented in Table 5, and the full dataset is
available in Claytor and Brown (1996). and possible sources of those impacts, however, a

The unit cost data is presented on a per station, permuch more quantitative analysis is often needed includ-
sampling event basis wherever possible. It should being chemical and physical monitoring (Plafkin et el.,
noted that the monitoring protocol for a given indicator1989).
may require a unique combination of stations and/or A simple, two-phase methodology for utilizing
samples to provide reliable data. Where possible, theindicators is presented in Figure 1. Level I is targeted
cost data represents the most prevalent monitoringat municipalities and industrial sites with limited or no
methodology being utilized around the country. Man-data available to characterize baseline conditions, and
agers should recognize that the range of indicatorsis intended to help locate and identify problems caused
o~en require sampling at different frequencies, densi-by urban stormwater runoff. Level 2 is geared more
ties. and for different parameters and therefore a directtowards those locations which already understand their
comparison of unit costs can be misleading. As with allwater quality problems and are interested in assessing
cost data, these numbers should be verified with differ-how well their management programs are addressing
ent sources, before planning and implementing pro-those problems. The methodology is intended to be a
gram monitoring strategies, flexible, dynamic tool for stormwater managers. There

are no mandates to begin at a given step or level.
A Methodology for UtilizingStormwater Indicators Instead, managers are encouraged to utilize whatever

Many watershed managers still prefer a simplecomponent most accurately represents their respective

"cookbook" methodology to assist in implementingmonitoring needs.

their monitoring program. A methodology can also help
bring consistency and common sense to successfulSummary
programs. Historically, many stormwater monitoring Pasturban stormwaterrunoffmonitoringhastended
programs were often regulatory-driven and focusedto be more oriented towards the end-of-pipe, water
almost exclusively on water chemistrymonitoring. Whilechemistry mindset. In order to fully assess the impacts
this data often helped establish baseline conditions,of urbanization and industrial site runoff, a shift is
monitoring results were generally not well suited fornecessary that focuses more attention on monitoring
assessing overall stormwater management programthereceivingwaterqualityandtheusesofthosereceiv-
success, ing waters. Stormwater indicators provide a suite of

What appears to be clear is that individual indite-opportunities to assess different aspects ofa stormwa-
tors have distinct roles in assessing different aspects ofter management program, measure the stressors associ-
programs and practices. Some are more appropriate forated with human activity on the land surface, and

identification of problems, while others are more aptlyestablish the conditions of aquatic communities in the
suited to assess program effectiveness. Even the indi-receiving waters. The various costs, framework, and
vidual indicators have different level-of-effort meth-methodology for using indicators give managers the
odologies to answer different questions. For example,ability to implement a monitoring program appropriate
macro-invertebratemonitoringmaybeconductedquali-for their individual water resource protection and/or
tatively to answer the question of whether a stream isrestoration goals. Given the properregulatory environ-

~
impacted from human activity. To assess the causesment, which incorporates flexibility and emphasizes
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Indicator Implementation
No, Indicator/Basis for Cost Cost Notes

Water quality constituent pollutant monitoring
¯ Per site, one person at each site $675 - $825 per Cost to set-up station (installation and
¯ Sampling site accessible from land station, per event calibration of weir or flume; development of
¯ Conventional pollutants and physical parameters stage discharge relationship; acquisition of

~o~y~r~upo~m~o~’cor~m’~ummru~o~ automated samplers and DO, temperature,
Four hour sampling event conductivity, and pH equipment; acquisition of
Single composited sample provided for lab. analysis reagents, sampling jars, etc.) not included. Set

up costs (based on the above assumptions)Weir/Flume used for stage-disc,barge relationship will average between $4,000 - $10,000 per
Grab samples collected manually station. Cost may be reduced by using same
Composite aliquots collected with automated sampler sampler at different stations during different
Compositing based on constant time-volume storm events and/or by using alternative
proportional to flow increment relationship methods to determine flow.

(7)    Stream widening/downcut~ng
Per reach cost                                   $575 - $700 per    Cost is based on surveying first and second
Reach defined as approximately 2,000’, 10 measure- 2,000’ reach order headwater streams in semi-humid to
ments per reach humid climates.

¯ Two staff members required per site For start-up costs, add:
Stream cross-sections measured with taped Steel reinforcing bars, flagging, hip chain, 50’surveys tape, wading rod, notebooks, clinometsr, and¯ Field cross-sections established and recordedwith computer(s).
flagged steel reinforcing bar

¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles,
travel, utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, etc.)

¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary
report

(13)
Macro-invertebrate assemblage                $500 - $625 per
¯ Per sample, per site cost sample, per site Cost is based on RBP protocol III (PlarKin, et
¯ Two staff members required per site 1989)m and sampling to genus level.
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, For start-up costs, add:

travel, utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, etc.) Microscope, kick-screen sampler(s), glass-
Includes data analysis and preparation of summary ware, preservative, and computer(s)
report

(17) PublicAttitude Sur~eys $14,500 - $17,750
Per survey cost per 1,0000 households contacted per 1,000 Generally, 50% of those households corr-Interviews conducted over telephone households tacted respond to survey.¯ Includes survey implementsbon, data analysis, and
preparation (if summary report

(21)
No. of Illicit Connections Identlfled/Coffected $1,250 - $1,75o

Per illicit connection identification survey per square mile Cost estimate does not include cost assod-¯ Assumes survey will be conducted visually (i.e., ated with correction of illicit connections.smoke, dye, or other methods will not be used)
¯̄ Illicitness of dry-weather flows will be determined

by tracing source upstream in system and through
use of field test kits

(26) Indtmtrlal Site Compliance Monitoring $290 - $350 per
¯ Per industrial site (based on 5 acre site) 5 acre site Cost estimate based on visual inspections¯ Light-industrial land use only.

D
¯ Visual inspections of compliance with pollution

prevention plans For start-up costs add:
¯ One technical inspector per site Notepads, computer(s), camera.
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles,

travel, utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, etc.)
¯ Includes data analysis and prep. of summary report
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1. Establish management sphere 1. State goals for program

Who will be responsible for implementation? Based on baseline conditions, resources, and constraints,
What other programs are being implemented within water- articulate goals for stormwater management program in terms
shed? of measurable achievements.

2. Gather/review historical data 2. Inventory prior and ongoing efforts

Identify programs/studies already implemented in the Identify prior stormwater management efforts and assess
watershed, success of prior efforts.
Determine problem areas and assess effectiveness of Identify current stormwater management efforts and assess
earlier efforts, success of ongoing efforts.

Incorporate complementary programs and goals. Identify

3. Identify potential receiving water impacts ~otential conflicts.

/dentify uses/characteristics which may be impacted by 3. Develop and implement management program
stonnwater runoff.

Identify and implement specific program facets in order to¯ Hydrology and hydrodynamics (flooding, drainage,
physical habitat) - achieve goal.

¯ Biological integnty (fish diversity, macro, community)
¯ Non-contact recreation (sports fishing) 4. Develop and implement monitoring program
¯ Supply (potable water) Based on goals, program structure, resources and constraints,

Contact recreation (swimming) select indicators to be used to assess success of stormwater
¯ Aqua-culture (shellfish harvesting, food fishing) management program. Level II indicators will likely be more

quantitative in comparison to Level / techniques.
4. Inventory resources and identify constraints

Determine staff and funding limitations. 5. Assess indicator results
Identify regulatory-mandated deadlines and programs. Analyze indicator monitonng results.

¯ Scheduling Constraints ¯ What do the monitoring results indicate about the su¢-
¯ Funding cess of the stormwater management program?
¯ Regulatory Compliance ¯ Have the indicators accurately reflected the effectiveness

of the management program?
5. Assess baseline conditions ¯ What do indicators suggest about the ability of the

stormwater indicator monitoring program to measure ofUse rapid (qualitative) assessment methods versus detailed
quantitative techniques to assess baseline conditions, overall watershed health?

Indicator Options by Receiving Water Use 6. Re-evaluate management program

¯ Hydrology and hydrodynamics Re-evaluate resources and constraints. Update (if necessary)
Physical / Social / Programmatic / Site assessment of baseline conditions. Review and revise

¯ Biological integrity program goals. Review and revise management program.
Biological / Water quafity / Social / Programmatic / Site    Review and revise indicator monitoring program.

¯ Non-contact Recreation
Water quality / Physical / Biological / Social / Program-
matic / Site

¯ Water Supply
Water quality / Biological / Social / Programmatic / Site

¯ Contact Recreation ’
Biological / Water quality / Physical / Social / Program-
matic / Site

¯ Aquaculture
Biological / Water quality / Physical / Social / Program-
matic / Site
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Feature Article from Watershed Pvotectton Techniques. 1 (4): 166-172

Assessing the Potential for
Urban Watershed Restoration

A fter many years of neglect and abuse, In our view, there are essentially three types of
urban streams and rivers have recently beurban stream restoration possible. The first is a water-
come the focus of restoration efforts through-shed where it is feasible to at least partially restore a

out many parts of the country. For example, Barth etal.native biological community within the stream. The
(1994) identifiedover 50urbanwatershedprogramsthatsecond is a watershed that acts primarily as a conduit
have been organized in the last few years. Communitiesfor stormwater runoff, where it is only possible to reduce
increasingly recognize the value of healthy aquaticpollutants to the receiving water body, and few oppor-
systems within urban areas and are taking steps totunities exist to restore the stream. The third is a water-
krnprove the quality of degraded streams. The motivat-shed where both pollutant load reductions and stream
hag factors underlying each program vary. For some, therestoration are not feasible, and restoration is limited to
goal is to improve water quality, to receiving waters. In"stream corridor management. This article presents a
others, the objective is to enhance the urban environ-restoration process for the first type of system. For
meat and provide recreational areas. Others seek tothose areas where meaningful stream restoration is not
recover aquatic diversity within urban streams. Theseattainable, some of the following process may still be
emerging urban watershed restoration efforts are unique useful.
in that they target stormwater treatment and habitat Before discussing a watershed restoration process,
enhancement to rehabilitate urban streams, it is useful to establish the concept of watershed scale

While many communities now share the goal of(Figure 1). An urban watershed may be several square
urban watershed restoration, they may not always bemiles in area and consist of several major stream sys-
sure how to go about it, or whether it is really antems. A subwatershed usually encompasses first or
achievable goal. This article summarizes some of thesecond order tributaries to the main stream and has a
experience of the last five years in the Mid-Atlanticdrainageareaofapproximately 1,000to 1,500acres(this
region. We present a detailed method to assess andcan vary depending on regional differences). A subwa-
identify restoration opportunities and analyze, at thetershed then consists of several catchments, which
subwatershed scale, whether restoration is possible,usually have drainage areas between 50 and 500 acres.

Meaning~l watershed restoration must be con-
Watershed Restoration Feasibility ducted at the subwatershed scale for several reasons.

Before spending millions of dollars and countlessFirst, not all subwatersheds within an urban watershed
hours of staff time, watershed managers must ask awill have the same level of impervious cover, and
simple question: Canthewatershedreallyberestored?therefore impacts and restoration opportunities often
We can always do some things to improve water quality
to the receiving waters or enhance stream corridor
aesthetics, but we must also realize that certain con-
swaints exist within the urban environment that may
make complete restoration extremely difficult, if not ¯ Are stream valley parks present within the subwatershed?
impossible. ¯ Is there available public or milita~ land?

For example, in the ultra-urban setting, wliereimper- ¯ Are the streams and waterways open channels?
viouscoverexceeds60toT0%,moststreamsmayhave ¯ Is prior biological data available for the stream?
beenpreviouslypiped.Theseareasaregoingtobenext̄ Does the local government have a small-scale GIS database of
to impossible to restore. Other key criteria that must be watershed information?
considered are identified in Table I. Although a nega- ¯ Does the subwatershed have a moderate impervious cover (i.e., less
tire response to a single criteria probably will not make than 60 %)?
restoration infeasible, a negative response to several

¯ Does the local government have a stream buffer program? ~criteria may well signal that watershed restoration is not
feasible. ¯ Have stormwater detention structures been historically installed in the

subwatershed?
¯ Are there existing floodways within the subwatershed?
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differ between subwatersheds. Second, it is easier totion effort. First, urban watershed restoration is prima-
identify structural restoration sites and other opportu-rily a question of what is possible. When striving to
nities at the subwatershed level. Third, local neighbor-restore basic ecological functions to the aquatic envi-
hoods often fall within the scale of the subwatershed,ronment, watershed managers need to look at eta, rent
making it easier to target pollution prevention efforts,and past land use and stream quality to set realistic and
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the subwatershedachievable goals for the future. Another prerequisite is
scaleissmallenoughtoaccuratelymeasurethepercent-to establish a parmership approach. Many different
age of subwatershed area that can be treated by storm-agencies, organizations, and professionals will need to
water retrofits. We refer to this as the "control area."coordinate together to implement projects. A success-
This concept is extremely important when choosingful restoration plan will require su’ong fiscal and staff
priority subwatersheds for restoration, commitments. Some past efforts have failed because

Watershed restoration usually takes decades toinadequate resources were available to complete the
implement, whereas subwatershed efforts can be ac-effort. Watershed restoration can also involve substan-
complished in shorter time periods. Some subwater-tialchangewithinthecommunity.Astrongeducational

sheds may receive stream restoration, while others mayprogram that involves local residents early in the resto-
receive only corridor management measures. There-ration process can help explain the purpose of projects
fore, by concentrating on one subwatershed at a time,and provide support for the most intrusive changes.
we can measure improvement to that aquatic system

i
while still contributing improvements to the watershedUrban Watershed Restoration Process
as a whole. The following process identifies a three-pronged

Watershed managers should keep several Fin-approach to watershed restoration through stormwa-
ciples in mind when embarking on a watershed restora-ter retrofitting, pollution prevention, and stream en-
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hancement. This process is recommended to achieve The best potential retrofit sites are usually located
realistic improvements in aquatic communities for ur-adjacent to existing engineered or natural channels, at
ban streams within the subwatershed context. Table 2the ouffall era storm drainage pipe or within an existing
highlights the major components of the watershedolder stormwater management facility. Undeveloped
restoration process, parkland and open space areas, golf courses, wide

The restoration process begins with an aaalysis offloodplains, highway rights-of-way, and parking lot

existing stream channel and subwatershed conditions,edges are also good places to look (see article 143 for

Several alternative stream assessment techniques aremore information on the details ofstormwater retrofit-
available to evaluate existing conditions. Stream char-ting).
actet~zation studies that identify biological communi- Good potential retrofit sites generally have the
ties such as macroinvertebrates or fish may be con-following characteristics:
ducted. Land use assessments that measure impervi-* Within an existing open area (not forested and not
ous cover or percent industrial/commercial land may
also be appropriate. Chemical waterquality monitoring

occupied by existing structures)
¯ Has sufficient runoff storage capacity for thedata may be collected or physical stream geometry

parameters may be studied. The more detailed the tributary, catchment

assessment, the more useful it will be in developing ā Feasible to divert stormwater to potential facility
restoration plan. However, since most programs havē Thesiteshouldhaveadrainagearealargeenough
limited money, an assessment that quickly provides to make a meaningful contribution to the water
information and identifies problem areas is most prac- quality of the catchment
tical. A review of any past monitoring data (physical,
chemicalandbiological) coupledwitharapidwatershed2. Comprehensive Field Survey of Candidate Storm-
wide monitoring protocol, such as the Rapid Streamwater Practice Sites
Assessment Technique (RSAT) (Galli, 1993) is an ideal
tool for documenting existing conditions and identify- Candidate retrofit sites meeting the desktop criteria

ing problem areas, are then field verified using a retrofit inventory sheet
(RIS). The 1LIS includes site-specific information on

Urban Watershed Retrofit Process
location, ownership, approximate drainage area, utility
locations, etc. An appropriate stormwater retrofit to

Once an analysis of existing conditions has beenmeet the site specific constraints is identified in the field.
completed, a structural retrofit inventory is conducted.
This process involves identifying subwatersheds, lo-
cating candidate retrofit sites and determining how
much area within the subwatersheds can be controlled.

1. Desktop Survey of Potential Candidate Stormwater̄ Create inte.tgovemmental/partnership agreements where n~ces-

Practice Sites
sary

The f’~rst step of the process consists of identifyinḡ Conduct watersh~:l assessment

candidate retrofit sites through a desktop survey. To ¯ Monitoring

begin, the watershed is subdivided into subwatersheds ¯ Mapping
that range from 1,000 to 1,500 acres in size. This unit ¯ Stream reconnaissance
forms the fundamental basis for further restoration ¯ Perform subwatershed delineations
analysis. Subwatersheds, in turn, are subdivided into ¯ Characterize subwatershed conditions
individual catchments ranging from 50 to 500 acres in
size. Once these drainage units are mapped, low altitude ¯ Evaluate candidate retrofit opportunities

color areal photographs arc used to locate potential ¯ Conduct informational workshops and review retrofit opportunities with
resident groupsretrofit sites. Several additional mapping sources are

also needed to select candidate sites, including the ¯ Assess stream restoration opportunities
following: ¯ Assemble restoration opportunities into inventory

¯ Topography(usuallyatascaleof]-=200.orfiner) ¯ Perform pollution prevention opportunity surveys

¯ Lmpervious cover based on land use/zoning maps ¯ Select priority subwatershed for demonstration projects
¯ Property ownership (usually available through ¯ Rank individual projects

tax maps) ¯ Develop comprehensive watershedlsubwatershed plan
¯ Open space parcels (using a recent aerial photo- ¯ Incorporate public involvement and active participation

graph and land use maps) ¯ Initiate project implementation
¯ Existingdrainagenetwork(includingstormdrain- ¯ Evaluate restoration efforts

age pipes and open channels)
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In addition, the investigator verifies approximate wet-
land limits, notes stream conditions, and potential con-
flicts with or limitations from utility crossings, construe-

Description Score tion and maintenance access. Potential conflicts with
sensitive resources and adjacent land uses are cata-

Pollutant LoaO Reduction (1 - 10 points) loged, available storage estimated, and a preliminary
concept sketch is prepared. Photographs are also be

Storage taken of the site and vicinity!. It is helpful to prepare a
0.00 -0.25 ac-ff 1 pt field package before visiting each site. The field pack-
0.26 - 1.00 ac-ff 2 pt age contains background information each candidate

1.01 - 2.00 ac-ft 3 pt site, such as topographic maps, storm drainage network

2.0I - 4.00 ac-ff 4 pt wetland maps, and any utiliW, information.

4.01 or more 5 pt 3. Subwatershedlnvemory

Pollutant Load Reduction (1 - 10 points) Once the field investigation is complete, each fea-

sible retrofit site is cataloged in a retrofit inventory. The0% - 10% 1 pt
concept sketches are refined and site specific informa-

l 1% - 30% 2 pt tion added. A preliminary cost estimate is prepared and
31% - 40% 3 pt the RIS is finalized. Often, more than one type of
41% - 50% 4 pt stormwater practice may be designated as suitable for

51% or more 5 pt aparticular location.

The completed inventor! is then used to compute
Stream Restoration Score ( 1 - 5 points)                        the amount of area controlled within the subwatershed.

The total area of the subwatershed draining to pro-Directly reduces downstream velocities 1 pt posed retrofit sites is used to select priority s.ubwatcr-
Provides extended detention control for sub-bankfull floods2 pt sheds for restoration implementation. A samplescoring
Provides habitat or supports fishery reintroduction 3 to 5 pt system (Table 3) provides watershed managers with a

tool for allocating resources and developing an imple-
Cost Score (1 - 5 points)                                      mentationapproach forconstructionofslx=cific projects.

Scoring parameters can be modified for regional differ-
Construction cost estimated at less than $10,000 5 pt encesortoplaceextraemphasisonaparticularissueof
Between $10,001 and $25,000 4 pt concern.
Between $25,001 and $50,000 3 pt In some watersheds, prioritizing restoration efforts
Between $50,001 and $100,000 2 pt can be targeted by estimating urban pollutant loads to
More than $100,000 i pt receiving waters, to identify which land uses within

subwatersheds are contributing the greatest load to the
receiving waters. In other watersheds, efforts are tar-

Ease of Implementation Score (1 - 5 points) geted on the basis of a stream quality ranking system
Publicly owned site 2 pt that incorporates parameters such as habitat value and
Access and staging are good or excellent 1 pt strearngeometry.
Existing maintenance authority is in place 1 pt
No major wetland permits or other approvals needed 1 pt WatershedSourceControlthroughPollution

Prevention

Public Benefit (1 - 5 points) The second major component of watershed restora-
tion involves identifying and implementing sour~ con-

Site located in pdodty watershed 1 pt trol measures within selected subwatersheds. Control-
Benefits small scale citizen habitat project 1 pt ling pollution at its source must be a major obj~ive.
Provides community visibility or amenity 1 pt The best structural stormwater practice retrofits have
Provides environmental educatiorVmonitodng opportunity 1 pt lollutantremovalefficienciesrangingfi’om40%toSO%,

but still discharge some pollutants downstreamSupports a partnership effort 1 pt (Schueler, 1994). Eventhebeststormwaterretrofitpro-
gram usually cannot control 100% of the subwatershed

Note: Sample scodng system based on Mid-Atlantic region. Scouring parameters    area. The goal of source control is to prevent pollutants
and point ranges may vary from region to region,                            from entering the storm drain network in the fast place.

The biggest challenge for watershed managers is that
an effective source control requires changing people’s
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behavior. Therefore, efforts geared towards watershedhood stream clean-up efforts, tree planting days and
education and behavior modification are likely to have resident monitoring programs.
big payoffs.

A good method to identify source control opportu-Urban Stream Enhancement Procedures
nities targets the major land uses within a subwatershedFor those subwatersheds where biological diver-
(industrial land uses, which are permitted under thesity is to be enhanced, it is critical to assess the condi-
NPDES program, may be handled separately). Wheretion of the instream aquatic habitat. In many urban
possible, commercial property owners should be iden-streams, the physical changes to channel geometry, and
tiffed. Once this is done, business coalitions through-habitat are so severe that few places remain to accom-
out the subwatershed can be formed for distinct cam-modate aquatic life. In order to restore diverse aquatic
mercial clusters, or by grouping similar businessescommunity, it is often necessary to physically reran-
together(e.g., vehicle maintenance, foodservice, ware-struct instream habitat structure.
house, general retail, etc.). A number of habitat-enhancement tools may be

A random non-regulatory field survey ofcommer-used to re-construct in-stream habitat, depending on
cial properties should be conducted to identify evi-the conditions of the stream in question. Pool/riffle
dance of pollutants entering storm drains. Field inves-sequences may be re-established, fish cover may be
tigators should look for the presence or absence ofprovided, channel morphology stabilized, fish barriers
pollution prevention practices. The type of practicesremoved, and streamside areas revegetated. Several
identified will depend to some extent on the type ofhabitat enhancement techniques are presented in Table
business. The type of source control practices to look"6 and discussed in greater detail in articles 144 to 150.
for are listed in Table 4. The survey should document Before specific habitat enhancementtechniques are
the location and name of the business, owner informa-proposed, it is necessary to know where and when they
tion, approximate site area, and approximate imperviousare appropriate for the stream. Much of this work can be
area. accomplished during the existing stream condition as-

Once the survey is complete, business coalitionsessments. Using the RSATmethod, for example, field
representatives should be selected to help administerinvestigators can identify enhancement opportunities
the source control program. Informational flyers, tar-while documenting existing conditions.
gated at specific businesses (such as automotive-re- Using RSAT, the stream network is divided into
lated services), can be distributed to the coalition rep-resentatives. The local coalitions will be responsible for reach lengths and two to three assessments are con-

ducted over each reach. The segments are evaluated for
implementation of good housekeeping practices, moni-the following parameters: riparian cover condition, pres-
toringcomptiance, andreportingresults.Localgovern-ence and severity of streambank erosion, pool/riffle
merits may considerincentives to promoteparticipationquality, substrata condition, channel debris, condition
in this type of a program, such as special tax incentives,of adjacent floodplain, presence of fish barriers, evi-
advertising subsidies for environmentally friendly busi- -
nesses, or special subsidies for stormwater practice
implementation.

A residential source control program involves a
general review of the residential housekeeping of the
watershed. A survey of subwatershed general condi- Check for the Following Good Housak~ping Musur~s
tions is conducted, and restoration opportunities tar-
geting specific areas for reducing pollutants are identi- ¯ Covered material storage or material stored inside

fled(Table 5). ¯ Covered dumpster & no dumpster spillage

Once the residential survey is complete, home-¯ Maintenance of vehicles inside
owner associations and other community involvement¯ Floor drains connected to sanitary sewer system
groupsarecontactedto informtheirmembersaboutthe ¯ Aboveground storage tanks with secondary containment
things they can do to reduce pollutants in the streams. ¯ Vehicle washing and steam cleaning using specified wash systems
Public attitude surveys are one way to assess citizen and connected to sanitary sewer
knowledge of watershed problems and to raise public
awareness about watershed restoration issues (Smith

¯ Covered loading docks

et al., 1994). Informational flyers on proper lawn care,̄ Covered vehicle refueling areas

auto care, disposal of yard wastes, and recycling of¯ Absence of trash and debris
used oil and antifreeze are often included in public¯ Absence of eroded areas and lack of bare surfaces
education programs. Stream stewardship can also be ¯ Adequate maintenance of stormwater treatment practices
fostered by storm drain stenciling programs, neighbor-

¯ Disconnected impervious surfaces
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Conclusion

Human activity, has impacted the biological integ-
rity and physical characteristics of many urban stream¯ Condition of storm drainage system (outfall, catchbasins) systems. Watershed restoration provides an opportu-

¯ Condition of roadway surfaces nity to undo many past mistakes; however, many activi.
¯ Are storm drain inlets and catchbasins stenciled? ties have created situations where complete restoration

to pre-human conditions is impossible. A realistic pro-¯ Condition of pervious areas (needless turf, erosion areas, etc.)? gram that recognizes the limitations of a restoration
¯ Condition of residential lawn quality (is there evidence of excessive program and targets a specific approach is essential.

use of fertilizer?) Watershed managers must recognize when to attempt
¯ Are there many vacant lots with local dumping of lawn refuge andcomprehensive watershed restoration and when to

other trash and debris? pursue strictly stream corridor management strategies.

An effective watershed restoration program is most¯ Is there evidence of substantial residential auto care and car wash-
ing? likely to reach successful results when conducted atthe

subwatershed scale.
¯ Are there opportunities for reforestation/revegetation?

A comprehensive watershed restoration plan incor-
¯ Identify candidates for stream stewardship porates several complementary aspects. Stormwater

retrofits can mitigate altered stormwater runoff and
reduce pollutant loads, but cannot revive an aquatic

dence of exposed or leaking sanitJary sewers, visiblesystem by themselves. Pollution prevention helps re-
water quality impairment. In addition, adjacent landduce pollutants at the source but does not affect the
uses and property ownership, access points for heavy peak flows anderosive conditions in thestream. Stream
equipment, and presence of adjacent wetlands are docu-habitat restoration may provide increased stream chan-
mented, nel stability and create conditions where aquatic spe-

cies might prosper, but without reductions in pollutant
The Cost of Urban Watershed Restoration load, biological diversity is not likely to improve. Urban

watershed restoration must be looked at in a compre-
To date, there have been relatively few urban water-hensive manner where each element plays a role in

shed restoration plans completed and even fewer thatproducing conditions where the aquatic community
have been implemented. There is almost no data on theand humans can live side by side.
costs to implement a complete urban watershed resto-
ration plan. One estimate, dating to the early 1990s, put -RAC
restoration efforts within the Anacostia River Water-
shed at between approximately one-half to one million
dollars per square mile of area (AR.T, 1992). Clearly, more
information is necessar3, to approximate urban w~ter-
shed restoration costs.

We can gain some information by looking at the
costs of individual practices. For example, structural
retrofits can range in cost from as little as $10,000 for
minor modifications to an existing stormwater pond to
as much as $750,000 or more for complete design and
construction of a major wet, extended detention facility
(Karouna, 1989). The implementation of a public out-
reach program for a moderately sized subwatershed in
Prince George’s County, Maryland costs approximately
$30,000 annually (Paul, 1995). The cost to area busi-
nesses to implement and maintain pollution prevention
practices might vary from a few hundred dollars to
several thousand dollars per business per year, de-
pending on the type of business. Stream enhancement
projects can range in cost from a few thousand dollars
for projects relying on donated plant materials and
volunteer labor to $500,000 permile forcomplete recon-
struction of the stream channel geometry, bank stabili-
zation and riparian revegetation (Black and Veatch,
1994).                                             R0080160
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Urban Stream Restoration Goals Techniques/Methods

Control Urban Hydrologic Regime ¯ Upstream structural retrofits
¯ Parallel pipe systems

Remove Urban Pollutants ¯ Source control pollution prevention efforts
¯ Upstream structural retrofits
¯ Increased/enhanced stream buffers
¯ Elimination of illicit connections
¯ Erosion & sediment controls

Restore Instream Habitat Structure ¯ Create pools/riffles
¯ Confine and deepen low flow channels
¯ Provide structural complexity
¯ Provide in-stream fish cover

Stabilize Channel Morphology ¯ Enhance channel geometry (length to width
ratio, meander patterns, etc.

¯ Stabilize severe bank erosion
¯ Stabilize channel and bed to accommodate

bank full discharge

ReptacetAugment Riparian Cover ¯ Provide enhanced tree canopy over headwa-
ter streams

¯ Stabilize stream banks
¯ Provide instream overhead cover
¯ Revegetate stream banks and buffers

Protect Critical Stream Substrates ¯ Erosion and sediment controls
¯ Riffle creation
¯ Mechanical stream substrate cleanout

(=Mudsucker")
¯ Enhance steam buffers

Recolonize Stream Community ¯ Remove fish migration barriers
¯ Selectively reintroduce pre-disturbance na-

tive fish community (where appropriate)

References Anacostia Restoration Team (ART). 1992. A Blueprint

Barth, C., B. Daly, E. Reeves, and P. Cada. 1994. 1994 for the Restoration of the Anacostia IVatershed.

Edition-National Directory of Urban t!/ater- Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-

shed Restoration Efforts. Center for Watershed ments. Washington, DC

Protection Karouna, N. 1989. Cost Analysis of Urban Retrofits.
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lished Notes. Metropolitan Washington CouncilPaul, S. 1995. Personal communication. Prince George’s
ofGovernments, Washington, DC County Dept. of Environmental Resources,

Schueler, T. 1994. "ReviewofPoilutaatRemovalPerfor- Watershed Protection Branch.
mance of Stormwater Ponds and Wetlands."Black and Veatch. 1994. Carroll County, Maryland
I~’atershed Protection Techniques. 1 ( l ): 17-18 Longwell Branch Restoration Feas ib ility Study.

Smith, J., S. Paul, C. Collins, A. Cavacas, M. Lahlou. Carroll County Maryland, OfficeofEnvironmen-
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Prince George’s County." Proceedings from ~Va-
tershed ’93. A National Conference on I~’ater-
shed Management. Pawlukiewicz, J. et. al (eds.)
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Technical ;Vote #48 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (4): 188-19 /

Stormwater Retrofits:
Tools for Watershed Enhancement

I mproving aquatic habitat,    water Stormwater retrofits only emphasize pollutant re-
quali.ty, and biodiversity within impacted ur-duction. It should be recognized that quami.ty fie.
ban streams and rivers are objectives for water-quently creates the most severe urban stream impacts.

shedmanagers. Stormwaterretrofitring isjustoneavail-Watershed managers should look for opportunities to
able watershed restoration tool. Stormwater retrofits arecombine quantity and quality controls together m storm-
a series of structural stormwater practices designed towaterretrofits.
mitigate erosive flows, reduce pollutants in stormwater
runoff, and promote conditions for improved aquaticStormwater Retrofit Options
habitat.

Other watershed restoration tools that restore streamI. Retrofit existing stormwater management facili-
tieshabitat and stabilize streambanks are necessary and

important for watershed restoratiori, but without estab- This option involves converting existing detention
lishing a stable, predictable hydrologic water regime,facilities (usually dry detention basins) into more func-
thesetoolsmaynotbeeffective.Erosiveconditionsandtional treatment practices. Older basins are usually
damaging frequent stormwater flows will remain. Tomodifiedto becomestormwaterwetlandsorwetponds.
successfully improve astream’s overall aquatic health,This is perhaps the easiest retrofit option since storm-
stormwater retrofitting is a watershed manager’s mostwater is already managed in a distinct location and there
reliable tool. is already some resident acceptance and understanding

Recent efforts in Maryland have identified methodso fstormwater management. In addition, modifying ex-

for locating, designing, and constructing retrofits inisting facilities usually involves minimal impacts to

urban watersheds. Scouting for retrofit sites requires asecondary environmental resources (e.g., wetlands,

sound understanding of how, where and which storm-forest cover, migration barriers, etc.).

waterpractices are appropriate forparticular situations. The retrofit process begins with an analysis of the
This requires an understanding of urban streams, hy-existing hydraulic characteristics of the facility, review-
drology and stream morphology, and an ability toing the type of storage originally provided (e.g., two-
envisionpossibilitiesforenhancement. Itisalsoheipfulyear, and 10-year storms), and evaluating whether
to have an imaginative approach when attempting toavailable storage exists for additional water quality
identify appropriatealtematives. Sixexamplesofurbantreatment. The pond bottom can usually be excavated
retrofits are identified in Table 1. These retrofits must beto create more permanent pool storage (for pond and
adopted to varying site-specific conditions but repre- wetlandsystems),theembankmentcan beraised, orthe
sent the most common options for urban retrofitting,outlet structure modified to obtain additional storage

for extended detention.

Another option is to increase the towpath from
inflow point to discharge point by using baffles, earthma
berms or pond micro-topography to improve settling

¯ Retrofit existing older stormwater manage- conditions. The goal ofthistypeofretrofit is to maintainment facilities (detention ponds)
the original design purpose of the basin as much as

¯ Construct new stormwater practices at possible, while providing additional pollutant treat-
upstream end of road culverts merit. A typical retrofit of an existing detention basin is

¯ Construct new stormwater practices at storm shown in Figure 1.
drainage pipe ouffalls (end of pipe)

¯ Construct small instream practices in open 2. Construct new stormwater practices at upstream
channels end of road culverts

¯ Construct "on-site~ measures atthe edges of Thisstormwaterretrofitoptionisinstalledupstream

~
large parking areas from existing road culverts by constructing a control

¯ Construct new stormwater practices within structure and excavating a micro-pool. The control
highway rights-of-way (cloverleaves) structure can consist of a gabion or concrete weir

structure or a riser/barrel configuration. The micro-pool

12 The Practice of Watershed Protection: Article 143
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Relocated/raised
emergency spillway

\ \ Raised \
\ ~ em~kment

P~ncipal

Pdncip~
spillway

Shaded
outlet

channel

Peninsula
to extend low

flOwpath

is a small permanent pool with a target volume equiva- volumes to a stormwater practice while allowing larger
lent to 0. I watershed inch of storage. This method canstorms to bypass the retrofit. Examples of stormwater
be util ized to provideextendeddetentionofrunoffwithpractices that are often applied in this retrofit option
a maximum depth of six feet above the culvert invert. Ifinclude sand filters, peat-sand filters, bioretention areas
the upstream area is an open floodplain, it may be(article I I0), off-line wetlands and wet ponds (refer to
possible to construct a wet pond or stormwater wetland article 150 formore information on parallel pipe systems
retrofit, and flow splitter design). Consideration must be given

to regulatory restrictions when constructing stormwa-Stormwater quality control can usually be accom-
modated with this type of retrofit. Since roadways areter practices in a floodplain. Figure 3 shows aschematic

not always constructed as stormwater pond embank-plan for this method of retrofitting.

ment, special measures may be necessary to ensure that
these retrofits will meet dam safety specifications for4. Construct small instream practices in channels

seepage control and passage of the 100-year storm.Previously channelized streams are potential sites
Secondary impacts also need to be consideredwiththisfor small instream detention structures in some small
type of retrofit. Examples of secondary impacts includesubwatersheds. These retrofits consist of small weir
expansion of the 100-year floodplain, creation of fishwalls or check dams placed across the channel. A small
migration barriers, modification of upstream wetlandponding area is provided upstream of the retrofit for
hydrology, and potential impacts to existing forests. Aestablishing wetland vegetation. This type of retrofit is
typical retrofit utilizing an existing road crossing isusually very easy to install and can provide some
shown in Figure 2. moderate pollutant removal benefits, but can have

potentially adverse impacts on the floodplain. Existing
3. Constructnewstormwaterpracticesatstormdrain- floodplain levels must be carefully compared to those

age pipe ou~falls created by the retrofit. Often these channelized streams
This retrofit often consists of constructing newhave been designed to convey a certain frequency ~

stormwater treatment practices atthe immediate termi-storm event with a given cross-section. Modification of
nus o fstorm drainage systems. These retrofits are often this geometry may affect adjacent properties and down-
designed as off-line stormwater practices. Flow split-stream structures.
ters can be utilized to convey the water quality treatment
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New earthen berrn
with impermea/~le

Concrete weir wall

Now

-̄~ flo~:~lain

~ Extended detention limit

Existing floodplain

New diversion manhole
Concrete weir wall,      ~ for water qualityUnderdrain system Bioretention area treatment volumeto receiving stream level spreader

Existing road A~lequate construction
and maintenance access
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E~ement Consideration

Construction/ Ensure that retrofit site has adequate construction and maintenance
maintenance access access and sufficient construction staging area

Utilities Verify existing utility locations, assess likelihood for conflicts, avoidance
or relocation potential

Wetlands, forests, Identify existing natural resources and estimate sensitivity, avoid and
and sensitive streams minimize impacts where possible, assess likelihood for conflicts and

permit acquisition complications

Conflicting land uses Identify adjacent land uses, select stormwater practices that will be
compatible with nearby properties

Complementary restoration Look for opportunities to combine projects, such as combining stream
projects                 stabilization and habitat restoration with retrofitting in a complementary

manner

Permits and approvals Assess the difficulty of obtaining permits and identify necessary agen-
cies to contact

Retrofit purpose Define project purpose (i.e., is the retrofit intended to help stabilize the
hydrologic regime in terms of quantity controls or is the retrofit more
directed at pollutant removal in terms of quality controls?)

Cost Retrofits can vary in cost from a few thousand to several hundred thou-
sand dollars. A preliminary cost assessment should be conducted as
part of a stormwater practice selection and implementation process

5. Construct on-site measures at the edge of largeConclusion
parking areas Table 2 provides some key elements to consider in
Large parking lots are often ideal candidates for thethe selection and design of stormwater retrofits. De-

installation of new storrnwater retrofits. Some recentsigners and watershed managers must consider a wide
techniques, such as bioretention, improved porousvariety of issues when selecting retrofit options.
pavement and sand filters may be appropriate for these

In summary, retrofitting is a useful tool for water-retrofits. Infiltration practices, underground vaults, or
shed enhancement and stream quality improvement.

other quantity practices may also be appropriate inSeveral techniques are available to help establish a
somesituadons.Refertoardcles 105and 110fordetailed

stable hydrologic condition and reduce stormwater
information on these stormwater practices, runoff pollutants to receiving waters. Retrofitting
6. Construct new storrawater practices in highway quires a variety of skills for successful identification,

rights-of-way design, and implementation. When combined with other
watershed restoration efforts such as stream bank sta-Existing highway systems often have significant
bilization and habitat improvements, retrofitting canopen spaces to install various stormwater retrofits. In
contribute to better urban waters which sustain a di-particular, cloverleaf open space can be an ideal loca-
verse and healthy aquatic ecosystem.tion for stormwater wetlands and pond systems if

drainage areas/patterns allow. Care must be taken to not --RA C
create a safety hazard for traffic, and maintenance
access should be an integral part of the design.
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Technical Note #49from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4)." 192-197

Sligo Creek:
Comprehensive Stream Restoration

p erhaps the most comprehensive urban streamworked for a decade to restore the stream. The restora-
restoration project yet attempted is Sligo Creek.tion strategy consisted of comprehensive imptementa-
An urban creekthat drains through Maryland’stion ofstormwater retrofits, instream habitat creation,

Piedmont, Sligo Creek had become severely degradedriparian reforestation, and fish reintroductions (see
over time. An interagency team from MetropolitanTable l).Biomonitoringwasconductedbefore, during,
Washington Council of Governments, Interstate Com-and after each phase of the project. The project was
mission on the Potomac River Basin, Montgomeryconducted in two phases: first Wheaton Branch and
County. Department of Environmental Protection, Mary-then the Sligo Creek mainstem and Flora Lane tributa~,.
land Department of the Environment, and Maryland-Figure I showstheapproximatelocationoftheproject,s
National Capitol Park and Planning Commission hascomponents.

Wheaton Branch

Wheaton Branch was a severely degraded urban
¯ Phase I Restoration stream. Its 800-acre subwatershedis approximately 55%

Oniversit-.
,~

Phase II Restoration impervious. Frequentfloodinghadincreasedthestream

_ _ _ Subdrainage divide channel width from 15 feet to as much as 86 feet (Galli

~r Sampling sites and Schueler, 1992.) The streambed consisted of very
large cobbles em bedded in silt and clay, much of which
was contaminated by petroleum hydrocarbonst Water

’, temperatures averaged 2-7°C warmer than nearby for-
’ ested streams. The aquatic community was severely

retmfi~site degraded, with only two pollution-tolerant species of

WatersheO Boundary fish present: blacknose dace (Rhinichthys atrat~lus)
and northern creek chub (Semotilusatro maculatus.) In
comparison, less heavily-impacted reference streams in
the Anacostia basin contained 12 to 15 fish species.
Indeed, the biological quality of Wheaton Branch, as
measured by the Index of Biologic Integrity (IBD, was
rated as poor prior to restoration.

The restoration of Wheatun Branch is unique in that
F~ora it addressed all restoration steps in a sIngle project. ToLane

Tnbuta~ control stormwater flows and improve water quality, an
existing flood control structure was convened into a

,"~"N multi-cell pond/marsh system. With three intereon-
Mont. ~ " nected pools (total surface area 5.9 acres), this retrofit
Co. detained runoff for as long as 36 hours (Figure 2). A

system of weirs, pipes, and gate valves was then used
to gradually release the water. Construction of the
pond/marsh system was completed in June, 1990.

After the stormwater retrofit pond was completed,
the next step called for the replacement of nearly all
functional components of the stream ecosystem within
a 900-foot reach. Stone wing deflectors and boulders
were installed to concentrate stream flow thereby en-
hancing pool/riffle areas. Notched log drop structures
were used to create pools. Brash bundles, rootwads,
and imbricated rip-rap were employed to stabilize banks
and provide cover (Figures 3 and 4). Debris was

716 The Practice of Watershed Protection: Article 144
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removed from the stream and recycled for rootwads and
log drop structures. Boulders were carefully stacked to

Location." Montgomery Co., MD produce underwater crevasses tbr fish refuge. Beside
Watershed size: 800 acres the stream, two small vernal pool areas were excavated

Degree of Imperviousness."55 percent for amphibian habitat, and downed trees and logs were
positioned to create cover for small animals. Areas

Restoration Step Application in Wheaton Branch adjacent to the stream ~vere reforested using locally
obtained native trees and shrubs to complete the habi-

Contro~ urban hydrologic ¯ Upstream stormwater management tat work. Species used for reforestation included red
regime and improve water pond retrofit maple (Acer rubrum), green ash (Fraxinus
quality pennsylvanica), sycamore ( Plantanus occidentatis),
Remove urban pollutants ¯ Upstream pond retrofit tulip poplar (Liriondendron tulipifera), and spicebush
Restore/create instream ¯ Notched log drop structure (Linderabenzoin).Atotalofl9differenttreeandshrub

species were used. This work was completed in April,habitat structure ¯ Imbricated rip-rap [991.
¯ Rootwad

Once stream habitat had been improved, native fish¯ Brush bundles were incrementally reintroduced (] 992). Reintroduction
¯ Boulder clusters was necessary because of downstream fish barriers.
¯ Single and double-wing deflectors The first phase involved stocking less prolific species

Stabilize channel ° Double -wing deflector that were electrofished from nearby streams and t~ms-
¯ imbricated rip-rap ferredtoWheatonBranch.Reintroductionswerephased

so that less prolific species were given a chance to° Rootwad become established without competition from more
¯ Brush bundles prolific species. Subsequent stockings were conducted

Replace/augment " Reforestation in 1993 and 1994. Volunteersformeda"bucketbrigade"
dpanan cover to assist the restocking effort. See Table 2 for a partial
Protect cntical ¯ Upstream pond retrofit list of reintroduced species.

stream substrates ¯ Wing deflectors Preliminarymonitoringresultsindicatethat Wheaton
Recolonize Stream ° Fish reintroduced Branch has responded reasonably well to the project:
Community numbers of both fish species and macroinvertebrates

seem to have improved. In particular, some species that
are indicators of good water quality have returned (Galli,
1995). The most dramatic improvements, however, ap-

Location: Montgomery Co., MD pear to be occurring downstream of Wheaton Branch in
Watershed size: 8,500 acres (in Montgomery Co.) theSligoCreekmainstem.

Degree of Imperviousness: 36 percent

Siigo Creek
Restoration Step          Application in Sligo Creek

Although S ligo Creek is almost entirely bordered by
parkland, its 13.3 square mile watershed lies within oneControl urban * Upstream stormwater management
of the most densely populated areas in the Washingtonhydrologic regime pond retrofit
D.C. region (Bandler 1990b). Extensive developmentRemove urban pollutants Upstream pond retrofit
has covered over or dried up all but two of its major

Sewer repairs and reconstruction tributaries. Over 60% of the forest cover has been lost
Restore/create instream Log drop structures in the watershed since 1932. From a narrow stream of
habitat structure Single and double-wing deflectors perhaps 10to 15 footwidth, Sligo had become as wide

Parallel pipe as 50 feet. While much of the mainstem of Sligo Creek
had been armored with rip-rap, it also had very poor

Stabilize channel             Rip-rap                            aquatic diversity,: only three fish species present and an
Coconut rolls IBI score ofzero.
Parallel pipe The approach to the restoration of Sligo Creek’s

Replace/augment Reforestation mainstem was generally similar to that used at Wheaton
riparian cover Branch. Upstream stormwater retrofits included con-
Protect critical = Upstream pond retrofit versionofadrypondtoapondJmarshsystemproviding !
stream substrates ¯ Wing deflectors 40 hours of extended detention. [nstream habitat struc-

Recolonize stream ° Fish reintroduced tures were installed at 19 key points along a three mile

community segment of the mainstem. Underutilized wet picnic
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grounds were converted to wetland areas to provide
~ ~j)    "l additional habitat. Streamside reforestation is ongoing.
I I 3’ or 0.4

Rip rap I lstream width As in Wheaten Branch, preliminary monitoring has
indicated that the stream has responded well to the
project: numbers offish species seem to have improved
and some species that are indicators of good ’water
quality have returned.

Flow Conclusions
Preliminary results at Sli~o Creek and Wheaten

Hardware cloth                                                                      "             - Branch seem to indicate that bv using a comprehensive
approach, dramatic improvements are possible even in
a highly degraded urban stream. John Galli and his
colleagues continue to study the stream’s long term
physical, chemical, and biological response to the res-
toration effort. With a unique multi-year dataset cover-I I

Stream wid~ .~-- S ~
ing fish, macroin vertebrates, and habitat quality, analy-
sis of the Sligo Creek restoration will greatly enhance
the literature of stream restoration.

Rebar dowel                  PROFILE                                          --CAB
=low

PLAN

CROSS SECTION

Boulder

Top log

.0
Root wad ~

Root wads

Baseflow
elevation ~

Invert
~oulders elevation

I Boulder
Footer log
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Wheaton Sligo
Common name (Scientific name) Branch Creek

Bluntnose minnows (Pimephales notatus) v" v

Cutlips minnow (Exoglossum maxillingua) v

Silverjaw minnow (E~cymbia buccata)

Common shiner (Notropis comutus)

Satinfin shiner (Notropis spilopterus)

Soottailed shiner (Notropis hudsonius)

Swallowtail shiner (Notropis procne) v

Longnose dace (Rhinichythys cataractae)

Rosyside dace (Clinostomus funduloides) v

Tessellated darter (Etheostoma olmstedi) ,/

White sucker (Catostomus commersoni)

Northern hog sucker (Hypentelium nigricans)

Bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) v

Because the project and data analysis are ongoing, this is a partial list of reintroduced fish. (Cummins and Stribling,
1992)

References Galli, J. 1995. Personal communication.

Galli, J. and Schueler, T. 1992. "Wheaton Branch StreamAnacostia Restoration Team. 1991. A Commitment to
Restoration Project." In: Watershed RestorationRestore our Home River. Metropolitan Washing-
Sourcebook‘ Metropolitan Washington Council ofton Council of Governments, Washington, DC
Governments, Washington, DC

Bandler, B. 1990a. In the Anacostia Watershed. Fall,
1990

Bandler, B. 1990b. Restoring Sligo Creek. September,
1990. ICPRB.

Bandler, B. 1992. In the Anacostia Watershe& Spring,
1992. ICPRB.

Cummins, J. and J. Stribling. 1992. "Wheaton Branch
Retrofit Project: 1990-91 Biomonitoring Project."
ICPRB Report # 92-1. Interstate Commission on
the Potomac River Basin, Rockville, MD
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Technical Note #-43from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4)." 173-175

Bioengineering in
Four Mile Run, Virginia
by Jay West, Save Our Streams Program, lzaak Walton League of America. Inc.

" n some urban streams, the goal for stream restor-tat are poor. The remaining natural channels exhibit
ation is very limited---to stabilize severely erod-significant bank erosion, with vertical banks ranging

. ing banks using native plant materials. Tradition-from three to eight feet tall.
ally, eroding banks were"protected" by armoring them

The Izaak Walton League coordinated a coopera-with large rocks known as tip-rap. While tip-rap is
tive effort to demonstrate that bioengineering tech-

effective in preventing erosion on small streams, it oftenniques could stabilize eroding banks. The League also
eliminates the natural vegetation that contributes to

wanted to show that a combination of citizens andstream quality,
public agencies could implement these techniques in a

Bioengineering, on the other hand, can protect thecost-effective manner. For demonstration purposes,
banks from erosion while providing quality streamsidethe League looked for a stream reach with good access,
vegetation. A good example of a site where bioengi-no tree canopy, and eroding bank heights less than four
neering has been demonstrated is Four Mile Run, anfeet. A site meeting these requirements was foundinan
urban creek in Northern Virginia (Table 1 ). open and unwooded park setting, adjacent to a greenway

Four Mile Run drains an urban watershed of someheavily used by pedestrians, joggers, and bicyclists.
20 square miles, that is about 40% impervious (FigureFigure 2 shows the project site before stabilization.
I ). Many ofthe small headwater streams that drained to The project began in February, 1994. The coacept for
Four Mile Run have been enclosed in stormdrain pipes,bank stabilization was to employ bioengineering on the
Over 35 stream miles have been lost in this manner overinside of a shallow bend. (An earlier project had placed
many decades of development (Waye, 1994.) As arip-rap on the outside of the bend where erosional
consequence, Four Mile Run is heavily influenced byenergy was greatest.) The bioengineering treatment
stormwater runoff. Both waterquality andaquatic habi-involved regrading the bank to achieve a more gentle

slope (2:1 horizontal to vertical.) Two shallow trenches
were constructed parallel to the stream on the bank
contour (see Figure 3). Fascines or bundles of dormant
willows and dogwood were then placed in trenches
along the contours of the bank. Each fascine was about

Location: Falls Church, VA seven feet long, with the rooted ends facing upstream.
Watershed size: 20 square miles The site has been frequently inspected to see how

Degree of/mperviousness: 40 percent                        well it holds up to erosive stormflows. Figure 4 shows

the site two weeks after installation, shortly before theRestoration Step Application in Four Mile Run grass had become fully established. Within 10 weeks,
Control Urban N/A the willows and dogwoods had sprouted, and a tt~
Hydrologic Regime layer of t’me silt had been deposited over the erosion

control fabric. The growth and sprouting of the fascines
Remove Urban Pollutants N/A was not as great as expected during the growing season,
Restore Instream N/A possibly because the fascines were not completely
Habitat Structure dormant at the time of planting. Overall, plant growth

was relatively sparse, and some weeds had invaded the
Stabilize Channel Stabilize severe bank erosion with site. After four months, some erosion was reported at

live fascines the toe of the bank, and the designers considered
Replace / Augment Planted willows placing a rip-rap layer to protect the base of the slope.
Riparian Cover Inspection during the second growing season has

Protect Critical N/A indicated greater sprouting success for the willows and

Stream Substrates dogwoods.

Recolonize Stream N/A
Community

R0080172
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The Four Mile Rtl~ project shows the possibilities
for repairing streambanks using volunteers. With do-
nated plant materials and free grading services, plus
volunteer labor, the project cost less than $2 per linear
foot (for a more detailed breakdown of the costs of

~’~k,
"~’~---

streambank erosion repair, see Table 2.)
--CA//

References

Black and Veatch. 1994. Carroll County, Md. Longwell
Branch Restoration Feasibility Study. Volume 1 Remaining~

open channe~
Waye, D. 1994. [nteresting Fun Facts About Four Mile
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Jute matting

__ ~’ High water mark.aS~=x=~ \

~~_~Z Normal flow s
Rip rap"~"w," L ~. I ]-~-~,,~....,=,,.,~_~. -~                           f

(Inside of stream bend)                                         Silt fence

Component Cost/Linear Foot

1. Bank Regrading $ 8.73
2. Rip-Rap Stabilization $ 5.94

3. Vegetative Stabilization
W~llow stakes, jute, hydroseed $14.17
Willow fascines, jute, hydmseed $15.97
Coconut logs, jute, hydmseed, plants $10 - 20

~7
Container plants, jute, hydroseed $23.47
Donated fascines, volunteer labor $1.73

Sources: Hoeger, pers. comm.; Black and Veatch, 1994 ~:~0080’~"~4
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Technical ,Vote ~44 from Watershed Protection Techniques. l (4): 176-178

Coconut Rolls as a Technique
for Natural Streambank Stabilization

E roding streambanks are a ubiquitous problemthe market for controlling erosion by the use of rolls
along urban streams. Traditionalsolutions havemade of natural coconut fiber.
involved hard engineering methods such as A key design issue for streambank stabilization is

rip-rap, channelization, and retaining walls to securehow to physically protect the bank from erosion until
the banks. It was reasoned that only hard material couldthe vegetation has become fully established. One solu-
withstand the enormous erosional energy that occurs

tion is to use rolls of coconut fiber (also known as coirduring large storm events. Unfortunately, hard engi-fiber rolls) along the toe of the bank. The coconut roll
neering techniques are often detrimental to the stream-acts as a flexible but resistant foundation for streambank
side ecosystem and may be less than satisfactory in

plantings(Figure I). Fiberrollsarestakedalongthetoe
controlling erosion, of the bank, where they retain water and nutrients and

Naturalalternativestostreambankstabilizationhave~re planted with native hydrophytic plants. The coir
their weak points as well; for example, willow stakesrolls eventually degrade but give plants enough time to
planteddirectlyintoaneroding bankmaynotwithstandform a dense network of intertwining roots that holds
large storms. However, there is a fairly new method onthe bank (Figure 2, A and B).
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The prescription for the use of coconut rolls forthat it created downstream bank erosion problems.
streambank stabilizalion depends on the size of theAfter public meetings were held, coconut rolls were
stream, the slope ofthe eroding banks, and the expectedused as an alternative on approximately 1,400 linear
stream velocity. Best results have been obtained in low-feet of stream channel (both banks). The coconut roils
order streams, with graded or ungraded bank slopes ofwere installed and planted over a two-month period,
3:1 or 4:1 (horizontal:vertical) and stream velocitiesand City officials have been pleased with the results.
between 2.5 and 7 ff/s. As with most bioengineeringOver half of the native plant species have persisted
techniques, the use of coconut rolls requires full or(Table 1)and many other volunteer species colonized
partial sun for the plants to grow. the site after two growing seasons. No visible erosion

Typically, each project is designed by an intend[s-near the treatment area was observed, and anecdotal
ciplinary team of hydrologist,s, wetland experts, or reportsweremadeofimprovementsinthefishcommu-
landscape architects. In some cases, the existing erodednity.
bank must be graded to achieve the more gentle side- Coconut logs were also used to stabilize the eroding
slopes required for bioengineering (3: i). Seeded coco-banks of a small urban stream in Yonkers, New York.
nut logs, about 20 ft in length, are anchored along theOnce again, the streamban~ were highly eroded due to
toe of the b~mk and seemed with stakes. Areas abovestormwater runoff from upstream development. The
the log may be stabilized by mats of coconut fiber oreroding stream banks were cleared of wood)’ vegeta-
jute. Trees, shrubs and ground cover are then planted intion, and the steeply sloping banks were graded to
the bank. using hydroseed, containers, or live stakes,achieve a gentle slope. The toe of the streambank was

Coconut rolls have been utilized to stabilize erod-protected by an anchored coconut roll, and mats of
ing stream banks in Little Cedar Creek, a small streamcoconut were used to protect the upper bank from
draining ahighly urban (60% impervious cover) water-erosion. Sixteen species of native trees, shrubs, and
shed near Allentown, Pennsylvania. The stream expe-ground coverwere planted in the newly reshaped bank.
rienced extensive bank erosion due to uncontrolledMost of the planted vegetation survived and an equal
stormwater runoff from the upstream watershed. The numberofvoMnteerspeciescolonizedthestreambank.
stream, which at one time supported brown trout, hadReports indicate that the vegetated streambank contin-

D.
lost much stream habitat, ues to prevent erosion, despite numerous sub-bankfull,

The City of Allentown first used rock armoring tobankfull, and over-bank floods.

keep the banks from eroding further. This costly ap- The experience so far with coconut logs indicates
proach was abandoned by the City after it was foundthat they can be a very effective method to repair
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streambank erosion on small streams with gentle,
unwooded slopes. Best results are achieved when na-
tive plant species are used and the plantings are care-
fully maintained during the first few months. The cost
of the coconut log approach is about $ I 0/linear foot for

Yrexler Park Yibbetts Brookmaterials; a four-person crew can plant ~om 200 to 300 Variables Allentown, PA Yonkers, NYif/day (Note: Cost can increase by an additional $9/ (1991-1994) (1991-1994)
linear foot if extensive regrading of the bank is needed;
for a general cost comparison.) No. species planted 27 16

Several interesting questions remain about coconut No. original spp. surviving 16 11
logs. For example, at what stream size should coconut No. new species 29 15logs be replaced by a layer of stone at the base of the
streambank? Can shade-tolerant plant species grow Total increase in diversity 60% 61%
fast and dense enough to allow coconut logs (or other
bioengineering techniques) to be used in flood plains
that have a dense tree canopy? And lastly, what will the
streamside plant community be like after a decade or
more of woody plant succession--will it still be dense
enough to provide erosion control benefits?

--JMC

Reference
Greechan, H., S. Hoeger, and P. Summerfield 1993.

County Pioneers Stream Bank Stabilization
Method Public Works 124 98.
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Technical Note #45 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (4). 179-181

Pipers Creek: Salmon Habitat
Restoration in the Pacific Northwest
by Doug Sovern, Gala Northwest, [nc.

C onventional stream restoration practice often
commercialdevelopment. Storm flowscan reach 300cfs

assumes that bank and instream restorationduringafive-yearstorm. Base flows are a mere l.Scfs.
willnot besuccessfuluntilexcessivestormwa-Small urban streams like Pipers Creek once provided

ter flows are first controlled upstream. However, con-important freshwater habitat for coho salmon, cutthroat
struction ofstormwater retrofits may be too expensivetrout, and steelheads.
or infeasible. In a large watershed, it may take many
years to implement all planned retrofits. Can instreamPrevious Restoration Efforts
habitat improvements be implemented before stormwa-

The Pipers Creek Watershed Action Plan, devel-ter flows are controlled? Experience in Pipers Creek
suggests it may be possible, using relatively simpleoped in 1990, identified public education, regulatory,
techniques, to maintain or even improve fish popula-operatingandmaintenance, public works, andmonitor.

tions in advance ofstormwater retrofitting in a salmoning projects to restore and enhance the creek. The
identified projects included restoration of stream habi-stream, thus restoring the stream from the bottom up

(see Table 1 for the restoration "prescription"). tat. An earlier effort to prevent stream erosion and trap
sediments involved constructing fourteen boulder con-Pipers Creek is a small stream that winds 1.5 miles
trol structures (large stacked boulders with two- to

along adowntown Seattle park (Figure I ). The 1,920 acre
three-foot wide notches extending from the c~ek hot-watershed is more than 50% impervious. The creek runs
tom to the structure’s top--see Figu re 2). Even with the

through a wooded ravine surrounded by high-densitystructures, the creek still showed severe degradation
(averaging 10 housing units per acre) residential anddue to uncontrolled stormwater flows. For example:

¯ Many of the boulder control structures had failed
as boulders shifted or as the notches became
plugged with sediment. Several structures with

Location: Seattle, WA notches greater than two feet wide were not trap-
Watershed size: 1,920 acres ping any sediment at all.

Degree of Imperviousness:> 50percent * The stream bottom was covered with f’me grained
Restoration Step Application in Pipers Creek silts.

¯ Low flow channels within the stream becameControl Urban ¯ Erosion control projects
Hydrologic Regime ¯ Source control BMP braided, and the stream channel had lost most of

¯ Educational programs its meanders.
¯ Within pipe detention ° Verylowdiversityoffloraandfaunawasreported,

Remove Urban Pollutants ¯ No retrofits with few taxa of aquatic insects present. However,
Pipers Creek still had some crayfish and cutthroatRestore Instream ¯ Create pools/riffles
trout present.Habitat Structure ¯ Confine and deepen low flow channels

¯ Provide structural complexity

Stabilize Channel ¯ Restore tight meander pattern Bottom-up Restoration Approach
Morphology ¯ Stabilize channel to accommodate Therefore, a second restoration strategy was under-

bankfull discharge taken. The concept was to reconstruct elements of
instream habitat and reinforce them to withstand highReplace / Augment ¯ Provide instream overhead cover

Riparian Cover ¯ Revegetate streambanks flows. Thus, during periods of low flow, the stream
would return to the reconstructed flow pattern and

~
Protect Cdtical continue to provide habitat. The goals were to do theStream Substrates following:
Recolonize Stream
Community

R0080178
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Increase the channel length during low flow peri-
ods

" Increase roughness during high flow periods

¯ Keep the bottom from being scoured

¯ Provide easier fish passage

¯ Improve the aesthetic value of the stream

¯ Increase the number of pools and riffles

Fallen rocks from the boulder control smlctures and
nearby available logs were used to make the required
structural changes. A design team representing a range
of disciplines planned and supervised the project. In-
stallation was completed in 1991 using the Seattle
Conservation Corps at atotal cost of $35,000 for one mile
of stream. Project organizers estimate that restoration
costs for similar streams might range from $50,000 to
$90,000 per mile (see Table 2 for descriptions of the
structural elements).

Findings

The immediate response of the stream to the resto-                                                 Tacoma
ration project was successful. Gravel in the streambed
became cleaner and insect populations appear to have
increased. The percentage of stream area containing
pools nearly doubled from 16% to 32% and the total pool
volume was greatly increased. There was an eight-fold
increase in the fish population nine months after the

Creek approach will be applied to a tributary of Pipersproject was completed (primarily steelheads). Adult
chum salmon returned for the lust time since 1975 (TableCreek.

3). While the results from Pipers Creek are intriguing,

However, withintwoyearsofcompletingtheproject,there are still many questions to be answered about

uncontrolled stormwater flows were causing damage tobottom-up stream restoration. To begin with, more data
are needed on h?w long the instream habitat structuresmany of the log deflectors. An implication is that one

either has to be prepared to maintain the log structurescan withstand uncontrolled flows. One study of habitat

(e.g. be prepared for occasionai maintenance using anstructure failure rates (article 148) looked at fairly large

inexpensive worldorce likethe Conservation Corps), orstreams subjected to high flows. Additional data from

use rocks. (In fact, double layers of rock are now usedurban streams would be valuable. Second, will the
bottom-up approach work well in other regions within Pipers Creek wing deflectors.) However, in some

cases, even where log deflectors were washed away, theother types offish and is itpractical if fish barriers exist?

low flow channel continued to hold its shape. In con-Finally, does bottom-up stream restoration benefit all

trast, project planners expect log drop structures to lastindigenous fish species or only those that are more

much longer than log wing deflectors (e.g., for 20 to 25tolerant of urban stream conditions?

years). This is somewhat different from the conclusion Some answers to this last question can be found in
of research described in article 148. That study found aa 1986 study of urban fish communities in Washington.
high failure rate for log slructures in general, and aScott and his colleagues found urban streams in Wash-
particularly high failure rate for cheek dams. ington state had very different fish population dynam-

Additional instream structures have since beenics, even where total biomass levels were similar. The

added to Pipers Creek. The number of returning adultimpactedstream population consisted largelyofyoung

chum salmon in 1995 was greater than 100. Monitoringcutthroat trout, while the pristine stream had a popula-

is expected to continue for several years to come, sincetion of diverse ages and species. Cutthroat trout, wh ich

project plannersexpectthatmacroinvertebratepopula-have returned to Pipers Creek, appear to be less sensi-

tions will likely cycle up and down for a while. Conse-tive to the impacts of urbanization than are coho salmon

quently, fish populations are also expected to be vari-and nonsalmonid fish (which have not returned to

able until the system "settles down." In 1996, the PipersPipers Creek.) In the urbanized stream, Scott found
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nonsalmonids on ly, e.g., threespine sticklebacks, in the
lower reaches of the stream.

¯ Vertical control of channel bottom---rigid structures that prevent
In fact, Scott and colleagues found thatthe percent-bottom scouring yet allow passage for large fish.

age of cutthroat trout in urban stream fish populations¯ Bank protection at outside of bends~boulders or logs hung over was directly related to the degree of imperviousness--_
the bank and anchored in place; heavy plantings of bankside vegeta-

the higher the level of imperviousness, the more cut-tion.
throat trout made up the community. Furthermore,¯ A tight meandering pattern for low flow--deflectors of logs or chums (which have returned to Pipers Creek) spend arocks.
relatively short time in the stream; spawned in Decem-¯ Step downs---drops in elevation to form pools and riffles, ber-January, by .rune they are out in the ocean. In

¯ Define low flow path--the end result of the above manipulations contrast. Coho salmon (which have not yet returned)
should be a low flow path that recurs after even storm event, usually live in the stream two years before migrating.

Also, Cohos prefer pools 30 inches or more in depth,
with a velocity of less than 0.5 cfs. [n urban streams
natural pools tend to fill with sediment and most of the
techniques for recreating pools in streams produce
turbulent flow to scour out the pool.

While it’s probably impossible to restore fish popu-
lations in higlaly urbanized s~reams to pro-development
conditions, the question remains: what is a reasonable
restoration goal? It remains to be seen whether Coho
salmon can ever be restored to urban streams. Still,
following the progress of bottom-up stream restoration
in Pipers Creek as it moves along the continuum from
"damaged" to "healthy" will help in setting interim
restoration goals. Howi~ver. even ira habitat 0nly ap-
proach proves effective, stormwater retrofit control
may continue to be necessary for other reasons..
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Technical Note #46from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1(4)." 182-183

The Longevity of
Instream Habitat Structures

I nstream structures play a key role in urban streamThe Causes of Structure Damage Are Multiple and
restoration, as they recreate the pools, riffles, overInteracting
head cover and channel complexity that had been Of the eight Oregon streams studied, wider streams

destroyed by increased stormwater flows. The same
did tend to experience greater peak flows and greater

forces that degrade urban stream habitat---high flows,damage and failure rates of structures than narrower
debris jams, and sedimentation---also work to lessenstreams (Table I). The relationship between channel
the effectiveness of artificial stream habitat structures,width and failure rate appears to be linear. Channel
Therefore, a key question forurban stream managers iswidth appears to be one stream characteristic corre-
how long artificial habitat structures will persist beforelated with failure rates in the Oregon streams studied.
they too are damaged by urban stormwater flows. TheNo other single stream characteristic was a useful
question has enormous significance: is stream restora-predictor of future failure; indeed, failure rates ~vere
tion a one-time intervention to reverse prior damage, orquite high and variable in most streams studied (Table
is it a constant struggle to try to maintain structure in2).
streams that are dominated by erosive stormwater
flows? If these structures fail, how ot~en must they be Although stream variables other than channel xvidth

replaced or repaired? (e.g. valley type, drainage area, channel slope) were
generally a poor predictor of longevity of instream

Urban stream restoration is such a new endeavorhabitat structures, structure type was correlated xvith
that we simply do not have enough era track record tofailure rates. Some types ofinstream habitat structures
satisfactorily answer these questions. However, someappeared to be more susceptible to failure or impair-
insights into their longevity can be gleaned from anment. The majority of cabled debris jams and boulder
extensive study of the persistence of ins(ream habitatclusters remained functional after floods, whereas the
structures in the Pacific Northwest conducted by Frisselmajority of log-weirs failed orwere impaired (Table 2).
and Nawa (1992). The researchers surveyed 161 fishThe durability ofthemateriaisthemselves is notagreat
habitat structures in 15 Oregon and Washington streamfactor in structure performance; structures may still be
systems six months after a five-to 10-year flood event,in one piece but washed away whole or buried under
The structures were one to five years old and weresediments. Placement is a factor, in the sense that a
evaluated to determine how well they were functioningstructure may be well-placed to begin with but becomes
after the flood. The findings suggest that the expectedineffectual or deleterious if the stream channel shim.
longevity of structures is not as great as was once
thought. In the 15 streams studied, more than half the
structures had failed before the expected lifetime of 20
years. What’s more, some of these "habitat improve-
merit" structures had unintended and even negative
effe~s on the stream morphology. For example, some Stream Width
had changed the course of the low-flow channel, or name and of active Flood Damage Failure
created barriers to fish migration rather than pools for no. of channel peak rate rate
breeding, structures (n) (It) (cfs) (%) (%)

Are the observations from this large-scale study of Outcrop (5)         18.0       247.2       40       40
tmdeveloped watersheds transferable to smaller, ur-
banizedstreams? Itisimportanttorememberthat large Crooked Bridge (6) 19.7 423.7 100 100

and smail streams differ in their vulnerability to physi- Silver (6) 29.2 600.3 50 17
cai forces (e.g., fiood peak and sediment load) that Foster (15) 31.5 1,059.3 27 7
damage structures. Bear (19) 35.8 988.7 79 32

Boulder (5) 39.4 ND 60 40
Shasta Costa (18) 60.0 1,589.0 83 55
Euchre (19) 98.4 3.248.5 100 95
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¯ Bed load triggered when structure fails, endanger-
ing nearby juvenile fish

Can Observations Be Applied to Stream Restoration ?

Direct comparisons cannot be made between theseStructure No.of % % % large rivers of the Northwest (drainage area rangingtype structures working impaired failed ~
from one to 200 sq. miles) and the typical small urban or

Cabled debris jam 19 75 ! 0 ! 5 suburban stream. Some key differences in size, dis-
charge volume, and land use should be noted. First, theIndividual boulders 9 56 8 36 streams evaluated by Frissel and Nawa are much wider

Boulder clusters 15 40 55 5 (average 40 feet) than typical urban headwater streams
Multi-log structure 17 41 25 34 and consequently experience greater channel move-

ment and changes in the streambed and banks. Second,Transverse log weir 30 40 30 30 the structures in this study are exposed to large, erosive
Diagonal log deflector 23 30 58 12 floods (the February 1986 flood averaged 1,003 cfs in
Lateral log weir 30 33 9 58 these mountain streams). Third, the streams studied by

Frissel and Nawa were impacted by major loggingDownstream V log weir 12 0 52 48 disturbances (e.g.. road-collapse and landslides from

clear-cut slopes) that contributed to the sediment load."working" = remained functional; "impaired" = buned under sediment or damaged
While there are some sharp differences betweensuch that it was no longer functions as intended; "failed" = washed away or no

longer in the channel small urban streams and the larger mountain systems
studied here, urban streams are also subjected to high
peak flows and the same basic principle could apply:

"Habitat-improvement" Structures May Have Unin-the simpler the structure, the more likely it is to con-

tended and Adverse Effects on Stream Morphology tinue functioning after a large flood. On the other hand,
the more elaborate structures, such as V-shape.d weirs,

Instream structures can have a negative impact onmake bigger changes to the stream hydrology and will
stream habitat quality, in some cases. These impacts

be heavily impacted by floods. Stream habitat design-
include habitat destruction during installation or dete-ers learn several lessons from this study:
rioration of the structures; unforeseen changes in stream

1. The selection and placement of habitat structuresgeometry that render a structure ineffective or deleteri-
should be fundamentally based on computed peakous; and unanticipated effects of the structure on the
flows and velocities for the 10-year storm

hydrology of a stream (e.g., boulders that were expected
2. Uncomplicated, low-profile structures will prob-to scour out pools instead cause the creation of a

midchannel gravel bar). ably be the least impacted by the force of a flood
3. Structuresperpendiculartostreamflow(e.g., trans-Some of the most common negative impacts of

verse log weirs)are fully exposed to undercuttingstream structures in Frisetl and Nawa’s study are:
and should be well anchored into the streambank.

¯ Accelerated bank erosion near log weirs
--JMC¯ Damage to riparian vegetation from heavy equip-Reference

ment during construction
Frissell, C. A., and R. K. Nawa 1992. "Incidence and¯ Overuse of streambank trees for construction

material Causes of Physical Failure of Artificial Habitat
Structures in Streams of Western Oregon and¯ Streambank anchor-trees torn out along with the
Washington." ~; Am. J. Fish. Manage. 12( 1 ): 182-anchored devices during floods
197.

¯ Gravel bars become larger and embedded with
sand, resulting in loss of pool microhabitats

t
Stream Characteristics Physical Impacts Structure Performance

~
Width of active channel Flood peak Hydrological force Structure buried, broken orChannel slope Land use Channel movement displacedBank stability Natural disturbance Sediment deposition
Regional precipitation Valley type
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Technical Note #~47 from Watershed Protection Techniques. 1 (4)." 184-187

Stream Daylighting in Berkeley,CA Creek
by Pro}~ 7incent H. Resh, University of California~Berkeley

I n the relatively new field of urban stream restore-Prerestoration Conditions
tion, the nine-year-old Strawberry Creek project

A low-cost six-month studywas undertaken in 1987is valuable as a long-term case study, with exten-
to draft a management plan and describe the creek’ssive data collection. Table I shows the "prescription"
hydrology, water quality, and biological communitiesfor Strawberry Creek. Strawberry Creekhas a 1,161 acre
as well as its overall setting. An ambient water quati~,watershed (Figure 1) which begins in the canyons
monitoring program was also put in place at this time.above the University of California-Berkeley campus
While water quality in the canyon areas upstream was

(Figure2)andisthefocusofopenspaceoncampus.Thesimilar to unimpacted streams in the region, down-creek then disappears into a pipe for most of its journey
stream areas showed signs of nutrient enrichment andthrough the city of Berkeley until it enters central San
bacterial contamination (Table 2). Elevated levels ofFrancisco Bay.
lead (> 50 ppm), zinc (150 ppm) and mercury (> 2 ppm)

Strawberry Creek t’n’st began to suffer severe ere-were found in stream sediments.
sion in the late 1800s, as land around its headwaters was
cleared for grazing. By the 1880s, check dams were built

Like many urban streams, wet weather water quality.
was poor for chemical oxygen demand, suspended

on campus to prevent further cutting of the streambed
solids, nutrients, bacteria, and heavy metals. An outt’all

and bank erosion. As the watershed urbanized, Straw-
survey identified over I00 outfall pipes. Most wereberry Creek began to suffer the full range of urban
storm drain pipes, butsomeprovedtobecoolingwater.stream problems: continuing erosion and flooding,direct discharges from campus buildings, or cross-

channelization and diversion, deteriorating water qual-connections to sanitary sewers. The survey concludedity (because of sewage and illegal discharge, chemical
that illegal discharges and illicit connections were in

contamination, and runoff), sediment contamination,
factcontributingtothecreek’swater qualityproblems.and loss of pool-riffle sequences (Figure 3). These

changes were manifested in a sharp loss of fish and To assess the quality of the stream’s biological

insect diversity in Strawberry Creek. A 1987 streamcommunities, a number of monitoring studies were
assessment noted that 40% of the watershed was urbanconducted and historical data were also reviewed. Steel-

and the tag time between peak rainfall and peak runoff
was only 15 to 20 minutes on the central campus.

Although Strawberry Creek is a heavily impactedr                                               ~)-
urbanstream, the University chose to actively pursue ] ~ Above ground
a goal of ecological restoration rather than merely I == E == Underground
attempting to prevent further degradation or merely

I (piped stream)
improving the creek’s aesthetic value. Pursuit of this
goal was especially ambitious given that fish had been
totally eliminated from the stream. Restoration elements
to be addressed included water quality (both point and
nonpoint pollutant sources, but not stormwater retro-
fits), biological communities and habitat, hydrologic
conditions/erosion, and education and awareness. The
ecological focus led to another unusual feature of the
project: the reintroduction of nongame fish and sala-
manders. These elements are highlighted in Table 1.
Finally, as might be expected, the Strawberry Creek
project encountered problems that will be familiar to
most stream restoration practitioners, including the ~
need to coordinate among multiple institutions, a lack
of funding, few possible stormwater retrofit sites, and
difficulty with anchoring check dams.
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head salmon had not been seen in the campus reaches
since the early 1930s, and in fact no species offish were
found in the stream reaches for decades. Regular sur-Location: Berkeley, CA

Watershed size: 1,161 acres veys of aquatic macroinvertebrates typically showed
Degree of Imperviousness: 50 percent fiveorlessfamiliesofmacroinvertebratesinthecentral

campus reaches, as con]pared to the t5 to 20 families
found upstream. In 1986 (the most sampling-intensiveRestoration Step Application in Strawberry Creek
and site-extensive sur~ey), 11 families, many of which

Control Urban are pollution tolerant, were collected on the campus. In
Hydrologic Regime contrast, 27 families (including many types usually

found in unimpacted environments) were found in
Remove Urban Pollutants ¯ Source control pollution prevention sections above the campus. Similarly, wildlife tolerant

efforts (no stormwater retrofit) of urban environments (raccoon, opossum, and re-
¯ Elimination of illicit connections

dents) were found on the central campus, but the upper
Restore Instream ¯ Create pools/riffles canyon contained many other mammals and bird spe-
Habitat Structure ¯ Provide structural complexity cies. Throughout the creek, the most abundant member
Stabilize Channel ¯ Restore natural channel geometry of the periphyton (algae, fungi, and bacteria that attach
Morphology ¯ Stabilize severe bank erosion to submerged surfaces) community was the alga

¯ Stabilize channel to accommodate Cladophora glomerata. "I’his alga grows well in nutri-
bankfull discharge " ent-enriched waters.

Replace / Augment
Riparian Cover Restoration Description and Findings

The first priority was to eliminate point source
Protect Cdtical discharges, cross-connections, and major sanitary sewer
Stream Substrates failures. This phase cost almost $500,000 and took place
Recolonize Stream ¯ Selectively reintroduce pre-disturb- fromthefallof]987tothespringof1989.Othet’pmjects
Community bance native fish community during the same period included modifying garbage bin

wash-down areas (to prevent runoff to the creek),
sealing or removing abandoned pipes, and modifying

-- backfl ushing practices at a large pool complex. In addi-
tion, staff was assigned to respond to reports of leaks,
spills, and other pollutants (e.g. motor oil). To guard
against future spills, floating booms were deployed
where the creek entered the central campus. The booms
also trapped floating trash and debris.

Stream restoration priorities included stabilization
of banks and the stream bed. In one area where a bank
was beginning to undercut an automobile bridge, the
soludon was to install a redwood crib wall (Figure 4). To
protect the stream bed and improve pool-riffle ratios, a
series of low check dams (Figure 5) were built. To allow
for fish passage, the check dams extend no more than
45 cm from spillway to plunge pool. Existing check dams
were also stabilized and repaired. A comparison of
before and after creek channel profiles (I 988 and 1990)
revealed that sediment was being deposited behind
most check dams. Some check dams showed signs of
failure due to inadequate anchoring during construc-
tion. Erosion control projects in the creek’s headwater
canyons included gully repair, improved grading and
maintenance of fire roads, and emergency diversion of
runoff from heavy winter storms.

As shown in Table 2, most water quality parameters
in the downsUeam reaches improved after the restora-
tion project. Similarly, macroinvertebrate data also im-
proved and the hum ber of families is now close to values
for upstream areas. Toxicity testing was conducted to
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see if it was appropriate to reintroduce fish to the stream.
Bioassays using water from the campus segment of the
stream showed no acute or chronic effects. The first
species selected for reintroduction was the three-spirted
stickleback: a hardy fish tolerant of frequent habitat
disturbance. Several generations have successfully
spawned in Strawberry Creek since their reintroduction.
Additional fish species (roach, hitch and sucker) as well
as the Turrica salamander have also been reintroduced
to the creek. Crayfish have migrated to the restored
reaches, and snowy egrets have returned to feed on fish
in the creek.

Efforts to reduce pollution caused by dumping of
unacceptable pollutants in storm drains in the Northside
neighborhood of the City of Berkeley included a mailing
to [,000 residents and stormdrain stenciling. Also, the
restoration project was successful in garnering press
coverage by highlighting the return offish to the creek
after a 50-year absence. As a result, citizen reporting of
pollution incidents increased dramatically. In fact, dur-
ing a dye test of sewer lines, over 50 calls were received.
As an indication of the creek’s educational value to the
University, over 2,500 students use the creek annually
as part of their laboratory exercises in 50 different
classes. In addition, an interpretive creekside trail has
been developed for the portion of the creek that bisects
the campus Botanical Garden; 13,000 copies of the
booklet, Strawber~ Creek: A Walking Tour of Campus
Natural History, have been produced, and a centralized
repository of creek information has been established on
campus.

Discussion
Combining several stream restoration steps, the

Strawberry Creek project has made a significant differ-
ence. Where no fish were present, there are now self-
sustaining fish populations. While the reintroduced
fish are relatively tolerant species, they are nonetheless
present in the stream year round. In addition, the suc-
cessful salamander reintroduction and the return of
crayfish and snowy egrets indicate a functioning stream
community. However, it is too soon to tell if greater
diversity (and the reintroduction of more sensitive
species) can be achieved without additional restoration
work.

In fact, many nonpoint source control programs are
struggling with questions about whether voluntary
source reduction efforts can be as effective as stormwa-
ter retrofits. The main problem now facing the continued
success of restoration is the siltation resulting from
extensive construction activities on the campus, and
the failure of contractors to implement agreed-upon
sediment and erosion controls in local construction
sites. This is evident from biotic index scores for benthic
macroinvertebrates that indicate a change from "good"
conditions immediately after the restoration in 1991 to
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"fair" conditions in 1993. This decrease in biological
integrity underscores the need tbr continued vigilance
and prevention of impacting activities following resto.
ration. A reevaluation of the biological response to
such stresses will be conducted in fall or" 1995.

While seven years is a long time in the relatively new
field of stream restoration, it’s not a very tong time
period for observing stream responses. What will be the
lifespan of the restoration techniques applied? So far,
results are positive. Since 1989 the check dams have
been subjected to several moderately severe storms
(three 10-year events) without sign i ficant dam age. The
continuing monitoring o fStrawberry Creek should prove
of interest for years to come.

References
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S. Fork S. Fork N. Fork N. Fork
Parameter (before) (after) (before) (after)

Chemical oxygen 13 10 <10 30
demand (mg/I)

Dissolved solids 198 170 150 144(mg/1)

Suspended solids 2.9 2.0 12.8 4.0
(mg/I)

Turbidity (NTU) 1.9 1.6 9.8 2.0
Oil and Grease <1.7 ND 8.6 ND(mg/I)

Total Kjeldahl 0.34 4.9 0.65 <1.4
nitrogen (rag/l)

Ammonia-nitrogen 0.13 0.10 0.22 <0.1
(NH3-N) (mg/I)

Nitrate (NO~) 2.0 1.7 3.6 1.3
(rag/I)

Total phosphorus 0.24 0.14 0.34 0.19
(mg/1)

Fecal coliform 11,000 5,000 34,500 1,400
(MPN/100 ml)
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Technical Note #50 from Watershed Protection Techniques. I(4)." 198-202

Parallel Pipe Systems as a
Stream Protection Technique

B lown-out streams, channelization, rip rap, andundeveloped natural streams may be su bj ected to bank-
eroded streambanks are all familiar condi-full flows once every other year or so (Hollis. 1975).
tions within the urban stream network. RecentThese more frequent bankfull storms are thought to

stream enhancement activities have concentrated oncause much of the stream channel erosion. In non-
bioengineering and instream habitat structures to cor-urbanized channels, more extreme storm events (i.e..
rect past abuses and preserve existing conditions, greater than the 1.5- to two-year storm) spill over the

An alternative approach for some small headwaterbanks and into the adjacent floodplain and are less
streams involves employing a parallel pipe storm drain-erosive.
age system (parallel to the natural stream channel), that Parallel pipe systems have been installed tbr many
conveys frequent storm flows past the existing naturalreasons. For example, they can protect sensitive pot-
channel, eventually dischargingto amore stable down-tions of natural stream channels, convey urban runoff
stream location. Parallel pipe systems are designed toto downstream stormwatermanagement facilities, oraid
maintain low flows within the existing stream channel,in stabilizing the hydraulic regime of existing "’blown-
bypass the frequent erosive storms around sensitiveout" channels as part of stream protection efforts.
portions of a stream, and allow large, less frequentParallel pipe systems are appropriate for highly urban-
storm events to remain within the stream channel or itsized stream systems where bio-engineering techniques
floodplain, are not likely to withstand excessive erosive velocities.

This concept recognizes that urban streams areupstreamstormwatermanagementfacilitiesarenotfea-
subject to flow events equaling bank-full conditions assible or practical, and structural stabilization with rip rap

is not desired. In addition, parallel pipe system con-often as three to five times per year or more, whereas

Flow Road culvert

inlet structure

Parallel conveyance pipe

wetland
Outlet

structure

Natural                                                        ~-
stream
channel

~

stabilized channel
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Outlet pipe
for parallel conveyance

Low stage weir,
for

Overflow weir

Low flow weir
for high flow events

structure

struction is often less disruptive than rechannelization
and instream construction techniques. It is important to
recognize that parallel pipe systems are most appropri-
ate for small headwater streams where the small frequent
storms can be adequately conveyed with reasonable
pipe sizes and control structures are reasonably small2. Field locate the control structure (detailed topography necessary)
in scale.

3. Compute peak discharges for storm events
A parallel pipe system incorporates an inlet struc-Design discharge for diversion (use storm for which 85% of all

ture (flow splitter), a conveyance pipe or open channel,annual events are equal to or less than, i.e., 1.05" rainfall)"
and an outlet ordischarge structure (Figure 1 ). The inlet

Large storm(s) for overflow weir (e.g., 10 to 100 year fre- or control structure (usually cast-in-place concrete) isquency event)
located at an upstream control point. It consists of a

4. Field measure or compute baseflow discharge (1 cfs per square flow-capturing structure, a low-flow orifice or weir, a
mile)’" low stage weir for diversion of design How rates, an

outlet pipe for the parallel conveyance system, and an5. Calculate hydraulic characteristics of control structure
Use weir flow/orifice flow equations for baseflow overflow weir for high-flow events discharging back

into the natural channel (Figure 2). Large rip rap isUse Federal Highway Administration culvert charts or
usually required to guard against erosion at the controlcomputer model, for parallel pipe inlet flow condition
structure. The actual "parallel pipe" consists of a rein-Use weir flow equation for high stage overflow
forced concrete pipe. The outlet channel or stilling

Use hydraulic model (e.g., HEC-2) for downstream tailwater basin should be stabilized and designed to conform to
analysis the natural channel geometry. Large rip rap or other
Designer must recognize hydraulic losses at control structure suitable energy dissipation technique should be em-
intake ployed immediately below the outlet, but should be as

6. Compute required pipe size for parallel pipe system to pass short as possible and designed to return to the natural
design storm (use open channel flow equations, e.g., Manning’s.) conditions quickly.

7. Check hydraulic gradient for parallel pipe system under high flow Table I outlines ageneralapproach thatcan be used
conditions (usually 10 to 100 year storm) to design most parallel pipe applications. This ap-

proach is based on capturing a given frequency storm
8. Compute required outlet channel size (length and geometry) event for parallel conveyance.Furthermonitoringmay

suggest that an alternative storm frequency may be
* Washington DC metropolitan area (50 year analysis at Washington more appropriate for stream protection. Table 2 pre-

National Airport) sents some key design ,ips that are often employed in
- Rule of thumb for Mid-Atlantic region

parallel pipe project.,, Designers must also assess the
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potential costs of installing a parallel pipe system as
opposed to alternative stream protection measures. As
the drainage area increases, it becomes increasingly
expensive to employ the parallel pipe application. ¯ Keep parallel pipe out of forested stream buffer, where possible
Table 3 gives a sample drainage area versus cost

¯ Locate mature trees prior to laying oul parallel pipe alignmentcomparison for moderately developed single family
residential land use in the Mid-Atlantic region of the ¯ Locate control structure to minimize secondary environmental
United States. impacts

Parallel pipe systems can be installed in several ¯ Reforest parallel pipe right-of-way after construction
locations within the urban drainage network (Figure 3).
Common locations are: ¯ Use appropriate trash rack (or no trash rack) depending on litter/

debds supply of watershed
¯ Existing or planned conventional storm drainage

outfalls ¯ Consider fish migration barder potential for spawning headwater
streams

¯ Within an existing or planned conventional storm
drain manhole ¯ Often requires a waterway construction permit or 404 non-tidal

wetlands permit
¯ Immediately downstream era road culvert
¯ Within the natural stream channel itself

Flora Lane- A Case Study

A parallel pipe system was constructed in 1993
Maximum Constructionadjacent to Flora Lane in Montgomery County, Mary-

Pipe size drainage area Capacity costsland. The Flora Lane tributary to Sligo Creek drains a
(RCP) (acres) (cfs) (S/linear foot)moderately developed areaofapproximately 235 acres.

The parallel pipe system was constructed as part of the
overall Sligo Creek restoration effort (see article 144), 24" 40 22.6 $40
and was specifically targeted to protect approximately

36" 130 66.7 $75750 linear feet of natural channel. The system consists
of two upstream control points to collect stormwater 48" 300 143.6 $105
from small storm events, a parallel pipe, and an outfall.

60" 570 260.4 $150One method to assess the success of the project is
through an ongoing physical, biological and chemical 72" 1,000 423.4 $235
monitoring program. Biological monitoring was con-
ducted for fish and macroinvertebrates prior to imple-Assumptions:. Standard pipe sizes for reinforced concrete, maximum drainage
mentation of the project to help establish baseline area is based on single family residential land use (i.e., one-half acre lots),

capacity is based on Manning’s equation for reinfomed concrete pipe~at a 1.0%
conditions. Macroinvertebrate abundance was moder- slope or steeper, construction cost includes instatlatkm, exclusive of control
ate to very low and only three native fish species were structure costs, and is based on approximate average installation costs for the
present(StriblingetaL, 1993). Ninenative fishspecies Mid-Atlantic region from 1990 to 1994.
were reintroduced into the stream in the spring ell 994,
and, according to preliminary monitoring results, at

seven species were present in the fall of 1994least still
(Gale 1995). flow and storm flows) during construction of the control

structure. It is also extremely important to have goodIt is probably too soon to assess the overall success quality control in constructing the wei," and orifice
of this project since far more monitoring needs to be

elevations for any type of flow splitting device, as theperformed, and it remains to be seen whether or not
slightest error can divert substantial amounLs of watertransplanted fish are reproducing on their own, but all
to the wrong location. A pre-construction meeting ispreliminary indications point to parallel pipe systems
imperative, and frequent inspections by the designas a viable though limited tool for stream restoration.
engineer should be incorporated into the bidding speci-

Construction Eiements
fications. The control structure formwork should be
field surveyed prior to pouring concrete to ensure that

Construction of parallel pipe systems are not sig-the proper elevations and lengths have been achieved.
nificantly different from construction of conventional
storm drain systems. However, extra attention must be
given to the temporary diversion of flows (both base-
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~ A. Storm drain outfall B. Storm drain manhole (adapted from

= Loiederman Assoc., Inc.)

(~-’~. ,, ~p, iona~ grateI

C. Downstream from road culvert                      D. Within natural stream channel
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Clogging, Maintenance, Longevity and Safety Parallel pipe systems have been used extensively in
One of the primary concerns about parallel pipesuburban Montgomery County, Maryland since 1987

svstems is the susceptibility of the inlet structure toand informal inspections indicate that they are protect-

clogging. Accumulated trash, woody debris or sedi-ing small stream channels. More formal monitoring
ment can potentially clog low flow openings and thusreports indicate that urban streams protected by paral-
deprive the stream of necessary baseflows. A goodlel pipes show minimal signs of continued channel
solution is to provide a stilling basin immediately up-erosion (Galli, 1995). Perceptions regarding ctog~ng
stream of the control structure, and employ a hoodedpotential and maintenance appear to be the principal

low tlow orifice with a minimum diameter of three inches,impediment to more widespread implementation. Some
The intake and outlet structures should be inspected atsystems that have been in place formore than five years
least twice a year and after majorrainfali events to checkshow signs of persistent clogging. Continued monitor-
for clogging. Trash racks and hooded openings mayingandreviewofdesigncriteriaare necessary to ensure
require cleaning on a more frequent basis. Based onthat the practice is a reliable, long term stream protec-
local experience with modest drainage areas, stillingtion measure. Additionally, research is needed to evalu-
basins may require dredging every two to three years,ate parallel pipe system design criteria to help define and
The actual pipe system requires little maintenance asestablish the appropriate protection for small headwa-

long as the intake does not clog and the system waster streams.
initially constructed on a stable subgrade and backfilled --RAC
properly.

Care should be employed to locate structures in
Referencesareas where children are not likely to congregate. Trash

racks and concrete structures can be an inviting playGalli,J. 1995.Personalcommunication.Departmentof
area to younger children. Fences are not desirable, Environmental Programs. Metropolitan Washing-
since high flows are likely to wash them out. Warning ton Council of Governments. Washington, DC.
signs might be considered where appropriate. PerhapsHollis, G.E. 1975. "The Effect of Urbanization on F!oods
the best approach is to assume that children will be of Different Recurrence Interval." Water Resour.
present, and use common sense in the design of rein- Res. Vol. 11,No. 3.
forcing bars and concrete walls.

Stribling, LB., S.W. Lipham, and J. Cummins, 1993.
Parallel pipe systems can provide a cost-effective Monitoring Biological Responses to Stream Res-

alternative to structural stabilization of small natural toration Activities on Sligo Creek Watershed,
channeis for urban areas. However, once the drainage Maryland. Interim Report. Interstate Commission
area becomes reasonably large, and pipe sizes increase on the Potomac River Basin, Rockvilee, MD. Pre-
much above 54 inches, structural stabilization may be pared for MWCOG, Washington, DC.
more cost effective (Table 3). Furthermore, it is impor-
tant to realize that parallel pipes are not water quality
trea.q’nent practices and do not attenuate stormwater
runoff. If these systems are poorly designed, many of
the problems they are designed to correct are simply
moved downstream.
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Aquatic Buffers, 27,30,39,40,41 Better Site Design, 27,30, 45, 46,47,48,49,50

benefits of, 30, 39 benefits, 30, 45, 46, 47, 49
buffer"averaging", 39 codes and ordinance worksheet, 48
change in forest cover, 40 costs savings, 45,46,47
concentrated vs sheet flow, 39 local site planning roundtables, 48, 50
costs, 30 managing sprawl, 49
crossings, 39 open space subdivision design, 46,48
delineation of boundaries, 39,41 green parking lot design, 45, 47, 48,50
education, 39 narrower residential streets, 45, 46, 48, 50
effect on property values, 30 sensible sidewalks, 45, 50
encroachment, 39 shared parking, 45, 48, 50
enforcement, 39 testing your local development rules, 48
model ordinances, 39, 41
national survey of local buffer programs, 41 Bio-accumulation, 1, 80,93,92
recommended width, 39, 41
three zone buffer system, 39, 41 in fish tissue, 11
vegetative target, 39 in crayfish tissue, 11

In wetland plants, 83,92
Atmospheric Deposition, 6, 94

C
Arid Watersheds, 66 Channel Enlargement, 19, 20, 43, 63

differences firom humid, 66 channel enlargement ratios, 19
preferred stormwater treatment practices, 66 channel equilibrium, 19520
taint’all characteristics, 66 effect of development age in watershed, 19
stormwater quality, 66 effect of riparian cover, 43
stormwater strategies for, 66 lag time to ultimate enlargement, 19

relationship to impervious cover, 19, 20
]3 stormwater management strategies, 19, 63
Bactem, 17,31,67,125 stream narrowing, 43

stream reaches vulnerable to erosion, 20
bacteria management model, 31
causes of mortality, 67 Channel Protection, 19, 20 63
design tips to improve bacteria removal, 67
detecting sources, 3, 125 channel protection criteria, 19, 63
dieoffrates, 67
drinking water standards, 17,31 Chlorides, (see also road salt) 3, 38, 139
dry weather sources, 31
effectiveness of stormwater practices, 67 Clearing and Grading, 52,53,54
effectiveness of buffers, 67
effectiveness of source controls, 67 checklist of improving local ordinances, 53
field guide to, 17 clearing limits, 53
growth and survival, 17 construction phasing, 54
pathways, 17 inadequate revegetation, 53
stormwater concentrations, 17 national survey of local clearing regs, 53
sources in urban watersheds, 17 sit~ fingerprinting, 53
water contact recreation standards, 17, 31
wet weather sources, 31 Cluster Development, (see open space development)

Banlfful! Flow, 19, 20 Cold Climate Watersheds, 3,38

Beaver, 44 Coliform Bacteria, 17

biology and life history, 44 Compost, 37,109
control methods, 44
damage in urban areas, 44 benefits of, 37
effect on stream ecology, 44 selection of, 109
expanded range m North America, 44 soil amendments, 37
influence on riparian cover, 44 specifications for, 37 R0080193
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Conservation Areas, 27, 33, 34, 36 design guidelines, 95,98
palustrine wetlands, 33 environmental tmpacts, 79.88
cedar swamps, 34 bio-accumulalaon, 92
spaghnum bogs, 34 lake stratificauon, 88
forests,.34 stream warming, 88

harvesting and dredging, 92,97uncompacted soils, 36
landscaping, 90.98.99

Conservation Easements, 27, 39 longevity, 88, 89
maintenance, 88,92,96

Conservation Development (see open space design) mosquitos, 100

Copper, 6,8 Created Wetlands: Pollutant Removal

Construction, 14,36,59 bacteria removal, 67, 96, 97
carbon removal, 88,71,90,96,97effect of clearing and grading on soils, 36
comparative removal, 64,88sediment concentrations in streams, 59
hydrocarbon removal, 96

Construction phasing, 52, 54, irreducible concentrations, 65
lessons drawn from natural wetlands. 33,98principles for effective phasing, 54
out’flow concenwations, 88,91,94, 96reduction in sediment export, 54
metal removal, 71.88,90,95,96,97sample phasing plan, 54
nutrient removal, 71,88,typical construction sequence, 54
89,90,91,93,94,95,96
nutrient removal dynarrucs, 88.Construction site inspection, 52, 60, 61,62
89,90,92~93,94.97
role oforgamc matter, 93,95blue card training program, 61
sediment removal,enfomement, 60,62
71,88,89,90,91,94,95,96,97failure rate of practices, 60
effect ofbaseflow, 88field surveys, 60, 62
effect of storm-s~ze, 90maintenance of practices, 60
effect of wetland age. 88precon~truction conference, 62 importance ofdetenuon ttme, 94,96private inspection program, 61
importance of gravel substrate, 97steps to better inspection, 61
tmportance of surface area, 97training inspectors, 6 I, 62
maportance of treatment volume, 90
wintertime performance, 88,95Cost to implement, 30,37,52,54, 55,56, 68, 105, 106,
sediment quality, 88, 92, 94123, 124, 127, 139, 141,142, 145, 146, 150 use of natural wetlands for stormwater

treatment, 33alternatives to road salting, 139 wetland plants, 89,90,91,98,99bioengineering, 145, 146
bioretention areas, 68
compost amendments, 37 below ground biomass, 89,92
constructing phasing, 54 optmaal water depth, 98
created wetlands, 68 invasive species, 89
erosion and sediment control, 30, 52 change in wedand over time,
filtering praclaces, 105, 106 75,89,90
parallel pipe systems, 150 nu~ent uptake, 9 I, 92

obtaining plant materials, 98,99recirculating sand filters, 125
planting guidelines, 89,90,98septic systems, 123,124

wildlife habitat, 91,99silt fence, 56
stormwatea- treatme~at, 30,68 Cryptosporidium, 17, 31temporary stabilization, 55
watershed outreach, 127
watershed mointormg, 141 Dwatershed restoration, 142 Deicing Compounds, 3, 38, 139wet ponds, 68 Density Compensation, 39

Created wetlands, 33, 64, 65, 67, 68, 71, 87 to I00        Diazinon, 5,16, 133

ED wetland, 89,90 Dry-weather Flow (also baseflow) i 0, 17, 125pocket wetland, 94 ,
shallow mamh, 88,91,92,93

bacteria level, 17, 125pond-wedand systems, 88,91
detecting illicit discharges, 125submerged gravel wetlands, 95,96,97

chemical tracers, 125
visual tests, 125arid climate design factors,
screening test, 31, 125,cold climate design factors, 71,88,95 flow response to urbamzation, 10cost considerations, 68
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~ n’reducible concentrations, 65
Econormc Benefits of Watershed Protection, 30 outflow concentrations, 106,107, 111

metalremoval, I05, I06,107, 109, III
aquatic buffers, 30, 39 nutrient removal, I05,106, I07,109, I I l
better site design, 30, 45, 46, 47 sediment removal, 105, I06,107, I08,109, I l I
conservation areas, 30 basic filtering theory, 105, 106, I 11
erosion and sediment control, 14, 30 importance of inflow concentration, 107
green parking lots, 46
managing sprawl, 49 First Flush, 9
open space design, 46
stormwater ponds, 30, 81, 84 Flood plato Expansion, 63
watershed planning, 30

Freshwater Mussels, 14,25
Erosion and Sediment Control,

1427,30,36,52,53,54,57,58,60,61,62 G
benefits, 30 Giardia, 17, 31
clearing and grading, 36, 53
construction phasing, 54 Golf Courses, 82, 134, 135
costs, 30 best management practices for, 134
elements of effective ESC plato, 52 chemical application rates, 134
elements of effective ESC programs, 52 design guidelines, 134
enforcement, 52,60, 61, 62 impacts on riparian areas, 134
erosion and sediment control plans, 52 nitrate leaching, 135
inspection of construction sites, 60 pesticide detection, 135
tmpacts of aquatic life, 14 pesticide mobility, 135
mapact on soil compaction, 36 stormwater imgation ponds, 82
maintenance ofESC praeuces, 52,60 wildlife toxicity, 133
national survey of ESC practice, 52
pertmeter control, 52,56 Green Parking Lots, 45, 47
sediment basins (also traps), 52, 57.58
steep slope restrictions, 52 benefits of, 45, 47

costs, compared to standard parking lots, 47temporary stabilization, 52
innovative parking codes, 47

Event Mean Concentration, 9, 12, 13 lower parking demand ratios, 45, 47
redesign analysis, 47
reduced impervious cover, 47

F reduced nutrient export, 47
Fecal Coliform Bacteria, 17,31 stormwater treatment options, 45, 47

Filtering practices, 64, 105 to 111 Groundwater Recharge, 10,63
post-development recharge criteria, 63

bioretention, 106, 110
compost filters, 105, 106, 109 Hmulti-chamber treatment tram, 111
peat sand filters, 105, 106, 111 Hydrocarbons, 2
perimeter sand filter, 105, 106, 107
surface sand filter, 105, I06,108 Hydrologic Soil Groups, 36
underground sand filter, 105
verncal sand flit, r, 105,106

I
arid climate design faetms, 66, 106, 108 ~ous Cover, 18, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32
cost considerations, 105, 109, 111
design guidelines, 105, 106, 107, 1 I0,111 effective impervious area, 32
feasibility, 105, 106, 107, 1 I0 relationship to housing density, 25
importance ofprelreatment, 108 relationship to population density, 24,25
landscaping, 110 relationship to road density, 18
longevity, 105, 106,108 relationship to urban land use, 25
maintenance, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110 techniques for estimating, 32
sediment quality, 10, 80, 106 use in watershed-based zoning, 27, 28

Filtering Practice; Pollutant Removal, Impervious Cover, Influence of,
1,9,10,11,13,18,19, 20,21,22,

bacteria removal, 105, 106 23,2425,26,28,33,34, 40, 75, 79
carbon removal, 105,106,107,109,111
comparative r~noval, 64, 105, 106 amphibian diversity, 33
hydrocarbon removal, 105, 106,109,111 aquatic insects, 11,18, 22,26

aquatic life, 1 I, 21
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aquifer, 28
benthic organic matter, 24 Large Woody Debris (LWD), 18,20
channel stabiiity or enlargement 18,19,20

Lawns,4,5, 16,33,36,37 131,coastal resources, 28 ’ ,
drinking water quality, 28
dry weafl~,r flow, 10, 26 change m lawns with age, 37
effect of watershed size, 25 compacuon, 4, 36, 37
exotic fish species, 23,24 compost amendments, 37
feeding guilds, 23 nitrate leaching, 4, 13 l,

nutrient cycle, 4fish divemty, l 1,18, 21,22,23,24,25
pesticide concentrations m runoff, 5,16, 133first flush, 9
phosphorus concenlxations, 4,7mira-gravel dissolved oxygen, 18
runoffproperues, 4habitat, 18, 21

hYdrology, 18 toxicity to wildlife, 133
impervious cover model, 28
lake quality, 28 Lawn Care, 129, 130, 131,132

lel~e woody debris (LWD), 18,20atpack decay rates, 24 fertilizer applicaaons, 129, 130, 13l, 132
pollutant loads, 13 grass selection, 130

irrigation, 130riparian forest loss, 18, 40
runoff, 1 lawn conversion, 130
salmon habitat, 18 lawn restoration, 37
sediment discharge, 19, 22, low input lawns, 130
spaglmum moss, 34 over-watering, 131,132
stream channels, 1 pesticide applications, 130, 133
stream temperature, I, 75, 79 soil building, 37, 130
stormwater quality, 1 natural weed control, 130
substrate quality, 22

~ 6,8suspended solids, 26
water quality (s¢~ nmoff quality), 18,22

Local Watershed Program Surveys, 29, 30, 39, 48,wetland plant diversity, 33, 34
49, 5 I, 52, 53, 69, 127wetland water quality, 1, 33

wetland water level fluctuation, 33
better site design, 48

Infiltration Practices, 64, 66, 101,102,103,104 buffer programs, 39
cleanng and grading, 53

inffitration basin, 101,102, codes and ordinance worksheet, 49
inffitration trench, I01 erosion and sediment control, 52,62
porous pavement, 103 local program audits, 29
arid climat~ design factors, 66 open space design, 51
benefits of, 103 stormwater utilities, 69

comparative pollutant r~noval, 64 watershed outreach, 127
design guich~lines, 101,102, 103

Meffect of local water table, 102
Maintenance, 27geotcchnical testing, 101, 102, 103

.ground water interactions, 104 maintenance of ESC practices, 52
m~portanc¢ ofpr~tnmlm~nt, 101,102,103

Meltwater (see snowmelt)long. ~,ity (clogging), 101,102,103
mamtcnanc~ 101,102, 103
protection during construction process, 101Monitoring (see also watershed indicators), 2,3,5risk of groundwater contamination, 104

7,8, 9, 1 I, 12,13,14, 15, 19,20,21,22,23, 24, 25,
pollutants ofgr~tcst concern, 104 31, 63, ,85

risk assessment factors, 104
bacterial sources, 31hotspot restrictions, 104 historical watershed comparisons, 23

Illicit Discharges, 17, 125 index of biotic intcgtity (IBI), 2122, 24, 25
indicators of pond quality, 85

Integrated Pest Management, 16, 130 paired watershed study, 22
rapid biological assessment, 21,24,25
rapid channel assessment, 20

L reference stations, 22
Land Conservation, 27 runoff quality, 2,3,5, 7, 8,

9,11,12,13,14,15,17,63
benefits, 30 stream channel enlargement, 19
effect on property values, 30 stream habitat quality, 21
tools for land conservation, 30
types of conservation areas, 30
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Mosquitos, i00 open space targets, 46, 51
recommended local critena, 5 l

designs guidelines, 100 redesign analysis, 46
umportance offish, I00 reduced impervious cover, 46
mosquito breeding conditions, I00 reduced nu~’ient export, 46

N     safe mosquito controls, I00

Nitrate-mtrogen (N03), 4
Other Stormwater Trealment Practices, I 19-122

nmoff concentration from lawns, 4 oil grit separators, 2, 119
Storraceptor, 120

Non-Stormwater Discharges, 17, 27, 123, 124 street sweeping, 121

illicit discharges, 17
storm drain inlet cleanouts, 122

septic systems, 17, 123, 124 Overbank Flooding, 63

O
Oil-grit separators, 2, 119                       p

Parallel Pipe Systems, 150
basic design, 2, I 19
cost considerations, 2 basic design, 150
design guidelines, 119 role in stormwater, 150
maintenance and sediment disposal, 2, 119 role in stream protection, 150
poor pollutant removal, 2, 119
pool water quality, 2 Perimeter Control (aka silt fence), 52,56
sediment quality, 2

costs, 56
Open Channel Practices, 64, 112 to 118 factors diminishing sediment removal, 64

innovative designs and anchors, 56
biofilters, 112, 116, 117 silt fence, 56
dry swale, 113, 116 super silt fence, 56
filter snip, 118
grass swales or channels, 113, 114, 115, 116Pervious Cover (see also lawns), 36, 37, 129
wet swales, 113, 116

high input turf, 129
design guidelines, 112, 114, 116, 117, 118 impact ofconsu~ction on, 36, 129
field survey on biofilter conditions, I 12 lawn restoration, 37
ground water interactions, I 12, I 13, I 15 peculiarities of, 129
landscaping, 112 nmoffresponse, 36, 129
longevity, 112 soil properties, 36
maintenance, 112 types of pervious cover, 129

Open Channel Practices: Pollutant Removal, Pesticides, 5, 16, 133

bacteria removal, 67, 116, 117 chiorpyrifos, 5,16, 133
carbon removal, 112, 113, 114, 116, 117 ~i~on, 5,16, 133
comparative removal, 64, I 16 drift, 5,16
hydrocarbon removal, 112, 116, 117 herbicides, 5
irreducible concentratioms, 65 persistence m soils, 133
outflow concentrations, 112, 113 pesticide pathways, 5, 133
metal removal, 112 to I 18 toxicity to wildlife, 16, 133
nutrient removal, 112 to 118
sediment removal, 112-114, 116- 118 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), 2, 15
effect ofdeteation time, 112, 115, 116, 117
effect of filter strip length, 118 Pollution Prtwention, 5, 136,137, 142
effect ofsoilinfiltra~on ram, 113, 114, 115 guidelines for gas stations, 136
effect of wamr table, 113 guidelines for automotive repair shops, 136

guidelines for residential areas, 142
Open Space Design (also clusWr or conservation industrial sites, 137

design), 30,45,46,48,51 pollution prevention surveys, 142
benefits, compared to conventional design, rooftop materials, 5

design guidance, 46 Pseudonomas, 17
effect on property values, 30.
infrastructure cost savings, 46
national survey of local programs, 51
open space management, 45, 48, 51
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R
options for umprovmg settling conditions,

Retrofits, 142, 143 58
recommended design criteria, 5 8,5 9

common site constraints, 143 sediment removal 57,58,59
examples of, 143 sedimentation theory, 57
feasibility of watershed restoration, 142 skimmer designs, 38"
optimal locations, 143 standard design criteria, 58
po.llu.tion prevention surveys, 142 real word sediment removal, 57,59
priority subwatershed ranking, 142
retrofit design, 143 Semi-Arid Watersheds, 66
role in urban watershed restoration, 142

differences from humid watersheds, 66stormwater retrofit inventory, 142, 143
stream rehabilitation survey, 142 preferred stormwater ~eatment practices, 66
types ofstormwater retrofits, 143 rainfall characteristics, 66

stormwater quality. 66
Resident Attitudes, 39,40,41,45,81,84,126,                    stormwater strategies for, 66

127,130,131, 138
Septic Systems, 17,30, 46, 123, 124

level of watershed awareness, 126, 138
preferred media for learning about alternative designs, 123
watersheds, 127 bacteria treatment, 17, 123, 124
rates of watershed behavior, 126 costs, 30, 46, 123,124
resident surveys, 126, 127 effluent quality, 123, 124
stream buffers, 39, 41 failure rates, 17, I23
towards better site design, 45 feasibility criteria, 123
towards lawns, 130, 131 management districts. 123
towards ponds and wetlands, 81,84, nitrogen discharge, 46. ! 23, 124
toward water quality, 138 recirculatmg sand filter, 124

septic tank cleaning frequency, 123
Riparian Reforestation, 42, 43

Soft Compaction, 36
beaver managemenL 44
benefits of, 39, 43 bulk density, 36
planting recommendations, 42 root limiting growth. 36
survival rates, 42
techniques for, 42 Sprawl Development Patterns. 1, 27,28,29 49
use of tree shelters, 42

econormcs of, 49
Road Salting, 139 impacts to environment, 1,49

impact on landowners, 49
alternative deicers, 139 impacts on local cost of services, 49
.calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), 139 impact on local tax base, 49
.unpacts on aquatic environment, 139 growth management tools, 27,28,29, 49
mapacts on roadway vegetation, 139
techniques to reduce salt impacts, 139

Snowmelt, 3
RunoffQuality

bacteria, 3, 7, 9, 15, 17,63 hydrological impact, 3,
carbon, 3, 7, 9,63 melt process, 3
chloride, 3,63 rimoffquality, 3
event mean concentration, 9, 13 management techniques, 3
t’u-st flush, 9
hydrocarbons, 2,1S Source Area Monitoring, 6,7, 8, 15, 16, 17,
metals, 3,7,9,12~ 15,63
nutrients, 3,7,9,15,63 auto recycling facilities,
suspended sediment, 7,14,63 cars, 6
toxicity to aquatic life, 2,5,8,1 I, 12,16 commercial development

lawns, 7, 15, 16, 17
parking lots, 7,15

S residential,
Salmon, 1, 18, 147 rooftops, 7, 8, 15

s~eets 7, 15
Sediment Basins (also traps), 52, 57, 58,59 wildlife, 17

factors influencing sedimentation, 59         Steep Slope Restrictions, 52
influence of particle size on settling rate, 57    Stewardship (see watershed stewardship)
~um detention time, 57,59
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.~:ormceptor, beaver management, 44
benefits of, 18, 30, 39

basic design. 2. I20 buffer "averaging’, 39
cost considerations, 120 change in forest cover, 40
design guidelines. 120 concentrated vs sheet flow, 3 9
effect of chlorides, 120 costs, 30mamtenance and sediment disposal, 120 crossings, 39poor pollutant removal, 120 delineation of boundaries, 39,41

education, 39
Storm dram inlet cleanouts, !22                            effect on large woody debris, 18

effect on property values, 30
cleanout and safe disposal, 122 encroachment, 39, 41
pollutant concentrations, 122, enforcement, 39
pool water quality, 122 model ordinances, 39, 41
potential pollutant reduction, 122 national survey of local programs, 41
sediment quality, 122 recommended width, 39, 41

three zone buffer system, 39,41
Stormwater Hotspots, 2,15, 104, 136, 137, 140 vegetative target, 39, 40

auto recycling facilities, 140 Stream Order, 28
auto repair shops, 136
gas stations, 2. 136 Stream Restoration, 142, 144 to 150
industrial sites, 137
pollution prevention practices for, 136, 137, bank stabilization, 144, 145, 146, 149
140 bioengineering, 145, 146

boulder clusters, 144, 147
Stormwater Treatment Practices, 27,63 to 122 case studies, 144 to 150

coconut rolls, 146
arid ctimate design factors, 66 day lighting, 149
benefits, 30,63, 64 design considerations, 144, 146
cold climate design factors, fish reintroduclaon, 144, 147, 149
comparative pollutant removal, 64 grade control, 147, 148, 149
construction costs, 30, 68 instream habitat creataon, 144, 147, 148, 149

imbricated rip-rap, 1 44
as a function of impervious area increased aquatic diversity, 144, 147, 149
treated, 68 log drop smactures, 144, 148, 149
construction cost, 68 longevity of practices. 148
design and engineering cost, 68 parallel pipes, 150
economies of scale, 68 rrparian reforestation, 144, 145, 149
maintenance costs, 68 rootwads, 144
stormwater cost survey, 68 salmon restoration, 147

source control, 147
created wetlands, 33, 64, 65, 67,71, 87 to step pools, 147
100 stormwater retrofits, 144
environmental impacts, 79,80, 83,104. wing deflectors, 144, 147,148
fdtermg practices, 64, 105 to 111
infdtration practices, 64, 101,102, 103,104, Street Sweeping,
irreducible concentrations, 65
national performance database, 64 factors influencing sweeper efficiency, 121
open chamael practices, 64, 112 to 118 potential sweeper effectiveness, 121
other stormwater practices, I 19 to 122 types of sweepers, 121
pollutant removal performance, 70 to 122 load reduction, 121
role of better site design, 45,46,47
sediment quality, 80 Subwatersheds, 28, 29
wet ponds, 64, 70 to 87

Stormwater Utilities, 69                            Suspended Sediment, 59

financing method, 69 T
functions of, 69 Temporary Stabilization, 52, 55
national utility survey, 69
public acceptance of, 69 erosion reduction potential, 55
steps to create utility, 69 establishing vegetation, 55
trends in utilities, 69 materials for stabilization, 55

mulching alternatives, 55
Stream Buffers, 18, 27, 30, 39, 41                           techniques for challenging sites, 55

acceptable uses, 41                       Total Organic Carbon, 2
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Total Phosphorus, 4, 7

geographic information systems (GIS), 40runoffconcentration m lawns, 4, 7
paired watershed studies, 22,26

Toxicity, 2,5,8, I 1,12, 16,75,79,80,83,92,133 reference stauons, 22

pesticide nmofffrom lawns, 5, 16 Watershed Based Zoning, 1,27.29
risk ofgrotmdwater contammatmn, 104

Watershed Behaviors, 4.5.6, 16, 27. 126, 129, 130,rooftop ranoff, 5
stormwater nmoff, 11, 12 132
storrnwater hotspots, 2
urban wildlife, 133 automotive fluid changing, 6, 126

car washing, 126wet pond sediments, 75,79,80,83
wetland sediments, 92 dog walking, 126

lawn feraliza~on, 4, 126, 129, 130, 132
lawn irrigation, 130

U pes~cide application, 5, 16, 126, 129
sepnc system maintenance, 126

Urban Forests, 33, 34, 35, 40, 42 watershed ethic, 126

forest loss during ~banization, 40 Watershed Education, 126, 127, 131,136, 137, 138
planting recommendations, 42

basic awareness, 126, 138sensitivity to inundation, 33, 34, 35
challenges of, 127sensitivity to road salting, 38

survival rates, 42 crafting oulzeach messages, 127, 138
techniques for, 42 .effective outreach progzams, 127, 138
use of tree shelters, 42 intensive training, 127,131,136, 137

media campaigns, 127
Urban Soils, 4, 36, 37 pollution prevention for businesses, 136,

137, 140
bulk density, 36 preferred media for outreach, 127, 138
compaction, 36
compost amendments, 37 Watershed Indicators (see monitoring), 27,29, 141
effect of consm~ction, 36

biological indicators, 141hydrologic soil groups, 4, 36
permeability, 4, 36 methodology for choosing indicators, 141
rtmoffresponse, 4, 36 physical indicators, 141

programmatic indicators, !41
Urban Streams, 1,5, 10, 11,12, 14,16,17,22, 24, 25, reference conditions, 141

28, 31,43,129 social indicators, 141
site indicators, 141

aquatic insects, 43 water quality indicators, 141
bacteria concentrations, 17
baseflow, 10 Watershed Planning, 1, 2728,29, 30, 31
classification, 1, 28

benefits, 30comparison to forested or agricultural
costs, 30streams, 22, 24
effect on property values, 30effect of riparian cover, 18, 43
basic concepts, 28.impacted streams, 1, 28
impervious cover model, I, 28mapacts of deposited sediments, 14

Midwesmm warm-water, 25 influence of watershed scale, 28
local program audits, 29non-supporRng streams, 1,28 ¯

pesticide concentrations, 5, 11,16, 129 nmppmg, 29
sediment quality, 11, 12, 16 reasons why plans fall, 29
sensitive streams, 1, 28 stakeholder involvement, 28, 29
stream ecology, 43 steps in watershed planning, 29
toxicity, 129 strategies for bacteria management, 31
turbidity, 14 slream order, 28
wa .mr contact recreation, 17 subwatersheds, 28
use unpainnent, 31 urban stream classification, 1,28

watershed protection tools, 28

W
watershed management units, 28

Water Quality Voltune (WQv), 63 Watershed Management Structures, 27, 28, 29, 128

Watershed Advocacy, 27 citizen directed model, 128
government direcmd model, 128
hybrid model, 128Watershed Analysis, 22, 26, 40
functions of, 29, 128
stakeholder involvement, 29, 128
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Watershed Models, 13,15, 46 hydrocafoon r~noval, 74,75
HSPF, 13 rneml removal, 70,71,73,74,75,76,77,78
SLAMM, 15 nument r~rnoval, 70,71,73,74,75,76,77,78
SUNOM, 46 s~dirnent r~moval, 70,71,73,74,75,76,77,78
SWMM, 13 effect ofbas~flow, 72, 78
Simple Method, 13 effect ofconmbutmg watershed area, 73,76

effect of detention time, 77
Watershed Restorauon (see stream restoration), 27 effect of large storms, 77

effect of pond volume, 73,74,75,78
Watershed Stewardship, 27, 37 effect of waterfowl, 72,73

lawn restoration, 37 irreducible concentrations, 65
outflow concentrations, 73,74,75,78

Wetlands, 33, 34, 35, 38 settling velocity m, 76,77
wintertime performance, 71,75

cedar swamps, 34 pondprermum, 81,84
effect of buffers on natural wetlands, 33 pool stratificataon, 76
effect of road salting, 38 regional stormwater ponds, 76
flood tolerance of woody plants, 35 resident attitude towards, 81,84
forested floodplains, 35 sediment quality, 74,75,80,83
hydroperiod, 33
influence ofstormwater, 33, 34 disposal methods, 80
mvasive species, 34 hydrocarbons, 80
palustrme wetlands, 33 nutrients, 80
recommended tree species, 35 macromv~rtebrate community, 85
salt tolerant species, 38 metals, 80
sensitive bogs and fens, 33 toxicity testing, 80
spaghnum bogs, 34
water level fluctuations (W’LF), 33 s~mi-arid climate design factors, 72,74
watershed strategies for protection, 33 trophic state, 76

Wet Ponds, 64,65, 70 to 87 Z

aquatic bench, 87 Zeolites, 106
dry pond, 84,86
dry ED pond, 77,86 Zinc, 6,7,8
multiple pond system, 78,
pond-wetland system, 70, 71, 72, 75
water reuse pond, 82
wet pond, 73, 74,75,76,78, 81,84,85,87
wet ED pond, 74,75
amphibian habitat, 84 STATE OF OALIFOR ~IlA
costC°ld considerations,Climate design factors,68, 81,8471,72,75 CALIFORN;A REG!Ot,IAL WATER QUALI.V( CON~OL 80ARD

design guidelines, 73, 74,75,78 LOS ANGELES REG/ON
dragonflies as indicator of pond quality, 85 320 WEST 4th ST., £LqTE 200
environmental impacts, 75,79, 80, 83 LOS ANGELES, CALIFO,qN[A 90013-2343

bio-accumulation, 80,83
conversion of natural wetlands, 79
downstream aquatic impacts, 79
pond stratification,79
stream warming, 75,79
techniques for minimi~ng, 79

golf course imgation, 82
ground water interactions, 78
landscaping, 74,75,81,84,86,87
longevity, 74,75
sediment accumulation, 75
maintenance, 74,80, 86
mosquitos, 100

Wet Ponds: Pollutant Removal Performance,

bacteria removal, 67, 74,75,76
carbon removal, 70,71,74,75,76,77,78
chloride removal, 75
comparative removal, 64,75
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On November 16, 1990, the initial federal NPDES stormwater regulations were established. These required

certain industrial activities to obtain permit authorization in order to discharge site runoff. DEC, as the NPDES

permit issuing authority in this State, promulgated two SPDES general permits for stormwater runoff in 1993,

GP-93-05 for the more traditional industrial sites and GP-93-06 for construction sites.

GP-93-06 requires that an operator who is covered under the permit implement a stormwater pollutaon prevention

plan (SWPPP) that has been developed for the particular site. The minimum components of the SWPPP include a

variety of requirements, including both structural and non-structural practices, inspections, contractor

certifications, compliance with narrative water quality standards and other conditions. The attention, concern and

efforts being directed at stormwater management practices at construction sites are constantly growing as new

technologies emerge and experiences with older ones is gained. Additionally, construction site runoff is gaining

wider attention as the federal NPDES stormwater program progresses. There is an ever-growing need to

disseminate information concerning practices that are acceptable in New York.

The scope of attention is broadening on a national scale to smaller construction sites as evidenced by the IPhase

2" stormwater regulations. Phase 2 lowers the threshold to one or more acres of disturbance, the runoff from

which requires NPDES authorization for discharges to surface waters. Permitting will be required beginning on

March 10, 2003. It~ becoming more evident as time passes that there is a greater need for stormwater

management practices that are technically effective and viable in New York State. "Spreading the word" to

engineers, municipal officials, and the general public is crucial to the success of DEC~ efforts in implementing

the federal NPDES stormwater regulations and reducing incidences of water quality impairments.

Accordingly, permits that are issued in the future for construction site runoffwill rely heavily on this new manual

and the practices that are described therein. When properly designed and maintained, the implementation of these

practices will become an important component of New York~ overall stormwater management program.

Adherence to the criteria and practices described will better ensure a successful implementation of stormwater

controls and compliance with the SPDES general permit(s) issued for construction site runoff and maintaining

water quality.

N. G. Kaul, P.E.
Director
Division of Water
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The New York State Stormwater Design Manual is prepared to provide standards for the design of the

Stormwater Management Practices (SMPs) to protect the waters of the State of New York from the adverse

impacts of urban stormwater runoff. This manual is intended to establish specifications and uniform criteria for

the practices that are part of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).

This manual is intended primarily for engineers and other professionals who are engaged in the design of

stormwater treatment facilities for new developments. Users are assumed to have a background in hydrology,

hydraulics, and runoff and pollutant load computation. It is not intended to be a primer on any of these subjects.

The manual may also be used by reviewing authorities to assess the adequacy of SWPPPs.

The manual is limited to the design of structures. It does not address the temporary control of sedimentation and

erosion from construction activities, nor the development of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans. The reader is

referred to the documents ’Reducing the Impacts of Runoff from New Development" and "New York State

Guidelines for Urban Erosion and Sediment Control" for guidance with these subjects.

Recommended Standards, consisting of proven technology, are intended to serve as a guide in the design and

preparation of plans and specifications for Stormwater Management Practices, to suggest limiting values for items

upon which an evaluation of such plans and specifications may be made by the reviewing authority, and to

establish, as far as practicable, uniformity of practice. As statutory requirements and legal authority pertaining to

stormwater management are not uniform across the State, and since conditions and administrative procedures and

policies also differ, the use of these Standards must be adjusted to these variations.

The terms "shall" and "must" are used where the practice is sufficiently standardized to permit specific delineation

of requirements or where safeguarding of the public health justifies such definite action. Other terms, such as

"should," "recommend," and "preferred," indicate desirable procedures or methods, with deviations subject to

individual consideration.
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The purpose of this manual is threefold:

1. To protect the waters of the State of New York from the adverse impacts of urban stormwater runoff

2. To provide design guidance on the most effective stormwater management practices (SMPs)/br new

development sites

3. To improve the quality of SMPs constructed in the State, specifically in regard to their performance,

longevity, safety, ease of maintenance, community acceptance and environmental benefit

The New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual provides designers a general overview on how

to size, design, select and locate SMPs at a development site to comply with State stormwater performance

standards. The manual also contains appendices with more detailed information on landscaping, SMP

construction specifications, step--by- step SMP design examples and other assorted design tools. The manual is

organized as follows:

Chapter 2. Impacts of Stormwater Runoff

This chapter examines the physical, chemical, and biological effects ofunmanaged stormwater runoff on the

water quality of local streams and waterbodies. This brief overview provides the background for why the

stormwater management manual is needed and how the new criteria will help local communities meet water

quality standards.

Chapter 3. Permit Requirements

This chapter explains the permitting process for stormwater management facilities, and what permits may be

necessary to construct these facilities.

Chapter 4. Sizing Criteria

This chapter explains sizing criteria for water quality, channe! protection, overbank flood control, and extreme

flood management in the State of New York. The chapter also outlines the basis for design calculations.
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Chapter 5. List of Practices

This chapter briefly outlines the five groups of acceptable structural SMPs that can be used to meet water

quality sizing criteria. The following are acceptable SMP groups:

¯ Stormwater Ponds
¯ Stormwater Wetlands
¯ Infiltration Practices
¯ Filtering Systems
¯ Open-Channel Practices

The chapter also explains the criteria for addition of a new practice to the list of acceptable SMPs, and provides

fact sheets for some practices that are not on the list of practices, but can be used to provide supplemental

treatment.

Chapter 6. Performance Criteria

This chapter presents specific performance criteria and guidelines for the design of the five groups of structural

SMPs. The performance criteria for each group of SMPs are based on six factors:

¯ Feasibility
¯ Conveyance
¯ Pretreatment
¯ Treatment
¯ Landscaping
¯ Maintenance

In addition, the chapter provides guidance on design adjustments that may be required to ensure proper

functioning in cold climates.

Chapter 7. Guide to SMP Selection and Location

This chapter presents guidance on how to select the best SMP or group of practices at a development site, as

well as environmental and other factors to consider when actually locating each SMP. The chapter contains

five comparative matrices that evaluate SMPs based on the following factors:

¯ Land Use
¯ Physical Feasibility
¯ Watershed/Regional Factors
¯ Stormwater Management Capability
¯ Community and Environmental Factors
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Chapter 7 is designed so that the reader can use the matrices in a step-wise fashion to identify the most

appropriate SMP or group of practices to use at a site.

Chapter 8. Design Examples

Design examples are provided to help designers and plan reviewers better understand the new criteria in this

manual. The step-by-step design examples demonstrate how the new stormwater sizing criteria are applied, and

some of the design procedures and performance criteria that should be considered when planning a new

stormwater management practice.

Stormwater Design Appendices

The appendices contain the technical information needed to actually design, landscape and construct an SMP.

There are a total of thirteen appendices:

Appendix A. The Simple Method to Calculate Urban Stormwater Loads

This appendix describes a fast and effective way to calculate stormwater runoff pollutant loads. Using

impervious cover estimates based on land use, the Simple Method calculates annual runoffvolume as a product

of annual rainfall, and a runoff coefficient (Rv). Annual runoffcan then be combined with readily available

stormwater pollutant concentrations to provide a quick estimate of annual pollutant loads. The appendix also

discusses the limitations of the Simple Method.

Appendix B. Design Tools

The accurate calculation of stormwater flows may require modifications to some methods to account for small

storm hydrology. This appendix provides methodologies to calculate the storage requirements for the channel

protection flow event, and a methodology to calculate the peak flow from the small water quality storm.

Appendix C. SMP Construction Specifications

Good designs only work if careful attention is paid to proper construction techniques and materials. Appendix

C contains detailed specifications for constructing ponds, infiltration practices, filters, bioretention areas and

open channels.
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Appendix D. Infiltration Testing

This appendix describes methodologies to test soil infiltration rates, in order to determine if infiltration is an

acceptable option on site.

Appendices E-G. Checklists

These three appendices provide example checklists that can be used to assist in the plan review, construction,

and operation and maintenance of an SMP.

Appendix H. Landscaping Guidance

Good landscaping can often be an important factor in the performance and community acceptance of

stormwater SMPs. Appendix H also includes tips on how to establish more functional landscapes within

stormwater SMPs, and contains an extensive list of trees, shrubs, ground covers, and wetland plants that can

be used to develop an effective and diverse planting plan.

Appendix I. Cold Climate Sizing Example

This appendix supplies guidance on sizing SMPs to account for cold climate conditions that might hamper

performance. Example sizing designs that illustrate how to incorporate cold climate criteria into SMP design

are also included.

Appendix J. Geomorphic Assessment

This appendix provides a description of the Distributed RunoffControl (DRC) methodology to size stormwater

practices based on downstream geomorphic characteristics.

Appendix K. Miscellaneous Details

The designs of various structures previously discussed in the manual are presented in Appendix K. These

structures help enhance the performance of stormwater management practices, especially in cold climates.

Schematics of structures such as weirs, trash racks, and observation wells are included.

Appendix L. Critical Erosive Velocities

This appendix provides data on critical erosive velocities for soil and grasses.
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As an aid to the reader, Table 1. l outlines the symbols and acronyms that are used throughout the text. In

addition, a glossary is provided at the end of this volume that defines the terminology used in the text.

Definition                                     Definition

A drainage area Qf extreme flood storage volume

,% filter bed area Qi peak inflow discharge

A, surface area, sedimentation basin Qo peak outflow discharge

ef$ cubic feet per second Qp overbank flood control storage volume

Cpv channel protection storage volume q, water quality peak discharge

CMP corrugated metal pipe qu unit peak discharge

CN curve number SMP stormwater management practice

extended detention of the 1 year Rv volumetric runoff coefficient
Cpv-ED

post-development runoff

df depth of filter bed R/W right of way

du dwelling units SD separation distance

DOT Department of Transportation ~PDE~ State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

DPW Department of Public Works t¢ time of concentration

I=D extended detention tt time to drain filter bed

Technical Release No. 20 Project
fc soil infiltration rate TR-20 Formulation-H;cdrology, computer program

Technical Release No. 55 Urban Unit
fps feet per second TR-55 H~cdrology for Small Watersheds

h~ head above filter bed T~ total suspended solids

volume of runoff
HSG          hydrologic soil group           Vr

volume of storage
la initial abstraction Vs

total volumepercent impervious cover         Vt

volume of voids
K          coefficient of permeability        Vv

New York State Department of WQ~ water quality storage volume
NYSDEC Environmental Conservation

Natural Resources Conservation WQv- 12 or 24 hour extended detention of the water
NRCS Service ED qualit~ volume

p orecipitation depth WSEL water surface elevation
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Urban development has a profound influence on the quality of New York’s waters. To start, development

dramatically alters the local hydrologic cycle (see Figure 2.1). The hydrology of a site changes during the

initial clearing and grading that occur during construction. Trees that had intercepted rainfall are removed,

and natural depressions that had temporarily ponded water are graded to a uniform slope. The spongy

humus layer of the forest floor that had absorbed rainfall is scraped off, eroded or severely compacted.

Having !ost its natural storage capacity, a cleared and graded site can no longer prevent rainfall from being

rapidly converted into stormwater runoff.

Figure 2.1 Water Balance at a Developed and Undeveloped Site (Schueler, 1987)

WATER BALANCE

ENT~    C~n~WFRE-DEYE LOFM

FOST-I~EVELOFMEN~-!~~~
In~r~;ion

~~

The situation worsens after construction. Rooftops, roads, parking lots, driveways and other impervious

surfaces no longer allow rainfall to soak into the ground. Consequently, most rainfall is directly

converted into stormwater runoff. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.2, which shows the increase

in the volumetric runoff coefficient (Rv) as a function of site imperviousness. The runoff coefficient

expresses the fraction of rainfall volume that is converted into stormwater runoff. As can be seen, the

volume of stormwater runoff increases sharply with impervious cover. For example, a one-acre parking

lot can produce 16 times more stormwater runoff than a one-acre meadow each year (Schueler, 1994).
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The .increase in stormwater runoff can be too much for the existing drainage system to handle. As a

result, the drainage system is often "improved" to rapidly collect runoff and quickly convey it away

(using curb and gutter, enclosed storm sewers, and lined channels). The stormwater runoff is

subsequently discharged to downstream waters, such as streams, reservoirs, lakes or estuaries.

Figure 2.2 Relationship Between Impervious Cover and Runoff Coefficient (Schueler, 1987)
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Impervious surfaces accumulate pollutants deposited from the atmosphere, leaked from vehicles, or

windblown in from adjacent areas. During storm events, these pollutants quickly wash off, and are rapidly

delivered to downstream waters. Some common pollutants found in urban stormwater runoff are profiled

in Table 2.1.
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Constituent Units Concentration
Total Suspended Solidst mg/1 54.5

Total Phosphorus~
mg/1 0.26

Soluble PhosphorusI rag/1 0.10

Total Nitrogen~ mg!1 2.00

Total Kjeldhal Nitrogen~ mg/1 1.47

Nitrite and Nitrate~ mg/1 0.53

CopperI ug/1 11.1

Lead~ ug!1 50.7

Zinct ug/l 129

BOD ~ mg/1 11.5

CODt mg/1 44.7

Organic Carbon2 mg/1 11.9

PAH3 mg/1 3.5"

Oil and Grease4 mg/1 3.0*

Fecal Coliform5 coL/100
ml 15,000"

Fecal Strep5 col/
100 ml 35,400*

Chloride (snowmelt)6 rag/1 116
* Represents a Mean Value
Source:
: Pooled NURP/USGS (Smullen and Cave, 1998)

2: Derived from the National Pollutant Removal Database (Winer, 2000)
3: Rabanal and Grizzard 1995
4: Crunkilton et al. (1996)
5: Schueler (1999)
6: Oberts 1994
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Sediment (Suspended Solids)

Sources of sediment include washoff of particles that are deposited on impervious surfaces and erosion

from streambanks and construction sites. Streambank erosion is a particularly important source of

sediment, and some studies suggest that streambank erosion accounts for up to 70% of the sediment load

in urban watersheds (Trimble, 1997).

Both suspended and deposited sediments can have adverse effects on aquatic life in streams, lakes and

estuaries. Turbidity resulting from sediment can reduce light penetration for submerged aquatic

vegetation critical to estuary health. In addition, the reflected energy from light reflecting off of

suspended sediment can increase water temperatures (Kundell and Rasmussen, 1995). Sediment can

physically alter habitat by destroying the riffle-pool structure in stream systems, and smothering benthic

organisms such as clams and mussels. Finally, sediment transports many other pollutants to the water

resource.

Nutrients

Runoff from developed land has elevated concentrations of both phosphorus and nitrogen, which can

enrich streams, lakes, reservoirs and estuaries. This process is known as eutrophication. Significant

sources of nitrogen and phosphorus include fertilizer, atmospheric deposition, animal waste, organic

matter, and stream bank erosion. Another nitrogen source is fossil fuel combustion from automobiles,

power plants and industry. Data from the upper Midwest suggest that lawns are a significant contributor,

with concentrations as much as four times higher than other land uses, such as streets, rooftops, or

driveways (Steuer et al., 1997; Waschbusch et al., 2000; Bannerman et al., 1993).

Nutrients are of particular concern in lakes and estuaries, and are a source of degradation in many of New

York’s waters. Nitrogen has contributed to hypoxia in the Long Island Sound, and is a key pollutant of

concern in the New York Harbor and the Peconic Estuary. Phosphorus in runoffhas impacted the quality

of a number of New York natural lakes, including the Finger Lakes and Lake Champlain, which are

susceptible to eutrophication from phosphorus loading: Phosphorus has been identified as a key parameter

in the New York City Reservoir system. The New York City DEP recently developed water quality

guidance values for phosphorus for City drinking water reservoirs (NYC DEP, 1999); a source-water

phosphorus guidance value of 15 ~.g/1 has been proposed for seven reservoirs (Kensico, Rondout,

Ashokan, West Branch, New Croton, Croton Falls, and Cross River) in order to protect them from use-

impairment due to eutrophication, with other reservoirs using the State recommended guidance value of

20 ~ted~.
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Organic Carbon

Organic matter, washed from impervious surfaces during storms, can present a problem in slower moving

downstream waters. Some sources include organic material blown onto the street surface, and attached to

sediment from stream banks, or from bare soil. In addition, organic carbon is formed indirectly from

algal growth within systems with high nutrient loads.

As organic matter decomposes, it can deplete dissolved oxygen in lakes and tidal waters. Declining levels

of oxygen in the water can have an adverse impact on aquatic life. An additional concern is the formation

of trihalomethane (THM), a carcinogenic disinfection by-product, due to the mixing of chlorine with

water high in organic carbon. This is of particular importance in unfiltered water supplies, such as the

New York City Reservoir System.

Bacteria

Bacteria levels in stormwater runoff routinely exceed public health standards for water contact recreation.

Some stormwater sources include pet waste and urban wildlife. Other sources in developed land include

sanitary and combined sewer overflows, wastewater, and illicit connections to the storm drain system.

Bacteria is a leading contaminant in many of New York’s waters, and has lead to shellfish bed closures in

the New York Bight Area, on Long Island, and in the Hudson-Raritan Estuary. In addition, Suffolk,

Nassau, and Erie Counties issue periodic bathing-beach advisories each time a significant rainfall event

occurs (NRDC, 2000).

Hydrocarbons

Vehicles leak oil and grease that contain a wide array of hydrocarbon compounds, some of which can be

toxic to aquatic life at low concentrations. Sources are automotive, and some areas that produce runoff

with high runoff concentrations include gas stations, commuter parking lots, convenience stores,

residential parking areas, and streets (Schueler, 1994).

Trace Metals

Cadmium, copper, lead and zinc are routinely found in stormwater runoff. Many of the sources are

automotive. For example, one study suggests that 50% of the copper in Santa Clara, CA comes from

brake pads (Woodward-Clyde, 1992). Other sources of metals include paints, road salts, and galvanized

pipes.
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These metals can be toxic to aquatic life at certain concentrations, and can also accumulate in the bottom

sediments of lakes and estuaries. Specific concerns in aquatic systems include bioaccumulations in fish

and macro-invertebrates, and the impact of toxic bottom sediments on bottom-dwelling species.

Pesticides

A modest number of currently used and recently banned insecticides and herbicides have been detected in

urban and suburban streamflow at concentrations that approach or exceed toxicity thresholds for aquatic

life. Key sources of pesticides include application to urban lawns and highway median and shoulder

areas.

Chlorides

Salts that are applied to roads and parking lots in the winter months appear in stormwater runoff and

meltwater at much higher concentrations than many freshwater organisms can tolerate. One study of four

Adirondack streams found severe impacts to macroinvertebrate species attributed to chlorides (Demers

and Sage, 1990). In addition to the direct toxic effects, chlorides can impact lake systems by altering their "

mixing cycle. In 1986, incomplete mixing in the Irondequoit Bay was attributed to high salt use in the

region (MCEMC, 1987). A primary source of chlorides in New York State, particularly in the State’s

northern regions, is salt applied to road surfaces as a deicer.

Thermal Impacts’.

Runoff from impervious surfaces may increase temperature in receiving waters, adversely impacting

aquatic organisms that require cold and cool water conditions (e.g., trout). Data suggest that increasing

development can increase stream temperatures by between five and twelve degrees Fahrenheit, and that

the increase is related to the level of impervious cover in the drainage area (Galli, 1991). Thermal

impacts are a serious concern in trout waters, where cold temperatures are critical to species survival.

Trash and Debris

Considerable quantities of trash and debris are washed through the storm drain networks. The trash and

debris accumulate in streams and lakes and detract from their natural beauty. Depending on the type of

trash, this material may also lead to increased organic matter or toxic contaminants in water bodies.

Snowmelt Concentrations

The snow pack can store hydrocarbons, oil and grease, chlorides, sediment, and nutrients. In cold regions,

the pollutant load during snowmelt can be significant, and chemical traits of snowmelt change over the
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course of the melt event. Oberts (1994) studied this phenomenon, and describes four types of snowmelt

runoff (Table 2.2). Oberts and others have reported that 90% of the hydrocarbon load from snowmelt

occurs during the last 10% of the event. From a practical standpoint, the high hydrocarbon loads

experienced toward the end of the season suggest that stormwater management practices should be

designed to capture as much of the snowmelt event as possible.

Runoff
Pollutant Characteristics

Pavement Short, but many Acidic, high concentrations of soluble
Melt times in winter Low pollutants, CI, nitrate, lead. Total load

is minimal.
Roadside Moderate concentrations of both

Melt Moderate Moderate
soluble and particulate pollutants.

Pervious Gradual, often Dilute concentrations of soluble

Area Melt most at end of "High pollutants, moderate to high
concentrations of particulate pollutants,season

dependin~ on flow.
High concentrations of particulate

Rain-on-
Snow Melt Short Extreme pollutants, moderate to high

concentrations of soluble pollutants.
High total load.

The slow infiltration of rainfall through the soil layer is essential for replenishing groundwater.

Groundwater is a critical water resource across the State. Not only do many residents depend on

groundwater for their drinking water, but the health of many aquatic systems is also dependent on its

steady discharge. For example, during periods of dry weather, groundwater sustains flows in streams and

helps to maintain the hydrology of non-tidal wetlands.

Because development creates impervious surfaces that prevent natural recharge, a net decrease in

groundwater recharge rates can be expected in urban watersheds. Thus, during prolonged periods of dry

weather, streamflow sharply diminishes. Another source of diminishing baseflow is well drawdowns as

populations increase in the watershed. In smaller headwater streams, the decline in stream flow can cause

a perennial stream to become seasonally dry. One study in Long Island suggests that the supply of
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baseflow decreased in some developing watersheds, particularly where the water supply was sewered

(Spinello and Simmons, 1992; Figure 2.3).

Urban land uses and activities can also degrade groundwater quality, if stormwater runoff is infiltrated

without adequate treatment. Certain land uses and activities are known to produce higher loads of metals

and toxic chemicals and are designated as stormwater hotspots. Soluble pollutants, such as chloride,

nitrate, copper, dissolved solids and some polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s) can migrate into

groundwater and potentially contaminate wells. Stormwater runoff from designated hotspots should never

be infiltrated, unless the runoff receives full pretreatment with another practice.

Figure 2.3 Declining Baseflow in Response to Development
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As pervious meadows and forests are converted into less pervious urban soils, or pavement, both the

frequency and magnitude of storm flows increase dramatically. As a result, the bankfull event occurs two

to seven times more frequently after development occurs (Leopold, 1994). In addition, the discharge

associated with the original bankfull storm event can increase by up to five times (Hollis, 1975). As

Figure 2.4 demonstrates, the total flow beyond the "critical erosive velocity" increases substantially alter

development occurs. The increased energy resulting from these more frequent bankfull flow events results

in erosion and enlargement of the stream channel, and consequent habitat degradation.

Figure 2.4 Increased Frequency of Erosive Velocities After Development
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Channel enlargement in response to watershed development has been observed for decades, with research

indicating that the stream channel area expands to between two and five times its original size in response

to upland development (Hammer, 1972; Morisawa and LaFlure, 1979; Allen and Narramore, 1985;

Booth, 1990). One researcher developed a direct relationship between the level of impervious cover and

the "’ultimate" channel enlargement, the area a stream will eventually reach over time (MacRae, 1996;

Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 Relationship Between Impervious Cover and Channel Enlargement
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Historically, New York has used two-year control (i.e., reduction of the peak flow from the two-year

storm to predeveloped levels) to prevent channel erosion, as required in the 1993 SPDES General Permit

(GP-93-06). Research suggests that this measure does not adequately protect stream channels (McCuen

and Moglen, 1988, MacRae, 1996). Although the peak flow is lower, it is also extended over a longer

period of time, thus increasing the duration of erosive flows. In addition, the bankfult flow event actually

becomes more frequent after development occurs. Consequently, capturing the two-year event may not

address the channel-forming event.

This stream channel erosion and expansion, combined with direct impacts to the stream system, act to

decrease the habitat quality of the stream. The stream will thus experience the following impacts to

habitat (Table 2.3):

¯ Decline in stream substrate quality (through sediment deposition and embedding of the substrate)
¯ Loss of pool/riffle structure in the stream channel
¯ Degradation of stream habitat structure
¯ Creation of fish barriers by culverts and other stream crossings
¯ Loss of"large woody debris," which is critical to fish habitat
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Stream Channel Impact Key Finding Reference
Habitat Characteristics

Interstitial spaces between substrate fill
Embeddedness with increasing watershed Homer et al. 1996

imperviousness
Important for habitat diversity and

Large Woody Debris anadramous fish. Spence et al. 1996
(LWD) Decreased LWD with increases in

imperviousness Booth et al. 1996

Altered pool/riffle sequence with
Changes in Stream Features urbanization Richey 1982

Loss of habitat diversit~� Scott et al. 1986

Direct Channel Impacts
Reduction in 1 st Order Replaced by storm drains and pipes Dunne and

Streams increases erosion rate downstream Leopold 1972
Channelization and Increase instream velocities often
hardening of stream leading to increased erosion rates Sauer et al. 1983

channels downstream

Fish Blockages Fish blockages caused by bridges and
culverts MWCOG 1989

Flow events that exceed the capacity of the stream channel spill out into the adjacent floodplain. These

are termed "overbank" floods, and can damage property and downstream structures. While some

overbank flooding is inevitable and sometimes desirable, the historical goal of drainage design in New

York has been to maintain pre-development peak discharge rates for both the two- and ten-year frequency

storm after development, thus keeping the level of overbank flooding the same over time. This

management technique prevents costly damage or maintenance for culverts, drainage structures, and

swales.

Overbank floods are ranked in terms of their statistical return frequency. For example, a flood that has a

50% chance of occurring in any given year is termed a "two-year" flood. The two-year event is also

known as the "bankfull flood," as researchers have demonstrated that most natural stream channels in the

State have just enough capacity to handle the two-year flood before spilling out into the floodplain.

Although many factors, such as soil moisture, topography, and snowmelt, can influence the magnitude of

a particular flood event, designers typically design for the "two-year" storm event. In New York State,
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the tWo-year design storm ranges between about 2.0 to 4.0 inches of rain in a 24-hour period. Similarly, a

flood that has a 10% chance of occurring in any given year is termed a "ten-year flood." A ten-year flood

occurs when a storm event produces between 3.2 and 6.0 inches of rain in a 24-hour period. Under

traditional engineering practice, most channels and storm drains in New York are designed with enough

capacity to safely pass the peak discharge from the ten-year design storm.

Urban development increases the peak discharge rate associated with a given design storm, because

impervious surfaces generate greater runoff volumes and drainage systems deliver it more rapidly to a

stream. The change in post-development peak discharge rates that accompany development is profiled in

Figure 2.6. Note that this change in hydrology increases not only the magnitude of the peak event, but the

total volume of runoff produced.

Figure 2.6 HydrograPhs Before and After Development

/
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The level areas bordering streams and rivers are known as floodplains. Operationally, the floodplain is

usually defined as the land area within the limits of the 100-year storm flow water elevation. The 100-

year storm has a 1% chance of occurring in any given year. In New York, a 100-year flood occurs after

between five and eight inches of rainfall in a 24-hour period (i.e., the 100-year storm). These floods can

be very destructive, and can pose a threat to property and human life.

As with overbank floods, development sharply increases the peak discharge rate associated with the 100-

year design storm. As a consequence, the elevation of a stream’s 100-year floodplain becomes higher and

the boundaries of its floodplain expand (see Figure 2.7). In some instances, property and structures that

had not previously been subject to flooding are now at risk. Additionally, such a shift in a floodplain’s

hydrology can degrade wetland and forest habitats.

Figure 2.7 Floodplain Expansion with New Development

C. RESPONSE OF STREAM GEOMETRY
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Summer Low Flow Level

Floodplain Limit;
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The decline in the physical habitat of the stream, coupled with lower base flows and higher stormwater

pollutant loads, has a severe impact on the aquatic community. Research suggests that new development

impacts aquatic insects, fish, and amphibians at fairly low levels of imperviousness, usually around 10%

impervious cover (Table 2.4). New development appears to cause declining richness (the number of

different species in an area or community), diversity (number and relative frequency of different species

in an area or community), and abundance (number of individuals in a species).

Watershed
Indicator Key Finding Reference Location

A comparison of three stream types found urban
streams had lowest diversity and richness. Urban

Aquatic insects streams had substantially lower EPT scores (22%Crawford & North
and fish vs 5% as number of all taxa, 65% vs 10% as Lenat Carolina

percent abundance) and IBI scores in the poor
range.

Insects, fish,    Steepest decline of biological functioning after
habitat water 6% imperviousness. There was a steady decline,Homer et al. Puget Sound

with approx 50% of initial biotic integrity at 45%. Washingtonquality,                        I.

Fish, Aquatic A study of five urban streams found that as land
Masterson &

insects use shifted from rural to urban, fish and
Bannerman Wisconsin

macroinvertebrate diversity decreased.

Insects, fish, Physical and biological stream indicators
habitat, water declined most rapidly during the initial phase of

quality, riparianthe urbanization process as the percentage of totalMay et al. Washington

zone impervious area exceeded the 5-10% range.

Aquatic insects There was significant decline in the diversity ofMWCOG Washington,
and fish aquatic insects and fish at 10% impervious cover. DC

Evaluation of the effects of runoff in urban and
non-urban areas found that native fish and insectAquatic inse~

and fish species dominated the non-urban portion of the Pitt California
watershed, but native fish accounted for only 7%

of the number of species found in urban areas.

Mean annual water fluctuation inversely
Wetland plants, correlated to plant & amphibian density in urban

amphibians wetlands. Declines noted beyond 10% Taylor Seattle

impervious area.
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Watershed
Indicator Key Finding Reference Location

Residential urban land use in Cuyahoga
watersheds created a significant drop in IBI

scores at around 8%, primarily due to certain
Aquatic insects    stressors that functioned to lower the non-

Yoder et. al.            Ohio& fish attainment threshold When watersheds smaller
than 100mi2 were analyzed separately, the level
of urban land use for a significant drop in IBI

scores occurred at around 15%.

All 40 urban sites sampled had fair to very poorAquatic insects
index of biotic integrity (IBI) scores, compared to Yoder Ohio& fish undeveloped reference sites.

IBI: Index of Biotic Integrity: A measure of species diversity for fish and macroinvertebrates
EPT: A measure of the richnies of three sensitive macro-invertebrates (may flies, caddis flies, and

stone flies), used to indicate the ability of a waterbody to support sensitive organisms.
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This chapter provides a summary of the applications that may need to be filed with the Department of

Environmental Conservation (DEC) for new development projects. This section identifies general policies

and timelines for filing a State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("SPDES") General Permit for

stormwater discharges from construction activities as well as environmental permits under the Uniform

Procedures Act (UPA). More detailed information on the permits and up-to-date regional contact

information are available from the DEC web site at the following URLs:

w ~ w.dec.state.n’f.usiwebsiteidcsipermits level2.html

www.dec.state.ny.usiwebsite/dcsiupaJupa permits.html

40 CFR Part 122 prohibits point source discharges of stormwater to waters of the United States without a

permit issued under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES"). New York State is

approved by the EPA to administer its SPDES program in lieu of EPA’s NPDES program. The operator of

a storm water discharge, which qualifies for coverage under the SPDES General Permit for stormwater,

must submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) form to obtain permit coverage. Consult the general permit for any

possible restrictions on eligibility of coverage. The permit includes a complete set of instructions for

filing an NOI and for filing a Notice of Termination (NOT).

3.1.1 Where to File the NOI Form

Completed NOIs should be sent to:

NYS DEC - Notice of Intent

Bureau of Water Permits

625 Broadway

Albany, NY 12233-3505

3.1.2 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

The applicant must check whether the project will be a small or large one and whether the plan conforms

to either NYSDEC or local Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) requirements. The flow chart

in Figure 3.1 identifies what components of the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan need to be prepared

depending on the size and complexity of the site.
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If one wishes to seek some variance from either local or NYSDEC requirements, then the information in

Section V of the NOI must be filled out. The purpose of this section is to give NYSDEC some

preliminary information. Based on the information provided, DEC will determine if other information is

required. Only operators who state that their plan will NOT conform to either NYSDEC or local MS4

requirements need to fill out this section.
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Figure 3.1 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Component Requirements
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3.1.3 Review and Approval

Once the Notice of Intent (NOI) has been reviewed by DEC, an acknowledgement letter will be returned

to the sender. Filing of an NOI does not supercede or negate the necessity to comply with other local

laws and other state or federal requirements, which affect stormwater management. It is the responsibility

of the operator to comply with any and all such regulations. Operators are encouraged to have their

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan reviewed by the local Soil and Water Conservation District.

New York City has enacted various land use controls that affect certain construction projects in areas

tributary to their drinking water reservoirs. Similarly, the Lake George Park Commission and the

Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have enacted regulations which impact construction activity. The APA

has jurisdiction over private lands within the Adirondack Park and requires environmental review for

most land development projects. It also administers the State’s Wild and Scenic Rivers and Freshwater

Wetlands programs on these lands. Development within the APA’s jurisdiction is not subject to SEQR.

For more information, please contact the APA at 518-891-4050.

Other municipalities and agencies of New York State may have adopted similar legislation. It is the

responsibility of the operator to comply with any and all such regulations. Table 3.1 provides a summary

table describing the permits issued by DEC that may apply to the new development.

Most other environmental permits are administered under the UPA, which establishes uniform review

procedures for the DEC’s major regulatory programs and provides time periods for DEC action on

applications for environmental protection permits. Generally permits identified under the UPA need to be

filed through the DEC Regional Office. (See Figure 3.2 for regional contact information). If more than

one permit is required, the applicant should submit all applications at one time. In addition, the applicant

must list permits of other agencies that he or she knows to be applicable, together with a statement of the

status of approval of the review under the State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR).

3.2.1 What Other Permits Do I Need to File?

Several permits under the UPA may be applicable to a particular development project. Table 3.1 lists

many of permits reqmred under the UPA that may apply to new residential, commercial, and industrial

development in New York State, and provides a brief description of each. Please note that the table

includes only the permits that are directly applicable to the stormwater and site plan development. Thus
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several UPA permits may be required that are not included on this table, including Long Island Wells,

Water Supply, 401 Water Qualit3,’ Certification, Air Pollution Control, Mined Land Reclamation,

Hazardous Waste Management Facilities, and Waste Transporter.
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3.1 Permit 3.2 Implementation
Title Authorit~ 3.2.1 Applicability 3.2.2 Regulated Activities

state i’ollutant ECL Article 17 ¯ Construction sites disturbing one acre orRegulated."Discharge Division of Water more. Stormwater discharge associated with industrial activity,Elimination
~ystem including new construction; point source discharges and

disposal systems
Exempted
Agricultural discharge~, discharge of sewage effluent to
[roundwater less than 1,000 ~allons a dav�.

Dam Safety ECL Article 15-0503 ¯ Applies to on-stream and off-stream Regulated"
see Guidelines for Design structures having height > 6’ and storage Construction, reconstruction, repair or removal of dams or
~’Dams capacity > 3MG, or height _> 15’ and storageimpoundment.

capacity _> 1 MG. Exempted."
Structures for treatment or storage of wastewater, or
materials other than water.

Freshwater ECL Article 24 ¯ Freshwater wetlands appearing on New Regulated."Wetlands Division ofFish, Wildlife York State freshwater wetland maps Construction of buildings, roadways, septic systems, dams,
and Marine Resources ¯ Generally limited to 12.4 acres or greater,docks; filling, draining, or excavating; vegetation removal

but stricter requirements in the Adirondack Exempted:
Park Ordinary maintenance and repair of existing structures,"

recreational activitiesTidal Wetlands ECL Article 25 ¯ Official DEC tidal wetlands maps. Regulated"
NY DEC, Tidal Wetlands ¯ Anywhere tidal inundation occurs on a Residences and condos; accessory structures; commercial
Regulatory Program daily, monthly, or intermittent basis, includingand industrial buildings; roadways and parking lots; boat

but not exclusively within the salt wedge (saltramps; septic systems; drainage structures; erosion control
marshes, vegetated flats, and shorelines)2 structures (groins, sea walls); docks, piers, etc.
¯ Adjacent areas extend up to 300 ft. inlandClearing/clear cutting; beach nourishment; dredging,
from wetland boundary (NYC 150 ft) excavation, and grading.

Protection of Title 5, ECL Article 15 Bed or banks of protected streams Regulated:Waters Division of Fish, Wildlife Modification or disturbance of the bed or banks of protected
and Marine Resources

streams, including removal of sand or gravel; filling dredging
~n navizable waters: construction/modificatinn/r,~pai,-

i_ Eligible for coverage under Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO)

pphcable to Rockland and Westchester Counties, NYC and Long Island.
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certain dams, docks, and mooring areas.
Exempted:
Ordinary maintenance

Loastal l:.roston ECL Article 34 ¯ Lands adjacent to Lakes Erie and Ontario;Regulated:tlazard Areas Division of Water the St. Lawrence, Niagara, Harlem, East, andConstruction/modification/restoration of structures, e.g.
Hudson Rivers; Kill van Kull; Arthur Kill; buildings, docks, piers, walkways; Filling, draining or
Atlantic Ocean; and connective water-bodies,excavating; Construction/modification/restoration of erosion
¯ Natural Protective Features (NPF) control structures
nearshore areas; and landward Structural Exempted."
Hazard Areas (SHA) Ordinary maintenance and repair of existing structures

Wild. Scenic, & Title 27, ECL Article 15 All or portions of DEC-designated waterways:Regulated:
Recreational Division ofFish, Wildlife Three levels of classification include Specifics depend on classification, but includes construction
Rivers and Marine Resources recreational rivers, scenic rivers, wild rivers of residential, non-residential, accessory structures, and

roads; Water quality, wastewater treatment, disposal;
Vegetative cutting and agriculture; Recreational uses and
development; Commercial and industrial uses.

Exempted:
Continuation of existing land uses; Maintenance and repair--
without chan~es

* UPA permits not included in this table are Long Island Wells, Water Supply, 401 Water Quality Certification, Air Pollution Control; Mined Land
Reclamation, Hazardous Waste Management Facilities, Waste Transporter
Source URL:(http://www.dec.state.n¥.us/website/dcsiupa/upa permits.html)                                                                        i
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3.2.2 Schedule for DEC Review

The time for permit approval depends on whether a project is determined to be UPA major or UPA minor.

Each of the permits included in the UPA process has specific definitions of what constitutes UPA major

and UPA minor projects. DEC first determines if an application is complete, and then begins the review

process. For most projects, DEC must determine completeness within 15 days and for federally delegated

permits within 60 days. For UPA minor projects, DEC must make a decision on the permit within 45

days of determining the application complete.

For UPA major projects, the length of time for review depends on whether a public hearing is required. If

no hearing is required, DEC must make a decision within 90 days of determining the project complete. If

a hearing is required, DEC notifies the applicant and the public of a hearing within 60 days of the

completeness determination. The hearing must commence within 90 days of the completeness

determination. Once the hearing ends, DEC must issue a final decision on the application within 60 days

after receiving the final hearing record.

¯ Dam Safety

Constructing, reconstructing, repairing, or modifying dams and water impounding structures that

permanently or temporarily impound water as a result of a structure placed across a watercourse or

overland drainage way or which receive water from an external source such as drainage diversion or

pumping of groundwater require a dam safety permit. Some examples of activities requiting this permit

are: siting and constructing a new dam or water impounding structure, reconstruction, modification or

maintenance which may affect the structural integrity or functional capability of a dam or impounding

structure.

¯ Freshwater Wetlands/Tidal Wetlands

A freshwater or tidal wetlands permit may be required for work in or adjacent to wetlands designated by

the State. Official tidal wetlands maps showing the locations of New York’s regulated tidal wetlands are

on file at DEC regional offices in Regions 1, 2, and 3, and in the County Clerks’ Offices of Nassau,

Suffolk, Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens, Richmond, Rockland, and Westchester Counties. They are

also available at local assessing agencies in these areas. Official freshwater wetlands maps showing the

locations of New York’s wetlands are on file at DEC regional offices, the Adirondack Park Agency, and

local government offices.
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Wetlands permit applications require analysis of alternatives. Even when a development is adjacent to a

regulated wetland, the site plan and stonnwater management plan need to be modified to adequately

protect these resources.

¯ Protection of Waters

This permit applies to the dredging and filling in navigable waters and dams and work on the banks of

protected streams. The permit also regulates the construction of dams in both waterways and overland

drainage ways. When a site plan includes dam construction as a part of a quantity or quality control

requirement, a permit will be required unless the following conditions are met:

¯ Maximum height is six feet or less (maximum height is measured as the height from the

downstream (outside) toe of the dam at its lowest point to the highest point at the top of the dam).

¯ Maximum impounding capacity is one million gallons or less (maximum impounding capacity is

measured as the volume of water impounded when the water level is at the top of the dam).

Maximum height is between six feet and 15 feet and the maximum impounding capacity is less

than three million gallons.

¯ Coastal Erosion Hazard Areas

This permit is required where coastal erosion is a concern, and applies to Natural Protective Features

(NPFs), such as sand dunes, and a Shoreline Hazard Area (SHA) defined based on the annual recession

rate of the coast. The permit is required for construction of any structures within the SHA, and the

pemaitee must demonstrate that the proposed project does not contribute to coastal erosion.

¯ Wild, Scenic, & Recreational Rivers

This regulation applies strict regulations, which restrict certain uses for development bordering wild,

scenic, or recreational rivers in New York State. Furthermore, the applicant must demonstrate that no

reasonable alternative exists, and that the proposed activity will not have an undue adverse environmental

impact. Listed waterways include:

Scenic Rivers

Carmans River Grasse River
Peconic River Oswegatchie River
East Canada Creek GenesseeRiver
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Recreational Rivers

Carmans River Ramapo River
Connetquot River Shawangunk Kill
Nissequogue River Ausable River
Peconic River Fall Creek

¯ State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR)

Many projects are subject to SEQR. It is important that operators inform local governments about their

projects and obtain necessary local approvals before starting work. Projects, for which only a general

permit is needed, are not subject to SEQR. If any other permits are required, the applicant must submit

applications, which are reviewed in accordance with SEQR.

All agencies involved (state and local), must consider the environmental impacts of construction projects

before approving, funding, or directly undertaking an action. Development projects subject to SEQR will

require an Environmental Assessment Form. If a project may have a significant environmental impact, an

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be required. Projects will require public involvement as a part

of this process.
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Figure 3.2 New York State Regional Contact Information
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This chapter presents a unified approach for sizing SMPs in the State of New York to meet pollutant

removal goals, reduce channel erosion, prevent overbank flooding, and help control extreme floods. For a

surmaaary, please consult Table 4.1 below. The remaining sections describe the four sizing criteria in

detail and present guidance on how to properly compute and apply the required storage volumes.

90% Rule:

WQ~ = [(P)(R~)(A)] /12
Rv = 0.05+0.009(I)

Water Quality (WQv) I = Impervious Cover (Percent)
Minimum Rv = 0.2
P = 90% Rainfall Event Number (See Figure 4.1)
A = site area in acres

Default Criterion:
Cpv = 24 hour extended detention of post-developed 1-year, 24-hour
storm event.

Channel Protection (Cpv) Option for Sites Larger than 50 Acres:
Distributed Runoff Control - geomorphic assessment to determine the
bankfull channel characteristics and thresholds for channel stability
and bedload movement.

Control the peak discharge from the 10-year storm to 10-yearOverbank Flood (Qp) predevelopment rates.

Control the peak discharge from the 100-year storm to 100-year
Extreme Storm (Qf) predevelopment rates.

Safel~� pass the 100-~,ear storm event.
Note: The local review authority may waive channel protection, overbank flood, and extreme storm
requirements in some instances. Guidance is provided in this chapter.
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The Water Quality Volume (denoted as the WQv) is designed to improve water quality sizing to capture

and treat 90% of the average annual stormwater runoff volume. The WQv is directly related to the amount

of impervious cover created at a site. Contour lines of the 90% rainfall event are presented in Figure 4.1.

The following equation can be used to determine the water quality storage volume WQv (in acre-feet of

storage):

WQv=  1212_ vIC l
12

where:
WQv = water quality volume (in acre-feet)
P = 90% Rainfall Event Number (see Figure 4.1)
Rv = 0.05 + 0.009(I), where I is percent impervious cover
A = site area in acres

A minimum WQv of 0.2 inches per acre shall be met at residential sites that have less than 17%

impervious cover.

Figure 4.1 90% Rainfall in New York State
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It is assumed that by meeting the WQv requirements through employment of the practices presented in

Table 5.1 a project will, by default, meet water quality objectives. In some jurisdictions, on-site load

calculations are required to demonstrate removal of specific pollutants. As an aid to communities,

Appendix A of this manual includes a discussion of a method for calculating pollutant export loads from

development sites. This method, known as the "Simple Method," provides estimates for stormwater

runoff pollutant loads for urban areas using a modest amount of information, including the subwatershed

drainage area and impervious cover, stormwater runoff pollutant concentrations, and annual precipitation.

Please consult Appendix A for a more detailed discussion of the Simple Method and its applications for

water quality determinations. Please note that the Simple Method is intended as an analysis tool, and

should not be used to guide the design of SMPs.

Basis Of Design for Water Quality

As a basis for design, the following assumptions may be made:

¯ Measuring Impervious Cover: the measured area of a site plan that does not have permanent

vegetative or permeable cover shall be considered total impervious cover. Impervious cover is

defined as all impermeable surfaces and includes: paved and gravel road surfaces, paved and gravel

parking lots, paved driveways, building structures, paved sidewalks, and miscellaneous impermeable

structures such as patios, pools, and sheds. Porous or modular block pavement may be considered

50% impervious. Where site size makes direct measurement of impervious cover impractical, the

land use/impervious cover relationships presented in Table 4.2 can be used to initially estimate

impervious cover.

Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

Agriculture 2

Open Urban Land* 9

2 Acre Lot Residential 11

1 Acre Lot Residential 14

1/2 Acre Lot Residential 21
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Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

1/4Acre Lot Residential 28

1/8 Acre Lot Residential 33

Townhome Residential 41

Multifamily Residential 44

Institutional** 28-41%

Light Industrial 48-59%

Commercial 68-76%
* Open urban land includes developed park land, recreation

areas, golf courses, and cemeteries.
** Institutional is defined as places of worship, schools,

hospitals, government offices, and police and fire stations

¯ Aquatic Resources: More stringent local regulations may be in place or may be required to protect

drinking water reservoirs, lakes, or other sensitive aquatic resources. Consult the local authority to

determine the full requirements for these resources.

¯ SMP Treatment: The final WQv shall be treated by an acceptable practice from the list presented in

this manual. Please consult Chapter 5 for a list of acceptable practices.

¯ Determining Peak Discharge for WQ~ Storm: When designing flow splitters for off-line practices,

consult the small storm hydrology method provided in Appendix B.

¯ Extended Detention for Water Quality Volume: The water quality requirement can be met by

providing 24 hours of the WQv (provided a micropool is specified) extended detention. A local

jurisdiction may reduce this requirement to as little as 12 hours in trout waters to prevent stream

warming.

¯ Off site Areas. Provide treatment for off-site areas in their current condition. If water quality

treatment is provided off-line, the practice must only treat on-site runoff.
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Stream Channel Protection Volume Requirements (Cpv) are designed to protect stream channels from

erosion. In New York State this goal is accomplished by providing 24-hour extended detention of the

one-year, 24-hour storm event. Trout waters may be exempted from the 24-hour ED requirement, with

only 12 hours of extended detention required to meet this criterion.

For developments greater than 50 acres, with impervious cover greater than 25%, it is recommended that

a detailed geomorphic assessment be performed to determine the appropriate level of control. Appendix J

provides guidance on how to conduct this assessment.

The Cpv requirement does not apply in certain conditions, including the following:

* Recharge of the entire Cpv volume is achieved at a site.
¯ The site discharges directly tidal waters or fourth order (fourth downstream) or larger streams.

Within New York State, streams are classified using the following:
New York State Codes Rules and Regulations (NYCRR)
Volumes B-F, Parts 800-941
West Publishing, Eagan, MN

¯ A downstream analysis reveals that channel protection is not required (see section 4.7).

Detention ponds or underground vaults are methods to meet the Cpv requirement (and subsequent Qpl0

and Qf criteria). Schematics of typical designs are shown in Figures 4.2. and 4.3. Note that, although

these practices meet water quantity goals, they are unacceptable for water quality because of poor

pollutant removal, and need to be coupled with a practice listed in Table 5.1. The Cpv requirement may

also be provided above the water quality (WQv) storage in a wet pond or stormwater wetland.

Basis for Determining Channel Protection Storage Volume

The following represent the minimum basis for design:

¯ TR-55 and TR-20 (or approved equivalent) shall be used to determine peak discharge rates.

¯ Rainfall depths for the one-year, 24 hour storm event are provided in Figure 4.4.

¯ Off-site areas should be modeled as "present condition" for the one-year, 24 hour storm event.

¯ The length of overland flow used in time of concentration (to) calculations is limited to no more

than 100 feet for post development conditions.

¯ Cp~ is not required at sites where the resulting diameter of the ED orifice is too small to prevent

clogging. (A minimum 3" orifice with a trash rack or 1" if the orifice is protected by a standpipe
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having slots with an area less than the internal orifice are recommended to prevent clogging. See

Figure 3 in Appendix K for design details).

¯ Extended detention storage provided for the channel protection (Cpv-ED) does not meet the WQv

requirement. Both water quality and channel protection storage may be provided in the same

SMP, however.

¯ The CPv detention time for the one-year storm is defined as the time difference between the center

of mass of the inflow hydrograph (entering the SMP) and the center of rnass of the outflow

hydrograph (leaving the SMP). See Appendix B for a methodology for detaining this storm event.
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Figure 4.2 Example of a Conventional Stormwater Detention Pond

PLAN VIEW

PROFILF

A typical detention facility provides channel protection control (Cpv) and overbank control (Qp) but no

water quality control (WQv). If this practice is used, WQv must be provided in a separate facility listed

in Table 5.1.
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Figure 4.3 Example of Stormwater Detention Provided by an Underground Pipe System
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TYPICAL SECTION

An underground pipe system or vaults may be used to provide Cpv, Qp and Qf controls but not WQv.
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Figure 4.4 One-Year Design Storm

~,One Yeer 24 Hour
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The primary purpose of the overbank flood control sizing criterion is to prevent an increase in the

frequency and magnitude of out-of-bank flooding generated by urban development (i.e., flow events that

exceed the bankfull capacity of the channel, and therefore must spill over into the floodplain).

Overbank control requires storage to attenuate the post development l O-year, 24-hour peak discharge rate

(Qp) to predevelopment rates.

The overbank flood control requirement (Qp) does not apply in certain conditions, including:

¯ The site discharges directly tidal waters or fourth order (fourth downstream) or larger streams.
Within New York State, streams are classified using the following:

New York State Codes Rules and Regulations (NYCRR)
Volumes B-F, Parts 800-941
West Publishing, Eagan, MN

¯ A downstream analysis reveals that overbank control is not needed (see section 4.7).

Basis for Design of Overbank Flood Control

When addressing the overbank flooding design criteria, the following represent the minimum basis for

design:

¯ TR-55 and TR-20 (or approved equivalent) will be used to determine peak discharge rates.

¯ When the predevelopment land use is agriculture, the curve number for the pre-developed

condition shall be derived from the recommended five-year crop rotation for a region, from the

local Soil Conservation Service, or from the historical five-year crop rotation for the site,

whichever results in a lower curve number value.

¯ Off-site areas should be modeled as "present condition" for the 10-year storm event.

¯ Figure 4.5 indicates the depth of rainfall (24 hour) associated with the 10-year storm event

throughout the State of New York.

¯ The length of overland flow used in tc calculations is limited to no more than 150 feet for

predevelopment conditions and 100 feet for post development conditions. On areas of extremely

flat terrain (<1% average slope), this maximum distance is extended to 250 feet for

predevelopment conditions and 150 feet for postdevelopment conditions.
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Figure 4.5 10-Year Design Storm
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The intent of the extreme flood criteria is to (a) prevent the increased risk of flood damage from large

storm events, (b) maintain the boundaries of the predevelopment 100-year floodplain, and (c) protect the

physical integrity of stormwater management practices

100 Year Control requires storage to attenuate the post development 100-year, 24-hour peak discharge

rate (Q~) to predevelopment rates.

The 100-year storm control requirement can be waived if:

The site discharges directly tidal waters or fourth order (fourth downstream) or larger streams.
Within New York State, streams are classified using the following:

New York State Codes Rules and Regulations (NYCRR)
Volumes B-F, Parts 800-941
West Publishing, Eagan, MN

* Development is prohibited within the ultimate 100-year floodplain
¯ A downstream analysis reveals that 100-year control is not needed (see section 4.7)

Detention structures must provide safe overflow of the 100-year flood,

as discussed in the New York State Department of Environmental

Conservation publication: "Guidelines for the Design of Dams,"

available from the Bureau of Flood Protection at 518-402-8151.

Basis for Design for Extreme Flood Criteria

¯ Consult with the appropriate review authority including the local municipality’s flood protection

permit administrator, to determine the analysis required for the Qrstorm.

¯ The same hydrologic and hydraulic methods used for overbank flood control shall be used to

analyze Qr.

¯ Figure 4.6 indicates the depth of rainfall (24 hour) associated with the 100-year storm event

throughout New York State.

¯ When determining the storage required to reduce 100-year flood peaks, model off-site areas under

current conditions.

¯ When determining storage required to safely pass the 100-year flood, model off-site areas under

ultimate conditions.
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Figure 4.6 100oyear Design Storm
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In addition to the stormwater treatment volumes described above, the manual also provides guidance on

safe and non-erosive conveyance to, from, and through SMPs. Typically, the targeted storm frequencies
for conveyance are the two-year and ten-year events. The two-year event is used to ensure non-erosive

flows through roadside swales, overflow channels, pond pilot channels, and over berms within practices.
Figure 4.7 presents rainfall depths for the two-year, 24-hour storm event throughout New York State.

The 10-year storm is typically used as a target sizing for outfalls, and as a safe conveyance criterion for

open channel practices and overflow channels. Note that some agencies or municipalities may use a

different design storm for this purpose.

A community may waive the channel protection, overbank, and extreme flood requirements based on the

results of a downstream analysis. In addition, such an analysis is recommended for larger sites (i.e.,
greater than 50 acres) to size facilities in the context of a larger watershed. The analysis will help ensure

that storage provided at a site is appropriate to when combined with upstream and downstream flows. For

example, detention at a site may in some instances exacerbate flooding problems within a watershed.

This section provides brief guidance for conducting this analysis, including the area of stream to be
evaluated and minimum elements to be included in the analysis.

Downstream analysis can be conducted using the 10% rule. That is, the analysis should extend

downstream to the point where the site represents 10% of the total drainage area. For example, the

analysis point for a 10-acre site would be analyzed to the nearest downstream point with a drainage area

of 100 acres.

The analysis should include the following:

Computation of flows and velocities for channel protection, overbank, and flood control storms at
200-foot intervals, at the point where the 10% rule is met, and at all confluences along the
downstream channel with first order or higher streams.

¯ Hydrologic and hydraulic effects of all culverts and!or obstructions within the downstream channel.
¯ An assessment of water surface elevations to determine if an increase in water surface elevations will

impact existing buildings and other structures.

The design, or waiver, at a site level can be approved if the following criteria are met:

¯ Flow rates and velocities increase by less than 5% of the pre-developed condition for all flow
conditions analyzed.

¯ No downstream structures or buildings are impacted.
¯ The site as designed is not expected to exacerbate downstream channel erosion.
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Figure 4.7.    Two-Year Design Storm
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A stormwater hotspot is defined as a land use or activity that generates higher concentrations of

hydrocarbons, trace metals or toxicants than are found in typical stormwater runoff, based on monitoring

studies. If a site is designated as a hotspot, it has important implications for how stormwater is managed.

First and foremost, stormwater runoff from hotspots cannot be allowed to infiltrate into groundwater,

where it may contaminate water supplies. Second, a greater level of stormwater treatment is needed at

hotspot sites to prevent pollutant washoff after construction. This treatment plan typically involves

preparing and implementing a stormwater pollution prevention plan that involves a series of operational

practices at the site that reduce the generation of pollutants from a site or prevent contact of rainfall with

the pollutants. Table 4.3 provides a list of designated hotspots for the State of New York

Under EPA’s stormwater NPDES program, some industrial sites are required to prepare and implement a

stormwater pollution prevention plan. A list of industrial categories that are subject to the pollution

prevention requirement can be found in the State of New York SPDES. In addition, New York’s

requirements for preparing and implementing a stormwater pollution prevention plan are described in the

SPDES general discharge permit. The stormwater pollution prevention plan requirement applies to both

existing and new industrial sites.

The following land uses and activities are deemed stormwater hotspots:

¯ Vehicle salvage yards and recycling facilities #
¯ Vehicle fueling stations
¯ Vehicle service and maintenance facilities
* Vehicle and equipment cleaning facilities #
¯ Fleet storage areas (bus, truck, etc.) #
¯ Industrial sites (based on SIC codes outlined in the SPDES)
¯ Marinas (service and maintenance) #
¯ Outdoor liquid container storage
¯ Outdoor loading/unloading facilities
¯ Public works storage areas
¯ Facilities that generate or store hazardous materials #
¯ Commercial container nursery
¯ Other land uses and activities as designated by an appropriate review authority

# indicates that the land use or activity is required to prepare a stormwaterpollution prevention plan
under the SPDES stormwater program.
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The following land uses and activities are not normally considered hotspots:

¯ Residential streets and rural highways
¯ Residential development
¯ Institutional development
¯ Office developments
¯ Non-industrial rooftops
¯ Pervious areas, except golf courses and nurseries (which may need an Integrated Pest

Management (IPM) Plan).

While large highways (average daily traffic volume (ADT) greater than 30,000) are not designated as a

stormwater hotspot, it is important to ensure that highway stormwater management plans adequately

protect groundwater.
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This section presents a list of practices that are acceptable for water quality treatment. The practices on

this list are selected based on the following criteria:

1. Can capture and treat the full water quality volume (WQv)
2. Are capable of 80% TSS removal and 40% TP removal.
3. Have acceptable longevity in the field.
4. Have a pretreatment mechanism.

It also provides data justifying the use of these practices, and minimum criteria for the addition of new

practices to the list.

Practices on the following list will be presumed to meet water quality requirements set forth in this

manual if designed in accordance with the sizing criteria presented in Chapter 4 and constructed in

accordance with the performance criteria in Chapter 6. The practices must also be maintained properly in

accordance with the prescribed maintenance criteria also presented in Chapter 6. Acceptable practices are

divided into five broad groups, including:

I. Stormwater Ponds Practices that have either a permanent pool of water or a combination of

permanent pool and extended detention capable of treating the WQv

II. Stormwater Wetlands Practices that include significant shallow marsh areas, and may also

incorporate small permanent pools and extended detention storage to

achieve the full WQv

III. Infiltration Practices Practices that capture and temporarily store the WQv before allowing it to

infiltrate into the soil.

IV. Filtering Practices Practices that capture and temporarily store the WQv and pass it through

a filter bed of sand, organic matter, soil, or other acceptable treatment

media.

V. Open Channel Practices Practices explicitly designed to capture and treat the full WQv within dry

or wet cells formed by check dams or other means.
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Within each of these broad categories, select practices are presumed to meet the established water quality

goals (see Table 5.1). It is important to note that several practices that are not on the list may be of value

as pretreatment, or to meet water quantity requirements (see Section 5.2). Guidance on the performance

criteria for each practice type and matrices for selecting practices are provided in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Group Practice Description

Micropool Extended DetentiorPond that treats the majority of the water quality volume through extende~

Pond (P-l) detention, and incorporates a micropool at the outlet of the pond to preven
sediment resuspension.

Wet Pond (P-2) Pond that provides storage for the entire water quality volume in th~
permanent pool.

Pond Wet Extended Detention PondPond that treats a portion of the water quality volume by detaining store
(P-3) flows above a permanent pool for a specified minimum detention time.

Multiple Pond System (P-4) A group of ponds that collectively treat the water quality volume.

A stormwater wetland design adapted for the treatment of runoff from smal
Pocket Pond (P-5) drainage areas that has little or no baseflow available to maintain wate~

elevations and relies on ground water to maintain a permanent pool.

A wetland that provides water quality treatment entirely in a wet shallo~Shallow Wetland (W-t)
marsh.

Extended Detention WetlandA wetland system that provides some fraction of the water quality volume
(W-2) by detaining storm flows above the marsh surface.

Wetland A wetland system that provides a portion of the water quality volume in the
Pond/Wetland System (W-3) ~ermanent pool of a wet pond that precedes the marsh for a specified

minimum detention time.

A shallow wetland design adapted for the treatment of runoff from small
Pocket Wetland (W-4) drainage areas that has variable water levels and relies on groundwater for

~ts permanent pool.

An infiltration practice that stores the water quality volume in the voidInfiltration Trench (I- 1)
spaces of a gravel trench before it is infiltrated into the ground.

An infiltration practice that stores the water quality volume in a shallowInfiltration Infiltration Basin (I-2)
depression, before it is infiltrated it into the ground.

An infiltration practice similar in design to the infiltration trench, and bestDry Well (I-3)
suited for treatment of rooftop runoff’.

Surface Sand Filter (F-l) A filtering practice that treats stormwater by settling out larger particles in a
sediment chamber, and then filtering stormwater through a sand matrix.

Underground Sand Filter (F-2) A filtering practice that treats stormwater as it flows through underground
settling and filtering chambers.

Filtering A filter that incorporates a sediment chamber and filer bed as parallel vaults
Practices Perimeter Sand Filter (F-3)

adjacent to a parking lot.

A filtering practice that uses an organic medium such as compost in theOrganic Filter (F-4)
filter, in the place of sand.

A shallow depression that treats stormwater as it flows through a soil matrixBioretention (F-5) and is returned to the storm drain system.

An open drainage channel or depression explicitly designed to detain andDry Swale (O- 1)
Open promote the filtration of stormwater runoff, into the soil media.

Channels
Wet Swale (0-2) An open drainage channel or depression designed to retain water or intercept

groundwater for water quality treatment.
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Several practices that are not capable of providing water quality treatment can nonetheless function in a

pretreatment role or as a supplemental practice to the recommended practices in Table 5.1 These

practices can often be incorporated into SMP design as pretreatment devices, to treat a small pomon of a

site, or in retrofit or redevelopment applications. Some of these practices, including dry ponds and

underground storage vaults, can be used to meet water quantity goals such as channel protection and flood

control requirements. In addition, some of these practices may be helpful to reduce the total volume of

runoff from a site or to disconnect impervious surfaces, as indicated on the Fact Sheets presented in this

chapter. Some practices not currently deemed effective for stand-alone water quality treatment include:

¯ Catch basin inserts
¯ Dry ponds
¯ Underground vaults (designed for flood control)
¯ Oil/grit separators and hydrodynamic structures
¯ Filter strips
¯ Grass channels (includes ditches designed primarily for conveyance as well as modified

practices that can achieve some pollutant removal)
¯ Deep sump catch basins
¯ On-line storage in the storm drain network
¯ Porous pavement

Fact sheets for some of these practices (dry ponds, filter strips, porous pavement, and grass channels)

have been provided following section 5.3.

The stormwater field is always evolving, and new technologies constantly emerge. New practices can be

included in future revisions to the stormwater design manual, provided they can prove that they meet the

water quality goals established in the manual. These goals include the 80% TSS (defined as suspended

organic and inorganic material) and 40% TP removal target and a proven record of longevity in the field.

For a practice to receive consideration for addition to the manual, the following monitoring criteria must

be met by supporting studies:

¯ Must be monitored in at least two locations.
¯ At least five storm events must be sampled at each site.
¯ Concentrations reported in the studies must be flow-weighted.
¯ The studies must be independent (i.e., may not be conducted by the vendor or designer).
¯ The studies must be conducted in the field, as opposed to laboratory testing.
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* The practice must have been in the ground for at least one year at the time of monitoring (to assume
the practice will be tested after a minimum amount of "in-service" time).

¯ At least one storm event in each study must be greater than the 90% storm event for the location.

Additional testing for new technologies based on the performance of practices with a similar design may

be required before consideration. For example, if a practice has a very similar design to an oil/grit

separator, which has consistently poor removal, then additional studies may be required to justify

incorporation of that practice into the manual. The long-term performance of a practice based on field

applications in New York or other regions with a similar climate or conditions may also determine if that

practice will receive consideration for inclusion in the manual. A poor maintenance record is a valid

justification for not including a practice in the manual.
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Dry Ponds

Description: Dry extended detention ponds
(a.k.a. dry ponds, extended detention basins,
detention ponds, extended detention ponds) are
basins designed to temporarily detain runoff for
some minimum time. Dry detention ponds are
used for water quantity control only, and can also
be used to provide flood control by including
additional flood detention storage.

REASONS FOR LIMITED USE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
¯ Controls stormwater quantity- not intended to provide water SUITABILITY

quality treatment

D Water Quality
KEY CONSIDERATIONS

ChannellFIoodApplicable for drainage areas up to 75 acres Ixl
Protection

¯ Typically less costly than stormwater (wet) ponds for
equivalent flood storage, as less excavation is required

¯ May provide recreational and open space opportunities SPEClAL APPLICATIONS
between storm runoff events

r--] Pretreatment

D High DensitylUItraoUrban

r--] Runoff
Reductionllmpervious
Cover Disconnection

Residential Subdivision Use: Yes
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Filter Strip

J
Description: Grassed filter strips (a.k.a.,
vegetated filter strips, filter strips, and grassed
filters) are vegetated surfaces that are
designed to treat sheet flow from adjacent
surfaces and remove pollutants through
filtration and infiltration.

REASONS FOR LIMITED USE STORMWATER MANA(~EMENT
SUITABILITY

¯ Cannot alone achieve the 80% TSS removal target
D Water Quality

KEY CONSIDERATIONS ~
Channel/Flood Protection

¯ Runoff from an adjacent impervious area must be evenly SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
distributed across the filter strip (i.e., sheet flow)

¯ Can be used as part of the runoff conveyance system to ~-~ Pretreatment
provide pretreatment

¯ Can provide groundwater recharge U High DensitylUltra-Urban

¯ Reasonably low construction cost ~ Runoff Reduction I
Impervious Cover¯ Large land requirement
Disconnection

¯ Requires periodic repair, regrading, and sediment removal to
prevent channelization ~-] Other: Use in buffer system;

treating runoff from pervious¯ To size this practice, design a berm at the base of the filter areas
strip. The volume to be treated should be captured behind
the berm. Residential

Subdivision Use: Yes
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Modular Block Porous Pavement

Description: Modular block porous pavement is a
permeable pavement surface with an underlying stone
reservoir designed to temporarily store surface runoff
before it infiltrates into the subsoil. Porous pavement
options are primarily intended for low vehicle traffic areas
such as spillover parking or simply the parking aisle
portion of a parking lot.

REASONS FOR LIMITED USE

¯ Maintenance record is unclear, and pretreatment cannot be STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
provided. SUITABILITY

¯ Should not be applied on parking lots that are sanded or salted ~
for snow control. ~ I                                             Water Quality

[~] ChannellFIood Protection
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

¯ Soil permeability between 0.5 and 3.0 inches per hour

¯ Do not locate on slopes > 15% or within fill soils SPECIAL APPLIC;ATIONS

¯ Site at least 3 feet above the seasonally high groundwater I----I
table, and at least I00 feet away from drinking water wells [___J           Pretrestment

¯ Direct runoff from pervious or exposed areas away from ~ High DensitylUltra-Urbanpavement

¯ Size the gravel trench using the same equation provided in ~ Runoff Reduction/
Section 6.3 for infiltration trenches. ~                              Impervious Cover

Disconnection
¯ Provide conveyance for larger storms with raised inlet or ~

perimeter gravel trench AL~j                                       Other: Overflow Parking

¯ Sediment-laden runoff must be directed away from the porous
pavement

¯ Maximum depth should not exceed 4 feet

¯ Ensure that the upland drainage is fully stabilized after
construction;.

¯ Use permanent sign(s) containing a short list of maintenance
requirements

¯ Do not use excavated stone reservoir as a sediment control
device

¯ Avoid compacting subsoils during construction

¯ Ensure that paving dewaters between storms

¯ Periodically inspect the surface for deterioration or spalling
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Grass Channel

Description: Vegetated channels designed to
filter stormwater runoff and meet velocity targets
for the water quality design storm and the two-
year storm event.

REASONS FOR LIMITED USE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
* Cannot alone achieve the 80% TSS removal target SUITABILITY

KEY CONSIDERATIONS [~ Water Quality

¯ Can be used as part of the runoff conveyance system to ~ ChannellFIood Protectionprovide pretreatment

¯ Grass channels can act to partially infiltrate runoff from small
storm events if underlying soils are pervious SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

¯ Less expensive than curb and gutter systems

¯ Should not be used on slopes greater than 4%; slopes IAI Pretreatment
between 1% and 2% recommended

r~ High DensitylUltra-Urban
¯ Design as a parabola, or as a trapezoid with a bottom width of

between 2’ and 8’, with 3:1 or flatter side slopes,
r~ Runoff Reduction I

Impervious Cover¯ Provide sufficient length to retain the treatment volume in the
Disconnectionsystem for 10 minutes, to flow at no greater than 1.0 fps, and

at a depth of no greater than 4".
r~l Other: Curb and gutter

¯ Design to maintain between 4.0 and 5.0 fps for the 2-year~        replacement
storm, and no greater than 7.0 fps for the 10oyear storm event.

Residential¯ Size the channel to safely convey the 10-year storm event. Subdivision Use: Yes
¯ Size using Manning’s Equation (US DOT, 1990). Us an "n"

value of 0.15 for flow depths of 4" or smaller, and linearly
increase to 0.03 for a depth of 12".
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This chapter outlines performance criteria for five groups of structural stormwater management practices

(SMPs) to meet water quality treatment goals. These include ponds, wetlands, infiltration practices,

filtering systems and open channels. Each set of SMP performance criteria, in turn, is based on six

performance goals:

Feasibili~. ,

Identify site considerations that may restrict the use of a practice.

Conveyance

Convey runoff to the practice in a manner that is safe, minimizes erosion and disruption to natural

channels, and promotes filtering and infiltration.

Pretreatment

Trap coarse elements before they enter the facility, thus reducing the maintenance burden and ensuring a

long-lived practice.

Treatment Geometry

Provide water quality treatment, through design elements that provide the maximum pollutant removal as

water flows through the practice.

Environmental/Landscaping

Reduce secondary environmental impacts of facilities through features that minimize disturbance of

natural stream systems and comply with environmental regulations. Provide landscaping that enhances

the pollutant removal and aesthetic value of the practice.

Maintenance

Maintain the long-term performance of the practice through regular maintenance activities, and through

design elements that ease the maintenance burden.
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Cold climate regions of New York State may present special design considerations. Each section includes

a summary of possible design modifications that address the primary concerns associated with the use of

that SMP in cold climates. A more detailed discussion of cold climate modifications can be found in the

publication Stormwater BMP Design Supplement for Cold Climates (Caraco & Claytor, 1997). In

addition, Appendix I of this manual provides some sizing examples that incorporate cold climate design.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

ANY PRACTICE THAT CREATES A DAM IS REQUIRED TO FOLLOW THE GUIDANCE

PRESENTED IN THE GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN OF DAMS AND MAY REQUIRE A

PERMIT FROM THE NYSDEC. FOR THE MOST RECENT COPY OF THIS DOCUMENT,

CONTACT THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSERVATION, DAM SAFETY DIVISION, AT: 518-402-8151. AN EVALUATION OF

HAZARD CLASSIFICATION MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE DESIGN REPORT FOR

STORMWATER PONDS OR WETLANDS CREATED BY A DAM.

THIS CHAPTER FOLLOWING TEXT PRESENTS CRITERIA IN TWO PARTS. DESIGN
GUIDELINES ARE FEATURES THAT ENHANCE PRACTICE PERFORMANCE, BUT MAY

NOT    BE    NECESSARY    FOR    ALL    APPLICATIONS. REQUIRED    ELEMENTS    ARE
FEATURES THAT SHOULD BE USED IN ALL APPLICATIONS. A FACT SHEET AT THE

BACK OF EACH SECTION HIGHLIGHTS THE REQUIRED ELEMENTS.

APPENDICES F AND G PROVIDE EXAMPLE CHECKLISTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION

AND OPERATION&MAINTENANCE OF EACH OF THE PRACTICE TYPES.
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Stormwater ponds are practices that have either a permanent pool of water, or a combination of a

permanent pool and extended detention, and some elements of a shallow marsh equivalent to the entire

WQ,.. Five design variants include:

¯ P-I Micropool Extended Detention Pond (Figure 6.1)
¯ P-2 Wet Pond (Figure 6.2)
¯ P-3 Wet Extended Detention Pond (Figure 6.3)
¯ P-4 Multiple Pond System (Figure 6.4)
° P-5 Pocket Pond (Figure 6.5)

Treatment Suitability:

Dry extended detention ponds without a permanent pool are not considered an acceptable option for

meeting water quality treatment goals. Each of the five stormwater pond designs can be used to provide

channel protection volume as well as overbank and extreme flood attenuation. The term "pocket" refers

to a pond or wetland that has such a small contributing drainage area that little or no baseflow is available

to sustain water elevations during dry weather. Instead, water elevations are heavily influenced, and in

some cases maintained, by a locally high water table.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

ANY PRACTICE THAT CREATES ADAM IS REQUIRED TO FOLLOW THE GUIDANCE

PRESENTED IN THE GUIDELINESFOR DESIGN OF DAMS ANDMAY REQUIRE A

PERMIT FROM THE NYSDEC. FORTHE MOST RECENT COPY OFTHIS DOCUMENT,

CONTACT THE     NEW YORK     STATE     DEPARTMENTOF ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSERVATION, DAM SAFETY DIVISION, AT: 518-402-8151. ANEVALUATION OF

HAZARD CLASSIFICATION MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE DESIGN REPORT FOR

STORMWATER PONDS CREATED BY A DAM.

WHILE THE STORMWATER PONDS DESIGNED ACCORDING TO THIS GUIDANCE MAY

ACT AS A COMMUNITY AMMENITY, AND MAY PROVIDE SOME HABITAT VALUE,

THEY CANNOT BE ANTICIPATED TO FUNCTION AS NATURAL LAKES OR PONDS.
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Figure 6.1 Micropool Extended Detention Pond (P-l)
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Figure 6.2 Wet Pond (P-2)
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Figure 6.3 Wet Extended Detention Pond (P-3)
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Figure 6.4 Multiple Pond System (P-4)
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Figure 6.5 Pocket Pond (P-5)
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6.1.1 Feasibility

Required Elements

¯ Designs P-2, P-3, and P-4 shall have a minimum contributing drainage area of 25 acres. A 10-acre

drainage is required for design P-1.

¯ Stormwater ponds shall not be located within jurisdictional waters, including wetlands.

¯ Evaluate the site to determine the Hazard Class, and to determine what design elements are required

to ensure dam safety (see Guidelines for Design of Dams). For the most recent copy of this document,

contact the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Dam Safety Division, at:

518--402-8151.

¯ Avoid direction of hotspot runoff to design P-5.

¯ Provide a 2’ minimum separation between the pond bottom and groundwater in sole source aquifer

recharge areas.

Design Guidance
¯ The use of stormwater ponds (with the exception of design P-l, Micropool Extended Detention Pond)

on trout waters is strongly discouraged, as available evidence suggests that these practices can

increase stream temperatures.

¯ Avoid location of pond designs within the stream channel, to prevent habitat degradation caused by

these structures.

¯ A maximum drainage area of five acres is suggested for design Po5.

6.1.2 Conveyance

Inlet Protection

Required Elements

¯ A forebay shall be provided at each pond inflow point, unless an inflow point provides less than 10%

of the total design storm flow to the pond.

Design Guidance

¯ Inlet areas should be stabilized to ensure that non-erosive conditions exist for at least the 2-year

frequency storm event.
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¯ Except in cold regions of the State, the ideal inlet configuration is a partially submerged (i.e., ½ full)

pipe.

Adequate Outfall Protection

Required Elements

¯ The channel immediately below a pond outfall shall be modified to prevent erosion and conform to

natural dimensions in the shortest possible distance, typically by use of appropriately-sized riprap

placed over filter cloth. Typical examples include submerged earthen berms, concrete weirs, and

gabion baskets.

¯ A stilling basin or outlet protection shall be used to reduce flow velocities from the principal spillway

to non-erosive velocities (3.5 to 5.0 fps). (See Appendix L for a table of erosive velocities for grass

and soil).

Design Guidance

¯ Outfalls should be constructed such that they do not increase erosion or have undue influence on the

downstream geomorphology of the stream.

¯ Flared pipe sections that discharge at or near the stream invert or into a step-pool arrangement should

be used at the spillway outlet.

¯ If a pond daylights to a channel with dry weather flow, care should be taken to minimize tree clearing

along the downstream channel, and to reestablish a forested riparian zone in the shortest possible

distance. Excessive use of riprap should be avoided to reduce stream warming.

Pond Liners

Design Guidance

¯ When a pond is located in gravelly sands or fractured bedrock, a liner may be needed to sustain a

permanent pool of water. If geotechnical tests confirm the need for a liner, acceptable options

include: (a) six to 12 inches of clay soil (minimum 15% passing the #200 sieve and a minimum

permeability of 1 x 10.5 crrdsec), (b) a 30 ml poly-liner (c) bentonite, (d) use of chemical additives

(see NRCS Agricultural Handbook No. 386, dated 1961, or Engineering Field Manual) or (e) a design

prepared by a Professional Engineer registered in the State of New York.
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6.1.3 Pretreatment

Required Elements

¯ A sediment forebay is important for maintenance and longevity of a stormwater treatment pond. Each

pond shall have a sediment forebay or equivalent upstream pretreatment. The forebay shall consist of

a separate cell, formed by an acceptable barrier. Typical examples include earthen berms, concrete

weirs, and gabion baskets.

¯ The forebay shall be sized to contain 10% of the water quality volume (WQv), and shall be four to six

feet deep. The forebay storage volume counts toward the total WQv requirement.

¯ The forebay shall be designed with non-erosive outlet conditions, given design exit velocities.

¯ Direct access for appropriate maintenance equipment shall be provided to the forebay.

¯ In sole source aquifers, 100% of the WQv for stormwater runoff from designated hotspots shall be

provided in pretreatment.

Design Guidance

¯ A fixed vertical sediment depth marker should be installed in the forebay to measure sediment

deposition over time.

¯ The bottom of the forebay may be hardened to ease sediment removal

6.1.4 Treatment

Minimum Water Quality Volume (WQ,)

Required Elements

¯ Provide water quality treatment storage to capture the computed WQv from the contributing drainage

area through a combination of permanent pool, extended detention (WQv-ED) and marsh. The

division of storage into permanent pool and extended detention is outlined in Table 6.1.

%WQv
Extended Detention

P-1 20% min. 80% max.
P-2 100% 0%
P-3 50% min. 50% max.
P-4 50% min. 50% max.
P-5 50% min. 50% max.
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¯ Although both CPv and WQv-ED storage can be provided in the same practice, WQv cannot be met by

simply providing Cpv storage for the one-year storm.

Design Guidance

¯ It is generally desirable to provide water quality treatment off-line when topography, hydraulic head

and space permit (i.e., apart from stormwater quantity storage; see Appendix K for a schematic).

¯ Water quality storage can be provided in multiple cells. Performance is enhanced when multiple

treatment pathways are provided by using multiple cells, longer flowpaths, high surface area to

volume ratios, complex microtopography, and!or redundant treatment methods (combinations of pool,

ED, and marsh).

Minimum Pond Geometry

Required Elements

* The minimum length to width ratio for the pond is 1.5:1 (i.e., length relative to width).

¯ Provide a minimum Surface Area:Drainage Area of 1:100.

Design Guidance

¯ To the greatest extent possible, maintain a long flow path through the system, and design ponds with

irregular, shapes.

6.1.5 Landscaping

Pond Benches

Required Elements

¯ The perimeter of all deep pool areas (four feet or greater in depth) shall be surrounded by two

benches:

Except when pond side slopes are 4:1 (h:v) or flatter, provide a safety bench that generally

extends 15 feet outward (10’ to 12’ allowable on sites with extreme space limitations) from the

normal water edge to the toe of the pond side slope. The maximum slope of the safety bench shall

be 6%; and
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Incorporate an aquatic bench that generally extends up to 15 feet inward from the normal

shoreline, has an irregular configuration, and a maximum depth of 18 inches below

the normal pool water surface elevation.

Landscaping Plan

Required Elements

¯ A landscaping plan for a stormwater pond and its buffer shall be prepared to indicate how aquatic and

terrestrial areas will be vegetatively stabilized and established.

Design Guidance

¯ Wherever possible, wetland plants should be encouraged in a pond design, either along the aquatic

bench (fringe wetlands), the safety bench and side slopes (ED wetlands) or within shallow areas of

the pool itself.

¯ The best elevations for establishing wetland plants, either through transplantation or volunteer

colonization, are within six inches (plus or minus) of the normal pool.

¯ The soils of a pond buffer are often severely compacted during the construction process to ensure

stability. The density of these compacted soils is so great that it effectively prevents root penetration,

and therefore, may lead to premature mortality or loss of vigor. Consequently, it is advisable to

excavate large and deep holes around the proposed planting sites, and backfill these with

uncompacted topsoil.

As a rule of thumb, planting holes should be three times deeper and wider than the diameter of

the rootball (of balled and burlap stock), and five times deeper and wider for container grown

stock. This practice should enable the stock to develop unconfined root systems. Avoid species

that require full shade, are susceptible to winterkill, or are prone to wind damage. Extra mulching

around the base of the tree or shrub is strongly recommended as a means of conserving moisture

and suppressing weeds.
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Pond Buffers and Setbacks

Required Elements

¯ A pond buffer shall be provided that extends 25 feet outward from the maximum water surface

elevation of the pond. The pond buffer shall be contiguous with other buffer areas that are required

by existing regulations (e.g., stream buffers). An additional setback may be provided to permanent

structures.

¯ Woody vegetation may not be planted or allowed to grow within 15 feet of the toe of the embankment

and 25 feet from the principal spillway structure.

Design Guidance

¯ Existing trees should be preserved in the buffer area during construction. It is desirable to locate

forest conservation areas adjacent to ponds. To help discourage resident geese populations, the buffer

can be planted with trees, shrubs and native ground covers.

¯ Annual mowing of the pond buffer is only required along maintenance rights-of-way and the

embankment. The remaining buffer can be managed as a meadow (mowing every other year) or

forest.

6. !. 6 Maintenance

Required Elements

¯ Maintenance responsibility for a pond and its buffer shall be vested with a responsible authority by

means of a legally binding and enforceable maintenance agreement that is executed as a condition of

plan approval.

¯ The principal spillway shall be equipped with a removable trash rack, and generally accessible from

dry land.

¯ Sediment removal in the forebay shall occur every five to six years or after 50% of total forebay

capacity has been lost.

Design Guidance

¯ Sediments excavated from stormwater ponds that do not receive runoff from designated hotspots are

generally not considered toxic or hazardous material, and can be safely disposed by either land

application or land filling. Sediment testing may be required prior to sediment disposal when a

hotspot land use is present (see Section 4.8 for a list of potential hotspots).
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¯ Sediment removed from stormwater ponds should be disposed of according to an approved

comprehensive operation and maintenance plan.

Maintenance Access

Required Elements

¯ A maintenance right of way or easement shall extend to the pond from a public or private road.

Design Guidance

¯ Maintenance access should be at least 12 feet wide, have a maximum slope of no more than 15%, and

be appropriately stabilized to withstand maintenance equipment and vehicles.

The maintenance access should extend to the forebay, safety bench, riser, and outlet and be designed

to allow vehicles to turn around.

Non-clogging Low Flow Orifice

Required Elements

¯ A low flow orifice shall be provided, with the size for the orifice sufficient to ensure that no clogging

shall occur. (See Appendix K for details of a low flow orifice and trash rack options).

Design Guidance

The low flow orifice should be adequately protected from clogging by either an acceptable external

trash rack (recommended minimum orifice of 3") or by internal orifice protection that may allow for

smaller diameters (recommended minimum orifice of 1 ").
¯ The preferred method is a submerged reverse-slope pipe that extends downward from the riser to an

inflow point one foot below the normal pool elevation.

¯ Alternative methods are to employ a broad crested rectangular, V-notch, or proportional weir,

protected by a half-round CMP that extends at least 12 inches below the normal pool.

¯ The use of horizontally extended perforated pipe protected by geotextile fabric and gravel is not

recommended. Vertical pipes may be used as an alternative if a permanent pool is present.
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Riser in Embankment

Required Elements

¯ The riser shall be located within the embankment for maintenance access, safety and aesthetics.

Design Guidance

¯ Access to the riser should be provided by lockable manhole covers, and manhole steps within easy

reach of valves and other controls. The principal spillway opening should be "fenced" with pipe or

rebar at 8-inch intervals (for safety purposes).

Pond Drain

Required Elements

¯ Except where local slopes prohibit this design, each pond shall have a drain pipe that can completely

or partially drain the pond. The drain pipe shall have an elbow or protected intake within the pond to

prevent sediment deposition, and a diameter capable of draining the pond within 24 hours.

Design Guidance

¯ Care should be exercised during pond drawdowns to prevent rapid drawdown and minimize

downstream discharge of sediments or anoxic water. The approving jurisdiction should be notified

before draining a pond.

Adjustable Gate Valve

Required Elements

¯ Both the WQv-ED pipe and the pond drain shall be equipped with an adjustable gate valve (typically a

handwheel activated knife gate valve).

¯ Valves shall be located inside of the riser at a point where they (a) will not normally be inundated and

(b) can be operated in a safe manner.

Design Guidance

¯ Both the WQv-ED pipe and the pond drain should be sized one pipe size greater than the calculated

design diameter.
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¯ To prevent vandalism, the handwheel should be chained to a ringbolt, manhole step or other fixed

object.

Safety Features

Required Elements

¯ Side slopes to the pond shall not exceed 3:1 (h:v), and shall terminate at a safety bench.

¯ The principal spillway opening shall not permit access by small children, and endwalls above pipe

outfalls greater than 48 inches in diameter shall be fenced to prevent a hazard.

Design Guidance

¯ Both the safety bench and the aquatic bench may be landscaped to prevent access to the pool.

¯ Warning signs prohibiting swimming and skating may be posted.

¯ Pond fencing is generally not encouraged, but may be required by some municipalities. A preferred

method is to manage the contours of the pond to eliminate dropoffs or other safety hazards.

6.1.7 Cold Climate Pond Design Considerations

Inlets, outlet structures and outfall protection for pond systems require modifications to function well in

cold climates. Among the problems those wishing to use stormwater ponds in cold climates may

encounter are:

¯ Higher runoff volumes and increased pollutant loads during the spring melt
¯ Pipe freezing and clogging
¯ Ice formation on the permanent pool
¯ Road sand build-up

Higher runoff volumes and increased pollutant loads during the spring melt

Operate the pond based on seasonal inputs by adjusting dual water quality outlets to provide

additional storage (see Figure 6.6).

¯ Adapt sizing based on snowmelt characteristics (see Appendix I).

¯ Do not drain ponds during the spring season. Due to temperature stratification and high chloride

concentrations at the bottom, the water may become highly acidic and anoxic and may cause negative

downstream effects.
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Pipe Freezing and Clogging

¯ Inlet pipes should not be submerged, since this can result in freezing and upstream damage or

flooding.

¯ Bury all pipes below the frost line to prevent frost heave and pipe freezing. Bury pipes at the point

furthest from the pond deeper than the frost line to minimize the length of pipe exposed.

¯ Increase the slope of inlet pipes to a minimum of 1% to prevent standing water in the pipe, reducing

the potential for ice formation. This design may be difficult to achieve at sites with flat local slopes.

¯ If perforated riser pipes are used, the minimum orifice diameter should be %". In addition, the pipe

should have a minimum 6" diameter.

¯ When a standard weir is used, the minimum slot width should be 3", especially when the slot is tall.

¯ Baffle weirs can prevent ice formation near the outlet by preventing surface ice from blocking the

inlet, encouraging the movement of baseflow through the system (see Appendix K).

¯ In cold climates, riser hoods and reverse slope pipes should draw from at least 6" below the typical

ice layer. This design encourages circulation in the pond, preventing stratification and formation of

ice at the outlet.

¯ Trash racks should be installed at a shallow angle to prevent ice formation (see Appendix K).

Figure 6.6 Seasonal Operation Pond
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Ice Formation on the Permanent Pool

¯ In cold climates, the treatment volume of a pond system should be adjusted to account for ice build-

up on the permanent pool by providing one foot of elevation above the WQv. The total depth of the

pond, including this additional elevation, should not exceed eight feet.

¯ Using pumps or bubbling systems can reduce ice build-up and prevent the formation of an anaerobic

zone in pond bottoms.

¯ Provide some storage as extended detention. This recommendation is made for very cold climates to

provide detention while the permanent pond is iced over. In effect, it discourages the use of wet

ponds (P-2), replacing them with wet extended detention ponds (P-3).

¯ Multiple pond systems are recommended regardless of climate because they provide redundant

treatment options. In cold climates, a berm or simple weir should be used instead of pipes to separate

multiple ponds, due to their higher freezing potential.

Road Sand Build-up

¯ In areas where road sand is used, an inspection of the forebay and pond should be scheduled after the

spring melt to determine if dredging is necessary. For forebays, dredging is needed if one half of the

capacity of the forebay is fulI.
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Stormwater Ponds
Description:
Constructed stormwater retention basin that has a
permanent pool (or micropool). Runoff from each rain
event is detained and treated in the pool through settling
and biological uptake mechanisms.

Design Options:
Micropool Extended Detention (P-l), Wet Pond (P-2),
Wet Extended Detention (P-3), Multiple Pond (P-4),
Pocket Pond (P-5)

KEY CONSIDERATIONS                            STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
FEASIBILITY ~ SUITABILITY
¯ Contributing drainage area greater than 10 acres for P-l, 25 acres for P-2 L~J Water Quality

to P-4.
r~¯ Follow DEC Guidelines for Design of Dams. Channel Protection

¯ Provide a minimum 2’ separation from the groundwater in sole source
aquifers. IXI Overbank Flood Protection

¯ Do not locate ponds in jurisdictional wetlands.
¯ Avoid directing hotspot runoff to design P-5. ~ Extreme Flood Protection
CONVEYANCE Accepts Hotspot Runoff: Yes "¯ Forebay at each inlet, unless the inlet contributes less than 10% of the total (2 feet minimum separation distanceinflow, 4’ to 6’ deep. required to water table)¯ Stabilize the channel below the pond to prevent erosion.

FEASIBILITY¯ Stilling basin at the outlet to reduce velocities. CONSIDERATIONS
PREATREATMENT

Cost¯ Forebay volume at least 10% of the WQv
¯ Forebay shall be designed with non-erosive outlet conditions. ILl Maintenance Burden
¯ Provide direct access to the forebay for maintenance equipment Key: L=Low M=Moderate H=High
¯ In sole source aquifers, provide 100% pretreatment for hotspot runoff.
TREATMENT Residential Subdivision Use: Yes

High Density/Ultra-Urban: No¯ Provide the water quality volume in a combination of permanent pool and
extended detention (Table 6.1 in manual provides limitations on storage Soils: Hydro/ogicgroup ’A" soils may
breakdown) require pond liner

¯ Minimum length to width ratio of 1.5:1 Hydrologic group ’D’ soils may have¯ Minimum surface area to drainage area ratio of 1:100 compaction constraints
LANDSCAPING

Other Considerations:¯ Provide a minimum 10’ and preferably 15’ safety bench extending from the
high water mark, with a maximum slope of 6%. ¯ Thermal effects

¯ Provide an aquatic bench extending 15 feet outward from the shoreline, ¯ Outlet clogging
and a maximum depth of 18" below normal water elevation. ¯ Safety bench

¯ Develop a landscaping plan.
¯ Provide a 25’pond buffer.
¯ No woody vegetation within 15 feet of the toe of the embankment, or 25

feet from the principal spillway.
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MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
¯ Legally binding maintenance agreement POLLUTANT REMOVAL
¯ Sediment removal from forebay every five to six years or when 50% full. ~ Phosphorus¯ Provide a maintenance easement and right-of-way.
¯ Removable trash rack on the principal spillway.

I-~ Nitrogen
¯ Non-clogging low flow orifice
¯ Riser in the embankment. ~

Metals - Cadmium, Copper,
Lead, and Zinc removal¯ Pond drain required, capable of drawing down the pond in 24 hours.

¯ Notification required for pond drainage. [~ Pathogens Coliform, E.Coli,
¯ Provide an adjustable gate valve on both the WQv-ED pipe, and the pond Streptococci removal

drain. Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor
¯ Side Slopes less than 3:1, and terminate at a safety bench.
¯ Principal spillway shall not permit access by small children, and endwalls

above pipes greater than 48" in diameter shall be fenced.
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Stormwater wetlands are practices that create shallow marsh areas to treat urban stormwater and often

incorporate small permanent pools and/or extended detention storage to achieve the full WQv. Design

variants include:

¯ W-1 Shallow Wetland (Figure 6.7)
¯ W-2 ED Shallow Wetland (Figure 6.8)
¯ W-3 Pond/Wetland System (Figure 6.9)
¯ W-4 Pocket Wetland (Figure 6.10)

Wetland designs W-I through W-4 can be used to provide Channel Protection volume as well as

Overbank and Extreme Flood attenuation. In these design variations, the permanent pool is stored in a

depression excavated into the ground surface. Wetland plants are planted at the wetland bottom,

particularly in the shallow regions.

IMPORTANT NOTES

ALL OF THE POND CRITERIA PRESENTED IN PERFORMANCE CRITERIA - PONDS

(CHAPTER 6.1) ALSO APPLY TO THE DESIGN OF STORMWATER WETLANDS.

ADDITIONAL CRITERIA THAT GOVERN THE GEOMETRY AND ESTABLISHMENT OF

CREATED WETLANDS ARE PRESENTED IN THIS SECTION.

ANY PRACTICE THAT CREATES ADAM IS REQUIRED TO FOLLOW THE GUIDANCE

PRESENTED IN THE GUIDELINESFOR DESIGN OF DAMS ANDMAY REQUIRE A

PERMIT FROM THE NYSDEC. FORTHE MOST RECENT COPY OFTHIS DOCUMENT,

CONTACT THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OFENVIRONMENTAL

CONSERVATION, DAM SAFETY DIVISION, AT: 518-402-8151. ANEVALUATION OF

HAZARD CLASSIFICATION MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE DESIGN REPORT FOR

STORMWATER WETLANDS CREATED BY A DAM.

WHILE THE STORMWATER WETLANDS DESIGNED ACCORDING TO THIS GUIDANCE

MAY ACT AS A COMMUNITY AMMENITY, AND MAY PROVIDE SOME HABITAT

VALUE, THEY CANNOT BE ANTICIPATED TO FUNCTION AS NATURAL WETLANDS
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Figure 6.7 Shallow Wetland (W-l)
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Figure 6.8 Extended Detention Shallow Wetland (W-2)
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Figure 6.9 Pond/Wetland System (W-3)
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Figure 6.10 Pocket Wetland (W-4)
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6.2.1 Feasibility

Design Guidance

¯ Stormwater wetlands should not be located within existing jurisdictional wetlands. In some isolated

cases, a permit may be granted to convert an existing degraded wetland in the context of local

watershed restoration efforts.

¯ The use of stormwater wetlands on trout waters is strongly discouraged, as available evidence

suggests that these practices can increase stream temperatures.

6.2.2 Conveyance

Required Elements

¯ Flowpaths from the inflow points to the outflow points of stormwater wetlands shall be maximized.

¯ A minimum flowpath of 2:1 (length to relative width) shall be provided across the stormwater

wetland. This path may be achieved by constructing internal berms (e.g., high marsh wedges or rock

filter cells).

Design Guidance

¯ Microtopography is encouraged to enhance wetland diversity.

6.2.3 Pretreatment

Required Elements

¯ A forebay shall be located at the inlet, and a four to six foot deep micropool that stores approximately

10% of the WQv shall be located at the outlet to protect the low flow pipe from clogging and prevent

sediment resuspension.

6.2.4 Treatment

Required Elements

¯ The surface area of the entire stormwater wetland shall be at least one percent of the contributing

drainage area (1,5% for shallow marsh design).

¯ At least 25% of the WQv shall be in deepwater zones with a depth greater than four feet.
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¯ A minimum of 35% of the total surface of area can have a depth of six inches or less, and at least 65%

of the total surface area shall be shallower than 18 inches.

¯ If extended detention is used in a stormwater wetland, provide a minimum of 50% of the WQv in

permanent pool; the maximum water surface elevation of WQv-ED shall not extend more than three

feet above the permanent pool.

Design Guidance

¯ The bed of stormwater wetlands should be graded to create maximum internal flow path and

microtopography.

¯ To promote greater nitrogen removal, rock beds may be used a medium for growth of wetland plants.

The rock should be one to three inches in diameter, placed up to the normal pool elevation, and open

to flow-through from either direction.

6.2.5 Landscaping

Required Elements

¯ A landscaping plan shall be provided that indicates the methods used to establish and maintain

wetland coverage. Minimum elements of a plan include: delineation of pondscaping zones, selection

of corresponding plant species, planting plan, sequence for preparing wetland bed (including soil

amendments, if needed) and sources of plant material.

¯ A wetland plant buffer must extend 25 feet outward from the maximum water surface elevation, with

an additional 15-foot setback to structures.

¯ Donor soils for wetland mulch shall not be removed from natural wetlands.

Design Guidance

¯ Structures such as fascines, coconut rolls, straw bales, or carefully designed stone weirs can be used

to create shallow marsh cells in high-energy areas of the stormwater wetland.

¯ The landscaping plan should provide elements that promote greater wildlife and waterfowl use within

the wetland and buffers.

¯ Follow wetland establishment guidelines (see Appendix H).
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6.2.6 Maintenance

Required Elements

¯ If a minimum coverage of 50% is not achieved in the planted wetland zones after the second growing

season, a reinforcement planting is required.

Design Guidance

Stormwater wetlands that are separated from jurisdictional wetlands and regularly maintained are not

typically regulated under State and Federal laws.

6.2.7 Cold Climate Design Considerations

Many of the cold climate concerns for wetlands are very similar to the ones for ponds. Two additional

concerns with regards to stormwater wetlands focus on cold climate impacts to wetland plants:

¯ Short Growing Season
¯ Chlorides

Short Growing Season

¯ Planting schedule should reflect the short growing season, perhaps incorporating relatively mature

plants, or planting rhizomes during the winter.

Chlorides

¯ Use in combination with a grassed infiltration area prior to the wetland to provide some infiltration of

chlorides to dampen the shock to wetland plants

¯ Emphasize the pond!wetland design option to dilute chlorides prior to the wetland area. If this option

is used, the pond should use the modifications described in Section 6.1.7. The pond system dilutes

chlorides before they enter the marsh, protecting wetland plants.

¯ Consider salt-tolerant plants if wetland treats runoff from roads or parking lots where salt is used as a

deicer.
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Stormwater Wetlands

Description: Stormwater wetlands (a.k.a. constructed
wetlands) are structural practices that incorporate wetland
plants into the design to both store and treat runoff. As
stormwater runoff flows through the wetland, pollutant
removal is achieved through settling and biological uptake
within the practice

Design Options:
Shallow wetland (W-l), Extended Detention Wetland (W-2),
Pond/Wetland (W-3), Pocket Wetland (W-4)

KEY CONSIDERATIONS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
SUITABILITY

MUST MEET ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS OF STORMWATER PONDS.

[~ Water Quality
CONVEYANCE

Channel Protection¯ Minimum flowpath of 2:1 (length to width) ~1~1
¯ Flowpath maximized IXI Overbank Flood Protection
PREATREATMENT
¯ Micropool at outlet, capturing 10% of the WQv ~-I Extreme Flood Protection
TREATMENT
¯ Minimum drainage area to surface ratio of 1:100 Accepts Hotspot Runoff: Yes
¯ ED no greater than 50% of entire WQv (permanent pool at (2 feet minimum separation distance

least 50% of the volume)25% of the WQv in deepwater zones, required to water table)
¯ 35% of the total surface area in depths six inches or less, and

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS65% shallower than 18"
LANDSCAPING IMI Capital Cost
¯ Landscaping plan that indicates methods to establish and

maintain wetland coverage. Minimum elements include: Maintenance Burden:
delineation of pondscaping zones, selection of species,
planting plan, and sequence for bed preparation.

¯ Wetland buffer 25 feet from maximum surface elevation, with Shallow Wetland
15 foot additional setback for structures. I-’-"-’-1

¯ Donor plant material must not be from natural wetlands IMI ED Shallow Wetland
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
¯ Reinforcement plantings after second season if 50% coverage ~ Pocket Wetland

not achieved
POLLUTANT REMOVAL Pond/Wetland

Residential Subdivision Use: Yes
Phosphorus

I--~ Nitrogen High-DensitylUItra-Urban: No
~-~ Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, and Zinc removal Soils: Hydrologic group ’A’ and ’B’ soils
~ Pathogens- Coliform, Streptococci, E.Coli removal mayrequire liner

! Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor I Key : L=Low M=Moderate H=High
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Stormwater infiltration practices capture and temporarily store the WQv before allowing it to infiltrate

into the soil over a two-day period. Design variants include the following:

¯ I- 1 Infiltration Trench (Figure 6.11)
¯ I-2 Infiltration Basin (Figure 6.12)
¯ I-3 Dry Well (Figure 6.13)

Treatment Suitability: Infiltration practices alone typically cannot meet detention (Qp) and channel

protection (Cpv) requirements, except on sites where the soil infiltration rate is greater than 5.0 in/hr.

However, extended detention storage may be provided above an infiltration basin. Extraordinary care

should be taken to assure that long-term infiltration rates are achieved through the use of performance

bonds, post construction inspection and long-term maintenance.
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Figure 6.11 Infiltration Trench (I-1)
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Figure 6.12 Infiltration Basin (I-2)
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Figure 6.13 Dry Well (I-3)
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6. 3.1 Feasibility

Required Elements

¯ To be suitable for infiltration, underlying soils shall have an infiltration rate (fc) of at least 0.5 inches

per hour, as initially determined from NRCS soil textural classification, and subsequently confirmed

by field geotechnical tests (see Appendix D). The minimum geotechnical testing is one test hole per

5000 sf, with a minimum of two borings per facility (taken within the proposed limits of the facility).

¯ Soils shall also have a clay content of less than 20% and a silt/clay content of less than 40%.

¯ Infiltration practices cannot be located on areas with natural slopes greater than 15%.

¯ Infiltration practices cannot be located in fill soils, except the top quarter of an infiltration trench or

dry well.

¯ To protect groundwater from possible contamination, runoff from designated hotspot land uses or

activities must not be directed to a formal infiltration facility. In cases where this goal is impossible

(e.g., where the storm drain system leads to a large recharge facility designed for flood control),

redundant pretreatment must be provided by applying two of the practices listed in Table 5.1 in series,

both of which are sized to treat the entire WQv.

¯ The bottom of the infiltration facility shall be separated by at least three feet vertically from the

seasonally high water table or bedrock layer, as documented by on-site soil testing. (Four feet in sole

source aquifers).

¯ Infiltration facilities shall be located at least 100 feet horizontally from any water supply well.

¯ Infiltration practices cannot be placed in locations that cause water problems to downgradient

properties. Infiltration trenches and basins shall be setback 25 feet downgradient from structures and

septic systems. Dry wells shall be separated a minimum of 10 feet from structures.

Design Guidance

¯ The maximum contributing area to infiltration basins or trenches should generally be less than five

acres. The infiltration basin can theoretically receive runoff from larger areas, provided that the soil

is highly permeable (i.e., greater than 5.0 inches per hour). (See Appendix L for erosive velocities of

grass and soil).

¯ The maximum drainage area to dry wells should generally be smaller than one acre, and should

include rooftop runoff only.
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6.3.2 Conveyance

Required Elements

¯ The overland flow path of surface runoff exceeding the capacity of the infiltration system shall be

evaluated to preclude erosive concentrated flow during the overbank events. If computed flow

velocities exceed erosive velocities (3.5 to 5.0 fps), an overflow channel shall be provided to a

stabilized watercourse. (See Appendix L for erosive velocities of grass and soil).

¯ All infiltration systems shall be designed to fully de-water the entire WQv within 48 hours after the

storm event.

If runoff is delivered by a storm drain pipe or along the main conveyance system, the infiltration

practice must be designed as an off-line practice (see Appendix K for a detail), except when used as a

regional flood control practice.

Design Guidance

¯ For infiltration basins and trenches, adequate stormwater outfalls should be provided for the overflow

associated with the 10-year design storm event (non-erosive velocities on the down-slope

¯ For dry wells, all flows that exceed the capacity of the dry well should be passed through the

surcharge pipe.

6. 3.3 Pretreatment

Required Elements

¯ A minimum pretreatment volume of 25% of the WQv must be provided prior to entry to an infiltration

facility, and can be provided in the form of a sedimentation basin, sump pit, grass channel, plunge

pool or other measure.

¯ If the fc for the underlying soils is greater than 2.00 inches per hour, a minimum pretreatment volume

of 50% of the WQv must be provided.

¯ If the fc for the underlying soils is greater than 5.00 inches per hour, 100% of the WQv shall be pre-

treated prior to entry into an infiltration facility.

¯ Exit velocities from pretreatment chambers shall be non-erosive (3.5 to 5.0 fps) during the two-year

design storm). (See Appendix L for erosive velocities of grass and soil).
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Pretreatment Techniques to Prevent Clogging

Infiltration basins or trenches can have redundant methods to ensure the long-term integrity of the

infiltration rate. The following techniques are pretreatment options for infiltration practices:

¯ Grass channel (Maximum velocity of 1 fps for water quality flow. See the Fact Sheet on page 5-10

for more detailed design information.)

¯ Grass filter strip (minimum 20 feet and only if sheet flow is established and maintained)

¯ Bottom sand layer (for I-1)

¯ Upper sand layer (tbr I-l; 6" minimum with filter fabric at sand/gravel interface)

¯ Use of washed bank run gravel as aggregate

¯ Alternatively, a pre-treatment settling chamber may be provided and sized to capture the pretreatment

volume. Use the method prescribed in section 6.4.3 (i.e., the Camp-Hazen equation) to size the

chamber.

¯ Plunge Pool

¯ An underground trap with a permanent pool between the downspout and the dry well (I-3)

Design Guidance

¯ The sides of infiltration trenches and dry wells should be lined with an acceptable filter fabric that

prevents soil piping.

¯ In infiltration trench designs, incorporate a fine gravel or sand layer above the coarse gravel

treatment reservoir to serve as a filter layer.

6.3.4 Treatment

Required Elements

¯ Infiltration practices shall be designed to exfiltrate the entire WQv through the floor of each practice

(sides are not considered in sizing).

¯ The construction sequence and specifications for each infiltration practice shall be precisely followed.

Experience has shown that the longevity of infiltration practices is strongly influenced by the care

taken during construction

¯ Calculate the surface area of infiltration trenches as:

Ap = Vw / (ndt)
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Where:

Ap = surface area(sf)

Vw = design volume (e.g., WQv) (ft3)

n = porosity (assume 0.4)
dt = trench depth (maximum of four feet, and separated at least three feet from

seasonally high groundwater) (ft)

¯ Calculate the approximate bottom area of infiltration basins using the following equation:

A = Vw/du

Where:

A = surface area of the basin (ft2)

db = depth of the basin (ft)

Note that in trapezoidal basins, this area should first be used to approximate the area at the bottom
of the basin, but can later be modified to account for additional storage provided above side
slopes.

Design Guidance

¯ Infiltration practices are best used in conjunction with other practices, and downstream detention is

often needed to meet the Cpv and Qp sizing criteria.

¯ A porosity value (Vv/Vt) of 0.4 can be used to design stone reservoirs for infiltration practices.

The bottom of the stone reservoir should be completely flat so that infiltrated runoff will be able to

infiltrate through the entire surface.

6.3.5 Landscaping

Required Elements

¯ Upstream construction shall be completed and stabilized before connection to a downstream

infiltration facility. A dense and vigorous vegetative cover shall be established over the contributing

pe~’ious drainage areas before runoff can be accepted into the facility.

¯ Infiltration trenches shall not be constructed until all of the contributing drainage area has been

completely stabilized.

Design Guidance

¯ Mow upland and adjacent areas, and seed bare areas.
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6.3.6 Maintenance

Required Elements

¯ Infiltration practices shall never serve as a sediment control device during site construction phase. In

addition, the Erosion and Sediment Control plan for the site shall clearly indicate how sediment will

be prevented fi’om entering an infiltration facility. Normally, the use of diversion berms around the

perimeter of the infiltration practice, along with immediate vegetative stabilization and/or mulching

can achieve this goal.

¯ An observation well shall be installed in every infiltration trench and dry well, consisting of an

anchored six- inch diameter perforated PVC pipe with a lockable cap installed flush with the ground

surface.

¯ Direct access shall be provided to infiltration practices for maintenance and rehabilitation. If a stone

reservoir or perforated pipe is used to temporarily store runoff prior to infiltration, the practice shall

not be covered by an impermeable surface.

Design Guidance

¯ OSHA trench safety standards should be consulted if the infiltration trench will be excavated more

than five feet.

¯ Infiltration designs should include dewatering methods in the event of failure. Dewatering can be

accomplished with underdrain pipe systems that accommodate drawdown.

6. 3.7 Cold Climate Design Considerations

Because of additional challenges in cold climates, infiltration SMPs need design modifications to function

properly. These modifications address the following problems:

¯ Reduced infiltration into frozen soils
¯ Chlorides
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Reduced Infiltration

Draining the ground beneath an infiltration system with an underdrain can increase cold weather soil

infiltration.

¯ Another alternative is to divide the treatment volume between an infiltration SMP and another SMP

to provide some treatment during the winter months.

¯ A seasonally operated infiltration/detention facility combines several techniques to improve the

performance of infiltration SMPs in cold climates. Two features, the underdrain system and level

control valves, are useful in cold climates. The level control and valves are opened at the beginning of

the winter season and the soil is allowed to drain. As the snow begins to melt in the spring, the valves

are closed, and the snowmelt is infiltrated until the capacity of the soil is reached. After this point, the

facility acts as a detention facility, providing storage for particles to settle (Figure 6.14)

Chlorides

¯ Consider diverting snowmelt runoff past infiltration devices, especially in regions where chloride

concentration in groundwater is a concern.

¯ Incorporate mulch into infiltration basin soil to mitigate problems with soil fertility.

¯ The selection of upland landscaping materials should include salt-tolerant grasses where appropriate.
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Figure 6.14 Seasonal Operation Infiltration Facility
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Infiltration Practices

Description: Excavated trench or basin used to capture and allow
infiltration of stormwater runoff into the surrounding soils from the
bottom and sides of the basin or trench.

Design Options:
Infiltration Trench (I-1), Shallow Infiltration Basin (I-2), Dry Well (I-3)

KEY CONSIDERATIONS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
SUITABILITY

FEASIBILITY
¯ Minimum soil infiltration rate of 0.5 inches per hour ~-~,_~ Water Quality
¯ Soils less than 20% clay, and 40% silt/clay, and no fill soils. L_._J Channel Protection¯ Natural slope less than 15% [~] Overbank Flood Protection¯ Cannot accept hotpot runoff, except under the conditions outlined

in Section 6.3.1. L_._J Extreme Flood Protection
= Separation from groundwater table of at least three feet (four feet                             -

in sole source aquifers). Accepts Hot, spot Runoff: No¯ 25’ separation from structures for I-1 and I-2; 10’ for I-3.

CONVEYANCE IMPLEMENTATION¯ Flows exiting the practice must be non-erosive (3.5 to 5.0 fps) CONSIDERATIONS
¯ Maximum dewatering time of 48 hours.
¯ Design off-line if stormwater is conveyed to the practice by a storm ~ Capital Cost

drain pipe.
~ Maintenance BurdenPRETREATMENT

¯ Pretreatment of 25% of the WQv at all sites.
¯ 50% pretreatment if fc >2.0 inches/hour. Residential
¯ 100% pretreatment in areas with fc >5.0 inches/hour. Subdivision Use: Yes
¯ Exit velocities from pretreatment must be non-erosive for the 2-

year storm. High DensitylUItra-Urban: Yes
TREATMENT Drainage Area: 10 acres max.

¯ Water quality volume designed to exfiltrate through the floor of the
practice. Soils: Pervious soils required

¯ Construction sequence to maximize practice life. (0.5 in/hr orgreater)

= Trench depth shall be less than four feet (I-2 and I-3). Other Considerations:
¯ Follow the methodologies in Chapter 6 to size practices. ¯ Must not be placed
LANDSCAPING under pavement or
¯ Upstream area shall be completely stabilized before flow is concrete

directed to the practice.
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS Key: L=Low M=Moderate H=HighJ

¯ Never serves as a sediment control device
¯ Observation well shall be installed in every trench, (6" PVC pipe,

with a Iockable cap)
Provide direct maintenance access.
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POLLUTANT REMOVAL

Phosphorus

Nitrogen

Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, and Zinc removal

Pathogens - Coliform, Streptococci, E.Coli removal
Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor I
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Stormwater filtering systems capture and temporarily store the WQv and pass it through a filter bed of

sand, organic matter, or soil. Filtered runoff may be collected and returned to the conveyance system, or

allowed to partially exfiltrate into the soil. Design variants include:

F- 1 Surface Sand Filter (Figure 6.15)
F-2 Underground Sand Filter (Figure 6.16)
F-3 Perimeter Sand Filter (Figure 6.17)
F-4 Organic Filter (Figure 6.18)
F-5 Bioretention (Figure 6.19)

Treatment Suitability: Filtering systems should not be designed to provide stormwater detention (Qp) or

channel protection (Cpv) except under extremely unusual conditions. Filtering practices shall generally be

combined with a separate facility to provide those controls.
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Figure 6.15 Surface Sand Filter (F-l)
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Figure 6.16 Underground Sand Filter (F-2)
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Figure 6.17 Perimeter Sand Filter (F-3)
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Figure 6.18 Organic Filter (F- 4)
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Figure 6.19 Bioretention (F-5)
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6. 4.1 Feasibility

Design Guidance

¯ Most stormwater filters require four to six feet of head, depending on site configuration and land area

available. The perimeter sand filter (F-3), however, can be designed to function with as little as 18"

to 24" of head.

¯ The recommended maximum contributing area to an individual stormwater filtering system is usually

less than 10 acres. In some situations, larger areas may be acceptable.

¯ Sand and organic filtering systems are generally applied to land uses with a high percentage of

impervious surfaces. Sites with imperviousness less than 75% will require full sedimentation

pretreatment techniques.

6.4.2 Conveyance

Required Elements

¯ If runoff is delivered by a storm drain pipe or is along the main conveyance system, the filtering

practice shall be designed off-line (see Appendix K).

¯ An overflow shall be provided within the practice to pass a percentage of the WQv to a stabilized

water course. In addition, overflow for the ten-year storm shall be provided to a non-erosive outlet

point (i.e., prevent downstream slope erosion).

¯ A flow regulator (or flow splitter diversion structure) shall be supplied to divert the WQv to the

filtering practice, and allow larger flows to bypass the practice.

¯ Stormwater filters shall be equipped with a minimum 4" perforated pipe underdrain (6" is preferred)

in a gravel layer. A permeable filter fabric shall be placed between the gravel layer and the filter

media.

¯ Require a minimum 2’ separation between the filter bottom and groundwater.

6.4.3 Pretreatment

Required Elements

¯ Dry or wet pretreatment shall be provided prior to filter media equivalent to at least 25% of the

computed WQv. The typical method is a sedimentation basin that has a length to width ratio of 1.5:1.

The Camp-Hazen equation is used to compute the required surface area for sand and organic filters

requiring full sedimentation for pretreatment (WSDE, 1992) as follows:
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¯ The required sedimentation basin area is computed using the following equation:

As = -(Qo/W).Ln (l-E)

where:
As = Sedimentation basin surface area (ft2)
E = sediment trap efficiency (use 90%)
W = particle settling velocity (ft/sec)

use 0.0004 ft/sec for imperviousness (I) -<75%
use 0.0033 ft/sec for I > 75%

Qo = Discharge rate from basin = (WQJ24 hr)

This equation reduces to:

As = (0.066) (WQv) ft2 for I _<75%
As = (0.0081) (WQv) ft2 for I > 75%

Design Guidance
¯ Adequate pretreatment for bioretention systems should incorporate all of the following: (a) grass filter

strip below a level spreader or grass channel, (b) gravel diaphragm and (c) a mulch layer.

¯ The grass filter strip should be sized using the guidelines in Table 6.2.

Parameter Impervious Parking Lots Residential Lawns

MaximumLenl~th Inflow (ft.) Approach
35 75 75 150

<2% ~2% <2% >2% ~2% a2% ~2% ] >2%Filter Strip Slope
Filter StriPLen~thMinimum      10’    15’    20’    25’    10’    12’    15’]    18’

¯ The grass channel should be sized using the following procedure:

1- Determine the channel length needed to treat the WQv, using sizing techniques described in the

Grass Channel Fact Sheet (Chapter 5).

2- Determine the volume directed to the channel for pretreatment

3- Determine the channel length by multiplying the length determined in step I above by the ratio

of the volume in step 2 to the WQv.
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6.4.4 Treatment

Required Elements

¯ The entire treatment system (including pretreatment) shall be sized to temporarily hold at least 75%

of the WQv prior to filtration.

¯ The filter media shall consist of a medium sand (meeting ASTM C-33 concrete sand). Media used

for organic filters may consist of peat!sand mix or leaf compost. Peat shal! be a reed-sedge hemic

peat.

¯ Bioretention systems shall consist of the following treatment components: A four foot deep planting

soil bed, a surface mulch layer, and a six inch deep surface ponding area. Soils shall meet the design

criteria outlined in Appendix H.

Design Guidance

¯ The filter bed typically has a minimum depth of 18". The perimeter filter may have a minimum filter

bed depth of 12".

¯ The filter area for sand and organic filters should be sized based on the principles of Darcy’s Law. A

coefficient of permeability (k) should be used as follows:

Sand: 3.5 ft!day (City of Austin 1988)
Peat: 2.0 ft/day (Galli 1990)
Leaf compost: 8.7 ft/day (Claytor and Schueler, 1996)
Bioretention Soil: 0.5 ft/day (Claytor and Schueler, 1996)

The required filter bed area is computed using the following equation

Af =(WQv) (dO / [ (k) (hr + dO (tf)]

Where:
Ar = Surface area of filter bed (ft2)

dr = Filter bed depth (ft)
k = Coefficient of permeability of filter media (ft/day)
hr = Average height of water above filter bed (ft)
tf = Design filter bed drain time (days)

(1.67 days or 40 hours is recornmended maximum tf for sand filters, two days for
bioretention)
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6.4.5 Landscaping

Required Elements

¯ A dense and vigorous vegetative cover shall be established over the contributing pervious drainage

areas before runoff can be accepted into the facility.

¯ Landscaping is critical to the performance and function of bioretention areas. Therefore, a

landscaping plan must be provided for bioretention areas.

Design Guidance

¯ Surface filters can have a grass cover to aid in pollutant adsorption. The grass should be capable of

withstanding frequent periods of inundation and drought.

¯ Planting recommendations for bioretention facilities are as follows:

~ Native plant species should be specified over non-native species.

~" Vegetation should be selected based on a specified zone of hydric tolerance.

~ A selection of trees with an understory of shrubs and herbaceous materials should be provided.

) Woody vegetation should not be specified at inflow locations.

~ Trees should be planted primarily along the perimeter of the facility.

) A tree density of approximately one tree per 100 square feet (i.e., 10 feet on-center) is

recommended. Shrubs and herbaceous vegetation should generally be planted at higher densities

(five feet on-center and 2.5 feet on center, respectively).

6.4.6 Maintenance

Required Elements

¯ A legally binding and enforceable maintenance agreement shall be executed between the facility

owner and the local review authority to ensure the following:

Sediment shall be cleaned out of the sedimentation chamber when it accumulates to a depth of

more than six inches. Vegetation within the sedimentation chamber shall be limited to a height

of 18 inches. The sediment chamber outlet devices shall be cleaned/repaired when drawdown

times exceed 36 hours. Trash and debris shall be removed as necessary.
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Silt/sediment shall be removed from the filter bed when the accumulation exceeds one inch.

When the filtering capacity of the filter diminishes substantially (i.e., when water ponds on the

surface of the filter bed for more than 48 hours), the top few inches of discolored material shall

be removed and shall be replaced with fresh material. The removed sediments shall be disposed

in an acceptable manner (i.e., landfill).

¯ A stone drop of at least six inches shall be provided at the inlet of bioretention facilities (F-6) (pea

gravel diaphragm). Areas devoid of mulch shall be re-mulched on an annual basis. Dead or diseased

plant material shall be replaced.

Design Guidance

¯ Organic filters or surface sand filters that have a grass cover should be mowed a minimum of three

times per growing season to maintain maximum grass heights less than 12 inches.

6. 4.7 Cold Climate Design Considerations

In cold climates, stormwater filtering systems need to be modified to protect the systems from freezing

and frost heaving. The primary cold climate concerns to address with regards to filtering systems are:

¯ Freezing of the filter bed
¯ Pipe freezing
¯ Clogging of filter

NOTE

ALTHOUGH FILTERING SYSTEMS ARE NOT AS EFFECTIVE DURING THE WINTER, THEY ARE

OFTEN EFFECTIVE AT TREATING STORM EVENTS IN AREAS WHERE OTHER SMPS ARE NOT

PRACTICAL, SUCH AS IN HIGHLY URBANIZED REGIONS. THUS, THEY MAY BE A GOOD DESIGN

OPTION, EVEN IF WINTER FLOWS CANNOT BE TREATED.IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO

REMEMBER THAT THESE SMPS ARE DESIGNED FOR HIGHLY IMPERVIOUS AREAS. IF THE

SNOW FROM THEIR CONTRIBUTING AREAS IS TRANSPORTED TO ANOTHER AREA, SUCH AS A

PERVIOUS INFILTRATION AREA, A PRACTICE ’S PERFORMANCE DURING THE WINTER SEASON

MAY BE LESS CRITICAL TO OBTAIN WATER QUALITY GOALS.
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Freezing of the Filter Bed

¯ Place filter beds for underground filter below the frost line to prevent the filtering medium from

freezing during the winter.

¯ Discourage organic filters using peat and compost media, which are ineffective during the winter in

cold climates. These organic filters retain water, and consequently can freeze solid and become

completely impervious during the winter.

¯ Combine treatment with another SMP option that can be used as a backup to the filtering system to

provide treatment during the winter when the filter is ineffective

Pipe Freezing
¯ Use a minimum 8" underdrain diameter in a 1’ gravel bed. Increasing the diameter of the underdrain

makes freezing less likely, and provides a greater capacity to drain standing water from the filter. The

porous gravel bed prevents standing water in the system by promoting drainage. Gravel is also less

susceptible to frost heaving than finer grained media.
¯ Replace standpipes with weirs, which can be "frost free." Although weir structures will not always

provide detention, they can provide retention storage (i.e., storage with a permanent pool) in the

pretreatment chamber.

Cloggin~ of Filter with Excess Sand from Runoff

¯ If a filter is used to treat runoff from a parking lot or roadway that is frequently sanded during snow

events, there is a high potential for clogging from sand in runoff. In these cases, the size of the

pretreatment chamber should be increased to 40% of the treatment volume. For bioretention systems,

a grass strip, such as a swale, of at least twenty-five feet in length should convey flow to the system.

¯ Filters should always be inspected for sand build-up in the filter chamber following the spring melt

event.
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Sand/Organic Filters

Description: Multi-chamber structure designed to treat
stormwater runoff through filtration, using a sediment forebay,
a primary filter media and, typically, an underdrain collection
system.

Design Variations:
Surface Sand Filter (F-l), Underground Sand Filter (F-2),
Perimeter Sand Filter (F-3), Organic Sand Filter (F-4)

KEY CONSIDERATIONS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
CONVEYANCE SUITABILITY

= If stormwater is delivered by stormdrain, design off-line, r~ Water Quality
¯ Overflow shall be provided to pass a fraction of the WQv to a

stabilized watercourse. Channel Protection
¯ Overflow for the ten-year storm to a non-erosive point,

r~ "
¯ Flow regulator needed to divert WQv to the practice, and bypass ,---,       Overbank Flood Protection

larger flows. [---] Extreme Flood Protection
¯ Underdrain (4" perforated pipe minimum; 6" preferred)

PRETREATMENT Accepts Hotspot Runoff: Yes
(requires impermeab/e finer)

¯ Pretreatment volume of 25% of WQv.
¯ Typically a sediment basin with a 1.5:1 L:W ratio, sized with the

Camp-Hazen equation (See Section 6.4.3) IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS

TREATMENT
¯ System must hold 75% of the WQv                             I H I Capital Cost

¯ Filter media shall be ASTM C-33 sand for sand filters Maintenance Burden
¯ Organic filters shall be a peat/sand mix, or leaf compost.
= Peat shall be reed-sedge hemic peat Residential

Subdivision Use: No
LANDSCAPING High DensitylUItra-Urban: Yes

¯ Contributing area stabilized before runoff is directed to the facility Drainage Area: 2-10 acres max.

Soils: No restrictions
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS:

¯ Legally binding maintenance agreement.
Other Considerations:

¯ Sediment cleaned out of sedimentation chamber when it reaches Typically needs to be combined with
more than 6" in depth, other controls to provide water, quantity

¯ Vegetation height limited to 18" control
¯ Sediment chamber cleaned if drawdowns exceed 36 hours.
¯ Trash and debris removal
¯ Silt/sediment removed from filter bed after it reaches one inch.
¯ If water ponds on the filter bed for greater than 48 hours, remove

material, and replace.
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POLLUTANT REMOVAL

Phosphorus

Nitrogen

~ Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, and Zinc removal

~ Pathogens- Coliform, Streptococci, E.Coli removal

[ Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor ]
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Bioretention Areas (F-5)

Description: Shallow stormwater basin or landscaped
area which utilizes engineered soils and vegetation to
capture and treat runoff. The practice is often located
in parking lot islands, and .can also be used to treat
residential areas.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
SUITABILITY

CONVEYANCE
¯ Provide overflow for the 10-year storm to the conveyance Ixl Water Quality

system.
D Channel Protection¯ Conveyance to the system is typically overland flow

delivered to the surface of the system, typically through L._J Overbank Flood Protection
curb cuts or over a concrete lip.

[--] Extreme Flood Protection
PRETREATM ENT

¯ Pretreatment consists of a grass channel or grass filter Accepts Hotspot Runoff: Yes
strip, a gravel diaphragm, and a mulch layer, sized based (requires impermeable liner)
on the methodologies described in Section 6.4.2.

TREATMENT
¯ Treatment area should have a four foot deep planting soil IMPLEMENTATION

bed, a surface mulch layer, and a 6" pending layer. CONSIDERATIONS
¯ Size the treatment area using equations provided in r------,                  ’

Chapter 6. I M ICapitalCost

LANDSCAPING ~’~ Maintenance Burden

¯ Detailed landscaping plan required. Residential

MAINTENANCE
Subdivision Use: Yes
High Density/Ultra-Urban: Yes

¯ Inspect and repair/replace treatment area components
Drainage Area: 5 acres max.

¯ Stone drop (at least 6") provided at the inlet
¯ Remulch annually Soils: Planting soils must meet

specified criteria; No restrictions on
POLLUTANT REMOVAL surrounding soils

[~ Phosphorus Other Considerations:
Use of native plants isF~I Nitrogen
recommended

r~-! Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, and Zinc removal
[Key: L=Low M=Medium H=High

i--~Pathogens Coliform, E.Coli removalStreptococci,

I Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor I
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Open channel systems are vegetated open channels that are explicitly designed to capture and treat the full

WQ, within dry or wet cells formed by check dams or other means. Design variants include:

¯ O-1 Dry Swale (Figure 6.20)
¯ 0-2 Wet Swale (Figure 6.21)

Treatment Suitability: Open Channel Systems can meet water quality treatment goals only, and are not

appropriate for Cpv or
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Figure 6.20 Dry Swale (O-1)
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Figure 6.21 Wet Swale (0-2)
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6.5.1 Feasibility

Required Elements

¯ The system shall have a maximum longitudinal slope of 4.0%

Design Guidance

¯ Dry Swales (O-1) are primarily applicable for land uses such as roads, highways, residential

development, and pervious areas.

¯ Wet Swales (0-2) should be restricted in residential areas because of the potential for stagnant water

and other nuisance ponding.

¯ Provide a 2’ separation distance from groundwater for 0-2.

6. 5.2 Conveyance

Required Elements

¯ The peak velocity for the two-year storm must be non-erosive (i.e., 3.5-5.0 fps). (See Appendix L for

a table of erosive velocities for grass and soil).

¯ Open channels shall be designed to safely convey the ten-year storm with a minimum of 6 inches of

freeboard. Note that some agencies or local municipalities may design channel to convey a different

design storm.

The maximum allowable temporary ponding time within a channel shall be less than 48 hours. An

underdrain system shall be used in the dry swale to ensure this ponding time.

¯ Channels shall be designed with moderate side slopes (flatter than 3:1) for most conditions. 2:1 is the

absolute maximum side slope.

Design Guidance

¯ Open channel systems which directly receive runoff from impervious surfaces may have a 6 inch

(maximum) drop onto a protected shelf (pea gravel diaphragm) to minimize the clogging potential of

the inlet.

¯ The underdrain system should be composed of a 6" gravel bed with a 4" PVC pipe.

¯ If the site slope is greater than 2%, check dams may be needed to retain the water quality volume

within the swale system.
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6. 5.3 Pretreatment

Required Elements

¯ Provide 10% of the WQv in pretreatment. This storage is usually obtained by providing checkdams at

pipe inlets and/or driveway crossings.

Design Guidance

¯ Utilize a pea gravel diaphragm and gentle side slopes along the top of channels to provide

pretreatment for latera! sheet flows.

6.5.4 Treatment

Required Elements

¯ Temporarily store the WQv within the facility to be released over a minimum 30 minute duration.

¯ Design with a bottom width no greater than eight feet to avoid potential gullying and channel

braiding, but no less than two feet.

¯ Soil media for the dry swale shall meet the specifications outlined in Appendix H.

Design Guidance

¯ Open channels should maintain a maximum ponding depth of one foot at the mid-point of the

channel, and a maximum depth of 18" at the end point of the channel (for storage of the WQv).

6.5.5 Landscaping

Design Guidance

¯ Landscape design should specify proper grass species and wetland plants based on specific site, soils

and hydric conditions present along the channel (see Appendix H for landscaping guidance for New

York).

6.5.6 Maintenance

Required Elements

A legally binding and enforceable maintenance agreement shall be executed between the facility

owner and the local review authority to ensure the following:
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Sediment build-up within the bottom of the channel or filter strip is removed when 25% of the

original WQv volume has been exceeded.

Vegetation in dry swales is mowed as required during the growing season to maintain grass

heights in the 4 to 6 inch range.

6.5.7 Cold Climate Design Considerations

For open channel systems, the primary cold climate design challenges that need to be addressed are:

¯ Snowmelt infiltration on frozen ground
¯ Culvert freezing
¯ The impacts of deicers on channel vegetation.

Snowmelt Infiltration on Frozen Ground

¯ In order to ensure that the filter bed remains dry between storm events, increase the size of the

underdrain pipe to a minimum diameter of 6" with a minimum 1’ filter bed.

¯ The soil bed permeability of the dry swale should be NRCS class SM (NRCS, 1984), which is

slightly higher than in the base criteria. This increased permeability will encourage snowmelt

infiltration.

Culvert Freezing

¯ Use culvert pipes with a minimum diameter of 18".

¯ Design culverts with a minimum 1% slope where possible.

The Impacts of De-icers on Channel Vegetation

¯ Inspect open channel systems after the spring melt. At this time, residual sand should be removed

and any damaged vegetation should be replaced.

¯ If roadside or parking lot runoff is directed to the practice, mulching may be required in the spring to

restore soil structure and moisture capacity to reduce the impacts of deicing agents.

¯ Use salt-tolerant plant species in vegetated swales.
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Open Channels

Description: Vegetated channels that are explicitly
designed and constructed to capture and treat
stormwater runoff within dry or wet cells formed by
check dams or other means.

Design Options:
Dry Swale (O-1), Wet Swale (0-2)

KEY CONSIDERATIONS STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
SUITABILITY

FEASIBILITY
[~¯ Maximum longitudinal slope of 4% Water Quality

t~ Channel Protection
CONVEYANCE

¯ Non-erosive (3.5 to 5.0 fps) peak velocity for the 2-year storm ~-~ Overbank Flood Protection
¯ Safe conveyance of the ten-year storm with a minimum of 6

~inches of freeboard. ~                                          Extreme Flood Protection
¯ Side slopes gentler than 2:1 (3:1 preferred).
¯ The maximum allowable temporary ponding time of 48 hours Accepts Hotspot Runoff: Yes

PRETREATMENT (requires impermeable liner)
¯ 10% of the WQv in pretreatment, usually provided using IMPLEMENTATION

check dams at culverts or driveway crossings. CONSIDERATIONS

TREATMENT [--~Capital Cost
¯ Temporary storage the WQv within the facility to be released

minimum 30 minute duration. ~ Maintenance Burdenovera
¯ Bottom width no greater than 8 feet, but no less than two feet.

ResidentiaI¯ Soil media as detailed in Appendix H. Subdivision Use: Yes
MAINTENANCE High DensitylUItra-Urban: No

¯ Removal of sediment build-up within the bottom of Drainage Area: 5 acres max.
the channel or filter strip when 25% of the original Soils: No restrictions
WQv volume has been exceeded.

¯ Maintain a grass height of 4" to 6" in dry swales. Other Considerations:
¯ Permeable soil layer (dry

MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY swale)
~-~ Phosphorus ¯ Wetland plants (wet swale)

~ Nitrogen IKe ’: H=Hi~lh M=iedium L=Low
~--~ Metals - Cadmium, Copper, Lead, and Zinc removal
r-~ Pathogens - coliform, Streptococci, E.Coli removal

I Key: G=Good F=Fair P=Poor I
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This chapter presents a series of matrices that can be used as a screening process to select the best SMP or

group of SMPs for a development site. It also provides guidance for best locating practices on the site.

The matrices presented can be used to screen practices in a step-wise fashion. The screening factors

include:

1. Land Use
2. Physical Feasibility
3. Watershed/Regional Factors
4. Stormwater Management Capability
5. Community and Environmental Factors

The five matrices presented here are not exhaustive. Specific additional criteria may be incorporated

depending on local design knowledge and resource protection goals. Furthermore, many communities

may wish to eliminate some of the selection factors presented in this section. Caveats for the application

of each matrix are included in the detailed description of each.

More detail on the proposed step-wise screening process is provided below:

Step 1 Land Use

Which practices are best suited for the proposed land use at this site? In this step, the designer makes an

initial screen to select practices that are best suited to a particular land use.

Step 2 Physical Feasibility Factors
Are there any physical constraints at the project site that may restrict or preclude the use of a particular

SMP? In this step, the designer screens the SMP list using Matrix No. 2 to determine if the soils, water

table, drainage area, slope or head conditions present at a particular development site might limit the use

of a SMP.

Step 3 Watershed Factors

What watershed protection goals need to be met in the resource my site drains to? Matrix No.3 outlines

SMP goals and restrictions based on the resource being protected.
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Step 4 Stormwater Management Capability

Can one SMP meet all design criteria, or is a combination of practices needed? In this step, designers can

screen the SMP list using Matrix No. 4 to determine if a particular SMP can meet water quality, channel

protection, and flood control storage requirements. At the end of this step, the designer can screen the

SMP options down to a manageable number and determine if a single SMP or a group of SMPs is needed

to meet stormwater sizing criteria at the site.

Step 5 Community and Environmental Factors

Do the remaining SMPs have any important community or environmental benefits or drawbacks that

might influence the selection process? In this step, a matrix is used to compare the SMP options with

regard to cold climate restrictions, maintenance, habitat, community acceptance, cost and other

environmental factors.
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This matrix allows the designer to make an initial screen of practices most appropriate for a given land

use (Table 7.1).

Rm’al. This column identifies SMPs that are best suited to treat runoff in rural or very. low density areas

(e.g., typically at a density of less than 91 dwelling unit per acre).

Residential. This column identifies the best treatment options in medium to high density residential

developments.

Roads and Highways. This column identifies the best practices to treat runoff from major roadways and

highway systems.

Commercial Development. This colunm identifies practices that are suitable for new commercial

development

Hotspot Land Uses. This last column examines the capability of an SMP to treat runoff from designated

hotspots (see Appendix A). An SMP that receives hotspot runoff may have design restrictions, as noted.

#Ttra-Urban Sites. This column identifies SMPs that work v~ell in the ultra-urban environment, where

space is limited and original soils have been disturbed. These SMPs are frequently used at redevelopment

sites.
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Roads and Commercial/SMP Group SMP Design Rural Residential
Highways High Density Hotspots Ultra Urban

Micropool ED
0 0 0

Wet Pond
0          0          0

Pond       Wet ED Pond 0          0          0            ~           ~          ¯
Multiple Pond

0          0          ~            ~           (9          ¯
Pocket Pond

0          D          0            D           ¯          ¯
Shallow Wetland

0          0          D            D           ~          ¯
ED Wetland

Wetland
Pond/Wetland

Pocket Wetland
0          D          0            D           ¯          ¯

Infiltration Trench

Infiltration Shallow I-Basin

Dry Well~

Surface Sand Filter ¯ D 0 0 ® 0

Underground SF ¯ ¯ D 0 0 0

Filters Perimeter SF ¯ ¯ D 0 0 0

Organic SF ¯ D 0 0 ® 0

Bioretention | D 0 0 ® 0

Open Dry Swale 0
Channels

Wet Swale 0 ¯ 0 ¯ ¯ ¯
O: Yes. Good option in most cases.
|: Depends. Suitable under certain conditions, or may be used to treat a portion of the site.
¯ : No. Seldom or never suitable.
¯ : Acceptable option, but may require a pond liner to reduce risk of groundwater contamination.
(~: Acceptable option, if not designed as an exfilter.
1 : The dry well can only be used to treat rooftop runoff
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This matrix allows the designer to evaluate possible options based on physical conditions at the site

(Table 7.2). More detailed testing protocols are often needed to confirm physical conditions at the site.

Five primary factors are:

Soils. The key evaluation factors are based on an initial investigation of the NRCS hydrologic soils

groups at the site. Note that more detailed geotechnical tests are usually required for infiltration feasibility

and during design to confirm permeability and other factors. Appendix H describes geotechnical testing

requirements for New York State.

Water Table. This column indicates the minimum depth to the seasonally high water table from the

bottom elevation, or floor, of an SMP.

Drainage Area. This column indicates the minimum or maximum drainage area that is considered

optimal for a practice. If the drainage area present at a site is slightly greater than the maximum allowable

drainage area for a practice, some leeway is warranted where a practice meets other management

objectives. Likewise, the minimum drainage areas indicated for ponds and wetlands should not be

considered inflexible limits, and may be increased or decreased depending on water availability (base flow

or groundwater), mechanisms employed to prevent clogging, or the ability to assume an increased

maintenance burden.

Slope. This column evaluates the effect of slope on the practice. Specifically, the slope guidance refers to

how flat the area where the practice is installed must be and/or how steep the contributing drainage area

or flow length can be.

Head. This column provides an estimate of the elevation difference needed for a practice (from the inflow

to the outflow) to allow for gravity operation.
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Drainage Area HeadSMP Group Water Table
(acres) Site Slope fit)

Micropool ED 10 min~
HSG A soils 2 footWet Pond may separation if

Pond Wet ED Pond require pond hotspot or 25 rain~ No more 6 to 8 ft
liner, aquifer than 15%

Multiple Pond

Pocket Pond OK below WT 5 max2 4 ft

Shallow Wetland:                 2 footHSG A soils
ED Wetland may separation

3 to 5 ft
Wetland require liner if hotspot 25 min No more

Pond/Wetland or aquifer than 8%

Pocket Wetland OK below WT 5 max 2 to 3 ft
fc > 0.5

Infiltration inch/hr; 5 max 1 ft6Trench additional 3 feet, 4 feet
Infiltration pretreatment if sole source No more

Shallow I-Basin required over than 15%
2.0 irdhr aquifer. 10 max3 3 ft

(See SectionDry Well 6.3.3) 1 max4 1 ft

Surface SF 10 max2 5 ft

:Underground SF 2 max~ 5 to 7ft

Perimeter SF        OK                      2 max2                 2 to 3 ft
Filters                                    2 feet5                   No more

Organic SF 5 max2 than 6% 2 to 4 ft

Bioretention                                                          5 ft
5 max2

Dry Swale Made Soil 3 to 5 ft

Open Wet Swale Made Soil 2 feet 5 max No more 1 ft
Channels Wet Swale OK below WT 5 max than 4% 1 ft

Notes:
1" Unless adequate water balance and anti-clogging device installed
2: Drainage area can be larger in some instances
3: May be larger in areas where the soil percolation rate is greater than 5.0 irdhr
4: Designed to treat rooftop runoff only
5: If designed with a permeable bottom, must meet the depth requirements for infiltration practices.
6: Required ponding depth above geotextile layer.
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The choices made by the designer should be influenced to some extent by the resource being protected,

and the region of New York State where the site is located. The following matrices (Tables 7.3a and 7.3b)

present some design considerations fbr six watershed or regional factors in New York:

¯

Sensitive Strearns. The guidance presented here should apply to all trout waters and Class N waters, and

any streams that support high biodiversity and water quality, and have a low density of development.

Aquijors. In sole source aquifers, special care should be taken to select practices and incorporate design

considerations that protect the groundwater quality. Figure 7.1 depicts sole source aquifers in the State of

New York.

Figure 7.1 Sole Source Aquifers in New York State

New York State
Sole Source Aquifers
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Lakes. Lakes are of particular concern in New York, which has many natural lake systems and borders on

two Great Lakes. The information in this matrix focuses on phosphorous removal, which is an important

concern in most lake systems. It is important to note, however, that many lakes in New York State have

other important issues to address. Some lakes, such as Lake Onondoga, have other specific concerns, such

as toxics and metals. Each community should also take these goals into consideration when reviewing site

plans.

SMP
Sensitive Stream                Aquifer                     LakesGroup

Emphasize channel protection.

Restrict in-stream practices. May require liner ifHSG A
Ponds soils are present.

In trout waters, minimize
permanent pool area, and Pretreat 100% of WQv from Encourage the use of a large

encoura~:e shadin[, hotspots, permanent pool to improve
Require channel protection, phosphorus removal.

Provide a 2’ separation
Wetlands Restrict in-stream practices, distance to water table.

Restrict use in trout waters.
Strongly encourage use for
groundwater recharge. Provide 100’ horizontal

Infiltration separation distance from wells OK. Provides high
Combine with a detention and 4’ vertical distance from phosphorus removal.
facility to provide channel the water table.
protection.

Filtering Combine with a detention Excellent pretreatment for OK, but designs with a
Systems facility to provide channel infiltration or open channel submerged filter may result in

protection, practices, phosphorus release.

Open Combine with a detention

Channels facility to provide channel OK, but hotspot runoff must
protection,                  be adequately pretreated       OK. Moderate P removal.
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Reservoirs. For drinking water reservoirs, and in particular for unfiltered water supplies such as the New

York City Reservoir system, turbidity, phosphorous removal, and bacteria are of particular concern. A

particular reservoir may have other specific concerns, which should be identified as part of a Source

Water Assessment.

Estua~’/Coastal. In New York State, coastal or estuary areas include the South Shore Estuary Reserve,

Peconic Estuary, NY/NJ Harbor, and Hudson River Estuary. In these areas, nitrogen is typically a

concern due to potential eutrophication. In addition, bacteria control is important to protect shellfish

beds.

Cold Climates. Many portions of New York State experience cold or very snowy winters. This matrix

summarizes some of the design considerations in these cold climate areas. For more detailed information,

consult Chapter 6, which provides cold climate design guidance for each group of SMPs.
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SMP
Grou Estuary/Coastal Cold Climates

Encourage the use of a largeEncourage long detention
times to promote bacteriapermanent pool to improve

Ponds sediment and phosphorousremoval. Incorporate design features to
removal, improve winter performance.

Provides high nitrogen

Promote long detention removal.

times to encourage bacteria
removal. In flat coastal areas, a pond

drain may not be feasible.
Wetlands Encourage the use of salt-

tolerant vegetation.

OK, but provide a separation

Provide a separation distance to seasonally high

distance from bedrock and groundwater. Incorporate features to
minimize the risk of frost

Infiltration water table
In the sandy soils typical of heave.

Pretreat runoff prior to coastal areas, additional Discourage infiltration of
infiltration practices, pretreatment may be required

chlorides.(See Section 6.3.3)

Excellent pretreatment for
Moderate to high coliforminfiltration or open channel

Filtering practices, removal
Systems Incorporate design features to

Moderate to Designs with a submerged improve winter performance.
filter bed appear to have veryhigh coliform

removal high nitrogen removal

Open Poor coliform removal for Poor coliform removal for Encourage the use of salt-
Channels wet swales, grass wet swales, tolerant vegetation.
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This matrix examines the capability of each SMP option to meet stormwater management criteria (Table

7.4). It shows whether an SMP can meet requirements for:

Water Quali~.. The matrix summarizes the relative pollutant removal of each practice for nitrogen,

metals, and bacteria. All of the practices approved for water quality achieve at least 80% TSS and 40%

TP removal. For more detailed information, consult Appendix A, which describes the application of the

Simple Method in New York State. Pollutant removals are based a comprehensive pollutant removal

database produced by the Center for Watershed Protection (Wirier, 2000).

Channel Protection. The matrix indicates whether the SMP can typically provide channel protection

storage. The finding that a particular SMP cannot meet the channel protection requirement does not

necessarily imply that the SMP should be eliminated from consideration, but is a reminder that more than

one practice may be needed at a site (e.g., a bioretention area and a downstream ED pond).

Flood Control The matrix shows whether an SMP can typically meet the overbank flooding criteria for

the site. Again, the finding that a particular SMP cannot meet the requirement does not necessarily mean

that it should be eliminated from consideration, but rather is a reminder that more than one practice may

be needed at a site (e.g., a bioretention area and a downstream stormwater detention pond).
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SMP                                Water Quality
Channel    Flood ControlGroup    SMP Design Nitrogen Metals Bacteria Protection

Micropool ED C) O
Wet Pond O O

Pond Wet ED Pond O O O O O
Multiple Pond O O
Pocket Pond O O

Shallow Wetland O O

ED Wetland                                                  O            O
Wetland                       0             D             O

Pond/Wetland O O

Pocket Wetland 0

Infiltration
Trench ¯ ¯

Infiltration Shallow I-Basin       O             O             O             @             ¯

Dry Well ¯ ¯
Surface Sand

Filter ¯ ¯

Underground SF ¯ ¯

Filters Perimeter SF 0 0 D ¯ ¯

Organic SF ¯ ¯

Bioretention 0 ¯

Dry Swale ¯ ¯

Open Wet Swale ¯ ¯
Channels | O ¯

Wet Swale ¯ ¯
O: Good option for meeting management goal

Good pollutant removal (>30% TN, >60% Metals, >70% Bacteria)
~: Fair pollutant removal (15-30% TN, 30-60% Metals, 35-70% Bacteria)

Cannot meet management goal.
Poor pollutant removal (<15% TN, <30 Metals, <35% Bacteria)

O: In most cases, cannot meet this goal, but the design may be adapted to add storage.
¯ : Generally cannot meet this ~zoal, exceot in areas with soil oercolation rates re’eater than 5.0 in/hr
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The last step assesses community and environmental factors involved in SMP selection. This matrix

employs a comparative index approach (Table 7.5.). An open circle indicates that the SMP has a high

benefit and a dark circle indicates that the particular SMP has a low benefit.

Ease of Maintenance. This column assesses the relative maintenance effort needed for an SMP, in terms

of three criteria: frequency of scheduled maintenance, chronic maintenance problems (such as clogging)

and reported failure rates. It should be noted that all SMPs require routine inspection and maintenance.

Community Acceptance. This column assesses community acceptance, as measured by three factors:

market and preference surveys, reported nuisance problems, and visual orientation (i.e., is it prominently

located or is it in a discrete underground location). It should be noted that a low rank can often be

improved by a better landscaping plan.

Affordability. The SMPs are ranked according to their relative construction cost per impervious acre

treated.

Safety. A comparative index that expresses the relative safety of an SMP. An open circle indicates a safe

SMP, while a darkened circle indicates deep pools may create potential safety risks. The safety factor is

included at this stage of the screening process because liability and safety are of paramount concern in

many residential settings.

Habitat. SMPs are evaluated on their ability to provide wildlife or wetland habitat, assuming that an

effort is made to landscape them appropriately. Objective criteria include size, water features, wetland

features and vegetative cover of the SMP and its buffer.
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SMP Group    SMP List Ease of Community
Maintenance Affordability Safety Habitat

Micropool ED

Wet Pond 0 0 0 ¯ 0

Ponds Wet ED Pond 0

Multiple Pond 0 0 | ¯ 0

Pocket Pond ¯ ~ 0 ~ ¯

Shallow
0            D          0         0Wotlnnt!

ED Wetland        ~            |            |          |         0
Wetlands

Pond/Wetland 0 0 D ¯ 0

Pocket Wetland ¯ ¯ 0 0

Infiltration ¯ 0            D          0         ¯
Tronoh

Infiltration Shallow I- ¯ ¯ D 0 ¯

Dry Well ¯ | | 0 ¯

Surface SF D | ¯ 0 ¯

Underground ¯ 0 ¯ D ¯

Filters Perimeter SF ¯ 0 ¯ 0 ¯

Organic SF D 0 ¯ 0 ¯

Bioretention D

Dry Swale 0 0 D 0 ¯
Open

Channels
Wet Swale 0 | 0 0 D
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This chapter presents design examples for two hypothetical development sites in the State of New York.

The first site, "Stone Hill Estates," is a residential development near Ithaca. The second is a commercial

site in Albany. The chapter is divided into five sections, each of which focuses on a particular element of

stormwater management design.

¯ Section 8.1 provides an example of detailed hydrology calculations at the residential site.

¯ Section 8.2 presents a pond design example based on the hydrology calculated in Section 8.1. This

design example demonstrates the hydrologic and hydraulic computations to achieve water quality and

water quantity control for stormwater management. Other specific dam design criteria such as soil

compaction, structural appurtenances, embankment drainage, outlet design, gates, reservoir

drawdown requirements, etc. are stated in Guidelines For Design of Dams.

This design example in Section 8.2 requires an Article 15 Permit from NYS-DEC since the dam is 15

feet high measured from the top of dam to the low elevation at the downstream outlet, and the storage

measured behind the structure to the top of the dam is 2.2 MG.

¯ Sections 8.3 through 8.5 present design examples for three practices on the commercial site: a sand

filter, infiltration trench, and bioretention practice.
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Following is a sizing example for the hypothetical "Stone Hill Estates," a 45-acre residential

development in Ithaca, New York (Figure 8.1). The site also drains approximately 20 acres of off-site

drainage, which is currently in a meadow condition. The site is on mostly C soils with some D soils.

Figure 8.1 Stone Hill Site Plan

Drainage Area = ~ ~ ~ "
Off.site Drainage = Light Gray Fill/Hatch

Base Data Hydrologic Data
Location: Ithaca, NY Pre Post Ult.
Site Area = 45.1 ac; Offsite Area = 20.0 ac (meadow) CN 72 78 82
Total Drainage Area (A) = 65.1 tc(hr) .46 .35 .35
Measured Impervious Area= 12.0 ac;
Site Soils Types: 78% "C", 22% "D"
Offsite Soil Type: 100% "C"
Zoning: Residential (V2 acre lots)
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Computation of Preliminary Stormwater Storage Volumes and Peak Discharges

The layout of the Stone Hill subdivision is shown on the previous page.

Water Quality Volume, WQv

¯ Compute Impervious Cover

Use both on-site and off-site drainage:

I = 12.0 acres/65.1 acres

= 18.4%

¯ Compute Runoff Coefficient, R_~

Rv = 0.05 +(I)(0.009)
= 0.05 + (18.4) (0.009) = 0.22

Compute WQ_~ (Includes both on-site and off-site drainage)

Use the 90% capture rule with 0.9" of rainfall. (From Figure 4.1)

WQ,, = (0.9") (Rv) (A)
= (0.9") (0.22) (65.1 ac) (lft/12in)
= 1.07 ac-ft

Establish Hydrologic Input Parameters and Develop Site Hydrology (see Figures 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4)

Condition Area CN Tc
Ac hrs

Pre-developed 65.1 72 0.46
Post-developed 65.1 78 0.35
Ultimate buildout* 65.1 82 0.35

*Zoned land use in the drainage area.

Hydrologic Calculations

Condition Qt-vr Q~-vr Qt0-y~ Ql0o-~
Runoff inches cfs cfs cfs
Pre-developed 0.4 19 72 141
Post-developed 0.7 38 112 202
Ultimate buildout NA NA NA 227
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GROUP Curve AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME AIBIC~D? ........... (In acres)

MEADOW C 71 20.25 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 7.95 Ac.
WOOD C 70 15.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
OFF-SITE MEADOW C 71 20.00 Ac.

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

2-Yr 24 Hr Rainfall = 2.7 In Cross Section Wetted Per ...." " AV~I .....Veiocit~/ ........ ........Tt !Hrs) ......" "

0.28

2.65 F.P.S. 0.14 Hrs.

Hydraulic Radius =I .26 22.0 SqFt ~7.5 Ft. 7.14 F.P.S. 0.04 Hrs.

Total Area in Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Chan~l
Weighted CN = 72 FIo~ FIo~ Flow =

Time Of Concentration = 0.46 Hrs. 0.28 Hrs, 0.14 Hrs. 0.04 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 ~INFALL WPE II

1 Year 2.3 In. 0.4 In. 18.6 CFS 101,195 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 0.6 In. 30.2 CFS 150,257 Cu. Ft.

10 Year 3.9 In. 1.4 In. 72 CFS 328,570 Cu. Ft.
100 Year 5.5 In. 2.6 In. 141 CFS 611,958 Cu. Ft.

Figure 8.2 Stone Hill Pre-Development Conditions
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JOB: STONE HILL EWB
!DRAINAGE AREA NAME: POST DEVELOPMENT 21-Jan-97

GROUP Curve AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A,B,C,D? (In acresI

MEADOW C 71 0.16 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 0.14 Ac.
WOOD C 70 3.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
IMPERVIOUS 98 12.00 Ac.
GRASS C 74 20.09 Ac.
GRASS D 80 7.81 Ac.
OFFSITE MEADOW C 71 20.00 Ac.

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

2-Yr 24 Hr Rainfall = 2.7 In Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hrs)
Sheet Flow ". ’ ,". ’ deds~<Jra’s~.’..’, ",’, ’n’;0.24 ."..’. ". 100 F.t.’,’. ’ " " " 3 80%" ’

0,20 Hrs

Shallow Flow ....UNPAVED’.’. ............ ,’.100~t." ..... 150%’ ’
(a) 1,98 P.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

.’.’.’.’.PAVED...’.’.’.I’I’.’.’I’I" ".’i’i400~t~’i’i"’i’i’.l~00%....-
(b)                                     2.03 P.P.S.       0.05 Hrs.

Channel Flow (a) ".’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’,’.,., ..’n’=OJ)13.. ’ ".’.1"550PL’.’." ".’,’.1.00%’." "
Hydraulic Radius =0.50 " .... 116"S~1~t ................................3.2 Ft.      7.22 P.P.S.      0.06 Hrs.

¯
Hydraulic Radius =1.42        12.0 SqFt          8,5 Ft.      13.01 P.P.S.      0.01 Hrs.

(c) ".ii.’.’..i’.’i’.i-., "?n’=J)J)40.’, .’i’.300~t.-.-..l..-.-.3130%... ¯
Hydraulic Radius =1.26 .... ~:;;;.(~ Sq~=t .......8’.5’Fi. ’ ’ " ~’.I~9"F~I~.~.’ ’ " " 0.~)1" Hrs.’ "

Total Area In Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weighted CN = 78 Flow= Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration = 0.35 Hrs. 0.20 Hrs. 0.07 Hrs. 0.08 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

1 Year 2.3 In. 0.7 In. 37.6 CFS 156,283 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2.7 In. 0.9 In. 54.0 CFS 217,511 Cu. Ft.
10 Year 3.9 In. 1.8 In. 112 CFS 427,155 Cu. Ft.

100 Year 5.5 In. 3,1 In. 202 CFS 742,265 Cu. Ft.
Figure 8,3 Stone Hill Post-Development Conditions
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JOB: STONE HILL EWB
DRAINAGE AREA NAME: ULTIMATE BUILDOUT 21-Jan-97

GROUP Curve AREA
COVER DESCRIPTION SOIL NAME A~BrC~D? (In acres)

MEADOW C 71 0.16 Ac.
MEADOW D 78 0.14 Ac.
WOOD C 70 3.09 Ac.
WOOD D 77 1.81 Ac.
IMPERVIOUS 98 12.00 Ac.
GRASS C 74 20.09 Ac.
GRASS D 80 7.81 Ac.
OFFSITE ULTIMATE
SF RES (0.25 AC LOTS) C 83 20.00 Ac.

AREA SUBTOTALS: 65.10 Ac.

Illl,[=.l,’lli~.]l[l(~,l~’l,[,], ." i i .S.u.rfa.c,e.C.o.ve.r. i’ i’ i Ma.nn. i.rig. ".n"i i E~W .Le. n.gt.bl, i i" i i" .S.tope.. i’
2-Yr 24 Hr Rainfall = 2.7 In Cross Section Wetted Per Avg Velocity Tt (Hr$)

Sheet Flow .’,.’c~en~grass.’.’.’, ,’~n;=1).24". ’.’.’.100F.t..’.’.’,’..’.3.80%.’,’.
0.20 Hrs

Shallow Flow .,’.’UNPAVED’,’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.IOOFt..’.’.’ ’.’.’.1.50%.’.-.
(a) 1.98 F.P.S. 0,01 Hrs.

..... PAVED ................ 400 Ft ...... 1 00% " ¯
(b) 2.03 F.P.S. 0.05 Hrs.

Channel Flow (a) ’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’,’.’.’.’.’.’."n’~0.’0t3".’ ¯ ’.’1550"Ft,’.’.’ ’.’.’.1.0~%.’.’.
Hydraulic Radius =0.50        1.6 SqFt          3.2 Ft.       7.22 F.P.S.       0.06 Hrs.

(b) ".’ii’.’.’.’..i’i’.’.’. ’."n’~0.’03l~i’ ,’i’.’.350 F.r..’.’,"".’.’.4.~0%.’
Hydraulic Radius =1.42 12.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 13.01 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

(c) ".’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’,’.’,’."n’~0.1)4(~., "." "i300Et..’.’."’.’.’.:~30%. "
Hydraulic Radius =1.26 22.0 SqFt 8.5 Ft. 7.89 F.P.S. 0.01 Hrs.

Total Area in Acres = 65.10 Ac. Total Sheet Total Shallow Total Channel
Weighted CN = 82 Flow= Flow= Flow =

Time Of Concentration = 0.35 Hrs, 0.20 Hrs. 0.07 Hrs. 0.08 Hrs.
Pond Factor = 1 RAINFALL TYPE II

i’i’i’i’i".ii’i’i’:’i’i’i’i .’i’i’P.,r~.i~.i~.t.i~ni.i.i. :.,R.~m.o.ffi.i I.I-QI~IP.E.AK..I.I I,T.OT, AL.’.,S.T..ORMI
i’ i" i 1 3TQRMI. i" i" i’ i’ .’ i’ i" i" ~la~ in.~." e.s i’ i" i’ i. i" i" i ~.Q)’ "’" ’ .D4SCH.A~Rp.E i’ ..’ i" i ’Yo~lu~ m.’ e,~ i¯

1 Year 2.3 In. 0,9 In. 50.9 CFS 201,772 Cu. Ft.
2 Year 2,7 In. 1.1 In. 70.0 CFS 271,097 Cu, Ft,
10 Year 3,9 In. 2.1 In. 135 CFS 500,458 Cu. Ft.

100 Year 5,5 In. 3.5 In. 227 CFS 834,167 Cu, Ft.
Figure 8.4 Stone Hill Ultimate Buildout Conditions
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Compute Stream Channel Protection Volume, (Cpv) (see Section 4.3 and Appendix B)

For stream channel protection, provide 24 hours of extended detention (T) for the one-year event.

Compute Channel Protection Storage Volume

First, determine the value of the unit peak discharge (q,) using TR-55 and Type II Rainfall Distribution

¯ Initial abstraction (Ia) for CN of 78 is 0.564: [Ia = (200/CN - 2)]

¯ IaJP = (0.564)/2.3 inches = 0.245

¯ T~=0.35 hours

¯ Using the above data, q, = 570 csm/in (cubic feet per second per square mile per year)

Figure 8.5 Detention Time vs. Discharge Ratios (Source: MDE, 2000)

Unit Peak Discharge (q,), csrrdin
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* Knowing qu and T = 24 hours, find qo/qi using Figure 8.5 (also see methodology in Appendix B)

¯ Peak outflow discharge/peak inflow discharge (qo/qi) = 0.035

¯ Vs/Vr = 0.683 - 1.43(qo/qi) +l.64(qo/qi) 2 _ 0.804(%/qi) 3 (from Appendix B)

Where Vs equals channel protection storage (Cp,) and Vr equals the volume of runoff in inches.
¯ VsiVr = 0.63 and, from figure 8.3, Q = 0.7"

¯ Solving for Vs

Vs = Cpv = 0.63(0.7")( 1/12)(65.1 ac) = 2.4 ac-ft (104,214 cubic feet)

Define the Average Release Rate

¯ The above volume, 2.4 ac-ft, is to be released over 24 hours

¯ (2.4 ac-ft x 43,560 ft2/ac) / (24 hrs x 3,600 sec/hr) = 1.2 cfs

Compute Overbank Flood Protection Volume, (Qp~0) (see Section 4.4)

For both the overbank flood protection volume and the extreme flood protection volume, size is

determined using the TR-55 "Short-Cut Method," which relates the storage volume to the required

reduction in peak flow and storm inflow volume (Figure 8.6).

¯ For a qi of of 112 cfs (post-developed), and an allowable qo of 72 cfs (pre-developed), the value of

(qo)/(q0 is 0.64

¯ Using figure 8.6, and a post-developed curve number of 78, Vs/Vr = 0.23

¯ Using a total storm runoff volume of 427,155 cubic feet (9.8 acre-feet), the required storage (Vs) is:

V~ -- Qpv = 0.23(427,155)/43,560 = 2.26 acre-feet
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Figure 8.6 Approximate Detention Basin Routing for Rainfall Types I, IA, II, and III

Source: TR-55, 1986

.6

.5 ........................................... 1 ’ i ......................................................................................

.~ ........................? ..........).?...::....?il..~ ....:.....~ ............................~ ................~.~ ..................................: ........: .....

,1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
Peak ou~ow discha~e qo
Peak in~ow discha~e (~)

Wh~le [he TR-55 shod-cut m~thod r~pons to ~.co~orat~ mulfipl~ stage s~ctur~s, ~xp~rJ¢.c~ has shown

that an additional ]0-15% stora~ ~s r~qui~d when multJp]~ ]ev~Is o£ extended detention arC provided

mclusJw w~th [h~ iO-y~ar s[o~. So, £or pr~lJ~na~ s~zin8 pu~os~s, add 15% to th~ required volume

£or the ]O-~ear sto~. ~p-~0 = 2.23 x i. ]5 = 2.59 ac-~.

Compute Extreme Flood Protection Volume, (Qf)

Extreme flood protection is calculated using the same methodology as overbank protection.

¯ For a Qin of, and an allowable Qout of, and a runoff volume of the Vs necessary for 100-year control

is, under a developed CN of 78. Note that 5.5 inches of rain fall during this event, with approximately

3.1 inches of runoff.

¯ While the TR-55 short-cut method reports to incorporate multiple stage structures, experience has

shown that an additional 10-15% storage is required when multiple levels of extended detention are

provided inclusive with the 100-year storm. So, for preliminary sizing purposes add 15% to the

required volume for the 100-year storm. Qr.100 = 3.53 × 1.15 = 4.06 ac-ft.
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Analyze Safe Passage of lO0-Year Design Storm (Qf)

If peak discharge control of the 100-year storm is not required, it is still necessary to provide safe passage

for the l O0-year event under ultimate buildout conditions (Quit = 227 cfs).
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Following is a step-by-step design example for an extended detention pond (P-3) applied to Stone Hill

Estates, which is described in detail in Section 8.1 along with design treatment volumes. This example

continues with the design to develop actual design parameters for the constructed facility.

lStep 1. Compute preliminary runoff control volumes.
[

The volume requirements were determined in Section 8.1. Table 8.1 provides a summary of the storage

requirements.

Volume RequiredSymbol Category (ac- ft) Notes

WQv Water Quality Volume 1.07

Cp,. Stream Protection 2.4 Average ED release rate is 1.2 cfs over
24 hours

Qp Peak Control 2.6 10-year, in this case
Qr Flood Control 4.1

IStep 2. Determine if the development site and conditions are appropriate for the use of a

stormwater pond.

The drainage area to the pond is 65.1 acres. Existing ground at the proposed pond outlet is 619 MSL.

Soil boring observations reveal that the seasonally high water table is at elevation 618. The underlying

soils are SC (sandy clay) and are suitable for earthen embankments and to support a wet pond without a

liner. The stream invert at the adjacent stream is at elevation 616.

Step 3. Confirm local design criteria and applicability.

There are no additional requirements for this site.
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[ Step 4. Determine pretreatment volume.
[

Size wet forebay to treat !0% of the WQv. (10%)(1.07 ac-ft) = 0.1 ac-ft

(forebay volume is included in WQv as part of permanent poo! volume)

Size permanent pool volume to contain 50% of WQv:

0.5 x (1.07 ac-ft) = 0.54 at-ft. (includes O. 1 ac-ft of forebay volume)

Size ED volume to contain 50% of WQv: 0.5 x (1.07 ac-ft) = 0.54 ac-ft

NOTE

THIS DESIGN APPROACH ASSUMES THAT ALL OF THE ED VOLUME WILL BE IN THE POND

AT ONCE.    WHILE THIS WILL NOT BE THE CASE, SINCE THERE IS A DISCHARGE DURING

THE EARLY STAGES OF STORMS, THIS CONSERVATIVE APPROACH ALLOWSFOR ED

CONTROL OVER A WIDER RANGE OF STORMS, NOT JUST THE TARGET RAINFALL.

Step 6. Determine pond location and preliminary geometry. Conduct pond grading and determine

storage available for WQv permanent pool and WQv-ED if applicable.

This step involves initially grading the pond (establishing contours) and determining the elevation-storage

relationship for the pond. Storage must be provided for the permanent pool (including sediment forebay),

extended detention (WQv-ED), Cpv-ED, 10-year storm, 100-year storm, plus sufficient additional storage

to pass the ultimate condition 100-year storm with required freeboard. An elevation-storage table and

curve is prepared using the average area method for computing volumes. See Figure 8.7 for pond

location on site, Figure 8.8 for grading and Figure 8.9 for Elevation-Storage Data.
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Figure 8.7 Pond Location on Site

Proposed site
for stormwater facility
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Figure 8.9 Storage-Elevation Table/Curve

Elevation Area Average Area Depth Volume Cumulative Cumulative Volume Above
MSL    ~^2      ~^2       ~     ~^3     Volume      Volume     Permanent Pool

ac-ff            ac-ff
621.0 3150
624.0 8325           5738      3 17213         17213          0.40
625.0 10400           9363      1     9363         26575          0.61                   0
627.0 13850          12125      2 24250         50825          1.17                0.56
628.0 21850         17850      1 17850         68675          1.58               0.97
630.0 26350         24100      2 48200        116875          2.68                2.07
632.0 30475         28413      2 56825        173700          3.99                3.38
634.0 57685         44080      2 88160        261860          6.01                5.40
635.0 60125         58905      1 58905        320765          7.36                6.75

Storage Above Permanent Pool

Set basic elevations for pond structures

¯ The pond bottom is set at elevation 621.0

¯ Provide gravity flow to allow for pond drain, set riser invert at 620.5

¯ Set barrel outlet elevation at 620.0
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Set Water surface and other elevations

¯ Required permanent pool volume = 50% ofWQv = 0.54 ac-ft. From the elevation-storage table, read

elevation 625.0 (0.61 ac-ft > 0.54 ac-ft) site can accommodate it and it allows a small safety factor for

fine sediment accumulation - OK

Set permanent pool wsel -- 625.0

¯ Forebay volume provided in single pool with volume = O. 1 ac-ft - OK

¯ Required extended detention volume (WQv-ED)= 0.54 ac-ft. From the elevation-storage table

(volume above permanent pool), read elevation 627.0 (0.56 ac-ft > 0.54 ac-ft) OK. Set ED wsel =

627.0

Note." Total storage at elevation 627.0 = 1.17 ac-ft (greater than required WQv of l.07 ac-ft)

Compute the required WQv-ED orifice diameter to release 0.54 ac-ft over 24 hours

¯ Avg. El9 release rate = (0.54 ac-ft)(43,560 ft2/ac)/(24 hr)(3600 sec/hr) = 0.27 cfs

¯ Invert of orifice set at wsel = 625.0

¯ Average head = (627.0 - 625.0)/2 = 1.0’

¯ Use orifice equation to compute cross-sectional area and diameter

Q = CA(2gh)°5, for Q=0.27 cfs h = 1.0 ft; C = 0.6 = discharge coefficient. Solve for A

A = 0.27 cfs / [(0.6)((2)32.2 ft/s2)(1.0 ft))°5] A = 0.057 ft2, A =rtd2 / 4;

dia. = 0.26 ft = 3.2", say 3.0 inches

Use 4" pipe with 4" gate valve to achieve equivalent diameter

Compute the stage-discharge equation for the 3.0" dia. WQv orifice

¯ QWQv-Et~ = CA(2gh)°5 = (0.6) (0.052 ft2) [((2)(32.2 ft/s2))°5] (h°5),

¯ ~2WQv-~C, = (0.25) h°5, where: h = wsel - 625.125

(Note: Account for one half of orifice diameter when calculating head)
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Step 7. Compute ED orifice size, and compute release rate for Cpv-ED control and establish Cpv

elevation.

Set the Cpv pool elevation

¯ Required Cpv storage = 2.4 ac-ft (see Table 1).

¯ From the elevation-storage table, read elevation 630.6 (this includes the WQv).

¯ ~wsel=630.6

Size Cp, orifice

¯ Size to release average of 1.2 cfs.

¯ Set invert of orifice at wsel = 627.0

¯ Average WQv-ED orifice release rate is 0.41 cfs, based on average head of 2.74’ ((630.6 -

625.125)/2)

¯ Cpv-ED orifice release = 1.2 -0.41 = 0.79 cfs

¯ Head = (630.6 - 627.0)/2 = 1.8’

Use orifice equation to compute cross-sectional area and diameter

¯ Q = CA(2gh)°5, for h = 1.8’

¯ A = 0.79 cfs / [(0.6)((2)(32.2’/s2)(1.8’))°5]

¯ A=0.12ft-~,A=r~d2/4;

¯ dia. = 0.39 ft =4.7"

¯ Use 6" pipe with 6" gate valve to achieve equivalent diameter

Compute the stage-discharge equation for the 4.7" dia. Cpv orifice

¯ QCpv-ED = CA(2gh)°5 = (0.6) (0.12 ft2) [((2) (32.2’/s2))°5] (h°S),

¯ QCov-Et~ = (0.58) (h°5), where: h = wsel- 627.2

(Note: Account for one half of orifice diameter when calculating head)

Step 8. Calculate Qp~0 (10 year storm) release rate and water surface elevation.

In order to calculate the 10 year release rate and water surface elevation, the designer must set up a stage-

storage-discharge relationship for the control structure for each of the low flow release pipes (WQv-ED

and Cpv-ED) plus the 10 year storm.
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Develop basic data and information

¯ The 10 year pre-developed peak discharge = 72 cfs,

¯ The post developed inflow = 112 cfs, from Table 1,

¯ From previous estimate Qp-~0 = 2.26 ac-ft. Adding 15% to account for ED storage yields a

preliminary volume of 2.56 ac-ft.

¯ From elevation-storage table (Figure 8.9), read elevation 631.0.

¯ Size 10 year slot to release 72 cfs at elevation 631.0.

@ wsel 631.0:

¯ WQv-ED orifice releases 0.61 cfs,

¯ Cpv-ED orifice releases 1.13 cfs, therefore;

¯ Allowable Qp-10 = 72 cfs - (.61 + 1.13) = 70.26 cfs, say 70.3 cfs.

¯ Set weir crest elevation at wsel = 630.6

¯ Max head = (631.0- 630.6) = 0.4’

Use weir equation to compute slot length

¯ Q = CLh3/z

* L = 70.3 cfs / (3.1) (0.43/2) = 89.6 ft

¯ This weir length is impractical, so adjust max head (and therefore slot height) to 1.5’ and recalculate

weir length.

¯ L = 70.3 cfs / (3.1) (1.53/2) = 12.3 ft

¯ Use three 5ft x 1.5 ft slots for 10-year release (opening should be slightly larger than needed so as to

have the barrel control before slot goes from weir flow to orifice flow).

¯ Maximum Q = (3.1)(15)(1.5)3/2 = 85.4 cfs

Check orifice equation using cross-sectional area of opening

¯ Q = CA(2gh)°5, for h = 0.75’ (For orifice equation, h is from midpoint of slot)

¯ A = 3 (5.0’) (1.5’) = 22.5ft2

* Q = 0.6 (22.5ft2) [(64.4)(0.75)]°5 = 93.8 cfs > 85.4 cfs, so use weir equation

Q10 = (3.1) (15’) h3/2 , ~ = (46.5) h3/2, where h = wsel - 630.6
¯ Size barrel to release approximately 70.3 cfs at elevation 632.1 (630.6 + 1.5)

¯ Check inlet condition: (use FHWA culvert charts)

H,~ = 632.1-620.5 = 11.6 ft
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¯ Try 27" diameter RCP, Using FHWA Chart ("Headwater Depth for Concrete Pipe Culverts with Inlet

Control") with entrance condition 1

¯ Hw/D=11.6/2.25=5.15, Discharge=69cfs

¯ Check outlet condition (use NRCS pipe flow equation from NEH Section 5 ES-42):

¯ Q = a [(2gh)/(l+km+kpL)]°5

where: Q = discharge incfs

a = pipe cross sectional area in ft2

g = acceleration of gravity in ft/sec2

h = head differential (wsel - downstream centerline of pipe or tailwater elev.)

km= coefficient of minor losses (use 1.0)

kp = pipe friction loss coef. (= 5087nZ/d4/3, d in inches, n is Manning’s n)

L = pipe length in ft

h = 632.1 - (620.0 + 1.125) = 10.98’

for 27" RCP, approximately 70 feet long:

Q = 4.0 [(64.4) (10.98) / (1+1+(0.0106) (70))]0.5 = 64.2 cfs

64.2 cfs < 69 cfs, so barrel is outlet controlled and use outlet equation

Q = 19.4 (h)°5, where h = wsel- 621.125

Note." pipe will control flow before high stage inlet reaches max head.

Complete stage-storage-discharge summary (Figure 8.10) up to preliminary 10-year wsel (632.1) and

route 10 year post-developed condition inflow using computer software (e.g., TR-20). Pond routing

computes 10-year wsel at 632.5 with discharge = 65.4 cfs < 72 cfs, OK (see Figure 8.11).
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Figure 8.10 Stage-Storage-Discharge Summary

Elevation Storage Low Flow Riser 27" Barrel Emergency Total
MSL ac-ft WQv-ED Cpv-ED Hlah Sta~a Slot Inlet Pipe Spillway Discharge

3.0" eq dia 4.7" eq. dia Orifice Weir 26’ earthen 3:1

H Q H Q H Q H Q H Q H Q H Q Q
ft cfs ft cfe ft cfs ft cfs ft (;fs ft cfs ft cfs cfs

6250 0.QQ (~ Q Q.Q~
6255, 014 Q.4 QI~ 0.15
626.01 0 26 0.9 0.23 0.23
626~ 042 14 g.~) Q.~
627.c 0,56 1.9 0.34 0,~ 0.00 0.34
627.~ 0.77 2.4 0.39 0.3 0.32 0,7Q
628.c 0.97! 2.9 Q,4~ O.~ 0.52 0.94
629£ 1.52 3.9 Q.4~ 1.~ ~,7{l 1.27
629.5 1.8C 44 0.52 2.3 ~,~ 1 4(3
630£ 2.07 4.9 0.55i 2.8 097 1.52
630.6 2.4¢ 5.5 0.581 3.4 1.07 0.C 0.0 1 .I}~
631.C ~.7~ 5.9 0,611 3.8 1.13 g,~ 1!.~ 13.5
632.1 3,4~ 7.0 o.6~ 4.9 1.28 0.75 94 1,5 85.4 11.~ 69.o 11.o ~4.2 64.2
632.5 3.6~ 74 o.6E 5.3 134 0.95 lO~ 12,c 7o.o 11.4 65.4 0~,4
632.7 4.1(~ 76 0.6~c 5.5 1.36 1.05 111 12,; 71.0 11.6 66.0 0.C 0.0 66.0
633.3 ~’,7~ 12.~ 72.0 12.2 67.6 O.e 26.0 93.6
6340 ~.4(~ 13£ 73.0 12.9 69,~ 1.~ 95,0 164.6
635.0 ~7~ ~4.~,88.0 13.9 72,2 2.~ 251.0 323.2

Note." Adequate outfall protection must be provided in the form of a riprap channel plunge pool or
combination to ensure non-erosive velocities.

Step 9. Calculate Qp~oo (lO0-year storm) release rate and water surface elevation, size

emergency spillway, calculate lO0-year water surface elevation.

In order to calculate the 100-year release rate and water surface elevation, the designer must continue

with the stage-storage-discharge relationship (Figure 8.10) for the control riser and emergency spillway.

Develop basic data and information

¯ The 100 year pre-developed peak discharge = 141 cfs,

¯ The post developed inflow = 202 cfs, from Table 1,

¯ From previous estimate Qp-10o = 3.53 ac-ft. Adding 15% to account for ED storage yields a

preliminary volume of 4.06 ac-ft.

¯ From elevation-storage table (Figure 8.10), read elevation 632.8, say 633.0.

The 10-year wsel is at 632.5. Set the emergency spillway at elevation at 632.7 (this allows for some

additional storage above the 10-yr wsel) and use design information and criteria for Earth Spillways (not

included in this manual).

¯ Size 100 year spillway to release 141 cfs at elevation 633.0.

¯ @wse1633.0:
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¯ Outflow from riser structure is controlled by barrel (under outlet control), from Figure 8.11, read Q =

67.6 cfs at wsel = 633.3. Assume Q = 67 cfs at wsel = 633.0.

¯ Set spillway invert at wsel = 632.7

¯ Try 26’ wide vegetated emergency spillway with 3:1 side slopes.

¯ Finalize stage-storage-discharge relationships and perform pond routing

Pond routing (TR-20) computes 100-year wsel at 633.76 with discharge = 140.95 cfs < 141 cfs, OK (see

Figure 8.11).

Note: this process of sizing the emergency spillway and storage volume determination is usually

iterative. This example reflects previous iterations at arriving at an acceptable design solution.

Step 10. Check for safe passage of Qpt00 under ultimate buildout conditions and set top of
I

embankment elevation. I
The safety design of the pond embankment requires that the lO0-year discharge, based on ultimate

buildout conditions be able to pass safely through the emergency spillway with sufficient freeboard (one

foot). This criteria does not mean that the ultimate buildout peak discharge be attenuated to prc-

development rates.

From previous hydrologic modeling we know that:

¯ The 100 year ultimate buildout peak discharge = 227 cfs,

¯ The ultimate buildout composite curve number is 82.

Using TR-20 or equivalent routing model, determine peak wsel. Pond routing computes 100-year wsel at

634.0 with discharge = 192 cfs (Figure 8.12).

Therefore, with one foot of freeboard, the minimum embankment elevation is 635.0. Table 8.2 provides a

summary of the storage, stage, and discharge relationships determined for this design example. See Figure

8.13 for a schematic of the riser.
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Control Type/Size of Storage
Element Control Provided Elevation Discharge Remarks

Units Acre-feet MSL cfs
Permanent Pool 0.61 625.0 0 part of WQv

included in permanentForebay submerged berm 0.1 625.0 0
pool vol.
part of WQv., vol.

Extended 4" pipe, sized to above perm. pool,
Detention 3.0" equivalent 0.56 627.0 0.25 discharge is average
(WQv-ED) diameter release rate over 24

hours

Channel 6" pipe sized to volume above perm.

Protection 4.7" equivalent 2.4 630.6 1.2 pool, discharge is
(Cpv-ED) diameter average release rate

over 24 hours
Overbank Three 5’ x 1.5’ volume above perm.
Protection slots on a 6’ x 6’ 2.5 632.5 65.4 pool
(%.~0) riser, 30"barrel.
Extreme Storm 26’ wide earth

4.0 633.8 140.9
volume above perm.

(Qf-~00) spillway pool
Extreme 26’ wide earth Set minimum
Storm Ultimate NA 634 192.0 embankment height at
Buildout spillway

635.0
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Figure 8.11 TR-20 Model Input and Output

********************-** LIST OF INPUT DATA FOR TR-20 HYDROLOGY******************

JOB TR-20                               FULLPRINT                              NOPLOTS
TITLE        New York Manual Wet ED Example 1/01              EWB
TITLE        Post Developed Conditions Routing for I, I0, and I00

3 STRUCT           1
8                                625.0          0.0             0 0
8                                625.5          0.15            0 14
8                                626.0          0.23            0 28
8                                626.5          0.29            0 42
8                                627.0          0.34            0 56
8                                  627.5           0.70             0 77
8                                  628.0           0.94             0 97
8                                  629.0           1.27             1 52
8                                629.5          1.40            1 80
8                                630.0          1.52            2 07
8                                630.6          1.65            2 40
8                                631 0          13.50          2 73
8                                632 1          64.20          3 45
8                                632 7          66.00          4 i0
8                                633 3          93.60          4 70
8                                634 0          165.0          5 40
8                                635 0          35230          6.75
9 ENDTBL
6 RUNOFF 1       1       2 0.102          78.0            0.35            1 1    0 0 1
6 RESVOR 2       1 2    3 625.0                                              1 1          1

ENDATA
7 INCREM 6             0.I
7 COMPUT 7               1               1    0.0                           2.3                           1.0                           2 2          1      01

ENDCMP 1
7 COMPUT 7        1        1 0.0              3.9              1.0              2 2     1 i0

ENDCMP 1
7 COMPUT 7        1        1 0.0              5.5              1.0              2 2     1 99

ENDCMP 1
ENDJOB 2

********************************** OF 80-80 ************************************
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TR20 XEQ 1/22/**                      New York Manual Wet ED Example 1/01               EWB                                                JOB 1     SU~4ARY
REV 09/01/83                      Post Deve!oped Conditions Routing for i, I0~ and 100                                                      PAGE    8

SUMMARY TABLE I - bEuECTED RESULTS OF STANDARD AND EXECUTIVE CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ORDER PERFOPOMED
A STAR!~ AFTER THE PEAK DISCHARGE TIME AND RATE (CFSI VALUES INDICATES A FLAT TOP HYDROGP~APH
A ~UEST~O~ MARK(°> INDICATES A HYDROGRAPH WITH PEAK AS LAST POINT~)

SECTION/ STANDARD PAIN ANTEC MAIN PRECIPITATION PEAK DISCHARGE
STRUCTURE CONTROL DRAINAGE TABLE MOIST TIME RUNOFF

lD OPERATION AREA # COND INCREM BEGIN AMOUNT DU]LATION AMOUNT ELEVATION TIME RATE PATE
(SQ MI) (HR) (HR) (IN) (HR) (IN) (FT) (HR) (CFS) CSM)

ALTER!~ATE 1     STORM 1

STRUCTURE 1 RUNOFF          .i0 2 2 .10 .0 2.30 24~00 .66 --- 12.13 40,62 398.2
STRUCTURE 1 RESVOR .i0 2 2 ,i0 .0 2,30 24,00 .40 630.31 18,007 1.597 15.6

ALTERNATE 1     STORM I0

STRUCTURE 1 RLrNOFF .i0 2 2 .i0 ,0 3.90 24.00 1.81 --- 12,11 118,47 161,5
STRUCTURE 1 RESVOR .I0 2 2 ,I0 .0 3,90 24.00 1.49 632.51 12.34 65,43 41.5

ALTERNATE 1     STORM 99

STRUCTURE 1 RUNOFF ,i0 2 2 .I0 .0 5.50 24.00 3.14 --- 12.11 206.59 025.4
STRUCTURE 1 RESVOR .i0 2 2 .I0 .0 5.50 24,00 2.80 633~76 12.29 140.95 381.9
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Figure 8.12 TR-20 Model Input and Output for Ultimate Buildout Conditions

TRZ0 XEQ 1122/** New York Manual Wet ED Zxample 1/01 EWB JOB 1 SL~4~L~Y
REV 09/01/8] Ultima~e Bu~ldout Conditions for 100-yr PAGE 4

SU~Y T~LE ~ - SELECTED RESULTS OF STANDARD ~/qD EXECUTIVE CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS IN T~E ORDER PERFORMED
<A STAR(*} AFTER THE PEAK DISCH~GE TIME ~ RATE (CFS) V/~LUES INDICATES A FLAT TOP HYDROGRAPH
A QUESTION M~K(?) INDICATES A HYDROGP~APR WITH P~AK AS LAST POINT.)

SECTION/ STA~DARD PAIN ANTEC MAIN PRECIPITATION PEAK DISC}L%RGESTRUCTURE CONTROL DP~AINAGE TABLE MOIST TIME ......................... RUNOFF ...................
ID OPERATION AREA ff COND INCREM BEGIN ~MO[AYT DLTR~TION ~MO~ ELEVATION TIME PATE RATE

(SQ Ml) (HR) (HR) (IN) (RR) (IN) (FT) (HR) (CFS) (CSM)

A~TERNATE 1     STORM     99

STRUCTURE l RESVOR .i0 2 2 .10 .0 5.50 24.00 3.19 634.00 12.22 191.83 1880.7
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Figure 8.13 Profile of Principle Spillway
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This design example focuses on the design of a sand filter for a 4.5-acre catchment of Lake Center, a

hypothetical commercial site located in Albany, NY. A five-story office building and associated parking

are proposed within the catchment. The layout is shown in Figure 8.14. The catchment has 3.05 acres of

impervious cover, resulting in 68% impervious cover, The pre-developed site is a mixture of forest and

meadow. On-site soils are predominantly HSG "B" soils.

Figure 8.14 Lake Center Site Plan

Base Data
Location: Albany, NY Hydrologic Data
Site Area = Total Drainage Area (A) = 4.50 ac
Impervious Area = 3.05 ac; or I =3.05/4.50 = 68%
Soils Type "B"                                                           Pre Post

CN 58 83
tc (hr) .44 .10
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This step-by-step example will focus on meeting the water quality requirements. Channel protection

control, overbank flood control, and extreme flood control are not addressed in this example. Therefore, a

detailed hydrologic analysis is not presented. For an example of detailed sizing calculations, consult

section 8.1. In general, the primary function of sand filters is to provide water quality treatment and not

large storm attenuation. As such, flows in excess of the water quality volume are typically routed to

bypass the facility. For this example, the post-development 10-yr peak discharge is provided to

appropriately size the necessary by-pass flow splitter. Where quantity control is required, bypassed flows

can be routed to conventional detention basins (or some other facility such as underground storage

vaults).

Step 1. Compute design volumes using the Unified Stormwater Sizing Criteria. [

Water Quality Volume, WQv

Select the Design Storm

Consulting Figure 4.1 of this document, use 1.0" as the 90% rainfall event for Albany.

Compute Runoff Coefficient, Rv

Rv = 0.05 + (68) (0.009) = 0.66

Compute WQ_~

WQv = (1.0") (Rv) (A) / 12

= (1.0") (0.66) (4.5 ac) (43,560ft2/ac) (lft/12in)

= 10,781 ft3 = 0.25 ac-ft

Develop Site Hydrologic Input Parameters and Perform Preliminary Hydrologic Calculations (see

Table 8.3)

Note. For this design example, the l O-year peak discharge is given and will be used to size the

bypass flow splitter. An.v hydrologic models using SCS procedures, such as TR-20, HEC-HMS, or

HEC-1, can be used to perform preliminary hydrologic calculations.
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Condition Qlo Qloo

Pre-developed 58 0.2 0.4 3 9
Post-Developed 83 ? 10 19 36

Step 2. Determine if the development site and conditions are appropriate for the use of a

surface sand filter.

Site Specific Data:

Existing ground elevation at practice location is 222.0 feet, mean sea level. Soil boring observations

reveal that the seasonally high water table is at 211.0 feet. Adjacent drainage channel invert is at 213.0

feet.

Step 3. Compute available head, & peak discharge (Qwq).                                       [

Determine available head (See Figure 8.15)

The low point at the parking lot is 223.5. Subtract 2’ to pass the Q~0 discharge (221.5) and a half foot

for the inflow channel to the facility (221.0). The low point at the channel invert is 213.0. Set the

outfall underdrain pipe 1.0’ above the drainage channel invert and add 0.5’ to this value for the drain

slope (214.5). Add to this value 8" for the gravel blanket over the underdrains, and 18" for the sand

bed (216.67), The total available head is 221.0 - 216.67 or 4.33 feet. Therefore, the available average

depth (hf) -- 4.33’/2 = 2.17’.
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¯ Compute Peak Water Quality Discharge:

The peak rate of discharge for the water quality design storm is needed for the sizing of off-line diversion

structures, such as sand filters and grass channels. The Small Storm Hydrology Method presented in

Appendix B was followed to calculate a modified curve number and subsequent peak discharge

associated with the l.O-inch rainfall. Calculation steps are provided below.

Compute modified CN for 1.0" rainfall

P= 1.0"

Q, = WQv + area = (10,781 ft3 ÷ 4.5 ac + 43,560 ft2/ac x 12 irdft) = 0.66"

CN = 1000/[10+5P+10Q~-lO(Q.2+l.25*Q.*P)’/’]
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= 1000/[ 10+5 * 1.0+ 10* 0.66-10(0 662+ 1.25 "0.66" 1.0)

= 96.4

Use CN = 96

For CN = 96 and the tc = 0.1 hours, compute the Qwq for a 1.0" storm. With the CN = 96, a 1.0"
storm will produce 0.6" of runoff. From TR-55 Chapter 2, Hydrology, Ia = 0.083, therefore:

liP = 0.083/1.0 = 0.083.

From TR-55 Chapter 4 qu = 1000 csm/in, and

Qwq = (1000 csm/in) (4.5 ac/640ac/sq mi.) (0.66") = 4.6 cfs.

I Step 4. Size the flow diversion structure.

Assume that flows are diverted to a diversion structure (Figure 8.16). First, size a low-flow orifice to pass

the water quality storm (Qp = 4.6 cfs).

Q = CA(2gh)1/2 ; 4.6 cfs = (0.6) (A) [(2) (32.2 ft/s2) (1.5’)]1/2

A = 0.77 sq ft = red2/4: d = 0.99’ or 12"

Size the 10-year overflow as follows:

The 10-year wsel is initially set at 223.0. Use a concrete weir to pass the 10-year flow (19.0 cfs), minus

the flow carried by the low flow orifice, into a grassed overflow channel using the Weir equation. Assume

2’ of head to pass this event. Overflow channel should be designed to provide sufficient energy

dissipation (e.g., riprap, plunge pool, etc.) so that there will be non-erosive velocities.

Determine the flow from the low-flow orifice (Qlf). Assume 3.5’ of head (1.5’ plus 2’ for the 10-year

head):

Q~=(0.6) (A) [(2) (32.2 ft/s2) (3.5’)]v2

A = n(1’)2/4

= 0.78 sf
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So,

Q~¢ = (0.6) (0.78) [(2) (32,2 ft/s2) (3.5’)]’j2

= 7.0 cfs

Thus, determine the flow passed to the through the channel as:

Q = CLH3~-

(19-7) = 3.! (L) (2’)~-~

L = 1.4’ which sets the minimum length of the flow diversion overflow weir.

Weir wall elev. = 21.0. Set low flow invert at 21.0 - [1.5’ + (0.5" 12"* lft/12")] = 19.00.

Figure 8.16 Flow Diversion Structure

INFLOW

~
+

21.0 OVERFLOW
WEIR ELEVATION

12" ORIFICE
INV. = 19.00 ---~ ..................................................... TO SEDIMENTATION

CHAMBER

IStep 5. Size filtration bed chamber (see Figure 8.17).
]

From Darcy’s Law: Af = WQv (dr) / [k (hr + dr) (tr)]

where dr = 18" or 1.5’ (Filter thickness)

k = 3.5 ftiday (Flow-through rate)

hr-- 2.17’ (Average head on filter)

tr = 40 hours (Drain time)
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Af= (10,781 cubic feet) (1.5’) / [3.5 (2.17’+ 1.5’) (40hr/24hr/day)]

At-= 755 sq ft; filter is 20’ by 40’ (= 800 sq ft)

Step 6. Size sedimentation chamber.

Size the sedimentation chamber as wet storage with a 2.5’ depth. Determine the pretreatment volume as:

Pv = (0.25) (10,781 cf)

= 2,695 cf

Therefore,

A, = (2,695 c0/(2.5’)

= 1,078sf (Use20’X55’orl,100

IStep 7. Compute Vmino
I

Vmin : 3A(WQv) or 0.75 (10,781 cubic feet) = 8,086 cubic feet

Step 8. Compute volume within practice.

Volume within filter bed (V0: Vf = Af (dr) (rl); n = 0.4 for sand

Vr= (800 sq ft) (1.5’) (0.4) = 480 cf

temporary storage above filter bed (Vr-temp): Vf.t¢mp = 2hfAf

Vr-tcmp = 2 (2.17’) (800 sq ft) = 3 472 cf

Compute storage in the sedimentation chamber (Vs):

Vs = (2.5’)(1,100 sf)+4.33’(1,100 sf) = 7,513 cf

Vt÷ Vr-temp~-Vs = 480 cf + 3,472 cf + 7,513 cf = 11,465 cf

1!,465 > 8,086 OK.

Pass flow through to the distribution chamber using a 12" orifice with an inverted elbow (see Figure

8.17).
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Step 9. Compute sedimentation chamber and filter bed overflow weir sizes.

Assume overflow that needs to be handled is equivalent to the 12" orifice discharge under a head of 3.5 ft

(i.e., the head in the diversion chamber associated with the 10-year peak discharge).

Q= CA(2gh)’’’

Q= 0.6(0.79 ft:)[(2)(32.2 ft/s-’)(3.5 ft)] ’~’

Q= 7.1cfs

Size the overflow weir from the sediment chamber and the filtration chamber to pass 7.1 cfs (this assumes

no attenuation within the practice).

Weir equation: Q = CLh3/’-, assume a maximum allowable head of 0.5’

7.1 = 3.1 * L * (0.5 ft)3/2

L=6.5 ft.

Adequate outlet protection and energy dissipation (e.g., riprap, plunge pool, etc.) should be provided for

the downstream overflow channel.
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Figure 8.17 Plan and Profile of Surface Sand Filter

i iNFLOW
SEDIMENTATION C;~AMBER DISTRIBUTION

CHAMBER FILTRATION CHAMBER

PLAN VI EW

55’ 40’

10 YR OVERFLCTA/= 230

WEIR EL = 21 0 65’ SLOT 6.5’ SLOT
~VERFLOW OVERFLOW

WEIR EL = 210 WEIR

~2" ORIFICEF INV= 1900

2Xhf=433’

GEOTEXTILE
PROTFCTION

145

6" PVC UNDFRDRAIN pIpF:

WT= 110

PROFILE
NTS
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This design example focuses on the design of an infiltration trench for a 4.5-acre catchment of the Lake

Center, a hypothetical commercial site located in Albany, NY. A five-story office building and associated

parking are proposed within this catchment. The layout is shown in Figure 8.18. The catchment has 3.05

acres of impervious cover, resulting in a site impervious cover of 68%. The pre-developed site is a

mixture of forest and meadow. On-site soils are predominantly HSG "B" soils.

Figure 8.18 Lake Center Site Plan

Base Data
Location: Albany, NY Hydrologic Data
Site Area -- Total Drainage Area (A) = 4.5 ac
Impervious Area = 3.05 ac; or I =3.05/4.50 = 68% Pre Post
Soils Type "B" CN    58 83

tc (hrs) .44 .10
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This step-by-step example will focus on meeting the water quality requirements. Channel protection

control, overbank flood control, and extreme flood control are not addressed in this example. Therefore, a

detailed hydrologic analysis is not presented. For an example of detailed sizing calculations, consult

section 8. I. In general, the primary function of infiltration practices is to provide water quality treatment

and not large storm attenuation. As such, flows in excess of the water quality volume are typically routed

to bypass the facility. For this example, the post-development 10-yr peak discharge is provided to

appropriately size the necessary by-pass flow splitter. Where quantity control is required, bypassed flows

can be routed to conventional detention basins (or some other facility such as underground storage

vaults).

I Step 1. Compute design volumes and flows using the Unified Stormwater Sizing Criteria. I

Design values are presented in Table 8.4 below.

Condition CN WQv Q~0

fi-~ cfs cfs cfs

Pre-Developed 58 0.2 0.4 3

Post-Developed 83 10,781 7 10 19

Step 2. Determine if the development site and conditions are appropriate for the use of an

infiltration trench.

Site Specific Data:

Table 8.5 presents site-specific data, such as soil type, percolation rate, and slope, for consideration in the

design of the infiltration trench. See Appendix D for infiltration testing requirements and Appendix C for

infiltration practice construction specifications.
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Criteria Value

Soil Silt Loam

Percolation Rate 0.5"/hour

Ground Elevation at BMP 219’

Seasonally High Water Table 211’

Local Ground Slope < 1%

Step 3. Confirm local design criteria and applicability.

Table 8.6, below, summarizes the requirements that need to be met to successfully implement infiltration

practices. On this site, infiltration is feasible, with restrictions on the depth and width of the trench.

Criteria Status

Infiltration rate (fc) greater than or equal to 0.5 *Infiltration rate is 0.5 inches/hour. OK.
inches/hour.
Soils have a clay content of less than 20% and ā Silt Loam meets both criteria.
silt!cla}, content of less than 40%.
Infiltration cannot be located on slopes greater* Slope is <1%; not fill soils. OK.
than 6% or in fill soils.
Hotspot runoff should not be infiltrated. * Not a hotspot land use. OK.

The bottom of the infiltration facility must be * Elevation of seasonally high water table: 11’
separated by at least two feet vertically from the. Elevation of BMP location: 19’.
seasonally high water table. * The difference is 8’.

¯ Thus, the trench can be up to 5’ deep. OK.
Infiltration facilities must be located 100 feet * No water supply wells nearby. OK.
horizontally, from an~, water supply well.
Maximum contributing area generally less than̄ Area draining to facility is approximately 4.5
5 acres, acres.
Setback 25 feet down-gradient from structures.̄ Trench edge is > 25’ from all structures. OK.
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¯ ] Step. 4. Size overflow channel.                                                             [

Water flows from the edge of the parking lot to a 4’ wide, fiat bottom channel with 3:1 side slopes and a

2% slope. This channel also provides pretreatment (See Step 6). Use a weir to divert the water quality

volume to the infiltration trench, while allowing the 10-year event to an adjacent drainage channel and the

water quality storm to flow to the infiltration trench. The peak flow for the water quality storm is 4.6 cfs

(see Section 8.3 for an example calculation).

Determine the depth of flow for the water quality storm using Manning’s equation. (Several software

packages can be used). The following assumptions are made:

Trapezoidal channel with 3:1 side slopes

4’ bottom width.

S=1%

n varies between 0.03 at 1’ depth to 0. ! 5 at 4" depth (See Appendix L and Grass Channel Fact

Sheet in Chapter 5).

Determine that the water quality storm passes at d = 0.64’.

Size a weir to pass the 10-year peak event, less the water quality peak flow, so that:

Q= 19cfs-4.6 cfs = 14.4 cfs.

Use a weir length, L, of 4.0’.

By rearranging the weir equation:

H= (Q/CL)2/3 = (14.4/3.1 (4))2/3 = 1. l’

Size the channel to pass the 10-year event with 6" of freeboard.

IStep 5. Size the infiltration trench.
I

The area of the trench can be determined by the following equation:

A = WQv/(nd)
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Where:

A = Surface Area

WQv = Water Quality volume (ft3)

n = Porosity

d = Trench depth (feet)

Assume that:

n = 0.4

d = 4 feet

Therefore:

A = 10,781 ft3 / (0.4 x4)ft

A = 6,738ftz

The proposed location for the infiltration trench will accommodate a trench width of up to 65 feet.

Therefore, the minimum length required would be:

L = 6,738 ft2 / 65 ft

L = 104 feet, say 105 feet

Step 6. Size pretreatment.

Pass the 10-year flow event through an overflow channel.

Size pretreatment to treat ¼ of the WQv. Therefore, treat 10,781 × 0.25 = 2,695 ft3.

For pretreatment, use a pea gravel filter layer with filter fabric, a plunge pool, and a grass channel.

Pea Gravel Filter

The pea gravel filter layer covers the entire trench with 2" (see Figure 8.19). Assuming a porosity

of 0.32, the pretreatment volume (Pv) provided in the pea gravel filter layer is:

(0.32)(2")(1 ft/12 inches)(125’)(50’) = 333 ft3

Plunge Pools

Use a 65 ’X20’ triangular plunge pool with a two foot depth as flow is diverted to the infiltration

trench.
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Pvpoot = (65 x 20 ft)/2*(2 ft) = 1,300 ft3

Grass Channel

Accounting for the pretreatment volumes provided by the pea gravel filter and plunge pool, the

grass channel then needs to treat at least (2,695 - 333 - 1,300)ft3 = 1,062 ft3

Currently stormwater flows through a 150’ long channel, with parameters described under step 4.

For this channel, the flow velocity of the peak flow from the water quality storm (4.6 cfs) is

approximately 1.2 fps.

Using a required residence time of 10 minutes (600 seconds), the required length of channel for

100% of the WQv (10,781 ft3) would be 1.2 fps x 600 sec = 720ft.

Adjust the length to account for the volume that must be provided, or:

(720ft) (1,062 ft3)/(10,781 ft3) = 71 ft

Therefore, for this example, a grass channel length of at least 71 feet is required. 150’ is OK.

Figure 8.19 Schematic Infiltration Trench Cross Section

OVl OBSERVATION V~ELL
W1TH SCREWTOP LID

2" PEA GRAVEL FILTER LAYER

LAYER OF FILTER FABRIC

TRENCH 5 FEET DEEP
FILLED WITH 1 5 -25 INCH DIAMETER
CLEAN STONE
(BANK RUN GRAVEL PREFERRED)

6"- t2" DEEP

RUNOFF EXFILTRATES THROUGH
UNDISTURBED SUBSOILS WITH A
MINIMUM RATE OF 0 5 INCHES PER HOUR
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This design example focuses on the design of a Bioretention area for a 4.5-acre catchment of Lake Center,

a hypothetical commercial site located in Albany, NY. A five-story office building and associated

parking are proposed within this catchment. The layout is shown in Figure 8.20. The catchment has 3.05

acres of impervious cover, resulting in 68% impervious cover. The pre-developed site is a mixture of

forest and meadow. On-site soils are predominantly HSG "B" soils.

Figure 8.20 Lake Center Site Plan

Base Data
Location: Albany, NY Hydrologic Data
Site Area = Total Drainage Area (A) = 4.5 ac
Impervious Area = 3.05 ac; or I =3.05/4.50 = 68% Pre Post
Soils Type "B" CN 58 83

tc .44 .10
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This step-by-step example will focus on meeting the water quality requirements. Channel protection

control, overbank flood control, and extreme flood control are not addressed in this example. Therefore, a

detailed hydrologic analysis is not presented. For an example of detailed sizing calculations, consult

section 8.1. In general, the primary function of bioretention is to provide water quality treatment and not

large storm attenuation. As such, flows in excess of the water quality volume are typically routed to

bypass the facility. For this example, the post-development 2-year and 10-year peaks are used to

appropriately size the grass channel leading to the facility.

Step 1. Compute design volumes using the Unified Stormwater Sizing Criteria.
I

Design volumes are presented in Table 8.7 below.

Q~o

Pre-developed 58 0.3 0.6 4

Post-Developed 83 10,781    9 13 26

IStep 2. Determine if the development site and conditions are appropriate for the use of a

bioretention area.

Site Specific Data:

Existing ground elevation at practice location is 222.0 feet, mean sea level. Soil boring observations

reveal that the seasonally high water table is at 211.0 feet and underlying soil is silt loam (ML). Adjacent

channel invert is at 213 feet.
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[ Step 3. Determine size of bioretention filter area.

A~, = (WQ~) (dr) / [ (k) (hr + dr) (tO]

Where: Ar = surface area of filter bed (ft2)

df = filter bed depth (ft)

k = coefficient of permeability of filter media fit/day)

hr = average height of water above filter bed (ft)

h = design filter bed drain time (days) (2 days is recommended)

Af= (10,781ft3)(5’) / [(0.5’/day) (0.25’ + 5’) (2 days)] (With k = 0.5’/day, hf= 0.25’, tr= 2 days)

Af= 10,267 sq ft

Step 4. Set design elevations and dimensions.

Assume a roughly 2 to 1 rectangular shape. Given a filter area requirement of 10,267.sq ft, say facility is

roughly 70’ by 150’. Set top of facility at 219.0 feet, with the berm at 220.0 feet. The facility is 5’ deep,

which will allow 3’ of separation distance over the seasonally high water table. See Figure 8.21 for a

typical section of the facility.
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Figure 8.21 Typical Section of Bioretention Facility

2" 5" CLEAN WASHED ORNAMENTALSTONE

PROPOSED ~’~A~[E ~ ............ ~./ MAXIMUM PUDDLE DEPTH = OF BERM 220

210

GRAVEL CURTAIN
DRAIN FOR OVERFLOW

170

160

IStep 5. Size overflow channel.

Assuming the same channel configuration as in Section 8.3, use a 4’ weir set 0.63’ above the base of the

overflow channel. The overflow channel will flow to the adjacent drainage channel, while the water

quality storm will be diverted to the bioretention cell.

IStep 6. Design Pretreatment
I

Size pretreatment to treat ¼ of the WQv. Therefore, treat 10,781 x 0.25 = 2,695 ft3.

For pretreatment, a grass channel is used. This channel has a 4’ width and 3:1 side slopes.

Using the methodologies described in Section 6.3, determine that the length of channel required to treat

the entire water quality volume is 720 ft. Adjust the length to correspond to the pretreatment volume, or

L = (720 ft)(2,695/10,781) = 180ft.
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IStep 7. Size underdrain area.
I

As a rule of thumb, the length of underdrain should be based on 10% of the Aror 1,027 sq ft and a three-

toot wide zone of influence. Using 8" perforated plastic pipes surrounded by a three-foot wide gravel

bed, 10’ on center (o.c.), yields the following length of pipe:

(1,027 sq ft)/3’ per foot of underdrain = 342’ of perforated underdrain

Step 8. Create overdrain design.
I

To ensure against the planting media clogging, design a small ornamental stone window of 2" to 5" stone

connected directly to the gravel curtain drain. This area is based on 5% of the Ar or 514 sq ft. Say 15’ by

35’ (see Figure 8.23).

IStep 9. Choose plants for planting area.

Choose plants based on factors such as whether native or not, resistance to drought and inundation, cost,

aesthetics, maintenance, etc. Select species locations (i.e., on center planting distances) so species will

not "shade out" one another. Do not plant trees and shrubs with extensive root systems (e.g., willows)

near pipe work. A potential plant list for this site is presented in Appendix H.
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ANTI-SEEP COLLAR - An impermeable diaphragm usually of sheet metal or concrete constructed at intervals
within the zone of saturation along the conduit of a principal spillway to increase the seepage length along the
conduit and thereby prevent piping or seepage along the conduit.

ANTI-VORTEX DEVICE - A device designed and placed on the top of a riser or at the entrance of a pipe to
prevent the formation of a vortex in the water at the entrance.

AQUATIC BENCH - A ten to fifteen foot wide bench which is located around the inside perimeter of a
permanent pool and is normally vegetated with aquatic plants; the goal is to provide pollutant removal and
enhance safety in areas using stormwater pond SMP’s.

AQUIFER - A geological formation which contains and transports groundwater.

"AS-BUILT’" - Drawing or certification of conditions as they were actually constructed.

BAFFLES - Guides, grids, grating or similar devices placed in a pond to deflect or regulate flow and create a
longer flow path.

BANKFULL FLOW - The condition where streamflow just fills a stream channel up to the top of the bank and
at a point where the water begins to overflow onto a floodplain.

BARREL - The closed conduit used to convey water under or through an embankment: part of the principal
spillway.

BASE FLOW - The stream discharge from ground water.

BERM - A shelf that breaks the continuity of a slope; a linear embankment or dike.

BIORETENTION - A water quality practice that utilizes landscaping and soils to treat urban stormwater runoff
by collecting it in shallow depressions, before filtering through a fabricated planting soil media.

CHANNEL - A natural stream that conveys water; a ditch or channel excavated for the flow of water.

CHANNEL STABILIZATION - Erosion prevention and stabilization of velocity distribution in a channel using
jetties, drops, revetments, structural linings, vegetation and other measures.

CHECK DAM - A small dam constructed in a gully or other small watercourse to decrease the stream flow
velocity (by reducing the channel gradient), minimize channel scour, and promote deposition of sediment.

CHUTE - A high velocity, open channel for conveying water to a lower level without erosion.

CLAY t SOILS) - 1. A mineral soil separate consisting of particles less than 0.002 millimeter in equivalent
diameter. 2. A soil texture class. 3. (Engineering) A fine grained soil (more than 50 percent passing the No. 200
sieve) that has a high plasticity index in relation to the liquid limit. (Unified Soil Classification System)
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COCONUT ROLLS - Also known as coir rolls, these are rolls of natural coconut fiber designed to be used for
streambank stabilization.

COMPACTION (SOILS) - Any process by which the soil grains are rearranged to decrease void space and bring
them in closer contact with one another, thereby increasing the weight of solid material per unit of volume,
increasing the shear and bearing strength and reducing permeability.

CONDUIT - Any channe! intended for the conveyance of water, whether open or closed.

CONTOUR - i. An imaginary, line on the surface of the earth connecting points of the same elevation. 2. A line
drawn on a map connecting points of the same elevation.

CORE TRENCH - A trench, filled with relatively impervious material intended to reduce seepage of water
through porous strata.

CRADLE - A structure usually of concrete shaped to fit around the bottom and sides of a conduit to support the
conduit, increase its strength and in dams, to fill all voids between the underside of the conduit and the soil.

CREST - 1. The top of a dam, dike, spillway or weir, frequently restricted to the overflow portion. 2. The
summit of a wave or peak of a flood.

CRUSHED STONE - Aggregate consisting of angular particles produced by mechanically crushing rock.

CURVE NUMBER (CN) - A numerical representation of a given area’s hydrologic soil group, plant cover,
impervious cover, interception and surface storage derived in accordance with Natural Resources Conservation
Service methods. This number is used to convert rainfall volume into runoff volume.

CUT - Portion of land surface or area from which earth has been removed or will be removed by excavation; the
depth below original ground surface to excavated surface.

CUT-AND-FILL - Process of earth moving by excavating part of an area and using the excavated material for
adjacent embankments or fill areas.

CUTOFF - A wall or other structure, such as a trench, filled with relatively impervious material intended to
reduce seepage of water through porous strata.

CZARA - Acronym used for the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990. These amendments
sought to address the issue of nonpoint source pollution issue by requiring states to develop Coastal Nonpoint
Pollution Control Programs in order to receive federal funds.

DAM - A barrier to confine or raise water for storage or diversion, to create a hydraulic head, to prevent gully
erosion, or for retention of soil, sediment or other debris.

DETENTION - The temporary storage of storm runoff in a SMP with the goals of controlling peak discharge
rates and providing gravity settling of pollutants.
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DETENTION STRUCTURE - A structure constructed for the purpose of temporary storage of stream flow or
surface runoff and gradual release of stored water at controlled rates.

DIKE - An embankment to confine or control water, for example, one built along the banks of a river to prevent
overflow or lowlands; a levee.

DISTRIBUTED RUNOFF CONTROL (DRC) - A stream channel protection criteria which utilizes a non-
uniform distribution of the storage stage-discharge relationship within a SMP to minimize the change in channel
erosion potential from predeveloped to developed conditions.

DISTURBED AREA - An area in which the natural vegetative soil cover has been removed or altered and,
therefore, is susceptible to erosion.

DIVERSION - A channel with a supporting ridge on the lower side constructed across the slope to divert water
from areas where it is in excess to sites where it can be used or disposed of safely. Diversions differ from
terraces in that they are individually designed.

DRAINAGE - 1. The removal of excess surface water or ground water from land by means of surface or
subsurface drains. 2. Soils characteristics that affect natural drainage.

DRAINAGE AREA (WATERSHED) - All land and water area from which runoff may run to a common
(design) point.

DROP STRUCTURE - A structure for dropping water to a lower level and dissipating surplus energy; a fall. The
drop may be vertical or inclined.

DRY SWALE - An open drainage channel explicitly designed to detain and promote the filtration of stormwater
runoff through an underlying fabricated soil media.

EMERGENCY SPILLWAY - A dam spillway designed and constructed to discharge flow in excess of the
principal spillway design discharge.

ENERGY DISSIPATOR - A designed device such as an apron of rip-rap or a concrete structure placed at the
end of a water transmitting apparatus such as pipe, paved ditch or paved chute for the purpose of reducing the
velocity, energy and turbulence of the discharged water.

EROSION - 1. The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind, ice, or other geological agents,
including such processes as gravitational creep. 2. Detachment and movement of soil or rock fragments by
water, wind, ice or gravity. The following terms are used to describe different types of water erosion:

Accelerated erosion - Erosion much more rapid than normal, natural or geologic erosion, primarily as a
result of the influence of the activities of man or, in some cases, of other animals or natural catastrophes that
expose base surfaces, for example, fires.

Gully erosion - The erosion process whereby water accumulates in narrow channels and, over short
periods, removes the soil from this narrow area to considerable depths, ranging from1 or 2 feet to as much
as 75 to 100 feet.

Rill erosion - An erosion process in which numerous small channels only several inches deepare
formed. See rill.

Sheet erosion - The spattering of small soil particles caused by the impact of raindrops onwet
soils. The loosened and spattered particles may or may not subsequently be removed by surface runoff.

EROSIVE VELOCITIES - Velocities of water that are high enough to wear away the land surface. Exposed soil
will generally erode faster than stabilized soils. Erosive velocities will vary according to the soil type, slope,
structural, or vegetative stabilization used to protect the soil.

EXFILTRATION - The downward movement of water through the soil; the downward flow of runoff from the
bottom of an infiltration SMP into the soil.
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EXTENDED DETENTION (ED) - A stormwater design feature that provides for the gradual release of a
volume of water over a 12 to 48 hour interval in order to increase settling of urban pollutants and protect
downstream channels from frequent storm events.

EXTREME FLOOD (Q_r) - The storage volume required to control those infrequent but large storm events in
which overbank flows approach the floodplain boundaries of the 100-year flood.

FILTER BED - The section of a constructed filtration device that houses the filter media and the outflow piping.

FILTER FENCE - A geotextile fabric designed to trap sediment and filter runoff.

FILTER MEDIA - The sand, soil, or other organic material in a filtration device used to provide a permeable
surface for pollutant and sediment removal.

FILTER STRIP - A strip of permanent vegetation above ponds, diversions and other structures to retard flow of
runoff water, causing deposition of transported material, thereby reducing sediment flow.

FINES (SOIL) o Generally refers to the silt and clay size particles in soil.

FLOODPLAIN - Areas adjacent to a stream or river that are subject to flooding or inundation during a storm
event that occurs, on average, once every 100 years (or has a likelihood of occurrence of 1/100 in any given
year).

FLOW SPLITTER - An engineered, hydraulic structure designed to divert a percentage of storm flow to a SMP
located out of the primary channel, or to direct stormwater to a parallel pipe system, or to bypass a portion of
baseflow a~’ound a SMP.

FOREBA¥ - Storage space located near a stormwater SMP inlet that serves to trap incoming coarse sediments
before they accumulate in the main treatment area.

FREEBOARD (HYDRAULICS) - The distance between the maximum water surface elevation anticipated in
design and the top of retaining banks or structures. Freeboard is provided to prevent overtopping due to
unforeseen conditions.

FOURTH ORDER STREAM - Designation of stream size where many water quantity requirements may not be
needed. A first order stream is identified by "blue lines" on USGS quad sheets. A second order stream is the
confluence of two first order streams, and so on.

FRENCH DRAIN - A type of drain consisting of an excavated trench refilled with pervious material, such as
coarse sand, gravel or crushed stone, through whose voids water percolates and flows to an outlet.

GABION - A flexible woven-wire basket composed of two to six rectangular cells filled with small stones.
Gabions may be assembled into many types of structures such as revetments, retaining walls, channel liners,
drop structures and groins.

GABION MATTRESS - A thin gabion, usually six or nine inches thick, used to line channels for erosion
control.

GRADE - 1. The slope of a road, channel or natural ground. 2. The finished surface of a canal bed, roadbed, top
of embankment, or bottom of excavation; any surface prepared for the support of construction, like paving or
laying a conduit. 3. To finish the surface of a canal bed, roadbed, top of embankment or bottom of excavation.

GRASS CHANNEL - A open vegetated channel used to convey runoff and to provide treatment by filtering out
pollutants and sediments.

GRAVEL - !. Aggregate consisting of mixed sizes of 1/4 inch to 3 inch particles which normally occur in or
near old streambeds and have been worn smooth by the action of water. 2. A soil having particle sizes, according
to the Unified Soil Classification System, ranging from the No. 4 sieve size angular in shape as produced by
mechanical crushing.
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GRAVEL DIAPHRAGM - A stone trench filled with small, river-run gravel used as pretreatment and inflow
regulation in stormwater filtering systems.

GRAVEL FILTER - Washed and graded sand and gravel aggregate placed around a drain or well screen to
prevent the movement of fine materials from the aquifer into the drain or well.

GRAVEL TRENCH - A shallow excavated channel backfilled with gravel and designed to provide temporary
storage and permit percolation of runoff into the soil substrate.

GROUND COVER - Plants which are low-growing and provide a thick growth which protects the soil as well
as providing some beautification of the area occupied.

GULLY - A channel or miniature valley cut by concentrated runoff through which water commonly flows only
during and immediately after heavy rains or during the melting of snow. The distinction between gully and rill is
one of depth. A gully is sufficiently deep that it would not be obliterated by normal tillage operations, whereas a
rill is of lessor depth and would be smoothed by ordinary farm tillage.

HEAD (HYDRAULICS) - 1. The height of water above any plane of reference. 2. The energy, either kinetic or
potential, possessed by each unit weight of a liquid expressed as the vertical height through which a unit weight
would have to fall to release the average energy possessed. Used in various terms such as pressure head, velocity
head, and head loss.

HERBACEOUS PERENNIAL (PLANTS) - A plant whose stems die back to the ground each year.

HI MARSH - A pondscaping zone within a stormwater wetland which exists from the surface of the normal pool
to a six inch depth and typically contains the greatest density and diversity of emergent wetland plants.

HI MARSH WEDGES - Slices of shallow wetland (less than or equal to 6 inches) dividing a stormwater
wetland.

HOT SPOT. - Area where land use or activities generate highly contaminated runoff, with concentrations of
pollutants in excess of those typically found in stormwater.

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT - The slope of the hydraulic grade line. The slope of the free surface of water
flowing in an open channel.

HYPOXIA - Lack of oxygen in a waterbody resulting from eutrophication.

HYDROGRAPH - A graph showing variation in stage (depth) or discharge of a stream of water over a period of
time.

HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP (HSG) - A Natural Resource Conservation Service classification system in
which soils are categorized into four runoff potential groups. The groups range from A soils, with high
permeability and little runoff production, to D soils, which have low permeability rates and produce much more
runoff.

HYDROSEED - Seed or other material applied to areas in order to revegetate after a disturbance.

IMPERVIOUS COVER (I) - Those surfaces in the urban landscape that cannot effectively infiltrate rainfall
consisting of building rooftops, pavement, sidewalks, driveways, etc.

INDUSTRIAL STORMWATER PERMIT - An NPDES permit issued to a commercial industry or group of
industries which regulates the pollutant levels associated with industrial storm water discharges or specifies on-
site pollution control strategies.

INFILTRATION RATE (FO - The rate at which stormwater percolates into the subsoil measured in inches per
hour.

INFLOW PROTECTION - A water handling device used to protect the transition area between any water
conveyance (dike, swale, or swale dike) and a sediment trapping device.
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LEVEL SPREADER - A device for distributing stormwater uniformly over the ground surface as sheet flow to
prevent ~oncentrated, erosive flows and promote infiltration.

MANNING’S FORMULA (HYDRAULICS) - A formula used to predict the velocity of water flow in an open
channel or pipeline:

V = 1.486 R2/3 S1/2

n

Where V is the mean velocity of flow in feet per second; R is the hydraulic radius; S is the slope of the energy
gradient or for assumed uniform flow the slope of the channel, in feet per foot; and n is the roughness coefficient
or retardance factor of the channel lining.

MICROPOOL - A smaller permanent pool which is incorporated into the design of larger stormwater ponds to
avoid resuspension or settling of particles and minimize impacts to adjacent natural features.

MICROTOPOGRAPHY - The complex contours along the bottom of a shallow marsh system, providing greater
depth variation which increases the wetland plant diversity and increases the surface area to volume ratio of a
stormwater wetland.

MULCH - Covering on surface of soil to protect and enhance certain characteristics, such as water retention
qualities.

MUNICIPAL STORMWATER PERMIT - A SPDES permit issued to municipalities to regulate discharges from
municipal separate storm sewers for compliance with EPA established water quality standards and/or to specify
stormwater control strategies.

NPDES - Acronym for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, which regulates point source and
non-point source discharge.

NITROGEN-FIXING (BACTERIA) - Bacteria having the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen, making it
available for use by plants. Inoculation of legume seeds is one way to insure a source of these bacteria for
specified legumes.

NORMAL DEPTH - Depth of flow in an open conduit during uniform flow for the given conditions.

OUTFALL - The point where water flows from a conduit, stream, or drain.

OFF-LINE - A stormwater management system designed to manage a storm event by diverting a percentage of
stormwater events from a stream or storm drainage system.

ON-LINE - A stormwater management system designed to manage stormwater in its original stream or drainage
channel.

ONE YEAR STORM (Q~_~ - A stormwater event which occurs on average once every year or statistically has a
100% chance on average of occurring in a given year.

ONE HUNDRED YEAR STORM {Qp 10o~ A extreme flood event which occurs on average once every I00 years
or statistically has a 1% chance on average of occurring in a given year.

OPEN CHANNELS - Also known as swales, grass channels, and biofilters. These systems are used for the
conveyance, retention, infiltration and filtration of stormwater runoff.

OUTLET - The point at which water discharges from such things as a stream, river, lake, tidal basin, pipe,
channel or drainage area.

OUTLET CHANNEL - A waterway constructed or altered primarily to carry water from man-made structures
such as terraces, subsurface drains, diversions and impoundments.
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PEAK DISCHARGE RATE - The maximum instantaneous rate of flow during a storm, usually in reference to a
specific design storm event.

PERMANENT SEEDING - Results in establishing perennial vegetation which may remain on the area for many
years.

PERMEABILITY - The rate of water movement through the soil column under saturated conditions

PERMISSIBLE VELOCITY (HYDRAULICS) - The highest average velocity at which water may be carried
safely in a channel or other conduit. The highest velocity that can exist through a substantial length of a conduit
and not cause scour of the channel. A safe, non-eroding or allowable velocity

oH - A number denoting the common logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentration. A pH of 7.0
denotes neutrality, higher values indicate alkalinity, and lower values indicate acidity.

PIPING - Removal of soil material through subsurface flow channels or "pipes" developed by seepage water.

PLUGS - Pieces of turf or sod, usually cut with a round tube, which can be used to propagate the turf or sod by
vegetative means.

POCKET POND - A stormwater pond designed for treatment of small drainage area (< 5 acres) runoff and
which has little or no basefiow available to maintain water elevations and relies on ground water to maintain a
permanent pool.

POCKET WETLAND - A stormwater wetland design adapted for the treatment of runoff from small drainage
areas (< 5 acres) and which has little or no baseflow available to maintain water elevations and relies on ground
water to maintain a permanent pool.

POND BUFFER - The area immediately surrounding a pond which acts as filter to remove pollutants and
provide infiltration of stormwater prior to reaching the pond. Provides a separation barrier to adjacent
development.

POND DRAIN - A pipe or other structure used to drain a permanent pool within a specified time period.

PONDSCAPING - Landscaping around stormwater ponds which emphasizes native vegetative species to meet
specific design intentions. Species are selected for up to six zones in the pond and its surrounding buffer, based
on their ability to tolerate inundation and/or soil saturation.

POROSITY o Ratio of pore volume to total solids volume.

PRETREATMENT - Techniques employed in stormwater SMPs to provide storage or filtering to help trap
coarse materials before they enter the system.

PRINCIPAL SPILLWAY - The primary pipe or weir which carries baseflow and storm flow through the
embankment.

REDEVELOPMENT - New development activities on previously developed land.

RETENTION - The amount of precipitation on a drainage area that does not escape as runoff. It is the difference
between total precipitation and total runoff.

REVERSE-SLOPE PIPE - A pipe which draws from below a permanent pool extending in a reverse angle up to
the riser and which determines the water elevation of the permanent pool.

RIGHT-OF-WAY o Right of passage, as over another’s property. A route that is lawful to use. A strip of land
acquired for transport or utility construction.

RIP-RAP - Broken rock, cobbles, or boulders placed on earth surfaces, such as the face of a dam or the bank of a
stream, for protection against the action of water (waves); also applies to brush or pole mattresses, or brush and
stone, or similar materials used for soil erosion control.
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RISER - A vertical pipe or structure extending from the bottom of a pond SMP and houses the control devices
(weirs/orifices) to achieve the discharge rates for specified designs.

ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT (HYDRAULICS) - A factor in velocity and discharge formulas representing the
effect of channel roughness on energy losses in flowing water. Manning’s "n" is a commonly used roughness
coefficient.

RUNOFF (HYDRAULICS) - That portion of the precipitation on a drainage area that is discharged from the
area in the stream channels. Types include surface runoff, ground water runoff or seepage.

RUNOFF COEFFICIENT (Rvl - A value derived from a site impervious cover value that is applied to a given
rainfall volume to yield a corresponding runoff volume.

SAFETY BENCH - A flat area above the permanent pool and surrounding a stormwater pond designed to
provide a separation from the pond pool and adjacent slopes.

SAND - 1. (Agronomy) A soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 millimeters in diameter. 2. A soil textural class. 3.
(Engineering) According to the Unified Soil Classification System, a soil particle larger than the No. 200 sieve
(0.074mm) and passing the No. 4 sieve (approximately 1/4 inch).

SEDIMENT - Solid material, both mineral and organic, that is in suspension, being transported, or has been
moved from its site of origin by air, water, gravity, or ice and has come to rest on the earth’s surface either above
or below sea level.

SEEPAGE - 1. Water escaping through or emerging from the ground.2. The process by which water percolates
through the soil.

SEEPAGE LENGTH - In sediment basins or ponds, the length along the pipe and around the anti-seep collars
that is within the seepage zone through an embankment.

SETBACKS - The minimum distance requirements for location of a structural SMP in relation to roads, wells,
septic fields, other structures.

SHEET FLOW - Water, usually storm runoff, flowing in a thin layer over the ground surface.

SIDE SLOPES (ENGINEERING) - The slope of the sides of a channel, dam or embankment. It is customary to
name the horizontal distance first, as 1.5 to 1, or frequently, 1 ½: 1, meaning a horizontal distance of 1.5 feet to 1
foot vertical.

SILT - 1. (Agronomy) A soil separate consisting of particles between 0.05 and 0.002 millimeter in equivalent
diameter. 2. A soil textural class. 3. (Engineering) According to the Unified Soil Classification System a fine
grained soil (more than 50 percent passing the No. 200 sieve) that has a low plasticity index in relation to the
liquid limit.

SOIL TEST - Chemical analysis of soil to determine needs for fertilizers or amendments for species of plant
being grown.

SPILLWAY - An open or closed channel, or both, used to convey excess water from a reservoir. It may contain
gates, either manually or automatically controlled to regulate the discharge of excess water.

STABILIZATION - Providing adequate measures, vegetative andYor structural that will prevent erosion from
occurring.

STAGE (HYDRAULICS) - The variable water surface or the water surface elevation above any chosen datum.

STILLING BASIN - An open structure or excavation at the foot of an outfall, conduit, chute, drop, or spillway
to reduce the energy of the descending stream of water.

STORMWATER FILTERING - Stormwater treatment methods which utilize an artificial media to filter out
pollutants entrained in urban runoff.
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STORMWATER PONDS - A land depression or impoundment created for the detention or retention of
stormwater runoff.

STORMWATER WETLANDS - Shallow, constructed pools that capture stormwater and allow for the growth
of characteristic wetland vegetation.

STREAM BUFFERS - Zones of variable width which are located along both sides of a stream and are designed
to provided a protective natural area along a stream corridor.

STREAM CHANNEL PROTECTION (Cpv_A - A design criteria which requires 24 hour detention of the one
year postdeveloped, 24 hour storm event for the control of stream channel erosion.

STRUCTURAL SMPs - Devices which are constructed to provide temporary storage and treatment of
stormwater runoff.

SUBGRADE - The soil prepared and compacted to support a structure or a pavement system.

TAILWATER - Water, in a river or channel, immediately downstream from a structure.

TECHNICAL RELEASE No. 20 (TR-20) - A Soil Conservation Service (now NRCS) watershed hydrology
computer model that is used to compute runoff volumes and route storm events through a stream valley and/or
ponds.

TECHNICAL RELEASE No. 55 (TR-55) - A watershed hydrology model developed by the Soil Conservation
Service (now NRCS) used to calculate runoff volumes and provide a simplified routing for storm events
through ponds.

TEMPORARY SEEDING - A seeding which is made to provide temporary cover for the soil while waiting for
further construction or other activity to take place.

TEN YEAR STORM (Q~ - The peak discharge rate associated with a 24 hour storm event that occurs on
average once every ten years (or has a likelihood of occurrance of 1/10 in a given year).

TIME OF CONCENTRATION - Time required for water to flow from the most remote point of a watershed, in
a hydraulic sense, to the outlet.

TOE (OF SLOPE) - Where the slope stops or levels out. Bottom of the slope.

TOE WALL - Downstream wall of a structure, usually to prevent flowing water from eroding under the
structure._

TOPSOIL - Fertile or desirable soil material used to top dress roadbanks, subsoils, parent material, etc.

TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS - The total amount of soil particulate matter, including both organic and
inorganic material, suspended in the water column.

TRASH RACK - Grill, grate or other device at the intake of a channel, pipe, drain or spillway for the purpose of
preventing oversized debris from entering the structure.

TROUT WATERS - Waters classified as (T) or (TS) by the New York State DEC.

TWO YEAR STORM (Qe_~ - The peak discharge rate associated with a 24 hour storm event that occurs on
average once every two years (or has a likelihood of occurrance of 1/2 in a given year).

ULTIMATE CONDITION - Full watershed build-out based on existing zoning.

ULTRA-URBAN - Densely developed urban areas in which little pervious surface exists.

VELOCITY HEAD - Head due to the velocity of a moving fluid, equal to the square of the mean velocity
divided by twice the acceleration due to gravity (32.16 feet per second per second).
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VOLUMETRIC RUNOFF COEFFICIENT (Rv) - The value that is applied to a given rainfall volume to yield a
corresponding runoff volume based on the percent impervious cover in a drainage basin.

WATER QUALITY VOLUME (Wq)~ - The storage needed to capture and treat 90% of the average annual
stormwater runoff volume.

WATER SURFACE PROFILE - The longitudinal profile assumed by the surface of a stream flowing in an open
channel; the hydraulic grade line.

WEDGES - Design feature in stormwater wetlands which increases flow path length to provide for extended
detention and treatment of runoff.

WET SWALE - An open drainage channel or depression, explicitly designed to retain water or intercept
groundwater for water quality treatment.

WETTED PERIMETER - The length of the line of intersection of the plane or the hydraulic cross-section with
the wetted surface of the channel.

WING WALL - Side wall extensions of a structure used to prevent sloughing of banks or channels and to direct
and confine overfalt.
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This appendix presents data and methodologies for using the Simple Method (Schueler, 1987) to estimate
pollutant load from a site or drainage area. This appendix is meant for planning purposes only, and
should not be used for SMP design.

The Simple Method estimates stormwater runoff pollutant loads for urban areas. The technique requires a
modest amount of information, including the subwatershed drainage area and impervious cover,
stormwater runoff pollutant concentrations, and annual precipitation. With the Simple Method, the
investigator can either break up land use into specific areas, such as residential, commercial, industrial,
and roadway and calculate annual pollutant loads for each type of land, or utilize more generalized
pollutant values for urban runoff. It is also important to note that these values may vary depending on
other variables such as the age of development.

The Simple Method estimates pollutant loads for chemical constituents as a product of annual runoff
volume and pollutant concentration, as:

L=0.226" R* C*A

Where: L = Annual load (lbs)
R = Annual runoff (inches)
C = Pollutant concentration (mg/1)
A = Area (acres)

0.226 = Unit conversion factor

For bacteria, the equationis slightly different, to account for the differences in units. The modified
equation for bacteria is:

L=103*R*C*A

Where: L = Annual load (Billion Colonies)
R = Annual runoff (inches)
C = Bacteria concentration (1,000/ml)
A = Area (acres)

103 = Unit conversion factor
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Stormwater pollutant concentrations can be estimated from local or regional data, or from national data
sources. Table A. 1 presents typical concentration data for pollutants in urban stormwater.

Constituent Units Urban Runoff

TSS mg/1 54.5I

TP mg/l 0.261

TN mg/1 2.00t

Cu ug/1 11.11

Pb ug/1 50.71

Zn ug/l 1291

F Coli 1,000 col/ml 1.5~

Source:

1: Pooled NURP/USGS (Smullen and Cave, 1998)

2: Schueler (1999)

In addition, some source areas appear to be particularly important for some pollutants. Table A.2
summarizes these data for several key source areas. It is important to note that, because the Simple
Method computes runoff based on an impervious area fraction, it cannot be easily used to isolate pervious
sources, such as lawns. However, a user can evaluate particular hotspots, such as auto recyclers,
separately. In addition, a composite runoff concentration can be developed based on the fraction of lawn,
driveway, and roof on a residential site, for example.
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Constituent TSS~ TP2 TN3 F Coli~ Cu~ Pb~ Zn~

mgi1 mg/L mg/l 1,000
col/ml ug/1 ug/1 ug/1

Resid Roof 19 0.11 1.5 0.26 20 21 312

Comm Roof 9 0.14 2.1 1.1 7 17 256

Indust Roof 17 5.8 62 43 1,390

C/R Parking 27 0.15 1.9 1.8 51 28 139

Indust 228                         2.7       34       85      224Parking

Res Street 172 0.55 1.4 37 25 51 173

Comm Street 468 12 73 170 450

Rural 51           22           22     80     80Highway

Urban 142      0.32      3.0                54       400      329Highway

Lawns 602 2.1 9.1 24 17 17 50

Landscaping 37 - 94 94 29 263

Driveway 173 0.56 2.1 17 17 107

Gas Station 31 - 88 80 290

Auto Recycler 335 103 182 520

Heavy 124 148 290 1600Industrial

1: Claytor and Schueler (1996)

2: Average of Steuer et al. (1997),Bannerman (1993) and Waschbusch (2000)

3: Steuer et al. (1997)
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Figure A.1 Relationship Between Watershed Imperviousness

and the Stormwater Runoff Coefficient

The Simple Method calculates annual runoff as a product of annual runoff volume, and a runoff
coefficient (Rv). Runoff volume is calculated as:

R = P * Pj * Rv

Where: R = Annual runoff (inches)
P = Annual rainfall (inches)
Pj = Fraction of annual rainfall events that produce runoff (usually 0.9)
Rv = Runoff coefficient

In the Simple Method, the runoff coefficient is calculated based on impervious cover in the subwatershed.
This relationship is shown in Figure A.1. Although there is some scatter in the data, watershed
imperviousness does appear to be a reasonable predictor of Rv.

The following equation represents the best fit line the dataset (N=47, R~’=0.71).

Rv=0.05+0.9la

Where: Ia = Impervious fraction
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The Simple Method uses different impervious cover values for separate land uses within a subwatershed.
Representative impervious cover data, are presented in Table A.3. These numbers are derived from a
recent study conducted by the Center for Watershed Protection under a grant from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to update impervious cover estimates for a variety of land uses.
(Cappiella and Brown, 2001). In addition, some jurisdictions may have detailed impervious cover
information if they maintain a detailed land use/land cover GIS database.

Land Use Category Mean Impervious Cover

Agriculture 2

Open Urban Land* 9

2 Acre Lot Residential 11

1 Acre Lot Residential 14

1/2 Acre Lot Residential 21

1/4Acre Lot Residential 28

1/8 Acre Lot Residential 33

Townhome Residential 41

Multifamily Residential 44

Institutional** 31-38%

Light Industrial 50-56%

Commercial 70-74%

* Open urban land includes developed park land, recreation areas, golf
courses, and cemeteries.

** Institutional is defined as places of worship, schools, hospitals,
government offices, and police and fire stations

The Simple Method should provide reasonable estimates of changes in pollutant export resulting from
urban development activities. However, several caveats should be kept in mind when applying this
method.
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The Simple Method is most appropriate for assessing and comparing the relative stormflow pollutant load
changes of different land use and stormwater management scenarios. The Simple Method provides
estimates of storm pollutant export that are probably close to the "true" but unknown value for a
development site, catchment, or subwatershed. However, it is very important not to over emphasis the
precision of the results obtained. For example, it would be inappropriate to use the Simple Method to
evaluate relatively similar development scenarios (e.g., 34.3% versus 36.9% Impervious cover). The
simple method provides a general planning estimate of likely storm pollutant export from areas at the
scale of a development site, catchment or subwatershed. More sophisticated modeling may be needed to
analyze larger and more complex drainages.

In addition, the Simple Method only estimates pollutant loads generated during storm events. It does not
consider pollutants associated with baseflow volume. Typically, baseflow is negligible or non-existent at
the scale of a single development site, and can be safely neglected, unless wastewater sources such as
illicit connections and wastewater treatment plans are significant. However, catchments and
subwatersheds do generate baseflow volume. Pollutant loads in baseflow are generally low and can
seldom be distinguished from natural background levels (NVPDC, 1980). Consequently, baseflow
pollutant loads normally constitute only a small fraction of the total pollutant load delivered from an
urban area. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the load estimates refer only to storm event
derived loads and should not be confused with the total pollutant load from an area. This is particularly
important when the development density of an area is low. For example, in a large low density residential
subwatershed (Imp. Cover < 5%), as much as 75% of the annual runoff volume may occur as baseflow. In
such a case, the annual baseflow nutrient load may be equivalent to the annual stormflow nutrient load.
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The removal efficiencies of various SMP practices also help determine final annual pollutant loads. Table
A.4 provides estimates of the average pollutant removal efficiency of the five SMP categories.

TSS TP TN Metals~ Bacteria

Wet Ponds 80 50 (51) 35 (33) 60 (62) 70

Stormwater Wetlands 802 (76) 50 (49) 30 40 (42) 80 (78)

Filtering Practices 85 (86) 60 (59) 40 (38) 70 (69) 35 (37)

Infiltration Practices 4        903 (95) 70 50 (51) 903 (99) 904

Water Quality Swales 85 (84) 40 (39) 505 (84) 70 0 (°25)6

1. Average of zinc and copper. Only zinc for infiltration
2. Many wetland practices in the database were poorly designed, and we consequently

adjusted sediment removal upward.
3. It is assumed that no practice is greater than 90% efficient.
4. Data inferred from sediment removal.
5. Actual data is based on only two highly performing practices.
6. Assume 0 rather than a negative removal.
Note: Data in parentheses represent median pollutant removal data reported in the National
Pollutant Removal Database - Revised Edition (Winer, 2000). These data were adjusted for
convenience and to reflect biases in the data.

These efficiencies represent ideal pollutant removal rates that cannot be achieved at all sites, or at a
watershed level. Typically, they need to be "discounted" to account for site constraints, and other factors
that reduce practice efficiency. For example, the removal rate should be adjusted to reflect the fraction of
runoff captured by a practice on an annual basis (90% if this guidance is followed). For more detail on
how to apply these discounts, consult Caraco (2001).

One particularly important consideration is how to account for practices applied in series (e.g., two ponds
applied in sequence). If the volume within the practices adds up to the total water quality volume, they
are assumed to act as a single practice with that volume. Otherwise, total pollutant removal should be
determined by the following equation:

R = L [(E~)+(1- EOE2+(1-((Et)+(1- Et)E2)E3+...]

Where:

R= Pollutant Removal (lbs)

L = Annual Load from Simple Method (lbs.)

E~ = Efficiency of the ith practice in a series

Another adjustment can be made to these removals to account for loss of effectiveness and "irreducible
concentrations." Evidence suggests that, at low concentrations, SMPs can no longer remove pollutants.
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Table A.5 depicts typical outflow concentrations for various SMPs. Another simplified way to account
for this phenomenon is to reduce the efficiency of a second or third practice in a series. For example, the
removal efficiency could be cut in half to reflect inability to remove fine particles.

TSS

Wet Ponds 17 0.11 1.3 5.0 30

Wetlands 22 0.20 1.7 7.0 31

Filtering Practices 11 0.10 1.12 10 21

Infiltration Practices 17z 0.052 3.82 4.82 392

Open Channel Practices 14 0.19 1.12 10 53

1. Units for Zn and Cu are micrograms per liter

2. Data based on fewer than five data points
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This Appendix presents two hydrologic and hydraulic analysis tools that can be used to size stormwater
management practices (SMPs). The first is the TR-55 (NRCS, 1986) "short-cut" sizing technique, used to
size practices designed for extended detention, slightly modified to incorporate the small flows necessary
to provide channel protection. The second is a method used to determine the peak flow from water quality
storm events. (This is often important when the water quality storm is diverted to a water quality practice,
with other larger events bypassed).

it]tit
This section presents a modified version of the TR-55 short cut sizing approach. The method was
modified by Harrington (1987), for applications where the peak discharge is very small compared with
the uncontrolled discharge. This often occurs in the 1-year, 24-hour detention sizing.

Using TR-55 guidance (NRCS, 1986), the unit peak discharge (qu) can be determined based on the the
Curve Number and Time of Concentration. Knowing qu and T (extended detention time), qo/ql (peak
outflow discharge/peak inflow discharge) can be estimated from Figure B. 1.

Figure B.2 can also be used to estimate Vs/Vr. For a Type II or Type III rainfall distribution, Vs/V~ can
also be calculated using the following equation:

Vs/V~ = 0.682 - 1.43 (qo/q~) + 1.64 (qo/ql)2 - 0.804 (qo/q~)3 (2.1.16)

Where: Vs = required storage volume (acre-feet)

Vr = runoff volume (acre-feet)

qo = peak outflow discharge (cfs)
q~ = peak inflow discharge (cfs)

The required storage volume can then be calculated by:

Vs = ~ (2.1.17)

12

Where: Vs and V~ are defined above

Qa = the post-developed runoff for the design storm (inches)

A = total drainage area (acres)
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While the TR-55 short-cut method reports to incorporate multiple stage structures, experience has shown
that an additional 10-15% storage is required when multiple levels of extended detention are provided.

Figure B.1 Detention Time vs. Discharge Ratios (Source: MDE, 2000)

Figure B.2 Approximate Detention Basin Routing For Rainfall Types I, IA, II, and III (Source:
NRCS, 1986)
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The peak rate of discharge for the water quality design storm is needed for the sizing of diversion
structures for off-line practices such as sand filters. An arbitrary storm would need to be chosen using the
Rational method, and conventional SCS methods have been found to underestimate the volume and rate
of runoff for rainfall events less than 2". This discrepancy in estimating runoff and discharge rates can
lead to situations where a significant amount of runoffby-passes the filtering treatment practice due to an
inadequately sized diversion structure and leads to the design of undersized bypass channels.

The following procedure can be used to estimate peak discharges for small storm events. It relies on the
Water Quality Volume and the simplified peak flow estimating method above. A brief description of the
calculation procedure is presented below.

Using the water quality volume (WQv), a corresponding Curve Number (CN) is computed utilizing the
following equation:

CN = 1000/[10 + 5P +10Q - 10(Q2 + 1.25 Qp)v,]

Where

P = rainfall, in inches (use the 90% rainfall event from Figure 4.1 for the Water Quality
Storm)

Q = runoff volume, in inches

Once a CN is computed, the time of concentration (to) is computed using guidance provided in TR-55.

Using the computed CN, t¢ and drainage area (A), in acres; the peak discharge (Qp) for the water quality
storm event is computed (either Type II or Type III in the State of New York).

Read initial abstraction (Ia), compute Ia!P

Read the unit peak discharge (qu) for appropriate t¢

Using the water quality volume (WQv), compute the peak discharge (Qp)

Qp = q. * A * WQv

where Qp = the peak discharge, in cfs

qu = the unit peak discharge, in cfs/mi2/inch

A = drainage area, in square miles

WQv = Water Quality Volume, in watershed inches
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These specifications are generally appropriate to all earthen ponds, and are adapted from NRCS Pond
Code 378. Practitioners should always consult the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation - Dam Safety Division for the most recent guidance. All references to ASTM and
AASHTO specifications apply to the most recent version.

Site Preparation

Areas designated for borrow areas, embankment, and structural works shall be cleared, grubbed and
stripped of topsoil. All trees, vegetation, roots and other objectionable material shall be removed.
Channel banks and sharp breaks shall be sloped to no steeper than 1:1. All trees shall be cleared and
grubbed within 15 feet of the toe of the embankment.

Areas to be covered by the reservoir will be cleared of all trees, brush, logs, fences, rubbish and other
objectionable material unless otherwise designated on the plans. Trees, brush, and stumps shall be cut
approximately level with the ground surface. For dry stormwater management ponds, a minimum of a
25-foot radius around the outlet structure shall be cleared.

All cleared and grubbed material shall be disposed of outside and below the limits of the dam and
reservoir as directed by the owner or his representative. When specified, a sufficient quantity of topsoil
will be stockpiled in a suitable location for use on the embankment and other designated areas.

Earth Fill

Material - The fill material shall be taken from approved designated borrow areas. It shall be free of
roots, stumps, wood, rubbish, stones greater than 6", frozen or other objectionable materials. Fill material
for the center of the embankment, and cut off trench shall conform to Unified Soil Classification GC, SC,
CH, or CL and must have at least 30% passing the #200 sieve. Consideration may be given to the use of
other materials in the embankment if designed by a geotechnical engineer. Such special designs must
have construction supervised by a geotechnical engineer.

Materials used in the outer shell of the embankment must have the capability to support vegetation of the
quality required to prevent erosion of the embankment.

Placement - Areas on which fill is to be placed shall be scarified prior to placement of fill. Fill materials
shall be placed in maximum 8 inch thick (before compaction) layers which are to be continuous over the
entire length of the fill. The most permeable borrow material shall be placed in the downstream portions
of the embankment. The principal spillway must be installed concurrently with fill placement and not
excavated into the embankment.
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Compaction - The movement of the hauling and spreading equipment over the fill shall be controlled so
that the entire surface of each lift shall be traversed by not less than one tread track of heavy equipment or
compaction shall be achieved by a minimum of four complete passes of a sheepsfoot, rubber tired or
vibratory roller. Fill material shall contain sufficient moisture such that the required degree of
compaction will be obtained with the equipment used. The fill material shall contain sufficient moisture
so that if formed into a ball it will not crumble, yet not be so wet that water can be squeezed out.

When required by the reviewing agency the minimum required density shall not be less than 95% of
maximum dry density with a moisture content within 2% of the optimum. Each layer of fill shall be
compacted as necessary to obtain that density, and is to be certified by the Engineer at the time of
construction. All compaction is to be determined by AASHTO Method T-99 (Standard Proctor).

Cut Off Trench - The cutoff trench shall be excavated into impervious material along or parallel to the
centerline of the embankment as shown on the plans. The bottom width of the trench shall be governed
by the equipment used for excavation, with the minimum width being four feet. The depth shall be at
least four feet below existing grade or as shown on the plans. The side slopes of the trench shall be 1 to 1
or flatter. The backfill shall be compacted with construction equipment, rollers, or hand tampers to assure
maximum density and minimum permeability.

Embankment Core - The core shall be parallel to the centerline of the embankment as shown on the
plans. The top width of the core shall be a minimum of four feet. The height shall extend up to at least
the 10 year water elevation or as shown on the plans. The side slopes shall be 1 to 1 or flatter. The core
shall be compacted with construction equipment, rollers, or hand tampers to assure maximum density and
minimum permeability. In addition, the core shall be placed concurrently with the outer shell of the
embankment.

Structure Backfill

Backfill adjacent to pipes or structures shall be of the type and quality conforming to that specified for the
adjoining fill material. The fill shall be placed in horizontal layers not to exceed four inches in thickness
and compacted by hand tampers or other manually directed compaction equipment. The material needs to
fill completely all spaces under and adjacent to the pipe. At no time during the backfilling operation shall
driven equipment be allowed to operate closer than four feet, measured horizontally, to any part of a
structure. Under no circumstances shall equipment be driven over any part of a concrete structure or pipe,
unless there is a compacted fill of 24" or greater over the structure or pipe.

Structure backfill may be flowable fill meeting the requirements of the New York State Department of
Transportation. The mixture shall have a 100-200 psi; 28 day unconfined compressive strength. The
flowable fill shall have a minimum pH of 4.0 and a minimum resistivity of 2,000 ohm-cm. Material shall
be placed such that a minimum of 6" (measured perpendicular to the outside of the pipe) of flowable fill
shall be under (bedding), over and, on the sides of the pipe. It only needs to extend up to the spring line
for rigid conduits. Average slump of the fill shall be 7" to assure flowability of the material. Adequate
measures shall be taken (sand bags, etc.) to prevent floating the pipe. When using flowable fill, all metal
pipe shall be bituminous coated. Any adjoining soil fill shall be placed in horizontal layers not to exceed
four inches in thickness and compacted by hand tampers or other manually directed compaction
equipment. The material shall completely fill all voids adjacent to the flowable fill zone. At no time
during the backfilling operation shall driven equipment be allowed to operate closer than four feet,
measured horizontally, to any part of a structure. Under no circumstances shall equipment be driven over
any part of a structure or pipe unless there is a compacted fill of 24" or greater over the structure or pipe.
Backfill material outside the structural backfill (flowable fill) zone shall be of the type and quality
conforming to that specified for the core of the embankment or other embankment materials.
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Pipe Conduits

All pipes shall be circular in cross section.

Corrugated Metal Pipe - All of the following criteria shall apply for corrugated metal pipe:

Materials - (Polymer Coated steel pipe) - Steel pipes with polymeric coatings shall have a
minimum coating thickness of 0.01 inch (10 mil) on both sides of the pipe. This pipe and its
appurtenances shall conform to the requirements of AASHTO Specifications M-245 & M-246
with watertight coupling bands or flanges.

Materials - (Aluminum Coated Steel Pipe) - This pipe and its appurtenances shall conform to the
requirements of AASHTO Specification M-274 with watertight coupling bands or flanges.
Aluminum Coated Steel Pipe, when used with flowable fill or when soil and!or water conditions
warrant the need for increased durability, shall be fully bituminous coated per requirements of
AASHTO Specification M-190 Type A. Any aluminum coating damaged or otherwise removed
shall be replaced with cold applied bituminous coating compound. Aluminum surfaces that are to
be in contact with concrete shall be painted with one coat of zinc chromate primer or two coats of
asphalt.

Materials - (Aluminum Pipe) - This pipe and its appurtenances shall conform to the requirements
of AASHTO Specification M-196 or M-211 with watertight coupling bands or flanges.
Aluminum Pipe, when used with flowable fill or when soil and/or water conditions warrant for
increased durability, shall be fully bituminous coated per requirements of AASHTO Specification
M-190 Type A. Aluminum surfaces that are to be in contact with concrete shall be painted with
one coat of zinc chromate primer or two coats of asphalt. Hot dip galvanized bolts may be used
for connections. The pH of the surrounding soils shall be between 4 and 9.

Coupling bands, anti-seep collars, end sections, etc., must be composed of the same material and coatings
as the pipe. Metals must be insulated from dissimilar materials with use of rubber or plastic
insulating materials at least 24 mils in thickness.

Connections - All connections with pipes must be completely watertight. The drain pipe or barrel
connection to the riser shall be welded all around when the pipe and riser are metal. Anti-seep
collars shall be connected to the pipe in such a manner as to be completely watertight. Dimple
bands are not considered to be watertight.All connections shall use a rubber or neoprene gasket
when joining pipe sections. The end of each pipe shall be re-rolled an adequate number of
corrugations to accommodate the bandwidth. The following type connections are acceptable for
pipes less than 24 inches in diameter: flanges on both ends of the pipe with a circular 3/8 inch
closed cell neoprene gasket, pre-punched to the flange bolt circle, sandwiched between adjacent
flanges; a 12-inch wide standard lap type band with 12-inch wide by 3/8-inch thick closed cell
circular neoprene gasket; and a 12-inch wide hugger type band with o-ring gaskets having a
minimum diameter of 1/2 inch greater than the corrugation depth. Pipes 24 inches in diameter
and larger shall be connected by a 24 inch long annular corrugated band using a minimum of 4
(four) rods and lugs, 2 on each connecting pipe end. A 24-inch wide by 3/8-inch thick closed cell
circular neoprene gasket will be installed with 12 inches on the end of each pipe. Flanged joints
with 3/8 inch closed cell gaskets the full width of the flange is also acceptable.

Helically corrugated pipe shall have either continuously welded seams or have lock seams with
internal caulking or a neoprene bead.
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Bedding - The pipe shall be firmly and uniformly bedded throughout its entire length. Where rock or soft,
spongy or other unstable soil is encountered, all such material shall be removed and replaced with
suitable earth compacted to provide adequate support.

Backfilling shall conform to Structure Backfill requirements.

Other details (anti-seep collars, valves, etc.) shall be as shown on the drawings.

Reinforced Concrete Pipe - All of the following criteria shall apply for reinforced concrete pipe:

Materials - Reinforced concrete pipe shall have bell and spigot joints with rubber gaskets and shall equal
or exceed ASTM C-361.

Bedding - Reinforced concrete pipe conduits shall be laid in a concrete bedding / cradle for their entire
length. This bedding / cradle shall consist of high slump concrete placed under the pipe and up
the sides of the pipe at least 50% of its outside diameter with a minimum thickness of 6 inches.
Where a concrete cradle is not needed for structural reasons, flowable fill may be used as
described in the Structure Backfill section of this standard. Gravel bedding is not permitted.

Laying pipe - Bell and spigot pipe shall be placed with the bell end upstream. Joints shall be made in
accordance with recommendations of the manufacturer of the material. After the joints are sealed
for the entire line, the bedding shall be placed so that all spaces under the pipe are filled. Care
shall be exercised to prevent any deviation from the original line and grade of the pipe. The first
joint must be located within 4 feet from the riser.

Backfilling shall conform to Structure Backfill requirements.

Other details (anti-seep collars, valves, etc.) shall be as shown on the drawings.

Plastic Pipe - The following criteria shall apply for plastic pipe:

1. Materials - PVC pipe shall be PVC-1120 or PVC-1220 conforming to ASTM D-1785 or ASTM
D-2241. Corrugated High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe, couplings and fittings shall
conform to the following: 4" through 10" pipe shall meet the requirements of AASHTO M252
Type S, and 12" through 24" pipe shall meet the requirements of AASHTO M294 Type S.

2. Joints and connections to anti-seep collars shall be completely watertight.

3. Bedding -The pipe shall be firmly and uniformly bedded throughout its entire length. Where rock
or soft, spongy or other unstable soil is encountered, all such material shall be removed and
replaced with suitable earth compacted to provide adequate support.

4. Backfilling shall conform to Structure Backfill requirements.

5. Other details (anti-seep collars, valves, etc.) shall be as shown on the drawings.

Drainage Diaphragms - When a drainage diaphragm is used, a registered professional engineer will
supervise the design and construction inspection.

Concrete

Concrete shall meet the requirements of the New York State Department of Transportation.
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Rock Riprap

Rock riprap shall meet the requirements of the New York State Department of Transportation.

Geotextile shall be placed under all riprap and shall meet the requirements of the New York State
Department of Transportation.

Care of Water During Construction

All work on permanent structures shall be carried out in areas free from water. The Contractor shall
construct and maintain al! temporary dikes, levees, cofferdams, drainage channels, and stream diversions
necessary to protect the areas to be occupied by the permanent works. The contractor shall also furnish,
install, operate, and maintain all necessary pumping and other equipment required for removal of water
from various parts of the work and for maintaining the excavations, foundation, and other parts of the
work free from water as required or directed by the engineer for constructing each part of the work. After
having served their purpose, all temporary protective works shall be removed or leveled and graded to the
extent required to prevent obstruction in any degree whatsoever of the flow of water to the spillway or
outlet works and so as not to interfere in any way with the operation or maintenance of the structure.
Stream diversions shall be maintained until the full flow can be passed through the permanent works. The
removal of water from the required excavation and the foundation shall be accomplished in a manner and
to the extent that will maintain stability of the excavated slopes and bottom required excavations and will
allow satisfactory performance of all construction operations. During the placing and compacting of
material in required excavations, the water level at the locations being refilled shall be maintained below
the bottom of the excavation.

Stabilization

All borrow areas shall be graded to provide proper drainage and left in a sightly condition. All exposed
surfaces of the embankment, spillway, spoil and borrow areas, and berms shall be stabilized by seeding,
liming, fertilizing and mulching in accordance with local Natural Resources Conservation Service
Standards and Specifications.

Erosion and Sediment Control

Construction operations will be carried out in such a manner that erosion will be controlled and water and
air pollution minimized. Federal, State and local laws concerning pollution abatement will be followed.
Construction plans shall detail erosion and sediment control measures.

Operation and Maintenance

An operation and maintenance plan in accordance with Local or State Regulations will be prepared for all
ponds. As a minimum, a dam inspection checklist shall be included as part of the operation and
maintenance plan and performed at least annually. Written records of maintenance and major repairs need
to be retained in a file.

Supplemental Stormwater Pond and Wetland Specifications

1. It is preferred to use the same material in the embankment as is being installed for the core trench.
If this is not possible, a dam core with a shell may be used. The cross-section of the stormwater
facility should show the limits of the dam core (up to the 10-year water surface elevation) as well
as the acceptable materials for the shell. The shape of the dam core and the material to be used in
the shell should be provided by the geotechnical engineer.
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2. If the compaction tests for the remainder of the site improvements is using Modified Proctor
(AASHTO T-180), then to maintain consistency on-site, modified proctor may be used in lieu of
standard proctor (AASHTO T-99) for checking embankment compaction. The minimum
required density using the modified proctor test method shall be at least 92% of maximum dry
density with a moisture content of 2% of the optimum.

3. For all stormwater management facilities, a geotechnical engineer must be present to verify
compaction in accordance with the selected test method. This information needs to be provided
~n a report to the design engineer, so that as-built certification of the facility can be made.

4. A 4-inch layer of topsoil shall be placed on all disturbed areas of the dam embankment. Seeding,
liming, fertilizing, mulching, etc. shall be in accordance with NRCS Soil Standards and
Specifications or New York State Standards and Specifications for Soil Erosion and Sediment
Control. The purpose of the topsoil is to establish a good growth of grass which is not always
possible with some of the materials that may be placed for the embankment fill.

5. Filter fabric placed beneath the rip-rap shall meet state or local department of transportation
requirements for a Class "C" filter fabric. Some acceptable filter fabrics that meet the Class "C"
criteria include:

Mirafi 180-N

Amoco 4552

Webtec N07

Geolon N70

Carthage FX-70S

This is only a partial listing of available filter fabrics based on information provided by the
manufacturers to the 1997 Specifier’s Guide dated December 1996. It is the responsibility of the
engineer to verify the adequacy of the material, as there are changes in the manufacturing process
and the type of fabric used, which may affect the continued acceptance.

6. The design engineer and geotechnical engineer should make the determination that the settlement
of the pond will not cause excessive joint extension. For further information on joint extension
analysis, see NRCS Publication TR-18.

7. Fill placement shall not exceed a maximum of 8-inch lift thickness. Each lift shall be continuous
for the entire length of the embankment.

8. The embankment fill shall not be placed higher than the centertine of the principle spillway until
after the principle spillway has been installed.

9. The side slopes of a cut to repair a dam, install a principle spillway for an excavated pond, or
other repair work, shall be stepped and on an average slope of2:1 or fiatter.
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Infiltration Trench General Notes and Specifications

The infiltration trench systems may not receive run-off until the entire contributing drainage area to the
infiltration system has received final stabilization.

1. Heavy equipment and traffic shall be restricted from traveling over the infiltration trench to
minimize compaction of the soil.

2. Excavate the infiltration trench to the design dimensions. Excavated materials shall be placed
away from the trench sides to enhance trench wall stability. Large tree roots must be trimmed
flush with the trench sides in order to prevent fabric puncturing or tearing of the filter fabric
during subsequent installation procedures. The side walls of the trench shall be roughened where
sheared and sealed by heavy equipment.

3. A Class "C" geotextile or better shall interface between the trench side walls and between the
stone reservoir and gravel filter layers. A partial list of non-woven filter fabrics that meet the
Class "C" criteria is contained below. Any alternative filter fabric must be approved by the local
municipality prior to installation.

Mirafi 180-N
Amoco 4552
WEBTEC N70
GEOLON N70
Carthage FX-80S

The width of the geotextile must include sufficient material to conform to trench perimeter
irregularities and for a 6-inch minimum top overlap. The filter fabric shall be tucked under the
sand layer on the bottom of the infiltration trench for a distance of 6 to 12 inches. Stones or other
anchoring objects should be placed on the fabric at the edge of the trench to keep the trench open
during windy periods. When overlaps are required between rolls, the uphill roll should lap a
minimum of 2 feet over the downhill roll in order to provide a shingled effect.

4. A 6 inch sand layer may be placed on the bottom of the infiltration trench in lieu of filter fabric,
and shall be compacted using plate compactors. The sand for the infiltration trench shall be
washed and meet AASHTO Std. M-43, Size No. 9 or No. 10. Any alternative sand gradation
must be approved by the Engineer or the local municipality.

5. The stone aggregate should be placed in lifts and compacted using plate compactors. A
maximum loose lift thickness of 12 inches is recommended. Gravel filling (rounded bank run
gravel is preferred) for the infiltration trench shall be washed and meet one of the following:
AASHTO Std. M-43; Size No. 2 or No. 3.

6. Following the stone aggregate placement, the filter fabric shall be folded over the stone aggregate
to form a 6-inch minimum longitudinal lap. The desired fill soil or stone aggregate shall be
placed over the lap at sufficient intervals to maintain the lap during subsequent backfilling.

7. Care shall be exercised to prevent natural or fill soils from intermixing with the stone aggregate.
All contaminated stone aggregate shall be removed and replaced with uncontaminated stone
aggregate.
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8. Voids can be created between the fabric and the excavation sides and shall be avoided.
Removing boulders or other obstacles from the trench walls is one source of such voids,
therefore, natural soils should be placed in these voids at the most convenient time during
construction to ensure fabric conformity to the excavation sides.

9. Vertically excavated walls may be difficult to maintain in areas where soil moisture is high or
where soft cohesive or cohesionless soils are predominate. These conditions may require laying
back of the side slopes to maintain stability.

10. PVC distribution pipes shall be Schedule 40 and meet ASTM Std. D 1784. All fittings and
perforations (1/2 inch in diameter) shall meet ASTM Std. D 2729. A perforated pipe shall be
provided only within the infiltration trench and shall terminate 1 foot short of the infiltration
trench wall. The end of the PVC pipe shall be capped.

11. Corrugated metal distribution pipes shall conform to AASHTO Std. M-36, and shall be
aluminized in accordance with AASHTO Std. M-274. Coat aluminized pipe in contact with
concrete with an inert compound capable of effecting isolation of the deleterious effect of the
aluminum on the concrete. Perforated distribution pipe shall be provided only within the
infiltration trench and shall terminate 1 foot short of the infiltration trench wall. An aluminized
metal plate shall be welded to the end of the pipe.

12. The observation well is to consist of 6-inch diameter PVC Schedule 40 pipe (ASTM Std. D 1784)
with a cap set 6 inches above ground level and is to be located near the longitudinal center of the
infiltration trench. Preferably the observation well will not be located in vehicular traffic areas.
The pipe shall have a plastic collar with ribs to prevent rotation when removing cap. The screw
top lid shall be a "Panella" type cleanout with a locking mechanism or special bolt to discourage
vandalism. A perforated (1/2 inch in diameter) PVC Schedule 40 pipe shall be provided and
placed vertically within the gravel portion of the infiltration trench and a cap provided at the
bottom of the pipe. The bottom of the cap shall rest on the infiltration trench bottom.

13. If a distribution structure with a wet well is used, a 4-inch PVC drain pipe shall be provided at
opposite ends of the infiltration trench distribution structure. Two (2) cubic feet of porous
backfill meeting AASHTO Std. M-43 Size No. 57 shall be provided at each drain.

14. Ifa distribution structure is used, the manhole cover shall be bolted to the frame.

NOTE: PVC pipe with a wall thickness classification of SDR-35 meeting ASTM standard D3034
is an acceptable substitution for PVC Schedule 40 pipe.

Infiltration Basins Notes and Specifications

1. The sequence of various phases of basin construction shall be coordinated with the overall project
construction schedule. A program should schedule rough excavation of the basin (to not less than
2’ from final grade) with the rough grading phase of the project to permit use of the material as
fill in earthwork areas. The partially excavated basin, however, cannot serve as a sedimentation
basin.

Specifications for basin construction should state: (1) the earliest point in progress when storm
drainage may be directed to the basin, and (2) the means by which this delay in use is to be
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accomplished. Due to the wide variety of conditions encountered among projects, each should be
separately evaluated in order to postpone use as long as is reasonably possible.

2. Initial basin excavation should be carried to within 2 feet of the final elevation of the basin floor.
Final excavation to the finished grade should be deferred until all disturbed areas on the
watershed have been stabilized or protected. The final phase excavation should remove all
accumulated sediment. Relatively light tracked equipment is recommended for this operation to
avoid compaction of the basin floor. After the final grading is completed, the basin should retain
a highly porous surface texture.

3. Infiltration basins may be lined with a 6- to 12-inch layer of filter material such as coarse sand
(AASHTO Std. M-43, Sizes 9 or 10) to help prevent the buildup of impervious deposits on the
soil surface. The filter layer can be replaced or cleaned when it becomes clogged. When a 6-inch
layer of coarse organic material is specified for discing (such as hulls, leaves, stems, etc.) or
spading into the basin floor to increase the permeability of the soils, the basin floor should be
soaked or inundated for a brief period, then allowed to dry subsequent to this operation. This
induces the organic material to decay rapidly, loosening the upper soil layer.

4. Establishing dense vegetation on the basin side slopes and floor is recommended. A dense
vegetative stand will not only prevent erosion and sloughing, but will also provide a natural
means of maintaining relatively high infiltration rates. Erosion protection of inflow points to the
basin shall also be provided.

5. Selection of suitable vegetative materials for the side slope and all other areas to be stabilized
with vegetation and application of required lime, fertilizer, etc. shall be done in accordance with
the NRCS Standards and Specifications or your local Standards and Specifications for Soil
Erosion and Sediment Control.

6. Grasses of the fescue family are recommended for seeding primarily due to their adaptability to
dry sandy soils, drought resistance, hardiness, and ability to withstand brief inundations. The use
of rescues will also permit long intervals between mowings. This is important due to the
relatively steep slopes which make mowing difficult. Mowing twice a year, once in June and
again in September, is generally satisfactory.
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Sand Filter Specifications

Material Specifications for Sand Filters

The allowable materials for sand filter construction are detailed in Table 1.

Sand Filter Testing Specifications

Underground sand filters, facilities within sensitive groundwater aquifers, and filters designed to serve
urban hot spots are to be tested for water tightness prior to placement of filter layers. Entrances and exits
should be plugged and the system completely filled with water to demonstrate water tightness.

All overflow weirs, multiple orifices and flow distribution slots to be field-tested as to verify adequate
distribution of flows.

Sand Filter Construction Specifications

Provide sufficient maintenance access; 12-foot-wide road with legally recorded easement. Vegetated
access slopes to be a maximum of 10%; gravel slopes to 15%; paved slopes to 25%.

Absolutely no runoffis to enter the filter until all contributing drainage areas have been stabilized.

Surface of filter bed to be completely level.

All sand filters should be clearly delineated with signs so that they may be located when maintenance is
due.

Surface sand filters shall be planted with appropriate grasses as specified in your local NRCS Standards
and Specifications guidance.

Pocket sand filters (and residential bioretention facilities treating areas larger than an acre) shall be sized
with an ornamental stone window coveting approximately 10% of the filter area. This surface shall be 2"
to 5" size stone on top of a pea gravel layer (3/4 inch stone) approximately 4 to 6" of pea gravel.
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Specifications Pertaining to Underground Sand Filters

Provide manhole and/or grates to all underground and below grade structures. Manholes shall be in
compliance with standard specifications for each jurisdiction but diameters should be 30" minimum (to
comply with OSHA confined space requirements) but not too heavy to lift. Aluminum and steel louvered
doors are also acceptable. Ten-inch long (minimum) manhole steps (12" o.c.) shall be cast in place or
drilled and mortared into the wall below each manhole. A 5= minimum height clearance (from the top of
the sand layer to the bottom of the slab) is required for all permanent underground structures. Lift rings
are to be supplied to remove/replace top slabs. Manholes may need to be grated to allow for proper
ventilation; if required, place manholes away from areas of heavy pedestrian traffic.

Underground sand filters shall be constructed with a dewatefing gate valve located just above the top of
the filter bed should the bed clog.

Underground sand beds shall be protected from trash accumulation by a wide mesh geotextile screen to be
placed on the surface of the sand bed; screen is to be rolled up, removed, cleaned and re-installed during
maintenance operations.
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Table C-I Sand Filter Material Specifications

Parameter Specification Size Notes
Sand Clean AASHTO M-6 or 0.02" to 0.04" Sand substitutions such as Diabase and Graystone #10 are not

ASTM C-33 concrete sand acceptable. No calcium carbonated or dolomitic sand substitutions are
acceptable. "Rock dust" cannot be substituted for sand.

Peat Ash content: < 159o n/a The material must be Reed-Sedge Heroic Peat, shredded, uncompacted,
PH range: 5.2 to 4.9 uniform, and clean.
Loose bulk density 0.12 to
0.15 ~/cc

Underdrain Gravel AASHTO M-43 No. 67 0.25" to 0.75"
Geotextile Fabric (if required) ASTM D-751 (puncture 0.08" thick Must maintain 125 gpm per sq. ft. flow rate. Note: a 4" pea gravel layer

strength - 125 lb.) equivalent may be substituted for geotextiles meant to separate sand filter layers.
ASTM D-I 117 (Mullen Burst opening size of
Strength - 400 psi) #80 sieve
ASTM D-1682 (Tensile
Strength - 300 lb.)

Impermeable Liner ASTM D 751 (thickness) 30mil Liner to be ultraviolet resistant. A geotextile fabric should be used to
(if required) ASTM D 412 (tensile strength thickness protect the liner from puncture.

1,100 lb., elongation 200%)
ASTM D 624 (Tear resistance
- 150 lb./in)
ASTM D 471 (water
adsorption: +8 to -2% mass)

Underdrain Piping ASTM D-1785 or AASHTO 6" rigid 3/8" perf. 6" on center, 4 holes per row; minimum of 3" of gravel over
M-278 schedule 40 pipes; not necessary underneath pipes

PVC
Concrete (Cast-in-place) See local DOT Standards and n/a on-site testing of poured-in-place concrete required:

Specs. 28 day strength and slump test; all concrete design (cast-in-place or pre-
f=c = 3500 psi, normal cast) not using previously approved State or local standards requires
weight, air-entrained; re- design drawings sealed and approved by a licensed professional
inforcing to meet ASTM 615- structural engineer.
60

Concrete (pre-cast) per pre-cast manufacturer n/a SEE ABOVE NOTE
Non-rebar steel ASTM A-36 n/a structural steel to be hot-dipped galvanized ASTM A123
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Specifications for Bioretention

Material Specifications

The allowable materials to be used in bioretention area are detailed in Table G.2.

Planting Soil

The soil shall be a uniform mix, free of stones, stumps, roots or other similar objects larger than two
inches. No other materials or substances shall be mixed or dumped within the bioretention area that may
be harmful to plant growth, or prove a hindrance to the planting or maintenance operations. The planting
soil shall be free of noxious weeds.

The planting soil shall be tested and shall meet the following criteria:

pH range 5.2 - 7.0
organic matter 1.5 - 4%
magnesium 35 lb./ac
phosphorus P205 75 lb./ac
potassium K20 85 lb./ac
soluble salts not to exceed 500 ppm

All bioretention areas shall have a minimum of one test. Each test shall consist of both the standard soil
test for pH, phosphorus, and potassium and additional tests of organic matter, and soluble salts. A
textural analysis is required from the site stockpiled topsoil. If topsoil is imported, then a texture analysis
shall be performed for each location where the top soil was excavated.

Since different labs calibrate their testing equipment differently, all testing results shall come from the
same testing facility.

Should the pH fall out of the acceptable range, it may be modified (higher) with lime or (lower) with iron
sulfate plus sulfur.

Compaction

It is very important to minimize compaction of both the base of the bioretention area and the required
backfill. When possible, use excavation hoes to remove original soil. If bioretention areas are excavated
using a loader, the contractor should use wide track or marsh track equipment, or light equipment with
turf type tires. Use of equipment with narrow tracks or narrow tires, rubber tires with large lugs, or high
pressure tires will cause excessive compaction resulting in reduced infiltration rates and storage volumes
and is not acceptable. Compaction will significantly contribute to design failure.

Compaction can be alleviated at the base of the bioretention facility by using a primary tilling operation
such as a chisel plow, ripper, or subsoiler. These tilling operations are to refracture the soil profile through
the 12 inch compaction zone. Substitute methods must be approved by the engineer. Rototillers typically
do not till deep enough to reduce the effects of compaction from heavy equipment.

Rototill 2 to 3 inches of sand into the base of the bioretention facility before back filling the required sand
layer. Pump any ponded water before preparing (rototilling) base.
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When back filling the topsoil over the sand layer, first place 3 to 4 inches of topsoil over the sand, then
rototill the sand/topsoil to create a gradation zone. Backfill the remainder of the topsoil to final grade.

When back filling the bioretention facility, place soil in lifts !2" or greater. Do not use heavy equipment
within the bioretention basin. Heavy equipment can be used around the perimeter of the basin to supply
soils and sand. Grade bioretention materials by hand or with light equipment such as a compact loader or
a dozer/loader with marsh tracks.

Plant Installation

Mulch around individual pla~ts only. Shredded hardwood mulch is the only accepted mulch. Pine mulch
and wood chips will float and move to the perimeter of the bioretention area during a storm event and are
not acceptable. Shredded mulch must be well aged (6 to 12 months) for acceptance.

The plant root ball should be planted so 1/8th of the ball is above final grade surface.

Root stock of the plant material shall be kept moist during transport and on-site storage. The diameter of
the planting pit shall be at least six inches larger than the diameter of the planting ball. Set and maintain
the plant straight during the entire planting process. Thoroughly water ground bed cover after installation.

Trees shall be braced using 2" X 2" stakes only as necessary and for the first growing season only. Stakes
are to be equally spaced on the outside of the tree ball.

Grasses and legume seed shall be tilled into the soil to a depth of at least one inch. Grass and legume
plugs shall be planted following the non-grass ground cover planting specifications.

The topsoil specifications provide enough organic material to adequately supply nutrients from natural
cycling. The primary function of the bioretention structure is to improve water quality. Adding fertilizers
defeats, or at a minimum, impedes this goal. Only add fertilizer if wood chips or mulch is used to amend
the soil. Rototill urea fertilizer at a rate of 2 pounds per 1000 square feet.

Underdrains

Under drains to be placed on a 3’-0" wide section of filter cloth. Pipe is placed next, followed by the
gravel bedding. The ends of under drain pipes not terminating in an observation well shall be capped.

The main collector pipe for underdrain systems shall be constructed at a minimum slope of 0.5%.
Observation wells and/or clean-out pipes must be provided (one minimum per every 1000 square feet of
surface area).

Miscellaneous

The bioretention facility may not be constructed until all contributing drainage area has been stabilized.
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"Fable C.2 Materials Specifications for Bioretention

Parameter Specification Size Notes
Plantings see your local NRCS n/a plantings are site-specific

Standards and Specifications
l~uidance.

Planting Soil sand 35 - 60% n!a USDA soil types loamy sand, sandy loam or loam
[4= deep] silt 30 - 55%

clay l0 - 25%
Mulch shredded hardwood a~ed 6 months, minimum
pea gravel diaphragm and pea gravel: ASTM D 448 pea gravel: No. 6
curtain drain stone: 2" to 5"

ornamental stone: washed
cobbles

Geotextile Class "C" apparent opening n/a for use as necessary beneath underdrains only
size (ASTM-D-475 l) grab
tensile strength (ASTM-D-
4632) burst strength (ASTM-
D-4833)

underdrain ~:ravel AASHTO M-43. No. 67. 0.25" to 0.75"
underdrain piping ASTM D 1785 or AASHTO 6" rigid schedule 40 3/8" perf. @ 6" on center, 4 holes per row; minimum of 3" of gravel

M-278 PVC over pipes; not necessar~ underneath pipes
poured in place concrete (if See local DOT Standards n/a on-site testing of poured-in-place concrete required:
required) and Specs.; f=c = 3500 psi. 28 day strength and slump test; all concrete design (cast-in-place or

@ 28 days, normal weight, pre-cast) not usingpreviously approved State or local standards
air-entrained; re-inforcing to requires design drawings sealed and approved by a licensed
meet ASTM 615-60 professional structural engineer.

sand AASHTO M-6 or ASTM C- 0.02" to 0.04" Sand substitutions such as Diabase and Graystone #10 are not
[l= deep] 33 acceptable. No calcium carbonated or dolomitic sand substitutions

are acceptable. No "rock dust" can be used for sand.
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Specifications for Open Channels and Filter Strips

Material Specifications
The recommended construction materials for open channels and filter strips are detailed in Table G.3.

Dry Swales

Roto-till soil/gravel interface approximately 6" to avoid a sharp soil’gravel interface.

Permeable soil mixture (20" to 30" deep) should meet the bioretention planting soil specifications.

Check dams, if required, shall be placed as specified.

System to have 6" of freeboard, minimum.

Side slopes to be 3:1 minimum; (4:1 or greater preferred).

No gravel or perforated pipe is to be placed under driveways.

Bottom of facility to be above the seasonably high water table.

Seed with flood/drought resistant grasses; see your local NRCS Standards and Specifications guidance.

Longitudinal slope to be 1 to 2%, maximum [up to 5% with check dams].

Bottom width to be 8’= maximum to avoid braiding; larger widths may be used if proper berming is supplied.
Width to be 2’= minimum.

Wet Swales
Follow above information for dry swales, with the following exceptions: the seasonally high water table may
inundate the swale; but not above the design bottom of the channel [NOTE: if the water table is stable within
the channel; the WQv storage may start at this point]

Excavate into undisturbed soils; do not use an underdrain system.

Filter Strips

Construct pea gravel diaphragms 12" wide, minimum, and 24" deep minimum.

Pervious berms to be a sand/gravel mix (35-60% sand, 30-55% silt, and 10-25% gravel). Berms to have
overflow weirs with 6 inch minimum avilable head.

Slope range to be 2% minimum to 6% maximum.
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Table C.3 Open Vegetated Swale and Filter Strip Materials Specifications

l~arameter               Specification             Size                                     Notes
Dry swale soil USCS; ML, SM, SC n/a soil with a higher percent organic content is preferredDry Swale sand ASTM C-33 fine 0.02" to 0.04"

aggregate concrete
sand

Check Dam (pressure treated) AWPA Standard C6 6" b), 6" or 8" by 8" do not coat with creosote; embed at least 3= into side slopes
Check Dam(natural wood) Black Locust, Red 6" to 12" diameter; do not use the following, as these species have a predisposition

Mulberry,    Cedars, notch as necessary towards rot: Ash, Beech, Birch, Elm, Hackberry, hemlock, Hickories,
Catalpa, White Oak, Maples, Red and Black Oak, Pines, Poplar, Spruce, Sweetgum,
Chestnut Oak, Black Willow
Walnut

Filter Strip sand/gravel pervious sand: per dry swale sand: 0.02" to 0.04" mix with approximately 25% loan soil to support grass cover crop; seeberm sand gravel: 2" to 1" Bioretention planting soil notes for more detail.
gravel; AASHTO M-
43 No. 57

pea gravel diaphragm and curtain ASTM D 448 varies (No. 6) or use clean bank-run graveldrain (1/8" to 3/8")
under drain gravel AASHTO M-43 No. 0.25" to 0.75"

67
under drain ASTM D -1785 or 6" rigid Schedule 40 3/8" perf. @ 6" o.c.; 4 holes per row

AASHTO M-278 PVC
Geotextile See local DOT rt/a

Standards and Specs
rip rap per local DOT criteria size per New York

State DOT
requirements based
on 10-year design
flows
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General Notes Pertinent to All Testing

!. For infiltration practices, a minimum field infiltration rate (fc) of 0.5 inches per hour is required; areas
yielding a lower rate preclude these practices. If the minimum fc exceeds two inches per hour, half of the
WQ~ must be treated by an upstream SMP that does allow infiltration. For F-1 and F-6 practices, no
minimum infiltration rate is required if these facilities are designed with a "day-lighting" underdrain system;
otherwise these facilities require a 0.5 inch per hour rate.

2. Number of required borings is based on the size of the proposed facility. Testing is done in two phases, (1)
Initial Feasibility, and (2) Concept Design Testing.

3. Testing is to be conducted by a qualified professional. This professional shall either be a registered
professional engineer in the State of New York, a soils scientist or geologist also licensed in the State of New
York.

Initial Feasibility Testing

Feasibility testing is conducted to determine whether full-scale testing is necessary, and is meant to screen
unsuitable sites, and reduce testing costs. A soil boring is not required at this stage. However, a designer or
landowner may opt to engage Concept Design Borings per Table H-I at his or her discretion, without feasibility
testing.

Initial testing involves either one field test per facility, regardless of type or size, or previous testing data, such as
the following:

* septic percolation testing on-site, within 200 feet of the proposed SMP location, and on the same contour [can
establish initial rate, water table and/or depth to bedrock]

* previous written geotechnical reporting on the site location as prepared by a qualified geotechnical consultant
* NRCS County Soil Mapping showing an unsuitable soil group such as a hydrologic group "D" soil in a low-

lying area, or a Marlboro Clay

If the results of initial feasibility testing as determined by a qualified professional show that an infiltration rate of
greater than 0.5 inches per hour is probable, then the number of concept design test pits shall be per the following
table. An encased soil boring may be substituted for a test pit, if desired.
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Table D-I Infiltration Testing Summary Table

Type of Facility Initial Feasibility Concept Design Testing Concept Design Testing
Testing (initial testing yields a (initial testing yields a

rate greater than 0.5"/hr) rate lower than 0.5"/hr)
l-! (trench) 1 field percolation linfiltration test and 1 test not acceptable practice

test, test pit not pit per 50’ of trench
required

I-2 (basin) 1 field percolation 1 infiltration test* and 1 testnot acceptable.p.practice
test, test pit not pit per 200 sf of basin area
required

F-l(sand filter) 1 field percolation 1 infiltration test and 1 testunderdrains required
test, test pit not pit per 200 sf of filter area
required (no underdrains required**)

F-6 (bioretention) 1 field percolation 1 infiltration test and 1 test underdrains required
test, test pit not pit per 200 sf of filter area
required (no underdrains required**)

*feasibility test information already counts for one test location
** underdrain installation still strongly suggested

Documentation

Infiltration testing data shall be documented, which shall also include a description of the infiltration testing
method, if completed. This is to ensure that the tester understands the procedure.

Test Pit/Boring Requirements

a. excavate a test pit or dig a standard soil boring to a minimum depth of 4 feet below the proposed
facility bottom elevation

b. determine depth to groundwater table (if within 4 feet of proposed bottom) upon initial digging or
drilling, and again 24 hours later

c. conduct Standard Penetration Testing (SPT) every 2’ to a depth of 4 feet below the facility bottom

d. determine USDA or Unified Soil Classification System textures at the proposed bottom and 4 feet
below the bottom of the SMP

e. determine depth to bedrock (if within 4 feet of proposed bottom)

f. The soil description should include all soil horizons.
g. The location of the test pit or boring shall correspond to the SMP location; test pit/soil boring

stakes are to be left in the field for inspection purposes and shall be clearly labeled as such.

Infiltration Testing Requirements

a. Install casing (solid 5 inch diameter, 30" length) to 24" below proposed SMP bottom (see Figure
D-l).
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b. Remove any smeared soiled surfaces and provide a natural soil interface into which water may
percolate. Remove all loose material from the casing. Upon the tester’s discretion, a two (2) inch
layer of coarse sand or fine gravel may be placed to protect the bottom from scouring and
sediment. Fill casing with clean water to a depth of 24" and allow to pre-soak for twenty-four
hours

c. Twenty-four hours later, refill casing with another 24" of clean water and monitor water level
(measured drop from the top of the casing) for 1 hour. Repeat this procedure (filling the casing
each time) three additional times, for a total of four observations. Upon the tester’s discretion, the
final field rate may either be the average of the four observations, or the value of the last
observation. The final rate shall be reported in inches per hour.

d. May be done though a boring or open excavation.

e. The location of the test shall correspond to the SMP location.

f. Upon completion of the testing, the casings shall be immediately pulled, and the test pit shall be
back-filled.
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Figure D.1 Infiltration Testing Requirements

EXCAVkl’~ WITH BACK HOE
OR U~E SOIL BORING CASING

24 HOUR PRE-SOAK

-- ------PROPOSED DEPTH OF

~          TRENCH
SOLID ChaNG ~

Laboratory Testing

a. Grain-size sieve analysis and hydrometer tests where appropriate may be used to determine USDA
soils classification and textural analysis. Visual field inspection by a qualified professional may
also be used, provided it is documented. The use of lab testing to establish infiltration rates is
prohibited.
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Bioretention Testing

All areas to be used as bioretention facilities shall be back-filled with a suitable sandy loam
planting media. The borrow source of this media, which may be the same or different location
from the bioretention area itself, must be tested as follows:

If the borrow area is virgin, undisturbed soil, one test is required per 200 sf of borrow area; the
test consists of "grab" samples at one foot depth intervals to the bottom of the borrow area. All
samples at the testing location are then mixed, and the resulting sample is then lab-tested to meet
the following criteria:

a) USDA minimum textural analysis requirements: A textural analysis is required
from the site stockpiled topsoil. If topsoil is imported, then a texture analysis
shall be performed for each location where the top soil was excavated.

Minimum requirements:
sand 35 - 60%
silt 30 - 55%
clay 10 - 25%

b) The soil shall be a uniform mix, free of stones, stumps, roots or other similar
objects larger than two inches.

c) Consult the bioretention construction specifications (Appendix J) for further
guidance on preparing the soil for a bioretention area.
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Example Checklist for Preliminary/Concept
Stormwater Management Plan Preparation and Review

[] Applicant information
[] Name, legal address, and telephone number
[] Common address and legal description of site
[] Vicinity map
[] Existing and proposed mapping and plans (recommended scale of 1" -- 50’.) which illustrate at

a minimum:
, Existing and proposed topography (minimum of 2-foot contours recommended)
¯ Perennial and intermittent streams
¯ Mapping of predominant soils from USDA soil surveys
¯ Boundaries of existing predominant vegetation and proposed limits of clearing
,, Location and boundaries of resource protection areas such as wetlands, lakes, ponds,

and other setbacks (e.g., stream buffers, drinking water well setbacks, septic setbacks)
, Location of existing and proposed roads, buildings, and other structures
¯ Existing and proposed utilities (e.g., water, sewer, gas, electric) and easements
, Location of existing and proposed conveyance systems such as grass channels, swales,

and storm drains
¯ Flow paths
¯ Location of floodplain/floodway limits and relationship of site to upstream and

downstream properties and drainages
,,     Preliminary location and dimensions of proposed channel modifications, such as bridge

or culvert crossings
Preliminary location, size, and limits of disturbance of proposed stormwater treatment
practices

[]    Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis including:
¯     Existing condition analysis for runoff rates, volumes, and velocities presented showing

methodologies used and supporting calculations
¯ Proposed condition analysis for runoff rates, volumes, and velocities showing the

methodologies used and supporting calculations
¯ Preliminary analysis of potential downstream impact/effects of project, where

necessary
, Preliminary selection and rationale for structural stormwater management practices
¯ Preliminary sizing calculations for stormwater treatment practices including

contributing drainage area, storage, and outlet configuration
[] Preliminary landscaping plans for stormwater treatment practices and any site reforestation or

revegetation
Prcliminary erosion and sediment control plan that at a minimum meets the requirements
outlined in local Erosion and Sediment Control guidelines

[] Identification of preliminary waiver requests
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Example Checklist for Final
Stormwater Management Plan Preparation and Review

[] Applicant information
Name, legal address, and telephone number

[] Common address and legal description of site
[] Signature and stamp of registered engineer/surveyor and design/owner certification
[] Vicinity map
[] Existing and proposed mapping and plans (recommended scale of 1" = 50’ or greater detail) which

illustrate at a minimum:
, Existing and proposed topography (minimum of 2-foot contours recommended)
¯ Perennial and intermittent streams
¯ Mapping of predominant soils from USDA soil surveys as well as location of any site-

specific borehole investigations that may have been performed.
¯ Boundaries of existing predominant vegetation and proposed limits of clearing
¯ Location and boundaries of resource protection areas such as wetlands, lakes, ponds,

and other setbacks (e.g., stream buffers, drinking water well setbacks, septic setbacks)
¯ Location of existing and proposed roads, buildings, and other structures
¯ Location of existing and proposed utilities (e.g., water, sewer, gas, electric) and

easements
¯ Location of existing and proposed conveyance systems such as grass channels, swales,

and storm drains
¯ Flow paths
¯ Location of floodplain/floodway limits and relationship of site to upstream and

downstream properties and drainages
¯ Location and dimensions of proposed channel modifications, such as bridge or culvert

crossings
¯ Location, size, maintenance access, and limits of disturbance of proposed structural

stormwater Management practices
[] Representative cross-section and profile drawings and details of structural stormwater

Management practices and conveyances (i.e., storm drains, open channels, swales, etc.) which
include:
¯ Existing and proposed structural elevations (e.g., invert of pipes, manholes, etc.)
¯ Design water surface elevations
¯ Structural details of outlet structures, embankments, spillways, stilling basins, grade

control structures, conveyance channels, etc.
¯ Logs of borehole investigations that may have been performed along with supporting

geotechnical report.
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[] Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis for all structural components of stormwater system (e.g., storm
drains, open channels, swales, Management practices, etc.) for applicable design storms including:

Existing condition analysis for time of concentrations, runoff rates, volumes, velocities,
and water surface elevations showing methodologies used and supporting calculations
Proposed condition analysis for time of concentrations, runoff rates, volumes,
velocities, water surface elevations, and routing showing the methodologies used
and supporting calculations

¯ Final sizing calculations for structural stormwater Management practices
including, contributing drainage area, storage, and outlet configuration

¯ Stage-discharge or outlet rating curves and inflow and outflow hydrographs for
storage facilities (e.g., stormwater ponds and wetlands)

¯ Final analysis of potential downstream impact/effects of project, where necessary
¯ Dam breach analysis, where necessary

[] Final landscaping plans for structural stormwater Management practices and any site
reforestation or revegetation

[] Structural calculations, where necessary
[] Applicable construction specifications
[] Erosion and sediment control plan that at a minimum meets the requirements of the local

Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines
[] Sequence of construction
[] Maintenance plan which will include:

¯ Name, address, and phone number of responsible parties for maintenance.
¯ Description of annual maintenance tasks
¯ Description of applicable easements
¯ Description of funding source
¯ Minimum vegetative cover requirements
¯ Access and safety issues
¯ Testing and disposal of sediments that will likely be necessary

[] Evidence of acquisition of all applicable local and non-local permits
[] Evidence of acquisition of all necessary legal agreements (e.g., easements, covenants, land

trusts)
[] Waiver requests
[] Review agency should have inspector’s checklist identifying potential features to be

inspected on site visits
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Stormwater/Wetland Pond Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

~ATISFACTORY/
JCOMMENTSCONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

_IUNSATISFACTORY

PreoConstruction/Materials and Equipment

Pre-construction meeting

Pipe and appurtenances on-site prior to construction
tnd dimensions checked

1. Material (including protective coating, if
specified)

2. Diameter

3. Dimensions of metal riser or pre-cast
concrete outlet structure

4. Required dimensions between water control
structures (orifices, weirs, etc.) are in
accordance with approved plans

5. Barrel stub for prefabricated pipe structures
at proper angle for design barrel slope

6. Number and dimensions of prefabricated
anti-seep collars

7. Watertight connectors and gaskets

8. Outlet drain valve

Project benchmark near pond site

Equipment for temporary de-watering

F-1
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY/ ~OMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

2. Subgrade Preparation

Area beneath embankment stripped of all
vegetation, topsoil, and organic matter

3. Pipe Spillway Installation

Vlethod of installation detailed on plans

A. Bed preparation

Installation trench excavated with specified side
slopes

Stable, uniform, dry subgrade of relatively
impervious material (If subgrade is wet,
contractor shall have defined steps before
proceeding with installation)

Invert at proper elevation and grade

B. Pipe placement

Metal/plastic pipe

1. Watertight connectors and gaskets
properly installed

2. Anti-seep collars properly spaced and
having watertight connections to pipe

3. Backfill placed and tamped by hand
under "haunches" of pipe

4. Remaining backfill placed in max. 8 inch
lifts using small power tamping equipment
until 2 feet cover over pipe is reached

F-2
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ISATISFACTORY/
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

IUNSATISFACTORY
OMMENTS

3. Pipe Spillway Installation
Concrete pipe

1. Pipe set on blocks or concrete slab for
pouring of low cradle

2. Pipe installed with rubber gasket joints
with no spalling in gasket interface area

3. Excavation for lower half of anti-seep
collar(s) with reinforcing steel set

4. Entire area where anti-seep collar(s) will
come in contact with pipe coated with
mastic or other approved waterproof sealant

5. Low cradle and bottom half of anti-seep
collar installed as monolithic pour and of an
approved mix

6. Upper half of anti-seep collar(s) formed
with reinforcing steel set

7. Concrete for collar of an approved mix
and vibrated into place (protected from
freezing while curing, if necessary)

8. Forms stripped and collar inspected for
honeycomb prior to backfilling. Parge if
necessary.

~,. Backfilling

Fill placed in maximum 8 inch lifts

IBackfill taken minimum 2 feet above top of anti-
seep collar elevation before traversing with
heavy equipment

F-3
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~SATISFACTORY/
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

IUNSATISFACTORy COMMENTS

~,. Riser / Outlet Structure Installation

within embankment
1

:~iser located

~,. Metal riser

Riser base excavated or formed on stable
subgrade to design dimensions

Set on blocks to design elevations and plumbed

Reinforcing bars placed at right angles and
projecting into sides of riser

Concrete poured so as to fill inside of riser to
invert of barrel

B. Pre-cast concrete structure

Dry and stable subgrade

Riser base set to design elevation

If more than one section, no spalling in gasket
interface area; gasket or approved caulking
material placed securely

Watertight and structurally sound collar or
gasket joint where structure connects to pipe
spillway

3. Poured concrete structure

Footing excavated or formed on stable
subgrade, to design dimensions with reinforcing
steel set

Structure formed to design dimensions, with
reinforcing steel set as per plan

Concrete of an approved mix and vibrated into
place (protected from freezing while curing, if
necessary)

Forms stripped & inspected for "honeycomb"
prior to backfilling; parge if necessary

F-4
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~SATISFACTORY/
3ONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE IUNSATISFACTORY OMMENTS

5, Embankment Construction

iFill material

.~ompaction

--mbankment

1. Fill placed in specified lifts and compacted
with appropriate equipment

2. Constructed to design cross-section, side
slopes and top width

3. Constructed to design elevation plus
allowance for settlement

5. Impounded Area Construction

IExcavated / graded to design contours and side
slopes
Inlet pipes have adequate outfall protection

Forebay(s)

=ond benches

~’. Earth Emergency Spillway Construction

Spillway located in cut or structurally stabilized with
riprap, gabions, concrete, etc,

Excavated to proper cross-section, side slopes and
~ottom width

:ntrance channel, crest, and exit channel
;onstructed to design grades and elevations
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ISATISFACTORY /
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

.[UNSATISFACTORY
OMMENTS

B, Outlet Protection

~,. End section

Securely in place and properly backfilled

E~. Endwall

Footing excavated or formed on stable
subgrade, to design dimensions and reinforcing
steel set, if specified

Endwall formed to design dimensions with
reinforcing steel set as per plan

Concrete of an approved mix and vibrated into
place (protected from freezing, if necessanj)

Forms stripped and structure inspected for
"honeycomb" prior to backfilling; parge if
necessary

.3. Riprap apron / channel

Apron / channel excavated to design cross-
section with proper transition to existing ground

Filter fabric in place

Stone sized as per plan and uniformly place at
the thickness specified

9. Vegetative Stabilization

Approved seed mixture or sod

!Proper surface preparation and required soil
amendments

--xcelsior mat or other stabilization, as per plan

F-6
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ISATISFACTORY/
:ONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE lUNSATISFACTORY OMMENTS

10. Miscellaneous

~)rain for ponds having a permanent pool

"lrash rack / anti-vortex device secured to outlet
structure

]’rash protection for low flow pipes, orifices, etc.

Fencing (when required)

~,ccess road

Set aside for clean-out maintenance

11. Stormwater Wetlands

~,dequate water balance

Variety of depth zones present

~,pproved pondscaping plan in place
Reinforcement budget for additional plantings

Plants and materials ordered 6 months prior to
.~onstruction

~,onstruction planned to allow for adequate planting
and establishment of plant community
~ApriI-June planting window)

Wetland buffer area preserved to maximum extent
possible

Comments:
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Actions to be Taken:
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Infiltration Trench Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY/ COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

1. Pre-Construction

Pre-construction meeting

Runoff diverted

Soil permeability tested

Groundwater / bedrock sufficient at
depth

2. Excavation

Size and location

Side slopes stable

Excavation does not compact subsoils

3, Filter Fabric Placement

Fabric specifications

Placed on bottom, sides, and top
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY / COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

4, Aggregate Material

Size as specified

Clean / washed material

Placed properly

5. Observation Well

Pipe size

Removable cap / footplate

Initial depth = feet

6. Final Inspection

Pretreatment facility in place

Contributing watershed stabilized prior
to flow diversion

Outlet

Comments:
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Actions to be Taken:
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Infiltration Basin Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY/
UNSATISFACTORY COMMENTS

1. Pre-Construction

Runoff diverted

Soil permeability tested

Groundwater / bedrock depth

2. Excavation

Size and location

Side slopes stable

Excavation does not compact subsoils

3. Embankment

Barrel

Anti-seep collar or Filter diaphragm

Fill material

F-12
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY/
UNSATISFACTORY COMMENTS

4. Final Excavation

Drainage area stabilized

Sediment removed from facility

Basin floor tilled

Facility stabilized

5. Final Inspection

Pretreatment facility in place

Inlets / outlets

Contributing watershed stabilized
before flow is routed to the factility

Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Sand/Organic Filter System Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY / ~
UNSATISFACTORY OMMENTS

/

1, Pro-construction
~re-construction meeting

:{unoff diverted

--acility area cleared

Facility location staked out

2, Excavation

Size and location

Side slopes stable

Foundation cleared of debris
If designed as exfilter, excavation does
rot compact subsoils

Foundation area compacted

3. Structural Components

~)imensions and materials

--orms adequately sized

:,oncrete meets standards

Prefabricated joints sealed

Underdrains (size, materials)
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SATISFACTORY /
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE COMMENTS

UNSATISFACTORY

4. Completed Facility Components

24 hour water filled test

Contributing area stabilized

Filter material per specification

LJnderdrains installed to grade
Flow diversion structure properly
~nstalled
~retreatment devices properly installed

,evel overflow weirs, multiple orifices,
:listribution slots

5. Final Inspection

~)imensions

Surface completely level

Structural components

IProper outlet

Ensure that site is properly stabilized
before flow is directed to the structure.
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Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Bioretention Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY/    COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

1. Pre-Construction

Pre-construction meeting

Runoff diverted

Facility area cleared
If designed as exfilter, soil testing for
permeabilib/

Facility location staked out

2. Excavation

Size and location

Lateral slopes completely level

If designed as exfilter, ensure that
excavation does not compact susoils.
Longitudinal slopes within design
range
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY / COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

3. Structural Components

Stone diaphragm installed correctly

Outlets installed correctly
Underdrain

Pretreatment devices installed
Soil bed composition and texture

4. Vegetation

Complies with planting specs

Topsoil adequate in composition and
placement

Adequate erosion control measures in
place

5. Final Inspection

Dimensions

Proper stone diaphragm

Proper outlet

Soil/filter bed permeability testing

Effective stand of vegetation and
stabilization

Construction generated sediments
removed
Contributing watershed stabilized
before flow is diverted to the practice
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Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Open Channel System Construction Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE SATISFACTORY /
UNSATISFACTORY COMMENTS

1. Pre-Construction

Pre-construction meeting

Runoff diverted

Facility location staked out

2. Excavation

Size and location

Side slope stable

Soil permeability

Groundwater / bedrock

Lateral slopes completely level

Longitudinal slopes within design
range

Excavation does not compact subsoils

3. Check dams

Dimensions

Spacing

Materials
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SATISFACTORY /
CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE                                                              COMMENTS

UNSATISFACTORY

4, Structural Components

Underdrain installed correctly

Inflow installed correctly

Pretreatment devices installed

5. Vegetation

Complies with planting specifications

Topsoil adequate in composition and
placement

Adequate erosion control measures in
place

6. Final inspection

Dimensions

Check dams

Proper outlet

Effective stand of vegetation and
stabilization

Contributing watershed stabilized
before flow is routed to the factility

Comments:
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Actions to be Taken:
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Stormwater Pond/Wetland Operation, Maintenance and
Management Inspection Checklist

Project
Location:
Site Status:

Date:
Time:

Inspector:

Satisfactory/ CommentsMaintenance Item Unsatisfactory

1, Embankment and emergency spillway (Annual, After Major Storms)

1. Vegetation and ground cover adequate

2. Embankment erosion

3. Animal burrows

4. Unauthorized planting

5. Cracking, bulging, or sliding of dam

a. Upstream face

b. Downstream face

c. At or beyond toe

downstream

upstream

d. Emergency spillway

6.Pond, toe & chimney drains clear and functioning

7.Seeps/leaks on downstream face

8.Slope protection or riprap failure

9. Vertical/horizontal alignment of top of dam "As-Built"
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Satisfactory/ CommentsMaintenance Item Unsatisfactory
10. Emergency spillway clear of obstructions and debris

11. Other (specify)

2. Riser and principal spillway (Annual)

Type: Reinforced concrete
Corrugated pipe
Masonry

1. Low flow orifice obstructed

2. Low flow trash rack.
a. Debds removal necessary

b. Corrosion control

3. Weir trash rack maintenance
a. Debris removal necessary

b, corrosion control

4. Excessive sediment accumulation insider riser

5. Concrete/masonry condition riser and barrels
a. cracks or displacement

b. Minor spalling (<1")

co Major spalling (rebars exposed)

d. Joint failures

e. Water tightness

6. Metal pipe condition

7. Control valve
a. Operational/exercised

b. Chained and locked

8. Pond drain valve
a. Operational/exercised

b. Chained and locked

9. Outfall channels functioning

10. Other (specify)
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Satisfactory/Maintenance Item ~ CommentsUnsatisfactory

3. Permanent Pool (Wet Ponds) (monthly)

1. Undesirable vegetative growth

2. Floating or floatable debris removal required

3. Visible pollution

4. Shoreline problem

5. Other (specify)

4. Sediment Forebays

1 .Sedimentation noted

2. Sediment cleanout when depth < 50% design depth

5. Dry Pond Areas

1. Vegetation adequate

2. Undesirable vegetative growth

3. Undesirable woody vegetation

4. Low flow channels clear of obstructions

5. Standing water or wet spots

6. Sediment and / or trash accumulation

7. Other (specify)

6. Condition of Outfalls (Annual, After Major Storms)

1. Riprap failures

2. Slope erosion

3. Storm drain pipes

4.Endwalls / Headwalls

5. Other (specify)

7. Other (Monthly)

on pond, wetland or easement area I IEncroachment
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Satisfactory/ CommentsMaintenance Item Unsatisfactory

2. Complaints from residents

3.Aesthetics
a. Grass growing required

b. Graffiti removal needed

c. Other (specify)

4. Conditions of maintenance access routes.

5. Signs of hydrocarbon build-up

6. Any public hazards (specify)

8. Wetland Vegetation (Annual)

1. Vegetation healthy and growing
Wetland maintaining 50% surface area coverage of
wetland plants after the second growing season.

(If unsatisfactory, reinforcement plantings needed)

2. Dominant wetland plants:
Survival of desired wetland plant species
Distribution according to landscaping plan?

3. Evidence of invasive species

4. Maintenance of adequate water depths for desired
wetland plant species

5. Harvesting of emergent plantings needed

6. Have sediment accumulations reduced pool volume
significantly or are plants "choked" with sediment

7. Eutrophication level of the wetland.

8. Other (specify)

Comments:
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Actions to be Taken:
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Infiltration Trench Operation, Maintenance, and
Management Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

I
MAINTENANCE ITEM

I
SATISFACTORY /
UNSATISFACTORY

COMMENTS

1. Debris Cleanout (Monthly)

Trench surface clear of debris

Inflow pipes clear of debris

Overflow spillway clear of debris

Inlet area clear of debris

2. Sediment Traps or Forebays (Annual)

Obviously trapping sediment

Greater than 50% of storage volume
remaining

3. Dewatering (Monthly)

Trench dewaters between storms    I             I

4. Sediment Cleanout of Trench (Annual)

No evidence of sedimentation in
trench

Sediment accumulation doesn’t yet
require cleanout

5. Inlets (Annual)
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SATISFACTORY /
MAINTENANCE ITEM                            COMMENTSUNSATISFACTORY

Good condition

No evidence of erosion

6. Outlet/Overflow Spillway (Annual)

Good condition, no need for repair

No evidence of erosion

7. Aggregate Repairs (Annual)

Surface of aggregate clean

Top layer of stone does not need
replacement

Trench does not need rehabilitation

Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Sand/Organic Filter Operation, Maintenance
and Management Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

MAINTENANCE ITEM SATISFACTORY / COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

1. Debris Cleanout (Monthly)

Contributing areas clean of debris

Filtration facility clean of debris

Inlet and outlets clear of debris

2. Oil and Grease (Monthly)

No evidence of filter surface clogging

Activities in drainage area minimize oil
and grease entry

3. Vegetation (Monthly)

Contributing drainage area stabilized

No evidence of erosion

Area mowed and clipping removed

4. Water Retention Where Required (Monthly)

Water holding chambers at normal
pool

No evidence of leakage

5. Sediment Deposition (Annual)
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SATISFACTORY / COMMENTSMAINTENANCE ITEM UNSATISFACTORY

Filter chamber free of sediments

Sedimentation chamber not more than
half full of sediments

6. Structural Components (Annual)

No evidence of structural deterioration

Any grates are in good condition

No evidence of spalling or cracking of
structural parts

7. Outlet/Overflow Spillway (Annual)

Good condition, no need for repairs

No evidence of erosion (if draining into
a natural channel)

8. Overall Function of Facility (Annual)

Evidence of flow bypassing facility

No noticeable odors outside of facility

Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Bioretention Operation, Maintenance and
Management Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

MAINTENANCE ITEM SATISFACTORY /
COMMENTS

UNSATISFACTORY

1. Debris Cleanout (Monthly)

Bioretention and contributing areas
clean of debris

No dumping of yard wastes into
practice

Litter (branches, etc.) have been
removed

2. Vegetation (Monthly)

Plant height not less than design
water depth

Fertilized per specifications

Plant composition according to
approved plans

No placement of inappropriate plants

Grass height not greater than 6 inches

No evidence of erosion

3. Check Dams/Energy Dissipaters/Sumps (Annual, After Major Storms)

No evidence of sediment buildup
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MAINTENANCE ITEM SATISFACTORY / COMMENTS
UNSATISFACTORY

Sumps should not be more than 50%
full of sediment

No evidence of erosion at downstream
toe of drop structure

4. Dewatering (Monthly)

Dewaters between storms

No evidence of standing water

5. Sediment Deposition (Annual)

Swale clean of sediments

Sediments should not be > 20% of
swale design depth

6. Outlet/Overflow Spillway (Annual, After Major Storms)

Good condition, no need for repair

No evidence of erosion

No evidence of any blockages

7. Integrity of Filter Bed (Annual)

Filter bed has not been blocked or
filled inappropriately
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Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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Open Channel Operation, Maintenance, and
Management Inspection Checklist

Project:
Location:
Site Status:

Date:

Time:

Inspector:

SATISFACTORY/
MAINTENANCE ITEM                             COMMENTS

UNSATISFACTORY

I. Debris Cleanout (Monthly)

Contributing areas clean of debris

2. Check Dams or Energy Dissipators (Annual, After Major Storms)

No evidence of flow going around
structures

No evidence of erosion at downstream
toe

Soil permeability

Groundwater / bedrock

3. Vegetation (Monthly)

Mowing done when needed

Minimum mowing depth not exceeded

No evidence of erosion

Fertilized per specification

4. Dewatering (Monthly)

Dewaters between storms
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SATISFACTORY/
MAINTENANCE ITEM                                                                         COMMENTS

UNSATISFACTORY

5, Sediment deposition (Annual)

Clean of sediment I
6. Outlet/Overflow Spillway (Annual)

Good condition, no need for repairs

No evidence of erosion

Comments:

Actions to be Taken:
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For areas that are to be planted within a stormwater pond, it is necessary to determine what type of
hydrologic zones will be created within the pond. The following six zones describe the different
conditions encountered in stormwater management facilities. Every facility does not necessarily
reflect all of these zones. The hydrologic zones designate the degree of tolerance the plant exhibits to
differing degrees of inundation by water.

Table H.5 at the end of this appendix designates appropriate zones for each plant. There may be other
zones listed outside of these brackets. The plant materials may occur within these zones, but are not
typically found in them. Plants suited for specific hydrologic conditions may perish when those
conditions change, exposing the soil, and therefore, increasing the chance for erosion.

Each zone has its own set of plant selection criteria based on the hydrology of the zone, the stormwater
functions required of the plant and the desired landscape effect. The hydrologic zones are as follows:

Table H.1 Hydrologic Zones
Lone # .Zone Description Hvdrolo8ic Conditions
Zone 1 Deep Water Pool 1-6 feet deep Permanent Pool
Zone 2 Shallow Water Bench 6 inches to 1 foot deep
Zone 3 Shoreline Fringe Regularly inundated
Zone 4 Riparian Fringe Periodically inundated
Zone 5 Floodplain Terrace Infrequently inundated
Zone 6 Upland Slopes Seldom or never inundated

Zone 1: Deep Water Area (1- 6 Feet)

Ponds and wetlands both have deep pool areas that comprise Zone 1. These pools range from one to
six feet in depth, and are best colonized by submergent plants, if at all.

This pondscaping zone has not been routinely planted for several reasons. First, the availability of
plant materials that can survive and grow in this zone is limited, and it is also feared that plants could
clog the stormwater facility outlet structure. In many cases, these plants will gradually become
established through natural recolonization (e.g., transport of plant fragments from other ponds via the
feet and legs of waterfowl). If submerged plant material becomes more commercially available and
clogging concerns are addressed, this area can be planted. The function of the planting is to reduce
resedimentation and improve oxidation while creating a greater aquatic habitat.
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Plant material must be able to withstand constant inundation of water of one foot or
greater in depth.

¯ Plants may be submerged partially or entirely.
¯ Plants should be able to enhance pollutant uptake.
¯ Plants may provide food and cover for waterfowl, desirable insects, and other aquatic

life.

Zone 2: Shallow Water Bench (NormalPool To I Foot)

Zone 2 includes all areas that are inundated below the normal pool to a depth of one foot, and is the
primary area where emergent plants will grow in a stormwater wetlands. Zone 2 also coincides with
the aquatic bench found in stormwater ponds. This zone offers ideal conditions for the growth of
many emergent wetland species. These areas may be located at the edge of the pond or on low mounds
of earth located below the surface of the water within the pond. When planted, Zone 2 can be an
important habitat for many aquatic and nonaquatic animals, creating a diverse food chain. This food
chain includes predators, allowing a natural regulation of mosquito populations, thereby reducing the
need for insecticidal applications.

¯ Plant material must be able to withstand constant inundation of water to depths between
six inches and one foot deep.

¯ Plants will be partially submerged.
¯ Plants should be able to enhance pollutant uptake.
¯ Plants may provide food and cover for waterfowl, desirable insects and other aquatic

life.

Plants will stabilize the bottom of the pond, as well as the edge of the pond, absorbing wave impacts
and reducing erosion, when water level fluctuates. Plant also slow water velocities and increase
sediment deposition rates. Plants can reduce resuspension of sediments caused by the wind. Plants
can also soften the engineered contours of the pond, and can conceal drawdowns during dry weather.

Zone 3: Shoreline Fringe (Regularly Inundated)

Zone 3 encompasses the shoreline of a pond or wetland, and extends vertically about one foot in
elevation from the normal pool. This zone includes the safety bench of a pond, and may also be
periodically inundated if storm events are subject to extended detention. This zone occurs in a wet
pond or shallow marsh and can be the most difficult to establish since plants must be able to withstand
inundation of water during storms, when wind might blow water into the area, or the occasional
drought during the summer. In order to stabilize the soil in this zone, Zone 3 must have a vigorous
cover.

¯ Plants should stabilize the shoreline to minimize erosion caused by wave and wind
action or water fluctuation.

¯ Plant material must be able to withstand occasional inundation of water. Plants will be
partially submerged at this time.

¯ Plant material should, whenever possible, shade the shoreline, especially the southern
exposure. This will help to reduce the water temperature.

H-2
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¯ Plants should be able to enhance pollutant uptake.
¯ Plants may provide food and cover for waterfowl, songbirds, and wildlife. Plants could

also be selected and located to control overpopulation of waterfowl.
¯ Plants should be located to reduce human access, where there are potential hazards, but

should not block the maintenance access.
Plants should have very low maintenance requirements, since they may be difficult or
impossible to reach.
Plants should be resistant to disease and other problems which require chemical
applications (since chemical application is not advised in stormwater ponds).

Zone 4: Riparian Fringe (Periodically Inundated)

Zone 4 extends from one to four feet in elevation above the normal pool. Plants in this zone are
subject to periodic inundation after storms, and may experience saturated or partly saturated soil
conditions. Nearly all of the temporary ED area is included within this zone.

Plants must be able to withstand periodic inundation of water after storms, as well as
occasional drought during the warm summer months.

¯ Plants should stabilize the ground from erosion caused by run-off.
¯ Plants should shade the low flow channel to reduce the pool warming whenever

possible.
¯ Plants should be able to enhance pollutant uptake.
¯ Plant material should have very low maintenance, since they may be difficult or

impossible to access.
¯ Plants may provide food and cover for waterfowl, songbirds and wildlife. Plants may

also be selected and located to control overpopulation of waterfowl.
¯ Plants should be located to reduce pedestrian access to the deeper pools.

Zone 5: Floodplain Terrace (Infrequently Inundated)

Zone 5 is periodically inundated by flood waters that quickly recedes in a day or less. Operationally,
Zone 5 extends from the maximum two year or Cpv water surface elevation up to the 10 or 100 year
maximum water surface elevation. Key landscaping objectives for Zone 5 are to stabilize the steep
slopes characteristic of this zone, and establish a low maintenance, natural vegetation.

¯ Plant material should be able to withstand occasional but brief inundation during
storms, although typical moisture conditions may be moist, slightly wet, or even swing
entirely to drought conditions during the dry weather periods.

¯ Plants should stabilize the basin slopes from erosion.
¯ Ground cover should be very low maintenance, since they may be difficult to access on

steep slopes or if frequency of mowing is limited. A dense tree cover may help reduce
maintenance and discourage resident geese.

¯ Plants may provide food and cover for waterfowl, songbirds, and wildlife.
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¯ Placement of plant material in Zone 5 is often critical, as it often creates a visual focal
point and provides structure and shade for a greater variety of plants.

Zone 6: Upland Slopes (Seldom or Never Inundated)

The last zone extends above the maximum 100 year water surface elevation, and often includes the
outer buffer of a pond or wetland. Unlike other zones, this upland area may have sidewalks, bike
paths, retaining walls, and maintenance access roads. Care should be taken to locate plants so they
will not overgrow these routes or create hiding places that might make the area unsafe.

¯ Plant material is capable of surviving the particular conditions of the site. Thus, it is
not necessary to select plant material that will tolerate any inundation. Rather, plant
selections should be made based on soil condition, light, and function within the
landscape.

¯ Ground covers should emphasize infrequent mowing to reduce the cost of maintaining
this landscape.

¯ Placement of plants in Zone 6 is important since they are often used to create a visual
focal point, frame a desirable view, screen undesirable views, serve as a buffer, or
provide shade to allow a greater variety of plant materials. Particular attention should
be paid to seasonal color and texture of these plantings.

H~
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Planting Soil Bed Characteristics

The characteristics of the soil for the bioretention facility are perhaps as important as the facility
location, size, and treatment volume. The soil must be permeable enough to allow runoffto filter
through the media, while having characteristics suitable to promote and sustain a robust vegetative
cover crop. In addition, much of the nutrient pollutant uptake (nitrogen and phosphorus) is
accomplished through adsorption and microbial activity within the soil profile. Therefore, the soils
must balance soil chemistry and physical properties to support biotic communities above and below
ground.

The planting soil should be a sandy loam, loamy sand, loam (USDA), or a loam/sand mix (should
contain a minimum 35 to 60% sand, by volume). The clay content for these soils should by less than
25% by volume. Soils should fall within the SM, or ML classifications of the Unified Soil
Classification System (USCS). A permeability of at least 1.0 feet per day (0.5"/hr) is required (a
conservative value of 0.5 feet per day is used for design). The soil should be free of stones, stumps,
roots, or other woody material over 1" in diameter. Brush or seeds from noxious weeds. Placement of
the planting soil should be in lifts of 12 to 18", loosely compacted (tamped lightly with a dozer or
backhoe bucket). The specific characteristics are presented in Table H.2.

Table H.2 Planting Soil Characteristics

Parameter Value

PH range 5.2 to 7.00
Organic matter 1.5 to 4.0%
Magnesium 35 lbs. per acre, minimum
Phosphorus (P205) 75 lbs. per acre, minimum

Potassium (K20) 85 lbs. per acre, minimum
Soluble salts _< 500 ppm
Clay 10 to 25%
Silt 30 to 55%
Sand 35 to 60%

H-5
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Mulch Layer

The mulch layer plays an important role in the performance of the bioretention system. The mulch
layer helps maintain soil moisture and avoid surface sealing which reduces permeability. Mulch helps
prevent erosion, and provides a micro-environment suitable for soil biota at the mulch!soil interface. It
also serves as a pretreatment layer, trapping the finer sediments which remain suspended after the
primary pretreatment.

The mulch layer should be standard landscape style, single or double, shredded hardwood mulch or
chips. The mulch layer should be well aged (stockpiled or stored for at least 12 months), uniform in
color, and free of other materials, such as weed seeds, soil, roots, etc. The mulch should be applied to a
maximum depth of three inches. Grass clippings should not be used as a mulch material.

Planting Plan Guidance

Plant material selection should be based on the goal of simulating a terrestrial forested community of
native species. Bioretention simulates an ecosystem consisting of an upland-oriented community
dominated by trees, but having a distinct community, or sub-canopy, ofunderstory trees, shrubs and
herbaceous materials. The intent is to establish a diverse, dense plant cover to treat stormwater runoff
and withstand urban stresses from insect and disease infestations, drought, temperature, wind, and
exposure.

The proper selection and installation of plant materials is key to a successful system. There are
essentially three zones within a bioretention facility (Figure H. 1). The lowest elevation supports plant
species adapted to standing and fluctuating water levels. The middle elevation supports a slightly drier
group of plants, but still tolerates fluctuating water levels. The outer edge is the highest elevation and
generally supports plants adapted to dryer conditions. When using Table A.5 to identify species, use
the following guideline:

Lowest Zone: Zones 2-3

Middle Zone: Zones 3-4

Outer Zone: Zones 5-6

The layout of plant material should be flexible, but should follow the general principals described in
Table H.3. The objective is to have a system which resembles a random and natural plant layout, while
maintaining optimal conditions for plant establishment and growth.

H-6
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Figure H.1 Planting Zones for Bioretention Facilities
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Native plant species should be specified over exotic or foreign species.

Appropriate vegetation should be selected based on the zone of hydric tolerance (see
Figure H.1).

Species layout should generally be random and natural.

A canopy should be established with an understory of shrubs and herbaceous materials.

Woody vegetation should not be specified in the vicinity of inflow locations.

Trees should be planted primarily along the perimeter of the bioretention area.

Urban stressors (e.g., wind, sun, exposure, insect and disease infestation, drought)
should be considered when laying out the planting plan.

Noxious weeds should not be specified.

Aesthetics and visual characteristics should be a prime consideration.

Traffic and safety issues must be considered.

Existing and proposed utilities must be identified and considered.

Plant Material Guidance

Plant materials should conform to the American Standard Nursery Stock, published by the American
Association of Nurserymen, and should be selected from certified, reputable nurseries. Planting
specifications should be prepared by the designer and should include a sequence of construction, a
description of the contractor’s responsibilities, a planting schedule and installation specifications,
initial maintenance, and a warranty period and expectations of plant survival. Table H.4 presents some
typical issues for planting specifications.

H-8
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Specification Element Elements

Sequence of Construction Describe site preparation activities, soil amendments, etc.;
address erosion and sediment control procedures; specify step-
by-step procedure for plant installation through site clean-up.

Contractor’s Responsibilities Specify the contractors responsibilities, such as watering, care
of plant material during transport, timeliness of installation,
repairs due to vandalism, etc.

Planting Schedule Specify the materials to be installed, the type of materials (e.g.,
and Specifications B&B, bare root, containerized); time of year of installations,

sequence of installation of types of plants; fertilization,
stabilization seedin[[, if required; waterin[~ and [eneral care.

Maintenance Specify inspection periods; mulching frequency (annual
mulching is most common); removal and replacement of dead
and diseased vegetation; treatment of diseased trees; watering
schedule after initial installation (once per day for 14 days is
common); repair and replacement of stakin~ and wires.

Warranty Specify the warranty period, the required survival rate, and
expected condition of plant species at the end of the warranty

!period.
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HantName            Form Available Inundation    WlJdlife
Tolerance     V_a_h~        Notes

Trees and Shrubs

High. Food Susceptible to

American Elm Irregular- (seeds,browsin diesease (short-

(Ulmus americana) 4,5,6 Dec.Tree yes seasonal g), cover, lived). Sun to full

saturation nesting for shade, tolerates

birds & drought and

mammals wind/ice damage.

Arrowwood Viburrium High. Grows best in sun
(Viburrium dentatum) 3,4 Dec S~ub yes yes Songbirds and to partial shade

mammals

Bald Cypress Little food Forested Coastal
value, but good Plain. North of

(Taxodium distichum) 3,4 Dec.Tree yes yes normal range.perching site
for waterfowl Tolerates drought.

Bayberry High. Nesting, Coastal Plain

(Myrica pensvlvanica) 4,5,6 ~ Slrab yes yes food, cover, only. Roots fix N2

- Berries last Tolerates slightly
into winter acidic soils.

Rapid growth.
High. Food Requires full sun.
(seeds, sap), Susceptible to

Black Ash I Irregular- cover, nesting wind/ice damage
(Fraxinus nigra) 3,4,5 D~c.Tree yes seasonal for birds & & disease.

saturation mammals. Tolerates drought
Fruit persists in and infrequent

winter flooding by salt
water.

Black Cherry Moist soils or wet
(Prunus serotina) 5,6 13~.Tr~e yes no High. Food bottomland areas

High.       Can be difficult to
Blackgum or Sourgum Songbirds, transplant.

(Nvssa sylvatica) 4,5,6 Dec.T~ee yes yes Prefers sun to° egrets, herons,
raccoons, owls partial shade

Black Willow High. Rapid growth,
(Salix nigra) 3,4,5 Dec.Tree yes yes Browsing and stabilizes stream-

cavity nesters,    banks. Full sun

High. Ducks
Buttonbush and shorebirds. Full sun to partial(Cepahlanthus 2,3,4,5 Dc~cShmb yes I yes Seeds, nectar shade. Will growoccidentalis) and nesting, in dry areas.

Shade and rich
Common Spice Bush soils. Tolerates

(Lindera benzoin) 3,4,5 Dec, Shrub yes yes Very high.
Songbirds acidic soils.

Good understory

H-IO
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PlantName Form Ava~able Inundation Wi~affe
Tolerance Vah~ Notes

Shallow rooted,
subject toEastern Cottonwood Moderate. windthrow.(Populus dehoides) 4,5 Dec, Tree yes yes

Cover, food. Invasive roots¯
Rapid growth.

Tolerates all

Eastern Hemlock Moderate. sun/shade

(Tsuga canadensis) 5,6 CenifTn~e yes yes Mostly cover conditions.

and some food Tolerates acidic
soil.

Full sun to partial
shade. CommonEastern Red Cedar High. Fruit for

(Juniperus virginiana) 4,5,6 CcrfifTr~e yes no birds. Some    in wetlands, shrub
cover, bogs and edge of

stream

ExtremelyElderberry high. Food and
(Sambucus 3,4,5,6 13~ Stmla yes yes cover, birds Full sun to partial
canadensis) and mammals, shade.

Rapid growing
Green Ash, Red Ash streambank

(Fraxinus 4,5 13ec, Tree yes yes Moderate. stabilizer. Full
pennsylvania) Songbirds. sun to partial

shade.

Hackenberry High. Food Full sun to partial
(Celtis occidentalis) 5,6 Dec T~ee yes some and cover shade.

Rapid initialLarch, Tamarack Low. Nest tree growth. Full sun,(Larix latricina) 3,4 Ca’~T~ee no yes
and seeds, acidic boggy soil.

Gypsy moth
Pin Oak High. Tolerates target. Prefers

(Quercuspalustris) 3,4,5,6 Dec. Tree yes yes well drained,acidic soil
sandy soils¯

Red Choke Berry Moderate. Bank stabilizer.
(Pvrus arbutifolia) 3,4,5 Dec~t~b no yes Partial sun.¯ Songbirds.

High seeds and
Red Maple browse.

(Acer rubrum) 3,4,5,6 Dec.Tree yes yes Tolerates acidic Rapid growth.

River Birch Low. Good for Bank erosion
(Betula nigra) 3,4,5 Dec, T~e yes yes

cavity nesters, control. Full sun.

Shadowbush, High. Nesting, Prefers partialServiceberry 4,5,6 Dec. 5~ub yes yes cover, food. shade¯ Common
(Amelanchier I Birds and in f, re~lacl
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PlantName Form Avat~31e Inundation W~ife
Tolerance Vah~ Notes

canadensis) mammals, wetlands and
upland woods.

Shade and
Silky Dogwood High. drought tolerant.

(Comus amomium) 3,4,5 Dec~ S]~ub yes yes Songbirds, Good bank
mammals, stabilizer.

High. Food

Slippery Elm (seeds, buds) Rapid growth, no
for birds & salinity tolerance.(Ulnus rubra) 3,4,5 Dec.Tree rare yes mammals Tolerant to shade
(browse). and drought.
Nesting

Smooth Alder Rapid growth.

(Alnus serrulata) 3,4,5 Dec.Tree no yes High. Food, Stabilizes
cover, streambanks.

Speckled Alder High. Cover.
browse for

(Alnus rugosa)        3,4     Dec.fi~ub       yes           yes        deer, seeds for
bird.

Swamp White Oak Full sun to partial
(Quercus bicolor) 3,4,5 13~Tree yes yes High. Mast shade. Good

bottomland tree.

High. Food
(hips) for birds

Swamp Rose Irregular, including Prefers full sun.
(Rosa Palustrus) 3,4 Dec. Sl~ub seasonal, or turkey, ruffed Easy to establish.

regularly grouse and Low salt
saturated mammals. Fox tolerance.

cover.

Sweetgum
Tolerates acid or(Liquidambar

s.tyraciflua) 4,5,6 DecTzee yes yes Moderate. clay soils. Sun to
Songbirds partial shade.

Rapid growth.
Sycamore                                                           Low. Food,       Common in

(Platanus occidentalis) 4,5,6, Dec.Tree yes yes cavities for floodplains and

nesting, alluvial
woodlands.

Full sun to partialTulip Tree
Moderate. shade. Well(Liriodendron 5,6 Dec.Tree yes no Seeds and nest i drained soils.tulipifera)

sites Rapid growth.

Tupelo
LVyssa sylvatica vari                                      I

I High. Seedsbiflora) 3,4,5 Dec. T~e yes yes Ornamentaland nest sites

I
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PlantName Form Available Inundation Wik~e
Tolenmce V_~_h~ Notes

White Ash All sunlight
(Fraxinus americana) 5,6 Dec.T~e yes no High. Food conditions. Well

drained soils.

Winterberry ~ Co~md Full sun to partial
(Ilex verticillata) 3,4,5 Dec.Shub yes yes g’uith’l~t~ Holds shade. Seasonally

I~fi~h~ ~ flooded areas.

Witch Hazel
(Hamamelis

Low. Food for

virginiana} 4,5 Dec. ~ yes no squirrels, deer, Prefers shade.
and ruffed Ornamental.

Herbaceous Plants
~rouse.

Arrow arum High. Berries

(Peltandra virginica) 2,3 En-grgent yes up to I ft. are eaten by Full sun to partial
wood ducks, shade.

Moderate.Arrowhead, Duck
Tubers and

Potato 2,3 Emwg~ yes up to 1 ft. seeds eaten by Aggressive
(Saggitaria latifolia) colonizer.ducks.

Big Bluestem Irregular or High. Seeds
(Andropogon gerardi) 4,5 Perimeter yes seasonal for songbirds. Requires full sun.

dation. Food for deer

Birdfootdeervetch 4,5,6 ~ yes Infrequent High. Food for Full sun.
~Lotus Corniculatus) inundation birds. Nitrogen fixer.

Moderate. Slow growth. Full
Blue Flag Iris Regular or Food muskrat sun to partial

(lris versicolor) 2,3 ~ yes permanently, and wildfowl, shade. Tolerates
up to ½ f~ Cover, clay. Fresh to

or saturated marshbirds moderately
brackish water.

Blue Joint Regular or Moderate.
(Calamagrotis 2,3,4 ~ yes permanent Food for game Tolerates partial
canadensis) inundation up birds and shade

to 0.5 ft. moose.

Broomsedge High. Tolerant of
Songbirds and fluctuation water(Andropogon

2,3 Pe~-c~r yes up to 3 in. browsers, levels & partialvirginicus)
Winter food shade.

Bushy Beardgrass and cover.

(Andropogon
glomeratus) 2,3 ~ yes up to 1 fL ] Requires full sun.

Some. High. Nectar
Cardinal flower Tolerates for

Lobelia cardinalis) ~,,5,6 Petin~ yes saturation up hummingbird, Tolerates partial
to 100% of oriole, shade

season, butterflies.
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HantName Form Available lnundalion Wik~fe
Tolerance Vs_h_.e_ Notes

Aggressive. May
eliminate other

Cattail Low. Except species.
(Typha sp.) 2,3 ~ yes up to 1 ft. Volunteer. Highas cover pollutant

treatment

Low food

Coontail value. Good
habitat and Free floating SAV.

(Ceratophyllum 1 Su~ no yes shelter for fish Shade tolerant.demersum) and Rapid growth.
invertebrates.

Common Three-
Square High. Seeds,

(Scirpus pungens) 2 ~ yes up to 6 in. cover. High metal
Waterfowl and removal.

fish.
High. Food for

Duckweed S~ yes yes waterfowl and High metal(Lemma sp.) 1,2
~ fish. removal.

Fowl mannagrass Irregular or High. Food for

(Glyceria striata) 4,5 Pmn-~a- yes seasonal waterfowl, Partial to full
inundation muskrat, and shade.

deer.
High. Cover,
food (achenes, Quick to

Hardstem Bulrush rhizomes) establish, fresh to
(Scirpus acutus) 2 F_.mn,gmt yes up to 3 ft. ducks, geese, brackish. Good

muskrat, fish. for sediment

Nesting for stabilization and

bluegill and erosion control.

bass.
High. Food

(seeds, plant)
Giant Burreed Regular to waterfowl, Rapid spreading.

(Sparganium permanently beaver & other Tolerates partial

eurycarpum) 2.3 ~ rare mammals, sun. Good for
inundated, shoreline
up to 1 ft. Cover for

marshbirds, ’ stabilization..

waterfowl. Salinity <0.5 ppt

Lizard’s Tail Low, except
(Saururus cernuus) 2 ~ yes up to 1 ft. wood ducks. Rapid growth.

Shade tolerant

High. Food
Long-leaved Pond (seeds, roots)

Weed waterfowl, Rapid spread.

(Potamogeton 1,2 I R~led [ up to 1-6 ft. Salinitv <0 5 ppt.aquatic fur- - ’~ yes depending on Flowers float onnodosus) aqtmc turbidity bearers, deer, surface, Aug.-moose.
Habitat for fish Sept.
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PlantName Form Available Inundation W’~llife
T_ __t~ran~e Vah~ Notes

Marsh Hibiscus Full sun. Can
(Hibiscus moscheutos) 2,3 ~ yes up to 3 in. Low. Nectar. tolerate periodic

dryness.
Moderate.

Pickerelweed Ducks. Nectar Full sun to partial
(Pontederia cordata) 2,3 ~ yes up to 1 ft.

for butterflies, shade.

Pond Weed, Sago Extremely
(Potamogeton high.
pectinatus 1 ~ yes yes Waterfowl, Removes heavy

marsh and         metals.
shorebirds.

Redtop Up to 25% of Moderate. Quickly

(Agrostis alba) 3,4,5 P~m-�~" yes Rabbits and established but
season

some birds, not highly
competitive.

Full sun although
Rice Cutgrass High. Food tolerant of shade.

(Leersia oryzoides) 2,3 ~ yes up to 3 in. Shorelineand cover. stabilization.

Sedges High Many wetland

(Carex spp.) 2,3 ~ yes up to 3 in. waterfowl, and upland

songbirds, species.

Tufted Hairgrass Regular to
(Deschampsia 3,4,5 Penm¢~ yes irregular High. Full sun. May

caespitosa) inundation, become invasive.

Full sun.
Soft-stem Bulrush Moderate. Aggressive
(Scirpus validus) 2,3 ~ yes up to I ft. Good cover colonizer. High

and food. pollutant removal.

High. Fast colonizer.
Smartweed Waterfowl, Avoid weedy

(Polygonum spp.) 2,3,4 ~ yes up to 1 ft. songbirds, aliens such as P
Seeds and perfoliatum.

cover.
Soft Rush

(Juncus effusus) 2,3,4 ~ yes up to 3 in. Moderate. Tolerates wet or
dry conditions.

Fast colonizer.
Spatterdock Moderate for Tolerant of

(Nuphar luteum) 2 ~ yes up to 3 ft. food but high fluctuating water
for cover, levels.

High. Seeds,
Switchgrass cover for

(Panicum virgatum) 2.3,45,6 ~
I

yes up to 3 in. waterfowl, Tolerates wet/dry
conditions.songbirds.
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PlantName Form Available Inundation W’ddlife
Tai~an~ Va_h~ Notes

Tolerant of dry
Sweet Flag periods. Not a

(Acorus calamus) 2,3 ~ yes up to 3 in. Low. rapid colonizer.
Tolerates acidic

conditions.

Good water
oxygenator. High

Waterweed nutrient, copper,
(Elodea canadensis) 1 St~ yes yes Low. manganese and

chromium
removal.

High. Food for Tolerant of
Wild Celery waterfowl, murkey water and

(Valisneria americana) 1 St~ yes yes Habitat for fish high nutrient
and loads.

Wild Rice                                                           invertebrates.
(Zizania aquatica) 2 ~ yes up to 1 ft. High. Food for

birds. Prefers full sun

Requires full sun.
Can tolerate

Wool Grass Irregularly to acidic soils,
(Scirpus cyperinus) 2,3 ~ yes seasonally Moderate.

indundated Cover, Food. drought.
Colonizes

disturbed areas,
moderate ~rowth.
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Traditional SMP sizing criteria are based on the hydrology and climatic conditions of moderate climates. These criteria
are not always applicable to cold climate regions due to snowmelt, rain-on-snow and frozen soils. This chapter identifies
methods to adjust both water quality (Section I. 1) and water quantity (Section 1.2) sizing criteria for cold climates.

1.1 Water Quality Sizing Criteria
The water quality volume is the portion of the SMP reserved to treat stormwater either through detention, filtration,
infiltration or biological activity. Base criteria developed for SMP sizing nationwide are based on rainfall events in
moderate climates (e.g., Schueler, 1992). Designers may wish to increase the water quality volume of SMPs to account
for the unique conditions in colder climates, particularly when the spring snowfall represents a significant portion of
the total rainfall. Spring snowmelt, rain-on-snow and rain-on-frozen ground may warrant higher treatment volumes.
It is important to note that the base criteria required by a region must always be met, regardless of calculations made
for cold climate conditions.

Figure 1.1 Increased Water Quality Volume in Cold Climates

I,’VC,’eF--,4~EO COLD       RI,~ER ~

" /~/Le-T \ / ~O0~e,4T~ ~i I

The goal of treating 90% of the a~ual pollutant load (Schueler, 1992), can be applied to sno~elt ~noff and rain-on
snow events. In the following conditions, cold climate sizing may be ~eater than base criteria sizing:

Snowfall represents more than 10% of total a~ual precipitation. ~is value is chosen because, at least some
potion of the spring snowmelt needs to be treated in order to treat 90% of a~ual mnoffin these conditions.
Using the ~le of thumb that the moisture content of snowfall has about 10% moisture content, this role can
be simplified as:

Oversize when average annual snowfall depth is greater than or equal to annual prec&itation depth.

The area is in a coastal or Great Lakes region with more than 3’ of snow annually. In these regions, rain-on-
snow events occur frequently enough to justify oversizing sto~water SMPs for water quali~.

Thc following caveats apply to the sizing criteria presented in this section:
These criteria are not appropriate for ve~ deep sno~acks (i.e., greater than 4’) because the volume to be
treated would be infeasible, and often u~ecessa~.

¯ Sizing for snow storage areas is described in Appendix C.
¯ Snowmelt is a complicated process, with large annual variations. While the criteria presented here address the
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affects of snowmelt and rain-on-snow, several simplifying assumptions are made. Where local data or
experience are available, more sophisticated methods should be substituted.

L1.1      Water Quality Volume for Snowmelt
In order to treat 90% of annual runoff volume, sizing for snowmelt events needs to be completed in the context of the
precipitation for the entire year. In relatively dry regions that receive much of their precipitation as snowfall, the sizing
is heavily influenced by the snowmelt event. On the other hand, in regions with high annual rainfall, storm events are
more likely to carry the majority of pollutants annually. The sizing criteria for this section are based on three
assumptions: 1) SMPs should be sized to treat the spring snowmelt event 2)Snowmelt runoff is influenced by the
moisture content of the spring snowpack and soil moisture 3) No more than five percent of the annual runoff volume
should bypass treatment during the spring snowmelt event and 4) SMPs can treat a snowmelt volume greater than their
size.

¯ SMPs should be sized to treat the spring snowmelt runoffevent
Snowmelt occurs throughout the winter in small, low-flow events. These events have high concentrations of
soluble pollutants such as chlorides and metals, because of"preferential elution" from the snowpack (Jeffries,
1988). Although these events h~ve significant pollutant loads, the flows are very low intensity, and generally
will not affect SMP sizing decisions.

The spring snowmelt, on the other hand, is higher in suspended solids and hydrophobic elements, such as
hydrocarbons, which can remain in the snowpack until the last five to ten percent of water leaves the snowpack
(Marsalek, 1991). In addition, a large volume of runoff occurs over a comparatively short period of time (i.e.,
approximately two weeks). Most SMPs rely on settling to treat pollutants, and the pollutants carried in the
spring snowmelt are more easily treated by these mechanisms. In addition, the large flow volume during this
event may be the critical water quality design event in many cold regions.

¯ Snowmelt runoffis influenced by the moisture content of the spring snowpack and soil moisture

Because of small snowmelt events that occur throughout the winter, losses through sublimation, and
management practices such as hauling snow to other locations, the snowpack only contains a fraction of the
moisture from the winter snowfall. Thus, the remaining moisture in the snowpack can be estimated by:

M=0. I’S-L~-L2-L3 Equation I. 1
Where:

M=Moisture in the Spring Snowpack (inches)
S=Annual Snowfall (inches)
L~, L2 and L3 = Losses to Hauling, Sublimation and Winter Melt, respectively.

The volume of snow hauled off site can be determined based on available information on current plowing
practices. In New York, sublimation to the atmosphere is not very important

The design examples in this section use a simple "rule of thumb" approach, to estimate winter snowmelt for
simplicity (Table I. 1). The method assumes that winter snowmelt is influenced primarily by temperature, as
represented by the average daily temperature for January. One half of the snow (adjusted for plowing and
sublimation) is assumed to melt during the winter in very cold regions (Average Tm~ <25 °F) and two thirds
is assumed to melt during the winter in moderately cold regions (Average T~ <35 °F). Winter snowmelt can
be estimated using several methods, such as the simple degree-day method, or through more complex
continuous modeling efforts.
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Table 1.1 Winter Snowmelt*

Adjusted Snowfall Moisture Winter Snowmeit Winter Snowmelt (January
Eq uivalent (January T~,,,<25 °F) Tin,x<35 OF)

2" 1.0" 1.3"
4" 2.0" 2.7"
6" 3.0" 4.0"
8" 4.0" 5.3"
10" 5.0" 6.7"
12" 6.0" 8.0"

* Snowmelt occuring before the spring snowmelt event, based on the moisture content in the annual snowfall.
The value in the first column is adjusted for losses due to sublimation and plowing off site.

Snowmelt is converted to runoff when the snowmelt rate exceeds the infiltration capacity of the soil. Although
the rate of snowmelt is slow compared with rainfall events, snowmelt can cause significant runoff because of
frozen soil conditions. The most important factors governing the volume of snowmelt runoff are the water
content of the snowpack and the soil moisture content at the time the soil freezes (Granger et al., 1984). If the
soil is relatively dry when it freezes, its permeability is retained. If, on the other hand, the soil is moist or
saturated, the ice formed within the soil matrix acts as an impermeable layer, reducing infiltration. Section
I. 1.3 outlines a methodology for computing snowmelt runoff based on this principle.

¯ No more than 5% of the annual runoff volume should bypass treatment during spring snowmelt In order to
treat 90% of the annual runoff volume, at least some of the spring snowmelt, on average, will go un-treated.
In addition, large storrn events will bypass treatment during warmer months. Limiting the volume that bypasses
treatment during the spring snowmelt to 5% of the annual runoff volume allows for these large storm events
to pass through the facility untreated, while retaining the 90% treatment goal.

The resulting equation is:

T=07~’0.05R)A/12 (Equation 1.2)
Where:

T = Volume Treated (acre-feet)
R, = Snowmelt Runoff [See Section I. 1.3]
R = Annual Runoff Volume (inches) [See Section I. 1.2]
A = Area (acres)

¯ SMPs can treat a volume greater than their normal size.

Snowmelt occurs over a long period of time, compared to storm events. Thus, the SMP does not have to treat
the entire water quality treatment volume computed over twenty four hours, but over a week or more. As a
result, the necessary water quality volume in the structure will be lower than the treatment volume. For this
manual, we have assumed a volume of ½ of the value of the computed treatment volume (T) calculated in
equation 1.2.
Thus,

WQ, = ½ T                       (Equation 1.3)

L1.2     Base Criteria/ Annual Runoff
The base criterion is the widely-used, traditional water quality sizing rule. This criterion, originally developed for
moderate climates, represents the minimum recommended water quality treatment volume. In this manual, the runoff
from a one inch rainfall event is used as the base criteria. The basis behind this sizing criteria is that approximately 90%
of the storms are treated using this event. This value may vary nationwide, depending on local historical rainfall
frequency distribution data. However, the one inch storm is used as a simplifying assumption. The base criteria
included in this manual is chosen because it incorporates impervious area in the sizing of urban SMPs, and
modifications are used nationwide. The cold climate sizing modifications used in this manual may be applied tO any
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base criteria, however.

Runoff for rain events can be determined based on the Simple Method (Schueler, 1987).
r = p(.05+.9I) (Equation 1.4)
Where: r = Event Rainfall Runoff(inches)

p = Event Precipitation (inches)
I = Impervious Area Fraction

Thus, the water quality volume for the base criteria can be determined by:
WQv = (0.05+.9I) A/] 2                 (Equation 1.5)
Where: WQ~ =Water Quality Volume (acre-feet)

I= Impervious Fraction
A=Area (acres)

The Simple Method can also be used to determine the annual runoff volume. An additional factor, Pj, is added because
some storms do not cause runoff. Assume Pj = 0.9 (Schueler, 1987). Therefore, annual runoff volume from rain can
be determined by:

R = 0.9 P (0.05+.9I) (Equation 1.6)
Where: R = Annual Runoff (inches)

P = Annual Rainfall (inches)

L1.3     Calculating the Snowraelt Runoff
To complete water quality sizing, it is necessary to calculate the snowmelt runoff. Several methods are available,
including complex modeling measures. For the water quality volume, however, simpler sizing methods can be used
since the total water quality volume, not peak flow, is critical. One method, modified from Granger et al. (1984) is
proposed here. Other methods can be used, particularly those adjusted to local conditions.

According to Granger et al. (1984) the infiltration into pervious soils is primarily based on the saturation of the soils
prior to freezing. While saturated soils allow relatively little snowmelt to infiltrate, dry soils have a high capacity for
infiltration. Thus, infiltration volumes vary between wet, moderate and dry soil conditions (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2 Snowmelt Infiltration Based on Soil Moisture
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Assume also that impervious area produces 100% runoff. The actual percent of snowmelt converted to runoff from
impervious areas such as roads and sidewalks may be less than 100% due to snow removal, deposition storage and
sublimation. However, stockpiled areas adjacent to paved surfaces often exhibit increased runoff rates because of the
high moisture content in the stockpiled snow (Buttle and Xu, 1988). This increased contribution from pervious areas
off-sets the reduced runoffrates from cleared roads and sidewalks.

The resulting equation to calculate snowmeh runoff volume based on these assumptions is:
Rs = [runoff generated from the pervious areas] + [runoff from the impervious areas]
R~ = [( 1 - I )( M-Inf)] + [( I )( 1 )( M )] (Equation 1.7)
where:
Rs = Snowmelt Runoff
I = Impervious Fraction
M = Snowmelt (inches)
Inf= Infiltration (inches)

Sizing Example 1: Snowpack Treatment

Scenario: 50 Acre Watershed
40% Impervious Area
Average Annual Snowfall= 5’=60"
Average Daily Maximum January Temperature= 20 °

Average Annual Precipitation = 30"
20% of snowfall is hauled off site
Sublimation is not significant
Prewinter soil conditions: moderate moisture.
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Sizing Example l: Snowpack Treatment

Step 1: Determine if oversizing is necessary
Since the average annual precipitaiton is only V2 of average annual snowfall depth, oversizing is
needed.

Step 2: Determine the annual losses from sublimation and snow plowing.
Since snow hauled off site is about 20% of annual snowfall, the loss from snow hauling, L~, can
be estimated by:

L~ = (0.2)(0.1)S
Where: L~ = Water equivalent lost to hauling snow off site (inches

S = Annual snowfall (inches)
0.1 = Factor to convert snowfall to water equivalent

Therefore, the loss to snow hauling is equal to:
L, = (0.2)(0.1)(60")
L, = 1.2"

Since sublimation is negligible, L~ = 0

~tep 3: Determine the annual water equivalent loss from winter snowmelt events
Using the information in Step 2, the moisture equivalent in the snowpack remaining after hauling
is equal to:

60".0.1-1.2" = 4.8"

Substituting this value into Table I. 1, and interpolating, find the volume lost to winter melt, L3.
t3 = 2.4"

Step 4: Calculate the final snowpack water equivalent, M
M = 0. I.S-L~-L2-L3 (Equation I. 1)
S = 60"
LI = 1.2"
L~ = 0"
L3 = 2.4"

Therefore, M = 2.4"

~tep 5: Calculate the snowmelt runoff volume, P~
R~ = (1-I)(M-Inf)+ I.M Equation 1.7
M =2.4"
I =0.4
Inf=0.8"       (From figure 1.2; assume average moisture)
Therefore, Rs = 1.9"

Step 6: Determine the annual runoff volume, R
Use the Simple Method to calculate rainfall runoff:
R=0.9(0.05+0.9*I)P(Equation 1.6)
I=0.4
P=30"
Therefore, R=I 1"
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Sizing Example 1 : Snowpack Treatment

Step 7: Determine the runoff to be treated
Treatment, T should equal:
T= (R~-0.05*R) A/12 (Equation 1.2)
R~=1.9"
R =11"
A = 50 Acres
Therefore, T=5.6 acre-feet

Step 8: Size the SMP
The volume treated by the base criteria would be:
WQ~=(.05+.9".4)(1’/12")(50 acres) = 1.7 acre-feet(Equation 1.5)

For cold climates:
WQv=I/2(T) = 2.8 acre-feet (Equation 1.3)
The cold climate sizing criteria is larger, and should be used to size the SMP.

L 1.4 Rain-on-Snow Events
For water quality volume, an analysis of rain-on-snow events is important in coastal regions. In non-coastal regions,
.rain-on-snow events may occur annually but are not statistically of sufficient volume to affect water quality sizing,
especially after snowpack size is considered. In coastal regions, on the other hand, flooding and annual snowrnelt are
often driven by rain-on-snow events (Zuzel et al., 1983). Nearly 100% of the rain from rain-on-snow events and rain
immediately following the spring melt is converted to runoff (Bengtsson, 1990). Although the small rainfall events
typically used for SMP water quality do not produce a significant amount ofsnowmelt (ACOE, 1956), runoff produced
by these events is high because of frozen and saturated ground under snow cover.

Many water quality volume sizing rules are based on treating a certain frequency rainfall event, such as treating the 1-
year, 24-hour rainfall event. The rationale for treating 90% of the pollutant load (Schueler, 1992) can also be applied
to rain-on-snow events, as shown in the following example.

Sizing Example 2: Rain-on-Snow

Step 1: Develop a rain-on-snow data set.
Find all the rainfall events that occur during snowy months. Rainfall from December through April
were included. Please note that precipitation data includes both rainfall and snowfall, and only data
from days without snowfall should be included. Exclude non-runoff-producing events (less than
0.1 "). Some of these events may not actually occur while snow is on the ground, but they represent
a fairly accurate estimate of these events.

Step 2: Calculate a runoff distribution for rain-on-snow events
Since rain-on-snow events contribute directly to runoff, the runoff distribution is the same as the
precipitation distribution in Figure 1.3.
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Sizing Example 2: Rain-on-Snow

Figure 1.3 Rainfall Distribution for Snowy Months
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Step 3: Calculate a rainfall distribution for non-snow months.
Develop a distribution of rainfall for months where snow is not normally on the ground. The rainfall
distribution for May through November is included in Figure 1.4.
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Sizing Example 2: Rain-on-Snow

figure                                                                                        1.4
Rainfall Distribution for Non-Snowy Months

Step 4: Calculate the runoff distribution for non-snow months.
Use a standard method to convert rainfall to runoff, particularly methods that are calibrated to local
conditions. For this example, use the Simple Method. Runoff is calculated as:

r=(0.05+0.9 I)p (Equation 1.4)

For this example, I=0.3 (30% impervious area), so:
r=0.32 p

The runoff distribution for non-snow months is calculated by multiplying the rainfall in
Figure 1.4 by 0.32.

Step 5: Combine the runoff distributions calculated in Steps 2 and 4 to produce an annual runoffdistribution.
The resulting runoff distribution (Figure 1.5) will be used to calculate the water quality volume.
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Sizing Example 2: Rain-on-Snow

Figure 1.5 Annual Runoff Distribution
4.~

$

/

;tep 6: Size the SMP.
In this case, use the 90% frequency runoff event (Figure 1.4), or 0.65 watershed inches. This value
is greater than the base criteria of 0.32 watershed inches (1" storm runoff). Therefore, the greater
value is used.

WQv=(0.65 inches) (1 foot/12 inches) (50 acres) = 2.7 acre-feet
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Distributed Runoff Control Methodology
Pond Outlet Structure Design Example

The following design example illustrates a step-by-step methodology for the design of a weir for the control of
instream erosion potential using a Stormwater Management (SWM) wet pond design based on the Distributed
Runoff Control (DRC) approach. The DRC approach incorporates boundary material composition and its sensitivity
to erosion (entrainment and transpor0 into the design protocol. The boundary materials are characterized at the point
of maximum boundary shear stress on the bed and the point of secondary maximum boundary shear stress on the
bank. By examining the channel at selected sites downstream of the SWM facility the DRC protocol provides a
pseudo 3-dimensional assessment of the impact of development and the SWM facility on the receiving channel.

This design example involves 5 Steps as listed in Table J. 1.

I) Determine the "stability" and "mode-of-adjustment" of the receiving channel
2) Complete a Diagnostic Geomorphic Survey of the receiving channel
3) Determine channel sensitivity to an alteration in the sediment-flow regime
4) Approximate the elevation-discharge curve for the pond.
5) Size the DRC weir

Step 1. Determine Channel and"Stability" "Mode-of-Adjustment"

Channel stability is determined using a Rapid Geomorphic Assessment (RGA) of the channel downstream of the
outlet of the proposed Stormwater Management (SWM) pond. The RGA protocol involves the identification of the
presence of in-stream features resulting from a variety of geomorphic processes to provide a semi-quantitative
assessment of a stream’s stability and mode-of-adjustment. The processes are represented by four Factors:
aggradation (AF), widening (WF), downcutting (DF), and planimetric form adjustment (PF)). Each Factor is
composed of 7 to 10 indices for which a "present" or "absent" response is required. The total number of"present"
or "yes" responses is summed and divided by the total number of responses (both "yes" and "no") to derive a value
for each Factor. An index that is not relevant is not assigned a response. An example of an RGA Form is provided in
Table J.2.

A Stability Index (SI) value is determined from the Factor values using the following equation:

SI = {AF + DF +WF + PF} ......................................... [J.1]
rn

where ’m’ is the number of Factors (typically 4 for alluvial streams).
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FORM/ GEOMORPHIC INDICATOR PRESENT FACTOR
PROCESS Description VALUE
Evidence of 1 Lobate bar 1
Aggradation’ 2 Coarse material in riffles embedded 1
(AI) 3i Siltation in pools 1

4 Medial bars I 1/7=0.143
5 Accretion on point bars 1
6 Poor longitudinal sorting of bed materials l
7 Deposition in the overbank zone 1

Evidence of 1 Exposed bridge footing(s)
Degradation 2 Exposed sanitary/storm sewer/pipeline/etc.
(DI) 3 !Elevated stormsewer outfall(s)

4 Undermined gabion baskets/concrete aprons/etc.
5 Scour pools d/s of culverts/stormsewer outlets 1 2/6=0.333
6 Cut face on bar forms 1
7 Head cutting due to knick point migration 1
8 Terrace cut through older bar material 1
9 Suspended armor layer visible in bank 1

I 0 Channel worn into undisturbed overburden/bedrock 1
Evidence of 1 Fallen/leaning trees/fence posts/etc. 1
Widening 2 Occurrence of Large Organic Debris
(WI) 3 Exposed tree roots 1

41 Basal scour on inside meander bends 1 3/10=0.30
5’ Basal scour on both sides of channel through riffle 1
6 Gabion baskets/concrete walls/armor stone/etc,out 1

flanked
7 Length of basal scour >50% through subject reach 1
8 Exposed length of previously buried pipe/cable/etc. 1
9 Fracture lines along top of bank

10 ! Exposed building foundation I
Evidence of 1 Formation of cute(s) 1
Planimetric 2 Evolution of single thread channel to multiple channel1
Form 3 Evolution of pool-riffle form to low bed relief form 1
Adjustment 4 Cutoff channel(s) 1 0/7=0
(PI) 5 Formation of island(s) 1

6 Thalweg alignment out of phase with meander geomet~    1
7 Bar forms poorly formed/reworked/removed              1

’STABILITY INDEX (SI) = (AI+DI+WI+PI)/m SI= 0.19

The Stability Index (SI) provides an indication of the stability of the creek channel at a giventime based on the
guidelines provided in Table J.3. The SI Value, however, does not differentiate betweencurrent and past
disturbances.
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Stability Index Stability Class Description
Value

0.0<SI<0.25 Stable Metrics describing channel form are within the expected range of
variance (typically accepted as one standard deviation from the
mean) for stable channels of similar t~cpe

0.25<SI<0.4 Transitional Metrics are within the expected range of variance as defined
above but with evidence of stress

0.4<SI<1.0 In Adjustment Metrics are outside of the expected range of variance for channels
of similar type.

The guidelines presented in Table J.3 for the interpretation of the SI Value will vary with the field experience and
the bias of the observer. The SI Values however, have been shown to be consistent between observers indicating
that the protocol, once calibrated to the observer provides a reliable means of screening the channel for stability and
mode-of-adjustment.

The RGA protocol is applied to channel segments of two meanders in length or the equivalent of 20 bankfull channel
widths (the width of the channel at the geomorphically dominant discharge, recurrence interval of between 1 and 2
years or 1.5 years on average).

The segment chosen for application of the RGA assessment is selected to be representative of the morphology of the
channel for some distance up and downstream of the surveyed segment. That is, the parameters defining channel
cross-section and plan form (e.g. width, depth, meander wavelength, etc.) are within a consensual level of variance
for this reach of channel. An acceptable level of variance is typically defined as within one standard deviation of the
mean. These reaches are referred to as being of "like" morphology. Since the morphology of the channel will vary
in the longitudinal direction with changes in flow, slope, physiography, etc., it will be necessary to re-apply the RGA
protocol where the parameters characterizing the morphology of the channel have changed beyond the consensual
level of variance from the previous survey reach. In this manner the channel is divided into a series of reaches of
"like" morphology.

Having determined the length of the survey reach, the longitudinal profile can be plotted from topographic mapping
as illustrated in Figure J. 1 (Topo). Examination of Figure J. 1 (topographic map data) suggests that the channel can
be differentiated into three distinct reaches. In the first reach (length L=146 ft, the channel has an average slope of
S=0.00385 ft/ft and a meander-pool-riffle morphology. In the middle reach (L=356 ft; S=0.0142 ft/ft) the channel
has cascade morphology. The third reach (L=258 ft; S=0.00794 ft/ft) returns to the meander-pool-riffle form.

Land use through the study reach is homogeneous (forest) and there are no other features (e.g. bridges, dams, weirs,
instream works, etc.) that would affect the hydraulic characteristics of the active channel. Consequently, a
preliminary definition of"like" reaches includes the three morphologies described above.

A synoptic geomorphic survey was conducted through the subject reach with an RGA assessment completed for
each of the three reaches of"like" morphology. The results of the RGA assessment for the first reach (Reach 1) are
reported in Tables J.2 and J.4. Referring to "[’able J.2, the Stability Index (SI) value was found to be SI=0.19, which
is less than 0.25, therefore the channel is considered to be "stable" (Table J.3).
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Figure J.1 Longitudinal Profile from Topographic Mapping and
Field Survey of Channel Thaiweg

Parameter Reach 1 Reach 2 Reach 3
Longitudinal Gradient, 0.00385 0.0142 0.00794

S (ft/ft)
Riffle Length, 16 34 27

LRIF (ft)
Pool Length, 37 10 18
LPOL (ft)

Total Pool-Riffle 53 44 45
Length, LTOT (ft) I
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Step 2. Diagnostic Geomorphic Survey

Following completion of the identification of reaches of "like" morphology and the synoptic survey to finalize the
delineation of the "like" reaches, a diagnostic geomorphic survey is undertaken to characterize the morphological
attributes of the channel. This information has two primary functions.

I. The optimization of the erosion control benefit of the pond; and,
2. The provision for establishing a baseline condition from which it is possible to assess the performance of

the SWM measures.

A detailed diagnostic survey includes a collection of a comprehensive set of parameters to assess and evaluate
stream geomorphic conditions. A complete survey is typically required when:

a) A post-construction monitoring program is mandated; and,
b) Data are required for the design and construction of instream works.

Only a partial diagnostic survey is needed where the above issues are not relevant to the project. The following lists
those parameters required for the partial diagnostic survey:

1. In the absence of flow measurements, a field estimate of Manning’s ’n’ value is obtained for
comparison with sediment computed estimates.

2. Detailed survey of the channel cross-section, including the floodplain, to determine hydraulic
geometry metrics at a so called "Master cross-section" and the relative location of bank material
strata.

3. The longitudinal profile of the bed along the channel thalweg and the water surface at the time of
survey over a distance of one meander wavelength or 10 bankfull widths. These data are used to
determine the longitudinal gradient of the channel from riffle crest to riffle crest and to determine
the dimensions of the pool-riffle complex.

4. At least one estimate of bankfull depth (the depth of flow at the dominate discharge) at the Master
cross-section and all ancillary cross-sections (3 alternative methods are described in this example for
illustrative purposes).

5. Bed material characteristics based on pebble counts of the bed material at a riffle crossover. These
data are collected to help assess roughness coefficients, bed material resistance, and provide an
alternate method for the estimation of bankfull depth.

6. Soil pits in the banks to map bank stratigraphy and to determine bank material composition using
soil consistency tests (stickiness, plasticity and firmness) or particle size analysis (percent silt clay)
with Atterberg Limits (Plasticity Index) for each stratigraphic unit. These data are required to help
assess historic degradation or aggradation patterns and determine bank material resistance.

7. Map riparian vegetation and root zone characteristics in the soil pits for assessment of the affect of
root binding on bank material resistance.

The cross-section data and bank material characterization is completed at a Master cross-section within the
representative segment of each "like" reach. The Master cross-section is typically located at a riffle crossover on a
straight reach between meander bends. Ancillary cross-sections are located in the lower one third of the meander
bends and riffle crossover points up and downstream of the Master cross-section. Data collected at the ancillary
cross-sections includes a cross-section profile (typically 7 to 9 ordinates) and estimates of bankfull stage. The
longitudinal profile is collected throughout the survey segment along with characterization of plan form geometry.
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Design Case: Diagnostic Geomorphic Survey

The longitudinal survey of the channel along the thalweg is presented in Figure J.l ("Survey" data points). This
profile more clearly demonstrates the differences between the three reaches as represented by slope and pool-riffle
dimensions (Table J.4). Other parameter values derived from the geomorphic survey are summarized in Table J.5.
These data are combined with the cross-section, soils and sediment data to generate values for key parameters as
described in the following series of calculations.

The following calculations are required to determine the 3 different estimates of the dominant discharge.

Estimate of Geomerphic Referenced Dominant Discharge
1. The longitudinal data are plotted to generate estimates of the channel gradient in order of

priority as follows:
(1) Water surface profile based on estimates of bankfull stage from the Master and ancillary

cross-sections.
(2) Bed slope (riffle crest to riffle crest), and
(3) Water surface profile (dry weather flow at the time of the survey).

2. The pebble count data (length, width and breadth) are transformed into an equivalent diameter
and used to generate a mass curve wherein cumulative percent finer by mass is plotted as a
function of particle diameter;

3. The 450 and ~184 particle size values (the particle diameter below which 50 and 84% of the
particles are finer by mass, respectively) are determined from the mass curve;

4. Manning’s roughness coefficient is estimated at bankfull stage using:
(1) Standard field guides, and
(2) Empirical relations such as: the Strickler (1923) and Limerinos (1970) equations.

5. The cross-section ordinates collected at the Master cross-section are plotted to produce a cross-
section profile and a stage-area curve;

6. The stage-area curve is combined with the longitudinal gradient (S) and the estimate of
Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) to generate the stage-discharge curve for the cross-section
using Manning’s equation,

Q= -" "" AR 3 S2 ...................................................... [J.2]

in which Q represents the flow rate (cfs) at depth ’y’ above the thalweg, ’A’ is the cross-section
area of the channel at depth ’y’, ’R’ represents the hydraulic radius at depth ’y’ and ’S’ is the
longitudinal gradient of the channel (ft/ft). An example of a stage-discharge curve is provided
in Figure J.2;
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Rosgen Parameter
No. Stream 2 Year W/d Ratio Width Depth Flow Base Wetted

Type Flow Perimeter

QZYR WBFL daft. QBFL B P

(cfs) (ft) (ft) (cfs) (ft) (ft)
l C3 8.9 3.00 3.00 1.00 4.76 2.00 4.24

2 B3 9.54 3.23 2.75 0.85 5.10 1.90 3.80

3 C3 10.1 2.87 2.83 0.99 5.40 1.85 4.06

Reach Parameter
No. Bed Material Mean Area Hydraulic Slope Velocity Riparian

Particle Radius Vegetation

Size Type

ABFL R S v
50 ’ 84

(in) (in) (ft2) (ft) (ft/ft) (fps)

1 2.8 3.3 2.50 0.590 .00385 1.90 Wood~�
2 5.1 7.5 1.99 0.521 .0142 2.57 Wood~�
3 3.7 5.2 2.32 0.570 .00794 2.35 Wood2�

Reach Parameter
No. Bank Material Composition Critical Shear Depth of Excess Boundary Shear

Stress Stratigraphic Stress
Soil Class Soil Consistence Test Bank Bed Unit IICRT

(*) CRT (lbs/ft2)
Class Unit X1 X2 X3 SCOR ~CRT (lbs/fi2) h Bank Bed

No. E (lbs/ftz) (ft)

1 SiLm 1 1 2 1 4 0.36<h<1.00
SiSa 2 0 0 1 1 0.120 0.548 0.10<h<0.36 0.057 -0.334

CoGr 3 N/a N/a N/a N/a 0.0<h<0.10

2    CoBo 1 N/a N/a N/a N/a 0.573 1.206 0.39<h_<0.85 -0.016 -0.526

GrCo 2 N/a N/a N/a N/a 0.0<h<0.39

3 SiLm 1 2 1 3 6 0.32<h<0.99
SiCI 2 2 2 2 6 0.329 0.878 0.12<h<0.32 0.03 -0.446

SiCI 3 2 3 2 7 0.0<h<0.12

(*) Least resistant lower bank stratigraphic unit corresponding to the zone of secondary
maximum boundary shear stress.

7. The dominant discharge (Qc;EO) is determined from the stage-discharge curve and field estimate
of bankfull stage (dBvL). For Reach 1 in this example, dBFc=l.0 fi, consequently QGEO=4.76 cfs
(Figure J.2). This procedure is repeated for each cross-section within the reach and the flow rate
most common to all cross-sections is adopted as the geomorphic referenced estimate of the
dominant discharge. If a wide disparity exists between estimates of (QGEo) than the
determination of slope, Manning’s ’n’ value and the geomorphic indicators of bankfull stage are
revisited to determine if a miss-interpretation of the data or an error in calculations has occurred.
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Flow Depth Above the Thalweg, y (if)

Figure J.2 Stage-Discharge Curve for Reach 1 Downstream
of the Proposed Development

Estimate of Bed Material Critical Shear Stress
8. Critical shear stress is estimated for the ~84 particle size value of the bed material using

procedures such as:
(1) The modified Shield’s equation (Vanoni, 1977), or
(2) Various empirical relations (from the literature) that express critical shear stress as a

function of particle size, one such is Eqn .1.3 proposed by Lane (1955)

(Tr~.~,)~,:.~ = O. 1640~4 ................................................... [J.3]

in which 84 is the particle size for which 84% of the materials are finer (inches) andCRT
represents the critical shear stress (lbs/fi2). Applying Eqn, [J.3] :

UcR’r)BEt~= 0.164qb84 = 0.164 (3.34 in) = 0.548 lbs/fi2

at the Master cross-section (Reach 1);

Estimate of Instantaneous Bed Shear Stress
9. A stage-shear stress curve is generated for the Master cross-section using DuBoy’s relation for

average shear stress and a channel shape adjustment factor proposed by Lane (! 955) as follows:

ro = k~pg(d - d,, )S .............................................[J.4]

and,
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kb =0.000547 -0.0121 +0.092 +0.75 .................... [2.5]

in which "Co represents the instantaneous boundary shear stress at point ’P’ on the bed (lbs/ft s~),

kb is a channel shape adjustment factor (dimensionless; Fig. J.3), p is the density of the
sediment-water mixture being conveyed by the channel (62.4 lbs/ft3), ’g’ is acceleration due to
gravity (32.2 ft/s~), ’d’ is the depth of the flow above the thalweg (ft), dp is the depth of flow
above the thalweg at point ’P’ (ft), ’S’ represents the longitudinal gradient of the flow at depth
’d’ and ’B’ is the bottom width of the channel (assuming a trapezoidal configuration). In this
design case, a mapping of the isovels through the Master cross-section indicates that the point of
maximum boundary shear stress occurs at the thalweg. Since the thalweg is the deepest part of
the channel, the term dp=0 in Eqn. J.4. A stage-shear stress curve for Reach 1 is illustrated in
Figure J.4. Note that the units for % are reported in lbs/ft2 to be consistent with the estimate of
critical shear stress reported in Task 8. To obtain units of lbs/ft~- remove ’g’ from Eqn. 2.4.

Lane (1955) Average Boundary Shear Stress Adjustment Factor For the
Determination of Maximum Bed S hear Stres s

0.98
~ .............

0.960.9

~

0.92 :

y = 0.000547x3 - 0.0121 x2 + 0.092x + 0.75[

0.88 .... , ........ i
0 2 4 6 8 10

B/d

Figure J.3 Determination of kB for the Adjustment of Average
Boundary Shear Stress For Variations in Channel Shape

Assuming A Trapezoidal Channel Cross-Section Configuration
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Flow Depth, (d-dp) in

Figure J.4. Stage-Shear Stress Curve for
Reach 1 (Master Cross-section): Bed Station.

Estimate the Sediment Referenced Dominant Discharge
10.    The stage-shear stress curve is used to determine the depth of flow at which the boundary shear

stress on the bed is equal to the critical shear stress of the (I)84 particle size fraction. This depth
is transformed into an estimate of flow rate from the stage-discharge curve (Task 5 above),
providing a second, independent estimate of the dominant discharge (QsEo). This calculation
also provides a basis for determination of the sensitivity of the bed material to an alteration in
the sediment-flow regime. This assessment is described in Task 21 below;

Estimate The Flow Recurrence Interval of the Referenced Dominant Discharge
11.    A flow time series is generated using:

(1) Flow gauge data if available, or
(2) A continuous hydrologic model to generate a synthetic flow time series of 6 to 13 years in

length.
12. The flow time series is used to derive a flood frequency curve from which a third independent

estimate of the dominant discharge (QR~) is determined as the flow having a recurrence interval
between I and 2 years (average RI=1.5 years);
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Finalize the Estimate of Dominant Discharge
13.    The three estimates of dominant discharge are compared for consistency. If consistent (e.g. the

range is equal to or less than 20% of the mean), then the mean value of the dominant discharge
can be accepted with a higher degree of confidence

Step 3. Determine the Sensitivity of the Boundary Materials

A) Sensitivity of the Bed Material
14. Using the stage-shear stress relationship developed in Task 9 and the estimate of flow depth

(daFL, Task 10) from the dominant discharge (Task 13), determine the boundary shear stress
(Z0)aED being applied to the bed at point ’P’ at the dominant discharge. Point ’P’ is located on
the bed within the zone of maximum boundary shear stress. In this example the value of
maximum instantaneous boundary shear stress at a depth of daFL= 1.0 ft was found to be
= 0.214 tbs/ft2 at the Master cross-section in Reach 1 (Figure J.4). Similarly, for Reaches 2 and
3 the maximum value of instantaneous boundary shear stress was found to be (1;0)BED = 0.680
and 0.432 lbs/fl2 respectively.

15. Compute the value of (’Ce)aEO for the Master cross-section knowing (Z0)aED and (ITeRT)BEDaS,

in which (’I~c)BED represents the effective boundary shears stress, z0 is the instantaneous boundary
shear stress at the dominant discharge and XCRr is the critical shear stress of the bed material at
point ’P’.

16. Repeat the bed shear stress analysis for all Master cross-sections in all reaches of "like"
morphology.

17. Compare the value of (aTe)BED for all Master cross-sections through the study reach and select the
Master cross-section for which the value of (’~c)BED is greatest. The reach represented by the
Master cross-section having the highest value of (I~c)BED is referred to as the "Control Reach".

In this example, effective boundary shear stress on the bed was found to range from between -0.526 and
-0.334 (Table J.5). The negative values infer that the channel bed is armored and the bed material is
mobile under flood flow events in excess of the dominant discharge. However, of the three Master
cross-sections the value of(/:¢)BEO was greatest for Reach 1, consequently, Reach 1 was identified as the
"Control Reach".

B) Sensitivity of the Bank Material
18. The bank material for the "Control Reach" is classified according to soil type for each

stratigraphic unit using:
(l) Soil consistency tests; or
(2) Particle size analysis and Atterberg Limits.

In this example the bank materials were mapped and differentiated into stratigraphic units
as sumanarized for the three reaches in Table J.5. The soil consistency test results
determined using standard soil classification guidelines (as quantified by MacRae, 1991)),
are summarized below and reported in Table J.5.
i)     Assign a value for the stickiness of the material, e.g. not sticky, (X 1=0) to

extremely sticky (X 1=4),
ii) Assign a value for the plasticity of the material, e.g. not plastic (X2=0) to

extremely plastic (X2=4),
iii) Assign a value for the firmness of the material, e.g. loose, no structure (X3=0) to
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stiff (X4=4).
(3) Sum the consistency test values,

3

SCORE = ~ x, ,. .............................................[J.7]

in which SCORE represents the sum of the values assigned for stickiness, plasticity and
firmness.

19. Construct stage-shear stress curves for selected bank stations approximated by 0.25do~L,
0.33doFL, 0.4d~FL. More than one bank station may be required in a stratigraphic unit depending
upon the thickness of the unit. The curves may be approximated as follows:

ro = ks (pg(d - d~ )S),. ............................................ [J.8]

in which ks is a correction factor for points on the channel bank determined as a function of
channel shape (see Eqn. J.9, Figure J.5), ’d’ is the depth of flow (fi), p is the density of water
(62.4 lbs/ft3), ’g’ is acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/s2) and dp is the depth of flow at the
elevation of the boundary station (ft).

/-B~0.0241

=0.7236/7) ,. .........................................IJ.9]

in which B is the channel bottom (ft) width and ’d’ is the depth of flow (ft). Note, to obtain
units of lbs/ft~- remove the constant ’g’ from Eqn..1.8.
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Lane (1955) Average Boundary Shear Stress Adjustment
Factor For the Determination oflnstantaneous Bank Shear

S tres s

0.76

0.75 [ .,~ [ [
-~ 0.745

|     /I

--0.74 Y = 0"7236X0"0241

0.735 t R2 = 0.9858
0.73 ! I ,

0 2 4 6 8 10

B/d
Figure J.5 Adjustment Factor ks for Bank Shear Stress For

Channels Approximating a Trapezoidal Shape

20. Estimate the critical shear stress (~CRT) within each stratigraphic unit using available empirical
relationships. These relations are typically based on percent silt and clay content, degree of
compaction, particle size (Vanoni, 1977) or the SCORE value (MacRae, 1991);

21. Compute the excess boundary shear stress for each bank station at a flow depth of between 0.6
and 0.75 feet by reading the boundary shear stress off the stage-shear stress curve for each
boundary station and subtracting the critical shear stress as described in DuBoy’s relation,

(~’~),~vr = (r0 - 2"cn7 ) a~vK .....................................................[J. 10]

in which (’tc)BNK represents the excess boundary shear stress (lbs/ft2) at the selected boundary
station (P), "to is the instantaneous boundary shear stress (lbs/ft~’) at any specified depth of flow
at point P and "tCRT represent the critical shear stress (lbs/ft2) of the boundary material at point P.

22. Compare the estimates of excess boundary shear stress (Z~)BNK at each bank station and select
that station having the highest value of (Z~)B~K as the bank station controlling bank response
(controlling stratigraphic unit) to a change in the flow regime. Using the guidelines presented in
Table J.6 determine channel sensitivity to an alteration in the sediment-flow regime and the
corresponding Over Control (OC) curve and Inflection Point
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BANK SENSITIVITY BED SENSITIVITY DRC PARAMETERS
Excess Sensitivity Excess Bank Resistance Sensitivity Over Inflection
Shear Class Shear Class Control Point
Stress

i
Stress Soil Class SCORE

[Multiplier(~0)~ (’~0)~K Roc
<0 L <0 Very Stiff N/a L 1.0 -0.9 a

-0 Stiff 10-12 ML 0.9 - 0.7 a
Firm 7-9 M 0.7 - 0.5 b
Soft <6 H 0.5 - 0.2 c

>0 N/a 0.5 - 0.2 c
=0 ML <0 N/a 0.9 - 0.7 a

=0 Stiff 10-12 ML 0.9 - 0.7 a
Firm 7-9 M 0.7 - 0.5 b
Soft <6 H 0.5 - 0.2 c

>0 N/a 0.5 - 0.2 c
M <0 N/a 0.7 - 0.5 b

=0 Stiff N/a 0.7 - 0.5 b
Firm 7-9 M 0.7 - 0.5 b
Soft _<6 H 0.5 - 0.2 c

>0 N/a 0.5 - 0.2 c
H N/a 0.5 - 0.2 c

>0 H N/a 0.5 - 0.2 c

The multiplier (Roc) in Table J.6 is used in the following manner:
a)     The 2 year peak flow attenuation technique is used to derive the stage-discharge curve for the

erosion control component of the SWM pond.
b) A multiplier of unity is equivalent to the traditional 2-year peak flow attenuation approach.
c) The multiplier is used to adjust the 2-year stage-discharge curve to account for differences in the

erodability of the boundary materials. The adjustment is performed by multiplying each ordinate of
the stage-discharge curve by Roc. For stiff materials, the multiplier approaches unity (Roc---> 1.0).
For very sensitive materials, the multiplier is between 0.2 and 0.3, which is equivalent to 80%OC to
70%OC respectively.

Bank materials may be grouped according to the SCORE value if the soil consistency tests apply (i.e. fine-grained
material with few stones). For coarse-grained materials, resistance can be determined from observation of bank
erosion following a high flow event. As an alternative the resistance of the coarse-grained stratigraphic unit can be
inferred from bank form and shear stress distribution through comparison with adjoining strata of fine-grained
material.

Finally, relations expressing critical shear stress as a function of particle size are available in the literature. Many of
these relations were derived from flume experiments using disturbed material that has been re-compacted. These
relations tend to underestimate the resistance of the material as it is observed in the field. Consequently, these
relations should be employed with caution or corrected to account for root binding, imbrication, compaction and
structurization.
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I Step 4. Approximate the Curve For the DRC Pond. IElevation-Discharge

The DRC outflow control structure can be constructed as set of pipes or nested weirs. This design example is for a
nested, sharp crested weir.

Determine the stage-discharge curve for the flow rate having a recurrence interval of 2 years for the baseline land
use condition. For this example, the baseline condition is the reforested land use scenario. The flow having a
recurrence interval 2 years was determined previously as between 8.9 and 10.1 cfs for Reaches 1 through 3
respectively (Table J.5).

Construct the 2 year stage-discharge curve using an equation for sharp crested weirs with end contractions:

Q = C~L~h 7 .....................................................[J.!l]

in which, ’Q’ represents the rate of flow (cfs), ’C¢’ is the effective weir coefficient (C=3.19, Brater and King, 1982),
Lc is the effective length of the weir (ft) and ’he’ is the effective depth of flow above the weir crest (ft). Set the
invert of the weir at 628.0 ft. The terms Lc, Cc and he are adjusted to account for losses due to end contractions
(Brater and King, 1982). In this illustration it is assumed that the stage-volume curve has already been derived and
that the approximate head at QaFL=8.9 cfs is h=2.25 ft.

Re-arranging Eqn. J. 11 and solving for ’L~’ at Q=(Q2yR)p~=8.9 cfs yields,

Q 8.9
- = = 0.83fl .[J.12]Lc 3 3 ’ .......................................

Compute the stage-discharge curve for the 2-year weir using Eqn. J.11 as illustrated in Figure J.6 (Q2¥R, curve AB.
This stage-discharge curve represents the rating curve for the 2-year post- to pre-development peak flow attenuation
approach.
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1
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Stage in Pond Above Weir Crest, h (ft)

Figure ,1.6. The 2 Year Peak Flow Attenuation and DRC Rating Curves
for 30%0C, 50%0C and 70%0C

Construct the DRC stage-discharge curve as follows:

Determine the level of OC control and the inflection point from Table J.6.
o Since (%)BED<0 (Table J.5) then the bed is classified as "Low" sensitivity (shaded boxes in the first

two columns of Table .1.6);
o The value of(Zc)BNK>0 consequently, Row 3 of Column 3 (shaded box in Table J.6) was selected:
o The bank material was classified as soft (SCORE=I), consequently, the 4’~ Row of Colmrm 4 was

chosen providing a range of Roc between 0.5 and 0.2 with an inflection point at "c’. In this case
Roc=0.3 was selected in accordance with the guidelines in Table J.6. Note: 70%OC means that the
multiplier for the 2 year curve is Roc=0.3

o The 70%OC curve (designated as curve AE in Figure .1.6) is created by multiplying the ordinance of
the 2 year stage-discharge curve (Q,wR in Figure J.6) by the multiplier Roc=0.3.

o The inflection point (c) is determined using the guidelines provided in Table J.7.
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Ratio of Bankfull      Inflection     Dominant    Flow Rate at
Inflection

Inflection Point Depth
Depth Point Depth Discharge InflectionPoint

to Bankfull
Point

Depth
dBR. di QBFL Qi

di/darL
(dim)

(ft) (ft) (cfs) (cfs)

a .75 .75 2.88
b .67 1.0 .67 4.76 2.30
c .55 .55 1.74

The point d~=0.55 ft, dBFL=1.0 ft, characterize the Control Reach, consequently the ratio,

d, 0.55 
- - 0.55 ...........................................[3.12]

1.Off

o The flow rate at dc/daFL=0.55 was estimated from Figure J.6 to be Qc=1.74 cfs.
o Point (c) can be located on curve AE at a flow corresponding to Qc=1.74 cfs.

The DRC stage-discharge curve follows the curve A(c)B in Figure J.6. For the purpose of illustration, the
stage-discharge curves for 30%OC (inflection point (a)) and 50%OC (inflection point (b)) are also provided
in Figure J.6.

Step 5. Sizing the DRC Weir

After establishing the DRC stage-discharge curve the next step is to size the DRC weir. This is done using a nested
weir configuration as illustrated in Figure J.7. The equation for the nested weir can be approximated from Eqn. J.14
for sharp crested weirs as,

Q= Q,L~,h 7_ + C.,(L; -L~.)(h,7 - , ..............................[J.14]

INS/: i

in which Q represents the discharge from the nested weir, ’Co’ is a coefficient (3.19) adjusted to account for end
contractions, L~ is the length of the inset weir, h~ represents the height of the inset weir where 0<he<h2 (h2 represents
the total height of the nested weir) and he’ is the depth of flow through the nested weir above the inset weir
(h~,_<hf<h2),
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0 5 10 15
Horizontal Distance (ft)

Figure J.7 Comparison of the 70% OC DRC Weir with Inflection Point at Jc] and the
Traditional 2-year Peak Flow Attenuation Weir

Solving Eqn. D. 14 for results in the dimensions and flow values reported in Table J.8.

DRC Weir
Parameter Inflection Point Inflection Point Inflection Point 2 Year Weir

(a) (b) (c)
Lc(ft) 1.77 1.00 0.62
hc (ft) 0.67 0.78 0.93 N/A
Q, at he (cfs) 2.89 2.21 1.74
L~" (ft) 0.80 4.32 11.0 0.83
h2 (ft) 2.25
Q at h_~ (cfs) 8.94

Parameters in Table .1.8 are defined in the preceding text.
Note: the weir dimensions for DRC stage discharge curves 30%OC (inflection point ’a’) and 50%OC (inflection

point ’b’) are provided for comparison with the selected option (inflection point ’c’).
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Miscellaneous Design Schematics for Compliance with Performance Criteria

Figure K- 1 : Trash Rack for Low Flow Orifice
Figure K-2: Expanded Trash Rack Protection for Low Flow Orifice
Figure K-3: Internal Control for Orifice Protection
Figure K-4: Observation Well for Infiltration Practices
Figure K-5: On-line Versus Off-line Schematic
Figure K-6: Isolation!Diversion Structure
Figure K-7: Half Round CMP Hood
Figure K-8: Half Round CMP Weir
Figure K-9: Concrete Level Spreader
Figure K-10: Baffle Weir for Cold Climates
Figure K- 11: Hooded Outlet with Hood Below Ice Layer
Figure K-12: Shallow Angle Trash Rack to Prevent Icing
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Figure K.1 Trash Rack Protection for Low Flow Orifice

WELD (TYP.)

2" x 114" STEEL
STOCK ALL AROUND

1/2" DIAMETER HOLES
@24" O/C MAX. (TYP.)

3 LB/FT= EXPANDED STEEL
GRATE ON TOP, BO’I-I’OM,
AND SIDES

WELD 1"x1"x1/8" ANGLE
-- OVER ALL EDGES (TYP.)

NOTES FOR TRASH RACK
1. TRASH RACK TO BE CENTERED OVER OPENING.

2. STEEL TO CONFORM TO ASTM A-36.

3.ALL SURFACES TO BE COATED WITH ZRC COLD GALVANIZING
COMPOUND AFTER WELDING.
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Figure K.2 Expanded Trash Rack Protection for Low Flow Orifice

EXPANDED STEEL GRATE __ PRE-CAST3 LBS/FT= WELDED INSIDE RISER STRUCTURE
ANGLES, TOP AND BOTH SIDES.
#3,0 GRATING
(SEE DETAIL)

1/4" x 4" STEEL
ALL AROUND

1/2" DIAMETER
HOLE (TYP.)                  "k :

1" x 1" ANGLES
ALONG TOP EDGES

CAST-IN-PLACE 1 LAYER 6" x 6" 4/4
TRASH RACK BASE WOVEN WIRE FABRIC

(3’-8"x3’-2’b(6") CENTERED IN SLAB
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Figure K.3 Internal Control for Orifice Protection

s REMOVABLE CAP

I I] _~r~.~ ORIFICE

TO RISER
GRAVEL
JACKET
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Figure K.4 Observation Well for Infiltration Practices

TOP LID*

~/-FINISHED GRADE

TYPE CLEANOUT
WITH COUNTERSUNK HEAD

PIPE SEAL GASKET

~ 6" P.V.C. SOIL PIPE

* ABOVE DETAIL PROVIDED AS SCHEMATIC
SCREW TOP P.V.C. WELL CAP ONLY

EACH OBSERVATION WELL / CLEANOUT SHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

1. FOR AN UNDERGROUND FLUSH MOUNTED OBSERVATION WELL / CLEANOUT,
PROVIDE A TUBE MADE OF NON-CORROSIVE MATERIAL, SCHEDULE 40 OR
EQUAL, AT LEAST THREE FEET LONG WITH AN INSIDE DIAMETER OF AT
LEAST 6 INCHES.

2. THE TUBE SHALL HAVE A FACTORY A’I-FACHED CAST IRON OR HIGH IMPACT
PLASTIC COLLAR WITH RIBS TO PREVENT ROTATION WHEN REMOVING SCREW
TOP LID. THE SCREW TOP LID SHALL BE CAST IRON OR HIGH OMPACT PLASTIC
THAT WILL WITHSTAND ULTRA-VIOLET RAYS.
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Figure K.5 On-Line Versus Off-Line Schematic

T

PLAN VIEW PLAN VIEW

SECTION SECTION
OFF-LINE ON-LINE
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Figure K. 6 Isolation Diversion Structure

STANDARD
MANHOLE

TOP OF TRASH GRATING

AT OUTLET PIPE INVERT INVERT OF INFLOW
ptpE

0UTFLOW,~PIPE :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
BOLT SHEU: ANGLE TO
MANHOLE WALL PER DETAIL

’FIRST FLUSH" OUTLET PIPE
(TO BMP FACILITY)

NOTE ALUMINUM TRASH GRATE
IN"~’~/O SEMICIRCULAR SECTIONS
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Figure K.7 Half Round CMP Hood

RISER

(IN RISER WALL)

ROUND CMP HOOD

12"-18" BEL0 W
ORIFICE INVEI ~T
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Figure K.8 Half Round CMP Weir

OPEN
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Figure K.9 Concrete Level Spreader

l ) ,,= FLOW ENTERS AS SHEET FLOW
0% CHANNEL GRADE,

~

OR CONCENTRATED FLOW
(SPREADER CHANNE~

LEVEL LIP-/

PLAN VIEW

LIP PROTECTIONORIGINAL GROUND
EVEL LIP

0% GRADE

~" MIN.2:1 OR

PROFILE
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Figure K.10 Baffle Weir for Cold Climates
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Figure K.11 Hooded Outlet with Hood Below Ice Layer

.; ii’..i:;;.;~~,’. ~o.~.
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Figure K.12 Shallow Angle Trash Rack to Prevent Icing

ORIGI/VA/... $t’IALLOW ANGLE
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Velocity

Maximum permissible velocities of flow in vegetated channels absent of permanent turf reinforcement matting
shall not exceed the values shown in the following table:

Table L.1 Permissible Velocities for Channels Lined with Vegetation

Channel Slope Lining Permissible
Velocity~ (ft/sec)

0-5% Reed canarygrass 5
Tall fescue
Kentucky bluegrass

4
Grass-legume mixture

Red fescue
Redtop 2.5
Serices lespedeza
Annual lespedeza
Small grains

5-10% Reed canarygrass 4
Tall fescue
Kentucky bluegrass

Grass-legume mixture 3

Greater than Reed canarygrass
Tall fescue 3

10% Kentucky bluegrass

Source: Soil and Water Conservation Engineering, Schwab, et al.

For vegetated earth channels having permanent turf reinforcement matting, the permissible flow velocity shall
not exceed 8 ft/sec. Turf reinforcement matting shall be a machine produced mat of nondegradable fibers or
elements having a uniform thickness and distribution of weave throughout. Matting shall be installed per
manufacturer’s recommendations with appropriate fasteners as required. Examples of acceptable products
include but are not limited to:
* North American Green "C350" or"P300"
¯ Greenstreak "PEC-MAT"
¯ Tensar"Erosion Mat"

1 For highly erodible soils, permissible velocities should be decreased 25%. An erodibility factor (K)
greater than 0.35 would indicate a highly erodible soil. Erodibility factors (K-factors) can be obtained
from local NRCS offices.
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Manning’s n value
The roughness coefficient, n, varies with the type of vegetative cover and flow depth. At very shallow depths,
where the vegetation height is equal to or greater than the flow depth, the n value should be approximately
0.15. This value is appropriate for flow depths up to 4 inches typically. For higher flow rates and flow depths,
the n value decreases to a minimum of 0.03 for grass channels at a depth of approximately 12 inches. The n
value must be adjusted for varying flow depths between 4" and 12" (see Figure L. 1).

Figure L.1 Manning’s n Value with Varying Flow Depth (Source: Claytor and Schueler, 1986)
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